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Baily, Harold H. Accecente 
Bird Surgery at Fee dor 
Wilson Bull. 26: 36, 1914 

Photograph of a wing bone of ,Greater Snow 
Goose taken fell 1912 showing well healed ty 
fracture of precegding year. 
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431 Dhenietry Bldg. 

September 28, 1928. 

Mr. Carl $. Leopold, : 
Burjington, lowa. 

Dear Gerl: 

Sometime ago we discussed the poselbilities of 
Aineremging the muniber of nesting ducks at the Orystal 
Lake Slub. Since this problem hele conmeio the whole 
MiBABSEte Valley I am interested in promoting anything 

‘ that will work toward & solution. 

i have already teld you that Superintendent 
Oox of the Unper trp Refuge ie trying to establish 

, ® local breeding atock on the Winone Luke by raieing 
: mallards in a pen on the shore and relessing them to the 

flight. ‘The theory is that they will return and neet in 
the locality. ; 

# X am getisfied thet the sane scheme would be 
worth trying At Crystal Leake but suoceae would be mch 
more probable if the experiment were secompanted by control 
of snapping turtles. ; 

On page 22 of September “Outdoor America" are i 
descriptions of tro, turtle traps. In s4dififon, sa you know, 
it would be Rees wTS 9 to shoot thea in large numbers, If 
you could find a market for tartles in Chieaso it might be 
possibile for the Club te take on & wan who wopld reiee the 
ducke and patrol the grounds in exchange for the turtle tiheries 
Ore ate myoe alse the suskiket trarping. It would 

worth while ee mang as to turtle warkets in Chiesago and 
if you get any information I wich you would le¥me have a 

\ copy of it. I om sending copies of this Letter to Mr. 
, Olin of the Institute, Mr. Oox, and aleo Nash Buckingham 
f of the Wildfowlers eye with the request that if any of 

! them oan give you edditional suggestions that they do se. 

\ ; Whether or not Crystal Lake will be able to 
embark on the a I hope it will reestablish the 
refuge @r rest hole on its grounds. I make this personal |



suggestion because one of these days I will be aerretins 
Tilinoia and I would hate to report that the Orystal Lake : 
Club had & suecessful Refuge and then abandoned it. 

Yours sineerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
tn Charge, Game Survey. 

P.S. Dr. E. W. Nelson tells me there is a man named Corsan 
who is an expert on turtle control. It might pay you to 
write him. Dr. Nelson thought he was Game Breeding Editor 
for Outdoor Life, Curtis St., Denver, Colorado.
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Accident folder 

Stoner, Emerson A. 1934 | 

Note in The Wilson Bulletin, vol. XLVI, no. 1, Mar. 1934, pe 633 | 

"An odd result of a kinglet's accident.--I collected near Benicia, 
Solano County, California, on October 22, 1933, a female Western Ruby- 
crowned Kinglet (Corthylio calendula cineraceus) from a live oak 
tree, where it was flitting about with several of its companions. 
I found that the bird had at one time suffered a broken right leg 
about one-fourth inch above the hind toe. The fractured bone had 
completely healed together, but in nearly reverse position, so that 
the hind toe severed as a front toe, and the three front toes were in 

the position of the hind toe." 

|



File: Accidents 
Hawks & Owls 

(General Notes, The Auk, Vol. LI, No. 2, April, 1934, p. 236.) 

Owls on a Louisiana Highway.--On October 1, 1933, while riding down the new "Air-Line 
Highway" from New Orleans to Baton Rouge, Iouisiana, I noticed a ey 0 Owl lying dead 
on the highway. I stopped and found that it was a Great Horned Owl (Bubo y. virginiams), 
evidently struck and killed by an automobile, I had gone scarcely a hundred yards 
farther when I found another of the same species, and then another. I was passing 

| through a big swamp near New Orleans, and the road seemed literally lined with dead Owls. 
| On the ten mile stretch of highwey through the swamp, I counted no less than seventeen 

large Owls, lying dead by the road side, I examined several, and found two species, 
Great Horned Owls and Southern Barred Owls (Strix varia alleni). 

This ‘highway had only been open a few weeks, end evidently the big Owls living in 
the depths of the swamp were bewildered and blinded by the lights of the automobiles, 
The rest of the inhabitants of the swamp seemed to fare better, for the only other 
bird seen dead on the road between New Orleans and Baton Rouge was a Southern Blue Jay.-< 
William B. Ward, Timmonsville, S. C.



p Accidents 

From The Auk, Vol, LI, July 1934, p. 379. : 

An Umsual Hed-heated Woodpecker Accident.-- On Jamary 11, 1934, some students 
of the Upshur County High School, Buckhannon, W. Va., brought to me a specimun / 

: of Red-headed Woodpecker (Melanerpes erythrocephalus) which had driven its bill : 
so far into a red oak acorn that extrication had proved impossible, and the bird 
had starved to death,. When found it weighed less than two-and-a-half ounces, 
It required a sharp pull to remove the acorn from the bill which had penetrated 

about three-eighths of an inch.--Maurice Brooks, French Creek, W. Va. 

f



Accidents 

From "The Moose of Isle Royale" by Adolph Murie. Misc. Publ. No. 25, 
Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan, July 7, 1934, p. 19. 

"Te circumstances of tragedy were plainly written one place where I 
found the outstretched skeleton of a young bull. In crossing a quaking bog, 
his hind food had been caught in a forked root and had been held fast. 

"IT found two carcasses in June, 1930, one a cow, the other a young bull, 

in two different licks, one located among some alders, the other at the edge of 
Y ‘an alder thicket. It seans likely that both animals had been caught by a sub- 

merged root, for neither was deeply mired. (The presence of a dead moose had 

caused the two licks to be deserted by other moose.) 
t



Pa, Game News Accidents 
Vol. V, No. 6 
Sept. 1934, p.14. 

STRANGLED DEER ram 
Refuge Keeper Isaac Baumgardner makes | 

the following report: “Found a deer hung 

sby its neck in the crack of an old stump in | 

-an old salt lick. It was a yearling fawn ~ 

(male) and had been there possibly several 

weeks, Salt had been placed on top of this 

old stump by someone. Due to the stump 

‘ sbeing high it was necessary for this small 
deer to stand on its hind feet to reach the 

salt, Evidently it slipped or was pushed off | 

balance by another deer and caught its neck | 

in the crack.” | 
® > oe - i 

|



Accidents f 

Extract from "Studying Ptarmigan at Hudson Bay" by Dr. A. A. Allen. American 
Game, Septenber-October, 1934, 

"The trip from The Pas to Churchill on June 4 was naturally the most 
interesting part of the journey to one traveling 3,000 miles to study Ptarmigan, 
for, commencing at about mile 350, the white Ptarmigan feathers were much in 
evidence..... 

"Paralleling the railroad on the east side is one tier of telegraph wires 
about fifteen feet from the ground. ‘The crossarms supporting the wires are 
fastened to tripods of poles, for no single pole can stand in this muskeg country 
that has no substratum but rock or ice. The headlong flight of the Ptarmigan 
apparently takes no cognizance of such things a wires and for the last 150 
miles of the trip dead Ptarmigans under, the wires were as numerous as the live 
ones in view from the train window. We counted them for ten miles and they 
averaged 5.3 birds per mile, A little farther along we counted 15 dead Ptarmigans. 
in one mile under the wires and three live ones, and in the next mile (375) there 

‘were 14 dead. ‘The miles are very conveniently marked on the telegraph poles 
\ so that any spot can be definitely located. ;



File: Pa. Y 
Accidents .~ 

g CROSS REFERENCE 

See "Four-Mile Stretch" by John M. Fleming, Field & Stream, 

September, 1934. (A road in Pa, where automobiles run over deer and | 

deer run over automobiles.) Articles filed in deer folder.



j Accidents ; 

CROSS-REFERENCE 

See note, "A Hummingbird Entangled in a Spider's Web," by 

Robert 8. Woods, Azusa, California. The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, No. 6, 

November-December, 1934, p. 2he, 

|



Accidents 

Excerpt from "A Historical Review of the Habits and Anatomy of the Woodcock," 

by Henry Mousley. Canadian Field-Naturalist, January, 1935, p. 25. 

“Tt is seldom one comes across instances of birds which, having at one 

time or another been impaled by a twig or other similar substance, yet live 
to later on tell the tale of their misfortune, Such, however, was the case 
with the present Woodcock drawn by Mr. Merrill and here reproduced from an - 

- illustration appearing in the Ornithologist and Oologist of March, 1881. ~ 
The bird, it appears, was shot near Bangor, Maine, and sent in the flesh 

on October 9, 1880 to Mr. Merrill, the taxidermist of that town, who 
| mounted it with the stick in its breast just as it was shot. The flesh 

was but little cut and had entirely healed, as also had the skin, so that 
the stick was fastened into the wound, ‘The growth of the bird had apparently 
been stunted by the presence of the stick which was a perfectly straight 
piece of stalk of the Goldenrod or some growth of a like nature, which had 

evidently pierced the breast of the bird when alighting."



0 uta 4-8-4 oH Are 

ase it aah pai CROW HUNT 

t Talk about a successful crow hunt; I believe all will agree that 

2 the Monona County sportsmen know how. A letter from Ralph Jones, 

B. Onawa, Iowa, states they killed 776 crows in one day. One crow shot 

3 had the pelvic girdle of a cottontail rabbit fastened to one of its . 

Pas feet. Evidently this crow had been eating a rabbit and stepped into 

y the bone and could not release its foot. It had carried this bone for 

some time as the sharp parts had worn holes in the crow's foot.



- Accidents 

Pirnie (7) told me in 1935 that many diving ducks are caught 

in fish nets in Lakes Huron and Michigan, This is a form of accident 

not mentioned in "Game Management." 

A.Le



3/ 22/35 

Muskrat Freezing to Ice 

Lake Superior Muskrat & Mink Farm (Clarence Palm, Superior, Wisconsin) 
i operate a fur farm in Superior. Feed rats within an enclosure. Use carrots 

end greens, He told J, F. Wilder, 2217 Ogden Avenue, Superior, that in late 
winter when he is feeding on the ice he has to chop out many rats with tails 
frozen to the ice, after they have come out to feed, 

These rats Live in both banks and houses, ‘the rats maintain their om 
openings in the ice, 

Thinks they carry 75 pairs on 40 acres, but this may be off, 

AL. 

Muskrat Ve 
Accidents Yi 

Douglas Co.



Accidents 
From New Worlds, by Jack Van Coevering | 
Hunting & Fishing, April, 1935 | 

he A ic, north of Hudson ay in the st 150 miles 

of his rai road trip, Dr. Allen saw as many dead ptarmigan : 

|



Page 66 APRIL, 1935 

By Jack Van Coevering 

Outdoor news from the fact finders 

fg alae deer were once numerous in Yellowstone EEE a ae et 
Park, but they are the first animals to become extinct oe sy aS aw yj my 

there in modern times. In 1914, they began to decline, due ae 4 i a pee : 
to clearing of land along Yellowstone River, destruction ee ’ a _ oe \ 
of thickets in which to hide, wolves, and roaming outside = ie _ a ; sc] : 
the protected park area. ~. = 2s 4 -_ ; ‘ 

ee continued rains in late June, clay fields and : , 4 4 : 4 ff , 
heavy soils are death traps for European gray part- * Po 4 i. 3 4 

ridges (commonly called hungarians or hunkies), reports <_ - . ’ — , : 
Dr. Ralph E. Yeatter, game specialist for the Illinois — 2 . -— An. F* 
Natural History Survey. The soil balls up on their feet, 3. 7.4 Ja ee 7 

=a bogs them down, and they soon die of starvation and ex- oF . . gl - 
haustion. Farmers have also found young killd, with - Ye + eG “@ 
mudballs on their feet. In England Sremeteynalee” is : Toe <a Ol 
said to be a handicap toward maintaining partridges on 5 St ei 

heavy soll. Mudballs—young hungarians starve with their feet 

° pos are not savage and their dispositions are not bogged down 
-~ sullen, says Miss Crystal Thompson of the University 
ew of Michigan Museum of Zoology. Pet badgers which she 
& kept in an open field for several years have become so 

docile that they permit even strangers to stroke their broad pas 
SS flat backs. “Caged, newly captured badgers may seen — 

fierce or sullen,” she says, “but that does not indicate the LM 
normal nature of the animal.” Res ’ 

Dee in headlong flight pay no heed to telegraph s & : 
wires, says Dr. A. A. Allen of Cornell University, who Pie e. 

traveled 3,000 miles last summer to study these birds in SS i” 
the Arctic, north of Hudson Bay. On the last 150 miles “eo as : 
of his railroad trip, Dr. Allen saw as many dead ptarmigan et = : 
under the wires as live ones, counted an average of 5.3 dS. a oF 
dead birds Per mie. oc 

? es ’ <— Z Courtesy M. D. Pirnie 

a Ae a . Q Willow ptarmigan—white in winter, brown in summer 

-¢ ~ > Be slap their tails when frightened but not ex- 
7 4 clusively as a danger signal, says Alexander H. Leigh- 

7 3, ‘4 : ton of Princeton University, who observed the habits of 
ne of | > 5 beaver in Nova Scotia. He suggests that the tail slapping 

« ee: = er may be important in startling and temporarily upsetting 
: a Sea es ne ee va an approaching enemy. 

Badger—not as fierce as he is said to be, but a digger dh calves have lusty voices. When disturbed or alarmed 
of the first order or when temporarily separated from the mothers, the 

little fellows emit loud squeals, high pitched and often 
a piercing, says the United States Biological survey. 

* _ 
? i ; : Oe begin life as “incubator babies.” Blind and 

h - >. ve 3 naked, they live inside the mother’s pouch for the first 
i " P 2 month of their lives, doing nothing but eat and grow. After 
b oe am at aa they acquire hair and their eyes open, they push their 

oi i, ie OS . heads out of the pouch for a first look at the world. For 
eee " two months the young remain within grabbing distance 

if oaage, 4 B of the mother’s shaggy coat. When the family gets ready 
; Rae , » to move, the little possums climb on the big possum’s back, 

a e omnibus fashion, and away they go. 

RS Nee are ee COR sen a Ngee many believe that prairie dogs and rattlesnakes 
Wie 2S CREM ae OS sto Poni I Ayia live together in harmony, the fact is that, in prairie 

COUNLENY, DAUR Fea Spt CONTE dog country, one of the chief foods of rattlesnakes is young 
Moving time—mother possum is the omnibus prairie dog, according to the Biological Survey.



| Hunting & Fishing Accidents 
| June, 1935, p. 42 
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Tow and then deer have been found dead 

combat \alwayaaivasd Bane Buln dae is 
not very often und dea 1 v e 

see such a picture than the question arises 

ne was there to witness the acciden & h 

ues must fo r be unsolved, al + 

various explanations m: be given. The 

‘ ‘head with its antlers could be passed be- 

2en e two trees, wh il t 

: a af 1? Wh ‘ an gi » the best plausibl 
nswer to the puzzle?—H. E. Zimm 4 

\
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Bear 
Accidents 

135 

Heinzleman of the U. &. Forest Service, formerly stationed in 

Alaska, told me he knew an instance of a bear being killed by mosquitos.



Accidents ,~ 

_ ‘Bvan Kelly told me tn 1935 that he knew of a case of an clk 

| getting his homs tangled in a telerhone wire and perishing. This - 

was on the Flathead National Forest, ; é 

i:  ealieg



Pa, Game News 

July (7), 1 
» 1935 Accidents’ 

. - 
~ 

Photo by Joe Sedlak 

Deer trapped in ice flow saved by daring 

sportsman last winter. Several other deer 

also tried to cross but took warning when 

the ice started to crack and turned back.
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werden, damit der fiir die Fortpflangung notwendige Befak nidt ge- 
fabrdet wird. Mit befonderer Freude Hat man vernommen, dah es. 
Sagdpadter gibt, die den Hithnerabjduf fiir diefes Sahr_eingeltellt 
haben, damit der nodtige Nadjwudhs erhalten bleibt. Sob. KR. 

C Berungliidter Rehbod. Am 13. Auguit o. 9. piirfepte id) bei reg- 
nerifdem Wetter im Huy, Diftrift 60, um einen mir befannten Ub- 
fhupbod 3u erlegen. Bei diefem Piirfehgang fand id) den bier ab- 
gebildeten Bod verendet auf. Cr hatte fic) in einem Hoblen Ciden- 
jtubben mit dem Gebhirn verfangen und war fo elend 3ugrunde 
gegangen. Sc) nehme an, daf in bem Gtubbenlod) fidy etwas Waffer 
“befand und der Bod bei der vor dem 13. Auguft herrfcenden grofen 
Hibe oat {hopfen wollte. Wabhrideinlid) Hat der Bor, wie er den 
Ropf wieder aus dem Lod) Herausnehmen wollte, mit Kopf (Gehirn) 

wes ei Pg OEE S| ame ees 

Cee agin (AN | Va 
age EE ON OO I i Ree wwe eine) (7 Bee 

PSO ey ee 
Set koe oe | a. fae 

Cocke  . de 
ak § EM NN 

ee Fei 4 foe A hee SS - ND iM 

und Sjals einen ftumpferen Winfel gebildet als gu der Zeit, wo er den 
Ropf in das Stubbentod) eingefiihrt hat; hat fic) alfo fomit verfangen 
und fam aus dem Stubbenlod) nidt mehr heraus. Mit dem Kopf im 
Gtubben verfangen, muf der Bod nod) langere Beit gelebt haben, 
denn das Rnie des linfen Borderlaufes, das ausgetugelt war, war 
ftart angefdhwollen. Die Fiichfe haben dann den Bod angefdnitten, ob 
nod) ju feinen Lebgeiten oder nad) dem Berenden, war nicht feft- 
gujtellen. Wis ich den Bod fand, mu er 24 bis 48 Stunden verendet 
gewejen fein. Das Wildbret war fdon angegangen und nidt mehr 
braudjbar. 

Bielleiht it der Fund ein Hinweis auf die Notwendigfeit, be- 
fonders bei grofer, fanganbaltender Trodendeit fiir Wafferftellen gu 
Jorgen, damit das Wild fHopfen fann. Nach meinen Beobadtungen 
wedjelt das Wild aud) gern im Gommer aus wafferarmen Gegenden 
in folde, wo es Waffer fdipfen fann. . ‘Gaffe.



Serna, feet. A pair of ea mae wT: 
7 di record Alaskan 5 ae 

moose antlers SS ; 
yl rapped: were 77% inches SS . 

ABSENCE of available browse indirectly soar a 
caysed the death of this doe deer in . ‘ a ree gg 

Ogemaw State forest. In reaching up to Food of the ects vee = 

strip the foliage on several cedar boughs moose COnRIRtS : oe oa 

growing high against the trunks of a twin- of twigs. the OA 
elm tree, the deer had one front leg caught leaves ioe mane > 

between the stems. Evidently as it pulled hardwoods, a ohh. } ee 
and struggled to free itself, the leg became ‘ \N VU 5 

Te Ee et ae eg Ny eae 7 more firmly wedged, working 

Ee Fe ened 4 2 SOM ne downward, tighter and tighter, 
a Ries sft ei NS a t ETN A jog ie t until almost to the base of the 

Pee pape Bot Soca ED: i ri Le See i tree. Death must have come 

Me Ts ee bean t re) aoe slowly after many hours of 

. | eG = oat ate i as a eal suffering. The low-growing 

Set Sibir | Ree j f Ari PRN cag Oe re cedar browse in the immediate 
2 = | eat ay p $ ese ae - ‘ vicinity evidently was well 

7 Fi a4 ig at Caer A eg tae eaten out, otherwise the deer 

a A aka ci Saad eS ie would not have been forced to 
iY a \ Ae e Rei a iS bs apes reach for the high branches for 

OE is a ren Mee CI ree its food. Some days after the 

Neu See -_ Sec. oe rs ast incident Archie Cornman, a 
Hs ‘ey wtesee ib \ fg tee i J Molasses River CCC foreman, 

per eee. ee pgs he PE payed was tramping through the 
RR re. if 5% v oh BB oN ir woods, 10 miles from camp. He 

R ‘ ee Ym 5! ie Ree 4 < say found the carcass of the doe 

Fo IED ny cat bi is So SB and snapped this picture. 
— se 
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Pile: Accidents 1.“ 
: Pheasants 

Someone at the Kumlien Club at the November 25, 1935, meeting told of ‘ 

finding a pheasant with his head caught between a double-wire cable. This 

is similar to an accident to a sore rail previously recorded.



Accidents (Pass. Pigeon) ' 

Trom "The Passenger Pigeon in Ontario," by M. H. Mitchell, p. 103: 

"Those pigeons were gluttons to eat and after they cleaned up my father's 
pea field referred to in my report I found some of them dead near their nesting 
place. What happened was, they filled their crops with dry peas, then flew 

to the stream near their nesting place and drank water. The dry peas swelled 
i and either burst their crops or choked them. Some of them were not quite dead 

on Monday, the next day, when I found them, and besides being good food the 

gluttons saved my powder and shot." (Letter from Col. T. J. Murphy, London, 

Ontario.) 

} \
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8 CONSERVATION 
fn ee ee ee eee eee a ee 

In connection with the steady increase in >. road must be exceptional cases of destrue- 

the volume of automobile traffic in recent 7 000 D E D tion, at least as unusual as some may con- 

years, considerable attention has been given 9 1e very ay sider the present observation of only sixty- 

to the killing of animals straying on or G é Beas a one dead in 2,550 miles. It is further in- 

deliberately crossing the highways in search Such is the Destruction of Wildlife by Automobiles dicated that the rate of killing may vary 

of food, water, or other environmental greatly from year to year, and also within 

requirements. BY W. A. DREYER a single season, probably in relation to 

Dayton Stoner, in 1925, reported to the Condensed from “Science” for November 8 marked departures from the normal tem- 

editors of “Science” that he observed 225 perature, humidity and precipitation, or in 

dead animals on the highway in Iowa dur- relation to seasonal activities of the ani- 

ing a three-day trip of 632 miles. William garter snakes, eighteen turtles, and six un- for a daily nation-wide rate. Even at the mals. Hot dry summers, such as the sea- 

H. Davis, in 1934, reported the destruction identified. higher rate, the killing, caleulated for a sons of 1933 and 1934, produce a definite 

of 179 animals in two days on a stretch of This is a total of sixty-one dead ani- corresponding period of time, amounts to alteration and limitation of the usual nor- 

500 miles en route from Iowa to Amherst, mals in 2,550 miles, an average destruction only four-fifths of the estimated annual mal habitats and result in restless, explora- 

Massachusetts. These two observations each of .024 animals per mile—only one-fifteenth (1935) slaughter of ducks alone, five to six tory activity on the part of the local fauna, 
indicate an average of .36 dead animals the rate of killing reported by Mr. Stoner million, in a hunting season of thirty days. bringing the animals into increased contact 

per mile. This appears to be an alarming and Mr. Davis. On the basis that no carcass From the point of view of destruction of with the motor traffie on the highways. 

rate of destruction. Nor is the bulk of this was more than forty-eight hours old when wildlife, the eleven cats, dogs and fowls ‘his movement, and accordingly the amount 

killing confined to cats, dogs and fowls. observed, the calculated rates of killing in listed are of no significance. They are in- of killing, would be much less under the 

Mr. Stoner listed twenty-eight species; and the two cases, .36 and .024, indicate death cluded for the sake of comparison with normal temperate conditions prevailing in 

instances of killing such large animals as ates of .18 and .012 animals per mile per other such lists. Exeluding these eleven the region surveyed during the summer 

a deer are known. day. animals from the calculations the observed of 1935. Seasonal movements of some ani- 
In the light of these facts, an observa- Applying these death rates to the 750, death rate per mile per day for wildlife mals, in connection with breeding or hiber- 

tion made on a 1,500-mile trip from Chicago 000 miles of hard-surfaced and improved only is .0098, a rate which would produce nation, may result in their greater destrue- 

to Massachusetts, from June 26 to July 1, roads in the United States, produces an an estimated daily destruction in the entire tion temporarily, but such killing is no 

1935, and on a return trip of 1,050 miles estimated killing of 135,000 animals per United States of 7,350 animals. basis for the estimation of a continuous 

to Cincinnati, Ohio, from September 1 to day, according to the figures of Mr. Stoner It is evident from the present observation daily rate of killing. Finally, let no sweep- 

- 4, 1935, appears to be particularly interest- and Mr. Davis as compared with 9,000 per that the automobile is not uniformly so ing conclusions as to the destructiveness of 
ing. The following dead animals were seen day on the basis of the present figures. great a menace to wildlife as the death the automobile in respect to wildlife he 
on or at the side of the road. Three cats, Considering the great mileage of slightly rate of .18 animals per mile per day, sug- drawn from such limited and variable ob- 

one chipmunk, five dogs, one muskrat, three traveled roads included in the total mileage, gested by previous observations, would in- servations as have been described here. The 
rabbits, two rats, eight skunks, two squir- and the close relation of speed and volume . dicate. The Davis records of one dead problem is in need of a systematic statis- 

rels, one downy woodpecker, one flicker, of traffie to rate of killing, it is believed rabbit per mile for 100 miles in Ohio or tical survey covering several seasons and 

three fowl, three robins, one sparrow, three that the lower rate of killing is too high 200 dead animals in two miles of woodland various localities.



4) 
f MV i pede — HOW MUCH GAME DO AUTOS KILL Y : 

Some idea of the amount of game killed on the highways of the state ~ 

is given in a report of a survey made covering a period of 5 months by mi 

M. D. Youngblood, Assistant Supervisor of Game. SS & 

Taking a 22 mile stretch of pavement on highway #69, between w 

Osceola and Leon, Youngblood counted 147 dead rabbits in the 5 months re 

period from July 1, 1935 to December 1, 1935. Youngblood covered the 

stretch of pavement several times a week and states that he is almost 

certain there were no duplication a counts. 
ok 2k OK KOK



ay my 
REED CITY, May 6 P. M. - How a buck door sont 1436 

broke off all its foot in a fronzicd offort to escape ad 

two dogs and then dicd of the effects of the injurics yr 

is rocited hore by W. C. Kidder, Consorvation Officor ace 

of Osccola countye p olde 

Kidder had been summoned by a farmer, who 

saw the dogs chasing the decr. ‘hon the officer arrived 

tho dcor was standing outside the icce-fringe of a lake 

and the dogs were panting on shore nearby. 

The farmer killed one of the dogs and / 

the doer was then brought ashore where it was found : 

that a11 four foot had beon broken off, probably by 

the ice, and that the door had beon standing on the 

stumps of its logs, It was takon to the farmer's barn 

where it dicd, :



[Reprinted from ‘The Auk,’ Vol. LIII, July, 1936.] 

A MODERN LA BREA TAR PIT. 

BY A. E, BORELL.! 

On SepreMBER 26, 1934, my attention was called to a tar pit in which a 

number of birds had been trapped. The pit was located one mile southwest 

of the village of Grand Canyon, on the south rim of Grand Canyon, Coconino 
County, Arizona, and had been placed there during the building of the 

Hermit Rim Road. There proved to be one main pit about twenty feet in 

diameter and four smaller ones formed by seeps from the main pool. 

At first sight there seemed to be only a few birds in the tar but closer 

observation showed many more. Some had disappeared completely, leaving 

only the outline of the bird on the surface. Bodies were in all stages of 

decomposition from skeletons to those recently dead. 

On September 26, I counted 123 individuals and was able to identify 

13 species as follows: 

Rocky Mountain Grosbeak (Hedymeles melanocephala papaga), 1. 
Mexican Crossbill (Lowia curvirostra stricklandi), 18. 

Band-tailed Pigeon (Columbia f. fasciata), 1. 

Cooper’s Hawk (Accipiter cooperi), 1. 

Chestnut-backed Bluebird (Sialia mexicana bairdi), 2. 

Lewis’ Woodpecker (Asyndesmus lewis), 9. 
Natalie’s Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus varius nataliae), 4. 

White-breasted Woodpecker (Dryobates villosus leucothorectis), 1. 

Western Chipping Sparrow (Spizella passerina arizonae), 3. 

Green-tailed Towhee (Oberholseria chlorura), 1. 

Western Vesper Sparrow (Pooecetes graminens confinis), 2. 

Gambel’s Sparrow (Zonotrichia leucophrys gambelt), 2. 
Long-crested Jay (Cyanocitta stellata diademata), 1. 

Large Hawks, 5. 

Jays and Woodpeckers (unidentified), 7 

Small birds (unidentified), 65 

Immediately steps were taken to have the pit covered with earth and 

several truck loads were hauled. However, the large pit proved to be 

deeper than expected and the fresh oil from beneath soon came to the surface 

and oozed out beneath the earth covering. On October 26, I again visited 

the pits and found eight new birds as follows: 

Western Evening Grosbeak, (Hesperiphona vespertina brooks;) 4. 

Northern Pine Siskin (Spinus p. pinus), 3. 

Cassin’s Purple Finch (Carpodacus cassint), 1. 

1 Associate Naturalist Technician Wildllfe Division, National Park Service.
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On learning that the pits were still deadly, many more truck loads of dirt 

were hauled and piled on and around them. It was then thought that 

our troubles were over. However, on April 2, 1935, I found that tar was 

again beginning to seep out beneath the cap of earth, and more dirt had to 

be supplied. 

This brought out two points. First, that tar remains sticky enough to 

trap birds even during comparatively cold weather. Second, that such a 

tar pit demands repeated treatments in order to cover up the tar which 

continues to seep out. 

Although the oil-soaked birds presented a pitiful sight, they were inter- 

esting from several standpoints. In most cases birds of one species were 

grouped in very small areas, apparently all having been trapped at approxi- 

mately the same time. Eight of the nine Lewis’ Woodpeckers were within 

a radius of three feet. Four of these had their heads resting on floating 

boards, suggesting that the birds had made a dying effort to keep their 

heads above the tar. Most of the Crossbills were in three distinct groups, 

several of the birds touching each other. This apparently indicates that 

when one bird was caught, others of the same species flew down to it, either 

out of curiosity or thinking that the first bird had found water or food. 

One species found in the tar proved to be comparatively rare. Previously 

the Lewis’ Woodpecker has been recorded only twice from the South Rim. 
The Hawks probably were caught while endeavoring to capture the 

fluttering birds or in trying to feed on the dead ones. 

One spotted night snake (first record for the South Rim) and several 

dragon flies, butterflies, and other insects were also victims of the tar. 

Possibly some of the birds were trapped while trying to recover the insects. 

My observations led me to believe that birds are engulfed rapidly when 

caught during warm weather when the tar is fluid. 

Mr. Jack Tooker, who has been in the region for many years, said that 

several years ago he helped pull deer and cattle out of this pit. 

This article is written primarily to call attention to a type of conservation 

that can be done by people interested in birds. Crude oil is sometimes 

permitted to stand along oiled roads, about oil wells or refineries, along 

railroads or around city dumps. Often this is merely waste oil. If everyone 

interested in wildlife were to keep this in mind and investigate places where 

tar pits are likely to occur, I believe that many death traps and potential 

traps would be found. 
As mentioned above, it is not always easy to eliminate a tar pit. How- 

ever, I believe that usually enough pressure could be brought to force the 

owner, or agency responsible, to correct the condition. Burning is the 

simplest where this is possible, otherwise the tar can be covered with earth, 

or a screen or board covering made for the pit. Where earth is used, it will
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be necessary to inspect the pit occasionally to cover any oil which may be 

seeping out. Even small seeps are dangerous as fresh oil need be only a 

fraction of an inch thick in order to trap and hold small birds. 

In the warmer climates, tar may be fluid enough to be dangerous for eight 

or nine months out of the year. Since 123 birds were found at one time in 

the pit described above and eight more a month later, we can appreciate 

the great numbers which may be destroyed during a period of several years 

or even during a single year. 

Grand Canyon National Park, 

Arizona.
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A MODERN LA BREA TAR PIT. 

BY A. E, BORELL.! 

On SEPTEMBER 26, 1934, my attention was called to a tar pit in which a 

number of birds had been trapped. The pit was located one mile southwest 

of the village of Grand Canyon, on the south rim of Grand Canyon, Coconino 

County, Arizona, and had been placed there during the building of the 

Hermit Rim Road. There proved to be one main pit about twenty feet in 

diameter and four smaller ones formed by seeps from the main pool. 

At first sight there seemed to be only a few birds in the tar but closer 

observation showed many more, Some had disappeared completely, leaving 

only the outline of the bird on the surface. Bodies were in all stages of 

decomposition from skeletons to those recently dead. 

On September 26, I counted 123 individuals and was able to identify 

13 species as follows: 

Rocky Mountain Grosbeak (Hedymeles melanocephala papaga), 1. 

Mexican Crossbill (Lowia curvirostra stricklandi); 18. 

Band-tailed Pigeon (Columbia f. fasciata), 1. 

Cooper’s Hawk (Accipiter cooperi), 1. 

Chestnut-backed Bluebird (Sialia mexicana bairdt), 2. 

Lewis’ Woodpecker (Asyndesmus lewis), 9. 

Natalie’s Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus varius nataliae), 4. 
White-breasted Woodpecker (Dryobates villosus leucothorectis), 1. 

Western Chipping Sparrow (Spizella passerina arizonae), 3. 
Green-tailed Towhee (Oberholseria chlorura), 1. 

Western Vesper Sparrow (Pooecetes graminens confinis), 2. 

Gambel’s Sparrow (Zonotrichia leucophrys gambeli), 2. 
Long-crested Jay (Cyanocitta stellata diademata), 1. 

Large Hawks, 5. 

Jays and Woodpeckers (unidentified), 7 

; Small birds (unidentified), 65 

Immediately steps were taken to have the pit covered with earth and 

several truck loads were hauled. However, the large pit proved to be 

deeper than expected and the fresh oil from beneath soon came to the surface 

and oozed out beneath the earth covering. On October 26, I again visited 

the pits and found eight new birds as follows: 

Western Evening Grosbeak, (Hesperiphona vespertina brooks;) 4. 

Northern Pine Siskin (Spinus p. pinus), 3. 

Cassin’s Purple Finch (Carpodacus cassint), 1. 

1 Associate Naturalist Technician Wildllfe Division, National Park Service.
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On learning that the pits were still deadly, many more truck loads of dirt 

were hauled and piled on and around them. It was then thought that 

our troubles were over. However, on April 2, 1935, I found that tar was 

again beginning to seep out beneath the cap of earth, and more dirt had to 
be supplied. 

This brought out two points. First, that tar remains sticky enough to 

trap birds even during comparatively cold weather. Second, that such a 
tar pit demands repeated treatments in order to cover up the tar which 

continues to seep out. 

Although the oil-soaked birds presented a pitiful sight, they were inter- 

esting from several standpoints. In most cases birds of one species were 

grouped in very small areas, apparently all having been trapped at approxi- 

mately the same time. Eight of the nine Lewis’ Woodpeckers were within 

a radius of three feet. Four of these had their heads resting on floating 

boards, suggesting that the birds had made a dying effort to keep their 

heads above the tar. Most of the Crossbills were in three distinct groups, 

several of the birds touching each other. This apparently indicates that 
when one bird was caught, others of the same species flew down to it, either 

out of curiosity or thinking that the first bird had found water or food. 

One species found in the tar proved to be comparatively rare. Previously 

the Lewis’ Woodpecker has been recorded only twice from the South Rim. 

The Hawks probably were caught while endeavoring to capture the 

fluttering birds or in trying to feed on the dead ones. 

One spotted night snake (first record for the South Rim) and several 

dragon flies, butterflies, and other insects were also victims of the tar. 

Possibly some of the birds were trapped while trying to recover the insects. 

My observations led me to believe that birds are engulfed rapidly when 

caught during warm weather when the tar is fluid. 

Mr. Jack Tooker, who has been in the region for many years, said that 

several years ago he helped pull deer and cattle out of this pit. 

This article is written primarily to call attention to a type of conservation 

that can be done by people interested in birds. Crude oil is sometimes 

permitted to stand along oiled roads, about oil wells or refineries, along 

railroads or around city dumps. Often this is merely waste oil. If everyone 

interested in wildlife were to keep this in mind and investigate places where 

tar pits are likely to occur, I believe that many death traps and potential 

traps would be found. 
As mentioned above, it is not always easy to eliminate a tar pit. How- 

ever, I believe that usually enough pressure could be brought to force the 

owner, or agency responsible, to correct the condition. Burning is the 

simplest where this is possible, otherwise the tar can be covered with earth, 

or a screen or board covering made for the pit. Where earth is used, it will
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be necessary to inspect the pit occasionally to cover any oil which may be 

seeping out. Even small seeps are dangerous as fresh oil need be only a 
fraction of an inch thick in order to trap and hold small birds. 

In the warmer climates, tar may be fluid enough to be dangerous for eight 

or nine months out of the year. Since 123 birds were found at one time in 

the pit described above and eight more a month later, we can appreciate 

the great numbers which may be destroyed during a period of several years 

or even during a single year. 

Grand Canyon National Park, 

Arizona. 
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CASSOPOLIS, aay $1, P.M.---If the six-month Beedle 

tally kept by Loda Haines near here is any indication, the 

annual slaughter of birds, animals, and reptiles by automobiles 

in Michigan reaches proportions that far surpass popular 

estimates. 

Haines, who lives three and one-half miles 

west of Cassopolis on M-60, began on Jan. 1 to tally the 

dead biré€s and animals he saw each day on his trips to and 

from town where the children attend school. In the six months 

ending June 30, he had counted 276 birds, animals, and reptiles 

along the three and one-half mile stretch, an average of nearly 

80 per mile. 

If this average could be applied fairly to the 

thousands of miles of state highway, county roads and 

private drives throughout the state, game men say, the total 

number of wild creatures killed by automobiles for the 

six-month period would be far into the millions. 

Haines' tally for the first half of the 

current yeer included the following: 

Twenty-four rabbits, one raccoon, 10 opossum, 

14 skunks, 16 fox squirrels, 10 red squirrels, 28 gophers, 

one mink,. three weasels, nine cate, five dogs, three hogs, 32 

chickens, three turkeys, one wild duck, seven herons, eight 

crows, three pheasants, eight muskrats, four quail, 14 recheaded 

woodpeckers, five bluebirds, five robins, 10 sparrows of various 

species, a barn owl, bat, whippoorwill, 11 blu¢ racers, two 

watersnakes, two rattlesnakes, five gartersnakes, four 

snapping turtles and 28 other turtles. i
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Prof. Aldo Leopold, yan” 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In accordance with our conversation some 
time ago, the following is a description of the manner 
in which the fox was killed by cockleburs. 

“Some years ago while hunting with another 
young man in Calhoun County, Illinois, we happened on a 
fox suspended by his tail from the fork of a project- 
ing limb of a fallen tree. This limb projected some 

fifteen feet into the aire 

There was a bad infestation of cockle 
burrs in that particuler part of the County, and the 
river bottom soil is a black gumbo. In running 
through the weeds and wet soil, the fox's bush had 
become matted with the cockle burrs and gumbo soil 
until it closely resembled a rather large ball. 

He had evidently run up the protrud- 
ing limb to throw the pursuing dogs off the scent, 
and in jumping off again, the matted ball at the end 
of his tail caught in the narrow fork of the ‘branches, 
leaving the fox hanging in mid-air. Unable to release 
himself, he had perished where we found him sometime 

afterwards" 

Yours very truly, 

ACF :Z i



j g3\e Mick hua Rekemees | 
x LANSING, July 12, - Tolephone and power : 

al lines along Michigan highways rank noar the spocding | 

oo p automobile as destroyers of gamc and songbirds, game y | 

yg authoritics of the Dopartment of Consorvation here | 

believe. | 

Often when frightened from cover gamobirds 

become panicky and fly directly into the high-strung 

wiros. Usually this rosults in docapitation, but somo- 

times duc to tho spood and force of flight, tho ibdmd) may 

be cut entirely in*two, 

Joseph H. Stephenson, assistant in charge of 

the Game Division, found a woodcock near Boyne City which 4 

apparently had flown into nearby telephone wires with its 

mouth opon. Tho wire cut off the top of the bird!s head, 

Stephenson has scon quail cut in two by flying into toke- 

phone wires when frightened. Such accidents do not l 

always occur as a rosult of a bird's cfforts to escape, 

for casualties frequently come during spring and fall 

wmigrationse
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Robin which accidently hung itself while building nest.
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/ DEER FALL INTO GORGE 

at o1 a ee a ich i d dlipp d a Vie : 

sno overed ice and fallen hundreds of 

At Falling Springs a railroad employee 
sa doe browsin n the steep slope 

vhich is seven hundred feet high at tha 

f point—L. H. Wood, Wellsboro 
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SWALLOWED HIS BROTHER’S 
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throat. The surviving bird was placed |



Accident folder 

Loons near Ithaca alight on wet blacktop (which they mistake for water) ( 

and cannot rise. Half a dozen near Ithaca spring of 1934(?). Also 

3 in spring of 1936 at Salamanca, N.Y. (Hochbaum) 

Hoebell's Grebe. Lake Ontario froze in winter of 1934. Grebes were 

picked up on icy fields in N.Y. which they had mistaken for water. 

Record in Auk (7). (Hochbaum) i
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te 1532 University Avenue a 
November 16, 1936 g ' 

Mir, Rayitond J, Brown, Bditor als. 
Outdoor Lite : 
353 Fourth Avenue 
New York, New York 

Dear Sirs 

i I note with surprise the article on airplane hmuting of eagles, by Lelandd 
Blem, in your December issue, My surprise arises, not from the fact that 
there are people who would vse airplanes in hunting, but from the fact that 
80 high-grade a sporting magazine as yours should advertise their exploits 
without editorial Giselaimer or censure, I don't thinks any such article 
would have passed Colonel McGuire unchallenged, 

I suppose, since it got by you, that I will have to explain what I mean, 
Airplane hunting is exactly like poisoning--it is too deadly to be defensi~ 
ble, even whon employed againa} 2 predetor, If it became general, the golden 
eagle might soon become extinct, Do you want that to happen? 

I have no doubt that these eagles picked wp lambs, and I do not bleme a sheep 
man for resorting to rifle, or even trap, to defend his property, I do object 
to use of airplanes--egpeedally by a third party who was quite evidently in 
search of sport, rather than protection, And I think there is a growing group | 
of sportsmen who would back my view, | 

Unsportamenlike predator-Rilling is aluera rationalized as defense of property,- 
usually somebody else's property, ‘his excuse is getting too thin to pass | 
master among thinking conservationists, | 

Since you printed this erticle on a methed of hunting which at least some of 
your readers consider unethical, will you now print either this protest or your 
won views on the question involved? 

Yours truly, ! 

AL: MIG Aude Leopold 

|
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Copy in Accident File 
Prairie Chicken File 

Iowa Conservation Department News Release, October 8, 1936. 

In a lecture delivered in 1932 by C. W. Hargens, M. D., of Hot Springs, South 
Dakota, conservation was the subject. Dr. Hargens, who was then 64 years of age, 
reminisces on "what used to be" in the early days of hunting. His experiences 
were very interesting indeed and a copy of his address is printed here, that 

others may know of the methods of hunting in those day. 

pr. Hargen said: ‘Before entering into a serious discussion of some ot the 
phases of conservation, as we see it, a little personal reminiscence that will 
establish our claim to being a ‘sportsman’ may not be out of order, We were 
"brought up' on @ farm in the Misscuri River Valley, 22 miles north of Council 
Bluffs and 75 miles south of Sioux City, Iowa. 

"Wwe attended schoot in Missouri Valley, Iova, walking one and one-half miles to 
town, along the track of the old Sioux City and Pacific Railread, now a part of 

\( the Northwestern Railway. In those days--we now are sixty-four years old (1932)-- 
\\ in the spring and fall we could pick up along the railroad right-of-way, all the 

|\ prairie chickens our family could consume, ‘These birds in their flight, about 
|| the height of a telegraph pole, had been killed by impact with the telegraph wires. 

I have seen the hand-car of a section crew that operated six miles out of town, 
: com in of an evening with all the chickens, killed in the above way, that the 

crew required for meat. I have seen ducks and geese so numerous in the spring of 
the year, that they looked like a cloud, and cast a shadow on a bright morning, 
literally millions cf them, My father bought me my first shot gun at the age of | 

; nine, not for the purpose of sport or getting family meat, but with good dog Shep, 

to keep the Canada geese from utterly destroying Dad's wheat fields by pulling up 4 

the newly sprouted grain, Many a time have I shed tears as the result of this 
irksome WORK, and the apparent futility of chasing the flacks from one part of the 
field to the other. When we wanted meat, we simply took eld bossy by the tail, 
and using her as a blind, stecred her up to a flock and within 20 or 30 yards 
proceeded to mow them down. :ghial my brother used to shoot for meat and our 
punishment was being compelled to clean the birds. le we did not want to ® this 

: we fed them to the hogs. Wild game was the word in those days. All kinds of game 
filled the markets at ridiculously low prices. My brother marketed jackmipe 
for $2.50 a dozen to the Pullman dining cars passing through Missouri Valley. As 
to shooting, there was no limit of season on anything in those early days. Now at 3 
the age of 64, it is a shock to see the decimation produced in the intervening peria."
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: : Copy in Accident Folder - 

BUCK KILLED BY 

LIGHINING SPLINTER 

In 1933 lightning struck a black oak in the woodlot of the Lloyd Straus 

farm 3 miles west of Rockford, Ill. ‘ \ 

A splinter of oak 8' long and up to 4" thick was torn off and hurled 40 

yards through the woods, where it struck a big whitetail buck and killed him, ; 

On Oct. 13, 1936, I saw the bones and skull of the buck, the splinter 

nearby, and paced the distance to the tree. The splinter fits the wound on 

the tree, 

Straus found the buck dead and deduced the story from the evidence. ) 

Aldo Leopold 1 
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Dec. 6, 1936 - 11:30 a.m. 

2 quail, the surviving remnant of a good-sized fed covey, were found 

alive and frozen to roost by feathers only. Finally broke loose and 

: ' flushed. Apparently healthy. 20 below preceding night. 

Fran Hamerstrom 
Necedah, Wis.



time, ne 

him, and I brought ss... 
_..under excitement went out of it. The suspense 

eight and a half pounds. uw vs « €arpaulin, occasionally was gone, and we found ourselves cast- 

Within the next half hour, we caught gazing out at the pass and wondering ing indifferently. 

probably 100 trout and reds. Among at the hundreds of fish waiting there Having reéstablished our good name, 

them was a trout, hooked and landed by for plugs. That was the trouble, there we put down the rods, and sat, and 

the captain, who announced its weight were hundreds of fish, and they were watched the water. Here we were, on the 

as eight and a half pounds. I weighed too eager. They would strike anything edge of a fisherman’s paradise, and we 

the fish three times, hoping it would we threw out. Fred had proved that, and could do nothing more energetic than sit 

shrink at least a couple of ounces, but won a wager, by catching one on a ba- and gaze out calmly at the sea. The sim- 

it held its own, and I was forced to nana peel strung on a hook, and another ple truth was that we were exhausted. 

concede the captain even honors. on an orange peel. In the long run, it was really the fish 

The redfish were down near the bot- who had won this battle of San Antonio 

tom of the channel. My problem in try- Bo over, the captain worked Pass. Despite the wild tales that had 

ing to catch them on plugs was to get up enough enthusiasm to go down to lured us to this spot, these hundreds of 

down through the trout. Hurt doesn’t the water after a few more fish. He fish weren’t any better, or any stronger, 

like to catch reds, insisting that, pound cast, and caught nothing. He examined or any more skillful than we were, but 

for pound, the speckled trout has no su- his plug, found it in good order, then they could play one card that was hard 

perior among pass or shore fish. He put cast again, and caught nothing. to beat. They. oytnumbered us. 

on a floater bait, which enabled him to 
A cf bes 

fish on the surface, and keep away f Wy Lk 

from the reds. 
sore m _— 

But I wanted a redfish, and I wanted 

a twelve-pound one. To get down 

through the trout, I cast short, and let 

the plug sink. I still caught trout on 

almost every cast, but occasionally the 

bait got through them, and on those 1 a 

casts I brought in reds. Most of them | Ps ty y 

ranged from four to eight pounds, as | ‘i a 4 \ “i 4 o a 

nearly as we could estimate. Perret Py = er = 2 ailsae 

My twelve-pounder was there, how- f * i. Pi a 

ever, and he finally took the plug. A © = ies 

twelve-pounder isn’t such a big red, com- ik a meat eas 

pared with the thirty and forty-pound- | GAS aE went 2 ns 

ers occasionally caught in the surf, but, = 
“a a 

on a silk line, he is enough fish for me a ices So 

to handle. 
2 

I must admit however, that the eight- st : a 

and-a-half-pound spotted weakfish was : . ee! > os 

more fish. Even though it took me a one 2 mt 

little more time to get the red on the e i : 

bank, the weak made longer and hard- 

er runs, and furnished more excitement Woodsmen rig a windlass to drag out the latest victim of the "Graveyard of the 

generally. By this time we’d had enough Moose," in Round Lake, near Metogama, Ont. Falling through spots in the ice, caused 

fishing for one day, so we cooked supper by springs in the lake, the animals become hopelessly mired in the mud, and drown 
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;their claws in a deer’s back and 
Eag les Slaug hter tear the muscles with their beaks. | 
Deer in Forests | tney keep repeating this, wheeling 

‘away and then rushing back, un- | 
Of Central Idaho til the deer breaks down in the | 

SALMON, Ida. March 8—(AP) back.” | 
—Out of north central Idaho's A full grown mountain sheep | 
wilds came a veteran trapper to-, was slain in the same manner, 
day with a story that savage eagles Purcell said, while he watched | 

‘have slaughtered deer throughout from a distance too great to per- | 
ithe winter in the primitive Salmon mit his aiding the animal power- | 
| canyon country. | less to defend itself. | 

Many kills of big game, said El- | Te 
‘mer Purcell, are the work of al FRESHMAN ONLY 14 

_ |huge birds of prey—not of coyotes, CLARKESVILLE, Ark.—(UP)— 
as had been generally believed. | Eugene Lee has completed his first 

| “I myself found seven full grown semester at the College of the Oz- 
| deer that had been killed by eagles’ arks at the age of 14. He entered 
! over a 20-mile area recently,” Pur-| grammar school at 5, finished at 
| cett said. i | 10 and was graduated from.’ ~ 

“The eagles dart down, fasten! school at the av. -**



File: Accidents“ 
Pheasants 

4/12/37 N. Dakota 

Cocklebur: Pheasant 

J. H. Steenis observed in winter 1936-37 pheasants were feeding on dry 

ecockleburs (pecking them open to get seed, but a few were swallowed whole 
and dry). Some birds got burs externally under the tail, which clogged with 
fecal material and thus killed the bird. He saw about 30 such deaths, of 

which he examined about 20, 

This was on Des Laco Refuge, North Dakota, 

Leopold



Accidents 
(Mt. Sheep) 

Extract from "A Preliminary Study of the Bighorn of Yellowstone National Park, " 
by Harlow B. Mills. Jour. Mammalogy, Vol. 18, No. 2, May, 1937, pp. 205-212. 

pp. 208-209. The rut not only leaves the rams with bleeding noses 
and splintered horn tips, but limping rams were common in December, and on 
the 18th of that month a ram was found dead along the Gardiner River with 

a twelve-inch length of a cedar branch penetrating its side. It apparently 
had fallen or had been pushed with such force that the branch penetrated 
the body cavity. 

A ram, observed along the Gardiner River for several days, was seen to 

be in an emaciated condition. It was found dead on March 12. When the tissues 
were cleaned from the head, it was discovered that there was a skull fracture 

near the base of the left horn extending from the occiput across the vertex 
to within an inch of the left orbit. The fracture was 6 inches long and at its 
widest point three-eighths inch across.



Accidents 

(Weddell Seal) 

Extract from "The Weddell Seal in the Bay of Whales, Antarctica," by Alton A, 

lindsey. Jour, Mam., Vol. 18, No. 2, May 14, 1937, pp. 139-140, 

"§ youngster fell into a crack and disappeared; its mother remained despondently 

with her head over the spot long after heavy ice had formed there. The females 

seem to suffer considerably in such cases, and they sometimes attempt to give 

suck to dead pups. Another young one had died when almost out of the water 

hole, having been caught by its own weight in a small V-shaped gap between 

ice blocks, The extreme flexibility characteristic of a seal's thoracic wall 

had caused it to be suffocated."



Accident folder 
(Coot) ; 

From "Studies of Waterfowl in the Cariboo Region, British Columbia," by 
J, A, Munro. The Condor, Vol. XXXIX, No. 4, July-August, 1937, pp. 163-173 

p. 171: "Coots were less abundant than was the case during the past 
few years. A reduction in the mumbers of breeding birds was noted in 
the Cariboo region in the sumer of 1934, and it seems probable that any 
increase which might have taken place subsequently was offset by a reduction 
which occurred in the early winter of 1935 when in southern British i 

Columbia many coots were frozen in the ice."
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bie Flinte wieder auf, wahrend der Yagdherr ich in eiligen Spriingen fondern immer nut unter beftimmten Borausfebungen 
vom Schauplak entjernte. — Fir Fiihrer und Hund entitand eine giiltig. Deshalb find vieljeitige Beftdtigungen von aller- 
jebr fritijche Situation, denn jeden Augenblic fonnte der gweite Shug lei Mitteilungen ber Gagbdprejfje von Wert, weil fie er- 
Insgehen und beide gefahrden, gumal die Hiindin fic) auch) durch fennen lafjen, wie weit man bejtimmte Cinzelbeobadhtun- 
»oalt! und ,Mieder!“ in ihrer Bringfreudigteit nicht ftiren lief. genverallgemeinerntann. Deshalb fei hier auf die in Nr. 33/1936 
Dem Jager wurde heif und falt, wenn er nach einem Seitenfprung von Leb, Wilhelmsdorf, gemachten Mitteilungen tiber bas Ber- 
immer twieder die fehrantende Miindung in einem Winkel von 30 Grad jchwinden des Flugwilde3 in Diirrejahren eingegangen. Sehr ahn- 
auj feinen Nabel gerichtet jah. Schlieplich aber gelang e3 ihm dock,  liche Verhiltnijje wie in dem befdriebenen Teil der Mark herrfchten in 
jeitwarts herangufommen und ber rutewedelnden Hindin bas Gewebhr grofen Teilen der Hetdejagden. Die Rebhithner verfehwanden vieler- 
abjunehmen. Bei der Unterjuchung ftellte ex jeft, dak die Flinte nicht  ort3 gang. Das Virkwild ging fprunghaft guriid. Fajanen jehienen 
gejichert tar, und nur dem Umijtande, dah dev Linke Whgug aufer- gegehntet. Und dasfelbe galt von ben Hajen. Wim iberrafchendften 
gewibhnlich feft jtand, war e3 gu danfen, dag ein Ungliic verbhiitet war aber der Riidgang der doch fo fortpflangungsfreubdigen Wilb- 
tourde. Der ingiwijcen herangefommene Sagdpachter befam nun fein faninchen. Die gange Heide war in den Diirrejahren 1934 und 1935 
Gewebr wieder, wahrend der Gaft fich Hoflichft empfahl; er hatte genug.  pulvertroden. Das lebte Birtwild, die lesten Fafanen fand man 

Und die Moras. Cin geladenes Gewebhr legt man nicht aus der in der Iegel an den am tiejften und relativ feuchteften gelegenen 
Hand, man macht audj-teine Kunjtftiide damit! H. Jacoby. Stellen der Reviere. Daf bas Raubwilb an diefen Verhaltnijjen 

f S nicht mafgeblich beteiligt war, jah man an dem aujfallig jparliceren 
f Verungliidter Rehbod. Um 26. Juli v. J. fand ich in Begleitung  °Wuftreten von Fuchs und Habit. Wuch die Wiejenweihen, friiher 

/ meines Jagdauffehers in meiner Jagd im Kreife Gelbern einen vier-  regelmapige Stammegaite, liefen fich viel feltener fehen. Ob dem 
/ jabrigen Sechjerbod verendet vor. Bei Federwild pie Gelege buchftiblich ver- 

naherer Vefictiguug muften wir feft- a " io ae Mi trodneten oder aber bas Qungwild, 
ftellen, dbaj der Bod beim Mberfallen is : Q fotveit e3 ausfiel, nicht genug bon eben- 
eines Drahtgaunes mit ber Schale des ba +8 i ‘ jalls auf Feuctigteit angewiefenen 
linfen Borbderlaufes in einen Stachel ae oe . Snfeften und Larven fand, bas -ift 
bes Drahtes gefprungen und baran ie od " fchwer gu entjdeiben. Sehr wahridein- 
Hangengeblieben war. Beim Sichiiber- P + sd lich ift aber, daf Hafe und Kaninchen, 
jchlagen hatte er dann ben Stachel- % 4 bie ja befanntlich beidbe nicht fehipfen, 
braht iiber den oberen Draht hoch- j jondern ihren Sliiffigteitsbebarf mit 
gerijjen, twobdurch der Borbderlauf by ie he der Mjung decen, aus dem gunder- 
atvijcen ben beiden Drahten feft eine FF é trodenen Gras der Wiefen, die feinen 
geflemmt tourde. Der Bod hatte nun 3 P # ae ' = giveiten Schnitt hergaben, nicht genug 
verjucht, fich aus der lemme gu be- i a Wis - = ——s«- Feuchtigteit aufnehmen tonnten, um 
bea Doch twurden durch diefe Vere © ee Bs lll fees eee one Den WMilchbedarf fiir die Gabe gu 
uche die beiben Drahte nur nod fefter f AS. Bee deden. Der Vom-Hundert-Gak an 
angegogen. Bei genauer Betrachtung ‘ ie. Pad Qungiwild bei den fiimmerlicen Strecen 
ber Abbilbung lapt jich dies deutlich - oe war auffallend. Das Jahr 1936 war 
jeftftellen. Wie fehr der Boek fich ab- ; Pa Oe % ect” fiir viele Landjtriche ausgefprocen nap. 
gemiiht hat, fic) gu befreien, ijt auf ai ae we. it a We eee Siix die Heide war es relativ nap, im 
der Wbbildung auch an der Rinde der Ee Pak i ‘ ate Vergleich gu fehweren Biden aber nore 
banebenjtehenden Siefer gu erfennen, a te —. mal. Sir Ganbdbiden find ausgejpro- 
bie an dem unteren Teil ftarf ab- if ss ar cen najje Jahre im allgemeinen gute 
gefcabt war. Den Bod fanden wir Mh U Wildjahre. Man jah fon im Friihe 
pon Maden und Totengrabern fejon = ¥ er ope fommer endlich wieder einmal Sung, 
giemlich ftart befallen vor. Bei der 4 aes hajen. Was bisher gur Stree tam, 
damals herrfcenden ftarfen Hibe ijt a ae wi ~~ E: toar gum griferen Teil lebtjahriger 
angunehmen, da ber Boe etiva drei bis ne he . = - | Gab. Qungtaninchen gab es wieder 
vier Tage verendet in bem Draht ge- - “Sa og . eine ganze Menge. Die Kaninchen- 
hangen hat. Gedenjalls ijt das be- $% i, <9 Rs ftrecfen beginnen fich gu befjern. Birk- 
dDauernsiwerte Stiic elend verbdurjtet a = % wild ift greifellos etwas haujiger im 
und verhungert. Dr. Werhahn. a 4 Revier angutreffen. Wm jehlimmiten 

s Bie fieht e3 mit ben Feldhiihnern aus. 
Vom Hajelhuhn in der oberen J Da diefe augenfheinlih gang aufer- 

Grajjihajft Glak. Crjreulicherweije orbentlich ftandorttren find, jo bauert 
fann man von einer Vermehrung diejes e3 gutveilen jahrelang, bis in villig 
Se en ee verddeten ane fich Hh einige 
man noch vor wenigen Gahren nur fel- . ‘ Brutpaare anjiedeln. Dasfelbe gilt von 
ten diefes jcheue Wild antraf, fo ijt es Su: Berungliidter Rehbod (MBhot. Dr. Werhahn, Gos) ben Safanen, die dem Raubwild am 
jebt giemlic) haujig. Dies mag legten leichteften gur Beute fallen. Der Fuchs 
GEndes auch ein Erfolg bes neuen Gagdgefekes fein, bas manden ijt wieder Haufig gu fehen. Der Habicht befucht dic Niederwildreviere 
Vager ausgefcaltet hat, der friiher auf alles tnallte, was ihm vor viel Haufiger, als dies tragbar ift. Da er infolge feines blibjdnellen 
die Flinte fam. Wenn auch in den grofen Staat3- und Privatforjten  Crjcheinens und Verfchivindens fehr felten zur einwandjreien Beob- 
das Hafelhuhn uneingefdhrantte Schonung hatte, jo ijt leider die  achtung gelangt, fo wird mit feinen Untaten bas Schuldfonto von 
Tatjache nicht weggzuleugnen, ba} ein Teil diefes feltenen Wildes  Bufjard und Kornweihe mehr belajtet, als dies berechtigt it. Ymmerhin 
von uniffenden Sagern meijtens wohl aus Untenntnis als — ,Reb- waren ber Buffard und die Rornweihe Heuer vielfach haufiger ver- 
hubn“ erlegt wurde. Gerabde bie Bauernwalbungen bieten bem  treten, als dies noch jagdlich verantwortet werden fann. Wenn auf 
Hajelvilde mit ihren gemijdten Beftinden, burchjest mit reiclic) 1600 Morgen regelmafig je gvei Paare bes Buffards und der Weige 
Untertoucdhs, Hajeln, Beerengeftriipp, veriwilderten RKahlfchlagen  jagen, dann ijt da3 fchon nicht mehr gut tragbhar. Gegenwirtung ijt 
fowie eingefprengten feblechten Wiefen und Feldjtiiden, ideale  jchrwer miglich, da der Bufjard bald gu wandern anfangt, wenn feine 
Uufenthaltsorte. Ojter Hirte man, dah derartige Sagden ,Reb- Schupyeit aujgeht, und die Weihe gansjahrig gefchist it. Nun, der 
Hihner“ aujiwiefen, die mur paariveije angutrefjen find und fofort chine Anblie unjerer Raubvigel trdftet ja itber manchen unerlaubten 
in den Wald abjtreichen, und dah dann foldje ,,RebHithner“ erlegt  Cingriff in die Qungwwildbeftinde hinweg. — Sdblicfilich noch etwas 
wurden. Wenn man dann genauer nachforjdjte und fich das erlegte vom ausgejprocenen Sumpfiwild. Bundehit der grofe Brachvogel, 
Wild befchreiben lief, tonnte e3 fic nur um das feltene Hajelwild der allerdings wohl weniger Gumpfoogel ift, als dies vielfac an- 
hanbdeln. Das Raubgeug zehntet toh! auch bie Hajelhuhnbejtinde, genommen wird und jeine Bugehirigteit gu den Scynepfenvogeln 
aber lange nicht fo, wie es unanjtindige, fchiefiviitige Sager machen vermuten lapt.  Gliidlicherweije ift er fceinbar wenigitens nicht 
fonnen. Diejes fleine Waldhuhn geigte hier jriiher fchon eine feltene  jeltener getworden, und fein Fldtencuf hat das fehlende Kullern ber 
Standortstreue, und e8 ift gu hojfen, daf bei weiterer Vermehrung Hane etwas erjest. Betajfinen waren im Frithjahr fcyeinbar befjer 
auch eine BVerbreitung in Gegenden erfolgt, die noch feinen Beftand vertreten. Leiber waren fie verfehwunden, als die Jagd aujging. 
an Hajelwild aufweijen. Um bdiefes jeltene Wild dann ftandorttreu Auch auf dem Durchgug war nur felten auf den fonft bevorgugten 
gu machen, ift ftindige Wuffldrung nbtig — genau fo wie bei den Plagen cin Langfcynabel gu finden. Wiles in allem fann man nach giver 
vielen Raubvogelarten. os. Gi ® troftlofen Gahren der Diirre und der Wildesnot in den ,,leichten“ 

" Revieren wieder etwas vertrauensvoller in die Bufunft jcauen. 
Diirrejahve — Niederwildnot. Bevbachtungen jagdlidher  Wenigitens dann, wenn man mit ben Verhiltniffen fich rechtgcitig 

und naturfundlider Art find faft nie allgemeingiiltig,  abfand und fitr den Reft des Wildes Hahn in Muh febte. Swi.
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Hailstorms and Avian Mortality.—A violent hailstorm occurred at Ithaca, 
New York, on May 19, 1936. The storm, which lasted from 12.45 to 1 p. m., was 

accompanied by high winds and rain. A half hour after the storm, hailstones as 
large as marbles were lying several inches deep in small gullies and depressions. 

During the storm, one of my students, Daniel Embody, picked up a Flicker (Colaptes 
auratus) lying on the local golf course. The bird was warm; the extended tongue 

hung an inch from the bill. It was quite apparent that the Flicker had been killed 

by hailstones. Embody saw another Flicker lying along the roadside. A thorough 
search by the writer and four students a few minutes later in this same neighborhood 

failed to locate this second bird. It had apparently not received a fatal blow. No 

other casualties were noted, although a search was made. The Flicker was carefully 
skinned. A bruise on the right thigh and two clots on the skull indicated where the 

bird had been struck by the hail. The gullet and stomach contained about sixty 

ants (Lasius sp.) and eleven seeds of staghorn sumach. Evidently the bird had been 
feeding at the time of death. It was a male and weighed 140 grams. 

On July 8, 1936, press reports described a slashing wind, hail and rainstorm at 

Rome, New York. Hailstones larger than marbles lay in streets four to six inches 

deep in places an hour after the storm. A number of birds were reported to have been 
killed by these hailstones. 

Gates (Science, n.s., vol. 78, pp. 263-264, 1933) has recorded high mortality among 

birds, especially Scarlet Tanagers and Bob-white, at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, during 

a severe hailstorm on April 20, 1933.—Wm. J. Hamuuron, Jr., Cornell University, 
Ithaca, N. Y. 

AJK JAN 1937
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INTERLOCKED an Ore 
WA 7 HILE it is a fairly common occur- 

rence for hunters or other out-of- | 
men to find two buck deer locked in 
nbrace of death caused by interlock- | 
tlers, it is extremely rare for an- 

seer: ' 
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Photo by J. C. Falconer . 

telope to pay with their lives for the 
natural urge of the rutting season. : 

It is so rare, in fact, that it is almost 
unknown and, for that reason, the photo- 
graph of two buck antelope shown here is 
doubly interesting. The bodies of these two 
antelope were discovered on the prairie 
a few miles from Bindloss, Alberta. .



Note in Wilson Bulletin Accidents 

Vol. XLIX, No. 1, March, 1937, p. 47 

ird pparently Electrocuted.—Near Youngstown hio, an unusual 

: 
so we were at a loss to explain the tragedy—Mentr B. Skaccs, Cleveland, Ohio. |



. V(r ‘ 50 Deut{fhe Fagd HP, 1439 r.3 
jagbdlich untvejentlichjten Dinge fo viel und fo laut geredet, dak wir vor. Beim Xbladen twurde ich unjanft an den Sinterlaujen vom Wagen 
3 von tveitem im Seffel hiren fonnen. Much wurde der Schiige  gegogen, wobei gerade mein Kopf fcharf auf das Strafenpflajter auj- 
darauj aufmerffam gemacht, das er fic) nad) dem Sehus nicht fo  fehlagen mufte. Dabei ijt noch ein’ meiner Gewefre, mit denen ich 
ohne tveiteres hatte berubigen diirjen, gumal er hinterher felbjt ja fo mancden Nebenbuhler abgejchlagen hatte, und auf die ich deshalb 
betannte, daffy meine Fluchten fiirger geworden feien. Bei nach-  befonders {tolg war, in Univefenheit des Erlegers gerjplittert. Wie wohl 
traglider Fejtitellung Hat ex dann doch noc) Schweif gefunden.  fpater mein ausgeftopfter Ropf ausfehen mag? — So enbdete ich, 
So ijt es denn gum Schluf nochmal gut gegangen, und die Jagd meiner ganzen Wiirde bis aufs lebte beraubt. 
wurde abgeblajen. Méoge das, was ic in meinen lesten Stunden erlebte und aus 

Doh auch den WAbjehlufs meines Leidens fann ich Hier nicht ver- den etwigen Sagdgriinden beobachtete, fiir manchen Waidgenojjen 
{ehweigen. 18 ich verladen wurde, um bejtimmungsgemaf mein ein Anfporn jein, im Qnterefje meiner Artgenoffen und auch des 
Wildbret bem Winterhilfsmert zur Verfiigung gu ftellen, war mein  iibrigen Wildes fich weiter durchgubilden in der rwatdgerechten WUu3- 
Kamm ingivifehen gang ,,gerupjt“. Gottserbarmlich fam ich mix da — iibung der Sagd und der Kjlege alten deutfchen Waidmannsbrauches ! 

Cigenartiger Unfall cines Fudsriiden. Arbiter, die jur Arbeit —_die ich mit meinem nSeppel” gefprengt habe, einen eingigen geqraben, 
gingen, Horten an einem jteilen Wbhang ein Stic Wild flagen, und auch nur deshalb, weil es bie anderen Schiiken nicht erwarten 
und alg fie amt Nadchmittag im Walde nacdjuchten, fanden fie fonnten, denn ich glaube bejtimmt, dak jonjt auch diefer Fuchs noch 
einen Fuchs im einer gegabelten Ejde verendet vor. Der Ritdbe —_gejprungen ware. Haben die Schiiken jich richtig benommen, fo wird 
wird twobhl nad) einem Bogel gejprungen und dabei in die Ga-  e8 meift ein Leichtes fein, den Fuchs beim Springen gu fehiefen. Sch 
belung geraten fein, wo er troh vergiveifelter Befreiungsverjuche habe die Erfahrung gemacht, daf} in 80 bis 90 Fallen der Fuchs nicht 
ein flaglicjes Ende fand. Strib Schulte-Riemte. wie ein roter Strich losfegt, jondern gang vorfichtig windet und fich 

dann wegftehlen will. Wird er allerdings beim erften Schuh gefehlt, 
Vodenjagd anf den Fuds. Wenn im Januar bie iibrige Jagd dann diirfte ex wie ein roter Strich davonjtiirmen. Ws grofen Fehler 

jo gut wie rubt, gibt e3 wohl faum -eine Sagdart, die fpannender beim Fuchajprengen mug ich e3 begeichnen, wenn man allgu getvifs 
ift als bas Fuchsiprengen, vorausgejest, bak man einen Erdhund hat, auf feine unbedingte Treffficherheit e3 unterlagt, einen guten Vorjteh- 
auf den man fic unbedingt verlafjen * Hund mitgunehmen, der den vielleicht 
fann. — Wiel ijt an diejer Stelle jon : g franftgefchojjenen Fuchs unbedingt ab- 
iiber die Gignung und die beiten Cigen- ~ ae Re ee Se beutelt, da er fonft in ben meijten 
jchajten ber Erdhunde gejchrieben wor a Nae sa ED ee: Fallen verlorengeht. Und gerade diefer 
den. Sch felbjt beurteile ben Hund = a y 4 Sebler wird haufiger gemacht, als man 
Danach, ob ex mir den Fuchs unbedingt nar a i ? glaubt. Darum, Bodenjager, ohne 
jprengt und nicht ftundenlang vorliegt, pos hl VorjtehHund unterlajfe die Bodenjagd, 
weil bet uns das Graben oft unmiglich - | denn jeder verluderte Fuchs ijt gleich 
ijt. Dabei diirjten fis die Erfahrungen, geitig ein GStitee verflorenes Bolfs- 
die der Hund im Laufe der Beit bet vermigen! Much Hace und Schaujel 
feinen Arbeiten im Bau macht, une find Gerdte, die man gum Fuchsfprengen 
bedingt etiva fo ausivirfen, daf ex fich D i . jchon mitnehmen und nicht erjt holen 
gum Meifter ausbildet, und gwar in J a .  follte, wenn fie als lester Rettungs- 
demjelben Mage, wie auch der Menjch : anter unbedingt gebraucht werden. Yeh 
erjt durch Toung und Erfahrung Meijter LX bin leider nicht in der gliidlichen Lage, 
wird. Sch bin jogar jehr dafiir, einen Bo ein eigenes Revier gu bejagen, und habe 
jungen Ounb mit einem erfahrenen, famtliche von mir gefprengten Fiichje 
erjolgreicen Hunde einguarbeiten; er a \ ; in ben verjdhiedenjten Revieren als Gaft 
wird Dabur die Wrgit vor ber Duntel- nitt meinem Hunde gefprengt, und baz 
Heit im Bau leicht verlieren, und nach oF bt bet bin ich immer wieder auf die glei- 
einent eingigen Erfolg hat er auch jo- 4 t chen Fehler gejtopen. Gs follte mich 
fort begriffen, um twas es geht. Um | Daher freuen, wenn meine Anregungen 
die Urbeit unjerer ErdHhunde in all den j 1 = im Yntereffe Der Gagd von Nugen waren. 
jechwwierigen Gituationen genau nach- Gin Cxlebni3i michte ich noch er- 
priifen gu fdnnen, miifte man jdon A rs & gahlen, das ich am Buftage mit mei- 
Glasbaue anlegen fdnnen, um fo twirt- - es os nent Freund W. K. hatte. Wir ver- 
lich ein gerechtes Urteil iiber den Hund 5 wae ie abredeten, einmal die Baue nachgujehen, 
fallen gu fodmnen. Meine Freunde 5 , go r lid PS und fubren vereinbarungsgema um 
werden mit beftdtigen, da wir bie A 2) gg ® we 1 Ubr los. Unjer Biel war gundchjt ein 
gemeinjamen Freuden, die wir durch Jn i oe Ss Steinbau, dem wir uns gegen Wind 
meinen Hund jo oft erleben durften, eg. ndherten. Gchon das BVerhalten des 
nicht Salton michten, denn, Jaber) 3 a geigte hae dap Reinefe “gu 
gab e8 dabei ein neues Grlebui3. Bon 2 i auje war. Beide Rdhren waren mit meinem, Seppel“ (Mauhfhaartedel) fann au: Cigenartiger Unfall eines Sudseiven Laub gugeweht, fo dah wohl niemand 

. id wohl mit Recht behaupten, daf er (Bhot. §. Sdulte-Riemtc, Deilinghofen) angenommen hatte, bak etwas ftect. mit Arbeiten geliefert Hat, die an Nachdemt ich meinent ,,Seppel” die Bravour nicht fo leicht gu iiberbieten find, und daf ex jo manden Yagd- Haljung abgenommen hatte, fur er wie ein Blig ein, und jon 
fameraben fiir dieje Saghart begeijtert hat. Gerade bei uns im Riejen- war der Teufel los. Nach wenigen Minuten fprang ein Fuchs, der gebirge gibt e3 oft Baue, die an den Hund in jeder Begiehung hichite auch gejehojjen wurde. Nachdem jich ,,Seppel mit feinem Freund WUnforderungen ftellen. Was foll man nun beim Fuchsjprengenbeachten: —_,, Pring um den Vejis des Fuchfes gejtritten hatte, fubr er erneut ein, 

Viele fagen, erft wenn eine Neue gefallen ijt, wave die befte Zeit und nach einiger Zeit ging dex Krach von neuem fos. Gs pauerte dafiir, weil man dann am beften feftitellen farm, ob der Buchs ftect. auch nicht lange, da jprang wieder ein febr jtarter Suchs, der ebenfalls 
Dem pflichte ich nicht bei! Bum Fuchsiprengen ijt fiir mich nur die —_gefchofjen wurde. ,,Seppel” unterjudjte erneut, fam aber nach einiger Naje des Hundes mafgebend, der mir unbedingt fagt, ob der Fuchs Beit ftummen Unterjuchens heraus, fo daf wir liberzeugt jein fonnten, ftect ober nicht. Wenn mir der Hund gu verjtehen gibt, dak Reincte Daf das Haus leer tar. — Cin ftarfer Riide und eine Fahe waren nicht gu Haufe ift, jo ware es natiirlich vertehrt, ifn burch Zureden die Beute. Nun fubren wir gu einem atociten Bau in einer gang dichten ober gar mit Gerwalt in den Bau gu fehicen, denn daburch wiirde  Schonung. Dort fonnten wir jeon mit unjeren eigenen Miechwert- der Bau nur unndtig verftintert, und gaubern tann der Hund auch  geugen die Aniwefenheit vom Fuchs fejtitellen. Bereits nach grvei nicht. Notwendig ijt aber, dak man bereits im Gommer iiber alle bis drei Minuten fprang auch prompt ein Fuchs aus einer Ribhre, Baue genaueftens im Vilde ijt. Dagu gehirt auch, da Baue in Dichten wo er nicht vermutet wurde. Er wurde von mir leider gefehlt. Gre Schonungen durch Wusholzen im Sommer befchupfagig gemacht neuter Rampf! Schon nach einigen Minuten fprang wieder ein ierden. Bor allen Dingen ijt Ruhe am Bau das oberjte Gebot; dann jtarer Fuchs, der fich unbefdhofjen in Sicherheit bringen fonnte. Nun witd es dem Hunde meijt gelingen, nach wenigen Minuten Reinete ging ,Seppel“ erneut ran, und es begann twiederum per tibliche 
gum Springen gu bringen. Yeh habe von den etwa jechszig Siichien, Kampf, der diesmal etwas flanger dauern follte. Nach langerer Sago,
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NEW LITERATURE ee cs, ee Soil Erosion and Its Control—Quincy i > > —-z al cl ae 
Claude Ayres—McGraw-Hill, 365 p., illus., [ a em e " lee 
$3.50. A thorough, scholarly yet highly read- | s eee er rn sa s 
able book on the most important single phys- ae Ate TE de ghee " 
ical fact confronting the people of this coun- ais |  &@ Aina oo x ed . é — 5 
try today; on the mastering of which, in- ff eo Ge < re 1 
deed, our very national existence depends. ss .. here ae ~ ee ene 
Prof. Ayres begins with the phenomena of eo a ma ri " bh cae 
soil erosion and its casual factors, outlines 4 Leer Be ms \ oe ~ i Ree i | 
methods of control and tells their cost, dis- fe ao aN ' a eer a 
cusses special machinery from a very prac- i foe f ay \' = 
tical viewpoint, and concludes with a stimu- if oo > A : lating chapter on soil conservation and land i Ca Pe 3 en a. SI ’ } 

use, 5 ee — a a nM 7 SS ‘\, 

a ak ee ry ee, % “Firearms Legislation in 1937” is the title ta /~_~- a | 
of an excellent pamphlet issued by the Na- ee 8 ‘ ty : / 
tional Rifle Association, Barr Building, J 
Washington, D. C. It’s free, potent, and This ringneck pheasant literally tied itself in a knot when it flew timely. against a long distance telephone cable between Hershey and Hum- fe ; melstown, Pa. The photographer, Bill Douglass, noted Harrisburg / a Skeet Champion, snapped the picture while sitting cross-legged on _“ Picturing Miracles ofaPlant aude Adimal the cable opposite. See the shadow of his legs? A 

Z Life—Arthur C. Pillsbury—Lippincott, 236 Br Oe EE ieee eS SG beer Sy et | a 
p., illus., $3. Anyone who has ever seen one a” 
of Mr. Pillsbury’s films will own that the EU * ‘ 
title of his book is well justified: the daily And from Siberia we learn of an Eskimo WHAT'S IN A NAME? events of nature do have a miraculous look  ¢ar Indian Point, about 100 miles west of he. gee ue, e i =
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: | 
— from Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, December-Jamary, 1937~38, pa 1 
p. ATs : : t 

TREES, FENCE TRAP DEER ; 
Photographic evidence showing two deer that died under unusual ; a4 

circumstances was furnished the bulletin to substantiate the stories ae 
of their passing. iH 

John Keehner, Potosi, forwards a snapshot showing a deer that died i 
. in a natural forest trap. : i 

Mr. Keehner says: ‘ : Slee . | 

‘ "It is generally thought that the deer is one of the most agile of ‘ 
all animals and therefore able to care for itself under all conditions. 

: The photograph shows a large doe found in a heavily wooded swamp located 
near Boulder ledge, 22 miles east of Hayward, with its foreleg fast sa 

: between two gmall hemlock saplings, the leg broken and the bone protruding. #3 
The deer was dead when found, having died of pain and exposure." J a 

The deer was found by Joe Brown, a guide, Mr. Keehner says. e 

Another snapshot showing a deer caught and strangled in a wire i 
fence came from M. €. Watrud, Spooner. The deer was found three miles 
east of Stone Lake. Mr. Watrud believes the deer was chased into the fence 
by dogs. . { 

Ce 
24 

| |
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File: Accidents ~ 
Swans 

January, 1938 

J. C. Salyer tells me that at the Red Rock Lake Refuge,Montana, 
trumpeter swans nest principally on muskrat houses and that a scarcity 
of muskrats has been successfully met by building artificial houses 
for swan nesting. 

He also states that the sygnets are especially late in developing 
powers of flight and that some birds, learning to fly in September, 
beat their wings on new ice and effectively pinion themselves, losing { 
their ability to fly. Such individuals under natural conditions would 
of course perish. He does not know whether these September fledlings 
are normal or whether they are the result of late or repeated nestings. 
Several have been rescured and distributed to zoological gardens. 

{ A.L.



Magdalen College pe 

Oxford, ee 

England 

Prof. Aldo Leopold., February 23rd 1938 
College of Agriculture, 

Madison, Wisconsin, f 

U.S.A. 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I have just received a letter from A,D.Middleton 

in which he mentions your query as regards the breaking og gannet's 

wings as recorded in our recent paper in the Journal of Animal Ecology. 

The wing breakage occurs during stormy weather, particularly when 

there are squalls of wind. Ailsa Craig is oval in outline, and the 

gannets nest on the precipitous cliffs on the West sides. They are, — 

therefore, subject to the action of local air movements coming from 

more than one direction at a time. When they wish to land they 

approach their nest by flying close into the cliff with their haad 

: towards the prevailing wind. The actual landing is evidently gauged 

in accordance with this wind, so that the sudden arrival of a squall 

from a different direction will upset their balance, so that they may 

be dashed against the cliff face, 

This breakage of wings against the cliff and the mestetity—fren 

oiling (also mentioned in our paper) are the principal "mechanical " 

causes of mortality among gannets, as far as I can judge. I would, 

however, be very inter@stéd to hear of any views you may have on this 

subject. 
Yours truly, KG Verwrs i
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Michigan’s Bounty System was amended Senate Bill providing for the protection of The Editor of the Iowa State Conserva- 
at the insistence of farmers and sheep grow- _ wild creatures. We should feel mighty proud tion Commission’s news releases has discov- 
ers in the northern counties increasing to that our womanhood is so conservation con- ered that out in California, Mr. Wren, Mr. 
$20.00 the bounty on wolves and coyotes, scious. Partridge, Mr. Fox, and Mr. Crain were ar- 
striking bobcats from the list and providing —- rested and fined for violation of the fish and 
for the employment of trapper-instructors to South Dakota, the one-time premier pheas- ame laws. 

increase the take of predators. ant state, was undecided last year whether Feige 
dee to close the season on ringnecks entirely or When you shoot into a covey of quail re- 

The North Carolina Department of Con- restrict it. As a result four afternoons were member to leave enough for next year’s 

servation and Development has instituted a set aside. breeding purposes. 
cooperative farm game program under which I ieee 
the services of nine trained biologists are Under the direction of the lowa Conserva- ; ‘ 
available to all landowners who desire to im- tion Commission are 62 wildlife refuges on It’s not the kill that counts so much, but 
prove conditions for wildlife. public land. This figure includes 43 state how you run the chase. 

parks that have been designated as refuges. BAL!  proatige Dy se: 
Of the 62 areas, 24 are suitable for water- 

The editor just received the first issue of fowl, 58 for upland game and 21 for fur- WHEN IS A RABBIT NOT A RABBIT? 
“Game and Fish,” official wildlife publication hearing animals. It is unlawful for any per- A rabbit by any other name would be a 

of the Mississippi State Game and Fish Com- son to hunt or trap on game refuges at any luxurious fur coat or neckpiece for milady. 
mission. It is a splendid little magazine. time. Calling attention to one phase of the eco- 

sacar nomic value of wildlife in general, the Amer- 
The Iowa State Conservation Commission, Four members of the Alaska Game Com-_ ican Wildlife Institute lists more than sixty 

finding it difficult to secure ringneck pheas- ™ission are required to be residents of Alas- common trade names under which rabbit and 
ants for stocking purposes, recently estab- ka—one from each of the four divisions. The hare pelts find their way to the fur market. 
lished a 96-acre game bird hatchery. fifth member, who is also the executive offi- Beneath such high-sounding names as Bal- 

cer, is the chief representative of the Bureau tic White Fox, Chinchillette, Mendoza Bal- 
a aE: of Biological Survey resident in Alaska, so tic White Fox is nothing more than natural 

Lansford employes of the Federal Depart- _‘lesignated by virtue of his special knowledge rabbit or natural white hare. Beaver and 
ment of Agriculture, while exterminating the 0f wildlife conditions in the Territory. Polar Seal, for instance, will be found a 
gypsy moth, were examining a tree near that rabbit or hare skin. Chinchillette is chin- 
place when one of the group noticed shaggy - : 4 chilla-dyed rabbit. When the pelt of the rab- 

hair protruding from the trunk. Further ex- All the Utopian plans ever devised for the bit is sheared and beaver-dyed, it becomes 
amination revealed it was a bear in winter ‘Storation ice American wildlife remain just Mendoza Beaver and Polar Seal skin comes 
quarters. dreams until they are subjected to the criti- not from the polar branch of the circus and 

pa ee cal, isientis. cole fect analysis at Amen stage-struck family, but is merely rabbit, 
A : _ can business methods. — Henry F. Davis, dyed and treated to resemble the skin of a 

Oe ee att onset Executive Secretary, American Wildlife In- northern fish eater. 
. « is * stitute in a radio address. Rabbit pelts, after different treatments and about Chukar partridges. “When considered Ress 

from every angle it seems to be the best bird Sage under various other trade names reach. the 

that it has been our fortune to handle. A Latest records show New York State had inate oe poe fon, apa Hon, ee 
good producer under domestic conditions, a 140 successful deer hunting females. The Saree aoue a aed 
por bird and supreme as a table deli- youngest, sweet 16, the most matured, 59. picotirse trabbicianid Mare pelts: aretiot 

aya the only skins that assume other forms on 

. . . An Oklahoma paper recently startled the the fur market. The pelts of many other 
ipBenes: aA iste ee eee country with a headline that an Atlanta, Wildlife animals have aa vanes euhancse 

pilfered from a commercial hive—have long Georgia, couple had quail at every meal. A by careful treatment to make them resemble 
prteaaad act eaedibee Keene ordite OES quail, named T-Bone, is their constant the fur of some more rare specimen. So vast 
mountains of the Pacific States from being companion and is fed at the table with them. (Please turn page) 

used. These marauding bruins, it now ap- a 
pears, can be thwarted by putting electric ot ey Ff e a) be ea 
fences around apiaries. ks 4 ting, F AS a “ mc 

‘ a ‘ * ‘. -* 

Reforestation of national forest areas, by fe a) ea eee se: Po eae f 
tree planting and tree seed sowing, last year 3 : f ae | Ms re ‘gine 
exceeded that of any previous year by more 4 es Mh a? is cha Z \ 
than 82,000 acres, according to a report by Hi 3 SS lal Sf ai be cS 

the U. S. Forest Service. Trees were plant- > j : el 
ed on 214,306 acres and tree seeds were aa ea seine aes 4 
sown on 8,769 acres—a total reforestation of » nee \ ‘ ie. - 
223,075 acres. . vere! v a vy j 

Caen . ‘\ Peat | ( De pees 
Deer running wild in swampy areas of : | at Ss . Z eae 

four counties in Florida will have to be re- - ae a eS A 
moved in an attempt to make the area safe * hh i a at. AN & 
for cattle. This is the conclusion of special- BS a at WR aia 

ists from three different bureaus of the _ F > a ie 2 
United States Department of Agriculture bs ye iene 
who have been helping Florida livestock au- eee ae ae : ey a eee K 
thorities determine why tick eradication by . oe qo rad ees " 
the well-tested method did not eradicate cat- 4 a iets y 
tle ticks. ae, ee " Bia <9 ‘ Eo 

The General Federation of Women’s Clubs . my 9S ROS ok «i 
of the United States, which was organized a oY Dil. OE oP er eae 
over forty years ago, may justly be a pioneer Courtesy C. A. McCoy, Port Jervis, N.Y. 

inthe: protection of forest and/wildife. This ele pelerineats tees Sve ts opttare mst mais ae, DS end mega to See organization as early as 1896 sponsored a Wah budky tora ap Ry tte: wtragalen, Fee IE Susi SPOIL CATER EET nee 
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Qld Entomology Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 
March 9, 1938 

Col. A. M. Brayton 
Wisconsin State Journal \ 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Colonel Brayton: 

Your signed article in yesterday's Journal, written in support 

of the crow banquet of the Dane County Sportsmen's Association, contains 

several statements which I think should not pass unchallenged. 

' You state that "the crow is the worst marauder in the homes of 

game and song birds. ...-It is estimated that each year an average crow 

destroys a thousand game and song bird eggs." 

I do not know how many eggs an average crow eats, but my group 

of students have, during the past five years, accumulated some actual 

} figures on what proportion of game bird nests fall victim to crows. 

; t Since 1934 Arthur 8. Hawkins has studied 200 nests of Hungarian 

partridge and pheasant in Jefferson County, of which 4O per cent hatched 

successfully. Of the nests destroyed, 80 per cent were destroyed by 

haymowers, and 20 per cent by predators, of which crows accounted for about 

6 per cent. Crows often found and ate the deserted eggs exposed by haymowers. 

In 1935, 1936, and 1937 my students and I studied 60 pheasant 

nests in Dane and Jefferson counties, of which 29 were destroyed by haymowers, and 

3 by crows. Part of the nests exposed by haymowers and deserted by pheasants 

were found and eaten by crows. 

In 1931 Paul L. Errington studied 69 quail nests in Sauk and Dane 

counties. Of these 34 hatched successfully, 14 were destroyed by mowers, 

8 by other human activities, and 5 by gophers, skunks, and dogs. Crows 

destroyed no "live" nests, but did eat the eggs exposed by haymowers. ‘
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In 1933, 1934, and 1935 F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., studied 503 

pheasant nests in Iowa, of which 103 hatched successfully, 179 were 

destroyed by mowing and burning, 35 by flooding and weather, 38 by 

miscellaneous oruiaheea, and 28 by crows. Crows of course ate many of 

the deserted eggs exposed by haymowers. j 

It appears, then, that crows destroy some nests, but the claim that 

the crow "is the principal marauder in the homes of game birds" is an 

. exaggeration of the facts at least for this region. Most of the eggs eaten 

are from nests previously destroyed by mowing. 

Again you state: "Crows start their ravages in the middle south 

where the nesting season is earliest. As the nesting season develops 

further and further north, they follow it. Robbing birds! nests is their 

main business." 

The crow migration at Madison starts early in February and is 

over by March 15. ‘The earliest game bird nests start about May 1, but the 

bulk of the first layings not until May 20. 

In the "middle south" the earliest game bird nests come about April 15. 

The crow migration is over in February. It appears, then, that an interval 

of nearly two months separates the crow migration and game bird nestings. 

Only the resident breeding crows of any region have any chance to eat : ; 

game bird eggs, ek the crow migration has nothing to do with it. 

: f I realize, of course, that the crow banquet was held in a spirit 

of good-natured exaggeration. I take no exception to this Munchausen spirit-- 

it is appropriate to the occasion, and harmless if it be clear to your readers 

where the “whoppers" end and where the serious argument begins. Your 

allegations as to the biological role of crows, however, have the ring of
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serious argument. If they were meant to be, I think they badly distort 

the picture. 

Ch In my opinion the marsh and fencerow fires which will befog 

the sky of Dane County next month will destroy far more game than crows. 

The haymowers which follow in June will destroy still more. The nearly 

universal grazing of marshes and woodlots which takes place all summer 

will, by removing the winter food and cover, destroy still more. The WPA 

crews which are at this moment, for lack of something better to do, debrushing 

all the roadsides of Dane County are destroying more game than crows. Your : 

editorial pen, and also the educational influence of the Dane County Sportsmen's 

Association, could do mech good by attacking these destructive influences. 

To lay the blame for our prevailing scarcity of game so exclusively on the 

crow seems to me @ kind of intellectual witch-burning which does more harm 

than good. 

Let it be clear that I take no exception to crow hunting. I hunt 

crows myself. I do so because I like to shoot and because the crow is one 

of those species which can be shot pretty heavily without changing next year's ; 

supply. Why befog and befuddle this perfectly good sport, for which no one 

need apologize if pursued in moderation, by presenting it to the public as 

@ crusade to save the nation? Even the redoubtable Baron Milnchausen confined 

himself to less transparent means of self-flattery. 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

University of Wisconsin
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P. S. You might be interested in the following nest studies made outside 

Wisconsin. ‘ 

Logan Bennett of Iowa State College, in 1933 and 1934, studied 20 ‘ 

duck nests of eight species. Of these, 7 were destroyed by crows. ‘ 

E. R. Kalmbach of the U. S. Biological Survey, in 1934 and 1935, 

studied 512 duck nests in Canada. Of these, 156 were destroyed by crows. 

: A.L.



The Nidologist, 4(8):85. 1897 sas 

AN AVIAN TRAGEDY 

_ “Phe above is a sketch by B. H. Douglas from photo: furnished by B. S. 
Bowdish of Holley, New York, who writes:--I send by this mail, photos of a 
little tragedy, proof of which was collected by B. B. Peck and myself and 5 
which said proof still hangs in our 'den.' A female Baltimore Oriole while 

: engaged in building her nest was caught by a. portion of the horsehair which 
she was employing in the building, and several strands becoming. firmly 
twisted through her beak end around her throat she was effectively ‘hung 

by the neck until dead.!" f 

ei { 

" ; 

t
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The Nidologist, 4(9):104. 1897 

° \ 

A SCREECH OWL ACCIDENT ; 

"Some time ago a friend of mine, after lighting the fire in the morn- 
ing, heard a screeching in the chimmey. Not lmowing what it was he took. i 

down the stove-pipe and saw a Screech Owl lodged in it. The feathers were 
nearly all burnt off of it and it was unconscious and suffocated with smoke. 
He killed it to get it out of its\misery. It had apparently gone into the 

chimney to spend the day after making its nightly tour." 

HARTLEY JACKSON. 

Milton, Wisconsin ’ ;
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1532 University Aveme ; 
March 15, 1938 ‘ 

§ 

| 

Mr. B. G. Vevers | 
Magdalen College 4 
Oxford, England 

Dear Mr. Vevers: 

. Thank you very much for your kindness in answering my 
inquiry. I was anxious to get your explanation because I am 
collecting material for a paper on mechanical accidents and the 
wing breakage which you describe is something entirely new to me 
and hence of great interest. 

A curious parallel occurs in our trumpeter swan which, 
if it hag not learned to fly before the ice forms, beats its wings 
on the skim ice in early fall and pinions itself, thus becoming 
unable to migrate. 

If and whea I get around to the paper on accidents I 4 
= shall try to remember to send you a copy. 

“" 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold : 
Professor of Game Management 

\
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: File Accidents 

Extract from "Deer Census Report, 1938, Inyo National Forest, Region 5," 
April 28, 1938 (mimeographed), by Reed §. Nielson, p. 7: 

Losses: The principal factors contributing to the loss of deer while 

on their winter range were found to be: predators, illegal hunting, and 

City of Los Angeles Aqueduct. No instances of losses due to disease were 

noted. During the past year, the caretaker at the intake of the Upper 

Haiwee Reservoir removed the carcasses of 43 deer, mostly does and fawns, 

from the racks at the intake. The aqueduct is open from a point some 

miles above Lone Pine down to the reservoir, a distance of about thirty-five 

miles. For part of this distance it parallels, roughly, the lower limits 

of the winter range and perhaps, deer attempting to drink from it fall in ; 

and are unable to get up its steep concrete protected banks. Other deer, 

probably pursued by predators and hunters in this area, are, perhaps, 

frightened into the aqueduct where they drown. The carcasses of two deer 

taken from the aqueduct during the'last ten days of February, 1938, had 

been shot through the head with a .22 calibre rifle. Interesting also is : 

the record of the carcasses of 8 coyotes and 6 bobcats taken from the 

racks during the same period (one year). 

i
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Wie might be termed the first wild- WHAT PENNSYLVANIA HAS DONE NORTH DAKOTA BOYS BUILD 

life legislation in this country took The marvels that can be accomplished by NOVEL IGLOOS FOR BIRDS 

effect just 209 years ago. In 1629 the West the application of scientific, non-political . agate : 
i ‘ sa DBS x poht Boys working on wildlife refuges in North India Co. granted hunting privileges to per- conservation measures are clearly illustrated Bri 3 

aon planting colonies in New Netherlands. by the classic example of Pennsylvania. Baw foie a) Dit Omt gies Esto, tis 

be be Le peeietion and oe Thirty years ago, Pennsylvania woke up RUREEE, Spin : 

ve played an important part in the preser- 4, find the game in her fields and woods and As part of the wildlife conservation pro- 
een Pee of ene wildlife. the fish in her streams dwindling to the van- gram of the United States Department of 
jee ieee a eaten ete Mareen ishing point—a situation comparable to that Agriculture they built feeding shelters of 

Massachusetts, which forbade the killing of eae! te ce foot-square blocks of snow, laid loosely like 
deer during part of the year. Sixty-six years Three commissions were set up—one for a brick wall. The shelters, built where ther 

before those who conceived this great Na- game, one for fish and the third for forestry is no natural protection, are ideal observa- 

tion and declared its independence, the use "4 stream rehabilitation. From the begin- tion spots for the boys, recruits of the Na- 
of sail or blind boats for waterfowl was pro- "8 the members of those commissions tional Youth Administration, working under 
hibited. This was the first legal limitation of Were selected for their fitness and not for supervision of the United States Biological 
hunting equipments in our country. The first political a poneenia ee aL Survey. 

. . z were made to increase game roug. ropa- 

tae ee ores eer gation, refuges, short shooting season, small The shelters, with feed scattered about 
mac Hereiihieaonerunneiemer (our. moder bag limits and strict law enforcement. More them, concentrate pheasants, Stone: and 

game wardens. than 1,000,000 acres of forest land was ac- many other game and nongame birds. Ob- 
quired and millions of trees were planted, servations on the birds as well as other data 

both on public and private lands. As a cor- on the number, condition, and habits of wild- 
BEAVERS DEFY U. S. BUILD DAM ollary, erosion has been virtually eradicated  |jfe in the areas are reported to the Biologi- 

IN SPITE ee aenaeee neve peer eles a ce cal Survey to further the wildlife restora- 

_The ner! Seen foo octal es anal eae kd rem Be Saatie OTA, tion program. 

ea Oe aes eter 
the first round of an “openly declared war” f The ee Peon « pe It is estimated by the Michigan Conserva- 
with a colony of beavers. i fous apes game than in the days of the tion Commis are killed 

McConkie, it was explained, isn’t a man to ndians. Deer are so plentiful it has on oc- annual, the highways of their sta 
bother the Government with small problems. casion become necessary to declare an open ‘ 

The beavers, it seems, have built a dam S480" On So ue roe ance : oe , —— 
on Panther Creek in the Salmon National ™0™ while wild | turkey, Pheasant, quail, J ey F- ] 4 | F ‘i ‘ : squirrels and rabbits abound. ee ee Con A, eas \, 

‘orest in Idaho, against the wishes of Sec- Consider-th famiies that die DEF Z a iF ~ | ey 
retary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace. jonsier me opportunities that ve petore | a: re. 4 } : 
McConkie has torn up their dam repeatedly Missouri. Pennsylvania is only about two-f fg hes7ay) ?e ‘pf es iN 

and each time the beavers built a better dam pad ees ene eet ana esate pits ae y= was 
than before. When the beavers carried the aor peared pone By the applicati Ved : 7 ag - 4 2 ’ 
battle to his own front yard and cut down 1 tHe same methods, this state, within (0 (93) (ij/s)) | asia. coon 
his shade trees in retaliation, that was too, et eaten Bo Cee ae Manan ail RT Bet I H 
much. am : ee ; Sy. Te ae 4 

The Department of Agriculture issued an This despite the fact that Corenc Co — aw ae , * , i aly oe oe g 
official report criticizing the beavers. servation Commission is almost Starting ay ’ i [MERE ba On f 

About three years ago the beavers began from scratch. Our deer are pitifully few. [age eh ee ade Ma 
to increase the size of their dam. That caused We have ae bear. The wild turkey is prac ee ed oer FH Pj haa 
water to flood about two acres of pasture tically extinct. In many parts of the state, Pa males Pt 4 4 > & 
belonging to the Cooper Creek Ranger Sta- quail have virtually disappeared. In equally \ ) iigigraer\" Me Ns? & 
don sad plight are our streams. i oe e 7 ie 4 

McConkie bought a high-powered tractor ,.. if Pennsylvania Cet ee conditions ok 4 Phil 
and toreonm che ldan like this, Missouri with its greater territory __*_3- ae = 

“But,” the department reported, “the bea- and smaller population, should be even more io ss 4 ie Pe 

vers worked nights, holidays and Sundays successful.—St. Louis Post Dispatch. | wa ae ~ 
rebuilding the 40-foot dam every time it was Ss ee ot) ty i } ~ 
destroyed by McConkie. STOLEN: On March 4, from the Rob- oe ey ‘ 

“Also the beavers apparently learned bet-  ert’s Hardware Store, Sharon, Pa. One new : a r 
ter construction methods with more experi- Model 70 Winchester Rifle, 300 magnum, = ,. ro 
ence and practice. In one instance they even 26” barrel, serial No. 14384. Any information Moy "a >» acl : 
tied the logs together with 80 feet of rang- regarding this gun will be appreciated by SN pa 
er’s emergency telephone wire.” R. W. Robert of Sharon. ~, y - e f 

—_——_— " al Fi 

In 1869, from the town of Hartford, Mich- 7 4 a ae mn Pe 7 
igan, three carloads of dead passenger pig- ecteall fat Bic. es ee cas 2 ; St eee 
eons were shipped to market eac r aed fe ax : 
ee days, ai a total of hte ices slower animals? What chance has a human ie . i 4 yee 
(W. B. Mershon’s book, “The Passenger being caught in a blazing inferno? a he? jae 

Pigeon.”) Sir har a x lee, 

paca The United States Forest service fought 
Anthony Boxer, of Shenandoah, reports an average of thirty fires a day in 1937. Of While trying to reach some twigs this deer 

killing a ringneck last season that weighed the 11,586 fires which started all but 242 cnUEnt im ook tacthe evoteh pf the sree: 
+ ” Sais was found dead by Frank B. 

6% lbs., and had a tail 36” long. were under control within twenty-four hours. Oviatt, of Betula, Pa.
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Accidents a 
4 Z { 

From The Auk, General Notes, Vol. 55, No. 3, July, 1938, p. 547: 

A modern bird fatality.--While in La Mesa, California, June 1937, | 
with Mr. Archbold, preparing for our 1938 New Guinea Expedition, a 
curious bird fatality in connection with the experimental radio was a 
called to my attention. I was not there at the time and am indebted ; 

p to Mr. Harold G. Ramm, the radio operator, for the following details. Hae 
A bird, apparently a Mockingbird from the description, alit on the 
single insulated wire of the transmitting antenna. When the power was ( 
turned on the bird dropped dead, killed by the high radio frequency. ; { 
The antenna was carrying 500 watts with a radio frequency of 7000 
kilocycles at the time. The bird alighted on or near a current node 

where the current was lowest and the voltage highest, the only place 
; dangerous for it. ; 

A mamber of men working about powerful broadcasting stations have i 
been reported killed by radio frequency but this is the first instance © 

of a bird's death in such a manner which has come to my attention. : 7 
It is unlikely that this new hazard to bird life is of great enough 

extent to be important, but it is possible for birds alighting on the 
transmitting antenna of any radio station to be killed.--A. L. Rand, ; 
American Museum of Natural History, New York City. | 
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1 By LEO A. LUTTRINGER, JR. 

nag cma . 
C fT Ee F 

NOT so very long ago a game protector in on BE Ces eae ae 
Pennsylvania, inspecting a wildlife sanetu- > ; e fe 441% ar ee mae 
ary, came upon a tragic sight—a deer, its ‘ Se . ay ae ; tn? 

head tightly wedged, or clothes-pinned, in 4 Lat. by mt 
an opening in the trunk of a large tree, . a ke bs dads Sa tH 
dead from starvation. To the experienced ] i me ne ae et 
and understanding eye of the official this ie. end e- ‘ A 
grim and not altogether unfamiliar pic- val ‘Se JARS a a 

ture reaffirmed that which he already 4 y was ba poe A) bt ae ) 

knew to be true, that in the domain of : ae A a ey es 
the wild, tragedy and disaster stalk the ae | o —_ eS 

unfortunate, the unwise and the weak; r | hy b oa8., \ A by | 

that in nature the great drama of life } AR —— wat ara 

and death is being constantly enacted, just } “a ; re Bh oe M32 

as it is in man’s cities, villages and i oe eee) 
countrysides. i ee at ‘oa a 

Tt Me not difficult for the protector, wise bail | we SAG oa i 

in the ways of the wild, to reconstruct the a CU a ils 
tragedy. It was quite evident to him that Fs a. 3 Dx r. ae 

the deer, young and in good health, had : Be =a a 4 a 

been lured to thrust its head through the Se : g o oS a aia 

wide lower part of the opening by appe- , Be . : it ie 

tizing lichen and ferns growing in the : ee Ld ‘ 
dank soil along the inner base of the tree. eh mee HPP ea 4 
Surprised or frightened while thus engaged —_ tree a eS | ‘ 
the sensitive creature did what it is his us oe a i is 
breed to do, raised his head with such a gs ae 4 
whip-like energy and rapidity that it be- 2 ee [yy ; nw 
came wedged in the narrow upper portion aes pee _ 3 ee by U 
of the trunk cavity. Unable to extricate LS Fae i = 

itself, though it struggled valiantly, this . eo: a 

splendid but unfortunate animal starved E a oe bal a 
to death. <a eee 

Unusual? Of course. But only in cir- . hae en . 
cumstance. Only the device and the scene ae 4 a4 es ca 
form the intricate pattern of drama; the 4 i a=) ce 

end, or climax, is always the same, sudden ’ ve ‘ “ ii + . ay 

or lingering death for some animal, bird, . A fe @ s 

fish, or insect. The setting may be, for ee a a ee ". Gay ps 
instance, as a railroad engineer found it tig —— : ie 

one afternoon through the cab window of :. ¥o * s ‘ J oe < 
his rolling locomotive. His quick eye Bay 7 ’ 7. gfe a _ _* it 

caught a glimpse of a large deer swinging e an Poe Se oak, oe =o 

head down from a high snow fence, as Drama ending in tragedy, as this deer died of starvation—clothes- 
though its hindleg had been caught between pinned in the crotch of a tree and unable to extricate itself 

500 AMERICAN FORESTS
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the upper palings. Investigation proved this 7 fi 1 ] : 4 g 

to be exactly the case. The animal, although fi ee 4 y : = 

quite capable of jumping an eight-foot fence, ——~{i ss q 1 a | 3 

had for one reason or another failed in this ee. q Bs nN LF oe 4 i 8 | 

attempt. Its leap had fallen short about pe 2 eee J in a eo 6B e 

twelve inches—just enough to bring death. La ” a * 4 a fe | 

Or it may have been the pattern of the i eA z i ai 

pitiful plight of the black bear found hang- 3 aq 3 ; . 2 

ing from a small maple tree in Pennsyl- A = q i j 

yania. Investigation brought out that the os f i i gai 

animal had stepped in a fox trap and in a -a r | @ | : 

frantic effort to get rid of it had done what = q f ; 

most bears will do in times of stress—climbed Zi ql ; 

a tree. But unburdened hind feet are quite ] 4 : if 1 : ie 

necessary to a bear for safe tree climbing, = | ae | 

and this unfortunate creature, one hind foot y eg ( eo 8 | i 

useless, slipped and fell, its head being caught ; r : im - 

in the erotch of the tree. The climax? \ i | | 

Death from a broken neck! | 5 2 | 

Recently a game protector reported the dis- | 4 AY [ae | 

covery of a deer hanging by its neck from a “S Bee fi } 

large crack in a tree stump. Salt had been ia ie | 

placed on the stump, unusually high, and ; im | | 

the animal, standing on its hind legs to q | fa 

reach it, no doubt slipped and fell, its weight q q F 

forcing its neck deep into the crack—a trap | i me i 

from which the luckless buck failed to re- j 3 eS Se 

lease himself. Death was from neck injury, ' \ \ a eee PS 

aided by starvation. 4 3 le =. oa he 

Accidental tragedies such as these, while ee Ee. ao a oe a Bae ri 

possessing greater elements of drama because pe a ss Nee ‘ rey ae re oe es, 

of uniqueness in device and setting, by no yt "ae i . a ‘=e Series - ee 

means take the toll of wildlife that may be : rf % ses oe bb , a ait rat 

attributed to the stern and endless fight for 4s eg ae ee ~e sa a 

existence that goes on in forest and field. Aa. ae mC a oe ae ‘ be 
First is the drama of the predators—sly old “po : OE eT 5 a yd Ca ae se 2s 

Sing catching and eating unsuspecting rab- | oe ee z “ 3 Seed a ee ¥ ae 
bits, or tawny bobeats leaping upon little Reetee anit ta. | ney Ps 5 _ 
spotted fawns, or a red-tailed Ea coping Ou fede ae ont eatad he. epee at. 

down to nab a choice tidbit of a mouse. It Fs p os cat ; ab wey ) my 1 ok * + Speirs 

goes on all of the time, night and day, per- And this dramatic incident also ended| tragically ‘as the’ deer, 
attempting to jump a snow fence, fell, and was killed 

~ " 
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; fe : way ee oe ae we a 
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i} rd locked together, still fighting for the right to lead their 
3 P herd. The protector succeeded in parting them but one 

was so badly injured that it died almost immediately. 
But usually animals under similar circumstances are dead 
when found,—chiefly from exhaustion and starvation. 

haps every hour of the night and day. Who knows Man contributes in many ways to the dramas of the 
exactly? Ceaseless is the battle in nature’s realm for wild, mostly by his instinct to hunt and his unfortunate 
supremacy as well as for survival. Not so long ago a habit of tampering with or destroying altogether the 
ame protector in an eastern state reported the finding environment so necessary to wildlife. In recent years game p rep y y 

of two eight point buck deer, their antlers hopelessly has come the speed craze and the machines of man are 
taking a greater toll along the highways 

eit and byways than can be imagined by 
Soe, a most lay observers. As a sample, Penn- 

Ls : a sylvania game authorities report that in 
« sie) bee [ four years more than four hundred deer 

dat . — : were killed by speeding automobiles on 
; a A Seer a single eighteen-mile stretch of forest 

pee , ee Db) | x highway. In several counties in north- 
Baccut Fly Soe. rig | ; . western Pennsylvania, between July and 
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November of 1937, three hundred or more deer were tunate and lived. But there were others not fortunate 
killed by automobile speeders. The situation is so seri- enough to be dug out. They died, of course. 
ous in some parts of the state that game officials have There is another menace that goes hand in hand with 
erected large signboards cautioning motorists to slow starvation—wild dogs. Hundreds of deer and other ani- 
down and to keep a sharp watch for wildlife. What mals are killed annually by dogs running for the most 
brings the deer to the highways? There are many rea- part in pairs or in packs. If deer and other animals 
sons, not the least unique and interesting of which is are weakened by scarcity of food they fall easy prey, 

the attraction salt, dropped from ice cream trucks, has for it is the manner of the pack to run a deer until it 

for them. is spent, until it is so exhausted that it is unable to 
Speeding machines apparently do not frighten them. keep to its feet, much less offer resistance. These dogs 

A game protector in western Pennsylvania reported are usually outcasts, one time house pets no longer 
that a motorist ran into a young buck deer shortly wanted and turned out to live on the community. Un- 

after dark one evening, breaking its leg. The animal less taken in by some dog-loving soul the chances are 

hopped away only to return four hours later and be that the animal will sooner or later join a roving pack 
struck and killed by another automobile. of half-wild dogs. Wildlife conservationists ean con- 

It is also reported from Pennsylvania that from tribute much to the bird and animal life of their com- 
2,500 to 3,000 ringneck pheasants are killed by speed- munity by ridding themselves of these half-savage beasts. 

ing automobiles every year. Quite often misguided individuals discover and take 
W. E. Dreyer, writing in Science a year or so ago, home supposedly lost young of wild birds and animals. 

presents an enlightening national view of the destruc- This is not infrequent in the case of ‘bear cubs and 
tion of wildlife by automobiles. Arriving 

at his conclusions by his own observations 
as well as the studies of others, Mr. Dreyer 

estimated that more than 7,000 birds and 

animals are killed every day by automo- 
biles in the United States. These include . aa 
deer, muskrats, rabbits, skunks, squirrels, fl 
turtles, snakes, woodpeckers, flickers, rob- ‘ " F g 

ins, sparrows and a host of others. A > bs x 
600-mile trip through Iowa revealed 225 é - 4 

dead animals on the highway; a 500-mile eile . “ , 
streteh through Illinois, Indiana and Ohio 7 ae PA ‘ia nr 
revealed 179 animals. Considering these rel 4 , * a. a 
trips and many others, at various times of + ee as ae oak - 

the year, Mr. Dreyer concluded that the ag hel a ~ 3 [_. os . 

observed death rate per mile per day for * be Lie | ee oa eo 
wildlife is .0098, a rate which would pro- a “me » 4 e VL 
duce an estimated daily destruction in the 3 e — 7 | « eo Ve 

entire United States of 7,350 birds and  fMy 7 gale | Na 
animals. , e oe | — LN 

Starvation is a terrible thing. The help- 3 fee i oh. Me n | 
lessness of it and its tragic, slow death Y eo . j : E J Ps ey 
make for dramas that are too grim for aa) oe. a le VO 'E* 
recital. Particularly during severe winters Teg ‘ 4 B . oe Py Gen ~~ 

where food is searce does starvation among Fee ste Ne Ue ave * 
the wild creatures reach appalling grue- ge | ee Pia LON ; 
someness, Small game, especially, find it ogee. (| jj fs rm so fers oat 
difficult to get food when heavy snow cov- | a Se I UL Ut —" Lee baie oa os 
ers the ground. Last year a friend of ae ae ye Me v4 eee A My “ A oy & 
mine dug out a covey of quail from under ws i Ve id WR Lo ses ae Boe 
six feet of snow drift. They were for- i dd a on, 5 ol eae 

(4b, efi ele. Be ic i haavdeammor ee Yi 4 
ble oe by ey My | ‘a wey fa Wy : ie Me 

oer 7 eee 2 we a 1 PME Ae 
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in ce ie 4 bs! we ey ere ‘ eS Forest babies—lost! Drama but not 
a ee a ey ' on awe tragedy for, given a chance, their 
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ze OK atte re ee he er oe tightened away by your approac' 
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ps rf es” a forest fire — countless 
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3 ~ 

al ‘ ee 4 Below is seen the piti i" ; ‘ — beled body ef aatimea 
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| fawn deer. Here again the stage is set for drama, for oa . ce ‘ a 4 ef ws N 
| the chances are that the cubs or fawns are not lost at : eee: Rie ay . 4 * OW 

5 “1 e . Leder ene © mae | all. More than likely the parent attending the young- pee oka .% ; 6S ‘ 

ster has been frightened away by the approach of the | a Bos es ' wa. A 

| misguided individual and will return if the young is if gene est er | 
not molested. Wild creatures should be left in the fe M3 a chee . oP Ag 
woods and fields. They are seldom if ever lost. 4 — - : Ke 

The taking of our birds affords more drama, none SES AM a eee Ngai at \yen 

perhaps more tragic than the fate which befell the ve 2 : ye etnias i 

beautiful plumed egrets before the national government i eal, . ae “ = 
took action to stop their commercialization to the mil- y . u 2 Sees erration Coe 

linery trade. The law was also needed to put an end Witeonttn on a 

to the indiscriminate killing of birds by America’s 

foreign born residents—people who were never made No one can possibly describe the drama of wildlife 

to understand in their native countries the value of bird in a forest fire. It is too ghastly, unutterably horrible. 

life. Many were the unique methods used by these Countless wild creatures perishing in agony—countless 

foreign born to lure song and other birds into a more so frightfully maimed that they die soon after- 
| potential pot-pie—and great was the tragedy. wards—an equal number so affected by flame and smoke 

and shock that they fall easy prey to disease, 

| and lingering death. 
Perhaps a clearer idea of the tragedy suffered 

i : by wildlife when flames sweep forest and field 

& , nee may be found in a 1931 report of an official of 
iP. the Wisconsin Conservation Commission. 

” % ‘ < ¥ “More than a score of deer were found after 

de eX x the fire,” he stated, after investigating a 120,000- 

“th tear” 2a : : P fe acre burn in central Wisconsin. “Undoubtedly, 

Near a if koe ye ae these were only a small percentage of the number 

s a ei ra ~ -/\: PGs 3 destroyed. Surveys made by the Commission de- 

a Se ee Pd termined that sixty per cent of the deer surviving’ 

ora ae . a ser the fire had badly burned feet. One deer was 

ye ws al \ ae ¢ found walking on its knees, and when put out of 

nSY Bees eh = its misery it was found that both front legs had 

tee aes é : ‘By aa ee stiffened in a bent position and that the hoofs 

Same an » a , : and foot bones had broken off. A dog was shot 

yy od ‘ ae 48 : when caught in the act of killing a fawn which 

fi 7m ras Arn had badly burned feet. Another fawn was found 

ENY el e aa dead in a ditch. A trap set near this fawn 

a - ft caught a coyote when, he returned to his kill 

The tragedy of polluted waters next day. 
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“For several months following the fire, freshly dead nee Aha wD 2 
deer were reported both in the fire area and in the dis- ee. 0UlUulUmt CUM 5 
trict surrounding it. In November a lame deer was “aR r , ’ ee sai 
gored to death by a herd of cows. Disease resulting a Ja Ma | t+ ss 
from the weakened condition of the deer, due not only . ay, ee ~ Ti 
to burning but to suffocation from gas and smoke, took : oo es >...  -. ¢ yd 
its toll during the winter. . . . os Wl a Ve A Je a 

“The most abundant game bird in this region was Pe a } 
the sharp-tailed grouse. At least one bird out of every a oe id Pi yet 
four of this species was killed outright by the fire. 4 f i |. ee 

“Lack of oxygen, warmed and ash poisoned water ; in, — 8 £ 7 
combined to kill thousands of fish. Dead fish were : ~ a oe Cie, 
found in all parts of the drainage ditches and in the ~~ a " . aaa) | 
Yellow River, which flows through the burned area. ; pO SP 8 ms 
Dogfish, ordinarily one of the hardest fish to kill by : - Le ae 
lack of oxygen, were found in a helpless condition. — a4 * ii es wo) A 

Although lacking the drama of fire, the tragedy of . . i, eee a 4 
polluted waters is far more harmful to fish and aquatic at ws te ae Pa 
life, particularly in the East. There are many streams, a ¢ ee eee — * 4 
rivers, lakes and ponds absolutely devoid of fish and a. 9 : pe oe 
aquatic life today—waters where deep, azure pools and = 
white flecked rapids were once the joy of anglers. The _—— Pe ’ Sat hed? 
sad part of this tragedy is that pollution is so needless. =“ nee LP Mis 4 ry 
Wastes from pulp and paper mills, from tanneries and pees oe 4 ae bf ; 
from mines are chiefly responsible for the sad plight “See Ce uw aly sg’ A 
of inland waters. Perhaps the day is not far away Peg eo Bh Cd ey ay 
when this waste will be converted into usable by-prod- oe ll ela Tages 
ucts, and the streams at last be given a chance to sup- , 2 oof a, © 
port fish and aquatic life. a ae |  #£ Pe Ce 

Getting back to drama and birds, here is a unique , . ee. Fe td ror | A 
case. Not far from where I live a piece of string 4 Sg ee, er a 
found its way to a branch of a small bush. It was ey mf As 4 P by ‘ 
difficult to see, even when one was looking for it, but Ne era, fo 4 b Fd 4 
there it was, a veritable trap as it turned out. For a a Be Oe TR 4 or.” 
robin failed to see it also and became entangled. A ted A oi A i .* : “ 
brief fluttering, with death holding the string, and the & 4 a ae ia”. uit eed 
robin hung itself. Re Ww vy oa me >, 4 

Heron colonies always offer much that is dramatic. Some tte at. -) 2 iy 
During the height of the nesting season it is not un- iy $e « & py 5 
usual for young birds, squirming about while being a . Ao & “7 4 
fed by a mother black-crowned heron, to be forced or a a i at 
pushed out of their high nests. Some land safely on Unique and tragic drama—a robin ; 
the ground, of course, but more often the little fellows meets an ignoble death—self-hung 
are completely unlucky and are caught by their necks 
in the small tree branches—to die by hanging. 

One of the most needless tragedies where birds are 

a4 ; te eae concerned is the un- 

: a Per ay ¥ a wanted, half-starved 
‘ a so ep PAN pee le 4 Z house cat—the one that 

5 Se! | Ae NA wis AY ae is taken out and dump- 

. AME HSN) ale he ie 1 a Bea ek ae ey a) oS shift for itself. It mus 
oe Me, Ags ka ais eae x > eet eat, therefore birds, 

- 9 ae) aE Be my Sie Bi Sena [aes et a, bei particularly songbirds, 
1 Pe Bs h «SORA dae ie Ln dae a. ; suffer. Pennsylvania has 

Senta (ef ty Dro Poway oh ONS bee * Se te recent] instituted a iss, ey you’ psn TMA eee poke) wy a J 7 i xthz ae ea Sah ‘ + 4 law invoking a fine of 
k ey fe “ ye teen Re. oe fa nd twenty-five dollars for 

>=, ae ©. Peer ie eS EEA “ ig a ie Lae releasing unwanted cats 
Be. sh am Ray n ¥ , ee eeere. 7 aa along roads or high- 

POE ew or , ‘pas hic ee Se ee = ih Nae " SG es age : ; 
ea ees st A! ake. te Seg A And so in nature, as 
Oe ig IN es sy A ee a “ : a domain e — 

\ oan oe st ee ee eas kind, is enacted e 
, _< © Meee ee “* &.. great drama of life and 

al mh 4 death, with disaster 
j constantly overtaking 

The end of a song—many a bird voice is forever stilled the i unfortunate, the 
because of the depredations of uncontrolled house-cats unwise and the weak. 
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Wildlife Mortality on lowa Highways 

Thos. G. Scotti 

4 Incidental to travel in Iowa while serving as wildlife specialist for the 
Extension Service, of Iowa State College, the writer, on occasions, found it 

possible to investigate wildlife mortality on paved highways. The data were 
gathered primarily for use as possible indices to distribution, population, and 
lateral movement of mammals. As little additional effort proved necessary, : 
observations were made on all vertebrate forms. 

With the purpose of preserving the principal objectives, a technique for 
gathering the information was developed. Observations were begun at a dis- 
tinct landmark, as a highway junction, city limit, or county line. The mile- 

age reading was recorded at the starting point and again at the place where 

each casualty was noted, thus each record has a definite geographic location. 
No observations were attempted unless circumstances permitted low-speed 
travel and frequent stops for in spite of thoroughness some victims were over- 
looked. Mileage and casualties were recorded only for rural sections; victims 

were listed only when found on the highway or within 1 yard of it. In an 
attempt to limit the casualty age class no record was made of animals not 
subject to identification. 

Casualty notations ate available for all months of the year, beginning in 
May, 1936 and concluding in April, 1937. During this period records were 
preserved for a rural distance of 2,944.1 miles? distributed over 43 counties. 
High mortality of wildlife was expected in Iowa because the straight smooth 
roadways and the law permit travel at high rates of speed in rural sections. 

Casualties totaling 1,239, or approximately 0.429 to a mile, were noted. 
The length of time that the vertebrate body remained on the highway after 
death varied with the species, but recognizable forms were not usually found 

| after 4 days exposure. A reasonable casualty age class was thus established. 
It may then be assumed that approximately 365 divided by 4 times 0.429, or 

| 39.1462, is the number of vertebrate animals killed in a year on 1 mile of high- 
4 speed roadway in Iowa. There are approximately 4,820 miles of hard-surface 

highway in Iowa similar to that on which the investigation was made, and these 

comprise about one-sixth of the total number of miles of all roads in the 
State. The approximate annual toll of wildlife on the improved highways of 
Iowa can be obtained by multiplying the annual casualty rate of 1 mile 
(39.1462) by 4, 820. These numbers no doubt are conservative, as available 
information indicates that possibly 10 per cent of the casualties went unrec- 

1 Journal Paper No. J578 of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. Project 
No. 598. In cooperation with the U. S. Biological Survey, the American 
Wildlife Institute, and the Iowa State Conservation Commission. 

2 Credit is due R. C. Fye, of the Iowa State Highway Commission, for checking 
| the accuracy of the rural mileage. 
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© Taste 1—Monthly distribution of mileage and casualties. 

a | 1936 | 193i I 
| May | June | July [August | Sept. [| Oct. | Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | Total 

Mileage [322.9 1678.9 [160.0 [450.0 [175.5 [254.1 [2246 | 63.5 [2475 | 84.4 [195.5 | 87.2 | 2,944.1 
Casualties per mile [9263 3726)" 1538] 684484 362 | Or TI ee 173 044-130] 2072 | = 298) 0.429 
No. of casualties [E85 MEI AS3 so 2] (66-1300 naealede ate Roo a Gel a leaeel all stl [tase 26 Oe 1239 

TasLe 2.—Amphibian casualties. 

| 1936 | 137: | 
Name | May | June | July [August | Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | Total 

| | ! | | | | | | | | | | 
Tiger salamander1 | | | | [| .006| | | | | | | | 0003 

| creel sey | | | | | | | | | | 1 
Common toad | | .001] | | | | | | | | | | 0003 i SN ath NN I aa Ga] Sn in WO So Uva |e ee 

| ibaa pea | 8+2] | | | | | | | | oe 
Frogs | |__ 001] | | | | | | | | | | 

1 Numbers in upper row of line represent the number of casualties; numbers in lower row, the casualties per mile. 

2 Record made after a storm, 8 definitely of the leopard frog (Rana pipiens), plus an unusual number (estimated at 10 per square yard) of 
oe frogs, cricket frogs (Acris crepitans), and probably other species distributed over half a mile of highway adjacent to a large 
marsh,
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orded, because of sun glare, size and color of the animal, tall grass, high wind, 

or snow. Among the 1,239 animals killed, 57 species were represented: 3 
amphibians, 8 reptiles, 16 mammals, and 30 birds. | 

An attempt was made to determine the circumstances under which wild- 
life meets accidental death on the highway. It was found that the greater 

, number of animals were killed wherever favorable wildlife environment inter- 
sected high-speed roadways. As each variation in environment produced a 

corresponding variation in the species and numbers of wildlife casualties, one 

is led to believe that highway mortality of some species may be subject to 

control. Once wildlife had access to the highway, subsidiary factors produced 
variations in the rate of mortality. Most of these factors were found to be 

conditions of weather. Sudden and severe changes in temperature produced 
fluctuations in the number of animals killed, apparently because of their 
increased or decreased activity, depending on the species. Rain affected the 

mortality rate, possibly because it slowed and reduced traffic, or because it 

produced an increase or decrease in the activity of the animals. The activity 
of amphibians during and immediately after storms resulted in an increase 
in the mortality of this group. Puddles of rain water along the highway 
proved hazardous to the birds coming for or returning from a drink or a 
bath. High wind caused a reduction in mortality, apparently because most 

species remained within the protection of cover. High winds were disadvan- 
tageous to some birds, notably the English sparrows (Passer domesticus 

domesticus), because they reduced the efficiency of their flight. In some 
instances snow and ice reduced speed and traffic on the highways to the 
point where wildlife mortality was practically eliminated. At other times 
these conditions produced an increase in mortality, as the animals were 

encouraged to come to the cleared highway shoulders for food. Curvature of 
the highway checked high-speed travel and reduced casualties except among 
the slow-moving species. Mannerisms characteristic of certain forms of wild- 

life were frequently found to be the cause of death on the highway. Mention 
i of these is made in the annotated list. 

The data gathered provide some basis for estimating the highway mortality 
of game species, a subject of frequent discussion among conservationists. 

} Despite the fact that the ring-necked pheasant (Phasianus colchicus torquatus ) 
I population in Iowa was greatly limited during the period of this investigation 

(Green and Beed, 1937), the killing of these birds was recorded. Investiga- 
tions were conducted, through all months of the year, along 1,146 rural 
miles, in 25 counties of typical pheasant range. The killing of 28 pheasants, 

or 0.0244 to the mile, was recorded. This indicates an annual kill of 0.0244 
(365 — 4), or 2.2265, birds on each mile of improved highway in pheasant 
range. It is not possible to estimate the acreage from which this toll was 
taken as the seasonal range of pheasants in Iowa has not been determined. 

The population of cottontails (Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsii) was also 
low when these investigations were made; nevertheless, in 2,944.1 miles, 90 
casualties (0.0305 to the mile) were noted. This indicates an annual mor- 
tality rate of 2.7831 cottontails to the mile. If the yearly range of the cotton-
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tail is assumed to be half a mile, this toll would be effective on 640 acres for 

a mile of highway. 

Fox squirrels (Sciurus niger rufiventer) have moved into isolated farm 

wood lots and shelterbelts, many of which are near highways. This adapta- 
tion has apparently increased the highway mortality of this species, for of the 
25 dead fox squirrels noted, 20 were in the more open prairie counties near 
farm shelterbelts and wood lots. 

The toll of less desirable species was equally as great. For the 2,944.1 
miles covered, 432 English sparrows, or 0.1467 to a mile, were recorded. 

Possibly 13.3863 may be killed annually for each mile of improved highway 

in Iowa. Of the striped ground squirrels (Citellus tridecemlineatus tridecem- 

lineatus) 127 casualties were listed. Agricultural operations caused this species 

to be more road inhabiting. The roadway mortality of other species may be 
seen in the charts and annotated list. 

The nomenclature and systematic sequence of the amphibians and reptiles, 
ate according to Pratt (1935), of the birds, according to the American Orni- 
thologists’ Union check-list (1931), of the mammals, according to Miller 

(1924), except where changes have been made. Tables are included for all 

species, giving the number of casualties per month and the rate per mile. 
Special phases, as sex ratio, color, and age class, are also treated. The county 
is used as the unit of distribution and note is made of it in the annotation. 
In reading the annotated list it is well to bear in mind that the mileage varied 

in each county and that investigations were conducted in only 43 of Iowa’s 
99 counties. The value of the distributional records and the indication of 

populations as reflected by casualty rate will no doubt increase with age. 

To facilitate interpretation of the county casualty rate to the mile, a list of the 

counties and the rural miles traveled in each has been prepared: Adair, 8.2; Boone, 
154.0; Bremer, 46.2; Butler, 48.2; Carroll, 23.2; Cass, 66.6; Cerro Gordo, 30.8; 

Clay, 60.9; Clayton, 88.1; Dallas, 48.8; Delaware, 22.5; Dickinson, 28.8; Emmet, 

5.0; Fayette, 73.2; Floyd, 36.9; Franklin, 72.5; Green, 23.0; Guthrie, 38.2; Han- 

cock, 146.1; Hamilton, 329.1; Hardin, 76.8; Harrison, 69.9; Howard, 23.0; Jasper, 

14.0; Kossuth, 47.2; Linn, 21.5; Mahaska, 12.8; Madison, 21.7; Marion, 12.8; 

Marshall, 15.5; Mills, 19.0; Mitchell, 18.6; Montgomery, 31.0; O'Brien, 21.4; Palo 
Alto, 35.5; Polk, 187.2; Pottawattamie, 35.8; Story, 607.0; Warren, 20.7; Webster, 
26.2; Winnebago, 41.6; Winneshiek, 52.4; and Wright, 182.2. 

Annotatep List oF CASUALTIES 

AMPHIBIANS 

Tiger salamander, Ambystoma tigrinum (Green). 
Distribution by county: Hamilton, 1. 

This record was made September 27, 1936, at which time there appeared to be 

considerable movement of this species in search of a place for hibernation. 
Common toad, Bufo americanus Holbrook. 

Distribution by county: Emmet, 1. 

Leopard frog, Rana pipiens Schreber. 

Distribution by county: Clayton, 8; Hamilton (see footnote, table 2); Polk, 1.
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REPTILES 

Blue racer, Coluber constrictor flaviventris Say. 
Distribution by county: Marion, 1; Story, 1. 

Fox snake, Elaphe vulpina (Baird and Girard). 
Distribution by county: Fayette, 1; Guthrie, 1; Webster, 1. 

Bull snake, Pituophis sayi (Schlegel). 
5 Distribution by county: Adair, 1; Dallas, 1; Guthrie, 1; Jasper, 2; Madison, 1; 

Marion, 5; Polk, 3; Story, 6; Warren, 1. 
Plains garter snake, Thamnophis radix (Baird and Girard). 

Distribution by county: Boone, 1; Hamilton, 3. 

| Guthrie (1926, p. 186) refers to this snake as the “most common and widely dis- 
tributed species” in Iowa. If roadside casualties are indicative of population, it would 
appear that the above statement was more nearly true of the bull snake at the time of 
this investigation. 

Red-barred garter snake, Thamnophis sirtalis parietalis (Say) 
Distribution by county: Boone, 1; Fayette, 1; Hamilton, 2; Mahaska, 1. 
Three of this species and three of the plains garter snake were recorded from 

October 15 to 19. This suggests a lateral movement preparatory to hibernation. 

Common snapper, Chelydra serpentina (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Clay, 1; Delaware, 1; Hamilton, 2; Story, 1; Polk, 3. 
All were recorded between 15 and 50 yards from water. 

Ornate box turtle, Terrapene ornata (Agassiz). 
Distribution by county: Clayton, 1; Hamilton, 1. 

Painted turtle, Chrysemys picta (Schneider). 
Distribution by county: Cerro Gordo, 2; Clay, 2; Fayette, 1; Floyd, 1; Greene, 

1; Hamilton, 6; Winnebago, 1. 
All were found less than 40 yards from water. Of the 14 listed, 13 occurred during 

May and June, indicating a lateral movement during the breeding season. A similar 
activity is apparent from the records of the common snapper. 

Birps 

Eastern sparrow hawk, Falco sparverius sparverius (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Boone, 1. 

6 European partridge, Perdix perdix perdix (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Palo Alto, 1. 

Eastern bobwhite, Colinus virginianus virginianus (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Story, 1. 

f Ring-necked pheasant, Phasianus colchicus torquatus (Gmelin). 
Distribution by county: Boone, 4; Bremer, 2; Butler, 6; Clay, 1; Clayton, 1; 

Dickinson, 1; Franklin, 2; Hamilton, 8; Hancock, 1; Hardin, 3; Kossuth, 3; O’Brien, 
1; Palo Alto, 2; Story, 3; Webster, 1; Winnebago, 5. 

Of the 44 recorded, 19 were males, 17 females, and 8 young. It appears of some 
significance that eight of the females were found in June. 

Sora, Porzana carolina (Linnaeus) 
Distribution by county: Story, 1. 
This was found on September 19, near a roadside pothole. 

Eastern and western mourning dove, Zenaidura macroura sbsp. carolinensis and 
marginellla. 

Distribution by county: Boone, 2; Cass, 1; Clayton, 2; Dallas, 2; Hamilton, 1; 
Harrison, 1; Linn, 1; Polk, 6; Pottawattamie, 2; Story, 8. 

|



TaB_e 3.—Reptile casualties. 

Fen iain 30 = STE bs eo PTO 3 OREM ES at Ts Wa 03 TRE ER nae 
Name | May | June | July [August | Sept. | Oct. [| Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | _ Total ee May June 2 July | August | 7 Sept] POct a Nov. {|< Dees |ijantal Rebs |/eMara | Apri [is Total 

[SURE Reales] | | | | | | | | | [eee 2 
Blue racerl | 003]_.007| | | | | | | | | | I 0007 EN EC SSUES eae ESO ne 2s ee [| cy or OB ea | [eee | 007, 

SE Ee a SE a i Fox snake | [001] [002] [__ 004] | | | | | | 0010 ee | mse Re [el eee OS (FR aee oe | 2 RR he lta ort meee OO TO: 
[Leora 5 0302 |e a Ss | | | | | | [21 

Bull snake | 031|_007|.013|_.002|__.017| fe | | | | | | 0071 EN eae eB I SOO IDE sO DO) eral | es [eee ees lvoe ly Soe i O07 
| | | ieee eee | | | | | [ee ae 

Plains garter snake | | | [002] [012] | | | | | | 0014 i A Td are ed Se elas. 1 Se, CEOS 
(caleae | aa (ees at | | | | | od 

Red-barred garter snake | _.003| | [002] lea | | | l | | 0017 See AS Se a ec re S| oe om ROE 
| Uae 1G ree eal | | | | | | | I eas 

Common snapper | 003) .009/__.006] | | | | | | | | I 0027 RBM ES SBE Sas | E03 OUP se OG Ee eS vasa eee ree lle S| a ee li Beals oe slo O027 
| | | Faye | I | | | | | [oy33 

Ornate box turtle | | l [004] | | | | | | | | -0007 So ee ee ee fs eee Ue lg 
[eee eae | | I | | | I I ea 

Painted turtle | 012].013]_.002] | | I | | | | | | 0048 EE Ie UL Uo Mo oS ga Ieee eee OSS : 

1 Numbers in upper row of line represent the number of casualties; numbers in lower row, the casualties per mile. 

oe ee — |
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Yellow-billed cuckoo, Coccyzus americanus americanus (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Story, 2. 

Eastern screech owl, Otus asio naevius (Gmelin). 
Distribution by county: Boone, 2; Clayton, 1; Dickinson, 2; Guthrie, 1; Hamil- 

ton, 6; Polk, 1; Pottawattamie, 1; Story, 7; Wright, 2. 

Several screech owls were seen to pass in front of the writer's car at night. Intent 
} on hunting, the owls were probably blinded and swerved into passing automobiles. Of 

] the 23 screech owl casualties, 12 were in the red phase of plumage and II in the gray. 

Long-eared owl, Asio wilsonianus (Lesson). 
| Distribution by county: Boone, 1. 

This was observed near a farm wood lot on June 22. 

Northern flicker, Colaptes auratus luteus (Bangs). 

Distribution by county: Boone, 1; Bremer, 1; Butler, 2; Clay, 1; Dickinson, 1; 
Fayette, 3; Franklin, 1; Guthrie, 2; Hancock, 1; Kossuth, 2; Linn, 1; Palo Alto, 1; 
Pottawattamie, 1; Story, 3. 

Red-headed woodpecker, Melanerpes erythrocephalus (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Adair, 1; Boone, 7; Bremer. 1; Butler, 6; Cass, 1; Clay, 

2; Clayton, 2; Dallas, 2; Delaware, 2; Dickinson, 8; Fayette, 4; Franklin, 1; 
Greene, 1; Guthrie, 7; Hamilton, 6; Hancock, 3; Hardin, 3; Harrison, 1; Kos- 
suth, 2; Linn, 3; Mahaska, 3; Marion, 1; Palo Alto, 2; Polk, 10; Pottawattamie, 3; 
Story, 37; Warren, 2; Winneshiek, 1; Wright, 3. 

Of the 115 records for this species, 24 were of young birds, and all these were 
noted in August. The greatest mortality occurred in June, indicating the increased 
activity of the nesting period. 

Hoyt's horned lark, Otocoris alpestris hoyti (Bishop). 
Distribution by county: Story, 1. 

Prairie horned lark,Otocoris alpestris praticola (Henshaw). 
Distribution by county: Clay, 1. 
This record was made on June 7. 

Barn swallow, Hirundo erythrogaster Boddaert. 
Distribution by county: Fayette, 1; Butler, 1. 

Black-capped chickadee, Penthestes atricapillus atricapillus (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Guthrie, I. 

| ‘Western house wren, Troglodytes aedon parkmani Audubon. 
Distribution by county: Palo Alto, 1. 

| Caluirely Dumetellemearainensie: (mange): 
Distribution by county: O'Brien, 1. 

Brown thrasher, Toxostoma rufa (Linnaeus). 

Distribution by county: Boone, 3; Dickinson, 1; Hancock, 1; Kossuth, 1; Polk, 2; 
Story, 3. 

Alll records of this species were made in the vicinity of shrubs and low-growing 
trees. 

Eastern robin, Turdus migratorius migratorius Linnaeus. 
Distribution by county: Boone, 2; Clay, 1; Fayette, 1; Hamilton, 1; Kossuth, 1; 

Brews BiloWAlio (Polke 208Siey, 6; Ware 1 | 
Eastern bluebird, Sialia sialis sialis (Linnaeus). | 

Distribution by county: Story, 1. 

Migrant shrike, Lanius ludovicianus migrans Palmer. 
Distribution by county: Dallas, 1; Story, 1.



TasLe 4.-—Bird casualties 

1936 | 1937 | 

Name May | June | July | August | Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | Total 

| | | Es) | | | | | | | 1 
Eastern sparrow hawk! | | | |__ .006| | | | | | | | .0003 

esta | | | | | | | | | | | 
European partridge [001] | | | | ] | | I | | .0003 

| | | | axial | | | | | | 1 
Eastern bobwhite | | | | | .004| | | I | | | .0003 

Doe Sars (Re eee a | | (ete | ieee Sara 

Ring-necked pheasant 006] _.021] [OF ee 023) eazy | [| .004| [006] —_.034| 0149 

| | | eee | | | | | | | 1 
Sora | | | |___.006/ | | | | | | | 0003 

SA as [EL ee 2 ae | | | | | | | | | [27 : 

Mourning dove 1012] 1025 [2013-009] | | | | | | | | .0092 

: (selec (ae Ea | | | | | | | [erate 
Yellow-billed cuckoo [001] | .002] | | | | | | | | .0007 

oe ea es aa bee | it al 
Eastern screech owl | .010] [= n004|= 2017] 2020/0091 2031] | | .006| Oli] .0078 

[sail ea] | | | | | | | | | | | 
Long-eared owl | =200T] | | | | I | | | | | 0003 

[D2 ee eS eee eS Sa | | | | | | UIE 2 

Northern flicker [O18 S019 eel) | | | | | | [S011] .0071 

BE Ses i ater legs eel ees | | | | | tS) 

Red-headed woodpecker O12] 093] 075.075] ~—.006| ~—.004] | | | | | | 0390 

| | | | | | | | eel eal | | 1 
Hoyt’s horned lark | | | | | | | | EROIZ | | .0003 

eee | | | | | | | | | | | 

Prairie horned lark [001] | | | I | | | | | | 0003 

| [ea SOR | ale | | | | | | | ae 
Barn swallow | [| .002| _.002] | | | | | | | | .0007 

ea | | | | | | | | | | 1 

Black-capped chickadee [ec00 | | | | | | | | | | | .0003



1936 a0 ae 1937 I 
Name May | June | July [August | Sept. | Oct. [ Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | Total 

aa | | | | | | I | I | 1 
Western house wren (ExOoT|| | Dene lasetele otal eri a he eel | | 0003 

ietletal | | | | | I I | | | I 
Catbird [__.00T| | I | | I I | I | | .0003 

eee heel | | | | | | | at 
Brown. thrasher [013] [004] |eercenes oes |e esis eee eel | | 0037 

602] Wii ee Hee eee | | | eel (a 
Eastern robin 006; 015} 002.004] [006] Tease esl eas OT | 0058 

| | | (eee ewe | I | | | | | 1 
Eastern bluebird | | [ | .006] | | | | | | | 0003 

2a | | | | | | | | | empire 
Migrant. shrike [003] | | I | | | | | | | 0007 

eae! PDS oe [ZC acl GORE ele Feel eae a ZO MINIae2 === | [osu [SEI Seaa lime ee 32 
English sparrow 068] 265) 213] «273. 256] 079]. .009] _.012] [006/023] 1467 

1 ees | Fest eOkse lia | I | | | | 6 
Eastern_meadowlark 003] .004| [002] [004] PCP eau pae ules | [ 0020 

3.5) UL ag ae eon a | | | | | | [te 
Western meadowlark 009] S016) ee0 19 OO ONTOS ia aes | ES Fh oh eal | | 0078 

| oy Bie eagle | | | | | | I | 2 
Eastern red-winged blackbird! | [002] .002| | | | | | | | | 0007 

Pasa | | | | I | | | | | | 
Baltimore oriole [001] | I | I [ I I I | | 0003 

ee ae ae 3S] | | I | PES 
Bronzed _grackle [2078 031] 022 ORG) eee ol | [046] 0255 

(ier sT eee | | | | | | | | | | 1 
Dickcissel [001] I | | [aS Spee eee | 0003 

| | | | | | | 2a nessa | | 3 
: Lapland longspur | | | | | | | [008]. .012] | | 0010 

I | I | | | | I [eleae | | 1 
Snow bunting ues ieee | [ | | al geaeee acer ae OAT | l 0003 

1 Numbers in upper row of line represent the number of casualties; numbers in lower row, the casualties per mile.
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English sparrow, Passer domesticus domesticus (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Adair, 2; Boone, 12; Bremer, 13; Butler, 9; Cass, 7; 

Clay, 20; Clayton, 26; Dallas, 6; Delaware, 3; Dickinson, 12; Fayette, 15; Floyd, 
3; Franklin, 11; Greene, 1; Guthrie, 9; Hamilton, 2; Hancock, 3; Hardin, 7; Harri- 
son, 1; Kossuth, 4; Linn, 5; Mahaska, 5; O'Brien, 2; Palo Alto, 9; Polk, 41; 
Pottawattamie, 8; Story, 154; Warren, 8; Webster, 2; Winnebago, 2; Winneshiek, 
15; Wright, 5. 

More casualties were recorded for the English sparrow than for any other species 
Of 45 birds examined in June, 25 were young. 

Eastern meadowlark, Sturnella magna magna (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Butler, 1; Hamilton, 3; Story, 2. 

Western meadowlark, Sturnella neglecta Audubon. 
Distribution by county: Boone, 1; Dickinson, 3; Fayette, 1; Hamilton, 5; Han- 

cock, 1; Kossuth, 1; Palo Alto, 1; Polk, 1; Story, 9. 

The records offered some indication of the distribution and comparative population 
of this species and its closely related eastern form. In Story County, an area within 
the broad margin of intergradation for these two birds, nine records were for neglecta 
and two for magna. 

Eastern red-winged blackbird, Agelaius phoeniceus phocniceus. 
Distribution by county: Delaware, 1; Story, 1. 
Both records were made where marshes or potholes intersected the highway. 

Baltimore oriole, Icterus galbula (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Cass, 1. 

This record was made at a point where the highway crossed a “fill” that caused 
the roadway to be level with the tree tops. 

Bronzed grackle, Quiscalus quiscula aeneus Ridgway. 
Distribution by county: Boone, 12; Butler, 1; Cass, 1; Clay, 12; Dallas, 2; 

Delaware, 1; Dickinson, 1; Fayette, 6; Franklin, 2; Hamilton, 3; Hancock, 3; 
Hardin, 1; Harrison, 2; Kossuth, 1; Linn, 11; O'Brien, 5; Palo Alto, 4; Polk, 3; 
Story, 10; Warren, 1; Wright, 3. 

Thirty-three records of young birds were made, all during June. Nearly all were 
found near farm groves and windbreaks. 
Dickcissel, Spiza americana (Gmelin). 

Distribution by county: Hamilton, 1. 
A higher rate of mortality would be expected for this common “fence-row”’ species. 

Lapland langspur, Calcarius lapponicus lapponicus (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Montgomery, 2; Story, 1. 

Snow bunting, Plectrophenax nivalis nivalis (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Hamilton, 1. 

Mamas 

Virginia opossum, Didelphis virginiana virginiana Kerr. 

Distribution by county: Clayton, 1; Polk, 1; Story, 3. 

The opossum population was not normal during the period of these observations, as 
the severe winter of 1935-36 did much to decrease the numbers, of this species, espe- 
cially in the northern counties. Ali the opossums were found near wooded streams or 
gullies. They were in the gray phase of pelage, and all were adults except one half- 
grown animal.
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Mole, Scalopus aquaticus sbsp. 
Distribution by county: Dallas, 1; Polk, 1; Story, 1. 
These records provided some evidence of the surface actively of this fossorial form. 

Mink, Mustela vison sbsp. 
Distribution by county: Story, 1. 
This animal was found 250 yards from water. 

Prairie spotted skunk, Spilogale interrupta (Rafinesque). 
Distribution by county: Boone, 1; Butler, 1; Clay, 2; Floyd, 2; Franklin, 1; 

Harrison, 1; Madison, 1; Polk, 1; Story, 1; Wright, 1. 
Striped skunk, Mephitis sp. 

Distribution by county: Boone, 1; Butler, 2; Clay, 2; Fayette, 1; Hamilton, 1; 
Polk, 1; Story, 5; Wright, 2. 

Southern woodchuck, Marmota monax monax (Linnaeus). 
Distribution by county: Dallas, 1. 

sihiteentaricedieenind squirrel) Crellas (rideceniinenlus: tidecemlinestus (Mitchill)- 
Distribution by county: Boone, 4; Bremer, 7; Butler, 13; Cerro Gordo, 2; Clay, | 

3; Clayton, 5; Delaware, 1; Dickinson, 6; Fayette, 6; Franklin, 15; Greene, 2; 
Hamilton, 6; Hardin, 4; Harrison, 1; Kossuth, 6; Linn, 2; O'Brien, 1; Palo Alto, 5; 
Polk, 3; Story, 27; Winneshiek, 4; Wright, 4. 

The earliest and the latest records for this species were April 18 and October 25. 

reall interound aenial sCieliaeejankiina (Sebine) 
Distribution by county: Carroll, 1; Cerro Gordo, 1; Clay, 2; Floyd, 2; Greene, 

1; Linn, 1; Story, 3. 

The casualty rate reflected greatest activity of this species in May, whereas the 
height of activity for the striped ground squirrel was in August. 

‘Western fox squirrel, Sciurus niger rufiventer (Geoffroy). 
Distribution by county: Boone, 8; Clayton, 1; Fayette, 1; Franklin, 1; Hancock, 

1; Hamilton, 2; Mahaska, 1; Palo Alto, 1; Polk, 1; Story, 6; Warren, 2. 

Shaw pocket gopher, Geomys bursarius (Shaw). 
Distribution by county: Story, 1. 
The record provides evidence of the surface activities of this fossorial species. 

Baird white-footed mouse, Peromyscus maniculatus bairdii (Hoy and Kennicott). 
Distribution by county: Hamilton, 3. 

Meadow mouse, Microtus sp. 
Distribution by county: Hamilton, 1. 3 

Muskrat, Ondatra zibethica sbsp. 
Distribution by county: Boone, 2; Butler, 1; Clay, 1; Fayette, 1; Hamilton, 3; 

Hardin, 1; Polk, 1; Story, 4. 

All except two were recorded within 50 yards of water. One was 300 yards from 
a drainage ditch and the other about 2 miles from water. Late in August and early 
in September three casualties were recorded in the vicinity of Little Wall Lake, Ham- 
ilton County. At that time there was practically no water in this marsh lake. 

Norway rat, Rattus norvegicus (Erxleben). 
Distribution by county: Boone, 1; Story, 3; Wright, 1. 
All were recorded near farm buildings. 

White-tailed jack rabbit, Lepus townsendii campanius (Hollister). 
Distribution by county: Boone, 2; Cass, 1; Clay, 1; Hamilton, 6; Hancock. 1; 

Hardin, 1; Kossuth, 1; Palo Alto, 2; Polk, 2; Story, 5; Webster, 5; Wright, 8.



Tas_e 5.—Mammal casualties. 

Pear eee ate |e my VO Go ae AED | eS |e SEO Sy een eee loa a 
Name May | June | July [August | Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | Total 

(eae alia (2a | | | | | [ERS 
Opossum1 .003| — .001| | .002] | .008] | | | | | l 0017 

Teel | | | | | | | | | [en 
Mole .003| — .003| | | | | | | | | | | 0010 

| | [Sars | | | | | | | | I 
Mink | | | 002] | | | | | | | | 0003 

See see | ts Saas [este | | | |) [SST S12 
Spotted skunk 009; 004] 002] _—_—-.004| | .004| | | | [| 006] 011] .0041 

[ears | a See | | | | [RSet Sra 
Striped skunk | 006] Ese 7 TG | | | | eo .0051 

aaa | | | | | | | | | | ! 
Woodchuck |__.001| | | | | | | | | | | .0003 

Thirteen-striped Gal 8 ie See | OS eet la ee les Dice | | | | [pe oeuel e127. 

ground squirrel O19] 048] 050] ~—.140| ~—-.039| ~—.020] | | | | [en O57] 0431 

Ged eo tee ale tlre | | | | | | | | rad 
Franklin ground squirrel 019) .004{ 006] _—_.002| | | | | | | | I .0037 

Bre eS ies, Peal iso) eel oe I | | | slg eee aa a 29 
Fox _ squirrel 1006 ],5.007 [019 |= 2.011 [023.012 | | | | .006| _.023] 0085 

| Iiaoal Sse | | | | | | | | | | 
Gopher | |__ .002] | | | | | | | | | 0003 

| | | | | | | | PRES) | ee) 
White-footed_mouse | | | | | | | ] | .036] ] | 0010 

| | [eelbe rs | | | | | | | | 1 
Meadow mouse | I [002] | | | | | | | | 0003 

[cca [Se D ae [ea Gi eka ee | | | | | | [es 
Muskrat [9.006 |/2 002 | 2.013 |= 017] | | | I | | | .0048 

| | | | ate lzeliSaell | | [Gal Sea leet) 
Norway rat | | | | [__.016| [_ .016] | | [SeerOnt| 0020 

eee (Ee i [ESD 
Jack rabbit [___.009| | 004] 017] 055] = 018] ~=—.016] ~—.008| ~—.012| ~—010/ | 0119 

i feel 7 eal Oneal eee s Gelige DoS cam |e On ee | Loews | ese hill tele mele oer mtn OO) 

Cottontail (034025 | 92038] 8 O18 fo OTT 5,059] = 036) 079) e012] 9.047 [031.057 0305 

1 Numbers in upper row of line represent the number of casualties; numbers in low row, the casualties per mile.
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The rate indicated that this species is most active along highways during the fall 
and winter months. 

Mearns cottontail, Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsii (Allen). 

Distribution by county: Boone, 7; Butler, 2; Carroll, 1; Cerro Gordo, 1; Clay, 
3; Delaware, 1; Dickinson, 3; Fayette, 2; Franklin, 2; Greene, 1; Hamilton, 11; 
Hancock, 2; Hardin, 3; Harrison, 3; Kossuth, 2; Linn, 1; Mahaska, 3; Marshall, 1; 
Palo Alto, 3; Polk, 5; Pottawatamie, 1; Story, 26; Warren, 1; Winnebago, 1; 
Winneshiek, 1; Wright, 3. 

The rate indicated a rather evenly distributed activity except for the months of 
August and September, at which time there was a noticeable slump. 
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This doe deer with its head lodged between two tree trunks was found dead by 

Levy Houghton who lives on the west side of Higgins lake and R. D. Larkin of route 7, 

Jackson, who took the picture. How the deer got itself into this fatal predicament 

was beyond explanation but that it died there was self-evident.
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Reprinted from JourRNAL or MaMMALOGY 
Vol. 20, No. 1, February 14, 1939, p. 110 

SMALL MAMMALS TRAPPED BY PLANTS 

A few observers have recorded the trapping of mammals by natural hazards. Bats 

have been snagged by burdocks, while deer occasionally catch a leg in the crotch of 
a tree, becoming securely imprisoned. The réle of grasses and ground vines as a natural 

hazard has not been emphasized, so the few records obtained by the writer seem worthy 

of record. ; 
During a number of years’ intensive study of the eastern field mouse (Microtus penn- 

sylvanicus pennsylvanicus) at Ithaca, New York, in which several thousand have been 

trapped, I have found three mice firmly caught by the long dead stalks and leaves of 
quack grass (Agropyron repens). In two instances the mice had been dead for several 

days or more, while in the third instance the mouse was nearly dead. All were found in 

late winter or early spring. In each case the grass had become entangled either about 
the hind limb or hips of the mice, and in the resultant struggles of the animal to free 

itself, the grass had tightened. 

While collecting plants on the Edmund Niles Huyck Preserve, Rensselaerville, Al- 

bany County, New York on August 28, 1938, I chanced upon a chipmunk (T’amias 

striatus lysteri) held fast by the prostrate stems of ground ivy (Nepeta hederacea). 

; Several stems were firmly twisted about the hind limbs and groin of the animal, forming 

an inextricable trap. It seemed obvious that the rodent might readily have escaped 

when first caught, but its furious struggles to free itself had soon resulted in complete 

exhaustion and the chipmunk was nearly dead when found. It showed no signs of re- 

covery when freed, and died within two hours of its release. A large Cuterebra larva 

had nearly freed itself from its skin pouch in the groin when the chipmunk was found. 

It appeared probable that in each instance the animal might have freed itself readily 

by employing its strong incisors to cut itself free when first caught, but its frantic strug- 

gles to free itself by tugging and pulling immediately upon capture soon exhausted it. 

—W. J. Hamitron, Jr., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 

*
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"Clues to Successful Raccoon and Squirrel Management." AY eee 

REGION NO. 3 
S. M. Melton, Game Manager 

WILDLIFE SURVEY 

A ratio of one quail to sixteen acres was estimated on 4554 acres when 

landowners reported 285 quail within a five mile radius of the town of Moody 

(MeLennan county). Within the area were many farms without a single quaile 

The findings are probably typical of much of that section. 

At Bruceville, McLennan county, five farmers controlling 1692 acres re= 

ported a total of 120 quail, or one bird to 14 acres. Like the above, the i 

counts were on scattered farms. 

= Pelicans: Approximately 1,000 white pelicans were destroyed in a violent 

|| hail storm on Eagle Mountain Lake in mideApril, as they paused on the lake in 

| their migratory flight. 

MANAGEMENT AND RESTORATION 

Pheasants, which had been liberated in the northwest portion of Grayson 

county by Dr. Paul Pierce, were seen on an inspection trip by the Manager and 

Dr. Pierce. Large scale libcration has not yet beon tried. 

The propagation of chukars and blue quail in Clay county is being tried 

on the Hapgood ranche Mr. Hapgood is interested also in bringing back the 

prairie chicken. One brood of blue quail have hatched out and migrated some 

five miles to the west. The ranch of 22,000 acres has 67 coveys of bobwhites 

with an approximate total of 1005 birds. The Hapgood ranch has been tendered 

as a game managoment project with the promise of fullest cooperation. It will 

serve Clay county well in game demonstration. 

A restoration project is under way in the Moody and Bruceville sections 

of McLennan county. 

AGENCIES AND DEVICES 

In Jack county questionnaires on species distribution were handed out by
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Accident folder 

From Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 6, June, 1939, p. 59: 

ADVENTURES OF AN EAGLE : 

“ Conservation Warden Ben Waskow, Bayfield, furnishes the following 

story about a bait-stealing eagle: 

"On April 27, Ole Olson of Bayfield was returning to Bayfield after lee 
tending his nets set among the Apostle islands. On nearing Bear island, ‘ate 
he noticed a large bald eagle in the water. This bird appeared to be fee 
injured, and he changed his course so he could get a better look at it. , 
He soon saw that the eagle was hooked through the foot by a fish hook , 
on a set line set for trout. The eagle was practically unconscious, 

and submitted to being taken aboard the Olson boat and having the hook 

removed. " Z 

. 

}
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(en 
CURRENT TOPICS | 

eas g¢ 9) 32 \ 4 ine Te ) 
AS > <<. \ RRA iil Real sportsmen will never interfere with —’ Gy Ne Si ie bate 

another man’s sport, hence it is to the care- a f. oe Cie | 

less hunter that the American Legion Pigeon A _ a yo NOS Ve eee ee f 

Club directs its humble appeal. bi ~ wy 8 NS eee 7 
: . a 2 CY COV Re ee a q 

An increasing number of valuable messen- eo kt Tr a of ie ye . i j 

ger pigeons returning from distant points ‘ee . 7 & 3 mA Ee ’ a 

are being lost enroute and scores of heroic eo RA . 
birds have returned to their home lofts suf- a |} as ied i Ne Se? 

fering from bird shot wounds. Excited trig- : ay — | eae’ i 

ger fingers are causing considerable-damage, NG — 4 i mae ( 

as many of the birds being slaughtered have Sie gil } ‘ at ‘ 

been bred from famous World War pigeons ’ Fa j F >») yi tae i 

which -were returned to our shores after the - | = rs ae, "i 3 Se meee 

1918 Armistice. The Conservation Law guar- , * ae 

antees full protection to the Homing Piegeon ij We + ri i 

and only small minority fail to comply with ~ “Lf lA : 

the Legislation adopted to aid our Nation in ] a | i ee 

breeding of intelligent and fast pigeon mes- . » V fe Ne rtgatiaceentesl 

sengers. s FN ee 
: welt os oe 

Members of the American Legion Pigeon i ot Leorce ’ s 

Club can relate many World War experiences ; eH if 

of how the pigeon came through with the Mii j ea eeueea ~ 
i WALA pee | 

message, when all other forms of communi- Wy fi yf | 

cation had failed. Oft times many lives were Ay Ad ia ie] 
saved, towns and villages captured, scouts “eH nS ne A 
and espionage: contacts competed and sur- safe AN : hy fo 

vivors in downed seaplanes were rescued, es \ Ae Ea ‘“ he E 

due to the intelligence of the bird messenger s re ) 
ae the capsule strapped to his leg. : y AP) ny 4 F 

Ninety-seven per cent of messages sent , a MS PAE : 

were delivered by using birds of selected oe SO » AS 

pedigree for ship to shore messages on trav- ad e 2 & RL fe 

elers and mine sweepers in the vicinity of the a eames cme neh ie 
British Isles. One pigeon completed 172 ac- ee ie é 
tive service patrols. ‘ Pep hee 2 2 

4 oe en om i 7 
The Smithsonian Institute at Washington Fe a tl - ee 

displays the stuffed and mounted “Cher Ami” Y Ag f. gets sa £ ce 
one of the outstanding pigeon heroes of the yf £ ae en fs aceon " ‘ 

World War, that was presented the Dis- a is A ite oi oe : | 

tinguished Service Cross for carrying mes- p fe . £ 5 a ed i S 

sages from the “Lost Battalion” 77th Division ee , -é a ys. Q 
and was instrumental in saving the survivors. Pog ivi : perk a : : oo. 

Excerpts from War Department records Photo courtesy Chicago Herald and Examiner. 

relate the following: 200 miles at sea de- This interesting photograph of a sparrow which hung itself by getting twisted up in a piece of 
livered message in four hours “Down water cord string while building its nest was taken by John Pagoria of the above mentioned newspaper. 

with engine trouble”, 10 miles at sea, al- 

though almost drowned flew through and 

bases Tales GP wie:'60 aoe Winn en Many a motor-tourist on the trail out of a clearing in the woods, to be joined by 

him, but he got through and they sent a Stroudsburg knew Gene, the aged black Cox, leading his old friend forward. He filled 

destroyer”; “Flew through dense fog, sea- bear owned by Albert Cox, proprietor of an a pan with milk, jumped in his car, drove 

plane down in water with engine trouble, six eating stand at Slateford, Monroe county. rapidly away. While Gene drank, Frantz 

men saved in water 12 hours”. Brought from Canada as a cub, he had been put a high-powered rifle against the bear’s 

“Pigeons in the Great War” by Colonel A. 16 years the pet of his owner, which is said temple and he died instantly without a strug- 

H. Osman should make excellent reading in to be unusual longevity for the species in gie, Hearing the shot the deeply affected 

your hunting cabin and it is our wish that captivity. Once he attracted the attention of owner returned, supervised interment under 

we could supply every hunting and fishing nee Berea ee wea es Pre: a tall pine-tree—Miss Curtis Wager-Smith. 

club with a copy. erly fed and cared for, never allowed ‘pop’, Publicity Representative S.P.C.A. 

Great Britain’s armed forces used 22,000 he had fathered 7 litters, 12 cubs all told. 
pigeons, 150 lofts and 400 pigeoneers in the He knew his name, would follow his owner 

last war. Our own expeditionary forces con- around, had not become ugly-tempered, as This summer the Editor observed more 

sisted of 6,000 pigeons, 5 mobile lofts, 9 of- often is the case. But the time arrived when upland plover than for many years; likewise 

ficers and 324 enlisted men. Not one pigeon feebleness and other evidences of senility a report from Dr. Herbert H. Beck, of Frank- 

fancier refused to turn over his birds for made release from infirmities a matter of lin & Marshall College, Lancaster, who has 

war service in 1917-18. humane necessity and Cox agreed with Field been making surveys of these birds in Lan- 

It is the earnest hope of the members of Agent Diamond of the Pennsylvania S.P.C. caster county for the past forty years, in- 

the American Legion Pigeon Club that A. that Gene must enter that sleep, farlonger dicates that there was a notable increase in 

America will always be at peace with the than winter hibernation. So one day in July, the birds this year in that part of the State. 

world and that the huntsman will spare our Monroe County Game Inspector, Arthur Dr. Beck and the writer observed most birds 

ever faithful birds to continue their home- Frantz and F. V. Decker, Chief of Police, in the vicinity of airports. They favor the 

ward journeys in peace and contentment. Delaware Water Gap, met Agent Diamond at flat field areas surrounding the ports.
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NOTES FROM THE FIELD oo GN) 4 hl“g ae ll cl rrrtsCsCSMS“C<‘CR 
“I visited the new heron rookery the other 12 ee — we 

day and found that both the black-crowned a _ - . _ 
night herons and the little green herons were po 23 Te 
using the same rookery. There are about : Ls | ee ea Pe . 4r- = ag 
thirty nests in the rookery located on a small _. Vi eA “we wt Fe i ay ri 
island in the refuge. Some nests still con- : ie ne ee se , dows > .ltC 
tained young birds while others were vacat- : Wao. vi ry ‘. ee ms | @ . @ bh | 
ed, but the young birds were perched near i Py, re | - e _ - t. eo 

the nests on limbs of trees. I do not believe mo / ¥ den ee . _. 
they can fiy yet.”—Game Protector Raymond ~ rd |g : 
Sickles, Crawford County. ol oy : 

wn : 
Deputy Protector George H. Burdick, as- _ _ : 

signed for temporary duty at State Game Po =—ruLO a 
Lands No. 14, Hicks Run, Cameron County, a e 
picked up an exhausted homing pigeon that [ge 
dropped near his headquarters on or about 2 
June 20. He carefully nurtured and cared Poo 
for the bird until it recovered, then attached | 
a note with his address and turned it loose. (2 | : ro a 
Later he received the following letter: i # 

“The homing pigeon you found 6/19/39 _- eo 
arrived home 6/21/39. It was in a 600 tC Eo. hl 
mile race from Knoxville, Tenn., liberat- a : iy POE fs : : 
ed there last Saturday. This bird was A : 
hatched in 1932 and has flown in the fol- ' AU 
lowing races: Vi ye 

1932—70-100-200 mile Whi | 
1933—70-150-300-500 mile o (YY | : 
1937—70-150-300-500 mile . Ui 
1938—150-300-500 mile Le WW 
1939—50-75-150-300-400-600 mile i 4 : 

I have now mated it to my best flying id 4 4) ‘ 

hen. roe : 
“I am a member of a club in Scranton, ; 

Pa., and we fly old bird races in the 

spring and in the later summer fly young 

birds hatched this year. I am enclosing 
Photo courtesy Harrisburg Hvening News 

Bige E edie aaa velope and) would be This young Robin swallowed about ten inches of heavy cord string (perhaps it thought it was a worm) 
pleased if you would tell me under what then fiew to a tree limb. In some manner the loose end caught around the limb and the bird was 
conditions you found the pigeon. I want suspended until it died. 
to thank you very much for your kind- 
ness to my bird and if you spent any Parlaman observed a pair of red-tailed deer in the wild and they fairly leaped at the 

money for feed just let me know how hawks soaring over the field very low in the chance. So the officers took them up Thomp- 
much.”—Floyd B. Hand, Clarks Summit, air. Suddenly one bird dove into the field son Hollow, along Lyman Run, to the Lewis 

Pa. aH Sa By ae an ae ee reach- Road and showed them 22 deer in broad day- 
e le scene it had badly mussed up one j,; ¢ 

Sai of the cock birds. Two shots from his ser- eee a ‘ as hel oe a oe 
vice revolver frightened the hawk away. Co oe en op fe eve oad 

“At my window the other day I saw a Blue None of the pheasants have been killed so doe and her fawn stood in the middle of the 

Jay take a coccoon of the cherry tent moth, far, however, despite the fact that the red- road and challenged their right of way not 

tear it open and eat the contents. Later the tajls have been nesting near the farm and thirty feet in front of the car. The party 
bird picked another such cocoon from a cor- are often seen perched high on trees about had good cameras, and they should have se- 
ner of the screen door, flew to the willow he area. This is the first time they were cured excellent pictures. They were all 

bush, about four feet from my eyes, held caught in the act of molesting any of the Indianapolis school teachers, two women and 
the cocoon underneath its right foot—per-  pirds, Gnencan 
haps it happened so—and picked vigorously : 
until it was open. I did not know the Blue ae aeiSas MOS, 
Jay was a cocoon eating bird; very few birds 
are. Some men employed by me saw a When Game Protector W. W. Ohlmann, The Kofa and Sabeza Prieta game ranges 

starling take a young barn swallow from its Potter County, was loading a deer on his in Arizona, recently established by Execu- 
nest. The swallows attacked the starling and automobile which had been struck by an- tive order of President Roosevelt, have added 

drove it away. One young swallow was kill- other car, a party of Indiana tourists stop- more than a million and a half acres to the 

ed.”—-F. W. Barclay, Line Lexington, Pa. ped and asked if they could take a picture Federal areas devoted to wildlife conserva- 

of it. They said they had travelled the high- tion, says the U. S. Biological Survey. Set 

es ways of Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, apart primarily as refuges for mountain 

and a lot of other States but had never seen sheep, or bighorns, the two ranges will also 
While feeding pheasants in a field adjoin- a live deer in the wild. Protector Ohlmann, afford protection and security to other species 

ing the open top pens at the Jordan State along with one of his deputies, Mr. H. Quick, of wildlife. Among these are antelope, pec- 

Game Farm recently, Game Protector Robert asked them if they would like to see a live caries, mule deer, and Gambel quail.
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I saw a green-winged teal which had hit a telephone wire near f \ 
Amarillo, Texas, September 9, 1939, on the T. E. Belcher ranch. The bird — a 
was lying in the middle of the road on an upland mesa at least a mile from ae 
any pond. - . 5 

‘5 AL. > 

4 

: After the flood in Queen Creek at Superior, Arizona, August 1939 (7), 3 
dead gambel quail and rabbits were found in the flood debris on the edges. 
of the flood channel. ‘ : 

F. 

- x 

Phil Allan found a ruffed grouse in New Hampshire which had died ; 
by hitting a barbed wire in flight. The bird was a cock and the season 
was fall. : 

Phil Allan also saw pictures of a mumber of pelicans which had been 
killed by a hailstorm in southern Texas during the spring of 1939. \ q 

Adrey Borell, 8.C.S., Albuquerque, says that sage hens have been | 
found under telephone wires in Utah. i : 

: : | 
Ernest G. Holt says that in England cork.cylinders are put on : ee | 

‘ telephone wires in order to reduce the mortality in pheasants. 

: | 

i : 

~S :
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4 duck that was killed by 
having valves of a blue 
mussel clamp down on 

its tongue 

TE 
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a [ for 
‘eae Photos by U.S. Biological Survey 

4 
: ucKs HAvE remarkable food habits. clear-winged grasshopper, 26 undetermined 

5 oy. The remains of 185 mussel shells grasshoppers; a trace of eggshell, 7 water 

were found in a single gullet and  boatmen, | six-spotted leafhopper, 3 ground 

gizzard of an American eider duck, while beetles, 1 dung beetle, 1 leaf beetle, various 

another well-filled gullet and gizzard con- undetermined beetles, 1 fungus gnat, 5 

e tained larger shells, 36 whole mussels, and adults and several larvae of midges, 2 seeds 

By H. Rogosin fragments of 22 others! Still another bird of bulrush, wood pulp and plant fibre. 

had 19 unbroken shells at the heart end of Studies of the interesting food habits of 

the opened gizzard. Another gullet con- North American ducks are important. First 
tained 11 entire shellfish ranging from 1% of all the way to halt the recent sharp drop 
by % inches to 1%6 by % inches. Almost in the abundance of waterfowl can be 
2 inches of shell! Such qualities of diges- mapped out. Improved food resources for 

Below: 185 blue mussels and ex- tion are truly to be envied. game ducks can be built up or found, and of 
panded gullet and gizzard of Amer- It must be remembered too that the course that means not only the conserva- 

ican Eider duck from which re- digestion of North American Diving Ducks _ tion of existing wild life, but also the pros- 

moved. Note how gizzard grinds up is fairly rapid. Most of the food in a pect of greater flocks, At the same time 
even the shells. well-filled gizzard (the second stomach such a program plays an important part in 

t _— . of birds having thick walls and a horny improving business conditions. The food 

aa — = lining) would be digested in about 2 to 4 value alone of waterfowl taken in the 

eee fe  —™té<“‘<“‘ié™S™SCSO Fours, while the more that is eaten, the United States formerly reached millions of 

a a more rapidly does digestion take place. dollars each year. And that leaves out of 

4 ee —™ a Most interesting is the action of the giz- account the great entertainment of, and 

eres kt 2 zard which is so strong and powerful that monies spent by, the duck hunter. 
ares i 2 it mechanically and easily breaks the shells So it is natural enough to find that the 

oe 6 og a of sea food into. small pieces which in turn Bureau of Biological Survey of the U. S. 

7 j 4 os are acted upon by internal chemical secre- Department of Agriculture has been study- 

ye Clr tions, It has even been reported that grind- ing feeding habits for over fifty years. Much 

> a. — ing noises can sometimes be heard if the interesting material has been turned up 

ee f. =. observer places his ear near a live duck while carrying on this important work. 

Gees ‘eo ec which has just fed upon mollusks. For example, Clarence Cottam, Senior 

a= - oo Among the more noteworthy happenings Biologist in charge of the Section of Food 
| aa | Pee is that told by J. G. Millais in 1913: while Habits, has prepared a very accurate and 

“ee ™ 4 - in Orkney he shot an old female Eider informative table showing what sea ducks 

| as . 4 fF  ==~——. which was in the act of consuming a 10- eat. Intensive study of such a table and 

| oe inch razor clam! One king eider taken the developing of places where waterfowl 

| > El ee from Shirleg Bay, Ottawa River, Ontario, can find the kind of food they prefer, is 
= | fae revealed the following intake: 142 cad- part of the far-flung plan for increasing 

| = FN — disfly larval cases, 1 small frog, a fish, 42 the number of game ducks in the United 

| a | (2 or more bugs, 131 beetles, 1 nerve-winged States. And increased wildfowl will logically 

| SNe ______insect, 2 dragonfly larvae, 1 isopod, 1 uni- lead to decreased shooting restrictions. 
to oe y | ve _ valve, more than 16 bivalves, algae, 2 seeds But the menu of North American Diving 

ae se , of spikerush, 1 of cyperus, 1 of sedge, 1 of Ducks is by no means limited to animal 
2 eo % } —_-waterplantain, and a certain amount of life. It is rare to find instances like that 
2 as = —s undetermined vegetable debris, as well as of the common (American) eider which 

<i | a f __—wood pulp. Certainly that is evidence of a eats two-thirds of its food in the form of 
== _. Pom ue catholic attitude toward food! Again a the common blue mussel (Mytilus edulis). 
ee oe =o redhead taken on Oak Lake, Manitoba, Many ducks are predominantly plant feed- 

ae et‘ Cé;™é*~*~*~™~C”~C showed «=the following remains in his ers. For example the genus Nyroca in which 

i vm : ~, stomach: 11 red-legged grasshoppers; 1 (Continued on page 25) 
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Accident folder 

Weather Accidents. (See also Chap. XIV, Game Management) 

Quail. Covey snowed under. (Wade, Bird-lore, Jan-lob. ,1938,pp.7-10) 

Gambel Quail. Drowned in flood. (Superior, Aris., Aug. 1939, unpubl.) 

Hoebell Grebe. Mistaking icy fields for water. (Hochbaum, N.Y., 1934, 

Muskrat. Frogen tail into ice. (J.F.Wilder, Superior, tte eh 

Coots. Frogen into ice. (Munro, Condor, 39:163-173,1937) 

Ducks. Killed by hail. (Hochbaum, Aug.18,1939,Delta, Man. ,unpudl.) 

Flicker. Killed by hail. (Hamilton, Auk, Jan. 1937) 

Pelican. Killed by hail. (Texas News Letter, April, 1939. 1000 birds) 

Muskrat. Drowned in flood. (Errington, J.Mam.,18s497+500, 1937) 

Swan. Beating wings on lee. (J.C.Salyer, unpubl. ,Redrock Lake, Mont) 

Gannett. Wing broken in wind on cliff. (J. An. Bool.) 

Buffalo. Dehaired & killed by tornado. (Garretson, Amer. Bisa, p.71) 

Chamoix. Buried in snowslides. (A. Nbner, Bavaria, unpubl.) 

Deer. Killed by splinter from lighting-struck tree. (Lloyd Straus, | 
Rockford, I11, 1933, unpubl.) 

Hun.Partridge. Ghicks killed by mdballs on feet. (Yeatter, Hun. Part. 
in Great Lakes Region) . | 
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THE 1938 LONGSPUR TRAGEDY IN NORTH- 

WEST IOWA 

} T. C. STEPHENS 

v On Thursday, January 6, of this year (1938), I received by mail 

~ from Mr. Weir R. Mills, of Pierson, Iowa, the bodies of twelve 

f } birds. They were all Lapland Longspurs (Calcarius lapponicus). 

a Later a letter reported that these bodies had been picked up from 

the streets in the business district of Pierson on Thursday morn- 

ing. This was the first intimation I had of a rather wide-spread 

destruction of these birds in northwestern Iowa on the night of 

January 5-6. It may be well to state at this time that there was a 

light snow fall on this night, but it amounted to less than a half 

inch. The effect of the snow on the birds will be discussed later. ~ 

On Saturday, January 8, I received a single specimen from Ida 

} Grove, which also proved to be a Lapland Longspur. Through 
the local Conservation Officer, Mr. W. W. Trusell, I received 

{ reports on Thursday and Friday from various towns in the north- 

western portion of the state. And later I sent letters of inquiry 

to the postmasters of about twenty-five towns, enclosing a post- 

card for reply. Altogether, we learned that there had been at 
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‘ Fig. 1. Map showing area of longspur tragedy, shaded. 
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least some loss of birds at Rock Valley, Hawarden, Ireton, Alton, 

Paullina, Peterson, LeMars, Remsen, Storm Lake, Merrill, Kings- 

ley, Pierson, Lawton, Moville, Correctionville, Ida Grove, and 

Battle Creek, in Iowa. 

Negative reports were received from Rock Rapids, Sibley, Alta, 

Ocheyedan, Sheldon, Sioux Rapids, Aurelia, Cherokee, Sac City, 

Odebolt, Manning, Anthon, and Mapleton. These negative reports 

enabled us to delimit the area of the tragedy with a fair degree of 

accuracy. 
On Saturday, January 8, two parties from Sioux City visited a 

number of towns in northwest Iowa for the purpose of gathering 
such information as might be still available concerning the de- 

struction of the birds. 

The first party, consisting of Conservation Officer W. W. 
Trusell, Wilfred D. Crabb, and Glen Gordon, left Sioux City at 

8:40 A.M. and visited the towns of Lawton, Moville, Kingsley, 

Remsen, Marcus, Lemars, Merrill, and Hinton, arriving at Sioux 

City at 5:40 P.M. during a rather heavy snowfall. 
The second party, consisting of Mr. Bruce F. Stiles, Borden 

Buchanan, and T. C. Stephens, left Sioux City at 12:30 P.M. and | 
visited the towns of Moville, Pierson, Correctionville, and Anthon, 

arriving at Sioux City at 6:00 P.M. 
‘The narrative account may now be given by localities, and with 

an attempt to keep the towns grouped geographically as well as 
possible. 

Rock Valley. Rock Valley was the most northern town which 
participated in the tragedy, so far as we could learn. Mr. O. Z. 

Wood, State Conservation Officer, reported that dead birds had 

been found at Rock Valley, but no details were obtained. 

Hawarden. My information from Hawarden was received in 
a letter from Mr. Ralph Wheeler, and I will give the following 

quotation from it: “I first noticed them [the birds] about 11:00 

P.M. on the night of January 5. There were a few dead birds, 
and some that were crippled. The next morning about 6:00 o’clock 

there were hundreds all over the streets. I would estimate the 

dead birds at 1,000. We picked up 27 on a vacant lot 50 x 100 ft. 
We examined some. of the birds, and in every case found an 

empty crop and gizzard, although there seemed to be plenty of 

fat tissue on them. We also took some of the live birds inside and 

fed them on bird seed. They ate at once, which is quite unusual 
for a captive wild bird. Some of the birds had no apparent bruises. 

The largest number was found in the best lighted streets. Our
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rural carriers reported no loss in the country, but they noticed 

several flocks containing thousands of birds flying around in large 

circles.” 

Alton. From Alton we have a report from Mr. W. S. Slagle. 

He states that about 10:00 o'clock on the evening of January 5 he 

noticed quite a disturbance in the air. The storm began about this 

time with a rather dense foggy condition and a northwest wind, 

with small particles of snow or a very fine sleet. ‘The birds seemed 

to have become bewildered. Mr. Slagle also noted the relation of 

the birds to the lights. He says that the town lights made “a very 

peculiar bright reflection in the sky, and I concluded the birds 

became confused, and coming toward the light flew against the 

wires, buildings, or other obstructions. The next morning a hun- 

dred or more dead birds were found on the city streets, with only 
a few in the residence neighborhood.” 

Paullina. State Conservation Officer O. Z. Wood wrote me that 

Mr. D. E. Lemke, of Paullina, had recovered several of the in- 

jured birds, and had watered them and fed them, and that they 

all lived. I wrote to Mr. Lemke for information and will quote 

from his reply, as follows: “I don’t know exactly what caused 

their death, but it seems there was quite a mist in the air, and it 

seemed to weight the birds down considerably, and seeing the 

lights in the town they descended, bumping into the buildings and 

wires. 

“T found seven birds lying in the snow, and they couldn’t walk 

or fly. I put them in the basement and fed them bird seed and 

lettuce leaves. In a few days they were thriving nicely and became 

so tame that they would almost eat out of a person’s hand. I kept 

them about a week, waiting for a warm day, and set them outside. 

Five of the birds left, but two remained in the box. On the next 

day I placed the box out again, and the two remaining birds flew 

away. 

“These birds came in huge flocks. One lady reported that there 

was a flock of the birds beside one of the barns, and that the sky 
was black when they took to flight. It seemed that Main Street 

and other lighted streets were where the dead birds were found.” 

Peterson. Mr. S. H. Wareham, the Postmaster at Peterson, 

Towa, reports that he found one man who had seen three dead 
“snow birds” in his driveway in the residence district of town. 
No other information was obtained. 

Kingsley. ‘The Postmaster at Kingsley reported by letter that 

the town Marshal had gathered up two and a half wheelbarrow
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loads of dead birds, estimated at 2500 individual birds. In spite 

of this considerable number Mr. W. W. Trusel picked up a “pile” 
of the dead birds on Friday, the 7th. On Saturday when the party 

returned there they found that cats or dogs had removed about 

half of the pile. The remainder of the pile, in addition to the others 
picked up on the streets on the 8th, was gathered up and taken 

to Sioux City, and later found to contain 805 bodies. T\welve 
3 crippled birds were seen hopping about in the lumber yard. Eight 

dead birds were seen on the north side of the roof of a forty foot 

lumber shed. Thirty-six dead birds were found in a basement 

excavation on one side of which stood a two-story brick wall. In 

Kingsley there are the usual electrolier town lamps. But at the 

time of the bird tragedy the Christmas lights were still in place. 

These colored lights were strung in a line along the middle of the 

main street. Many of the dead birds were found below this string 

of lights. Early in the evening of the 5th the birds had been ob- 
served flying and circling above the lights. They began to strike 

obstructions and fall to the ground at 12:45 after the snow had 

begun to fall. 

While in Kingsley the party heard a report of a large flock of 

birds on a farm four miles northeast of town. The party visited 

this farm owned by Mr. Warren Baker. Mr. Baker said that 

he had first noticed the vast flock of small birds on Thursday 

morning. Mr. Crabb has given me the following report of this 

incident. “The field is about 200 yards from the house; and from 

that distance the birds were so thick as to form a cloud. They 

circled and wheeled in the air and made a considerable cheeping 

noise. Mr. Baker. said that when a large number of them would 

fly up into the air at once they sounded like the roar of an auto- 
mobile on the road. By noon they had gone but the direction of 

this flight had not been noted. We visited the field to look for 

dead birds. We spread out and went up one side of the draw and 

down the other. No birds were found. The layer of snow was 

tightly packed down almost everywhere by the tramping birds. In 

the draw which ran through the field there was a considerable 

amount of foxtail grass, somewhat less on the hillside. The fox- 

tail had been completely stripped of all seeds, and around every 

clump the snow was packed solid. The only live birds seen were 

two Longspurs and two Horned Larks, among a few other un- 

identified birds, in the pasture across the road.” | 

Marcus. Not a great many birds were killed in Marcus, ap- 

parently. About a dozen birds, both dead and alive, were carried
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into the newspaper office. But no general count or estimate was 

made, The birds had been noticed in the air as early as 8:00 

o’clock on Wednesday evening. 

Merrill. Only one dead bird was picked up in Merrill on Satur- 

day by Mr. Trusell’s party, and he reported only a “trace” of the 

tragedy here. But several days later (1/18/38) I received a card 

from Mr. J. W. Machamer, Postmaster at Merrill, saying that “a 

few dead birds were observed here in Merrill about the time you 

speak of, but we took them to be sparrows. I find that literally 
hundreds of dead birds were seen on the highway (No. 75) between 

here and LeMars. We think they flew onto the road and were 

killed by passing cars.” Here is the only case where we have 

learned of the birds being killed on the open highway. Evidently 

the birds were flying low and got in the field of the headlights. 

LeMars. The Trusell party interviewed a number of people in 

LeMars on Saturday afternoon, but could get very little informa- 

tion there. They did find a Mr. Hart who had seen many of the 

crippled birds hopping about the morning after the event. He 

also estimated that there were twelve dead birds to the block on 

each side of the street. It was here at LeMars that they heard of 

a farmer who firmly believed that some airplane pilot had pur- 

posely released the birds as a practical joke. 

Mr. B. C. Woolley, of LeMars, has written me that the birds 

were heard over the city on the Wednesday evening as early as 

8:00 o’clock. The night police reported that the birds appeared 

on the streets around 1:00 A.M. Thursday, and seemed to be 

bewildered. They flew six to eight feet above the ground. The 

police estimated that there must have been 100 birds down on the 

sidewalks and gutters within a block in all directions from the 

main intersection. 

Mr. L. C. Billmyer, of LeMars, picked up a few live birds and 

placed them in a cage. They recovered and he fed them and zs 

watered them. They were four Lapland Longspurs and one 

Horned Lark. These five birds were loaned to Morningside Col- 

lege on April 14 and are still alive and in good condition at this 

time (June 9). They began molting about the last week in April, 

and are still shedding feathers (May 5). However, the black 
patch on the throat began to appear before any shedding of feathers 

was noticed, and was probably due to abrasion. 

Remsen. At Remsen on the Saturday following the catastrophe 

only one or two dead birds were picked up by the Trusell party. 

Mr. Trusell interviewed one man who was on the streets at 3:00
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: o'clock on Thursday morning.. This man said that the birds flew 
up from the pavement as he drove along, and that those flying in 

the air “struck the car like hailstones.” 

Mr. Jos. N. Beck, of Remsen, wrote me a letter saying that the 

dead birds in Remsen “were variously estimated to be from 1000 

to 5000.” ‘The birds appeared over the town about 9:00 o'clock 

on the evening of the 5th. He, writing, said: “I examined a num- 

ber of them and found them to be Lapland Longspurs. I expected 
to find Snowflakes and Horned Larks among them, with which 
they are usually found together in the fields, but found none.” He 

wrote further that, “At one place where the wires cross Main 

Street about fifty dead birds were found in a stretch about twenty 

feet wide and fewer on either side of this area; so that farther 

away from the wires fewer were to be found. The lighted areas of 

town seem to have claimed the greatest number of birds, especially 

on Main Street. Along one street on the north side for a distance 

of three blocks (about half way across town) I found about fifty 

live birds on the ground feeding. When flushed they would fly a 

few yards and again alight. I have not seen any now for a few 

days.” 

Storm Lake. Evidently the town of Storm Lake was on the 
margin of the destruction area. The only report which we have 
comes from Mr. C. E. Lowry, who found two of the dead birds 

between his home and office —a distance of three blocks. 

Lawton. Messrs. Trusell, Crabb, and Gordon, visited the town | 

of Lawton on Saturday and found no dead bifds. But they found 
one witness who reported seeing two dead ones and one cripple, | 

the latter being identified as a longspur by one of the school 

teachers. | 

Correctionville. We visited Correctionville about 4:00 o’clock 

on Saturday afternoon. Six persons interviewed by Mr. Stiles did 

not know anything about the dead birds — either in Correction- 

ville or elsewhere. However, we picked up fifteen longspurs on the 

streets. Later in the month Mr. Frank R. Lee wrote to Mr. Stiles 

that he had seen some dead birds on the ground in Correctionville 

on the date in question. A few miles south of Correctionville Mr. 

Stiles and Mr. Buchanan made a very careful search over about 

five acres of plowed field to see if any dead birds could be found 
there. None were found. 

Anthon. We also visited Anthon about 5:00 o’clock on Satur- 

day afternoon, and could not find a single dead bird on the streets. 

Four persons were interviewed, including the day and night mar-
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shals but no one had seen or heard of any dead birds. The usual 

street lights had been burning on Wednesday night. 

Moville. Mr. F. H. Rubelsky, attorney, was an eye-witness in 

Moville. He said there was a very light snow falling at 11:00 

o'clock Wednesday night, January 5, and that at that time the ‘ 

birds were milling around in considerable numbers. At 1:00 

o'clock the birds were falling to the ground. He could hear them 

as they struck the walls of the buildings, and again as they fell to 

the sidewalk. He thought there were “thousands” of birds in the 

air at this time. 

Mr. Lavern Henry Whittecar, who operates a cafe, was also an 

eye-witness. He closed his cafe about midnight and went on an 
errand. When he came back to the lighted business district at 

1:00 o’clock the birds were flying about in great numbers, and 

were falling to the ground. He gathered up a bag full of dead 

birds to give to his cats. 

Mr. Ralph Greeson, the Day Marshall at Moville, gathered up 

the dead birds from the streets on the morning of the 6th, but he 

gave us no estimate of the total number killed. 

In Moville there is a central street intersection. Extending 
diagonally from the corners of this intersection were two strings 

of colored Christmas lights —in addition to the regular street 

lamps. It was at this point that the greatest mortality occurred. 

On the sidewalk in front of one building fifteen birds were swept 

up in the morning. 

Some of the birds at Moville were only stunned, and were able 

to fly again after the impact. Others, though not killed, were 

unable to fly. Mr. Rubelsky stated that he saw Mr. Whittecar 
reaching up and trying to catch some of the birds on the wing. 

Mr. Oscar Oder, of Moville, observed that many birds were 

killed by flying into wires. Many dead birds were found on the 

ground south of the line wires, forty feet high, along Highway 

No. 20. In other parts of the town the lower telephone wires 
seemed to do no damage; however, this difference may have been 
conditioned by the amount of illumination. 

On Saturday afternoon, when our party visited Moville, we 
picked up twenty-two bodies, practically all in the lighted business ~ 

district. 

Pierson. Mr. W. R. Mills told us that he estimated that about 

500 birds had been killed in Pierson. Many of these were picked 
up on Thursday morning. Some had received broken wings, and
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were unable to fly. On Saturday afternoon our party found seven- 

teen bodies still on the streets — mostly on the main street. 4 

Ida Grove. Rev. John V. Madison, of Ida Grove, who sent me | 

the single Lapland Longspur previously mentioned, also wrote . 

that he counted forty dead birds in one block on Thursday morning. 

He estimated that the total number of birds killed in Ida Grove 

would run between 1500 and 2000. ‘f 

Dr. E. S. Parker, of Ida Grove, was an eye-witness in that 

locality. He describes the weather as cold with a light mist in the i 

air at 12:30 on the morning of the 6th. Snow fell lightly later in ® 

the morning. He saw no birds at 12:30. When the doctor went 

to his office the next morning the ground was covered with a half | 
inch of snow. At this time the dead birds were scattered around . 

on the streets and gutter. He states further that he drove around | 

on the streets and found that very few birds fell in the residence 

area, where the lights were shaded above. ‘Nearly all the birds 

were on the asphalt streets in the eight blocks of the town lighted 

by electroliers, which no doubt, threw light upward through the ; 

mist.” Dr. Parker’s estimate of the number of birds killed was 

200 for the electrolier district and 25 for the rest of town. 

Several live birds were picked up by John Rathjen and kept for ‘ 

about ten days. He found then that the birds readily ate in cap- 

tivity, and became rather tame. 

We have thus presented the narrative of the catastrophe as ob- 
served in Iowa. Nature knows no political boundaries, so it is not 

surprising to find that the same weather conditions prevailed in 

southeastern South Dakota, and that the longspurs covered that 

territory also. 

How much of South Dakota may have experienced the longspur 

tragedy on January 6 I do not know. I have a report from only 

one locality, namely, Beresford. At Beresford, which is about 

twenty miles west of Hawarden, Iowa, more than 300 dead birds F 

were observed by Dr. M. D. Brown. He noticed that in an open { 

area, such as a golf course, no dead birds were found. But he did 

find some dead ones below wires strung along the highway or } 

railroad, provided there were lights in the vicinity. He found 

some specimens which had been decapitated, evidently by hitting 

* wires. Dr. Brown reports that a fog prevailed at the time of the 

destruction; this together with the lights made it impossible for 
the birds to see surrounding objects, in Dr. Brown’s opinion. Dr. / 

Brown also conducted autopsies on twenty-six of the dead birds. 

I will quote extensively from his report on these autopsies. te
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“The birds all died from traumatism, or outside violence. ‘There 

: were a few which displayed a slight hemorrhage from the beak, but 

they were rare. 

“All stomachs were entirely empty. This does not indicate star- 

vation, for all the birds were fat. Death occurred long enough after 

the last food had been taken on the previous afternoon to allow 

4) its passage into the intestines. I found then that 40% of the birds 

: had sustained cerebral hemorrhage: 60% had not. All lungs were 
‘4 pale and not congested at all. But just posterior to the lungs in 

2 99% of the birds there was a profuse hemorrhage and a large 

bloodclot. Bruises and contusions were very pronounced on the 

breasts and necks, and also on the wing muscles. The legs were 

comparatively free from bruises.” 

Some record should probably be made of the observations of 

flocks of longspurs during the daylight hours. Mrs. Chas. E. 

Gustafson, of Aurelia, Iowa, writes that a few days before the 

longspur tragedy her husband came into the house to say that he 

; had just seen the “largest flock of sparrows flying southwest” he 

had ever seen; and that “there must have been thousands and 

thousands of them, so that they looked like a heavy cloud.” : 

‘ Mr. Warren Baker, living on the farm northeast of Kingsley, 

reported the large flock on his premises on the Thursday morning 

of the tragedy. He said there were thousands and thousands of 

small birds, so dense that they made the appearance of a cloud. 

They circled and wheeled in the air, making a chipping noise. 
Conservation Officer W. W. Trusell was driving through Guthrie 

County, Iowa, on January 13, and while passing over Highway 

No. 7 he encountered flock after flock of birds which he considered 

to be the Lapland Longspurs. During a stretch of seventeen miles 

he saw an estimated total of 35,000 birds. 

Attention may also be called to the report from Hawarden that 
the rural mail carriers saw several flocks of thousands of birds 

} “flying around in large circles.” 

Tam indebted to Mr. Bruce F. Stiles for securing a report of the 

{ weather conditions prevailing at Sioux City on the night of the 

bird destruction. 

On January 5, 1938, from 11:00 o'clock to 12:00 o’clock mid- 

night the direction of the wind was north and the velocity was 

eight miles per hour. At midnight the temperature was 22 degrees 

3 above zero. On the 6th from 12:00 midnight to 1:00 A.M. the 

wind was six miles per hour from the northwest. At 1:00 A.M. 
the temperature was 21 degrees above zero. Snow started to fall
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at 8:35 P.M. on January 5, and ceased falling at 6:00 A.M. on 
January 6, a total of 0.2 inch fell during the night. This is the 4 

record at Sioux City. The direction of the wind and its velocity 

would probably be very much the same throughout the area of the 

bird destruction, although the amount of snowfall might vary con- 

siderably. 

This completes the survey and array of facts. We may now y 

attempt to summarize such conclusions as may be drawn. 7 

Most of the observers agree that the snow on Wednesday night i A 

was light and dry, not wet and heavy. The snow was preceded by ¢ 

a visible mist. But we may consider it doubtful whether the plum- 

age of the birds became waterlogged. There seemed to be no 

evidence that the birds lacked in any degree the power of flight.* 

So far as our evidence shows the great percentage of mortality 

occurred in the towns, and mainly in the lighted streets of the 

business districts. Even the occurrence of the dead birds on the 

No. 75 Highway is best accounted for by the blinding lights of 

automobiles. Had the birds been weighted down by the wetted ‘ 

feathers from the mist or by heavy wet snow we could have ex- 
pected to find them in the open fields, where they were not actually 

found. So, the conclusion seems inescapable that the birds had ‘ 
lost their way because of poor visibility. They had lost the ability 

to orientate themselves. 

There is evidence that many of the birds became exhausted and 

fell to the ground without collision with other obstruction than the 

ground. One observer in Moville stated that birds were seen to 

fly low and hit the ground or pavement and bounce a short dis- 
tance; and another observer stated that in the morning he saw in 

numerous places a spot in the snow where the bird had hit the 

ground about a foot behind where the body lay; or two marks 

where evidently the same bird had struck twice without being 

killed. 

*The Oologist for April, 1939 (LVI, No. 4, received in the mail on May 24) con- { 
tains an article by the late E. D. Nauman, of Sigourney, Iowa, on the destruction of 
Lapland Longspurs in southeastern Iowa. He reports a flight of longspurs which lasted 
from 7:00 to 9:30 P.M. on December 9, 1931, over Sigourney. There was no snow on 
the ground and no reported loss of life, But’ on December 8 “hundreds” of longspurs ' 
fell dead in the streets of Albert City, in Buena Vista County, Iowa. At the time the ‘ 
ground was covered with four inches of snow, which was falling fast. Mr. Nauman 
writes: “A man whom my brother regarded as truthful said he made the trip from 
Albert City to Pocahontas next day found more or less numbers of dead birds all the 
way. No one there could identify the birds, so my brother boxed up six specimens 
and sent them to me. They proved to be the Lapland Longspurs.” 

The point of interest here is that these specimens seem to have been picked up along 
the highway where they must have met their fate in the darkness, there being no city 
lights to attract them. Such a case would probably be best explained by supposing f 
that snow did weight the birds to some extent, causing them ot fly low enough to 
strike the wires along the highway. Mr. Nauman also mentions another flight of 
longspurs over Sigourney on the night of January 3, 1932, but unfortunately he does 
not state the direction of their flight.
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Photograph by W. W. Trusell 
Fig. 2. Pile of Longspur bodies gathered at Kingsley, Towa. 

The post mortem examinations by Dr. Brown of Beresford, 

| S. D., showed that the stomachs of the dead birds were empty, but 

| the bodies were well supplied with fat. Several autopsies were 

: also made in our laboratory on the birds sent from Pierson by 

Mr. Mills. ‘These stomachs were also empty, but there was no 

; evidence of emaciation, and the birds appeared to be supplied with 

the normal amount of fat. It could hardly be expected that food 

would remain in crop or gizzrd during the nine or ten hours since 

the last possible feeding time. So, it is easy to exclude any thought 

of starvation as a possible cause of death. 

One question which I may not yet have worked out to my own 

satisfaction is as to whether the longspurs on January 5th were on 

their northward spring migration, or whether, as I have suggested 

above, they were merely loafing in Iowa on their southward migra- 

tion, getting caught in the storm as a result of their tardiness and 

negligence. 

| One additional fact which should not be omitted is concerning 

| 4 the presence of other species of birds among the longspurs. Among 

the 800 and odd bird bodies picked up by the two Sioux City parties 

q on January 8 in the several towns visited one Horned Lark was 

f found. And at LeMars Mr. L. C. Billmyer recovered five birds : 

which have been kept alive up to the present time. Of these five 

four are longspurs and one is a Horned Lark — sub-species not 

noted. 

| One hypothesis that might be suggested is that the great flocks 

of longspurs were flying southward ahead of the storm, and were 

| overtaken at night in an exhausted condition. They would naturally 

| 
| 

|
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concentrate over the lighted towns. There was nothing they could 
do but keep flying. The observation of two marks in the snow 
where a bird struck and bounced might suggest a gradual loss of 

elevation due to exhaustion, until finally the birds hit the ground. 

Mr. H. E. Liming, Postmaster at Ida Grove, stated that “The 
way these birds lay in the streets made it seem that they had 

coasted onto the ground, and were unable to move after having 
landed.” The complete solution of the matter depends in part 
upon our knowledge of the migratory or winter movements of x7 
these birds. 4 

If we now try to reconstruct the entire event we must remember 
f the mild and open weather for the month or two just preceding the 

date of this tragedy. The ground was bare. Clear weather had 
prevailed. These birds in the large flocks characteristic of their 
fall flight may have tarried in northern Iowa later than usual be- 
cause of the abundance of available food. When the storm came 
up on the night of January 5 these birds were evidently in flight. 
(I can not claim to be well posted on the night flying habits of the 
longspurs, but it must be granted that on this night they were in 
flight in large flocks after dark). When the sky filled with snow- 

7 flakes the birds were unable to keep their bearings. Evidently they 
i . possess no sixth sense of direction. They became bewildered, and 

possibly may have milled around more or less in the air at higher 
altitudes. In due time they could see the diffused illumination from 
the towns, and were attracted, that is, preferred to fly into the light 
rather than into the darkness, and, of course, when they got low 
enough to strike the buildings and other obstructions the inevitable 
happened. 

Many will recall the paper by Dr. T. S. Roberts entitled “A 
Lapland Longspur Tragedy,” which was published in the Auk for 

h October, 1907. This paper gave an account of destruction of great 
numbers of Lapland Longspurs in a snow storm on the night of 
March 13-14, 1904, over a considerable area in southwestern Min- 
nesota. The area involved in the destruction was estimated to be 
about 1500 square miles. And it was estimated that more than a 

\ million birds were killed on this occasion. 
In most respects the facts given for this bird tragedy agree with 

those which we found for this year’s tragedy in Iowa. I think it 
fair to say that Dr. Roberts laid most stress on the loss of orienta- 
tion by the birds in the storm as an explanation of their death. He 
speaks of the birds “becoming confused in the storm-area by the 
darkness and heavy falling snow,” and that they “were attracted
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by the lights of the towns and congregated in great numbers over 

‘ and about these places.” But he also says, “It would also seem 

probable that a considerable number became wet and snow-laden 

by reason of the character of the snow, and thus, unable to fly, 

were forced downward to the earth to be dashed to death if falling 

from a considerable height, or simply stunned if from a lower 

. elevation.” No evidence which we gathered would indicate that the 

\ birds in the Towa storm had suffered from wetted or soaked plum- 

j age. 

| Dr. Roberts estimated that the Minnesota area included about 

fifteen hundred square miles. As near as I have hastily estimated 

the area of the 1938 destruction it would approximate about 3500 

square miles. 

While Dr. Roberts estimated the mortality in 1904 at over a 

million birds, we can make a total of only about 10,500 by adding 

up the local estimates in the various towns; and I suspect that 

some of those estimates were rather high. However, we have esti- 

mates from only ten towns out of the 17 towns in which the birds 

, were found dead. 
In general, the facts of the 1904 and the 1938 tragedies are very 

’ similar, except for the occurrence of the vast number (750,000 in 

round numbers) of dead longspurs present on the two ice-covered 

lake surfaces near Worthington, Minn., in 1904. It is much more | 

difficult to account for this remarkable phenomenon. 

Morninesipk CoLLEce, 

Sroux Crty, Iowa. 
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GENERAL NOTES 

Deformation in Nestling Cormorants.—While assisting Dr. Harrison F, Lewis 

band the young in a large colony of mixed cormorants on Lake Island near Cape 

Whittle on the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, July 13, 1939 I encountered | 

two unusual conditions in the nestlings. | 

One of the young Double-crested Cormorants (Phalacrocorax auritus auritus), 

having a wing measurement of 92 millimeters, was found totally blind. There was 

a fleshy growth over both eyes. It had caused a slight swelling of the eye lids but 

had not affected the eye balls. | 

A young European Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo carbo), with a wing | 

measurement of 220 millimeters, was discovered with one wing twisted backward 

in such a way that it could not be outstretched or used in any way. The bones 

were growing around each other in a curved fashion indicating that the accident | 

must have occurred when the bird was quite young. It no doubt resulted from | 

the vigorous shuffling and fighting for position that takes place during feeding. 

Since both birds were doomed to an early death when they would be deserted | 

by their parents at the end of the nesting season, they were retained as specimens 

for the Dartmouth College Museum.—Ricuarp Lez Weaver, Dartmouth College, 

Hanover, New Hampshire. 

| 

| 

| 
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File: Accidents’ 
Pheasant 

Extract from Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. ¥, No. 3, March, 
1940, pp. 7. ‘ 

THE BURDOCK FEAST 

Burdock seed proved to be the favorite pheasant food where it was 
available this winter, the birds taking it in preference to corn where 
it exists in the neighborhood of feeding stations, the game division 3 
of the conservation department finds. The corn is used when the 
burdock burrs available above the snow have been disposed of. 

: One pheasant was found so encased in the sticky burrs that it was 
unable to fly. It was not able to remove the mat of burrs from its 
feathers and it was easily captured, relieved and liberated. The game 
division lists the event among its freak accidents and most pheasants i 
escape serious burr infestation. 

Artificial winter feeding contimes to grow in importance as 
natural food supplies become exhausted.



Digest of ; 
Robinson, Cyril S.: Notes dfes Halaus fos 

on , 
reat maz ae as May 15, ohio 

P- 2-3. Consus data. End of 1934, est..........60 
End of BEE sts ross 41+ ane 
Bnd of 1936........0..... 45-50 

p. 7. Food Habits. Shrinkage of cattle industry reduced food. 

p. &. " " . Ate deer killed by lion. (Possible that lion 
control has reduced available food.) 

p-8-9, aaa Auto kills of jackrabbits and dogs may have increased 
‘o 

P- 9,10. Water. Needed daily. Bathe. 

p- 10. Predation. Coyotes, bobcats, and cougars may kill condors at carcasses. 

p. id. sosidapis. 2 known kills by hailstorm: "fhe loss of two of the small 
colony of the largest birds that fly over America, is 

definitely laid at the door of a hailstorm. The mountain tragedy was 
discovered by Sam Kosub, Forest Service foreman, at Sunset Valley 
Camp, when he was sent into the Peach Tree country with several CCC 
boys to look for lightning fires. They came across the carcass of 
a horse and nearby a dead condor, while a second bird lay some distance 
away. A third condor, apparently badly injured, flew avay. Hail still 
lay piled in surrounding gullies to a depth of from two to three feet, 
some of the hailstones as large as walmuts. Post mortem by Mr. Rett 
showed that the backs of both birds were broken.” 

p. ll. Accidents. Killed by oil at waste pools. 

p- 12. ee Not likely to be important because of ease of Ser 
and deterioration of strychnine in carcasses. (Other poisons? 

p- 12. Sex display. Strut like turkeys. 

ce Rare Species folder 
California 
Accident folder 
Digests 
Water
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Vol. 21, No. 2, May 14, 1940, p. 222 0 ee ov. 

A | 

NOTE ON THE DEATH OF A YOUNG DEER MOUSE 

An adult male deer mouse, Peromyscus maniculatus gracilis, was caught in a spring 

mouse trap in the basement of a home in Hanover, New Hampshire, October 10, 1939. 

Attached to the inner surface of its ear by a blood clot, were the dried remains of a young | 

deer mouse about half the length of the adult. The skin of the young one seemed to be 

intact, although dried and practically devoid of hair. The blood had collected in the 

region of the forelegs over the heart. 

The adult may have come into contact with the young one just as the blood was 

coagulating, and the sticky blood may have furnished a connection strong enough to 

hold the two animals together. Since the young one was in a very dry condition when | 

found, the two bodies must have been attached for a considerable time.—RicHarD | 

Lun Weaver, Darthmouth College, Hanover, N. H. 
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APPROVED FEDERAL AID PROJECTS A project calling for the erection of head- The largest number of deer ever reported 

quarters buildings and two overnight cabins to the Conservation Department was taken in 

The Division of Game and Inland Fisheries were approved for the West Virginia De- New York State by deer hunters during the 
of the North Carolina Department of Con- partment of Fish and Game, on its recently 1939 fall hunting season. A total of 14,511 
servation and Development proposes to use acquired 9,000 acre Nathaniel Mountain Wild- were killed. The increase was due largely to 
Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration funds to life Management project. opening certain counties bordering Pennsyl- 
conduct an investigation to ascertain the vania for the first time in years. 
status of fur-bearing animals and to de- —— 

termine means by which the returns from 8 a , y aaa, 
this important source of revenue can be in- The Ohio Division of Conservation an A ; 
ieee Natural Resources has succeeded in reestab- Leasing of the first of five game restoration 

lishing ruffed grouse in several places by aneas ohmenpros mately ole Om Sp rere cea 

reintroducing the birds in suitable habitat. whichi ane cae Game ft ishy eng Oveiee 
Illinois submitted a project for the purchase ‘The program has proven so satisfactory that Commission will take over for the propaga- 

of 1,129 acres of land in Lee County. The area jt plans to expand it with Federal Aid funds, 0" of deer and turkey has been completed. 
under consideration contains numerous pot- thereby providing breeding stock on eight pees 

holes and marshy spots, making it a desirable refuges, seven of which are in the south ’ fe 
area for waterfowl, prairie chickens, fur- central part of the State. According to the Forest Service of the U.S. 

bearing animals, and other forms of wildlife. Department of Agriculture, “Communities 
Plans call for development of the area as a ad now own and manage more than 1,500 forest 
waterfowl refuge and game management re- areas, containing approximately 3,000,000 
search station. The Arizona Fish and Game Department acres. In many instances, this ownership and 

submitted plans for a statewide wildlife re- management has been financially profitable. 

source survey as a Federal Aid investiga- In many more instances, it has been ial; 
The Kentucky Fish and Game Department tional project. profitable.” Sens 

has proposed the use of Federal Aid funds 

to defray the cost of drilling one deep and 

four shallow wells on the Flatwoods Wild- ae = me ld on a 
life Restoration Unit in Pike County. yay ‘ — \ : ae ae 

Ni SS. : Xe 2 2 by 
i~ SoS \ : \e 

Colorado’s program for the purchase of the Sy Ss ore + : 4 ‘ 
Cathedral Creek Deer Winter Range is one ve ss re ae LO i 
which will benefit the animals in Rio Blanco 6 er" : SS | a 
County, one of the best deer producing areas j, oe SS SS e. 
in the State. Although abundant summer — pe : * ‘eA ~ 

range is available, the severe winters cause ~ N ae i - | 
deer concentrations in the stream valleys eo . BN fo ™ ’ a | 

where emergency winter feeding is often ry A a . ‘ eg 
necessary. = ie a Oa Ae 

The Oklahoma Game and Fish Commission : 7, 1 " vy. ie A ee AX 5 we 
submitted a new project to continue its work v 1 Oe wh So SO aXe ye — ee 

* * ie ee er et * . ae a of reestablishing quail. * @ Bey ea. =k 

—o be + “w. ~~ . eS ‘ | 
Sg oR ee FF a CK A e 

The Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commis- ie yy Sa ot DnB Ry eae tes ey ae 
sion recently released 200 wild Cuban guineas RP -— 4 eS ie if et de 
on three south Texas areas in an effort to add Beka te. f Nees) oo. ae? : eee x } to the wildlife supply of the Lone Star State. ee od fee Pat eee (ani 
It has long been believed that wild guineas pee a BA i | ae 
will prosper in several sections of Texas. In ratty es Ue tt . 4 S ( oe ee 
Cuba the wild guinea, which is not as plump Os gan " We lk ee [Le a a 
as the domesticated guinea of the United a lee “<= wi —. ; <\ a YY se 
States but which is more streamlined, is con- 3 Dil an eam = Sta sii re 
sidered a rare game bird and hundreds of mel Ye ns [_ . of ¥, Se 
Americans travel to that island annually for j nase. gy , 
that sport. f Ly heb seh a Se ’ Cd sien NS 

The Division of Game and Fish of the se be ‘ ] z = a :  - 

North Carolina Department of Conservation # A Sere; UL Py oS 
and Development has proposed a Federal Aid " 4 ' aie coe tee. oo a ia Cté‘«~‘N 
program to increase the permanent cover and NI . % PY Vea s7 AF or a 
food-bearing plants on the Sandhills area in be) s e ion | at x 5] 
south central North Carolina which embraces se - ys ae XG ee aC ‘fle 

approximately 40,000 acres. i con La oe? » bs book : f ce e « a 
i H ho eae “ x (a¢ { pL one SA 

merce . - i : H lead J PS x Ne A/\ @ ta Toe 
mnecticut State Board of Fisheries ae Bae Sik ig Se ET .D oa eu ne ae 1 Rgasere 

and Game has submitted a proposal to use AR ask 1G ND tage a ae = 
part of its Federal Aid funds to establish two Mae RE Fe NN gma, fk os s 
similar areas in each of three state forests, 5 Ree WA Ae LOREEN RUT) ge oi SNR 
develop one area in each forest for wildlife ca WEacaeme.\8 1 See ee ee st. We Bad er ee PAN v 
according to present recommended practices WOR le Se ae Ray ‘a YR 
keeping in mind good forest practices as well Pe i Ns 4 AE eS Ok: 2 Ey = tel 
as wildlife management, and use the other BN Gere WE eee he PRS SUE NN oe a ee 
as a check area. Records will be maintained ¢ 1 Suen gO een cre i SO alo ager, ES A 5 ae 
to ascertain costs of such operations and the nie Se IE a a I ce Se 
relative value of treatment will be determin- = SERS SS aS SiS SS OE icrlile 
ed by comparison with comparable untreated 
areas. Photos by Alexander Photo Studio, Nanticoke. 

R Deer caught in the fork of a tree during severe spring floods on upper Susquehanna River.
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Q kh 2 uk\s te bs *, previous experience in operating non-shoot- Breaking his 50 16-yard targets straight, 

x lp abet yi i a ey has o ef ih ing trials, and I had the opportunity to attend Milford Baker of Manoa, Delaware County, 

fre we he, ae & % 4 — on both occasions and was quite pleased with turned in the high score of the day at the 
os eI , ®. ae the results. The birds, usually a cock and a_ annual spring shoot of the Philip Carson Gun 
= J Ni, A 7 hen, were placed at least one hundred yards Club over the Chelsea, Delaware County 

= A oy’ “ S a from the spectators, and two competitors traps on Saturday, May 18, 1940. A. J. Mac- 

é se fs with their dogs and two judges were started Dowell finished runner-up with a card of 49. 

z G ———_— ” _=—-"y,u “ from behind a row of spectators’ automobiles. Trophies were distributed on the added 
Coyr LET DOGS CHASE GAME OUT No professional “guns” or handlers were per- targets handicap basis, 16-yard and doubles. 
OF SEA SON. Pa. Game Commission. mitted—just ordinary hunters and their dogs. George Wilson won the high gun trophy on 

“The course covered about a quarter mile, the entire card. No less than 15 ee ast 
Editor's Note: While attending a wildlife finally winding up an phe yc omyncte: te yee Oe ae eek ee he 

conference in Connecticut early in the year, birds had been previously placed. First dog J. A. Late : i ; > 7 ; . A. Lafore, Jr., won the trophy with Mob 
your editor had the pleasure of renewing his to finguscores 4 ote ee ener net Donnelly taking down the runner-up prize. 
acquaintance with Commissioner Francis L, ‘he hunter's ability was also scored. aaa In the open shoot Milford Baker won the 
Sheane of the Board of Fisheries and Game of ™Y viewpoint at least a most interesting re- trophy f: z Willi Cc fter two shoot- 
i . See oe: oi sult was noted—that an average of 30% of ROROY, OR ee at state. Some motion pictures we saw after bi 2 tri offs. John Carson broke 24 of his 25 distance 
a banquet one evening turned our conversation irds escaped unscathed Gunns gee EO see handicap clays to take that prize home. Phil 
toward field trials. I was interested in a ten- which, ot oe a ee ace Carson and Joe Carson tied with scores of Rea Ried hes os . tocking neighboring covers; and of Ba e tative program for bird dog trials with pheas- ™ T&S Pein ee one 23 and divided second and third. A. J. Mac- 
ants that they were trying out and asked Com- Course everyone had a good time with va: ae Dowell won the high over-all on actual 
missioner Sheane to give me the detcals. I quote competitors police Soca ou iat rene breakage with a total of 94 down—J. A. 
from a letter he sent me recently: Oe oe eee ode cua D 11: 

i a 5 ¢ ; ference to the performance of their dogs. ORB ea 
“As promised during our conversation at S a 

Hartford, I am listing herewith our tentative “The Club had its own set of rules which . , 
regulations for bird dog trials with pheasants. Were to the effect that the hunter could fire A report from the National Capital Skeet 

1. Birds of either sex may be shot. two shots, and if he missed the companion Club is interesting from the standpoint that 
2. Of the birds to be liberated 10% shall hunter could then open fire. In all cases, in the last four North-South Shoots over 

be reserved for liberation after the trial however, a 25c fine was charged for each 70,000 shotgun shells were fired and not a 

under the supervision of a warden on miss, and a $10.00 fine was imposed for single accident occurred. Seventy thousand 
grounds recommended by him. All birds to shooting in the direction of the gallery. Com- rounds were fired in 8 days. Don R. Johnson, 
be liberated for shooting must be released petitors were warned that a $50.00 fine would President of the organization, said that he 

15 minutes before shooting. be exacted for shooting a dog and $25.00 for could not give the figures representing the 

3. Immediately tellowine the trial, all gpg EY na ° oan aes ye a ‘ . sands upon thousands and he 
birds killed shall be presented to the agent SS ne one a nee of eanae gun accident. 
representing the Board. Each such bird shall ———— 
be tagged by such agency and there shall Orrie E. Smith, Game Protector, Fulton 

be a fee of $6.00 charged for the rental of County, observed a wild turkey hen and 11 NEW CLUBS ; 
a sealing device to be used in tagging the young while plowing State Game Lands No. The Paisley Valley Coon Club, Carmichaels, 

birds. 65 and later found a nest of 7 eggs. Pa., James May, Secretary. 

4. Only birds legally propagated by 
licensed game breeders may be shot. 

2 a 
5. Only licensed persons may shoot at : 2 | birds. : ate on : ; 
6. Hunting licenses may be revoked for — : > ers 

a period of one year for a violation of any : oe > 
of these regulations. “ : ee 
Commenting on the above, Rule No. 2 is . ~ 

obviously designed to aid in restocking sur- f BS } 
rounding covers. For example—in a fifty a “ ae ee 
bird trial, five birds are withheld for libera- \ 2) | 
tion after the trial, usually upon agreement | P al : i| 
between the attending warden and the club Fi a ae Ps ae 

officials. — a) 
“Rule No. 3: We intended at first to make ae ey" 8 : | 

a charge of $6.00 per day for the attending | x bs - 1 
warden, but we were advised by our Attor- i 4| 
ney General that a more satisfactory arrange- : ; . 1] 
ment would consist of supplying the official : : ce | 
sealing device and tags for $6.00 with the 6 i . XS : | 
warden’s services gratis. Incidentally the | : fa ion Qo oo _ 
open season for these trials is from October i} c Ae 1 
ist to the last day of February, exclusive . : . : oe 4 
of the bird hunting season, and obviously our ; : a f | 
wardens would be busy during the bird sea- ae : : See) 
son and we could not spare their services z : f = . oo] 
for supervision of field trials during this ba < a eee | 
period. Permits are issued by the State f LN ‘ : 2 | 
Board of Fisheries and Game to regularly Nye - : : : | 
organize groups for such trials. & : * : : = : | 

“Our regulations, as noted above, are ten- Pe iy : : on - | 
tative, and subject to changes which may be mt : _. : : oe | 
made to cover various conditions which may . oe 

B51 Slop se Cab ernlts vere Srantcagcaty The above Menganser Duck tried to swallow a small ‘Bullhead’ Catfish, but the ‘‘stingers’’ 
this year to a club which had considerable of the fish pierced the bird’s throat and choked it to death.
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HURSDAY, AUGUST 8, 1940 | 

Greuse Killed | 
In Hail Storms | 

| Officials of the Montana state 
fish and game department were 
worried last week by reports from | 
the northeastern part of Montana | 

that . large number of pintail | 
grouse, fondly called prairie chick- | 
en, may have been killed by the 
heavy hailstorms in that area. 

Deputy Game Warden Frank | 
Bogut of Wolf Point said he had | 
found many birds killed by the i 
icy pellets, and said that because 
of the freqence of hailstorms and 

‘ the heavy grouse in that area this | 
year, the death total may run | i 
high. 

‘ In the meantime, members of | 
the state fish and game commis- | ; 
sion were. ready to assemble at 
Lewistown Aug. 12 to set. dates | 
for the open season on Chinese | 
pheasants. It is expected that sev- | i j eral sportsmen’s groups will ap- | 

. pear at the meeting to protest an | 
2 a Season cn grouse this year, 
7 lela Sica aedn ne | 

a



Accidents 

From The Condor, "From Field and Study," Vol. XLII, No.5, September, 
1940, p. 263. 

A Hummingbird Accident.--On March 25, 1940, Colonel Oscar Krupp, 
Commanding Officer of the government arsenal at Benicia, California, 

informed me of the presence of a dead hummingbird hanging by the bill é 
in the screen enclosing the front porch of his quarters. He took me 
to the scene and I took the accompanying picture. 

With little doubt, the birds, which was a male Anna Hummingbird 
(Calypte anna), in attempting a transverse flight through the porch at 
a height of about ten feet from the ground, did not see the screening 
and crashed into it. The mesh of the screen was of just the right size 
to accommodate the long bill which was wedged therein to the base. 

Emerson A. Stoner, Benicia, Calif.
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Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin 
Vol. VI, No. 2, February, 1941. ; ; 

pe Yb 4 

: _ DEER ON ICE , 
Nothing can be more helpless than a deer on emootHitive. When an 

baal falls the long legs can’t be manipulated to set it back on : 

os 7 | | 

. , = $+ | ;
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BIRD CASUALTIES ON THE HIGHWAYS od™ 
DAYTON STONER, STATE ZOOLOGIST, NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM p vide 

Fifteen years ago I published in one of _ traveling them, all have an important © oa) 

the professional journals an article en- bearing upon the number and kind of (Ww? 

titled “The Toll of the Automobile.” animal casualties concerned. Without 

The account dealt with a motor car trip further reflection upon these and allied 

of 632 miles which I made in Iowa dur- features, a concrete discussion of the 

ing the summer of 1924 and on which birds actually encountered on the four 

142 dead birds, 43 mammals and 40 trips mentioned and supplemented by 

reptiles were counted on the highways— other recent findings in New York State 

casualties due to speeding automobiles. will serve to give some notion of the gen- 

So far as I know this was the first eral situation attending this now impor- 

published formal account pertaining to tant feature of animal destruction. 

this feature of wild life mortality. Since As might be expected, among these 

that time, however, numerous inventories highway casualties, birds were better 

and discussions of such casualties have represented than any other vertebrate 

appeared in print and, indeed, an entire group, 25 species comprising 1312 indi- 

book has been written on the subject. viduals having been positively identified 

Most of my subsequent records of wild in passing; since their identity could not 

life casualties on the highways have been be established without stopping, 469 ad- 

made on cross-country journeys, four of ditional casualties were recorded as “ mis- 

them round trips between Albany, N. Y., cellaneous undetermined birds.” Thus a 

and Iowa City, Iowa, in the late summers grand total of 1781 birds probably repre- 

of 1935, 1937, 1938 and 1940. Approxi- senting considerably more than 25 species 

mately 28 driving days were required in is included in our counts on these four 

traveling the 8576 miles, on which 2975 cross-country tours. New York, with 14 

freshly killed vertebrate animals (am- species recorded, led all the states in this 

phibians, reptiles, birds and mammals) respect. 

were counted lying on and immediately Outstanding in this imposing list of 

at the sides of the highway, the victims of bird fatalities are the two introduced 

motor cars. Five hundred fifty-three of forms, the English sparrow and the do- 

the victims occurred on the 2644 miles of mestic fowl; together they comprise 1261 

highway traveled in New York State. individuals or 70 per cent of the entire , 4 

So many factors are involved in a number. Of these, 1043 (82 per cent) \) ‘ss ; oo 

consideration of these casualties that de- were English sparrows. As a matter of |.” 

tailed discussion of them can not be fact, I believe that more than 75 per cent 

undertaken here. Suffice it to say that of the carcasses indicated as miscellane- 

the time of year, temperature and precipi- ous undetermined birds also were English 

tation, and ecological conditions border- sparrows. As might be expected, the 

ing the highways concerned, as well as mortality rate in this species was highest 

the locomotive ability, nocturnal proclivi- in agricultural communities; 228 car- 

ties and feeding habits of the victims, casses were counted on 1030 miles of 

together with the type of highway and highway in the Province of Ontario, 

the number and speed of the automobiles Canada, 78 on 479 miles in Iowa and 205 

March 1941 Page 229 
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on 1445 miles in Illinois; only 160 were productive possibilities of these casualties 
counted on 2644 miles in New York. is considered the loss thus sustained has 
Most of the casualties were among birds important economic bearings, particularly 
of the year. In the 1937 round trip of in view of the likelihood that at least some 
2117 miles, 613 dead English sparrows of these were hand-reared birds released 
were counted. Despite this apparently for local stocking purposes. : 
high mortality rate, however, and con- Among our native birds, the robin was 
trary to the wishful thinking of many recorded the greatest number of times, 
observers, indications do not point to any 12 in all, for the trips cited. Not only 
appreciable reduction in the sparrow does this species of the thrush family 
population during the past five years. (Turdidae) frequently meet disaster on 

Casualties among domestic fowls like- the highway but also its close relatives, 
wise occurred most frequently in the the wood thrush and the bluebird, fre- 
central agricultural states; the highest quently suffer a similar fate. Contrib- 
average counts were made in Iowa with uting factors to such an end are their | 
26 carcasses on 479 miles and Illinois more or less terrestrial habits, their un- | 
with 76 carcasses on 1445 miles. developed lack of wariness and precau- | 

Another introduced form, the ring- tion, their comparatively slow flight speed 
necked pheasant, frequently meets death and their lack of ability to “ time” their 
on the highway. Seven individuals, all getaway before an oncoming car. 

females, were counted on the four trips; The swallows are ordinarily classed as 
three of these were in New York State, good or excellent flyers; their flight speed 
with one each in Illinois, Indiana, Mich- ordinarily ranges from 20 to 30 miles 
igan and Ohio. When the potential re- an hour. In addition, they are capable 

ee: rrrr——C 
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oe ee 
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Photograph by Dayton Stoner 

’ Birds Are Often Struck by Motor Cars on Bush-lined Paved Highways 
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of performing with unusual facility such since the beginning of my interest in this 

remarkable aerial antics as diving, dart- phase of animal mortality, I have re- 

ing and zig zagging. One would think corded in various parts of the country 

that few birds endowed with this pro- such other avian highway casualties as 

ficiency would be struck by motor cars, the sparrow hawk, crow, mockingbird, 

but the records here cited indicate five cedar waxwing, starling, Baltimore oriole 

casualties distributed among three species. and towhee. 

In the course of other travels T ae It will be observed from the above 

frequently noted not only dead barn, cliff iar oneal ratirds ion 

and tree swallows on the highway but pease ae te tig goa ee 
Whale wallows-as well. mune from destruction by the motor car 

I believe that these birds often meet st ees BENE Ey opably ieee 
2 a be done by man to reduce this slaughter 

death by reason of their sheer ability on : 

the wing which renders them more likely except to reduce his own rate of speed. 

to take chances before an oncoming car At least some of these highway casual- 

rather than to attempt evading it in ties can be utilized in the further- 

) frightened desperation. ance of human knowledge. Therefore, 

Another group of birds well repre- the closing paragraphs of this article may 

sented in this list and in other highway Well be devoted to that feature. 

casualty lists is that containing the wood- In the first place, observations on avian 

peckers (Picidae). As a matter of fact or other animal casualties on the high- 

it was the extraordinary preponderance way, if conducted for extended periods 

of the red-headed woodpecker as a high- over extensive or even restricted areas, 

. way casualty that prompted me first to provide within limitations, some notion 

announce my findings in 1925. Of the of the kinds of animals inhabiting the 

142 dead birds then recorded on 632 region. In addition, they often throw 

miles of Iowa highway, woodpeckers of light upon the relative proportions of 

four species comprised 75 of the casual- certain species and their habits, reactions 

ties; 53 of these were red-headed wood- and maintenance of numbers in relation 

peckers. For the four round-trip records to this menace which recently has become 

here reported, nine woodpecker casualties a part of the survivors’ experience. 

were noted; one of these was a red- Incidentally, it may be mentioned that 

headed woodpecker (Illinois) while five the perils of the motor car also should 

were flickers, one each for Illinois, be taken into account in providing 

Indiana, Iowa, Michigan and Ohio. Two breeding areas for species of economic 

yellow-bellied sapsuckers and a downy importance. 

woodpecker complete the list. In the second place, the bodies of not 

Other bird casualties met with on the too badly mutilated birds and other ani- 

cross-country trips discussed here in- mals lying on the highways may well be 

clude the peafowl, Virginia rail, screech recovered by motorists and donated to 

owl, brown thrasher, meadow lark and some institution for concrete evidence of 

bronzed grackle. Additional species occurrence and the preservation of such 

recorded from New York State include other natural history data as may be pro- 

the barred owl, kingbird, catbird, chest- vided therefrom. Valuable information 

nut-sided warbler and goldfinch. And, such as seasonal or other variation in 
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plumage, food habits, breeding status and _ tional institutions welcome such material 
the like often may be obtained through and I shall be glad to receive it for the 
detailed examination of these carcasses. Museum. At the expenditure of a small 

Within the past few years the New amount of time and effort almost every- 

York State Museum has acquired for its one may render an aid to science by 
zoological study collections a consider- recovering for a useful purpose specimens 

able number of birds and mammals killed of the larger animals sacrificed on the 

on the highways. This and other educa- altar of speed. 

HOMING INSTINCT OF THE RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD 
REGINALD D. MANWELL, DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 

Who has not had the experience of and for a long time afterward, no one 

getting lost? And who has not wished thought of catching and banding birds 
that he might have the opportunity to with numbered tags as we do today, and 
travel anywhere, whenever he wished until this was done nothing very definite : 

and without cost, and without worry as could be learned. Indeed most of what 
to how he might get back? Probably no we now know about the migratory and 
mere man has ever been able to do this, homing habits of birds is the direct result 

but some birds approach it, and the 6f the application of this method of study 
familiar red-wing is one of these. It is 

likely that most birds possess in vary- - —$—____ —— 

ing degree this remarkable ability of find- a _ = 
ing their way back from unfamiliar 4] fo ee 
places. It is common knowledge that. 4 a. oe 

other kinds of animals also are often able ‘4 - oo 5 . : 
to find their way back from strange a] oe Lo af | 

localities without previous experience, oa >. 
but the “ homing instinct,” as it is gen- E a La 

erally called, is more common and more 7 y 
highly developed among birds than in any } é 
other large group. ‘ ‘} DSF a 

That birds possess this ability has been ) Aa, OSS 
known for at least 2500 years. Men " £ x i 
observed in ancient times that birds ' - Bi 
disappeared, often rather suddenly, with ee Pa ty : 

the advent of cold weather, and that they ’ Se ‘ ‘J 
returned in the spring. They also knew = es 
that in some species the dates of : J RS 
departure and return varied little from Ayes! es 
year to year. It is true that no one knew Photoprah by Guy Bailey 

where they went, and there were many Courtesy Bureau of Radio and Visual Aids 
wonderful tales about it. In those days, Male Red-winged Blackbird 
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URBANA yr? 

March 7, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for the census curves and for 
the reprint. 

Here is a record for your accident file: 
4/5/41. Olive Branch, Illinois. Opossum electro- 
cuted, Was noticed hanging over a wire at its 
juncture with the "telephone" post. 

Sincerely yours, 

ef A, 

Arthur S, Hawkins 
Game Technician 

ASH: UB



Cen de He 

Lawrence Johnson sends in a note stating that another 

result of the Nov. 11, 1940 storm was found when Norman Sutliff, 

a local Boyceville trapper, found a Blue Heron the next day on 

the Hay River with its wings frozen to the body. He removed 

the ice from the bird, but it was not until three days later 

that it was able to fly away from the immediate locality. 

Passenger Pigeon, Vol. III, No. 3. 
March, 1941. p. 30. )



‘ipcery of Galo 

Bildo Leopold 

Mortality Due to Porcupine Quills 

A Mr. Fisher of the park transportation company had found a coyote 
"with more quills in his mouth than the ordinary pocupine has in 
his body." He approached within 5 feet of the animal, and could 
have easily killed it with a club, for the coyote was more interested 
in extracting the tiny barbs than he was in the presence of the man. 

O. J. Murie tells of the experience of Ranger Jack Tevebaugh: 

In the latter part of March he shot a coyote that was extremely 

emaciated. It was found to be full of pocupine quills, in the skin, 

in the tissues under the skin, on the head, and even inside the mouth. 

On the head were two festering sores." 

Page 28 of Ado}ph Murie's "Ecology of the Coyote in the Yellowstone". 
Filed Coyote box.
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LIMPING PHEASANT 

The snow scene pictured here is a simple one but it tells a 

big story. 

Note that the pheasant that went this way made a normal foot 

print with one foot while the other foot just made a dot in the snow. 

Somewhere the bird apparently was a little late in getting off its 

nest during harvest time and a mowing machine performed an 

amputation. 

No one pheasant may be overly important but the picture illus- 

trates an important conservation problem because mowing machines 

annually destroy thousands of nesting birds in hay and grain fields. 

Devices that dangle length of chains ahead of the horses to flush 

the nesting birds before the knives reach them have demonstrated 

their effectiveness but are seldom used. 

Few birds are fortunate enough to escape with but the loss of a 

foot and Game Manager Grimmer presented this picture to 

illustrate one of the many problems that he wishes did not exist. 
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Kk a EH bewd Fat bs L 

A wild turkey hen had her head cut off during the mowing of hay 

at Negrito Ranch, Datil National Forest, New Mexico, about 

July 10, 1941. 

From Carl 8. Leopold 

ec Starker 

Accident folder ~~ 

Wild turkey folder
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; Accident Folder 

Qee 36, 1441) 

Sprunt, Alexander Jr. 1941 

Extract from The Auk, Vol. 58, No. 4, October 1941, p. 568. 

"CORMORANTS KILLED BY LIGHTNING". "On April (curious coincidence) 11, 1941, a 
portion of Low-County South Carolina was visited by a heavy electrical squall, accompmied 

by a decided precinitation of hail. Most of the disturbance centered in parts of 
Charleston County. At Point Farm, Wadmalaw Island, four gentlement were inspecting 
a large field of cabbage about 2 p.m., when the squall broke. A flock of birds 
was passing overhead at the time. Suddenly, a bolt of lightning, instantly followed 
by a "terrific clap of thunder" split the cloud, and four birds were seen to fall 
headlong from the flock. Three of the four were picked up dead. One fell ina 
thicket and could not be found. These proved to be Double-crested Cormorant 
(Phalacrocorax a. auritus), in good spring plumage as they possessed "a puff of 
feathers like a small top-knot above each eye" according to one of the observers."
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SONG STILLED theory here is that too great a number of 

is birds gathered at one time on the wires, 

Sirs: causing the wires to sway together. The 
Seconds after a flock of birds alighted birds shown here upside down in the sky 

on electric lines to fill their world with were not the only"victims. The ground be- 
chatter, an Indiana cornfield presented neath was littered with dead birds which 

this tragic scene of death in the air. These fell among the cornstalks. 

nine bodies hanging by their feet prove 

conclusively that sometimes birds do CARL 0. MORGAN 

meet their death on power lines. The Argos, Ind. 
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j Accident Folder 
December 12, 1941 

Jay Darling told me at Des Moines December 5 that a storm in March, 19441, 
at Captiva, Florida drowned a large number of migrating songbirds, : 

especially warblers and vireos which drifted ashore and were seen by ‘ 
him. 

5 This might account for the poor warbler flight in 1941.



Accident Folder 
‘ January 8, 1942 

Ps ACCIDENT: PAVILLE GROVE WILDLIFE AREA, Lake Mills, Wisconsin 

The hoppers (wooden) used in winter feeding had the feed troughs covered : 

.with 2-inch wire mesh to prevent large scale consumption by rodents; i.e., 

rabbits and squirrels. The precaution proved to te successful in the 
_ winter of 1941. Today a quail was found tangled up in the mesh of one of q 

the hoppers and frozen to death. The bird worked its way through the mesh 
beyond the wing tip on one side, then in an effort to escape became caught 
with both wings and was frozen to death. The hopper was promptly removed 
of its rodent protector. 

R. Ae MeCabe ;
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Deita Duck Station 
; Delta, Manitoba 

Jan 31, 1942 > Z 

aie 
Mr. Aldo Leopold 4h ue 
Professor of Wildlife Management i 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear A.L.: ; 

Here is an out-of-the-way Hun story which may interest you. It was 

told to me by a Saskatchewan sporteman who is a flying officer and I « 

believe is authentic. 

Last winter in Saskatchewan and Manitoba there was a very heavy 

mortality of huns on the right of way along railroad tracks, so heavy that 

it brought much local notice in the papers. This fellow went into it 

rather carefully and observed that mortality was only on lines running i 

north and south, never on east-west lines. Reason: Prevailing winds are , 

from the north-west. On east-west lines drifting snow packs on the ° 

road-bed and tiee. Even after a train passes over the ties remain dS 

covered with a thin pack of snow. D4 

On the north-south lines the wind cutting over the rails keeps : 

|| @ small patch of tie, a smell traingle, always free of mamm snow on the c 

| east or lee side of the rail. This—fellow found huns roosting on these “ 

| small snow-free patches of tie, one bird to a tie a covey of nihe birds 

ij lined up on nine ties. Birds he collected were fat and in good condition. 

He found the birds roosting there in the daytime. There are perhaps 

half a dozen good reasons why they used these loafing spots. You 

probably cam make the best speculation. 

The obvious recommendation was, of course, white-wash the spot 

of tie east of the rail,which probably wont be done. This year, with 

| little snow, there have not been any reports of railroad deaths, but 

I did see the bare spots on the north-south, Deltey‘ortage line. 

I have been giving the ducks light at night since Christmas, a 

five minute increase eash evening mimmenfimmiatmam untik now they are 

getting 13 hours from the sunrise until lights-off. The wood ducks are 

in an April wah way but have not yet nested. The cans are beginning 

intense courtship but are not yet paired. I think we are going to ket 

some new end interesting ideas on the eclipse plumage but won't say yet. 

Since I last wrote you regarding the Marsh Management session I have 

asked Harrison “ewis to help me as co-chairman instead& of Munro. Have 

also meeapm stretched marsh management a bit to ask Angus Gavin, who 

discovered the Ross's goose breeding grounds, to read a paper on these 
breeding grounds. 

We finally got a little snow this week but will need a lot more 
before April, | 

Sincerely, i 7 
AbANX, ]
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e jo Cin 
Dear A.L: _ be | 

I like your "Farmers and Ducke". The marked papagrapb raises @& 

point which you called for question in my~shooting season chapter. I 

have never seen the winter-lingering pands! such have voen reported in 

Montana and Alberta. Your statement is true, although the timm birds are 

not necesserily scrubs. There is no such thing as a scrub scaup or 

canvasback and on Cayuga Lake many of these as well as mallards were 

caught.north and would not go south when severe weather came in 

January. 

This applies to New York and Wisconsin as well es Cenada. It is not, 

I believe ,an autumn condition,but mmmmm occurs when,bacause of a mild 

winter in the north or an extra severe cold svel/ further south,ducks 

are caught after the urge for southern migration has passed. Such an 

event took place on Lake Cayuge in 1924 with heavy losses of cans 

and sceups as well as mallards. 

Here, in 1928, I believed that lingering birds might be sush a 

group. Now I am sure most of them are cripples; I have collected and f 

looked at a good many of them. A few good birds stick, perhaps from some |\ 

sort of companionship which always holds birds when others are present. ly 

I am not picking your point ,except that they are not always 

scrubs, but am taking this chance to clear the point on Delta birds. 
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Accident folder | 
Re jy, 174 

' “During the summer, of 1940, Tom McQuaid, a stockman in South Pan, 

found two of these graceful animal with their heads firmly locked and ' 
Ss \ 

both dead. A battle had taken place at a salt ground in the south | 
' iF J 

; end of South Park." | 

) 
; " 

Excerpt from: , Pe 

Spencer, ¢. C. 1942 | 

Antelope with locked horns. Jour. Mammalogy, Vol. 23, No. 1, Feb. 14, 192, : 
; pe 92. 

' 
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Pa. Game News, vol. XIII, no. 1, Apr. 1942, pp.16. 

sibeery of extract accident folder 
16 PENNSYLVANIA GAME NEWS 

+ BR Leopold 
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Photo by C. E. Doyle 

/ Another drama of the wild occurred when the deer shown in the above photo got its head 

Q i { wedged in a hole of a tree, which was apparently used as a salt lick. The salt was placed in 

e \ \ the larger opening, and it is supposed that while other deer were using it another, perhaps too 

NG anxious to wait, forced its head through the opposite much narrower opening. 
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June 23, 1942 acon” 

Dear Joe: Gob be 

At your convenience, will you please give me a few sentences on 
each of the following accidents? 

1. Gull with tin can on foot : 

2. Gull with clam on beak 

3. Tree swallow impaled on stick 

All I need is when, where, and who saw it. Some scribbled notes below 

will do. 

A.L. 
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porcupine yh is , 

accidents ,— Z 

8 

Honess, Rk F. and B. M. Frost. "A Wyoming Bighorn Shoep Study. ‘ ® 

Wyo. Game and Fish Dept., Bull. 1, July 1, 1942, p. 151 "the carcasses wn 

of two bighorns were. found in which the faces were full of poreupine i 

quills. ‘here can be no doubt the quills were fatal to the owe, as 

they protruded into her mouth in such a fashion that eating was f ‘ 

impossible". (Photo p. 16) i 

{ u i *, .



: File Accident folder : 
.. (From Joe Hickey July 30, 1942) 

ACCIDENTS - 

‘ "At Buckhannon, West Virginia, a red-headed woodpecker drove its bill so 

far into an acorn that extrication proved impossible." 

5 Reported by Maurice Brooks 

Auk 51:379 
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UNITED STATES ca 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 0 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Washington, D. C. 

August 14, 19h42 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

we of Wisconsin 

idison, Wisconsin 
aa He ats 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I just learned from Phil Allan, who is now with us in the 

Biology Division here, that you are keeping a file on acci- 
dental deaths of wild animals. You may be interested in ; 
knowing that last winter I found e tree sparrow hanging in 
the crotch of a Calycanthus bush in our back yard at 
Chevy Chase, Maryland. ‘Two photographs of the bird are en- 

closed. I photographed it in February 1942, and as you can 

see it must have been caught a considerable time before this 
| date. 5 

You may also be interested in knowing that just: about two 

weeks ago, Mrs. Graham also found a ruby+throated humming- 

bird caught by the neck between two leaves of a Gladiolus in 

our garden. The bird was struggling, but when the leaves were 

separated, it flew off apparently unharmed. 

Best personal regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

Edward H. Graham 

: Chief : 
Biology Division 

Enclosures - 2 

\ 
4 :
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(Enclosures te letter, Graham 

to ALl., Avy 14,1942 )
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File accident folder 

The Wisconsin State Journal, some time in October 1942, is said to 

contain an article describing the accidental death of a pheasant, 

which impaled himself on the door handle of a moving car. I did 

not look this up. 

Aldo Leopold 

.
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Deer Mortality and the Coyote ee y > 

a + } ae | ee 
cis RN vn OE waa hf By LOUIS E. COUGHLIN 

ye a 2 ye _ Wildlife Specialist, Medicine Bow 
¢ Ps es 2 — “ National Forest { 

= ~% ee . i Se \ 
bag oS ae, "ge i 4 = Four-point buck discovered December 27, . 

ae ee a8 ‘ Le 1940, in the Upper North Platte Area. The \ 
nlx | Se ake Sites ee o Nw buck was blind and beginning to weaken ) 

il ee a ~ SSS ea t Buen from lack of food. Scars indicated its con- { en 4 po A ae Be ,, oe dition yes @ result of combat with other ) 
ae i. Ses i 3 a q ea. bucks. Coyotes had not been near it. } 

oS SS ee 
PA Ne { “ (Article and photographs reprinted courtesy 

oe 4 Wyoming Wildiife) \ 

WINTER or spring observation of coyotes, and an autopsy performed by the fawn out of its misery. Had the 
ae area where there is a heavy Dr. John W. Scott and Mr. Henry fawn not been found until the eagles 

concentration of deer is bound to Huizinga of the Zoology Department had left and the coyotes had followed, 
reveal numerous remains of these ani- of Wyoming University, revealed that the latter would have unquestionably 
mals. Often the remnants will consist the immediate cause of death was puru- borne the blame. 

of no more than a frozen mass of lent pneumonia. The Forest Service winter game sur- \ 
stomach contents, a patch of hair, a lit- In late December 1940, former Dep- vey on the Upper North Platte discov- \ 
tle hide, a leg bone or so. Invariably, uty Game Warden Paul Breniman ered a buck dragging a leg and in an 
there will be coyote sign in the vicinity. found a blind four-point buck in the advanced stage of starvation. Examina- 
In fact, it will generally be obvious that Upper North Platte deer-problem area tion revealed that the leg had been 
coyotes have consumed most of the car- in Wyoming. Its left eye had been broken by a bullet and that the animal 
casses. Coyotes thus may render a valu- sprung half way out of the socket and had been severely handicapped for some 
able service as scavengers, where they the right eye was sightless. Thus handi- time, but that it had not been attacked 
are not actually the killers. Again, they capped, the animal was in a weakened by Coyotes. Yet if coyotes had attacked 
may kill old and weak or sick and condition from lack of food, but it had and killed it, no doubt it would have { 
wounded members of a deer herd, thus ot been bothered by coyotes. Scars on been reported as another coyote kill. 

preventing suffering by lingering death, the antlers, together with scratches and 7, above survey covered an area ad- | 
‘ wounds on the neck and shoulders, in- jacent to the North Platte River be- Q Four-point bucks are generally con- dicated that its condition was the result ) ; : \ ceded to be in their prime and, inva Gf carina durinethe ruttins season tween the State Line and Bennett Peak } 

iti i frit sy B She rutting Seasons. <Tdaring’ th d from March condition of maximum virility, they uring the period from March 15 to \ 
seldom fall prey to the coyote unless Had these two animals not been April 4, 1939; and the remains of 87 \ 
handicapped by injuries received in bat- found until the coyotes had eaten of the deer were found. Of these, only four 
tles with their kind, or, as often occurs, carcasses, it is probable that both were killed by coyotes, and 76 were 
by wounds occasioned by the poor aim would have been booked as coyote kills. listed as casualties of unknown causes. ] 

of hunters. There seems to Be Sreos One case is on record wherein it is The purpose of a field survey is pri- 
eral tendency, where coyote signs are jo that two eagles attacked a fawn marily to discover exact facts. It is note- i 

evident ou d pemetes charge these and would have killed it by eating it Worthy that despite the presence of | creatures with indiscriminate killing, dlivecbub torethe ‘fad -that they were coyotes, thie deer population on the Up- i 

even where four-point antlers are found. driven from: ther. vicuin by a rancher pet North Platte has been growing by \ 

The fallacy of jumping at such con- who came upon the scene. The birds leaps and bounds during the more re- | 
clusions is indicated by several occur- had driven the fawn off the trail into Cent years. 
rences during the past year. For instance, deep snow and had pecked a hole Obviously it is absurd to charge the { 
a four-point buck was found dead on through the hide and stomach wall in deaths of all the deer found in any 
the Sheep Mountain Federal Refuge. the soft area ahead of the hip and un- locality, particularly in an area open to 
The carcass had not been touched by der the spine. It was necessary to put hunting, to the activity of the coyote.
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OBSERVATION OF A CARDINAL TRAPPED IN A CLUMP OF "STICK-TIGET" WEEDS 

About 3 P.M. August 26, 1913, at a point near the village of 

Steuben in southeastern Crawford County, a small bird was heard to cry es 

if in distress, The point from which the cries came was located in a fence 

row, in a clump of "stick-tight" weeds. These weeds grew in a dense group 

about 2% feet high and two to three feet in diameter,. and the bird was 

struggling in the midst of the clump about one foot from the ground. The 

i bird was a cardinal and seemed to be hanging by its right wing although it 

was able to support part of its weight with its feet. 

Upon approaching closely and reaching a hand down into the clum, 

the cardinal made a violent struggle and outcry, and wrenched itself free, 

leaving some of its wing feathers stuck on the weeds, The bird ran and 

fluttered into the adjacent cornfield and was not observed to fly. 

The branches of the weed which held the larger feathers were cut 

off and dried, but it was impossible to retain the branches and feathers 

in the original positions during drying and transportation, When fresh, 

the weeds were resilient and "springy" so that they would bend with each 

pull by the bird without breaking or making a solid resistance, It is 

probable that the bird could have torn itself loose earlier if the weeds 

had been stiff and unyielding, 

This incident occurred on a rather still, cloudy day during which 

scattered showers had wetted the corn and weeds, Mr, T, C. Bass, Soil 

Survey Supervisor, Sauk County Soil Conservation District Office, Baraboo, 

Wisconsin, also was a witness of this incident, 

mi Hachelia virginiawAa 
Fear ndrvtfad Tr Unoh ligt ao GoofrRtey —__ 

Chappule virginiana of Gray's Manual) 

( Beggar ‘Ss leg, ow stre nseed )



File accident folder 
: ce Horned owl folder,— 

February 22, 1943 

‘ ; 

| 
Dr. R. @ Greene in February 1932 found a dead horned owl impaled on i | 

a vertical stick which was the remains of a young tree. The tracks of 

@ snowshoe rabbit at the base of the stick indicated that the owl had 

stooped at the rabbit with sufficisnt force to drive the stick through 

his body. 

Te Melly | 
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File accident folder~ 
\ ‘ cc Horned owl folder 

‘ February 22, 1943 

Dr. R. G. Greene in February 1932 found a dead horned owl impaled on 

a vertical stick which was the remains of a young tree. The tracks of 

& snowshoe rabbit at the base of the stick indicated that the owl had 

stooped at the rabbit with sufficient force to drive the stick through f j 

his body. 
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them into the barnyard. After all, ened burst for freedom. Oddly 
this was more exciting than follow- enough, the deer, almost the fleetest 
ing a deer he had never seen! of animals, often takes refuge in 

All wild creatures, when disabled, utter immobility. I once saw what 
resort to amazing stratagems. Once appeared to be antlers protruding 
in the woods at twilight Isawa regal from behind a fallen pine. I stood 
wild turkey in a pathetic dilemma. motionless and watched for 20 min- 
One of his great wings, broken by utes. They did not move, and I con- 
a hunter or by some accident, was cluded that they were bare branches 
dragging on the ground. Night was of the dead tree. But as soon as I 
coming on, and it was high time for moved they proved to be real antlers 
the gobbler to be in a roost far up in after all; the crafty buck had been 
a moss-shrouded cypress or lofty watching me, and had at first de- 
pine. He could not fly toa roost, yet cided that standing still was a better 
if he stayed on the ground a fox or maneuver than running away. 
wildcat would surely catch him. Another time I saw a doe in a 

Nearby was a tree that had been greenwood with her tiny fawn. Like 
broken 20 feet from the base. The a statue the mother stood looking 
break had not been complete, and and listening, but the baby wanted 
the top half leaned over until it to play, and kept running around 
touched the ground. The old gobbler _ her on unsteady legs. At last the doe 
walked slowly up thisincline untilhe raised her forefoot, gently but firmly 
reached the top. He knew he would _ set it on the fawn’s back, and pressed 
not be safe there: a wildcat might her baby down into the grass, thus 
follow his steps. So he took a mighty _ hiding him and keeping him still. 
leap and, beating with his one good One of the most ingenious acts of 
wing, landed in a nearby oak. Here a wild creature I ever saw was that of 
he should be safe. And he was, for1 a snowy egret which I spied knee- 

"saw him afterward while his wing was deep in a sea marsh. Every few min- 
healing and finally had the satisfac- utes it would dart its javelinlike 
tion of watching him fly 70 feet up beak into the water. Fishing was 
to a gnarled limb in a lordly yellow good. Its appetite satisfied, the bird 

pine. lifted its wings to fly away. But its 
The ability to remain motionless efforts were unavailing. Plainly in 

until danger has passed is a favorite distress, it struggled to free one leg. 
ruse of wild creatures. This habit Just as I was about to go to its aid, 
goes deeper than dependence on the egret managed to lift itself into ( 
mere protective camouflage; it re- the air. Dangling from its left foot 
quires something very much like wasa huge clam, closed like a vise. I 
character to let an enemy come peril- watched, curious to see how the 
ously close and yet make no fright- bird would meet such a dilemma.



118 THE READER'S DIGEST 

Flying off-balance, the egret the post. Soon the shell broke, and 
alighted ona nearby fence post. Fora the clever egret, freed once more, 
moment he teetered on one foot; calmly preened its feathers as if such 
then, lifting his imprisoned foot high, a misadventure were all in the day’s 
he began to whack the clam against — work. : 

oy. ok AS 

Qiialle Quotes 

Rarru A. Barb “Tue Jars consider us foppish because we equip 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Our aviators with parachutes. It is a degrading 
in N.Y. Times: thought to them that there should be any alterna- 

tive to defeat save violent death.” 

Lroyp GrorcE “Wirn me, a change of trouble is as good as a 
when asked how he kept fit under vacation.” 
so many worries: 

Nicuotas Murray Butier: “Tr a man’s curve of efficiency is ascending at 
45, and keeps on ascending just after that period, 
it may well move upward for his whole life; but if 
there is a turn downward at 45, he will never 
recover.” 

Senator Homer T’, Bone: “Tr cosr 75 cents to kill a man in Caesar’s time. 
The price rose to about $3000 during the Na- 
poleonic wars; to $5000 in the American Civil 
War; and then to $21,000 per man in the World 

War. Estimates for the present war indicate that it 
may cost the warring countries not less than 
$50,000 for each man killed.” 

Romain RoLianp “Anrmats reflect their surroundings: their faces 
in Jean-Christophe: grow refined or stupid according to the people 

with whom they live. A domestic animal will be- 
come good or bad, frank or sly, sensitive or stupid, 
not only according to what its master teaches it, 
but according to what its master is.” 

Washington, D. C., Negro “An’ve nevah seen so many uniforms as there 
taxi-driver: are heah now, and so few soldiers.”



f; be acecdunts fither 

March 15, 1943 

My. William Tucker 
State Game Commissioner 
Sustin, Texas 

) Dear BALL: i 
| j 

Someone told me recently that some ten years ago 
the Saturday Bvening Post carried an article which 

; related to a hail storm in Texas. The article | 
deseribed some sandhill cranes which had had their 
wings broken by hail. As I may have told you, 
I am making a collection of queer accidents of this 
kind, and I wonder if you have any recollection 
of either the storm or the Saturday Post article. 
Naturally, I don't want you to do a let of 

i laborious digging, but if something is at the top i. 
of your mind which would make-this Anfpert thn # ny 
T would appreciate hearing from you. , 

I am eorry I didn't get to Denver and get a chance j 
to say hello to you. | 

With personal regards, { | 
; 

Aldo Leopold } 

) 
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Accidents- Deer , 
June 22, 1943 j 
Leopold f 

We S- Feeney, Game Biologist, State Conservation iipeirtetet, 

found a dead buck in the “gheep Ranch" yard, Price County, 

April 14, 1943. Accident occurred in winter- probably in 

January while deer was hard pressed for good food in yard. 

This deer was in much better condition than those that died | 

in March. The buck,in reaching for high browse, had wedged 

a front foot between two trees- Black Ash and White Cedar~ and 3 

had been unable to extricate it. (The bone was broken?). 

Leg twistéd, strained and jerked until disjointed and rope-like. | 

' Bones exposed- deer held by hide and sinews. Leg muscles and hae | 

thoracic region severely bruised. (Autopsy by Chaddock). : 

The buck had shed antlers earlier. The snow was probably 2 feett? 

deep at time of accident. Probably the wedging occurred by the . 

deer standing on hind legs raking trunk of cedar to keep his 

balance while trying to browse fringe of nearly out-of-reach j 

branchlets (because previously browsed out). Evidence of violent | 

and painful struggle- Episode in the quiet solitude of the t 

forest, almost unnoticed and unrecorded and apart from the ' 

knowledge and interest of man. 

See Photo- Reese (Also color slide). | 
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File accidents folder 
6-38-43 ‘ 

Hoag, Benj. » 

1896. An accident, The Nidologist, 4 (2):22. Oct. 

"Chimney swift impaled on a lightning rod" 

sent in by Phil Allan 
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Reprinted from Ture Witson Butter, vol. 55, No. 2, June, 1943, p. 126. 

GENERAL NOTES 

Normal Flight of a Black Duck after Healing of Wing Fractures——On 
December 5, 1942, while Kenneth H. Doan and I were in a blind on South Bass 

Island, Lake Erie, Ottawa County, Ohio, a Black Duck (Anas rubripes) alighted 
among our decoys, after first circling them in the wary Black Duck fashion. Its 

flight appeared normal in every respect. Upon retrieving this duck I noticed that its 

left wing was decidedly shorter than the right. Dissection revealed that the left ¥ 

humerus had at some time been fractured near the elbow, and in healing, the two 

segments of the bone had fused at an angle. Thus the humerus was shortened; the 

proximal segment pierced the skin and protruded at least a quarter of an inch. 

(Figure 1.) The hollow center of the bone thus exposed had been completely 
blocked with minute bone fragments, behind which was normal-appearing marrow. 
The edges of the skin around the exposed tip were entirely healed. At the point of 
fusion, where the bone was greatly enlarged, there was an arched projection of 

bone with a hollow center between it and the fracture. An old shot-gun pellet, pre- 

sumably the one that broke the humerus, was embedded in the muscle beside the 

point of fracture. 
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Figure 1. Healed bones of Black Duck wing. 

H=humerus; HF =humerus fracture; UF—=ulna fracture; P—=arched 

projection of bone; dotted line = skin. 

At some time, possibly when the humerus was broken, the ulna had also been 

fractured, obliquely, near the middle. This fracture had healed, leaving the bone 
normal in length, although somewhat enlarged at the point of fusion. The muscles 
and tendons surrounding the humerus and ulna were apparently in excellent condi- 

tion, but were, of course, distorted because of the abnormal angle of the elbow 
joint. The fused portions of humerus and ulna appeared to be as strong as the re- 

maining sections of these bones. The duck itself, although not fat, appeared to be 
in good physical condition. It seems remarkable that so mutilated a wing could ‘ 
function so well that there was no noticeable “limping” in the bird’s flight —Mm- 
ton B. Trautman, F. T. Stone Laboratory, Ohio State University, Put-in-Bay, 

Ohio.
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EFFECT OF WINTER WEATHER ON THE FEEDING HABITS OF 
PHEASANTS IN SOUTHERN MICHIGAN 

Winter weather, especially storms, is con- _ available in the field. 
sidered dangerous to ring-necked pheasants Ice three-fourths of an inch thick restricts 
and prevents them from obtaining food. the kinds of foods available; ragweed, nor- 
Snow that is 6 to 15 inches in depth, with mally a most important food, then is un- 
moderate temperatures of 15 to 30°F. or available. In the instance just cited the same 
lower, may restrict their normal activities for pheasants pecked at ragweed, but were not 

‘i a few days, but no serious effects were ob- able to break the ice. When food, however, 
served in a study by the writer in southern was on the ground, ice did not seem to be 
Michigan during 1929-1933. much of a barrier. Frost grape (Vitis vul- 

The normal daily range of the birds is re- pina), nightshade (Solanum Dulcamara). 
stricted, but some feeding occurs; of 193 sumac (Rhus spp.), rose (Rosa spp.) or other 
pheasants observed 110 (57%) made at- fruits hanging on vines, were emergency 
tempts to feed, while 83 were entirely inac- foods during such times. Vines growing on 
tive. More fed on grass than on any other fences, shrubs or brush usually are covered 
item during periods of heavy snow. Snow a__ with ice on only one side, so that much of the 
foot in depth covers the waste grainand fruit is readily available. Wild grapes along 
many weeds, but at many sheltered spotsin fence rows are often the only food available 
marshes or along steep ditch banks pheasants during sleet storms. In one case a flock of 
can get grass. nine pheasants discovered and fed exclu- 

A sleet storm which covers all vegetation sively upon frost grape throughout a severe 
with ice is not a real hazard to feeding unless _ sleet storm. a 
the coating is an inch or more in thickness, or An indirect effect of sleet storms and wet | te 
unless it is followed by heavy snow. Pheas- snow upon feeding is the “balling up” of | ~ ink 
ants can dig out food covered with ice with slush and ice on the tails of pheasants, when | ee 
their strong bills. During a sleet storm in the birds fly with difficulty. The tail feather | are 
March 1933, they pecked through nearly an of one cock pheasant was embedded in a ball | 

inch of ice to eatleorn on the cob that was of ice weighing 165 grams. The birds then ) 

343
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may be so weighted with ice that flying is lus is satisfied, they seek sheltered places to 
impossible, and walking or searching for spend much of the day. Temperature does, 

food becomes difficult. however, seem to have a pronounced effect on 
With strong winds of 25 to 35 miles per mobility. The birds prefer to stand in pro- 

hour, the pheasants tend to remain under tected fence rows of shrubs or herbaceous 

cover or to the lee of fence rows, brush piles, growth rather than walk about and expose 
or down trees. When feeding in stubble fields themselves, 

under such conditions they crouch close to Rainstorms do not keep pheasants under 
the ground, where such winds are not felt as | cover unless the showers are very heavy. On 

strongly as at greater heights. When a 25- rainy days in the spring, with temperatures 

mile wind is blowing 8 feet above the ground, _ of 35 to 60°F. they act normally, feed at their 

it may be 3 to 8 miles less per hour at the accustomed times, and stand in open places 
height of a pheasant. to dry off. During hard showers all activity 

Temperature does not appear to affect the ceases, they take shelter under shrubs and 
normal feeding behavior. Observations on trees, and normal feeding is postponed until 

3,832 pheasants indicated that it is impos- the heaviest rain is past. During one heavy 
sible to predict what percentage of them will rainstorm which began at sunrise, all activi- 

feed at any given hour at a particular tem- ties were suspended for three hours, but im- 
perature. No extremely low temperatures mediately the heaviest rain was over, six 

were experienced during 1932-1933; pheas- flocks were feeding in clover and stubble 
ants fed in stubble fields at —10°F. less than fields —Paut D. Daxn, U.S Fish and Wild- 

an hour after sunrise. Once the hunger stimu- _ life Service, Columbia, Missouri.



: File accident folder ~~ 

Ed Schneiders and Elmer Culver on April 30, 1938, while driving north 

on Highway 12 south of Eau Claire, Wisconsin during a rainstorm, saw 

; 40 bluebills killed by alighting on the blacktop ighway, which they had ; 

mistaken for a body of water. This was after dark, and the ducks could 4 

be seen alighting by the headlight. 

Aldo Leopold 

July 19, 1943
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Observation of the Dead Bodies of Birds 

Hanging by the Clenched Feet from an Hlectric : 

Power Line | 

On Wednesday, July 28, 1943, at about 11:30 A. M, the bodies of two ; 

birds were obsered hanging, head downward, from the lower one of two electric ? 

wires of a local power line. After first seeing the bodies, we drove about one | 

fourth mile and turned around to return to the spot and make a closer examination. 

The location was about 200 yards east of the point at which County Highway 5 . 

crosses the Rubicon River in the south east ouarter of the south eags quarter | 

of Sec, 13, R15 ET 11 N, in Oak Grove township, about 3 miles east of Juneau aud: 

2 miles south of Horicon. 

The bodies were hanging near the lowest point of the are formed by 

the wires between two poles and were about 20 feet from the ground. The wires 

were about 100 feet from the road, and Mr. Muckenhirn walked under the wires 

and for a tas feet to each side. The sky was overcast and the light rather 

dull. No other bodies were found on the ground under the wire, 

The larger of the two birds was a starling, hanging with its wings 

about half opened, The other bird, which appeared to be a female red winged 

blackbird had its wings fully closed just as though it were perching upside 

down. The feathers of both birds were faded and dull, o the identification 

of the blackbird was not absolutely positive. Both birds were hanging by both 

feet and the feet were placed about an inch al as they normally would be 

in perching. The rough surface of the wire, which was ef 9 braided type, might 

have been partly responsible for the manner in which the birds' feet Held the 

bodies in place. 

R, J. Muckenhirn and Raymond S. Brown 

“i



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MAP AGH wiscone (hy 

DEPARTMENT OF SOILS August ie 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Dept. Game Management, 
Old Econ. Ent. House, 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

| Enclosed is a statement by Mr. R. S,. Brown 
and myself regarding the facts of the observation of 
birds being suspended from an electric power line, I 
have asked Mr. Brown to check the location and to try 
to get a black and white photograph if the bodies are 
still on the wire. I attempted to take a Kodachrome 
picture at the time but doubt that it will be success- 
ful, due to the light conditions at the time, 

I hope to review the reference you have 
kindly sent me and I would especially like to talk 
with Mr, Brown again regarding his information as 
obtained from engineering sources, 

Sincerely yours, 

R } Muckenhirn, 
RJIM:MJS Asst, Prof, of Soils



September 24, 1943 
Accident foléer) 

Extract from: ; 4 

: Hickie, Paul F, Michigan Moose. Mich, Dept. of Conservation, f 
1943, 25 pp. bulletin. (filed in Moose box) : 

Kearse writes: “Skeletal remains of 24 moose were found. Four 

animals had been mired, four had been killed by man judging from 

imife marks on the bone and other evidence and two had probebly aa 

been drowned. Eleven specimens showed evidence that the animals o 

' had died from disease,'! " 

De 1s : 

"Of those found dead, two had died before Jamary as a result of i 

accidents (drowning and falling over a cliff) and were in good flesh 

but the other three were emaciated.
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
MEMORANDUM 

Nov. 9, 1943 

FROM: BH. K, Sampson, Conservation Agent District 42 

TO: R, Worthington, Supervisor Southwest District ec Roberts 

SUBJECT: Disposition of geese killed by storm in Stone County Nov. 6th, 

I have completed a careful investigation of the disposition 
of geese above mentioned, Indications are that the newspaper 
publicity given this incident is considerably exagerated. 

I found that the majority of the geese were loaded in a 

pick-up truck by Mr, Tom Ladd, who lives at Spolane Mo, Mr, 
Ladd and a group of men were working in a field near where the 
geese dropped and were the first to arrive at the scene, Soon 
after they arrived other people of the vicinity arrived and 
apparently everyone was able to come out with a goose or two. 
Mr, Ladd who is the deputy sheriff mentioned in the newspaper 
account of the incident took about 85 geese to Galena and gave 
a number of them away there. Then he started to Springfield 
with the remainder, He was able to furnish a list of approximately 
50 people whom he had given geese. They were distributed two 
and three per person to people in the vicinity of Spokane, Nixa 

and Springfield, He kept 3 geese for his own use. I am convinced 
that Mr, Ladd did not sell any of the birds and that he did not 
keep more than he should, 

While I was making my investigation in Galena Supervisor Chapman 
and Curtis Allin came in and we completed the investigation 
together, They also seemed convinced that Mr, Ladd was in good 
faith regarding the disposition of the geese, although he had 
technically violated the law by possessing more than 6 geese. 
Mr, Allin has a list of the people whom Mr, Ladd gave geese. 
As well as we were able to determine the geese consisted of 
blue and snow geese, Indications are that between 125 and 150 
geese were killed. I have reports of geese having been found as 
far as & miles from the original scene. 

No legal action is contemplated against Mr, Ladd unless further 

investigation uncovers evidence not now in our possession.
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Geese killed by lightning. 
Missouri 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
201 Federal Building 

Jefferson City, Missouri, 

November 12, 1943 

Regional Director 
Fish and Wildlife Service 

Minneapolis, Minn, 

Dear Mr, Maurek: 

There is enclosed a clipping from the News & Leader, Springfield, Mo, 
of November 7, 1943, The clipping is in error in some respects as we have complete 

ed an investigation of the incident. 

On Monday morning November 8, 1943 District Supervisor of State Agents 
Chapman, State Agent Sampson and I proceeded tc Galena, Missouri securing infor~ 

mation on the above. We first contacted Justice of the Peace, Dave Williams who 

was supposed to have taken the license number of the truck, which he lost. He 
gave us little help. We then contacted Herbert Ladd, who lives on his brothers 
farm where the geese fell. He advised us that his brother picked up most of the 

geese. We then contacted his brother Tom Ladd, who lives at Spokane, Missouri. 

Mr, Tom Ladd releted the following story: “At approximately 3:30 PM. 
Saturday afternoon, November 5, 1943 he with several men were shucking corn for 

him while an electrical storm was in progress. He informed his men that they had 

better leave the field, At this time he observed four large bunches of wild 
geese in V formation bucking the wind at about 500 foot elevation, when all at 

once the geese began to mill about and start falling from the sky, landing in a 

small ravine just above where they were working, He and his men went to the 

spot and started picking up dead and maimed geese placing them in his brothers 

pickup truck. In a short time other people began to arrive and picked up other 

geese scattered over the hill sides, Most of the geese were dead, but some had 

their wings torn off and others were in a stunned condition, The geese which he 

loaded in the pi¢kup were taken to where his car had been left and there trans- 
ferred to it. Not knowing what to do with the geese he started giving them away. 

The following is a list of the people to whom he gave geese and the 

mumber of birds: 

Name Address No. of Birds, Name Address No, Birds, 

Mrs. Mathis Galena, Mo, y S.Billingsly Spokane, Mo. ~ 1 
Mrs. Stratton " " 2 B, , n . a 
Mr, Williams. J. P, " . 5 H, Hilton " " 1 
Mr, Souttie * * 2 Mrs, Thomas . 8 1 
D, Barnhart . . 2 J, Wilheit * ” a 

R, . . . a. Mrs, Rhonk , u x 
Mr, Wilhite , 4 1 Mr. Pollock , ® 1 

W. Tatum * . 1 J. Glossip " ° 2



Page 2 

Name Address No, Birds. Name Address No. Birds, 

C. Pryor. Spokane, Mo. 1 F, Kentling Highlandville, Mo. z 
F, Lewis . # 1 Mr, Campbell " ” a 
D, Hammon " * i T, White & Son, " . 2 
EB, Blelyen ® . 1 W. Kissee Reed Springs, " 3 
C, Meyers Nixa . 1 G, Eskridge Springfield, Mo. 3 
F. Goddard " " 2 V. Anderson " " 3 
J, Smith ” * 1 J. Brooks 7 " 2 
¥F, Butler " a 1 Mrs, Smith ® « 1 
P, Barber " a 1 Mrs. Motz , * a 
P, Ourry " 9 x T, Watkins, & Son * . 3 
G. Glenn " ® 1 J. Jefferies * : i 
F, Watkins " “ a J, Gibson * ® 2 
H, Walters " " 1 C, Burkson . # 2 
S. Balleau Springfield Mo, 2 D. Skelton o * 1 
F, Balleau « * 2 J, Brashears ” " 2 
Tom Ladd Spokane - 2 A. Reeves ' * 2 

J. M, Shipman * 5 y 
Total. 7 

Mr, Ladd is a farmer and Deputy Sheriff, of Christian County, Missouri and 
lives at Spokane, Missouri, His story was given to us in a true and accurate 
manner we believe. The geese were Blue and Snow geese and not Canada geese. From 
all information we could secure there were between 125 and 150 firds killed, 
Others may have dropped some distances away from the main bunch, The topography 
here about is very rough and not too thickly settled. We informed Mr. Ladd that 
he should have notified the State Conservation Commission before he attempted 
to move the geese, however we checked a number of the people to whom geese 
were given and found them correct, The job of distribution was a very good one, 

i We do not know if there could or should be any legal action taken, It 
just seems to be an unfortunate situation, the like of which we have not heard 

of before, 

Do you have any records of that many birds being killed at one time by 
lightning? 

Very truly yours, 

Curtis S, Allin 
U.S. Game Management Agent. 

ect Chicago 
Mr, Chapman 
Mr, Sampson 

My, Roberts,
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And Galena Reaps a Harvest 

LIGHTNING STRIKES DOWN BIG FLOCK OF WILD GEESE 

(Special Dispateh to The News and leader) 

GALENA, Mo,, Nov, 6, —» A lightning bolt that collided with a southbound flock 
of wild geese near here today settled the problem of what to serve for Sunday dinner 
for nearly 100 Galena families. 

The bolt knocked an estimated 250 geese into a brushy area of Mrs. W. D. Mathes! 
ranch near here and resulted in a rush for the game by ration-point conscious onlookers, 

J. FL Williams, manager of the telephone exchange, described it this way: 

"A number of persons were gathered downtown watching an electrical storm and 
the flock of geese +» there must have been 300 of them -— when suddenly a bolt 
seemed to hit in the midst of them and they began dropping like bombs," 

The Mathes ranch is about three-fourths of a mile southeast of the Galena public 
Square and My, Williams said that in just a jiffy there were 50 or 75 cars lining the 
lane near the brushy area, 

One man in a pickup, who described himself as a deputy sheriff from Rolla, beat 
the others to the spot and loaded about 100 geese in his truck according to Justice 
of the Peace Dave Williams. The judge advised the man that heshould turn the geese 
over to an institution and the man promised he would take them to Springfield and 
donate them to O'Reilly Hospital. Four hours after the geese came down the man and 
his pickup truck were unreported at O'Reilly. 

"The judge got his license number, but it has been mislaid in the excitement," 
said Mr, Williams, 

Judge Williams collected 5 geese himself, others got two or three, A late 
arrival, Jake Boyd, manager of the general merchandise store, met his 9-year-old 
son, Charles, coming out of the bush with a fet Canadian honker on his shoulder,



SPRINGFIELD GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

we SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI | 

In Replying, Please refer to f 
; File No. 25-12 , 

Subject: Personal 

November 16, 1943 

Mr. Robie 5. Kempton, i 
Kimball Building, 
18 Tremont Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 

Dear Sir: 

Mrs. Mathes has asked the writer, a son-in-law, to reply to your 

letter of November 8th. ob 

The story sbout the geese may be slightly exeggerated as to numbers. 

However, the incident did occur. ‘ 

Galena is located on the banks of a omall river flowing thru the Ozark 

hills. In the late afternoon a flock of about 300 geese were flying over 

the tom in a much disturbed formation on account of a violent storm, which 

appeared quite suddenly. There were low-hanging dense clouds, with heavy 

rainfall and considerable lightning. Immediately after a bolt of lightning, 

about 225 geese fell near the town in « rather small area. The geese were 

not burned, but a number had considerable feathers stripped from them, and 

one that I know of seemed to have every bone in its body broken. The follow- 

ing day several dead geese were found eight or nine miles from this location. | 

Many tall stories can c ome out of such an incident, and I canno* offer 

any logical theory that would serve ag an explanation, Natives who have 

lived in these Ozark hills for many years do not recall a similar incident. 

Thanking you for your interesting letter, I am 

Very truly yours, — 

/a/ % 8 Willever 

BOSTON POST - 1943 

RAINING WILD GBESE 

Galena,Mo., Nov. 7 (AP) = Mrs. W. D. Mathes looked out 
of the window and noticed it wes raining wild geese. 

Galena residents collected almost 300 of the birds 
which evidently had collided with a lightning flash.
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wy as STATE OF MISSOURI 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

‘TELEPHONE 874 

November 17, 1943 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 

you University Farm Place . 

Madison (6), Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: . 

In response to your letter of November 8th, requesting further information 

about the report of geese killed by lightning, I am glad to enclose a copy 

of a report from our Conservation Agent in Stone County where the incident 

occurred and from Ourtis S. Allin, U. S. Game Management Agent, who happened 

to be in the vicinity at the time, There is also enclosed a copy of the 

most complete newspaper article which we have received, 

It appears that a number of geese were actually killed while in flight 

during an electrical storm. This is certainly unusual, and 1 hope that 

the information will be sufficient for your purposes. At least it is 

all we have at this time. If there is any further informetion you would 

like to have, I suggest that you write directly to Curtis 8, Allin, Post 

Office Building, Jefferson City, orto Conservation Agent E, K, Sampson, 

Box 427, Cassville, Missouri. 

With kindest regards, I am 
Very truly yours, 

; : CONSERVATION COMMISSION oe 

I, T, BODE, DIRECTOR he 
\ iy 

By: ee ©. See 
Arthur L, Clark, Chief 

Division of Fish, Game and Forests 

ALC:NO 

ENC. 

ce 3 Roberts 
Allin 

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 1S SUPPORTED ENTIRELY FROM FEES FROM PERMITS ISSUED FOR USE OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES.



ROBIE &. KEMPTON 
Counseller At Law 

Telephone LaFsyette 2457 Kimball Bldg., 18 Tremont St. 
Boston, November 27, 1943 

Arthur L. Clark, Commissioner 
Save Conservation Commission 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Re: Geese ~ Thunderstona 

Dear Sir: 

Recently I sent Mra. Mathes of Galena, your State, 2 clipping from the "Boston 
Post" relative to lightning hitting geese, and Mr. I. S. Willever, her son-in-law, 

was good enough to write me on Novenber léth, 1943 @ fine account of the affair. 

Tt intrigued me so that I sent it to our Commissioner, H. 5. duliont, at Boston, 
and I received a reply from him this morning. 

pyre thy dened ce fang er anor Magne ya mlb garner whup Aigo 
up by the dam at on the Merrimack River, and when I reported it to the 
Commission they advised it was their first information on a salmon for twenty years. 
Essex 5. Abbott of Haverhill, Massachusetts, 2 lawyer friend of mine, recalls that 
‘when he was a boy apprenticeship articles contained a clause not to feed boys 
galmon more than twice a week. I think you will get the thought. | 

How meny birds beside the wild pigeon and those big birds that last were heard 
of at Nantucket Island have become extinct that you know of in your lifetime? 

I am enclosing Brother Willever's letter to me and also Brother duliont's letter 
to me, thinking that you might like to make copies for your files, or at least read 
them over before you return them to me. You will note thet Mr. dulfont suggested 
thet you might have the answer to these lightning killed geese. 

I saw many geese in Manitoba in 1904 when I worked there harvesting, and 300 
ere re ene eee ss What ie your explanation of the electricity run- 

ning parallel to the ground in order to knock off these geese who of course were 
ee tine at ae cae The matter is so unusual that I just hed to 

drop you a and ask you about it. 

Will you kindly return my originel letters for my file. 

Yours very truly 

Roble E. Kempton 

REK :BP 
Enos.
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( December 1, 1943 

r. Robie EB, Kempton 
ball Bldg. 
fremont Street 
ston, Massachusetts ‘ 

Mr, Kempton: — 

is will acknowledge receipt of your letter of November 27th, regarding 

reported killing of geese by lightning near Selena in the southwestern 

ark region of Missouri. 

We appreciate your interest in the matter and have taken the liberty of 

making copies of the letters from Director duMont ani Mr, Willever, We 
are returning the originals herewith, 

am gle@ to enclose copies of official reporte which we have received 

ing thie unusual incident, There appears to be no question regarding 

A regent Ser may reports and it appears that the number of geese 

lled as reported is not greatly exaggerated. 

We are unable to offer any explanation of the phenomenon, We have heard 

that planes end dirigibles in flight have been struck and injured by 

lichtning, as suggested by Mr. duMont, but we have not heard of any 
explanation of thet phenomenon offered by the U. S, Army or Navy. 

‘ Very truly yours, 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
I, 2, BODR, DIRECTOR 

By: 
Arthur lL, Clark, Chief 

Division of Fish, Game ané Forests 

ALG; NO 
ee déuilont : 

Aylvard
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Aldo Leopold 

pe ig ee Wisconsin 

yw 

iw 4ok University Farm Place 
4 ee yer November 22, 1943 
A ye 

oF 
Dr. Sam Chase 
905 University Avenue 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Sam: 

I will appreciate it if you will scribble down 
at the foot of this letter a brief description 
of the md hen-snapping turtle incident. I would 
like to have this for my collection of accidental 
and other queer deaths in wildlife. Be sure to 
specify when and where. 

Yours as ever, 

Gado _ 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE : 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF VETERINARY SCIENCE November a2 1943 

G en 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Old Feonomic Entomology Bldg. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

In answer to your request you will find below a brief 

paragraph of the incident: \ 

A male mallard was found dead near the edge of a small 

marsh in Lee County, Iowa, March 30, 1939. Examination of the 

bird revealed about 30sticktights or boot jacks (Bidens sp.) 
which had entered the glands of the proventriculus (glandular 

stomach). The proventriculus was punctured in 12 places; death 

) was produced by peritonitis. The Bidens sp. seeds involved 

were rather large, being about 3/4 inch long. Those which had 

punctured the glend, all had one thorn broken or torn off. uf 

many birds examined near this area, this mallard was the only 

one found which had suffered from Bidens sp. 

Very truly yours, 

Cs. Li eyes) 

Banner Bill Morgan v 
BBM: EC Parasitologist
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accident folder 
July 28, 1944 

Dragon-fly impaled on sandbur. 

A dragon-fly already dead was found a on a sandbur at the Butzen 
farm in Columbia County on July 28, 1944. 

AL.
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DEATH TRAP 

Sirs: 

In a frontal attack this unfortunate In the second picture, taken from inside 

robin dive-bombed into a screen and met the house, you can see how a large part of 

death at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Al- the bird’s beak became firmly implanted. 

bert Blyth of East St. Louis. The first H. E, VOGT 
picture shows bird hanging from screen. St. Louis, Mo. 
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: ; accidents folder 
j : ruffed grouse folder 

Bretz, George D.. 1944 

Extract from "Notes from the field" on a ruffed grouse chick 
accident. Pa, Game News, XV(6):17. (Sept. 194) 

"I looked through the underbrush and saw the chick fluttering. 
Hurrying to the spot I found the youngster dangling by its leg from 
the twig of a sweet fern aboit a foot from the ground. In releasing 

the bird I found it had really become fast and in all probability 
would have died." j
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Photo courtesy of Grand Rapids Press 

No deer hunter accounted for this big buck. 
Hunting rabbits in the woods of Baraga County 
in the upper Michigan peninsula shortly before 
the deer season opened. Ed. and James Monette 
of Houghton found the deer, dead of exhaustion 
and cold. He had locked his head between the 
two saplings and died after a hopeless struggle 
to free himself.
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BUCK SAVED 

A live buck deer held to a dead buck by interlocked antlers was 

released from his burden by shooting away one of the antlers. The 

problem was found and solved in Oneida county by conservation wardens, 

The dead deer had been nartly eaten by wild cats. 
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To Trap Beaver matter will receive the attention of the of wartime rationing. Unfortunately, how- 
: ei F Committee on Regulations Relating to ever, these writings have left much to the 

For THE first time since pioneer Migratory Birds at their meeting to draft imagination of anyone who might be in- 
days, trappers in the southern section regulations for the 1944 season. terested in attempting such a project. 

of Michigan’s lower peninsula will be Congressman Simpson has subsequently | How large should the fishpond be? What 
permitted to trap beaver when the con- — jntroduced the following bill in the United species are most productive? How many 
servation commission opens the season States House of Representatives: should be stocked? What is the correct 
on nature’s master dam builder from That notwithstanding the provisions of — method of fertilizing a pond to insure a 
March 15 to March 31. The take will be any regulations adopted by the Secretary maximum crop of fish? Where may fry 
limited to eight pelts per trapper. of the Interior, approved and proclaimed and fingerlings be obtained? 

In ordering an open beaver trapping 
season for southern’ Michigan, the com- OOOO 

mission followed recommendations of its LEN : a i 3 nes 
game division which claimed that in many x | - = Se o BOCA i <3 
far south counties the paddle-tails were = =4) (| fg os ae a 
increasing to the point where they were foe a Ae Bc Ne A a ee 
becoming a nuisance and doing consid- haat . Ja Se eae a 
erable damage to farm properties. es Bt) _ Vs ee, 2 bee! oS i *. ce 

Thi ois ee ie fone ae ee hE! OS bey aber : = z While the game division also recom- ‘ A Ms Oy a ef) - bel he me La aay 
mended a continuation of the open season id Pal am ys, ee A co Lia <e cane 
in the upper peninsula, the commission Ay | q He ’ oie ce " ‘ee ess | yi 
voted to close the season for 1944 on the rahi i - eo | 4 (ne EIS 
basis of protests from sportsmen who | aed Wile ae LN a AL (8 
claimed that beaver have migrated from 2a Be 1 a ree wd ‘ : — i. 
many streams during recent years be- a UB _ iar | - cee Bre 
cause of low water. With complete pro- i pay ae) V 1 <a ~~ S| 
tection it is hoped they will once again r f Pe A AryL. AS i} te 
return to the colder streams emptying Page Po J ae ie Pp 
into Lake Superior, thereby improving ale ‘ke ye ite: SS Le 
the fishing. Soe id wend 4 : ieee. - | Res | 

Live Decoys lee Me. a= a oe “ws 

PORTSMEN are divided on the ad- ">> “ay % £ = Oe _ se 
visability of relaxing Federal migra- 3° “\ | fo &.. Se 7 is | id _ 

tory bird shooting regulations which pro- Je qe fh My ge —“;. | ee 
hibit the use of live decoys. The con- . = ies 6 oe rate = “es — 
troversy is a hot one, with plenty to be |X y —R “i 55 = 8 ee ; |, is eo 

said on both sides. YAU tite i 
That such restrictions were necessary FR eo Se ae ae ee 

at the time they were imposed i por Ae ede  . = > ‘a ne 

quite generally accepted, a few die-hards a A oe . yh 
to the contrary. And since 1935, when ao ON x“ 1 we ue “ 
live decoys were first put on the pro- : 
hibited list, many wildfowlers have dis- Death-locked Deer 
covered that they can enjoy just as good 
shooting over blocks as they once did Instances of buck deer locking horns during a jousting match for the affections of 
with the live “Susies”’—and are relieved the doe of their choice are not uncommon. Such battles usually end in death to both 
of the trouble and expense of maintaining contestants, the vanquished suffering a broken neck, the victor succumbing to 
a flock of live birds. starvation or the attacks of predators because of his inability to disengage himself 

For others, however, duck shooting from his fallen foe. The fight pictured above had a slightly different ending, how- 
lost its savor when their live callers were ever. When Theodore Luedke of Prentice, Wisconsin, came on the scene one of 
taken away. To them, the use of live the deer was very much alive although his dead adversary had evidently been pro- 
decoys was just as important as the per- viding a free meal for some predator, possibly a wildcat, as evidenced by the sizable 
formance of a good bird dog is to the chunks gnawed from its haunches. After repeated attempts to pry the locked antlers 
upland gunner. It is also their contention apart, Luedke finally shot a horn from the dead deer, releasing the uninjured buck. 
that live decoys are more in line with 
present-day conservation concepts for 
they permit a shooter to lure birds well hy the President, by virtue of and pur- Because it answers all these questions, 
within gunshot and consequently there — sjant to the authority contained in section and many more besides, rural and subur- 
are fewer cripples; while ever blocks, 3 of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, ban sportsmen for whom a_pondfish 
suspicious birds must be “taken” at ex- approved July 3, 1918, as amended project is practical, will find the Depart- 
treme ranges or not at all, and asa result (U. S. C., 1940 ed., title 16, sec. 704), ment of Agriculture’s recently published 
many are only crippled to die a lingering and Reorganisation Plan Numbered II booklet, “Techniques of Fishpond Man- 
death or fall prey to some predatory spe- (53 Stat. 1431), any person or persons in agement,” of more than passing interest. 
cies looking for an easy meal. The live de-  @ duck-shooting blind may use live de- Containing as it does specific instruc- 
coy partisans maintain that if the daily bag — coys in the taking of ducks, but not more _ tions for stocking, fertilizing and improv- 
limit is strictly observed, the most effec- than six such decoys shall be used at ing aquatic environment of ponds from 
tive method of filling that limit, with the one time in connection with such blind. one-quarter acre to 70 acres in size, this 
fewest number of shots, is real conserva- Probably no decision on the live decoy booklet will appeal to individual land 
tion in these days of wartime food ra- question will be reached until late in the owners as well as sportsman’s clubs and 
tioning and ammunition shortages. summer, which leaves plenty of time for municipal organizations interested in im- 

Staunch campaigner for the return of the individual duck shooter to express proving fishing conditions in their local 
live decoys is Congressman Sid Simpson his own views on the matter and register waters. 
of Illinois. An enthusiastic wildfowler his wishes with his own congressman. If you own or have access to a pond 
who has hunted the Illinois bottom lands which you feel could be developed as a 
for over thirty years, Simpson put the Fish Ponds pondfish producer, or if you wish to 
pressure on Secretary of the Interior create such a pond either by damming or 
Harold Ickes to have the restrictions E HAVE read a great deal lately excavation, we recommend that you write 
repealed for the 1943 season. The ban regarding the theory and desir- to the Department of Agriculture, Wash- 
was not lifted, but Mr. Ickes has assured ability of raising pondfish in order to ington, D. C., for a copy of this publica- 
the representative from Illinois that the supplement our food supply in these days tion. 
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Vebruary 17, 1944 

Mise Eleanor King 
National Audubon Society 
1006 Fifth Avenue 
Hew York 28, New York 

Dear Miss Kang: 

Stanton G. Ernst,on p. 53 of Audubon Magazine 
for Jan.-Feb. 1944, states that birds are sometimes 
blinied by teaching a cold fence wire with their 
eyese 

I am making a collection of wildlife accidents, 
and will some day publish on them. I don't know 
where to write Mr. Ernst. Will you forward this 
to him? I'd like very mch to know what evidence 
he has that this actually happens. If he has 
evidence, I'd like to quote him. Such an extraordinary 
accident would have to be supported by evidence to 
be credited. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. In my opinion Audubon Magazine should also 
have evidence of a new claim of this sort. 
It may be all right, but it is certainly 
new, and of course very interesting.



Bit dost CG oO Pp y . fete ace dint 

Stanton G. Ernst 12168540 
25th Treining Group 
Squadron C - U.S.A.A.F. 
Jefferson Barracks 23, Missouri 

March 5, 1944 

Dear Miss King: 

My wife has forwarded me the communication from 
Dr. Leopold, and also my records relative to the subject 
of bird blindness caused by eye contact with cold metal 
fencing. I trust you will forward a copy of this letter 
to Dr. Leopold when convenient; I should like very much to 
write him myself, but am at present undergoing intensive 
overseas training and find it impossible for me to allot 
much time to communication. As soon as I can, I should 
like to write Dr. Leopold further regarding this matter. 

My report relative to two incidents of blindness 
in cock pheasants caused by contact with the lower strand 
of a line fence (smooth wire) was made while serving as 
Research Assistant to Relph T. King at the Roosevelt Wild- 
life Station, New York State College of Forestry. The 
notes I made on January 26, 1942 and February 6, 1942 are 
too lengthy to completely copy in this letter, but I will 
abstract them, and include the essentials of my observations. 

"Both cock pheasants suffered injury and at least 
partial blindness after contact with a single strand of a 
line fence running through a ground feeding station near 
Euclid, N. Y. (10 miles from Syracuse, N. Y¥.) The observa- 
tions were made on both dates at a distance of about 50 
feet through 8X binoculars. Both birds were collected and 
the eyes examined in my laboratory. : 

"As far as I can trace both these cases, they were 
both caused when the moist eye came in contact with the cold 
metal while the birds were cleaning their bills by rubbing 
them back and forth over the wire strand. The birds had 
been feeding on whole corn and a prepared mash, which had 
apparently fouled their bills until it had annoyed them. 
Both birds must have suffered to some degree, for after 
jumping away after contact, they walked around for several 
minutes shaking their heads and ruffling their head and neck 
feathers. It was this abnormal behavior that caused me to 
collect both specimens for examination.



"It xs my opinion that it is very unlikely that 

such injury is common. It seems to me that reflex muscle 

and nerve coordination would protect the eye in almost every 

casé by causing the lid to cover the delicate eye tissue 

while the bird was engaged in any mechanical action involv- 

ing the head and eye region. Examination of the right eyes of 

each of the birds showed, however, that the eyeball tissue head 

suffered, and was actually torn microscopically. Naked-eye 

examination showed a slight streak of what is best described 

as a "whitish blurr streak" running across the convex outer 

tissue of the eye proper. Had I not seen both birds flutter 

away from the fence and then shake their heads as if in pain - 

I might never have collected them with any thought of eye 

injury examination. In both cases, enough major tissue was 

destroyed to satisfy me that the birds suffered some degree of 

partial or totel blindness in the affected eyes." 

Hope this proves of some interest to Dr. Leopold and 

invite him to write me at the above address. 

Sincerely, 

Stanton Ernst
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March 15, 1g 

Mr. Stanton G. Ernst 12168540 
25th Training Group 
Squadvon C = U.S.A.A.F. 
Jefferson Barracks 23, Missouri ' 

Dear Mr. Erast: 

I am very glad indeed that you sent me the account of ‘ 
the pheasant aceldent. This is one of the most 
extracrdinary accidents that I have ever haanlabout, 
but I’am convineed that you did not over-state the case. 
Of course, I am further assured when you say that Ralph 
King drew the same conclusion. 

I think you will understand why I was skeptical in the | 
absence of corroborative detail. 

While I know that you are propably teo busy to do it i 
now, I urge you to publish this as a note. Some day 

I am compiling @ paper on accidents and would like to 
quote you. 

I am sending a copy of this to Miss King. 

Yours siacerely, 

Aldo Leopold | 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

iy
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Locked Antlers 
Conservation Warden Harley T. Mec-_ portions. The tracks in the snow indicated 

Keague reports: that the desire of the live buck was only to 

“While patrolling the Willow Lake area get away. 
during the past doe season I contacted a “On examination it was found that the 
party of hunters that told an interesting eight point buck would live if released. 
story of two buck deer with locked antlers. This was accomplished by shooting off one 
They were found by Mr. Waino Salmi of antler of the dead 10 point buck. Two shots 
Prentice while hunting in the town of Little at close range were necessary to remove 
Rice, Oneida county. Other members of the the heavy antler. The live buck was re- 
party were. Dorothy Rosenlof, Walter leased without damage. He staggered away 
Rosenlof, Ted Luedke, A. L. Bany, Walter a few paces, then turned to look at his 
Luedke and Albert Luedke, all of Prentice. benefactors as if to thank them, then made 

“Tracking snow was excellent and the his way into a nearby swamp to rest and 
picture story was easy to read. The bucks think over the dividends derived from 
were both large deer, one carried a heavy fighting.” 
set of antlers with 10 points. The other’s eee aes 
antlers were nearly as large with eight 
points. Evidence of a terrible fight was Squirrels 
registered in the snow and on the nearby 
trees and brush. The eight point buck was The Michigan Conservation Department 
still alive and in good condition, but the 10 says it is getting complaints from people 
pointer was caught under the chin with the who contend-that squirrels are eating the 
tip of the eight pointer’s left antler, the bark from some of the trees, 

right antler firmly locked with the 10 Squirrels have been found to tear the 
pointer’s left. Caught in this position the bark from trees in Wisconsin to get at the 
10 pointer apparently died a few hours seeds song birds have placed behind it. The 
after they were locked together. removal of tree bark by squirrels often hap- 

“Prowling wildeats on finding the dead pens in the neighborhood of city bird feed- 
deer proceeded to eat part of the hind quar- ing shelves where the birds find an abund- 
ters, taking several good sized wildcat ance of seeds for storage. 
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es The State of Wisconsin 
Oats, Oh CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT jo 

Ne Anes ee 
ee Madison ee 

(Zone 2) 
April ZO. 1944 FILE REFERENCE: 

yard " 
Prof. Aldo Leopold f 
424 University Farm Pl. ~ av Oe 

Madison, Wisconsin e onl 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

; Some time ago you requested me to provide you with 

information on the mortality of fish at state hatcheries 

due to lightning. 

Attached is a copy of a letter just received from 

Mr. Paigé Nichols, foreman of the state fish hatchery at 

Wild Rose. Mr. Nichols describes the mortality of fish 

which occurred on August 14, 1941, as the result of lightning. 

Should you reouire further detailed information on this incident 

we will be glad to check into it further. 

No other fish hatcheries have reported a similar incident. 

Many hatcheries have had lightning strike in the vicinity of 

their rearing ponds but no fish mortality hes resulted. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

pf a7 
G i Ait 

aes Creer, 
G. E. Sprecher ‘ 
Asst. Supt. of Fisheries 

GES; VT 
Attach, :
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State Fish Hatchery 
Wild Rose, Wis. 

April 22,1944 

My. G. BE. Sprecher 
Asst. Supt. of Fisheries 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to the loss of fish by lightning at 
the Wild Rose Hetchery. 

Aug. 14, 1941 

According to my records: During a bad storm the lightning 
struck a tree about 4 Ft. from the bank of a pond of adult 
brown trout killing 71 trout. These trout were all found in 
@ radius of about 30 ft. of where the lightning went into 
the ground at the foot of the tree. The lightning struck with 
such force that it loosened the ground all around the tree for 
about 4 ft. also cracked the stone wall of the pond, 

I think thet the concussion may of killed the fish rather 

than the electric shock. 

; - (s) Paige Nichols 

Foreman Wild Rose Hatchery 

COPIED: VT 
4-25=44 ;
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Sheppard, R. W. 1936 i 

The blue and lesser snow goose at Niagra Falls. Auk 53:204-207, 1936. 

"Estimated flock 6f 10,000, Oct. 26 to 31, 1935, resting on water above 
the falls. This ribbon of birds would ride the current to the edge 
of the rapids where they would leap into the air, fly back half a mile 
or more to join the tail end of the column and repeat the performance in 
an endless round. The birds made no attempt to rise until they met the 
first white-capped wave of rapids. The biggest mortality occurred during 
the night when they were confused by the mast and glare of the searchlights 
and failed to rise in time. 200 or more dead blues were fished out of the 
water below the falls. Before this year Blues and Snows were the rarest 
of stragglers in the Niagra district." (yf 

Nina L. Elder



op The State of Misconsiv 
Graal ae} 
eon CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

UiSseey Madison 2, Wisconsin 
ee June 17, 1944 

Honorable Aldo Leopold 
Conservation Commissioner 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing three deer pictures sent in by 
A. J. Uphoff, supervising warden at West Bend. 

The pictures were taken in Oconto County near 
Mountain, Mr. Uphoff stated, "It was the most 
perfect tieup in a barbed wire fence I have ever 
seen. The deer was dead when found." 

Joe Alexander told me you were making a col- 
lection of wildlife accident photographs so I 
though you may be interested in having them in your 
files. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
J. H. H. Alexander 
Supt. of Information & Education 

by A 1 Duthewe 

W, T. Calhoun 

WTC: zpn 
Enc, 

‘ This deer was found by A. J. Uphoff, Supervising warden, 
near Mountain in Oconto County. ‘The date is unknown. 
One front and one hind leg were tourniqueted between 

two strands of the wire. (A.L.)
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Thousands Of Ducks Perish 

. ° . 
Mistaking Field For Lake 

Over 5,000 bluebills or lesser scaup 
ducks were killed at Clair, Saskatchewan, 
early last winter in one of the wierdest 
incidents of the freak 1944 waterfowl mi- 
gration, according to the Canadian press. 
Don Knox, a farmer, furnished the fol- - 
lowing eye-witness details: 

During a week of dense fog, stubble fields 
around Clair became coated with dense hoar 
frost. On the evening of the duck disaster, 
Knox decided to burn an old straw stack. 

Next morning Knox was amazed to find 
hundreds of dead and dying ducks in_his 
stubble fields. Some not seriously injured 
were unable to rise from the heavily-frosted 
stubble unless tossed into the air by sympa- 
thetic farmers attracted to the scene. 

Explaining causes of the disaster, Knox 
reported that the night was very foggy and 
the migrants apparently lost their way. See- 

: ing the reflection of flames from the burning 
straw stack on the frosted stubble, the ducks 
probably mistook the glistening field for 
water and alighted at their usual speed, : 

Instead of finding water, the ducks hit 
the frozen ground at speeds of 40-miles 

\ an hour and upwards, with tragic results.
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TRAGEDY pen 

Sirs: 5 
Hard times must indeed be upon us port, Pa. Above, anest was in the making, 

all when even robins decide to end it all. Perhaps the difficulties of wartime living 
For that is what the robin, whose pic- were too much for Mrs. Robin. 
ture I am enclosing, seems to have done. Eta N TT ocd 
He was found, strangled in a string noose, 
swinging from atree branch near Williams- Williamsport, Pa. 
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While turkey hunting in Clinton County last 
year Earl L. Berger observed the above horns 
wedged in a tree about 414 feet from the 
ground. Underneath were the bones and de- 
composed carcass of the animal, or were they 
of the same animal? At any rate something 
happened to the careass of the big buck that 
wedged its antlers so tightly in the fork of 
the tree. 

Fenn GomeNads 

eI): Sie Bee Wass
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Pangburn, Clifford 1945 f 

Extraordinary fatality to a blue-winged teal. Auk, 62(1):142.(Jan. 1945) 

"On March 12, 1944, while looking at water birds on a small pond south of 
San Antonio, Texas, I noticed a duck hanging from the telephone wires 
along the highway. Examination showed that the bird, a female blue-winged 
teal (Anas discors), had evidently flown through the wires at high speed 
with its beak open. The open beak had scooped in two wires, and the vehocity 
had been sufficient to split the corners of the teal's mouth open and 
drive the wires back to the base of the skull. The fictim was left 
hanging from the two wires which were forced into its skull." y 

x \
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move them are thin and soft. At one these beetles are the hated white its eggs thereon, for its two purplish, 

point, however, the Nighthawk’s anat- grubs, one of the worst pests of agri- mottled eggs are laid upon bare earth, 

omy is fully developed—its stomach ‘culture. They feed upon the roots of or on a rock, or a graveled roof. It 

is huge for so small a bird, fully grass and other cultivated plants, ruin does not molest poultry nor the nests 

equaling, or perhaps exceeding, in ca- lawns, and are often the cause of fail- of other birds. Indeed, where may we 

pacity that of the Pigeon, whose body _ ure in cropping. look to find a bird whose direct con- 

is twice as big. It is right here that tact with man and his works is so 

the Nighthawk’s usefulness appears. Bugs and Beetles Eaten slight, yet is so constanly in his pres- 
This enormous stomach must be kept Other well-known pests destroyed ence and industriously serving his in- 

filled to supply motive power for the by the Nighthawk are the potato-  terests? 

long wings which are kept in motion beetle, cucumber-beetle, chestnut, rice, When we consider that this bird 

so many hours. To facilitiate this clover-leaf and cotton-boll weevils, renders so signal a service to man, 

work nature has given the bird an _ bill-bugs, : bark-beetles, squash-bugs, and asks nothing and takes nothing in 

enormous mouth, which is really more and moths of the cotton-worm. Sev- return, it seems as if it should have 

like that of a frog than of a bird, eral species of mosquitoes, including every protection that can be afforded. 

has short bristles, and is merely tip- Anopheles, the transmitter of malaria» In some parts of the country the 

ped with the minute beak. are eaten. Nighthawk is not only killed for food, 

DactructoaieeeAnte The grain-destroying bugs of the but it is used as a target for gun- 
; : chinch-bug family were found in con- practice on the wing, under the im- 

ue yee ea oe eae ee siderable numbers, and also the trou- Pression that it is a worthless crea- 

Bying, and 0 ere ne bid that blesome leaf-hoppers. Many stomachs ture. How erroneous this is we have 
when food is plenty it stuffs its stom- oe nearly filled with soft-bodied already shown. When we consider 
ach almost to bursting. To ascertain 1). omerids and caddis-flies; and, alto- that during many hours of the eve- 
the character of the food taken, more gether, more than 600 species of in- ning, and often all day, these birds 

than three hundred stomachs have ots have been identified from the sweep the air with their dragnets of 
been examined by the United States stomachs already examined. mouths, we do not wonder at the enor- 

Biological Survey, with interesting re- mous number of insects from whose 

sults. Flying ants constituted a con- ’ Admirable Qualities harm or annoyance they relieve us. 

se ae oe ee ee Nae From these glimpses of the Night- In view of these facts, the practice 

Ve gacuds ined REG EA BOO! hawk’s food habits, it must be evident of killing this bird, whether for food 

es : "that it is one of our most useful or for sport, should wholly stop. It is 

While ants may sometimes be use- hirds. Not only does it do a great a practice which, at best, affords poor 
ful to us, they are, for the most part, amount of positive good by the de- returns, and which entails an almost 

‘SRR oy ae and harmful insects; and it struction of enormous numbers of in- incalculable injury upon farmers and 
is evident that they would be much sects, but it is to be commended for gardeners, and results in much need- 

more numerous than they are were its negative qualities, in that it not less suffering to the birds. 
not their ranks so severely thinned only does not destroy any of the 4 _ pe 

by the attacks of the Nighthawks. farmer’s crops, but does not even visit Classification and Distribution 
Moreover, these ants are killed at the them or use them for nesting-sites. The Ene pelonee See 

i u “ i Ys x acrochires, e uborder imulgi, wi acca ars nega em Fay Sie 
ps garden; and in the jars. its scientific name is Chordeiles vir- 

their kind, so that the death of every orchard it only perches upon the ginianus virginianus. It is found in sum- 
female means a loss of hundreds, or branch of an apple-tree. It does not ae eu pouhert cea acne @ 

. . ie northern part 0: e Gui ates, ani perans of thousand tothe nent fer’ even ank a lade of gras with whi foun Attne Cat wanwar tthe : & to build its nest, for it makes no nest. plains, Four subspecies, slightly varying 

rank next to, or even with, the Wood- It do inj i in size and markings, are recognized by 
peckers, the acknowledged ant-eaters rnithologists. These are Western Night- 

among northern birds, and thus be- awk (C .v. henryi); Florida Nighthawk 

come rivals of the Flickers. Be saree, ae ae 
Grasshoppers are another important C. v. hesperis). 

article of the Nighthawk’s diet. One co ae 

SO oe ee = ¥u This and other Educational Leaflets are 
of them, probably the refuse of sev- eer bs Na ee oh) lor sale, at 5 cents each, by the National 
eral meals, as the jaws of the insects i SB ae ae Say . sociation of Audubon Societies, 1775 
were the principal remains. Another ty eg Ps tte oe as Broadway, New York City. Lists given on 

stomach contained 38, another 22, and a Sheahan SL request. Printed in U.S.A. 
still another, 19; these last were most- 94) BP ee Ses 
ly entire, and served to show how eee ea ve faa Bass 

much the stomach of a Nighthawk Bere re 5 iia sug ay A scientific search is being made 
might hold. aN eS 4 for an ancient sea that once may have 

May-beetles, or June-bugs (Lachno- connected the Caribbean with the Pa- 

sterna), were found in several stom- PHEASANT SUICIDE ... Many sirns_ cific through what is now Colombia; 
: ARE KILLED EVERY YEAR IN FREAK ACCIDENTS. =. . zs 

achs—one held the remains of 34, an- THe PHEASANT PICTURED HEREWITH HUNG its existence would have kept land ani- 

other 23, and a third 17. The larve of —"'MSELF ON A BARBED Wine FENCE SouTH OF mals in the two continents separated. 

NortH DAkoTA OUTDOORS FOR FEBRUARY, 1945 [9] 
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A. W. SCHORGER ves 

“MADISON 5, WISCONSIN. a 
Feb. 16, 1945. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold qe 

424 University Farm Place : 

Madison 5, Wis. 
Subject: Bird Accidents. 

Dear Aldo: 

I found the following entry in my journal for Oct. 14, 

1928: "I found the remains of a warbler that had been caught 

| by alighting on a burdock. It looked like an Orange-crowned, 

juv." 

A. L. Kumlien. Unusual accidents to birds. Field and 

Forest 2, No. 6 (Dec., 1876) 106. 

Since this publication is not available here, I will 

give the gist of the note. 

He shot a Nighthawk, the esophagus of which had been 

oe punctured by a peetle’ before the latter died. Some of the 

remains adhered, 

He had a specimen of a Passenger Pigeon carrying a 

9 well-worn beech twig, nine inches long, in its thigh. 

Very truly yours, 

ple, :



STATE OF WISCONSIN a¢ 
Xx 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT of 
FILE REFERENCE: 

May, 16, 1945 

Accident data 

Deer accident near Toy Lake, Vilas County. 

Oh Mareh 23rd while cruising the Circle Lily deer yard in Vilas Co. 
I observed a deer in an inlet of Toy Lake. The inlet was about 5 ft. widé 

i at that time located on the south-east side of the lake, Sect. 32 T43N ROE 
Vilas Co. Only the head was above the water level and upon examining deer 
found it to be a mature doe with its back frozen to the bank of the inlet. 
After partly loosing the doe and raising the same, another head raised to 
the top of water. This second deer could not be seen before partly loosing 
the mature doe, found it to be a doe fawn. Which was also frozen:to the bank. 
They evidently became mired here as there was no other reason for their death. 

Because of not being able to get the deer loose from the bank I returned 
on the 40th of March and examined same. 

Mature Doe 

Bone Marrow---- normai ‘ 
Liver --- O. Ke 
Nose Bots -- none 
Stomach -- Was small -- containdd cedar and balsam. 

Fetus =-- Three -- 2 doe fetus & 1 buck fetus. 
which measured 9%" from tip off nose to base of 
tail. There was no noticeable difference in | 
size of the fetus's, 

| 
Doe Fawn | 

Bone Marrow --- firm with red veins 
Liver oO. Ky 
Nose bots none 

by | 

uxand, ie. ancl, | 
C eort & Bb Panty J | 

| 
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ua aed <u OF Wisc peices aie 
Radee en Ree ee s® [EEN Qs, LAW RMFORCENENT=cAs dy ROBINBOR 

caesar fy . aes es er 
CONSERVATION ee saz) DEPARTMENT Eee 

MADISON 2 

July 30, 1945 ard 

Professor Aldo Leopold we 
University Farm Place Q as 
College of Agriculture y 
Madison, Wisconsin a 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Knowing as I do of your scientific interest in bird accidents, 
the following observation is submitted with the hope that it may 

add to your records: 

At about 10:00 a.m. on ici a 29, while working in 
my backyard garden (at 2241 Rugby Row) two robins met in the air 
with a dull "thump" killing one bird and crippling the other. 

Details: An adult female robin had been picking up worms 
while I cultivated, and making quick trips across the garage roof 

next door then back to my yard for more worms, On these trips she 

skimmed over the roof just clearing the ridge saddle boards and 
no more. i 

What attracted my attention in this instance was a dull 
"thump" which sounded much like that made with they knuckles on a 

ripe watermelon.- I looked up--fortunately I was facing exactly 

in the direction of the sound--and saw the two birds still in the 
eir, a few loose feathers floating away. The birds fell on my 

side.of the roof, bumped and slid over its edge and fell to the 

ground about 20 feet from where I stood. 

When I reached the spot and,looked over my fence, both birds ) 

were lying on the ground. The adult female suddenly righted her- 

self, however, but acted quite stunned and "blundering"= as she™ 
hopped and fell and hopped away dragging her right wing. But the 

other bird, a young robin, was dead. Its neck was broken’ so! that 
the head hung in distorted position turned rather sharply to the 
left side. j 

By way of summary I point out that robins' and also catbirds 
regularly flew over the garage roof, closely following the slope 

of the roof's quarter-pitch. Conjecture enters only to the 

(over) |
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‘ extent of assuming that the two birds in this instance, invisible Cae ; 
" to each other as they crossed the roof from opposite directions, ph / 
p could not avoid a midair collision. The interval when they could i Se 

have seen each other at the roof's ridge would have been extremely ae 
BS brief. The impact of their meeting was really considerable; this ae 

combined with the upward angle of flight of both birds séems to ee} 
account for the fact that.both birds after colliding hurtled up- ae a 
werd before they fell to the roof. , : To 

| Questions will be welcome if I have not given a clear des- oa 
| 2 cription of this bird accident. : = 

| : “FOR HE DIRECTOR’ «( - 

! : a Cae : 

: Y fs. H. He Alexander 3 
; JHHA: jeh. Supt., Information & Education ae 

iid “ ; Le ae 5 ekg 
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A. W. SCHORGER oy es 

168 NORTH PROSPECT AVENUE ‘oe ( 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

Sept. 30, 1945, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

This morning, along a wooded byroad in the town 

of Roxbury, Dane County, I picked up an adult female 

Ruffed Grouse, red phase, with a broken neck, Weight 

477.5 g.;crop empty. ; 

Whether this resulted from a "crazy flight" or 

a "normal" accident, I cannot say. 

Sincerely, 

| BLL.



Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

All Papers 

] Madison, Wis,----Sixteen people are dead and 36 injured as a 

| result of hunting accidents in Wisconsin this year, the conservation 

department declared today on the basis of incomplete reports re~ 

ceived by the department, The department said that it expected 

the final record to show a smaller casualty list than in any OL 

recent years, 

Five of the 16 dead were killed during the deer season and the 

others were victims of small game hunting, 

The department declared that the record shows that vractically 

all of the accidents resulted from viclation of well-known safety 

rules, shooting at an object without positively identifying it as 

game, pulling guns through fences by the muzzle, earrying loaded 

guns on tractors and in cars, pointing the gun at peeple while 

unloading, and carelessness in carrying firearms. 

In 22 of the 52 recorded accident cases, hunters shot theme 

selves with their own guns. 

ejm : 
12-1245
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Jomuary 22, 1946 

Dr. Leonard Wing 
Dept. of Zoology State College of Washington 

Dear Leonard: 

Thanks very much for sending me the reference te loons with ice on the wings. This is a 

valuable case and I appreciate your thinking of me. 
| 

With peUReNAl SRPEty YoNED An every 

Aldo Leopold 

In He AclHer says Yo, R, rniirtyhagors 
MrLns se Peru cir Boe mule 1B Q Joe < LEP gees eae (0 ge aig Prenat in Werire fay bakele wd 1 fck. Deo hel Ble hipped yy Wego, reek, avd ne! y me ThA 

Jie Ogle | Meuetty hag aur, CER. aaa edie. ste), ee
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RECORD OF ANIMALS KILLED ON HIGHWAYS asc’ 

(See also DIARY OF MISCELLANEOUS EVENTS - 1946, for other records 

Sept. 1 to Nov. 9) 

Reported by John Jedlicka as observed in driving between his residence on 

131st St., west of U.S. 45, to General Headquarters: 
(squirrels, unless otherwise noted, are fox squirrels) 

Sep. 2, 1946 Rabbit; 13lst St. and U.S. 45 

Sep. 4, 1946 Skunk; U.S. 45 north of 107th St. 
Sep. 7, 1946 Cat; U.S. 45 south of Rte.83, at entrance to Winter Sports Center. 

Sep. 9, 1946 Cat; U.S. 45 at 123rd St. 
Sep. 10, 1946 Cat; U.S. 45 at 22nd St. 

Sep. 1l, 1946 Skunk; U.S. 45 and 79th St. 

Sep. 14, 1946 Skunk; U.S. 45 north of 79th St. 
Sep. 15, 1946 Cat; U.S. 45 at 7lst St. 
Sep. 15, 1946 Squirrel; U.S. 45 near 119th St. 
Sep. 17, 1946 Rabbit; U.S. 45 at about 5lst St. 

Sep. 18, 1946 Rabbit; U.S. 45 at about 26th St. (entrance to Vancek's residence) 
Sep. 20, 1946 Skunk; U.S. 45, 200 ft. south of 22nd St. 

Sep. 23, 1946 Rabbit; U.S. 45 and 125th St. (McCord Schoolhouse) 

Sep. 29, 1946 Rabbit; U.S. 45 about 1000 ft. south of 95th St. 
Oct. 1, 1946 Rabbit; U.S. 45 and 123rd St. 

Oct. 2, 1946 Cat; U.S. 45 and 125th st. 
Oct. 5, 1946 Cat; U.S. 45 and 122nd St., opposite riding stable 
Oct. 8, 1946 Rabbit; location not recorded 
Oct. 14, 1946 Squirrel; U.S. 45 and 119th St. 

Oct. 17, 1946 Squirrel; U.S. 45 and 119th St, 
Oct. 19, 1946 Rabbit; U.S. 45 near underpass at Rte. 83 

Oct. 20, 1946 Possum; U.S. 45, 500 ft. north of U.S. 66 
Oct. 24, 1946 Cat; U.S. 45 at 119th St. 
Nove 12, 1946 Skunk; U.S. 45, 200 ft. northwest of 79th St. 
Nov. 14, 1946 Rabbit; U.S. 45, 200 ft. south of 22nd St. 
Nov. 19, 1946 Rabbit; U.S. 45, at 54th St. (Smiley & Mitch Tavern) 

Jan. 9, 1949 Rabbit; Plainfield Rd. and Hast Ave. 

Jan. 10, 1947 Rabbit; Herlem Ave. and 131st St. 
Jan. 20, 1947 Cats U.S. 45 at Mannheim Woods entrance south of 22nd St. 
Jan. 20, 1947 Cat; U.S. 45 on Swellow Cliff hill, north of 119th St, 

Jan. 20, 1947 Cat; U.S. 45 at Archer Ave, ‘ 

Jan. 20, 1947 Cat; Chicago Ave. near lathrop Ave., River Forest ; 

Jan. 25, 1947 Rabbit; U.S. 45 at 119th St. : 

Jan. 25, 1947 Squirrel; U.S. 45 at bridle path crossing 3/4 mi. south of 95th St. ; 

Jan. 26, 1947 Squirrel; U.S. 45 at Archer Ave. 
Jan, 26, 1947 Rabbit; U.S. 45 on viaduct over wlley (at Santa Fe RR.) 
Feb. 4, 1947 Rabbit; U.S. 45 south of Rte. 83, at entrance to Winter Sports Center 
Feb. 10, 1947 Rabbit; U.S. 45 at Rte. 83 
Feb. 10, 1947 Rabbit; U.S. 45 near 55th St. 
Feb. 10, 1947 Rabbit; U.S. 45 at 3list St. 

Feb. 10, 1947 Cat; U.S. 45 on Swallow Cliff hill north of 119th St. 

Feb. 11, 1947 Rabbit; 1000 ft. south of U.S. 66 

Feb. 27, 1947 Rabbit; U.S. 45 at 107th St. 
Mar. 5, 1947 Gray Squirrel; U.S. 45 at 124th st. 

Also recorded by Jedlicka are: a flicker, Dec. 28, at his residence; a goldfinch, 

Jen. 4, at his residence; and a mourning dove, Jen. 7, at his father's residence, 

0.30 mile east on 131st St., one of 3 observed there.



‘Bia 

Reported by Bob Menn: 

Nov. 17, 1946 Rabbit; Des Plaines Ave. south of I.0. RR. 
Nov. 23, 1946 Rabbit; Des Plaines Ave. at curve north of 22nd St. 
Nov. 29, 1946 Rabbit; First Ave. just north of Forest Ave. 
Dec. 2, 1946 Rabbit; U.S. 66 at curve west of 55th St.(line between two quarries) | 
Dec. 10, 1946 Dog; U.S. 45 at Sag Canal bridge 
Jan. 9, 1947 Hen Pheasant; U.S. 45 (east side) north of 67th St., opposite 

site of former farm house 
Jan. 21, 1947 Rabbit; Des Plaines Ave. at entrance to Scottish 01d Peoples! Home 
Jan, 23, 1947 Cat; U.S. 45 south of U.S. 66 at FPD north property line on 

west side ’ 
Mar. 5, 1947 Rabbit; First Ave., just north of CB&Q RR. ; 

Reported by miscellaneous observers: 

Dec, 13, 1946 Red Fox (alive) crossing U.S. 45 at Swallow Cliff hill, headed 
west; stopped on hill and looked back, 
Ray Glahn - observer 

Dec. 18, 1946 Rabbit killed on Chicago Ave. just east of DesPlaines River 
bridge. Dr. Thompson, observer. 

Feb. 28, 1947 2 robins in Cummings Square (FPD Hdq) - draftsmen in Engrg. 
Dept. = observers. 

Jan. 26, 1947 At Morton Arboretum by Miss Esther Craigmile and others: 
14 species of birds, including - 20 pine siskins, 6 purple 
finches, one downy woodpecker, several of juncoes, tree sparrows, 
chickadees and tufted titmouse, and one Bohemian Waxwing (first 
since 1920) with colic from eating frozen berries. 

Jan. 12, 1947 White-tailed deer, a doe, reported by equestrians near trail 
north of 123ra St., about 3/4 mile west of 104th Ave. 

Animals reported dead and other wildlife observations by FPD Rangers: 

Wassenaver (Calumet Division) 
Jan. 27, 1947 Rabbit; Longwood Drive and Hopkins Place, Beverly Hills, Chicago 

Gardiner (Skokie Division 
Jen. 28, 1947 Possum; Lee Road south of Shermer Road 

Mangerich and Bracke (North Branch Division) 
Now.1, 1946 Possum; Indian Road Parking Space east of Central Ave. 
Jan. 9, 1947 Rabbit; 6000 N. Central Ave. 
Jan. 9, 1947 2 Rabbits; Caldwell Ave., north of Devon Ave. 
Jan. 9, 1947 Several dead rabbits in preserves, apparently killed by some 

‘enimal which only sucked the blood (probably a mink) 
Jen. 9, 1947 Large owl (alive) LeBagh Woods (Cicero and Foster Aves.) 
Jan. 9, 1947 Large owl (alive) Forest Glen (Forest Plen Ave., west of Cicero Ave.) 
Also a possum that came to Labagh Woods shelter every night last summer and became 
almost tame. 

Mar. 3, 1947 Three crows "picking on" an owl sitting in small tree along 
Caldwell Ave., north of Oakton St. at 2:30 p.m.
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Mar. 3, 1947 Dead Rabbit; Caldwell Ave. north of Devon Ave. 

Mar. 3, 1947 Dead Rabbit; Central Ave. and Louise Ave. 
Mar. 3, 1947 Dead Rabbit; Cicero Ave. near Forest Glen Ave. 

Callahan (Salt Creek Division 
Feb. 15, 1947 Rabbit; 31st St. near Sunnyside Ave. 

| Feb. 17, 1947 Rabbit; First Ave. jorth of 3lst St. 

Feb. 19, 1947 Squirrel; 22nd St. west of First Ave. 
Feb. 24, 1947 Rabbit; 31st St. just east of First Ave. 

Feb. 25, 1947 Squirrel; 26th St. near Des Plaines River bridge 

Feb. 26, 1947 Rabbit; 22nd St., between First Ave. and Des Plaines River 

Feb. 26, 1947 Rabbit; First Ave. at about 16th Ave. 

Arthur Lloyd, 213 Forest Ave., River Forest (about 10 yrs. old) in Washington 

School, River Forest, reported to me a hen mallard with 7 ducklings 

headed for Thatcher Woods forest preserve (just east of DesPlaines 
River, August 1946. 

Bob Ryder found owl (?) killed on streetcar track at Leke St. and Park Ave., 

River Forest, Feb. 28, 1947. 

Mr. Elliott, of le Grange Park, swears he saw two bald eagles (11227?) along 

Salt Creek, near Wolf Road bridge, in Bemis Woods, Feb.14, 1947, 

at 6330 a.m 

Mr. Elliott also swears he saw 30 to 35 Canada geese at the same location, 

west of Wolf Road, on or about Feb. 1, 1947. This I doubt. 
No one, not even John Jedlicka at McGinnis Slough, has seen any 

yet (March 6) and there has been no weather to bring geese north, 
No ducks have arrived as yet. 

Roberts Mann
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DEPARTMENT oF (fea) s( grew 3] CONSERVATION 
WEB /Z 
Sh ace 

OFFICIAL NEWS BULLETIN 

Special to Michigan Newspapers \ 

— 
5-13-47 | 

MUNISING, May -- The temptation of frozen apples brought 

death to one big buck near here. Conservation Officer Helmer Johnson 

found the deer with his right front foot imprisoned high in the erote: 

of a tree still bearing apples just beyond any deer's topmost reach.
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1 gah’ THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN i 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE ACL 

Madison 6 | 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

: May 9, 1947 

; Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Old Entomology Building | 

Dear Friend Aldo: 

During the month of March I traveled the highways of Wis- 
consin and kept a record of the number of different types of 
bird and animal life which was killed on the highways. These 
observations were made before spring weather was upon us, with 
the number of birds from the south; in fact we seemed to have 
fairly consistent winter weather. I thought you might be in- 
terested in the list as Ifound it in traveling around 1,000 
miles during the month. 

Cotton tails ---- 29 (3 in cities) 
Skunks tones 2 
Squirrels ee eee 2 

Cats omens 2. 

Dogs Ssa= 3 

Rats ees 1 

Pheasant - hen -aa= 2 | 
Guinea Seapets ip 
Starling eee x 
Horned lark eee 7 

Unidentified animals -- 5 | 
Unidentified birds --- 4 

53 | 

Sincerely yours, 

ALU i 
Professor of Agricultural 

PEM SS Economics 

|
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LIGHTNING BOLT 
KILLS HUNDREDS 
OF WILD GEESE 

SAN FRANCISCO, March 
‘9. (P)—A wild goose catas- 
trophe was reported today 
by the State Division of 
Fish and Game, which at- 
tributed the death of 400 to 

‘ 700 birds in Sutter County 
to a single bolt of lightning. 

The dead geese and a few 
ducks were found after a > 
thunderstorm last Feb. 8. 
The Fish and Game Division 
investigated. 

It concluded that @ “large 
mass of assorted birds” was 

_ flying near a ranch when 
_-a bolt of lightning passed 

down through the flock, 
“certainly causing terrific 
heat and concussion and 
thus causing the heavy 
loss.”
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Feathers Beside the Styx. 

By EDGAR A. MEARNS. 

TRANGERS to the Yellowstone National Park are apt to regard the truest 
S statements respecting its wonders as nothing short of startling. Possibly 

their confirmation may cause the pendulum of credulity to swing too far in 
the opposite direction. Certain it is that some of the tales of the Park to which 
credence is generally attached require scientific corroboration, and none more so 
than those which relate to supposed death pens in which animals, large and small, 

perish in numbers. 
When traveling with my wife through the Yellowstone region, fourteen years 

ago, vague accounts reached us of hollows and places filled with deadly gases into 
which all creatures passing must leave hope and life behind. These whisperings, 
later, culminated in the story of the tragic death of “Wahb,’’ the grizzly, from the 
facile pen of Ernest Thompson Seton. On returning to the Park, in April, 1902, I / 
learned that to doubt the existence of a valley or canyon of death, bestrewn with 
the decaying carcasses of bears and other beasts, somewhere in that region, was to 
display hopeless ignorance of fact. Men of high position and undoubted veracity 
had testified, as eye-witnesses, to these things; but Captain Hiram M. Chittenden, 
U.S. A., an engineer officer charged with carrying on extensive improvements 
now in progress in the Yellowstone National Park, tells me that, notwithstanding 
his great familiarity with the topography of the Park, no such place is known to 
him. When such an alleged locality was reached the huge dead beasts had van- 
ished, and no more than a fragment of bone such as might be found anywhere in 
the region was visible. 

‘Though we were unable to set foot on the bank of a veritable River Styx, any
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tourist may conveniently visit the “Stygian Cave,’ at the Mammoth Hot Springs, | 
and find there the bodies of many little birds whose spirit passed away as they 
entered. There are many such spots about the mineral ‘‘formation,” almost two 
miles in extent, around these boiling springs, where Fort Yellowstone is located. 
Mrs. Pitcher, wife of the present Park Superintendent, showed me some of these 
“Stygian” caves, in April, 1902; and, thereafter, I often examined such “bird 

! caves” as I had found, or searched for others. In any hollow capable of holding 
the heavy gas (supposed to be carbon dioxide) fatal to animal life, dead birds were 

! liable to be found, provided that the usual accompaniment of heat and moisture 
(from steam), and sulphurous odors (from emanating gases) were found. Most of 
the dead creatures were birds; but there were, besides, many insects, and a few 
small mammals. Doubtless larger animals may have been killed in some of these 
pockets filled with gas, although the flame of a candle was rarely extinguished be- 
fore it came near the ground. When picking up dead birds I always took the 
precaution to hold my breath. Moisture and a distinct warmth to the ground were | 
always felt. The effect on bird bodies was to cause rapid decay, the flesh quickly 
disappearing, then the bones, and lastly, the feathers. Upon the latter a caustic 
action was observed, the bases of the feathers being eaten away, until, in some in- 
stances, only the tips of the feathers remained and retained the form of the bird, 
at last sinking flat upon the ground and soon leaving no trace. The remains were 
sometimes so indefinite that it was impossible to identify all of the species, or to 
make an exact count. In fact, I made no systematic effort to observe and record 
regularly the effects of these caves on the bird life of the locality, although my 
note books contain some data. 

On first visiting the caves, in April, remains of the magpie, Townsend solitaire, 
pink-sided junco, pine siskin, and Rocky Mountain nuthatch were found. 

May 16, many pink-sided juncos, warbling vireos, and a few Cassin purple 
finches, and one Macgillivray warbler were among the victims, at the few caves | 
then known to me. At the ‘“‘Stygian Cave” proper, in dangerous proximity to the 
deadly gas, a pair of Townsend solitaires were engaged in building a nest in a 
hollow of the rock. On my next visit the nest had been finished, but both of the 
little architects were lying dead at the bottom of the cave, pathetically near each 
other, their outspread wings touching one another. They perhaps descended to | 
gather building materials, or to drink. 

During June and July dead birds were seen whenever the caves were visited. 
; Among them were always some Townsend solitaires, Audubon warblers, and 

Louisiana tanagers. It almost seemed that the Stygian caves possessed some pe- 
culiar attraction for the unfortunate birds; but it is probable that a damp and 
shady nook offered a sufficient allurement, and that curiosity prompted some to 
follow companions that had preceded them. 

August 1, 1902, eleven birds were found dead within the cavern known as the 
“Stygian Cave,’’ as follows: Two pine siskins, four pink-sided juncos, (all young 
of the year, with striped underparts), two warbling vireos, two Louisiana tanagers | 
(adult female and young of the season), and one mountain chickadee. 

During the September migration an unusually large number of birds perished, 
but I have kept no record of them. ‘The largest number were pink-sided juncos. 

October 15, 1902, dead birds were found in twelve caves. In all fifty-eight 
birds and and a mouse (Peromyscus texanus subarcticus J. A. Allen) were counted. 
These were: one Clarke nutcracker, six pine siskins, thirty-five pink-sided jun- 
cos, one green-tailed towhee, one Louisiana tanager, four red-breasted nuthatches, 
four mountain chickadees, three Townsend solitaires, and three western robins.
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Of these, four pink-sided juncos, three red-breasted nuthatches, and two mountain 
chickadees were fresh enough to be skinned, and were preserved as specimens. 
Two days later, the only fresh corpses were a mouse, a grasshopper, and a Rocky 
Mountain creeper, which latter was preserved, having just died. During the en- 
suing week no additional birds were asphyxiated. 

Although unable to estimate the number of birds that perished in the caves 
adjacent to the Mammoth Hot Springs during the past season, I am of the opinion 
that the number reached into the hundreds if not thousands. Birds were found 
dead in about thirty different caves and hollows about the “formation,” between 
Snow Pass and the Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel, near which latter the lowest 
“bird cave’’ was discovered. At the suggestion of Mrs. Charles B. Byrne, who 
visited the Stygian caves in 1902, I requested the Park Superintendent to have 
the most important caves provided with wire screens for the purpose of keeping 
birds from entering them, and this will doubtless be done before another season, 
as the Superintendent and his wife are much interested in the matter. 

Following is a list of the species of birds which I found dead in the “Stygian” 
caves, from April to December, 1902: 

1. Pica pica hudsonica (Sab.). Black-billed Magpie. 
2. Nucifraga columbiana (Wils.). Clarke Nutcracker. 
3. Carpodacus cassini Baird. Cassin Purple Finch. 
4. Spinus pinus (Wils.). Pine Siskin. 
5. Junco mearnsi Ridgw. Pink-sided Junco. 
6. Oreospiza chlorura (Aud.). Green-tailed Towhee. 

7. Piranga ludoviciana (Wils.). Louisiana Tanager. 
8. Vireo gilvus (Vieill.). Warbling Vireo. 
9. Dendroica auduboni (Towns). Audubon Warbler. 

10. Oporornis tolmiei (Townsend). Macgillivray Warbler. 
11. Certhia americana montana (Ridgway). Rocky Mountain Creeper. 
12. Sttta carolinensis nelsoni Mearns. Rocky Mountain Nuthatch. 
13. Sitta canadensis Linn. Red-breasted Nuthatch. 
14. Parus gambeli Ridgway. Mountain Chickadee. 
15. Myadestes townsendii (Aud.). Townsend Solitaire. 
16. Merula migratoria propingua Ridgway. Western Robin.
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; Breeding Habits 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See section on "Courtship Behavior", p. 17, The Instinctive 

Emotional Life of Birds, by Herbert Friedmann, Filed in Ecology Box,



Mallard Swan 
Turkey Breeding & — 

; Pheasant Nesting Habits 

Pxtrect fron dhe Instinctive Buotlonal Lite of Birds by Herbert Friedaann, P, 25, 
(Quoted from Dewar’ 

"Parent birds sometimes kill their young deliberately in a state of nature, 
We have already noticed some cases of auch behavior on the part of the dack, 

"Tt is said of the wild cock turkey, whenever he ‘finds a nest he breaks 
it up, and he never neglects to break the skulls of all the young chicks he comes 
across.' ‘the males of other species of the Phasianidee sometimes behave likewise, 

: "Tt ia well known that the male swan is apt to kill his offspring if these 

are left alone with him on a quell piece of water," 

|



. File LIFES EQUATIONS Se 
NESTING STUDIES 

: EH 

Morse,Margaret Nice, "NESTING SUCCESS DURING TREE SEASONS 

IN SONG SPARROW POPULATIONS" Bird Banding Vol IV No 3. 

(July 1933) pp I19-131 

pl2i Frequency of clutch size by years (4 eges most frecuent) 

; Frequency of size of brood raised 

a No of young raised per nest.(3.2 or 52.4 4) 

I2 aes of oo in 7 Polak investigations,various species 

i 1.2% to 53.3% fledged 

12h Analysis of lossestpredators BELB Soo ao hone oe <2 2 30808 
sterile or addled Plp6......---+- 506 
Cowbird, direct action E/Pf.....6-301 

; parental failure/H[Ph...-cecseeeeSel 
Man, cultivation and robbery f%...3.7 
Parents killed B/ff...ccccccccsee3e3 
Youg starved 0.7% fPtat/HH/A/%..3.6 
TOTAL 58.5 %
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# 
° ® : @ Ellis, J. C. S. (1933). “Size of swallow broods in Yorkshire.” British 

a Birds, 27, 202. 
The average numbers of young in first broods were 4-88 in 1932 and 4-1 in 1933. This decrease 

‘ was confirmed by corresponding figures for second broods, which were 4-25 and 4-0 respectively. 

és. Thomas, J. F. (1933). “Average broods of swallows in Carmarthenshire.” : 

British Brids, 27, 201-2. ‘ 

Gives average numbers of young in a brood for the years 1923 to 1933. The figure for 1933 was 

lower than any of these years except 1928. The lowest was 3-34 ail thé highest 4-11 (1931). 

Gs. Boyd, A.W. (1934). “Swallow broods in Cheshire, 1933.” British Birds, 

27, 232. 

The average number in a brood, based on the large number of 107 broods, was 4:31. The 

average per month showed a constant decrease from 4-44 in June to 4-00 in September. The 

4 average for the year is higher than that of any of the six previous years and it is suggested that 

this was due to high temperatures preventing addling of eggs while the parents were away. 

& . Ticehurst, H. F. (1934). ‘Size of swallow broods in Kent.” British Birds, 

’ 27, 232. 

' Average number in first broods in 1933 was 4-27, in second broods 3:15. ‘



: File Ptarmigan 
Breeding Habits .~ 

See “Interesting Bird Records for Southern Baffin Island" by J. Dewey Soper. 

Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol. XLVITI, No. 3, March, 1934, pp. 41-4, 

\



j Breeding Habits folder 

See “Density of Population and Sterility of the Females in the 

Coccid Lepidosaphes ulmi 1." By Eugen Smirnov and W. Polejaeff. 

Journal of Animal Ecology, Vol. 3, No. 1, May, 1934, pp. 29-0. 

/



Breeding Habits of Moose 

: See section on Mating, p. 21, "The Moose of Isle Royale" by Adolph Murie. 

Misc. Publ, No. 25, University of Michigan Museum of Zoology, July 7, 1934. f 

Filed in Moose Box. ' : 
4



: Breeding Habits 

See "The Status of Cape Cod Terns in 1934" by Oliver L. Austin, 

Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 4, October 1934, p. 165. 

\



Breeding Habits 

See Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 4, October 1934, General Notes, 

"Bird-Banding in the Antarctic" by Fr, Haverschmidt, Utrecht, 

‘Holland, p. 188.



Breeding Habits 

From Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 4, October 1934, p. 199. 

Effects of Drought Upon Breeding are reported by W. Hoesch, who states 
that under these conditions in southwest Africa many species fail to 
Breed at all, others leave the stricken area, a few build nests but do 
not lay, while some birds are unaffected. In the first category are a 
Francolin, Doves, a Turoco, Crowned Lapwing Plover, four species of 
Weaver-birds, and all species of Passer, while in the last are Woodpeckers, 

Goatsuckers, Shrikes, Bulbuls, and Thrushes,



Nesting Habits 
; European species 

‘ From Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 4, October 1934, p. 201. 

Nesting Studies on the Willow Grouse (Lagopus lagopus) .--In this Norwegian 

pamphlet with an English summary records are given on one hundred and twenty- 
five nests found over a period of nine years, By means of banding this species 
has been found to be "extremely stationary," and "the individual birds appear ; 
in the main to oceupy the same tract of land spring after spring." "In all 
cases examined the nest has been fashioned after the first egg: has been laid." 
"In one case where all the eggs of a hen were sterile, the bird contimed sitting 
long after the usual number of days necessary for hatching had passed." 
In 38 per cent of the nests all the eggs hatched, in 25 per cent some hatched, 
while in 37 per cent none hatched. Of 1068 eggs, 687 hatched--64.3 per cent, 
The chief enemy is the Hooded Crow, which destroyed from 16 to 26 per cent of 
the eggs. }



File: Iowa 
Nesting Habits _~ 
Pheasant 

Jan. 2, 1935--Frederick Hamerstrom told me (quoting from memory) that he 
found and mapped 52 pheasant nests on a sample plot of burned marsh consisting 
of 20 acres near Okeboji Lake, Iowa, presumably in 1933 or 1934, ‘This was : 
part of a 100-acre marsh, the rest of which probably had a lesser density, 
The vegetation was bulrush and cane (Phragmites). ‘This density is 2.6 
nests per acre, The vegetation in this marsh was uniform and unmarked by 
islands of willows or clumping of other plants.



Nesting Habits 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See Pamphlet No. 2, I,C,I. Game Researches: "Partridge Coverts, 

Sanctuaries and Nesting Sites." Revised Jamary, 1935. Filed in Hun Box,



ee Breeding & Nesting Habits 

. CROSS-REFERENCE 

: See "Nest Mortality" under "Nesting Success" in Reviews of Recent Literature, 

Bird-Banding, Vol. VI, January 1935, pp. 42-43.



Breeding Habits - 
Rails 

See "The Incubation Period of the Sora Rail" by Lawrence H. Walkinshaw. 

General Notes, Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XLVII, No. 1, March 1935, pp. 79-80.



Cottontail folder 
Breeding Habits folder .— 

GROSS REFERENCE 

"Some Notes on the Cottontail in Ontario" by James L, Baillie, Jr. 

Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol, XLIX, No. 4, April, 1935, pp. 70-71.



Game Breeder & Sportsman 
Breeding Habits 

June, 1935 
Page 158 

Breeding Ages of Game Birds 
Q: I would li 0 w if all 

i 

rey dot 7 oe 

Mongolian ormosan Jersicolor 

Bd Blackneck and other sporting types of | 

yheasants lay hen one yeat ld. 

Reeves, Manchurian, and some others. 
Some varieties, like Silver, Swi : 
Linneated, Nepal, Melanonotus, ete 
may lay when they are a year old, t ut 

Se quail lay when a year old as 

do grouse, if conditions “are rigk 

urtridges also lay when a yea old 

Gi lewlich will tot do so until they 

ferent prob em M ny geese do not 

lay until they are three y ars. Ol | 

he rul Many ducks lay when a 

Ao Nome di the Gheiducks ley ntl 

old, and I know of instances wheré 
they lay when a year old, but this is 

ot common, at least in the North, 

and some peahens do not lay until 

they are three. Swans seldom lay 
ntil they are four or five years old, or 

more, but wild turkeys will lay well 
vhen a year old t merely amounts 

\. i 

i 

\



Coon Wisconsin 
July 16, 1055 

Mrs Be Ge Bolt 
Chief Forester, Soil Conservation Service 

ie Cason, teen Ta Grosse, engin j 

Dear Mr» Holt: 

5 anditien & Wate Dosing © Con Queten 
@n nesting quail and pheasants mide in the Greek Ares this 
springs I have checked with 17 formers on 218 acres of cut hay 
to determine the nest loss during hey mowing; as you will observe 
on the table only three occupied nests wore wmeovered end of 
these ong bird, tho pheasant, returned and hatched the brood, so 
only the two quail nests were lost. All these furmerare repro~ 
sete & De tats cine tnd es Oe ee set 
RS ee ee eae ish a _ tn 

pea cer lore aigein, Peso wanglicndiey ws 
sufficiency of nesting cover ave not being forced to build 
in the hays oer bee 0 Oe Se a eae 
of the past two seasons has created a quantity of deep 
grass usable for nesting covers 

le seek ny ate Seen ane 
the use of the flushing ber has preven so useful in other 
regions 

; Sincerely, 

ASLad



Loss of Game Bird Nests in Hay Fields 
Goon Creek Avea = 1955 4 

ASelLeopold 

eee eeenneneeneeetttia
et tt LAC TCC LL LAE 

Fem Aeres hey cut Dates cub Nests Eggs lost Motes 

Lad Grickson GA elf, & cle June 25-July 9 1 quail 11 Not know if bird returned. Also found 

sf duly 1 two hen pheasants in hey with quarter 

! grown broods~ June 25 

Alvin Lien Skealfe& cle dime Q—ehiy lL ++ ~< = ” ; 

Morris Peterson WA clover July 2 ——< o Quail nest July 9 by crock, 17 eggs; 

deserted when disturbed by boys 

Peter Jothen 10A elfeife dune 26—July 9 «- = - “tilda 
’ @ brood of chicks in grass 

fume K, Neprud ISA alf,cl,tim Jue 25—July 9 1 pheaseutt ~ Hen retuned end brought off brood two 

Alfred Hoff ao dime Qedully 10 « = = ~ = 

_ Elies Skarrud alfalfa dune 20eJuly 10 1 quail 10 Bird deserted. Also one hatched nest of 

dume 23 quail with 12 eggs, Jume 2. Jumped hen 

j ’ pheasant with 8 youg, July 11 

Geos Dingledien 6A alf,cl, tin oe oe i ed ~ - 

* Jalse MeDoneld 158 polgtin dime Wewe - 

Archie unde oo - ee 2. ss - - 

loain men 3 oinakin® ik +a ° e 
Beebe Brose alf,cl,tinm Jue 20-July 15 «=< ~- Killed hen pheasant while mowing 0 acres 

; weeds @long creeks probably had young 

Herman Moilien 10A alf,cl Jume 1SJduly 15 - «<< ~ - 

Linvud Broge 20A alfaite. dime 15eduly 15 << =< ~ - 

Andrew Overson 15A elf, o1 dune 25July 15 «<= -~ ~ 

Lud Hendsickson 20A alfalfa dune 1jJuly 15 <<< ~~ ~ ‘ 

TOTALS 218 acres hay 2 quail ai 3 beoods pheasants found in hay 

1 pheasant o 1 brood quail found in hay 
1 hatched quail nest uncovered 
1 hen pheasaxt returned to mowed-over 
nest and brought off brood 

i 1 pheasant Icilled mowing weeds
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; File: Breeding Habits ~~ 
2 

Swan 

, t 

Excerpt from note in Wilson Bulletin, September, 1935, p. 238, by 

f William Johnston Howard, Petoskey, Mich. p ‘ 

"The Mate Swan is ordinarily supposed not to mate before three 

year of age, but this pair was approximately two years of age at the 

: time of producing young." 

}



(Shed 
Ripe ce 
Habits 

Reprinted from Scrence, March 13, 1936, Vol. 83, No. 2150, page 268. 

LIGHT AND REPRODUCTION IN GAME weighing 313 milligrams, an increase of 1,740 per cent. 

BIRDS?! Grouse: Hatched in spring, 1935. Single female 

Grovuss, quail and pheasants were irradiated in open control gave an ovary weighing 157 milligrams, and an 

air cages for six hours after sunset from December experimental female gave an ovary of 263 milligrams, 

14, 1935, to January 16, 1936, at the Experimental an inerease of 68 per cent. A single male control gave 
Game Farm of the New York State Conservation De- testes weighing 27 milligrams, while an experimental 
partment. A 50-watt Mazda lamp suspended over bird yielded testes weighing 600 milligrams, an 

each experimental cage gave an illumination of 10 increase of 2,080 per cent. Ps 

foot-candles in the center of the floor. Although the number of experimental birds is small, 

Due to the cost of the birds, few could be sacrificed, the great differences between the size of the gonads in 
but the following results showed undoubted effects. control and irradiated pheasants, quail and grouse 

Pheasants: Hatched on August 8, 1935. In five Show that light has a profound stimulating effect upon 

control females weights of ovary varied from 72 to the reproductive organs. Sections of the testes of the 

160 milligrams. In the single experimental animal, irradiated males revealed fully formed sperm associ- 

ovary weighed 176 milligrams, an increase of 31 per ated with enlarged tubules, but not a single sperm or 

cent. over control average. In five male controls, spermatid was seen in the control testes. The females 

weights of testes were from 70 to 164 milligrams. In im all cases did not respond to the ane degree as the 

one experimental bird, the weight of the testes was 702 males. However, hormonic stimulation of the ovaries 
milligrams, an increase of 463 per cent. of the irradiated females was observed by the enor- 

Quail: Hatched in spring, 1935. In three female ™0us inerease in the size of the oviducts. 

controls, ovary weighed 48 to 57 milligrams, with an Lronarp B. Cuark 
average of 52 milligrams. One experimental female Samuet L. Leonarp 

yielded an ovary weighing 210 milligrams, an increase DEPARTMENT or BroLoay, GARDINER BuMP 
of 307 per cent. In three male controls, weights of Union Couuecr, 

testes were from 13 to 23 milligrams with an average AND 

of 18 milligrams. One experimental bird gave testes EXPERIMENTAL GAME FARM, 

1 Research supported in part by assistance of grant-in- Nie cone Saare 
aid of the Society of Sigma Xi and the Rockefeller ConSERVATION DEPARTMENT, 
Foundation. Detar, N. Y.



f Breeding Habits 

Extract from "Nature Protection in the Netherland Indies", Special Publications 
of the American Comittee for International Wild Life Protection No. 8, 1936, p. 43: 

"Meanwhile the rhinoceros disappeared long ago from Krawang. In their 
original habitat in Java, which was restricted to the western and central districts, 
steady hunting during the past century has made them so scarce that their complete 
extermination is seriously feared. This is all the more immediate since one can 
expect, at the most, one young every five or six years."



Breeding Habits “ 
Mallard 

A hen mallard at the Dickson duck pond, University Arboretum, 

had six eggs on Easter Sunday, 1936. A fire burned over the next and 

presumably scorched the eggs. On May 25 after an interval of seven 

weeks, she was still sitting. In order to save the hen the nest was 

destroyed. 

This seems an exceptional case of incubation of spoiled eggs. 

AL.



Symposium on Sandhill Crane 

Kumlien Club, June 15, 1936 

Breeding Age. Prof. Bird says captive cranes, living unconfined 
in Florida and mating with wild birds, did not breed until Uth 

year. 

Red Color. Prof, Bird says no "red" birds were seen by him on 
the Florida range (except, of course, the young), 

Breeding Remants. A, W. Schorger says there is a breeding 
remant somewhere in Washington. Somebody told me there are 
breeders in Nevada, 

Stopping Places, Perkins of Milwaukee Museum says cranes stop 
at Golden Lake, Wade has an unconfirmed report of cranes 
stopping near Clinton, Rock County. 

AL. 

Sandhill Crane folder 
Breeding Habits folder



Breeding Habits 
Game Breeder & Sportsman 

July, 1936 tus 2425; English Blackneck 23; 
Brown Manchurjan 25; Versicolor 23; 

| Germain Peacock 20-21; Siamese | 
} Crested Fireback 22-23. 

| Quail: Valley 22-23 days; Moun- | 
| tain 23-24; Bobwhite 23-24. Mearns, 

| Button Columbian-crested, Bamboo and 
| South American Pin quail we have not 

| hatched here so I cannot tell you about 
| them. 

| Partridge: Chukar 23-24 days; 
| ‘ Hungarian 22-23; Tinamous (three 

varieties including Crested) 23-25. 
Chinese Bamboo and South American 
Partridge | know nothing about. 

Ruffed Grouse 21-23 days. 
| Waterfowl: Wood and Mandarin | 

ducks, both 30 days; Gadwall 26 days; 
Sprig or Pintail 25-26 days. There is 
more variation in the time of incuba- | 
tion for waterfowl eggs than for those 
of upland birds. Length of incubation 
seems to depend a lot on how old the 

eggs are, the treatment they have had 
; from the time they are laid to the 

time they are set, and the amount of 
¥ moisture supplied them while holding | 

eee ee eee ENE {OG settinpeemlihc harmocan eal a 
I cannot tell you about. I believe we 

Mr, Sibley will answer questions are the first to have Formosan Teal 
of general interest mailed to him nest in captivity in this country, but, 
care of this Department. Enclose unfortunately, we did not find the nest 
self-addressed stamped envelope and the mother hatched the ducklings, 

for personal reply. so we have no check on time of incu- 

bation. We still have in good con- : 
Hatching Time Required for dition the Pair which bred last Year, 
WaneueGame git Species and this year will be watching for 

them to nest and will take the eggs 
Q. Will you please tell me how and set under-bantams so that we will 

long it takes to incubate eggs of the he able to know the length of incuba- | 
various species and varieties of pheas- tion for that variety. 

ants, quail, partridge, grouse and sees Seer ee 
ducks? { 

EA. H., California. 
A. The time of hatching varies 

somewhat with altitude, humidity, 
and the age of the eggs before they | - 
are set, stale eggs taking somewhat 

longer than perfectly fresh ones. Also, 
a close sitting hen will hatch eggs in 
less time than a hen which does not 
sit closely, and which may be off the 

nest for long periods. Eggs artificially 

incubated with too much heat will 
hatch in less time than the same eggs 
would hatch under hens, while eggs 
which are kept at too low a tempera- 

ture will be late in hatching. 
I cannot say just what difference in 

hatching time there may be between | 
eggs hatched in your own state of Cali- 
fornia and those hatched up here in 
New England, but my experience is 
confined to hatching eggs in New Eng- 

land and here are the averages of the 
time it takes to hatch the eggs of varie- 
ties you have named: 

Pheasants: Golden 22 days; Silver 
24-25; Amherst 22-23; Ringneck 23; 
Reeves 24; Melanistic Mutant 23; 
Swinhoe 24-25; White 23; Melanono-



Breeding Habits 

College Statim, Texas 

July 6, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Aldo: 

I read and appreciated your excellent review of the : 
porcupine paper in the last number of the Journal of Forestry. You 
hit a number of weak spots in the bulletin - I could point out a few. 
more! One thing that I believe is in my favor, namely, that I have 
taken the ecological point of view rather than the all too limited view 

of some of the ultra-specialists. 

You are familiar with Baker's two papers on black bears 
breeding in captivity, of course. Seton refers to this frequently 
in his work on black bears. <A pair of black bears bred for almost 18 
years producing litters every year but two. In the years succeeding the 
barren one the female had 4 cubs. Of course there is a possibility 
that bears jin captivity are more fecund than in the wild, 

I have read your recent papers with much interest, including 
your review of Connery's "Governmental Problems in Wildlife Conservation" 
and your paper, "Deer and Daverwald in Germany" also your article in 

Bird Lore on Vietinghoff's experiences. Keep up the good work, 

I visited a wooded tract near here where the CCC crew is 
religiously girdling the oaks, elms, sweet gums, and black gums in the 
supposed interest of the loblolly and shortleaf pines. ‘The idea here, 
as elsewhere, seems to be a pure stand of pine with nearly all game feed 

! eliminated, 

; Very sincerely, 

Welter P, Taylor 
Senior Biologist, In Charge 
Texas Cooperative Wildlife 
Service 

Original filed Black Bear folder



File: Breeding & Nesting Habits 

SEMINAR QUESTIONS ON NESTING, 11/2/36 

1. Can one use nests on cutover hayfields for clutch data? (No - no way to tell 
if complete. Rake scatters and may pick up eggs.) 

2. What cutover nests is the farmer likely to see? (Being incubated, especial] 
if hen killed.) Wot to see? (In depressions - not scattered by 7 

3. Is a cutover nest deserted if an egg, on being broken, shows no odor or decom- 
position? (Nearly hatched eges don't develop odor, )or at least are slow to do 
so when "cooked" by hot vay Is any pheasant nest occupied if an egg, on 
being broken, shows fresh? (No, pheasants drop eges in deserted nests). 

4. Is it probable that all mower-killed hens leave evidence of such killing? 

(May have no feathers, and cut-off legs may be overlooked if displaced by rake.) 

5. Can egeshells of the current year look like lest year's shells? (I think so.) 

6. Under what circumstances do crows move egzs to a distance? (Probably only while 

young unfledged.) 
How do they carry an egg? (Probably impaled on upper mandible. Eggs up to quail- 

size may be carried whole.) 
How are eggs fed by crows to their young? (Nobody knows.) 
If you found a crow's nest, where would you look for evidence of eggs being fed? 

(On ground at some i Spot used for alighting, Shells may at times, however, 
be in or near the nest. 
How long after mowing do crows remove evidence of eggs? (At this season crows 
usually eat eses where found, and thus leave shells easier seen than the whole egs.) 

7. Do garter and milk snakes take gamebird egzs? (Don't lmow.) 

&. Do gophers take eggs? What are the earmarks of gopher work? (Don't Imow. A Gri 
gopher has been seen carrying a malla#d ege. Impaled on his teeth? (Eeacatcen) 

9. Do ants or other animals consume eggshells and thus remove traces of broken nests? 
(Anderson says large beetles open whole eges. Hamilton says rodents eat shells.) 

10.Do cats eat eggs? What are the earmarks of cat work? (Don't kmow.) 

11,Under what circumstances may cutover nests be reoccupied? (Instances published by 
Yeatter, Errington, Hawkins.)



ies bing Naluts 

Breeding Age 

p. 103 of Groebbels, Franz. Der Vogel; Bau, Funktion, 
Lebenserscheinung, einpassung. Berlin, 1937. 

Gray goose (exceptionally) 1 yr. 
Starling - most females 1 

most males 2 
Gulls (Larus) 2,3,4 according to species (Dwight) 
Blackgame(Birkhahn) Female 2 Male not known 
Blue goose 2 or 3 "J. D. Soper, Dept. Interior, 

Ottawa, 1930." 
Swan, Accipiter gentilis 2 

European crane. 6 " A. F. Moody, Waterfowl and Game 
Birds in Captivity, London, 1932."
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Rats Ow Ce Pfurniss 

2205 Pirst Av@s, Woot ‘ 
Prince Albert 

; Saskatchewan f 

‘Dear i, Furniss: 

Bane oeasr Any yey Regret $n 
relation to nesting deneities of canvasbacks to 
sise of potholes that you gave in your letter of 
April Ge It seems to me that there may be a 
rather fundamental difference between auch | 

relationships in landenesting @ucks and in ducks 
nesting over the water, although your table 
is suggestives “ 

’ When Bennett and I were doing some preliminary 
talking about the Se. of his cota on 

oe densities gnount of shore line per 
unit. of area and eet net also the data you 
presented in the Hilson Bulletin, it seoned that 
the ducks were showing a preference for "edge 
effects" comparable to that described for upland 
game birde by Stoddard, Leopold and o > She 
main difference being that the ducks reag 
toward water surface as upland game birds did - 
toward cultivated land. f 

The nesting cover of the diving ducks being 
a6 a rule Tels Sun eatin sataie ak ot 4) ae 
of it, one might not necessarily expect the same 
relation to hold, wnlese it happened that the 
rusry growthe, ebce, used would be practically 
restricted to the Vicinity of the shore, Many 
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April 28, 1933 

Mr, Os Cy Purniss 

of the Saskatchewan potholes that I have seen 
did have the cover so distributed, but, on the 
other hand, your larger diving duck. marshes may 
have rushes in solid stands and patches out to 
the center. Ina large, densely eo marsh, 
"edge effects" are found abundant ay La mney 

, places besides near shore, especially in clear- 
ings about muskrat lodges, and such places serve 
as nesting sites for at least the redheads and 

: ruddies with which I am familiar. : i 

| I believe that you may be on the verge of 
| making some important correlations but feel that 

you will have to make distinctions between types 
of breeding habitats as well as water acreage. 
At any rate, you may be assured of my interest 
in what) you may find outs 

There are a few questions on which I hope that 
your studies may contribute some needed information, 
at least ultimately. One relates to the net effect 
of nest losses on the season's reproduction accord= 
ing to the tine when failure occurs, Our Lowa data 
indicate that large numbers of early season clutches 
may be lost without materially interfering with the 
breeding productivity of a population, notably if 
nests are destroyed or deserted before incubation. 
Late séason renesting attempts, however, seem to 
be almost fruitless. I an wandering if some of 
the data arising from various waterfowl investiga- 
tions might not be amenable to analyses of the 
sort we have made from ou pheasant data (Errington 
and Hamerstrom, Journ. Wildlife Management, 1:5< 
20, 1937). 
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April 28, 1938 

Mr. 0. C, Furniss 

Compensatory trends in losses of nests and 
young are also well worth watching for. It 
seems to me that your nest loss coaneed already 
show something of that nature, I don't mean 
that 1t necessarily follows that relief from 
pressure of particular enemies will be completely 
offset by increased pressure f¥om others or from 
inanimate agencies, but some degree of come 
persatory loss appears to be a more general 
phenomenon in the wild than we have been in the 
habit of thinking, 7 

z would be glad to hear from you as your 
studies progress, and if ideas occur to me that : 
might be helpful to you I will pass them’on, We 
have found it very advantageous to work the same 
local areas year after H ieeotg while data so 
gathered seem to accumulate with discouraging 
slowness when thought of in terms of short periods, 
the volume and significance that they may attain 
in time is often surprising. 

Sincerely yours, 

: Paul L. Errington 
Res. Asst. Professor 
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; Crow 
Mallard 
Nesting’ 

(Cara from D. B. Wade, Elkhorn, May 3, 1938) 

"Saw crow carry mallard egg yesterday~-pierced egg with both 

mandibles together, then carried with one mandible (upper) inserted 

with lower acting as actual carrier. Might not have carried egg away 

if I hadn't chanced along."
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NESTING HABITS AND CAUSES 

OF NEST MORTALITY OF THE 

RINGNECK PHEASANT 

by 

: PIERCE E. RANDALL 
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Reprinted with permission of the Pennsylvania Agricultural 

Experiment Station from the December 1939 issue 

Pennsylvania Game News, Vol. 10, No. 9, pp. 6-7,30.



Nesting Habits and Causes of Nest Mortality 
* 

of the Ringneck Pheasant 
. ak 

By Pierce E. Randall 

major problem in the management study 5 V4 cock bird. In view of this unbalanced ratio. 

A of the ringneck pheasant (Phasianus * ‘| between the sexes, the high fertility of the 

colchicus torquatus) in Pennsylvania is the ata a eggs was of paramount interest. This seemed 

determination and evaluation of the causes “A \ to indicate that 6 to 1 was not too great a 

of pheasant mortality. Since the pheasant ons e divergence between the sexes. 

is a ground-nesting bird and its nest is thus [WER Pg _ The nesting season extended from early 
exposed to many hazards, it was recognized a — . “ we oe "I April until late August. The records in- 

that a large mortality of potential birds might eet ii * dicated that the largest number of nests was 
occur during this phase of the pheasant’s life mg | established during late May. It appeared that 
history. In order to determine if such a con- nests established in May had the best chance 
dition did exist, a careful study of the nesting q of hatching successfully. April nests fared 
habits of this species was carried on during ™ rather poorly, although they were more suc- 

the spring and summer of 1939. WIGURGE1 —Tw6 active gbiessant nedte oly 6 cessful than those established after June 15. 

Much of the work in the pheasant manage- inches apart. Of the nests established after June 15, only 

ment study has been conducted on the 1,675- 2 of 28 nests succeeded. 

acre study tract in Lower Macungie Town- the pen pheasant were sometimes found in TABLE 1.—Progressive decline in size of 
ship, Lehigh County. This area is considered the nest, clutches 
typical of much of the first-class pheasant F F = s . 
range. It is situated on some of the finest The number of eggs in a clutch varied from Tae aoe one ae ee 

agricultural land in the Commonwealth. 4 to 23. The average was 108 eggs. The first half of April...... 6 15.0 
Principal crops include, corn, wheat, potatoes, clutches became smaller Ge the Peron. ad- Last half of April ...... 19 14.2 

barley, clover, and alfalfa. One-half of the Vanced (table 1). This indicated the im- Firct half of May ...... 37 11.6 
study tract contains extensive fencerows and Portance of the success of the early clutches, [4.4 naif of May .2..,.°48 9.6 
some waste areas. Be pore Nouns Were brea uces tn hee early First half of June .... 17 9.4 

clutches than in later renesting attempts. Two Mase ialivon dune 8 8.0 

During the course of the present study, factors probably contributed to the progres- Fi hal Pe e 

complete observations were obtained on 310 sive decline in the size of clutches. First, dest elt Of Uy ao. 1 

pheasant nests. Farmers and other coopera- more than one hen often laid in a nest early Total es aa 
tors reported the presence of 35 nests; the in the season when suitable nesting cover Oa yee ace 18h Average 108 
remaining 275 were located by the writer by was scarce. Second, later nests included In early spring the only cover available 
means of direct search. Of the nests studied, many renesting attempts by hens whose first for nesting purposes was from the growth of 
181 were located on the pheasant study area, ests were failures. Renesting attempts the previous year and consisted largely of the 
and the remainder were scattered in other usually contained fewer eggs than did first old stalks of plants. Grasses, sedges, and the 
parts of Lehigh and Northampton Counties. clutches. stalks of lesser ragweed, greater ragweed, 

In this study notes were taken on the num- : ‘ sweet clover, goldenrod, chicory, and aster 
ber of eggs, date of establishment of nests, odie. Maite uae apn ee were often used for nesting cover at this 

date of hatch, number of eggs hatching, in- Ginated that 94.1 percent of the eggs were season of the year. 

fertile eggs, type of cover and nesting ma- fertile. As 4-1 percent of the chicks failed In May the vegetation began to grow 
terial, distance to edge of field or cover type, get out of the shell, 90 percent of the rapidly and soon supplied abundant nesting 
and ultimate success or course of destruction eggs actually hatched. 2 In only one nest Cover. Alfalfa, clover, small grains, pastures, 

of each nest. This paper presents asummary were more than two eggs of a clutch found nd grassy waste areas, all became available 
of the findings of this study. to be infertile. Nest No. 266, in which the for nesting. During April nests had usually 

This research was carried on under the first egg was deposited July 2, was made up been built in fencerows, wasteland, woods, 

supervision of Dr. Logan J. Bennett, Biologist, of two fertile and seven infertile eggs. The evergreen plantations, and along roadsides. 

U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey, and Dr. two good eggs hatched August 5. In May most of the nesting sites were in 
P. F. English, Associate Professor of Zoology, The sex ratio on the study area during the alfalfa, clover, small grains, and wasteland. 

The Pennsylvania State College. The writer esting season was about six hens to each During early May pastures were used, but 
wishes to acknowledge the aid and helpful no nests were established in them after mid- 

suggestions given during the course of this al cia Baas May, probably because of grazing. Hayfields 

study by Mr. William A. Moyer, District gastpe aii ey ty Sts ae f containing alfalfa or clover were the cover 
Game Protector of Lehigh County. Reo. Sh Va eS Oi Ae %. type used most often for nesting; more than 

All the nests under observation were sit- [iamiie@ he nSees Annee >. oneal half of the nests reported in the present study 

uated on or within a few inches of the ground Pes anaVtulegutue #20 MA) Sessa were in this cover type. (See column 1, table 
level. Nests were frequently placed in shal- yt# Saba Uih@ueag, Veh mane! BM) 2) In early July nests were established in 
low depressions—2 or 3 inches deep—that had DN oe) "@7—,% potato fields and, apparently, were often re- 
been scooped out of the earth or in natural [gus Pamsbeyi \ ia per nesting attempts. 

hollows. Nests were lined with dried grasses DL TP Be NN There has been much disagreement in the 
or leaves, stalks of herbaceous plants, fine Pro & pa 2 gti past as to whether or not pheasants tend to 
twigs, or corn husks. A few feathers from (i, | xX bay wae , place «. majority of their nests close to the 

pas eee CAIN as ot | ait ll edges of blocks of cover. Considerable in- 
ee Ro 8 ges vee Pema als Comersare Ry x % Z < * 3 “ formation was secured on this subject during 

oe ee ee cain | Wipers the present study. Briefly, it may be stated 
operating with the U. e fntena er ieee! Pe TY =e ; that when pheasants were not very numer- 

a oe ee: ne Pog a ous most of the nests were near the edges; 
yania Agricultural Experiment Station. Ff : ” but as the pheasant populations increased, 

**Department of Zoology and Entomology t Lis E more of the nests were out in the fields, away 

The Pennsylvania State College. Tie Te hon returned and incubated for 2 weeks, from the peripheries. Other factors affecting



the location of nests included the number of Of the 310 nests under observation in this “ aan ae ) 

cock birds and the availability and location study, 63, or 20.3 percent, were successful eE a Ay Ma Hy, i 

of crowing areas. (table 2). In other words, less than 1 nest Raa \ ate ex or | } 3 

TABLE 2.—Success of nesting attempts in 4 produced young. Nesting studies in wt BS mee =e 4) eed 
a ie enh other regions confirm the high mortality i I | 

ever sty eneeE eure sl Skcesata). among pheasant nests. Only 23.1 percent ofa ff es aK a a 

Roadside ...... 22 2 91 445-nest sample examined by Hamerstrom {| 4 \\ ae ba 

Fencerow ..... 16 4 63 (1936) during a 3-year study in Iowa were f “ i Yi ai es 

Wasteland ..... 35 9 25.7 successful. English (1933) reported that 34.8 a oe ie 2 OF 

Hayfields ...... 182 35 19.2 percent of the nests studied by him in Michi- NOAA OS iq @/\) se Lif 

Small grains... 37 cer 29.7 + gan_hatched. Seer 5 ae fas 

PBRUTE 21.0069 6 3 50.0 oe = Neca ge Eee 4) va 
eibesiean adh oe 1 50.0 TABLE 3.—Success of hayfield nests by A mt or a PATA x 

Plantations .... 4 1 25.0 bday suLenvale Y PQS j", ‘Or 
Dat Total Numb: P t : , ye te 

Grease 8 | 8 00 gc ating motel Semper cece RANT eS all es 
GES 4 June beGiak, cca, 88 3 Ol 

Woods ....-...- L 0 0.0 Tune O10 ace 4 10.5 FIGURE 4.—A well-concealed nest in winter barley. 

Granigbbie ae ° 0.0 Sune 11-15 ...... 20 2 10.0 
Totals ........ 310 63 Average 203 ae aoe REED an ; ee hay was cut early or late in the season. When 

7 Ue Ss sais S alfalfa or clover was harvested in early June, 

During the breeding season cock pheasant June 26-30....... 27 10 37.0 few nests in the hay had had time enough 

selected an area which he defended for him- , to hatch. By late June or early July a much 

self and his hens against the intrusions of all TABLE 4.—Causes of nest failures larger number of nests had hatched. Even 

other male pheasants. Wight (1930) called Percent Percent in July some nests were destroyed 
ape 5 1 yed by mow- 

these territories “crowing areas.” Preferred oy Cee ee ee eee eae pag ing, as the hayfields contained renesting 

crowing areas apparently. included dense Mowingeh sea 128 49.8 39.7 efforts by hens whose first nests were fail- 

Harvesting .... 9 36 29 ures. During the past nesting season a large 

Cutting weeds.. 5 20 16 number of nests located in the hay hatched 

_ : Miscellaneouss anid 12 09 about June 20. Table 3 brings out the 

r ft J te ad “critical” time in hayfield nesting. 
i A a Predators 

a7 a ~2 Crow? eco 16 65 5.2 In evaluating causes of nest destruction, no 

‘ . Poly . a Grackle ....... 2 0.8 0.6 assignment of a nest to a definite category 

= ae al Bluejay ....... 1 0.4 0.3 was made unless the evidence was conclusive. 

S Won base ee i DOB Seat eer icc 2) eo 2.0 1.6 When the cause of destruction was doubtful, 

| Re a a oe 4 Cats calcein: Belt 0.4 0.3 it was listed as unexplained. Losses were 

Ne ¢ ee aa SKUNK i500 5j0:0 29 117, 9.4 always charged to the primary agency. For 

7 f os z nar Weasel o..0.200) 3: 1:2 1.0 example, if crows ate the eggs from a nest 

eZ ee ie Pye Gx Go uesecceeet 0.4 0.3 which had been exposed by mowing, the 

amit = : Nara Squirrel! ...0c.. ol 04 03 failure was charged to the mowing operation. 

Photo by P. F. English. Snake ......... 3 12 10 Man’s activities destroyed more nests than 

IGURE S Senage araleseslut Wen loucapant/atier! 2 te cnt 7) e oe 0.3 all other agencies combined. Forty-five per- 
Hele cus “over iby mewer: RISKS ios 53 4.2 cent of all nests failed as a result of inter- 

Pheasants ference by man (table 4). This was 56.6 

cover of some type such as fencerows, waste- eae Bice oe pe percent of the nesting losses. 

land, or woods. Sometimes crowi i- nee aes 2 oe oo i dA fail f 39.7 t 
or . ing terri Observer 3 12 10 Mowing caused the failure o: .7 percent 

tories were established in alfalfa or wheat-  pPooding Lil oe 4 16 13 of all the nests. On the study area about 8 per 

fields and at a good distance from the edge. nee inred eile 9 36 29 cent of the incubating hens were killed and 

Under these circumstances nests were usually iin ak i 15 percent were injured by the mowing- 

placed far from the borders of the field. Total 247 997 196 machines (see figure 3). Tractor mowers 

Bennett (1938), in his study of: the Blue- Hatched : : ; Ff 63 . 203 killed or maimed many more birds than did 

winged Teal (Querquedula discors), found a vsti as the horse-drawn machines. Flushing we 

that these birds would not tolerate a nesting Grand Total 310 reduced considerably the injuries to hens, 

density in excess of 1 nest to an acre. If such ee aa 222 although the bars now in use on tractor 

a phenomenon existed in pheasants, knowl- Half of the nests found in pastures and ™owers need much improvement. Owing to 

edge of it would be of considerable import- potato fields succeeded, but the samples were _ the high speed at which tractors travel, there 

ance in shaping pheasant management poli- too small to warrant any conclusions. In all is not enough space between the flushing bar 

cies. For this reason, careful notes were cover types in which a sufficient number of and the cutter bar for the incubating bird 

kept on pheasant nesting densities. nests were obtained, the successful nests to have time to leave the nest. To be useful 

The number of nests in an acre varied umbered less than 30 percent of the total 0n present-day tractors, a flushing bar would 

greatly from field to field, but in several nests in the type. Most surprising of all was 
10-to-30-acre alfalfa and clover fields it was the poor showing made by fencerow nests. Jaaga ws spaanenpeanueeEeca a ‘eh ste 
found to be approximately 1 nest to an acre, Fencerows were travel lanes for predators, [gia Ee ae MA ir aa ee 
Smaller fields sometimes sheltered more than 2nd nests situated along them were more apt (gags Py g Pa mi eS 

1 nest to an acre. A 3-acre field of mixeq t0 be discovered and destroyed by egg-eating er Ne eo ‘ Ss eS a 

clover and alfalfa contained 9 nests or 1 nest 2nimals. ragine fae nae pi: ge oe) BS 

to 0.33 acre, The writer believes that the total figures Bos Ce ee oF af sae 

It was difficult to determine how great give too pessimistic a view of hayfield nesting (47a b asm = Br > xe 

a nesting density pheasants would tolerate. 2nd that the nests from the pheasant study 5 eae Se =< a ENE oy vas x 

On June 5, 10 nests were discovered on a tract present a truer picture of the situation. nl a ei Br re Pos 

measured acre in a 30-acre alfalfa field. Two Of the 92 nests observed in the hayfields of BRMUaUZgamr=: Su” 6 ws CS NE, eS 

of these nests were situated side-by-side, the study area, 25, or 27.2 percent, were suc- La Pe feSe ee 

about 6 inches apart (figure 1). The hens cessful. Two of these nests were hatched by Ree. pes be ee Aen 9 

were flushed from the nests at the time of birds that returned to their nests and com- Nes 8S ae . a NE Nid TG 

their discovery. When found, both nests had pleted incubation in the open after exposure ae vA poke . ie ‘3 a a Ae : 

been incubated at least 10 days. On two Of the nests by mowing (figure 2). ESS et) Visas a meag oe 

other occasions nests were observed side-by- The success or failure of hayfield nesting 5 ca : ” 

side, less than a foot apart. attempts depended largely upon whether the FIGURE 5.—Pheasant nest destroyed by skunks, 

za
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have to be placed much farther ahead of the of the destruction of these nests was classi- of all nests were successful. Activities of 
cutter bar. fied as either unexplained or unknown pre- man were responsible for 56.6 percent of the 

f 2 dator. nest failures. At least 11 species of predators 
Eight nests were destroyed by harvesting. were responsible for 30.6 percent of the nest 

One hen returned to incubate her nest in a It might be noted that opossums (Didelphis aijyres. Miscellaneous causes of nest de- 
field of winter barley that had been combined _ virginiana), notorious egg-eaters, were pres- struction accounted for 128 percent of the 
(figure 4). ent in the region where this study was car- jest failures. 

The failure of 76 of the 310 nests under aut iit ie okehie et ai heli agian ‘The clutches became smaller as the season 

ese amass) Calacd | by pie ie tats yee aneil arid alll As they leave solitle'eyidenee | advanced) | Thus, any management practiced 
was 24.5 percent of all the nests, or 30.6 Atiine nest, opossum damage is difficult to favoring the first nesting attempts would 

Bee ee eee identify. It is conceivable that some of the ™ean more birds. If the first mowing opera- 
Among the predators, the skunk (Mephitis nests listed under unexplained or unknown tions could be delayed several days after 

nigra) did the most damage to pheasant nests. predator losses may have been the work of June 20 without injury to the crops, many , 
Twenty-nine nests, or 9.4 percent of all the this animal. more birds would be produced. The develop- 
nests, were broken up by skunks. Skunk . ment of a satisfactory flushing bar for high- 

destruction could usually be identified by the Pheasants themselves sometimes abandon- speed mowing machines would save many 
large hole chewed in the shell, the frayed 4 nests for no apparent reason, although it nesting birds. 

membrane, andthe ogg setered close to WH Supecad that In some cae the sie seta the nest (figure 5). Very often toothmarks 400 0a during. th © this seid Me eke 
were found on the shells. one PEATE wae UCOUTsE IC: meen Bennett, Logan J. 

; Fortunately for the perpetuation of the 1938. The blue-winged teal. Collegiate 
Despite the fact that skunks were known 1:1 sreck pheasant, the female of this species Press, Inc. mee Towalle ace 

to destroy some pheasant nests, the writer will—if her first nest is destroyed—lay a f ‘ s 
believes that they are a decided asset to most second clutch and attempt to hatch it. The English, P. F. 

of our agricultural areas. The general food writer believes that they may even try a 1933. Causes of pheasant mortality in 

habits of this animal run largely to such third time in the event of previous failures Michigan. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis. 
harmful insects as white grubs and grass- Thus, despite the fact that more than direes University of Michigan Library, Ann 
hoppers. Further, many citizens of the Com- quarters of the nests were failures, between Arbor, Michigan. 

ponwestD poe ee ee ce 50 and 60 percent of the hen pheasants event- Hamerstram, F. N., Jr. 
a Mpa ay ensant oud ually succeeded in bringing off broods. The 1936. A study of the nesting habits of the 

y ed the need for any wide- successful second or third attempts, however, ring-necked pheasant in northwest 
Bereed control of these fur-bearers. did not produce so large broods as did suc- Iowa. Iowa State College Jour. of 

At least 11 other predatory species caused cessful first attempts. Science, vol. 10, no. 2, pp. 173-203. 
the failure of 1 or more nests each. These Wight, H. M . 
losses are summarized in table 4. Summary 1930. Pheasant management studies in 

The agencies responsible for the failure of The average number of eggs in a clutch Michigan. Trans. 17th American 
22 nests could not be determined. The cause was 10.8. Twenty and three-tenths percent Game Conference, pp. 220-231. 
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| THE SEX DISPLAYS AND BREEDING TERRITORIES OF BIRDS 

| 
Introduction 

Naturalists have for many years observed the con- 

spicuous antics in which birds engage during the breed- 

} ing season. As a matter of fact, these displays are 

generally engaged in only during the mating season, and 

therefore condiderable speculation has arisen as to the 

part which they play in bird behavior and bird psychol- 

ogy. 

Sex displays in birds are confined typically to 

color displays, dances and other body movements, includ- 

ing rapid and intricate flights, and song performances, 

Whatever the action, it is now generally believed that, 

psychologically speaking, it probably acts as a "releaser" 

in stimulating certain responses in the opposite mate. 

Tyere is some evidence to support the belief that sex 

displays condition the birds for copulation by endocrine 

stimulation. It is well known that whole groups of birds ; 

will begin to show "mass" sex displays under the force 

of stimulation by neighboring birds performing the move- i 

ments. Experiments have shown that once a female bird is 

conditioned for copulation she may receive a male other 

than the one which displayed and conditioned her in the 

first place. She may even accept a crippled bird. On the 

other hand, birds not sufficiently aroused will not attempt 

‘ copulation. Such evidence shows not only the necessity 

for the sex display but also the involuntary response 

after a certain stimulatory point has been reached. |



; ! 

Most of the accounts of sex display have been 

narrative or categorical in nature without regard to : 

ecology. Orly recently has it been realized tat 

psychology plays an important part in the ecology of 

(ie a species and that the sex display is an integral 

part of bird psychology. 

The Literature . 

Reports in the literature are widely scattered. | 

There is very little information about shore birds or ! 

about the hawks. Only recent articles describe accurate- , 

ly breeding territory size and requirements. Whether a | 

species is polygamous or monogamous is often in doubt. | 

In general, most birds, with the exception of the | 

turkeys, pheasants, and prairie chicken, are monogamous. 

i Methods | 

i The source material for this paper includes both 

books and periodicals. The factual material was con- 

densed to make the report as concise as possible. The 

reading list is composed of articles reviewed for this | 

report, and, in general, includes no publishing issued 

pricr to 1910. 

s NOTE ~- A name in parentheses following the species 
discussion refers to the authority consulted and to 
his article in the reading list.



COLYMBIFORMES 

Colymbidae 

Horned Grebe Colymwbus auritus 

Monogamous. This grebe, usually silent outside of the 
breeding season, heralds mating time with a "love song" 
which consists of a series of croaking and chattering 
notes followed by prolonged piercing shrieks. 

Wester n Grebe Aechyophorus occidentalis 

Monogamous. The male and female swim side by side, 
throwing the head back frequently. Secondlyy the water 

glide occurs, in which the birds suddenly stand upright, 
rush along the top of the water for 20 or 30 feet, then | 
drop to their breasts in a graceful glide. Thirdly, the i 
"wedding dance" occurs in which the birds dive and come | 
to the surface with a piece of moss or weed in the bill. | 
Then they instantly face one another, tread water breast | 
to breast until they make three or four circles and final~ 
ly drop down to a normal attitude. (Bent) 

; CICONIIFORMES 

Ardeldae 

Great Blue Heron Ardea herodias 

Monogamous. bBreéding and nesting territory consist of 
only a few square feet in a rookery. 

Black-Crowned Night Heron Nycticorax nycticorax hoactli 

Monogamous. The males recognize the females by their | 
behavior. In the spring, the returning herons select 
Lormer nesting sites and the male guards its nesting 
territory from all other males. Upon the approach of a | 
female however, he begins his courting. Courtship 
activities among these herons are "contagious". The | 
courtship of this species includes three distinct. 
phases, Q) the twig ceremony, (2) the snap-hiss cere- 
mony, (3) the overture and display. In the twig ceremony 
the male stands over a crude nest and ho.ds a stick in its 
bill and loudly snaps its beek on the stick, at the same. 
time moving its head up and down rhythmically. The stick | 
is generally dropped. In the snap-hiss antic, the male 
(prior to securing a mate) takes two or three steps for- 
ward along a branch, halts, arches his back, lowers his 
head until the bili touches his feet, and then while | 
raising one foot, produces a snapping sound in its throat | 
followed by a prolonged hiss. Eight or ten such perfor- 
mances are given per minute for about two minutes. Upon 
the arrival of the female the third phase occurs. The 
male turns his head until one cheek is parallel with the



ground, uttering ot the same time a guttural greeting 
call. The head is then raised, and the feathers of the \ 
crown, neck, and back are raised. The eyeball is then 
protruted until the red iris shows strikingly. The fe- 
male answers in a similar manner and copulation ensues. 

; Observation shows that sometimes the female does not 
respond in this matter and the conclusion is that the mde 
requires no stimulation from the female but that he will | 

‘ attempt copulation if the female merely assumes a sub- 
servient attitude. The tendency of wales to have pinker 
legs than the female is correlated with greater leg display. 

(Noble and Worm) 
Americen Bittern’ Zotaurus Lontiginosus | 

Monogamous. The sex display of this species is largely i 
a color show. The fluffy, white feathers under the wing 
are displayed conspicuously before the female, ! 

ANGERIFORMES 

Anatinae ‘ie 

Black D uck Anas rubripes and Anas rubrives tristes 

Mionogamous. During the breeding season, a group of 15-20 | 
ducks may be seen swimming about nervously. Soon the 
ent ire flock are chasing one nother and diving awkwardly. | 
The drakes may utter short quacks while the females utter ry 
loud croaks. Suddenly a drake flies for 15-20 feet over 
the water with drooping body and legs and plumps down next 
to a duck with a splash. This is repeated until selection | 
is made. (Townsend) 

Baldpate Mareca americana 

The male in courting emits a gentle, whistling note and 
with neck extended and head low, bill side open and wings | 
elevated |ehind, he swims papidly over the water behind t he 
duck. Sometimes the drake even jumps out of the water. 

Mallard Anas platyrhynchos 

The male -wims restlessiy about the female, rising from 
time to time to display his breast. Finaily the female 
begins to bow aiso and turns to face the male until finally 
they are bowing to one another. 

Blue-Winged Teal Querquedula discors 

Monogamous. By the end of March courtship activities ar 
well under way. The male bows and ducks around the female. | 
In this sex display, the paired ducks are usually seen by | 
themselves but there are often two males and one female. | 
The bowing is in unison,at the rate of 31 bows per minute. 
Such activity may take place for hours interrupted only 
by feeding and resting time. Where more than one male is | 
present, one generaliy emerges the Yictor. Courtship 
is most frequent about 10 AM and from 4PM to dark. The



actual copulation occurs in the water and takes only 
10 seconds. According to Bennett, the males require, 

during the laying season, waiting sites such as logs, 

‘ rocks, musKrat houses, etc. There is no definite 

' flocking of the males after or during incubation. (Bennett) 

Wood Duck Aix Sponsa 

i The male swims next to the female whistling in a low 
tone. As a further display, the feathers of the crest 
and head of the male are erected. 

— 
Lesser Scaup Duck Nyroca affinis | 

Monogamous. According to Townsend, the lesser scaup is 
at first seen in groups of 40-75 birds with the males and 
fethales together, the former predominating. The males, 
in théir courtship activities, often jumped clear of the 

| water and entered it again with closed wings, at the sam 
time sending up sheets of water with their feet. Both 
sexes stood up frequently to shake their wings. Copulation 
occurs under water. (Townsend) 

Barrow's Golden Hye Glaucionetta islandica 

| Mon ogamous. The nuptial behavior inciudes two phases, 
rivalry and the actual performance accompanying mating. 

During rivalry, the flock shows much animation, the males 

bobbing the heads up and down. The bobbing is usually 

augmented by elaborate neck puwping. A frequent act on the 
cart of the male is a backward kick which sends out a 
spurt of water behaind the bird. To all these actions the 
female responds with grotesque head and neck movements. 
The only sounds uttered at this time come from the drakes. 
Rivalry may last for hours but usualiy ends at the end of 
an hour with little result. Mating may not follow for 
some time. Prior to copulation, the female fioats lazily, 

ay half-submerged. The nearby male may twitch the water with 
his bill and preen his back featuers. He then rises out 

i of the water, assumes an upright position about a yard 
from the female, and then makes a spurt towrd her. The 
activities of the nuptial period are done with precise 

unifornity and standardization. Townsend adds that the 

drake often displays his brilldant orang-yellow tarsi 
; and feet above the wtaer as he performs. (Sawyer) 

Old-Squaw Clangula hyeuelis i 

Monogamous. After the eggs are deposited by the female 
the males leave and congregate in some feeding grounds. 

ae



Merginae 

Hooded Merganser Lophodytes cucullatus 

‘ Monegamous, Each male acts as an individual in the sex 
display of courtsnip. They perform with hoods up. At 
fi rst they hold the head up, then bend it back slowly 

‘ ubtil the bill almost touches the tail. The head is 
brought slowly forward and when the biil is straight up 
in the air, the nnale gives a low cooing note. The per- 
formance ends with the bird's breast depressed by the 
weight of the head coming forward. The final act is a 
quick spurt or shove thru the water. (Robb) 

American Merganser Hergus americanus | 

Monogamous. Unlike the Hooded Merganser this species 
may put on the courtship ceremony in groups. Four or 
five males ewim energetically back and forth before 
three or four passive females. There is no apparent 
order to the males! actions. Making the most of his 
colored plumage, the male aften rises out of the water 

| to display his salmon-yellow breast. His tail is also 
‘ spread, and from behind presents a white appaerance 

| with a blue border. As in several other species already 
| mentioned there may be considerable water spurting with 
| the feet. During the males! actions the females are 

usually passive. 

| Red-Breasted Merganser Mergus serrator 

Monogamous. The drake stretches his neck to enlarge the 
ring of white. The bili is opened wide and the bird 
teeters as on a pivot. Ali the movements of this display 
are stiffly executed, If a song is uttered it occurs 
when the bill is open. The performance of this species 
may be single or repeated. The female may respond in a 
similar manner. 

FALCONIFORMES 

Ealconidee 

Sparrow Hawk Paleo sparverius 

Monogamous. The birds face one another and slowly bob 
i their heads and tails, the female mainta.ning a contin- 

uous low call. The male sparrow hawk calls only when 
approaching the female, After copulation, the female 
continues to call and to flutter her wings while the male 
rests with drooping wings and his head on his shoulder. 
One observer mentions that after copulation the male 
mounts high in the air, performs with somersaults and 
spirals, descends rapidly and lands on the back of the 
female. The breeding territory of this species is not 
definitely known altho it is assumed from the evidence 
that nests are quite far apart.



Galliformes 

Tetraonidse 

Richardson's Grouse  Dendragapus obscurus richardsont 

Polygamous. In the male of this species there is little 
i change in the neck skin during the breeding season as 

there is in some others. The first position which the 
male assumes in the sex verformanee is a crouching 
position with the tail spread. ne tail may be so far 
extended as to be cocked over the neck feathers, which 
show as a snowy mass. the crouching position lasts 
several minutes. Next the head begins to nod up and ni 
down, and the $a¢2 wings drag on the ground. In this 
appearance the bird struts six or eight steps curving 
to the right, at the same time uttering the love call, 
“oop@! Mating may continue a long time in this s,ecies, 
but the love cali is seldom heard after the end of July. 
The breeding territory is similar to that of other 
grouse. (Brooks) 

CHARADRIIFORMES 

Charadriidae 

Killdeer Qxyechus yociferus yociferus 

Monogamous?) The male stands some distance from the femade 
and at intervals whirls about uttering a curious stutter- 
ing note. The female advances every few seconds. This 
performance is repeated several times after which the 
female flies away with the male in pursuit. 

Scolopacidae 

Spotted Sandpiper Actitis macularia 

A certain secthon of the shore line is appropriated by 
the nesting pair. The courtship flight is rapid, perform- 
ed with quick, stiff wing-beats. After alighting, the 

: male stands motionless, makes a profound bow, raises his 
tail, and turns slowly around on his feet, the head and 
tail alternating in bobbing. No sound is uttered during 
the performance. 

Long-Billed Dowitcher Limwnodromus griseus scolovaceus 

Two or three males pursue one female over the marshes 
with great dexterity of flight. Occassionaily one of 
the males cheeks his flight, utters a shrili call, and 
then proceeds. Finally one of the males wins out. 
When the pair has been determined, the two birds rise in 
the air a short distance, hover, and the male gives a 
musical song, twice repeated. (Elliot)



baridae 

Least Tern Sterna antilisrunm entiliarum 

j Monogamous. Four or five pairs of tuese birds are 
found together, each occupying a small area which 
it guards jealously. The sex display is quite simple | 

( and consists of the male bird bringing a fish which 
he offers to the female. As she receives it, he i 
stands for an instant with bill pointed upward, 

STRIGIFOREES 

Short-Esred Owl Asio flammeus 

Monogamous. The male flies at great heights with fre- 
quent short, downward swoops terminating in an upward 
glide. As he flies, he sings a song of 16-18 notes. 
The song is accompanied by a peculiar *eeekeiar" noise | 
caused by the movements of the wings. (Dubois) 

PICIFORMES 

Picidae 

Northern Flicker Colaptes auratus luteus 

Monogamous. The territory of this bird is not overly 
darge in extent but it protected from ali males of the 
same species. To intimidate rivals the flicker uses 
the "we-cup" call, the bobbing head with uptilted bill, 
and the flitting of the Wings and tail. Both sexes 
use these means to discourage rivals. in the extreme 
the tail is very wide spread and tilted at an angle of 
45 degrees exposing the bright yellow rump patch. Two 
females in combat are stimulated by the presence of a 
male but he takes no part. ashen a single female is left 
the male is stimulated to coitus by a nasal call of the 
female heard on no other occasion. ‘The female gives 
this call as she moves along a limb. Following the 
cail she crouches and the male mounts. Experiments show 
that copulation without the cail may ensue Jf the femak!s 
moO vements are the same as those described above. The 
"moustache" of the male flicker is a sex-recognition 
factor, and if false "moustaches" are attached to females 

‘ the male «ill treat them as males. (Noble)



PASSERIFORMES 

Alaudidae 

Prairie Horned Lark Qtocoris alpestris praticola 

Sutton believes this species mates for life. The sex 
; habits begin after the flock breaks up after winter 

flocking. The flight song is made from a telegrayh 
pole or stump. More often, how-ver, it is made in flight 
as the bird desribes a characteristic flight in wide 
circles which cross and reeross. The female of the species 
plays a slight part, altno occasionally it answers the 
song. When the male alights he follows the female 
wherever she goes. (Sutton) 

Sorvidae 

Northern Haven Corvus gorax principalis 

Harlow points out that this bird probably mates for life. 
In the northern states sex antics begin in February. 
fhe ravens soar in pairs thru the air with their wing 
tips touching, the male slightly above the female. The 

‘ male often performs on the wing, maxing dives, tumbling, 
etc. After the flight, the birds perch together on some 
high dead tree and caress each other with their bills 
touching. While perched, two distinct notes are heard, 
which are uttered at no other period of the year. The 
breeding territory of this species is large in area, no 
nests being found withing a six-mile radius of one another. 
(Harlow) 

Crow Corvus brachyrhynchos 

In early May the crows may be seen in pairs, one chasing 
the other in irregular circies, singing at the same time. 
Both birds alight on a tree and give their song there 
too. At the end of the song which is realiy a rattle, 
there is mitted a soft coo, either singly or double. 

; After copulation, the male flies to a nearby tree and 
ae caws several times, 

Troglodytidac 

Long-Bil.ed Marsh wren  Jelmatodytes palustris 

f According to iwelter the birds are both monogamous and 
polygamous, The migrant males arrive first followed by 

, the young wales and fewales. Guarding the territory 
consists of outbluifing the rival. Territory is 
approximately 15,000-50,000 syuare feet. This figure 
holds true for monogamous males only since if he were 
serving more than one fevale the area would have to be 
larger. At the end of the breeding season ali birds 
live harmoniously until time for migration.



The actual sex display is as follows. Upon the approach 
of a female, the male will take a position above the 
female and fluff out his breast feathers and tail 
coverts. Further animated, he beats his wings rap- 
idly and sways his head. Then he sings and flies 
to another part of his territory. The female's 
answering trill is followed on her part by rapidly 

‘ beating her wings and arching her tail well over her 
back as she points her bill to the zenith. (Welter) 

Sittidae 

Red=-Breasted Nuthatch Sitta canadensis 

Essentially monogamous. The sex display is esentiaily 
a flight phenomenon. The pair zigzagged thrub the 
trees ate incredible speed. This flight 1s repeated 
several times, and the third flight is a shorter per- 
formance by the male, after which he alights ma branch 
and is joined by the female. The male does not sing 

; during any of his flight, but after the flight the 
; usual call notes are given intermittently. 

Mimidae 

Brown Thrasher oxostowa xufus 
In this species there seems to be a reshuffling of 
the birds after each brood, (Perkins) 

Turdidae — 

Wood Thrush Hylocichla mustelina , 

Monogamous. The territory is chosen by the male and 
varies from one-fifth to two acres. ‘he males arrive 
before the females and begin their courting song, 
which is sung high in a leafless tree. Following the 
song, there is a sudden flight to the ground. Then 
there are five or six cicrcular flights of theatwo 
birds with both alighting for copulation, Sometimes 
courting continues after nest buliding. 

Bombycillidae 

Cedar Waxwing Bowbyeiila cedrorup 

Monogamous. The nesting territcry extends ony a 
few feet from the nest iteelf. In this species, there 

; seems to be no unusual color display ar song. The 
notes given consist of hissing or lisping anda "blurred" 
note. The waxwing dance is a part of the courtship 
ceremony. Two birds sit on a limb and then each hops 
to the side and back again. As they come togé her they 
usually touch bills. This is repeated several times. 
The passage of a berry from one bird to another is 
common but probably not a sex display. (Crouch)



Compsothylypidae 

Myrtle warbler Dendoica coronata | 

Monogamous,.-This warbler droops his wings to display 
f the yellow rump. To furbher his color display he | 

puffs out the yellow and black feathers on his side. | 

Sven Bird Seiurus aurocapillus 

Monogamous altho abnormal cases of polygamous females | 
have been noted. Bigamy of a male has also been ob- ! 
served. The males arrive about 14 duys aheadd’ the 
females. [Evidence shows that in some cases the birds 
remain mated year after year but this is not a positive 

: situation. There is no courting display except a 
mating call which the male gives. After the breeding 
season, the male may remain in tie home territory. 

Northern Yellow-Throat Geothylvis trichas brachidactyla 

Mcnogamous. Sex recognition is according to visual 
stimuli. Little information on actual sex display. 

Acteridae 

Bobolink Dolichonyx oryzivorus 

: Monogamous (?). In the sex display this bird rises 
in irregular circles with rapid descent with its 
wings pointed obliquely upward, 

Red-Wii ng Blackbird Agelaius phoeniceus 

The male of this species displays his epaulets at the 
same time flying slowly directly towards the & male. 

Bronzed Grackle Quiscalus guiscula aeneus 

The male swings his head back and forth and sings at 
the same time. 

Cwhird Molothrus ater 

; The male bobs head, wings and body. 

Eringiliidse 

Song Sparrow Helogpiza weLodia beatae 

Monogamous and sometimes polygamous, Wale the territorial 
guardian and he emphasizes his position with song, which 
usually ceases when a female enters the territory. Court- 
ing consists of flying down suddenly, hitting the female 
and fiying away in song. The behavior is called "pouncing". 
The female greets the male with nuptial notes. (Nice)
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feumenlizr, elie, 

May 18, 1944 Fate, 

Leon Cole saw a scrub hen mablard on the Arboretum incubating 18 eggs, 

carry a broken egg in her bill from nest to edge of water, where she ; 

dropped it. Egg was partly addled. Is ege-carrying in beak common? 

This was May 10 (about). 

AL 5/18/44 

sent to Albert Hochbaum }
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BREEDING POTENTIAL OF WISCONSIN BIRDS AND MAMMALS 
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Breeding 
Biological Survey Discovers x!) 

Breeding Time of the Marten 

Discovery by the Biological Survey 

its experimental fur farm, scesvaN 

N. Y., of the mating season of the mar- 

ten is‘ of much practical interest and 

yalue to producers of fur-bearing animals. 

Several authorities have published state- 

ments to the effect that martens breed 

late in fall or in winter, and it has been 

the practice to keep the sexes separate 

during the summer. Knowing the lack 

of success which has attended such prac- 

tice, Dr. Karl B. Hanson, in charge of 

the Biological Survey fur farm, tried the 

experiment of placing the males and fe-/ 

males together in summer, and promptly, | 

discovered that he had solved the problem 

of mating these animals in captivity. As 

a result of his experiment, the martens 

in his charge and one pair on a neigh- 

boring private fur farm have bred the 

last of July or in August and have had 

their young in April, the period of gesta- 

tion appearing to be about eight months. 

It is hoped that this information will 

enable fur farmers hereafter to breed 

martens in captivity, thus adding another 

of our valuable fur bearers to the list of 

those which can be handled successfully 

in domestication. A detailed report by 

Doctor Hanson on his observations will 

be prepared for publication later,



; Density of Woodchuck 

From "The Life History of the Rufescent Woodchuck" by W. J, Hamilton, Jr., p. 92 

(filed in Rodent Box): 

"In one field consisting of three acres, Rightmyer and the writer counted 

over thirty separate dens, These were all in use, Another small field less 

than an acre in extent contained eleven sets of burrows. Throughout this area 

there must have been five woodchucks to the acre, a much higher percentage than 

Seton gives, and considerably higher than is to be generally encountered in the 

area we have under consideration, "



File: Limitation of Kill 
Census .~ 

‘i Towa : 
Pheasants 

See Report of Pheasant Census, October, 1933 ~ Game Management Areas 

and Open Pheasant Season, By Wm. Schuenke, Iowa Fish and Game Commission, 

Filed in Pheasant Box,
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A CENSUS IN TIGERLAND fotd ge 

J. W. Nicholson I.F.S., D.F.0., Palamau Division l 

Indian Forester, Vol 40, no. 9, September 1934, pp 599~601 ; 

Pg.599 
For the last year or so I have been playing with the idea of attempt- 

ing a census of tigers within our Government forest limits. To be successful 

an attempt of this sort can obviously only be carried out wider hot weather 

conditions when water is scarce. Lattyear the hot weather was unusual on 

account of the amount of rain which fell and I decided that it was not worth 

while trying a census. This year the early hot weather vproved particulatiy 

dry, and so, conditions appearing favourable, I fixed on May day as the date 

for a census. Not having any previous experience at organising such 4 pro- 

cedure, nor read of any similar attempt having been made elsewhere, I decided 

that our first effort should be confined to the Southern Range of ths division, 

115 miles in extents My instructions totthe Rang Officer, Maulvi Mohammad 

Sharif Khan, were that arrangements should be made to employ men to visit 

every waterhole and river in his renge on the early hours of the morning of 

the ist May; that the width of all pug marks should be accurately measured 

with sticks; and that the men should them bring in the sticks to the heat 

geurd and inform him of the sex of the animal and the direction in which it 

was travelling. It was contemplated that there might be a risk of the same 

animal being measured at different waterholes and so stress was laid on record- 

ing direction. 

The Range Officer improved on my instructions. He carried out a 

rehersal on the preceding day and then had the old pug marks in the vieinity 

of water smoothed out. Fortwme favoured us as on the night of 30th April a 

slight shower of rain fell--the only one for several weeks. Conditions were 

therefore perfect for recording accurate measurements on firm soil. The 

results of the census are given below. Out of 8 water holes or rivers visited 

tiger pugsmarks were recorded in 32 places and in no case was there any chance 

| of the same animal having been emmerated twice. 

‘NN
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The totel tigers works out to an average of one per 3.6 square | 

miles. (note--this is in English miles, LW) In addition 3 pamthers with 

3" pugs were enumerated. Our two biggest tigers, which measure &" and 

9" respectively, were not at home @hen the census took place. 

The surprising feature is the low proportion of females to males 

and the absence of females with younger cubs. It is possible that certain 

of the recorded miles were actually females as cases of tigregsses with 

malg feet do occur, and one tigress, whose measurements corresponded with 

those attributed to a males, was shot a few days later close to where the 

so-called 'male' came under the censor's eye. 

The cost of the census was Rs. 5/13/-, 93 oubsiders having been 

employed. 

As this trial census went without a hitch, it is proposed, 

provided that climatic conditions permit, to hold one annudily for the 

whole division. I also intend that a speciel map should be mainteined to 

show the results of each year's census, the localities where the tigers 

pg-601 were enumerated being numbered in different coloured inks, according* to 

the year, and a key list mainteained giving details of size, sex and travel- 

ling direction.



Nichol son-3- 

Our forests are too mixed up with Zamindari forests for strictly 

comparable results to be obtained, unless we extend the sphere of the 

census operations to ell forest areas, but we shall at least have some 

z check on the natural regeneration of a forest product which has hitherto 

eluded the columns of Form 16 A or B.



TIGER CENSUS 
1938, C. M. Chaudhri, I.F.8. 

Indien Forester, Vol 4, October, pp 612-615 : 

pe 612 ABSTRACT--- A tiger census—~-first of its kind-- was carried out 

by Mr. J. W. Nicholson, I.F.S., in 1934, when he was Divisional Forest 

Officer, Pelemau division. A report of the census appeared in the "Indian 
Forester" of September 1934. In 1936 I carried out a second census over the 
whole division andthe rpports are given in this article, as also the results 

of the third census held in 1938. 

In case of human beings a census is eerried out by counting the 
heads at a fixed time on a fixed date over the whole area covered by the 
census. This direct method cannot of course be adopted in the mase of 
Tigers and so an indirect method had to be devised.. A tigef must drink 
at least once in 24 hours and adventage is taken of this fact to carry 
out the census. Based on this fact Mr. Nicholson carried out the first 
census of this kind in 1934. The method may not be quite accurate, but 
it may be taken to be fairly reliable. It is, however, to be remembered 

that whthin limits a tiger does a fair amount of roaming about and as: the 
reserved forests are not detached blocks but adjoin zamindari forests it 
is a qestion of chance whether a particular animal is in reserve or 

zgemindari forest on the day of census. 

To be successful an attempt of this sort can obviously only 
be carried out under hot weather conditions when watercis scarce. The year 
1936 being fairly dry, I decided upon a Tiger census and fixed lst of May , 
for the purpose. It was repeated in 1938. The prodecure adopted was thai: 
In April, all the water holes were searched out and those with perrenial 
streams were marked on a map. In case of streamspleces where tigers drink 
are usually well kmown. Red skeleton circles were used to indicate the 
water holes and places where tigers usually drank at a stream. On the 

afternoon of 30th April, all the places were visited and ali old marks were 
rubbed out. The places were visitedé@gaim in the early morning on Ist May. 
The men who visited the water holes came and what holes were visited by 
tigers in the night. They were required to give the sex of the animel (it 
is possible to tell with a fair degree of accuracy the sex of the animal 
from the pug marks), the direction from which it had come end the direction 
to which it had gone. The information was marked on the maps, the hollow 
circles being filled in, in case of water holes visited by tigers and the 
directionswas shown by arrows. In addition, the men had to bring sticks 

pg 613* showing the * width of the pug marks. These details were necessary to aitra 
against the same animal being counted at two waterholes; it may be mentioned, 
however, that so far as could be ascertained no animal visited more than 
one water hole. The results of the enumerations are given below:
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pg 614 Classified according to ranges, the figures for the three years 
are as follows: : 

1934 1936 
Names of Av. beat, Av. beet, 

Ranges Males Females Total Sq. miles Males Fehmales Total Sq. miles 

Garu 22 10 $2. 3.6 17 i 28 
Lat - - - - 6 2 8 
Latehar - - - - 2 3 5 

: Plus 2 cubs 
Chhipadohar - - - - a 2 4 
Total for 

Palemau 22 10 32 3.6 27 18 U5 5.28 
Plus 2 cubs 

Totel for 

Kodarma = - - - 2 5 5 9.00
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1938 FIGURES 

Male Female Total Average Beat, Sq. Miles 

Garu 12 6 18 - 

Lat 5 2 5 - 

Latehar 2 1 Eg - 

Chhipadohar 3 1 y pe 

TotelPalemeu 19 10 29 8.55 

"  Xodarma 6 4 10 4.5 

According to records, the following is a list of Tigers shot 

between censuses: ine 

Between lst May 193 Between lst May 1936 
Neme of and 30th April 19 and 39th April 1938 Remarks 

Range Hale ol Male Female | Total 
Be a a la 

Gera 3 eG 3 re. 4 
Includes one in P. | | { 

F. Mundu Block | | | | 

Lat eS i | = | 2 ak ae 
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There is a sanctuary in Baresand Block, where no shooting is 

allowed. In 1936 out of 28 tigers counted in Baresand block (Garu Range) 

16 (10 males and six females) were found inside the sanctuary, In 1938 

the number found insidetthe sanctuary was only eight (five males and three 

females). There was a fire in the sanctuary which was put out only onthe 

25th April 1936 and that may account for the lesser number of tigers inside 

the sanctuary in 1938. The maps show a greater number of tigers inside the 

f sanctuary in 1938. The maps show greater numbers of tigers all around the 

pe’ 615* sanctuary® in 1938nthan 1936. ‘he fire may also account for the lower 

numbers in 1938 compared to 1936, the animals having moved out to zamindari 

jungles. For instance, it was knomthat there was a tigress with t®o cubs 

inside the sanctuary but she was not located in the census. The concentration 

of Heng inside the sanctuary may be due to presence of water, more game and 

also absence of molestation. 

A surprising feature is the low proportion females to males and the 

absence of cubs. This was noticed by Mr. Nicholson in 1934 and as an explanation 

he suggested that certain of the recorded males wre actually females. Itwill 

be noticed that there has been a gradual fall in the total number of tigers in 

Baresand block. Assuming breeding is normal (as there is nothing to indicate tha 

this is not so) it would indicate an abnormal migration for Baresand block 

to ovitside areas. This may be due to the block being thrown open for working 

and tigers moving to adjoining zamindari areas. 

The absence of cubs may be due to small cubs veing left at home 

and the big-er ones being counted as grown ups. Even nearly full grown 

cubs are seen to follow the mother at the time of coming to kills to feed 

and the result of the census would indicate that at other times are more 

independent and move about on their own.



Chandhrilshe 

As regards sexes, in 1935 there were 22 males and 10 females 

and allowing for three males and two females killed, the number should 
have been 19 and eight. Actually, however, 17 males and 11 females 

were counted and it would seem there is a tendency to equalize the sexes. 

Between 1936 and 1938, three males including two big cubs and one female 
were shot; thus we should have expected to find 14 males and 10 females 
against the actual count of 12 males and six females. Is the greater 
shortage in the number of females due to their needing greater protection 
and mowing away from the fire ? May is not the rutting season for tigers 

and the sexes are not are not expectee to be together but still the 

disparity is remarkable. In the case of other animals, it is usual to have 
a preponderance of females over males; it is, perhaps, nature's provision 
to reproduce the loss caused by @nemies of the species. In case of tiger, 
which has no natural enemies, no such provision would appear to be necessary; 
on the contrary, man, who is practically the only enemy of tiger would 
shoot males by preference. 

It will be interesting to have similar deta from other divisions 

of Bihar and if possible from otter parts of India. From a general observation 
I wonld say there used to be more tigresses than tigers in Sambalpar.



File: Census: 
Sex ratio 
Whitetail 
Weights 

Extracts from (L, 8. Gross Supervisor). 
(Filed folder on Forest Sertine Rports of Game Killed. 

Pe , the Deer Herd 
Census figures indicate that there are approximately 31 deer per 

1,000 acres or nearly the same as was reported last year.... The best 
available information indicates that proper stocking should be 20 deer 
per 1,000 acres, ‘The actual figures on the drive areas show the number 
of deer per 1,000 acres to vary from zero to one hundred and forty-two, 
waich indicates that there is a sizeable problem in bringing about proper 
distribution of deer on the Forest, Checks show that the overbrowsed 
condition of certain areas on the Forest varies directly with the mmber 
of deer per 1,000 acres, ‘The weighing of 439 deer during the 1935 hunting 
season showed a direct correlation between the weights of deer and the 
muiber of deer per 1,000 acres, For example, on the Sugar Run area, where 
there is an average of 16 deer per 1,000 acres, the average dressed weight 
of buck deer was 126 pounds, and over 33% weighed 140 pounds (dressed 
weight) or over; on the Salmon Creek area, where there is an average of 
76 deer per 1,000 acres, the average dressed weight of buck deer was 111 
pounds and only 7% weighed 140 pounds (dressed weight) or over. 

The figure of 16,337 deer killed includes the following: 

900 ~ illegal 
a - on the highways by motorists 

~ by farmers (property damage) 
350 — natural causes 

14,887 + by tmnters during the open deer season 
(antlered 4,211, antlerless 10,666) 

These figures, other than the hunter kill, are estimates,.... 

There were two antlerless deer killed to every antlered (buck) deer. 
‘the season on antlered deer was open for eight days and for antlerless 
deer, three days. Cengs figures after the hunting season gave a sex ratio 
for the Torest of one buck to five does, The season on antlerless deer 
was badly needed; it not only reduced the size of the herd, wat improved 
the sex ratio. \ 

Correlations based upon the i deer population figures corroborate 
the census and kill figures for 1935. With a sex ratio of ig Bre 
last year, there would have been some 22,000 doe deer. If Bot 3 ese 
deer famed on 2 accepted ratio of one and one-half, the total increase 

would be some 16,500 or about equal to the total estimated loss from all 
causes during 1935, 

pe 15. Deer Weighing and Measuring 

During the big game season (December 2-14), 439 deer and 7 bear 
were weighed and measured. Of this mmber, 240 were legal male deer, 
120 mature female deer, and 79 immature male and female deer. Antler 
meagurements taken were in accordance with the standard set up by the 
New York “anne Society. The weights were of dressed deer (viscera 
removed), the total live weights being computed by using Dr. W. Te 
Hornaday's formila:



; -2<« 

"The dressed weight being civen in pounds, add to it five } 
ciphers, divide by 78,612 and the result will be the live 
weight in pounds", 

cevececcecoceseceetnose data definitely show that the deer are larger on 
the more normal stocked areas, ‘the uncertainty of the age ani relatively 
few immature deer weighed is not sufficient evidence to prove the theory 
that the average fawn in over-stocked areas is permanently stunted during 
the first winter. ‘the data obtained, however, do seen to indicate that 

growth of fawns is impaired during the first winter."



Hote for Arthur Koehler 

See "The Composition and Dynamics of a Beech-Maple Climax Community," 
by Arthur B. Williams. Cleveland Museum of Natural History, Vol. VI, 
cane 1936. (Also Eeological Monographs, Vol. 6, No. 3, duly, 
1936. 

Page 42 ~ tooth marks of flying squirrel 

" U2 = census of mamnals 

" 55 ~ eyele 

" 70 = seasonal fluctuation in bird population 

Leopold 

File: Flying Squirrel 
Census 
Cycle
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Eildo Zeopold 
Reprinted from JourNAL oF MAMMALOGY 

Vol. 19, No. 1, February 14, 1938, pp. 110-111 

THE 1936 COTTONTAIL SCARCITY IN WISCONSIN 

By common consent of all observers, cottontails were unusually scarce during the 

winter of 1936-1937. In an attempt to analyze the situation, questionnaires were sent 
to selected sportsmen, wardens, and Soil Conservation Camps throughout the southern 
counties, asking for counts of the number of cottontails seen in hunting, or during field 
work in rabbit cover. Returns were received on 150 man-days. Upon analysis of the 

data, the prevalent ‘‘flushing rates’’ were found to be: 
: In the southwestern counties (driftless area); 1.7 to 2.2 rabbits per hour. 

In the southeastern counties (glaciated area) ; 0.5 to 1.0 rabbits per hour. 
In the central counties (sand and peat region) ; 0 to 0.5 rabbits per hour. 
Single man-days with flushing rates as high as 5 rabbits per hour were reported, but 

only from the southwestern region. 
Total failure to flush any rabbits occurred only in the central sand region. Clearly 

this was the “center of scarcity.”’ It was hoped to ascertain whether a sharp break in 

rabbit abundance existed along the boundary between the sandy soils and the south- 
western prairie soils, but the data, when mapped, were found too meager either to prove 

or to disprove such a break. 
The flushing rate decreased somewhat as the season advanced, the November average 

being 1.5 compared to 0.8 for December, and (on one intensively worked area) 0.5 for 

January. This may be ascribed both to ‘“‘holing up’’ with the onset of cold weather, 
and to progressive decimation by hunting. 

By way of contrast with the extremely low 1936 flushing rate in the central sand re- 

gion, Leopold recorded the following rates in that region in previous years: 

Sept. 30, 1938, at Babcock, Wood Co., 12 rabbits per hour. 
Oct. 1, 1933, at Babcock, Wood Co., 8 rabbits per hour. 
Sept. 29-80, 1934, at Pilot Knob, Adams Co., 0.5 rabbits per hour. 
Oct. 27, 1934, at Mazomanie, Dane Co., none. 
Leopold’s records for the south central region show: 
Oct. 7, 1933, near Reedsburg, Sauk Co., 1.5 rabbits per hour. 
Nov. 12, 1933, at Belleville, Dane Co., 1.0 rabbits per hour. 
No quantitative data for 1935 are available, but in Washington County one careful 

observer reported that a group of hunters, hunting the same place at the same time by the 

same method, bagged only one-fifth as many rabbits in 1936 as in 1935. 
Three skilled men in the sand region independently reported that the 1936 scarcity 

also prevailed in 1935, the last year of abundance being 1934. In all except the sand 
counties, however, 1935 is considered to have been much better than 1936, the estimated 

decrease over 1935 running from two- to five-fold. 
It may, then, be concluded that a rabbit scarcity prevailed throughout southern 

Wisconsin in 1936; that it began in 1986 on the richer soils of southeast and southwest 
Wisconsin, but in 1935 in the sand and peat belt of central Wisconsin; that it was most 
severe in the central and southeast regions, and least severe in the southwest. The 
indications for 1937 are that the cottontail crop is again short. 

The reasons for the 1936 scarcity are unknown. There is general agreement that 
numerous young were seen in spring, but not after the intense heat and drought of mid- 
summer. No diseased rabbits were reported. Predators are, of course, the prevailing 
“cause” of scarcity in the minds of hunters, but any decisive statewide change in their 
status in any one or two year period may be considered as improbable. 

Several observers mentioned that cottontails deserted high ground in 1936 and were 
localized on lowlands near water. This reported localization is corroborated by the 

cottontails seen during a pheasant census drive made December 8, 1936, on the Univer- 
sity Arboretum. Of 106 cottontails flushed, 98 were in marshes, although the area 

(800 acres) is nearly half upland. 
The onset of the cottontail shortage in 1986 occurs exactly 8 years after the onset of 

the shortage of 1928-1930 (Game Survey of the North Central States, pp. 93-94). This 
is one year too soon for the 9-11 year cycle, but since all grouse and rabbits are known 
to have been low since 1935, it may be regarded as ‘‘the cycle.’’? Toso label it, of course, 
adds nothing to our understanding of its nature.—ALpo Luorotp anp Harry G. AN- 
DERSON, Division of Game Management, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
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WATERFOWL CENSUS ON THE 
CHIPPEWA NATIONAL FOREST By J» He Stoudt-Forest Service 

Mr. Stoudt described the method used on the Chippewa Forest 
at the time of the census and the classification of lakes on which 
the calculations were based. A number of preliminary surveys were 

necessary in order to determine the correct time for starting the 

census, since it was necessary to do the work at a time when the early 
nesting duck broods would be still on the water and most of the late 
nesters would have hatched. The census was started on July 6, beginning 
on the southern end of the forest and working northward, until it was 

finished on July 26. All field work was done by Mr. Stoudt personally, 

with the exception of seven small potholes. A total of 167 miles of 
shoreline was traversed in taking the census. Travel was done on foot, 
with a canoe and with an outboard motor, A total of 3,043 ducks were 
counted on the census areas distributed between species as follows: 

Mallard 974 ~ 32% Hooded merganser 34 = 1% 

Blue winged teal 708 = 22% Wood duck 21 - 1% 

Golden eye 606 - 20% American merganser 19 - 1% 
Ring necked duck 385 =» 18% -Pintail SD a 
Baldpate 144 - 5% Ruddy duck 13 - uy 
Redhead 121- 4% Black duck l- - 

The total estimated population for the Chippewa Forest, based 

on ‘the census work, was, roughly, 30,000 nesting duckse A surprising 
fact brought out by the census was the abundance of baldpate, a species 
considered heretofore as a rare breeder in Minnesota. This species 
was fifth in abundance during the summer. 

Each lake was finished the same half-day it was started. An 
outboard motor was used only on shorelines lacking cover. Young ducks 
seen without a hen were counted as one brood and assigned the average 
brood count the same as if the maternal hen had been seen. All adult 
ducks were recorded and added to the total column of tables. All age 
elasses of broods were averaged together for each class of lake. Pot- 
holes were low in production of ducks. Mallards were most adept at 
concealing younge Class four lakes had over one-third of all the ducks, 
but only represented one-eighth of the shoreline on the forest. Class 
four lakes of 100 and 200 acres seem to be most productive. No blue- 

bill, shoveler, gadwall or greenwinged teal were seen on the census. 
Average brood numbers were as follows: 

Mallard 623 Ring necked duck 7.68 
Baldpate 7.50 Golden eye 10.44 
Pintail 6200 Ruddy duck 5450 
Blue winged teal 8.15 American merganser 18.00 
Wood duck 8.00 Hooded merganser 7200 
Redhead 4.00 

A total of 48 golden eye broods were seen, but five of these 
broods had totals of 53, 46, 41, 33 and 29 ducklings, respectively, 
with only one female per brood. These large combined broods were not 
figured in the average. 
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Discussion. 

Pirnie (Mich.) JI.want to say that it is seldom that we have 
the privilege of listening to a paper like this at a Wildlife Conference. 

Leopold (“is.) Do you have evidence of combim.3 broods with 

other species, such as you described for the goldeneye? 

Stoudt. No definite information. 

Leopold. ‘hat would be the density of summer population ex~- 
pressed in terms of acres of water? 

Stoudt. Approximately 10 acres per duck, but this does not 

mean much since many of our lakes are so large that they are barren 
for waterfowl purposes over much of the area. liles of shoreline is 
amore significant figure. 

Illinois Man. Illinois has an average of ten wood duck eggs 

per nest. They seem to use almost any tree for nesting, using holes 

four to fourteen inches in diameter, and even nesting in a split tree. 

Bull snakes and coons and also possum were found to be wood duck preda- 
torse The young birds were largely insect eaters at first. Later in 

the summer wood duck tended to concentrate in certain areas. In the 
fall of 1936, 300 wood duck were banded and to date there have been 
returns from Texas, Mississippi and Louisiana. A publication with 

pictures of protected ducks should be distributed to all hunters. 

FUR AND FOREST GAME SECTION 

The fur end forest game session was held on the afternoon of 
November 11 with Mr. ¥. T. Cox of the Farm Security Administration as 
Chairman. 

MICHIGAN DEER HERD STATISTICS By I. H. Bartlett, Michigan 

In order to illustrate the value of the deer as a resource, 

Mr. Bartlett gave figures which showed th. t approximately $4,000,000 

was spent in one year in Michigan by deer hunters. He also gave a short 
history of the present census methods. In 1933 a deer census drive 
was conducted on the Jordan Preserve in southern Michigan. In 1934 the 
Forest Service initiated a census drive end set up census areas on 

the National forests. In 1935 the drive method of census was in use 
by both Federal and State workers throughout the mid-west. In 1936 
there were found to be 17 deer per section in the upper peninsula and 
51 per section in the lower peninsula. In 1937 there was an increase 
to 18 per section in the upper peninsula and 43 per section in the 
lower peninsula. Over a period of years under the one buck law, the 
sex ratio in the upper peninsula changed from 2.5 females per male to 
4.5 females per male. In the lower peninsula it changed from 1.7 to 
2-4. In an area where there was no hunting the sex ratio changed from 
2.8 females per male in 1932 to 1.4 females per male in 1936. There 
were approximately 1.36 doe per fawn in the non-hunting area and 1.09 
doe per fawn in the hunted area. Through the difficulty of distinguish- 
ing small spike bucks, doe and fawn in the census drive, there are 
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Species: Bobwhite Queil (Colinus virginiana) : z 

Area: Prairie du Sac Game Area, Sauk County, Wisconsin 

3,200 acres (discontinuous groups of covey ranges) 
All in farms, sandy soil. Tyne map in Errington & Hamerstrom, p. 395 

Er eee lene eee D) 3 ‘ 

Made by: Paul L. Errington, 1929-1932, Albert Gastrow 1933-1936. 

Auspices: University of Wisconsin and Iowa State College, cooperating. 

Method: Weekly covey counts and track counts, December to April of each year. ; 

Management: None. Area deliberately left unfed and unimproved as a check against : 

managed areas. Qnail legally protected except during 1932, 1933, see 

1935. Few or none killed on this area. 

Circumstances: Killing winters in 1927-28, 1935-36. Grouse and rabbit cycle 

usually considered at peak in eke et trough in 1927 and 1937. 

Accuracy Rating: Class A. Be 

Publications: Many papers by Errington summarized in the following: 
Errington, Paul L. and F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. "The Northern Bobwhite's 
Winter Territory," Iowa State College Research Bulletin 201, Ames, 1936. 
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Scaled Quail 

Barly in February, 1940, a "secure" pation of 
16 quail per square mile was determined on 41 square miles 
of quail range by counting coveys from a pickup truck. Again 
in November, 1940, the same methods of counting were used 
on the same area and a fall population of 38 quail per square 
mile was determined, This is on an unshot area and the pop- 
ulation increased 2} times, The difference (due to natural 
loss) on this area of 41 sections is 22 birds per section or 
about 900 birds. 

From Forest Service Report on Wildlife within 
National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico, 
Region 3. 1940. pp & 
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. File: Census be 
Songbird Management 

See "A Census of House Martins and Swallows near Manchester, 1933" 

by S. Cramp and J. H. Ward. Jour. Animal Ecology, Vol. 3, No. 1, 

me May, 1934. Pp. 1-7. Ho 
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8 Manitoba 

CROSS REFERENCE 

"The Correlation of Sunspot Periodicity with Grasshopper Fluctuation 

in Manitoba," by Norman Criddle. Canadian Field-Naturalist, 

‘ Vol. XLVI, No. 9, December 1932, pp. 195-199.



DO NOT RELEASE BEFORE THURSDAY AFTERNOON JANUARY 19th. 

ENGINEER REPORTS ON WATER LEVELS 
After an extensive study of the rise and fall of the water level 

in both Spirit Lake and Okoboji Lakes, M. L. Hutton, Engineer and 
Superintendent for the Board of Conservation has handed the report of 
his findings to the Board of Conservation and the Fish and Game Com-— 
mission. The investigation was prompted by various reports that have 
come to the attention of the two departments to the effect that the 
relative elevation of Spirit Lake above that of East Okoboji is not as 
great at present as in former years. 

The report shows that there has been a variation in the level of 
Spirit Lake of approximately 9 feet, it having been at a high peak in 
1883, 1908 and 1917. -The minimum elevation about 1897. The Okoboji 
Lake levels have had a variation of about 9 feet, the high points be— 
ing in 1882 and 1908. The lowest came in 1897. The levels have been 
higher in Spirit Lake at all time than the Okobojis with a maximum 
difference of six or seven feet. The minimum difference came in 1873 
when it was only 24 feet, and in 1913 when it was only 32 feet. The 
average difference for a 46 year period has been approximately four 
feet two inches. 

It was shown in the report that the cycle of wet and ary years 
has its effect on the lake levels, also temperature and humidity enter 
into the matter of evaporation, The exact amount of difference cannot 
be evaluated on this, however. There is evidence of underground : 
seepage between the two lakes, however, but there is no reason to be-— 
lieve that the seepage is any different today than it has ever been. 
The town of Spirit Lake has twelve shallow wells on the south shore of 
Spirit Lake which supplies the water for the town. Figuring the num- 
ber of gallons of water pumped by the town from these wells and apply- 
ing it to the water area of Spirit Lake, it was found that the water 
level of Spirit Lake would not be lowered one-half inch in a year. The 
Fish hatchery at Orleans uses approximately 14,000,000 gallons of 
water each year which is taken from Spirit Lake. This amount of water 
would lower the lake level about .007 of a foot. 

Several other factors-were studied such as drainage diversion, 
run-off water from Minnesota, and barriers at inlets to the lake, but 
none seemed to have any serious effect upon the water level. 

The solution of the matter seems to reveal itself in a study of 
the topography of the region. The drainage area above the outlet of 
Spirit Lake is 70.2 square miles and the lake area 12.1 square miles. 
The drainage above the Okobiji Lakes outlet is 139 square miles and 
the lake area 23.5 square miles. This makes the ratio of drainage 
approximately the same for Spirit Lake as for the Okobojis. It is, 
therefore, reasonable to think that the rainfall and runoff water 
would be about the same and tend to hold the level in each lake at the 
same relative level. Much of the watershed of Spirit Lake is to the 
north where there is a number of sloughs and smaller lakes. The ground 
level is gently rolling. In the dry years some of the sloughs and 
smaller lakes become dry and greatly grown up with vegetation. A nor- 

“mal rainfall will be absorbed by the ground or used by the growing 
crops and vegetation so that the runoff will be very little. After 
the dry seasons of the past few years it would take a considerable per— 
lod of normal or more than normal rainfall to completely fill the 
Cateh-basins and cause a runoff into the lake proper. 

The watershed adjacent to the Okoboji Lakes is more rolling and 
the sloughs and small lakes fewer. The surface water does not stay 
long in the catch basins, disappearing by evaporation and transpira— 
tion to the extent that it does in the Spirit Lake watershed. Under 
the existing conditions the Spirit Lake watershed is entirely sep— 
arate from that of the Okobojis and consequently the watershed has 
been in effect 68.8 square miles with 11.4 square miles of lake area 
makes it practically the same as Spirit Lake. This shows that the 
water level of Spirit Lake has been more effected than that of the 
Okobojis in the last few years because the runoff has been corres— 
pondingly less on account of the topography. One other factor that 
may enter into the lowering of the level of Spirit Lake in a greater 
degree than the Okobojis is that the water in Spirit Lake is warmer 
and the lake more shallow, allowing greater evaporation. However, no 
data have been gathered to support this theory.
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APPLETON, WIS., Decenber 13 /32193__ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear mr. Leopold: 

Referring to the discussion in the 

Game Survey of the cyclic highs and lows, I remember 

stories tola me Ay wy father. He grew up on a farm in 

Town Newton, Manitowoc County, and told me that some 

years game wovid be so plentifui that they could get 

all the family needed without getting out of sight of 

the house. Other years, practicaily none could be 

found in a full day's hunt. This was in the sixties 

and the absence of game caused the settlers considerable 

hardships. 

Also in reading histories of the Hudson 

Bay trappers, 1 have found frequent reference to the 

seven year shortage of game. It was recognized by the 

factors, who often endeavored to persuade their Indians 

to prepare for it, but seidom with success. Seven years 

: is a long span of time for the aborigine anda the lessons 

of one shortage were forgotten, before the next came. 

Histories of the pioneer movement in Kentucky and Ohio 

also spesak of years when the game (of all kinds) prac- 

tically disappeared. 

. These references to game shortage 

crop up in most histories of the early days. So far as 

I know, no effort was ever made to stfdy the roeasons, 

but the fact that it occurred was known and prepared for 

by the more foresighted of the early pioneers. 

Yours sincerely, 

R.J.Meyer op. as 
521 N. Center St 
Appleton, Wis



Copies to Blton and King i File Cycle Folder | 

Oct. 12, 1932 

Mr. 0. Le Austin, Jr. 
Austin Ornithological Researeh Station 
North Zasthan 
Cape Cod, Massachusetts ' 

Dear Austin: 

I am very appreciative of your sending me “Birds of New- 
foundland Labrador." It is beautifully gotten up and I shall greatly 
prize my inseribed copy. 

Of course I turned at once to your grouse and ate up the 
ptarmican curve, since there is urgent need of data from the northeast 

(and the west coast) to determine the degree to which the grouse cycle 
is synchronous. 

Your curve in all of its recent dates is two years earlier 
than that for this region and New England. ‘The length of the period - 
is puzzling, but not sufficiently less than the assumed ten year cycle 
to be clearly different. 

I tried to superimpose your spruce hen dates. All of then 
are two years behind the ptarmigan. 4d you notice that? 

If you can spare a copy of the book for Charles Elton, 
University Musewn, Oxford, England, I'll mmch appreciate it. If not, 
let me know so I can loan him mine. He is focusing the cycle work 
started at the Matamelk Conference. | 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON 

ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

ALPINE LABORATORY, MANITOU, COLORADO MISSION CANYON, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 

July 20 1932 

Dear Mr. Leopold : 

In connection with the mse 
of “Bio-ecology",I have been reading your 
"Game Survey" with great interest. In your 
discussion of the game cycle,you speak of a 
forthcoming paper by King and yourself. I 
would much appreciate receiving a copy of 
this,and also being notified of the publi- 
cation of the proposed text mentioned in 
the same place. ; 

“ From your discussion,as 
‘well as from the report of the Matamek Con- 
ference,I entertain little doubt that the 

, Q-l10-year cycle is really the sunspot cycle. 
Nearly all the dates in your tables on pp. 
156 and 158 are those of maxima or minima,or 
are within one year of them. The maximum 
effect extends over 2-4 years as to rainfall 
and vegetation,and this should be equally true 
of animals. 1915 was the year of excessive 
rainfall,following the lowest minimum for 100 
yearse 

The rainfall,vegetation,and 
economic consequences of the sunspot cycle 
can be traced for more than one hundred years, 
and there must have been game cycles during 
the same period - thoughisome effects were un- 
doubtedly enhanced by the "westward course of 
empire", 

" There was much agreement at 
Matamek as to the existence of cycles, but 
the evidence as to their length and nature 
left much to be desired. 

With best reagrds,



July 26, 1932 

Mr. Frederic &. Clements 
Alpine Laboratory 
Manitou, Colorado ‘ 

Dear Dr. Clements: 

In response to your inquiry about the prospective paper 
by King and myself: 

z This paper was to deal with the possible causes of game 
bird cycles, After attending the Matamel Conference I realized 
that there were others better qualified than we were to treat of 
this subject. Accordingly the paper has been dropped, but King 
is still due to come out with his Minnesota findings, and a 
summary of my own work to date will be included in my "Game 
Management" to be published by Scribner's this fall. I do not 
‘mow when or where King's material will be out, but I am sending 
him a copy of this letter with the request that he let you lmow. 

I appreciate your interest in my work and hope you 
will come back at me if I have left any part of your questions 
uncovered. : 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO L#OPOLD 

AL/vh
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Athens, Illinois 
May I6, I932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

I am enclosing the notes I have made after return- 
ing from my visit with youe They will explain my present line 
of investigation. 

My father died very suddenly three days after I re- 
turned home from Madison. This will not, I think, alter my 
plans, or rather hopese My brother is naturally inclined to 
take charge of the farm though I must help the family if I 
can, 

Very truly yours, 

Watson Hall



May 21, 1932 

Mr. Watson Hall 4 
Athens 
Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Hall: 

I am very much interested in your graph and’ the 
accompanying write-up. When you complete this analysis 
with the full file of Bird Lore at your disposal, I 
strongly advise you to publish it. 

Errington is, of course, right in regarding the 
Bird Lore censuses as of slight value when the single 
report of a single observer is considered. When, how- 
ever, a succession of such reports from a large number of 
observers is considered, they may be anything but 

da “worthless.” It is the large numbers with which you are. 
working, and for my part I can see how they might be mich 
more reliable than the most careful observations by a 

* single individual. 

I am routing your graph throuch Errington. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



The magazine Bird-Lore's Christmas censuses offer an engaging 
if not overly profitable field for statistical analysis. In a recent 
conversation with Paul Le Errington he stated that he had considered 
the census reports worthless because of their fragmentary character. 
It seems the only way to assay their proper value is to compare them 
with other reports. 

G: I compares the figures for Ruffed Grouse, Praire Chicken 
and anor \edded ecoene in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan with mater- 
ial taken from (A) and (B) of Chart 8 and Chart 9 and the "old reports" 
on page 143 (taken as a single report) of Aldo Leopold's Game Survey 
of the North Central Statese Unfortunately I have Only the census reports 
for the years 1922-'3I at my command. An idealized version of the cycle 
from the Game Survey is also compared —- a version with regular 8-year 
Periods with highs in 'I5, '23 and '3Ie 

The basis for plotting these curves is the per cent of the average 
of the reports for a given year of the average of all the reports. Thus the reports from the Game Survey were devided into five classes and awarded values of I, 2, 3, 4,and 5, from low to highe The average Of all was 2.505. The average number of birds per Observer-hour in the census reports was .454 — for the individual states: Minnesota, 542; Michigan, .421; Wisconsin,e4I6. The curve for the census reports was "ironed out" twice by averaging the figure for each year with its two immediate neighbors (one neighbor for the end years). The resulting curve was interesting and encouraging. A mortality of about 85% was shown which compares well with the Game Survey conclusions. Most inter esting was the lag of several years behind the idealized cycle. In an effort to locate this lag geographically Graph 2 was prepared showing the three statesseparately. ' 

It is interesting to note that Minnesota with the heaviest populated and most northern ranges showed the most precipitate fluctuations. It is interesting to note the degree of agreement between the Wisconsin curve and the findings of the Game Surveye It is most interesting to note the shape and position of the Michigan curve. If it is really true that the cycle affected Michigan between two and three years after it did Wisconsin it would seem that the point is not entirely without import— anee in determining the mechanism of the cycle. 

My next line of endeavor will be to anaylize the figures on cyclic species for the rest of the country, compare them with non-cyclic species, and if possible obtain and anaktize the census reports for the years I89ss to I9fI. 

—— Watson Hall
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A.O. SMITH CORPORATION 
4 MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL PRODUCTS , 

e\E a/ # 
UT yj \ : MILWAUKEE,WISCONSIN Mar. 30, 1932. 

yee Maa 

u i 

aN we 

4 
JP Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Dade University Avenue Bank Bldg., 
od Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am quite desirous of securing two copies of your 
Game Survey Book for distribution to friends of ours. 

Am enclosing check for $3.00 which I believe will 
cover the cost of the books and their transportation. I 
would like to have these as soon as possible and am writing 
you rather than to Washington in the hope that you have some 
quickly available. 

Am enclosing two extra references to cyclic origins 
and certain correlations between rainfall, lake levels and 
sun spots. I personally recollect high grouse years 
about ------- 1901 1913 1921 
The correspond- 
ing high sun 
spot years are 1903 1914. 1926 1930 

The correspond- 
ing low Lake 
Michigan levels 
were in 1880 1896 LOLS. Go TS 1926 19352 to '55 

The correspond- 
ing low U.S. 
rainfall years 
were 1903 1910 1917 1924 1930 

Have you tried any of the heavily reflexed bow ends? 
I have two of yew but have not finished them yet. They sure 
handle nicely. 

Yours very truly, 

4s i 

a Aa. 

FN:S C/o A. beets Corporation, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

~~



bs. April 5, 1932 ! 

Mr. F. Nagler ‘ 

A. 0. Smith Corporation x 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin : 

I am forwarding your remittance for three extra copies of the 
Game Survey Revort to the Izaak Walton Leazue 4n Chicago, who ‘have 
them in stock. I am asking them to send them to you directly as 
promptly as'possible. | eae Re ee 

_. Thanks very meh for the additional cycle data. I take it 
that the high grouse years in 1901 and 1913 and 1921 all pertain to 

+ Wisconsin. If I mm-wrong in this, let me‘ lmow as I em'entering 1t 
on my records. Pe ee 

No, I have not tried the heavy reflexed bow ends. I am 
dust completing a uniform depth bow a la Hickman and will be 
interested to see how it shoots. aa Hea 

With best rezards, nh WoL, 
’ i}? of Sf0 Yours aincerely, rt Mat vee



February 18, 1932. 

Climatic Cyeles article by John Girand, entitled 

“Weather Records Projected Into the Future" 
CIVIL ENGINEWRING, February 1932. 

This indicates thet the sun-spot cycle or 
Wolf numbers, reach e maximum approximately every eleven 
years as follows: 

1880 
1890 
1903 
1914 
1926, and probably 
1936. 

The secular or long-time cyele decreased for 
perhaps 560 years up to about 1905 and has been increasing since 
then, probably continuing to increase until after 1940. In 
other words, there was a pronovneed downward tendency for the 
last half of the last centvry and there will be a similar 
pronounced upward tendency for the first half of the present 
century. 

A general conclusion is to the effect that 
precipitation reached its general minimum about 1905 and will 
have an increasing tendency for 50 years or more, with 10 year . 
variation in accordance with sun-spot variations 4 

j The nearest approach to the sun-spot meximum 
evidenced by Lake Michigan levels are lows in 1880, 1896, 1912 
to 1915, and 1926. The disagreement of 1896 is possibly caused 
partly or wholly by the Dredge of the Lime Kiln crossing in the 
Detroit River, this producing a lowering effect on the average 
jake level. We may expect a lake level timt is generally 
declining up te 1936, followed by rapid rise up to about 1942. 
More exact information on sun-spots will involve a shorter 
extrapolation and perhaps shift these times two or three years 
either way. The present violently declining level of Lake 
Michigan is timed strictly in accordance with theory, but there 
was no clue as to the violence of the rise up to 1929 or the viclence 
of the fall since then. 

The vidlence of the changes in the level of 
lake Michigan has been increasing, particularly since 1885 and | probably cen be correlated with the increase in acreage of 
deforested land. 

i 

q 
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PROJECTIONS 

LAKE MICHIGAN LEVELS 

According to Streiff, next large high will be ; 

1941 % 1 year { 

According to BE. Godfrey, page 40 A.S.C.H., 

Civil Engr.; Janvary 19352. : 

U.S. RAINFALL 

Low in High in 

1903 

nent tenanammmmmamen, § LEY 

1910 

eee nnn meee nnceerennmnne= 1914 

1917 

ee = a en ee eee ee eee re- 1920 

1924 

wee ee ee ee ee ee ewe ewes 1927 

: 1930 

~ Y9Sl to 32 

1936 to 37 -~--<---~<<------~--- <= 

. 1937 to 39 

BOER 06. GR Somer enenes ; 

1943 to 45 

1948 to 51 

> ‘ al
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ny THE BUCHEN COMPANY | 
n ADVERTISING j 

Bae ia: wv 

CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA 
400 West Madison Street, Chicago \ 3 

ne 

ory March 18, 1932. Qe ee 

a 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, ” 
Game Survey, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

While reading on the train last week-end 
I noticed the attached and thought you might be in- 
terested in it. 

How goes the battle? So far as all of us 
in business are concerned, it seems to go sore against 
us -= and the worst does not seem to be yet. 

It certainly is a shaky world right now. 

.  Cheerfully; 

Walther Buchen 
enh 

a



188 ADVENTURE 

design on each sleeve of the uniform coat. This any state or province over a period of twenty years. 
loop was formed of one row of braid for lieuten- - I have made many inquiries but so far I have failed 
ants, two rows for captains and majors, three rows _ to get replies to the two above questions. 
for lieutenant-colonels and colonels and four rows I have been a hunter and trapper here for 19 
for general officers. Other insignia was worn to years, and my observations_lead me to believe that 
indicate to which branch of the service an officer cycles of the above are related and occur in a 
belonged. \ h ite order, and I’wish to study the question 

fh thoroughly and get the opinions of others.” 
Automobile Ay re —PRANK ConrBEAR, Forth Smith, Canada 

. . Ls 

F LUSHING the radiator with wash- Reply, by Mr. Davis Quinn:—There are no books 
ing soda. ‘5 that I know of containing extensive information on 

= ‘ x the diseases and periodic cycles of Canadian fur- 
Request: — I would appreciate inform: tion on pearers. These subjects, of which little is known or 

flushing an automobile radiator with |washing understood, have so far been but sparsely touched by 
soda.” —c. Memurnicn, Dundas, Ontario scientific writers. The two works of Seton, “Life- 

y : \ histories of Northern Animals” (1909), and “Lives 

Reply, by Mr. Edmund B. Neil:—The amount of Game Animals” (1996), would cover the ground 
of cleaning a radiator may require depends of you want more thoroughly than any other one work, — - 
course upon how much deposit has accum! lated —_and references are cited in them that would eventu- 
in it, and what the nature of the deposit is. X ally enable you to track down most of what little is 

A mild safe treatment for a clogged radiator now in print on this all-too-vague subject. A very full 
oe uF the pe Sen Ode the a oon of these fluctuations of ietearets through 
size, dissolve about two pounds of this m a gallo) north country is given reble in “North 
of warm water, drain radiator, put this solution in,\ ) American Fauna No. ae, at by the U. S. Bio- 
refill with clean water to full capacity. Now rune logical Survey, Washington, D. C. (1908, p.199; out 
the engine with solution in the cooling system un- “of print.) You will find a good popular condensed 

' til it boils or nearly so, covering the radiator with account of these cycles in C. Gordon Hewitt’s 
paper to hasten heating. Washing soda must be “Conservation of the Wild Life of Canada”, p. 218. 
hot to be effective. Much of the failure to obtain 
a good cleansing action from this chemical is due "THERE are no books on the varying hare. The 

to trying to omen ae with wy ep se best I can do here is again to refer you to Seton’s 
WeGED) Watet us: ties COON es yStent, en It *  “Life-histories” (vol. I, p. 621), and “Lives” (vol. 

be sure that it does not come in contact with the IV, p. 705). The range of this mammal seems to be 
finish of the hood or body, as it is a very effective most of boreal North America except the Arctic 

paint remover when hot. Run engine at close to gone, and probably practically all predatory birds 
boiling temperature for about ten minutes, drain, inhabiting this region attack this rabbit, but its 
rinse with two full charges of clean water before sroct common feathered tonnes end 4a he the 

+ putting in final charge for continuous running. goshawk, golden eagle, great gray owl, horned owl 
a eee te e es a ea Oe and snowy owl. You can look up the habits and 

rom water pump gland) anc certain ceposits. distribution of these and other predators in Tavern- 
It will usually remove quite a little rust and dirt. er’s two volumes, “Birds of Eastern (and Western) 

: Canada”, issued by the Geological Survey, Dept. of 
Nature’s Cycle Mines, Ottawa, Canada. 

fe a census of ground nesting birds, 1 do not doubt you have been unable to obtain 
birds of prey, varyin g hares and duck- ae figures for nesting partridges over a period of 

z . years. There are no such complete records in 
kills, an experienced hunter and trapper existence. The best consecutive record of fluctu- 
hopes to work out a system for the peri- © ating abundance is Norman Criddle’s, appearing in 
odic abundance of fur-bearers. “Canadian Field Naturalist”, for Apr., 1930. This 

: is not of nesting birds but the completed crop in the 
Request:—‘Could you kindly tell me where to fall. For a grouse record from the United States I 

obtain books on the fur-bearing animals of Canada suggest you communicate with Gardiner Bump, 
containing information on their life, habits, food, care of Dr. A. A. Allen, Cornell University, Ithaca, 
diseases, and periodical cycles. Also books on the N. Y., or Ralph T. King, Administration Building, 
varying hare, and the hawks and owls or any preda- University Farm, St. Paul, Minn. Neither of them 

tory species of birds within the range of the vary- Will have a ten-year record, but they can point out 
ing hare. to you the best records that exist. 

I would very much like to obtain a census of 
ground nesting birds such as partridges for a long "THERE are no statistics available of duck kills 

3 period, over ten years if possible, in an area that has over a period of twenty years. The only State I 
not had much change of game laws or population. . know of that has such a record, starting I believe 
And the statistics of the number of ducks killed in from 1919 or perhaps a little earlier, is Minnesota. 

7
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Address your inquiry to the State Department of absence of the suddenly rare smaller animals. 
@ (Conservation at St. Paul. Probably the best-posted It has been argued that decrease in food affects 

‘man in the country on these matters is Mr. Aldo _ the fertility of predatory species; and obversely that 
| Leopold, Head of the Game Survey, 421 Chemistry an abundance of food may restrain the reproductive 
Building, Madison, Wis. If there is obtainable in- powers of these creatures. But we have too few é 
‘formation on these subjects he can supply it, or ad- . facts about these strange phenomena to theorize. 
| vise where it can be found. Small progress has been made in the study of the 

These “kill” censuses are not reliable. Not long  diseases'of the ruffed grouse. Prof. Allen, to whom [ 
ago a record was kept of wild turkeys shot during refer ahove, has been investigating this matter at 
the open season in Pennsylvania. That year there some pains, but I do not believe he could enlighten 
were reported slain by sportsmen some 5000 of these you any further than the extent of his article, that 
birds, an incredible figure, there being probably not I list below with others of kindred scope. The evi- 
that many wild turkeys in all of the eastern United dence at hand indicates that grouse do not contract 
States! The same thing happened recently with the tularemia, or “rabbit-fever”. 
golden plover when during an open season on that Consult: 
bird, 5000 were reported killed on Long Island, ina The Problem of Tularemia in.Game Birds, Ameri- 

year when golden plover were so scarce that it is can Game, Aug.-Sept., p. 79. 1928. 7 

doubtful if even 500 visited Long Island during their Diseases of Ruffed Grouse, American Game, Mar. 
, entire migration. In the first case perhaps some  jg9g, », 99, 

hunters did not have the courage to turn in a blank. X. Ruffed Grouse Investigation, By A. A, Allen, 
In the second they no doubt reported any species of American Game, Apr.-May, 1929, p. 1. 
plover bagged as “golden”, in order to keep within Quail Disease in U. S,, Cir. 109, Bureau of Animal 
the law. Tndustry, Washington, D.C. 1907. 5 

Food, Nesting, and Disease Studies of Bobwhite, 
Me the well known periodic abundance of Amer. Game, Jan. 1928, p. 7. 

certain fur-bearers is not yet fully or even Another book that might help you: “Mammals of 
partially understood, it is quite likely that the varia- the North West Territories”, by R. MacFarlane, 
tion in the numbers of ground nesting birds like 1905. 
partridges is related to these phenomena. The chief I would be-most interested to learn the results of 
foods of the cycle affected fur-bearers (lynx, fox [all _ your findings. 
phases], wolf, marten, fisher, and mink) are the mouse, 
the vole, and chiefly the varying hare, and the India 
abundance of the fur-bearers seems dependent first AIT At < : * ‘ 
of all on the abundance of these food mammals. T HE difficulties of getting a job are 
However, when the hares or the mice grow too nu- nowhere more forbidding than in « 
merous, as periodically happens, these two animals India. An American secretary can not 
suddenly and mysteriously disappear, probably compete with native clerks. 
primarily from overcrowding that causes starvation 

and epidemics, chiefly the latter. Here your aetna : 
ground nesting birds would fit in nicely, particularly. _ “equest:—“I wish to go to India, say Bombay 
as ativeniesgency diet for thejbirds .of prey whose °T Calcutta. Do you think it is possible for me : 

main bill of fare is ordinarily the same as that of *® Set @ job there’by placing my application with 
the furbearers. Also all the fur-bearers, who are Jarge firm’by mail? I am a secretary-stenogra- 
themselves quite as predatory as the birds of prey, pher, assistant bookkeeper and general office clerk, 

would probably concentrate on a diet of ground have had eleven years “office eee and am 
binds asa ppartunity offered. able to furnish A-1 references.’ 

Some time ago Cabot, in Labrador and Ungava, —(miss) witlie Ben KrinG, Houston, Texas 

made some observations on the effect of the varying 
abundance of mice on the larger animals. The sec- Reply, by Mr. Gordon MacCreagh:—I am 
ond year of these observations mice were noticeably _ sorry to tell you that I must be very discouraging 
increased over the first year, as were likewise hawks to your aspirations for India. 
and ptarmigans, which had grown now fairly numer- Try, first, please, to understand the situation 

ous. Faleons and owls had increased. A wolverene in that country. 
anda bear killed were full of mice. The mice were There exist, of course, many business firms which 

so numerous that “low twigs and all small growth employ secretary-stenographers. Just the same as 
were riddled by them. There wasia tattered aspect they exist in New York City. But consider what 

about the moss and ground in. many places. not.quite | would be your chances of obtaining a position in 
pleasant tosee.” In the next year (1906) the mice New York by simply writing to some firm stating 
had vanished with the snow, with a resulting influ- your qualifications. An application to Bombay 
ence on wild life thereabouts that was astounding. or to Calcutta or to any other Indian city would 
Falcons disappeared toa bird, ptarmigan were very stand no better chance than one to New York. 
searee, and for the first time the hunting cry of Furthermore, you must consider the scale of 
wolves was heard at night, seeking caribou in the salaries paid in the East for work such as you do.



File: Passenger Pigeon 
Cycles 

CROSS REFERENCE 

"A Short History of the Passenger, or Wild, Pigeon," by Dr. Henry Howitt. 

Canadian Field-Naturd ist, Vol. XLVI, No. 2, February, 1932, pp. 27-30.
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NON gl? 

By ROBERT G. GREEN 
University of Minnesota 

HE cycle of abundance and scarcity of rabbits has for reproduction that large populations can develop. 
long been recognized by woodsmen and_ hunters. Cycles of abundance and scarcity of game occur in regions 
Most wild animals and game birds which are perma- beyond the influence of man. They are therefore inde- 
nent residents of the temperate and arctic regions pendent of man or anything he has introduced. The occur- 

pass through cycles of abundance and scarcity. The recent rence of cycles in a species at once tells two things concern- 
Matamek Conference on Biological Cycles, held in Labrador, ing the species in that region: first, it is living in a most 
established beyond question the favorable environment; second, 

cae ee 3 e oe ote Ore in ten years some silent spectre of destruction ae 5 an reel ae = HOt IaPDECCI: 
BpOuE fen Veare Wala: Sav 0) 168 stalks our northern wilderness. A wilderness @01Y attecting the species. 
number of wild animal Species, teeming with small animal life becomes in reality the _ hese are fundamental ,aspects among them the snowshoe rabbit silent forest. In regions in view of man, the disap- Of the cycle problem which ap- 
and the ruffed grouse. It is at pearance of the snowshoe rabbit is always noted; the pear to hold in the present state 
once seen that any regular, and disappearance of the ruffed grouse is regarded with of our knowledge. Once stated, 
therefore predictable, catastrophe alarm. But always there comes a time when the un- they open the way to a logical at- 
to wild life is of great importance seen struggles of the survivors build up new popula-  tacic upon periodic fluctuations as 
in a consideration of wild life con- ‘#5, which, under favorable conditions, again develop conservation problem. The very . to abundance. oes servation. ‘ fact that a species is able to de- 

As yet no exact observations velop large populations again and 
have been made upon which an adequate picture of a com- again in the same area shows that general environmental 
plete cycle may be constructed. However, from our gen- conditions are favorable. It has not yet been possible to 
eral observations in Minnesota, may be given a rough de- ascertain any marked change in the physical environment 
scription that is probably somewhere nearly correct. A accompanying the periodic decimation of wild species and, if 
slow increase in numbers of the snowshoe rabbit and ruffed present, this should not be difficult to see. Such an event 
grouse from scarcity to common occurrence develops over as failure of food supply would be evident, and even that 
a period of about five years. A rather rapid development wouid be totally inadequate to explain the sudden destruc- 
from common occurrence to abundance takes place in tions frequently observed, in which survivors are in good’ 
about two years. A sudden destruction of individuals then nutrition. It would appear that for the destructive agent in 
takes place over a comparatively short period, probably game cycles, we must look to some intimate factor con- 
during one year reducing numbers to uncommon occurrence. cerned with the species rather than with the environment. 
A gradual decline follows and, over a period of about two Such an intimate factor must be classed as a disease. 
years, reduces numbers to scarcity. These periods total,on That it might be a physiological derangement from in- 
the average, about ten years. The length of each period breeding, lack of ultraviolet rays due to the sun spot cycle, 
may vary with conditions and so, also, will the total; but or other causes, hardly appears probable from the nature 

: once in each decade we may expect a decimation of rabbits of the catastrophe. From our lack of experience with any 
and grouse. similar widespread derangement in domestic animals or 

A cycle must be considered a natural phenomenon for a man, it appears even less probable. The destructive factor 
highly reproductive species. With no natural control, either fits much better the picture of a transmissible disease break- 
rabbits or grouse would crowd out most other animal life ing out in a large population, a condition with which we 
in fifteen years. These species have developed in equilib- have had much experience in both man and domestic ani- 
rium with other species under the same general conditions mals. That it might be a parasitic infection is possible; 
which control them to-day. we know that wild animals 
The ultimate control of are heavily parasitized. 
the numbers of a species : Parasites, however, are 
is starvation and disease. — : usually well borne in con- 
When a species becomes : siderable numbers, and are 
abundant, its continued re- — / more apt to extract a reg- 
production forces a crisis. . : ‘ ular toll of victims than to 
If close contact does not  £. cause a sudden outbreak 
bring about the develop- 4 : ; ; . of disease. From our 
ment of epidemic disease, eee, ae : present information, the 
the increasing population ae description most accurate- 
meets a food shortage and : pe i Pr ces : ly fits that of an acute in- 
young fail to survive. hae . : fectious disease occurring 
Disease or starvation, - “eo P2)\ : - in epidemic form. 
however, never totally de- Y BRA S, One of the greatest fal- 
stroys a species. A dis- ; 6 “eee x : lacies which we have en- 
ease that destroys its host ee j joyed is the idea that wild 
beyond a certain degree animals live in that state 
destroys itself. Starva- } _ of perfect health which we 
tion forces equilibrium are wont to associate with 
with food production. — : the wilderness. It is a 

Cycles are the natural a fact that wild animals are 
result of a very favorable : oe : : : more harassed by para- 
environment. They can- : sites than are any other 
not occur unless condi- Wood tick (Rabbit tick) enlarged. This woodland pest is well forms of life, and also that tions are so favorable known to most followers of outdoor trails. they suffer from the most 
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violent of infectious diseases. This eo SEP 2 cag) Se Sh by a Yates 
summer I have picked 3,380 ticks from ous > \ \ ANS f | 

nes : : 38 é hoc Wank a. ‘ \ 4 a single snowshoe rabbit, and 2,382 re ee Sie \{\ iy a | ‘S ‘ 

from a single ruffed grouse: a burden (oe ie Ne O DAN ry x ) j 
of vermin that would drive a man or “es SP ea ae iy oN ‘ 1; i 
even his longsuffering friend, the dog, e as pe ee 7 tay a ij a , fen 
quite mad. A few years from now it a glee y Narre ? i} 
the number will undoubtedly be over ae <a oan Pena | f 7 7 As i 
10,000 per single rabbit, as was the “Nl Tee ge F fen Pw ae hi j 
case in 1926. And this is the tick “Sigs 2 ie eM i <i ee ' 
which carries tularemia, a disease we may well 7 ‘he SEF eee 

suspect to be the major cause of the usual periodic \ Wk fe iB rif 

destruction of rabbits, grouse, and many other f Na A #3 a 
forms of forest life. E> bl ys r 7 

We pick tularemia as the most probable destruc- : rap F E ‘J ay Hi; Py 
tive factor in game cycles because it is at present \ e fi) i | P ath ¢ #: fl} 

the only disease known that has the potential ability 1 pow (ii | va te a Hy 
to destroy many forms of wild life with disastrous Vk He 1) , a i ify 
rapidity. It is known to produce a natural infec- df tog pita e ft  PEDEE te 
tion in rabbits, squirrels, gophers, mice, rats, musk- ae Sf At ‘Vy Ae 2 Cees 
rats, opossums, coyotes, quail and grouse, and it , YF got N24) NWR 
undoubtedly produces infections in other species. ““»/**"” Pos hi f. mpage 
Rabbits are known to die in large numbers from wu r ele. even, 
this disease. Its virulence changes, so that it may 
be a violently fatal disease or it may be a harmless im- now survives. The point is that if we knew just what was 
munizing infection. It appears to be capable of transmis- going on, we should know what to do. Much of our present 
sion by any tick or biting fly. Thus, in tularemia we see a effort is. probably misdirected. 
destructive factor which occurs under certain conditions We shall learn facts necessary for the guidance of wild 
as a violently fatal infection, a disease spread by the myriads life conservation only by scientific research. This aspect of 
of ticks and flies that infest wild ani- wild life conservation is being neg- 
mals, and, of greatest importance, a During the summer most rabbits are infested lected all out of proportion to capital 
disease capable of exerting its de-  yith thousands of ticks. Dr. Parker has shown Outlay. The problem demands studies 
structive action on many species. that the rabbit tick is responsible for the spread 11 individual states where conditions 

Suppose the destructive factor of tularemia among rabbits. This tick is also vary. The problem is national and 
were an epidemic disease. What found on grouse, but it does not bite man. The international, and demands guidance 
could we do about it? First of all, wood tick, also, spreads tularemia among rab- of federal agencies. The Bureau of 
we would know that it would be fu- its, and occasionally transmits the disease to Biological Survey is attempting to 
tile to give perpetual protection to ™4" meet the situation, but its facilities 
any cyclic species over large areas are small compared with the magni- 
and let them die periodically, of no use to anyone. We tude of the task. They have created a project on disease of 
would have no game refuges for cyclic species. We would wild animals and birds, which is actively attacking the prob- 
have complete protection everywhere at scarcity, and un- lems here discussed. Their efforts need support. 
limited hunting before the period of greatest abundance. At the present time conservation of cyclic species is pro- 
The result would probably be partial control of the cycle, ceeding most successfully. Our game refuges and wilder- 
with natural destruction less complete, and more game taken ness areas are rapidly being filled with the small denizens 
by the sportsman than now. If the destructive agency is a of the forest. This present abundance, however, is subject 
specific disease, such as tularemia, it would be possible to to the same destructive influences which have taken their 
institute epidemics of mild vaccination in various areas, and _ toll in the past, and, if history repeats itself, in but two or 
so conserve many times the amount of breeding stock that three years they will again silently steal away. 
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PETE BAKER'S FAVORITE RECITATION 
Telling of Country Charms and Sympathizing with people ’’What has to lib in town” 

CT? *en Ah hyars de quail a fifiin’ / ea music in de woodlan’ 
In de corn fiel’ down belo’ Whar de daisies love ter grow, 

Whar de riber’s slowly flowin’ An’ de chatter ob de ol’ gray squirrel, 
An, de weepin’ willows grow; An’ de robin’s merry hello, 

Ah fills mah pipe wid "bacca An’ de tinklin’ ob de cow bell, 
An’ Ah whistles fo’ mah houn’ Has to me a soothin’ soun’, 

An’ Ah’m sorry fo’ de poo’ folks Makes me sorry fo’ de poo’ folks 
What has to lib in town. What has to lib in town. 

A h likes to steal off by myse’f Al h sometimes wish de good, kine Lo’d 
To de woods, and restin’ dere Had gibben me lots of wealth, 

Jes’ listen to de music Land, woods, lakes an’ pastures; 
Dat is fillin’ all de air. “ Ah don’t mean fo’ mahse’f, 

De win’ a sighin’ tru de trees, But Ah jes wish dat Ah own'd de sunshine 
Dat solemn mournful ’soun’ So Ah could hand it ‘round 

Like de weepin’ ob de poo’ folks An’ divide it "mongst de poo’ folks 
What has to lib in town. What has to lib in town. 
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Nov. 11, 1931 

Mr. Charles Arn 
Box 26 
Minong, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Arm? 

Your biblical quotations bearing on the question 

of éycles are extremely interesting and I am mich indebted to 

you for calling them to my attention. 

Were 1t not for the reference to cattle, I 
would think that verses 33 and 39 (Psalm 108) point quite clearly 
to cycles. As it is, doubtless there is a high probability that 

the writer had cycles in mind. 

In a semi-arid country like Palestine there are 

usually decided fluctuations in animal life, not all of which 

are necessarily cycles. 

I an sending you some reprints on cycles which 

my interest you. 

Thank you for talking the pains to write me. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Inel. reprints 

—— F
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Natural Cycles—A Mystery of Life 
HY are there plagues of r plagues, the suddenness of its 

WW mice in some years and By PROFESSOR J. N. GOWANLOCH beginning was matched only by 

a scarcity of rabbits in Chief Biologist, Research Bureau, the suddenness of its end. Pre- 
others? Where has our old- Department of Conservation datory birds and mammals, de- 
fashioned weather gone? pleted food supply, and above 

Few aspects of life are more interesting or all, disease, swept away the teeming population 

more mysterious than the existence of various so that within a matter of months the plague 

kinds of cycles in abundance of animals, in crops, had passed. 

and in weather. Everyone is familiar with the A biological conference of extraordinary. in- 

Old Timer who says “We never get the winters terest was held this summer during the last week 
now we used to get. Why when I was a boy—”. of July for the sole purpose of presenting and 

I believe it was Roger Bacon who long ago discussing the evidences of natural cycles. So in- 

thought he had found:a thirty-five year cycle in teresting were its results, and with such obvious 
the English weather. 2 bearing upon conservation problems, that some 

‘ er t of its content and findings is here given. Mouse plagues have lorig been striking ex- acroun 

amples of biological cycles whose causes remain The conference was called by Mr. Copley Am- 
‘ ory of Boston and was held at a remote place, 

obscure. The appearance of hordes of meadow ‘ 
: ‘ his summer home at the mouth of the Matamek 

mice has somtimes been so sudden as to be re- 2 ‘ 
; é River on the northern side of the Gulf of St. 

garded as miraculous. The Bible records such A 
3 ; é ; Lawerence, 300 miles east of Quebec. The thirty 

spectacular upwelling im numbers, and in the Saieaeh cae ; 
participating scientists were all Mr. Amory’s 

works of Herodotus and Homer are found refer- 
é A guests. An ardent sportsman, Mr. Armory had 

ences to mouse plagues during the Trojan war. fide dan See shedibaltin tie Fnek diine “Sonetiind 

So important did the Greeks regard these events th e me a a a i ae ® bu ¢ 
that they incorporated in their theology a mouse yD iy oe mata cee, Ver i aa ce 

zat 2 and sometimes, for no apparent reason, very 
god, sacrifices to whom were believed to avert P 
prchanlarics scarce. The official report of the conference, pre- 

é : pared by Professor Ellsworth Huntington of Yale 

The quaint language of the early English University; has been published in Science (Sept. 
writer, Holinshead, tells of one such visitation; 4, 1931). From this report the following ma- 

“about Hallontide last past (1581) in the marshes terials are summarized. 

of Danesey Hundred in a place called South Min- The conference considered all kinds of cycles 
ster in the County of Essex. . there sodainlie oe —fiuctuations in trees, insects, fish, game birds, 
peared an infinite number of mice, which ONCE” mice, rabbits and even financial panics, cycles 
whelmed the whole earth in the said marshes, varying in length from thirty months to 260 

did shear and gnaw the grass by the roots, spoy- years. It has been long known that there exists 
ling and tainting the same with their venimous an eleven year cycle in sun spots which Julian 
teeth...which vermine by policie of man could Huxley, Elton, and others have believed to be a 

not be destroyed till at the last it came to pass controlling influence on weather and through wea- 
that there flocked together such a number of owles ther on animal life. Elton states that “the sun 

“a -whereby the marsh holders were shortly a varies about five percent in output of energy and 
livered from the vexation of the same mice... this variation has been definitely proven to affect 

In 1900 a mice plague occurred throughout the earth’s climate’. Huxley states “the yearly 

the vast territory of Alberta and central Saskat- path of storms varies with the sun spots return- 

chewan between Edmonton and Athabaska Land- ing to the same area about every eleven years. 
ing. In 1907 the Humbolt Valley, Nevada, was This has, too, been correlated with a change in 
struck by a plague of such magnitude that on the total precipitation, affecting most strikingly the 
large ranches the numbers of mice per acre ranged animals and plants of semi-desert regions.” 

from 8,000 to 12,000. Orchards were destroyed, It is extremely interesting that contrary to 
young shade trees girdled and even the large expectation the conference found that its interest 
lombardy and silver poplars were killed by these did not center around tliis sun spot cycle of eleven 
tiny animals. Fifteen thousand of the twenty years, but around two shorter cycles, one of four 

thousand acres of alfalfa in the lower part of the years and a more important one of between nine 

valley were a complete loss. As in other such and ten years. Professor A. G. Gross of Bowdoin
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College, described the definite four year cycle in tenths years. Professors Phelps and Belding used 

the migration of snowy owls into New England. the very careful records of the salmon caught 

Elton discussed a four year cycle in far northern by the members of the exclusive Restigouche 

mice, lemmings and Arctic ptarmigan. He stated Club on the Restigouche River in New Bruns- 

that in Norway, where lemming migrations have wick. Each fisherman there religiously records 

been recorded for hundreds of years, the same cy- the weight and size of his fish and the number 

cle is demonstrated. In Alberta, Professor Rowan of days spent in fishing. Thus it is easy to cal- 

showed a four year cycle in mice and shrews. culate the daily number of fish per rod or angler 

“The regular course of events seems to be that for each of the last fifty years. There, too, the 

the mice, lemmings and ptarmigan increase enor- fish appear in great abundance every ten years, 

mously in numbers for a season or two. Foxes, but sink to smaller numbers in the interim. 
owls and other creatures are thus provided with Curiously enough, it is not because large or 

abundant food. They, too, increase so fast that small numbers are hatched in special years, 

the number of skins brought into the Hudson’s although such may be the case. The greatest 

Bay Company may be many times as great at immediate cause of the change in numbers from 

one phase of the cycle as at another. Then there year to year appears to be something which 

comes a change so sudden that the members of the happens when the smolt, or young salmon, enter 

conference call it the ‘crash’. The rodents and the sea.” 

game birds begin to die by the thousand or mil- The extensive area involved in these cycles is 
lion. Some of them, such as the lemming, also astounding. “From far away on the other side 
migrate long distances, only to meet death in of the continent the measurement of the annual 
some other region. The creatures that have been rings of the giant sequoias of California, by Dr. 

feeding on them soon become hungry. They, too, Ellsworth Huntington, of Yale University, sup- 

begin to die, or else migrate to even greater dis- plies stifl another type of evidence of this same 
tances”. cycle of about ten years. Thus once in ten years 

The most remarkable of all was the accumu- or less something seems to happen which causes 

lated evidence of a nine or ten year periodicity. an increase and then a decrease in the vital ac- 

Aldo Leopold of Wisconsin described such a tivities of both plants and animals. This occurs 

rhythm among the grouse and rabbits in Wiscon- all over North America from the borders of Alaska 
sin and neighboring lake states. In Alberta, Rowan to the Maritime Provinces and the northernUni- 

found an almost ten year cycle in grouse, some ted States, and also in the adjacent seas. Then, 

other non-migratory birds, rabbits, coyotes, and to complete the picture, Mr. Comsia, from Ru- 

other furbearers. Farther north in Canada, El- mania, stated that he, too, has found some evi- 

ton, using the voluminous records of the Hudson dence of the ten-year cycle of disease in the rab- 

Bay Company, has found a cycle exactly nine and bits, not only of Canada, but possibly of Europe. 

seven tenths years long in the abundance of hares, The European disease is coccidiosis, which may 

muskrats, grouse, lynxes, red-fox, marten, wolves, turn out to be an important disease in Canada. 

mink, and goshawks. Most impressive is the fact Scraps of evidence such as locust migrations sug- 

that not only do many different animals share gest that this same cycle prevails over still wider 

this periodicity, but the same period occurs over areas.” 

the continent form the remote Canadian north- The known sun spot cycle of eleven and one- 

west south into the United States. The fluctua- fifth years played in the proceedings, as has been 

tion seems to begin in the far north and works its said above, much less part than was expected. 

way southward and eastward, reaching southern However, Dr. H. Mayer-Wegelin, of the German 

Canada three years after making its appearance Forestry School of Munden in Hanover, described 

in the north. Nevertheless, in any given region an eleven year cycle in the growth of German 

the period remains constant. trees, while his colleague, Dr. H. S. Eidmann 

The records of sport fishing and the commer- showed that insect pests of German forests ap- 

cial catch of salmon provided remarkable facts. pear to have a cycle of about twelve years. D. R. 

“Still more astonishing are the results of Dr. A. Cameron, of the Canadian Forestry Branch, 

G. Huntsman, of Toronto University, Prof. E. pointed out that this cycle might be due to human 

B. Phelps, of Columbia University, and Prof. D. influences. The detail studies presented by the con- 

L. Belding, of Boston University Medical School. ference members suggested that many of the 

Using the records of the commercial catch of sal- eleven and twelve year cycles may fit equally close- 

mon in the bays along the coast of New Bruns- ly into cycles averaging nine and one-half years. 

wick, Dr. Huntsman found indications that the That the weather, the moon, and the tide, may 
salmon come and go in periods of nine and six play some part in these affiars of man and ani-
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mals is much less mystical than would seem at by Professor Huntsman seem to show a cycle of 

first glance. 48 years. Still longer cycles are suggested by the 

“One curious thing about this nine and one- rings of growth of trees, but these fall beyond the 

half cycle is that while it can be detected in me- scope of the present conference.” 

terological records, it has not been much studied To sum up the cycles demonstrated “There 

there. Moreover, no basis for it, such as sunspots, is fairly abundant evidence as to a four year 

has yet been found. Mr DeLury pointed out that cycle, the length of which seems to be almost ex- 

it is a little longer than the lunar cycle of eight actly four years. A cycle of six years is sug- 

and eighty-five one-hundredths years and almost gested but not confirmed. A cycle of between 
exactly half of another lunar cycle of eighteen nine and ten years, on the other hand, is very 

and six-tenths. These two cycles of tidal activity strongly indicated. It is often called a ten-year 

may influence climate by stirring up the ocean cyéle, but the most accurate determinations sug- 

waters, allowing cold water to come to the surface, gest that the true length is nearer nine and one- 

and thus influencing atmospheric pressure and half years. A cycle of perhaps eighteen and six- 

storms. This is not clear, however, and the con- tenths years appears to be at least as widespread 

ference felt that much more evidence was neces- and definite as the four-year cycle. As to the 

sary before so seemingly minor a cause could larger cycles no data for gauging their import- 

logically be connected with such great events.” ance were forthcoming at the conference.” 

Financial panics, the abundance of salmon Such are the cycles, mysterious yet real, evi- 

and rabbits, all these show striking regularity, al- dent yet unexplained. What then may we sur- 

though the solution of their cause and the attempt mise is their cause? Is it an influence originating 

to relate them to some common world influence in some restricted place? Evidently not, for they 
is as yet almost hopeless. “The magnitude of are too far spread. Is it some world-wide causa- 
the action of these cycles is still more evidence tion or is it some influence from outside the world, 
from certain facts pointed out by Dr. Huntington. some change in moon or sun? Such views that 

He showed that the most distinct cycle of droughts would, not very long ago, have been regarded 

and of agricultural productivity in the United as fantastic must now in the light of evidence 
States has a period of sixteen and six-tenths years be seriously and scientifically considered. ‘The 

if measured by the five cycles between 1837 and causes of cycles in animals appeared to the con- 
1930. Moreover, during that same time there ference to be divided into three groups; biological, 
have been six financial panics separated by five meterological, and astronomical. The first includes 
average periods of eighteen and four-tenths years. food, reproduction, parasitic insects, diseases, es- 
The panics, curiously enough, go with the agricul- _pecially those of bacterial origin; the second, or 
tural depressions, but may precede or follow them. meterological group, needs no definition; the third 
This suggests that the panics and the droughts group may be briefly discussed before we turn 

may owe something to a common cause, even to the others. It was dealt with chiefly by Mr. 

though the agricultural depression resulting from DeLury. He holds that the chief causes of cli- 

the droughts may not be the immediate cause of matic variation are partly solar and partly lunar. 
the panics. The conference made no attempt to The conference seemed to feel that while terres- 

solve such problems as this. It was, however, trial climatic fluctuations are probably due to 
impressed by the fact that droughts, panics, and solar variations, such fluctuations are probably 

agricultural depression, not only show greater due to other astronomical causes as well as to the 
regularity than the sunspot cycles, but seem to variations which manifest themselves as sunspots. 

have a periodicity twice that of the very regular One of the strongest impressions of the whole con- 
cycles found in sequoia trees, rabbits, grouse, ference was that all sorts of cycle phenomena 
foxes, salmon, and many other animals.” must be controlled, though not necessarily caused, 

The existence of long cycles is much harder to by some outside forces, which dominate all forms 

prove because of the rarity of available long of life. If these are solar forces they manifest 
period records. Some, however, were indicated. themselves as sunspots, prominences, faculae, the 
“Dr. Edimann thinks that the noxious insects solar constant, electro-magnetic activity, and per- 
in the forests of Germany wax and wane in cycles haps still other phenomena. These presumably 

of about thirty years. Professor Rowan finds a lead to both meteorological and organic phenom- 
cycle of 84 years in the ducks, crows, magpies, ena on the earth. If the lunar forces have any 
and lake levels of Alberta. The Bruckner cycle effect in producing cycles, they presumably act 
of 30 or more years is also found by Mr. DeLury through the tides, which in turn gives rise to 

in several series of meterological data and in the oceanic currents and upheavals of cold water from 
growth of trees, The salmon statistics studied below. These are supposed to alter the atmos-
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pheric pressure and thus cause winds, storms, increasing race like the Japanese would decline 

rain, and changes of temperature.” in numbers if the relative rates of deaths and of 
One result, valuable, and to be secured only by conceptions resulting in living births stayed stead- 

the wide nature of such a conference as that at ily at the levels of September, when health and 

Matamek, is that the scientist becomes less likely vigor are at a minimum. Professor Rowan pre- 

to overemphasize the casual effects of simple de- sented experimental evidence suggesting that the 
tails in the enviornment and sees more clearly same thing is true among birds. By altering the 

the broad picture. Thus while in many of the conditions of light and temperature he has in- 

demonstrated cycles their spectacular rise and duced birds to breed in mid-winter. Dr. Kyle and 
crash is clearly due immediately to food supply, Prof. Huntsman made it clear that reproduction 
that fluctuation in food supply is itself the result in fish and other sea animals responds with equal 
of other broader causes. “No one at the confer- readiness to changes in temperature.” 

ence seemed to entertain much doubt that mi- The enormous effects of parasites was made 

grations of animals and variations in their num- clear in a wide series of such cyclic studies. Al- 

bers are often due to the food supply. Some of though the layman little realizes it, no species 
the most clear-cut examples are the migrations lives unti itself alone. Its success is the composite 

of the snowy owls when the supply of mice runs result of influences operating indirectly upon 

short after a period of great abundance. It is itself and of influences acting indirectly upon it, 
almost equally clear that the extraordinary varia- through the parasites that impair its vigor and the 

tions in the numbers of rabbits, muskrats, and plants or animals that form its source of food. 
other rodents from one extreme of the ten-year A disease sometimes fatal to man and yet dis- 

cycle to the other are one of the main causes covered within only the past few years and to 

for variations in the numbers of foxes, lynxes, which the name of tularaemia has been given, 

mink and other fur-bearing animals. Mr Elton’s was found by Professor R. G. Green, of the Uni- 

curves showing the numbers of skins of such ani- versity of Minnesota, to play an important part 

mals brought in to the Hudson’s Bay Company in the cycles of abundance of rabbits and grouse. 
posts give good indication that the ups and downs He demonstrated clearly that during the last 
of the furbearers follow closely on those of their rabbit cycle in Minnesota the “crash” when the 

prey, although the maximum number of the furs animals suddenly died off was due to a very viru- 
of carnivores is brought into the market a year lent form of this bacterial disease. The disease 
after the maximum of rabbits. It was also made is carried by ticks, which also infest grouse. Pro- . 
clear by various members of the conference that fessor Green’s findings have resulted in the theory 
sea animals wander about in huge numbers in re- that when the rabbit population begins to decline 
sponse to variations in their food supply. One of the tularaemia bacteria are extremely virulent, 
the most interesting of such wanderings is the while the proportion of old and immune rabbits 
migration of the sperm whales described by Dr. is very small. Hence millions of rabbits die, for 
Charles Townsend of the New York Aquarium. the mortality is almost one hundred per cent. The 
The small crustaceans and other minute forms of ticks which they carry fall to the ground, but soon 

life upon which these huge animals feed are abun- find new hosts in other rabbits and grouse, thus 
dant only in summer. Therefore, in order to spreading the disease. For some unknown reason, 
obtain the barrels and barrels of food which form however, the virulence of the tularaemia bacteria 
their meals, the whales each year wander back decreases rapidly. After the epidemic it becomes 
and forth over routes six and eight thousand so low that as young are born from the surviving 

miles long. During our summer they are in the rabbits they do not die from the disease, but have 
northern hemisphere, and during the southern a non-fatal form of the disease which makes them 
summer in the southern hemisphere.” immune. Thus there arises a group of immune 

Phases other than food supply which have rabbits, some of which survive the next epidemic 

never adequately been considered were indicated, and carry on the race. In tularaemia the parasitic 
such as the rate of reproduction of the species. bacteria are so virulent at the time of their main 
Elton showed that the number of young snowshoe onset that practically all affected animals die, no 

rabbits and certain other animals born in the matter how strong they may have been. Such 
average litter apparently tend to increase in cer- facts as this precipitated a lively discussion:as to 

tian years and to decrease when scarcity of food the relative importance of changes in the virulence 
and other causes lead to a reduction in the num- of the parasites compared with changes in the de- 
bers of animals. Huntington showed that even gree of resistance of the host. The conclusion 

in man the rate of reproduction is closely cor- seems to be that there is no general rule. Under 

related with climatic conditions. Thus “a rapidly (Coneluded on page 35)
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NATURAL CYCLES—A MYSTERY no remedial control measure possible, it is clear 
OF LIFE that conservation and protection to be effective 
eras, must be planned with the knowledge of these 

(Continued from page 17) strange natural rhythms. 

certain conditions and with certain diseases the Sar a ea 
power of a disease varies in close harmony with CANNED FISHERY PRODUCTS AND 
the general health of the animals wich it attacks. BY-PRODUCTS 
Under other circumstances a more virluent para- Ante ete 
site may be so strong that no animal can resist it. (Continued from page 29) 
But all organisms from bacterial parasites to tent and if properly produced should be used for 

Int wenn anc fone canine acy al nding at ce comer habe s ; 2 an shrimp by-products now command. 
Reet = Ca eee and It is also important in the production of fish 

: ay meal and oil that modern equipment be employed, 
Temperature a rainfall igre a sae deal preferably steam or vacuum processes, to pro- 
oo “3 oe oa duce the highest grade of feed, and care should be 

s exercised in th ducti i a 
upon reproduction in birds, while variations in product ae a Sethe ese 8 
ee Seale ene o ee tae hae tute for imported cod-liver oil. Persons contem- 

y, was 7 plating producing oil for this purpose should 
tant part quite separate from actual A akg make suitable arrangements for having their oils 
Hitherto the study of such factors has been badly produced tested as to vitamin potency, and only 
ieee for i eee ie Seer trent oils sie the requirements of the stock feed- 

; mals, 0 ; ers introduced into this market. 
ment are astoundingly alike. ‘Certain great laws With the proper development of oyster farm- 
seem to run all the way through the whole 7 ing in the South, production of oysters should 
of life, and one result of the working of these be greatly increased and stabilized, and the qual- 
laws ig that cycles are very wide-spread pheno- ity of oysters produced enhanced. In general it 
mena. : } may be stated that as the importance of sea foods Another interesting aspect of the conference becomes better recognized, and as the industry 
ve bes ee a in : Set ner act more carefully standardizes its products, the im- 
where land mammals are few portance of the fishery industries to the South 
are less subject to cycles, due possibly to either should be much iter eieliees ooo. 
or both of two causes, their fewness and uniform- RE ele as NE" ete 
ity of their surroundings. In those high latitudes 2 

where climatic fluctuations are not harmful, cycles Two Homes Not Enough—Fish Sports 
are also less apparent, but in the dryer and colder Two Names 
parts of the continents of the world, where only ACen ONE 
a slight change in climate may produce a vast habit = h ovine ye homes, LO meres ace 
change in food supply, conditions of reproduction ra a oe Tao, ie jee gees umeat changes 
or bacterial infection, animals show greatest peri- a ae Sms 1 Popeuenticne vice ee ey 
odicity, increasing enormously at certain times eae. a egal puzzle upon the Michigan Depart- 
and then declining with a spectacular crash. toe 2 aon 

The broad survey accomplished by the con- ; ee Bee ee De . ap De rect the ferende Brenan together for the nite tinean ane state’s Institute for Fisheries Research was called 
Heine mann Gheyidenen Tadica eit o ener ty : wee scientific data that the deep water steel- 
Sf like anal ee ner oer Cer ene - Ss i ins to be rainbow trout at one 

ences whose nature remains still unknown. It is of RHEE. eir restless life. 
high interest that, for example, in the studies of os 
the Wisconsin grouse and rabbits it was found 3 

that their cycles appeared to be modified and PALFREY RODD PURSELL 
reduced in those areas more populated by man. COMP. ANY, Ltd. 
The recognition and consideration of these natu- PRINTERS—STATIONERS 
ral cycles are of profound importance in practical OFFICE OUTFITTERS 
conservation, since it is evident that although they Talephors S92) Garin Sitact 
exist often in such astonishing magnitude, they RAymond 6240 New eee i 
may yet be capable of some control. Even were Bie eer he ee



Abpea Cy chacfotd 
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905 University Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: . Qetober 5, 1932 

Mr. William ¥. Bartlett, President . 
Chippewa Falls Historical Society 
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Mr. Bartlett: j 

I am much interested in the attached clipping, which has 
‘considerable value for game research purposes provided it can be es- 
tablished whet species is meant by “grouse.* Since you have the fall 
text of the original publication, I am writing to inquire whether it 
contains any hints which are not given in this clipping. . 

The clipping differentiates between “chickens* and “grouse.” 
This might mean (a) pinnated and sharptail grouse collectively, as dis- 
tinguished from ruffed grouse, or (b) pinnated crouse as distinguished 

' from sharptail grouse. 

The latte> meaning would be more in accordance with present 
usage, but that hardly constitutes evidence of what meanings were intended 
in 1873. 

There is furthermore a doubt as to whether pinnated grouse 
had penetrated that far north by that time. They entered southern Wis- 
consin from Illinois about 1840, Whether pinnated were indigenous to 

Barron County is unknown, bot they are probably not indigenous to the 
neighborhood of St. Pani. 

If you can give or loan me a copy of the original story, I 
would be glad to pass judgment on the prohable meanings of these terns. 
If this is impracticable, and you are yourself familiar with these 
species, I would appreciate your judgment ani the evidence on which you 

base it. 

the probable original confition of Pine Creek in Barron 
County with respect to amount and distribution of timber in 1873 
would also constitute circumstantial evidence. If the region was 
considerably timbered and did not have any farms, it is safe to assume 
that "“chickens* meant sharpteil and “grouse” meant ruffed. grouse. 

Your cooperation in untangling this matter will be ap- 
\ preciated. t 

Yours sincerely, ' 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey



Copies to Messrs. Twitty 

Stoddard Cycbates 

Sept. 28, 1931 

Mr. Re Re Oger 

District Geme Warden . 
Dahlonega, Georgia 

Dear Mr. Omnert 

: I am writing you at the suggestion of Mr. Twitty for any 

information you ean give me on the dates of periods of sbuntance and 

scareity in ruffed grouse in Georgia. : 

A good deal of information on the ups ani doms of ruffed grouse 

in Canada, New Ingland, and the Lake States has been gathered by various 

investieators in recent years, but it is hard to interpret the meaning 

of this information without Imowing more sbont the fluctuations in abune 
dance of raffed grouse in the southern Appalachians anit in the Ozarks. 

I would appreciate very mech your writing down a chronological 

list of the years in which you have any or ean get any Imowledce of the 

seareity or abundance of grouse, ani then writing after that year a fev 

words to indicate their seareity or cbunianee. It does not matter 1f the 

list skips certain years for which no information is available. ola 

dates are more valuable than recent ones because they are scarcer. 

Anything of this sort that you can cive me will not only be 

appreciated by me personally but will constitute a valuable contribution 

to the scientific understanding of this species of game, 

I am attaching a rough pencil sample of the way I would suggest 

you compile this material. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LMOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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A.O. SMITE! CORPORATION 
MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL PRODUCTS 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

Sept 5, 1951. 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
University Ave. National Bank Bldg, 
Madison, Wise 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Many thanks for the volume on Game Survey which I 
received yesterday. I had purchased one of these volumes a 
short time ago but had sent it to Mr. Tefft in Jackson, Mich. 
I know that he will value it as an addition to his library so 
I am donating it for that purpose, keeping your copy for my 
own use. Many thanks for your consideration. 

One of the papers on Climatic Cycles as Affecting 
Moisture was sent you a few days ago and I trust you will have 
received it and found it of interest. 

I will look forward to seeing you at the shoot in 
Racine. 

Yours very truly, 

F. Nagle 

FN:ELS 

aa



A.O. SMITH CORPORATION 
MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL PRODUCTS 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

Sept 2, 19351 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
National Bank Bldg, 
University Ave., 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Leopold: 

I am enclosing herewith the climatic cycle data dis- 
cussed in conversation with you in Racinee I wrote Mr. Streiff 
about this and inadvertently omitted your address so that he 
sent it to me for forwarding to youe I am sure that correspon- 
dence with Mr. Streiff would be of great interest to you, par- 
ticularly as I consider him the outstanding international au- 

thority on this subject. 

One of the partners in the firm with which Mr. Streiff 
is connected, the Fargo Engineering Company, Jackson, Mich., is 
Mre We We Tefft, with whom I had one of my early moose hunts in 
Canada, and with whom I expect to go into the Rockies on the 18th 
of this month. Mr. Tefft is an inveterate hunter and a very keen 
technical observer. His experience in the Michigan backwoods, 
both on hunting and in engineering work,dates back to 1906. Mr. 
Fargo, the senior member of the firm, has intimately studied the 
pird situation for an even longer period, followed out his hobby 
thru Canada and Michigan in the Fall and carrying it on in Florida 
in the Winter timee It is an odd circumstance that these three 
men have made more-or-less a hobby of your specialty. I know of 
no more keen observers or trained analysts than this groupe 

Looking over your book, particularly the chart on page 

142, my ow notes carry two interesting checks. In the years 
from 1912 to 1916 I spent some time each Fall along the Ausable 
River in the lower peninsula of Michigan. Grouse were extremely 
plentiful and I made actual count of several flocks numbering be- 
tween 20 and 50. I do not recall any variation during that four 
year period, but in the same region both earlier and later no 
such numbers were encountered.e Similarily, I trapped during the 
Winter of 1901-2 in Barry County, Michigan and throughout the 
Fall and Winter grouse were more plentiful than I had ever seen 
them before or have ever since, altho my observations have been 
very meager since 1915. The year of plenty was very marked how- 
ever e
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Mre Aldo Leopold--- Q=2=31 

I will be interested in conversing with you some time 
as to whether you can find any correlation between Mr. Streiff!s 
climatic cycles and your own findings. I have a feeling that 
the imnediate tie is that of moisture. What the ultimate cause 
of the moisture cycle may be seems to be of less importance than 
the determination of that cycle to a degree that will permit of 
prediction. That, I believe,has been determined or is capable of 
being determined for any particular regione As a matter of fact, 
such major decisions as the building of steam plants in place 
of hydro-electric plants or vice versa, have been successfully 
premised on precipitation preductions based on cycle studies. 

Yours very truly, 

© Llag lo 

FN: ELS



pete FARGO ENGINEERING COMPANY cue ee 
. ! CONSULTING ENGINEERS 

\ . or UNION & PEOPLES BANK BUILDING 

fi : AV \ 120 MICHIGAN AVE. W. 

CHICAGO OFFICE f ay / } 7 

Rae Te seE {/ AY / { JACKSON, MICHIGAN 

) 6\ , wl August 26,1931 
VE NY NEON ad 

| \ | \ | 

A ee ‘| ‘ Mr. F. Nagler 
A ad | % h. O. Smith Corporation 
| I \ \f KM Y\* Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

x 
XS Dear Nagler: 

A a I was glad to hear from you and 
J thought you had left the country or some- 

N thing. 

\ } Presumably with the formation of 

a, a new tremendous pipe line concern there 

N will be enough business for the A. OQ. Smith 

N Corporation in sight. I am interested to 

| know what you are working on now? 

\ Your reference to Mr. Leopold is 
interesting. I will send him the papers you 

refer to but you have forgotten to give me 

his address. foe Jatud 2. wpy ae * 

There is no doubt‘in my mind that 
the game on the North American Continent is 

subject to multi-annual cycles. After all, 

the whole North American Continent is for 
the greater part semi-arid and these changes 

in aridity make important changes in game 

food, migrations, etc. Bruckner has already 
linked bacteriology with the climatic cycles 

and as pepaaeent refers to the sun there is 

no doubt ection between the sun and mi- 

erobes,which after all is only another form é 

of life. 

Yours very truly, 

FARGO ENGIN ING COMPANY 

fy 

ASYM By: “5 :
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dug. 11,1931 

Mr. Arnold Seagrave 
Room 27 Commercial Building 

- Woonsocket, R. I. 

Dear Mr. Seegravet 

I worked up your grouse data immediately after receiving 
your letter of June 10 but have delayed acknowledguent, hoping to be 
able to send you a graph which was in the hanis of the draftsman. 

He has not yet completed it, so I am dropping you this 
line just to let you kmow that your courtesy in furnishing this infor 
mation has not been overlooked. ‘he thorough manner in which you have 
recorded ani presented this information 1s quite exceptional. I will 
send you a copy of the graph within a short time. 

I am sending you under separate cover a copy of "Report 
on a Game Survey of the North Central States." You may be interested 
in the chapter on cycles and also the one on ruffed grouse. 

a I also have an article on grouse cycles which will appear 
fn the Canadian Field-Naturalist and of which I will send you a re- 
print within the next couple months. 

Yours sincerely, \ 

ALDO L@OPOLD \ 
In Charge, Game Survey - \ 

\t 
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ARNOLD SEAGRAVE 
e CIVIL ENGINEER 

xi ROOM 27 COMMERCIAL BUILDING 

WOONSOCKET. R. I. 

Woonsocket, R.1., June 10, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, +) 

In Charge of Game Survey, Ne LV 
Madison, Wisconsin. gavel oY : 

Dear Mr. Leopold;- . pt 

Your letter of the first was received and I have been waiting 

for a rainy day to copy the data from my records and reply. 

I began to hunt with a shot gun in 1892, before that date I 
used a 0.22 rifle, using a small dog said to beiHalf beagle and half 
water spaniel. What ever he was he was a hunter and we hunted everything. 

The first year 1 kept a record was 1895, the first year I was 
out of school, and during 1895, 96 and 97 we hunted everything as you 
will note. 1 have omitted the fur bearing annimals from the lists. 

I went to work in the spring of 1895 and have worked ever 
since so my time for play has been limited. I would go to the office 
in the morning, do what there was to do and then start for the woods. 
So my hunts have always been rather short and have been practically 
confined to North Smithfield, Smithfield, Burrillville, Lincoln and 
Cumberland, R.I. and to Bellingham, Blackstone, Uxbridge and Mendon, Mass. 

In 1898 I acquired my first setter and began to hunt birds 
exclusively, ruffed grouse preferred. The first part of the season is 
spent on the woodcock grounds because they leave us at or before the 
opening of the season so you will note that there are not many grouse 
seen the first few trips in any year. 

One thing that detracts from the value of my figures, and also 
accounts for the small number of birds, is the fact that 1 am quite deaf. 
So unless I see a bird I do not know that it has been started. Very 
frequently a bird will get up behind or beside me and I will not know 
that one has been started. 

7 In 1902 and 1904 I was in charge of some railroad construction 
and hunted but very little so did not keep a record. 

1914 was the first year that we had an open seaon on pheasants. 
I never enjoyed huntng them and never expect to. Neither do I care for 
quail hunting and never follow a flock. They are nice little birds and 
it seems too bad to kill them, but for some reason I like to hunt woodcock. 

In 1916 I began to keep a record of the number of birds seen 
which is really what interests you I suppose. 

Now there are three facts that I want you to keep in mind 
when you study my figures, because they make my figures much smaller 
than if you acquired some from lots of hunters I know. First I am deaf



ARNOLD SEAGRAVE 
CIVIL ENGINEER 

ROOM 27 COMMERCIAL BUILDING 

WOONSOCKET. R. I. f 
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To Mr. Aldo Leopld, Jume 10, 1931: q jut Page 2. 

and therefor start a lot of grouse4, especially,during the last few years 
when the birds have been wild. Second that I hunt the edges and open 
country, old orchards and grown up pastures. Some of my friends crash 
thru the scrub oaks and briers all day and start large numbers of birds 
that they never see. Several time they told me last season of starting 
from 35 to 55 grouse a day, shooting seven or eight times and killing & 
or 3. Not my idea of a pleasany hunt. Third, when there is snow on it 
the ground I donthuntI have been brought up to believe that when there 
is snow on the ground a bird has all he can do to get his three meals a 
day and therefor should be left in peace and not driven from his feeding 
ground. Lots of people kill most of their birds on the snow because 
they can follow the tracks and often see and shot them before they fly. 

I wish I could get the records of some of the market hunters 

; and exmarket hunters I know. Their bags, compared to mine, would seem j 
tremendous. I know lots of men that averaged better I belive than 
ten birds a day and they hunted six days a week, using two dogs, one one 
day and the other the next. Twenty seven grouse killed by one man in 
one day is the biggest bag I knew of, but that was 1n 1897 I think. 

But you have probably seen expert shots yourself and know 
what they can do. 1 was working on a woodlot survey one day and the 
man 1 was working for bought a box of cartridges for one of the saw mill 
gang. When we reached the camp the woodsman took ten shells, picked 
up his gun, called his setter and went into the woods. He came bach 
during the noon hour with ten grouse. I have no doubt but he killed 
more birds some days than I killed in some seasons. 

I wish to make one statement and that is that in my opinion 

the hunters and hunting have very little to do with the quantity of game. 
And the older I get the more impressed I am with this fact. This fact 
should be self evident because every one will admit that there are more 
hunters and more hunting every year. There was more game in 1929 than 
there was in 1928 and more game in 1930 than in 1929 and also more hunters. 
Progress does a lot of damage. "or example there was a fine bit of wood- 
cover in Blackstone for many years. i have killed many there and so 
have others. In 1928 the farm was sold and when the 1929 hunting season 
opened the woodcock cover had been cut off clean and partly plowed and no 
woodeock any where to be found. That is to say the farmers axe did more 
damage to the wild life in one year than all the hunters in Massachuetts 
did in twenty years to my own personal knowledge, and I know of many 
such cases. 

But the greatest, or worst, example that I know of is Back Bay 
Virginia, which is the northerly end of Currituck Sound. As everyone 

knows the ducks have been slaughtered there for over a hundred 
but when I went there in January 1926 the ducks were there in tiousands. 
I dont know when the channel was opened, which let in the salt water, but 
I was told there were ducks there in 1927 but when I went there in December 
1928 there were practically no ducks, because the salt water had killed 
the duck food. With our field glasses we could look south down Currituck 
and see clouds of ducks, but none in Baek Bay, and from what I read some 
of that territoy is barren by this time. So 3 or 4 years of progress 

\



ARNOLD SEAGRAVE 
CIVIL ENGINEER 

ROOM 27 COMMERCIAL BUILDING 

WOONSOCKET, R. I. 

To Mr. Aldo Leopold, June lo, 1931. Page 3. 

haW“done more damage to the migratory ducks than 200 years of hunting, 
many years of the hunting being unrestricked in any way. 

Oil burning ships, another bit of progress, has done fearful 
damage to Narragansett Bay, R.I. Naragansett Bay was one of the finest 

playgrounds in the country. Now the oil floats on the water awhile 
and kills the ducks and pollutes the beacheg. Then it coagulates and 
sinks driving away the fish. Then it rests on the bottom and kills the 
shell fish. There are several laws and harbor regulations about 
discharging oil in the Bay but it occurs at times and the game wardens 
gather up the dead ducks and put those that are crippled out of their 
misery. : 

How ever therelis a lot of the Bay unspoiled as yet I am 
glad to say. 

; Perhaps you are not interested but the number of woodcock 
is increasing here every year. Our hunting season opens so late that 
the native birds migrate before the shooting begins, all that we get 

- are from the north on their migration. Last year was so dry that 
they did not stop with us, so very few were killed. There were plenty 
in September. : : 

ti am not anxious to have the figures published in any 
periodical under my own name; but, if the data is worth publishing, you 
might use my old nom de plume and nom de shoot, "Shotatwell", which 
is practiclly forgotten I think. 

Yours very ed tbeagucs



New England Grouse Cycles 

In a current paper the grouse cycles of North America, Canada, 

Wisconsin, Scotland, and England have been compiled and compared, and the 

conclusion arrived at that the North American cycle is about 10 years long 

and common to the entire continent. The British cycle, however, appears to 

be only six years long and does not "jibe" with the American cycle in its 

highs and lows. 

Since the presentation of the above paper two New England sports- 

men who have careful records of ruffed grouse seen and killed during their 

personal shooting trips have kindly consented to the publication of this 

record and assisted the writer in its compilation. Both of these gentlemen 

preferred to remain anonymous, but consented to the use of their names 

when it was argued that their professions and local standing would add Ae 

the weight of their material and thus naturally ultimately contribute to 

the diagnosis of the cycle and the conservation of grouse. Curves B,C, and 

E on the attached chart ‘summarize the shooting journal of Arnold Seagrave, 

a civil engineer of Woonsocket, Rhode Island. His hunting was done in 

northern Rhode Island and the adjoining parts of southeastern Massachusetts. 

: The curves represent a total of days in the field. In all but the 

first three years a bird dog was used. 

Curve C summarizes the shooting journal of Henry B. Bigelow, 

Concord, Massachusetts, who is associated with the Museum of Comparative 

Zoology of Harvard College. His hunting was done in northeastern Massachu- 

setts and the adjoining parts of southern New Hampshire. 

For purposes of comparison Curve A summarizing the writer's 

attempt to put together the available information for North America is
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added to the chart. It is out of scale vertically, but the high and 

low points can readily be compared with the other curves. 

4 No attempt has been made to use the other information available 

for New England, because it has already been published by Forbush, Allen 

and Gross, and forms a component part of the informaton on which Curve A is 

based. 

A general comparison of all five charts confirms the conclusion 

that the low and high points of the grouse cycle occur more or less siml- 

taneously over all parts of the continent so far studied. The low of 

1906 or 1907, for instance, clearly appears on all three curves, but 

shows some variation in date. In the rest of the continent 1906 seems 

about the average date, whereas Seagrave indicates that 1906 was still high 

in New England, the depression beginning in 1907 and not reaching its 

culmination until 1908. 

: The high point of 1912 or 1913 is common to all three curves, but 

' the New England peak again seems to be a year or even two years later. 

The low of 1917 in the North American curve again clearly appears 

in both Seagrave's and Bigelow's record, but is again a year later, again 

falling in 1918. 

The year 1923 was a high year throughout the continent, but in 

no other region so far studied was it quiate as outstanding as in New England. 

In the grouse hunter's heaven all years will be peak years like the New 

i England peak of 1923. ‘The crash of 1927 was again common to all five curves 

but again New England was a year later than the first pronounced depression 

in the North American curve, which came in 1926. The whole record tends 

strongly to substantiate the belief that in all cyclic phenomena New England 

is a year or so behind schedule. This indication may ultimately prove to
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have significance in the hoped-for diagnosis of grouse cycles. 

In 1930 the New England grouse crop appears to have been almost 

back to normal and the current reports indicate the same in the rest of 

the continent. The heavenly peak of 1923 should be due for an encore 

about 1933. ;
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TR. @. King and ®a1do Leopold 

What is the Game Cycle? - 

All of the grouse and some of the rabbite of the northern hemi- 

sphere experience periods of extreme searcity, alternating with periods of 

abundance. This fluctuation has come to be Imown as the game cycle. The 

proprictyof this appellation will be discussed later. 

There are ______ species of crouse in North America. Of these the : 

ruffed grouse, and the pinnatéd grouse or prairie chicken, are the most : : 

importatn by reason of their wide distribution and the high esteeem in which 

they are held as game birds. Both are now Imow to be subject to cyclic 

fluctuation. It is also ennai the sharptail grouse, ptarmizan, ani blue 

grouse are subject to the cycle. In all probability sace hens, spruce ‘ 

grouse, Franklin's grouse, and the other minor species are affected. If 

this proves to be the case, it means that over half of the upland game 

bird species of North America periodically disappear. 

It élse appears that the red grouse and black grouse of Hurope 

experience cyclic fluctuation, and possibly to some extent the gray or 

Hungarian partridge. Fluctuations of some sort are known to exist in the 

sand grouse of Siberia. ‘The indications are that quail, pheasants and 

pigeons are the only American genera exespt from this phenomenon which en- 

circles the northern half of the globe. 

Both of the authors, and at least a dozen other investigators in | 

the United States and Canada, are collecting evidence on the behavior of 

“TResearch Fellow, University of Minnesota, in cooperation with the U. 3. 
Sen cauegne ons cas Sporting Arms & Ammunition Mfers. Institute, ,
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cycles. In view of its widespread importance, many additional investigators 

must perforce become involved. It is difficult to decide what evidence is 

pertinent without some working hypothesis as to the nature and mechanism 

of the cycle. The purpose of this zhane is to present such an hypothesis. 

It is our hope to draw helpful criticism and to stinmlate effort. 

Our accumulated evidence is too tentative and voluminous to be 

here presented. It will, howéver, be published,-that gathered by Leopold 

in a report now in preperation on his Game Survey of the North Central States, 

and that gathered by King at a later date. 

Why Explain the Cycle? 

The "cause" of the game cycle is as yet unknown. Possible methods 

of control are still entirely obscure. Is it worth while to look for the 

cause? Having found it, is it possible that methods of control might be 

developed? 

The sportsman's first reaction to this question is one of pessimism. 

"You can't doctor wild birds, even if you kmew how." ‘This pessimistic reaction 

is well justified if it be true that the "sickness" or other cause of periodic 

scarcity is an inherent characteristic of the species affected. A later 

caption will show, however, that there is at least a probability that the 

"sickness" arises from the condition of the environment, rather than being 

inherent in the species. At least a part of the environmental conditions 

can be "doctored." The kind and distribution of vegetation, for instance, 

is being "doctored" every day by axe, fire, and plow. The kind and abundance 

of natural enemies is being "doctored" every day, indirectly through vegetation, 

and directly by trap and gun. It is at least thinkable that the intelligent 

gui ai ea. in environment might eventually mitigate
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The hope of cure, however, is not the only reason for seeking an 

explanation of the cycle. Conservation policies cannot be intelligently 

formated or applied until we know just how hopelessly the cards are stacked 

against our eyelic species. At the present moment, for instance, we know that 

over a period of years grouse are scarce roughly half the time. Hence open 

seasons for hunting mst be closed at least half the time. Some British 

observers claim that periods of cyclic scarcity are becoming more frequent. 

If this be true, we must anticipate the necessity of closure more than half 

the time in the future, and we must entertain less hope of predicting just a 

when the period of scarcity will occur. On the other hand, if it be not true, 

a study of past cycles will at least tell us about what periods of shortage 

There is a general tendency to introduce pheasants or other non- 

cyclic exotics as a substitute for ruffed grouse anf prairie chickens. The 

wisdom of this substitution cannot be rightly weighed until we know whether 

eycles will probably oeaur about as often as they have in the recen* past, 

or whether they will probably occur oftener. 

How Explain the Cycle? 

(To be filled in by King. fo cover the general 
method of inferring esuse from behavior. To summarize 
how this method has been applied in other fields.) 

Information Needs “snd Why 

How Far Back Do Cycles Got Moboily mows whether the grouse and rabbits 

have always been subject to eyeles or whether cycles are of recent origin. 

Systematic compilation of facts on oe history ought to furnish an answer. 

If cycles prove to be of recent origin, that fact will constitute prima facie
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evidence that their cause inheres in the enviroment, ani does not constitute 

a fixed property of the species. ‘The environment certainly hes chanced, tut 

in the light of what we now know about the evolution of species, it is a 

diological certainty that the species has not. ‘The period of recorded history 

is probably but an insignificant fraction of the period required for evolution 

to alter the character of a species, 

Historical records of shortages in North American grouse are abuniant 

back to about 1909. They are numerous enough to be fairly convincing back to 

about 18S1. Behind that date they are scarce but not impossible to fin’. Hie 

torical libraries, private journals of sportsmen and explorers, files of sport~ 

ing periodicals, account books of came dealers, and legislative records of open 

and closed seasons are all likely to contain fragments of information which, 

if dug up and pieaed together on a large scale, may tell us a coherent story, 

and help to answer the basic question of whether we are dealing with a new and 

changeable, or with a permanent ani unchangeable condition. 

inthe Gyele Universal? Weg it Alwave Se? It is becoming constantly clearer 

that during the recent periods of cyclic mortality, ani within the main range 

of the ruffed grouse and prairie chicken, no piece of ground of large size 

escapes the ravages of the cycle. It is important to know, however, whether 

this was true in times past. It 19 important to lmow whether any areas, 

however anall, escane its ravages at present. ‘To prove that a shortage occur- 

red in a particular locality a century ago by no means justifies the assumtion : 

that a cycle swept the continent at that time. It is entirely possible that 

shortages formerly oceurred in spots, tut that recent changes of some sort have 

made then universal. A reliable answer to this question will be much hardier to 

get than a reliable answer to the question how far back cycles go. Even so the
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massing of historical evidence will tell us more than we lmow at the present 

time. ; 

How Zar Apart? One of the outstanfing characteristics of the last three cycles 

is the existence of a "lag" as between localities. ‘That is to say, grouse do 

not die off during the same year cover an entire state. ‘The last county may 

be hit a year or two behind the “average” or most frequent date, while the 

earliest county may be hit a year or two ahead of it. In short, the tneidense 

of the cycle in point of time is very spotty. It follows that some old record 

establishing the fact that a shortage occurred at a certain place during a 

certain year by no means establishes the date on which that particular shortage 

prevailed throughout the country. It follows from this that the average period 

of years between cycles cannot be determined, and the mestion of whether that 

period is growing longer or shorter cannot be answered, unless a large mass of 

historical information is made available, from which the “most frequent" date 

of incidence for each mortality period may be mathematically established. 

A periodie fluctuation of irregular length may, in fact, nos be strictly 

entitled to the appellation, "eycle-" ‘his question of nomenclature is of small 

- moment, however, compared with the conservation of grouse. We have a periodic 

fluctuation, -that much is certain. Whether its length is constant is one of 

the things we unst find ext. 

Degree of Shortage. Every sportsman anf naturalist Imows that during the 

recent shortages only a small percentage of the normal population of grouse 

survived to re-establish the species. It remains to be determined, however, 

how much the severity varied as between species and between localities, ani it 

would be highly desirable to know what these variations were in times past. 

If we should find out, for instance, that cycles go back to the days of early
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settlement, ani that when they occurred anywhere they occurred everywhere, we 

should still lack proof whether they were always as severe as they are now, or 

) how their severity varied with time, place, am! species. 

Peouliarities of the Cycle. It has become a truism among scientists that 

slight and apparently insignificant peculiarities of a phenomenon under inves- 

tigation may often yield clues more valuable to the unlerstaling of that 

phenomenon than those yielded by its sore obvious aspects. In the investigation 

of the game cycle, peculiarities of possible significance have already begun 

to make their appearance. 

Even before the fluctuation in grouse was mown to be a continental 

phenomenon, it was observed that more than the noraml proportion of male 

birds survived the period of heavy mortality. A disturbed sex ratio is always 

important to the welfare of a wild animal, and particularly s0 to the welfare 

of polygamous birds like the grouse. In New Zealandrabbits the disturbance of 

the sex ratio is deliberately used as a means of exteminating then within 

fenced enclosures. Yor this reason it is very important te amass ev.“ence on 

what is the normal sex ratio of each cyclic species, ani whether that normal 

is distrabed during periods of shortage. 

It is also important to imow which of the various cyclic species is 

hit first and whieh recovers first, and whether this order holds good for 

various times and places. If the cycle is due to a disease, {nis ovder may 

help establish the species in which the disease originates. 

It is also important to mow at what senson of the year mortality 

takes place. It is already clear that the totel period of mortality usually 

; extends over several years, but this does not preclude the possibility that 

actual death may be confined to certain seesons. ‘The primary cause of the 

shortage may in fact lie in impaired powers of reproduction, rather than in
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actual death of the existing population. 

It is furthermore important to know more about the geographic in- 

cidence of mortality. Does it spread from a central focus or source of infec- 

tion like a wave from a pebble dropped in a pomi, or does it attack a state 

like moths attack a carpet, in mmerous irrecular and gradually converging 

patches? 

Ruffed grouse are notably absent at the present time from various 

islands which appear to offer excellent range. This aboence 1s even more 

stringent than that to be expected from ordinary cyelic shortage. A systen- 

atic investigation and classification of islanis with respect to their pre- 

sent and past grouse population might yield valuable clues as to the neture 

of the cycle itself. 

Possible Canses of Cycle 

(% ve filled in by King. ‘fo cover: 

Migratory predators - goshawic, all hawks 
Weather \ 
Bacterial 4tsease 
Parasites 
Sungpots ~ weather : 

food or its contents : 

Property of Birt or Gonfition of Rance 

Gyeles a9 2 Borier Phenomenon. Even a non~cyelic bird like bobwhite 

exhibits fluctuations on the borders of its range. Sporadic “{rruptions* 

of quail heave occurred in central Wisconsin and central Minnesota at seem- 

ingly irregular intervals. These consisted of a sudden cbundance of quail 

along the extreme edge of the range where they are ordinarily searce or 

absent. ‘
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; There are also unverified reports of temporary periods of abundance 

on the edge of the bobwhite renge in Olshoma and Texas, Wothing of thig 

nature is of record on the border of the quail range in New England, possibly 

because the native stock was diluted at an early date through the importation 

of Mexican quail. 

Throughout the min body of its range the density of bobwhite popule- 

tions seems to be limited by a uniform saturation point of about one dird 

to the acre. Some of the descriptions of quail irruptions sugcest that in 

these border fluctuations the saturation point is exceeded. 

If we now adoot a working assumption that irruptions and cycles are 

both exoressions of a single unierlying biological force, then we can like- 

wise postulate the assumption that the saturation point and the cycle are two 

alternative ways of checking excess population, and that either the one or the 

other is operstive throughout the generic group known as gollinageous birds, 

These assumptions are wade for the purpose of lesding up to two 

concrete questions: (1) Do the cyclic «rouse exhibit a saturation point? 

(2) Do the cyclic grouse exhibit irruptions as well as cycles? 

: If quail exhibit a saturation point in the main body of their range, 

bat irruptive behavior around ite edge, then it seems logical to look for a 

saturation point in ruffed grouse or prairie chickens near the center of their 

original distribution. 7 

Speaking in terms of quality of range (az distinguished from mere 

geography) it is the opinion of the writers that the center of distritution 

of prairie chickens was originally the prairies of central Illinois, in which 

locality they are now almest exterminated. ‘he early records, however, 

strongly sugeest stable rather than cyclic populations in former days, but a 

lesser maximum density of population than that attained on their acquired 

range in, let us say, central Minnesota. Practically the entire present '



prairie chicken range is "acquired" kde into which they have been 

pushed by the plow, after axe, fire ani plow had made it habitable for them. 

The qualitative center of the ruffed grouse range, in our opinion, 

was the hardwood timber region extending across the continent to the prairies 

in the latitude of euuthann Mittgue, Here also the ruffed grouse hag been 

reduced in habitat and numbers to such as extent that a saturation point would 

be invisible, even if it had once existed. In both the prairie chicken and 

ruffed grouse, however, Leopold, Allen, Gross and other investigators, have ; 

found a tendency for the severity of the eycle to decrease as one approaches 

this assumed optimm region. ‘there are “islanis" ef both vaffel grouse ant : 

prairie chickens today in Ohio, Iniiana, [linois and Iowa where local observers 

: who do not read natural history periodicals do not know the meaning of cycles 

or other fluctuations in these species. On these islands they appear to be 

“straight line" species. 

The evidence, as far as it goes, seaxs to support the assumption that 

saturation points in gallenaceous birds are the yrovetiting check on over- 

pommlation near the center of distribution of the species, ani that cycles or 

irruptions are the prevailing check on the eice of the range of each species. 

When we have said this we have said that both cycles anf the saturation point 

are a property of the environsent, ani that each gallinageous species exhibits . 

either the one or the other, depending on whether the environment is central 

or peripheral. 

This cannot be adopted, however, even as a working hypothesis without 

reconciling it with the known fact that all of the crouse exhibit violent 

eycles throughout Canada and Alaska. Can this enormous area by regarded 

as on the “edge” of their range? In the sense of geographic miles, obviously 

not. In the case of species such as ptarmigan, it is not the edge in any
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sense, but rather the whole. ven so it seems not impossible, in the 

qualitative sense, to regard the Canadian rance as on the edge of adversity, 

which after all is that determines the species boundaries. i 

Sveles ani Gontimity of Range. The decreasing severity of ruffed grouse 
and prairie chicken cycles as one proceeds southward may be interpreted in 

other mye than these enqunctel ta the preseding caption. One of the most 

obvious ways ie that the contimity of the range decreases southward. As on 

progresses from central Wisconsin to central Illinois, for instance, the range 

for both species changes from large, contimous blocks to emll, isolated 

blocks of prairie or woodland respectively. It is possible to assume that the 

isolation of these blocks is the reason why the cycle is less severe in then. 

The way to test this assumtion is to look for continuous blocks of 

range still farther south. In prairie chickens these do not exist, mt in 

ruffed grouse they exist both in the Ozarks, an? in the southern Appalachians. 

Leopold finds evidence that the ruffed grouse of the Ozarks are : 
definitely irruptive. The species has not been carefully investigated in the 4 

southern Appalachians, bat there is definite evidence of violent fluctuations 

in that rence, as well as in the Ozarks. Whether the Appalachian behavior 1s 

eyelic or irruptive cannot be determined without further study. In either i 

event, however, we again find fluctuation associated with contimity of habitat, 

and also with range borders. Either the one or the other ic presumably con- 

nected with the cause. Or we dehy hak pean Lange Winn of nenetet tath te 

the centre of the original range, then if it exhibited fluctuation we could 

associate it with continuity, or if it did not, we could associate it with 

border conditions. Unfortunately this pace in our book of game is torn out, 

forever.
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Who Can Help and How? 

(To be filled in by King. To cover: 

Paet-finiing uniter way. Map - Minnesota, New York, 
Criddle, Seton, Lloyd, ote? 
Wisconsin, HN. C. 

; Faet-finding needed. Local investigetions. O1¢ records.)



Gopies to Grange Filet Nebrasia ee 12/23/30 
Brrington Cycle Folder ~ 

Bobwhite 
Prairie Chicken 

Sunde Ta an address by El Comancho in Madison, December 20, he stated 

that quail were exceedingly mmerous in 5.3. Nebraska previous to 1850. 

In 1980 or 1881 a severe sleet storm in spring killed most of thea, and he 

personally founl mmerous frozen covies. After this stom: there were no 

quail left exeent along the river bottoms, wheress previously they were 

" seattered all through the drews which had switch willow cover. He could 

not remember how long previous to 1850 the abundance lasted or how soon 

after abundance was recovered. ‘The whole thing sounis to me like an 

.frruption (see north central report). 

Prairie Guielen. : 

Wl Comancho stated that when Nebraska was covered with buffalo 

erase on the uplanis, prairie chickens were confined to the river bottoms. 

. After the extermination of the buffalo caused the buffalo crass to be re- 

placed by bluestem, they became widespread and exceedingly abuniant. This 

inerease was further auguented by the planting of “hedgerows,” which meant 

that a settler plowed a strip around his claim, evidently for the purpose 

of marking it, and seeded wheat in the plowed ground. He states that he 

has frequently f111 a wagon box of a spring wacon with chickens during a 

few heats ghocting in walking slong these hellgetows. He said he could re- 

member no fluctuations. . 

} 

Aldo Leopold 
i :
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Cycle Chart ..— 
\ Arizona S 

Excerpt from a letter from David M. Gorsuch, Tucson, Ariz., Nov. 2, 1930. 

. “Reports from hunters and other observers support my belief that the 

quail population this year is larger than it has been for the past 25 years. 

This is doubtless accounted for by the wetness of the present year with 

the result of abundance of food and cover." j



Excerpt from “Game ond Gun ani the Country Estate" (Nnglish Magazine), 
Getober, 1930, page 476. 

"ty a ‘eonfitional’ disease ie meant a disease which is brought 
about by certain conditions of mrrouniings an‘ weather which may be 
prevalent, and which favour the spreading of the disease. ‘hen these par- 
ticular conditions are not present there is no outbreak of disense. 

“A parallel ie actuslly draw between furunculosis and 
atroneviosie, or grouse dissane. 

“Now gtromylogig is certainly a conditional disease. 

“As is generally mown, it is due to the presence of a certain 
penal opel roche +-liggl wmode. \salnamcnapeines Pee sind 
grouse, healthy and unhealthy. Hormally, the *s vowere of resistance 
are sufficient to combat successfully any harm caused by this worm. When, 
however, the bird's powers of resistance are lowered appreciably by any 
Cause, such as lack of food, the worms cet the upper hand and the crouse 
dies. The conditions which favour the sorcad of gtroncylosig are, therefore, 
primarily thove whieh affect food supely; that is, leck of heather and over 
crowling. Certain conlitions, however, are more favourable then others to 
the propagation of these particular strongyle worms; an? much con?itions 
are cold and damp. Consequently, when the heather has bloomed ba‘ly, 
birds are mmerous, ani the weather is cold and damp, svi outereak of 
@isense is almost inevitable. 

“The root cause of the disexse ie present all the time, but it 
only breaks out when certain conditions occur; in other words it is a 
eonditional disease." 

Copies for: Grance 
King 
Yeatter 
Brrington 
Oyele Ghart folder, ~~ : 
Ruffed Grouse folder 

Alde Leopold :
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ty ae CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON 
: , ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

ALPINE LABORATORY, MANITOU, COLORADO MISSION CANYON, SANTA fea NIA ep 

(JUNE-SEPTEMBER) SORT ORR Rey: 

October 12 1930 \ 

Dear Mr. Leopold 3; 

It is a pleasure to get in touch 
with you again and to learn that you are interested 
in cycles. It will be a pleasure to look over your 
material on the game cycle whenever it is available. 

You will find some discussion of 
cycles in "Plant Succession" and in "Plant Indicators", 
as well as the combined "Plant Succession and Indic- 
ators",all of which are in the University Library,I 
assume. Probably you know Douglass! two books,"Glim-= : 
atic Cycles and Tree Growth",published by the Carnegie 
Institution and doubtless in the Library as well. I : 
am sorry not to be able to send you a copy of my paper, 
"Drouth Periods and Climatic Cycles",as it is noilotiger 
available,but you will find it in volume 2 of "Ecology". 

I am asking that a copy of the "Reports 
of the Conferences on Cycles" be sent you from Washington, 
and shall forward some of my annual reports which touch 
this problem more or less,especially with reference to 
vegetation. The former will give you the titles of some 
of the more important papers. Dr. Lewdermilk and I hope 
to publish an extensive paper on the water eyele in the 
spring or summer,and I have the compilation ready for a 
book on the rainfall cycle,but it will be a year or two 
before this can appear. 

Apart from Elton's paper and his book, 
there has been little endeavor to carry the cycle into 
the numbers of animals,though our cooperative group in 
grazing research has had this constantly in mind. Pro- 
bably you have the best information as to fluctuations 
of population among animals in your game studies,and I 
trust this may become available go that Dr. Shelford and 
I may use it in our proposed booklet on bio-ecology. 

With best wishes, nmin 

P.S. Do you know of the Ove forecast bulletin of 
Dr. Herbert Janvrin Browne,which is based upon cycles ?
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its silvery tinge is real. 

HE need and the desire to know in advance weather phenomena. In fact it is recognized that only 
what kind of weather is to be expected, have @ thorough scientific analysis by properly qualified 
probably been felt by humankind of every race experts of the varied problems relating to water supply 

in every clime since the first experimental attempts to and its utilization will make it possible to provide 
improve on nature’s agriculture. adequately for future demands. ‘This is particularly 

As far back as written history carries us we find evi- true in Southern California. In the coastal region of 
dence that the vagaries of weather and the problems ‘Southern California between the ocean and the moun- 
of water supply were of deep concern. Omens and_ tains, where inadequate rainfall must be supplemented 
auguries were used by the ancient Romans in attempt- by irrigation, and a large domestic consumption re- 
ing to make predictions. Numerous references to quires the storing of water in mountain reservoirs 
weather anomalies occur in the Bible, and somewhat many miles away, the possibility of looking into the : 
the same need for seasonal forecasting, as is felt today future is of tremendous economic significance. The 
in Southern California, must have been felt in the problem of forecasting is of increasing economic im- 
desert country of Palestine. portance in many fields. It is receiving more attention 

Among the earlier attempts at long-range weather than ever before in the fields of finance and industry. 
forecasting is the so-called almanac type based upon Plans must be made involving conditions, not only as 
the notion of planetary influence or upon purely arith- they are at present, but as they will be in a few days, a 
metical methods, in which it is assumed that apparent few months, a year, or even several years later. 
sequences of clear and rainy days, cold and warm days, While predictions in certain fields, astronomy for 
etc., observed in the past, will continue in the future example, have attained a reliability and precision com- 
and thus serve to predict the weather. Such forecasts, parable with that of direct observations, predictions 
made unmindful of accepted physical principles and in other fields, meteorology for example, are usually 
expressed in sufficiently vague terms to be fairly right regional and stated in general terms, at times accom- 
whatever happens, have been widely accepted. Their panied by estimates of the probable order of magnitude 
unreliability has tended to discourage and discredit all of certain measurable weather elements. Owing to the 

attempts to make long-range forecasts. complexity of the atmosphere and its interrelated pro- 
However, rapidly increasing populations and accom- cesses, and because we have neither an accurate nor 

panying industrial and agricultural expansion have detailed knowledge of them, predictions, even for a 
focussed attention upon the development of water re- short-time interval, are not certain. Even the daily 
sources, and promise to lend more and more support weather forecasts are verified only about 80 per cent 
to a broad, scientific study of water supply, including of the time.
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G The white coal that showers down from the heavens has revolutionized the power industry. But its full po- 
tentialities from year to year are still a matter of uncertainty. Scores of plants such as this in San Francisquito 

Canyon are more or less dependent upon the vagaries of Nature which science must control. 

For many years certain organizations have attempt- ogy would be inclined to regard such a system of 
ed to make seasonal forecasts of precipitation and run- weather prognostication as preposterous. It is true 
off in California for their own economic use. For that the work is still on an empirical basis, without 
example, the Bureau of Power and Light of the City adequate physical foundation, but since 1915 an 
of Los Angeles has devoted considerable effort to the accuracy of 75 per cent has been attained in forecasting 
specific problem of forecasting a year in advance the by this method. In each of the five years that this 
annual run-off into the Owens River. This undertak- system, based upon ocean temperatures, indicated a 
ing, based upon atmospheric and oceanographic obser- dry year, the prognostication was verified. And the 
vations, requires the services of expert mathematicians, forecasting of dry years is, of course, of most vital 
clerks, and special instrumental equipment. Then, the importance. 

Southern California Edison Company attempts each Although the train of cause and effect involved in 
year to forecast the probable amount of water that will the ocean temperature during the summer months and 
be available for their aces aeiee This water the rainfall and snowfall during the succeeding winter 
power must be supplemented by that from steam months is not definitely known, the following tentative 
plants, which may involve an expenditure of as much explanations may be offered. 
as $4,000,000 more for crude oil in a dry year than Fring SeHRUPAIe leo Gotin Californj 1 
in a wet year. Advance estimates of this need are _ Ade 7 \ cou gr a Ls cog see 
obviously of great importance. eee | s i y upon the flow to the east of a 

These needs plus those of every farmer, fruit grower OR an he a Ce fyepe: 
and apiarist, explain the great interest in seasonal fore- na ee eal moe . eet al i. eeu 
casting and the attention attracted to every new clew a SS SESSA eG pare Coe wl Der De auicene 
as to the probable nature of the weather to be expected 0! Water vapor available for precipitation. More- 
ve heleucute: over, the mass of air that is thus transferred to the land 

In connection with this trend, the work of Scripps during the winter months should be proportional to 
Institution of Oceanography in discovering an appar- the initial mass over the ocean in the months preceding. 

ent correlation between the variations of the tempera- Or, from another viewpoint, the oceanic circulation 
ture of coastal ocean waters during the summer months (clockwise) about the Pacific “High” (high pressure 
and the variations in precipitation of rain and snow rea) carries cold inshore water, forming the Cali- 
during the following winter, has attracted much atten- fornia current, into the eastern equatorial region south 

tion. At first sight, one unacquainted with meteorol- of the “High,” and also carries warm equatorial water,
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forming the Japan Current, north of ing. A brief discussion of certain feat- Summarizing past experience, we 
the “High.” ‘The greater the intensity ures of our coastal climate, with par- have found that certain characteristics 
of the “High” the greater would be the ticular attention to the characteristic of the weather may be indicated 
tendency to such a change in the dis- wet winters and dry summers, may months in advance by oceanic and at- 
tribution of ocean waters; the full help to make this clear. The ocean is mospheric observations recorded at 
effect occurring some months later. the chief source of moisture in the air. stations scattered over the globe. Some 
Since the “High” tends to be centered But in order that it may be precipi- changes are indirect, because of de- 
over low temperature regions, such a_ tated in the form of rain or snow, the pendence upon other phenomena which 
change of ocean temperature would re- air must be cooled sufficiently. Dur- result from different causes occurring 
sult in a southward displacement of ing the summer the comparatively cool earlier. Thus a_ sufficiently detailed 
the “High,” thus permitting the storms air from the ocean blows over the investigation based upon many years’ 
from the ocean to pass over the coast warmer low land of the coast, becomes records should reveal some of the rela- 
farther to the south. The result of this warmer, and consequently not only re- tions bearing upon this problem and 
would be a relatively heavier precipi- tains its moisture but tends to take up should inform us regarding additional 
tation than usual in California. more from the land over which it observations which are most needed. 

According to either hypothesis any blows. Accordingly the dry season is Any conditions or set of conditions 

early measure of the barometric pres- 1") Summer. However, the same air that are thus found to precede particu- 
sure in the region of high pressure may be sufficiently cooled at times as lar weather conditions, e. g., a dry year 
over the ocean during the summer it rises in altitude along the mountain or late rainy season, may serve as an 
should be of value in forecasting the slopes, to produce some precipitation advance index of the weather. The 
rainfall of the coming winter, over the at these higher levels, even in summer. comparatively few observations that 
land. The problem is to obtain some But in winter the wind direction tends can be made, constitute only a “sam- 
renee eretiiemaceaticu baronicintc toward the north and east, thus com- ple,” and are accordingly subject to 

pressure paratively warm moist air from the chance variations from the actual con- 

O my i San Diego Cea blows over the relatively cold ditions in the ocean and atmosphere. 
Goan Sinpera tures Dean par 8° jand. For this reason moisture is Therefore each advance index can be 

ay abnormally low. The winter “.. precipitated over the coastal lands as expected to permit forecasting the 
perature is one or two degrees less 411 as over the higher districts farther weather with some degree, only, ‘of 
than the winter average for the latitude inland, and the wet season results. probability. Investigations of the ~~ 
and in summer the difference is five Or Mountains intercept the low-lying, physics of the phenomena, in addition 
six degrees. A careful investigation rain-bearing clouds, and also deflect to such empirical attempts at forecast- 
has shown that this seasonal cooling the lower prevailing winds upward, ing, should serve to improve the meth- 
of the inshore or coastal waters is the th14. cooling the air by expansion. Ac- od of “sampling” and to show the 
result of an upwelling of cold bottom cordingly, as the altitude increases the adequacy of suspected causes to pro- 
water along the entire California coast. annual rainfall increases, the average duce observed effects. 
It is greatest where the inshore water a4, being about one-half an inch per In conclusion, a program has been 
is deepest and the coast is parallel i hundred feet of increase in elevation. prepared at the Scripps Institution in- 
the main ocean winds. A relatively The average annual rainfall is about volving fundamental investigations of 
high barometric pressure over the ten inches at San Diego and nearly the physics of the ocean and of the at- 
ocean results in relatively high wind forty inches at Cuyamaca whose eleva- mosphere, and an empirical search for 

velocities to the south and west along tion’ js 4,700 feet. Slight changes in indices that may serve provisionally in 
the coast, thus cansine ae relatively the relative cooling power of the land making seasonal weather forecasts. 
greater rate of upwelling. In other may thus upset prognostications made Additional support was obtained to 
words, high barometric pressure over  4y the basis of the amount of moisture- enable the Scripps Institution to create 
ie Pa ee roe ee. inden ais passing over it. the Position of Associate in Meteorol- low surface water temperature along In addition to the above method of ogy, to which Dr. A. F. Gorton was 

the coast. Thus surface water tem- forecasting, other indices of seasonal appointed in the spring of 1928. Two 
peratures may be used to measure the ;ainfall in Southern California have other physicists, Dr. N. W. Cummings 
intensity of barometric pressure and been suggested. Mr. L. E. Blochman and Mr. Burt Richardson, were also 
may indicate in advance the seasonal ses San Diego summer rains exceed- added to the staff on a part-time sched- 
rainfall. Accordingly summer water ing .21 inch, and Santa Barbara No- ule for special research work in evap- 

temperatures below the average should vember rains exceeding one inch, as oration and radiation. We hope that 
indicate a seasonal rainfall above the jndicators of an initial pressure distri- this enlarged program of work will be ' 

Seitee ape ener ee tempera” bution likely to result in more than permanently established. The history tures above the average should indicate average seasonal precipitation. Mr. of progress in science and industry 
a deficient seasonal rainfall. Tempera- Geo, M. French of the U. S. Weather bears directly on this work. In many 
tures taken at the end of Scripps Insti- Bureau at Los Angeles, found a direct cases some important and wholly un- 
tution pier, and seasonal precipitation relation between March air tempera- expected or undreamed-of result fol- 
records in Southern California, since tures at Los Angeles and San Diego, lowed from investigations carried on 
ea have revealed such a relation, on and the following seasonal rainfall of for the sole purpose of fae teenie 

Lente 4 Southern California. Dr. A. F. Gor- nature. Scientific curiosity rather than 
But the problem is even more com- ton of the Scripps Institution found an the attainment of a definite purpose 

plicated than it may seem. Many inverse relation between March air was the incentive. Finally, any serious 
other factors influence the amount of temperatures in Japan and the follow- attempts to co-ordinate phenomena of 
precipitation. Even when the baro- ing seasonal rainfall in Southern Cali- the sea and atmosphere, any attempts 
metric pressure distribution would lead fornia. All of these indices are mainly to apply exact mathematical and phys- 
one to expect heavy precipitation other empirical and express no more than a_ ical methods to these phenomena, 
and essential conditions may be lack- fair probability. should be encouraged.
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The Biblical Story of the Seven Fat and Seven Lean Years in the Land of Egypt Is ie 
Known Today to Rest Upon a Basis More Secure Than That of Historical Tradition \y 

cy 
By FREDERIC E. CLEMENTS ON 

HE recent proposal to turn the unappropriated public ‘pee controversy that has raged for years around the de- 
domain over to the several states as soon as they are velopment of the Colorado River can leave no one in 
prepared to administer it involves such a momentous doubt that water is the supreme asset of the public domain 
change of policy as to merit the serious consideration and must be recognized as such by everyone. If possible, 

of all believers in conservation. this becomes even more potent when it is realized that rain- 
The national parks and national forests are landmarks in fall fluctuates within wide limits and that every drouth 

the social and economic progress of the nation, and the carries with it the threat of a crisis. In consequence, the 
disposition of the remainder of the public domain should problem of the public domain is sharply focused upon 
likewise con- water, and this 
form fully to SARC CACC AAR in turn hinges 

he publ in- THE November number of Outdoor America will contain another article upon the a 
TObLIOnEIY: by Mr. Clements entitled “(Grass and Water.” It will deal with the two earls er 
this can be major proposals for the better utilization of the unreserved Iands, as well as drouth. 
secured only the principles derived from the scientific investigation of them during the The story of through an un- e the seven fat 
derstanding of past thirty years. and seven lean 
the situation andi iu vaiiaT nto araeiR conic oRyMTnoMeReRLoRTee MTR NNTMTRLIALIRLIELALAAURRtMnANANINTIRTUR years in the 
by public- . land of ancient 
spirited citizens, and the present account of the values of the Egypt is known today to rest upon a basis more secure than 
public domain is an endeavor to contribute to this. that of historical tradition. The number of years is in close 

: agreement with the length of the sunspot cycle, and the 
e is frequently assumed that the public domain still con- periods of plenty and of famine correspond in general with 

tains large agricultural areas suitable for homesteads of those of rainfall and of drought coincident with it. 
some sort and that a continuation of the policy that has During the past decade or two proof of this has been 
produced the Middle West is sufficient for its development. obtained from various sources, but chiefly from the study 

This feeling led first to the decision to increase the size of the annual growth-rings of the big trees of California 
of a homestead to 320 acres and then to 640 acres or a full and of the records of rainfall and grass production on the 
section, with the possibility of adding a second section. To grazing ranges of the West. 
one accustomed to farms of 80 or 160 acres in productive From this has come a clearer understanding of the causes 
regions, such an acreage scemed a promise of riches, and and consequences of the westward march of settlement, 
it has required many a bitter experience to prove that this which has been marked throughout by waves of advance 
was wealth at the end of the rainbow. and recession. The forward movement has taken place 

Even the grazing homesteads of two sections were wholly during the seven years of plenty and the retreat from the 
inadequate for the support of a family, and they served frontier during those of drouth or famine. 
merely to demon- 
strate that grazing y 2 Hvesy period 
becomes a_ profit- “ SS : a oe . on of high sun- 
able industry only = —”r—ti(‘“..~—™—.... _._-_,___ | $spot numbers has 
where a large amd fee | Cb cen attended by 
well-re gu lat eee — drouth in the West, 
ed range is avail- | 3 3) and it is this that 

able. ae lle has three times 
The generally |Geesgaecum : | turned back the on- 

recognized use of ‘ --| rushing waves of 
the public lands has |7 ce : homesteaders since 
been for grazing |® Se ee : the late sixtics. 
and this has often |& ——— é The “grasshopper 
obscured the fact |& years” of the early 
that it is of far seventies owe their 
greater impor- |f 3 me fame to the plague 
tance as a source | = eee, ee of grasshoppers 
of * water-supplies. oe nee *| driven out of the 
This latter value is a fe parched lands. of 
the paramount one, _— e 2 =~ | the Southwest to 
primarily because |i = aed i OO CO ae : the cornfields of 
the whole social |e: == ey ee oes nf Kansas and Ne- 
and economic prog- |e == ay fo So NE braska, while the 
tess of the West 5 oN Re ; middle ningiics 
hinges upon it. te Fae as ee eae again brought 
Takes as the finan- | 7s or eee 4 me OP oe ®| drouth and want to 
cial return may be |=ee gue uc 2. Ge AMM j| the settlers all 
from the grazing |# soa ae BS ne ye ag ee oh along the margin 
industry, it is rela- | * — ea RS i ee s of the semi-arid tively unimportant |-.— S| <n eet SS Pee AG region. 
by comparison with |""a 43 4) ae ae nee ee Se aee. The third great 
ha ion ii LEE ————————— drouth period fell 
tion. Typical example of soil erosion resulting from unregulated grazing. between 1916 and 
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1920, and at present the West is just ae ee of See chaparral, ee called oe because shrubs are the most 
but less intense experience, coincident with but a moderately conspicuous plants in them. 
high number of a Fsnstal Under natural conditions no other vegetation can displace 

It was the good fortune of the writer to make a survey grassland within its own climate, but its hold once weakened 
of grazing conditions in Nebraska and Colorado at the be- by overgrazing, it becomes progressively handicapped in its 
ginning of the great drouth in 1893 and at its close in 1896 competition with shrubs or with “weeds,” and is replaced 
and 1897. Its effects can best be seen through the eyes of by them to a corresponding degree. Formerly, grassland 
a ranchman of western Nebraska who served as guide in swept from the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific Coast and 
1897, from the northern forest of Canada to the subtropical ones 
Throwing his arm in a wide sweep over the sea of of Mexico, but overgrazing has destroyed portions of it in 

golden Dee etee aoe on aoe nee that tall puis dba a5 pees and has led to its invasion by scrub over 
erass everywhere?” an id. ell, there wasn’t a single vast stretches. 
eee of that in the country when I came here five years Today, the casual observer sees nothing but sagebrush in 
ago”—and this in spite of the fact that it had probably the Great Basin, mesquite on the plains of the Southwest, 
heen there since the early Miocene, a matter of a few mil- and chaparral along the flanks of the mountain ranges. 
lion years before! : The grasses are often still there, but much reduced in num- 

The EancHer had arrived when eee ay Overs AeziO8 ace ee lepecnied in vigor, and a change in practice is needed 
had reduced the grass cover to a close sod of short-grasses to restore them. 
and the return of the tall-grasses with = 
the end of the drouth could be inter- aes he allt , ih ls s 
preted as nothing less than a miracu- are a 4 si aaa 
lous first appearance. eee ; ee 

1 a similar course of events lies the || | 504 | 5 60 rrr Eee ’ 
explanation of the venerable myth | 40 8 8 

concerning the disappearance of the | Qymee a i 
short buffalo-grasses with the vanish- Ne lr ss—“itwsS™S ‘ aos a aa 
ing buffalo and the incoming of the tall isons," nD, Yee fi ee ms ee Se a ea: 
bluestems with the homesteader in the amd Sil pe en ae . 
early seventies. The rapid destruction |}s@ 0 S05 66S ee 
of the vast herds was followed by years bee re oie Lo f ee Aa <o ; 
of rain during which the overgrazed | 98, 0 = 8 8 0 8 8 ed: Ee : 
bluestems again sprang up to meet their EAE) ae aN iad ae alee ea 8G 2 4 
short-grass competitors on equal terms. | #55) a ee ee , 
Many a stockman has longed fora |35) 0 8 8 8 8 Grr s=—ssseseN ; 

grass that would grow without water, Gr De) REE SU Caco ed 
and plant-explorers have lent some sup- |) te ee Cae hie 
port to this natural, if futile, hope by Co Pe oo ee : ; 
their search for drouth-resisting grasses Sa Nh ar PR anal ee Tegiccionics pie wena CoM ae : 
throughout the globe, and especially on | #8 7 ff ge Sree a 
the steppes and deserts of Asia. When Dy EUG Sieh ORS Bow ay 6 CE ANC OG ta pag age 2 4 
it is realized that no other country in Cee ene AC A Nate aio a ger BY ieee a cepa ae So Se 
the world has such wealth of range CP eee anne Oh OU rt ale Aare Sante ek ee har a SA ty 
grasses as our own West, it will be seen CRC Rae 8 a Pedi hax ae ee ae : 
that any attempt to improve the range BN ee eM Gh Pe eee (a A TEA ea, SB age gel) Pa emcee 
in general by introducing foreign BU Nie eg gil eat Na ei tig tt © Riel a ea oe fe eS eee, 
grasses can only result in the failures of Ay SOS hae NA PSO Ieee * gee Fant 

the past. IO MOE OBER 8 SA ERO MAO TAR py 
A second difficulty 

arises from ignorance of feaeeeaee 
the fact that a grasscan [| (Upper) Luxuriant growth of grass 
grow and thrive only as as found on properly regulated 
it 5 adequately equipped | __ mime. areas. ane ; Gees 
with leaves for making os : . 
its own food, and that ee <2 5 ‘ 
overgrazing in  conse- en | Py SSI uae the struggle for exist- 
quence can lead only to ioe ee : ence under the combination of 
the certain if gradual emg overgrazing and recurrent drouth has 
destruction of the cover. gone against the grasses and in favor 
Over against this stands of the competing herbs, much less 
the positive advantage valuable and hence properly termed 
that grasses derive from ee i | “weeds.” Over wide areas of the Great 
proper grazing, not only : i ics . Plains such weeds have decreased the 
in the amount of growth je re aslie 4 grass crop by half or more, sometimes 

and the forage produced, = ee aaa crowding the grasses out almost com- 
but also in the sowing of f GLO EE pletely and everywhere placing them at 
seeds and the establish- : a disadvantage. In California the 
ment of new plants. Z native grasses were so completely dis- 
Under complete pro- rt placed by the annual wild oats that any 

tection from grazing, the eee knowledge of the original cover disap- 
grass cover makes a |7 Ee : peared almost within a generation. 
striking gain for a few ” |g ri Oe ae Fortunately the wild oats was not so 
years, but sooner or later much inferior to the bunch-grasses but 
it tends to drop behind one subjected to well-regulated use, that it served in their stead for pastures and hay, only in 
owing to the accumulation of dead stems and leaves. its turn to meet the same fate. Under the constant pressure 

‘ of overgrazing and repeated drouth, it is yielding to the 
ORIGINALLY, grazing was the industry of grasslands, worthless bromes and fescues, or being replaced at higher 

—~, as the derivation of the term itself from the word grass _ elevations by unpalatable chaparral. . 
indicates, and this is still largely true, though other plant-’ | There is a certain degree of compensation attached to 
communities have come to play a large part in the situation. _ this steady deterioration of the range, and this lies in the 
This is especially the case with sagebrush, mesquite and fact that the increase of brush or (Continucd on page 47) 
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The Seven Lean Yeas’ | Putting the experience of : (Continued from page 35) 
. @ @ 

weeds testifies plainly to the damage 
wrought. Not only is the decrease in for- 
age production indicated by the abundance pe tas 

of these undesirables, but the kinds of pee ee Ts z : 
weeds also mark the different stages in the i ae — 
process. i OO i nee * 

Such plants as the wire-grass and cactus | ¢ 7 eae is 
are called indicators and make it possible| ~ 7 aj. = & Tn. N ee 
to take an inventory of a particular range 7. ae yo « — oy 4 be , . oes 1 4 
almost at a glance, permitting the progres- | | | Fog ) ey < 
sive stockman to tell at any time whether| = | 7 4 . =i lane - ne 
his range is improving in production, mere- | | a ay Serer, 
ly holding its own, or actually deteriorat- | = y eee e 
ing. Upon a knowledge of indicator plants | commenti Be —————~} 
must also be based the procedure for re-| | re eg a soni on ee eee y 
storing the cover to normal condition or » Pe t 3 | SS ee Shoe Vans Ta 
bringing it to the highest peak of produc- 1. 2 Oo as pee TS 
tiveness. pe eae | pa Sil omer TT a 

- we , ee - <a Ca . Sean S ERs 

/DeESe the last drouth period, con- a i eae 
ferences were held throughout the eR i. 

Southwest in the endeavor to bring the 
stockmen to realize that this was not the % 
first disastrous drouth, and that it would \ ‘ , 
not be the last. At the close of one of x e ) 
these, a Texan expressed the general atti- N eee S 
tude by saying, “There’s no doubt your \ ‘ _ 
dead right, Doc, about there being drouth \ 
before and about its coming again, but just a 
as soon as it begins to rain, every mother’s = 
son here is going to forget all about it.” 
With human memories so short, the appli- ie 
cation of constructive measures to the HEN you use Petersammunition Photography ... and only Peters can 

range seems almost hopeless, and the ini- V4 you put the experience of 43 build better and better ammunition 

fee rae eaeeaies be expected years of outstanding achievements onthe knowledge thus gained on just 
hose that will benefit most. 4 i : : 

There is some excuse for widespread into your shooting... you shoot with what happens after the shot is fired. 

and serious overgrazing so long as the pub- the distinct advantage of knowing And just what does happen we want 
a comma is a eonmuens the forage of that Peters is the only ammunition you to see for yourself in our interest- 
which belongs to the man that first secures . : : . A < A 
it. Apart from the control derived from walese spertotmence a eeeroe! ing booklet entitled, “From Trigger 

the ownership of wells or tanks indis- checked and Corrected in every Cetal! +. Target.” It contains many Spark 
pensable to the use of an area, the only ef- to the precision of one millionth of Bhorderaphs takese in iheePeee 
fective title to a range has resided in keep- a second. ae P i 
ing it so seriously overgrazed that no one Th fia ill gai Laboratories and tells you the whole 
else could use it. But to ignore the plain - a ata EE athe hodad ater ha story back of the popular assurance 
lessons of experience as to the conse- is certain to mean a better score for hae P ia thane it 
quences of recurring drouth is not merely you... a score that reflects the long, that Peters aS the mmunition you 

See disaster, but to overtake it. enviable ecoml’ of ther Pelers Cart. - 25) shoot with confidence.”’ Ask your 

range properly handled will not be ; . A * F i 
uA eed by drouth, though na- ridge Company in producing superior Bier dealer for a copy of this free 

ture’s crop will necessarily be curtailed, ammunition. booklet or write to us. 
for drouth has b i i asses i for thoweals of yaar Moser te For only Peters can give you the THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO. 
best ranges can be overgrazed during good positive assurance of perfection Dept. J-42 
years without suffering permanent injury. through the tell-tale tests of Spark New York, Cincinnati, Ohio, SanFrancisco 
It is when badly overgrazed ranges en- 
counter drouth periods of several years’ 
duration that irreparable damage may re- 

i Ee G 

HE Great American Desert of the 
hea of a half-century or more AMMUNITION 
ago was not altogether a myth. It grew 
out of the opinions of explorers and tray— |_| =< i 
elers who saw the West during a drouth| AMMUNITION YOU CAN SHOOT WITH CONFIDENCE 
period and had no means of knowing that 
this condition represented but one phase. 
Over against their views were set in sharp- i — a i — — — — nom 

« est contrast those of others who traversed c 00 
the western country at its best and declared “ : = - cpg $ 20 . 
their faith in its future development. | ee ae ] 

Events have declared the latter correct, cd Se aS 
but three critical drouth periods since 1870, Cy Yy > 
mat z number of ned ones, pave Depved , The New *“*LONG RANGE’? Double = re . 

hat the pessimists were not altogether oa i nl ition di id ii ly Field & <<? | A “s a pt. Paul Curtis, Arms and Ammunition Editor, said in July Fie zt 
Wrong t tach ihe wide margin of ae Stream, “This staunch, reliable weapon is really nothing less than remark- wo vA Si 
em ge. egiony} a pice Si eon, a | able. For the farmer who wants a strong and sturdy weapon or the father sf / i i 

ue ee rrae Ail Bat th : = Hck i Dopuar | EW who wants to buy a gun which he feels would be perfectly safe in the hands SS /" | 
tecinitaton are Below t pars t EcceselVe of his boy, I could recommend nothing better. I believe this gun is So / “7 

P sae ie oe foe ae capable of doing all that any gun will do as to killing range, pene- ao fA /, 2 
a pe- i 2 $ “eB 

riods, of lean and fat years, must furnish | — end aeons 2 : Soy v7. fo fie Se haciatorhe inclines toons eran ad —“I!'s a Durable Double” A catalog in natural colors. 2 ve og 

throughout the entire West with a rainfall Western Arms Corp., Ithaca, N. Y. Sed Cass 
of 20 inches or less. And it is upon the Lemeal Leet Lemmeated beamed heecetod Lememial Lerman! Loma Gaon 
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<< » & ~~ yes Se» | dry period that attention must be focused Ee eee ee ees 
, asl far 4) as the crux of the cycle, from the stand-|  —$———— 
= i 7X "&{" | point of human values especially. 

| f VA ai ga. This was difficult, if not impossible, a es WY # he decade or two ago, for the knowledge that ae 
boagl RS ‘ | 7 drouth would recur at some time in future av ev 
k - AS ly oe failed to provide an adequate incentive or Go aer @ 
LW ee | a practicable method. It was of the first * ag 
ae iz Aa ca importance to have some inkling of the b& nv anv x \ cee . 3 a f time of recurrence, and of the duration and eB cor #. fe an , Meg intensity of the drouth period. The marked \\0 , 
i ay N Ww TN “| advance in long-range forecasting since S es 
ey ie — \\ Wer Me a 1915, by making use of the solar constant DB 
+ ff Pt pe ea ae and the sunspot cycle, is rendering it in- Ave 
woe i PN oo nee creasingly possible to anticipate the drouth \ 
f 4 Pr 147] (I -\ periods of major duration and intensity, 
| woe Ff Pull el) and to base the new procedure in conserva- ABERCROMBIE 
oe > RN CC eee ae tion upon this. & FITCH COMPANY 
EON | Cra \ The essential principle is still the same Madison Avenue and 45th Street, 
ie A" le vl he as it was in the time of Joseph, when he “ NEW YORK, 
Vw AN fee i went throughout the land of Egypt and 
Da \e Se | gathered up all the surplus food of the Stock the famous 
i Whee ea) | seven years. Furthermore, the detailed 
Ve a \ 1 es ay ,, | methods have been largely worked out, and 

Ss NY) le: Wii), | it chiefly remains for enlightened and dis- 
Ses Se \\ i He At interested conservationists to see that they 
Ce A Ay | | are carried into effect. 

a [= ee \. ey oe W While overgrazing and drouth periods 
ay a 7 =~. \ ay - 1 f often exhibit their most dramatic effects CAR [ RIDGE 

an ip 4 u. 4 ya, | on the range, their consequences may be 
“ HN ie \ es i 4 qi much nicks far yo ching Ae erie ot 

Yo De a A OY wet and dry years determines the rainfa a es 
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ERR > ee A Ve decide how well this is invested and what GASTIGHT 200 
vis io “Ma Sad TaN o A the Le BA be. Grazing, ie and ero- aoe eee he T 46) 
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: and manufacture 
al 9 These operate through their effect upon under the control of 

STR CuL Here s the Pepe cn, and it is to the latter that we 
must turn for a proper understanding of 

Hu nti ng Outfit the relation between precipitation and wa- Q 
fee pote iether es irrigation, power 
or domestic use. In-fact, thére is increas- 

for You! ing evidence that vegetation may play a IMPERIAL CHEMICAL 
x y large part in the amount of rainfall re- INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

De T take our word for it. Read ceived by a. region, as has long been sus- LONDON 
whata hunter downin Arkansas pected in the case of forested countries. 

wrote us the other day: “You all Forest and grassland behave in essen- 
have one of the best hunting outfits tially the same manner in favoring absorp- | |j__—_—————_—————e 
on the market today. I received a tion by the soil, reducing runoff and ero- eae eee 
RED HEAD Coat and Breeches for sion, and regulating the delivery of water 
Christmas two years ago. They have sees ane epecieiound Shannels: ; GIBBS TRAPS eee 
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this hunting outfit today or write for grazed range, or at the most in only agey | 

° inadequate fashion. The rain rushes down 
Free Equipment Book mountain slope and hillsides, carrying away REE ADIQG:”" ‘ 
All the latest RED HEAD Equipment for the best soil, exposing the sterile imper- 
hiintees: Costs: shen vane aneibierate vious layers beneath or sealing the surface LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES 
Weietodis foros eee copy, * pe with fine particles of silt almost as effec- 168 pages of radio bargains. New 1931 Sereen 

BERN y/ tively as if it were varnished. The eroded Grd, all-electric, A. C. Sets in beautifal Con- 
Red Head Brand Co. | Sy material is carried away to choke streams Be TER cae CGLEGRATION 7 
Pelt le eek aa | and canals, and to silt up the the great 714 W. LAKE ST. DEPT.196 CHICAGO 

PEA We Smemee vewSHlCAsOn Tl tan, reservoirs upon which the irrigation and $ Swe inrens 
cs power requirements of the western states | THE HAWKINS RECOIL PAD 

depend. The streams are unable to carry TT NVR IN ee «—CPost- 
ee off their added burden of water, and dis- ee ee paid 

PA i astrous floods result, upland and lowland| —e T .. NN) $3.25 
«ili By becoming involyed in a progressively vi- Se _ 

els Te 4\ cious cycle of erosion and flooding. Win the big event because they move the gun straight back. 
| a (2 ae chain vf nts becomes all the | Wie for circular, and ask your dealer for one. 

ee a My ‘ ct of eve ' the | THE CUSHION PAD CORPORATION, Desk F 
ag oe (Vz ve | cs more ominous when a drouth period with | Box 81 Sioux Falls, S. D. 
ea A ot its dearthot water, and maximum of dam= "|e ee a ae Eo E. Yr U 4 its. ~ 
| 4 (sasac \ 4 \ te age to the vegetation by grazing and fire SPRINGFIELD RIFLE, MODEL 1903 

€ = ap =m) | is ieloued by a year a: two GE ace cal. 30, REDUCED to $16.50 
mnt taney rainfall, as is usually the case. he water See SS 
a that should find its well-ordered way into ES—sd ee 
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, Oct. 2, 1930 

Dr. Frederic E. Clements 
% Outdoor America 
549 West Randolph st. 
Chieago, Nlinois 

Dear Dr. Clements: 

I was much interested in your article, "The Seven Lean 
Years," in Outdoor America for October. 

I have been woricing, and am about to go to press, on the 
cycle in game birds. ‘ 

Your evident acceptance of the sunspot theory leads me : 
to ask where I can get in touch with the latest correlations between 
meteorological data, botanical data, ami zoological data. 

I lmow fn general about Douglas’ work in Arizona, Munt- 
ington's work: in California, ani the work of some of the Canadian 
ornithologists. If you have them in mind, I would appreciate your list- 
ing whet you consider the most significant papers in the various fields, 
so that I can get in touch with them, including papers by the above 
authors. 

In the event you would lilxe to look over my game cycle 
stuff, I will shortly have it in availeble fom. 

. I might add thet I was in touch with the general nature 
of the range management vork through my former connection with the 
Forest Service in the Southwest, so that brief answers to the above 
questions will be entirely unierstandable. 

I would like this information not only for my own use, 
but for the use of the fellowship on geome cycles which my outfit main-~ 
tains at the University of Minnesota. 

Yours sincerely, 

AIDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Oct. 2, 1930 

Mr. Seth Gordon : 
Izaak Welton League of America 

_ 51-555 west Randolph Street : 
Chicago, Tllincis f 

Dear Seth: 

I have frequently “crabbed" about the low grade of 
articles run in Outdoor America. It therefore gives me satis- A 
faction to do the opposite for a change. x 

¥ 
"The Seven Lean Years" by Dr. Clements is an admirable Pak 

exemple of real solid technical material, successfully presented 
in popular form. I hope you will develop cooperation by a whole 
floc: of Clementses, and soft-pedal some of the other famous 
writers who have little or nothing to say. 

Have you any way to find out the receptivity of the 
average member to really worth while material of this kind? I 
am personally confident that the average Waltonian il] read 
this sort of thing. 

Yours as ever, \
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE \ . 

ENTOMOLOGICAL BRANCH at 

ENTOMOLOGICAL LABORATORY, 

TREESBANK, MAN., 

August 9, 1950 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

42I chemistry Building 
MADISON 

WISCONSIN 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Replying to your letter of august 5 I may say that you 

are walcome to use the data on rabbits which 7 sent you also any other 

with which I am connected. 

I am pleased to say that I have already been in commnication 

with wr. Ralph T. King,I really do not know what meetings, if any, that 
ue 

J shall be likely to attend other than entomological ones during the 

year but I hope that some day I shall have the pleasure of seing both 

you and wr. xinf. 

a a 

NORMAN CRIDDLE
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File: Sagehen 
pe Necie i Utah 

ge Cycle Chart - 
Extract from a letter from S. B. Locke, Aug. 7,1930. Filed Utah. : 

“You may be interested in a statement made to me by Mr. CG, N. Woods ; 
of this office. One of the areas in this section where sage hens have been 
extremely abundant is within the Lemhi Forest in Copper Basin. This has been | 

a@ game preserve for a great many years but it is understood that the sage hens 
do not enter this area until after the hatching season and the birds are able . 

z to travel. However, they are concentrated within the area during the hunting 
season and although some poaching has taken place they have been given a con= 
siderable measure of protection. Mr. Woods stated th=t during a trip in 1909 
when he crossed the Basin in only one direction, he estimated that he flushed 
at least 1,000 sage hens. During a recent visit to this locality during which 
he crossed and récrossed the valley at least four times, he estimated that he 
did not flush to exceed a total of 200 sage hens, It is, of course, very 
probable the adverse factors operating most heavily against the sage hens are 
those on the outside areas where nesting occurs." 3 ae



‘g UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE rel 
/ BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ¢. ly ot 

LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION C4 Ce 

UNIVERSITY FARM, ST. PAUL, MINN. 

; August 4, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Chemistry Building, 
Madgéon, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold :- 

It sort of looks as though some of my dreams 
are about to come true. I expect to be transferred to 

_the banding section this autumn, for the wheels of the 5 
mechanism to effect the shift have already been placed 
in operation. Much as I dislike to leave the McNary - 
McSweeney work (and I realize its opportunities and its 
great possibilities fully) I believe there is a far 
better future in the banding work, and hence I did not 

( hesitate a moment when I got the opportunity to make 
the change, I am leaving here the end of this month 
on a five month furlough to take my Ph.D. at Harvard, 
and expect to return to my new duties in Washington in 
February, 1931. 

But though I am deserting the snowshoe rabbit, 
please do not remove my name from your mailing list, 
for I consider the contacts I have made with your re- 
searches to be the most valuable I have had here. I 
have received your Summary of Game Research Projects, 
and your cycle charts. My only criticism of them is 
hearty commendation, though there are one or two minor 
points that might be altered. In the Summary of Game 
Research Projects, you may eliminate the snowshoe 
rabbit from after my name, for when I return to my new 
duties I'll be working mostly with migratory game birds, 

I hope ducks and shore birds. And how about a megtion 
in the summary of the activities of the Biol. Surv. on 

oem migratory water-fowl, such as Oberholser's duck census 
yy ae (even though it is a failure), and Lincoln's duck banding ? 

In your "Chart of Cumulative History of Game 
Bycles" (which, by the way, is corking) if you are 

/ going to make a revision of it before publishing, drop : 
the "t" out of Harwich in note 7 under New Hngland. I 
am only sorry I can't give you my data on the mouse- 

lemming-rabbit-ptarmigan cycle from Labrador to add to 
it, but I shipped my thesis east about a month ago, and 
I won't be able to get at it until September. If you 

We could still use it as late as the middle of that month, 
Cue I will look it up when I get home and send it to you.



My. A. Le 

; As I remember it, it coincides pretty accurately with your 
hypothetical nine-year cycle, and as such ought to be 
worth while including in your data as a proof of your con- 
tentions. 

I have just returned from spending three weeks 
on the Missigpippi Refuge with Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Bailey 
working from Winona south to Prairie du Chien. I am 
greatly impressed by the possibilities of bringing 
breeding water-fowl back to certain parts of the region, 
especially in the neighborhood of LaCrosse. But I'll be 
cussed if I can see why there aren't more breeding birds 
there now than there seem to be. It is highly probable 
that I'll be back out here again in the near future to 
start intensive banding operations on the Refuge on a 
large scale. Opportunities for duck banding there are 
excellent, and some systematic work there along those 
lines ought to be productive of real results. 

I'm off tomorrow for Cass Lake to take a last 
look at the snowshoe rabbits before leaving. I'll try 
to get something a little more definite on their numer- 
ical scarcity. If there is anything I can do for you, 
please let me know. 

With best regards, 

Very truly yours, 

0.L.Austin, Jr. F~ 
Assistant Biologist, Division 
of Biological Investigations.



dug. 6, 1930 

Mr. O. Ine Austin, Jr. 

Lake States Forest Experiment Station 
University Varn 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Austin: 

I am sorry to hear about your transfer, although I 
realize that your heart is in the banding work and I am confident 
you will do big things there. I want by all means to keep in touch 
with yous ; 

The reason I had not mentioned such items as the water- tages 
fowl census in the summary of research projects is that they are 
not localized, and once one enters the field of generalized projects 
it is hard to know where to stops I will, however, make a mitable 
modification of the title. 

When you get your hands on thesis in September 
enh yen etal daktelen GA tn cxvtaaeede Gatar tee vette aad 
ptarmigan in Labrador, so I may enter it on the chart? I will hardly 
go to press by that time and will be very clad to have the use of a 
graph summarizing your findings. 

With best wishes for your work in the new field, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
Tn Charge, Game Survey



i Filet Manitoba 
, Copy Cycle Chart v 

| (Original filed Snowshoe) 

Entomological Laboratory 
Treesbank, Manitoba : 

| August 2, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building it 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have received and looked over your wild life charts 
with a great deal of pleasure and interest. They should be of great 
value in assiting to obtain a true idea of the causes for wild life 
fluctuation as well as prove conclusively that such natural fluctua- 
tions occur. . 

I fear I can add little to your information at the present 
time but the following high and low years in snowshoe rabbit prevalence 
as they occurred at Aweme, Manitoba, may be of interest. They are 
taken from thejournals of my father, Percy Griddle, and myself. 

Low Years High Years 

1895 1897 
1899 1904 
1909 1905 
1918 1912 
1928 1921 : 

: ‘ 1922 
1923 

I am convinced that mach important research remains to 
be done in checking the causes for wild life fluctuation and that 
many factors are involved about which we at present know very little. 

7 Yours very truly, 

NORMAN CRIDDLE 

¥
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os Extract from letter from Andrew Brooks, Doniphan, Mo., Auge 2, 1930 

a : | ae ; a 

"I mow it will interect you when I tell you I flushed three grouse 
on the bank of Current river two weels ago. ‘hoy were about six miles . 
down the river from Doniphan. ‘hey are the first I have ever seen in 
that neighborhood and I am hoping there are other in that neighborhood. 
The weather is wmeual hot and dry down here and I am of the opinion they : 
were driven out of the hille in search of water." 

oS 22 
Pilet Missurt : au
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DE csale beerrrarn— 

Creuset Bupt Sle 
Chirgausd Maw 

Dear hw Muuetu : 

I am preparing a book on "Game Management," and also a 

report on the "Game Survey of the North Central States." 

I am lacking the information specified below and would 
appreciate your filling in the reply blank in so far as you are able. 
Please return to me in the enclosed envelope. Thanks for your 

cooperation. 

q Yours sincerely, 

igant 
( In Charge, Game Survey 

Subject: Sproule Rabel Posh ties 

Question: whet year wast whi gama paade Ketbrck. 20) 

Ale ow ID ncnes! 

Reply: The 800 rabbits were killed in December, 1927. V 

Since then we have had no check on the number of 

rabbits, but there does seem to be still a rather 

large rabbit population on the Experiment Station 

area. ‘ s 

-T. S. Hansen
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| , July 10, 1930 

Dr. A. A. Allen 
Dr. R. G. Green 
Dr. A. 0. Gross 
Ralph T. King 

R. E. Yeatter 
W. B. Grange . 
QO. L. Austin : 

tT. D. Burleigh 
S. B. Locke 
Norman Criddle 

_-s. pater Fenmpeee, 4 

Gentlemen: 

’ Enclosed is a revision of my North America and 

Wisconsin cycle charts with certain recent additions; also a new 

summary of the findings on cycles in the North Central States. ; 

I hope these will interest you. They are to be pub- 

lished this fall. If you can suggest any corrections or additions 

I would appreciate receiving them, either in written form or as 

new entries on the charts (which I can copy off and then return). 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD ~~ 
In Charge, Game Survey 

421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 5
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¢ American Consular Service 

AMERICAN CONSULATE 

“ ‘Edinburgh, Scotland, July 1, 1930 

Mr. F. F. Bowman 
Cedarwood Farm, R. D. 2 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Sir: ; ’ 

j The receipt is acknowledged of your letter dated June 16, 
1930, respecting the conditions of grouse shooting in Scotland. You 
understand that when grouse lands are leased it is usual for the lessee 
to undertake to shoot a minimum number of birds which prevents the too 
rapid multiplication of grouse and thereby lessens the chances of "grouse 
disease." If this fact is true you believe that it is important in con- 
nection with the problem of game preservation in the United States. 

A commission was set up some years ago in Scotland to study 
grouse disease and while the commission found many items of interest 
regarding grouse the cause of the disease was never discovered. It was 
learned that the disease occurs more often in flocks of large size but on 

| the other hand it has occurred in small coveys and thus it cannot be said 
| that the size of the flock causes the disease. 
i 

| Grouse shooting in Scotland is of two kinds: (a) by grouse 
driving, and (b) “over the gun." The former method lessens the chances 
of the disease occurring because by flushing many coveys the birds inter- 
mingle and inbreeding is prevented. Inbreeding, which is thought to be 
a contributing factor to grouse disease, of course weakens the birds and 
makes them more susceptible to the disease. Experienced grouse hunters 
aim to shoot off the old birds, particularly the cocks, and when this is 
not done by a lessee through ignorance, the owner generally instructs the 
gamekeepers to shoot off the cocks in order to "round out" the coveysSe 

In addition to the above it has been found that grouse disease 
is less apt to occur when the heather on the moor is, in a sense, rotated. 
That is to say, the owner burns off the heather in small patches every : 
year. Thus in a small area there will be a heather growth of several 
different years. 

‘The Consulate has been advised that a lessee never undertakes 
to shoot a minimum number of birds but a maximum figure is usually fixed. 
However, in a spirit of fair play and for the preservation of game the 
lessee will not shoot the maximum number if the land is not as well stocked 
as calculated. 

Very respectfully yours, 

Harold D. Finley ; 
American Consul



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF GENETICS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE in 
L. J. COLE MADISON We U 

es H, L. RUSSELL, DEAN AND DIRECTOR eC J 

21 June, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Bldg. 

My dear Leopold: 

If you have not seen the original artigle in the 
Canadian Naturalist, you may be interested in the accompany- 
ing note taken from "Nature" on page 685. 

"For several species of animals it has now been shown 
that numbers fluctuate with a fairly regular 
rhythm, although the periodicity appears not be be’ 
identical for all species. To the growing list of 
regular fluctuations Norman Criddle would add ithe 
sharp-tailed grouse and ruffed grouse in Manitoba. 
The yearsof plenty of these he associates with 
abundant locust years, and traces the relationship 
through the fact that grasshoppers are apparently 
necessary food for the young of the grouse. The 
reduction in numbers which follows years of abun- 
dance he suspects may be due partly to disease 
and perhaps partly to the activities of enemies, 
such as goshawks. But has the author proved his 
point about periodicity at all? His observa- 

: tions from 1914 to 1929 on the numbers of ruffed 
grouse nesting upon a 26-acre wood-lot clearly 
do not establish a rhythm, for if a rhythm ex- 
ists, it approaches a ten-yearly period, and the 
observations cover only sixteen years. On the 
other hand, the graph showing the annual fluctu- 
ations of grasshoppers, sharp-tailed and ruffed 
grouse from 1895 to 1929 at Aweme, Manitoba, looks 
convincing with its three series of peaks occurring 
at intervals of ten years. But the figures upon whieh 
this interesting graph is based are not stated, and 
we are left to understand that it represents no more 
than an ideal representation of the general notes in 
a series of journals, and therefore, that its details 
and fine agreements have no numerical sanction. More 
should have been said about the character of the in- 
formation upon which the graph and consequently the ‘ 
conclusions are based. 

_Becerayys 
Se) ee 

ee | 2 
J « Cole 

Lio*n Professor of Genetics
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78 286 GAME AND GUN AND THE COUNTRY ESTATE—June, 1930 

Cycles of Increase of Rodents and Game Birds 
By DUGALD MACINTYRE 

CIENTISTS are trying to find out the cycle of unfavourable weather conditions, undoubtedly plays a 

S increase of rodents, such as the field vole, which, part. 

F at the apex of its last periodical increase last year The idea that grouse disease may spread outwards 

did considerable damage to young plantations in the from the crowded central moors is worthy of consider- 

; south of Scotland. Field voles are like the Norwegian ation, but as the overcrowded rabbits of islands develop = 

lemming in that they become too numerous for their epidemics on their own account, it is reasonable to 

food supply at times, and it has been suggested that suppose that grouse may do the same. Rabbit disease 

the reason of their too great multiplication is the can in point of fact be brought about in a year or two 

keeper’s removal of their natural enemies. by overstocking, so that the termination of a eycle of 

It is an ascertained fact that the American Jack- rabbit increase is obviously dependent largely on 

rabbit regularly increases in number up to a certain toll taken of the animals’ number by vermin and the 

point, and then nearly dies out. The increase of the trapper. In an open country where there is an immensity 

Jack-rabbit is very slow indeed in the first year or two of room for the expansion of a rabbit stock, and where 

after its number has been reduced by disease, but vermin and the trapper combine to keep down the 

towards the end of its cycle of increase, which has been rabbits’ number, disease may never become epidemic, 

computed as seven years, it is astonishingly rapid. simply because the conditions are against it. On the 

The American rabbit is not singular in having its other bes some dighiene Cee r a oe 

cycle of increase, for in wild districts of Scotland where Searing Bee a we i ae *0 = re ae fs ee 2 He 

it is not possible to have ordinary rabbits properly 7 coer ae og uy ee ph ee INOUE? 
é ‘ nes 2 c heavy mortality in the stock, because starved animals 

killed down, they periodically contract disease, and die ah PG eict sv cecttaar and (homeclvesen 

out almost to the last rabbit. Stoats, and other vermin cannot support their parasites and themselves. 

{ of the wild are often numerous enough in those wild The extent to which cycles of increase of rodents 

districts, ‘but the increase of healthy rabbits is over- and game birds depend for their period on the amount 

whelming, and the work of vermin is always merely or number of the original stock are matters of the 

| restrictive, and more conducive to keeping the preyed- amount of vermin about, and, of course, of the toll 

| on creatures in health than to exterminating them. taken by humanity. Given an enclosed warren of twenty 

\ A Rare F y acres and a breeding stock of five hundred rabbits, 

‘There 19 a possibility that cy) cles of increase in rodents disease may be brought about through increase alone 

oe ee ‘ penees ila ae saa ero in two years, granted that no rabbits are killed by vermin 

sige ai ne: k S ae bef Y is Sale or otherwise. Cycles of increase among rodents can 

LG. OLS CLISCASS _WeroE KO). SORB i PeLOre the era o! . therefore be shortened or lengthened conditionally ; that 

keeper ; and the American snow-rabbit, and the grouse Balance of Nature written about by scientists, which 

[ this ae , and of Dene Fae probably had ought to keep populations level, being more a matter 

Heqieee Hee 4 seasons before keepers or trappers of imagination than of fact, whether sought for in the 

3 ; purely wild, or in the districts ruled by the game 

The red grouse has had more attention paid to its preserver. 

history and its health than any other bird, yet no The sea is as yet unkeepered, yet edible fish are 

attempt has yet been made to tabulate its actual years known to have their cycles of increase like rodents and 

of increase since the beginning of game preservation. birds, and fish diseases are not unknown. 

It is evident that grouse are not at their maximum 2 : : : 

increase in the same year in all districts of Britain, their Dates are dry reading, but as I happen to have known 

cycle of increase reaching its highest point on the an old keeper who say the beginnine oF SEE 

Yorkshire and Westmorland moors first. The Border preservation in his own particular district, and who 

moors, and those of Central Scotland reach their died in 1919 at oe ee Of Big! phim thay sore ob the 

maximum almost coincidently with the English ones, dates given me by ps ee i eee may, 

but outlying grouse districts such as Kintyre, Sutherland be interesting to readers, ut Upp emented by ia bee 

and Caithness, take a year longer to reach their maximum neues gathered during ee s oe forty years. The 

grouse production, and their birds are consequently a period covered is from 1842 to 1930. 

/ year longer in contracting disease. The first bumper year for grouse named by the | 

Arran, and Islay, and Mull, and the Hebrides old keeper “ee 1845, and ee the following year the v 

generally, have their own cycle of increase of grouse, bulk of the birds died from ira Ha -46 were the {| 

which experience and careful observation has shown years of the potate famine, and my informant suspected. V 

l to occur one or two-seasons later than the, increase a connection between grouse and potato disease. 

cycle of the mide oteal cand important grouse The next great grouse year came in 1872, so that the 

moors of England and Scotland. Just as some diseases cycle of increase of the grouse was at first about 26 years. 

are at present under suspicion as more conditional than Grouse were again fairly numerous about 1896, but by 

infective, so it would seem that grouse disease is all accounts less so than in ’72, the cycle now being 

conditional, one indispensable condition being number, about 20 years. Grouse again became plentiful after 

although the failure of the heather crop, owing to the South African War, about 1904—cycle es years. 

9 
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It must be understood that only big grouse years are bumper year for blackgame in Mull, as in many other 

given, for the birds were threatened quite often with districts. Old blackgame are still visible in Mull in 

too great increase which came to nothing owing to much small numbers, and the hens form nests and lay eggs, 

shooting, or bad hatching seasons. 1912 saw grouse but if chicks hatch, they are not reared. Nor is this to 

very numerous, and 1913 found their number much be wondered at for the whole stock is affected with 

reduced—cycle of increase only eight years. There coccidiosis, as became evident when a greyhen of Mull 

was absolutely no shooting in 1914, and grouse were was sent to the Field office for examination. ‘ 

more numerous than I had ever seen them before in 7 ; i 
1915—cycle of increase two years. The next big grouse Take it all in all, I am quite sure that red and black 

year was 1923—cycle eight’ years, and we had disease grouse cycles of increase used to be the same, but black- 

again last year (or in 1928 in some parts of the country) game have not thriven since’ the period of the War in 
—eycle four years. Judging by the dates given, which those districts of the West of Scotland best known to me. 

although from memory are capable of verification, The birds bred well in 1915, and reared a few chicks in 

the periods between one bumper year of grouse and 1921 and in 1922, but that touch of grouse disease which, 

another have decreased from about 30 years to about coming in 1923 merely set back the clock in regard to 

four in a period of less than 100 years. The disease red grouse increase, altogether stopped blackgame from 

which killed the bulk of the stock out in 1845, so that breeding. 

full 30 years elapsed before grouse were really numerous Partridges have their own cycle of increase which does 

earn 1S evidently not so fatal modernly. As a matter not quite coincide with that of grouse. The game book 

of fact, disease is now practically endemic, and when of a first-class partridge manor would show the actual 

Sree have a bumper year and become scarce in modern years of partridge increase to come at longer intervals 
times we expect them to be numerous again in about than those of modern grouse. Partridges were very 

three to four years. ; plentiful last year, the last year prior to that that the 

_ It is not so easy to follow the ups and downs of the birds were in great number being in 1915 (and in 1916, 

increase of blackgame as of grouse, 80 q will confine my and °17)—in districts where the stock number of 1914 
figures to niy own recent recollections. The birds were so (when there was practically no shooting) was too low to 

plentiful about 1990. as) to be & nuisance when grouse allow of a bumper year as a result of one year’s cessation. 
shooting in early August, but each time the red grouse of shoonng ic E 

contracted disease, after a bumper year, they also con- = 

tracted it, its effect on them being to render them To sum the matter of the cycles of increase of rodents __ 

|| unable to rear chicks. Blackgame have not the recu- and game birds up; it would seem that the length of 

|! perative power of red grouse, and although the mortality each cycle is governed by weather, by original stock’ 

among adult birds of their species is much less than number, by amount of vermin, and by shooting or 

among red grouse, no young blackgame are seen for a trapping. Rodents and birds can also be so severely 

term of years after a cycle of their increase, and sub- dealt with by disease after an increase cycle, that they 

sequent disease. Nowhere is this made plainer than in never have another, their attempts to rear young being 

the Isle of Mull, where on a certain estate 100 blackcock set at naught by the fact that they themselves have 

used to be annually killed. Nota solitary young black- become disease-carriers, able to live out their own lives 

game has been reared on this estate since 1915, the last in tolerable comfort, but incapable of rearing young.
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Excerpt from Taverner, "Birds of Western Canada," pp. 158-159 

Z se TRUE FOWLS.- PHEASANTS, QUAILS, GROUSE, AND PTARMIGAN 

"Most, if not all, members of the order in this country are subject to 

great fluctuation in number, and a gradual increase over a period of years 
followed by a sudden decrease is to be expected. The causes of this are various 

and complicated. <A winter of unusually heavy snowfall that covers the food and 
fills the shelter coulees full of drifts will destroy much potential breeding 
stock. When a thaw or sleety weather is followed by a cold snap, it puts an 
impenetrable crust on the snow and prevents the getting of food or the burrowing 
for shelter. A long, cold, wet spring is diastrous to young birds, which are 
particularly susceptible to such conditions. 

"The welfare of these birds is linked somewhat closely with that of the 
rabbits and hare, not only of their own locality, but of the far north. The a 
raboit is the mainstay of all the carnivora--weasel, fox, coyote, lynx, Goshawk, 

and Great Horned and Snowy Owls. They eat other animals on occasion and even 
: commonly, but rabbits are their staple food supply. When rabbits are plentiful ~ 

all the wilderness life waxes fat and numerous; the small mice, moles, and birds 

_ that find their enemies engaged in more profitable hunting; the fur bearers that 
revel in an abundance of easily caught food, and the trappers, even the great 
fur companies, reap a rich harvest. When rabbits diminish in mumbers, as they 
do periodically owing to a little understood recurrent epidemic, starvation faces | 
the greatly augmented forces of the rabbit-eaters that but lately found life so 

comfortable and increase so easy. The numbers mst be adjusted to a reduced food 
supply and thousands die by starvation and attendant evils, but not until every 

possible source of food supply is exhausted. Fat hunters grow lean and turn their 

attention to game and to hunting methods that in times of plenty are regarded 

with indifference, and everything of food value suffers accordingly. Competition 
becomes keen; raptores hunt farther afield, trespassing woon their neighbors! : 

preserves, and the stress is intensified. Many wander far-in their hungry search 
and invade localities where they do not normally appear. The keenest pinch nat- 

urally occurs in winter and then the resident Grouse and upland game birds suffer 

severely. On our prairies may be an influx of coyotes, Goshawks, and large Owls 
from the north, which, with the usual resident vermin, turn to the Prairie Chicken, 

Sharp-tailed, and other Grouse as the most available food supply, and hunt them e 
with systematic persistence. ‘the Grouse naturally suffer proportionately, and by ~ 

’ the time their enemies are reduced to normal numbers, may be sadly depleted. When 
the tide turns, however, it does so decisively. Rabbits are astonishingly prolific 
and increase faster than all their enemies combined. The enemies, now tremendously 

: reduced in numbers, again turn their attention to their natural furry prey; the 
food supply exceeding the demand, the wandering raptores return to their former 
ranges. The resident vermin have been reduced by the bitter competition with the 
visitors and the Grouse are again free from intensive persecution. Life becomes 

comparatively easy and undisturbed for them. Only the strongest and most vigorous 
have survived, large clutches of eggs are laid, and wnless other deterrent circum- 
stances arise they soon regain their wonted numbers. 

"Besides these climatié and raptorial influences, probably as is the case with 
the rabbits, epidemic disease and parasites play no small part in the vicissitudes 
of the Grouse and ther allies. These birds are to a large extent gregarious and 
disease can be readily commnicated. Some seasons we find many birds infested
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; eNO Re a ae (Prom R. 7. King) Pile: W. Ve. ae 
f : : ; RB. Grouse 9) % bs / Cycle Chart Y a 

eae 

es Cones, Dr. Elliott 1907 : ae 

The destruction of Birds by Telegraph Wires. The American aa i 
Naturalist, Vol. 10, No. 12, Dec. 1876, pp. 734-736. ‘ae 

‘ States "that many hundred thousand birds are yearly killed by (OMe f ih 
the telegraph." Gives an account of a trip by horse-back from Denver to a a 
Cheyenne and observations on birds killed along the telegraph wires. nm a ; ; 

ig ne Fp 

; : rae 
Dadisman, A. J. (Morgantown, W. Va.) 1919 ; Dik 

ee Ruffed Grouse Scarce in West Virginia. Bird-lore, Vol. 21, No. Ay as 
Jano-Feb. 1919, p. 77. an 

af a 

“But a few years ago the Ruffed Grouse was failry common throughout ie if p 
the hill region of West Virginia. Why it has become so very scarce in the wt re 
last year or two is a mystery, but, nevertheless, it is true." ae 

i ae 
"A party of 3, hunting squirrels for 3 days in the mountainous part a ‘ee: 

of Tucker County in September reports seeing but 2 grouse. Another party CSR 
of 3, hunting in the mountains of Webster and Randolph counties, 6 days in ee 
November, reports seeing 31 grouse. In both places there is an abundance Can 
of wild grapes, gumterries, beech mts and other food for the birds. A 5 ae 
few years ago grouse were plentiful in these same areas. Some hunters “ea 
Killed a few grouse end it was noticed that all the birds killed were males. ee 
One hunter reported that he had killed his quota of grouse this year. Among . 
the 25 birds was but one female. He had hunted over several counties and ee a 
noticed that there were very few birds this year, whereas he had found them Sa 
plentiful last year. It was also noticed that practically all the birds Ete 
killed were old birds. There seems to be a possibility that a large number — Me fe 
of grouse froze to death last winter. The female birds might have perished eae 
in this way thusacounting for more males than females as well as the few M yf ua 
young birds this year." es 

Cas 
em a 

- Field, Dr. George W. 1907 ae 
rr 

The Heath Hen - A Sketch of a Bird now on the Verge of Extinction. © \ <an 
Bird-lore, Vol. 9, No. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1907 pp. 249-255. 3 photos. to ea 

"This Grouse (called 'Hethen"by the natives) has been a well-lmom 
and characteristic bird of the island (Martha's Vineyard) as far back as in eS s, 
memory or local tradition extends. Opinions are widely held that from Gimb Saree 
to time western Pinnated Grouse or Prairie Hens have been liberated on the ee 
island, Careful inquiries indicate thet the facts are as follows: (1) yee 
in 1859 Dr. Fisher liberated Ruffed Grouse and Quail on the island, but ely 

western prairie chickens; (2) In 1902 specimens of the Western Prairie i a os ae 

‘ 5 ite Oe ay Coats i 4 

TH ee uk et 
2 es Ese RA aS a a nate" )



Chicken (Tympanichus americams), which had survived the sportsmen's show at 
Boston; were liberated on Martha's Vineyard, but no subsequent indications 
of their presence are known." 

"In 1877 foxes and coons were introduced for sport and later liber- 

ated from spite, but it is probable that these have now been exterminated . ." :
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oY are cordially invited to attend the Sixteenth American Game Conference 

to be held at the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York City, N. Y., Monday and 

Tuesday, December 2nd and 3rd, 1929. 

All national, state and local wild life conservation organizations, all federal conser- 

vation officials of North America, as well as state and provincial fish and game 

department officials and all interested individuals are invited to participate. The 

program is representative of all sections and all interests. 

This Conference was organized by the American Game Protective Association and is 

held under its auspices, but it is open to all. Its object is to coordinate the efforts of 

all and contribute in a practical way to the advancement of game management, research 

and study of wild life problems, and encouragement of game breeding in America. 

Among the problems and projects of wild life conservation and management which 

will be discussed at the coming Conferefice are the following: ~ - 

A national policy for wild life administration and development. 

The American system of shooting. Is it doomed? 

Sportsmanship, as measured by modern standards. 

Food habits of raptorial birds. 

’ Facts and conditions revealed by the Game Survey. 

Fur farming — problems of administration. 

Progress of the Government’s game development projects. 

Discoveries in the history of the Blue Goose. 

Forestry in its relation to game and fish. 

Studies of the Prairie Chicken. 

Experiments in Ruffed Grouse breeding. 

ee



ee 

Conservation by Education. 

Winter requirements of migratory waterfowl. 

Cooperation between the states and the federal government in fisheries work. 

Hunting and fishing grounds, public and private. 

Game and fish administrative problems. 

Problems in game breeding. 

Organization and development of state game refuges. 

Progress of game conservation in Canada. 

The Conference will open at 10:00 A.|M., Monday morning, December 2nd in 

the Convention Room of the Hotel and sessions will be held morning and afternoon 

of each day. An evening session may be held Monday evening at which an interesting 

series of moving pictures will be shown. 4 : { ae 

The Conference will close with the annual Dinner in the Grand Ballroom of the 

Hotel on Tuesday evening, December 3rd, at 7 o’clock. Dinner reservations should 

be made at once as tables will be assigned in the order in which reservations are 

received. Make checks payable to Newbold L. Herrick, Treasurer, 2273, Woolworth 

Bldg., New York City. Covers, $5.00 each; no registration fee for the Conference. 

Upon request tables will be reserved for clubs or other groups. 

‘Those coming from a distance should not fail to make hotel reservations in advance. 

I. T. QUINN, Chairman 

NEWBOLD L. HERRICK, Treasurer 

CARLOS AVERY, Secretary
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E.l.pu Pont pe Nemours & COMPANY a 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT : ey 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE Hay 95 1960, ct 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
421 Ohemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

: Mr. Felix duPont has loaned me the shooting 
diary of a relative of his, which is now in his possession. 

This diary covers a period of time 1868 to 1883 and covers 
quite a large section of the country and is very interesting. 

ome place under the heading of the year(aa7 
he says "there are not so many grouse this year as last, wh 
seems to be gereral all over the country. They account for it 
on account of /the fact that there was a tremendous hail storm 
at the time they were being hatched, the hail stones falling 
in lumps as Big as hens eggs and forced men and animals to take 
shelter. After the storm Wintermute vicked up a velican killed 
by the hail, and there is no doubt but that many grouse were | 
killed. in this manner, having no shelter in the open prairie. 
This was evidently in the vicinity of St. Paul because he re- 
turned to $t. Paul and stayed at General Green's house on 
Summit Avenue and then vassed a few days shooting in the vicinity 

of Fort 5 aaa 

The diary does not make a record of the total 
number off days shooting, but "bagged for the whole ay 

0) V4 Canadian geese, 215 Sharptailed grouse, VA 
282 ducks, 6 Rough grouse, 1 jackrabbit, 

: 25 Snipe, 3 Rail, 1 Golden plover. 

The date appears to be September. 

Most sincerely yours, 

A tai: 7 LA 224A | 

W/P R.W.T.WALLER, JR,--CONSERVATION DIRECTOR 

\ GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH Division



SUNSPOTS IM RELATION TO FLUCTUATIONS INGRASSHOPPERS AND GROUSE AT AWiwS, MANTTORA.— 

Tn the April, 1930, issue of the Canadian Field-Naturalist, (W777), Mr. Norman 
sk aageas Meade, 3 bs watt of atte tat teat Pee Oe ee 
at Aweme, Manitoba. It ic worthy of note that these fluctuations a 
relationship to the variations in the epotteinessof the mm. the grasshoppers, 
sharp-tailed grouse and ruffed grouse show maximm points in their curves of mubers 
at or near the minima of sunspots (1901,1913,1923); and miniomm points near maxima 

aia weins aaa show shriking ani susoth variationt 

Maxing 

+++ « + + gt sunspot Sharpie! cuss |< mapat iat next 2 ears 
Raffed grouse . . . . . ab sunspot minimum 4 next 2 years. 

Undo, 

grouse . . -one yoar after sunspot maxianm, Raffed grouse... . . one year after sunepet maxiuemm, 

It would seen that the lesser organism, the responis 
quisety to the smeret inftumes, shile the grouse lag a L4tthey cal may well 

& grasshopper influence, as Griddle sgzests. However--as has been 
demonstrated in the cases of tree-growth, maber of verying hares, and dates of 
arrival of birds--all three, crasahopper, sharp~tailed grouse and ruffed 
de reflect the cuaspet ayeis, vhatorar be. the mochantaa (a probes 
ta Suse) “creepers probably be again at a waxinun in 1934, at 
Awene, ani grouse in 1 : 

At the Dominion Observatory, Ottawa, we have been investigating for 
some the of variations to and we - Shale hay te teetre fren any reatere cust veinsle sul Safty tat | 
cenmedthes with tun Sevesthoetinn of tee aedes ta tome hee tie bake. 
— ee 
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| 3 om | 
) "Half a Century of Sport in Hampshire" * 

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1905 

é Jarune Eotipcrncle, Lemuel Bart of Wanda rng 7 «ie 
Page Year Partridge Black Game sou 

28 1798-99 129 90 

33 Oct.17,1799 4 

tn 1802 M7l M 

43 1802-3 469 T 

Wy 1803-4 333 ~ i 
46 1804-5 281 1 

47 1805-6 383 2 

4g 1806-7 305 1 & 

51 1807-8 258 

52 1808-9 308 3 

By 1809-10 22h 6 V 

56 1810-11 213 1 ‘\ 

58 1811-12 202 

59 1812-13 168 

60 1813-14 174 2 & 

61 1614-15 179 8g 

63 1815-16 89 1 - 

6h 1816-17 254 4 x 

65 1817-18 315 4 

67 1818-19 51s 

68 1819-1820 827 5 "I 

72 1820-21 dug 4 : 

7m 1821-22 51s 
ae



‘ 

a — Partridges Black Game ; 

Pp 1822-23 469 10 AN 

82 1823-24 167 2 

83 1824-25 97 6 

gh 1825-26 268 ) 

85 1826-27 604 

86 1827-28 332 2 

88 1828-29 253 1 . 

91 1830-31 17 : 

92 1831-32 124 

93 1832-33 2h3 1 

gu 1833-34 u7 wit 
95 1834-35 162 ¥I 

96 1835-36 80 

98 1836-37 Tr 

101 1837-38 117 

103 1838-39 25 

104 1839-40 pe 

105 1840-41 8 

: y
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PROTECTION OF PARTRIDGE 

legislation on Subject in Province of New Brunewiek Dates Back to 1614, when 
Drastic Law “for the Preservation of Partridges* wos Enacted--Iong Standing 
Pears that Ruffed Grouse would Become Extinct in New Brunswick Unfounded.- 
May be Open Season in 1929, 

i Legislation for the protection of the partridge, or ruffed grouse, 

in the Province of New Brunswick, Canada, dates back to 1614 and would indicate 

~ that fears that the bird would become extinet are of long standing, even if 

ne unfounded, 

"Qne hears often reitersted the fear that the partridce will 

become extinct," writes a correspondent to the Saint John Times-Globe. “It is 

interesting to find thet the same feor existed 114 years age," adds the corres- 

pondent, who appends the first legislation passed in Newe Brunswick on the sube 

jeet, as follows: 

NEW BRUNSWICK 

_ Ao Set for the Preservation of Partridges 
Passed the 7th of March, 1524 

WIEREAS it is necessary to prevent the killing pertridces during 
the time of their breeding; for the preservation of that species of game, be it 
enacted by the President, Council and Assexbly, that from and ofter the passing 
of this net, every person who shall take, kill or destory, or who whall =" 
expose for sale, or who shall buy or couse to be bought betwoen the first 
of March and the first day of September in any year, any partridge, shall for 
every partridge so taken, killed, destroyed, sold or exposed for sale, or found 
dead in his or her possession, forfeit the eum of ten shillings to the use of 
the person of persons who shall prosecute or sue for the same, to be recovered 
vefore any one of His Majesty's justices of the peace for the county where the 
offence may be committed, on the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses, 
or by confession of the party offending, and levied on the goods end chattels of 
the offender; and for the want of goods and chattels of such offender whereon 
to levy the same, it shall and may be lewful for such justice to comait the 
offender to the common gsol of the county, for the space of two days, or until 
the fine, together with the costs of prosecution and comaiteent, shall be paid, 

There is not tuig year and has not been for several years an 

open season for partridge shooting in New Brunswick and, published sugcestions 

awn. 19n Barnette 

\\ a



. that there may be a short open season during the month of November are not 

possible of fruition inasmuch as existing legislation provides thet in order 

for there tv be an open season for pertridge shooting in New Brunswick in 

any year same uust be proclaimed by order of the Lieutenant Governor in 

Council before August ist. 

There is, however, some likelihood of an open season for 

partridge hunting in New Brunswick in 1929 as a result of reports of the 

inereasing number of the birds and in this conneetion Hon, Charles D. Richards, 

, | ‘Minister of Tends & Mines, ie making some personal investigations on his present 

trip of inspection in the northern counties of the Province, which includes a 

canoe trip of more than 100 miles up the Tobique river and down the Nepisicuit. 

ceiseecnenensensinin POhieienahiecntnen 

From: Buresu of Provincial Information 

teartes Travel 

Fredericton, MH. B., Canada. 

(Received from Dr. Wm. Bruette) 

alc nettea Grouse folder 

a: 
Cycle Chart date (desk),
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i Copy to Mr’ King 

; March 22,1930 

Dr, Wm. A. Bruette 
80 Lafayette Street. 
New York City : 

Dear Dr. Bructte: 

I appreciate very much your sending me the Can- 
, adian news story about early closures on ruffed grouse in the 

Canadian provinces. This is extremely valuable information 
end I am much indebted to you for letting me make a copy of it. 
I am taking the liberty of sending an extra copy to Mr. 8. T, 
King, who is doing the work on the ruffed grouse fellowship es- ; 
tablished by the Institute at the University of Minnesota. 

: Should either he or I have future occasion to refer 
to it in publications, we will cite your courtesy in calling 
our attention to it,as well as the original source of the data. 
For the present, however, Mr. King and I are not interested in 
the publication angle, but in the evidence which you have contrib- 
uted to the question, “How far back do ruffed grouse cycles go?" 

I have traced them back in Wisconsin to 1951, bat 
behind that I was lacking any conclusive information of thekind 
you have now furnished. 

Thanking you very much for your cooperation, and hop- 
ing to see you again shortly, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IBOLOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey



File Copies to Stoddard 
Minnesota feliow King 

February 13, 1930 

i‘ Dr. Wa. A. Bruette : 

¢ Porest & Stream, Ine. 
80 Lafayette St. 
Yew York City 

Dear Dr. Bruette: 

During our ride home from Madieon, New dersey, you 
mentioned that the province of New Brunawick in 175% had estab. 
lished a closed season on ruffed grouse because of thelr scarcity 
at that time, and expressed your opinion that thie was an early 

occurrence of the grouse disease, ; 

IT understood you to say that you had the text of this 
statute or could site where 1% was published and give me the 
substance of it without great difficulty, I would very greatly 
appreciate any infomation you can give me. As I told you, the 
Institute has established a fellowship at the University of 
Minnesota to study ths ruffed grouse cycle, and this information 
ie an extremely valuable contribution to their field, 

‘With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

L ALDO LEOPOLD 
; In Change, Game Survey.



wes sete mee Cycle thon 

REPORTED NUMBERS OF RUFFED GROUSE 

Season of 1927 

Maine N. H. Vt. Mass. Conn. R. I. Canada 

Searce 13 $1 4 74 34 3 - 

Normal 
or 20 8 ne 31 8 2 - 

Plentiful 

Season of 1928 

Scarce 10 26 = 33 26 2 i 

Normal 8 5 3 16 5 a 0 

Plentiful 24 8 5 21 9 e 9 

Season of 1929 

Scarce 5 4 3 20 i 0 a 

Normal 3 5 3 Ly 2 dk i 

Plentiful 43 2b 4 ey Bi 3 5 

SUMMARY FOR NEW ENGLAND 

1927, 1928 1929 

Scarce 159 102 34 

Normal or 

More Plentiful 70 116 206 

Total Reports 229 218 240



PROTECTION OF PARTRIDGE 

legislation on Subject in Province of New Brunswick Dates Back to 1814, when 
Drastic Law “for the Preservation of Partridges" woe Enacted--Long Standing 
Fears that Ruffed Grouse would Become Extinct in New Brunswick Unfounded.- 
May be Open Season in 1929, 

Legislation for the protection of the partridge, or ruffed grouse, 

in the Province of New Brunswick, Canada, dates back to 1814 and would indicate — 

that fears that the bird would become extinct are of long standing, even if 

 ‘anfounded. 

“Qne hears often reiterated the fear that the partridge will 

become extinct," writes a correspondent to the Saint John Times-Glove. "It is 

interesting to find thet the same fear existed 114 years ago," adds the corres. 

pondent, who appends the first legislation passed in News Brunswick on the sub. 

ject, as follows: 

NEW BRUNSWICK 

An Act for the Preservation of Partridges i 
Passed the 7th of March, 1914 

WIEREAS it ie necessary to prevent the killing partridges during 
the time of their breeding; for the preservation of that species of game, ve it 
enacted by the President, Council and Assewbly, that from and after the saseing 
of this act, every person who shall take, kill or destory, or who shall seil or 
expose for sale, or who shall buy or cause to be bought between the first day 
of March and the first day of September in any year, any partridge, shall for 
every partridge so taken, killed, destroyed, sold or exposed for sale, or found 
dead in his or her possession, forfeit the sum of ten shillings to the use of 
the person or persons who shall prosecute or sue for the same, to be recovered 
before any one of His Majesty's justices of the pesce for the county where the 
offence may be committed, on the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses, 
or by confession of the party offending, and levied on the goods and chattele of 

_ the offender; and for the want of goods and chattels of such offender whereon 
to levy the same, it shall and may be lawful for such justice to commit the 
offender to the common gaol of the county, for the space of two days, or until 
the fine, together with the costs of prosecution and commitment, shall be paid. 

There is not this year end has not been for several years an 

open season for partridge shooting in New Brunswick and, published sugcestions



that there may be a short open season during the month of November are not 

possible of fruition inasmuch as existing legislation provides that in order 

for there to be an open season for partridge shooting in New Brunswick in 

any year same must be proclaimed by order of the Lieutenant Governor in 

Couneil before August Ist. 

f Thore is, however, some likelihood of an open season for 

partridge hunting in New Brunswick in 1929 as a result of reports of the 

increasing number of the birds and in this connection Hon. Charles D. Richards, 

Minister of lands & Mines, is making some personal investigations on his present 

trip of inspection in the northern counties of the Province, which includes a 

cance trip of more than 100 miles up the Tobique river and down the Nepisiguit. 

eaweenmone awmmennne 

From: Bureau of Provineisl Information 

oearten fravel 

Fredericton, N. B., Canada. | 

(Received from Dr. Wn. Bruette) | 
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File Cycle Chart 
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nani Cie Sein Seneat int Sind Seieain 90 G0 EEE ttt and Their 

P, 10. 

THE PRATRIE Hin, 

‘ (tympanuchus americanus. ) 

se peels te oon OI ae oe ee eee 
from Hanitoda to sou and Louisiana and from Ohio to Nebraska. 
The birds of southern Texes and Louisiana are smalier ond dercer than the 
Common bird. 

In sumer prairie hens roost on the ground in » family covey, ae does ‘ 
the bobshite, but in winter, in many sections, they roost in trees. In the 
fall several coveys congregete in a pack, after the fashion of ptarmigans and 
erested quail. Prof. ¥. B. tl. Beal informe the writer thet et Ames, Iowa, dure 
ing the early eighties, he frequently found packs numbering as many as a thouse 
end birds, and that they habitually roosted in the long grase teside sloughs, 
‘The prairie hen is migratory in the northern part of ite range, and to & certein 
extent farther south also. The well-known authority on migration, Prof. %. % 
Cooke, eayat 

In Hovembor and December large flocks of prairie chickens come from north- 
ern Iowa end southern Ninnesote to settle for the winter in northern Mies- 

; ouri and southern Iowa. This migration vories in bulk with the severity of 
i the winter, 

The extimation in which the bird is held may be realised from the fact 
thet in 1902 the supply at from $3 to $5 o brace nowhere met the demand, 

Pr 

So reluctant oceasionally is it to fly thet it can hardly be put up, and 
Professor Cooke informs the sriter that several tines while hunting in sorthern 
Minnesota he sav & pointing dog jwap and esteh three-fourths grow prairie hen. 

: At the beginning of the nineteenth century the prairie hen eas extremely 
abundant throughtout Ohio end Sentucky. %I¢ is now rare in both states. A part 
of the ground it has lost in the Bast it he» gained by « westward and northeerd 
movement. It has followed the grain fields of the pioneers of the plains, and 
with the extension of grein culture inte Minnesota and Maniteba it ha: became 
plentiful there, According to Dr. Hateh, it wae by no means common when the
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shite man firet come to Minnesota, and he says that in Illinois as late as 1936 

& hunter woe extremely lucky if he could bag o dozen in a day, Some years later, 

with auch less effort, one could have shot 90 in o day, and there were records of 
100 to a single gua. 

fhe former status of the bird in the Bast ie well indicated by Audubon's 
Classic observations at Henderson, Ky., in 1910, Audubon syst 

In those days during the winter the Grous would enter the farn- 

yard and feed with the poultry, slight @n the houses, or walk in the 
very streets of the villages. I recolieet having caught several in 
a stable at Benderson, where they had followed some #ild Purkeya, In 

tne conven of Whe sent visti, © S9N0N8 Of Minty whe wee fone © pret 

ticing rifle shooting, aAee weneree SF oe 58 ee Se 
} picked none of them up, so satiated with Grous was he, as well as every 

inember of hie family, My own servants preferred the fettest fliteh of 

bacon to their flesh, and not unfrequently leid them aside as unfit for 

cocking, * * * They could not have been sold et more then one cont 

apisce, * * * So rere have they become in the markets of Philadelphia, 

Bew York, ond Boston, thet they sell et from five to ten dollars the pair. 

$o for as the sportsman is concerned, the prairie hen is sow extinet in 

Kentucky." 

 Phrough ite operation the eale of the prairie hen was virtually stopped 

4m 1902 and 1903 in all the large cities of the East. i 

ry 13 

B. W. Belson inforns the writer that in the early seventies in northwestern 

Tllinois the farmers in many places barned the prairics in spring after the 

prairie hens nested, and often gathered for household use large numbers of the 

eggs thus exposed, 

the prairie hen hee the sdvantage, however, of yielding more readily to 

domectication then the bobwhite, and strong efforts should be made to establish 

ercenens Of Oe ae birds for reotocking country where the species is ex- 

inet. Successful enterprises of this kind would be profitable, That such 

domestication ie possible and even feasible, the appended quotetion from Audubon 

implies: 

The Pinneted Grous is easily tamed, ond eesil kept. It also breeds in 

confinement, and I have often felt surprised that it hac not been fairly 

domeetiented. While at Menderson, I purchased sixty alive, that wore exe 

pressly cought for me within twelve miles of thet viliege, and brought in o 

bag laid across the beck of a horse, I cut the tips of their wings, and 

+ turned them loose in o garden and orchard about four scres in extent. Within
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@ week they became tame enough to allow me to approach them without 

their being frightened. * * * In the course of the winter they 
became go gentle ae to feed from the nad of my wife, and walked about 

the gerden like so many teme fowls, mingling cecawionelly with the 

domestic poultry. * * * fae ee ee ee : 

and fought, as if in the wilds where they had received their 
Many laid eggs, and a good number of young ones made their appearance, 

PR 15 
: VEURTABLA FOOD, 

From October to April, inclusive, the prairie hen takes little 

wut vegetable food, This elexent amounts to 55.29 por cent for the 

year, Fruit constitutes 11.79 percent; leaves, flowers, and shoots, 

25.09 percent; seeds, 14.87 percent; grain, 31.06 percent, and miscell~ 

angous vegeteble material, 3.03 percent. 

The prairie hen eats « euch amaller proportion of seeds, with the f 

exception of groin, then the bobehite, end in this respect is less 

f useful then the letter bird, It is, however, e better weeder than any 

other grouse, and ite services in this particular are worthy of consid 

eration. 

y iT ' 
Quam. 

Legh pene ae: Aveypnetodly ada eeey ray te contained 31.06 
om. Sa The te, another busy stubble feeder, takes only 

7.38 percent. 

rR 18 
IRAVES) FLOWERS) AND SHOOTS, 

Naturally the proirie hen is much less given to budding than the 

suited grotet, Wi 16 bho teen Manan S viet Sele of Pe 

agrits Sones. Cee an anc oe and black birch (3. 1: i. 

*T heve counted more than 50 on a single apple tree, writes Audubon, 
“the bade of which they entirely destroyed in a fer houra, * * * 

They were, in foct, looked upon with more aBhorrence than the crows sre 

at present in Massachusetts and Maine, on account of the wischief they 

counitted among the fruit trees of the orchards during winter, when they 

fed on their buds, or while in the spring months, they picked up the grain 

in the fields, ; 

X
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sane ; ; 

a i 
William Brewster in ascertained that, all told, there vere atc 

only ebout 20) hesth hens, and that they were confined to about 40 square 
of the islend of Marthas Vineyard, 

THE LASSER PRAIRIE HEM 

(fympsnuchus peli idicinetus. ) 

B. G, Gherholeer, of the Biological Survey, found them comuon in August, 
1901, in Wheeler County, Tex,
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UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. a 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY August 22,1929. ie che 

Aldo Leopold, ca “ 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mfr. Leopold: 

I have never been on Isle Royale myself 
and have no personal information about 
snowshoe hare periodicity there. Adolph 

Murie, who is there this summer, reports the 

species rare at present. Adams found it very 
abundant in 1904. This is about all the 
informtion we have, altho Murie my be 
able to secure information from residents 
covering some intermediate years. If you 
wish you can write him: Belle Harbor, 
Mich. (via Duluth, Minn-). I know no 
other person who might be able to give 
reliable information. 

Sincerely yours, 

a QR P>-« 
Lee R. Dice, 
Curator of Mammals 

wee 

gun”



FORM 8 6-1-28 

AMERICAN POWDER CO. 
MAYNARD, MASS. 

August 5, 19249. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin, ' 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I have a little more dope on partridge in 
New England for you which I obtained last Saturday from a ; 
friend, Richard J, Eaton, 4 Gracewood Parkway, Cambridge, 
Mass,., formerly of Concord, His hobby, to which he devotes 

a good deal of time, im the observation of birds. 
Incidentally, I met him on the train while he wap on Bis 
way to Sandwich, Mass., to see a flock of 10 white egrets 
there, 

He says that at West Dover, in southern 
Vermont, during the summer of 1926, partridge were very 
plentiful, so plentiful, in fact, as to be remarked upon. 

One couldn't go half a mile from the house in any direction 
without putting up one or more broods. During the winter 
of 1926-27 there was in that area an invasion from the 
north of goshawks and snowy owls. During the summer of 
1927 there were practically no partridge at all. He 
believes that the scarcity was due to the goshawks and 
snowy owls, 

He says, also, that at Richmond, in 
southwestern New Hampshire, there were apparently as 
many partridge in 1927 as in 1926, He has no information 
as to whether the goshawks and snowy owls got into the 
Richmond territory during the winter of 1926-27, 

Hoping that this information pvuts a 
useful dot onto your chart, I am 

/ Very truly yours, 

: —



DRAM 
1. T. QUINN 

7 EATING costings 

I CEW* STATE OF ALABAMA wr 

ato 0m of 
3 = fs DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISHERIES ys 

ENON = MONTGOMERY 

TST SE 
i August 5, 1929. 

IN REPLY REFER TO__________° 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
521 Chemistry Bldg., : 

Madison, Wis. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: ; 

I have your letter of July 29th 

and attached thereto I find a long and short form of 

your Committee's draft of the game policy. I have not 

yet had time to go over thid draft but will within the 

next day or two and shall be glad to make any favorable 

or unfavorable comments on same that I, in my opinion, f 

deem well to make. I assure you that if I find it necessa- 1 

ry to make any criticism at all it will be constructive 

and not destructive criticism. : 

I want to assure you and your com- 

mittee of my high appreciation of the earnestness with 

which you have gone about digging into this work. In my 

opinion this report of your committee at the American Game 

Conference December 2 and 3 will be the most important thing 

to come before the conference. 

s With hearty good wishes, I am 

Yours very truly, 

ee Gite 
Ie T. Quinn, Commissioner. 

2 2 TB ce 

ALABAMA FISHING CARNIVAL 

CONDUCTED BY 0 

DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISHERIES y 

OPEN TO ALL FISHERMEN ~ PRIZES AWARDED 

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR -ADDRESS ~ 
COMMISSIONER 1.T.QUINN 

MONTGOMERY ALA.
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’ Y 
* B. HARKIN ces 3 fm QS i NATIONAL PARKS 

i S aeneuee ee (a V MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT 

Ricci HISTORIC SITES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARKS OF CANADA 

OTTAWA 

IN YOUR REPLY REFER TO rug... rer sonal July 31 é 1929. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

With reference to your enquiry of 
July llth, I wish to state that I have been working 
on an article on the fluctuation of the Varying 
Hare in Canada, but this article is not ready for 
publication. When completed it will, no doubt, be 
sent to the Canadian Field-Naturalist and I will 

‘ try to keep you informed. This article is based 
on a general enquiry throughout Canada and in it 
I am endeavouring to continue the fluctuation 
records given in the book "The Conservation of the 
Wild Life of Canada" by the late Dr. Cc. Gordon 
Hewitt. 

Yours very truly, 

Hoyes Lloyd, | 
Supervisor, 

Wild Life Protection. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., ; 
In Charge, Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Us Se Ae



GAME SURVEY 

coNoUcTED FoR THE 
SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 
421 CHEMISTRY BLDG, 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

July 10, 1929 

Mr. Steve Burton 
Elbdon ; 

South Dakota 

Deer Mr. Burton: 

Mr. Paul Errington, who is working with me 

from now on, tells me thet you are well acquain- 
ted with game conditions in your section of South 

Dakota. Can you remember any years in which prairie 

chickens were particularly abundant or particularly 

searee, back of 19257 <Any fragments of information 

that you could give me would be very valuable and 

much appreciated. 

If convenient, write your reply on the bottom 

of this letter and return in the inclosed envelope. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO TEOFOLD, ‘ 

In Charge, Game Survey. 

ee eb. ¢ 44r Ci y—, 

G2 th AA x lade, ig MLatgy’ 

Aheth p-epz at grees ‘ ee
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GAME SURVEY Qo” 
CONDUCTED FOR THE ‘ e ye 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS® INSTITUTE (oe : 
BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

421 CHEMISTRY BLDG, 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

July 10, 1929 

Mr. Frank Hussey 

Experiment Station 

Vivian, South Dakota 

Dear Mr. Hussey: 

Mr, Paul Errington, who is working with 

me from now on, tells me that you are well 

acquainted with game conditions in your sec- 

tion of South Dakota. Can you remember any 
years in which prairie chickens were particu- 

larly abundent or particularly scarce, back of 

1925? .Any fragments of information that you 

could give me would be very valuable and imch 

‘appreciated. I am trying to find out whether 

fluctuations in abundance are coincident in 

point of time from state to state. 

If convenient, write your-reply on the 

pottom of this letter and return in the en- 

closed envelope. 
Yours sincerely, 

LDQ LEOFOLD, aT 

In Charge, Game Survey. 
ie Q ee 

Inc. “aw 199-1 1/9722. / 

J CHP ahaae AAWLAL ie ee dare 
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ceed wager gk 
O6 EAST MICHIGAN STREET ale » 

SCHROEDER HOTELS ye 
SLEEP-IN SAFETY \ 

Plainfield, Wiscons 

WO ag kn, 
Mr, Aldo Leopold, cee 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

My dear Mr, Leopold: - 

I wish to thank you for the copy 

of the blueprint that you recently sent to me 

at Plainfield, I have been refering 46 it many 

times and find that your general decrease as 

indicated for the year 1925 holds for the 

Prairie Chicken of Wisconsin but - cannot as 

yet offer an explanation for this any more ‘han fo 

the same condition that we have observed for : 

the Ruffed Gpouse of New England, 

I have been highly pleased with the 

results of ny Special study of the Prairie Hen 

: but I do hope that I may be able to set into ~— 

the field before I Leave the middle of this 

month, Grange dna I are planning to go to Minn, 

next Tuesday, Wheat are the chances of your joining 

us, I know there are many mutual problems to be 

discussed which such a trip would enable us to 

do, 
Sincerely yours O
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f File copy apt ee an ve pls es 

HL : 

mm 25, 1929 ; 

Mouorendum for Dm is M, Chayman, Ure As Os Groes, Carlos avert. afi the 

monbers of the SubcComnithees, 

Attached is s preliminary Dlueprint of a gone cycle charteompiled 

from the field dete coliected through the gome eurvey, plus certain date 

encountered in the literature, 

This chart ie being sent you for euch wee ae you cam make of it 

in guiding the research work under the Institute fellowships, and in guiding 

allied investigations ty other omgonisations. 

The chart is intended te Alustrate a method of investigating the 

history of gome, rather than with the idea thet it in iteslf constitutes on 

execution of thet method. It soe compiled merely on incidental time, and a 

smash Vortew job ovelé to done Wy cennene with adogente tins te yurwes te 

same methods : 

It ia, of course, phyeienliy iapossible for the chart to show the 

exact geological Linite of any of the fluctuations represented, Three things 

however, are indloated as tentative conelusionss 

A) Phere fs o rough aynchronion in the flustuntions of sli the species 

of the grouse family and of snowshoe rabbits throughout the country. 

(2) the violence of the fluctuations, at least in prairie chickens and 

vaffed grouse, decreases on the south fringe of their range where: | 

they occur se isolated colonies. 

(3) The low pointe appear to te associated with waather, although Cone 

@lusion No. 2 would indieated that they ean not de caused by weather 

z hi



| 

| 2 
, Chaat 

alone, 

Te ie requested thet none of thece date or findings be published 

without the consent of the Institute. 

Comments will be appreciated, 

; | 

ALDO LhGProLR, 
In Chazge, Game Survey, 

7 NOTE FOR THE SUB-COMMITIER ‘ 

A copy of this chart for your use will be attached to the 
report of the Wisconsin survey.’ This is merely to notify you that 
the data has been placed at the disposal of thos research agencies 

concerned with the grouse problem. 
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id Copy to: Mr.Aldo Leopold, ti 
ESTABLISHED 1802 421 Chemistry Bldg. (U.W. ) 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

E.l.pu Pont DE NEMOURS & COMPANY je 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT pe vr 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

eave 
SPORTING POWDER DIVISION April 15, 1929 F 

Mr. Jose . Evens, 
Box 1441 ; 
Tulsa, Okla. 

Deer Uncle Joe:- 

You remember thet a short time oe°: T spoke to you 

in Philadelphia concerning important information which wes de- 

sired by Mr. Aldo Leopold in charge of the game survey work of 

the Institute of Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers. At 
this time I told you I would write you = letter to act as 4 
reminder. é 

Mr. Leopold wtites: f 

"{ wonder whether your friends who are 
acquamhted with the prairie chicken situation 
in Kansas and Oklahoma could give me their 
recollections as to what fears chickens were 
especially abundant or scarce, either in that 
territory or any other territory which they 
visit. I would like this for entering on a 
chert of game cycles. , 

All I need is the year, the place, and whether 
the chicken crop was extra good, good, fair or 
poor, and the further back the observations go 
the more valuable." 

I think it possible that you could circulate this 
letter among your hunting friends and ry quite e lot of es 
information for Mr. Leopold, which could be sent to him direct 
at 421 Chemistry Building, Madison, Wisconsin, or through me, just 
as you prefer. 

In this connection, did you ever take up with some 
of the Saline Game Preserve members, the question of financing a 

prairie chicken fellowship at the University of Oklahoma to find 

out whether or not ways snd means can be devised to bring the 
prairie chicken back as a game bird. 

I know you are all interested largely in quail but



-2~ 

quail is being studied and the results of these studies will be 

available to you in Oklahoma. While the Prairie Chicken is not 

a very important bird from the standpoint of the manufacturers 

of arms and ammunition, it is a very important bird from the 

standpoint of conservation and will produce excellent hunting if 

it would be saved. I commend this to your serious attention. 

You remember my original letter to you outlining the 

plans of these fellowships and the approximate cost. If this letter 

ig not available, I will be very glad to go over this date again. 

With best regards to all friends in Tulss, I am 

os ially yours, 

Lb. W. WY WALLER, UR. - ASST. DIRECTOR 

LWT :MHS



Bes sat MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY 7 
AT HARVARD COLLEGE ‘ 

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS ; 

ue a 

April 3, 1929 ob i 
"7 q 

q 
Mr. Aldo Leopold i 
421 Chemistry Building ; 
Madison, Wisconsin j " 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am glad that you found my Ruffed Grouse data of interest. You i 
are entirely at-liberty to quote this, but some caution mst be used 
in drawing data from it as to actual fluctuation in the sbundance of 
the species. The average number of birds started per day is probably 
a fairly reliable index to thisyin the particular region in which I 
hunt. But the average number peartell per year is not, because that } 
depends on the number of days hunted, which in turn has been controlled ih 
by a great variety of factors. Naturally I have hunted more days in ie 
the good years then in the poor. But various personal fectors have ie 
also entered in, such as amount of time that I could spare for shooting, ee 
and also the question of personal choice as to whether I would go par-— { { 
tridge shooting or whether the local meadows chanced to be in good con- \ 1 
dition for snipe. Last autumn, for instance, when I went out only et 
five days, I could not have gone oftener even if there had been more 
birds. x 

Doctor John C. Phillips, Wenham, Massachusetts could supply you ; 
with a better record covering a considerably longer period of years i 
than mine. 4 

Yours very truly, 

' 

: | 
f 

HBB/HK | 

:
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Cycle chart folder. 

421 Chemistry Building 

March 26, 1929 

Major L. W. @. Waller, Jr., . : ¥ 
% 8,1. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Major Waller: 

I wonder whether your friends who are acquainted 
with the prairie chicken situation in Kansas and Oklahoma ‘ 
could give me their recollections as to what years chickens 
were especially abundent or scarce, either in that territory , 
or any other chicken territory which they visit. 

I would like this for entering on the chart of 
geme cycles which I will show you at the next meeting and 
which is showing up some apparently new conclusions. 

All I need is the year, the place, and whether the 
chicken crop was oxtra good, good, fair, or poor, and the 
further back the observations go the more valuable, 

Sincerely yours, 

4LDO IHOPOLD 
Tn Charge, Game Survey 

Dietated by Mr. Leopold 
but signed in his absence 
to avoid delay, 

V.H., See, ; 

Wrote To W.W.Cook, Madison 
about chickens in Dakota and Wis.



Dannie Cantile Conmpany anaedy, LOMUIWMOW WMG LUpany MV 
(SussipiaRY oF SANADIAN InpustRies LimiTep) 

a Ti 
aoe LE ADDRESS 

mall) Head fice, Canada Cement Budding Cs gio 

Montreal, Ganada/ Wareh 18th 1929. 

Aldo Leopold Esq., 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison - Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just returned to Montreal after a trip 
through Western Canada, and have your letter of Jamary 
24th. I am very pleased that the information I gave you 
was of value however, want to point out that this 
information was only developed through personal observation 
and enquiry throughout the country. 

In checking up my notes I notice that in the 
fall of 1927 in Northern Saskatchewan or in the territory 
north of Prince Albert there were large quantities of 
sharptail grouse and ptarmigan seen by sportsmen who were 
in the vicinity hunting big game. One can never be sure 
of this class of information, however, one point of interest 
was that the ptarmigan and sharptail grouse were feeding 
together in many places. 

We are doing some check-up work through our 
representatives throughout Canada this year and will be 
glad to forward information on to you when we have same 
completed. 

Yours very truly, 

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY LIMITED 

(AE eee os 
J A ae fee, 

J¢:$ ere, gata Sales Manager 
Co
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Fashioned by Master Crafismen le tH 

NUNN, BUSH & WELDON SHOE Go. 
MILWAUKEE ,WIS. 

W. W. COOK 
1713 MONROE STREET : March 17¥h, 1929. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Mr. Aldo Leonolda, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: - i 

( Refering to our conversation of the other evening, 
it is my recollection that Ringnecked Pheasants were libera- 

y | ted in the extreme northern part of North Dakota at the State 

yo: Fish Hatchery in what was called the Turtle Mountains, in the 
ZS year 1911 or 2912, ¢- ‘ 

I made inquiries for several years afterwards and was 
told that the birds were doing well and showing an increase, f : 

\ but for the past ten years now I have been out of touch with 
things in North Dakota. 

. I believe that it is a generally accepted fact that the 
| Ringnecked Pheasant will when hard pressed for food feed upon 
| the buds of trees the same as our native prairie chicken, sharp- 

% tail and faeppr nse do. 

. ow" When driving to Milwaukee one morning, about the middle 
cae : of February, I observed two hen Ringnecks budding in willow 

ee trees near Pewaukee. I was within 300 feet of them, stopped my 
& car and satisfied myself fully that they were picking the buds 

of the. willow. 

The snow was very deep and food conditions were extremely 
bad. 

You mentioned in your lecture that apnparently the disease 

amongst our Ruffed Grouse comes in cycles. I have a very clear 
recollection to a period in the late eighties, say 86-87-88, 

3 when the revort was current among the natives that the partridges 
J were sick and not fit to eat, and I can also well remember that 

they were nowhere near as plentiful, although they were never so 
reduced in numbers at that early period but what you could flush 
quite a few birds in an afternoon. 

My second remembrance of the Partridgesickness is based more 
V on heresay than by personal observation and it was at a time 

Some twelve to fifteen years later 1900-1903.



Fashioned by Master Crafismen 

NUNN, BUSH & WELDON SHOE Go. 

MIIWAUKEE ,WIS. 

W. W. COOK 
1713 MONROE STREET 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

From 1903 until 1915 the writer lived and traveled in the 
Dakotas and was not in touch with the Partridge conditions in 
Wisconsin. Found them very plentiful in Wisconsin and Northern 
Machigan from 1916 until 1925. ‘The year 1924 they were particu- 

J Tertpeentick but beginning in 1925 they became more scarce 
until this last fall when I had the pleasure of again seeing 
guite a few birds come back to localities that had been entirely 
barren of them for the past three years. 

It is my belief that the disease has run its course this time 
again and that with favorable nesting conditi ons we will see 
this wonderful game bird again along our hard wood trails.Here's 
hoping anyhow. ; 

two of my old hunting pardners at Grand Forks, N. Dak., are 
Clarence Sheppard and John Turner(Manufacturer of Sash & Doors) 
Suggest that youy write to these men for information regarding 
game in North Dakota. At Fargo N. Dak. Mr. Fred Irish,First 

oe National Bank, I believe would be wellvosted. Prof. Dixon of 
for the Agricultural College mentioned to me a short time ago that 

he had met Mr. Irish this winter and expected to visit him at 
Fargo. Perhaps he could tell you more of Mr. Irish. 

Assuring you that I will be only too glad to give you any 
information that I may pick up in my travels and hoping to hear 
you again Tuesday night, I an, 

i Yours truly, 

Wee 
= 

é , =
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421 Chemistry Building q 

Mareh 12, 1929. 

! 

Mr. J. 8. Sizer, 
c/o U. &. Forest Service, _ 
Phoenix, Arizona. i 

/ | 

T have been trying to make a graph of periods of decisive 
shortage or abundance in various upland game species in the various ; 
states to find out to what extent the dates of these high and low 
points coincide in the various regions. Attached is a letter which | 
I sent Dr. Vorhies and his reply. His reply is so cautious, however, | 
and covers such a short period that it does not answer my purpose. | 

I wonder if you could, without very much trouble, dig me 
up a record of this kind for the Tonto Basin beginning, if possible, 
with 1920 when you and I found an abundance of birds at Hackbury. 
Tf you have to skip a few years due to lack of information, that is 
airigi If you can locate the year of any decisive shortage previous 
to 1920, that would be fine too. . 

I hope everything is well with you and that you will give 
my kind regards to Mre. Siser. I hear from John D. once in a while 
but I am afriad I am increasingly poor as a correspondent. 

With best wishes, 

Yours as ever, 

ALDO IOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

Inclosure. 

: nihil i a 5 aa



CARLOS AVERY, PRESIDENT GEORGE SHIRAS 3D, VICE-PRESIDENT AUGUSTUS S, HOUGHTON, SEC'Y-TREASURER 

American Game Protective Association we 

Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway yw aa 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS New York City Ss ie 

JoHN B. BURNHAM 

WILLIAM B. GREELEY 

EO. BIRD GRINNELL ef 

wictsan 8. HASKELL Hssex, New York 

Racers a. HopeHTOR March 2, 1929 
WILLIAM B. MERSHON 

frome. wacot  MEs Aldo Baopold 
CARLOS AVERY 421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Ne Madison, Wiscensin 
ADVISORY .COMMITTEE 

TT OMNITHOLOGIeT aus excrmuaOar Weldoe 
HENRY FORD 

AEH. otiaen I have had the Conservation committee of the Camp Fire 
Hews cee = Club visiting me 4t my Summer place, which was opened 

FORMER U. 5, cHicr Forester fOr the party, and this is the first opportunity I have 
ee ae had to reply to your letter of February 18th. Sorry 

SOM wat ee ee 
NWAIOR GENERAL, Us 8. A. There was a grouse shortage in northern New York in 
* Oe protocican survey’ | 1905-6. Our snowshoe rabbits are never reduced in 
CHM ELUNE numbers in this section in the same way they are in the 
SIR CLIFFORD SIFTON extreme north but this was one of the periods in the 
unc «NGyGle, and you will find a report of it in the Forest, 

Owner LUE mounTAINForEsTPRKK SH and Game Commission report of 1907 or 1908. My 
Green’ Auvion Weexe-meLeaNB@t Of these reports was burned at the time of my fire 

™eousevarionsr ane sromgane 1 C@nnot check up definitely. 
c. B. YANDELL 

pon eee We had practically no grouse in the state; the depletion 
“CANADIAN conservationist WA8 SO serious that I started a study to try and ascert- 
ON TURALiOn CAME PRorecrionLM@ the cause, and made this one of the chief features 
L. C. SANFoRD of the annual Winter convention of the game protective 
eae eee force. I was then 6hiéf game Protector of New York. 

conservationist anp srortsMW had on our staff as one of the foresters, a very 
t dasvtn wationat crance 00d ornithologist, since dead, whose name was Woodruff. 

Is had previously notified the game protectors to be 
prepared to make a report on the grouse situation in 
their respective territories, and when these reports 
were made, Woodruff sat in with us and checked, and 
subsequently analyzed, the statements. It was at this 
time that I came to the conclusion that the rabbit 
Plague of the north was the cause of the cycles of 
grouse depletion, and I believed that this was due 
directly to the migration of ames, goshawks and snowy 
owls. 

If you can get a copy of the Forest, Fish & Game 
commissio eport in your library, you will find that 
Woodruff aheko thor causes including perm breeding 
seasons. 

YQ
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OUTDOOR ADVERTISING EVERYWHERE 

EE F 2 
General Outdoor Advertising Co. eam 

oh 
ONE PARK AVENUE wi Va 

NEW YORK March 8, 2929 

“Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: ‘ 

I wish 1 could answer your letter of February 
18th with satisfaction to you and to myself but I have 
not at hand any of the answers to the “Ruffed Grouse" 
questionnaire and I have not been connected with the 
Sun for 8 years. 

Doubtless Mr. John B. Burnham of the American 
Game Protection Association, Woolworth Building, New 

York City, might be of help and service to you. 

Yours very truly, _ 

a



The New England Ruffed Grouse Investigation 
——_————_———_ SPONSORED o 2 _______ 

MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION 

INCORPORATED 1874 TELEPHONE 

HAYMARKET 1312 

41 MT. VERNON ST., BOSTON, MASS. 
THE COMMITTEE 

Sais Cena CONDUCTING THE INVESTIGATION 
THORNTON W. Burcess Dr. ALFRED O. GROSS, BowpoIN CoLLeGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE EDWARD BNOGLG), x 

Dr. E. E. TYZZER, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, BOSTON, Mass. SECRETARY TR EASIEED dy 

Bowdoin College, We 
Brunswick, Maine, ~ a 

’ #ebruary <8, 1929. car 

tir, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr, Leopold:- 

I am very pleased to receive your letter of February 

21. I am glad that you have found our statistical studies of some interest 

tp yOue 

I am sending you a copy of the Heath Hen monograph with my 

compliments also two Illinois reports which may be of further use to 

you, I shall be intensely interested in the results of your study of the 

shortages of grouse, I surely will wish a copy of your report just as soon 

as it is ready. I would like to have you make a contribution to our 

moénOecraph on the Grouse which Dr, A.A. Allen, Dr. John C. Phillips myself 

and many other co-workers are preparing, 

I am interested to know that there is a bill before the 

Wisconsin legislature to finance a Prairie Chicken Survey. I nave not 

heard anything about tnis from Mr, Grange although he nad written me 

jast fall about making sucn a survey, It i am asked to make this survey 

1 will be pleased to have suggestions from you which will enable me to 

make the survey of the greatest value to you and otners concernede 

Did 1 send you a copy of our Progress Report and the Snowy Owl paper? 

Sincerely y O 

ifged O. Gro ee



Copy sent Mr. Olin. We joe 

421 Chemistry Building 

February 18, 1929. 

Mr. J. Cadham, 
e/o Dominion Cartridge Company, 
Candda Cement Building, 
Montreal, Canada, 

Dear Mr. Cadham: ; 

T have just finished entering the valuable information 
in your letter of December 25 in my graphic record and hope to have 
the privilege of showing this to you at the next Institute Meeting. 
As I told you, your letter contained a lot of information not 
duplicated in any published record. 

I found just one point which was not sltogether clear to 
me, namely: “Was there a shortage of ruffed grouse in 1917 in 
Qntario, Quebec, and the Maritime provinces?" Your letter infers 
that there was, but I would Like more definite assurance. 

Do you happen to have sny fragments of information about 
shortages of any species prior to 19157? It is the early records 
which are scarcé. For instance, there was a shortage in the leke 
States around 1906-7. I have one record of a shortage in Quebec in 
1908 and in Saskatchewan in 1906, both ruffed grouse. Can you add 

' to these? 

Thanking you heartily for your excellent cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IXOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



Copy sent Mr. Olin. RY 

posi” : 

421 Chemistry Building qu 

' January 24, 1920. 

Mr. J. Cadham, 
Dominion Cartridge Company Limited, 
Canada Cement Building, 
Wontreal, Canada. f 

Dear Mr. Cadhams 

Thank you for the very complete and specific inform 
ation submitted in your letter of December 28. This is the ; 
pest single lot of information on this subject that I have been 
able to obtain from any one person eubside of the scientists . 
themeelves, and is at least as good as the best I have been able 
to obtain from the scientists. 

After I get this all dovetailed with the information 
I have already accumulated, I would like to talk it over with 

you because I know that you could help me figure out the meaning 
of the whole business. For this reason I hope that I will see 
you soon at one of the Institute Meetings. Thank you for your 
trouble. 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALNO TEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



Db sh erate ge Copan ye Tata Lominion Ourlilge MUypany | 
(SussioiaryY oF CANADIAN InpustRies LiMiTED) 

TER _ : 
c=) Head fice Canada Cement Pudding ae 

Montreal, Ganada secenber 28th 1928. 

Aldo Leopold Esq., WY ene 
Game Survey, Muegee Chen 
#421 Chemistry Building, oO ae 
Madison - Wisc. J A \v ow 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of the 12th instant is before me 
with reference to verbal information I gave you at the 
National Game Conference at New York. I will be pleased to 
verify remarks I made to you there and you will appreciate 
this information is due to my personal observation and that 
of some of the representatives of the Dominion Cartridge Co. 
as we are greatly interested in local game birds throughout 
Canada; 

Sharptails were high in early spring 1926 and 
low in fall 1926 and throughout the years 1927-28; showed 
Slight improvement in fall of 1928. This applies to the 
Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British 
Columbia. 

Ruffed Grouse were high throughout the year 1925 
in Western Provinces but became low in the fall of 1925 in the 
Maritime Provinces, Quebec and northern Ontario; became low in 
the Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British 
Columbia in summer of 1926; have just started to show return 
principally in the Maritime and southern Quebec and to some 
extent in eastern and northern Manitoba and parts of Saskatchewan. 

All grouse were low in the fall of 1917 although 
were quite plentiful in the majority of provinces in the early 
spring of 1917. This included ptarmigan in British Columbia ana 
the Yukon territory but excluded blue grouse on some of the 
Pacific Islands such as Salt Spring Island and Vancouver Island 
in the Province of British Columbia. By the words "All grouse” 
I include pinnated sharptail, ruffed, blue and ptarmigan. The 
seemingly low point was very noticeable from September on in the 
year 1917 throughout the Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta and British Columbia and the Yukon territoxy. 

Sharptail and Ruffed Grouse - Slightly low in 1921 
in Quebec and eastern Ontario; the sharptail principally in : 

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. This was hardly noticed in 
some centres. I also on questioning several of my fur trade 

friends recorded the fact that ptarmigan mad a tendency to be



AG. = & 

scarce in the same year. 

It might be interesting to you to know that the 
reports from our representatives' observations show a very 
marked decrease in the amount of ducks, principally Mallards 
and Widgeon, on the marshes west of the Cascades in British 
Columbia whereas reports from all other centres throughout 
Canada (excepting the Maritime Provinces and parts of Ontario) 
were very favorable to increased quantities of ducks of almost 
all kinds. This is just a note for your informtion. 

I thank you for your suggestion that I publish 
my observations. 

I found it necessary due to my position in 
arranging for the supply of ammunition to the Canadian trade to 
have some knowledge of the possible game conditions throughout 
the country as you are no doubt aware we practically have to 
arrange for such supply of ammunition a year in advance, and my 
observations since the year 1911 have shown a4 periodical decrease 
in certain centres in the grouse family. 

If there is any information I can give you at any 
time please feel free to call on me. I assure you it will be a 
pleasure to do what we can in order to establish better game 
conditions. 

Yours very truly, 

DOMINION Mare COMPANY LIMITED 

: es eo ab 

ICO:$ J. Ca - Sales Mansger 

ae With reference to paragraph four "All Grouse" - 
Hungarian partridge inhabiting the same districts as sharptails 
in Alberta and Sekkatchewan were quite plentiful in the fall of 
1917. These birds do not seem to have shown any marked tendency 
to decrease in the one season in a similar manner to our jocal 
grouse. I thought this might be interesting information for you.



Y2l Chemistry Building 

February 18, 1929. 

Mr, Arthur H. Sisk, 
508 First Nat'l. Banc Bldg., 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Arthur: 

; I enjoyed your letter of February 2 and wae particularly 
interested in your postscript to the effect that you had e good 

qail year “but all south of San Acacia end Sccorro". Was this good 
crop south of Socorro Gembel, or Scale, or both? Was there a poor 

crop of Scaled Quail north of Socorro? 

I em asking you thie be@ause I am just compiling a graphic 
record of shortages and cycles in ell kinds of upland game birds for 

; the whole country end I lack any record for New Mexico beyond the 

end of my journal in er I would appreciate your giving me the 

dope for 1924, 1925, 19 and 1927. 

We are having a hard winter end most of our quail would 
undoubtedly have died but for the enormous stimulus to winter feeding 

which hes come about through the Izaek Walton League, The men who 
have actually gone out on feeding expeditions report that 3/4 of the 
covies are being fed by farmers, This represents a very substential 

accomplishment. 

I heard that the New York Life is bring some more of its 

field men to an eastem meeting. I om always hoping that you will 
get to make another of these &rips and stop over to see us. 

Yours as ever, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD,



ARTHUR H. SISK 
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

508 FIRST NAT'L BANK BLDG. a 

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. Sod 

February 2, 1929. 

Dear Leo: 

Was mighty happy to have your note and to know 
your family are well, and that you like your new work. We 
knew you would, and certainly you will do more with it 
than anyone else possibly could. 

We missed you out this way last fall. We had 
a very successful deer hunt and a good party- one where 
you would have been more than welcome and we were sorry 
you could not come. Jamie, VanAtta, Kenneth and I were 
out for about 12 days, in practically the same place we 
were in last year. We each got a deer, and Van bumped 
off a nice gobbler with his wifle. I had three chances 
at turkey with my rifle, but didn't get a feather; f 
carried a shotgun all over the mountains after I had my 
buck, and didn't see a turkey: - like goose hunting. 

Ducks and geese have been fairly plentiful 
but I don't believe we had as many ducks as last season. 
This was probably due to a lack of water earlier in the 
season. Last year we had lots of widgeon, almost none ~%é mallasds 
comparatively this year. I killed about 50 ducks, and <_ operat 
most of them were mallards. Recently we have had new > Widgeo aT, 
pintails, in big bunches, evidently going north. The + Shovetlo,, 
other fellows in our bunch had about the same luck, with 7 Godnnalh 
more ducks, although I beat them on geese. I got 4; 
Kenneth 2, (both waivies) Jamie 1- VanAtta none, and I | 

e don't think Pettit got a goose this year. 

‘“ I wish I had time to tell you how the geese 
so use the La Joya refuge- it would be very interesting, but 
< if I have time I hope to write up something that the New 

* Mexico Conservationist can use- aa Sunday fore- 
g noon, there were 24 hunches of geese for a total of 327 

birds, that went into the refuge from the north alone. 
S$ They fly from 200 to 4éeyards high, but set their wings 

3 the minute they are over the north fence boundary line! 
~ 

a There are many more fellows hunting every 
year. This year three or four claim to have killed 20 to 
50 geese, and I don't believe it unless they use unfair 
methods - steel traps, baited fishhooks and the like. 
Several of our lakes have been fed for ducks, and some 
have salted the sand bars with grain, but with doubtful 

j results. 

Had “9 Come out soon, Leo- we surely wan wee eed oi Love to each of your family, 2p mal bebeetenry, 
of Sau (Secon o. 5 SO eet |



421 Chemistry Building . 

February 15, 1929. 

Mr. John Burnham, 
RR. #1, 1 
Keeseville, ". Y. 

Dear John: 

I have been trying to compile in graphic form all of the 
data so far collected by the Game Survey on cycles and shortages in 
ruffed grouse and other species, and to add to it the published data, 
particularly your January 1918 article in “American Game". I am all 

ae Se oe ee eer ee oe whether there was a 
snowshoe rabbit shortage in northern New York in 1906-7. Your 
article and also Stoddarts bulletin infers that there was, but I 
would like to be sure before entering it on the graph. Would you 
kindly let me know? 

Yours sincerely, — 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



be 12/28/28. x 

Ruffed Grouse and Rabbit Shortages yo 

Digest of Articles in "American Game" A 

yor 
"Day Grouse are Scarce" John 3. Burnhom, Jan. 1918. 

x» * decvease of ruffed grouse all over the grouse belt of the 
witch Sues 2 ta r 

4, Yorester Woodruff of N. Y. Commission "investigated cause of scarcity 
oe ee nt ee ee ne Ane, eS 
larger number of reports o infested grouse. 80 reported 
by Bradshaw of Saskatchewan. 

4, "1916 saw greatest scarcity of rabbits throughout the northland". 

5. ee ne ent enti: t pean tn 8 6. Gains, 
 hitaese fina tle cee mon in 3 weeks saw 3 
partridge; ina year killed 90 for food in same territory. 

5. 1916 & 1917 brought goshawk migrations in Northern U. 3. | 

5. 197-8 rabbits were scarce in North N. ¥. resulting in large catch of 
horned owls on game farm, (also 1916; see p. 5) 

5. Gilman of Minn, called attention in fall of 1918 to ridge shortages 
on large game refuges in Minn. & Ontario. m 

5. “the entire north has been stricken in the present instance in the same 
year by the plague" (rabbit). 

5. © of U.S.G,5. in Mt McKinley ".P., Alaska, rabbits scarce 
in 1926, jus Shenae Sots (Head Guster "the year when this is 
written (1917) there are no rabbits in the country", | 

5. Moore, Scotch Lake, New Brunswick: "In the early spring of 1916 they 
(haves) were very plenty. -- last winter tracks were very scarce. I 
Cen remember a few times in the last 50 years that they disappeared 
shout the same tine" (Meaning "simultaneously" or “in summer" 7 A.L.) 

5. Treblay, la Tuque, Quebec: “for the last two years the rabbits have 
nearly entirely disappeared (Dated Jan. 8) 

5. Macarthur, Southmag, Ontario, Jan. 12: "in my rambles so far this 
, winter I have seen searcély a rabbit track." 

5. F. K, Vreeland says catch of lynx at Ft. MeLeod, B.¢., shows heavy 
catches of lynx in 1895 and 1904-56. Buruham infers these were periods 
of rabbit scarcity, the lynx lagging behind the rabbit curve.



p- 6 4. W. Nelson on London fur sales show “largest number of lynx skins 
were collected during the winters “ere 1848.9, 1857-8, 1867-8, 

1877-8, 1886-7. The mumber of hare skins and sold by the 
(lutoon Bay) reached ite maxima in the one or tro years Smediately 
preceeding these years of abundance of Se owing each of 
Sines periods of ahuntance ef hares and {yates cane corresponding 
Wiles seeue te a etait tee ie ae of both these animals". 
‘Belson refers to a graph which is doubtless in U.5.3.8. file). 

pe 6. Hewitt (consulting soologist, Canada): "there is Little doubt that 
the mortality among rabbits is due to disease and that they did langely 
during the summer months". Says in Lebrador mice play seme role as 
rabbits. 

p- 6. Burnham concludes from graphs since 1636 cycle is 10 instead of 7 years. 

Pe + ah es pet fame Se. Ye Se ae 
EB. W. Woodruff studied the evidence and wrote "The oo 
Grouse in 1907" printed as part of the Goumissions report 1908. 

p- 7. Burnham on cottentalls: ‘We have been unable to ascertain whether or 
not neptentall subbihe awe stuilerly attested ty tissues over thety 
renge. 

p. 7. Woodruff & Deane agtes to heavy flight goshanke in . B. winter of 
1906-7. Also 1916-17, 1917-18. 

mg gy 

pe 12. Mewitt (consulting Zoologist, Canada) :” I do not kmow if my om 
investigations would allow me to go quite sd far as ir. Burnham has 
gone and to say that the plague occurs during the seme year throughout 
the whole of the northern territory. - I rather doubt that. - - I 
would say that the plague occurs within about two years, and at the 
nost, three years", 

pe 12, B. W. Nelson: Correspondent fron upper Quebec River, west of Mt. MeKinley 
says for 2 yrs. following the last sbundance of rabbits (1916-7) there 
Was a swarm of goshawks and horned owls inte the wooded region of that 
area. aly es See ee eee eer erres oe 
rwaffed grouse. When the grouse became very scarce, hawks and owls 
suddenly disappeared", 

p 12 Jefferys (Mgr. U.S. Expt. Tur Fama); Rabbits plenty in N. W. Ontario 
1912-13, also owls,



Grouse Scarcity Follows Rebbit Disease (Jan. 1919 lesus. ) 

p- 9. Governor Riggs of Alasira: ‘About 2 years ego ptarmigen and crouse 
disappeared almost entirely over a considerable part of Alasica. 
ccolidie Sine it oe aaadte ok tae ak ee 
periodic dying hares, hi eo oo uae 
predatory animals ~ - were forced to prey on game birds". 

$1. Epidemic which killed Allens artifieislly reared grouse at § weeks 
* resembled “quail disesse"; Killed Bantam as well. (Wo blood smears 

or guinea pig tests?) 

p- $1. Blood smears taken from living and freshly shot birds. 1 bird had a 
blood parasite not yet identified. 

p. Sl. Mo birds exanined: MY, 180, Mich. 176, Mess. 141, H. H. 71, Comm. 68, 
ne Ese hee, Ce be et, ee 

HN. 2. 8, Nova Seotia 2, Virginia 1, Maryland 1, wiknom 7, Also 21 
adult and 55 young in captivity. Total 923. 

p 82. Seenstiy, te: DEE sorestet $5: 5. Madea, Hive, Geekie, N. Sannin, 
Quebec, On » Memitoba, Saskatechewan, Alberta, ¥. Minn., Wisconsin, 
N. P. of Mich,, Hudson Valley of HN. ¥. up to Albany, Sullivan Co., Pa. 
W. Conn, "Blsewhere, and at some points within the foregoing 
territory, Grouse were reported in normal or increased nusbers,* 

« 82. Wo evidence of the one disease theory. “On the contrary over 20 
. different parasites and diseases were found" ete. 

yp. 86. Mony of “sick” birds were cripples, One had a 1" twig behind the 
stomach, healed, no infection.



"Risgases of The Ruffed Grouse” 4.4. Alben, Moreh 1923. 

spe 29. Tulavemia, Refers to Parker but not Green. 

p- 29, Showing Owl & Goshawk migration in 1927. Owls get few grouse, 
Goshawk many. d 

Dp 29. Status Map, Searce in 1927 throughout ite range except: 

at De eet $2 34, &S. Sea} et. 
2. et eee 
ook ae ore + Duluth. 

8. P and below Green Bay, Wis. 
te ee ee et eee 

Large spot in Penn. & W. Va. 
7. 3 small spots in (N. Brunswick?) 

Beginning date of 1 Shortage was: 
See ae 

‘») Alberta 192 & 5. 
©) Ontario, Quebec, Hew Dngland, & Middle Atlantic 1926 or even 7. 

Virginia, ¥. Va., parts of Penn., & few places in central & 
Wi. W. N.Y. not hit yet. 

Pp 29. Mo.specimens received 1927 by 3 regional cowmittees: 

Mass, 222, N. H. 165, Maine 145, Conn. Wi, B.1. 41, Vermont 2%, 

Sash, oe 8h7 nated Teak was’ 925. olka i tate 1770. 
Of these the liew England Comittee got 105% 

Pe 50. Blood suears of "large nwiber of grouse taken in field" as yet yielded 
nothing. 

Color, Thin birds full of parasites develop dark feathers due to 
+ excess of melanin, i.e. if they molt before lying. 

p- 31. Artificial Rearing: Both Bantam & brooder birds died of enteritis 
with the onset of hot humid weather, Also remnant of brood raised by 
a@ hen grouse in pen. 

si



deo 
“ Digest of "Ruffed Grouse in New York State" 0” 

A. M. Stoddart, 1918. Qe 

p. 5. Questionnaire sent ovt late in 1917 answered by 146 game protectors 
and rangers, 122 sportsmen. Also used "Game Census" of Cons. Comm. 
made since August 1915. : 

p. 6 Extent of decrease. Only & out of 270 reported no decrease, Those 
5 ee Ge Ge re oe eee Majority over 

p- 6 Causes: (1) foxes (2) bad nesting seasons, (3) Hawks. 

p. 8. Weather: Gold and wet May & June in both 1916 and 1917. Weather 

d Bureau rainfell “in many instances" twice the normal amount. 

p. 9% Rabbits. Quotes Burnham's 4.%.P.4. Bull. Article Jan. 1918. "The 

ee 

p- 12, Closed season recommended.



8 Middle St., 
Concord, Mass, 
Feb, 3, 1929, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 
I have finally gathered together what information 

I have found on local partridge conditions and here it is. 
eT NNR 

Information from my own diary, based on about three 
days shooting in the one month allowed in this state and covering 
about the same ground each year in Westford, Acton, and Boxboro, 
Wass., shows as follows: 1921, plentiful; 1922, plentiful; 1923, 
plentiful; 1924, moderate or less; 1925, scarce; 1926, plentiful 

” in the Westford cover; 1927, fair; 1928, not able to judge, season 
closed. *Blentiful' is of course a relative term, but when we find 
enough in each cover to keep us chasing them, and can get the daily 
limit of three birds each (two of us) in about half a day, not being 
what would be ealled expert shots, I should say that was plentiful 
for this locality. 

Wr, Harry E. Tuttle, of this town, who has hunted 
around here and in New Hampshire for 30 years or more says that this 
year, with the closed season, the birds are coming back pretty well 

: in this state; another year's protection should mean a lot of birds, 
The last good years here were 3 and 4 years ago. In New Hempshire, 
around Keene, Amherst, Milford, Mason, New Boston, Rindge, birds have 
been scarce for the last three years, particulerly this last season. 
Good shooting 4, 5, and 6 years ago, Fe says that he has heard that 
the birds have been coming beck this lest year in Meine, New Bruns- 
wick, and Nova Scotia, There being now some protection in the latter 
two places, He was not able to give me any ‘ancient history’ when I 
talked with him. 

; Speaking of ancient history, in looking in files 
of the “Concord Enterprise* for another matter, I ran across the item 
published Dec, 31, 1896 that game was plentiful. “George Holden shot 
over 200 partridges." This was at the close of the season. At the 
opening off the 1897 season partridges were reported scarce, (Do you 
wonder?) This confirms the recollection of my shooting companion, 
Mr, Herbert E. Tyler, of Weston, Mess., who recalis that about 30 
years ago there was a very dry season with birds plentiful {he shot 
about 90), followed by a wet season when birds were very scarce, 

I have yet to hear from Mr. Henry B. Bigelow, of 
Concord, axmexkex an amateur game raiser, and naturalist of some note, 
interested particularly in fish, He tells me that he has details of 
the number of birds he has started during the last 10 years or so, 
oe his dope to you when he has gotten it together and sent 

I hope this does you some good. 
Sincerely yours, 

ale oe: (Zabhn
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ld Uo Cor Uy ae cy vas 18 hte ls Q AMERICAN GAME A200 192 oe 
Qept darterery Contela ee) 

SOME FUNDAMENTALS OF GAME CERTAIN ASPECTS OF WILD LIFE tal number of banded ducks and geese is mor 
CONSERVATION CONSERVATION than 31,500 while the returns received from 

these already number more than 5,700. We are 

(Continued from page 4) . (Continued from page 11) in the midst of a shooting season, with several 

banding stations in full operation, and figures 

to acquire knowledge are so difficult as to re- tions. The first census was taken in August, are being changed almost daily, so that I give 
tard our progress, but without an adequate life 1927, but the number of observers for that month them in round numbers. A few of these figures 

history of any game species we are working in was relatively so small, only a few hundred, 0n the relation of bandings to returns will be 
phe ade that the comparisons may be dismissed as in- significant, showing the species for which most 

conclusive. In September, 1927, however, the data are now available: 

Surveys Are Necessary number of observers had so greatly increased Number Number 

os ‘ that we may safely allow this month to enter Kinds banded _ of returns 
I would mention further the great necessity into the comparisons, and the results from the Mallard oo. Pe dae 04D 2.860 

that exists of taking a census as far as we are United States and Alaska, as well as to a cer- Black duck ........... 6147 1,190 
able of the existing wild life, which is com- tain extent southern Canada, indicate a prac- Green-winged bre ee "690 126 
monly called a biological survey. If in any way tically stable condition, In October, however, Bier ee 1,521 205 
we shall be able to take stock of our wild life ith a still greater number of observers, the  pintai] = Sees Ba 4747 708 

resources even with only a fair accuracy, we  comparifons are decidedly interesting. Of the Redhead ............ es 379 122 
shall be able to determine what proportion Of  AGcintes ih Che Ue en ries fram which rex Lester een ie 303 140 

the surplus may be safely destroyed without ports were seceiediegl chow an increase in Rinecnecied Ao 3 918 69 

endangering future increase. 1928 over 1927 and, with the exception of < : ee ; $ 

California, all of the states reporting show an Study of the data derived from the banding 
Sun Spots and Terrestrial Life average increase of above 5 per cent, which work has already shown a wealth of precise 

All life on our planet depends upon the sun. of course should be of considerable satisfaction. ee ESI ee suo aaod 

In a search of fundamental causes affecting In California, however, the reports show a ETAT 0 ae Reno Se pe 
wild life the officials of the Dominion Observa- greatly increased number of birds in October, the extent and direction of the migratory move- 

tory were asked if they could suggest any rea- 1928, as compared with October, 1927, this ments graphically demonstrated, but there also 

son for periodic fluctuations in wild life. At increase being confined largely to the lower San pe ae aan Deeeding, ene 

first I was inclined to be sceptical of their reply Joaquin Valley. ore hat seuve 95 concen |ratrondreas.or shod. 
x : % A ing marshes of first rank. 

but they produced a comparable chart of sun- The hearty cooperation received by the Bio- 3 ’ as 

spots and fluctuations in the abundance of the logical Survey in the census project has de- eiespite the (eon enca idly rate 0) ee a i : f * . eae : cies there appears to be a very definite ad- 
rabbit, Northern Varying hare, and it may be veloped information during the first year cf ii eee ak bea diate: 
seen from the chart there is at least a strange the work far in excess of any reasonable ex- Pe a Bt ues aa ae re ae é 

resemblance between sunspot and rabbit curve. pectation. These results show in a significant Tela OT Sete ens eapereuiic 
: ‘ ‘ ranges. For example, the Mallard is distributed 

The astronomers say that the increase and ey oe couceritra Hon oe the over the entire continent, but birds of this spe- 
decrease of the Northern Varying hare, an ani- United States, and the important fact is brought cies banded in the Mississippi Valley and east- 

mal upon which so many of our fur-bearers de- Out more clearly than ever before, that the ward are found by fending retucnellto eiiove 
pend for food, is closely associated with the birds that breed in Canada and migrate over the morthSand—sorthyest= foniuheo treading) ced son, 

periodic eleven-year cycle of sunspot variation, United States withdraw for the winter into spreading out into the great nesting grounds fn 

Tree growth, rainfall, and the time of the mi- Surprisingly small areas, including six import- Cida. ta eaceecdiies seasons, however, it is 
gration of birds, all fall in cycles that syn- amt regions in Mexico, from which unfortunate- eile rarely ae Eis obese birds will Brera 

chronize with the prevalence of scarcity of spots ly very little information was received during down nade fhe -weetern regions. The west- 

on the sun. The curve showing the abundance the year. These southern areas will, it is hoped, ern birds behave in the same way, as shown 

and scarcity of the Northern Varying hare in be covered adequately in order to supplement foe vetirn: of laliacds banded ab iheatise 
Canada for sixty years synchronizes with the the information now available. tional Bison Range in Montana, which in suc- 
sunspot curve for sixty years in a remarkable Other important facts brought out by these ceeding seasons return to approximately that 

manner. The mean curves are strikingly sim- waterfowl observations are the movements of point and from there go south and west to win- 
ilar, the hares being scarce at the time of the waterfowl east and west, as well as north and ter quarters. 

maxima of spots, and most plentiful one year south, particularly during migration; the loca- ee ee 

before the minima of spots. The mechanism of tion of the bulk of the birds during different a in other SY one nets ene toate Mery 
. 4 ‘i 2 lefinite relation in the seasonal movements of 

the effect is almost certainly direct—in the Hirst Semonttsy mand geno ly shifts in these _move- ducks to a dividing line that for convenience 
place wet cycles kill off the young, and in the ments. To show graphically some of these may be designated at the 100th Meridian, run- 

second the ultra-violet light from the sun which facts, preliminary maps have been preparing ning from the Dakotas to Texas. We are of the 
varies profoundly in quantity with the sunspot indicating locations of the bulk of waterfowl Opinion that this shows thar a qelative Gpund- 

cycle has an effect upon health and disease ot oe each of the) watevow! census dates in the ance of waterfowl in the eastern regions may 
mammals and other living things, In addition, United States, Alaska, and southern Canada. not indicate’ a similar condition in thenwWest 
there is a secondary or indirect effect related Some of these maps have already been pub- and the depopulation of western marshes would 
to the manner in which the profound changes lished, and others, showing the bulk movements require many years to make recovery, despite - 

caused by variation in sunlight during the sun- of the waterfowl by groups, such as ducks and posciblessaburtanee in theo hace inaleene 

spot cycles influences the development of dis- geese, and by individual species, will be Pre- verse of this would also hold true, namely, that 
ease organisms. pared as time permits. All of the information the abundance of eastern birds would prob- 

If the sun is causing some of our difficulties $@thered will become more serviceable when the ably not be materially affected or increased by 
these may be beyond human control, It will do “ata ca be carefully analyzed and examined birds from the West. This serves to drive home 
no harm to learn the truths involved, however, and possible erets checked up and eliminated. the lesson that each of these two great regions 
and may do much good. Taoheadling-a Project of such magnitude it 15 inust see to it that their Reid have ade- 

I have mentioned the above fundamental con- Tec 310 enereee Fie utmost precaution tS quate protection and more refuges. In fact, I e e see that the deductions represent true condi- . . cae siderations of game preservation, not because ene can conceive the necessity for greater limita- 
they include the sum total, but only as leading : tion of shooting in the western territory, be- 
factors. Others engaged in this work will have Bonding }Waterfawl cause of the added hazard of alkali poisoning, 
further fundamentals to suggest of equal im- becca: illaaig Sd and other causes of duck mortality unless these 
portance, and these basic problems, although The application to waterfowl of the banding conditions can be corrected. 
difficult and perhaps impossible of solution, method of study is also yielding specific infor- Returns from banded ducks are affording 
seem to me well worthy of our serious study. mation of great significance and value. The to- data that will prove of distinct value in esti-
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HE fluctuation in numbers of game and doubtful whether there is a perfect balance any- series of wet ones. In parts of California 
a other wild life from year to year pre- where for very long at a time. about half the mean annual rainfall was re- 

sents one of the most pressing problems The ups and downs in abundance tend to ceived within a short time early in the winter. 
in wild life administration. Some of the fac- recur in cycles of greater/ regularity for some During the years of drought precipitation was 
tors bearing upon variations in the abundance species than for others whose lives are affected so light that many lakes and marshes usually 
of species are easily understood and can be by more modifying condition. The cycle in frequented by large numbers of waterfowl be- 
controlled; others may depend upon weather the varying hare of the North woods is espe- came dry. One of these, Goose Lake, normally 
conditions or are involved in biological inter- cially well marked. When the wave of in- a large body of water, had not ‘been dry since 
relationships baffling in their complexity. In creasing abundance in this animal reaches its the early 50's, according to local reports. The 
general it may be stated that in order to thrive, crest, an epizodtic suddenly breaks out and in bed was then crossed by the wagons of the 
game or other animals must have sufficient food, the following year hares are rare. It is ob- gold seekers, and the ruts were still clearly 
water, shelter or protection from enemies, and vious that many factors have an important visible when the water receded. In many other 
be at least relatively free from parasites or bearing upon numbers. In the overturn of large lakes, such as Malheur in Oregon, the 
diseases tending to become epizodtic. what balance of nature once existed, civilized water was reduced to shallow stagnant rem- 

All species in their evolution are the sur- man, largely through his use of tools and ma- nants, which afforded little food or comfort to 
vivors of countless experiments in adaptation chinery, enabling him to destroy the forests, the ducks and geese, and other residents and 
to environmental conditions, including competi- drain the marshes, and transform the entire migrants for which abundant water and suit- 
tion with others. Species vary greatly in their landscape over vast areas, /has taken a leading able marsh areas are so essential. Lower Kla- 
food, moisture, temperature, and other require- part; and the extent of the overturn is the math Lake in California and Oregon, formerly 
ments, and are embracing about 
hedged about by 4 ae a ee ee a a 85,000 acres of 
influences that in ee pe ae foe lo aes lake and marsh, 
the long run dei- 7 > ee z eee 3 2 ao providing one of 
nitely limit their Pee ee : {2 ee eS. a the finest breeding, 
numbers and fix ae oe en ee eee a feeding, and rest- 
their geographic | ee pe See rents = saa Wei e fea. corn Mis ing grounds for 

distribution. An aan ee Ser A NIA aaah ee secant ees sO Ge Saal ie migratory water- 
example of differ- ~y ess Seeacteen aut eet . fowl in western 
ing habits ae aa ee er eens, Sal pages Tei See aE ; ae ee 
justment to differ- | IRtaaary PR Play ABR Mee MYST hy Ne de ag sana aaa ead a3, and many other 
ing environments ies m es ‘ = sak rad 1 Pi Bicelaliadh sanmmtie nikal a areas in the gen- 
in two closely re- ™ hs 4j20-0unell ie eee ; oo a eral region have 
lated big-game 4 Wei . : 4 : a5 + | been nearly drain- 
animals is found in 7 a, oe ed for agricultural 
the Rocky Moun- | ita A a ey purposes. 

tan elie and ithe Kado! Ny Fi " a - : ee aia al While many ob- 
valley elk of Cali- : i is eR pa So ae See servations indicate 
fornia, The Rocky as : | ites, ee A ee og that ducks espe- 
Mountain elk may . ‘ | ieee, ae es SP eg anal cially are main- 
be forced down by | — > . gow a2 Sige ree “ 2 eae taining their num- 
snow to the foot- |iiaaaimlas : | Sees oo A eS | | bers and have even 
hills or plains, but a : \e ee eae. increased on some as the snow re _——e Je! eee oof their wintering 
cedes it returns to Photo by S. T. Woodring. grounds in the 
the high mountain Yellowstone Elk Herds on Slough Creek near hay ranch where they are fed during the severest Eastern States, the 
slopes. The valley part of the Winter. opinion is general 
elk, on the other that during the 
hand, remains permanently near the bottom of the measure of his development. It is now gen- dry period they have decreased in the West, 
San Joachin Valley in California. A hypotheti- erally recognized that, as a counter balance to and, in view of the reduction of water areas 
cal stabilized condition resulting from environ- the destructiveness of man, suitable areas must and other adverse conditions that have pre- 
mental adjustments is often referred to as the be set aside or created for the benefit of game, _vailed, this result might be expected. With the 
balance of nature, under which the numbers of | in which breeding stocks can be preserved, if increased precipitation in 1927, however, the 
interdependent, or competing species normally game is to be maintained on anything like a birds are again appearing in places in large 
remain relatively constant. A high mortality satisfactory scale, and a surplus provided for numbers. As if the scarcity of water during the 
rate is a biological necessity, for if the potential the sportsmen. The maintenance of game at dry period were not enough the birds have, in 
reproductive rate were unchecked in any species a suitable numerical level, safeguarding the various places, died in enormous numbers from 
it would soon crowd many others out of exis- breeding stock and the food-producing capacity alkaline poisoning or epizodtic diseases, prob- 
tence. Many species, however, periodically in- of the land or water areas, and, at the same ably both, as conditions have varied in different 
crease until they reach the crest of a wave of _ time providing for the disposal of surplus, is localities. The concentration of waterfowl on 
excessive abundance, violently overturning the the objective of proper game administration. stagnant remnants of such lakes as Malheur 
natural balance, after which their numbers may Any information bearing upon the difficult and Lower Klamath would favor mass infec- 
suddenly decline to far below what might be re- problem of numbers is an aid in this connec- tion and the development of epizodtics. 
garded as normal, or even to the point of exter- tion. In the great cotton-growing district of south- 
mination. In fact, there is much evidence that Many parts of the western United States western Coahuila, and northwestern Durango, 
the trend of the so-called balance of nature is so have recently passed through a series of dry Mexico, where a vast area of flooded fields 
continually upward or downward that it is years and some now appear to be entering a attracts millions of migratory waterfowl, tens
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of thousands of ducks, geese, and other water relation of these animals to their favorite prey the National Bison Range from 12 animals in 

birds died shortly before Christmas, 1925. No may best be gauged in a region still unmodified 1922 to 69 in 1927 is a gratifying example of 

such outbreak of disease had ever occurred by man. In the forests of eastern Panama, what may be expected where these splendid 

there before. The water was fresh, and all the where conditions. are essentially primeval and game animals are accorded adequate protec- 
circumstances indicated disease as the cause food for deer is always abundant, I have been tion and epizodtics do not occur. 

rather than poisoning. I visited the area in told by Indian hunters that the numbers of The case of the mule deer of the Kaibab 
March, 1926, and great numbers of wings, feet, mountain lions and deer fluctuate together Plateau in northern Arizona may be cited as 

bills, and other fragments remained as evidence 

of great mortality. Pea. 

On the saline flats in and near the delta of mY oy 

Bear River, Great Salt Lake, Utah, millions cn ¢ 

of ducks and other waterfowl have died, at aan a ‘ 

intervals, of what was believed to be alkaline <7. ae @ 2 2 .) i 
poisoning. In 1924, a rise in level of the in- heey i. a = ay md 218 “ 

tensely salt lake waters destroyed many thou- = a a a a ow aoe ae oi 

sands of acres of marsh that afforded feeding 4 a Et a eer | S : 
grounds for a host of migrants and nesting y Bs em 5 ff 2 : oe % 

grounds for many resident birds. Since that % a we alii bs sa . 

time the losses from alkaline poisoning have i bE a i a Bc = we wes sie 
been less severe, perhaps because of the fact A ae aN a fi ae i r — 

that marsh destruction has rendered the area sas Cort | al — oe 
less attractive to great numbers of birds. The BY ee ene a 

70th Congress has authorized an appropriation } 5) a m ry 4 Pe + 

of $350,000 for the creation of a Federal bird . ae om eer kl aed 8 af 

refuge to embrace about 45,000 acres in this \d y) i, wat ny « ot MA he | ae ear 

section, Plans for the construction of a pro- \ : y i iy Ty ae a 

posed dike system are designed to accomplish : aces TT lecomal ees \ ; f soar 

two main purposes. First, to impound fresh ss — ron af oa aa aE are see Say 
shallow water over the broad marginal mud H foc au a * cates Spar Soe 

flats, thus providing tens of thousands of acres ekg i * : hot mes ag ° . s 
of excellent feeding grounds and obliterating , ; the de Pega . pape ee 
the conditions under which the birds died of th pas mE s i oF a ee: 

alkaline poisoning; and second, to prevent a 5 — aa ear saa a Teal Puen Soros 

enna e aes a Deer at Mammoth Hot Springs, UO eecne National Park. 

perience of the state and of a local shooting through cycles of undetermined length. The one in which there was a remarkable increase 
eluh on a smaller scale has shown that sago Indians believe that the lions increase where in numbers in spite of the fact that the control 
pond-weed soon makes a splendid growth in deer are plentiful until rather suddenly the of predatory animals was only partial. The 
water so impounded. Construction of the dike deer disappear and the lions are no longer in mountain lions were reduced to small numbers, 

will provide an additional breeding area of wide evidence. but coyotes continued to take a heavy toll of 

expanse but its greatest value will be the pro- In some sections of the West the killing of | the game. From an estimated 3,000 or 4,000 in 

vision of a vast feeding and resting ground for mountain sheep is prohibited under state laws, 1906, when the general area was set aside as a 

a host of migrants at a key point in their over- and although poaching upon them by hunters Federal game preserve, the deer population rose 
to an estimated 30,000 (and this was probably 

= ae =n SAR very conservative) in 1924. The summer of 

Sg aa ee r. oe ae hastened a shortage of forage that was already 
ou Be ete. Pe ee ee oY threatened. In August thousands of deer were 
Pig eee a aa ay : a already much emaciated and by the following 

: Oe a a ee eae 7: Le ) re. spring the deer had greatly decreased. 

Ce ipa ree | i ; eae The elk of the Yellowstone Park region have 
f : fluctuated widely in numbers, largely owing to 

d d : Puy : : af starvation during winters of unusual severity. 

= — = * Although limited killing is permitted under the 
z ie Ba state law, the heads have been known to be 

‘ Sener ee prcomcaee ate ee si about double in size in 4 years following such 

eee Slay ie winters, after which the rate of increase seems 
Y ‘ to be markedly reduced. 

: Sufficient food and water and adequate pro- 
: i : tection from enemies are essentials if game is to 

. e ¥ thrive and be maintained on a satisfactory scale, 

ee ss 5 sa : a but comparative freedom from parasites or dis- 

ag . 4 : % ~—_ eases, especially those becoming periodically 

cae ait Sue he hin epizoOtic, and in waterfowl freedom from what 

a SSS are believed to be mineral poisons, is of vital 
Photo by courtesy of Bureau cf Biclogical Survey. 7 Ge i ; 

The lower end of Blitzen River, disappearing on the dry bed of Lake imponance. aaa aaa 10 ie 
Malheur, Oregon, in 1925 and 1926, where thousands of ducks and other comparative rarity of some animals, including 

birds perished in that year. various members of the weasel family that es- 
pecially in the warmer regions are apparently 

land flight. is believed to be negligible, little or no increase able to obtain abundant food and so far as 

While predatory animals of many kinds are is apparent. It seems probable that the nearly known have few natural enemies. Squirrels and 

recognized as a menace to game, it seems doubt- stationary number of such herds is due to the many other animals focally reach excessive 

ful whether there is a true appraisal of the ravages of predatory animals, although diseases numbers, from which they sharply decline, often 

extent of their inroads. Mountain lions are are known in some cases to play their part. for undetermined reasons. In some instances, 

known to feed largely upon deer. The true The increase of mountain sheep introduced on it is undoubtedly failure of an ample food sup-



ply, in others, disease, in still others, a com- 

bination of factors may be operative. Epizootics 

evidently provide the final check to overabun- 

dance in all wild life, and correspond to epi- 
demics in man. 

Leading elements bearing usually in combina- 

tion upon the fluctuation in numbers of game 

and all wild life may be summarized as fol- 
lows: 

1. Game (and all wild life) has certain 

biological requirements, imperfectly understood, 

which must be met if it is to be maintained in 

satisfactory numbers. A natural balance, never 

perfect, has been overturned and proper game 

administration should take its place. 

2. Sufficient suitable food and water at all 

seasons is vital, and if these are afforded rapid 
increases may be expected as long as other con- 

ditions are favorable. Inevitably, however, there 

comes a time when increasing numbers have 

outrun the food supply, or other changing con- 
ditions apply a definite check. 

3. The provision of suitable cover and of 
adequate protection from predatory animals and 

from over-hunting by man are obvious essen- 

tials, the lack of which has led to extermination 

over vast areas where game should remain 

plentiful. 

4. The final natural check to over-abun- 

dance where others fail in any species seems to 

be parasitism, or the development of epizootic 

disease. A few parasites or disease organisms 

may remain innocuous or fatal only to a few 
individuals, but the ever-closer contacts result- 

ing from over-population favor mass infection. 

Under such conditions, disease organisms would 

themselves tend to mount inordinately in num- 

bers and possibly increase in virulence. At any 

: rate, epizoOtics as in the rabbit, grouse, and 

many other wild species, correspond to such 

: human epidemics as influenza and bubonic 
is plague, which uncontrolled reduce populations / 

¥ at a rapid rate. Human bubonic plague trans- 

‘ mitted through fleas from rats exemplifies the 
complexity of biological contacts everywhere. 

In proportion as we gain knowledge of all 

the factors bearing upon fiuctuation in num- 

bers, and as we are able to apply the knowledge 

acquired, we shall be successful in the admin- 

istration of the game and other wild life assets | 

essential to our well being.
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Ottawa, Juae 4, 1959. 

¢ 

we have received am exeellem: response to our 
questionnaire of last Uetober 8, 1958, in which infosmae 
tion vag solicited about requirements for research on 
animal population fluctuations, We have drawn together 
the commante cf contributers and have prepared the 

5 fost attached summary which we thought may oe of interest to 
anate you. A eapy of the original questionnaire has been Lae 

sluded as well, fer your convenience, 

fhe next step, cf course, is to achieves the : 
astablishment of a walleorganized and tategrated research 
program, The interest currently shown by several insti- 
tations in Canada and the initdation of a field and — 
Raboratory study of lemmings in the Canadian Arctic give 
promise of a cencerted attack om the problem of fiuce 

‘ Zuations in animal pepulations. 

Thank you for your helpful answers in cur quastiude 
naire and for your sme of a researth orogram to study 
animal. population fiuctuations. 

Yours sincerely, 

| Wo Winston Mair, 
Chief,



i % ANE Rae ai | 

as SUMMARY OF GOMMENTS IN REPLY TO QUESTIONNAIRE A 

; soratonenenene GN POPULARION ELUCLUAT IOUS STUDY i 
ai : a 

2. About one third of the replies were in favour of the estae EA 
blishment of a central research team, one quarter were in. ie 
favour of uging existing agencies; 3 few believed beth Mae 
wera necessary; some suggested a central research team, mn 
with agencies and institutions so-operating. There ware a 
a number of persons, however, who emphasized that the y 

_ rveally eritieal thing was first to get an outstanding { i 
Pressarcher to lead the project and then build an oarga=- fi 
nization around him. ; a” 

2. Speeiles suggested for the main study number 26, but those te 

mentioned most frequer*iy inciuded the snowshoe hare, ‘sinha 
: lemuings, other microtines, ruffed grouse, Llyex and Aretic i 

fox. Ungulates such as moose, caribou and deer, marine 
mammals such as s¢als and walrus, and fish ware suggested it 

‘ also, ia 

Secondary study suggestions were similar to the above, 2 
@ifferent people placing different emphasis on the im= q 
portance of the species selected. ih, 

3. The maximum length of study suggested ranged from ten oe 
years to a permanent investigation; the average period ; yin 

/ was about 30 years, The minimum period of study sug- ce eg 
gested ranged between five years to 29 years, with tea "| 
years as an average, Ths compromise period averaged 17 ; 
years. It was apparent that there was a general belief 1 
that a preper study must involve two or more"“syeles" in pth 
a continuous program. ; i al 

4, If a central research team wag not used, the suggested ag 
geographical areas to be involved in the study covered ai ud 
the width of the North American continent from Newfound= RN 

i land to Ajaska, and from northern United States to the reba 
high Aretic. If anything, tundra areas of the Arctic PAN aehay, 
were favoured, but it was rightly pointed out that the sai ie 
eheics of area depended in part on the apsecies to be PN ie a 
studied and on the logistics involved in supporting a Wea 
study in an area. ie i 

Selection of axeas for a central research effert and eae 
for aatellite areas covered an area equally as large as Wa 
that above. Again it will depend. upon specias involved Ba 
and the facilities available. aemesseeee a iy eae 

; ’ hy i iy ay 

1 ae se eae ds 

: iia a 

: : j CN Eo eine ae eee
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§. Many of the replies to the question about required facilities ti 
included completely equipped enalytical and physiological ie 
laboratories, or at leas laboratories with standard equip]= | ii 
ment as well as refrigerators, cvens, constant temperature ee 
Foons, colorimeters, Warburg machines and desk calculators. By 
Several thought that an TBH automatic calewlater and a ove 
sard sorter were necessary. Welleaquipped field stations cu 

i ‘were considered essential alsa, together with pens to hold : 
eaptive animals. 

6. ALL of the replies favoured one or more technicians to 
assist profeésaional staf’. Laboratory technicians, 

. dabourers, animal keepers, clarks and students were suge 
gested as assistants, i 

: 7. Professional staff from 18 disciplines were prepesed in 
answer to question seven. Most favoured were biologists, 
aninal ecologists, pathologists, statiaticians and phy- 
siologista. Other specialists such as etholegists, ave ; 
tritionalists and plant acologists were suggested. A 
few believed that all ef the specialists indieated in 
the questionnaire were needed, but ethers suggested that 
it was more important first to get a good animal pepu- — -: 

, dations man and then add those additional specialists as ; 
neaded, i 

A number indicated that sontracts to university scientists 
i ‘ eould be given te bring in diseiplines not represented on i 

the central research team. 

8, Mest of these expressing an opinion on the frequency with : 
which associated scientists should meet, believed that 
auch meetings ghouid be neld at least once a year, or 
whenever necessary. i ; 

9. Cost estinates varied widely. as they reflected the 
epinions of individuals who differed in their concepts i 
of the size of ths research group and of the facilities 
necessary for the studies, j 

1G, Ail who considered the establishment of an advisery board i 
to direct the overall program agreed to its value. Some 

? thought it would be useful but others considered 1t _ pu 
i essential, One suggestion was that tha existing Associate 

: Committee on Wildlife of the National Research Council ' 
could act as an advisory beard. Another prepess] wags 
that the board should consist of not more than six persons 
selected from among wialveraity, federal. and provincial 
research personnel, j i : 

f



The questionnaire replies indicate that a compres 
a hensive study of animal population fluctuations should ba 

undertaken and should receive broad supervision and assistance 
from an advisory board. An individual outstanding In the — : 

‘f4eld of population fiuctuations should be asked to head the — pn 

study and to bujld a team of specialists of the warious dise _ 

Me eiplines necessary. Gontracts for certain phases of the study 

which can only be carried out by other specialists not on 
the team could be granted to university staffs acress Canada 

or to other co-operating federal or provineial agencies, Tha i 

study, in short, will require outstanding men, adequate — ; 

finances, and not less than 10=15 years for its successful ae 

prosecution. ! ; 

5 ‘ bg ‘Mi 
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ap REQUIRNMENTS FOR RESEARCH ON ANTMAT POPULATION 
PLUCTUATIONS E 

‘l. Gould the research be done adequately by presently existing 

research agencies working through a central administrative 

{and co-ordinating) agency, or is a central research team 
effort required? ; ; j 

fas Species to be studiads- i 

Main dtudies = 

} Secondary studies, if any « ‘ ’ 

3, Length of study period suggested: - 

Meximum = : ; am 

Minimum < 

Compromise = ay 

hk. Geogrephieal or Selentific areas to be involved:- 

(a) if no central research 1. 

3. 
a 

{b) if a central research effort i 

Main area 

Secondery or satellite areas 1. 

ae | ' 
5, Facilities required: « 

Laboratory and/or temporary field 
facilities - , 

Caleulators and ether major Items 

, of equipment « 

i Other = - 
te 

6. Noneprofessionsl staff required if central research teamie i 

Techniciana ~ : 

Other = / 

j ; oF al
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7. Professional staff and disciplines ef central research team:~ f 

Central Team 12 SG ga@en i 
biologists 

; ecologista 

: mathenaticians 
pathologists 
meteorologists 
animal 

behaviourists 

bio» chemlats 

. physiologists Bs 
nutritionalista 

Associated Scientists ‘ 
(at universities or other 
research agencies) 

(Please note under Item 10 the professional staff end 

, disciplines required if several groups are involved é 

rather than one central research team.) 

j 8, Meetings per year reguired by associated scientistase 

9, Finenceste- 

Capital costs if any = 

Salaries (Non-professional) i 

. (Professional) 

Travel expanses « ; 

Equipment end material « 

Administrative costs ‘ is 
{postage, publications, office supplies, etc.) pit 

10, Other:= ; oe 4 
(e.g. establishment of an advisory board to direct the overall ee 

program) i . eee
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January 5, 195) 

Mr. H, A. Sturtzel 

2009 Fanscom Drive 
So. Pasadena, California 

Dear Mr. Sturtsel: 

Your letter to Mr. Leopold has been turned over to me 

by his widow for reply. I am sorry to report that Mr. 

Leopold passed away some time ago after fighting a 

erass fire. 

I think it can »e said with at least pereonal certainty 

thet the evidence for the rerularity of a game cycle 

has diminished rather than aceumulated. “here is a 

symposium on this subject which is to appear in the 

January issue of the Journal of Wildlife Mensgement. 
My own contribution was to demonstrate the regularity 

of the cycle actually rests on some very shaky evi- 

dence although it is quite true that a definite 9- to 

1-year cycle has existed in the past for three preda- 

tors (lynx, muskrat,and marten). The evidence for 

cycles in prey species is tied up in indices like 

fur returns and hunters! reports. These seem to show 

10-year cycles but mathematicel technicues are not 

currently available to determine if the behavior of 

these indices is really different from that of a ser- 

jes of numbers randomly selectd. 

Should you be unable to consult a copy of this journal 

in the university library, I believe you can obtain a 

reprint of the symposium for $1.00 by writing to Dr. 
Oliver H. Hewitt, Editor, Journal of Wildlife Manace- 

ment (Fernow Hall, Cornell University, Ithacs, New York). 

The publication date is presumably around February 1. 

Sincerely yours, 

JJH: pm Joseth J. Hickey 
Associate Professor



2009 Hanscom Drive 
So. Pasadena,Calif. 
December 16 1953 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

You will remember my writing you some time 

ago for further data on the Game Gcle, after hearing your 

most interesting broadcast on the subject. I am wondering 

if more conclusive evidence of the regularity of the cytle 

has accumulated and if you could direct me to any further 

sources of information. It would seem to me that as tribes 

of birds and animals are able to govern their population density 

would they be free of the effects of the die off. Hasthis 

point been established? ‘ 

I enclose an emvelope for your reply. 

With all good wishes, 

Sincerely, 

kh 
Ka Mok,
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y Excerpts from letter from Dr. bash Siivonen (Game Research Institute, le 

; Helsinki) to ReleHine re his papers on cyclic fluctuations. (Jan. 10, 1949) 

"...I consider it appropriate to explain to you in a few Lieb, how I have come 

to the results presented by me. Anongst others the following circumstancés have 

influenced them: 

1. My basic records originate from 60-70 degrees N. lat., those for instance 

of Elton from 45-60 degrees N. Lat. 

2. My basic records treat of such species of herbivorous animals, whose principal 

food does not change in quantity; Elton's principally beasts of prey. 

eye have restricted my conclusions to the veriod from the 1960 to the end of 

the 1930s. : 

4, My basic records originate from small areas, generally only a few thousand, at 

the most 100.000 wad” (to a great deal from so called primary areas of fluctuations) , 

in which the 3-4-year periodicity appears either along or parallel with a more or 

less clear 10-year periodicity of the high peaks; Elton's records are from areas 

not less than 600.000 im®., but also from so called total of areas up to about 

10 million in”, where the 3-l-year periodicity (and even the different periodicity 

types) has often been smoothed out anew. 

It seems to me, that one could come to simibar results, as I have come to north of 

60 degrees N. Lat., even south of 60 degrees N. Lat. in North-America, if the 

records originated from so called small areas. It seems, however, as if - in 

harmony with the results I have obtained - e.g. the 10-year periodicity of the high 

peakds were clearer there, and as if the types, weenie 936, 269 and 259, previous 

to the periddicity types presented by me and characterizing the northernmost 

regions, prevailed there. This seems to be indicated with certain species already 

even in England, as well the fect that peaks endihg in 9, in 2 and 3, as well as in 

5 and 6 seem to be the most prevalent in Canada with different species in kmown 10- 

year periodicity series. It is possible that the resutls which I have achieved, 

and which undeniably still comprise certain unsolved items, and whichs ti11 in many 

respects require complementary, additional investigations, will be criticized. 

They are in fagt in certain respects sufficiehthy deviating from others previously
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, brought forth. It is also possible that I have failed in correctly interpreting 

some of my ideas in English. Ir would, in fact, be wrong to consider my results, 

at least in this stage. as anything else then a new attempt to find a solution 

to this "mystic" phenomenon. On the other hand the solution of the 10-year 

' periodicity by one factor, nearest of a 10-year periodicity, controlling the 

different population rhythms, to which Elton comes in his most recent investi- i 

gations treating the 10-year periodicity of the lynx and mskrat in Camda, also 

leaves questions still to be answered. It is in fact know that, for instance, 

in North America, 10-year periddicity weries have been presented (during the limited 

period 1850-1940), in which the peak years most often end in the numbers 2,3,5,6, 

Tq or, 9. tn North Hurope 10-year periodicity series have been vresent$ad in which 

the peak years, in attktimn its turn, most often end in the figures ©2550) 

8, or 9. In addition it seems that the high peaks of the same species in different 

areas - and even in neighboring states - can end quite differently (e.g. 9 and 

2, 3 and 6, or O and 7). In the same series 2-3 Wigh peaks of mich the same 

power can still appear side by side, of which one ends e.g. in the figure 3, 

an other in the figure 6, etc. How is all this to be understood within the limits 

of a climatic factor of 10-year periodicity (7) controlling these different 

population rhythms? 

The question which unit (or which units) of time is fundamental for the so-called 

10-year periodicity, should thus still be considered unsolved. : 

As to the periodicity types presented by me it should be remembered that they are 

entirely theoretical. Similarly to the methods of handling the cycle material, 

they are used only for the prupose of obtaining an easicr treatment of the series 

of the fluctuations in numbers, and in order to make them comparabe to one another."
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Dr. David H. Thompson on ‘eer 

Forest Preserve District of Cook County Illinois 
536 North Harlem Avenue + Cummings Square 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Dave; 

The 10-year periodicity in the sun spot minima since the beginning 
of this century is the chief reason why, about every so often, I brush up on 

some general works on sun spots to see if certain discrepancies might not be 

reconciled. But the big difficulty in reconciliation always turns up again 

in the lack of correlation shown by MacLulich's (pp. 108-113 in "Fluctuations 

in the numbers of the varying hare (Le americanus)", Univ, Toronto studies, 

Biol. Ser. 43, 1937) presentation of tks records of the Hudson's Bay Company 
and the sunspot fluctuations for a period of nearly 200 years, As you know, 

I have been becoming increasingly skeptical as to what might be learned from 

consideration of fluctuations in numbers of animals alone, but the snowshoe 

hare does seem to be one of the few species in which fluctuations in numbers 

may come the nearest to reflecting the so-called cyclic influence, besides being 

a species for which fluctuations can be traced with sone satisfaction over an 

exceptionally long span of years, However well the "l0-year game cycle" may 

line up with certain phases of the sunspot fluctuations of recent decades, the 

fact does remain that, if you go back far enough, the highs and lows of the 

hare and sunspot fluctuations become exactly the opposite with respect to each 

other. 

Of course, it may mean something that the more recent and hence best 

documented "10-year game cycles" coincide so well with the sun spot minima, and 

I am not overlooking the possibility that better records farther back might not 

have shown greater agreement. Nor am I overlooking the possibility that there 

might be better ways of considering periodicity or influence of sun spots than 

on the basis of numbers thereof, Maybe if the astronomers and the biologists 

ean both improve their methods, something really significant in the way of 

correlations might yet emerge. 

In short, I would be quite willing to settle for sun spots if ever 

I felt that that was where the truth lay. The sun spot theory does have the 

material advantages resulting from studies that have made a certain amount of 

progress; its apparent disadvantages nevertheless look pretty formidable, notably 

if we go back into the nineteenth century. 1 donft know what to make of known
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10-year periodicities not being exactly synchronous with each other over the 
whole earth's surface, Would it be possible, I wonder, to obtain sun spot 
and biological data for comparison from specific regions such as the north- 
central and northeastern states? 

Your letter came at an opportune time, just as I was preparing 
statements for some astronomers, I knew of the line-up you mentioned but 
didn't happen to be thinking about it, so am particularly glad to have the 
reminder, 

Thank you, in addition, for the reference to Hopdland's book, which : 
T shall surely look up. 

I think that I, too, agfee with Lge! statement to the effect that 
a simple cycle with a true periodicity must a simple cause, Among other 
things, this only confirms my skepticism of fluctuations in numbers of animals 

being, except in certain cases, valid criteria of periodicity, As I see it, a 
population is a resultant of a number of factors including the approximately 
10-year phenomenon I am trying to keep my eyes on, In some species (such as 
the snowshoe hares, the ruffed grouse, and the pheasants), the latter my well 
be the master factor, the outstanding thing behind the ups and downs of the 
populations in most other species--in which its influence may still be a 
common denominator that can be traced--its influence may be translated much less 
into violent population changes. My muskrats seem to fall in this category; 
although the gradual lO-yearly changes in average litter size and other 
manifestations are pretty strong indications that the muskrats are susceptible 
to it, the species either isn't susceptible enough or is too resilient to have 
its population status drastically modified thereby. On the other hand, just 
plain drought can on occasion be a master factor, and, if this be considered 
in connection with weather cycles, we have what look Like at least two distinct 
periodicities working on the muskrat. There could be others, 

This only emphasizes the importance of trying to dissociate mjor 
variables in a task such as ours--including also the density factor and the 
tricky operators like epizootic disease and lethal emergencies due to 
miscellaneous causes. By trying to keep my eye on the particular ball that may 
be labelled "general 10-year depression phase", or "postulated cosmic unknown", 
I am merely trying to follow up something that has all of the earmarks of being 

a good bet in population mechanics. 

I did get to talk with Harlow Shapley, and he suggested Menzel as the 

best man for further inquiries. Tom Park thought I would do well to write a 

friend of his, Carl Rossby, currently at the University of Stockholm. Also, my 

plant pathologist uncle, A.G. Johnson, dug up a Dutch reference that might give 

me a further lead on Braestrup!s hypothesis of mineral deficiency. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: PKT



peey [ye2e A. W. SCHORGER f uh i | ow 
168 NORTH PROSPECT AVENUE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

July 12, 1947, 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin : 

Dear Aldo: 

I was at Teal Lake, Sawyer County, from June 23 
to July 6. Small mammals were the scarcest in all my 
experience as I took but 12 in 549 trap nights. 

Only four red squirrels were seen and chipmunks 
were even scarcer, 

Apparently snowshoes are on the increase as I 
saw four alive and two killed by cars, This was a much 
better showing than at Trout Lake in 1945 and 1946, 

One of the men at camp told me of seeing a brood 
of ruffed grouse but I did not find a single bird. 

From two to four does were seen daily. Only three 
fawns were seen and not a single buck, 

Ticks were plentiful. One day I removed 14 from my 
person, They are most easily acquired along deer trails 
and I cannot help believing that their abundance is 
now due more to the deer than to any other host. Do you 
have any data on this? 

I was surprised to see 10 turkey buzzards in this 
heavily wooded region, there being 7 in one flock. I am 
puzzled. as to what they find to eat. Do you think that 
they may be attracted in spring by the deer that have 
died of starvation? 

Sincerely, 

Kile.



July 15, 1947 

Dr. A. W. Sehorger 
168 North Prospect Averme 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

Your sujgostion that the recent spread of ticks 
into No; Wisconsin ee with the 
deer irruption interests me tly. No, I have 

no data. ‘The only way of cheelcing on it that I 
; can see is to see if the spread occurred in the / 

counties sparsely populated with deer, such as 
Chippewa. Some counties are very recently over 
run with deer, namely Wood and Marinette, and in 
those counties one would expect an increase in 
ticks. 

. I am surprised about the buzzards. I have long 
sinee noticed that bald eagles were wintering 
on deer dead because of crippling or in sone : 
years, starvation. I had hoard nothing of 
buggards but the same thing would seem logical, 
except that they are present in the summer only, 

and hence could hardly use the dead deer except 
in early spring. 

Bill Feeney would be the best man to asic about 
the same phenomenon. 

Yours sincerely, 

AlsPM Aldo Leopold 
Signed in Mr. Leopold's 
absence to avoid delay.
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Uxtract from letter of December 31, 1945 from Frederick Leopold 
to Professor Aldo Leopold. 

*Sust a note to revort an unusual rabbit story I pleked 

up thie morning. One of our factory women tolls mo hor hus~ 

band together with one other man icilled 14% rabbits yastendsy. 

‘Two guns « no dos. 

Ineation 40 wiles weet of Bloomfield, Tom, and » miles 

fron Mienourl border. Avi, this ie perhaps aucthor 74 miles 

west of the quatl hunt we tool, where we counted 37 ino : 

short doy. 

The women says they covexad tvo foxes ~ less than 300 

acreg. Bolling land cestaining both em bottom aross and 

more hill areas. 

Tt dents angthiag tT con roagmber, *
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| DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY i mde a ; 

Nees 8, VIE, 6 

Dear Aldo, 

I have been intending to write to you for along time, 

and now it seems I have got round to it. There are two or three 
itmes on my chest. In the first place, I was &t Delta about a 

month ago and had a few very enjoyable days with Al. He seens to 
be sticking well to his job and is, as always, full of interest 
and interesting things. His pen and ink work 1s beginning to look 
very nice: I hope he will make biberal use of it. The marsh was 

higher than I have ever seen it: they had lots of rain this spring. 

And there are all kinde of ducks. Incidentally, on a lake not far 

out of town I was investigating a small island last week. There 
were large numbers of bluebill neste, the birds just laying al- 
though a good many were incubating. We jumped two ducks off a single 
nest with 18 eggs. I have seen that number of eggs before in a 
single nest (especially mixed grills of can. and redheadg but I 
never before had evidence of two hens sitting amicably side by 

side in one nest. The nest was much elongated and the eggs were 
in a single layer and every egg Was warm. 

Large numbers of pheasants are to be turned out this : 

fall in Alberta. We have often talked of banding them, and chicken 
and huns as well, but this year we would like to do the thing as 

we can make it a stipulation, the pheasants being Government pro- 

perty. I haven't the least idea whether it is legal to ask the 
Survey for bands for this purpose, or if they are to be had. Pre- i 

sumably they would want us to use $3885 bands if we band at all. 

I expect you know all about it. I Taf you would be good enovgh 
to shed sone light on the matter? We could use 500 bands profitably 

(and several times that if we have any luck). But 500 would give 
us useful information if yudtearxyxusva judiciously used. 

Then we have been having some grief with the Game As- 
sociations, or rather some of them. Our Game Department has tent- 

atively promised to try a couple of half-yearly issues of a pam 

phlet run on the lines of some of your conservation magazines in 

which we would feature factual information of special interest to 

this Province. We ee have any shooting stories or fishing 

takes: the thing would 8ssentially informative in the hopes that 

eventually (the publication would become a quarterly if it proved 

a success and attracted enough patronage) we can educate the aver- 
age hunter to take an intelligent intereet in the world and prob- 
lems around him. I would like to know what you think of this sug- 

gestion in light of your experience with this sort of thing in 

the Sta* or we decide to try it, I would feel greatly hon- 

ored $804, ve a short (or shoértish) article from you as a leader 
for the first issue on the general topic of conservation: a sort 

of extended and elaborated definition of the word, picturing its 

main aspects and their interassociations. I hate to suggest a 

chore of this kind, but if it were possible, it would certainly be 

enormously appreciated. Neturally don't dream of doing anything
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till we know whether we are going to produce it or not - probably 
about September - but I would merely like to know whether you 
would favor us with something of the sort should be ready to go 
ahead. It looks as though I would inevitably be the editor, at 
least pro. tem, I would naturally like the first number to be out- 
standing at least in quality and something fro you would be a 
big help. 

We have had one of the driest springs on record (i 
believe only one drier has ever been know), but things are look- 
ing better now. Scade of carrots, sewn two months ago, are just 
coming up! They seem to have germinated worse than anything else 
under these conditions. Elsewhere they have more water than is. good 
for them, especially in the south. 

The Huns have hit the bottom again with the grouse: 
last there simply weren't any across these latitudes. Pheasants, 
however, although shewing a drop up here, showed few signs of the 
depression really. They evidently aren't going to join the cyc- 
ling fraternity to any extent: further south there was little sign 
of any diminution, but then the Huns didn't suffer either or not 
noticeably. It certainly is an interesting problem. I have a small € 
grant this year for an experimental plot for rabbits which I hope 
to run for the next 8 years (if I last that long!). Whether I can 
get anything out of it or not remains to be seen. 

With the best of wishes to you, 

i Sincerely, 

Behe ? ' 

S| | | N \ 

_
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Extract from "the Preliminary Report on the 1944 Hunting Season! Pa, Game 
News, XV(10):3. (Jan. 1945) 

‘SSS It was reported there was anywhere from a 30% 
to on the grouse population, due perhaps to two successive f 
bad hatching seasons and other factors; that the decrease in the crop i j 
of ring-neck pheasants was disturbing and that field officers in the best 
pheasant regions reported a 33% decrease in the kill, attrilmting it to 
& poor breeding season and to a corresponiing increase of predators, 
including foxes, opossums, skunks and raccoons, the latter also being 
abuidant elsewhere throughout the Commonwealth. Pheasants in other sections 
either held their own or showed a satisfactory increase. 

Rabbits and squirrels were reported less this season except in northwestern 
Pennsylvania, where a good bag of cottontails was taken." 

cc Irv Buss 
Bill Grimmer
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY EDMONTON, ALBERTA Fadp M4 
dy ia i% CANADA 

29. IT. 44. 
Dep 29,1944 

Dear Leopold, ae Gey 

Thanks for sending Gurton'd letter on to me: two others 
did the same, so I was well informed!! I got in touch with him and 
a couple of daye ago had a most interesting session with him here as 
he passed through on his way to the coast. I found him one of the 
nicest people Ithave met for many a long day, and one of the most 
intelligent. He has wide interests and appears to be a fellow with 
lots of action to him in spite of his age - he has three married off 
spring. Not that he's actually old, but getting on. He seeme to have 
been thoroughly stirred up by events in Manitoba and the almost total 
disappearance of upland game birds and rabbite. He is well worth any 
effort, I believe, should he be writing to you at some subsequent 
date for further information. He must be president (or hold some other 
prominent post) of the Manitoba Game League, I gather. 

As to the current cycle. Huns have taken a terrific crack, pro- 
bably a bit worse than any of the natives, although chicken and par- 
tridge have both got it very badly in the neck. Pheasants seem to 
have suffered least, although there has unquestiogably been some red- 
duction in numbers. It had already shown itself prior to the shoot- 
ing season, for all my resident scouts in pheasant country had al- 

| Yeady reported drops te me before the shooting opened. If this bird 
fails to be seriously decimated by the cycle, I am afraid it is des- 

| tined to become a public nuisance in due time, for it is very diffiamlt 
¢+o hunt in our brush country and kille are always likely to remain 
on the light side. When it canes to running, the rabbit has nothing 

| on a pheagant up here. And they certainly do lots of damage in the mm 
| gardms. Even pagpies are noticeably down. Three months ago nobody 

| agreed with this verdict and everyone thought I was crazy. Now the 
estimates vary from ten percent to ninety! Bluejays which had reached 

| astonishing numbers a year ago, are hardly ever to be scen or heard, 
while the evening grosbeak, a year ago festooning every maple in tom, 
is here in half dozens at a time. Thragh trying to trap grosbeaks 

\ ten years ago, I have kept records of their occurrence amually, and 
oe is the second time they have agreed with the rabbit crash. 

Sree Ne eae eee. 

is Well, I was too late to get anything done this time, and pos- 
sibly the wx would have interfered in any case since we all seem to 
be so confoundedly busy minding other people's business, mt our Gov- 
ernment is at last interested, and I have been guaranteed a small 
jibes: from this year on for a period of years. With a small income 
which may improve) from our stamps, we should be able to run exper= 

imental areas, do banding and that sort of thing and_really get the 
stage set for ten years from now, but what a hell of way away that 
now appears! 

With the best of wishes to you - and where's Hochbaum now? 
Ever sincerely, 

Te |
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: University of Wisconsin 
Aldo Leopold 

Rodent Management: Analogy with Insects 

Treherne, R. C. and B. R. Buckell. GRASSHOPPERS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
Canada Dept. Agr. Bul. 39 (new series), Ottawa, 1924, 47 pp. 

Grasshopper outbreaks have occurred since 1890 at intervals of 7 years. 
Overgrazing has occurred during the same period. "Unquestionably the two are 

intimately related." How? 

Plant Succession } 

1. Climax stage: perennial bunch grasses. With grazing pressure this reverts to: 

2. Secondary grasses. Mostly perennial. "A more general-purpose grazing area... 

than bunch grass." Upon further pressure this reverts to: 

3. Annual weeds. "Of little use except to sheep." 

"In mahy sections even these secondary grasses are being destroyed for 

want of an opportunity to grow unchecked." Grasshoppers are associated with the 

reversion to stages 2 and 3. 

The Mechanism of Outbreak 

There are 15 species of grasshoppers differing mainly in the degree of dry- 

ness of optimum habitat. The dry-site species are the most dangerous. Overgrazing: 

(1) Increases the proportion of dry open sites. 
(2) Retards grass growth so that green succulent shoots are available 

when the egzs hatch. This is not normal, for inside an exclosure 

"the grass had completed its growth and had set its seeds before 
the grasshoppers had all emerged." The exclosure was finally invaded 

but no permanent damage resulted, and the hoppers did not solect the 
exclosure as egg-laying ground, but chose tho barren ground outsido,. 

(3) "A hot dry season favors grasshonper multiplication and checks the 
growth of the native grasses. The host is forced to migrate (but ) 

parasites and predators...can only accompany their host in small 
numbers." 

Conclusions 

1. Grasshoppers are normally held in check by the small area of favorable 

i (dry open)habitat. 
2. Overgrazing plus drouth expand such habitat by retrograding plant succession 

and upsetting phenology (egg-hatching precedes seed-setting; should follow it). 
3. Overpopulation results, migration follows. In migration, grasshoppers outrun 

their parasites. By devegetation they expand the area favorable for egg- 

laying. 
4. It was oxperimentally demonstrated that rosting the range reduces the risk 

of outbreaks. 

Questions 

The ecology of grasshopper reproduction and predation is adequately explained. 

The ecology of foods is hazy. Are the lower stages of succession possibly sup- 

erior in food value?
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July 9, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I was very glad to receive your recent letter. 
We are sending you six copies of the prairie chicken and 
duck food plants bulletin. 

We are all pleased here to learn that you are 
a member of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission. 

Prairie chicken males were down to 44 on the 
) Jasper County area this spring, and booming was generally 

less common in that locality. If they are in a cyclic 
"low" they are lagging a couple of years behind cotton- 
tail rabbits, which have now begun to come up in that 
part of the state. Whistling quails are rather scarce 
as indicated by the early spring censuses. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ralph BE. Yeatter 

REY :UB Game Specialist
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Canadian Field Naturalist 1942 

(Letter from) Bernard Rogan Ross to Spencer Fullerton Baird (November 
26, 1859). Canadian Field-Naturalist, vol. LVI, nos. 8 & 9, Nov.-Dec. 

1942, pp. 120-122. 

Extract: 

“Might I turn your attention to the remarkable circle of increase and 

decrease that each decade exhibits. In nearly all the Furbearing 

animals this is observable, but particularly so in the Martens. The 

highest years in the decade 1645-55 being the extremes and the lowest 

1849, nearly the central one. Migration is the only reason that I 

can assign for such a fluctuation in their numbers; but if so where 

do they go to? We have posts at the most northernmost post that they 

could egubsist at. I have not at hand materials Zo form an opinion by 

observing if they increase and decrease simultaneously all over the 

Territory, both on this and the other side of the height of land. We 

never find them dead as we do the hares, which are quite as regular in 

their periods of appearance and disappearance, The latter in the winter 

of 1848 I found dead at Dunvegan, Peace River, in their forms, on 

repeated occasions. Such were evidently diseased there were boils over 

their bodies, principally on the neck and foreshoulders, and inside the 

stomach of some were found species of hairy, foetus looking substances." 

ba CRTs
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1942 

Extract from letter to Robert McCabe from Prof. William Rowan, Edmonton, Alberta, 
September 6, 1942. 

"We are now getting a truer picture of upland game bird numbers, with cutting 
getting under way generally. From all points = or very nearly all - the 
verdict is lots of birds and that includes all species. How they came through 

. our filthy June and not too reputable a July, I don't quite know. This seems to 
have been a repetition on a small scale of events at the beginning of the century 
when we had unprecedented rainfalls for five years (1899-1904), when the roads 
generally were mostly quagmires and even in the city people were wearing long 
rubber boots to keep themselves dry. The lakes attained unprecendented levels and 
in places the harvest was gathered only after the fields had frozen and the equipment 
could be taken into them on ice. In spite of all this, rabbits and grouse reached 
their usual peak and subsequent crash about 1905, although the peak seems to have 
been relatively small. 

The vast differences in peak levels at the time of crash provides one of the most 
interesting points in the whole cycle question to my mind. If 100 to the square- 
mile is a crowd, what's 500 to the squsre mile? An if crowding is the answer to 
the problem (in final analysis), when is a crowd not a crowd, and why? Blessed 
if I know."



fm unpublished address. Do not publish without Rowan's permission. ites eu Gped 
Resume of talk given at Moose Jaw on June 22nd, 1942, by PIL: 

| auleate Oe William Rowan 

Aldo Leopold CYCLES 

' 1 The subject of animal cycles in Western Canada has been a topic of personal 

} interest to the speaker for some 20 years. During that time there have been many 

| other active investigators on various parts of the continent, while the recently 

| founded Bureau of Animal Bopuletions at Oxford, England, under the brilliant 

: | directorship of my old friend, Gharles Elton, has become the centre and clearing 

| house for information on animal cycles of the entire globe. The subject in 

| Canada is one of profound importance not only to animal economy, mat to the 

welfare of the human population at large, for the question of periodic disease 

i epidemics is part and parcel of the problem. 

( While this talk deals in particular with the Hungarian partridge and its 

conclusions are speculative, a brief summary of animal cycles as they are known 

| in the Dominion seems sisential by way of introduction. 

The most famous of the world's fluctmting populations are Scandinavian 

| lemmings and Canadian snowshoe rabbits, (actually a small species of hare). 

| Tha: ks to the records of the Hudson's Bay Company it is known that these rabbits 

have cycled for the past 200 years, with an average periodicity of 9.7 years. 

| Roughly speaking, rabbits get extremely abundant throughout the Dominion every 

' ten years, reaching a peak of unbelievable numbers under favourable conditions 

| and then dropping off rather suddenly to the low, when one may tramp the 

wilderness all day and not see a single rabbit. Yet within ten years there 

| will have been complete recovery with rabbits again abounding. Such is the casé 

) : at the moment. The peak is not universal at all places at the same time, tut as 

| one looks back over the years and allows for all the known discrepancies, there 

seems little question that, as far as the Dominion is concemned, the phenomenon | 

i is one, f 

Concurrently with the rabbits (approximately, at least) there is a similar 

: cycle among sharptailed grouse (prairie chicken of Alberta) aid ruffed grouse
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(partridge of popular usage). Both these species are attaining a numerical 

peak with the rabbits at the moment. The pinnated grouse (prairie chicken 

of the United States and the older literature) agrees with both these 

species in its cycles also, as do some other resident birds. Practically 

all the fur-bearers show 4 ten-year periodicity but it does not synchronize 

with the rabbits. The lynx, for example, lags about 2 years behind the 

rabbit while many other fur-bearing animals similarly have independent 

cycles. Muskrat and beaver, both water dwellers, show cycles that are 

secondarily subject to water levels. 

The Hungarian partridge was introduced onto the prairies by a few 

ardent sportsmen at Calgary, Alberta, in 1908 and 1909, some 200 paris 

being liberated during those two years. The birds did so well that a first 

open season was declared on them in 1913. This ran through October and 

November with a daily limit of 5 birds and a season limit of 25. Up to 

about 1924 (the year is not certain) shooting of Hungarian partridge was 

only permitted south of the Battle River, but about that time it was thrown 

open throughout the Province. ‘he largest bag-limit to date (1941) was in 

1934 when this species was everywhere abundant, with 15 per day and 200 for 

the season, which ran from September 15 to December 15. (Some year prior to 

this a daily limit of 50 was allowed in the game regulations, but being a 

typographical error which had escaped observation, it was promptly recalled. ) 

The present distribution of the species, resulting from the Calgary 

introductions 34 years ago, is over the three Prairie Provinces in goneral, 

north to the limits of settlement, and into Montana in the south. Like 

rabbits and grouse, the Hungarian is also attaining a numerical peak at the — 

moment and has this year been recorded far into the wilds of the northern 

sections, as well as into the mountains in the west.
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For the past 12 or 15 years, my shooting partner (John N. MacDonald, 

K.C. of Edmonton) and myself have kept detailed records of our bags in the 

matter of sex, age, weights, moults, ete. Our own data have been augmented ‘ 

on occasion by examination of other peophe's bags. <A brief sumary of 

these records is of interest. 

Weights (averages of hundreds of birds) 

September 15-30 13.2 oz. 
October apts : 
November 14.7 
December Ye 
Jamary 16.0 

(The January weights refer to eitiy about 20 birds, collected for examination 

during various years on & special permit while the September numbers are 

also small.) 

The lightest bird I have personally weighed during the open season 

(September) failed to reach 8 ounces, while our heaviest bird, a female, 

(Dee. 7, 1934) turned the scales at 18 oz. 

Food. The Hungarian partridge has taken more liberally to cultivated 

grains during recent years and crops sxaibadd examined have contained wheat 

(the most frequent) oats, barley and flax. Grass and weed seeds are also 

consumed, though in smaller quantities, while two January birds have shown 

crops filled to capacity with nothing but moss. Both these birds weighed 

a full pound. 

Moults. Hungatians are in full moult in September and through October 

and still moulting through most of November, although some birds are 

finished by the middle of the month. ‘The moult is in all probability the 

primary controlling factor in the weight=-scale above, although age is no 

doubt also significant ie. 

Sex and fge. The sexes are very evenly balanced, Furing the average 

season and in an average bag, however, over 60% are young birds of the 

year,
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Ecology. The full effects of inclement weather are not certainly known 

on the prairies. Protracted wot through the breeding season is considered 

the main factor in inducing partridge disease and a high rate of mortality 

in England , but with our very different soils the situation is not necessarily 

the game. Wo dependable observations exist, but the present season (1942) 

is being very carefully watched and checked (as far as it is possible without 

the unlimited use of a car). The Edmonton district of Alberta had a 

June rainfall of 8} inches, with a contimous four-day rain (June 15-19) with 

a total precipitation of 4.3 inches. The first two days (15th & 16th) 

were windy and cold and all small birds' nests personally known to me were 

either washed out or blown out. The earliest Hungarian partridges were 

then hatching. This species is, however, a persistent breeder, and it 

seems probable that any birds that may then have lost their nests will relay, 

but any that have lost young, especially if one or two have survived, will 

probably make no further attempts. ‘Similar conditions have been general 

elsewhere this year. 

The species can survive extremely severe winter conditions. During the 

very hard November of 1935, with constant below-gero temperatures and 18 inches 

of snow, the average wéight of birds obtained was only about half an ounce 

below the normal November weight. As far as I am aware, there was no 

nortality. 

Horned owls certainly (ang goshawks probably) take a heavy drain of 

Hungarian partridges (especially after a rabbit "crash"), while the snowy 

owl is a lesser offender. Hay-cutting during the breeding season takes an 

annual toll, while fires account for an unknown number that is probably much 

larger than one would be inclined to estimate. It is open to debate as to 

whether competition with grousé and pheasants has any material effect on 

Hungarian numbers, but the evidence is against.
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As to the drain imposed on this species by gunners, there seems ltttle 

question that save for a few exceptional districts (such as the immediate 

environs of the largest cities, e.g. Calgary and Bdmonton in Alberta) the effect 

of hunting is virtually nil. I am not sufficiently fanilifgar with Calgary 

to offer any opinion, but I have found little difference in the partridge 

population within five miles of Edmonton and outside of 50, despite 

Edmonton's heavy population of hunters. There seems little question that 

a far larger bak limit than those to which we haves become accustomed would 

have no detrimental effect on the Hungarian partridge. 

Gycles. Rabbit snd grouse peaks have occurred in the Prairie 

Provinces approximately in 1896, 1905, 1915, 1925 and 1934 (thesé dates 

do not fit all localities but all districts were within a year or two of them). 

By 1925 (a grouse peak)Hungarian portridges had attained sufficeint numbers 

for the season to be opened throughout Alberta for the first time. In 

1926 I had dead and aiseased partridges sént in to me for examination from 

some southern districts of the Province. The pOssible significance of this 

fact was not appreciated at the time. However, ten years later, (another 

grouse peak), (in 1934, the bpecies had again attained enommousf numbers 

and the most generous bag limits and the longest season on record were that 

year allowed. Mr. MacDonald and I again kept our usual records but as neither 

of us hunts Hungarians seriously till mid-October the season was well advanced 

befors we made the striking discovery that we were getting some 70% adults 

and 30% young, exactly the opposite to the normal. We thereafter travelled 

long distances from Bdmonton to avoid a purely local stemkey picture, 

bat the percentages remained essentailly the same. This led to the issuing 

of a Provinee-wide questionnaire. From widely scattered districts through 

Alberta we received the same verdict - during August the covies of young, 

that happened to fall under the eyes of observant farmers had dwindled dn 

some cases from 20 to nothing and all were drastically reduced. It was then
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too late to ascertain the possible cause, or causes, but it was evident that 

nine had decimated the birds of the year in Avgust. In no districts 

had the weather proved remarkable or of such a nature as to suggest that 

it could provide the explanation, That year also witnessed the "crash" of 

rabbits and grouse. By 1936 the hungarian partridge had reached the fall 

ebb and birds were scarce from the Rockbts to Winnipeg, although already 

showing undoubted signs of recovery at the extreme north of their range. 

; Again it is nearly ten years later mika once again the Hungarian partridge 

is here in enormous numbers, but so are rabbits and grouse. A legitimate 

inference - though not necessarily a correct one ~ is that this species 

has joined the native cycling fraternity and that when we lose our grouse, as 

we inevitably will, we shall also again lose our Hungarians as we aia nearly 

a decade ago. , 

(All of which spontaneously raises the question of pheasants, thin have i . 

at long last become fully established over large areas, after introductions 

numerically far exceeding those of the Hungarian partridge over about the 

same p riod of time, 35 years. (The first pheasants appear to havé been 

liberated in southern Alberta about 1905 and thousands have been turned 

down since.) The explanation for this belated success in all probability 

lies in the opening of a shooting season on cocks four years ago, but be this 

as it may, it remains to be seen what may happen to our flourishing pheasant 

population of the moment when our other upland game birds succumb to the 

ten-year "crash". I mention the pheasant particularly in the hopes that 

sportsmen at large will keep ap eye on the situation in their own localities 

and that we may ultimately derive the benefit of thdr observations.) \ 

The question of cycles further raises the problem of approximate 

bag limits and langth of shooting season. As somewhat of an epicure, 

who refrains from shooting half~grown and moulting Hungarians early in the \ 

season despite the legality of doing so, I am naturally in favour of a f
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delayed opening. From this angle (but there are also others) October the 

first would seem to be the earliest date worth considering. With Hungarians 

in their present numbers, a three months season = October, November and 

December = would certainly not be too long, with a daily limit of 25 birds 

and 250 for the season. Whether really heavy shooting, such as obtains on 

-Ruropean estates (more stremous than anything Alberta could provide with 

no limits at all), would eliminate the cycle is a matter for debate, but it 

is a legitimate viewpoint that too small a kill may do more ultimate harm 

than a heavy one. With the tire and gasoline restrictions now in force, 

and the reduced hunting that mst inevitably result in the fall, a large 

limit and a long season would seem to be directly in the interests of the 

Hungarian partridge population. It might even be argued that the best conser= 

vation policy for Huns at the moment would be to pay a bounty on them. 

cc MoCabe i 
Hungarian partridge folder 
cycles folder : 

eaxictetx
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Department of Zoology 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
2h, VIII. 42 

Dear Mr. McCabe, 

Your airmail letter of the 19th has got here this morning, I am sending 
- _ you by return airmail - but I hope it does a bit better than that - talk 

I gave te the Game Leagues of Saskatchewan earlier this summer which may 
-—s contin stuff of interest to you. I would like to have this back since it is 

if my only record of what I said. It accompanies this letter. 

ee Your Alberta facts appear to be correct except that you have doubled the 
: number of birds actually turned out in the first place. Altogether 

: 200 brace (they use this British term here still) were turned out in 
i 1908 and 1909 together, i.e., a total in the two years of only 400. The 

only additional releases have been very small numbers of birds in northern 
: sections of Alberta (around Edmonton) around 1925 and this with the idea of 

ats introducing fresh blood, not boosting the mumbers of birds. The Saskatchewan 
ys people told me recently that practically all their birds cam directly from 
B Alberta by immigration and very few were liberated there at any time, Whether 

Nt the same is true of Manitoba or not I do not know, but I rather suspect 
aN the case is similar. 

- he first open season was restricted to Alberta south of the Battle River, 

snot, as you state, the entiré Province. The entire Province was opened 
_ about 1924, but the Game Department has no exact record. I couldn't hit 

_ + them in those days and so have no record of my own as I didn't shoot them 
--—s and closed seasons or open were all one to me. But I think 1924 was the first 

Lie year for all Alberta. 

: Our longest open season was in 1934, the only three months season we have 
_ had although it is to be that again this year. The same year applies to 

_ the largest hag limit. It will be 20 this year, and maybe even 25, although 
Ae I think the Game Commissioner has cold feet about the upper limit. There 
_-—s«- shouldn't be any limits at all to my mind. ‘The countryside is sizzling with 

then. 

Huns have sp ead into much of our wilderness again with the current peak. They 
3 are quite plentiful in Jasper National Park, for instance, in the Rockies and 

roughly 100 miles from the nearest farming country proper. 

‘ What the annual kill is, I haven't the least idea and there is nothing at 
all on which to base an estimate. The southern half of the Province kills 

x many more than we do for it is the only abundant game bird they have. It 
_ might be anything from fifty to 100,000 and for the good of the birds sk 

, should be ten times that. 

Yours sincerely, 

eR Hilliam Rowan
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| jIncome In Saskatchewan | 
[By The Canadian Press} ' Bush rabbits this year brought | 

‘ RES March 4.—Jack rabbits | a top price of 10 cents a pelt | 
i] and bush rabbits have pro-/an average of about eight cents. | 
| vided a new sourse of income for|At the average of eight cents the | 

| Caskaben’wan people this winter,/ gross income was in the neighbor- | 
|particularly those living in the hood of $120,000. On thse furs, || 
northern areas, Their pelts have/the department collects no. royal- I 
brought a gross income this winter|ties and is anxious to see the ani- | 
of more than $320,000, according to|mals eradicated because of the i 
\the department of natural rel|/damage they do to young ety 
sources. | growth. : 

Hon. W. F, Kerr, minister of the The jack rabbits this year f department, said that Saskatche- brought a top price of 70 cents | 
wan this year was exporting bush 0 . | 
rabbits for the first time. More| 4%d an estimated aerage of 5 ; 
than 1,500,000 of these animals} cents. The latter figure com- | 
were killed last fall and winter and| pares with 40 cents the year be~ 
their pelts exported from the pro- for, At the 50 cents average | 

Meee | figure jack rabbits will bring a | 
.- The number of jack rabbit | gross of $200,000 this year, mak- |, 

pelts taken were greatly in ae ing the total income from all cess of the number taken last | A ' 
year, the minister said. So far, | rabbit pelts $320,000, \| 
just undr 300,000 pelts have been | On pack rabbits the government || 
shipped out of the province and [collects a royalty of a half cent a 
it was estimated there were an- |pelt so that the harvest of pelts | 
other 100,000 available for ex- ein mean an income of aout || 

_ Port and held by fur déalers, $2,000 to the governmen this year. | 
iy Ras se i 

[A Ararrnr> Amy re ee | 
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koh University Farm Place 
duguet 2, 1940 

Dr. Wm. F. Petersen 
Gollege of Medicine 
1853 West Polk Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Petersen: 

The pressure of events has prevented, until yesterday, my 
locicing at the literature you sent me. 

I am deeply interested in all of it, and some of it is really 
exeiting. Best of sil I like the introduction to your book. I think 2 
See a parallel with what I am trying to do in my own profession. One 
parallel I am sure oft we both insist on the relevance of pre-scientific 
history. I shall send you shortly a “Wisconsin Wildlife Chronology" (in 
press) as a sample. ‘ven if the technical matter is outside your interest, 
it contains a lot of weather records. : 

Dueret's "Xmportence of Oxygen" contains at least two discussions 
which interest not only me, wut some of my co-workers have asked me to hold 
it until they can read it. The ideas on the physiology of white-pelaged 
manmals (such as weasel) and the summary of influences on sex ratio interest 
me most. I am copying these parte for my files. 

Techivesky, unfortunately, cludes me as I do not read French, 
but only German. I return the "Verhandlungen.”" 

Your comment on solar cycles prompts me to say that since Wing 
and I published the papers I sent, a Canadian named Maclulich has "corrected" 
the Hudson's Bay fur sales by allowing for lost + delayed arrivals, 
and other "economic" mishaps. The residual Tehehagboat® fur yields clearly 
9 2h oerraatedy with sunspot curves. In feet the two go in and out of 

alternately, the clearest proof of similar tut unrelated periodicity. 
If you care to read Maclmlich, I will send it, or if you want it in your 

7 files, seni for: “Fluctuations in the Numbers of the Varying Hare” ty 
D. A. Maclulich. Univ. Toronto Studies, Biol. Series No. 43, Univ. Toronto 
Press, 1937. 136 PR. 

I am gure now thet you mst see Wheeler's "The Problem of World 
Glimate” (Bull. Amer. Meteorological Soc., Vol, 21, No. 2, February, 1940, 
pp. 1. Since your own paper sppears in this Bulletin, I assume the 
set is in your library. If you do not recall it, I strongly suggest you 
look it up, and I am making the same suggestion to my son, who is a hydrologist.



2- Ym. FP. Petersen 

I am making a long guess that you might like to see my attached 
‘Lakes in Relation to Terrestrial Life Patterns" (umoublished). It 
illustrates a poiat of view. lire. Petersen also might be interested in it. 

I am a little embarrassed in not imowing just which of your 
papers are to be returned. I am returning under separate cover: 

Verhandlungen, August 1939. 

Sdwards, F. R. Bffects of Climatic Factors on Livestock. 
Proc. 3ist Ann. Meeting of Amer. See. of Animal 
Production, Chicago, Nov. 25, 1938. 

I will return within a fow weeks the typed extract from: 

Merst, J. Ulrich. Semerstoffechwankungen der Atemlnft 
in ihrer formbildenden Wirkung bei Mensch und Tier- 
Poul. Haupt, Bern-Leipzi¢, 1937. 

T await your instructions on: 

Petersen, ¥. F. the Patient and the Weather. 
Bawards Bros., Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich., 1938. 

Petersen, ¥. ¥. Human Organic Reactions to Weather 
i Chenges. Bull. Amer. Meteorological Soc., Vol. 21, 

‘ May 1940, PP. 170-175. 

Petersen & Mayne. Poliomyelitis and the Meteorological 
Mavironment. Acta Paediatrica, 1: ¥. 1940 

Please remember me to Mra. Petersen. e hope you will stop 
here sometime. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of W11dlife Management 

ce luna 
Leonard Wing



UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY 

AND BACTERIOLOGY 

1853 West PoLk TREET 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS July 15; 1940 

My dear Dr. Leopold: 
Thank you for your letter of 
July 12th as well as the two 

enclosures which I have greatly enjoyed and I am certain 
that Mrs. Petersen will find them most interesting. I am 
planning to mail them to her tomorrow. 

In the meantime I am taking the 
liberty of enclosing the" Verhandlungen"of the Society for 
Rhythmsforschung. While many of the papers may not be 
of particular interest to you because they deal with short tems 
papers, the paper of Tschivesky deals with longer range 
periodicities. If you have not seen his original contri- 
bution I will be glad to send that. I am also enclosing 
copy of a paper of Edwards which happens to be of particular 
interest to me and may possibly interest you because as far 
as I am aware, he is the first to have shown that the function- 
al capacity of the animal is in some way related to the time 

of conception. This happens to fit in with my own observations 
IT am also enclosing a paper of Duerst's which I have found 
most stimulating. 

I don't want to overload you but there 
are probably many observations in the collateral fields which 
would definitly fit in with your concept. 

Inasmuch as Hans Reese is my brother- 
in-law,I do get to Madison every year or so and I certainly 
shall take advantage of your invitation for a visit. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Very s erely yours, 
(lwou~ 

WP:MR Wm. F. Petersen 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

c



Chee 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS oe 
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY 

AND BACTERIOLOGY 

“CHICAGO, ILLINOIS Aug. 28, 1940 

My dear Dr. Leopold: 
Thank you so much for your letter of 
August 2nd which has awaited an acknow- 

ledgment because of my temporary absence from the city. In 
connection with your note on Wheeler's paper: 

I‘know Dr. Wheeler personally and I have 
copies of his paper. He has in preparation a much larger 
mass of material dealing with the same subject which he went 
over with me and it looks extremely interesting. The only 
difficulty . getting proper publication. 

‘of \ 

fie My associates and I are still in the 
midst of statistical analyses interrelating organic reactions 
with the environment and I suppose we will be busy in this 
direction for several years because the handling of the prob- 
lem presents many difficulties,. Some correlations are really 
quite remarkable, so for instance, the extremely close relation- 
ship with the mucous membranes of the nose to environmental 
temperatures. With this there goes an equally close relation- 
ship of the bacterial flora of the normal human nose. I pre- 
sume this would hold true for animals and I have been wondering 
whether or not the apparent perception of atmospheric alter- 
ations in animals may not be associated with sensory phenomena 
originating in the mucous membranes of the nose and upper 
respiratory tract. I am enclosing a small photograph of 
the chart of the daily nasal pH determinations in one of three 
adult triplets which we studied this summer. Below is the 
curve of a single daily bacterial count on the mucous membranes. 
The correlation coefficient between environmental temperature 
and the nasal pH is somewhere around .7. 

I made note of your symposium on biology 
of the lakes which you will be having shortly in Madison. The 
subject intrigues me greatly but I have to be in Cleveland for 
some lectures so I shall not be able to be up. However, I hope 
to be in Wisconsin sometime during the winter and I shall take 
advantage of the opportunity, even for a short visit with you. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Very sincerély yours, 

WP:MR Wm. F, Petersen 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

c



kek University Farm Place 
August 30, igho 

Dr. William F. Petersen 
Gollege of Medicine 
1853 West Polk Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Petersen: 

I am intrigued by your extension of the variations 
in nagal pH to variations in the nasal flora. It seems to me 
quite likely that this may ultimately tie up not only with 
weather variations in behavior of animals, but with weather 
variations in the performance of bird dogs, trailing hounds, 
etc. It has often occurred to me that the phenomenon of 
nasel perception in dogs is one of the unexplored biological 
mysteries on which there is a vast mass of empirical tradition 
but practically no knowledge. I hope you will keep me posted 
on anything which you get together or publish on this very 
interesting subject. 

Sincerely yours, 

i Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



4ah University Farm Place 
July 12, 1940 

Dr. Wm. F. Petersen 
College of Medicine 
University of Illinois 
1853 West Polk Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Petersen: 

I realized after our brief talk that we should have 
been acquainted long ago. 

I greatly appreciate your sending the book and the 
papers. I'11 write further after I have read them. 

No--I am not familiar with the International Association 
for the Study of Biological Rhythm. 

My own papers (and those of my students) are listed in 
the attached marked sheet. As you see, they are mostly of some 
years ago, and hence I am out of reprints of many of them. During 
the last few years I have quit talking theory and busied myself 
with actual population measurements. One decade of measurements 
(Prairie du Sac area) I am bringing out shortly and shall send you 
a copy. In my field we lack the accumlated statistics which you 
have in the human field. 

Won't you and Mrs. Petersen stop over with us sometime? 
I appreciate your invitation to stop in Chicago, but I can picture 
your being very busy there 

Have you or Mrs. Petersen any interest in philosophical ‘ 
papers like the sample attached? ‘ \ 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold \ 
enc] Professor of Wildlife Management ae 

Zo # 4



UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY 

AND BACTERIOLOGY 

1853 West POLK STREET 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS) §=July 9, 1940 

My dear Professor Leopold: 
I regret that I didn't have the 
opportunity of a longer visit 

with you while you were at Lake Geneva but I am taking the 
liberty of having my publishers send you a copy of Volume I, 
Part 1 of the Patient and the Weather series of monographs» 
and I am also sending under separate cover a few reprints. 
The relation of disease to the sun spot cycle I have discussed 
in a provisional fashion in Volume IV, Part 3 but most of 
my material has not yet been published. 

The whole problem of the cyclic 
phenomena is of greater interest to me from the long range 
point of view and in this morning's mail I received a copy 
of a letter addressed to Stetson by Gurney, copy of which I 
am enclosing. Gurney is a queer chap who has been interested 
in rather intangible associations of the sun spot cycle 
and business occurrences. 

Are you familiar with the two 
volumes of Transactions which have so far been published by 
the International Association for the Study of Biological 
Rhythm? The last one was published as a supplement to the 
Medica Seandinavica.in 1940. 

If your path should lead you 
through Chicago I should be delighted to have the opportunity 
of a longer discussion and perhaps you will be interested in 
some of the observations that we have made in the human .which 
involve not only the effect of the environment on the adult 
but the effect on the modification of genetic trends. 

I am enclosing a photograph of a 
diagram which may interest you in this particular connection. 

Very cordially yours, 

dee t" 

WP:MR Wa. FPetersen 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

e
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July--4th--1940 

Dr. Harlan T. Stetson 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Stetson 

Recently there appeared in the .Annalist June 13, 
1940 Volume 55 No. 1450 pages 838-3 a paper by Simeon Hutner on 
"Business Activity's Complex Pattern: The Three Component Forces, 
A Component Curve Derived Therefrom and a Composite Obtained by 
Substituting a Sunspot Curve for the 11.14 Year Cycle." 

In this paper, reference is made to a paper by 
H, Helm Clayton "The Sunspot Period" Smithsonian Miscellaneous 
Collections Volume 98 Number 2 Publication 6526 of March 27, 1939 4 

Hutner analyzed. a business curve he devised 
called the "Modal Index of Business ey, by successively 
analyzing and eliminating the effects of a 11.14 year cycle, 
a 3.85 year (or 40 mouthy cyele, and finally uncovered a 9.95 year 
eycle. H, Helm Clayton anakyerhie the sun spot eyele found a 
11.17 and a 9.93 year cycle. Compared below:- 

Business-~--Hunter 11.14 year 3.35 year 9.93 year 
Solar-H. Helm Clayton 11.17 9.93 

Huttner states "The fact that independent measure- 
ments of the length of component cycles in solar radiation and o f 
the length of component cycles in business activity should prove to 
be almost identical is in itself very striking. 

Analyzing Huittners data, Williams finds that the 
ratio of the amplitude of the 11.14 year cycle to the 9.93 year 
cycle is 3.1 whereas in the solar cycle Clayton finds that the 
corresponding ratio is 2.7. ! 

; quoted "This correspondence between waves in a 
business and vaves in sunspots does NOT, however, extend to the 
40 month cycle, nor has a sunspot period been found which approximate 
a 40 month period in length. : 

Edgar Lawrence Smith in "Tides in the Affairs of 
Men" Macmillan Co. 1939 on page 19 point out that the 10 year or 
120 month period is the least common multiple of the year period or 
12 months and the 40 month cycle period. He demonstrates a decen- 
nial business pattern. 

However the 40 month period or 5.33 years is a 
em: mean between 12 months or 1 year and the sunspot period of 
1.11 years. Could a 1 year cycle and a 11.11 year cycle produce 

and intermediate cycle of 5.35 years so that 1:35.83 as 3.58:11.11. 
Multiplying 11.11 by 3.33 and again by 3.33 there is obtained 
a 87 year and a 123 year cycle. Is the former the average Bruckner 
sro and the a9 hss twiee a cycle from high sunspot maxima to next 

gh sunspot maxima 
Sincerely ? 

fi Ader Hil MRAM diese baw: 7



: Cycle folder 

I Dr. R. G. Green, University of Minnesota, remembers that 
snowshoe rabbits were high near International Falls in 1906. 

; By 1908 they had dropped to a low level. 

Ahi



Copies for: Ruffed Grouse 
Cycle ; 
Hemerstrom 

: Howard Weiss hunted partridges at Gleason, Wisconsin, | 

near Merrill, on October 22 and 23. Hunting without a dog, he counted 

52 partridges in a total field time of 6 hours. He got four birds. . 

This is a high count and indicates a substantial rise in the cycle at 

: least in this spot. 

A.L. “) 
. Oct. 25, 1938 

a ee 
ok fa 
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Copies for: Schorger 
Squirrel 
Riley 
Cycle —— 

Squirrel Migration 

John Cramton, Gorham Street, formerly proprietor of the 

Cramton Drug Store, told Hd Lloyd that about 1910 there was a squirrel 

migration nesr Riley. The season was fall. The species involved are 

not known. The direction of movement was southeast. No further details 

are at hand but might be obtained by interviewing Mr. Cramton. 

Roy Geodlad of Madison also has indirect information on a 

squirrel migration in Indiane during recent years. 

Aldo Leopold 

Oct. 25, 1938



Copies for: Schorger 
Lloyd 

atc 

290% Squirrel, Migration 

Barl Sehults, Oregon, Wis., told Mi Lloyd, Petrie Sporting Goods Oo., 

Madison, thet in September, 1903, a migration of fox squirrels took place 

at Reed's Landing, Pepin County, at the mouth of the Chippewa River. This 

is at the lower extremity of Lake Pepin. Yach day for two weeks, from about 

noon until about 3 p.m., the squirrels swam westward across the Mississippi. 

There were fox squirrels only; no grays. 

Schultz saye the swimming squirrels would clamber aboard a boat to 

rest. As an experiment he pushed them off the east side of his boat to see 

if they would reverse direction. ‘They invariably reoriented themselves 

westward. 

A copy of this is sent M4 Lloyd with the request that he get Mr. Sehults 

to correct any details I may have gotten wrong. Sehults lives in Oregon and 

if interviewed could doubtless give mech additional detail. 

Oeteber 19, 1938



ie tle 7 0 A La ft f Abe. 

AN ILLUSTRATED 

BIRD-LORE BI-MONTHLY MAGAZINE 

PUBLISHED BY tux NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES 

1775 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY 

Wituiam Vocr Frank M. CuapMan 
Editor Contributing Editor 

October 13, 1938. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for your comment on the A.0.U. report. I shall take this 
up with the other members of the Committee when we meet in Washington. 
By and large I agree with you.* 

I have just had a letter from Dr. Frank T. Woodbury, 21 Chestnut St., 
Wakefield, Mass., who for sixty years has hunted and been very famil- 

| iar with certain areas in the Northwest. He writes me a very intelli- 
ih x| gent letter commenting on the apparent "crash" of Pheasants and Quail, 
\ oe as well as of Grouse, although he has apparently read nothing about 

Ue them. He says: “Last Labor Day, 1937, I flushed 23 Pheasant in our 
Ano back field where they had lived all summer. When the hunting season 
Ww i opened, but one was to be found and as far as I know he survived and 
Voy none of the others were found. And this spring, for the first time 

v ab. in fifteen or more years, not one has been heard, and my dog finds no 
UV" ,y brace of them." I pass this information on to you with the thought 
WAL that you might like to write him. 

I have just returned from ten days in Georgia, where the drainage 
situation is "noisesome” to put it mildly. Hundreds of miles of 
so-called malaria ditches have been dug. There is no provision for 
meéintenance of most of them and in a number we collected breeding 
Anopheles. 

Off this week-end for the A.0.U. and then back in time to plunge 
into our own convention. Life is certainly hectic. 

Sincerely yours, 

William Vogt. 
wv:F aa 

* act | Maile the WARS aller shot ba why - 
HOR - . , n pei Carew (Mt. 

eactcerin «(SA (ey to ducers Mo, cr rie 
gies 0 Jina yy Ga — [Gs wall Gabaron AAG Gud Ausetors prim. weg ly 
Pwesrs, 9. { Belg? ;
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, File: Cycle folder 
Mast Guage. folder “ 

A 
: Rxeerpt from letter from W. 0. Nagel, University of Missouri, March 14, 1938 | 

' (Original filed Squirrel folder) : 

“Take squirrels. Every six years we get a real, universal i 

squirrel "high". Now note, every three years we have a pretty good is 

hickory-nmut crop over the state as a whole. Every two years, we have a 

i ditto acorn crop. Every year we have a good walmt crop. Using the 

law of probability, you can calculate that no matter which year you start f 

with, these "beneficial" factors will coincide once in six years. . 

That is, one year in every six, we get excellent production of the three ; : 

principal wild foods of squirrel over most of the state. I haven't proved 

it, but I do happen to know that it is in those years that we get the 

squirrel "highs". The rhythm in food production, then, correlates with 4 

the rhythm in squirrel range expansion. I know it actually is range ae 

expansion, because the animals really do move."



File: Cycle folder” 
Mast Guage folder 

Excerpt from letter from W. 0, Nagel, University of Missouri, March 14, 1938 ~ 
(Original filed Squirrel folder) 

"Take squirrels. Every six years we get a real, universal t ; 

squirrel "high". Now note, every three years we have a pretty good 

hickory-nut crop over the state as a whole. Every two years, we have a 

, ditto acorn crop. Every year we have a peak walnut crop. Using the - 

law of probability, you can calculate that no matter which year you start | 

with, these "beneficial" factors will coincide once in six years. 

That is, one year in every six, we get excellent production of the three 

principal wild foods of squirrel over most of the state. I haven't proved 

it, but I do happen to know that it is in those years that we get the 

squirrel "highs". The rhythm in food production, then, correlates with — 

the rhythm in squirrel range expansion. I know it actually is range 

expansion, because the animals really do move." / 

: : ; ’



by Cel tn 

1532 University Aveme 
March 11, 1938 

Mr. W. 0. Nagel 
109 Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Nagel: 

Your hunches are always interesting to me, parti- 
cularly your last one. 

I see nothing incredible in a rhythm inherent in 
population behavior, but of course the mechaniem of it would 
Temain the same kind of a riddle, if not the identical riddle, 
as that of cycles. I do not find it very easy to believe that 
the shrinkage is in range rather than in numbers. In ruffed 
grouse, for example, it is hardly thinkable that shrunken 
populations go unnoticed because their range has contracted. 
They are simply gone. 

I have not previously thought of the possible bearing | 
on the success of plantings, although it had occurred to me ) 
that the cycle affected this. 

I am inclined to suspect that wo are dealing here 
with something involving mechanisms of which we are not yet 
conscious. Perhaps we can talk things over further when I 
come down to make that speech. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Managoment



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI Cycle potden 
COLUMBIA 

109 Conservation Bldg. March 4, 1938 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Game Management, 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

While digging away in my 2 X 4 garden (carefully 
laying the angle-worms to one side for future experiment) I 
had another one of those mental spasms with which I seem, un- 
fortunately, to be inflicted periodically. This one was much 
more severe than any I have previously experienced, and as 
usual, I am turning to you for diagnosis and prescription. 

I was thinking about game cycles, quail migration, 
the extension of the Hun range as discussed by you at Baltimore, 
the lemmings, the apparent extension of range of squirrels every 
so 6Bten, the ditto of skonk, civet, wolf, fish, red-winged 
black-birds, snowy owls, goshawks, and historical human range 
expansion, all the time my spade was going plunk, plunk, plunk, 
in a rhythm unimpeded by so much cerebration. 

The rhythm must have gotten into said cerebration, 
somehow, because before I could scotch it, the idea rhythmically 
crept into my maze of thoughts that perhaps there was a rhythm 
beneath the range-expansion of all species, and between pop- 
ulation changes, beyond that explainable by the mortality factor 
so heavily emphasized in the usual discussion of cycles. In 
other words, perhaps there is with any given species a rhythmic 
expansion and contraction of range. During the contraction per- 
iod, with the individuals concentrated in a relatively smaller 
area, you would get a higher population density, and conse- 
quently a much higher mortality. During the peak of the expansion 
period, when---"you can find the birds Teateska. skunk, pe every=- 
where", you have not only a larger-seeming population, because 
of finding the species in places recently vacant, and a higher in- 
cidence of discovery, but actually a larger population because of 
decreased mortality percentage, and better conditions for re- 
production. This in regard to a plentiful species of high 
breeding potential. If you use a species numerically small, re- 
stricted in range, the expansion period would bring about a 
seeming population-low, because of reduced density. 

The cause may be complicated, or it may be a simple 
thing like a rhythm in reproductive potential. It may be a 
rhythm in favorable habitat factors, determined by the rhythm in 
ecological oer area SS poqpropprrinke Ui when you have a large 
number of ecological bye es of varying length in a given region, 
there is a period in each cycle which is most favorable to a given 
species. Theoretically, also, there is a period at which the 

favorable periods in a good many cycles coincide. At that point,



aan is 

everything would be set for a quick expansion of range for the 
species in question. 

Quail, for example, would find a most favorable point in 
a given plant cycle which would be quite different from the 
favorable point for squirrels. Also, the point where the 
favorable periods in a good many plant cycles coincided would 
be different for quail than for squirrels. Thus that coinci- 

dence would vary for different angnal species, according to their 
requirements. 

The significare ofthis, if true, is too vast to comprehend 
by any brief contemplation. One thing, with regard to the es- 
tablishment of a new species, is indicated. Taking chuke, for 
example, if we find the rhythmic period in the habitat, and 
are able to determine the favorable, or expansion period, we 
may be able to plant the birds in those years only, and get 
better results than if we planted them blindly year after year, 
taking a chance of hitting the "right" time. 

Also, this, if properly developed, may explain why it is 
that a good many species have to be planted over and over agaiz 
before establishment takes place. In oher words, we say now that 
we must make yearly, large planting of a bird for a long period 
to be able to say we have given them a chance at establishment. 
With a knowledge of rhythms for this species, we might be able to 
say, "if you plant a good number of these birds in 1946, you will 
have a good chance of success. Any planting made previous to that 
time will probably fail." 

Wouldn't that be nice? 

Granting the possibility, where do we go from here? Maybe, 
after all, the most sensible thing to do would be to pick up the 
worms so carefully saved from my spading, and go fishing. And stay 
out of the garden hereafter. 

As ever,



Ribrare / 

oe Cele deede, ¥' Eildo Leopold 
Reprinted from JournaL or MAMMALOGY 

Vol. 19, No. 1, February 14, 1938, pp. 110-111 

THE 1936 COTTONTAIL SCARCITY IN WISCONSIN 

By common consent of all observers, cottontails were unusually scarce during the 
winter of 1936-1937. In an attempt to analyze the situation, questionnaires were sent 

to selected sportsmen, wardens, and Soil Conservation Camps throughout the southern 

counties, asking for counts of the number of cottontails seen in hunting, or during field 
work in rabbit cover. Returns were received on 150 man-days. Upon analysis of the 

data, the prevalent ‘‘flushing rates’’ were found to be: 
In the southwestern counties (driftless area); 1.7 to 2.2 rabbits per hour. 

In the southeastern counties (glaciated area); 0.5 to 1.0 rabbits per hour. 
In the central counties (sand and peat region); 0 to 0.5 rabbits per hour. 

Single man-days with flushing rates as high as 5 rabbits per hour were reported, but 

only from the southwestern region. 
Total failure to flush any rabbits occurred only in the central sand region. Clearly 

this was the ‘‘center of searcity.’’ It was hoped to ascertain whether a sharp break in 

rabbit abundance existed along the boundary between the sandy soils and the south- 

western prairie soils, but the data, when mapped, were found too meager either to prove 

or to disprove such a break. 
The flushing rate decreased somewhat as the season advanced, the November average 

being 1.5 compared to 0.8 for December, and (on one intensively worked area) 0.5 for 

January. This may be ascribed both to “holing up’’ with the onset of cold weather, 

and to progressive decimation by hunting. 
By way of contrast with the extremely low 1936 flushing rate in the central sand re- 

gion, Leopold recorded the following rates in that region in previous years: 

Sept. 30, 1933, at Babcock, Wood Co., 12 rabbits per hour. 
Oct. 1, 1933, at Babcock, Wood Co., 8 rabbits per hour. 

Sept. 29-30, 1934, at Pilot Knob, Adams Co., 0.5 rabbits per hour. 

Oct. 27, 1934, at Mazomanie, Dane Co., none. 
Leopold’s records for the south central region show: 

Oct. 7, 1933, near Reedsburg, Sauk Co., 1.5 rabbits per hour. 
Noy. 12, 1933, at Belleville, Dane Co., 1.0 rabbits per hour. 

No quantitative data for 1935 are available, but in Washington County one careful 
observer reported that a group of hunters, hunting the same place at the same time by the 

same method, bagged only one-fifth as many rabbits in 1936 as in 1935. 

Three skilled men in the sand region independently reported that the 1936 scarcity 
also prevailed in 1935, the last year of abundance being 1934. In all except the sand 

counties, however, 1935 is considered to have been much better than 1936, the estimated 

decrease over 1935 running from two- to five-fold. 

It may, then, be concluded that a rabbit scarcity prevailed throughout southern 
Wisconsin in 1936; that it began in 1936 on the richer soils of southeast and southwest 

Wisconsin, but in 1935 in the sand and peat belt of central Wisconsin; that it was most 
severe in the central and southeast regions, and least severe in the southwest. The 

indications for 1937 are that the cottontail crop is again short. 

The reasons for the 1936 scarcity are unknown. There is general agreement that 

numerous young were seen in spring, but not after the intense heat and drought of mid- 
summer. No diseased rabbits were reported. Predators are, of course, the prevailing 

“cause” of scarcity in the minds of hunters, but any decisive statewide change in their 

status in any one or two year period may be considered as improbable. 
Several observers mentioned that cottontails deserted high ground in 1936 and were 

localized on lowlands near water. This reported localization is corroborated by the 
cottontails seen during a pheasant census drive made December 8, 1936, on the Univer- 

sity Arboretum. Of 106 cottontails flushed, 98 were in marshes, although the area 

(800 acres) is nearly half upland. 
The onset of the cottontail shortage in 1936 occurs exactly 8 years after the onset of 

the shortage of 1928-1930 (Game Survey of the North Central States, pp. 93-94). This 

is one year too soon for the 9-11 year cycle, but since all grouse and rabbits are known 

to have been low since 1935, it may be regarded as ‘‘the cycle.’’? Toso label it, of course, 

adds nothing to our understanding of its nature—ALpo Leorotp aNp Harry G. AN- 

DERSON, Division of Game Management, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
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r [ NHE duck flight is apparently satisfactory, and the © Mr. W— and myself only had three or four shots.” 
regulations under which we are permitted to hunt December 4: “I did not go ducking after yesterday's 
are apparently just as unsatisfactory as they ever experience. Mr. W— and William went, however. 

were. I reach these conclusions after reading the many They saw no fowl, and only killed one dipper and one 
letters from duck hunters that have crossed my desk blue peter.” 
to date. This information, coupled with what I have The party stayed on until December 6, but as there 
seen, leads me to believe that the duck shortage as of _ were no ducks to shoot they gave it up on that date and 
today is a myth. returned to Boston. 
Why the duck hunters of this country don’t rise up I well remember the falls of 1911 and 1912, when 

and demand from Congress the elimination of the petty _ the flights down the Missouri River were so poor that 
nuisance regulations in force at present is beyond un- I felt certain that wildfowling was doomed unless few- 
derstanding. If the wildfowlers would insist upon an er birds were killed by gunners. 
official Advisory Board composed of men who know Scientists have proved beyond question of doubt 
ducks, that Board would be reestablished at once. If _ that the scarcity of upland game birds is due to that lit- 
every duck hunter wrote his Congressmen demanding _ tle-understood phenomenon—the game cycle. F. C. 
sane laws under which to hunt, the request would be | Edminster of Cornell University made careful studies 
granted, because the duck hunters are large enough of two game areas in New York State during three suc- 
numerically to be figured as votes. cessive years: 1935, 1936 and 1937. One area was a 

No one has ever questioned the sincerity of those game refuge where no shooting was permitted; the 
responsible for the impractical laws which the duck — other, a public shooting ground. In three years he found 
hunter is asked to live up to. No one questions the sin- no evidence of more game on the refuge than on the 
cerity of those charged with enforcing these laws. But shooting area. Instead, several of his counts showed a 
certainly experienced wildfowlers question the judg- larger proportion of game on the land where shooting 
ment of the former and the ability of the latter. was permitted. Probably in the years to come we will 

These petty restrictions were inspired by wildlife not be affected by the wheezes of the professional plat- 
evangelists. Such men, who call themselves conserya- form game-savers, but will learn from scientific investi- 
tionists, are never happy except when lifting an audi- gation that waterfowl suffers from periodic shortages. 

ence to the point of cheering, with the conclusion that 
in order to have more game we must kill less. These PS a report issued by the U. S. Department of 
zealots always warm up their audiences by dramatic Agriculture, 21,000,000 cattle, 70,000,000 hogs and 
references to the passenger pigeon and the buffalo. 50,000,000 sheep have been slaughtered annually for 
Usually they masquerade as duck hunters; but if you food in the United States during the past ten years. This 
follow far enough back upstream, you will find they has not caused a shortage in cattle, sheep or hogs. On 
were puddle snipers and were never entitled to the the contrary, cattle alone increased 10,000,000 head 
honorable calling of wildfowler. With trembling voices between 1928 and 1934, despite this annual destruction 

they refer to the good old days when ducks darkened of 21,000,000 head. Why? Simply because these an- 
the sun, and the uninformed listeners must only con-  imals were given sufficient food, were protected from 
clude that a duck shortage is something new, brought their natural enemies, and were given every encour- 
on possibly by drought but principally by the gunner. agement to breed and grow. 

Fanatical conservationists are going to claim, now 

EORGE HENRY MACKAY, sportsman-natu- that the ducks have reappeared in numbers, that petty 

G ralist of Boston, kept a detailed diary of a lifetime nuisance restrictions have saved the day. Yet the ducks 

of shooting. This diary was published in book form came back in the days of George Henry Mackay during 

by John C. Phillips, Associate Curator of Birds at the heaviest period of market hunting that this coun- 

Harvard College. Mr. Mackay tells of arriving at Pop- tty ever experienced. 
lar Branch, North Carolina, on Currituck Sound on the Legal shooting regulations will always be necessary. 
26th day of November, 1869, with friends. They had There are unhealthy practices in this duck-shooting 

gone there to shoot dicemerney considered it one of game that need restrictive laws. The regulation of 
the best spots on the coast at that time of year. It stillis. slaughter pens, where ducks are sold on the wing, 

Under date of the 26th the following was entered in would help the birds. Most of the nuisance laws, how- 
the diary ; “The fowl are very scarce, everybody says.” ever, do nothing but hamper the legitimate hunter. 

Under date of the 27th, after being out all day, he Don’t take it! Write your Congressman, your Sena- 
concludes, “What surprises me most is there are no tor, your President and demand a legal Advisory Board 

fowl bedded round in sight.” made up of men who know the needs of wild fowl. Get 

For the next several days shooting was worse than your friends to do likewise. The Square Circle mem- 

poor, and on December 1 Mr. Mackay made this entry bership alone can put this over if they act at once. 

in his diary, “We stayed at home today, as there seemed 

to be little use to go after fowl.” Ca GP yh 
| On December 3: “The wind was north and cold. ay . fo lla 8 
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W. E. ALBERT, JR. 
LANSING, IOWA VY 
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January 17, 1938 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I thought it might be of interest to you, in your study of 
wild life to know that at the present time the muskrat pop- 
ulation is at a low point in this territory. Numerous re- 

x ports of rats dying were received daily throughout last 
summer and fall, In nearly any trip through the islands 

wo rats in a sick or dying oondition might be observed, Pre— 
vious to this at no time did the rat population reach a 
high, comparable to that observed in previous cycles. This 
may have been due in part to low water conditions which have 
prevailed almost continuously in this section for the past 
six or seven years. 

Rabbits are also exceptionally scarce. One may walk through 
lego pl the woods in the vicinity of Lansing and see but occasional 
eer evidence of their presence. This is an unusual condition in 

C this territory and one I never remember observing to as great 
an extent before. 

Report has it that ruffed grouse are plentiful, though per- 
RG sonally I have had little opportunity to check on them. 

I believe it was in 1932 or 1933 that I made or had made a 
Census of the grouse in certain sections of Allamakee County. 
I did not keep a record of the results of this census, but



Aldo Leopold --2 January 17, 1938 

thought that possibly you had these records. In the event 
you have and it would be of service I would be glad to census 
the population in this same territory. 

To me the ruffed grouse is "the" game bird and ever since I 
was a small boy and hunted them with my father, I have main- 
tained a great interest in them. 

If at any time I may be of service in the study of them or 
any other form of wild life, please feel free to call on me. 

Sincerely yours, 

WEA: REU



Copy to Errington 

Mr. W. B. Albert, Jr. 
Lansing 
Towa 

Dear Mr. Albert: 

It is nice to have a word from you and valuable to have in 

my records your boiled-down report on the present status of mskrat, 
cottontail and ruffed grouse. 

Yes, I have the notes on the grouse census in Allamakee 
County which you made Merch 25~April 9, 1931. ‘they are summarized on 
page 13 of the Game Survey of lowe as follows: 

“There are more ruffed grouse left in Allamakee County, in 
the extreme northeast corner, than in the entire remeinder of Iowa. 
At the present time the Allamakee population is higher than for years 
past. This undoubtedly reflects the cyclic 'high' now obtaining through- 
out the north woods. To get some measurement of this population peak, 
W. B. Albert, Jr. sent out one of his wardens to see how many could be 
put up in a day. Traveling 73 miles on separate routes in 7 townships 
during 6 days between March 25 and April 9, 1931, the warden flushed 
from 11 to 63 separate birds per day, averaging 46. The flushing rate 

j per mile was 4. This would be considered abundance even in the best 
parte of Minnesota. The county doubtless now contains several thousand 
raffed grouse, but if history repeats itself, they will again drop te 
a low ebb about 1935." 

It would be valuable to attempt a repitition of this census 
at the same date and covering the same territory, matching the routes 
as closely as possible. Such a comparison should be published, and 
I am sure that either Errington or myself or Logan Bennett would be 
glad to arrange for such publication. Let me know if you get around to 
this. ‘ 

With personal regerds, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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New Deer Territories Open Monday; { sale * * © Arbok: : ra? ‘ 
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f } ‘ No Grouse Decline in Western Mass. 
; i "> | By HENRY 8. MOORE ics tae 

a ‘Another big slice of hunting territory opens in New England 
Monday when deer hunting becomes legal in Coos, Grafton and 
Carroll counties in New Hampshire and nine’ more, counties in 

| Maine are added to the six others in which the’ deér season opened 
on Oct. 1. In addition Monday also marksHie\ opening of a 
10-day pheasant season in New Hampshire whe" cock birds only 
may be taken in all save Coos and Carroll counties: . - 

Apne ALR S ville ahd Livermore, ‘Bears are fully 
RECORD DEER SILL protected in all three areas, 
- A record deer kill is expected in}  Couinties in Maine where the deer 
New Hampshire due to excellent oan opens Monday include An- 

‘wintering and feeding conditions of | (roscoggin, Cumberland, Kennebec, : 
ithe past year with Gace county the | Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo, - 
most favored sector. Last year 1245 | Hancock and. Washington. In the " 
deer were killed in this region, al- | /28t two nami@d the season runs to 
most double the number taken in | Dec. 15 and in the others until Nov. i 

j1935. Carroll county saw 436 deer | 20. In York county the season opens 
‘ taken and Grafton 250. Noy. 11 and closes Noy. 30, while in 

The entire month of November | #!! other counties of the state the : 

is the open season for deer in Coos, Su opened on Oct. 16, and closes 
Grafton and Carroll counties, the ses o 
last named section having been |CHIEF WARDEN SURVEYS. 
shifted from the’southern zone. Else- | MASS. GROUSE. SITUATION 
where the season still remains as} With all the talk’ about grouse e 

jbefore, the first 15 days of Decem- | scarcity, the following’ observations 
ber. The limit is one deer per | from Garl A.Bates, chief of Massa- 

jperson. ‘ A chusetts wet, ino has spent the 
The New Hampshire fish and | last three days! ramping good grouse 

| game department liberated 4000 cock | cover in * Massachusetts 
pheasants several weeks ago in cen- | should’ he ~ ‘ésting to wing | 
tral and southerir sections and. it is | shaoters. -Writipg’us from Hunting- 
hoped that the 10-day season on | ton last Wednesday Carl says that | 
cock birds only which opens Mon- | after yangitg, five covers that com- | 

| day in.all save Coos and Carroll | prise considerable area “the worst I | 
counties«will make up in part for | can say for Peay is that I find 

,the disappointments reported by | them better,than last year as far as 
grouse hunteys;. Pheasants have | numbers are concerned.” 
been reported in good numbers in| “The birds that I have put up are 
many parts of southern New Hamp- | very wild,” he adds, “and I never 
shire, : remember seeing feed conditions 3 

Next Monday in New Hampshire | better. If a bird»is put up out of 
also marks inauguration of special|its cover it does not return, but 

Jhunting regulations in some 87,000 | Simply stays in the vicinity it lands | : 
acres of the White mountain na-|in as there seems to be no. object 
tional forest now under the joint |in returning, for no matter Where 
control of the state fish and game | they land there is ample feed: 
department and the United States|_ “Mostly the birds are singles and 

forest service in a move to improye |I expect to find that condition until j 
future hunting, fishing and trap- ae a eC : Se 
ping by scientific game management. very ‘cold-weather. ‘There are stories 
The new areas are the Kilkenny | of scai¢ity, but if one will cover i 
31,000 acres in Berlin, Randolph, | the ground I believe he will find the) 
Kilkenny and Milan and the Water- grouse are no worse than last seers) 
ville 23,000 acres and Livermore 33,- | The areas I have covered this week 
000 acres in the towns of those|rT covered last year and there are 
names, certainly more birds here than in 

Regulations for Nov. 1, 1937 to}1930 when the season was reopened 
Oct. 1, 1938 allow the taking of|after two years closed. 
bobeat, lynx, weasel, fish hagyk,| “I have covered. some areas where! 
sharp-shinned hawk, Cooney gi six or eight birds avere put. up one} 
goshawk and great horned ‘oir in|day and two naeve: later but two 
all three areas for the entire period | could be found and I know some, 
as a predatory control measure. Deer | pirds fly an unbelievably long dis-| / 
may be taken in the Kilkenny area}tance and do not seem to return. 
during November, but are fully pro-|These are the facts as I have found ‘a 

| tected (no open season) in Water. them after three days of tramping| 2 

fons : good grouse areas. | ay 

se 

: a 
a 
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Department of Zoology 

University of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklehoma 

August 27, 1937 

Dr, Aldo Leopold 
/ Professor of Game Manezement 

School of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

It has been nearly a year since I wrote you about some data 
which my father has in regard to rabbit populations. In accordance with 
your letter in answer, I submitted your questions to him, but his answers 
were not as complete as is desirable so they were returned to him with my 
criticisms. Due to an extended illness I was unable to give mech attention 
to the matter throughout the greater part of last winter, but I am working 
on the data now and will forward them to you within a month or two, 

While reading an early Smithsonian Annual report I came uvon a 
‘ stetement which I have not seen in the recent literature. It is moted 

below in hopes that you may find it useful in your future work. 

Ninth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution. 33d Congress, 2d session, Senate, Misc. Doc. No, 2k. 
For 1854, issued 1855. 

Head, J. F. Some remarks of the natural history about Fort 
Ripley, Minnesota. pp. 291-293, 

"In the sutumn of 184% the varying hare (lepus americanus) 
vulgo "white rabbit", was very abundant, but during the following year 
(the winter of which was not unusually severe) they almost completely 
disappeared from a region for many miles around this point. Many of the 
Indians, who depend much on these animals for subsistence during the 
winter, were consequently reduced to actual starvation." 

This seems to definitely date a low in the cycle--thus carrying 
the Minnesota evidence 30 years previous to that which you cite for King.* 

: 
Sincerely yours, | 

Albert H. Trowbridze 
“Game Management, p. 61. 

Covies for Snowshoe 
Minnesota 
Cycle ‘ i 
Grange | 

i 
4 
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 

FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Ladysmith, Wisconsin 
March 16, 1937, : e 

PT (Ley 
me” en ) 

: fo the Director bn 
Wie. Conservation Dept. (cr 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Attention: F. G. Wilson 

Dear Sir: 

i Frequent observations during the winter show 
that field mice have hit a new low, Last winter 
there were thousands of mice that did damage to 
field and forest crops on a large seale, This 
year there are very few mice and no damage notice- 

able. The cause of this rapid decline(not figur- 
ing possible disease reves) is due to the extreme 
numbers of weasel this year that were not present 
last year, 

On a state plot of yous maple where there 
was much girdling damage lact winter, I saw tracks 
of two mice and six weasel this winter, 

Trappérs in Rusk and adjoining counties have 

caught hundreds of weasel this winter. The mice 
were done away with but I think too many weasel 
were taken to insure future control of the mice, 

Rabbits seem to be on the increase so maybe 
it is their turn to gnaw, 

Very truly yours, 

enneth Beechel 
Area Forester 

KB Vid 

(Copy for your information)
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Extract from Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 2, February, 1937, p. 9: 

Cycle ae 4 

Those of you who are still dubious as to whether cyclic fluctuations. affect 4 i 
many’ of our native game species will be interested in the following comparison i 

of figures taken from the census reports from 1931 to 1935. Of particular cats 
interest are the figures on cottontail rabbits, snowshoe hares, grouse, and the | 4 

gray fox as listed below. : | 

Year Cottontail Snowshoe Grouse Gray Fox i 4 

1931 1,075,591 437, 183 75,328 1,814 re 
1932 2,474,125 631, 007 440,019 2,505 a 
1935 2,338, 360 mes 458,501 7, 709 
193 1, 728,230 320, 80 203,801 14, 914 

; ; 1935 1,429,192 178, 846 106, 254 19,575 

Note that 1932 and 1933 were the high years for rabbits, hares, and grouse. 4 
Note also the comparatively small number of grouse taken in 1931, due to a short 
season and ‘the fact that few counties were open. The 1931 figures on the grouse a 
kill illustrate the value of the census reports to the conservation department, Ai ae 
We know now that there might have been a general grouse season that year, inasmuch ES 
as the birds were well on the upgrade of the cycle, ; 

The gray fox figures are of great interest, Note that the fox cycle apparently ; 
runs counter to the rabbit and grouse cycle, with gray fox at an apparent high ae 
while rabbits, hares, and grouse are at a low. Foxes are still on the upgrade. ‘ 
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Note for Arthur Koehler. 

See "The Composition and Dynamics of a Beech~Maple Climax Community," 
by Arthur B. Williams. Cleveland Museum of Natural History, Vol. VI, 
Cevetend, 1936. (Also Beological Monographs, Vol. 6, No. 3, July, 
1936. 

Page 42 - tooth marks of flying squirrel 

" %2 = census of mammals 

" 55 — cycle ; 

* 70 = seasonal fluctuation in bird population 

Leopold 

File: Flying Squirrel 
Census 

Cycle
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Bildo Leopold 

The Role of Cycles in Conservation e e Of VLycles 1n servat 
Present Knowledge of This Subject Must Be Expanded Through Research* 

By LEONARD WILLIAM WING 

CHANGING concept of conserva- To the everlasting credit of the gentle- half that of farther north. It appears 
py tion can be discerned in the men I have just named, the concept of that the quail cycle will run at opposite 

thought of today. In the good eycles has become firmly entrenched in phase in the midwest than along the At- 
old days, wildlife conservation was un-  ¢onservation research. It is a real prin-  lantie seaboard and the South. 
known. The game-warden philosophy that cipal of biology and the proper locus of The cycle may also be less severe in 
fishing and hunting were rights and the scientific investigation. It is the function some parts of the range. On some eco- 
seasons were to be regulated in order to oF conservationists to further the explora- logical habitats the cycle influence may 
spread the dwindling game around was tion of cycles. To do otherwise would lay he particularly potent. There may be 
ee en But iOdays cteeaye) © them open to grave criticism on the score ameliorating influences in the environment 

ie ane el wclenale tor improper understanding of the con- which temporarily stay the full cycle pow- 
anced handling of natural areas and re- servation forces. The eycle challenges y-drive. There may possibly be inherent 

Beg eho amet ebietiGvesnd = syrénee to, untavel- ats mysteries and it features in the stock that tend to militate 
reereation that the supply shall regener-  ¢hajlenges administration to consider its gor or against the species. And again, it 
— am hi tidal wave of depletion. ; may be due to the presence or absence of 

thab it has not yet built up the honor and gp ie Fie Population drop in America components of the oval. 
prestige aceruing to conventional research of the Tatest EEOUse, ze end duce de We are directing efforts omed Sane ' 
It is not bound by narrow Imits of the elne may he eemserye ey ae at tinuing to break the eycle into its ne 

orthodox; it rests on a broad foundation See D000 ee should thisfave stituent ae Roar a cL EE 

of meedieccon free, untrammeled ‘and Cr OnE ee Do . . of its geographic imphieations and the i 
aahindenbd ee ny ie that ¢b! chal In my own state of Wisconsin, the loss ation to cyclic features of the environ- 

never be donned by band-wagonism oe oe he gon ane Erase of the ment. The complexilies oe oe 
Wildlife eecearehetacmiovedicn saad cycles is surely 35,000,000 individuals. At nomena seriously question the probability 

itiat tho public ia alvendy years behind: a dollar apiece (and one dollar is cheap of a panacea for all the ills of popula- 

administration is nena on other AGE ee eee Woes natural tion. We must patiently Untavel the 
lifeiscientisis lag in their familiarity with resource ledger has lost $35,000,000. skein to find the simple understandable 

their fellow oe results. This is an- ee ely eranid Be ere elements ab the bottom of the snarl. Con- 

other prime reason. another leading oe yen Cea . Bene ee cane 
ment for a central wildlife research ‘or fi a eo jie further, question of ata ine yasiapl deere eae aes 

- Retain ae qiiceeric ecient finance. ith-anationalinventory—toss— not expect-us- to-go through the-devious 
el and unified publication of re- of one-half billion pieces per eyele, with alleys of the population maze overnight. 

yale andl the’ role of cycles is avriews — Wisconsin inventory loss of thirty-five The supposition that wildlife cycles are 
avenue of research’ on the problema of million, can conservation afford to nig- dominated by the sun is no reason to ig- 

wildlife. But twenty-five years ago, the eo oe sei fon sey Sle Te Tuoxe eyeles. Se ae becuewe 

great Ernest Thompson Seton eccried ee ee poe ae ore should be stimulated Hp erent efforts by 
the first definite evidence of the cycle Der Cee ee OL gS relationship. There is some peason 

principle. We can call li the tatherios) Ueloue came tescucce Bnd Wien Ings) ey why wldlite WHERE (Me ie REC iioweyele contepe He was alee oy density down. Tt throws our whole con- Here we have a definite starting point and 
Wltou, Leopold teen GEE CSRA oink servation mechanism out of equilibrium it becomes necessary to further explore 
fee ee see fisted eniial’ in building and we must suffer the consequences for it. and extend this line of inquiry. = 

up a cycle consciousness in conservation Dees eee er Undoubtedly one as 
ihotee eycle are getting somewhere now. It has tors will still ask us, “What are you doing 

The aylole scheme of wildlife policy and already been shown that the fluctuations about stopping cyclic losses?” Our only 

wildlife planning is tied up with the cydlea ee ee ee nature reply will be, “We oe do moun ee 
Wildlife planning is looking ahead, but ‘© blend of several cycles of varying yet. Before any practical remedies can 
the men, the administrators who fail to dene ed aba, an Onelspecies may be: devised, ae Bo aces Bi 
realize aad consider the cycles, can’t fair- appear several definitely recognizable ean be applied, we must know ee . 
Ty be called planners! 7 7 component. eyeles. In another we may going on. Then and only then will we be 

Many hypotheses and theories have veg- find some identical cycles plus still other in position to work out methods to com- 

ularly sueceeded each other in explaining eee ae Bee cee le 
the cycles. Almost universally conserva- eo Poe ten audg oer ave Our soompi no brealc coe cycles are onmaticinle have we Ero icice Beale been ee of 6-year, 10-year, 11-year, an entering wedge in opening the door 
ogy. The workings of most administra- and other eyeles. The primary eycle ap- of darkness. qt is possible and evidence 

tive minds is that you “can’t treat sick Pee ee ie he about: 23 years and other leads us to believe it is probable, aa birds? Bat te ace probismvaitho ven) eyeles multiples and sub-multiples of the these component cycles are the cumulative 

It cannot be thrown overboard and for- gd oe i e i effects from several causes. Each differ 
gotten. Conservation is no ostrich to thus Evidence is pouring in that the peri- ing cause may affect populations in its 

hide its head in the sands of indifference. cadet phase 8 eee me way, at its own rate and in its own 
eatin agae phy. For example, it appears that the time. 

eee SS at id este a Game sad grouse cycle of southern Wisconsin and The Weather Bureau spends millions of 
Illinois, i ares * southern Michigan has a periodocity one- dollars to predict weather for two or



three days ahead with an accuracy which game managers and biologists who want eyeles; they have the inherent power to 

leaves much to be desired. Game ad- to work on the eyele, but they lack funds — turn the twinklings into full sunlight. But 
ministration spends millions of dollars for field studies and laboratory experi- —it takes money to do it. You can’t get 
with less success. Students of climatie ments. Our scant existing knowledge is something for nothing in research any 
eycles hope to forecast weather for years partly locked up for lack of publication. more than in a chain store. Sportsmen, 
in advance through knowledge of climatie The handful of men who have funds got the American Wildlife Institute, and 

eyeles. Students of wildlife cycles hope them by passing the hat. In short, the other similar groups now have an oppor- 

to predict game populations in advance captains and the kings who officiate at tunity to make notable progress in con- 
through knowledge of wildlife cycles. scientific money-bags are not yet eycle- servation. They can make a glorious 
Here our analogy ends. Climatologists conscious. Another decade must go by— name, gain honor and prestige by throw- 
ean do nothing about weather. We can another score of millions of conservation ing the power of their financial shoulder 
do something about game. funds must be spent blindfolded—before to the wheel and rolling the conservation 

Research on cycles progresses slowly. the work of deciphering this great enigma machine over the cycle barrier. 
There is no such thing as an organized can effectively begin. Thus, and not other- I have tried to show the uncertainty in 
eyele program. The hope of the Mata- wise, does conservation muddle through.” our entire program of conservation due 
mek Conference in 1931 was for. such a And still investigations of wildlife to the cycles. Conservationists are but 
program of cycle research enrolling the cycles, the greatest dilemma in conserva-  Lilliputians trying to rope and hog-tie an 

scattered individuals delving into the cycle tion today, exist on shoestrings. Cycle re- invisible mystery. Upon the solution of 
mystery. That aim, that ideal of four search has no money of its own. It is a these cycles rests the future of game man- 
years ago, still remains a will-o’-the-wisp. vagrant, destitute and without means of agement, of restoration and regional 

Sixteen months ago Aldo Leopold, call- support. plans. Until a more thorough under- 
ing the beginning of the downward cycle It makes little difference where the re- standing of cycles is reached, until great- 

a “biological eclipse,” said: “So here we search be carried on so long as it is done. er knowledge of eycles is available, plans 
are on the verge of an epochal event, and It is now active in but few institutions, dealing with wildlife conservation evolve 
only three scientifie institutions have a few mere twinklings in the conserva- in the dark and their practicality and ap- 

vouchsafed their men so much as a piece tion cosmos. Biologists can launch an plication are fraught with grave uncer- 
of smoked glass. There are dozens of assault upon the problems of population — tainty. 

Reprinted from American Witpuire, May-June, 1936
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REGIONAL TYPES OF RESPONSE OF WILDLIFE TO THE SUNSPOT CYCLE 

By Ralph E. DeLury and John L. O'Connor 
Dominion Observatory, Department of the Interior, 

Ottawa, Canada. 

Fluctuations in the weather in response to the eleven year 

eycle in the numbers of sunspots, vary with the nature of the 

geographical region. In general, temperatures are higher when 

sunspots are scarcest than when they are most numerous, with the 

range during the mean eleven year cycle depending on the regions: 

near bodies of water it is usually smaller than at inland posi- 

tions, reaching as high as 4° F, for example, in Alberta. In 

precipitation, however, a complete reversal of phase occurs: at 

oceanic points such as Madras, Batavia and St. John's, Newfound- 

land, about 20 per cent greater rainfall occurs at sunspot 

maximum than at minimum in the mean cycle; while inland points 

such as Montreal, Que.,and Edmonton, Alta. ,show, respectively, 

16 per cent and over 50 per cent greater precipitation at 

sunspot minimum than at maximum. Other places such as the 

British Isles and Anticosti Island show two pulses in the mean 

eleven year cycle, while still other regions such as Halifax, 

WN. S., show little variation in the cycle when the yearly 

precipitation is considered, but in this case six months of the 

year are similar to the oceanic effect and the other six months 

resemble the inland region type. Thunderstorms, a frequent 

cause of forest fires, with attendant destruction of wildlife, 

are in general more frequent at sunspot minimum than at maximum, 

the range in numbers depending on regional temperature and other 

factors.



It is to be expected that such regional weather types of 

response to the sunspot cycle would be accompanied by fluctuations 

- of similar types in various forms of wildlife. The annual growth- 

rings of trees reveal these types in striking fashion, for example jv 
maximum 

growth at sunspot maximum in trees at New Westminster, B.C., 

maximum growth at minimum of sunspots in trees from Pentecost River, 

Que., and a double pulse in the mean cycle for trees from Matamek 

River resembling the precipitation cycle at Anticosti nearby. : 

Unfortunately numerical records of animals, birds and insects are 

too scarce to permit as thorough a test as the trees afford, but 

Such as are available show similar regional types. Thus in the 

records kept by the late Norman Criddle at Aweme, Man., 1895-1929, 

we have found the inland type, that is, maximum numbers at or near 

times of sunspot minimum, in grasshoppers, sharptailed grouse, 

ruffed grouse and rabbits. In the British Isles, the double pulse 

occurs in the mean cycle in grouse numbers (killed on the Scotch 

moors and revealed in the investigation of the grouse disease), in 

harmony with the double pulse type of precipitation following the 

sunspot cyclee Dates of arrival of birds at Montdidier, France, 

(Chandon records), are later at sunspot maximum than at minimum in 

harmony with the oceanic type of greater precipitation at sunspot 

maximum revealed in the March+April rainfall at the same point. 

It would seem advisable therefore, in plans for the 

conservation of wildlife, that such regional differences in 

response to the Sunspot cycle should be conSidered. _



Prairie Chicken folder 
Cycle folder ,~ 
Trempealeau Co, 

June 17, 1936: Ray Steele says in winter of 1935-36 there were no chickens 
in the Trempealeau area. He did see one sharptail, 

Also few chickens in Goose Island, LaCrosse Co., last winter, Much fewer 
than preceding years. 

The sharptail was not positively identified. It was just above Trempealemu 
Mt, sitting in cottonwood, 

AL.
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Ruffed Grouse 
Virginia 
Cyele,— 

Seth Gordon tells me (Game Conference, 1936) of flushing 56 

ruffed grouse in one day near Hot Springs, Va. This was on November 16, 

1935. Game officials from Va. and N. Carolina also told me of a 

recent pick-up in Ruffed Grouse which would indicate a general high 

in the Appalachian range. :



Snowshoes 
; New Mexico 

Cycle 

Elliott Barker says (Game Conference, 1936) there was an extraordinary 

abundance of snowshoes on the Pecos in 1935 and that he has second-hand ‘ 

reports of a similar high in the Taos Mts, This was evidently something 

in the nature of an irruption, since the species has been scarce for many 

years.



Cycle folder 

i Ray Steele says the number of pheasmts on-the Upper Mississippi 

bottoms in 1935 was only 40 per cent of that in 1934. 

3/27/36 

i i s



Pa. Game News, 
: 

io 

January, 1936, p. 4 

: / During the month of November 410 gos 

| hawks wer Tee dat ce onic, t e | 

x ee ee 2 Daa 8 ins w ae



; Ruffed Grouse 
Cycle.— 

' SAN'S LIMITED 

302 Queen St. 

8 Sault Ste, Marie, Ont. 
Jan. 10, 1936 

Mr. Leonard W. Wing 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Wing: 

Let me thank you for your letter of January 7th. I appreciate the 
compliment of getting word from some one else interested in wild life. I 
write for the local paper on special occasions, and my letters reach only the 
people of the district. 

I have taken the stand that mich is written and taken for granted 
that cannot be substantiated by facts. Too many people grab a pen after one 
trip out and write a lot of bunk. I have written many letters on whether 
Deer or Moose can scent you in the manner that wolves or dogs do. My contention 
is that their hearing is so acute that their actions when they hear is mistaken 
for smell. I have never had a Deer swell me when I was hid and making no noise. . 
That is against the opinion of every writer I have ever seen in print, although 
nothing is surer that they have no scent, 

Now abéut the Partridge dying off at different periods, I find 
it very hard to come to a conclusion. Ome thing is certain, that there is no 
eycle of a period of given years. That is seven or any other number, that so 
many people tell about. In this district the greatest scarcity came in 1900 
to 1905. At that time we had grand Partridge dogs, raised and trained them, 
The birds were so scarce for those five years we allowed our strain of dogs 
to die out. Deer became plmtiful, and we bred Fox hounds instead. 

In the following years they became very plentiful, from 1911 until 
1924 they were so numerous that we would wait until the day before Deer season 
closed and go out and get 50 birds to send to Old Ontario with the visiting 

hunters. ‘Then in 1924 they died in the summer, and I did not notice it, until 

a Finnish fellow said to me, Birds all gone, then when my attention was called 

to it I began to notice that he was correct. In the fall there was very few, 

yet they hatched, and for a time had large coveys. Since then we have had at 

least 3 killings by disease, in 11 years. They have gotten fairly plentiful 

in the summer only to be searce by Sept. lst. 

4s you are aware, it takes some time after they become scarce before 

you notice it. Usually in hunting season, and what disease has killed in the 

summer, is mistaken for winter killing. If you would write me stating what you 

would like to know, I would only be too pleased to tell, that is if I can do 

it correctly. 

Some blame it on a long worm that is in the intestines. I do not 

believe that is correct. I have never opened a bird that I did not examine, and 

find that every fall some of the birds had those worms. There was no depletion,
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in the flocks in general, Just before they died off they were very plentiful 
in this part, I have had the Cocks attack me in the fall. 

I will write this experience. In the fall of 1923 I was hunting Deer 
and going up a hill that had been eut over, saw a Cock bird just ahead of me, 

and when it saw me it turned and ran straight for me, its Queen Anne collar 
turned over its head and its tail fanned out, In a moment Cock birds came from 
all directions, and they came within 6 feet of me, strutted around and sowed 
anything but fright. ‘They ran towards me, they retired a couple of feet and came 
on again, possibly 26 or more, dust then the hen birds that I had not noticed 
started to fly away, and as they disappeared the Cocks took flight one after 
the other. I told the boys in the camp, and they came out the next afternoon, 
and they repeated the performance while I had witnesses. 

‘Information on the exact time of these decreases is very hard to get. 
They may change their feeding grounds and seem scarce for a few days, then 
be seen again in mubers in another part of the bush. I believe that this 
acts like the flu did in 1918 on humans, that there is a thinning out every few 
years, then an epidemic and it about exterminstes them some y¥ars. 

You will notice that when they are plentiful they are very tame, then in 
searce years they are very wild, flying before you get within gun shot. 

Nature's way of balancing. 

Yours very truly, 

Dan MeDonal 4



~ 4 i Cycle folder Excerpt from letter to A.L. f: ‘ Pe e 
Wm. : Grimmer, Wis. Cons. Dept., Oct, I 1935 

j ‘ . 4 { me 

EE Mi 2 eligi 
Yesterday was the end of our six-day upland bird season. 

Generally, grouse of the three species are scarce in the north, | 
although ruffed grouse are still fairly common in most of the 
central counties. We have found one town where birds are appar- | 
ently still at the high in Douglas county and we are working 
in co-operation with Dr. Green and the Minnesota conservation ‘| 
department in an investigation of this particular area. Dr. | 
Green was in the office about 10 days ago. He feels that this ij 
particular investigation is the opportunity of a decade. r 
Wallace Grange is representing the department in the investigation. , 

il } apg \



From petition published by the Midwest Conservation Alliance, St. Cloud, Minnesota, 
July 1, 1935. (Copy of petition filed in Waterfowl box.) 

MINNESOTA DUCK DECLINE GRAPH 
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(By Cliff R. Sakry, Secretarial Director, M C A) 

The above “Minnesota Duck Graph’’, drawn from accurate statistics 
compiled by the Minnesota state game and fish department, gives a con- 
vincing picture of steady duck decimation in the “Gopher” state over a 
period of 16 years. The totals for duck kills each year since 1919 are 
traced over an irregular course, shown by the black line. It can be seen 
that after a final peak in 1930, annual kills dropped sharply to unprece- 
dented low levels—and the line is still gomg down! 

Despite this alarming decrease in duck kills, the number of hunters 

in Minnesota has steadily grown. 

The dotted line shows the blighted path of one of the waterfowl] species 
rearest the brink of extinction, the redhead duck. Dangerously on the verge 
of complete annihilation, this game bird may not survive another hunting | 
season. | 

Other types of waterfowl are similarly reduced in number. Reports | 
from other states parallel those of Minnesota. If 263,550 individuals so 
earnestly voice the closed season appeal, THERE Must Be A REason. 

sie
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Dear Dr. Leopold, 

I meant to send you the enclosed long ago but I - 

have bean so snowed in with various chores, that I have left my 

correspondnce to look after itself, which it refuses to do. Hence 

my belated attention. 

; This article indicates the main results of the Hun investig- 

ation. -It may be worth writing up in the autumn when we shall 

have hed the cha ce of getting at the prganism that may be respon- 

sivle if the thing recurs this August. It coincidence with the : 

raobit cycle strikes me as being quite the most interesting feature 

Pa 

about it. we . 
a 

Yours sincerely, 

Pangea a fo 

P.S. I am, on second thoughts, sending you the whole set of 

articles as there may be something of interest in the others pos- 

sibly, but the Hun one is the main item.
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The Game Bird Situati | 
det ae co A Ses | 

By PROFESSOR WILLIAM ROWAN 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE——— 
fy ; - ; oh ot 

This is the third of a series of four articles on the game bird | 
situation in the province of Alberta, written especially for The | 
Bulletin by Professor William Rowan, of the Department of | 
Zoology of the University of Alberta.—EDITOR'S NOTE. 

(9° ome neeeeentntaen neta 

When the 1934 shooting seasen seer anal ements eaten 
opened in. Alberta, the widespread) [7 aga in | 
feeling of disappointment evinced re a“ _ 
by sportsmen at an obvious scarcity i Ze as ce. 
of Huns throughout the middie] igh cy 
portions of the province, testified vo ee cP 
to the popularity that this bird has ie is _ See - 
achieved during the last few years. a 
Ii also indi¢ated an evident im- a eT be 
provement in Alberta marksman- Be — . 
ship. Five years ago one would 2 oe 4 
have heard but few expréssions of 1 . aS oS re 

regret for there were still many | et ee 
like myself who gave not a care as tL 3 oe 
to who might shoot the succulent] [a 4 | 
Hun for we couldn't hit them our- \ or 
selves, Today there is. enough in- . oe of. 
terest to have induced an investiga- ee ee 

tion into the present partridge oe ee t 
situation. i Pos 

When preliminary enquiries were oe . 4 3 
made, reports on the abundance of Pe 
Huns varied appreciably. Generally o . Pe os 
speaking, the south boasted the us- Fe oo ¥ ae Le 
ual ineréase while further north er seri ir 
the opposite was the case. Within PROF. WILLIAM ROWAN, 
a radius of ed 50 miles round a 
Edmonton the drop in numbers was j i In 1926 numerous Huns were sent 
ae Setehaane Their distribution | i. to me for examination ftom 

Pp ye southern Alberta, picked up dead 
WET WEATHER FATAL or dying. (Huns had not yet be- 

While it was possible to find| come plentiful in the northern seéc- 

favorite fields in which half a doz-j tions). Many southern shooters re- 
en coveys could always be depend-| member the scarcity of that time. 
ed upon, one would have to cover| But 1926 was also the year in 
several additional miles without| which chicken and jackrabbits be- 
seeing further birds. The opinion | gan to die off in southern Alberta. 
was generally held that a relatively | Huns have suffered no set back 
wet June and July had proved fatal] Since that period till last yéar, 
to the young, hence the drop in| When central and northern Alberta 
numbers. only were affected, but grouse and 
When the shooting season finally | tabbits had also begun to die off 

closed it was possible to survey the} Over coincident territory. 
results. Of the 180 Huns that fell} The ten-year bubble of abun- 
to the gun of Mr. J. N. McDonald dance of rabbits and grduce was 
and myself, our records indicates} then due to burst and it started on 
that slightly over 65 per cent were schedule but never finished. The 

adults with only 35 per cent birds| end may be expected this year, 
of the year. If the season had been| Thus for the second time since 
normal exactly the reverse should | their introduction into the province 

have been the case. There was no| in 1908 and 1909, Hungarian part- 
longer any question that Htins in ridges have joined in with the 

this district had suffered a rather| Native cycling fraternity and 
heavy slump at some time prior to| threatened to “crash” with the 
the opening of the season and that | natives. 
it: was the young that had been| NUMBERS STILL SMALL 

amy Ds: They had their first opportunity 
SURVEY CONDUCTED to decade sooner, in 1915, but their 
ayers oe end oe me nae numbers were then still so small 
Ee aoe aes a hed Dee that if they actually “crashed” that 

east to beyond Stettler and then| Year the fact escaped observation. 

north. and indirectly back to Ed-| This agreement between the intro- 
son ee Seu - ee duced Huns and the native grouse 
north-east 0: Imonton to a 1S~ * ‘ 

tance of over 100 miles was also and rabbits in the matter of 
investigated. Numerous  farmers| Periodic disease is quite the most 
were personally interviewed as| important aspect of the Hun sit- 
well as sportsmen. uation. 

Several farmers who had taken} As far as next season is con- 
some direct interest in Huns} cerned, if this is a true agreement, 
specifically stated that until Aug-| based on some fundamental in- 
ust the birds were more plentiful) fluence of the environment, there 

than ever but that during that} is every reason to anticipate a more 
mionth fhe humbers took a severe| serious depletion of partridges dur- 

drop. This has been confirmed by| ing the coming season. And the 
our questionaire and I think ft] south will not remain immune. But 
may be taken as an established | if, on the other hand, it is merely 
fact that during August something | coincidence, there is no justifica- 
partially decimated the Hungarian | tion for pessimism. Last year’s dis- 
partridge population of central Al-| aster may have been but an isolat- 
berta. Whatever it was, it was| ed episode in the western history 
selective and affected primarily the! of Hungarian partridges. 
young. There is at present some evi- 

dence, obtained from postmortems 
Reba N eu AAEUED done on partridges during the 

This survey by car and the re+| shooting season, that a parasitis 
sults of our own shooting, led to] worm may have caused the. mor- 
the issuing of a questionaire, sent tality but it is not conclusive, The 
to all parts of the province. I am] costs of the investigation to date 
greatly indebted to the numerouS|haye been met from a research 
people who were good enough to! grant made by the Royal Society 
fill in our forms and return them. a1 of London, England, 
The outcome has ipeee quite nade 
ing. Roughly speaking, the country * 
traversed by the main line of the Drumheller Rain 
C.P.R. and everywhere south of it, : 2 

showed the usual increase with bet- Kills Celebration 
ter shooting than ever before, DRUMHELLER, May 25—Show- 

North of this line, with one or two| erg and muddy roads marred Vic- 

agra Ahora eee toria Day celebrations in the Drum- 
very bad. heller district, sports day at Mor- 

For reasons to be referred to di-| rin being cancelled when hail and 
rectly, it was most desirable to ob-|sieet covered the sports ground 
ee aon ear nee ee while motor cycle races at Nacmine 

Ss. Lawrence, bird editor of the|IIk@wise | suffered. | Drumheller 
‘1 couts staged a camp fire program 
De eg tiniete iad in the Drumheller Athletic Park in 

‘system of correspondents for a| the evening, performing many in- 
Manitoba survey. This was. car- | teresting stunts. 
ried through in his usual thorough}, While holiday-makers bemoaned 
manner and the results are strictly | ‘he dampness, farmers decided that 
comparable with our own—an in- | eather conditions were ideal, all 

crease in southern Manitoba; a de-| Stain now being seeded with early 

crease in the centre and north, _| S¥mmerfallow well up. The recent 
From Saskatchewan we have| ™oitsure has, it is believed, held 

been able to obtain only scattered | St@sshopper pest in check. 
information but as far as it goes it} a 
agrees precisely with our own find- | Fall Fatal To 
ings and those in Manitoba. | Grain B es 

GREAT INTEREST | ce SoBe | 
To the sportsman the chief point | MOOSE JAW, May 25.—Fatally 

about thé present situation is|injured in a 40-foot fall from a| 
doubtless its possible bearing on | grain elevator in the town of epi 
this year’s shooting. Interesting as|son last Tuesday, Robert Roy 

this aspect of the case may be, | Quest, 32, grain buyer, died in hos-| 
there is a far greater interest ate [Real here Thursday. Quest wat 

tached to it. born in Quebec,
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The Game Bird Situation | * 
By PROFESSOR WILLIAM ROWAN 

|—_____—__GROUSE | w 
_.. This is the last of a series of four articles on the game bird | st 
Situation in the province of Alberta written especially for The | ir 
Bulletin by Professor William Rowan, of the zoology department | tg 
of the University of Alberta—EDITOR’S NOTE. a 

~ ns 

It would probably be unwise to ee a 
hazard a guess as to whether the eee R 
sharp-tailed grouse (chicken) or fe hh hi 
the ruffed grouse (partridge) re- 4 rr — ‘ 
mains the grater favorite but since rf a 
the fates of both species seem to be} "J _ ly 
tied up together, perhaps it mat-| B= fa 
ters little. In the Edmonton district] | ee 
shooting on both was relatively - a 
good last year but will be doubtful] — age oY 
during the present season, | = i . f 

REFERENCE WARRANTED ee a it 
' Whatever may be the. connection \ i sr re 
between rabbits and grouse, it is so _ a cl 
intimate and apparently so infall- | _ 3S. fa 
ible that a reference to the rabbit ee Bi 
cycle seems warranted. _— ge = 

For the last 250 years, as shown er . 
by the fur returns of the Hudson’s eg 
Bay and other northern companies, i [ oe 
rabbits have reached a peak of oy 
abundance approximately every ten lu 
years. Taking the Dominion as a | _ me 
whole, the numerical climax seems EOE SSR BRE CSE 
to be attained first in the north 
and about two years later in the PROF. WILLIAM ROWAN, 
south, Isolated localities may be |—————————______- 

a little sooner or later, but when} have been plantiful but not nearly 
the entire event has transpired, it| as plentiful as they were ten years 
is evident that it is synchronous] ago. Ruffed grouse did better but 
across Canada. nevertheless they also failed to 

A peak having been reached, the| attain numbers as great as those of 
rabbits die in thousands and the} the previous decade, 

year following the peak it is often] In the fall of last year rabbits 
possible to take walks of a whole| began to die but for reasons un- 
day and not see a single rabbit.|known the mortality suddenly 
Thereafter the numbers are slowly| ceased and their numbers this 
regained till saturation is again| spring are not much below those 

| achieved, when another crash sets| of last. If grouse have been equally 
in and once more they are all gone.| fortunate in evading their. fate, 

{conte ano co ee ee ea ‘ turin, ie comi: 
| proms, arn nat pappens te season. But if they fail to disappear 

imately together with the rabbits, | ‘MS year, the situation will be quite 
Last year, in this section of Alberta, ‘ 

|rabbits had reached their peak but| COMPARATIVE FIGURES 
it was a relatively poor one. In| In-the later nineties chicken were 
many places there was probably|so scarce that several old timers 

| but one rabbit to every ten. that| have been able to give me compar- 

'|had existed during the previous| ative figures for that period 

peak of 1925, Similarly chicken/ Immediately before, in 1895 they 
"a, ee) ee | Were,on the, other hand, so abunt= 
alae eee ant that one could train a gun along 

> the top of a fence and knock over 
a ADINGE o a chicken from practically every 

post as far as the shot would reach. 

Fences were few and far between 
in those days and the posts made 
attractive and popular perches for 
sharptails. 

By 1905 their numbers had re- 
covered but by 1907 they were 

‘)again scarce. This was before the 
Province of Alberta existed as such 

.| and ieee were no local game laws. 
:|Had there been any, there is no 
“| question but what the chicken sea- 
, | 80n would have been closed. 

SEASON CLOSED 

By 1915, when the next peak was 
| attained, provincial game laws 

»|were in existence and the season 
.j was duly closed in 1917 and 1918 

3} to meet the ebb of the tide that 
»|came as a natural sequence to the 
flow. < < 

{| The net peak, in 1925, was once 
>| again followed by two closed sea- 
-|sons in 1927 and 1928 Last year 
3| witnessed a chicken peak (it may 
“| persist till the present season has 
;| come and gone again) but we can 
2|be quite sure that one or more 
3| closed seasons are pending in the}, 
?/immediate future. ey 

Figures on ruffed grouse are not.|| 
as completely available as on 
chicken, but their history is very 
much the same. 

A feature of these cycles that. is 
of sufficient interest to stress is the 
following. Unlike Hungarian part- 
ridge none of our grouse are suited 
to the conditions imposed on them 
by civilization, Every time a bub- 

,| ble of abundance has burst, it will 
2 | become more difficult for the birds 
r|to regain their former status, 

*) GETS MORE PESSIMISTIC 
The wider the spread of farm- 

ing, the smaller the area suitable 
for propagation, and as one sees 

more and more hard-pressed op- 
timists taking up “land” in such 
areas as our muskegs, where farm- 
ing can never succeed and should 
never be permitted, one gets more 
pessimistie about the. future —pros- 

pects for grouse recovery. 
As mentioned above, some peaks 

are much greater than others. 

Vagaries of the unknown factors of 
the environment that are respons- 

ible for these cycles in the first 
place must be held to account for 
such variations but apart from 

these, succeeding peaks must show 
a progressive diminution in inten- 
sity as the years roll by and settle- 

ment becomes denser. 

Nearly 10 years ago when rather 
severe criticism was levelled at 
Alberta sportsmen for having in- 
troduced Hungarian partridges into 
western Canada, the fact that 
grouse had largely disappeared 

throughout the west in 1926 was 

attributed directly to the imported 

Hun. 

PEAK DULY DEVELOPED 

In an article of rebuttal in the 
Canadian Field Naturalist, it was 
pointed out that the periodic dis- 
appearance of grouse had gone on 
long before Huns were ever thought 

of and that the events of 1926 (as 
in 1916 also) would have taken 
place in any case. It was also 

pointed out that by 1934 or 1935 
chicken should again have reached 
a peak in spite of the more than 
ever ubiquitous Hun. This peak 
has duly developed and although it 
was not a long one, the associated 
rabbit peak was also small and 

surely nobody can hold Huns fe- 
sponsible for that. 

In the same article it was pointed 
out that the introduction of the 
Hungarian partridge may yiltimately 
prove a direct blessivfg to the 
sharptail. “In time, when the Hun- 
garian has achieved the popularity 
it deserves, it will without doubt 
receive a great-share of the shoot- 
er’s attention ‘that would, without 
it, have fallen undivided upon the 
chicken.” 

CHICKEN BENEFIT 

In the intervening years, since 
this was written, exactly that has 
largely been happening. Many a 

| hunter, who ten years ago was con- 
tent with potting chicken off the 

| stooks, has learnt to appreciate that 
| moct sporting of all shots, a speed- 

ily retreating Hun, and once hav;J
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Research Item. Nature, Vol. 135, No. 3414, Mar. 30, 1935, 

page 512. 

DYNAMICS OF ANIMAL POPULATIONS. Several mathematicians ’ 

have recently been trying to codify into a harmonious 

system of formulae the facts about increase and periodic 

fluctuations in animal populations. A. J. Lotka, a 

pioneer worker in this fiela before the War, has pub- 

lished the first part of the monograph on the subject 

("Theorie analytiques des associations biclegiques", 

Actualités scientifiques et industrielles, 187. 

Exposés de biométrie et de statistique biologique 

No. 4. Part 1: Principles. Pp. 45. Paris: Yermann 

et Cie, 1934). Changes in numbers in an animal com- 

munity are really the redistribution of available 

matter and energy, through the selecting and concentrat- 

ing powers of various living organisms, and as such 

can be studied by some of the mathematical equations 

employed for defining physico-chemical reactions. 

Equations expressing the interaction of two species 

are discussed, with special reference to the rates of 

increase, as a preliminary to the consideration of more 

complicated cases.



Bull. No. 5, Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology, 
Toronto, February, 1935. 

ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY ih 

CURRENT NATURE NOTES 

Profound changes. are occurring in the world of animal life in 

Ontario this year. The phenomenal fluctuation in the numerical 

status of the snow-shoe rabbit or varying hare (Lepus americanus) is 

now in one of its striking phases. The population of this animal 

fluctuates between periods of great abundance and great scarcity and 

at the present time it is declining in numbers in much of Ontario south 

of the French river after having reached its period of abundance during 

the summer of 1933. In many areas of northwestern Ontario this 

hare is still abundant but its decline there is looked for during the 

coming year. 

The situation with reference to the ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus), 

which also undergoes marked fluctuations in numbers, is much the 

same as with the hare. Its numbers have decreased in the southern 

and eastern sections but it is still plentiful north-westward. It is just 

ten years since grouse previously became scarce following a period of 

abundance. 

The phenomenon of marked periodic fluctuation in numbers is not 

confined to varying hares and ruffed grouse, however. The sharp- 

tailed grouse (often incorrectly called prairie chicken) Pedioecetes phasi- 

anellus, reached a peak of abundance in different sections of Canada 
during the past two years. The population (of a northern race of 

this species) occupying the Hudson and James bay watersheds of 

northern Ontario and Quebec apparently reached its saturation point 

in the summer of 1932 and culminated in a pronounced emigration 

southward during the following autumn and the early winter period 

of 1932-33. There is no evidence that these emigrants returned to 

their northern breeding range, all evidence pointing to their near or 

total disappearance from the more southern territory into which they 

emigrated. It is reasonable to suppose that the popularion of this race 

of the sharp-tailed grouse is now at a low ebb in its northern fastness. 

Another far northern bird which it is reasonable to assume attained 

a peak of numbers recently, after which its popularion was scattered 

and probably decimated, is the willow ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus). 

This ptarmigan normally breeds in the barren tundra region of Canada 

north of the evergreen forests but regularly winters somewhat south 

of this range. In the autumn of 1933 and the winter of 1933-34, the 

: species advanced southward in great numbers over a broad front, ap- 

pearing in areas far removed from its normal range. Such a move- 

ment can reasonably be interpreted as culminating a peak of numbers. 

Data on the final fate of the individuals concerned in such a movement
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are very incomplete but undoubtedly their numbers were steadily 

reduced by various agencies and it is possible that few, if any, of these 

emigrating birds returned to their northern range. A great reduction 
of the willow ptarmigan population therefore seems certain. 

The general reduction of grouse-like birds in the north and pos- 

sibly of hares also would be expected to produce a food scarcity for 

predators which habitually feed upon such animals. These predators 

would consequently either starve or be forced to move out of the 

region. It is, therefore, of interest to note that there occurred during 

the fall of 1934 a flight of goshawks south and eastward into territory 

where they appear only after rather long intervals. Previous flights 

occurred during the winters of 1926-27, 1916-17, 1906-07, 1896-97. 

Some of these flights were very noteworthy, such as those of 1896 and 

1906. That of 1916 was not particularly marked. The present in- 

cursion of goshawks is perhaps larger than any since 1906. If this 

incursion is due, as suggested, to the scarcity of grouse, ptarmigan and 
perhaps hares in their native haunts, the nine or ten year periodicity 

shown in their southward movements is dependent on a nine or ten- 

year cycle of abundance and scarcity in these animals. 
The present winter is also noteworthy because of the appearance 

southward of considerable numbers of snowy owls. The normal home 
of this owl is in the Arctic regions. While it may be seen almost any 

winter in southern Ontario, it appears in unusually large numbers 

about every four years. Previous large flights occurred in the winters 

of 1930-31 and 1926-27. These flights are believed to be caused by 

the four-year cycle of periodicity in the lemmings of the Arctic region. 

As the lemmings increase in numbers, the owls also increase with the 

abundance of food which these small mouse-like animals supply. 

When the lemmings become scarce, as they do every four years on the 
average, the snowy owls are forced to move out in search of food and 

many find their way to southern Ontario and even farther south. 

As we gain a deeper insight into the workings of nature, we begin 

to understand the reasons for occurrences which before appeared in- 

explicable. The appearance southward of large numbers of northern 

birds and later of goshawks used to be looked upon as isolated facts of 

great interest to naturalists but their significance in the ebb and flow 

of animal life affecting the whole northern half of a continent was not 

suspected.



ve Attention: Mr. Wing 
: ti Return for Cycle folder 

New Soils Building 
Jamary 30, 1935 : 

Dr. R. G, Green 
The Medical S¢hool 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota : 

Dear Bob: 

I thought you might be interested in the 

enclosed publication by Allen and Baldwin, indicating 

&@ cycle in the effectiveness of nitrogen-fixing 

bacteria in the process of passage through successive 

. host plants, 

; This comes very near the Matanek hypothesis 

of cyclic virulence in pathogenic bacteria, 

When you are through with this, kindly 

return it, 

With best regards, : 

Yours sincerely, 

} Aldo Leopold 

vb — , 
Enel. i



fhe copy thant Ey Ionenge 
Sceteatie ai the tet ae ee —, 

Staanize tion ef the Siadys 

_ Vive wonthe of a¢tual field work in 1935 and 1054 was expended 
under @ Fellowship granted by the University of Yiseonsin, and 

eered 7.3 number of conservationeninded Yiseonsin spor tanen 
a eubsari the a Pield work axtended from 
Deaember ist, 1953 te ith, 1954, at intervals, Yor the 
dats prior to becember, 1935, 1 have drawn upon wy own experiance 
in “isconsin while conneeted with ether conservation projects, and 
have aise utilised Aldo Leopold's (Et a tk 

*, 2931, i have aleo drawn upon wy experience 15 eouee i 
pales’. oe vowvane — ~ vee stocking Wis choke ae ceed 
nowledgemmmt’t iv wade for ageietanes during Leepe! 
the gubecribers, the Wisconsin Conservation Separtment and the wany 
individuals interviewed, 

Seeiion of Ui seonsia Jovereds 

Zhe entire northern balf of the state was studied intensively, Less attention was given to the gouthern, southeastern and south. 
western arene, in which, however, evyeliec species are abundant only 
in certain counties. 

Susdies Ghudi ed: 

the species studied are: BR uffed Grouse, Bianeted dru pac edt el aie SE a Pa nforuation obtained upon squirrels, (ied, Grey and You), weagele, skunke, and eoyetes. Grouse aud hares are Boet 
typically gyelic in Wiseonsin and have formed the main baeie for 
the etudy, 

She dome oi tishion jn 1928: 
Syren « we saree toa ss Oe oes of «a 

game eyele is open quegtion, ar eniery guppoeedly eyelie ae, the year 1929 will be of interest. Yrem records in the ice ef the Tiseonsin Genservetion vepartaent, ineluding the peng Mm public heorings called te consider the advienbility of ssd" fen it tedtinony of invarvigaetaen We tpscion'in ion8 sagen : 8 wel oy Shayts hse “7 
Sudted. drouse row seoree with few oy no exeeptiona, 

the opeot s ieeetne veneene es quen ¥ Eumated Jrouse Hugh lows abundant than in preceding 
; terme Yelatively higher than 

eekenbalise Qeouse ividence lea» aatisfactory, wat mabere 
éecidediy dow in ali sections, Xemuing Hore Searce, Seancn closed in several 
Gounties by ovblie request, following 
public hearings,
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Sgbton tei. Very ecarce. Season ghertened oF 
@lesed entirely by ~ublic request 
in many counties. 

foatien tie genpereene De See oman ene are veo Te - 
and mey legi expla nm me Stanees, “G Gori tien 
migrations ey Be aberrant phenewena. Ag @ g@enersi thing it may 
be @tated alaoet without qualifiestion thet the five species vere 

GY markedly deeresesd in nweibere, in 1928 in Yieconsin,g The 
peseentags ef eeareity er decrease io impossible new to deteriine, 
and say very well have varied somewhat from locality te ioeality. 
1926 sey or say not have been the abeolute low. it io possible 
that 1027 wee the absolute low, and ae mys me peints out in hie 
ape ura” » Spe tog may Bok Reve, pecs iteneous in all sections. 
In fact, remcee’, eerreuronen See Se Se. eee OS ! 
wae a lay en ee ot oe ee ee eee therefore, 
an atk nia toestittce te tae, aK ton te eal fer ai. 
@peciers and oll lowslities in 1928, 1% ean be said that the general 
condition wus low, 

She tom akon L88e: 

Skipping three yeare te 1932, we can rate the species ae to 
abundanes againt 

buffed Srouse Very atundant., Gpen seaseng. 
Vonderful hunting. 

Edopated Srouse Abundont in all suitable terri tery. 
4 Cpen qeaeone, Axeellent hunting. 

Shamackailed Sreuse = ‘est sbundant in menery of many 
hunters, Open secgona. Unexecliced 
hun ting. 

Varying Hares Sxtrenely abundent,. Gone Demage 
geperses in ee ee. 

Sethsatails abundant, at crop © 
Gottontatic ever knows in some 
central ewunties. 

®athentic exceptions te the abeve are nomeexietent te out 
knewlecge, Hany gaxe ceuntes have been compiled indieating the 
phenewenal abundance of the cyeiie species in 1932, the sheeting f 
seagen p¥eduged the finest sport in « decade, snd in sew Inetancen 
in two deondes. if may be elated ag & guneral ceaclusion that in 
the year 1933 ayelic species inhebited aad were satiefacterily 
abundant in ali oulteble range adapted te them, 

Deh Lauaied Lebween 1928 snd 19387 

What inhibition to inerease was yeleused in thie period? if 
we knew the anawer, the ¢ycic mystery would be lergely solved. %e 
shall net at this time venture any guese as to the releasing agen, 
other than to state that various workers #t11) actively aeeking this 
agent have at tines coneidered solar onergy, dry weather, absence of 
infectious dineave in virulent ferm, akeence of excessive sunbers
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ef internal paragites, and inereased superna Saree whieh | 

one, if sty, or which combination, aay the anewer te the 

Fiddles suct await the researches of others, 

¥rom the abundance data developed by thie study, however, the 
Pesaran, omorneeesnne of the population releseing aguney may 

be ota 

l. The veleaving agency affects a1) five epecier in 
Siseonein a} appreximately the sase time. 

2. it affeote eyelic populations in ali envirensenta, 
all types ef cover, and on 911 seile., Yhether sharpe | 
tails on the sand and peat iande of central Viseonsin, 
sottentaile on agricultural lands, or ruffed grouse 
and hares in the forest counsry of the Kerth, whatever 
the egent is, it iv wiivereal *ieconain #o far os | 
ean be determined. 

the tvideuse of the 1252 Dish. 

Apprexiastely one hundred porsens were interviewed formally 
and several seevres less formally, and whiie these interviewers pineed 
different species in varicus extegories of awmdance for the yeare 
1020, 1936 and 1931, gyer arvie re: reed th f pas Beate: 
ith whier } { LiiAr were abundant and “nieh" 3} ihe evidence is 

#0 Gensiatent th @ beyond queetion, 

lesiupipg of the Lecinetion Deriad. 

Desiuation reports oceur as early ae the spring of 1953, the 
September bird seasen found hanters prepered for 1932 conditions, 
whieh lesd to dieappeintsent aa o decided reduetion ef birds, eapecial- 
y fuffed Grouee, was noted. Freon a let, 1095, on reports 
of decrease beeome frequent. cee Be 

SKoxwa)imncth of the Gvelse jn Sissonein. 

The 4ifficulty ian determining the exaet length of the Viseonsin 
eyele, fren high to high, is that we de net know fer certain whieh of 
several years Pepresen ted the exivene high of the last oyele. Ye 
ée knew that 1932 wae the senith of the present ecyele. own persona 
field cbservetions in Rusk Gounty, 1019 to 1928 Peledeasaeen rt 
waoript), plase the high eouewhare between 1020 and 1923, inclusive, 
16 seems probablg that either 1022 or 1922 wae the high, ond i am 
ante thie basis, to aceept 11 aye By yomse gm Tew hee 
cerrect interval between absolute highe. 9 in ah, oF 
the 10 year interval, however, are not definitely ruled out, 

the yeor 1927 eames quite defini fixed se the extreme low 
of the last eyele in Yiesonsin, Dated the inpending lev of the 
present cyele will help settle the question novual length,
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fable << 

Yercentage of Ubeervere Reporting begiwation, September 1, 
1933 te & eptember 1, 1°54. * 

Sertheast Serthwest Centyal outhern 

Puffed Grouse as 46:5 a0 6ou 

harp-tailed Grouse ug 18% Leet ns 

FPinnatee Grouse let 455 4a 255 

Varying liare 46s 4up ons dain 

Cottontail ies ides 438 on 

lumped ans ans 4435 37.6% 

*54 Lecrenee reperte.
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tha decres eo tumiad 

r Vhe year 1053 marked « general decreces neted alaont 
throvgbeut the wtete and fer ail sperisee iy oth te 19 in- 

elevive gore the nm dietrivatioa of decrene: reperta, 

They tadleste the aveelity of the decressy condition, Sone~ 

time after “a oe let, cierease becouse the general oondé tion, 

; alaesk, ond ae ee ee ne 

ae te te ivrefa Be 

43 2e serene se eketask? 

3 we anable te anewer for buffed Grouse, Vinmatec and 

Gharp-tciled Grouse, or for Cottoutaila, tut for Varying Merew 

1 feai quite certain that the deerease has been agelerated ta 

the Jaet and veiavded in the “oat. in other words, Wie decrease 

in oe while perhaps not sctually apresding Trem © common 

aenter erigin, appears to “hit fives", or most sevarely, i 

the Seat, and the hares sean to show muah greater resistence in 

the western seetions. the evidence of this aay be presented as 

feliewet 

he + i seleating Swapping ocniitics for 
the 4934, here contvel operations, wete 

. diweetiy OGe eamp superintendents in the 
atate caups throughout Fisconsin. VYiiae Jounty, 
about widway ia the northern tier of counties, 
was the only sasters county ere hares 

in wambers gufficient te ju 'y centeol, Many 
saupe dn the Zorthweet indiexted the seceasity ‘ 

af sontrel. 

De or Se trapping leeelities fer 
the » 1934, control operations, finds 
that haves ave reported from 265 to 76% off from 
the abundsues condition of the prevecing eoagem 
in ehh territery, with « fer leaxd ont cane 
except in the extrone Sige tiore at, ie only 

, Sete te Mets thinset. ee 
3. 8, Albert Yau Pa) Tenhnhoten, Us Bs. 

Fureat Geavlane beak Panes ®ieeonein, in & 
letter duted December 1, 1934, indiantes that 
the Koquak undt, in Hayfield County, ic ove 
of Ge fer reuaining naGionsl forest arene 
in Vieconein etill peng $m q & barre sememeen 
ony eee te whee to 195%, this 
ie oer Qovestern Oe 

4, Ubaervers euseeniig seened to plage 1952 as 
the heae penk in Bortheavt, 19323 in the
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S. in liveetrvaysing operations in March, 1054, Grange 
found @ much heavier gtand of hares in Tarnett, 
Seuglae and Payfield Counties than in Vala, he 
terrain ond cover were different, yet with due 
silcowangs for thie, the yield in Vilas wa¢@ not 
im preportion te that further eet. 

(*) 

Ueule Deareose be Cyerhouked? 

hatfea Grouse, a fairly sedentary bird, are envily rated 
eo te abundance (whether decreasing or inoreaging), by the 
ordinary cheerver. ‘Trout fishermen hear the cook birds trum 
in the spring; nerthern residents and teurietes ase the broods 
aleng legging reade in the suaser, bunters get a good check on 
abundance in October. The infomastion en raffed grouse ie 
conuidered exeslient. 

Kabbite, both Varying Hare aud the dettenteil, are 
ew sedentary, and lesve censpieuous sign during the winter 

menths, Decresee would wndeubtedly be atesed in the warmer 
monthe, (see remarks, hebver, under mortality diseunsion), but 
Gould net be missed after enowfall,. 

charp-tailed grouse are rather nomadic in the colder 
eeoren, and tend to neve sbout in lerge packe, ‘hey inhabit 
er cerkaene as frequmtly reached by ordinary observers ae 
thet utilised ty the ether species. the evidence on gharpe 
tailed grouse is open to considerable queetion and is net 
believed toe be oe ae ne tenes spestete oa. 
eeuld certainiy seed or nieinterpre enlliy, but ne for the state at inege. r 

Sinuated Crouse sre sendemigratery, ov setuelily pigratery, Ye know tee Little about their journeys within and without 
the etate te know the @4 ifieance of failures te appear in 
winter ia aceustened tte, ate, the evidence on pinnates 
ie net ae strong oe I wish, Lesrease could eertainiy be 
wiesed or misinterpreted leenliy, but net for the state at 
LPPHes 

( *) A peewible side-iight on thie question ; Se she feet that the State of New York : ; haves very gearae in the fall ef 
1934, and thie siteation is alee said to forte, usage thst Soa tate eimai ree of searei 

dole wrentae in the enetern ebates tno 
in our own region,
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Defore we gon anewer the question “That Causeo Cyelie Mortality?” | 

we euat first be certain that the decline of the spesies in the 
dowwward trend ef the eyele ie sctuslly a question of mortality, 
dusk hag been the agoumption in the pest, and it a 
been held that episcotios, affeeting many theugande birds 
and eninale ee wiped out whole eae literally 
ever night, After a 2 investigation ef 212 pent ves ay 

Seeeree ommend Wy Tee coecre # Oe YD ee aehenite % 
the aveve oseumption le cerrest, 4 ome of the difficulties in 
the wag of ite acceptance are listed below: 

1. Gyeliec decrease in Yieeongin in not overnight 
oe even in # single year, It represents = pros 
gressive reduetion in mubers over « perted of 
net les¢e than one and perhaps af many ae four 
FOURS, 

2, There ia @ conepieucus lack of evidence as to 
the occurence of epizcotics in Yiscongin,. 

S. ‘the number of mertality recerds for the tae te 
species does net appesy te be greater than be 
vevowded for five penenresis species. iiertality 
oewure in all species, bat if an epineetio in 
responsible for the lew ghase of the ro 
whould legieally expest many times the f 

( movtelity records whieh we actually have, 

om the whole, episeotias suem tw be more ey less ruled out 
by @ precese of olinination. Theat they say eceur, i do not 
ae that they may be heoked up with the ¢yole, ia perfectiy 
peel ee they oceur over the whele ef Yiuvensin, with queh 
wand ty as to anewer the prevent deerense of our five oyelic 
quostes 1 sty ae Sees Ee Mahe anes of Wie wale Of 

ty ether weebere and ue doubt their findings will be available 
BOOT» 

wheeled Jnshanses of sertel six. 

yeperted inetances of tyolic birds and animale dying 
fron nonertoien sauute sees trend te tee ooeres of ae aie 

only one in 9 ag oo Magna dleendlapnn Bates on gd 
eee ret, aie in tune by myee and very ee 

having just died, wae the aotual ause of death found, in 
inetance br, i, eee ere ee, oe ceneeres Kedieal Seheel, 
isclated Metourciis from susele inj estions from this 
bare, ond tularemia wee ne devbt the cnuse of demth, tr. Green's 
reperte indiente the presence of tularemia in many gane olen 
in eee ge Bend which eufficient ao been 
rw re ngs, 1 believe, do not te any marked 
nerener incidense,
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fables 1il te Vil inelusive list the known eases of 
mortality snd attempt to dereribe the sywptows, where known, 
ca on rece te be dram aa bn cede that various 

e of un par ® appe mere mumercus 
ne the favorable come er the cyele waned. 

it will be noted, however, that sertality wae resorded 
and under~per individuale were recevered even in 1040 and 1941, 

pn on Mang Disetaa, wevete ms Scacaatie teen en dee € race ev, are 
1933 and 1934, The year 1982, when peewibiy nere hunters were 
eine Sin ts any one other Senses is notable for the few 

cee of widerepar bird@ and animals With a niewn high 
population of came, & known larce arny of hunters and ether obe 
servers afield, 1942 yields but 5 instances of sub-nomala, 9s 
compared toe 2. for 1955, 3 fer 1951, “e must conclude from this 

’ that come factor oo te make conditions faverable in 1942 
and 1952, but by 1933 operated much leas effectively, 

the ecourence of sortality,* ae reperted by observer 
be gummerized as follows? we + ia! 

Ruffed Grouse: Serliest date, 1930 Maes Gownty. (Thde 
may oY may not have’ eyed significance). 
Gne inetanee in 1952, ‘ten instances 1933, 

Dharoeteiied Grouse: the earliest record in in 2932, in 
Vilage ceunty. 

dpneted Groyget All mortality reeorde occur in 1993, 

Yepuing Daves! *iret instance, 1992 (2 easen), Gre Competent 
See e een ee Sek, tee ame Re yeave Mi week 

Gemgutns One bectenes $0 A9mhe’: Righe’ ie 1008 ® On e i. 

Bix in 1934, ; 
Sehtontaiy: ne inetenee, 1973; one in 1034, 

Gueapans. 05 baakgaten afeakeoners’ sontitden fon these nenttins & univer on for 
of the state studied, . 
Souls Sholeenhe Wexrtality Be cverlooked? 

We have ne evidence whatever te indieate that wholesale 
pe tama if it occurs, takes place in the colder aouthe. er 
thing to the warm geason as the period ef wholesale mo ity, 
if any. “hile it ig tree thet eareneser are econ conqumned in 

(*) Mortality doee net mean, necegearily, a net doorense 
of the population, sines even rae Pereone may 
net counterbalaioe the grovth of population 
during the upewing.
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Warm weather, either ty nb Boy ing ov by earrion emting birds and 
memenio, it ie siso true % for @ peried ef several daye the 
o@er of the sarcase gen be detected, and the movements of euch 
bivrde ce Grewe to and from cereneses is easily neted, Crowe ove 
ene ef the meet reliable indienters of wertality, as ~~ 
inetaneed by their sennning of the highways fer oareki goats 
ee ere eee en eee o & 

cag flee al Baggy collig ePaper op Emap me i ageing 4 
victim, ond only rarely, heve been unable te find the rewnins 
» neowal er veptile. i as cof the epinion that a geod observer 

haydiy mies Spiexing up" the evidenee of « Se eae off 
geme birde or mawaele in warm weather at or wear the "h of 

the cycle. ” 

Uhish inesies tearense Ziras’ 

i beve been unable to derive any gongistent sequence ae to the 
order of desvense. armen nll five species began to deereneg 
@ivulteneously, Whether one species will veach the low ahead of 
the ethers cannet yet be foreteld, 

ether extensive information wae obtained on the ceourence of 
exterual and internal parneites, aeetiy neted during the open seasen 
for the five species, Map _ indivated the gongvaumee diotribution 
of the instances, it ean be seen from thie map % the dietributia: 
ef the parasites ie universal in theese pertions of the state studied. 

The agtual instances, by mpecier and years, arte summarized 
ae follewet:
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Gable <1 

Gmeurance of ticks. (Up to September, 1954) 

Sulicd Grouse: 26 leealities, 1933, 

jhekerdailead Srouse: 5 leealities, 1053, 

Ejpagies Grousgs 2 leesiities, 1953, 

Varying lere: 2 localities, 10931; 1, 1932; 
a, 1953; 8, Los4, 

Batbente iii Rone reported,
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table X14 ; 

soeurence of Moundvorms, (Un te Hen tsmRsr iid) » 

Buffed grouse: 1 inetence, 1020; 2, LOB; 4, 1933, 

Semnrteiles Cxousg: one reported, 

Linanted Srouae! X legality, 1928, 

Yarving Beret Sene reported by general obearvere. 
see ir. B. G, Green's reperte for 

i isberatery recerds, ; 

sableubais? wene reported,
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Tepovern eyste were reported in 2 leealities for 
Jackrabbits, 4 for Varying Loree, and 6 fer vabbite and 
hares unidentified ag to mpecies, 

Re. Mieke 541. Gane? 
4% ie popularly believed that the preemies ef several 

thougeud tieke hm an individugl rabbit or crouse, especially 
if = young individual, is eufficient handicap te cuuee death, 
i de not knew whether thie ie true, but 1 judge not inaamoh 
a9 animale are frequently taken whi oh would seem to have 
reached the tick “saturation peint", and which are still in goed condition, still, 44 ts conceivable that ticks may 
411 very young birds end anisals cutright, iaberatery - 

experinente are needed, 

2OLAL king 169k infectabions. 

Siake do not nersally cegur en game during the colder 
_ essen of the year, 1t wae of interest te note pg {ngpesvence 

ef ticks on Varying Hares in Douglas County just ene" 
wae leaving. this information was derived from trapping 

es the ticks appeared with the arbutus and jg 
+ while snow banks still remained in the éeep
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Sable XIii 

Sptinc Apveorance 92 picks on Vorving Noreg, 

Approx. 
Fereent 

anfecwed. 

April 26 150 heres handled % inetanceg of ticks & 
zy 138 * * 2 “if 8 as A 

26 9G OI a 8 * ee 5 

29 18a . * # % 3a * * * B4 

bo) Be # # 4% * a * &6 

May 2 8S # * 88 « « * aa 

a 34 ” * 33 « ° © a? 
3 mm. * « BG * ® * leo 
4 7 * 73 * * . 106
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Within o weex, therefore, the tick aitustion dhenged trem 
total abeence on the hares to '100% infestation of the anienle 
handled, ‘the musbers of the ticks vere almowt unbeliovablet 
They Literally cwarmed over the hares. 

the tieks became active just in advance of the dropping 
ef the hopes, which were, of course, imuedietely infested, 

Gufortuantely I 414 net have sree ae © exesine wild — 
old hares, wat ineguah a9 even ae torn in captivity of 
tine teceme infected fram the doe, it fe anfe te conelude that 
fufegiation of young heres wae the tule, 

i did net have oypertunity, either, of aay the 
#iteation fey other gene species, fuffed Grouse in thie particular 
feuglos Gounty area were seuree, ewing to unfavorable, uniform 
sover type (jack pine). Sharpe bailed grouse geme into the hare 
range in any eens in thie region and treneniasion frea ene 
wpecias to ether would be very eany, 

i heve been infermed by loeal residents of the trapping area 
in beuglas County that heavy tiek infortatians centimed at least 
wptil late summer, A rond ge tp for cxanple, centicned : 
seoens "the ears covered with ticks" on hares which he pasewd 
in oourse of his work. 

Temuslisn ubibiabics af the Sigh. 

table . records owe of the observations se to mumbere 
ef cyelie come 2% ond near the high. 

Reaonesrenes oni ores. 

Daring the inerexse phave of the cyele, a specter Yeu 
appear Ny ty Meg dl om bor it either hee been enthweky about 
er in whieh 1% hae weinteines only in reament nushbere, Thie 
ee Sarre Same Pomcrne Coeees ght ggg Meld — sory Couey 
im 1992, in woe, 1935, and in Door, 1934, Vor Rhuffed Grouse, 
4% wee moted in Cohumbia pore d by Cite Yoyer, whe had crouee 
eras tokens Son ee thay weee taaees 40 the low 
ae and js the renppearence wes in 1020, very early 

olay sta the eame thing hae been noticed in Yood and 
ee ee ee ee ne which epread out, during the 
Soleheske little remnant bende confined, during the low, te tery 

ovanp arene, . 

EpAlors te. Anpesr jn inter, softer tie Dronnets. 

Gite beyer, in Columbia Couty, reports « fleck of Vinnated 
Gyouse winteret on his preperty exch year fron 1927 to 1033, but 
failet te appear in 1¢ * pumeines oars 06" 
ef the sources of the Pinnates, ot whether it meons they 
changed their wintering ground, ommmot be stated.
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Shines Ene 

Ye imeontrevertible case of < ehipped lew, or area in which 
the sthundance mew of the 2 continued uninterruptediy, wae 
discovered in wtudy. meaveus cuauenes Ss & Shiaans i 
eppesre te be with Ghargetaiied Grouse in Price Coun vr whieh 
aren three independent observers repert a continuing ro of 
the wrens’ from 1914, the date of fivut appearence, util oi 
leset 1922, Sines the wereces ie nomadic, and tends to eoour in 

flecks ic winter, i am uuwiliing te seespt the Prise County 
: ow av definitely establiching existence of a skipped lowe 

So foy ag 1 as able te tei] no area of + ¥ lhe Bod : 
the five main eyelic species in tesenehe is cnemgh fren 
Gvorenve viage vf the cysle, “able . chews the three peasdble 
ekipped lows roacerded in this study. 

Die Bouse, a20) ond vox izala. 

Thevge is conciderable evidence to auppert the conelusion ; 
that Meadow mice, Yexsele and Hed Foxes do sot follow the regular 
geme 6, but have one of theiy own. Gok Bane S* Soe Sera? 
ware fo Door Gounty in 1928 and 1920, when the grouse=rabbd 
eyele wan at oy sear the lew. Souse ravaged in orshards beonne 
eoumeEn. Sabre Gre Saten Se Mave Seen Seek oe. See Cary Soe Breer 
ee Sarees Sracn secenees tae oe ie gventes aunees “take 

recent yeare ip Tieeonein. Atter 1 someting there appears 
Oe See cree renee er eee Oren Seeceere ae Geen eee 
seaaeneuneeety are cae inaruasing at the sent 
time, in F ee te a teats fed Weed ene comian © : 

srer n pertow o€ youre” thie ony inatocte a ayelte apering of @ . way onte @ 
the fom, “senele appear te be on the decided upswing. 

it i» impogeibie to speak with finality on this eubjeo 
and espes Er wok elie te dames ane aatarenen bawees hee 
songin ton ake evidenee would indicate that the mousesvensel~fox 
eyere ben dietinet possibility, and thet 4% doce net evineice 

th the greuse-rabbit cycle. 

SSA EROLS « 

ivrele appeer te be eyalie, tut I camet deteraine whether 
thay fekdae tee Eeoenermehnte agehs tmeughont the eeake ported. 
Shey wore high in 1938 and 1033, aoe ee 
beoame in seme parte of Ss one bark 
frow iar Gar coe ceakae teak Seer ae” 
BNCOMLEN, heave gone significance, “us ve 

oS ee Gertadn At ny shat ab the high pean’, nary 

of thn one tenn 0 atarate in aroek tesus besa tee one | a . 
& Sleceak OF Wks ce emt Vievensin, F 

there ie evidence of a wholeesle ¢quirrel die-off in Marinette 
Gownty in 1024 oy 1925, eurly in the spring. Kay that, Monager ef
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the eugaukee Club, reperte there wore 60 Gray Squirrels shout 
the club prexises ‘the B paar omg fall. in the eourse of cone 
struction work the fe ng spring, 4 dead squirrele were 
fowé curled up wider « beard waik, ‘here were few or ne 
s@uirrele that spring. hie is Se ayele behavior, bub 
the years é¢ net correspond very slesely with the grouge+ 
vekbit cycle. 

SUE © ; 

Shunke owe Yory likely cyclic. 4t any vate they seem 
to be inereasing vory Papidiy in Yieeonsia at the ro Line. 
they Fam Mas gpa nd the meuse-veasel«fex cycle. Thic & subject 
for etudy. 

Sexson. 

Soyetes in Yisesngin exhibit vedlent fiuctuations. it 
hae been cesumed in the past that aoe eae the vabbat 

c, tut appsrventiy this hae net for the resent upewing 
in Yiveenaing during which soyetes have not been very 

abundant, the state over, if sonnet are syolia, one of 
twe enpaneatese scone in ovdew: (4) Seyetes do net follow 
the it eyele, or (2) joetling upset the cecurrence 

S ditetiane Caen ¥ a a Gabe ote oes : ae e & Very 6 On 
SEE cevotel io soak fetibeed thn venbie epnte ix Boake Seecity. 
ioe net ie tiseeniok Rectheanen and wi th cana & a ¢ 

beet fee fox beth cube and adultes hag Levelied of f the 
high in Yiseonsin,e if thie is the ense, 1% may be so 
a oie ef the unusual Varying iiare peak of 
938 oné 1953. Coyotes ave persistent it Mntera, A 

family of thes on 1000 mores might eneily be the difference 
between a vabbit to 7 serves and « yabbit te 2 acrem, . 

Sesuxvones. of Joghaska Sith Deerease of Uvelis vupeiog. 

fochawke are vommoniy thought te appear in eur state 
with eome relationship te the low of the apele further North, 
Re eee £0 see, govhawks are appearing in Yisoonein in the 
fall ef 1 in some nusbers, after 2 period ef severe] yeara 
in which goshewk records heve been few. The records avsiloeble 
heppen to heve been recorded myoelf, and ce far 1 have net 
found others whe have seen we yet. Ho doubt addition+ 
ai records will turn up du: the balance of the seagen, Re« 
eords fellewt :



ay ee : oe 

Swapped Uewhawk, Yoor Comty,  Septedber 28, 3056 
(iewature or fauale} . 

¥vapeud Goahawk : * Revesber 13, 1034 
(iowature or femaic) h 

fe yedord.  * “ Hoveuber 22, 19% 
Relae hesthes grouse. ii 

Geotawk, wax f * " becarbar, 1044 tre: 
keleeting pheasants. 4 
Gexhuwk, eight weeurd, Food County <evemver 16, 1034 
(dauss bute ) a 

; Seshawk, sight resvorc, * rae Sevecber 18, 1934 
(aie) ’ , | 

get Six dnvtences 4s wore gcehawke than 2 have ever sean a 
in any ose year previeoug te thie dates ;
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farvie Av 

Sepexhecf Deer Dm ters, Novemher, 1934. 

huaber County Status S tatus 
inhaxvieved mwa Sufied Groves Yaming Jaze 

2 Burne tt beereaeing, plentiful 

4 beuglae ? Deereaging, some 
aenres ty 

? Server About sane iewer, etiil plentiful 

a Rayfield Deereaving Lewer, shundant 

6 Vilas beereasing earee gone sections 

8 oneida besreaging woeueageate ieeally 

2 vgonte ? Be change, Abundant 

8 Price ipereaging Decreasing, plentiful
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it seams evident to me thats (1) Zhe 1931 open season did not 
take a ane enough tell to prevent the ocourrenee of the 1932 high. 
7. The 1032 eeacon cannot be acoused fairly ef having induced the 
1935 drepeoff, inacwueh ce the increnee eentinusd in 1933 up te late 
gumser, after which mortality whelly independent ef hunting set in. 
(3) da Beor County, and 1 am told also in many ether counties, 
probably set over be ef our grouse were taken by umters, 

tm the bacde of hunting experience and observation in Visecnein 
sinee 1919, i om of the opinion that aininistration polieles 

Souk tedden be abbectes te the wpseeins of the ayehie apecies by 
the cere epen=sescen revicions, shegked up. of gaurae, by oon 

(1) A 6 dey open season om all cyclic species would be 
justified the third year frou the low. Yer the last 
eyele, this would have been 1030, ‘he huffed Grouse 
geseqn might well f411 just befere the drepping of the 
leaves, and the Sharpetall and Pianate seagons, after 
Oclwber 16, in each cave to make hunting more diffieult. 

(2) The next succeeding four years of the upeewing, eomparalle 
to 1931, 1932, 1033 and 1934 of the present cyele, would 
ustify an open season of frem sixty to ninety days, the 

periecds for the two middle yeara, i de net 
believe any permanent harm or decreses in mimbers ef our 
eyelic species would rewilt therefrom. Hew York iitate 
saintaing ® very leng anual sesgon on huffed Grouse, 
without undue decimation. Gur eonditiens avenadai ttedly 
éifferent, yet the long+seasun principle may still he 
applied here. inetead of harvesting 3% of our eyelic 
game oropa, why not uBilise cleser te S68? Why, with 
thie enormous surplus of grouse, should our hunters be 
gontent with a $ day seagen? : 

(3) the sixth year, after the down-ewing ie already well 
wader way, and corresponding te 1935 in oe ieee 
sree an open season ef 6 deys aight again justified 

field conditions indiested amet ef the birds were 
in reasonable eendition, 1 believe thie should actually 
be tried in 1936, ST ase See soumntee cheeked 
oo. tie dole to en en We would, incidental get 
= nore — en ne An ee rane. aves 

birds decreas: & Feneona harvee them 
may still be justified, 

He doubt & considerable campaign of eduentien of the aperting 
publie would be neoeesary te win public ay roe tg the ienger and 
mere frequent seagene, since the present deney io te be extrenely 
eautious and esreful, if 1 read the oyele phenenena tiy, howe 
ever, #@ can hunt eyelic qpecies of gun fer 6 cut of 11 yeate without 
hare te them, and during four of eee (ones sult sonusne tay be fete 
lenger than we have dared dream in the last two decades, Graph 2 
shows, for example, 320 sheeting days in a period of 6 years, under 
the mgcgeuted plan, ae Gompared te from 25 te 36 shooting daye in 6 
years under the present open season plan.
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Vaeving Nore sex Jetio, Jougiss Soumty, Sisecnain, 1936, 

S76 heres examined in late April and in 1934, in Deuglas 
County, _ & Gex Fatic of 54% males, 464 Senabten Frei general 
observ Pull GAs det cells Mk ee eae 

' this vatio will held for practi all cewmties trapped, 

Siseof Verving lore Li thers, Joules Jouby, 224. 

he Beet Sapyeens chee Of Sie 180tere te tee Bomriae Comnty 
ee Par tts Tackeneat teak 40 ceteiak eehanen elliowing 

table of 49 dated instances, ond 76 undated inetonces,
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fable xv 

Vary ing Have 
tumber smbryoes 
Douglas Cog Wie. 

RA RR AREY REE 

a 6 WwW 2 April 14, 1034 

2M“ 2 Apri, 20, * 

a ay i, - 

a May 2, ” 

4 lay S, . 

i 6 ay Sy * 

1S) 82 a Undated il 16 te 
-_ way 5, laokoubve, 

2 a2 a7 v Yetal



Thies date showld be of valuc iu future years, when 
the size of the littore at various stages of the cycle may be 
determined. vale fd ee _ Pe doe _ iT — re~ 
mavkebly lew, ai i 4 data on ® ie net very 
exhouetive. "orange, 1932, ibasovectons on the imowshee Haye" , 
found « eonsiderably ae nusbor of yous were born to captive 
haves, (4 ingtances, 1 of 1, 2 of 4, 3 of 4 young each, years 
1927 te 1931). The captive heres, of course, had seeess to 
very — grade feed, eee ae oats, cornmesd and cod 
liver of], it may be stated % the Douglas Gounty wild heres 
in 1934 did not have aceess to a plentiful supply ef feed, In 
geome inetanees they were actually wider-fed, 

Dake.of Drowning the voune, Doses Jounty. 1254. 

Young baree were born threughout Douglas County's jack 
pine barrens at almovt the same date. Ye reas & large doe 
ou Bay 2nd whieh had matted fur on the belly dicating 
guckling young. he wae immediately relessed. Young were 

P56 type Boyt My Poy Bo 4th and Sth, and on the 
fifth several dees held in saptirety tjust trapped), gave 

ee eae May 6 to 15th seemed to be the period at 
which sost of the ewhryees would hove been fully developed, 

texeentege of pees crecnanh. 

ASE Sree SEE OF Sy SONG wae MENNEND ae Ser 
April i$th, in Deugiae County, 

pad tabbed Jpaterenees il sinh Anas « (axel sive 
ORE i 

The moet widely utilized feed of the ene oe in 
Siseensin Pete tee Raves begin to eat from 
ee tte ie cs tackanae Eats ant tenkan “ 
standing sap S, 20 oa¥ly ae —— continue 
at aspen bark until the eening ng el ew we fin Mh on ta 
Greater use weens to be made ef aspen as winter advances, 
wntil denee thickets of i, serve ae the main food. Getal ing 
ie eeldom ef such economia eee toe ee ee 
eentrated in thickete where stand is much too dense, and 

een see te eee © aoe Meee oe a 
in trapping ews we fomd it advisable te bait with 

Side be bapwaniartar doce “is 6 gieaeek. Ge, Ge eae Be a & 
of foed in winter tends to be senotenous and habitual, with 
the have somewhat disinclined to change from whatever etaple | 
bark he ie acoustomed to. : 

Jaok Pine constituted virtually the sole food in parts 
of Douglas and Purnett counties fer a period ef net less than 
five monthe in 193561934. The hare agrees se thrived on thie 
diet, and in that ares way recorded highest population 
whieh i eneowmtered in trapping operatione, lMundreds of 
theusende ef jack pines from one half te one ingh in diameter : 
were killed by the hayes, either turough girdling or outright
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nipping off, Girdling is heaviest in the densest thickets, 

t «hd practically noneexistent in the mere thiniy stocked 
stands, in the area of intensive trapping operations in 

’ Beughes Gounty, wheve the hare pepulation was very high, the 
thinning aceouplished by the hares wae ef wach benefit to the 
teees and undoubtedly accelerated the growth of the remaining ; 
etend, Aspen appeared te mean little to these hares, and we 
commonly beited with freeh jackpine twigs, ‘the needles, twigs 
and bayk all are eaten and apparently relished. 

Spruce, white cedar, willow, vagpberry canes, birch shoots, 
maple and white pine were all observed as euten by hares, es- 

; peelally in ewampy areas. uch of the evergreen diet in ao i 
wateral «tate is from lowehanging branches, though without 
question many theugande ef young trees are killed outright during 
the high ef the cyele. Our ebservation tends to indieate that 
thie process is iteelf a part ef the nurweal forest ewnirensent sy 
ond may, rather than being deatructive, actually be productive 
of much geod te the remaining trees, threugh thinning, depesit } 
ef fertiliser, and pruning. 

Varving Dare Population Figures. 

During commercial hare trapping operations in arch 
and April 1984, i wae able to make cone Sree of the 
nusber@ of haree per seetion espetially in jaekpine country 
ef Deuglae and Surnet Counties. In nae enumerations, it mest 
be rewembered to take a large enough te be representative 
ef » general rather than & leesl eenditieon. Thus, im seetion 35, 
Town of Highland, Douglas aan & section of eolia Jackpine 
thicket, bounded on four cides by reade, we reneved betrcen 760 
and G00 haves, probably representing aos ex mere of the population. 
Since theve were removed in less than ten days, the possibility 
ef influx was aveided, and since we trapped the adjacent seetions 
influx would be prevented in any event, ASeetion 36 reprevents 
the highest hare pepuleation which 1 have yet personally eneountered 
in several yeare of ebservatien in Yigsensin, the usual run of 
jaekpine country, with ¢tends of mixed ages, would prebably yield 
from 200 te Sov hares pur section, olfi aspen thicket otands 
would yeonenty run a¢ high aq Section 35, but nw aepen 
thickets eve much more localised and varied as tO age Claes, at 
leaet in the northern portions ef Fiseongin, 

Suumerations in and near epruee and cedar swamps are soneide 
ered less reliable inaemuch as they commonly represent concen« 
trations, especially if the wrreuwnding thicket country is rather 
¢pen and eT tent ie, of course, freqmently possible to trap 
& doaen hares & single trap setting in euch areas, which 
eonetitute winter rather thau alleyeay range, 

ats elabion of Varying Hare Jemation to shickets. 

, , .. snsotar as the Varying Hare attains unusual numbers per 
| “pene Lend unit in Yieconsin, it dees so only in er near arene
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of seftwced and coniferous thickets, or denee reproduction, 
ite owibers are deteruined by twe thinget (1) the stage of the 
cysle, and {at the deneity sid extent of the seftwood or 
euniferouer ckets, Given sither the searcity stage ef the 
eyele er the aheence of thickets and exeessive muibors are not 
yeached, although thickets, even in the low stage of the eyole, 
tend te concentrate the remaining resmants ef the rabbit pop- 
ulation. 

Ag Che tree stand is thinned out by natural competition, 
the rabbit or bare population thine out in direst preopertien, 
Per one 100,600 jackpine saplings per acre in Douglas 
Ceunty give the Boe hares per seetion population figure. Kedues 
the stand te 56,000 trees per acte, and the munber of harea 
Feduecs automatically. 10,006 treee per acre rewulte in but e 
fraction ef the hare population, aud the eoattered or open 
stands, eepesialiy a¢ shay Grew out of the edible bark class, 
axe sapavle of eupperting tut a waall hare population. in ether 
words, the a in Vieeonsin, under norwal condi tiens, 
is prevebly in 4 29 & natural thinning agent which is 
aatomationily balanced with, or adjueted to, the necessity for 
thinning. As such, it crentiy asakete in the developaent ef 
natural forests, and io capable of effecting & cheap type of 
natural oulture operation whieh is renariebhy effective. ine 
stances cited are the thercuchly desirable aiing of the jacke 
pine thiekete in Deuglae and Purnet Counties, in 1953 and 1954, 

Soonomie uffeotes of the lame Uvale. 

Yhe damage ¢iffioulties whieh arise from largeesesle 
ferect planting operations during the high of the ¢yele are 
diveetly indueed by planting near thickete, or even under- 

‘ pianting in thickets, of the seecalied sof twoed and eeniferous 
weed trees. Woh arene aro, ef course, growing in te forest 
cover, vhether or set of a commergial types end the haree are. 
actually eiding ond aesiating in thin utal revege tating 
precete,. : 

one method of avoiding the eonflict brought about by 
thicket+-plentinge and high hare populntions would be te delay 
uncerplanting until the seftwoed, generally aepen, cover hae 
outgrew: the thicket etege. in sere mature stands the hare 
population is materially deeressed. hie invelves « less ef 
from ten te fifteen — the bags Ay od sererens 
& longetine mecoure, an genneotion long-range poli: 
thie methed has wueh te Yoeounené it. . 

it may aloe very woli be that sepemiraaees eeedlings 
have eome epeeial edible quality not prevent in natural eteck. 
thie difference in pals tibi lity sy avice from the use of 
certain fertilisere, frem mere rapid and probably were tender 
co under fovorable eireungtances, or from some other eause. 
& eeeus quite prebable that coniferous seedlings ean be treated 

directly with seme dictasteful substance to reduce damage by hares,
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Thie de on the order of treating pheasants against cannitalion 
er peoking. 

Thig ie but one instance of the direst econouie effect 
ef the cyele in Tieconein. The prosperity of the fall tourist 
industry, oud of sporting goods eaterars ic, of course, obviously 
connected with the sbundence oy sesreity of game. Likewise, it 
is possible that the fur trade is directly affected. the Yieconein 
geome cyele hae se aeny ranifications, and se ee eee the 
lives of many Yiecongin eitizens, ae to meke desi a much. 
larger and more detailed approach to the problem from this point 
on, / 

“Waliaes Weengs, Crouse Velion~ 
University of Viscnain —
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Table i 

BAUBARATIONS OF Gale At WIGK 

Uuffed droves : 
Yilas coun Gept. 21, 1931 Stewart Hayner 27 in 8 mhies 

i” em Beagle River : 

Upneiga Coun t., 1935 Hie %, Rekengue i2 dead in road 
Tree #hinolander killed ty cars, in 

28 wiles. 

Oot. 3, 1933 . 62 in 7 miles of 
fire iene, 

Sharestsiles. Grouse 

douglas “County ? 1933 Gee. Gudth 7 eeveye in 35 
; Beles teetnas shmtes, in 3/4 mile, 

Tarvin Jorge | 

Savingtte County Aug, 1033 er 86 in 1? miles 

? Septa5,'35 Avt, Baie 202 in 1 wile 
Marinette 

exrest County Spreg 1032 oa Brunner 47 in 3 miles 
wane 

. Eg§ge County ¥all1,1035 on ee 28 in 4 blecks 
® 

Zine. Se., Winn. July 20,1934 theridan Greig 133 in 4 miles 
‘yg 7 Menbury, Vie. - 

Pguging County April, 1934 micede” Grange 43 in 1 edle 

Bougles County April, 1934 Yallace Grange 700 » 800 renoved 
aphrain from 4 square sectia, 

Probably a 
90% of population.
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' fable 11 

Reported 

SEED Jems 

luffed trouse 
bargisiie coun art Puese Ne outstanding searcity 

” Gntord at least eines 1924, 

sharps toiled Sreuse 

Epjee County Richard Sergens Uninterrupted ineresce 
Park Falls . ginee 1017. 

" Gee. Carleon Uninterrupted inerense 

og Gn since firet appenranece 
12014 yeare age. 

¥ Ge As Raymond High at least sinee 192), } 
Phillips without interruption. 

Hotes These three chservers were interviewed 
er without knewing the report ef the 

e two, and without songultation together, 
Se fay ae i know, the men ave atrangere. 

sobienlodls 

Haxsustie Comty Paul Duchanan Mo scereity in 25 yeers, 
Kontelle
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Table i1i 

BYES ALAZY easulby ! 
huffse dross , 

Cot. 1930 Youpnes doun Heoe Ye Allien Weak. Died in hand 
v Vaupaca Unable te fly. ‘ 

Fall 1931 ijngody County Be Be Paw #kin and bene j 
fouahawk many ticks. P 

Yall 1952 Seyyer County benest Gwift Dead, “Ghewed up* 
: hayward by ticks, 

Gept. 1933 ceun iar Parmeter Skin and benes 
r ; eee. county sghiand ueveral legey birds. 

Sev. 1955 fuffale Soumty Louie Geisen end grouwe reported 
Fountain City along Aughe Greek, 

vet 19330 «=©6uyne$i County Smmey Lewine 4 dead BO feund by 
. “ebeter by. Horgan Muff on 

Woeded ielend in 
wirecrass march. 

Fell 1933 Jayathben County F. ©, Srocker Pieked up 2 dend 
Vawems birds. Peesibly 

wounded. ' : 

ANB. 1933 Zine. 2+, Ninn. Vheriden Greig Sick birda: Gent 
Danbury, Wie. to Dr. Green, 

Vall? 1953 2ejog County Gee. Carleen tenll, rough plumage, 
Ugeme ounclated. : 

+ 1953 Zeige county Ae ¥,%. Pulling About a degen birds 
Oske Park Palle found, sunciated, 

vere on 
Some tieke. 

éuly, 1955 Zasghbugn County #4 6. Peterson Legey and siek 
wees and birds, 

Sept. He be de Kramer 
opeoner , 

fs 1933 «Sesbluep County or. thoraeness At least | birds, 
oe Speener Neade bare; many 

Boks; sick.
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; able IV 

BQUSALIZY REG RDS : 

Sharp-rtedled srourse 

Gummer 7 1032 Vilas Coun Ye Us Ghyletenson 2 dead or dying 
7 Go with many tieke. 

Pati 1933 Vashbu@n Co. br, thorsenoss ne reperted | 
snowmen aterm aacms dead, Tieke. 

duly 25, 1934 Ashland Go, Yarl Parweter Seagiated hen 
econ ante: Aghland vird found upen 

y neet, without egge,
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fable V 

NUREALIZY RECORDS 

Sennoked Jess 

duly 1953 Bexinetig Co. Ghne, brewry Several birds dead 
* Marinette in hayfield, groee 

f hopper poieene 
(areenie) 

dagaet 1053 Zuyne gh Ce. Yred Clausen 2% very sick *6 in 
Rartel hayfield. (nm baches 

: Could net Wwrn ever, d 
Pook birds howe. 
teny “liee*, ne 
bird died; ene re- 
govared, 

fan. it 1933 Eortage Se. Frank Hornberg 3 dead in marah near 
Stévens Point goed feeding grounte.
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table Vi 

| “BALA eee 

Vaxgxdne aca 
mmer 1032 Lingedn Go. rupee 3 Gopey, thin, many ticks, 

Pala 1933 2ejeg vo Gee. Cavleon 1 eich, Vany ticks 
ogame Hing found 1 or more dead 

; each year, 

Gwemer 1032 Vilage Ce. ».0,0hristensen Several dead, 
trout Lake 

? 4933 Buynets oc. aa Bde Nutt Bony dend, seme logey. 

June 1995 Zezee) co Royce Dallmann %-6 dead along road in 
axgome H.Foreet Co. not car-kimed 

April 1935 Eoxvegt Go. Robt. Keeney G10 deed on 24 mi. of 
Yahens Jogging road. new on 

ground. Before ticke 

Yall 1933 kineadn Co >, by Revchin aaaners “eos 
vaueoe uany flees, : 

fugast 1953 Jane Ce., Minn, sheridan Greig 10-12 deed a day for two 
oe Wis. weeks, slong old roads. 

Summer 1033 xaxinetie (o. Art Ba At least 20 dead, others 
tarinette reported, 

June 1935 Baripette Go. Joe foehavek Farmer fowid old and you nS 
July innbar sales hayfield during 

mee, * 
Auge oF 1933 Jpige Ce. ia¥ 3G Pulldng bead and dying. Hind 
Sept. Fork Yahie legs paralyzed, than, 

June 1934 ogy ce Yallace Grange 1 dead in grassy vead, 
r Mphraitig politive UMAR ool ture 

from masele on e 
i Dee Green. (11561) 

Jane 1934 Jyepehh Se. Martin Johneon « 
debater Hieny logey. Jieke. 

? 1934 Forest Co. Rike Kents Homembare reperte of dead: 

fune 15,1984 | ae Albert tarts 6 dead in greesy upland 
: i: de. Vabene between Nat and a 

Beeee joke ticke, Otin¥® 

Aprsh 1934 Bejee co. AW .G.2uRLing Dying before theks eame 
* 

June 30,1934 Oneide Co ben Heardon Priend reported finding 
’ Rhinelander 406 dead aleng Fepple 

River. Nany othera 
. dying.
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Table Vil 

MORTALITY Ravenbs 

1033 November Louie Geisen ying along wage Greek, 
dutfale Go. Fountain City town of LuCreeve. 

1034 June % (Cheek with Al.) Meny found dead, 
Uaad, C+



Extracts from by John ¢, Phillips. 

Pp. 5. wed enue. "In my own time I have seen great changes in upland 
shooting, ‘The native Quail vanished in the winter of 1903-1904, after 
a@ season of extraordinary plenty, I note in my journal, for March 6th, 
1904, 'I don't believe any Quail could have pulled through', Pheasants 
were found dead in the woods and I found patches of old snow on April 24h, 
We neve never been able to get Quail back to reasonable mumbers since 

then, 

Introduction of Pheasants. "I helped to get the Pheasant started 
and introduced the first ones in 1897, more in 1898, ‘he spread and 
inerease of these birds was phenomenal tt I have lived to regret © 
the day and now hold this bird responsible for the too great 
popularity of sport with ell the attendant difficulties between land- 
owners and shooters. We are apt to think of imported birds as 
beneficial to the Grouse in that they take away attention from our 
native species and in a sense this is true, mt we forget that we 
have ten guns today where we had one in pre-Fheasant times and mumbers 
do count, despite the fact that less than 5% of shooters can kill 
Grouse with any real success." ; 

Recovery of Woodcock, "I have seen sumer Woodcock shooting ruled off 
the slate, have watched that bird, especially the local breeding stock, 
make some recovery, and have, I think, in the past few years, seen a 
decided increase of the autumn flight." 

Ruffed Grouse Cycle, "With Grouse, we did not hunt regularly in 
home coverts until about 1911, although a few birds, often not recorded, 
were shot near home before that. I have seen several periods of 
plenty and several of great scarcity. It would be well to note the 
good times between 1911 and 1915, the great depression which began in 
1915 and lasted nearly four years, the good shooting of 1921, 1922, 
and 1923 and the unexpected slump again in 1924 and 1925," 

p.298, Totals of Farm Bag, 1697-1925, 
Blade Dae, oo. iss ssecsesesel 19 Bufflehead ....sccceeneeee 88 
Mallard Duckc...cssscseesess 40 PA BO secisivesiscesas: (5 
BO iises vee veecsanenae 3 American Scoter ........6. 0 
Baropean Widgeon.......+..+ 13 White-wing Scoter ...,.... 21 
WORD ce isdcccacncececns OF Barf Beoter ..ssscsseseese 20 
CWDS. crnscrvesssseceses SF Ruddy Duck ...ccccsecceces 466 
BWP sbssisedscvssvecns American Merganser,......+ Sf 
MROVOLGT si csecccvcvecennes , Red-breasted Merganser ... 1 
PERMEATE seccvsceorenasvesss F Hooded Merganser ......... 82 
Wood-duie cisssccesonveccen AF Sceup-unclassified.,....... 303 
Redhead ..ssccccssvecssens 120 Ducks-mise.,...cceeceesees 1541899 only) 
Camvasback ....s.scsseeeees LY Canada Goose ....,.ese005 378 
Greater Seaup ..+sssesrvees 4G Braet G6600 cccccccaccacce. bk 
Lesser Scaup ..ssecevseeees 217 Seoter-unclassified ...... 5 

Ring-necked Duck .....++++. 32 Pied-billed Grebe ........ 30 
Goldeneye ....eceesseeseee LIT Horned Grebe ....cscceeees 5



Totals of Farm Bag, 1897-1925 (con't) 

Holboels Grebe ..cssceccervesssceet 
Grebes (misc,) ..cseeeesseeveeess@O 
CE TOE gecdcdvivnveceveddeie # 
Red=throated Toon ....seessesesee 2 
Amer. Coot, or Mudehen .,.....+++26 
Double-crested Cormorant .....66. 7 
FAVES BOE cc iccessinaveresssesan 3 
Leache's Petrel Peewee rr eeteneroe 1 

Greater Yellow-legs ....cccsesees 85 
English Snipe cisssccsccenccccee 185 
Black~bellied Plover .....s.s00. 1 
Dunlin SCC TOPO Owe 1 

Rail eer eee eee eee er ee eee eh hee ee oh 

White-rumped Sand=piper .....0+s 

Great Blue Heron ...scsseneevses 
Ring-necked Plover ..csseceesees L 
Killdeer Plover ....sssseseseees 2 , 

WeOAHh sic ccaccarsconecen renee ' 
Pheasant .osscscsccsesevccences 205 
Grad sivoncceccevenceseererecons Bie 
BOWLES cs ccncvsecesessccgseeens 
BOPOS coccdcseccnsesesoucvedenns 14 

Hand~raised ducks tersnnverehereiny 
FOX pescrcscevensenceveceseteaes 
DOF cvccvdccvrsrvevactocvesever 1 

Magle-rats ccccsescreceessecvesey SF 
—_—, 

: Grand Total ...ccseccsesecnsse S247 

File: Quail 
Cycle ~ 
Pheasant 
Waterfowl 

Digests



3-26-35 

From Ernest Swift: 

Prairie Chicken, Ratio of Prairie Chicken to Sharptail in Sawyer 

County has markedly gone up last two years, ‘otal numbers, however, 

were somewhat less in 1934--not over 25%, however, No sudden change in 

agricul tural land. 

Geo. Reiger of Radison is good man to conmlt. 

Aghe 
Copies for Schmidt ; tine 

Sawyer Co. 

Gyale



Cycle 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See "Preliminary Report on the Migration in Quebec of the Northern 

Sharp-tailed Grouse" by D, A. Dery. Bulletin No. 1, Quebec Zoological 

Society, March 1933, Filed in Grouse Box.



RANGE OF THE SHARP-TAILED GROUSE IN EASTERN CANADA. By James H, Fleming. 
Ontario Natural Science Bulletin, Vol, I, No. 2, issued May 18, 1906. 

The Sharp-tailed Grouse, so well known in the Canadian West as 
the Fiairie Chicken, is represented in Ontario by two forms: one the 

well known Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse, Pedioecetes phasianellus campestris, 
of Manitoba, is of comparatively recent introduction, coming east after 
the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and occurring at Port 
Arthur, at the head of Lake Superior, and possibly elsewhere. The Northern 
Sharp-tailed Grouse, Pedioecetes phasianellus, is the form of most interest, 
and of which less is known, darker than the prairie bird it is not difficult 

to distinguish, 

On the east coast of Hudson's Bay, Mr. A. P. Lowe gives lat. 57° 
as the northern limit of its range and says it winters at Great Whale River, 
He took a set of eggs on May 20, 1889, at Fort George, on James Bay. These 
eggs are a dark coffee brown, darker than any sets I have seen from Manitoba. 
According to Bishop Newnham the Sharp~tails arrive at Moose Factory, James 
Bay, from the north-east, usually when the marsh hay is being gathered, and 
are shot in considerabb mmbers. They frequently stay all winter and leave 

j in the spring. At Lake Abittibi they are said to occur pretty regularly, 
} in October. On Lake Timiskeming they do not seem to occur regularly, though 

the bird is frequently found there in October. 

In 1896 a flight passed south of the usual limits into the districts 
of Parry Sound and Miskoka, At Beaumauris, on Lake Muskoka, one was taken 
on October 10th and examined by Mr. P. A. Taverner; others were reported at 
Huntsville, Port Cockburn and Bracebridge, in Muskoka, at Emsdale and else- 

where in Parry Sound. ‘he flight was not large, and had disappeared by 

the end of October, assisted, no doubt, by the considerable flight of Goshawks 

and Golden Eagles that came into Ontario over probably the same route as the 

Grouse. : 

--Toronto, Canada. 

Copies for Sharptail folder 
Cycle folder ~~ 
Canada folder 
Schmidt 
Wing



North Carolina 
Ruffed Grouse 

Cycle _~ 

Excerpt from letter from Watson Hall, February 18, 1935: 

"I read another news item the other day to the effect that 'ruffed 
grouse, which were almost extinct in North Carolina a few years ago, have 
greatly increased due to rigid protection afforded by the game laws.' 
This seems to fit in with the theory that southeastern cycles run about 
opposite the northwestern ones. And it seems that there is still some 
educational work to be done regarding the causes of grouse fluctuations."



Cycle folder 

Excerpt from p. 1, ee Report on the Beaver-Trout Investigation, " 
by J. C. Salyer, November, 1934, Filed in Beaver Box. 

"The great increase of the Michigan beaver through the years of 1930-34 
returned the problem of beaver occupancy of Michigan trout waters acutely to 

the angling public's mind. This interval in the life history of the beaver 
represents a swing toward the high population end of the seven-year cycle which 

beaver population density strikingly manifests, During this period this most 
interesting American rodent managed to extend its range in Michigan to some part 
of the watershed of every Michigan trout stream of any consequence, And this 

happened in spite of severe environmental handicaps such as the extensive 

poaching to which beaver was subjected in the interim, 

"During the previous high period of the preceding cycle, around 1925-26, 
this animal had regained much of its old territory only to be sharply reduced 
by organized poaching in the years immediately following. Yet the dams remained 

in sufficient numbers and are now of such age that the final effects of the 

occupation of a trout stream by beaver are plainly discernible to any who would 

read the story. Seven years then after their first come-back of any consequence 
in the nineteen hundreds the results of dense beaver activity on our best trout 

streams had become a source of some apprehension to many anglers."



Cycle folder 

Extract from letter from John T, Emlen, Jr.,, March 3, 1935: 

"Unlike northern Iowa and Wisconsin, quail had a good winter here(Missouri). 

Rabbits, I have been repeatedly told, are decidedly scarce this year."



Copies for: Wing “ 
Cycle folder ~~ 
Oconto Co. 
Langlade Co. 

Grasshopper Poison P.C. 

Extract from letter of Jan. 23, 1935, from Prof, H, F. Wilson, Entomology Dept., 
University of Wisconsin: 

"Several times in the fall I made specific inquiries of farmers in 
Marathon, Lincoln, Barron and Rusk counties about the prairie chickens. 
Some farmers were finding dead birds in the field, one farmer reporting as 
many as five in one morning,and felt that the grasshopper bait was responsible, 
However, in each case I learned about, no poisoning whatever had been done 
within five miles or more of where the dead birds were found. 

"Here are some apparent facts which I might point out. From all reports, 
the birds were as abundant in Oconto County as usual, and no dead birds 

were reported, From Langlade County west the birds seem to have decreased 
greatly in numbers since 1933. During the season of 1933 I know that the 
birds were very abundant in Rusk County, as another man and I flushed what 
was estimated to be more than a thousand, and we secured the limit in about 
two hours each day. In this same territory in 1934, only three birds were 

seen by our group. I looked over a large acreage in Rusk County where birds 
were very abundant in 1933. In the fall of 1934, three of us crusing for a 
distance of about six miles found only one sign. And the territory seemed to 
me to be about as ideal as anything I had ever seen. No signs of dead birds 
were found, and this territory was fifteen or twenty miles from the locality 
where the poison bait had been spread. I could not figure out any reason 
for the birds having disappeared, unless it was drought at the time when the 
young hatched. Observations on the drought area showed that it extended almost 
to Oconto County. While there was some drought condition in Oconto County 
and eastward, it was not nearly so serious."



Copy for Jamary 4, 1935 
Cycle folder 

Note for Wing: 

Somebody told me that there is some material on 

cycles in Marco Polo, page 106, I have not looked this up, 

although I have a recent edition of the book, 

Aldo Leopold 

e ¥



Cycle 

OE Disa tediee Soh nhokeX,.n Prot. Colin Gate Denpeache ayy ; ¢ ; | 

ouNe ot Mae pig 7 ae 43 e POE ss srr 
if «;, Rabbits: appear to. be unusually plentiful in South Dakota this Je. 
winter, notwithstanding the fact that last spring up until the middle “So 
of June had been one of the driest on record, Rabbits, evidently, are ~ | 
one. crop that a dry.season.doesn't have any adverse effect upon, |



Files: Cycle Vv 
Goshawk 
W. Va. 

Extract from General Notes, Wilson Bulletin, December, 1934, p. 259. 

Eastern Goshawk Flishts in West Virginia,--One of the interesting 
features of Bird-Lore's Christmas Bird Census for 1933 (Bird-Lore, Jan.-Feb., 
1934) was the scarcity of observations of the Eastern Goshawk (Astur 
atricapillus atricapillus). In view of the fact that the seven-year cycle 
since the great goshawk flight of 1926-27 was completed during the 1933-34 
season, this seemed noteworthy, and it may be of interest to record that 
West Virginia did have an extended goshawk flight during the latter season, 

For purposes of comparison, I quote from my 1926-27 notes on this species: 
"Pirst observed on November 2, 1926, when a neighbor woman shot a female 

goshawk while it was raiding her flock of chickens. During November and 
December, 1926, seven dead specimens came under my observation, all taken in 
Upshur County, West Virginia, I observed the species almost every day, 

specimens being taken in Lewis, Harrison, Barbour, and Monongalia counties, 
and seen in a number of others. Three were captured alive by state trappers 
in pole traps at French Creek. One individual attacked a full-grown Wild 
Turkey at the State Game Farm at French Creek, The species was comaon throughout 
the winter, and was last seen on March 20, 1927." 

Notes for 1933-34 sumarize as follows: 
"First observed near top of Cranberry Mountain, Pocahontas County, October 

15, 1933. Two individuals seen that day, one flying over Big Glade (Wilson 
Bulletin, March, 1934, page 65). One seen at French Creek, Upshur County, 
October 17. A dead specimen brought in by one of my students on October 20. 
Fairly common in Upshur County during November and December, Individuals 
seen in Barbour and Harrison Counties. Species not seen during January and 
February, but an individual observed March 7, at French Creek, Seen in 
Upshur County, March 9, 13, 14, 16, 20, 23, and 29, and April 2; the latter 
being last one seen." 

From these notes it may be seen that during the normal winter of 1926-27 

the birds wintered in Central West Virginia, but that during the excessively 
cold 1933-34 winter they moved out, presumably farther south, since they 
reappeared in March. Wot nearly so many individwals were seen during the 

latter flight as during the former, nor were so many poultry depredations 
reported. There was, however, a large 1933-34 flight in Central West Virginia, 
more individuals being seen than in all the intervening years since 1926-27.-- 
Maurice Brooks, French Creek, W. Vae



File: Cottontail 
Sandhill Crane 

j Cyale ~~ 
Adams Co. 

December 3, 1934 

Memo for Wing: 

Franklin Schmidt tells me that cottontails are plentiful on the 
Cardo farm on the east side of Shiprock Marsh in Adams Co, 50 rabbits 
have been killed on 300(?) acres already, but there were still lots of 
tracks and a limit of 5 rabbits was killed recently by one of the Cardo 
boys in two hours, Evidently the cycle has not yet hit the cottontails 
in this locality, 

Prairie chickens on the Cardo farm are more plentiful this winter 
than last, but sharptails less so, 

The cranes left the Shiprock Marsh shortly before October 20, 
They were still there on October 13, ‘The maximum mumber occurred during 
the shooting season about October 1, when as high as 100 were seen in the 
air simultaneously, 

Aske



Cycle Folder 

a Extract from "Fifty Years of Bird Migration," by William Rowan. Fifty Years! 

Progress of American Ornithology, 1933, pp. 51-63. 

"G, Eifrig, in discussing 'Is Photoperiodism a Factor in the Migration of 
Birds?! (Auk, 1924), suggests that the discovery of the botanists W. W. Garner 
and H, A. Allard that 'the length of day may exercise a remarkable regulatory 
action in initiating or inhibiting sexual reproduction in plants," might apply 
to the migration of birds. Eifrig does not believe, however, that the reproductive 
organs of birds are involved, A letter of comment by A, Landsborough Thomson 
(Auk, 1924) is too full of suggestive remarks to summarize, but he adopts the 
viewpoint that while the southward migration might be due to shortening days, it 
is difficult to see how light conditions of the southern hemisphere can inaugurate 
the northern passage. He suggests that this must be due to the stinmlus of the 

reawakening reproductive organs." 

Copy to Wing
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Game Breeder & Sportsman Cycle 
November, 1934 i 

SHOWS INDICATIONS)!" 
IF SOLVING ITSELF 

he mysterious disappearance of the | 
tlantic coast’s eel grass—a probl that | 

has ‘stumped’ scientists of Europe and | 
merica, appears to be solvi g itself. | 
he plant, most important food of brant 

seese and sheltering nursery for th 

Gackt aegpaesble tapi alesost (ol 

: later—coinciding with the time estimated | 

cents {0 reach Europe—the blight struck | 
n the British Isles, France and the coast 

ae indrov dead eel gras e 

washed up by he tides on both nti 

fete ein foud super bus forbeatenil 

urveys just completed tate game | . 

fficials and private investigators from 
Maryland to Nova Scotia now reveal a | 

radic reappearat e of tl pe oe age | 

turned to its normal condition in sections 
fat cre MRenGtte Heccived by Lata 

R, hon. Niew lence, Bish anduGame Burlingtor ew J Fish and Game | 
Department executive, indicate that eel * 
eee ais aad will be erass is returning gradually and will b 
back in full force within another year or | 

s wo. Eel grass is flourishing again in a 

portion of Shinnecock Bay, Long Island 
Investigations carried long the 

w eek Petia Gironicle, shure 
Ted N eS z - ectiide n a ost 

grass. ‘““The plant has again peared | 

however,” he dis ered, ‘and although |



i November 22, 1934 

Memo for Wing: 

L, G, MaeNamara, Bdward Roth, and H, W, MeNally of the Clinton. 

Game School tell me 1933 was a peak year for grouse in northern New Jersey, 

The grouse are less mmerous in 1934 and a few dead birds were found, 

AL. 

Cycle Ye 
New Jersey ;



4 November 22, 1934 

Memo for Wing: 

Dan Ramsey, State Quail Farm, Pittsburgh, Kansas, tells me 

prairie chickens at the Yates Centre field trial grounds in Kansas 

were low in 1934, I gather that there would be a decrease as compared 

with 1933. Mr, Ramsey is mch interested in both chickens and the 

cyele and can supply further information on request, 

AL. 

Cycle 
Kansas
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Oetober 13, 1934 

Meno for Wing? 

Jack Harlow of Mikava, Barron County, gives the following 
report of the cycle status, fall of 1934 

aiiah- tee! Has seen only one bird all fall in territery where 
ordinaril gould kill a mess in an hour, ‘The few birds which f 
have been killed by local hunters are reported to be all old and 
infested with "tapeworms." ‘the few young birds are weak ant have 
their heads covered with “lice.” The local hunters say that a 
similar dle-off took place seven years ago (that is, about 1927). 
It is Barlow's impression that the decrease is decidedly above 90%. 

Sharptaii: Not plentiful, Perhaps 75% as many as last year, but 
the decrease has been mich less pronounced than in ruffed grouse, 

hem Abundant, Radical increase during the past three years, 

al there have been occasional pheagants for 20 years, ‘There 

is no corn for them to winter on and it is his impression that they 

winter on acorns on the south hillsides, 

Rabbits: Wo distinct report. 

Ache 

File Barron Co, | 
Cycle V 
Raffed Grouse i 

; Sharptail 

;
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Vor oa September, 1934 No. 6 : 
j he 

Uplend Geme Bird Issue oF 
South Dakota - - Where Upland Bird Shooting -- ; \ ae 

be Reigns Supreme ; aie 
3 ey } Ra 

South Dakota's 1934 Grouse Season 4) 

The open season on ruffed grouse (Fool hen), prairie chicken 

(Pinnated grouse) and Sharp-tailed grouse for 1934 will be September 
27, 2%, 29 and 30, and from 12 noon until dark during each of the four 
dave. The season will apvlv to counties west of the Wissouri River on- 
ly, but will include all these counties. 

oo. The bag. limit will be as follows: 5 birds in the aggregate of 
all. kinds daily, of which not more than two are to be ruffed grouse or 
(fool hens). Ten birds in the aggregate will be permitted in vossess- 
ion! after the first dav, of which not more than four shall be ruffed 
grouse or (fool hens). No grouse of any species. will be permitted in 
possession after October 4, 1034, 

From all reports, grouse of all three species will be as num- 
erous (especially in the north and west sections of this area) 88 they 
were during 1933, at which time excellent shooting was had by all who 

took the field - - so nimrods, get the old "smoke wagon" out and make 
sure it is in working order, and come on out for four days of real 
field sport. This season of the year in South Dakota is one of the fin- 
est. It really puts those red blood corpuscles to work and puts you 
in shape for the winter. Bring your tents and bed rolls and live right 
in the field with these birds. : 

The non resident hunting license fee for small game is $25.00. 
This license of course permits the non resident hunter to teke not 
only grouse, but pheasants and ducks when the open season on these roll 

around. South Dekota can vromise non residents as good grouse and 

pheasant shooting as it is possible to find in the United States, but 
when it comes to the 1934 duck shooting, we run out of vromises. Ex- 
cellent goose shooting should be availatle along the entire length of 
the Missouri River howevor. : : 

Those sportsmen who are especially fond of ruffed grouse shoot- 
ing in thick timber and second growth should by all means visit the 
Black Hills. during the period of the open season. Deputies V. L. Bur- 
rington, Deadwood; E.G. Adams, Rapid City; and W, B, Ellev, Hot 
Springs; will be glad.to advise those interested as to the bést grouse 
localities. in théir resyective districts. - ote



Cycle 

Oct, 9, 1934 

Memo for Wing: 

Mr. Jerry Coe, First National Bank, Madison, hunted at Deep lake, 
3 miles west of Iron River in Bayfield Co., Oct. 6, 1934. He found sharptails 
fairly abundant. The crops were full of acorns and dried blueberries, It 
was his impression that at least half of the birds killed were young of the 4 
year, local people said there were 50 per cent less sharptails than in 1933. 

Partridges were scarce, <A few birds were killed but he says they 
were of small size. ‘their crops were full of clover, One of the birds killed 
had pinworms in the body cavity and was "short of feathers on the head,” 
which probably means ticks, There were many more sharptails than partridges 
in the locality hunted, 

Snowshoe rabbits seemed to be fairly plentiful, although I did not 2 
gather that this is anything but a casual observation, 

AL. 

Oct. 9, 1934 

Memo for Wing: : 

Dr. D. P, Wheeler, Madison, hunted on October 6, 23 miles northeast 
of Park Falls on County Trunk G, near Seewart's Resort. He found partridges 
very scarce, although local people said they had been abundant in 1933 and 

1932. ; 

Sharptails were lower than in 1933, but still fairly numerous, : 
The sharptails he shot were fat and healthy and seemed to be young birds. 

Rabbits were scarce. 
AL.
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; Copy to Elton \ % 

: New Soils Building 
dugust 29, 1934 

Baron Alexander von Beyer j 
456 Lockwood Avene 
Los Angeles, California 

Dear Sirt 

Your offer to make observations on the cycle on your 
intended trip to northern British Columbia is very much appreciated, : 

The principal need is to bring back information on the 
current status of cyelic species in the region you traverse, plus 

as much of the past chronology of the cycle as you may be able to 
gather from natives, 

The species most easily observed would be the grouse, hares, 
foxes, and, if possible, rodents. ‘the methods of indicating chron- 
ology may be deduced from the attached reprint, "British and American 
Grouse Oycles,” Should you have time to go into the matter more 
deeply, I would suggest the ‘following references? 

. Ob nable om Mr, Copley Amory, aahon | and 

Wood's Hole, Massachusetts, 

Leopold, Aldo. with 
Central States, Chapter Y, Obtainable from Dr. 
We o MeAtee, v. 8, Biological Survey, Washington, 

D. Ce 

Leopold, Aldo. ae aaa. Chapter III, 
Charles Seri 8 By York. 1933. 

For more specific suggestions as to information needed 
from northern British Columbia I am writing to Charles Hiton of 
Oxford University, England, who has been studying Hudson Bay records 
in relation to the Canadian cycle and who may address you direct, 

If you can state particular years in which ptaraigan end 
grouse of the central Asian steppes were abundant or searce, it would 
be of great interest to Mr. Elton, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Alevh In Charge, Game Research 

- Bnel.
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August 18,1934 

4456 Lockwood Ave 

Los Angeles,Calif. 

Professor Leopold 

Sir: 

I am writing to you herewith after hearing your address over the N.B.C. 

Farm and Home Hour , I am not a regular listener to their program but 

when your subject was mentioned I listened with deep interestnto your 

notes on conservation of game and the decennial-cyclic destruction 

\ of small game,animals and birds « If possible ,Z should like to have a 

yw copy of that lecture. I have done considerable exploration work in 

Canada where I have abserved something of this phenomena and have noted 

that there is some such occurrence among the ptarmigan and grouse of the 

Centeral Asian Steppes. 

In the fall of this year I am making an exploratory survey into Arctic 

Canada, the purpose will be largly to take geophysical observations 

and to take meteorological and biological notes. We propose to spend 

a year "in", We will have an excellent opportmity to make observations 

which should be of value in the field that you spoke of and in a region 

that has as yet untouched. Though none of our personell is,l believe, 

particularly qualified along this line, we should be happy to make such 

observations,and to send on to you at the return of our party next year, 

as we are able to. I have had to follow the general tendency of arctic 

travellers in the reduction of size and expense of expedition,so it would 

not be possible tomake any special allowances or increase of personell 

: onthis trip.



tt would prove ,I am certain, there-for of real value to the efficiency 

of the work if we were advised of possible observation and somewhat of 

the methods of making them. We will I feel have ample time and opportunity 

to do something in this way. Our objective and journey thereto will 

carry us from Fort St. John in northern British Columbia to the Mackenzie 

Mountains of the Rockies. Wireless contact will be maintained with the 

outside world. 

Hoping that the above will prove of some interest to you , and of 

possible value to the conservation "cause" and in the interests of 

science, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

Vow (3 = ev - 

—<—_—. 

Alexander, Baron von Beyer.
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New Soils waihtng 

September 18, 193 

Baron Alexander von Beyer 
W456 Lockwood Avenue 
Los Angeles, California 

Dear Baron von Beyer: 

I will try to answer the two specific questions in 
your letter of September 6. 

Yes, there is a connection over ani above mere 
starvation between the decline in prey species and the corres- 
ponding decline in predatory species, Many of the predators 
are definitely known to share in the cyclic diseases of prey, 
especially tularemia. The subject is, of course, imperfectly 
explored, but we know that there is a pathological connection 
as well as a food connection, ; 

T used the term "biological eclipse" purely as a 
figure of speech and a not very accurate one, I referred 
merely to the temporary disappearance of animal populations, 
It was an attempt to dramatize for popular consumption the 
nature of the cycle phenomenon, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh



4456 Lockwood Avenue, 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

September, 6th, 1954. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 

In Charge, Game Research, 

University of Wisconsin. 

Dear ee 5 

I read with great interest your letter and enclosures of August 

29th, since it will be several months before my departure I have 

time to peruse the subject farthary I am writing for the reports 

that you list. I have Seton's " Arctic Prairies" and note the 

graphd of the H.B. Co.'s fur returns, would you then say that this 

year would be a year of scarcity in fur returns, as nearly all fur 

bearers seem to be somewhat affected though not coincidentally. 

Naturally since these species kmown to be affected comprise a large 

part of the food supply others would be affected in this way by the 

a ae. die-off, but appart from starvation is there a known connection ? 

oye” I know that fox is affected by ulcerative enteritis, I have a case 

= on recorde You make an interesting parallel, in your radio talk 

referring to the population level of all species, the possible violent 

"vibration" and the present world wide disturbances, I am intensly 

interested in this parallelism and have been doing some research into 

historic and "pre-historic" records which seem even into the Mayany 

and other cycles to be marked. I should like to know in what sense 

Ywa¥ you use the term "biological eclipse". 1 shall look forward to a 

es communication with Mr Elton and am searching journals for information 

which may be useful. With best wishes, i am, 

yours Sincerely, Baron Voh [Reyer



July 14, 1934 

Syele : 

Earl L, Atwood, Jr,, State Forest Nursery, Wisconsin Rapids, 
Wis., reports finding many half-grown rabbits (cottontail) dead in 
woods, many "dopey." Few adults. Grand Rapids Township, T22NR6E 
(Wood Co.). 

; Copies: Grange 
Cycle” 
Cottontail 
Disease 
Wood Co,



Digest of 

Wu, Chandless, Watt to Salt take i Cape cook ) Smith, Wider, & Co,, 
mn, . ‘ 

P. 103, "Among these (sagebushes), like grouse smong heather, 
Oh ee ae en ae 

t © gray-hen end guinea fowl, and on the average the 
size of a good pullet, to which, as delicacies, they are not 
inferior." (this was between the last crossing of the Platte 
and the intersection with the Sweetwater, Were these sagehens 
or sharptails?) 

Ps 140, Drought and grasshoppers at Salt Lake, 1855 and 1956, 

Pp. 311, Geese. "Our road lay by a broad sluggish river, on which, and 
on eae Ree eet oe et were millions and 

millions of 4 geese, white and grey, the latter a good deal 
the most wary: I saw nore geese there in two hours than in my 
whole life before or since,” (1 day east of San Pedro, Calif,) 

Filet Digests 
Utah 
Sagehen 

& Cycle. 
Geese 

‘ 
i 

a
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dagast 27, 193% 

MEMO FOR GRANGE: 

The following notes were obtained from Roy W. Olson, 
Nine~Mile Camp, Three Lakes, Wisconsin, I cannot recall whether 
we were together when I got this information or whether I got it 
after we parted company, but to make sure I am sending you a digest 
of it. The information presumably applies to the neighborhood of 
Nine-Mile Camp, 

See Se ste Oe eee cane eee ee ee 
size of broods last year (1933). This applies to the corner of 
Forest, Vilas, and Oneida counties, 

Snowshoes. ‘There are fewer rabbits even in the unpoisoned areas than i 
in 1933. It is estimated that there are one-quarter to one-half less. 

Sharptail. Seem to be about the sane as last year. 

Se Three guesses from local observers ran 631, #1, 321 
as the proportion of does to bucks, 

; Aldo Leopold 

File: Cycle folder ~ 
Oneida Co. 

. \
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CONSOLIDATED PAPER CORPORATION LIMITED 

—_FHE ANTICOSTLCORPORATION —_ 

PORT MENIER 

ANTICOSTI, P.Q.June 21st, 1934. eat a? 

: eV A? 

ya 
ee adi 

Professor Aldo Leopold, — 
University of Wisconsin, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir:- 

I trust you will pardon my delay in replying to your 
letter of March 29th. I have been and atill am extremely busy; 
we are making extensive preparations to entertain several hundred 
salmon fishermen and this means considerable work for myself. 

it am enclosing an extract from hy last annual report 

vy which 1 hope may prove to be of some interest to you, in connec- 
| tion with this extract you will find a graph of our fox take from 
\ 1917 to 1934,Vin connection with this L may say that we purchased 

‘the island only in 1926 and I am not sure of the statistics before 
i that date, L am inclined to believe that up to the year 1923 poa- 3 

ching very seriously affected the reeomeef take also I believe 
that although 1925 was a comparatively poor year for fox trapping, 

ey the take of fox was affected by a poor trapping organization that 
Gwe |} year. iie still have poaching on the Island but I believe that this 
eye does not affect our annual take from one year to another, by this 

RG \ I mean to say that poachers take perhaps 10% annually. Partridge 

Cot sit seem to be still quite numerous this year, I will be very pleased 

r “eel? to give you information~“6n Our partridge population from time to 

o” | time and we will watch it this year particular, - I recently had 

a@ questionnaire to fill in from Gmmes Zitontenay8u may be in- 

| terested to know that paboits on the Island are apparently on the 

increase at the present time and probably near the maximum. I do 

| not believe that rabbit is such an important item in the food of 

| fox here as in other parts of Canada, from somewhat limited ana- 

( | lysis of contents of fox stomach we believe that fox feed pretty 

\ much on deer meat during the winter and early spring and from 

\ observation we believe that in the summer their diet is largely 

‘from Tishe 

i have never published and to be quite frank about 

the matter, 1 have no desire whatsoever to appear in print 1 would 

however, be very pleased to forward to yourself any information 

which we could gather here which might be of interest to you and 

whieh if you think advisable could be put out under your own name 

At various times i prepare reports and draw certain conclusions 

regarding our game here and 1 would certainly apprediate it if you



CONSOLIDATED PAPER CORPORATION LIMITED 

—FHe ANTICOSTI CORPORATION 

PORT MENIER 

ANTICOSTI, P.Q. 

- 2 -_ 

would criticize my conclusions. 

I am rather expecting to drive down to Louisiana 
in the montp of September and coming back, if everything 
goes well, I will endeavour to pass through Madison. As soon 
as the fishing season is over, I will give you some varied 
information on wild life on the Island. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours very truly, 

Crt/ILie 

eloeX & 
Comer, the haath eee



Cabcck \aaniy 
- ISLAND FUR BBARERS. CRA 

a 

FOX I have prepared a plan which shows the Island divided into three 
parts and I may say that this plan, although without detail, is drawn 
to scale. It is very interesting to foliow this plan and see where our 
fox come from over a period of years. You will note that I have called 
the areas A B and C. 

Annual fox take in percentages from A B and C for a period of 6 years. 

1928-29 29-50 30-51 51-32 52-55 55-54 average 6 years. 

A 14.92 18.49 51.49 22.20 25.90 21.95 22,51 

B 61.46 53.75 51.65 53.50 52.57 55.86 54.76 

¢ 25.62 27.66 16.86 24.50 21.55 22.19 22.75 

examination of the plan will show that considering the areas 
of these divisions, area C consistently shows a very much lower take 
than do A and B. dxamination of the returns incidentally shows not 
only a very much lower take per unit of area (or if you like per mile 
of shore line) but it also shows that the average pelt from this sea- 
tion is of considerably lower value than pelts from the other two di- 
visions. 

Examination of the plan will show that considering the areas of 
these aivisions, area C consistently shows a very much lower take than 
do A and B. We try and find some reason why C gives such a poor yield. 
At first thought we say that area A being the closest to the mainland 
is more heavily poached than the other areas but this is not sufficient 
as when poachers once get into the Island they can cross over from one 
shore to another and they will certainly try and get into the best 
trapping areas. Consideration of typography and other natural features 

may throw some light on the subject. First consider A, this area at the 

west of the Island is generally gently rolling, well watered by lakes 

and small creeks and contains a large percentage of cleared land in 

the shape of cultivated land and natural plains. The land sloped gen- 

tly to the water and there is usually a fairly large strip of naturally 

cleared land at the beach. Finaliy in this area most of the lumbering 

done on the Island has taken place. 

Area B. This section contains land usualiy gently rolling, cliffs at 

Ste Marie Jupiter and near.Chicotte, but forming only a very small part 

of the total shore line. No artificaliy cleared land but at the wes- 

tern end a certain amount of cut over and containing a large area of 

natural plain from one end to the other. For a considerable part of 

its length these plains reach back from the beach. 

Area (. This area embraces the high land of the Island. For the grea- 

ter part of its length the land is almost rugged in character and with 

steep or vertical cliffs rising right from the sea. At the extreme 

eastern end a considerable area of plain but this usually swampy or 

in parts, as at Sand Tpp, barren. This area @ is usualiy densely wooded 

and as a matier of fact contains by far the greatest part of the tim- 

ber on the Island. The whole area ganerally well watered with possibly



uae 

fewer lakes than have A and B. 

I have felt for some time that food was a very impor- 
tant factor in the life of the fox and it undoubtedly is but there are 
numerous other factors which must be considered. as I have attempted to 
show under "Wild Life" I might mention that in this area C there are 
less deer than in the other areas in proportion to the areas. To make 
it clearer less dear per square mile. For an area of lana to be accep- 
table to fox it must offer not only food but places for hiding, resting, 
sleeping playing and raising young. I believe the reason C is not more 
acceptable to fox is because it does not contain enough cleared areas, 

There are less deer here also because the area is in general one of 

heavy timber with few small trees and therefore scant winter food. As 

you know, the deer in winter live largely on balsam. 

I am showing a graph of the known fox take on the Is- 
land for the last 18 years. We wonder why there is such a variation in 

the take from year to year and each year we learn something new. This 

year we find that the weather had adversely affected the number of Pox 

we are able to trap, despite the fact that there are lots of foxes here, 

Last autumn we knew that there were a lot of fox on the Island and 

prepared for a large take. At the start of trapoing results were most 

promising, but winter set in very early and has been particularly eolda 

and rough. This severe weather killed a great many of our deer (zg 

estimate that half the deer will be killed off this winter) the cead 

deer provided food in abundance for the fox and food was scattered all 

over the bush, as a result the fox spread out instead of concentrating 

near the gea°ags in former years, moreover they became very suspicious 

and were very hard to trap. There are still a great many fox on the 

Island and with very abundant food. I estimate that next year will yiel 

a record take of fox. 

-0-0-0-0-0-
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New Soils Building 

July 6, 1934 

Ur, ©. R, Townsend 
Consolidated Paper Corporation Ltd. 

Anticosti, Quebee 

Dear Mr. Townsend: 

Thank you very much for taking the pains to send me 
the detailed information about Anticosti, particularly the 
graph on foxes. All this infomation is very valuable, I can 
assure you it will not be lost, 

I would be mich pleased to have you stop here next 
September. Let me mow in advance if possible when you will . 
probably arrive, so I can arrange my field work accordingly. 

I am glad you are in touch with Elton, If you have 
not sent him the fox graph, please let me know and I will send 
him a copy, together with a copy of your explanatory material, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh



Extract from letter from C, R, Townsend, Consolidated Paper Corporation Ltd., 
Port Menier, Anticosti, P.Q., June 21, 1934. (Filed in Cycle folder) 

"T am enclosing an extract from my last anmal report which I hope 
may prove to be of some interest to you, in connection with this extract 
you will find a graph of our fox teke from 1917 to 1934, and in connection 
with this I may say that we purchased the island only in 1926 and I am 
not sure of the statistics before that date, I am inclined to believe 
that up to the year 1923 poaching very seriously affected the take, also 
I believe that although 1925 was a comparatively poor year for fox trapping, 
the take of fox was affected by a poor trapping organization that year. 
We still have poaching on the island, but I believe that this does not 

affect our annual take from one year to another. By this I mean to say 
that poachers take perhaps 10% anmally. Partridge seem to be still 
quite mmerous this year, I will be very pleased to give you information 
on our partridge population from time to time and we will watch it this 
year particularly. I recently had a questionnaire to fill in from Elton 
of Oxford and you may be interested to know that rabbits on the island 
are apparently on the increase at the present time and probably near the i 
maximum. I do not believe that rabbit is such an important item in 5 
the food of fox here as in other parts of Canada. From somewhat limited 

enalysis of contents of fox stomachs, we believe that fox feed pretty 
mach on deer meat during the winter and early spring and from observation 
we believe that in the summer their diet is largely fish." ; 

File: Cycle” 
Ruffed Grouse 
Fox 
Snowshoe
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Monthly Letter to Animal Husbandmen 
iEGano Waived ARMOUR'S LIVESTOCK BUREAU 

DikeaTon ARMOUR AND COMPANY, UNION STOCK YARDS 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Vol. 13, No. 2 pos Vastader colle ts Poe onaee JUNE, 1934 

The Current Status of the Cattle Cycle 

A eivt survey of the present situation of the Effect of Dairy Cattle 
cattle industry with reference to its long-time . . 
trends is interesting because of several fee om — SS fen iy or pasion <a 
First, the number of cattle on farms and ranges a” er oat ee ne : : : uman population and the unusual rate of de- in the United States since January 1, 1928 has 1 f the dairy industry che follow 
tended to increase. Second, an unfavorable price Ce eee °c 
situation existed in the entire beef trade last fall table shows in percentages for alternating years, 
and winter due to low buying power. Third, the change iB the proportion of dairy cattle 

there is current necessity for relief for cattlemen Going gL Cate. 
due to the drouth. Fourth, an opportunity to The striking nature of this increase in milk 
experiment in produc- cows is evidenced by a 
tion control in cattle is Se comparison of the first 
ne Presented throngh J bps ehiteen eee oa decade and 7 de- 
the Agricultural Ad- td te cade shown. The aver- 
justment Administra- | pf age of the percentages 
tion. Air QUIN eke Lie 7 Tey ree covering these periods 

The population of fl qundes | pees fat 7 PTR ata indicates that for the 
cattle, as measured ela coated. VOU OREM STEN aE decade ending with 
each year by the esti- 7 —_|—_ + —_f —. 1912, there were 29% 
mates of the U. S. De- isle | Sine emit percent of milk cows 
partment of Agricul- gine roulsca PS ppsneerne there stil in the United States 
ture, has varied in a belied ta ease ceed ai cattle population, 
rather regular, wave- cca gill nn nalpiaied tnt tel while in the last decade 
like, manner. Each of see ee the average is 38% 
these waves or cycles Ficure 1. percent. 
has been of approxi- The indications from 
mately fifteen years’ duration (Figure 1), with the last two censuses of human population are 
the upswings lasting approximately seven years that the rate of increase has slowed down drasti- 
and the downswings about eight years. Stated cally, and in so far as the number of dairy cows 
more directly, in each case cattle population has 
increased for seven years, following which the Taste I. 
movement has reversed itself and the numbers y. ten y. Fesen 
have decreased for eight years. Not only has —_j9o4 bE G56 ae ae 
cattle production experienced these regular cy-  1906........... 274 © 1922........... 3118 
clical variations in population, but it has also 1908eesuschoen’ 912035 19240 07 GING B88 
shown a general and rather constant expansion.  1910........... 31.3 1926........... 37.2 
Thus each of these cycles has tended to rise Ppeteraony ae doaritceie bake af 
somewhat higher than the previous one. (See 1916.11...) 300 to3% 0) ae 

Figure 1.) 1918. 22 Doke, srbo.et olaozEIG Bi Via baggy
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has depended on the growth of human popula- and will later actually diminish the number of 

tion, we may expect a sharp decrease in the rate animals in his herd. Consequently, the cycle of 
of expansion in milk cattle. It therefore appears production is closely related to profits. 
that the general increase in the number of cattle To determine the relative profitableness of 
in the United States is nearing an end. Cycles in __ beef cattle on farms, the value per head of beef 
cattle population will undoubtedly continue to cattle at the farm was used, deflated by the farm 
persist, but it is doubtful if each cycle will con- _ product index. This procedure relates the value 
tinue to rise higher than the one preceding it— of cattle to the value of all farm products. When 

at least in the striking manner demonstrated in the value is high relative to all farm paedcts 
Figure 1. cattle production is profitable as related to other 

forms of agricultural production. If all agri- 
Cattle Popdletten bs BaehteeTiond cultural production should happen not to be 

te and Farm Value of Cattle per Head profitable, then the products of cattle would still 
Oe ee ee tend to purchase more for the farmer than the 
Nf ene ee [eee ee | products resulting from other farm enterprises. 

BIGAG. Alienne ANZ bag. wie Anal abel On the other hand, when this deflated value is 
ae ies adh oa hd tee vee sale low, the cattle enterprise is certain to be an un- 

eos eas ae Uh ee leeds ad profitable form of agricultural production. 
(oo a Pin ogee ce Figure 2 indicates that these deflated values 
(eter fal OL be pee eh ea move in a cyclical manner during the course of 
ee ee time just the same as does the cattle population. 

SCE a ch s id | Furthermore, the cycles are of about the same 
Se duration. However, corresponding points in the 

Ficure 2. two cycles do not occur in the same years. While 
4 the peak of the value cycle was reached in 1899. 

Upswing of the Cycle , a like point in the rodtictlthn cycle was not 
In the Monthly Letter for April, 1930, it was reached until four years later, in 1903. Approxi- 

pointed out that the cattle population had mately the same relationship in time may be 
reached a low point in 1928, and that thereafter noted at practically all other turning points in 
it was on the upswing of the cycle. This up- the cycles during the forty-five years covered in 
swing has continued regularly since that time. the graph. Hence, if each point of the popula- 
Today interest is centered on the time when the : i toes 
peak of the present cycle would be reached nor- Farm Value of Cattle per Head and 
ee and a a movement in cattle popu- ae Cattle Population as Percent of Trend* 
ation initiated. In order to make an estimate of 4 a dT ae oe 

the time when this will occur, one must deter- a ie Se ZERO 
mine the factors which are related to this event, oo Sol 
or which presage it. ee ee 
Two of the factors related to the general ex- 5 ee 

pansion in cattle numbers have already been 0 tt besedilo |, 
mentioned. It is obvious that the part of the | — femoris sae i+ 
variation in population, due to the general long- reese 
time growth of cattle paieuies can be is cpg 
counted for, and the variations due to it re- a etn Set 
moved from the data on cattle population. When FEOURES: 
this was done, only the cyclical movement was tion cycle be moved ahead by four years, then 
left, and the results are shown in Figure 2. This each will correspond closely to a similar point 
remaining cycle can be accounted for almost on the value cycle, as shown in Figure 3. This 
entirely by the response of cattle producers to relationship is quite logical, since the producers’ 
price. These producers, like most business men, response to profit does not become fully effective 
are regulated in their production programs by for some time to come in a slowly changing in- 
the profitableness of their enterprise. If the dustry, such as that of cattle, where it is almost 
cattle industry is profitable to the producer, he impossible to change rapidly either the size of 
tends to expand his operations. If it appears the herds or the number of cattle ready for the 
unprofitable to him he will first cease to expand market. 

Page Two 

4
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Probable Termination of Increased steers in slaughter is much higher than in the 
Cattle Population , earlier years. This indicates that a greater pro- 

Therefore, since these two cycles do move to- portion of she-stock has been retained in the 
gether, and the value cycle runs ahead of the breeding herds. 
population cycle by a period of some four years, ooo 
then the value cycle of the past four years may Prices of Range Caitle, Fat Cows and Heifers, and Conners at Chicago 

be used as an indication of what the population race SR assesses msc 
cycle is likely to do during the next four years. . PA J is 
This suggests that the cattle population cycle 4 - * 
would reach a peak about 1935, following which _ ig ea Kade ace | 
numbers may begin to recede rather slowly. SZ pS oe (anal 
However, some irregularity in the movement of ‘ satshil Sh sah fated i 
the future cycle as related to past cycles may 4 VN A) Sees \ UNH 
occur, because of the fact that the sex make-up 1o|_Samenrtne SA eae ly /\, 
of the population has changed. Since 1920 cows ee iS: a 
have gradually come to make up a larger per- oft Lh Poo, | 
centage both of the total population and of the A eee 
beef population. This increase has not always Ficure 5. 

pee hich ie (rama ae eight, gee The average for the first four months of 1934 
abet tat titi hniusants show.the'general rela- —_ i, jegs than the average for the year of 1933, and 
og ee Merde Weory Picea arccags apparently indicates that cattlemen are still 
sau Native Steers— CowsansHeifers~ Range Cattle— Canners— | | ee more oe ol ae ae ce 
; " is figure is somewhat misleading, because o 
+-—+—_} —_ e- the influence of seasonal variation in cow 
LE, Meme aoe DOs ar JSAM VEDA Sul slaughter. Cow slaughter is very much greater 
[Saat iy RAG TEN VA Wied | in the late summer, fall, and early winter than 

aegis POZA VN] in the first four months of the year, and conse- 
NE nN) quently a comparison of these two figures does 
NN , not reflect the situation accurately. Actually the 
ft at i ot x a? total number of cows slaughtered during the 

2 serosa ee first four months of 1934 was 32 percent greater 
Faure 4. than in the same period last year, and 36 percent 

tionship quite clearly. Further evidence is greater than in 1932, while the increases in 
afforded by the inverse relation of cow slaughter of all cattle for the corresponding 
slaughter. Records exist ‘since 1923 and are periods were 28 percent and 32 percent respec- 
shown in the following table. tively. 

Sex Giaswninivoniencinitas raisin Cattle Slaughter Greater Flexibility of Cattle Production 
Percent Steers Percent Cows Nevertheless, the potential capacity for ex- Es in . in a pansion is much greater in 1934 than it was in 

foe eee eae ee 40,43 1920. There has been a continuing trend through- 
1925 45.31 51.31 out the entire country to reduce the proportion 
1926. ree cesssierre I 46.88 49.73 of steers over a year old, and to increase the pro- 
Dette ho te AZOl 49.27 portion of beef production on a “cow-and-calf” 
Pe ae pias basis.* This, of course, has two effects. If the 
1030. ae 51.84 44.38 producer wishes to expand his beef production 
1931. tate oa 54.75 41.75 he can get a bigger increase per year than when 
193248) a amen cr 54.96 42.06 a larger proportion of his herd was steers. On nee ~~ — 7 Sree ae haa Ai deca te 

_ It will be noted that the percentage of cows er i c C HOla Banal une. 2 aomUte 
in slaughter since 1929 is very much less than os aaee it eee ee ee ee aoe Hy the percentage of cows in the slaughter preced- the oy eee eo to carry them over to yearling or greater 
ing that time. Conversely, the percentage of ise om apparantly pogneress oe promostiog of cows in their 
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the slaughter of cows. In any event, the present period, but in many instances there were ten- 
high proportion of cows in beef herds makes the dencies for the spread between the different 
control of beef production much more flexible classes of cattle to vary. 
than fifteen to twenty-five years ago. (Tables The relationship between these spreads in 
II and III.) price may be demonstrated best by relating them 

Part of this change in the sex make-up in total to a common base. For the purpose of this study, 
population is due to the rapid increase of the the base used was the price of native steers at 
dairy industry, as already shown. But undoubt- Chicago, and in Figure 5 the prices of range 
edly some of this “back-log” of she-stock is a cattle, fat cows and heifers, and canner cattle 

were expressed as a percentage of this base. In 
general, range cattle have been nearest the level 

wat Actas wenn arictiaase on 4 of the price of native steers. Fat cows and 
(chownjee Rarceiitage offNative sitet Prices) agen have been slightly OF, cack kel 

oe e owever, in certain instances they have been 
a Ff A or ? above them, and in the early part of this century 
7 ea i aN were near the same level as native steers, for one 

cdc. | i ic nlc year actually being above them. Canner cattle 
ea i ed accor LAL tant NS at all times have been below the level of other 

Be ai | cosa saad] coe, ! classes of cattle. 
pepe ee ee ee ee 

| Range Cattle Values 
De cacti ree ah The foregoing statements apply only in a gen- 

Ficure 6. eral way to the price relationships. The more 
specific relationships may be seen in Figures 6 

normal part of the cycle. During the early to 8 in which the related price of each class of 
period of expansion in the cycle, cows are kept cattle to native steers is plotted separately. Also 
on farms and ranges, but during the time of re- in each class a line representing the long-time 
duction near the end of the expansion phase of trend of the relationship is plotted. 
the cycle, she-stock must be liquidated. The re- The relation of range cattle prices and native 
cent low point in the percentage of cows in steers is given in Figure 6. While the general 
slaughter occurred in 1931. In both 1932 and level of range prices is about 20 percent below 
1933 the percentage increased and normally a the other, there was a tendency for this spread 
further increase should occur in 1934. to become slightly greater wes the 

eriod from 1884 to 1933, as indicated by the 
Complexity of Beef Values eek line. Without doubt this line reflects, over 

The cattle producer not only has to face the 
problem of these long-time swings in cattle 
population related to changes in profits, but also Average Yearly Prices of Fat Cows and Heifers at Chicago 

‘ complex poneeanali a a Deion Sap exists (Shown as Percentage of Native Steer Prices) 
tween various Classes of cattle. ere are nu- ee =i, 

merous grades of beef, the wholesale grades Se cake SM Re ik ed li 
adopted by the Institute of American Meat id Epa, -— 3 

Packers totaling about forty, and the wholesale ye eed LN NBER | [i Manila 
price ranges from the best to the poorest, vary- SND [ erage Se PS ee 
ing from about 20 cents per pound to as low as Gai as |. cieem:| 0 NST alae : 
4 or 5 cents. Consequently, not all beef is directly PRM Dict [ona Bea vl ssn, ae pe a 
Guanes aye ee other beef, and, therefore, the Hab click ee™ | ceccs eee a 
prices of all classes of beef do not move always eee | eee 
in the same direction. In Figure 4 the ee OPS pre ae Corea menue ye oo 
average yearly prices at Chicago of native steers, noon mien 
range cattle, fat cows and heifers, and canners Ficure 7. 
are shown. From 1884 to about 1931 a rather 
general upward movement with some variations _a long time the tendency of consumers to demand 
of a cyclical or fortuitous nature occurred. In a higher finish in the beef they purchase; how- 
general way, prices moved together during this ever, when total cattle supply has been light, 
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range cattle prices have approached native steer cent below native steer prices to 65 percent be- 
prices more closely. To many range cattlemen, low, during the 40 year period ending in 1933. 
the small amount of decline in the long-time The actual relationship shows slight cyclical 
trend may actually seem surprising, as the drop variation around this trend. 
over the entire period is only about three per- 
cent of the price of native cattle. However, if it — 
is measured in the price of range cattle, it be- Range Cattle 
comes approximately four percent. The yearly Price Trends of {ta Sov 
relationship of range prices, of course, varies at (Shown as Percentage of Native Steer Prices) mg 
materially from the trend line and, in fact. S21. OSMletr SOO geMm Uk 
shows soaeduine of a cyclical movement which Tk She eam eee) 
is inverse to the total cattle population. In other 0. COQ(S EU Ceara eaertetionagie [oe 
words, as the cattle population increases, the {ff 
spread between range cattle and native beef ter tei Somer eee «| ol 
cattle widens, and as the cattle population de- RRS RS A ce a 
creases the spread narrows, and range cattle {Cena ee 
more nearly approach the price of native cattle. 2 re yi z rc na 

She-Stock Values Figure 9. 
The price relationship of fat cows and heifers 

to native steers is depicted in Figure 7, and General Relationships 
shows an even greater downward trend than Figure 9 is presented to give a composite pic- 

that of range cattle. Possibly this sharp down- _ture of the price trends of the other three classes 
ward movement is due to the relatively high of cattle relative to native steers. It will be noted 

tepid seb enc athe detain Ging the tlt cont perio -how 
nitely that over a long period of time she-stock oer she-stock has fallen off very decidedly. 
has been losing its position in the cattle market. The loss in the position of canner stuff is not so 

_ may Buve been Gye 3h p ant tb the tncreaye surprising, as better grades of meat have become 
in the number of cows, to which reference has NeRHEdL HU it i¢ IntereeHe ta dic teCtee 
already been made. The trend line was less than ae re li ‘a dl f 8 “i 
20 percent below native steer prices in 1893, but eee Pe eee a 
in 1933 it was more than 30 percent below. 22 ionic ae chistes oS 

In Figure 8 the prices of canners also show a heifers, even though it has occurred at a differ- 

decided downward trend, falling from 50 per- nt level. Just what influence dairy cows have 
on the situation is difficult to determine. Un- 
doubtedly large numbers of dairy cows in the 

Average Yearly Prices Canner Cattle at Chicago cornbelt which have been fed on corn bring as 
ees da anon es uercanr nen (oy Narieessenn niece) ails, good prices as the best quality of grass-fat range 
ee el ae cows, while canner cows from the range or from 

ara Ne Meee nang Se dairy herds show no important difference in 
a aa tea la eacaale value due to type of breeding. While there may 

Sc )se a LS eae ar el 2 ele be a tendency on the part of beef cattle breeders 
etl el ee to blame dairy cows for the relative decline in 

tN ee value of fat cows and heifers, there is little in 
++} the live price situation to prove the point. More 
99° typ} probably the declining relative values are due 
(Go ed, to the increased proportion of she-stock in the 

eos te tL slaughter rather than to any question of relative 

Ficure 8, quality. 
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Tape III. 
Trend of Numbers of Milk Cattle and Cattle Not Kept for Milk 

as of January 1, 1920-1934 
(Thousand head) 

% Beef % Dairy % % % Beef 
All Beef All Dairy Cows Cows Steers Cows Cows of 

Total Beef Cows and Beef Dairy Cowsand of All of All of All of All Beef 
Year Population Cattle* Heifers Steers Cattle Heifers Cattle Cattle Cattle Cattle Cattle 

P9200 200... -at'8FO,B25) > 40,079 16,458 10,020: 30,246 *' 25,875 23.4 36.8 14.2 60.2 41.1 
BOQ is sei inne ee ee GBIO38) pi BS 850i 9116128 9,454 29,783 25,604 23:5 37.3 13.8 60.8 41.5 
TOO Fics swt sp POM ERSN 3851251 15.936.-49,072 30,15 ng 25704). 32 sa 687.6 gcd Dn HOS ierhles 
Biase sinew vn ¢ OL OE SOIL. 1,049. 8,704 30,593 26,254 23:2 39.0 12.9 62.2 42.5 

si nase nde nv OB Oe ans. SIS 20 8,239 30,809 26,431 23.6 40.1 12:5 63.7 44.3 
Too os oie ts, OSL Due LOD 1a ay, ZATM; — 30,950%.7926)676 > 2257 42.3 114 65.0 44.6 
M26. oo 5 wine's usivingstOWO7 1, 29,340... 12,999 6,647 30,632 26,356 21.7 43.9 11.1 65.6 44.3 
Bees. s heivin soc: ddoes A0peoR nd ao10 5,848 30,590 26,207 . 20.7 45.6 10.2 66.3 44.2 
DI isce se conte OLR. 20,808. 11288 5,362 30,893 26,287 1) 46.4 9.5 66.3 43.7 
Fak sees ncaa DESte- > weeds 11/844 5,465 31,645 26,734 19.6 46.2 9.4 65.8 43.2 
© ir cccds ear Oe ed OU tts 16384 5,445 32,615 27,610 19.5 46.2 eh 65.7 42.9 
Moi o> teak OORT © 27,749" 12:200 5453) 33,238 28.351 20.0 46.5 8.9 66.5 44.0 
W938 2c tesscis bee's ~62,696--+28,543—.-12,624 5,206 34,113 29,160 20.1 46.5 8.3 66.7 44.2 

ce... : Ode 30,434 13,407 5,403 35,118 29,981 20.5 45.7 8.2 66.2 44.1 
PtGy. 5. s++-5-0s3> Olde ol,e10. 13,920 5,467 36,076 30,811 20.7 45.7 8.1 66.4 44.5 

* Recorded as “Other than Milk Cattle” by U. S. D. A. 
Source—A. A. A., Cattle and Sheep Section, U. S. D. A., “The Beef Cattle Problem,” April, 1934. 

Conclusion 
The foregoing study brings out several im- probably reached, its approximate limit, and 

portant points. will be only very gradual hereafter, once the 
1. Under normal conditions cattle popula- current reduction of milk cows is effected. 

tion would be expected to increase for one more 3. The spread in price between steers and 
year, but the drouth situation and the possible she-stock has increased constantly over forty 
cattle control programs may offset this trend. years. It is probably more dependent on the in- 

2. The rate of increase in dairy cattle that crease in she-stock available for slaughter, than 
depended on increase in human population has on important differences in quality of beef. 

K.B. 
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Notes on Variations in Abundance in the Coon 
Creek Watershed 

ares Larson said the most grouse he ever saw was two winters ago (1932) 
when he flushed a bunch of 40 or 50, Remembered no fluctuations in 

? quail, Said grouse had been declining since 1932, Saw only a dozen 
: or so all last winter, : 

#2 Ragnvald Roalkvam said there were more jackrabbits in the past two or t 
three years than previously. Said there were no jackrabbits up 15 years ; 
ago. Said there were also more cottontails in the last two years, 

#3 Rudolph Schlict indicated a high in pheasants in 1931. He said that in 
the winter of 1931~32 a mmber of pheasants lived in his ridge fam, i 
one lived there the following winter and none the past winter. He said 

. that 5 years ago it was difficult to find two grouse to a section; they | 
were considerably more mmerous in the past two years but had declined 
since the winter of 1932-33. Said quail, rabbits and squirrels were more 
abundant in the past two years than they had been five years ago. 

#4 Bd Clements said queil were more abundant this year than he had ever before 
seen them in his life, 

#5 Palmer Blihevde said rabbits were searce last year and abundant this year, 
Noticed no fluctuations in grouse or quail, ‘ 

#6 Boy at Minnie Rude's says jackrabbits were more abundant last winter than : 
ordinarily, Noticed no fluctuations in cottontails or quail. i 

#7 Blmer Lee said quail were more abundant than usual this year, MWoticed 
no fluctuations in grouse, 

#8 Wilmer Storbakcen and his father said quail, rabbits and squirrels were 
more abundant than usual, Noticed no fluctuations in grouse. 

#9 Francis (?) said quail were five times as abundant in southern Wisconsin 
as they were 5 or 6 years ago. 

July, 1934 . 
#1 Joe Sedevie said rabbits were scarce for several years up to last year { 

and have been mumerous since, Noticed no fluctuations in quail. | 

#2 mil Brye said rabbits were scarce up to two years ago; since then they ; 

have been sbundant. [ 

Watson Hall i 

File: Coon Valley i 
Quail } 
Oycle v t 
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Pile: Cycle” 
North Dakota 

‘ W. R, Major 

Briggsville, Wis, 
Locality: Vicinity of Williston, North Dakota 

Mr. Major is a farmer who lives on County A about 4 miles north of 
Briggsville. He lived at Williston, N. D, in 1910-11 and recalls an extreme 

abundance of "snowshoe rabbits" (undoubtedly jackrabbits white in winter) 
during 1910 and 1911. He says these rabbits were on river bottom and were 
killed by floods during the spring of 1912. ‘The diagnosis of floods is, of 
course, not necessarily conclusive. It may have been disease.



File: Pass, Pigeon 
Cycle ~~ 
Ruffed Grouse : 

Gross Reference 

See “Thomas Anburey's Observations on North American Birds," by f 

Herbert Friedmann, The Auk, Vol. LI, No. 2, April, 1934, pp. 200-206,



File: Cycles 
Montana 
BoC. ee 
Pheasant 

: 2/15/34 

P.C, very abundant in 1923 near Richie Mont (Dawson Co.). 

Disappeared in 1924 and 1925. Very little hunting. Pheasants stocked 

during this period and decrease locally attributed to the pheasants. 

Were not yet enough pheasants, however, for hunting. Stocking began 

: in 1922. First open season 1926 or 1927. 

Disappearance of chickens probably due to cycle? 

Thinks chickens have remained more or less scarce ver since. 

Seasons on chickens now much shorter. 

J.J, Haggerty :



Mate eT Rl Sy DL ES ak ewe’ < Baas e Paldey 
Cycle Folder —— 

: Sect RE nen Uc Ons ic ia emrmicentaien |. 8 i a 
See "The Canadian Snowshoe Rabbit Enquiry, 1932-33,"/by Charles 

Elton, Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol, XLVIII, Yo. 5, May, 193%, pp. 73-78.
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New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jemary 18, 1934 

Mr. Forrest Nagler 
Ritz-Carlton Hotel 
Montreal, Canada 

Dear Nagler: : 

Thanks very mach for the clipping 
which I am reteining for my permanent records, 

I have now obtained contributed funds 
for a cycle study, and Mr. Wallace Grange has 
been engaged. He may have occasion to write the 
Hudson Bay people whom you mention, so I am 
sending your letter to him. j 

I will mmeh appreciate your sending 
me any further information which comes your way. 4 

With best regards, ‘a 

Yours sincerely, ; 

| 

AL/ gn Game Menager



Ptarmigan vecrease Fast. 
A phenomenal increase in ytarmi- 

gan in Mount McKinley National 
Park, Alaska, in the past four 

years is reported by Superintendent 

Harry J. Liek, according to Science 

Service. When Superintendent Liek 
first went to the park, in the Win- 

ter of 1929, these interesting birds 

rarely were even sighted. For two 

years little increase was noted. 
Then in the Winter of 1931 small 

coveys were seen traveling through 

the park. Now-they are everywhere 

by the thousands, and Mr. Liek re- 
ports that flocks of several hundred 
at headquarters are a common 

sight. During the Winter the ptar- 
migan in McKinley Park live en- 
tirely upon the buds of willows and 
birch trees.



File: Minnesot 

Giclieu”” 
; Jackrabbits 

Jackrabbits died with spotted livers at Lacquiparle Co. in western 

Minnesota in the spring of 1931. They are now (1/13/34) fairly scarce 

in this region.



Squirrel Folder 
Cycle Folder ,~ 
Minnesota Yolder 

Memo for Files, 

Mr. Marshall, formerly Supervisor of the 

Minnesota National Forest, says there were no gray 

: squirrels near Cass Lake until about 1910. After 

this they were very abundant for two years. ‘They 

then again digappeared. At about this time, he says, 

there were numerous reports of squirrels swimming 

rivers. Preswiably, therefore, this was en influx 

by nigration. 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
Jamary 2, 1934 

‘



R. He Davie 
Holt 
Coon Valley 

hie 
Quail file 

Goon Valley Erosion Froject « Yernon County 
Aldo Leopold 11-14-33 

Zoxege As be Lee, a skilied fox hunter, saye reds were being replaced by erays 

for the last decade, but the reds are now starting again to come up, One 

trapper has poisoned foxes for the fur, and thus wasted many. 

Rabbits. A. 0 Lee says they wore nearly all cone 45 years ago--about 1926, 

Now plenty. 

Ruffed Grouse. 4+ ™+ hee says there were very few 4} yoars ago, but lote this 

year, 

Prairie Chicken, A. 0. Lee says there were some left between Weatby ond Viroqua. 

(these may be winter vieltants.) ©. A. Meprad aays they wore originally 

eatuniant on the ridge prairies. 

Quail. CC. A. Beprud eays quail were plentiful until the » eventios. 

Ae Dy Loa has & coveys on 146 acres, He extimates they average 2 coveys 

per farm (doubtless he means in the valley, exelueive of the ridges). He thinks 

most of the farmera will be interested in quail cropping. 

Albert Spellman found a dying covey in about 1916-17. ‘This may have been 

a killing winter. 

_%



Pile Cycle folder “ 
Ruffed Grouse 

Extract of llth Anmal Report, Conservation Department of Maryland, 1933, p. 83 

Rutfed Grouse 

The ruffed grouse, that renowned game bird, ofttimes termed "the King 
of Game Birds," inhabits the mountainous section of Maryland, from the Catoctin 
Range to the West Virginia~Pennsylvania Line, Scientists inform us that cycles 
of disease strike the ruffed grouse, and in 1925 this disease affected the supply 
of this bird over their habitat in the entire United States and Canada, However, 
grouse have staged a come~back in Maryland for the past two years, and general 
reports are to the effect that they are more plentiful than usual and seem to 
be spreading their habitat over territory east of Washington County where formerly 
they have been too scarce to be hunted for the past ten to fifteen years, 

*Filed in Maryland Box
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Pri 929 atom had’ no Zopen 

season on prairie chick for more than a 

ve fewer chickens in the state in 28 | 
1, PAY c if 

ma chic count Chickens yuld | 

ongregate in | flocks in kaffir field 
and on kaffir sho f rop owner: on i 

si 1 them pest. They invited city 
-acqua nc: to come out hen these win- * 

er concer ions were on and help “pro- 

when iter came to riddle the shocks 

n August 
The Game Department tried to enforce 

the law, but it I only 25. rai gers for 
70,000 square mile -territor Further- 
more loc entiment wa T§ vgainst inter- 
fering with the “protection of the farmer's 

owners | | rotection.” It is estimated 
10,000 hunters irmed into that region 
fo ris season. After the first barrage the | 

kens ent ugh He tat ne! 

as nothing like laughte 

“HERE was 1 n season in 1930) 

esult of the bombardmen 929. Tt 

oe taneeeeeld. Uns 

thickens in 1931 than there had been in 

ont mn L in €. a ult nt imbetr Ww ont 

no app able dent hi been made tk 
chicken population but many a rancher an 
many a small-town merchant, hotel keeper,| 
nd au! h llected appreciated| 

doll: from t isiting sportsmen |



Cross-reference for Cycle Folder 
: Cycle Box 

Food & Cover box 

See Formosof, A. N. "The Crop of Cedar Nuts, Invasions into Europe of the 

Siberian Nutcracker (Nucifrage Caryocatactes Macrorhynchus Brehm) and 

Fluctuations in numbers of the squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris L.) Journal of 

Animal Ecology, Vol 2, No. 1, May, 1933. pp. 70-81.



WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT Cy ek fe 
News Release d 

For weekly papers only t Release: week of October 16,1933 

GROUSE OYCLE IS 
REACHED IN 1933 

, A survey by Wisconsin Conservation Department representatives 

completed early in October, definitely indicates that the awaited peak 

of the current grouse cycle has been reached in a number of northern 

and central Wisconsin counties, according to an announcement from the 

conservation department. 

Surveys made by the department during July and August indicated 

the most plentiful grouse crop that Wisconsin has seen for two or more 

decades. Ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, and prairie chicken were 

known to be reaching the peak of the present cycle. This, coupled with 

a comparatively small kill during the 1932 hunting season, and with 

three successive favorable winters and breeding seasons, made the 1933 

grouse hunting prospects exceptionally bright. Sharp-tailed grouse 

in the majority of northern counties were reported unusually plentiful 

due partially, it is believed, to extensive winter feeding operations. 

Indications of the peak of the 1933 cycle appeared in early 

September when a number of birds from isolated localities were reported 

to be sick and heavily infested with ticks. From September 22 to the 

opening of the grouse season on September 30, ruffed grouse, 

particularly, were ouueeted to be dying off in large numbers in 

certain districts. 

Grouse cycles have been traced back in Wisconsin for 60 years. 

Ruffed grouse, commonly known as partridge, appear to be more severely 

affected than either sharp-tailed grouse or prairie chickens. It is 

not unusual for 90 per cent of the total crop of ruffed grouse to be 

i wiped out within 10 days or less in a specific area from the cyclic 

disease. 

Grouse cycles vary from seven to 10 years. It is impossible to 

anticipate when the peak will be reached, and it is probable that the



Wis.Cons. Dept. 
Release: week of October 16, 1933 2. 

peak of the present cycle will run for a year or more, depending on 

the locality and the county. 

The exact cause of the grouse cycle, although it has been studie 

for years, is still a mystery. The disappearance of grouse is presumed 

to be connected with the cyclic rabbit disappearance in which the — 

tularemia germ undoubtedly plays a part. Dr. R. G. Green of the 

University of Minnesota, a well known authority on the grouse and 

rabbit cycles, reported early in October that 400 ticks were removed 

from a ruffed grouse sent to him from Lincoln county, Wisconsin, the 

latter part of September. Guinea pigs inoculated with ticks from this 

bird have died from tularemia. Dr. Green has advised the Wisconsin 

Conservation Department that ruffed grouse are also dying in large 

numbers in Minnesota. Few specimens are actually found. 

The appearance of the peak of the 1933 grouse cycle is, as 

usual "spotty." Up to the present time it has affected ruffed grouse 

principally, and on areas where the birds were most plentiful. 

Sharp-tailed grouse and prairie chickens have apparently been little 

affected as yet in the northern counties, although there was a 

considerable disappearance in September in many central counties. 

Snowshoe and cottontail rabbits are likewise dying off by thousands 

in many northern districts. It is apparent that fully half of the 

central and .orthern counties are now beginning to feel the peak of 

the grouse and rabbit oyoele. 

In many instances the grouse cycle is affecting only townships 

within certain counties. in other counties practically the whole 

grouse poptiation seems to be affected. in many of the central 

counties localities which had a plentiful crop of sharp—tailed grouse 

and prairie chickens in late August, reported a severe shortage by
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Release: week of October 16, 1933 3. 

the opening of the season. Again in many of these areas ruffed 

grouse are reported to be twice as plentiful as they were in 1932. 

There is no question but that many thousands of birds have died 

from the cyclic disease within the past three weeks. The extended 

1933 grouse season, however, coming as it did, permitted the taking 

of additional thousands of birds in good condition, the majority 

of which in all probability would have disappeared because of the 

cyclic disease before another open season. : 

There is little probability of an open season in 1934 on 

grouse in those counties which are now severely affected by the 

cycle. These counties will undoubtedly go through the usual 

procedure of waiting for from two to four years for the birds to 

make their comeback. Whether or not the entire state will be so 

affected is problematical. The cycle peak usually takes from 

several months to two years or more to run its course in Wisconsin. 

Representatives of the conservation department are keeping 

in close contact with the situation and are weekly sending in 

specimens to laboratories for examination. 

Although it is believed that the cycle may affect bobwhite 

quail to some extent, the conservation department has no knowledge 

that it affects in any way any species of pheasant or the Hungarian 

partridge. 

A resume of the reports sent in by the conservation 

department representatives who made the survey, is as follows:
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RUFFED GROUSE SURVEY IN WISCONSIN 1933 

adams and Juneau ~ Ruffed grouse plentiful. Sharp-tails and prairie 

chickens decreased considerably from september 10 to september 30. 

ashland - Birds plentiful in ashland county. Some "overnight dis- 

appearances" of ruffed grouse in certain localities. No signs of 

dead birds. Ruffed grouse carrying many wood ticks. 

Barron - Ruffed grouse more plentiful than in 1932. No report. of 

dead birds. 

Bayfield - In some localities not 100 where there were 1,000 three 

weeks ago. Grouse plentiful around Port Wing. Wood tick season 

worst ever. Some dead birds being found. Many scrubby and under- 

sized. sharp-tails very plentiful. 

Burnett - all species of grouse plentiful. No sign of disease. 

Door - Ruffed grouse plentiful. 

Douglas - Ruffed grouse very plentiful during hatching season, but 

have disappeared past few weeks. Practically all birds covered 

with ticks. 

Dunn - Ruffed grouse less numerous than in 1932. 

Eau Claire - Grouse very scarce in areas where they were plentiful 

two weeks ago. 

Florence - Grouse appear to be healthy. Some shortage latter part 

i of September. 

Forest - Ruffed grouse plentiful and in good shape. 

Iron - Ruffed grouse severely affected. Sharp-tails scarce. Rabbits 

gone. 

; Jackson and Monroe - Few birds where they were plentiful two weeks ago. 

Severely affected by ticks. 

Langlade - Birds plentiful; no sign of disease. 

Lincoln - Ruffed grouse plentiful and in good shape, but some dis- 

appearances last two weeks. A number of birds appear to be sick 

and infected with ticks. 

Marathon - Birds plentiful. No sick or dead birds. 

Marinette - Ruffed grouse very plentiful. Many, however, are thin and 

heavily affected with ticks on heads and necks, 

‘ Oneida - Birds plentiful and in good condition in most areas. 

Pepin and St. Croix - Birds plentiful. No signs of disease.
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Portage - No sick birds. Ruffed grouse very plentiful. Prairie 
chickens not as plentiful as in 1932. Some complaints due to 
grasshopper poisoning. 

Polk - Ruffed grouse very plentiful in Polk county. No indication 
of sickness, Believe peak will be reached in 1934. 

Price - Ruffed grouse dying fast in certain sections. Prairie chickens 
and sharp-tailed grouse plentiful. Most sportsmen not hunting 
ruffed grouse due to their condition. 

Rusk - Many small birds. Heavily affected with ticks. More birds 
two weeks ago than there are now, but of those remaining 30 per cent 
appear to be sickly. 

Sawyer - Ruffed grouse heavily affected. Not 100 birds where there 
were 1,000 ten days prior. Sharp-tailed grouse and prairie chickens 
plentiful. 

Shawano - Ruffed grouse very plentiful, likewise prairie chickens. 
No more worms or ticks than last year. 

Sheboygan, Manitowoc, and Washington - Birds plentiful in many 
localities. Some disappearance. 

Taylor - Not ten ruffed grouse where there were 100 ten days ago. 
sharp-tails and prairie chickens more plentiful than in 1932, 

Trempealeau - Birds plentiful; not affected. 

Vilas - Ruffed grouse population decreasing rapidly. sharp-tails 
in good shape. Not many ruffed grouse being hunted due to their 
condition. 

Washburn - Ruffed grouse dying in large numbers. Fifty per cent have 
disappeared within the past four weeks. Three out of five remaining 
birds have no feathers on their heads. Few people hunting them due 
to disease. 

Waupaca - all grouse plentiful. No signs of disease. 

Waushara - Ruffed grouse plentiful. Prairie chickens and sharp-tailed 

grouse in excellent shape. 

Wood - Ruffed grouse plentiful. Notaffected. Considerable drop in 
prairie chickens and sharp-tailed grouse.
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THE 1933 GROUSE SEASON Liar 

In August, when hearings were held relative to the 

length of the open season on grouse, it was the opinion of prac- 

tically all of the representatives that grouse would be more 

plentiful than in 1932. 

jn the central counties, including Wood, Juneau, Adams, 

Portage, and Marathon, the Wood county representatives asked for 

a five day open season as they knew that there was something 

radically wrong with the sharp-tailed grouse and pinnated grouse 

(prairie chicken) populations. The open season for these counties 

was set at eight and one-half days and it is interesting to note 

that hunters flocked into Wood county from all of the surrounding 

counties expecting to get their limit of prairie chickens with the 

same ease that they did in 1932. On one road 65 parked cars were 

counted on the first day. By the end of the second day theze 

hunters realized that the Wood county representatives had been right 

and that the sharp-tailed grouse and prairie chicken hunting was 

indeed very poor. Only the most expert hunters had any chance of 

getting the limit of four birds per day. Of course there were many 

ideas relative to the cause of the poor hunting. The general 

opinion was that the birds had died of some unknown disease and a 

man from Wisconsin Rapids (Mr. Nash of the Nash Hardware Company) 

had the idea that the conservation department had ship out 800 

grouse. These ideas were not based on facts and are relatively 

unimportant as explanations. 

| 
\
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There were no serious outbreaks of disease amohg the 

grouse of the central counties. If grouse had died of disease 

the percentage of returns on banded birds would have been less | 

than in 1932. The real explanation of the poor prairie chicken | 

hunting in the central counties is the wholesale scattering of 

sharp-tails and prairie chickens. Banding returns prove that the | 

average distance traveled was three times as great as in 1932 and 

six times as great as in 1931. The greatest known distance for 

an individual prairie chicken to travel in one season increased 

from 12 to 45 miles. As a result sharp-tails and prairie chickens 

were scattered out in regions where hunters newer thought of looking 

for them. In Adams county where prairie chickens were scarce 

during the open season the farmers report that large flocks are 

now coming into the cornfields and there will probably be as many ‘ 

in this winter feeding area as there were last winter. 

; In the northern counties there was also considerable 

evidence that hunters did not know where to look for sharp-tailed 

grouse. In Rusk county, for instance, on a small group of farms 

within an area of one square mile there were at least 400 sharp- 

tailed grouse on October 7, 1933, and although these farms are 

not posted there had been no hunting on this area. 

I do not believe that the open season was too long in 

the central counties. Hunters that could not find sharp-tailed 

grouse and prairie chickens had no cause to complain about poor 

hunting, inasmuch as there were enough ruffed grouse to furnish 

good hjnting for any number of hunters.
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There is still a fairly large population of sharp-—tailed 

grouse and prairie chicken in Wisconsin and in case the season is 

closed in 1934 on account of a shortage of ruffed grouse it is 

probable that the season will be reopened in 1936, i 

In the northern counties there were outbreaks of disease 

during the month of September. The most serious losses among 

ruffed grouse were in Sawyer, Price and Iron counties. In several 

other northerncounties ruffed grouse were reported to be dying. 

Most of these reports of dying ruffed grouse were greatly exaggerated 

because it is the idea of the average hunter that when disease breaks 

out it is wide-spread and immediately fatal to all grouse in the 

entry. Recent investigations on ruffed grouse fluctuations indicate 

that outbreaks of disease are neither wide-spread nor simulaneous 

but appear locally at numerous points for two or three years before 

the grouse reach their lowest population figure. 

During the recent open season. population studies were 

made in Ashland, Sawyer end Price counties. The only ruffed grouse 

that was known to be definitely sick was brought in by conservation 

warden John Fosnot. of Tomahawk. This bird was seen sitting along 

the road in a hunched up position and when Warden Fosnot approached 

he fbund that it was unable to fly. There were 403 wood ticks on 

the head and Dr. R. G. Green of the University of Minnesote, who is 

a specialist on grouse and rabbit diseases, found these ticks 

infected with rabbit disease, the scientific name for which is 

tularemia. As no other bacterial disease has been identified from 

sick grouse and as we have no actual specimens ef additional sick 

grouse, the. cause of the recent disease epidemics is tentatively
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assigned to tularemia. 

Sick birds were reported and ruffed grouse were reported 

to be scarce at the following localities which I had time to 

investigate. 

1. Six miles north of Loretta near Blaisdell Lake, Sawyer 
county. 

2. Stone Lake, Sawyer county. 

3. Hayward, Sawyer county. 

4. Ogema, Price county. 

In addition I stopped at Bear Lake, Ashland county, and 

Connors Lake, Sawyer county. 

If-there had been sick grouse at Blaisdell Lake they 

must hawe died before I arrived. In four hours of hunting along 

the Chippewa River I saw eight ruffed grouse andmne of themwere 

sick as far as could be determined by external appearances. Under 

good hunting conditions I should have flushed about 14 ruffed 

grouse. The reduction in grouse population in this area is estim- 

ated at 50 per cent. 

At Stone Lake several sick ruffed grouse had been seen 

by a farmer about October first. Two of these could not fly and 

had large tick sores on the head. One had a sore eye. These 

grouse undoubtedly had tularemia. I was there on October 10 and 

no sick grouse were seen. In sig hours of hunting I flushed six 

grouse and I estimate the reduction in population to be 75 per 

cent. This figure is approximately correct as I checked this same 

area in the winter of 1932 and found ruffed grouse extremely abun- 

dant there.
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Between Hayward and Winter I flushed five fuffed grouse 

in three hours of hunting. The grouse population there has pro- 

bably been reduced 40 per cent but as I had never hunted there 

pefore I could not make a very accurate estimate. 

On the Flambeau River near Connor's Lake hunters reported 

that ruffed grouse were abundant. No sick birds were seen but 

several had tick sores on the head. There was no reduction in the 

grouse population in this part of Sawyer county up to October 10, 

1933, 

Rabbits in Sawyer county are becoming searce. Two snow- 

shoe rabbits and two cottontail rabbits were seen at night between 

Winter and Connor's Lake, An Indian hunter at Couderay reports 

seeing no rabbite since August firet, but during June and July he 

had seen them in the woods and dead rabbits that had been run over 

on the roads. 

Eight miles west of Ogema on the South Fork of the Jump 

River in Price county nine ruffed grouse were flushed in four hours 

of hunting. The reduction in population was 30 per cent. I had 

never hunted here before but by comparison with other river bottoms 

I should think 12 of 15 ruffed grouse should be flushed in four 

hours, as the cover, food, and water supply were good. 

At Bear Lake, Ashland county, no sick birds were seen 

put ticks were very abundant and there were not as many grouse as 

in 1932. The reduction in population was not more than 80 per cent, 

but I expect this area to be hit hard next year on account of the 

abundance of ticks. 

Ruffed grouse and ticks were sent in to Dr. Green and 

ticks were sent in from Bear Lake, Loretta, Connor's Lake, Stone
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Lake, Spring Brook, Hayward, Cable, and eight miles west of Ogema 

on the South Fork of the Jump River. Later we will get a report 

on the percentage of tularemia in these grouse. The ticks from 

Spring Brook were taken from a sharp-tailed grouse. 

Summary 

There are still a large number of ruffed grouse in the 

northern counties, the population being at least haif of that 

of 1932, 

The sharp-tailed grouse and prairie chicken are somewhat 

reduced in numbers and greatly scattered so that hunting is poor. 

A closed season is recommended for 1934 as there will 

probably be numerous losses from disease next year and a close 

season willinsure a quicker comeback for all three species of 

grouse. 

F. J. W. Schmidt 

October 34, 1933
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‘Sudden Disease Cycl 
Killi ee Rae illing Grouse, Rabbits 

Sudden onset of a disease cycle; in the north, it was estimated that 
threatens wholesale destruction of] 25 to 50 per cent of the grouse 
ruffed grouse and rabbits in north-| population already has perished and 
ern Wisconsin counties during the | if the cycle follows its usual course, 

next year, state conservation depart- | fully 90 per cent will have been ex- 
ment officials revealed today. terminated in some areas, William 

i With two days remaining of the| F. Grimmer, superintendent of 
upland bird hunting season in the) ——-—-___—-____-__ 3 

southern counties and six days left| (Continued on page 2, colymn Dd 
ey 

game, declared. ‘There is no necessity of shorten- 
Sores ‘Tuleremia ing the season, he declared, for 

The suddén scarcity of rabbits in healthy birds shot today might be 

the past few weeks in northern) 40.4 within the next ten days, any- 
counties indicated to conservation | },._ : 

officials that there is a connection ‘Test Shows Tulemeria 

between their disappearance and| pins, reports that birds and rab- 
the disease now attacking ruffed| jj). were dying off came about a 

grouse. Both are infested with tiny| week hefore the opening of the sea- 
ticks. i son, Grimmer said, He sent a ques- 

It has now been established al-| tionnaire to a dozen wardens and 
most positively that the disease 1s| iho majority returned reassuring 
tuleremia, Mr. Grimmer said. reports, but within a few days more 

The affected areas so far are] renorts were received and a general 
spotty, but the rabbits are going | questionnaire sent et the 
fast and there is no doubt that tens sale revealed rapid development of | 

of thousands of grouse have died.|\the cycle, — ‘ 

About, 25 counties are affected, prin-| — Specimens of birds infested with 
! cipally the northern ones, the cen-| ticks were sent to Dr. R, G. Green, 

tral Wisconsin sections so far hav-| py, outstanding authority on grouse 

ing suffered little. at the University of Minnesota, 
Comes Without Warning ‘Grimmer said, and he reported that 

Sawyer and parts of Price coun-|  ouinea pigs inoculated with the ticks, 
ties have been hit hard, and while) died of tuleremia within 10 days. 
grouse are still numerous in Mar-| qi jooks like a bad season for 
imette and other northeaster™ coun- | hynters next year,” he asserted. 
ties, the disease probably will reach 2 

them within the next year. 
The disease, which ordinarily oc- | 

curs in cycles of seven to 10 years, 

‘came without warning this year. | 
‘Mr. Grimmer declared the tick caus~ 
ing the trouble is not the same tick 
which attacks humans. 

While there is not so much dan- 
ger to humans in contacts with 
grouse as with rabbits, he issued a 
warning that birds that have. no 
feathers on their heads or necks, 
that have ‘ticks on their bodies and 
which appear light and in poor 
condition, should be discarded dur- 
ing the remainder of the hunting 

season. 

\
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1 Soils Building | 
September 29, 1933 

i 

Mr. Chas. L. Mann f 
260 Wighland Aveme 
Upper Montclair, W. J. 

Dear Mr. Mann: 

Your letter of September 21 was forwarded to me by 

Scribner's. | 

I am intensely interested in your theory that the 
winter influx of foxes over the ice may account for the absence of 
ruffed grouse from islands in the Great Lakes. Your theory is ingenious 
and sounds to me very plausible except for one point, on which I wish 
you would enlighten me further: If foxes get so thick on these islands 
in winter, how is it that commercial trappers have not exploited them \ 
and thus kept them in check? 

Although this question remains unanswered in my mind, 
I ammuch impressed by your idea. I am sending a copy of this letter 

to Mr. Ralph King, who is doing research on ruffed grouse at the 
University of Minnesota, and with whom I have previously discussed the 
problem of why grouse are not found on the islands. 

Thanks for your good word on the book. 

Hoping to hear from you further, ] 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
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( GAME CYCLE IN WISCCNSIN x Seotember 22 -to the opening of the grouse season 

{ M rte Sev meny = Comerroelon Rift deft1933, i on Sentember 30, ruffed grouse, particularly, were 

\ A survey by Wisconsin Conservation Department represen- renorted to be dying off in large numbers in certain 
- tatives definitely indicates thet the awaited peak of the districts. ‘ 

current grouse cycle has been reached in a number of northern Neath 
and central Wisconsin counties, according to an announcement Grouse cycles have been traced back in Wiscon- 
from the conservation department. sin for 60 years. Ruffed grouse, commonly known as 

; partridge, appear to be more severely affected than 

Surveys made by the department during July and August either sharp-tailed grouse or prairie chickens. It 

indicated the most plentiful grouse crop that Visconsin has is not unusual for 90 per cent of the total crop of 
seen for two or more decades. Ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed ruffed grouse to be wiped out within 10 days or less 
grouse, and prairie chicken were known to be reaching the peak in a specific area from the cyclic disease. 
of the present cycle. This, coupled with a comperatively small 
kill during the 1932 hunting season, and with three successive Grouse cycles vary from seven to 10 years. It 
favorable winters and breeding seasons, made the 1933 grouse is impossible to anticipate when the peak will be 
hunting prospects exceptionally bright. Sharp-tailed grouse in reached, and it is probable that the peak of the 
the majority of northern counties were reported unusually present cycle will run for a year or more, de- 
plentiful, jue partially, it is believed, to extensive winter pending on the locality and the county. 
feeding operations. 

: The exact cause of the grouse cycle, although 

Indications of the peak of the 1933 cycle appeared in it has been studied for years, is still a mystery. 
early September when a number of birds from isolated localities The disappearence of grouse.is presumed to be con- 

| were revorted to be sick and heevily infested with ticks. From nected with the cyclic rebbit disappeerance in
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which the tularemia germ undoubtedly plays a part. There is little probability of an open season in 
Dr. R- G- Green of the University of Minnesota, a well known 1924 on grouse in those counties which are now severely 
authority on the grouse and rabbit cycles, reported early in affected by the cycle. These countjes will undoubtedly 
October that 400 ticks were removed from a ruffed grouse go through the usual procedure of waiting for from 
sent to him from Lincoln county, Wisconsin, the latter part two to four years for the birds to make their comeback. 
of September. Guinea pigs inoculated with ticks from this Whether or not the entire stete will be so affected 
bird have died from tularemia. Dr. Green has advised the is vroblematical. The cycle peak usually takes from 
Wisconsin Conservation Department that ruffed grouse are several months to two years or more to run its 
also dying in large numbers in iijinnesota. Few spetimens course in Wieconsin. 
are actually found. 

Representatives of the conservation department 
The avpearance of the peak of the 1933 grouse cycle is, are keeoving in close contact with the situation and 

as usual, "spotty". Up to the present time it has affected are weekly sending in specimens to laboratories for 
ruffed grouse principally, and on areas where the birds examination. 
were most plentiful. Sharo-tailed grouse and prairie 
chickens have apparently been little affected as yet in Although it is believed that the cycle may 
the northern counties, although there was a considerable affect bobwhite quail to some extent, the conserva-— 
disappearance in September in many tentral counties. tion department hss no knowledge that it affects in 
Snowshoe and cottontail rabbits are likewise dying off by any way any species of pheasant or the Hungarian 
thousands in many northern districts. It is apnarent partridge. 
that fully half of the central and northern counties are now 
beginning to feel the peak of the grouse and rabbit cycle. A resume of the reports sent in by the conser- 

vation department representatives who made the survey 
In many instances the grouse cycle is affecting only is as follows: . 

townships within certain counties. In other counties prac- 
tically the whole grouse population seems to be affected. kuffed Grouse Survey in Wisconsin 1933 
In many of the central counties localities which hed a 
plentiful crop of sharp-tailed grouse and prairie chickens Adams and Juneau - kuffed grouse plentiful. Sharp- 
in late August reported a severe shortage by the opening of tails and prairie chickens decreased considerably 
the season. Again in many of these areas ruffed grouse are from September 10 to September 30. 
reported to be twice as plentiful as they were in 1932. 
There is no question but that many thousands of birds have Ashland - Birds plentiful in Ashland county. Some 
died from the cyclic disease within the past three weeks. “overnight disappearances" of ruffed grouse in 
The extended 1933 grouse season, however, coming as it. did, certain localities. No signs of dead birds. 
permitted the taking of additional thousands of birds in Ruffed grouse carrying many wood ticks. 
good condition, the majority of which in e1l probability 
would have disappeared because of the cyclic disease before Barron -. Ruffed grouse more plentiful than in 1932. 
another open season. No revort of dead birds.
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Bayfield - In some localities not 100 where there were 1,000 Cneida - Birds plentiful and in good condition in most 
three weeks_ago. Grouse plentiful around Port Wing. Wood areas. 
tick season worst ever. Some dead birds being found. Many 
scrubby and undersized. Sharp-tails very plentiful. Pepin and St. Croix - Birds plentiful. No signs of 

disease. 
Burnett ~ All species of grouse plentiful. No sign of diseases 

Portage - No sick birds. Ruffed grouse very plenti- 
Door - Ruffed grouse plentiful. ful. Prairie chickens not as plentiful as in 

1932. Some complaints due to grasshopper poisoning. 
Douglas - Ruffed grouse very plentiful during hatching 

season, but have disappeared past few weeks. Prac- Polk - Ruffed grouse very plentiful in Polk county. 
tically all birds covered with ticks. No indication of sickness. Believe peak will be. 

reached in 1934. 
Dunn - Ruffed grouse less numerous than in 1932. 

Price - Ruffed grouse dying fast in certain sections. 
Hau Claire - Grouse very scarce in areas where they were Prairie chickens and sharp-tailed grouse plentiful. 

plentiful two weeks ago. Most sportsmen not hunting ruffed grouse due to 
their condition. 

tlorence - Grouse appear to be healthy. Some shortage 
latter part of Sertember. Rusk - Many small birds. Heavily affected with ticks. 

Wore birds two weeks ago than there are now, but of 
Forest - Ruffed grouse plentiful and in good shape. those remaining 50 per cent appear to be sickly. 

Iron - Ruffed grouse severely affected. Sharp-tails Sewyer - Ruffed grouse heavily affected. Not 100 
scarce. Rabbits gone. birds where there were 1,000 ten days prior. Sharp- 

tailed grouse and prairie chickens plentiful. 
Jackson and iijonroe - Few birds where they were plentiful 

two weeks ago. Severely affected by ticks. Shawano - Ruffed grouse very plentiful, likewise 
prairie chickens. No more worms or ticks than 

Langlade - Birds plentiful; no sign of diseases. last year. 

Lincoln - Ruffed grouse plentiful and in good shape, but Sheboygan, Manitowoc, and Washington - Birds plentiful ' 
some disappearances last two weeks. A number of birds in many localities. Some disappearance. 
appear to be sick and infected with ticks. 

Taylor - Not ten ruffed grouse where there were 100 
ijarathon - Birds plentiful. No sick or dead birds. ten days ago. Sharv-taiits and prairie chickens more 
‘ ; plentiful than in 1932. 
Marinette - Ruffed grouse very vlentiful. Many, however, 
a and heavily affected with ticks on heads and Trempealeau - Birds plentiful; not affected. 
necks. :



Wisconsin Conservation Department 
September 1933 

Vilas - Ruffed grouse population decreasing rapidly. Sharp- 
tails in good shape. Not many ruffed grouse being hunted 

{ due to their condition. 

{ Washburn - Ruffed grouse dying in large numbers. Fifty 
A per cent have disappeared within the past four weeks. 

Three out of five remaining birds have no feathers on 
their heads. Few people hunting them due to disease. 

Waupaca - All grouse plentiful. No signs of disease. 

Waushara - Ruffed grouse plentiful. Prairie chickens 

and sharp-tailed grouse in excellent shape. 

Wood - Ruffed grouse plentiful. Not affected. Considerable 

drop in prairie chickens and sharp-tailed grouse. 

A warning-fromthe-censervation department “cautions 
oagingtbhestieé-or dogs in hun ing or pursttm@sany wild 
gale orgéfiimials in the nighttime for the period of 

Se Ballo prior tot open=eseason=fon.raccoon, according 

to the provisions of a new law pasSed=by_ the 
legislature. pce ELIE : ree _ 

ee raccoon in Yisconsin ere 

Névenbenabyewhrrer nears thatethes46.. FOE began 
{ on ee ge vetinilawru . ~a dog or 

dogs=under the prowisfons of the new Lair St 
\ ee 4 Satter 

oe ALY dog Orem ae “used OF POtrid=being used for such 
GRO NET BS SCERETE a



TELEPHONE MAIN 191 

; Law OFFICE \ 

HUBERT HALL 4 4 4 

"Ste. Ga” 

i September I, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your book is certainly wonderful and 
I am reading it with the greatest possible interest par-— 

ticularly the latter part of Chapter Three which I hawe 
already read and reread many times. Many thanks for the 
very flattering autograph and the refund of $2. You are 
very kind to a comparitive stranger. 

I have done nothing further toward sub— 
mitting anything for publication thougt I outlined some— i 
thing of what|/I am interested in to Hoyes Lloyd and re-— 
ceived a very nice note from him. I have worked out what 
seems to me a rather ingenious method since I last wrote 
you and it may interest you. The purpose of this methdéd 
is to discower agreement or disagreement between a series 
of abundance observations and the sun-spot cycle end consists 

‘ of classifying the value for each year according to it's 
distance in years from a sun-spot minimum or maximum. 
The application of this method indic&tes that the grouse 
and quail cycle is identical withcthe sun-spot cycle 
and that there is a double cycle in British grouse and 
Gisease in British grouse. I think your 6.5 ci. British 
eycle is in reality just half the sun-spot eycle; the grouse 
apparently enjoy hichs on both maximums and minimums of 
sun-spots. Disease shows lows at both meximums and minimums. 
This seems a tremendously important point to me since 
it would seem to knock the whole disease thedry in the 
head. I sent some material to Stoddard but havn't re- 
ceived an answer to my last letter yet. 

I'm working every day from 6 A.M. to 
6 P.M. so I don't seem to have much vitality left for re— 
search. I think that I really wish that I would set fired 
s0 I would haye time to loaf — and "figser® 4 

Cordially yours,



File West Virginia = 
g Game Cycle 

: Ruffed Grouse (3 4 

H. W. Shawfan, chief forester, Charleston, W. Va., tells a 

me that he has hunted ruffed grouse on alk area of approximately j } 

one section in Raleigh, W. Vas, each year since 192% and flushed 

the following approximate numbers of birds: im 

1928 = 28 birds oe ee 
1999-1 0 

Bose eee ; : Bt 

igsl- 4 i: 
- 1932-8 * ‘ ee 

; This is probably a rough index to the status of the cycle in ; 

Raleigh County. It indicates a schedule several years behind the | 

most frequent condition for the Lake States and New England, where ~ vie 

the last mortality occurred around 1926. ool 

A copy of this is being sent to Mr. Shawan with the request ‘ 

coe that he supply 1933 information if there is opportunity to do so. xo
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LA Ge ee TS Se ply. 
past year the sharp-tailed grouse, in se | Xs s* oy : 

many sections, have been as plentiful as at A COMPLETE UNDERSTANDING OF THE “SNe UES f 
any time in history. Rabbits of all species ‘os i y 

are abundant throughout Minnesota. With CAUSATION OF GAME CYCLES AND THE ba = yf 
an unlimited supply of wild animal food, 2 ‘ eo) sae ee ae 
the predatory fur-bearing animals are METHOD OF ITS OPERATION IS ESSEN- . : j 

rapidly increasing in numbers. The rigid TIAL TO THE CONSERVATION OF GAME. A wood tick as it sits on a timothy head 

protective measures of the past seven years ready to attach itself to a coyote, deer or 

have allowed compound multiplication of other large animal that may pass by. The 
most native species of game bird and small cc nn § 0d tick is an important reservoir of 

animal. The unfortunate situation is, how- Halirenta 

ever, that just as surely as abundance has 
followed rigid protection, so will disaster  sota species is but a part of a continental 
follow abundance. There is every reason fluctuation. Periodic destruction of grouse, 
to believe that the present abundance of our rabbits and fur-bearing animals soon after numbers of wild animals was presented in 

grouse and rabbits is only a temporary they become abundant has occurred with 1911 when Ernest Thompson Seton (1) 

condition which will be followed by a disas- great regularity in the past. While the published the results of his studies. Dur- 

trous destruction such as occurred around cycle in rabbits has been recognized since ing his trip to the far north with Preble in 

1925. the early settlement of this country, the 1907, he observed directly the immediate 

The rise and fall of our native Minne- first broad concept of fluctuations in the results of the widespread decimation of the 
rabbits that occurred in 1906. Through 

7 hundreds of miles he saw signs of an 
‘ 3 ii t so] 12 se5628 94 abund f rabbits th before; yet 

vss CULE ees eee TTT EEE EEEEEEEEL CECE ADU Gace OL Te EN eet een ce 
IEC REECE CeCe Cee eee He eee eee pee ce Pe a ee ee 
iia EEE PRCEE EEE EEE EEE ECE EEE EEE EEE EH he found al yee eae OS 
Boa HEEEEEEC Rae CCEE PREECE EEE Eee EEE EEE tion. Following this experience, he ob- 
now FEEEEERECEEN EAE CCC CeCe EE tained access to the fur records of the 

29000 EEE EEE EEE EEE REE EAE EEE EEE EEA SSE Hudson Bay Company, and published in his 
= TOCCOA CCC eee cn : P aia aay: hh hi z fl tua- 

Boel AEE CCEA CRE ees Ae aH ‘Arctic Prairies” charts showing fluctua 
Sao BREECCEEE REECE EES eee EERE CENCE Eee eeE Pe CH tions in numbers of rabbits and other wild 
Bow EEE EERE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EERE EEE EEE EEE EE EEE EEC EE animals. Through the kindness of Mr. 

EEE EEC eee : + 7 
419009] imisner EEE EEE E EERE EEE Seton and his publishers, Doubleday, Doran 

$000 PUPAE CEE EERE CCEEEEEE EEE and Company, the charts covering the rab- 
- ooo * ss 

Sea ERCRLE ROPES REECE REE ERE CCH ARASH bit, Wynx, fox, marten andiisher ate Fayre 
too] SEMPRE ELLE See CCEA See eC a e@ duced from his “Lives of Game Animals” 
3000) COCO Ee eee COCO CCC ee eee 
Boe) EERE eee (2). While these records show variations 

EEE EEE CEE EEE EEE ae . 2 
eed) EERE EEE EERE incident to commercial practices and eco- 
Ba) PEER EE EEE EEE EEE REE EEE REE EERE EE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EH i ditions, tt 1 trends i - Bon) A RECO roo nomic conditions, the general trends in num 
ie COCO eee : 
pom) EEC bers are dependent directly upon the num- 
a. FO. GEER ECE EECCA EEE HEE EEE : - 

25000] EEE REECCE ATER CCRC ECAR EERE eH bers of animals available. 
iBo00 EECA CACELHE CASAS ES CCUL CEA ANE CRCRCASH Elton, of the Oxford Museum, has been 
30000] ROGER EEE EERE EES OPEC EEE EE CEEE EAT Me ous oe ’ 
oe) OEE MCC Sy studying further the Hudson Bay records, 

BEER EEE EERE EEE EEE EEE EEE . * : 
geedl SEE CECE EEC EEE EEE ECE EEE EE EE EERE EEE EEE EEE and has extended the investigations of 
79000 SO RARE EERE . aie: 
e000 PENSE EEE EECCA CEE EERE REE Seton. He has obtained additional data on 

a CEE Eee A fie abimdanee 9h ee tt ce 
REECE ee ol bardveromnithe vole sue ileus 

i000 ERSCEECAEE CCEA CESARE EH and bir . rom the vo! a d oe ept 

0 EERE EEE EERE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE ECE EEE EEE EE eee at the various Hudson Bay posts. From 
HERE EEE EE EERE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE stich information now available, it is evi- 

EEE EEE EEE EEE eee u able, it V 
EEE EEC ERE ECC ere dent that violent fluctuations in wild 

spe) EERE EEE EEE EERE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EE EEEEEEEEE PEELE EH ; : ‘ 
Bop) EEE EEE EEE EEE EE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE CEE animal populations are of so regular occur- 
2900) EEE EE EEE EE ECE COCO Eee rence that they may be anticipated. It is 

age) EEE EE EERE EE EE EERE EE EERE EEE EEE EEE EEE EERE EEEEEEE EEE EE EEE ‘ ived that th : Rae GE 
TSS EERE EEEEEE ESE EEE EEE EEE Bet cCA ETE Hiecoe ABER TIMTRErealh 
tio EERE EEE EE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE grouse fluctuate in association with the rab- 
woe) “EEE CECE bits, or in a period closely timed to the 
ee 

fee e 

@ ome) COEECCECECCEEE CARRE EEE EERE! rabbit cycle. 

Bl HP ree HEE EEE EEE Eee nee eee a ; fen 
toon HHTAPP EEE EE EEE EEE ECO rom Seton’s records on the rabbit an 

sg EEE EEE EEEEREE EERE EERE CER EEE EEE ERE from our own observations in recent years, 
eee COARSER EE EEEEEE EN ECCEE CEE HEE HAE we can approximate the die-off years dur- 
Be ECE CCEEEEEEEEE EHR HEREC eee REECE EEE ing the past eighty-five years. From the 
CCEA EEE eee low of about 1850, we can judge that a die- 

2a SOAEEEEE CCAR Ree off had occurred in the years just previous. 
oro rrr ree CoC ees COC Eee a The next die-off must have occurred dur- 

5 + F ease ing 1859, 1860 and 1861, principally during 
Ebb and flow of rabbits and their enemies, as indicated by Ghes e Gi Sea 

the Hudson’s Bay Co. fur returns for 60 years. Won yee Seabees ithe ee PCHG LATE) 
(Reproduced from: Ernest. Thompson Seton’s “Lives of Game (2) Ibid.: “Lives of Game Animals,” Garden 

Animals,” Garden City, New York, Doubleday, Doran and Company, City, New York, Doubleday, Doran and Company, 
1929. By Special permission of the author.) 1929,
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1860. Following another peak, about 1865, rR PTT ry TUDIES have been in progress in 
the rabbits disappeared during 1866 and MI | r 2 MeN . 5 Minnesota since the last decimation in 
1867. Further die-off years have occurred 43 € +, AG. 1926 in order to determine the cause of 
during 1878, 1879; again during 1889, 1890 {f Pee iam oY this catastrophe to our game animals and 
and later during 1898 and 1899. Rabbits } we : birds and to arrive at a sufficient under- 
and grouse were abundant again around We ed i ‘ \ standing to provide some basis for dealing 
1905. My first memories of hunting date oN er Ne ; iy j with the cycle problem. It has been neces- 
to that period, when I helped my older (JR 4 Lyi i ha May sary to develop new technical procedures 
brothers fill pack sacks with snowshoe rab- >, a for carrying out investigations on wild 
bits. The die-off which occurred after that ra ee gt | — - s animals and this has been accomplished to 
period may be approximated at 1906 and : ‘@ Vig fo wh f an adequate extent. It has been found, 
1907. The next die-off occurred about PA Eh Ss. re bY 2s hhowever, that disease afflicting wild animals 
1916. This catastrophe resulted in a three- ‘ Fans | “ 4A) ym is ever present in the forest and it now 
year closed season in Minnesota and stim- Pa ae ~~  “’ Be appears that the sudden spread of disease 
ulated the enactment of our alternate-year Ey wo , 4 & ee from many centers under conditions of 
law for ruffed grouse and_sharp-tailed bas Wea an oS Fe te abundance may account for the periodic 
grouse. The next die-off, which occurred "Pay wy Hee FS bh | decimation. 
during 1924, 1925 and 1926, resulted in a “fy. eh Me pa Pe An area used for intensive investigation 
closed season on ruffed grouse until the gy LI po | is located south of Lake Alexander in 
present year. or \ es By Ra Morrison County. This area, when chosen, 

The cycle as it concerns rabbits and Sek a esd ee “3 contained little animal life, but at the pres- 
grouse appears to be essentially a reproduc- if be “ ie a a 1 ent time contains an abundance of both 
tive phase lasting, on the average, some rabbits and grouse. The various ticks con- 
seven years, during which time species re- A snowshoe rabbit which lives at station cerned with disease transmission are found 
produce from scarcity to abundance. Then No. 138 on the Lake Alexander area. He in the area. The rabbit and the grouse 
follows a destructive period of two or three is but one of about sixty snowshoe rabbits appear to be the key species in the occur- 
years’ duration. While careful investiga- that make their home in this small swamp. rence of cycles and most of our effort is 
tion shows that rabbits and grouse are dy- being expended upon these forms. 
ing during a period longer than a year, in The disease which we have found most 
some sections the disaster is so sudden as have described rabbits lying dead in hun- frequently in wild animals is tularemia, 
to wipe out the greatest part of the popula- dreds and thousands, their bodies dotting which has been known since 1914 to be a 
tion in a few months. Several observers the landscape. (Continued on Page 12) 

“~sa 

S ll d hall We Fish in 1943% 
By Dr. G. J. FERREIRA 

DURNG the past years we have fished It seems regretful that some of the hun- 
in Minnesota and we have planted fish. i : dreds of thousands of trout fry that have 

We will keep on planting fish but will we “ been dumped in unsuitable streams, never 
still be optimistic enough to cast a fly or to be heard of again, were not put in some 
lure ten years from now with the hope of ae : * of these wonderful lakes. In spite of min- 
getting a strike? ie 2 ‘72 nows and other enemies, I think some 

Personally, I believe we will. In fact, i 4, pe ae od would have survived lakes. Taking into 
as far as trout are concerned, I have reason | re consideration the many lakes in the United 
to believe that we will actually get more yom: 4 ae ; States and Canada that have both lake 
strikes to our casts. are * tg J trout and brook trout in them, it would not 

It is ten years since I first cast a fly on he seem unreasonable to surmise that any lake 
Minnesota streams. From year to year I a MC . that proves itself suitable for lake trout 
have caught more and bigger trout. I must 4 fy will also be suitable for either rainbow, 
admit, however, that even in this short , 2, brown or perhaps even brook trout, pro- 
space of time the native brook trout seems . ie vided it does not contain large numbers of 
to have diminished. The rainbow and i \ such destructive predators as the northern 
brown, on the other hand, I feel sure have \ oz pike, wall-eye and perch. “But,” you will 
increased in the waters I fish. There, es- ‘ say, “what is more predaceous than a lake 
pecially, seems to be an increase in the very ‘A trout?” True! The lake trout is a vora- 
large steelheads that come up from Lake 5 cious feeder; but his love for extremely 
Superior to spawn in the early spring. I (A? deep water will take him away from the 
understand that these fish are no longer = eS same feeding grounds as brook trout for 
planted in our North shore streams. They .e ” 4 the greater part of the year. 
comprised the original plantings of the true a om : Our repeated dry seasons, forest fires, 
west coast rainbows; but because of their ie a and clearing of land are steadily reducing 
pronounced tendency to leave the streams we ~ : i and rendering unsuitable many trout 
and look for bigger water their planting Pag és : J & » streams. Yet it seems hopeful that trout 
has been discontinued and a Missouri Rain- = waters can be doubled by attempting to 
bow largely substituted because it stays in \aser Be establish these fish in lakes. 
the rivers all the year around. iba a To plant walleyes in deep cold lakes 

The point I wish to make is that Lake which now contain no other game fish but 
Superior is the place where these trout live, the lake trout, seems to be the certain ruin- 
feed and grow. They come up the streams Superior in spite of frequently running ation of prospective rainbow, brown or 
even before the ice is out of them—spawn afoul in deadly herring nets. ouananiche waters. 
in April and soon thereafter head back to If these trout can get a foothold and in- I know of resort owners who have ear- 
Superior unless they pay for their spawn- crease in Lake Superior, is it not only rea- _ nestly requested the planting of walleyes in 
ing with their lives. Indeed, a good many sonable to think that with intelligent plant- lake trout lakes to furnish summer fishing 
of these trout are so badly injured taking ing many of the deep clear lakes of Lake for their guests. What fish could offer 
falls and rubbing against gravel that they and Cook counties from which such vicious grander summer sport than the rainbow? 

die. predators as the northern pike and wall- Bass fishing has become more and more 
The large brown trout also seems to take eye (pike-perch) were originally absent, discouraging during the last few years. At 

a particular liking to the water and baby could be well stocked with rainbows and its best, bass fishing, however, is but er- 
herring of Lake Superior. Both these fine browns and some of the smaller ones even atic. 
trouts, I believe, are increasing in Lake with native brookies? (Continued on Page 15)
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: = The Kenyon Chapter. Capt. C. F. Culler, dis- 
in Ch In e I ewater a cy trict supervisor, U. S. Bureau of Fish- 

eries, and Hope vedaeus Surber, State De- 
partment of Conservation, have promised 

By FRED BATEMAN to assist the Waltonians. 

Supt. Whitewater State Park Saas perp 

eee THOSE of us who love a ramble non-movable eyes until we are sure that Game Cycles 
i through the woods, ate ee another fraction of an inch will separate and Disease 
as its own distinctive advantages. ie ab- it from his body. Predatory? Well some- ‘ 

sence of dense foliage enables us to get a times, perhaps, but he has his good points . ee from Page 5) 
much clearer perspective of our surround- too, and his demoniacal laughter in the late disease of the rabbit. Only during the past 
ings and many objects are brought to our evening lends a thrill to the woods that year, however, have we found that tulare- 
attention which we failed to notice on our would be much missed by the real outdoor mia is also a disease of the ruffed grouse 
summer trips. lover. and of the sharp-tailed grouse. The infec- 

During the winter, the writer has been Beautiful spotted trout may be seen also tion is transmitted by ticks, which are 
carrying feed to several feeding stations in lying in the crystal clear water, many of found on both rabbits and grouse during 
the Whitewater State Park, and it seemed them of a size indicating that they have the summer months but which leave their 
that each succeeding trip revealed some nat- successfully evaded the lure of the angler hosts in the fall. That disease can be a 
ural wonder that I had missed before. for at least seven or eight years. On the teal destructive factor as an acute epidemic 
Majestic bluffs, towering hundreds of feet least move of the observer, there comes a mong wild animals was shown on the 
above the valley floor, are now unobscured _ Silvery flash and the trout moves to deeper Lake Alexander area during the past year, 
by summer drapery and many wonderful water or the protection of overhanging ge cottontail rabbits on the east side of 

and grotesque formations are silhouetted bank. . the area began to die off about August 15 
against the sky. These are some of the things that may be oe nee weeks had become Vee ae 

. : seen in a day’s tramp through the beautiful UG OL NUIT ELOUSNSDECH MER Sy LOUndysiC 

ac yf these rock formations have been Hi cy sieeve There are many more oF dead, showed beyond question thatthe 
le -ard’to these tamiline with die topoe- but space forbids their enumeration at this Cause cof the destruction was tularemia. 
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THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 
PULLMAN, WASHINGTON “ 

December 2, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Division of Wildlife Management, 
42h University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have recently completed a work-sheet 
for further study of the census material from the 
master sheets. I am working on the waterfowl and have 
part of my NYA crew at it. The others are tabulating 
the Bensuses of last Christmas for inclusion in the 

master sheets. They will also work over the censuses 

of next Ghristmas. Next Christmas will be the Oth 
year end I plan to base the waterfowl study on the 
forth-year record. 

The present master sheets are by stetes 
and all species included. The boys are picking out 
the waterfowl and transferring theodata to the worl 
sheets where it will be averaged by species using regionel, 
state, five-year, and forty-year averages. I have had 
the form mimeographed and by using insert sheets, can 
continue the species entries for a number of years beyond i 
the present. 

We have almost completed a duplicate of 
the "Index" to the state-census master sheets and I will 
send the original to you as soon as we have the duplicate 
finished end checked. 

I have just finished the revision of the 
courses and have obtained the approval of the College for 
the changes. I have also applied to the Regents for 
authority to grant the decree of "Bachelor of Science in 
Wildlife Management" to those who complete the course 
prescribed. I hope to have the degree of "Master of Science 
in Wildlife Management" also. Previously the designAtion 
was Zoology for either the Bachelor! Master's degree. 

S¥ncerely, 

A 
\t\ D : oa onard Wing
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August 11, 1989 

Dr. Leonard Wi, Wing 
1908 Scottwood 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Leonard: 

On August 8, in accordence with your Recent request, I ex- 

pressed to you a package containing all the original tabulation sheets 

with the exception of those already in your possession. Previous de- 

liveries of materials to you include a duplicate copy of the speties 

Master Sheets (4 Vols.) and a duplicate copy of the Census Master Sheets 

(1 Vole)e ‘Sho disposition of the remaining four volumes of Species Mas~- 

ter Sheets and.the single volume of Census Master Sheets, at present in 

the Entomology Suilding,will, 1 assume, be arranged by you and/or Prof. 

Leopold. 

I hope you are able to find a sponsor for the continuation 

of the cycle investigations before your enthusiasm atrophies or have I 

underestimated your tenacity of purpose? 

; Sincerely, 

72. ered? 
MG. =) 

cc: Prof. Leopold



1908 Scottwood Ave, ‘ 

Ann Arbor, Michigan, 

August 9, 1939 

_ Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I believe that I forgot to mention 

the Tabulation Sheets which the WPA crew used 
during the work. These were the original sheets 
upon which they worked and from which they made up 

the Master Sheets. I think that a year or so ago 
I mentioned my hope that some day I could get the 
data on electric-tabulation cards. The sheets are 
of no use except as reference sheets since they 
were for working purposes only. I have arranged 

with the Museum (Thomas Hinshaw, actually) to store 
them in a fire-proof and mouse-proof place until 
needed. Jenks wrote that he had put them in the 
dark room in your building. However, it is not 
fire-proof and the mice raise cain with things there. 
The only other place where people would be interested 
in birds would be Leon Cole's office but he is cramped 
for room. I asked Jenks to Express them to me when he 
could so that I could get them into a safe place. I 

hope that this meets with your approval. I realize ( 

that I should have taken it up with you first. 

I think that it would be well to remove h 

the set of Master Sheets from the dark room,where Jenks 
said they are, and put them in one of the book cases in 
the open as the mice are likely to make nests of them 
if they remain there long. They once chewed up some of 

my stuff there. 

Si erely, 

era L 

Leonard Wing



ae ey Varm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Dr. A. W. Sehorger 
1015 Bast Washington Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 

i Dear Bills 

‘ Please disregard my recent request for a new 

schedule of readings. The library has told me that. there 

is no room for an increased crew. 

Yours sincerely,



LIBRARY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
yr MADISON, WISCONSIN 

se July 18, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have been out of town so I couldn't answer your note of July 13th 
before. 

It is with regret that I must say that there is not room for addition- 
al WPA help in the library. We now have between twenty and thirty WPA 
workers on a library project and they are "sitting in each other's laps" 
as it is. Additional people would create a difficult and impossible situa- 
tion. 

Sincerely yours, 

ic Ok pects AE eee Se 

Gilbert H. Doane, 
Dim Director, 

a 
6 oe 5 r9 

wr



hel University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Taly 13. 1939 

Prof. Gilbert H. Doane 
University Library 

Dear Professor Doane ; 

I am thinking of applying for an extension 
of my ¥.P.A. library project, enlarging the crew from 
the present sige of 1+2 men to a regular crew of 4 men. 

Gould such a crew be accommodated in the 
library? I would mch appreciate your advice. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



4ak University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management fely the 10 

Dr, A. W. Schorger 
ee et ee eee 

gon, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

The money for the W.P.A. library crew runs out 
in about two months. I am thinking of asicing for an 
extension, enlarging the crew from 1-2 men to 4 nen. 

If this meets with you approval, ean you give 
me the following data on the work yet to be dones : 
(1) additional counties to be covered, (2) mumber papers 
in each and whether weekly or daily, (3) span of years to 
be covered for each publication, : 

Should the new allotment be approved, we would 
have to gamble on getting suitable personnel. Should 
suitable personnel not show up, my plan would be to drop 
the thing, but there is slwaysthe chance that woe might 
find some suitable people. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management ;



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management April 27, 1939 

Mr. W. J. Harris 
1724 Bascom Hall 

Dear Mr. Harris: 

In reply to Mr. Reynolds’ circular of April 25, I submit the 
following on Project #9422: 

1. We expect to terminate this project by June 30. We will 
know by May 18 whether it can be so terminated. 

2. Additional employees during May and June would help assure 
termination only if they were of the requisite calibre. 
Accordingly I prefer to wait until May 18 to see whether 
we cannot wind the thing up without additional help. Mr. 
Saks has been informed to this effect. 

3. If additional personnel is taken on, 4t should include a 
more competent operator for the Monroe calculator and a 
statistical clerk with a good legible hand. 

In respect to continuation of the program, no further W.P.A. crew 
similar to Project #9422 will be needed. However, I have the following 
additional work for which W.P.A. help would be very welcomes 

1. A continuation of the rn reading work already under way 
‘ ag an incident to Project 22. 

2. Oceasional jobs of statistical analysis not sufficient to 
warrant © crew in themselves. 

I suggest that the various departments of the College of Agri-~ 
culture might jointly apply for a W.P.A. crew for statistical and reading 
work, and them pool their various jobs so as to give continuous employment 
to the crew. I would like to be in on such a pool and could handle both 
of the above items under it to good advantage. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

/ 

/



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN wr” 
¢ 

April 25, 1939 wn yy 

To W. P. A. Project Sponsors: 

On advice from the State Office of W. P. A., in order to an- 

ticipate termination of W.. P. A. Activities, we are asking each 

Project Sponsor to reply at once to our Committee, on the follow- 

ing three points: 

1. Can you arrange your research in such a way as to ter- 

minate cempletely all W.. P. A. aspects of it by June 30? 

2. Could you do se if provided with additional W. P. A. 

employees in May and June? 

3, If the answer to 2 is "yes", specify how many such em- 

ployees would be needed and the special talents to be re- 

quired of such recruits. : 

On the other hand, to anticipate continuation of the Program, as 

now constituted or operating along similar lines, this Committee 

would appreciate an immediate reply to these points: 

1. Can you continue operations under W. P. A. on your present 

project or on ene along similar lines, through the year July 1, 

1939 to June 30, 1940? 

2. If so, would you like more employees than are at present 

supplied you? 

3, If the answer to 2 is "yes", can you specify the number 

and special talents of such additional employees? 

This is not a request for detailed, analytical proposals in any 

eases. The need for an immediate overall-survey of our University 

program has been stressed by the State Office of W. P. A. Short an- 

swers should be returned to W. J. Harris, 172A Bascom Hall, Secretary 

for the W. P. A. Committee, by Thursday P. M. Your cooperation will 

be appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

THE FACULTY COMMITTEE FOR W. P. A. 

RLR: AG R. L. Reynolds, Chairman :



Mr. W. J. Harris 
Sec'y, for the W.P.A, Committee 
172A Bascom Hall 

Re: Inquiry of Apr. 25, 1939 con- 
cerning status of W.P.A. projects 

The objectives of Project #9422 fall into two classes, viz.: the 

preparation of two volumes of source material, including a duplicate of 

each, concerned with avian population statistics which are based on ex- 

isting records, and, the compilation of references to game, other wild- 

life, conservation activities and (ecologically?) related items appear- 

ing in pioneer newspapers of the state of Wisconsin which are on file 

in the University library. 

Mr, John Saks, Technical Consultant for University W.P.A. projects, 

has been informed that the statistical work, referred to above, will be 

completed by June 18, 1939. The necessity, if eny, for additional employ- 

ees will be apparent by May 18, 1939, at which time a substitution of a 

more competent Monroe calculator operator and acquiring the services of 

a person with statistical experience who can also wkite legibly might be 

to the best interests of the project.



: THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
MADISON 

: ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY 

April 8, 19359 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
102 Econ. Entom. Bldg. 

Attention: Mr. M. G. Jenks 

Dear Sir: 

This refers to Mr. Jenks! letter of April 

6 to the Biology Librarian, regarding our set of BIRD 

LORE. 

The notice for these books was sent with my 

approval as they had been out of the library for over 

three months. In view of our past difficulties it does 

not seem reasonable to me for you to expect to take 

twenty-two volumes of a series of books, which are on 

our shelves for student use primarily, and keep them 

six months--more than an entire semester. There must 

be some misunderstanding as no such arrangements were 

ever made to my knowledge. It is possible to take two 

or three volumes at a time, use them and return them 

in good condition within a reasonable period without 
so much abuse of our library privilege. 

Following is a quotation from my letter to 
you of September 19, 1938: 

"If this series is to be used by you to a 
large extent, it seems to me that the best thing to 

do would be to purchase a set as we cannot allow com- 

plete sets of books to disappear from our library for 

months at a time." 

Will you please be guided accordingly. 

We would like to have these books all re- 
turned at once and then you can start again if you are 

willing to live up to the requirements of our Depart- 

mental Library. 

Very truly yours, ce 

Wr. DV ark 
Wm. S. Marshall 
Emeritus Professor 
of Entomology 

WSM: MP



Yale Forest School, oe 
November 23, 1938 Y 
New Haven, Conn. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
42h University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am gratified to learn that the WPA has allotted 

enough additionel funds to finish up the tabulation of the Bird- 
Lore stuff. I would suggest that Jenks push it for all that its 
worth in order to finish up the computation work and the master 
sheets. If he still wants to make an extra-fine duplicate set 
himself, he could finish this up after the rest of the crew hes 
been laid off, rather than have them do it. ‘That would probably 
leave him available for the Schorger work as well, before the 
allotment runs out. If he wants to, he can let Mrs. Hartman's 
work go until after the other work is done; this would make sure 
of finishing bothnthe census work and the Schorger work with the 
$4,157. 

It has been a hard struggle to get these census 
figures in shape, but the effort will we well rewarded in research 
results. I wish that it would have been possible to finish up the 
German stuff, but that can wait awhile longer. 

The camparison between the Carnegie was based on 
the program of research expenditure, not funds. I hardly think that 
the origin of funds is material to the research program. Standard 
Oil money will aks good research as Baptist money. 

2 

4 Bond



ey THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN 
JOSEPH a date Ghia ware (TRUSTEE OF THE STATE) 

MADISON eT 

* 

: November 18, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Ives brought your letter in this morning and I told 
him that I would consult with Mr. Doane and see what possibility 
there was for extra workers on your project. We have absolutely 
no room on this side that would be available. Mr. Doane tells 
me that for a brief period he could take care of a couple of 
workers in room 118. However, this would have to be with the 
understanding that if his own project goes through, he would 
need the room. Your workers would find now other people using 
the room and of course you would only share what room there was 
with then. 

I wish we had more available space, but we are crowded 
terrifically and all of our rooms are in use. 

Yours very truly, 

OG be a ¢ Ca 

Annie A. Nunns, Asst. Supt. 

N:L
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‘ 424 University Farm Place 
November 18, 1938 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mise A. A. Nunns 
208 Library 

Dear Miss Nunns: 

The W.P.A. crew which is reading your newspaper files 
to gather historical material for me has now been increased from 
one man to two and may later be increased to four. 

Mr. Ives, the bearer, has done the work so far and will 
be in charge of the expanded crew. There is not room for more than 
one worker in the newspaper file room. Have you any other room in 
the library which you could assign temporarily for the use of Mr. 
Ives' crew? If so, it would greatly facilitate this work, to which 
I attach considerable importance. It would, of course, be necessary 
for Mr. Ives to be personally responsible for the newspaper files 
vorrowed for reading purposes. He has been working for me over a 
year and I think I can assure you that he could and would discharge 
this responsibility satisfactorily. 

The main reading room would hardly work, for this work 
Yequires a good deal of concentration and could not be conducted 
where students are passing in and out. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

|
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Works Progress Administration 
University of Wisconsin 

426 Lorch Street 
Madison, Wisconsim 
November 14, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wild Life Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Subject: Wisconsin Project #20476 
Sub-unit #12 
University Wild Life Survey 

In accordance with our telephone conversation of some days 
ago, I am sending you this written confirmation of the approval of 

the above sub-unit of University Social Research Project slong the 
lines suggested in your letter of October 21. The funds made 
available by the Federal Statistical Coordinator, Mr. Milton C. 
Forster, amount to $4,157.00 instead of the $10,437.00 as origi- 
nally requested. This will permit the operation of sections one 
through seven and parts of sections fifteen, sixteen, and seven- 
teen, the features of work contemplated in the proposal originally 
submitted. 

I understand that Mr. Lowell T. Galt, the District W. P. A. ; 
Inspector, is making the necessary arrangements to open this sub- 
unit starting the eighteenth of November, with Mr. Jenks in charge. 
Should you require any additional information, do not hesitate to 
call upon me, 

Yours "eee 

JOHN SAKS, Technical Consultant 
University Social Research 
W. P. A. Project #280476



wal Mtverst ty Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management eneey he, Se 

Mr. Lowell Galt 
Works Progress Administration 

215 South Dickinson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Galt: 

Mr. Sake has er tees that our project on wildlife 
population fluctuations (OP 533-133) has been approved and 
that the crew will report November 18th. 

The purpose of this letter is to request that George 
G. Ives, 717 Ridge Street, Stoughton, be reassigned to the project 
in order that he may resume the bibliographic portion of the work. 
This, as you know, consists of going through newspaper files at 
the library and extracting all information pertaining to the 
history of wildlife in Wisconsin. 

This work is valuable only if done by | careful and 
conscientious reader, and Ives did so well with it previously, 
and is se thoroughly familiar with the subject matter, that it 
would be a serious handicap if he could not contime the job where 
he left off. I hope you will find it possible to have Ives 
transferred to our project. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Schorger 
Ives



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN y 

MADISON yer 

ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY e 

Pad ye 
October 24, 1938 ae i 

Q 

we rs 
Dr. Aldo Leopold ne a 
Game Management KY 
Old Entomology Bldg. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

This refers to your letter of October 
6, regarding our set of Bird Lore. 

Mr. Jenks, who returned the books, re- 
quested that the marks be left in these books un- 
til they were completely through with them. If 
this will not be an unreasonable length of time, 
it will be satisfactory to us if'they are not 
removed until later. However, I think that any 
books which have not been marked, should not be 
as these notations can probably be made on separate 
sheets of paper and placed in the books. 

When the marks are to be removed and 
the books repaired, I think it would be well to 
send us someone who will be very careful as it 
would be easy to do more damage to the set when 
erasing, such as, tearing pages, etc. 

Very truly yours, iy 

Ail ved, LU arrhall 

Wm. S. Marshall 
Emeritus Professor 
of Entomology 

WSM:MP



Copy to Wing 

Old Entomology Building 
Division of Wildlife Management October 6, 1938 

Prof. Wm. S. Marshall 
Biology Building 

Dear Professor Marshall: 

Immediately after my last conference with you I inspected 
the Bird-Lores and, as you anticipated, there is a certain amount of 
damage for which I hold myself fully responsible. All of the ink 
marks and, as far as I know, all the loose bindings, originated 
before Mr. Jenks took charge of the crew. 

A detailed report of the condition, volume by volume, is 
attached. 

T would now like to know your preference, whether you 
would prefer to have me replace the entire set or whether you would 
prefer to have my repair the bindings, erase the marks, and return 
the set in the best possible condition. Should you prefer to have 
me replace the set, it might, of course, take me some little time 
to locate a complete set. 

IT need not say anything about my embarrassment at finding 
that this damage, some of it clearly avoidable, had occurred on a 
project supervised by me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Game Management



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY a 

September 19, 1938 ww 

‘ wy 

ow a 

Weel ue 
ay 2° Professor Aldo Leopold 

apt 102 Econ. Entom. Bldg. 

(a Dear Professor Leopold: 

"ow It has come to my attention, as super- 
Lae visor of the Biology Library, that our complete 
rs a> set of Bird Lore is in your possession and has 

w ‘4 tbeen for approximately eight months. It is desir- 
gt” ; an able that the books be returned to our shelves 

\ ve i) where they normally belong as they are needed for 
o loan, one volume at a time, to persons who come 
er to our library. If this series is to be used by 

\ you to a large extent, it seems to me that the 
best thing to do would be to purchase a set as 
we cannot allow complete sets of books to disap- 
pear from our library for months at a time. 

Our library is open from Monday to 
Friday, 8:30-12 and 1:30-5, and on Saturday, 
8:40-12, during which hours anybody is at perfect 
liberty to come over and use books in our reading \ 
room. . 

Very truly yours, . 

Wm. S. Marshall 
Emeritus Professor 

WSM: MP of Entomology 

iL ry A 

ye 
ah? mi a yy 

i war ‘ “% .



424 University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Managenent Outener a2, 1938 

Dr. Leonard Wing 
Yale Forest School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Leonard: 

I went over your letter carefully with Saks and 
it did not satisfy either of us. I thought it was too mech 
of a defense of the status quo. Saks very kindly volunteered 
to write a letter for us, and after some severe abbreviation 
and simplification, this is it. This is our file copy. 
Please return. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Fare Place 
Division of Wildlife Mamgenent October 21, 1938 

©; Me. John Saks, Technical Congul tant 
Social Research Project 
426 Lord Street 
Medison, Wiseonsin 

Aw: Wiseonsin Project #204876, tud-unit #12 
University Secial Reevarch Wild Life Survey 

Dear Mr. Sake: 

Replying to Mr. Foreter's letter of September 20. 

I wold like to admit at the outsct: 

1. that we underestimated the volume of work in the first 
two applications. 

2. That we have gone off on some tangents, most of which 
we are now dropping. 

I think there is a misapprehension about reports. It wae stated in 

the second request for funds that analysis of the data must avait completion of 

the compilation Job. We seid in the second request for funds under 60-1077, 

2.7. 465-53-5-138: 

"It ie proposed, becouse of the lack of adequate personnel, to forego 
those phases included in the original propose] which dealt with the actual 
analysis of the data. After a prolonged discussion with the State Statistical 
Goordinator, it has been agreed that the project ae now planned will collest, 
organize and summarize basic data, from the various sources available, in 
duplicate form so that research workers may, at some future date, or periodically 
treat the date so compiled according to thelr individual fields of inquiry. Ia 
other words, the project will have as ite chief objective the organization of 
Danio data by the W.P.A. personnel, leaving future analysis to sponsor's agents 
or interested workers in thié field.* 

I fally concur with Mr. Forster's viewpoint, that a W.P.A. project 

should be limited to some specific objective which can be achieved within the 

limitations which are necessarily part of an emergency relief program, and which,



2~ Saxe 

vhon completed, will show some eubstantial results. I feel that our sole 

present purpose showld be to round out the work now in progress to « stage 

where it will be available ae basic data for future analysis. 

I am willing, in order to secure favorable coneideration in completing 

the work now in progress, to lop off all features of work proposed under the 

University Secial Research Project #20476, Sub-unit #12, which do not Lend them 

selves directly to the central purpose of securing master sheete of the game 

censuses, as organized by states and species, with the one wodifieation that 

dibliogravhic research, which is cowpletely independent of this other work, be 

continued. This would involve the elimination of operations 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 

13, 14 ond in part, 16 and 17, as outlined under item 22 of the Form 301. Putting 

it 1a another way, we would like to complete the preparation of the State Census, 

and the State Species Master Sheets in duplicate, along with the necessary index 

to the State Census Master Sheets, and that part of the bibliographic research 

primarily coneerned with the county newspaper files. 

The justification for the duplication of the master sheets was explained 

ander pp. }+4 of the documentation accompanying 60-1077, 0.?. ¥65-5%-3-138. This 

was approved by Mr. Forater and wae prosecuted under the above 0.7. It seems ao 

little unreasonable, therefore, for the work te be suspended at this point. Had 

this feature been disapproved at the time the above euperseding project was sub- 

mitted, thie would sot have involved any loss, but there would be a loss if the 

work were now left ina partially completed stage. The Stete Census liaster Sheets 

have Been copied completely on the superseding project, and all that now requires 

to be done is to check the entries on these duplicate sheets against the originals
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for seeuracy. ‘The originale of the State Species Master Sheets are about 29% 

complete, and the duplication here hae net started (see pp. 3-4 of the documenta~ 

tion accompanying Sub-unit #12 for the explamation). It would be highly desirable 

to cosplete the duplication of the State Species Haster Sheets aleo, since subse- 

quent research and analysis om these basic records will be prosecuted at several 

Experiment Stations. In such case constant handling, and the taking apart of the 

somplete set for extended study of special parts of the State Species Master 

Sheets, would not be possible if there were only one set on deposit at the Hain 

Vaiversity Library. The work in connection with the completion and duplication 

of the Master Sheets te estimated to cost $2,375 (operations 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, 

Item 22). This should definitely complete the preparation of these basic records. 

Turning to the index feature of the State Conme Master Sheets, the 

procedures as requested by Mir. Forster are as follows: ‘the ¥.?.4. worker goes 

to the ent of Census Kester Sheets, takes off for the year, the stations reporting 

for the partiqular state. then these heve all been listed, the stotions are 

alphabetieally arranged, the conmusen are entered under the years for the corres~ 

ponding stations and subsequently the Intitude and longitude, as located on atlases 

are entered. For example, should the worker find that four censuses ware reported 

from Milweukee in 1913, he will enter this figure four in the 1913 colusn for 

Wilwankeo in the under sheet for the State of Wisconsin. In case no censuses were 

reported for that stetion during thet year, the appropriate spece opposite the name 

of the stations will be left Dlenk. When the index sheets are completed, it will 

be possible to determine the years when Milweukee ¢ensuses were reported, and how 

many Censuses were reported from the vicinity of Milwwukee (if any), for each 

successive year from 1900, without examining the Master Sheets page by page. 

The vertical summations will be the tetal number of stations reporting for each
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year and slao the total number of consusos for asch year. The horizontal 

summations will show the total muaber of censuses reported by anch station 

éuring the period covered. sch operation will be checked for aceuracy as it 

proceads. The index sheets will facilitate logating any desired series of reports 

without searching through the master sheots page by page. I hope this will clarify 

the work in connection with the index to the State Census Master Sheets, which will 

de prepared in duplicate at « total cost of 125,200 (Operntions 6 and 7, Item 22). 

Bibliographic notations are described at the bottom of page 4, and at 

the top of page 5 of the Sub-unit #12 documentation. I might elaborate further, as 

followa: The operation resulting in bibliographic notations, a sample of which 

wae submitted as Mehibit 8, consists of a clerk scanning the files of a prepared 

list of pioneer Wisconsin county newspaper for all notations respecting wildlife 

ond hunting which might be contained therein. fe will examine these volumes in 

the stacks of the Library, checking off the volumes omumined. The clerk will trans- 

¢@ribe the notations as he finde them in rough dreft form. He will turn then over 

to a typlet who will type them in duplicate in permanent form on S$} x 11 inch sheete. 

These will later be bound. This material will be used in University studies of the 

early conditions of Wisconsin wildlife (in other words, an sceumletion of basic 

material distinet from the cyole study). References of this nature have been of 

great walue in giving information about the early Wisconsin wildlife. One recent 

discovery based upon notations from the pioneer newspapers concerned & nesting 

colony of the extinct Fasseager Pigeon in central Wisconsin in 1871, covering 750 

square wiles and far larger than any nesting previously known. Ilaformation on such 

especies ae Blk, Buffalo, Moose, Cougar, Wolves, Prairie Chicken, Wild Turkey, and 

many other epecies is expected to result from the proposed operations.
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The bibliographic work has been highly suceessful so far, due to the 

quality of the individual who has been doing it. It ie not intended to use more 

than two Senior Clerks, whe have adequate qualifications, and who can be entrusted 

with the responsibility of doing a conscientious piece of work in the University 

Library stacks. he newspapers which are being scanned are of the rurel type and 

were published weekly or semi-weekly. They run between four and eight pages in 

length and lend themselves resdily to the scanning system now in use. ince the 

other features of work on this application discusced earlier will be completed 

within six months, I think 1¢ advisable to limit the amount of bibliographic 

notationa to those which ean be completed within that time, though Mr. Forster 

must understand that there will remaia a considersble amount of newspaper and 

periodical material which will remain untouched. Assuming then six moaths activity 

on this operation, I would suggest the use of two Senior Clerks, and one Typist. 

In other words, approximately $1500 of labor would suffice in place of the $6,260 

shown under operations 15, 16, and 17 under Item 22. Thus the total cost of all 

operations on which we hope to secure approval would be juet less than $5,000. 

In the matter of reporte the only item which hag reached the mablication 

stage is: "Drought Intensity Heasurements ond the Effect of the 1936 Drought on 

Game Food and Cover," by Douglas B. Wade of the University of Wisconsin Game 

Menagement staff. This paper will appear in "Transactions of the Third North 

American Wildlife Conference, February, 1936, Baltimore, Maryland, now in press. 

hie paper in pert is based on the work conducted om the drought index study as 

doseribed on page $ of the documentation which accompanied the suspended project 

GD-L177, O.P. 465~53~3~138. 

ALL necessary W.P.4. reports aa required by your Operating Procedure W-11 

and the monthly physical progress reports, CO~101, will be fortheoming as required.



6 = Sake 

I personally aseure you that thie ie the final request for funds ia connection 

with gathering of basic wiidlive census dota. 1 presume, however, that subsequent, 

independent studies would be considered by the W.?.4. reviewing staffe on their 

own merit, should they be submitted at some future date. It ie especially likely 

that « costinuation of the bibliographic notations will be requested. I appreciate 

your assistance aad the Works Progress Administration's assistance in making 

peossivle the use of fundies iu the past in pursuing these research activities, and 

{ hope it will be possible to urge that this revised and final request be approved, 

iu order that the work uow in the unfinished stages be brought te a point of 

completion. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Menagenent



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management ane Pe ATE 

Mr. Walter 3. Scott 
Refuge Section 
Conservation Department 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

I attach copies of extracts on Wisconsin wildlife 
recently gathered by the ¥.P.A. reader, Mr. Ives. Goptes will 
be sent you currently hereafter. 

I would like to make clear the history and certain 
limitations on the use of this material. 

When I originally assigned Mr. Ives to this work, I 
agreed with Dr. Schorger that all the passenger pigeon data 
were for his use, and that data on other species would be used 
by my group only after consultation with hia. 

When your department later asked for a crew of readers, 
the W.P.A. suggested that instead of a new crew, I send copies 
of my data to you. This I am now doing. 

T hope, though, that since we all got this idea from 
Dr. Schorger, you will extend to him the same courtesies in res- 
pect of priority that I have agreed to extend. 

Yours siucerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Game Management 

Copy to Dr. Schorger 

Transmitted pp. 175-217.



4a4 University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management September 28, 1938 

Mr. Leonard Wing 
1908 Scottwood Aveme 
Aun Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Leonard: 

The renewal recommendation on the W.P.A. project has ended 
up in the attached letter dated September 20 from the coordinator in 
Washington, 

Jenks, Saks, and myself have conferred at length and it is 
Saket opinion that you had best formulate the reply. He thon proposes 
te go over your reply with mo, the final draft te be over my signature. 
I am sorry to wish this on you, but I want to follow Saks! bunch. 

I think 1% would be well to admit, in so far as the history 
justifies, that the emphasis has changed during the course of the work, 
that our original claims were rather too large and handsome, and 
especially to state specifically that under no circumstances will an 
additional allotment be requested. 

Senke Ae attached a memo of some data that you might need 
in drefting the reply. 

With best regards, 5 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
enc] Professor of Game Management



c 
0 WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION 

? WASHINGTON, DC 

z : In reply 
Refer L-1 

September 20, 1938 

My, Philip Flanner, Administrator 
Works Progress Administration 

149 Rast Wilson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Attention: Mr. Roderick H. Riley, Coordinator 
Statistical & Research Projects 

Subject: Wisconsin Project 20476 
Sub-unit #12 - University Social Research 
Wild Life Survey ‘ 

Dear Mr, Planner: 

As indiested in the documentation covering this project pro- 

posal about eleven thousand dollars have been authorized to pursue this 

survey in Wisconsin. The subject proposal is the second continuation 

of a project known as the Cycle Study at the State Experiment Station. 
In 1936 the first project was approved because it was felt the WPA 
could assist that study in “bringing its unassembled records up to date." 

It was approved so as to “help develop proper techniques and practices 

for farmers, etc. in handling the game crop" and to provide information 

to groups and societies, including the President's Committee on Wildlife. 

To date no reports seem to have been completed. Operating Pro- 

cedure "-11 requires that these surveys be reported upon. Projects should 

beso planned as to be completed and reported upon within the authorizs- 

tions made for these studies. We have examined the work procedures sub- 

mitted with the proposal and see no justification for preparing “duplicates 

of mester sheets". The originals should be deposited as planned in the 

library for ready access by all interested research persons. 

Most of the work contemplated seems to be new work, for which very 

incomplete working procedures, forms and $nstructions are supplied. There 

are no heading, for example, on Exhibit A and it is not clear what WPA 

workers are to do. In the same way the documentation for Exhibit B does 

not show what is expected of WPA workers assigned to handle these sheets. 

From what sources are Exhibit C data taken and under what cir- 

cumstances should WPA workers copy “off-census" records? What plan of 

orgenization must be followed in transcribing these? hat purpose will 

this exhibit serve when completed? 

Weather no doubt plays an important role in the lives of birds 

and mammals but no evidence is presented to show how climatological data 

are to be used to show thée relationship. There sre several projects



on 

already in operation in the U.S. to regroup Weather Bureau report data 
and each must be separately justified on the basis of specific research 
objectives for the project. 

No working procedures have been submitted for Units resulting 
in Exhibit B and G and the specific purposes of these jobs are not apparent. 

It is thus necessary to present further justification for the 
contimuation project by presenting first evidence that satisfactory work 
is being accomplished on this project. Since the new units contemplated 
have not been documented so that they can be reviewed, no recommendation 

can be made regarding these proposals, md you are requested to supply 
this documentation. 

Pending receipt of information requested in this letter, the 
subject unit proposal should not be released for operation. 

Very truly yours, 

MILTON C, FORSTER /s/ 

Milton ©, Forster, Coordinator 
Statistical, Survey and Resemrch Projects 

CC * Mr, Hagleton i



O1a Batomology Building 

Game Management Division Sephanter By i578 

Prof. Robert Reynolds 
Port Washington, Wisconsin 
e/o Leonard W. Wing 

Dear Professor Reynolds: 

The attached W.P.A. project proposal, approved by 
Dean Fred in his attached letter of September 2, includes a 
request for $125 from the Emergency Fund for supplies. 

This letter is to certify that my division has no 
funds from whieh such supplies might be purchased; in fact, our 
entire supplies allotment for the year is only a few dollars 
greater than this sum and is bound to become exhausted before 
the end of the year. No other funds are available which might 
be diverted for this purpose. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



BSTIMAEE OP ZUNDS MEROUD FOR SURCLINS LOR UNLVERSITYeSRONSEEED NEA 

ERTS EQR SULLY OF MLDLIEE. 

GROSS MSTIMITe: $125 

Ireutzn ustImare: $119.03 

Suanthty Hakone. Ualicost Jdmomb 

20 yoome © 84. X :11 Bond paper 60 12.00 

16 boxes Carbon paper 1,00 16.00 

2 down Manila pads «ll 2.64 

1 ream Ruled note paper 1425 1425 

100 Mankla folders +8 +8 

KOO 3X6 file cards «73 2.19 

10 23" wing binders 2.25 22.50 

lL qert Higgins Eternel Bleck Ink 1.60 1.60 

bottles Red waterproof ink 225 1.00 

l dozen Green penciles +60 «60 

1 @ogen Red pencils +60 +60 

l dowen Blue pencils +60 260 

L bottle Tquistiek 225 +25 

2 dowen ‘Typewriter ribbons lis 9,00 

aaa 3.00 

Repair typewriter 15.00 

12 months typewriter rental 2.50 _ 30.00. 

Net estimate 129.03



kok University Farn Place 
Aagust 1 

Game Management Division im 

Dr. Leonard Wing 
Norris 
Tennessee 

Dear Leonard: 

I hear indirectly that you plan to go to Yale and to be here for an 
interim period to round up WPA. I assume that if this is the case, your visit 
here will be in August or the first half of September. 

The project as now set up will run out about September 1, In order 
that 1% may not run out while you are here, Jenks is recommending trimming the 
personnel so it will last through September if possible. 

Meanwhile Saks has raised the question of whether the renewal should 
be in the form of an independent project as at present, or as a part of a 
University project in the social sciences of which he is now in charge. The 
advantage of attaching the renewal to Saks' project would be that the rules 
about overhead are less stringent. If the renewal is to be through Sake he would 
prefer to review the proposal for renewal with you in person to assure himself 
that the cycle work is on 2 wind-up basis. Accordingly I agreed with Saks to 
defer request for renewal pending your arrival. By cutting the crew both Jenks 
and the crew would be available while you are here. Saks thinks the necessary 
interval for approval might be shorter if the project were attached to his 
organization. In any case, = temporary hiatus is in sight, but Gault promised 
Jenks and me that the key personnel could be temporarily distributed in such a 
way a8 to make them available for recall when the extension goes through. 

I made it clear to Saks that the historical reafing work is not on a 
wind-up basis, but can continue indefinitely, and upon the termination of the 
eycle study, this reading work might be contimed. 

I will be away in the Upver Peninsula (Haron Mountain) August 17~+20 
end with Hochbaum and Pirnie at Delta, Manitoba, August 22-27. Will get back 
some time before the end of the month. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



WILDLIFE STUDY: stimated Cost, by Item, of Unfinished and Proposed Additional 

Operations (based on progress status and financial condition of the 
Project as of August 5, 1938) 

UNIT 

QUANTITY UNIT DESCRIPTION OF OPPRATION cost AMOUNT, 

598 Sheet Computation: Species Av. per ohh? 267.31 
Hr. per State 

722 Sheet Checking above operation 2088 63.54 

653 Sheet Computation: Species Av. per 2705 460.36 
Hr. per Station 

5472 Census Appendix “G" and Index Compile- .037 202,46 
tion 

52 State Arrangement and Transcription of 2.443 127.04 
Index Data 

52 State Checking above operation 1.22 63.44 

5472 Census Appendix "3" transcription 2029 158.69 

5472 Census Appendix "C" transeription 2029 158.69 

3213 Census Appendix "D" transcription 2029 93.18 

14157 Census Checking Appendix material O15 212, 36 

350 . Sheet Duplication of Appendix and 42 147.00 
Indéx material z 

350 Sheet Gheeking above operation 0125 43.75 

293192 Entry Transfer data to Species Master 0026 762.30 
Sheets s 

363000 Entry Checking above operation 20007 254.10 

ho Table fabulating fur returns and 3.18 127.20 

' small game kills 

4o fable Checking above operation 847 33.88 

519, 200 Entry Duplication of Species Master 20005 259.60 
Sheets i i 

519,200 Eatry Checking above operation 200024 124,61 

7942 Entry Duplication of Species Master 200kK8 38.12 
Sheets 

8272 Entry Checking above operation 20034 28.12



fied, 

WILDLIFE STUDY (continued) 

UNIT 
QUANTITY UNIT DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION cos? AMOUNT fi 

534 Table Climatological Tables 2,06 1,100.04 

534 Table Gheeking above operation 634 338.56 

39, 753 Volume Bibliographic research (Food, 2037 1,470.86 
Habits, migration, etc.) 

1248 Page Species Cards (condensed, cat® .655 817.44 
gorized data from Bird Lore) 

estimated Total Cost 7435265 
Cash Balance (August 5, 1938) bee 
New Appropriation necessary



WILDLIFE STUDY: Estimated Cost, byulltem, of Unfinished and Proposed Additional Operations 
(based on progress status and financial condition of the Project 
as of July 17, 1938) 

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION DAYS ARS. 

Computation: Species Averages = per hour per State (21 yrs. - 3 days per yr.) 63 
Checking above operation ----- --f- f= se ee ee ee ee eee ee gH 10 
Computation: Species Averages * per Hr. per Station (38 7 - 20 hrs. per yrs) 760 
Appendix C & Index Compilation (24 yrs. - 2 days per year) ---------- 48 
Arrangement & Transcription of Index Data ---+-----+------+-+-++- 80 
Checking above operation = ------+---s se ee ee eee ee eee ee 10 
Appendix "B" transcription (38 yrs. - l yrs per day) ------------+ 38 
Appendix "C" transcription (38 yrs. - l yr. per day) =-------=+---= 38 
Appendix "D" transcription (22 yrs. - l yr. per day) --------+----=- 22 
Checking Appendix Material (2 workers) - - -- -------+--+-+----5 50 
Duplication of Appendix and Index Material - ---------++#-+-+-+-+-+<+- 65 
Checking above operation (2 workers) ---- ----------+------ 30 
Species Master Sheet Transcription (2 workers: 30 yrs. - 3.days per yre)- - - 180 
Checking above operation (2 workers) ------------+-+--+---+- 60 
Tabulating Fur Returns = -- ------- e+ - eee ee eee eee eee ee ow 
Checking above operation (2 workers) ---------------+---+-+-+- 8 
Duplication of Species Master Sheets (38 yrs. - 1$ days per yr.) --- ---- 57 
Checking above operation (2 workers) --------- ------+-+-+--=+ 30 
Duplication of Census Master Sheets (9 yrs. - 1 day per yr.) ---------= 9 

' Checking above operation (2 workers) ---------s---+-------++- 6 
Climatological Tables (3 Workers: tabulating, computing, typed transcription) 240 
Checking above operation - - ---------- e285 === ------==-- = 80 
Bibliographic Research (Food habits, ete.) ------------ --- se - = 255 

Species Cards (condensed, categorized data from "The Seasons" - Bird Lore, - 
published quarterly; of interest w students of Ornighology, 

Game Management and related Sciences of Ecology, Phenology, Btc.) 1440 

Total 1359 2200 
Total Hours (Conversion ratio: 7 hours per day)- ----- ------ 9513 
Grand Total Hours ------- see eee et em mer er ee rere 11713 
Total Cost (Average cost per hour - 60¢) --------------- $7027.80 
Cash Balance (July 17, 1938)- ----------- tee eee eee 1502.71 
New Appropriation necessary --------- 7-7 e t-te 5525.09



424 University Farm Place 
June 20, 1938 

Division of Game Management 

Dr. Leonard Wing 
Box 364 
Norris, Tennessee 

Dear Leonard: 

The only fixed point in my attitude about WPA is that 
I wish to avoid situations where money and time will be wasted. 

Tf you can assure me thet (1) the work intended is to 
finish what is already started, that is, not new work, (2) our 
funds will not be drawa upon, (3) Jenks can run it without getting 
out on a limb for lack of instruction, then I have no objection 
to a contimation; in fact, I am strong for it, because I would 
like to see the whole thing come to something. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



June 18, 1938 ° 
Norris, Tennessee 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have been giving the WPA work considerable thought since 
I saw Jenks in Ann Arbor last February. I have been tryimg to dope out 
how I could fit it into a teaching load this fall should I get another 
job. I am begining to feel that organizing some new comrses will take 
all the time I have for the first semester. I don't see how I shall be able 
to handle a crew enywekere until efter the fizst semester is over. I 

have expected to pay for supplies myself. Maps will be so expensive that 

I don't see how I could make a trip to Madison to look over a crew after 
peying for maps. Ibelieve that it will be better to have Jenks push 
the work to the best conclusion possible and J can start negotiations for 
a project after I get situated. It would take some months to get one and ; 
thet would make a crew available about the time course work would let up 
a bit. I should have next swimer free én the Pennsylvania State job. 

I get an automatic reise of $300 July lst. I would still 
rather go to Pennsylvania State at $200 then vegetate here another yeer. 
The cause of Cahn's antegonism hes at last come out. Last August Mr. 
Richards proposed to make Cahn an "Advisor to the Chief Forester's Office" 
and have me take over the wildlife work . One of the Advisors told 
Cahn about it and he has been afraid of his job ever since. He has tried 
hard to catch me up some dark alley some night. He didn't know that I 
learned of it during the winter and thus overplayed his hand. I had a 

be talk with him about some things he tried to put in the record last March 
and he withdrew everything. Things are quite all right bt one never 
knows when he my forget our little chat. It is natural that Cahn 
shovld have tried to kill off any danger to his job since he is getting 
twice what he did at Illinois. Mr. Richards also did me a good turn by, 
unimown to Cehn, sticking some things in the files about Cehn's attitude 
towards me just before he left. It came out following a move just 
after the Chief left (referred to above). 

Mr. Richards and I heve become acquainted since he has been 
out of the TVA. I have gained a great respect for his abilities and 
outlook. Shovld he have been born poo, he would heve become one of our 
conservetion giants. He and the fahily ere going on a western trip and 
may come through Madison. 4 

re



42h University Farm Place 
June 13, 1938 

Dr. Leonard Wing 

Box 364 
Norris, Tennessee 

Dear Leonard: 

T am gled to hear that the Pemsylvania thing is making 

headway. 

I have been meaning to write you about the WPA crew. IT 

am @ little bit hesitant about a further extension for new work 

for two reasons. I doubt if it is possible to lay it out with 

sufficient exactitude to prevent Jenks from getting into an 

occasional jam, and secondly, if any financial cooperation is 

involved, we are literally without funds for the coming year-~that 

is, funds over and above student stipends. No ome has any expense 

and we cannot even buy films. Jenks mentioned that the mapping 

project would require considerable supplies. 

I of course am not closing the door, but simply letting 
you know that I am skeptical about it. 

i Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopola 
vh Professor of Game Management



131 Orchard Road, 
Norris, Tennessee 

, May 29, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Yel. University Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Professor Dusham of Penn State wrote me that 
he had received your letter of recommendation. He says that they 
will make ea deciskion on the man for their new position the latter 
part of June. Would Seth Gordon be a good avenue for further 
approach ? If you think that he would, I should appreciate it if 
you would teke it up with him. I imagine that he is in on the 
Penn State situation or at least wovld have a strong influence. 

Should I get et a place like Penn State, I could 
easily hangle a crew of WPA clerks the size of the present one and 
could abies. some further results. I should like to have the 

; Bird-Lore data plotted on maps by years end abundance in order to 
detect any geographic shifts from year to year. These shifts are 
suspected in the case of many cyclic species byt no one has any idea 
of how extensive theishifting is. 

I shall go over the work I shovld like to have 
done next and perhaps make a trip to to Madison sometime in a 
month or so. So far Jenks and the crew have been doing a good 

: job although I realize that my presence would have been helpful 
in settling some technical points. Still, we have somethingdone. 
The material is basic for extended studies. 

The "status quo ante" croup probably eat realize that 
the cycle stay work so far has been gathering in all data already 
available--in literature and @isewhere=eand generalized observations 

in an attempt to pick out the most promising avenues from the great 
mass of possibilities in nature. It is about like the bibliographic 
reading one does before attacking a problem, that is, gathering together 
the views and results of other studies. Unfortunetely, few other 
eycle studies exist. 

I appreciate your writing to Dr. Dusham. It was 

good of you end I wish to thank-you for doing it. 

Sin Wi Jad, 
e herd Wee



424 University Farn Place 
Mey 23, 1938 

Dr. Leonard Wing 

Box 364 
Norris, Tennesses 

Dear Leonard: 

I am interested to hear about your collecting and think 
you are wise in doing some scientific stuff on the side so that you 
will have something to show for your time regardless of TVA. 

; I would be more than glad to try to get Jenks and a snall 
crew continued, but frankly I have some doubte about even Jenks! 
ability to work in absentia from someone who can take the time to 

; give scientific supervision. I think you anticipated the development 
of the project about as well as anybody could, but it is simply 
inherent in such situations that things arise that nobody thought of 
and on which decisions cannot be fairly left to Jenks. 

If you can devise a job for him which I can supervise be- 
cause of pre-existing familiarity with the subject matter, fine. 
In any event, the reading work has proved so valuable that I would 
like to see it continued. I am having a conference with Saks 
tomorrow and may add some more later. 

: With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



Norris, Tennessee 
May 19, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, , 
153e University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Summer is gaining momentum end the last few days 
have been very sultry, so sultry that a stickiness is everywhere. 

I heve been surprized at the northern birds thet 
stay here so long. Today I saw Magnolia Warblers and Lincoln 

Sperrows, both nest from the Superior country northward. There 
are young chickadees, robins, waterthrusHes and otliers already 
on the wing. A nest of blue jays took to the air w Week ago. 
Bob-whites started calling March 17 and have pretty well paired 

off now. 
I have collected about 4OO birds on we:k ends and 

\ shipped them to the Museum at Ann Arbor for skinning and making 

up. Even if I ¢an't do anything of consequence in the geme field, ! 
I will at least have a good paper on the birds of this region. I 
think that collecting birds on a Sunday morning is es mich fun and 
more positive value then going fishing. There appear to be some 
of the birds that may be new forms. 

I have not yet heard from Penn State but did have en 
encoureging letter from Tucker of Texas. Should I not get a College 

i job, remember what I said about being willing to give courses on 
i) part time inorder to gain the experience that seems essential to 

the acedemicsg I wonld rather plow-in than spend valuable time on 
a progrem that is sure to be curtailed or dropped. | I have heard that 
a reduction in all forestry work is scheduled for next year and that 
the old-line foresters insist that game work must be dropped before 

certein forestry work is curtailed. 

I em wondering how I can earry on cyele work if I don't 

go to @ college and how to get any of the routine labor domes i¢ I do. 

I am not sure thet it would be possible to get any WPA labor in any 
college until after one had been there a year or two. Is there any 
way in which I could have Jenks and a few helpers contime ---- just 
in case I centswing some other system ? I realize that you mve done 

, far more towards keeping the cycle study going than any one else has 

done for any other study. 

hae Sincerely, 2 V7



1532 University Aveme 
April 6, 1938 

Dr. Leonard Wing 
Box 364 
Norris, Tennessee 

Dear Leonard: y 

The reading work which is now being done by Mr. 
Ives has proved so valuable to both Schorger and myself that 

I could stand an indefinite amount of it. If you arrange an 
extension I would be very glad to have a reader for me included, 
preferably Ives. I would also like, if I can, to place Jenks 
when he is finally dropped. 

Idaho is the best bet I know of at this moment. New 
Mexico is no longer in the running (see letter attached). 1 
have tried to plant the idea in Idaho that they could qualify 
themselves for an Institute unit by importing some personnel. 

/ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ‘ 
ene] Professor of Game Management



LEONARD WILLIAM WING 

| NORRIS, TENNESSEE 

: atid April 2, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 Wniversity Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear\Mr. Leopold: 

I imagine that our current WPA fumds will run out 
in June. The crew will probably have most of the tabulating done 
before that. I would like to see Jenks taken care of after the 
money runs out. I believe that the University has a blanket WPA 
program handled by Mr. Menn at the Business Office. It might be 
possible to have Jenks and a clerk or two and a typist shifted 
over to the University project and kept on at the office for an 
indefinite period. I will undoubtedly be able to change to a 
University this fall and get some sort of crew there. But if you 
are interested in having some extra labor available, I could fix 
up some continuing jobs to keep them going during periods when your 
jobs run low, to be picked up and laid down for your|work. If you 
are interested, would you talk it over with Mr. “enn ? 

It looks as though Ideho may do something this fall. 
Of course they my have the idea that anyone who has had Forestry 
ean do the work. 

I am not convinced that lack of teaching experience is 
not @ decided handicap. 

There is no&hing definite in view yet. Have you any 
: sugeestions of places where I might prospect ? 

ee
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1532 University Aveme . 
March 15, 1938 

Miss Winnifred Varney 
123 Science Hall ; 

; Madison, Wisconsin : ¢ 

Dear Miss Varney: 

We kept no copy of the map but I am asking Mr. Ives 

to get Dr. Schorger to make out a new one and supply us both 

with a copy. 

I would be delighted if your German reader could 

‘ collect material on passenger pigeon for Dr. Schorger. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



UNITED STATES bat 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

123 Science Hall 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 
March 7, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
; Professor of Game Manazement 

Economic Entomology Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have seen Mr. Ives and have received 

from him, duplicate copies of your letter of Feb- 

ruary 10, of which I am having copies made. I 

: would like to see the map that was inclosed with 

a the letter when it was sent. I have started in- 

pe quiries in the campus mail in regard to the letter. 

4 Is there anything further I can do in that respect? 

I shall put our readers to work immediately 

to catch references to the Passenger Pigeon. 

Among our men there are two who handle 

German, and one of them I shall put to work at period— 

icals in German and German Diaries, beginning the 16th 

of this month. Inasmuch as Mr. Ives does not handle 
German, would you like this man to put any compre- 

hensive work on the pigeon in these sources? I see 

no harm in his working for you as well as for me. I 

have not consulted my superiors in this matter but I 

: feel sure they would not object. 

Sincerely, 

Wiaatfredy acy . 
Junior Soil Conservationist 

WV :fa 
ene.
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; 1532 University Aveme 

February 10, 1936 

Miss ¥. Varney 
123 Seience Hall 

Dear Miss Varney: 

At Mr. Gutha's request, I am sending you the following outline 
of what information on game yur crew should look for in reading newspaper 
and periodical files: 

The specifications are simple: all references to Passenger Pigeon 
(also called "Pidgeon" or "Wila Pigeon") are desired. 

| All references should be copied verbatim with the name of the 
city, newspaper, and date. Use good paper leaving ample margins, and write 
on both sides. ‘This will permit binding. A sample page is attached. 

No current references are likely to be found after 1900, but 
letters from “old timers" may of course oecur at later dates. 

There is attached a map showing the Wisconsin counties in which 
all papers listed in the "Catalog of Newspaper Files" have already been 
covered by us. Your cooperation in seaming papers in the remaining 
counties, and papers outside the state, if any, will be appreciated. ( 

It is understood that you will tell us what our crew is to look 
for for your purposes. f 

It is also understood that neither party will depend wholly on 
the other for coverage of any publication. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management
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LEONARD WILLIAM WING " 

NORRIS. TENNESSEE yw? 

February 5, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 

Madison. Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The food habits work for the WPA was discussed 
by us when I was in Madison in September. We planned that a 
clerk would be given such periodicals as the Wilson Bulletin and 
other material to go through for food references for selected 
species. She would type out the data and cross reference it in 

afile. It was the intention to start this as a permanent file. 
I can see the value of such a thing as more students come for 
studies of species. Thus, Prairie Cijicken and Sharp-tail references 
would all be on file for Frederick, some one else the deer material 
etc. In other words, fhe literature would be combed and recorded 
mechanically by a clerk. One of the senior students may be able to 
answer the technical points. 

I expect to be in Baltimore in time for the 
Wildlife Society next Sunday. I do not kmow how long I shall 
be able to stay. 

I am definitely planning to come up to Madison 
after the conference. The planting is practically finished and 
I can probably get off. 

Rrolik writes me from Nebraska mentioning that 
he is giving a two-hour, semester-long course in game management. 

Modeled after yours but giving twice the material } 

By )



1532 University Aveme 
Jamary 28, 1936 

Mr. Leonard Wing 
Box 304 
Norris, Tennessee 

Dear Leonard: 

I have no objection to your corresponding directly 
with Holland and referring to the correspondence. 

I don't follow your question about someone to super~ 
vise digging out food habits data. Can you tell me what data? 
I am afraid, however, it would be hard to find anyone to sipere 
vise anything at present. 

If the furniture thing comes to a pinch, I will try 
your suggestion. 

There is no one at Harvard whom I know except Hosley. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



LEONARD WILLIAM WING 

NORRIS, TENNESSEE 

January 22, 1938 

Mr . Aldo Leopold, 

1532 University Aveme, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear “r, Leopold: 

I have the correspondence with Hobland that 
you sent me. Too bad that he misses his targets, or should t 

say aims at the wrong terget? The layman should really take a 
different tack. Instead of saying "the darn so and so", he 
should say "My Ged, if an admittedly sketchy scientific perusal 
shows thus and so, lets get some more scientists going and see 
what there is in this." 

May I use your correspondence as a reference and 
discuss the matier directly with Holland ? Once I used the 
comparison that our duck situation was like the dead western 
sheriff who investigated first and did something abopt I afterwards, 
rather, who intended to do something about it afterwards’ 

At the risk of being called a schemer, I would 5 
offer this plan re; furniture in attic. When we firsts set up the 
WPA proposal with Saks in October 1936, he asked if we needed any 
manual labor to construct some tables ete for the crew to use. We 
did not so did not include in proposal. Perhaps we could have a 
WPA carpenter to construct some furniture for the attic. Then let 
the extension have the furniture of theirs. The game department 
would then be in physical as well as mental possession of the 3rd 
floor and have it furnished for students, seminars and classes. 

Should we have thought of it earlier, we could have adied the 

services of a carpenter to the proposal but probably still can if 
we explain the situation. We can cheerfully fomgo some of the 
clerical work for some furniture. I don't think that we can get 
the WPA to supply the material at this lete date but this would 
hardly cost the office more than twenty or thirty dollars. The 
carpenter can construct shelves, tables, henches, coat trees, 

: "filing drawers", storage cases etc. I would suggest that this 
matter be taken up with Mr, Galt who seems to be the contact man. 

I realize that we have been given an adied crew 
but there seems no way to avedd it. The WPA is cutting off small 
projects in order to cut their office overhead. A crew of ten is 
there mininum desire. So Saks made it ten and putiin the foreman
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at my request. It means that we will have a little extra lebor 

ut should be able to get my part done sooner. Then we can finish 

up odd jobs and smmtidown if need be. A little later, we might 

change some of the clerks for typists and set a larger crew at the 

work of digging up population and food habits data. I wish that I 

could be with you to direct their éfforts. However, I shall pry to 

keep in touch with Jenks and to keep him informed as best I gan. I 

think that the Baltimore trip will take all I can spare. It runs 

around $40 or more to come to Madison and Anne and I are trying 

very hard to be prepared against contingencies. 

Should I be able to arrange to come to Madison, IT shall 

notify you as fer shead as I.can. I would like to have a talk 

with Galt about some of the details, perhaps a conference could 

be arranged ahead of time. 

Whom do you have that could be assigned the duty of 

supervising a typist or two digging out food habits data and 

eross-referencing a file for it? Fran}? Itwould merely be the 

job of passing upon technical details and keeping the person 

eh the right publications. If Boug were in tewi, he would be 

the one to supervise the carpentry work if we could get some. 

i I have been investigating the punch system for ; 

the tabulating and sorting of records. I think that if this 
had been used on the Bird-Lore stuff, it would be faster to 

handle. However, I think that we can use it to advantage yet. 
I enclose a sample card. One reason I would like to get back 

to a University is in order to get at such means of handling the 

enormous volumes of data available. I could probably get a WPA 
crew wherever I would be and to continue the good work. : 

Very/singerely 

tov . 

P§;I notice in the list of Colleges and Universities offering 
’ cdfses in wildlife management, Biological Survey management 

and research leaflet number 98, that Harvard College, through 
the Harvard “orest offers graduate work in forestry with wmphasis 
on wildlife managem-nt. I wonder if they have any one there -- 
actively working on wildlife or is a.forestry man? I seem to 
recall that Hosley is there but is he a wildlife manger ? 

¥



1532 University Avene 
January 20, 1938 

Dr. Leonard Wing 
Box 364 
Norrie, Tennessee 

Dear Leonard: 

When I got back from Mexico I found the WPA crew not only 
at work, but about half again as large as we had asked for. The com 
position is badly balanced due to no fault of either Jenks or this 
office. He is intelligently modifying his plans to take care of the 
new contingency, Miss Caird started work yesterday at the library 
for Bill Schorger. Another excess senior clerk starts work soon in 
the reorganization of the Schmidt material under the supervision of 
Orville Lee. 

Jenks is confused about what you want on some of the master 
sheets but after considering his questions I learned that I was not 
about to pass on them because decision involves an accurate picture 
of your own concept of the final result. I hope you will tell him 
as dest you can by correspondence the answer to his questions. If 
he has not written you, I am asking him to do so. On the whole, but 
for the excess crew, I am well satisfied with the status quo. One 
trouble which threatens is the withdrewal of the furniture by the 
Extension Division. However, it hasn't happened yet. 

I didn't get a deer with the bow, but we got plenty of 
turkey and deer with guns. 

Yours sincerely, 

' Aldo Leopold . 
: Professor of Game Management



eros LEONARD WILLIAM WING 
te NORRIS, TENNESSEE 

January 18, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold : 

I hope that you and Starker had good luck in hunting 
in Mexico. I do not know what it is like down where you went but 
imagine that it is much better than at the hunting grounds above the 
border. 

I have had word from Jenks that the new project is 
off to a good start. I am very sorry that more of the old staff 

could not be reasigned. The Finnegan girl will not be back so the 
reading job will hmve to employ some one else. I think that it will 
be easy to break in a new girl for the reading job by properly explaining 
things to her. At least, she could dig out stuff from the newspaper 
files and place it upon cards. 

The crew will finish the tabulation work by summer. I 
would like to get back on the work in the fall if possible. There is 

a world of material there mwaiting going over now that the clerical 
work will be completed. I hope that I can locate at some University 
or College this fall and take it wp again. It is of two great a value 
to let slide. I think that I owe &£t to the WPA to complete the work 
that they have put so much cash into. 

Perhaps it would be possible for you to swing this way 
either on your way to or from Baltimore Conference. I would like very 
mich to have/ you. I shall probably go to Baltimore but mst pay my 
own way, it seems. I can't say when it will be possible for me to 
come to Madison. At present we have just started planting and I have ; 
to be around to see that the crews don't get mixed up. If I have to 
send myself to Baltimore, I may have to wait a while before coming to 
“adison. I think that Jenks may be able to keep them straight. The 
duplication job will keep some of them going. 

pears 7 ‘
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NEWSPAPER SUARCH FOR GAME NOTES 

The newspaper room of the Hisorical Society has a bound volume 

"Catalogue of Newspaper Files", The search is conducted best bt 

counties, Take a map and eheck all towns against the newspaper at 

directory to determine the papers available, 

All references should be copied verbatim with the name of the 

city, newspaper, and date, Use good paper leaving ample marcins, 

and write on both sides, This will permit binding, A sample page 

is attached, A loose leaf binder is very convenient, the cities 

peinge inserted alphabetically. 

The information is to be found usually on the pages containing 

the local news, Generally there are colums by correspondents 

from surrounding villages and these should be examined also, as 

frequently the correspondents are more "game conscious" than 

the editor. 

Up to the year 1885, for the southern counties, every issue 

throuchout the year should be examined, After the year 1885 

examine through 1900 only the months Mareh through June, and ee 

. August through November, Any notes in the other months ere very : 

rare, Necative statements, e.g, of absence, sre of value, 

; Notes should be taken on the following subjects:



A, Birds 

1. Passencer (Wild) Pigeon, 

2, Wild Turkey, 

3, Prairie chicken end other crouse 

4, Partridce (Ruffed Grouse) 

5. Quail 

6. Sandhill Crane 

7. Pelican 

8. Woodcock 

9. Any other notes of unusual interest 

Be Mammals 

1, Moose 

2, Elk 

3, Scuirrels, particularly abundance and misration 

4, Cougar (Panther) 

5, Opossum 

6. Dear, late capture, abundance, and movements 

7, Late dates of taking of timber wolf, lynx, wildcat, 

beaver, otter, and deer, 

C, Market quotations on game; and amount and kind of furs 

purchased locally. 

D, Phenological data on such seed crops as: 

1. Acorns 3, Hickory nuts 

2, Beechnuts 4, Butternuts, ete, 

1014-37 A... Sehorzer,



THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

PULLMAN, WASHINGTON - 

April 24, 1940 

Mr. John Saks 
Department of Economics 
Sterling Hall 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Saks: : 

Under seperate cover I am mailing to you a half-dozen 
reprints of a semi-technical article "Christmas Censuses: 
The Amateurs’ Contribution to Science", written by 
Millard Jenks and me. 

It appeared in the December issue of Bird Lore, the 

journal which published the censuses, tabulated by a 

W.P.A. crew when I was in Madison. 

I am sending these to you as I do not know to whom 

I should send the copies for use by the W.P.A. Will 
you please see that they get to the proper depository? 

Yours ¥ sincerely, ; 

Leonard Wing 
Assistant Professor of Gyme Management 

LW:kr 
Separate
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Christmas Censuses: The Amateurs’ 
, Contribution to Science* 

By Leonard Wing and Millard Jenks 
1) 

, eas have long been potent the preparation of local lists, and to 
forces in the world of science. other activities which can be sand- 

Before any scientific world existed, wiched within the limits of a hobby. 
there were amateurs observing the Christmas censuses originated as the 
phenomena of nature. Often as not, idea of an amateur who crossed the 
they worked their impressions of nature professional line when it became neces- 
into their writings on other subjects. sary to choose between his business and 
So great an event as the disappearance his hobby. Dr. Frank M. Chapman, 
of the birds in the fall and their reap- for many years publisher of Brrv- 
pearance in the spring could not help Lorn, fathered the idea of Christmas 
claiming attention along with thou- censuses in the year 1900, and his 
sands of lesser events. wisdom and foresight have been amply 
When American freedom was young, justified. Among all the activities of 

an English country gentleman, Thomas amateurs, none is a greater contribu- 
Knight, was busily engaged in laying tion to science than the taking of 
down the beginning of experimentation Christmas censuses. 
as a tool of biological science. His Since that first Christmas census was 
modest letters to the Royal Society re- taken, thirty-eight more Christmases 
porting his simple manipulations of have passed, and 6290 individual cen- 
plants read like solid substance in the suses have been taken and published in 
philosophical mush of the times. A  Brrv-Lorr. They constitute 6290 of 
frail young amateur, Charles Darwin, the finest monuments to the amateur 
revolutionized science a little later by ornithologist and to the genius of their 
tossing the theory of evolution into originator! Nowhere else in the world 
scientific and lay thought. Almost at of biological science does there exist a 
the same time, John James Audubon body of data comparable to the Christ- 

, began the ornithological work for mas censuses! 
which he became famous. In the wil- Thirty-nine Christmases have seen 
derness Audubon met another amateur, amateurs tramping the hills and the 

i Alexander Wilson, the founder of swamps, the woods and the fields. 
American ornithology. Thirty-nine Christmases have seen them 

The talents of the amateur ornithol- out in snow and in rain, in sunshine and 
ogist must usually be limited to migra- in storm. Many is the time that a coat 
tion observations, to bird banding, to has been pulled tighter against the 

“Tabulation of the Christmas censuses was begun by the senior author at the University of 
Wisconsin. Later, a Works Progress Administration project, with the junior author as foreman, com- 
pet the clerical work. Acknowledgment is made to the WPA, to the University of Wisconsin, and to 
rofessor Aldo Leopold of the University, whose active support made it possible to tabulate the censuses. 

[343 ]
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; Map by Leonard Wing and Millard Jenks 
FIGURE 1. The number of Christmas censuses by states and provinces, 1900-1938 inclusive 

elements as a census-taker plunged setts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsyl- 

across a windswept field to identify vania, Ohio and Wisconsin, have par- 

Horned Larks, Snow Buntings, or ticipated from the beginning without 

Longspurs. And many is the time a missing a single year. Twelve states 

breath blown through blue lips and took part the second year (also the 

chattering teeth has warmed stiff fingers District of Columbia), providing in all 

that another entry might be made in thirty-four separate censuses, a gain of 

the notebook. Where except among nine over the first year. 

amateurs could the spirit be found to The largest number of states and 

evict one gleefully from a warm bed provinces to report in any one year was 

at the crack of dawn for an all-day forty-eight. In 1935, forty-eight states 

tramp through frost and snow to and provinces reported, and the District 

gather more knowledge for the archives of Columbia as well. In 1937, reports 

of science? were received from forty-eight states 4 

That first Christmas found twenty- and provinces, the District of Columbia 

five censuses from fifteen states and and Cuba. 

provinces. Since that date, censuses The largest total of published cen- 

have been reported from all states and  suses, 222, was reported in 1930. The 

provinces with the exception of Nevada. censuses of last Christmas exceed this 

‘A few have come in from other places total, as a matter of fact, by 38, but 

such as Porto Rico and Cuba. Only only 200 could be printed because of 

seven states, Connecticut, Massachu- lack of space.* 

*Eprror’s Nore: Although it was not possible to publish all the censuses due to lack of space, the 

60 referred to have been turned over to Dr. Wing for inclusion in his tabulations along with the 200 

published censuses. 
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CHRISTMAS CENSUSES: THE AMATEURS’ CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE 

The distribution of censuses by states populous states and provinces would 
and provinces shows a general con- turn in more Christmas censuses. What 
centration north of the Ohio River and happens, however, when we compare 
east of the Mississippi. New York states and provinces according to the 
leads with 798 censuses, and is followed number of censuses reported from each 
by Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. state or province per million inhabi- 
New Brunswick with but two, and tants? Figure 2 is a map of the distribu- 
Nevada with none, are at the bottom. tion of censuses per million white 

if More censuses are needed from all states inhabitants (white inhabitants being 
and provinces, particularly from the used in order to counterbalance the 
provinces, the western and southern states having a numerous colored popu- 

x states, and the three most northern lation with those having fewer colored 
New England States. If each state and people). The census figures of 1920 
province should turn in at least ten were used for the states, and the best 
good censuses each Christmas, and if available figures for 1921 for the prov- 
these were well distributed over the  inces because these years occurred nearly 
area and were representative of the midway between 1900 and 1938. The 
various vegetative and physiographic average census rate pet million for the 
types, the scientific value of the Christ- United States and Canada is 61 per 
mas censuses, already great, would be million whites. Vermont leads with a 
increased a thousand fold. Valuable rate of 219; Rhode Island, Florida, New 
also would be censuses from Alaska, Hampshire, and Massachusetts follow 
Mexico, and Central America. closely behind Vermont. A belt of 

It is to be expected that the more  census-rates above the average sweeps 

FIGURE 2. The number of Christmas censuses per million white inhabitants 
Map by Leonard Wing and Millard Jenks 
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BIRD-LORE 

across the northern states to the Rock- with 146. Likewise, Colorado with a 
ies and down through Colorado to density of 9 has nearly twice the census- 
Arizona. The census-rates dwindle rate of Oregon with a density of 8. 
farther north, south, and west. Montana, with a density of 4, equals 

What conclusions can we draw from Wisconsin with 48, and New York with 
the census-rates per million? The first 218. All are behind Connecticut with 
thing to strike our attention is the its 217 censuses per million and a den- 
tremendous census-rates in some of the sity of 286, or Massachusetts with 137 
New England states. Obviously, ‘rug- censuses per million and a density of 
ged New England weather’ is not a 479. Even huge Texas with its density 
deterrent to amateurs! One thing stands of 18 cannot compete with Florida's 
out clearly: states having a high pro-  census-rate or with California's. Like- t 
portion of their people in large popula- wise, the Californians are far behind 
tion-centers have lower census-rates the Floridians when it comes to taking 
than their neighbors. This is borne out censuses. 
by the records from New York, Penn- The actual explanation for these dif- 
sylvania, Michigan, Massachusetts, and ferences probably lies in racial back- 
Missouri. Rhode Island is the excep- grounds, population concentrations, 
tion to this rule. This is not surprising, education, social contacts, scientific 
since Rhode Island covers a small area. and cultural backgrounds and the 

Thinness of population does not seem general prosperity of the different sec- 
to deter census-takers. Arizona, with a tions of the country. 
population density of 3 per square mile, A general pattern of the concentra- 
has as high a census-rate as Maryland tion of species of wintering birds pre- 

FIGURE 3. The number of species reported from each state and province, 1900-1937 inclu- 
sive. The isopleth lines bend equatorward in the continental interior. 

Map by Leonard Wing and Millard Jenks 
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CHRISTMAS CENSUSES: THE AMATEURS’ CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE 
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FIGURE 4. Downy Woodpecker abundance in terms of birds per hour of censusing, 1900 
to 1937 inclusive (adjusted to forest area for each state and province). 

dominates even though lack of sufficient land but not enough censuses have yet 
censuses keeps us from forming a clear been taken.) Some states and provinces 
picture. This distribution pattern, in- have fallen behind in finding wintering 
dicated in Figure 3, shows the lowest species. Delaware, Indiana, Maryland, 
concentration in the interior, and a West Virginia, Arkansas, Alabama, 
higher concentration as we approach Saskatchewan, Alberta, Manitoba, 
the seacoasts. The isopleth lines bend Quebec, and others are behind. 
equatorward in the interior and pole- In a discussion of this kind it is not 
ward along the coasts. (This parallels possible to go into much detail regard- 
the isothermal lines on weather maps, ing the distribution and abundance of 
which also bend equatorward in the many species as shown by the Christmas 
interior in winter, a fact which may be censuses. But in order to demonstrate 
noted in any school geography.) the value of the Christmas censuses, a 

is It is interesting to note the distribu- sample species has been selected, a 
tion of species by states. Though the species of continent-wide distribution 

j Californians may lag behind Floridians and of interest to bird people, the 
\ when it comes to getting out and taking Downy Woodpecker. The distribution 

censuses (see Figure 2), they find more of the Downy Woodpecker in terms of 
species when they do go out. The 286 birds per hour of censusing and by 
species from California exceed in num- states and provinces has been mapped 
ber all other areas, while the 8 from (Figure 4). The distribution figures 
Newfoundland mark the tail-end. (Ob- have been adjusted in terms of the 
viously, the latter figure does not forest area in each state. It was thought 
represent the true picture of Newfound- _ best to adjust the original figures, since 

[347 |
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censuses along the river bottoms and some parts of the country, in the case 
in the wood-lots of the open country of protected species, and lessening in 
give a distorted picture of the relative others. The drops observed in Minne- 
abundance of a forest species. The sota and Massachusetts probably are 
regions of maximum density occur in chargeable to weather as much as to 
the mountains from Pennsylvania to anything else. 
Kentucky and in the Ozark regions of The few examples and discussions 
Arkansas and Missouri. Though the presented bring out the amount of work 
Downy Woodpecker may range over that the amateurs have done and the 
the continent wherever trees are found, importance of that work scientifically. 
the center of density is not in the center Study of the Christmas censuses places 
of the range but far to one side, a point _us in a position to attest unequivocally } 
which could have been determined to the value of the work and to urge all 
only by the large-scale operations of amateurs not only to carry on the work 
the Christmas censuses. but to increase the number of censuses. 

The Bob-white is a species over which Careful study of the censuses taken 
considerable controversy has raged re- between 1900 and 1938 suggest certain 
garding its status as a game bird or as__ measures of improvement. Perhaps the 
a song bird. In order to give another most confusing point to the tabulator 
demonstration of the value of the of the censuses is the combining of the 
Christmas censuses, the birds-per-hour reports taken by a large group of ob- 
rate for the first nineteen years was servers. It is not possible to compare 
averaged and compared with the birds- the report of one observer with that of 
per-hour rate for the second nineteen forty unless some means is used that 
years (1900-1919 and 1919-1937). The will equalize them. The means sug- 
states may be arranged in three groups gested in the announcement of last 
according to whether increase or de- Christmas should be employed when- 
crease took place, or whether the Bob- ever the reports of more than one party 
whites remained about the same in are combined. (A party is interpreted 
relative abundance: to mean one or more persons together.) 
States in which States in which States in which Whenever a reshuffling of census-takers 
Syecuet” “ermal”  Teiineican{ occurs, the previous party alignment 

Connecticut District of Mississippi ceases and a new one begins. Thus, if 
Florida Columbia New Jersey four people spend the first half hour 
Michigan Gaus Reo tang together, split into two groups for the 
Maryland Taos West Virginia | second half hour and then separate for 

Missouri Massachusetts Wisconsin the rest of the six hours, we would have: 
pois coe Party I, four people, 14 hour; party II, 
South Carolina New York 2 people, 14 hour; party III, 2 people, 
Bees 16 hour; party IV, one person, 5 hours; 
tae party V, one person, 5 hours; party VI, 
Kansas one person, 5 hours; party VII, one 
Virginia person, 5 hours. Total hours, 2114. 

Some states and provinces have sent It would be confusing if it had been 
in too few reports for comparison and reported “‘four observers together part 
are therefore omitted from the above of the time, separate the rest of the 
tables. The changes in relative abun- time.’’ The mileages for each separate 
dance caught by the Christmas censuses party should be reported with the 
probably reflect increased protection in hours for each party. 
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4 Photo by Louisa R. Gleason 
BETWEEN DECEMBER 17 AND 25 census-takers throughout the country will record 
some form of the Downy Woodpecker. Some will even have staked out its winter territory in 

‘ advance of the census dates. 

Someone once made the remark that birds is of far greater scientific value 
: if we waited long enough, we could than a long list of accidental species. 

expect every species of the A.O.U. The area selected should be representative of 
check-list to turn up in every state. the region, not merely the area that will 
This may be an exaggeration, but it give the most species. 
illustrates the point that the finding of The route should be picked with 
‘rarities’ is not so valuable as popularly great care and with permanence in 
supposed. It isa great thrill todiscover mind. Censuses taken over the same 
the presence of some rare species but route Christmas after Christmas are of 
an accurate census of the regular winter the highest value. Each succeeding 
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Christmas increases their value. Think numbers present. The fact that it is 
what it will mean to the scientists of fun rather than drudgery makes it no 
the future to have censuses taken over _ less scientific. 
the same route generation after genera- Censuses, whether from Athabaska 
tion! A century may be along time for or Fort Worth, should be taken as 
a man, but it is a short time for science. nearly uniformly as possible. If every 
Christmas censuses will go on for census-taker throughout the continent 
centuries, or so we hope. Every census should follow the same procedures to 
is a permanent addition to the archives the letter, the censuses would all be { 
of science exactly as the writings of the comparable. Many reports contain 
hoary old Medieval monks were per- lists of birds some of which have been 
manent additions to literature. We observed when the census-takers were S 
have already passed a third of our first on foot and some of which have been 
century of censusing and the next two- seen from automobiles. With few ex- 
thirds will creep up faster than we ceptions, censuses should always be taken 
realize. on foot! Waterfowl may necessitate 

The area selected for the census may censusing from a boat or even from a 
be chosen in either of two ways which plane. But the hop-skip-and-jump 
are equally valuable to the student who method should be avoided as a plague! 
later works with the censuses. One Any species noted while going to or 
method is to select a route that will in- from the route itself, and not noted on 
clude proportionate amounts of repre- the route, should be treated as ‘off- 
sentative territory. Thus if two-thirds census’ records and listed as additional 
of a region is in open fields and one- information at the end of the census 
third in farm wood-lots, the time and _ report, just as though they had been 
mileage may be divided between the seen on a different day. This supple- 
open field and wood-lots in the pro- mentary data will reveal distribution 
portion of two to one. and occurrence of species just as well 

The second method is to select only as though included in the census and 
one type of territory for the census the census itself will not thus be made 
work. One census-taker might spend inaccurate. Many an invasion of north- 
all of his census time in oak woods ern birds has been detected in the off- 
while in another part of the country census records and census-takers are 
others might be censusing the open urged to add all of their off-census 
fields, the sage brush chaparral, spruce records as comments following the 
swamps or whatever major vegetation census report proper. Birds seen off the 
types are present. Regardless of the census route should not be added to the 
method used in selecting a route, a tally of those seen on the census route. 
short concise description of the route There are sixty provinces of Canada 
traveled, in terms of vegetation types and states of the United States. There ; 
as well as geographic description, will are many other areas such as Bermuda, 
enable anyone studying the records to the West Indies, and the Mexican states. 
determine the types that are represented. Last Christmas, more than sixteen 

From this discussion it will be noted hundred amateurs found joy and satis- 
that the idea of Christmas censuses is faction in contributing their bit for 
to sample bird populations rather than science, and it is our hope that this 
to build up long lists of species. It is job of bird-bookkeeping for science will 
not a game in running up species lists be taken in earnest by still more persons 
but a scientific poll of the species and in all parts of the continent, 
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i WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 

P. D. FLANNER 149 Hast Wilson Street 
ADMINISTRATOR: Madison, Wisconsin ! . 

June 12, 19389 

Mr. John Saks, 
Technical Consultant 
426 Lorch Street’ 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Saks: 

Enclosed herewith is a copy of a 

letter from Mr. M. Ge Jenks, one of your 

Jr. Foreman, to Mr. Flanner. 

Will you kindly submit a brief 
report reg@rding this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

P. De : R 

Adminis py 

f\ is 
By 

Kenneth D. Morrow, Coordinator 

Statistical, Survey, and Research 

Projects 

XMir 
encls.



June 6, 1939 

Mr. Philip D. Flanner, Administrator 

District 6 ae 

Works Progress Administration 

149 E. Wilson Street 4 

Madison, Wisconsin ' 

Dear Mr. Flanner: y 

It may seem strange to receive an inquiry regarding 

a reclassification when that reclassification has been in ; 

effect over six months and represents a loss of $180 but I : ‘ 

have been prompted by increasing doubte of the validity of this 

action to inquire who was responsibie for it and why it was done. 

Project No. 7383, in operation from January 11 to 

4 October 7, 1938, employed from 10 to 12 persons including myself 

and during this time I held a rating of Foreman, W & P Senior, 

Project No. 9422-12, which commenced operations on November 18, 

1938, continues the work begun on the previously-mentioned pro- 

ject and has employed from 5 to 8 persons. My reclassification 

from Sr. Foreman to Jr. Foreman, in effect November 18, was 

necessary, I was told, because the Senior rating was not applic- 

able on projects employing less than ten individuals, although 

I had learned from John Sake that, in the case of the University, 

there were exceptions to this rule based on the ration of admin- 

istrative costs to labor costs. 

Because of the fact that during some period of 

my education I acquired the naive (?) impression that a super- 
visor, by virtue of superior knowledge and talent, receives a 
higher compensation than those whose efforts he directs, I am 
very anxious to learn whether the aforementioned reclassifica- 
tion was conceived: in ignorance of existing regulation; in 

a moment of misguided enthusiasm for a bit of economy at my ex- 
pense or whether I have been intentionally "Mundiched." 

Additional time in the amount of approximately 
200 hours in excess of that required which I have spent on this 

work is but an innocuous form of madness which needs no consid- 

eration. 
Very truly yours, 

M. G. Jenks /3/ 

M. G. Jenks 
Box 212 
Madison, Wisconsin
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Works Progress Administration 
University of Wisconsin 

426 Lorch Street 
Madison, Wisconsim 
November 14, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leonold 
Professor of Wild Life Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin f i 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Subject: Wisconsin Project #20476 
Sub-unit #12 
University Wild Life Survey 

In accordance with our telephone conversation of some days 
ago, I em sending you this written confirmation of the approval of 
the above sub-unit of University Sociel Research Project along the 
lines suggested in your letter of October 21. The funds made 
available by the Federal Statistical Coordinator, Mr. Milton ¢. 
Forster, amount to $4,157.00 instead of the $10,437.00 as origi- 
nelly requested. fhis will permit the operation of sections one 
through seven and parts of sections fifteen, sixteen, and seven- 
teen, the features of work contemplated in the proposal originally 
submitted. ; 

I understand that Mr. Lowell T. Galt, the District W. P. A. 
Inspector, is making the necessary arrangements to open this sub- 
unit starting the eighteenth of November, with Mr. Jenks in charge. 
Should you require any additional information, do not hesitate to 
call upon me. 

Yours very t®uly, 

: i JOHN SAKS, Technical Consultant 
; University Social Research 

W. P. A. Project #20476



C WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION 

0 Washington, DC 
P : 
: 

November 2, 1938 
In Reply 
Refer L-1 , 

Mr. Phillip Flanner 
State Administrator 
Works Progress Administration 
149 Wilson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Attention: Mr. Roderick H. Riley, Coordinator 

Research and Statistical Projects 

Subject: Wisconsin Project #20476 
Sub-unit #12 

University Wild Life Survey 

Dear Mr. Flanner: 

On the basis of statements presented in your letter of 
October 27 and made by Professor Leopold to Mr. Saks on 
October 21, we are ready to release this sub-unit for operation : 
for Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 which appear to equal 
$2,657 and parts of Sections 15, 16 and 17 for an additional 
$1,500. This makes this project equal a total of $4,157 of 
Federal Funds instead of $10,437 as requested. 

Very truly yours, 

Milton C. Forster, Coordinator 

Research, Statistical and Survey Projects 
ce: Mr. Hazleton : 

S sat d a eee aay tert 
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October 25, 1938 

Wr. F. H. Hiestand, Director 
Works Progress Administration Dist. No. 6 
#15 $. Dickinson Street. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Attention: Lowell f. Galt 

Retr Wildlife Cycle Study 
University Social Research, sub-unit 12 

j Application 20476; 

Dear Mr. Heistand: . 

I am enclosing herewith six copies of a letter from 
Professor Aldo Leopold, Director, Mivision of Game Management, agri- 
caltural Experiment Station. University of Wisconsin, which is a reply 
to Mr. Milton G. Porster's of September 19. It covers in some detail - 
the pointe raised by the Federal Coordinator regarding this second 
additional request for funds and proposes to limit the work on this : 
latest application to the completion in duplicate of both sete of 
Master Sheets, State Species and State Census with the necessary index 
to the Genguc Sheets, and some gathering of bibliographic materials 
from Wisconsin newspapers. The revised estimates reduce costs by more 
than half the amount contained on the proposal submitted. 

Yours very truly, 

JOR SAKS 
Teehnical Consultant 
University Social Research, 
Project #7716 

f 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

‘DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS yok University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Mansgement October 21, 1938 

TO; Mr. John Saks, Technical Consultant 
Social Research Project 
426 Lord Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

RE: Wisconsin Project #20476, Sub-unit #12 
J University Social Research Wild Life Survey 

Dear Mr. Saks: 

Replying to Mr. Forster's letter of September 20. 

; I would like to admit at the outset: 

1. That we underestimated the volume of work in the first 
two applications. 

2. That we have gone off on some tangents, most of which 
we are now dropping. 

I think there is a misapprehension about reports. It was stated in 

the second request for funds that analysis of the data mst await completion of 

the compilation job. We said in the second request for funds under 6D-1077, 

O.P. 465—53-3-138: 

"It is proposed,because of the lack of adequate personnel, to forego 
those phases included in the original proposal which dealt with the actual 
analysis of the data. After a prolonged discussion with the State Statistical 

Coordinator, it has been agreed that the project as now planned will collect, 
organize and summarize basic data, from the various sources available, in 
duplicate form so that research workers may, at some future date, or periodically 
treat the data so compiled according to their individual fields of inquiry. In 
other words, the project will have as its chief objective the organization of 
basic data by the W.P.A. personnel, leaving future analysis to sponsor's agents 

or interested workers in this field." 

I fully concur with Mr. Forster's viewpoint, that a W.P.A. project 

should be limited to some specific objective which can be achieved within the 

limitations which are necessarily part of an emergency relief program, and which,
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when completed, will show some substantial results. I feel that our sole 

present purpose should be to round out the work now in progress to a stage 

where it will be available as basic data for future analysis. 

I am willing, in order to secure favorable consideration in completing 

the work now in progress, to lop off all features of work proposed under the 

University Social Research Project #20476, Subunit #12, which do not lend them 

selves directly to the central purpose of securing master sheets of the game 

censuses, as organized by states and species, with the one modification that 

bibliographic research, which is completely independent of this other work, be 

continued. This would involve the elimination of operations 8, 9, 10, 1l, 12, 

13, 14 and in part, 16 and 17, as outlined under item 22 of the Form 301. Putting 

it in another way, we would like to complete the preparation of the State Census, 

and the State Species Master Sheets in duplicate, along with the necessary index 

to the State Census Master Sheets, and that part of the bibliographic research 

primarily concerned with the county newspaper files. 

The justification for the duplication of the master sheets was explained 

under pp. 3-4 of the documentation accompanying 6D-1077, 0.P. 465-53-3-138. This 

was approved by Mr. Forster and was prosecuted under the above 0.P. It seems a 

little unreasonable, therefore, for the work to be suspended at this point. Had 

this feature been disapproved at the time the above superseding project was sub- 

mitted, this would not have involved any loss, but there would be a loss if the 

work were now left ina partially completed stage. The State Census Master Sheets 

have been copied completely on the superseding project, and all that now requires 

to be done is to check the entries on these duplicate sheets against the originals
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for accuracy. ‘The originals of the State Species Master Sheets are about 25% 

complete, and the duplication here has not started (see pp. 3-4 of the documenta- 

tion accompanying Sub-unit #12 for the explanation). It would be highly desirable 

to complete the duplication of the State Species Master Sheets also, since subse~ 

quent research and analysis on these basic records will be prosecuted at several 

Experiment Stations. In such case constant handling, and the taking apart of the 

complete set for extended study of special parts of the State Species Master 

Sheets, would not be possible if there were only one set on deposit at the Main 

University Library. The work in connection with the completion and duplication 

of the Master Sheets is estimated to cost $2,375 (operations 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, 

Item 22). This should definitely complete the preparation of these basic records. 

Turning to the index feature of the State Census Master Sheets, the 

procedures as requested by Mr. Forster are as follows: ‘The W.P.A. worker goes 

to the set of Census Master Sheets, takes off for the year, the stations reporting 

for the particular state. When these have all been listed, the stations are 

alphabetically arranged, the censuses are entered under the years for the corres- 

ponding stations and subsequently the latitude and longitude, as located on atlases 

are entered. For example, should the worker find that four censuses were reported 

from Milwaukee in 1913, he will enter this figure four in the 1913 column for 

Milwaukee in the under sheet for the State of Wisconsin. In case no censuses were 

reported for that station during that year, the appropriate space opposite the name 

of the stations will be left blank. When the index sheets are completed, it will 

be possible to determine the years when Milwaukee censuses were reported, and how 

many censuses were reported from the vicinity of Milwaukee (if any), for each 

successive year from 1900, without examining the Master Sheets page by page. 

The vertical summations will be the total number of stations reporting for each
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year and also the total number of censuses for each year. The horizontal 

summations will show the total number of censuses reported by each station 

during the period covered. Each operation will be checked for accuracy as it 

proceeds. The index sheets will facilitate locating any desired series of reports 

without searching through the master sheets page by page. I hope this will clarify 

the work in connection with the index to the State Census Master Sheets, which will 

be prepared in duplicate at a total cost of $28,200 (Operations 6 and 7, Item 22). 

Bibliographic notations are described at the bottom of page 4, and at 

the top of page 5 of the Sub-unit #12 documentation. I might elaborate further, as 

follows: The operation resulting in bibliographic notations, a sample of which 

was submitted as Exhibit BE, consists of a clerk scanning the files of a prepared 

list of pioneer Wisconsin county newspaper for all notations respecting wildlife 

and hunting which might be contained therein. He will examine these volumes in 

the stacks of the library, checking off the volumes examined. The clerk will trans- 

eribe the notations as he finds them in rough draft form. He will turn them over 

to a typist who will type them in duplicate in permanent form on 8} x 11 inch sheets. 

These will later be bound. This material will be used in University studies of the 

early conditions of Wisconsin wildlife (in other words, an accumlation of basic 

material distinct from the cycle study). References of this nature have been of 

great value in giving information about the early Wisconsin wildlife. One recent 

discovery based upon notations from the pioneer newspapers concerned a nesting 

colony of the extinct Passenger Pigeon in central Wisconsin in 1871, covering 750 

square miles and far larger than any nesting previously known. Information on such 

species as Elk, Buffalo, Moose, Cougar, Wolves, Prairie Chicken, Wild Turkey, and 

many other species is expected to result from the proposed operations.
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The bibliographic work has been highly successful so far, due to the 

quality of the individual who has been doing it. It is not intended to use more 

than two Senior Clerks, who have adequate qualifications, and who can be entrusted 

with the responsibility of doing a conscientious piece of work in the University 

Library stacks. The newspapers which are being scanned are of the rural type and 

were published weekly or semi-weekly. They run between four and eight pages in 

length and lend themselves reedily to the scanning system now in use. Since the 

other features of work on this application discussed earlier will be completed 

within six months, I think it advisable to limit the amount of bibliographic 

notations te those which can be completed within that time, though Mr. Forster 

must understand that there will remain a considerable amount of newspaper and 

periodical material which will remain untouched. Assuming then six months activity 

on this operstion, I would suggest the use of two Senior Clerks, and one Typist. 

In other words, approximately $1500 of labor would suffice in place of the $6,280 

shown under operations 15, 16, and 17 under Item 22. Thus the total cost of all 

operations on which we hope to secure approval would be just less than $5,000. 

In the matter of reports the only item which has reached the publication 

stage is: "Drought Intensity Measurements and the Effect of the 1936 Drought on 

Game Food and Cover," by Douglas E. Wade of the University of Wisconsin Game 

Management staff. This paper will appear in "Transactions of the Third North 

American Wildlife Conference, February, 1938, Baltimore, Maryland, now in press. 

This paper in part is based on the work conducted on the drought index study as 

described on page § of the documentation which accompanied the suspended project 

6D-1177, 0.P. 465-53-3-138. 

All necessary W.P.A. reports as required by your Operating Procedure Well 

and the monthly physical progress reports, CC=101, will be forthcoming as required.
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I personally assure you that this is the final request for funds in connection 

with gathering of basic wildlife census data. I presume, however, that subsequent, 

independent studies would be considered by the W.P.A. reviewing staffs on their 

own merit, should they be submitted at some future date. It is especially likely 

that a contimuation of the bibliographic notations will be requested. I appreciate 

your assistance and the Works Progress Administration's assistance in making 

possible the use of funds in the past in pursuing these research activities, and 

I hope it will be possible to urge that this revised and final request be approved, 

in order that: the work now in the unfinished stages be brought to a point of 

completion. d 

Yours sincerely, 

Oko lace 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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0 WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION 

P WASHINGTON, DC 
Y In reply 

Refer L-1 
September 20, 1938 

My. Philip Flanner, Administrator _ 
Works Progress Administration 

149 Hast Wilson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Attention: Mr. Roderick H, Riley, Coordinator 
Statistical & Research Projects - 

Subject: Wisconsin Project 20476 
Sub-unit #12 - University Social Research 
Wild Life Survey 

Dear Mr. Flanner: 

As indicated in the documentation covering this project pro- 
posal about eleven thousand dollars have been authorized to pursue this 
survey in Wisconsin. The subject proposal is the second continuation 
of a project known as the Cycle Study at the State Experiment Station. 
In 1936 the first project was approved because it was felt the WPA 
could assist that study in "bringing its unassembled records up to date." 
It was approved so as to “help develop proper techniques and practices 
for farmers, etc. in handling the game crop" and to provide information 
to groups and societies, including the President's Committee on Wildlife. 

fo date no reports seem to have been completed. Operating Pro- 

cedure \\-11 requires thet these surveys be reported upon. Projects should 
beso planned as to be completed and reported upon within the authoriza- 
tions made for these studies. We have examined the work procedures sub- k 

mitted with the proposal and see no justification for preparing "duplicates 
of mester sheets". The originals should be deposited as planned in the 
library for ready access by all interested research persons. 

Most of the work contemplated seems to be new work, for which very 
incomplete working procedures, forms and Snstructions are supplied. ‘There 
are no heading, for, example, on Exhibit A and it is not clear what WPA 

/ Workers are to do. | In the same way the documentation for Exhibit B does 
not show what is expected of WPA workers assigned to handle these sheets. 

From what sources are Exhibit C data taken and under what cir- 
cumstances should WPA workers copy “off-census" records? What plan of 
orgenization must be followed in transcribing these? What purpose will 
this exhibit serve when completed? 

Weather no doubt plays an important role in the lives of birds 
and mammals but no evidence is presented to show how climatological data 
are to be used to show thte relationship. There are several projects
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al ready in operation in the U.S. to regroup Weather Bureau report data 
and each must be separately justified on the basis of specific research 
objectives for the project. 

Cf begili ; 
rat dota No working procedures have been submitted for Units resulting 

)* ' An Exhibit B and G and the specific purposes of these jobs are not apparent. 

It is thus necessary to present further justification for the 
continuation project by presenting first. evidence that satisfactory work 
is being accomplished on this project. Since the new units contemplated 
have not been documented so that they can be reviewed, no recommendation 
can be made regarding these proposals, md you are requested to supply 
this documentation. 

Pending receipt of information requested in this letter, the 
subject unit proposal should not be released for operation. 

Vory truly yours, 

MILTON C. FORSTER /s/ 

Milton ©, Forster, Coordinator 
Statistical, Gurvey and Research Projects 

CC * Mir. Hagleton
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Revised Sept, 1886) / Vy if / . Jb : ie Page 1 of 5 pages 

WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION 

PROJECT PROPOSAL 
Amount requested, $___--_.----------------- WPA Work Project No. -.-..-.--.-.----.--.. 

afl 

Amount approved, $--.-.--.-----.---------- Serial molds (36S IDATG 2 Shee le eee 

(Sponsor not to write above line) y 

Sponsor’s proposal No. -.-.---.---------------- Mate of promossl 3 EN a a 

Last operated as oR cee weiy Project Noh UGGS Sute 38 (ite 7583) 

’ TO: Worxs Progress ADMINISTRATION OF eee ee iseongin 

1. Request is hereby made that the following proposal be reviewed and that a formal application be made for an allotment of 
funds for this project under the rules and regulations of the Works Progress Administration. : 

Bo University sf Fiagonsin-—————- NE ORs icess “city, town! vile), 0) Tog 

2. Location of project: LI gs MRM ee ee ee ae AM ante 
(City, town, village) (County) 

Detailed locatAviston Of WALALIfo Managononts Unive of Wisconsin, Madioon, Wisconsin 

3. Description of project: A, gomsenvetion-biclogy-preject-te-comile baste dnt: dealing with— 
wildlife populations, food habite, migrations, ete, from eristing records for 
te Gee oe ed ae Gee ae Le 

erence to Awricun pad teal populations. hie project will gontinue 
‘CELOTT of CP NER m 5156 (HE TIES) unt prOpoTeN Wo etteNT Tks Operstlees to Tieliide 
additions] data dealing with populations dictritution, ani ecology, and to constract 
‘indices ont spremiteey to census meter sheet volun a ee ee ne: 
4. Summary of estimated costs: ” 

YM A Federal funds Sponsor's funds Total 
Item of cost % (2) (3) @ 

a ‘Gallary % ‘Gatars) % ‘aatars) % 
a. Labor: ‘ 

Boe igri cea ce a a ee 

Os Tatermediates <:Aubisusy sn a ee Me ot See yee en RS a ee ! — a of Vase Sa 
A) eProlessionsl and: techoioay: si) 0000/0 Woe ee) flee eee anal tee etal ke LEN tet ae el 

Buprowal! (4) 20 eee eae === SSF PS SMe Me AU eat: = SF. BG 

6. Superintendence._.._.._--.-- 1... sii ee as agecue eee cone ael dupes ooo BBM 33,2 

Susrorau (a) plus (b).-.....--.-...---- ------ 90 FSF -—-—-—-- Beh eek ecu eesm ae sseee on |La ee 16,237 8-8 

; c. Material, equipment, and other costs: 

aby everett Arte Stupid le aaa anne I naan nnn nanan anna nn ons 

iene iMent Ten tale: sees cols ps At oie Sa des oe eae oa a mS GE Cg 

Bi pOther dirt Costes oa. 05 oe a I a ec | eee a 

UBTORAL (OC) OUIY cco cia occa eee ee Dect cae exe) ------- 39} ------ 32 

TOTAL Cost OF FROJHCT.......-__.|_.._ Ee ---———-- 100 |... Be -| 100 f Be) 100 

TOTAL COST APPORTMIONED......-------|-----------4 Br see ney ee Su Sac ey 100% ce 

16—5539 
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5, Estimated man-months of work: 

(a) Certified workers paid from Federal funds, man-months seh SRE 

+ (®) Total workers paid from Federal funds, man-months -----....-.------------- ------+-- ee 

(c) Total workers paid by Sponsor, man-months._.___._..--------------------------- oe. 

@ Total man-months, dll workers 22202) ey ee 

6. Estimated Federal expenditure per man-year of labor: ix 

tal Federal cost of proj i ‘ VA ra Ee ean aber am FO a EY /D- 
7a. Preliminary plans and preparations will be complete -_.__--._. ee ia ee 

‘ é rE : al 
*7b. Final plans and specifications will be complete ___...___.__. BOM OBO nanan 

8. (For statistical, survey, and research projects only). Complete specifications, copies of forms, schedules, instructions, tab- 
ulation plans, etc., are a submitted herewith. 

9. Project can be started in __....@..-...... days after notice to proceed, and it is estimated that Ce lea working days 

will be required for completion. é 

10. For the sponsor, project will be superintended by ---filde. Leopeld, Professor of Game Henagement 

11; Maintenance and ration or publication of results of com, j ill rovided as follows: 

Basia data will be analysed ty the stat? of the. Division of Wildlife Management. 
of. the University of Wisconsin and published in selentifie journals and... 

12. Project proposed has been approved by the following public planning or other agencies concerted: 292s. Ue See 

i Ol PI AD pI Mg ee 

13. Sponsor will (vgpldeweépdgieassume responsibility for results and will (witless assume responsibility for completion in the 

event that funds allotted to project are inadequate. 

14. Property on which project will be conducted is owned by - State of. Wiseonsin ................------------.----..- 

Sponsor has (haggmedeséxjurisdiction to conduct project on this property. 

Note.—Projects may be conducted on public property of State, county, or local governments; on Federal property, with permission of proper Federal authority; or 
on private property dedicated to the public use by easement. If project is to be conducted on Federal property, there should be stated in this item the name of 
the Bureau or Department having jurisdiction over the property. 

: 15. The utility of this project ygilt (willmot)** depend upon the completion of other public or private work. Explanation -_..... 

16. (For road construction projects only.) Project is (is not) on Federal Aid Highway. 

atimated Wederal'cost per miles. G0. ak 2S ee coat ae Ge nee oe ee 
(Subgrade and drainage) (Surfacing) (Landscaping) 

17. Justification (A short, concise statement giving reason or necessity for the proposed project, including any comments or 

further statements about the nature of the work. Use additional sheet if necessary): --------------------------------------------- 

Saaeit, oe eennaate tie teak ts addon eee ee 
SDA10F Fe OF NG5-53-3-238 (HP 7383 +--dn--eddi tion -to-the-work-of compilation! 
of.indices and pendices.-wil1--enhanes..the general usefulness -of-the activity; 
and the additional bibliographic work end eons$emesion of eiitatiotiaties 
will. be-of-inestinable--assistanes-in-the -wildlive- research activities of the 
University. (Purther-deteiis willbe -found-in the ettached doeumontation}) ——— 

“Teas apn ereen © 
** The statements above in which positive and negative alternatives are provided must be adjusted by the sponsor so that one or the other only will apply. ie
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18. Labor Analysis: All labor should be listed under appropriate classifications. Wage rates should agree with those determined 
by the State Works Progress Administrator as applicable for locality. Consult WPA District Director for schedule. 
Cee separate lines for entries to differentiate sex, source, and Federal or Sponsor’s funds. For columns 2, 4, and 6, use 
subtotal lines for Federal labor only. Indicate female employees in column (1) thus: (F). 

: 2 Hours Rate ae 
Occupational classification | Number of g ‘Man-hours pet e| Mensranntts | wee ver ep ee ee 

é een met Federal Sponsor ‘Total 

wD (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) %) (8) (9) (10) 

Wsnskal eed sustain  f | ee , ——— 

Syptute | 8 || 28} 98 

Intermediate subtotal — xg ee ck ee ee 

Cherie; B25} 6 9890-95 | 0ST MATT 

Skttled ‘subtotal... js are Elie oe, | x x eo xx ~~ ae 

Prof. and Tech. subtotal. ae xx 935-—— x X pagh-.......| X X gy. ccs agbentusea al - eae 
Tig D or ‘tec a eS a | ee 

Powenen, 8-8 ®-Sro-3 2} 2632-436 8 | 938} 589 

Sages. mito tl vedMe oss Be | ge 
gt |e eee. ie] [een cs] coe Pane eee OL |e ee a cr ie al he ae aed ee Ae ee ee 

* Denote thus; C, certified; N, non-certified; S, sponsor, 1e~s089
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19.* Equipment analysis: 

Rental Doce Amount (dollars) 
Kind of equipment (do RE aR TS naa SE aa 

eemieeeaiaere Number of anisop ‘sun ym is ‘uml 
Wriich wil Be facto | Capacity nis” | Rate per | Per hour,| Period of rental | ‘erator's. 
ed under item 21 unit day, or (hours, days, wages? | Federal funds Sponsor’s funds Total 
“Other direct costs’’) (dollars) | week weeks) Ce or 

NO; 

(@) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Typewriter --$ae------ 2-2 50 - ee ie ee Fe: es 

t Torag ex ex x xxx ZX 5 | 2x x <kax REX ormeeein pels ——— 

20.* Materials and supplies analysis: ARI SND ea APE ee 
Amount (dollars) 

Description of materials Grade Quantity Unit Unit price 
Federal funds Sponsor’s funds| Total 

(a) (2) (3) (4) () 6) 7) (8) 

SROWR TCs Nees choca ae ae XEXX Ex ces | Sia a ON a a ieee aues 

21.* Other direct costs, including safety measures, transportation of workers, tools and sundry equipment (not included in 

items 18, 19, and 20). 

Amount (dollars) 

Description : 
Federal funds Sponsor’s funds Total 

ie a) (2) 3) 4) 

IRA aE I VE Ce ei eect 

* Use separate lines to show items furnished by sponsor and those requested from Federal funds, items 19, 20, and 21, 16—5539
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22. Estimate of cost by items of work: 

Quantity Unit Description of operation or sere ot rors (ive premcnene by classes, according Unit price Amount (dollars) 

(@) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

sneet Commutation o! ped! average sor hou * 

-_ Sb5e006 | Saitey Gheeicing Grenafer operation shove | OG OR 
~ Big GO | Sut Duplication of statewspelée meter sheets) OKT 580 
_ 519,200 | Saky Choaicing Gupliestion operation” | OUR B77, 26 57 
2 | Browines “Arranging Index | a ee 

gp yee, | Beowiines Ceding steve operation | aT 
<a I ee ln 

Gens Checking above operction ix 
_ bef? > | Goneas “Appendis C tromseription | Oa 
___ Oelf2 7” | Consag” Chociding shove operatign, | pe 
__ | Shoot |" Duphieation of apveniif Rnd inifoes | Me) AMS 

fi, ete. | Saabetion of far retume and geme Ile 
\ Nats ae Operation + 

ee Bt spaDe ra Bibliographic youenrch = = ae a ae CZ DR o 

4 2,000 | Vorwae ; Biblisgeaphie yosearch a es 

TOTAL cost OF PROJECT _ eT 

23, FISCAL CERTIFICATE: 

This is to certify that the funds specified in this proposal, to be furnis' by the sponsor (or equivalent values in correspond- 

ing amounts), will be available for the prosecution of this project as needed. 

ie We Peterson we see A Sf F. 
‘Wibeal officer ag. termite Yas seh eel eee Cia eb ata tte .--2---. LE cseptcn s shies A aA 

it UniverdT#y"di"'tt¥tonsin, Madison, in ane was 
Perera rates esas ae ieee ged ee age PE 8S Ee LL eee ee eG, A ee Se ts tenet ee ture Wiese 

24, SPONSORING CERTIFICATE: 

The statements contained in this proposal have been checked by the undersigned and are true to the best of his knowledge 

and belief. It is agreed that the Works Progress Administration is under no obligation to complete the project proposed, if 
approved and selected for operation (this sentence shall be deleted for Federal projects). This project will not cover work for 
which funds at the disposition of the sponsor are currently appropriated, or work included in the normal governmental operations 

of sponsoring agency; it will not result in the displacement of regular employees of this agency. The sponsoring agency is a public 
body with legally vested authority to prosecute the type of work proposed. The work proposed will be done in full conformance 

with all legal requirements. It is understood that Federal funds will be expended by the United States Treasury only upon pay 

rolls and vouchers certified by the Works Progress Administration; and agreed that all operations will be in accordance with regu- 
lations prescribed under the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1936 and orders and regulations issued ra, This 
project is intended for the use or benefit of the public. Go eae te) a: j (AO. 

' 

Sponsor’s agent Rd Megnald's....dcc GPC PO ese ee th STi gtd. a e 
(Type or print name) § (Signature) (Title) (Dat 

J ts 

INSTRUCTIONS TO SPONSOR FOR PREPARING THE PROJECT PROPOSAL 

The preparation of the project proposal and the furnishing of supplementary explanatory data are responsibilities of the spon- 

sor. Sponsors are advised to confer with local and district offices of the Works Progress Administration to obtain information 
with respect to’ occupational classifications, wage rates, working hours, and other matters of local application. 

For construction type projects, the project proposal should be accompanied by plans or drawings and general specifications 

or descriptions prepared in such a way as to permit intelligent review. Other supplementary data, to accompany the project 
proposal, include a working procedure or discussion of the methods proposed for conducting the work and cost estimates, 

suitably broken down by classes of work. 
(ovER) 16—5539
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Proposals for nonconstruction type projects shall explain exactly what work is contemplated, why such work is needed, 

how such work is to be prosecuted, and whom the sponsor will use to furnish the necessary supervision, either technical or 

administrative. The various forms to be used shall be submitted with the project proposal for statistical, survey, and research 
projects; the forms to be furnished shall include copies of schedules, tabulation plans, instructions, and any other special data 

and statements which may be required. Where standard working procedures have been issued by the Works Progress 

Administration, covering the type of work proposed, reference should be made to them by code number on the project proposal. 

Most of the items in the project proposal are self-explanatory. A few comments are given below with respect to some items ; 
which may require explanation. 

Tiem No. 1.—The sponsoring agency must be a public body with legal authority to carry out the kind of work covered in the 
project proposal. 4 

Item No. 2.—On the line immediately following ‘Location of project’’ there should be indicated whether the location is town- 

wide, city-wide, township-wide, county-wide, district-wide, or State-wide. The detailed location may be given by streets and 
boundaries, township, section and range, or definite relation by distances to well-established landmarks, such as Federal Aid or 

State Highways. Care should be taken to prevent confusion with projects for which proposals may have been submitted previ- 

ously, whether approved or disapproved. For projects involving a number of locations, the following phrase should be added: 
“Exclusive of other projects specifically approved.” 

Item No. 3.—A general description of the type of work should be given first, using standard descriptions when applicable. 
Immediately following, there should be given a more amplified description, enumerating the nature and sizes of the elements of 
the project. ‘ 

Item No. 4.—This item shows a summary of the costs made up from the separate entries appearing on pages 8 and 4. 
“Total cost apportioned’’ entries in columns (2) and (3) are determined by dividing the totals in columns (2) and (8), respec- 
tively, by the total in column (4). 

Item No. 6.—The Federal cost per man-year of employment obtained by the solution of the fraction, derived as indicated, 
gives a relative index of project desirability. Limiting man-year costs vary according to locality and type of work. Man-year 

cost should not be lowered by the inclusion in the estimates of excessive amounts of labor beyond reasonable requirements for 
performance of the work. It is permissible and entirely legitimate to lower the man-year cost from Federal funds by the spon- 

sor’s furnishing material, equipment, and supervision instead of having these items secured through Federal expenditure: 

Item No. 7b.—If definite dates cannot be given (since it is not known whether or not the project will be approved and selected 
for operation), it is necessary that sponsor indicate that detailed final plans and specifications will be furnished when needed 
in the prosecution of the work. A statement to this effect should be made. 

Item No. 12.—This item should indicate whether approval has been obtained from local, State, and Federal agencies, other 
than the sponsor, for projects over which such agencies may have partial jurisdiction. The approval of nonpublic agencies such 

as chambers of commerce, boards of trade, etc., should not be stated under item 14, but may be indicated under item 17. 

Iiem No. 15.—It is not desired to conduct a project when its usefulness will be contingent upon the completion of other work, 
particularly where, in the latter case, completion is uncertain. A project to construct a building for which equipment is neces- 

sary but not provided would not be as desirable as one which provides useful facilities immediately upon completion, 

Item No. 19.—Under column 1 it should be indicated whether the sponsor owns or proposes to rent the equipment which 

is not to be secured from Federal funds. Columns (8) and (9) are derived as products of corresponding entries in columns (3), 

(4), and (6). 

Item No. 20.—Materials and supplies should be described in sufficient detail for accurate identification and the preparation 
of requisitions. An additional sheet may be used when necessary. Prices should include delivery at the site of the project unless 
actual delivery will be made by the use of equipment charged to the project and included in the project estimates. The use of 
proprietary or noncompetitive materials is not restricted if such materials be furnished by the sponsor. If they be requested 
from Federal funds, ample justification for their use will be necessary. ¢ 

Item No. 21.—Besides tools and equipment, this item should include travel, rental of space required to conduct the project, 

special architectural consulting or legal expense, met by the sponsor, and similar charges to the project which do not apply under 
items 18, 19, and 20. The cost of land on which the project will be conducted must not be included as an element of the cost of 

the work; 

All projects should contemplate the use of safeguards and provide ample facilities for the safety and health of employees 

and the general public. Scaffolding, machinery guards, etc., if needed, should be included in the cost estimates. Other facilities 
and supplies required, such as first aid kits, goggles, boots, and drinking-water containers, should also be included. 

Item No. 22.—The tabulated data to be shown under this item provide a summary of the complete detailed estimates of total 
costs of the project in which each distinct feature of the work is shown separately. Unit prices given are for materials in place, 
including cost of labor of placing, material required, and equipment used for the purpose. Estimates should include sponsor’s 

as well as Federalfunds. They should be comparable with current practice in public contract work or private enterprise, subject 

only to such allowances as may be warranted by virtue of efficiency of available labor. The various features should be listed as 

far as possible in the sequence in which the work will be performed. Dissimilar kinds of work should not be grouped into one item: 
Separate entries may be made for certain types of operations which cover all features of the project as for example, supervision, 

timekeeping, transportation of workers, and safety measures, when it is impracticable to combine such operations in the features 
of work separately. If additional space is required, an extra sheet may be used for an extension. 

The total cost of the project under this item should agree with the total cost appearing under item 4, column 4, 
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 16—5539 :
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“ WHPA FORM GO=1101 
icone (v6: a. WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION 

SERIAL NO. byl SS : : WOMEN'S AND PROFESSIONAL DIVISION 
OPERATIONS SCHEDULE COUNTY DANE 

DESCRIPTION WILDLIFE STUDY 
LOCATION MADISON 

IP eo [is fisGuUL RED MONTHLY |TORA! me OF lALLUCA OTA! ALLO TA] \% OF ines 

‘OPERATION UNIT NO. OF | CLASSIFICATIONduct FOR RATS |LABOR (TOTAL |TED OR aa can Cost OFTOT ome ) 

UNITS OF WORKERS ion OPERATION COST {LABOR |APPORTs* |COST NON~ OPERA# |COST 12098 (In sequence of performance a WITHOUT COST |IONED |INCL, R | TION | OF ’ 
| MeHR |MeHR | M-MB |SUPER= SUPER oma (10811) PRoJs 
| | VISION VIston |vIstow | Ber 
| | Sbx7 Sas | 

average per hour _ ‘Sheet 653 | Clerk, Sr | «80 il eS 8166 290 sea 7 565) 1 | 666 5041 8668 

one GS ga | in| eT a | species master sheets _ Ent 295,192 | Clerk, Sre 220 | 1850 81.67 g 26 45| 1 | 944 2008 
ee | 

poset tae ieee |e tl og Bpecies master sheets Entry _519,200 | Clerk, Sr. | 960 81.467 3 5__| 300 366 0005 

Checking above operation En’ 519,200 | Cle: dre 1100 rare rer 3 P= = 277 ee 0005 

Pievinse| 62 Glark, drs Ls | soso | 200 | sion | ra Arranging nGex Province 52 | Cle J a 16 760 60.00 30 Zi i ou 205 D Ls U4 10 

eaten |_| | aol 2 | cosco | co | sor] 9 | | a | Cheeking above operation (Species 52 | Clerk, Jre 50 i 60.00 i 05s 

rondic Dioncesrioticn mame | crt |sntee | 25| ool 5 | coyoo | 200 |2sen| a6 | els | sus | oon | some 

cacietee toere cntten  lomneme | 0trs| com ses | meas) a | sosmm | nam pin! ae lame | 9 | ae | acme cot 
sopendtx ¢ rensorigtion cars| tetet | 20 | seo] s | oosto | sw evn, 2 | ow] ss | aoe | ons 
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DOCUMENTATION ACCOMPANYING PROPOSES UNIVERSITY-SPONSORED WPA PROJECT FOR 
WILDLIFE POPULATION STUDY. 

6D-1077, OP pare) (WP 7383) commenced January 6, 1938, with 
anoauthorigation of $6,580, of which $6,103.99 was used as of September 
i, a continue and extend the operations of 5-481, OP 165. 99-5999 
(APH )} which began April 2, 1937 with an authorigation of $4,380, 
and which had encumbered $4,368.87 at the time it was sueceeded by OP 465- 
53-3-138 (WP 7383), to compile basic data dealing with fluctuations in 
the abundance of wildlife populations from existing records. Certain 
phases of the work are incomplete and additional funds are needed to round 
out the work in such a manner as to make them available and in usable form 
for further analysis. The need for this and reasons for unfinished work 
are described in some detail further on. 

In addition to completion of the current undertaking, the gathering 
of additional bibliegraphic notations on wild animal populations, migrations, 
food habits, ete., is sennmnptoted. (18 is also proposed to build a series 
of climatological tables for use in lytical work on the influence of 
climate on wildlife and to build a series of fur-return and game-bag tables, 
all based on existing records. 

PROJECT SUPURINTENDENT : 

fhe project will be supervised by Aldo Leopold, Professor of Game 
Management and associates. The supervision will be the same as on project 

6D-1077, OP 465-53-3-138 (WP 7383). 

WORK COMPLETED TO DATE ON OPERATIONS PROPOSED UNDER THE PRECEDING 
PROJECT OP 465-53-3-138: 

1. Transfer of data to tabulation sheets. 
2, Checking above operation. 
. Organizing data on state-census master sheets from tabulation: sheets. 

« Checking state-census master shkets. 
2 Checking species with check-list. 

. Typing species names on master sheets. 
7. Bibliegraphic research on food habits. 
8. Bibliographic research on wildlife populations 
9. Duplicating state-census master sheets. 

10. Checking above operations 
ll. Drought Index Study. 

WORK INCOMPLETED ON PROJECT OP 465-53-3-138: 

1. Duplication of master sheets. 
2. Transfer of entries to state-species master sheets. 
e Shecking data on state-species master sheets. 

» Computation of species average per hour. 

/GHANGE IN PROCEDURE: 

he? was found to be impractical to include explanatory notes and pertinent 

comments by the census takers, and birds reported for days other than census
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on the master sheets as this would overtax the master sheets. It was 
decided to leave thie for later inclusion in appendices as described below 
under “New Work Proposed.""> 

REASON FOR INCOMPLETENESS ¢ 

Rrrors due to underestimating the quantities of work and alse the rate 
of output resulted in coheumption of project authoriastion before all the 
anticipated results were produced. 

fhe item entitled “Check entries on tabulation sheets” of the preceding 
project was estimated on the original draft xs 24,000 entries with a unit cost 
of .018, totalling 9432.00. A trreeratfitent error changed this to 12,000 ontthes. 
This was corrected to $216.00 on the draft, thereby reducing the allot- 
ment request below the estimate amount needed. 

The sudden expansion of the "PA rolls last spring remuilted in an excess 
of workers being assigned to the project beyond its immediate needs. This 
@eused « slowing down of progress in terme of efficient use of project funda, 
eating up the available suthorization at too rapid a rate for the results 
estimated to be achieved under the authorisation. 

NRW WORK PROPOSED: 

1. As has been pointed out before, two seta of master sheets are in 
process of completion. ‘The first orgenizes the census data by states i 
showing total counts, the second by states showing individual counts 
Classified by species. For purposes of description, these are called 
state-census and state-species master sheets respectively Sea A ond 
BXHIBIT B of OP 465-53-3-153). It is proposed to construct, 
to the master sheets by states showing, by years, the stetions reporting. 
This will provide a reedy means for locating desired data, reduce the vear 
ané tear on the master sheets, and materially facilitate use of the organized 
datae 

Yo, y Ca, It is propesed that ali explanatory notes, deseriptions, and off- 
“t gengus records be arranged in the form of appendices to the master sheets. 

Meny ebservers have added records supplementary to the census records. 
These are occurrences of birds not seen on the census operation proper. 
The census observer may have seen individuals or species while enroute to 
or from his cengus srea, or on days other then the centuse days. The 
observers include contributory records as notes supplementing the census 
itself. These ere mown as “off-census" records. The explanatory notes 
ave of two types: (1) Those by the compilers where an approximation has 
been necessary as in cases where an observer reports his time as from 
“dawn to dark". ‘The numerical interpretation of “dawn to dark", for 
example, is interpolated from deta in the Naval Almanac for length of 
daylight aacording to the date, latitude and longitude. (2) Those by the 
observers themselves, as in reporting the numbers of observers, groups 
of observers, devistion from schedule, or other notetions. The deseriptions 
mentioned above the deseriptions of the census routes as given by 
the observers. y
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ae Theve wilt de theres sppentions, A, 3, ant @, (Agpendiu A conslete of 
( @ single page of reference marke for each set 6f master sheets and was 

compiled by the qupervisor. Gopies are attached for references purposes 
and ave denoted BXHIBIT X" and RXHIBIT Y".) Appendix B will ombrece all 
explanatory and descriptive notes described above. Appendix © will embrace 

all recerds eported by the observers other than on the census proper. 
These off-census records are also described in paregragh above. Samples 
of Appendix B and Appendix © are attached as BXHIBI AND EXHIBIY ¢", 
respectively. 

3. Since there are two sets of master sheets, one working and one 
library copy, it is propased to duplicate the appendices and indices se 
that each set of master sheets shell be complete. 

4. Weather plays an important role in the lives of birds and mammals. 
The Division of Wildlife Management hus been actively studying the 
relation of weather to wildlife for a number of years. It is proposed 
that further climatological dete be compiled as basic dats for these 
studies of the effects of weather upon wildlife populations, migrations, 
food habite and ecology. 

| The desired data are to be arranged on a winter-month basis and 
( will consist of twelve sets of tables for the 48 states showing (1) Mean 

; tenperature, (2) Departure from normal, (3) Highest temperature, (4) 
Lowest temperature, (5) Average precipitation, (6) Precipitation departure, 
(7) Greatest wena (8) Average snowfall, (9) Thmber of days with 

Pestgi tations (10) Number of clear days, (11) Number of Cloudy days, 
12) Number of partly cloudy days. 

The snowfall and winter temperature records of Michigan, Wisconsin, 
and Minnesota will be compiled in geographic tables by regions to aid in ~ 
determining the localized climatic effects uvon the wildlife populations. > 

Q budk> 5. The work tius far sccomplished in gathering bibliographic refer- 
ences on wildlife food habits, migration, abundance, ete., has been of 
inestimable value in determining the distritmtion, history, and changes 
dn wildlife abundance and habits, It is proposed to extend this work to 
include untouched periodicals, pioneer newspapers, and other selected 
bibliographic sources. 

a 6, It is proposed to tabulate fur returns and small-gome kills 
dats in the depertmental filoe in order to assist in analysis by members 
of the University steff. These data are from outeide the State of Wisconsin 
principally from northern North America and Burope and will not duplicate 
oF Conflict with analysie of any local data being treated by the State 
Conservation Commission. \ 

OLD WORE 1 Bm Frursti: 

1. The species average ialew on 653 tabulation sheets (EXHIBIT J 
of the original project AP ) remains to be computed. It is now 67% 
Complete. It is proposed to finish “ye operation. 

2. 293,192 entries on the tabulation sheets remedin to be transferred 
to the state~species master sheets. The transfer is 40% completed and it
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1a proposed to douplete this operation. 

3. 363,000 entries in the state-species master sheots have not been 
checked, About 30% of this ghecling is complete and if is proposed te 
finish this checking. 

he he sueihone geaaen) prewided fey wehiog © eathonte oe) of 
hoth atate-specier s é ae ahoete. stetocenous 3 

makes dheete kame when duphigenoa huh tee Supligntion of Ge stator 
spores tray ase te oy Be ere art Pease he ta eeee 

ie st411 tneomplete (see items 1, 2, and 3 above.). 16 ie pro 
posed thet the duplfention operetion be completed and abecked, 

PROGRAURES FOR IW WORK: 

1. The index will consist of all cone stations alphabetionlly listed 
sa ee Sr ee pt ot Ge cee dus as tn eter ae 

i T 114 the noe of the stations will appear in the left hend eolum 
of the index sheet. Untries will be inserted in the Latitude and longitude 
eolwm ag foud in existing atlases. The workers will onter the mumber of 
sonsus reported from the respective stations in the appropriate eolunna. 
Horizontal owasation will be made on each sheet and « vertical sametion 
on the fins] gheet when more then one sheet per state fe required. 

/ _@o Mpyendix B (EXHIBIT BY) will consist of a sheet of thesane size 
‘ag the respective mister sheets, containing oxplonatory notesy deseriptive 
matter end other remarks pertaining to the master sheets, 

Appendix G (EXHIBIT ¢*) will be similorsiged shoots on which all off+ 
eensxs material will be entered, 

The material for the two appendices has beon deseribed under item 2 
of tho Mimi WORK PROPOSED paragraph above. \ 

3. She dupliostion of the aypendtons and) tnatoes wit) be porformed 
by one clerk vending off to who ontere the figures. Typewritten 
parte will be duplicated by maicing « carbon copy during the original 
operstion deseribed in the preceding paragraphs. 

Boe CW, the elimatologiesl ante will be taken fret published sources, 
\ Om, prineipslly "Glimatologlesl Data for the U, 3. by Seetionsa,"” of the 1.8, 
4 Weather Bureau. eee ene ee ee 

onan Se eeertey See Sees individuel essed. The arrange 
\ ment Pe Hage: chy 0 Me ayy mg Manas ay 1g lyse ang 
\ years. ‘the will be tabula: Pare cere Sores hae fae Sate 

\ permanent form by a typist (RXHIBIT DY), A carbon oopy will be ty 
\: the typist. 

oadienes pe Ay cleaned ow fame Ay scorer Rony Mg pec ds 
and Minnesots will be compiled in additionel tables for the three geog- 

pres Age say Aoi Na gla peep and Southern). The 
veporte for the individual woother stations will averaged for exch region = — 
to obtain the monthly moans for the regions. This will be done in rough 
dvaft by the clerks and typed on stondard & X 11 sheets by the typists. 
A @arbon eopy will be made by the typist in the typing operation. \. 

. ext > 5. The diblicgrophic notetions will follow the seme procedures as



before. The workers note all references to gawe end other wildlife in the 
newspaper files cssigned by the supervisor. ‘These newspaper files are of 
fee ge ge dl oles Falun mcredypedly atartpal By pce std 
Librery. Sereareae® isi be cheleiaheh sad Woot on 1 SH code 

(EREEET? 2") and a caubon Gop wil? bo unde at the « It ie plenned to ascemble 
these pages of informetion later oni make them Inte bound volumes. Infore 
ention from other aselgned sources whil be entered on 3 X 5 cords (EXHIBIT F*), 

C The proeedare wed in the telmieticn work on the fur returns ond enall~ 
2 ee ee ee se eae “e Saas See # oe 

4 $ASd sapere data sere © cee Ser, Pernt: ustroted, 
( bu with « termined yoar. ‘the whl arrenged in three 

So cal Gah tsk Galt be concent vestctig’ tateas ©, These tebles are 
Fenians, Ticks eee tes Wee cette Gene os Ge 
of epperent @yeles. ‘This procedure has been vertously veferred v6 by different 
veers. In the documentation attached to the origins] projeet proposal, it was 
COE Te ak FREI Gate pele, ~ 

PAOCROURRS FOR OLD WORK: 

1. Coaypctetion of the species average per hoor will proceed as before. 

2, The dete from the tebulation sheets will be entered on the state~ 
species meter sheets as before. 

3. The date will be checked as before. 

4. Duplication of the master sheets will be corried out ae before. 

COPIES OF FORMS AWD SCHEDULES 

NERIBIT AewmeenGAMPLE INDEX SHEET 
CBREIBIT BlomeeneSAMPLE OF APPENDIX B 
EXHIBIT (Yemeeee5 AMPLE OF APPENDIX GC a 4 
EXHIBIT Diewseme SAMPLE OF CLIMATOLOGICAL TABLE / 
BXAIMLY Bowmen SAMPLE OF BIBLIQGRAPHICG TRANSCRIPTION SHEET 

TOMEDIE GAooosaSAMPLR OF FUMAUMN AND GUALZ-OUe EELS, 2H L PRATBID Glee AMPLE OF AMD GALL@Gam KILL TABLE > 
EXHIBIT Xiamen GALLE Of KEY TO SYMBOLS VSEO IN stapeksrectys 

MASTER SHENTS 
j EXHIBIT Womeee Giri OF KEY SO SYMBOIS USED IN STATHeSreotys 

MASTER sHmMTS 

SOIFNTIFIC PURPOSES TO BE STRVED BY PROTECT: 

Beme as for Offietel Project Wije5y~31358 

a” tow TO BE MADE OF RNSUTTSs i 

Sethe as Tor Official Project héj~5%~ 3-138 

i SCOURGE UF DATA 
: ’ ‘ 

Date not eovered by cperstions completing previons work ore in talletins, 
eat er oe ee oF cae Boe ee 
or in the files of the Division of W11d2$2fe Kanagenent of the University.
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(CONCLUDED) 

4 a 3 Me ML 2 ae ae eo a a ae FE 
: ‘ | E Pits REGUIRED ITH.) OfTAL (6 OF |ALLOGAw. POT (i OF: S OF are 

OPERATION | ue ‘WO. OF \CLASSIFIGATICN | duot- FOR BATE  |£ABOR /POTAL) THD OR | LABOR/TED OR | COST OF TOTAL | CosT 
(ie. seqence of performance) ‘UNTTS |. oP ‘tea OPERATION GOST [LABOR|APPORT. COSY |NOM= | OPERA. | cos? | (1278) 

| | | WORKERS per | |— NITHOUTCOST TONED | DIGL.|LADOR TiOW ow 
| | Mele | Malik | SUPER . | SUPER. BUPERe| COST a PROde 

e | Po = Saree 

ican da. | bee Oe): oe oe el 

musiieampite teseureh Volume | 2000| chert, Sr | 601 sau | 96 | ere? | 2000 ss a | aa 
‘steno | mose| tytan | aeepi se | as | oneo| wm lege on | gh os | om “s_ 
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totale 26,980 124 e9s7 200 1880 10/587 220 20,487 200 4 
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Fluctuation in Wildlife Populations 

Dependable records of fluctuation in wildlife populations are very 

scarce and have value in the formlation of hypotheses for interpreting 

current fluctuations and predicting future fluctuations. 

This project deals with the preparation of two historical records 

with a view to scientific analysis: (a) the Bird-Lore census, and (b) 

Wisconsin newspaper files. 

Bird-Lore Census. Since 1900 the magazine Bird-Lore has published 

mid-winter counts of birds seen by field parties operating under standard- 

ized conditions in hundreds of localities throughout the United States and 

Canada. A W.P.A. crew is tabulating, sorting and annotating these records 

in a form which will enable analyses to be made by species, by localities, 

and by years. A total of 6,090 censuses from 55 states and provinces, 

extending over a 38-year period are being thus prepared for analysis. The 

data show in a uniform manner (1) total birds, (2) birds per hour, (3) preva- 

lence of each species in time and place; observer-hours by states and years. 

The census project will be completed in June, 1939. 

Wisconsin Newspaper Files. Scientific literature on Wisconsin birds 

and mammals starts after the Civil War and most of it falls subsequent to 

1890. The early newspapers contain many valuable fragments of information 

which, once found and assembled, make possible the extension of the record 

back to about 1830. A W.P.A. crew of one or two readers has been engaged 

in extracting these fragments from the early newspaper files available in 

the Historical Library. The project is conducted in cooperation with Dr. 

A. W. Schorger of Madison, who has personally collected a large volume of 

similar fragments and published a number of papers on his findings. 

The completion of the newspaper project is not yet predictable.
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EXHESIT Y" (‘HIS KNY SUPFLIMD 10 WORKERS BY SUPERVISOR.) 

; Appendix A 

( 

KSY 10 SYMBOLS USED IN S2RTR GRNSUS MASTER sueers 

MR ~ Indicates that time was zererted. or that information was 
inadequate as a basic tae inate, 

* » Indioates that estimates are included (time or bird totals). 

@ = After time figure indleates that gi), stetions did not report 

observer's time. 

@ ~ after bird totale,or average snectes om indicates that 
only figures from stations reporting t are used, 

W.B. Upper tine figure, when two time-totels appear, Se teed 
in compating “average species per hour* only; lower 
figure, used in commting “average birds per hour", 

When three figures appear in "No, of censuses" column, 
the lowest figure represents masher of censuses used 

; in determining the "Average Birds per Census", : 

(



EXHIBIT X" (THIS KEY SUPPLIED T0 WORKERS BY THE SUPERVISOR) % 

KEY TO SYMBOLS USED IN STATE SPECIES MASTER SHEETS 

Appendix A 

4 - Foliowing "total birds" indicates that the adjective "abundant" instead 
of a mumber appeared in one census; mumber following, e.g. 43, indicates 

( number of censuses in which species was reported as "abundant", 

B= Explanation same as for "A" except with the word tracks" substituted for 
*abundant". 

6 - Explanation same as for "A" except with the word “eommon" substituted for 
‘aoundant®. (“very common" inoluded(, 

D = Explanation same as for "A" except with the word “thousands” substituted 
for “abundant". 

B = Explanation same as for "A" except with the word “heard” substituted for 
"abundant", 

¥ - Explanation same as for "A" except with the word "few" substituted for 
"abundant", 

G = Explanation same as for “A" except with the word “superabundant substi- 
tuted for “abundant*. 

H - Explanation seme as for "A" except with the word "hundreds" substituted 
for "abundant", 

I = Explanation same as for "A" except with the word “covey" substituted 
for “abundant", 

O = Explanation same as for "A" except with the word “small number" substi- 
tuted for "abundant". 

P = Indicates that species was reported in one census but that neither actual 
count nor any adjective listed hereon was used to indicate the number of 
birds seen, 

X - Indicates presence of species was noted on other than census day, 

BR - Indicates that time was not reported, or that information was inadequate 
as @ basis for time estimate. 

* + following hours figure indicates that time has been partially estimated 
for one station; mumber following asterisk indicates number of stations 
for which time has been partially estimated, 

T - Following time figare indicates that all stations did not report 
observer's time, 

@ - Following "total birds*® indicates that only figures from stations report- 
ing observer's time are included. 

(N.B. Figure in space above “Total Birds" figure denotes total hours 
used in computing "Birds per hour"{ and does not include observers! time 
from any station reporting by adjective, 1.e. mumerous, abundant, ete.



APPENDIX B EXHIBIT BY 

N,B.t The Introduction to the Appendix will show the source of the references 
N.B.: This is a composite page showing all types of references, ’ 

wisconsIy 

(1903) 

Winneconnes 
(1) "fhe Red-winged Blackbird hay been in the village ail 

winter, although the temperature has been as low as 2) i 
degrees below gero and the ground covered with snow 
since November". 

(1905) 

Winneconnet 
(1) "Qur lunch-counter on a tree near the house is visited 

daily by 1 Hairy and 4 Downy Woodpeckers, 3 Nuthatches, 
2 Brown Creepers and several Chickadeéds. The Brown Creep- 
ers come as regularly as the others". 

Milwaukee: 

(2) Reported ~ “American Golden-eye and 01d Squaw, 160 
(well out in lake Miehigan and hard to determine)". 

(1906) 
Milwaukee? 

(1) Reported = "Ducks 214, chiefly Bufflehead, American 
j Golden-eye and American Scaup"*. 

Elkhorn 
(2) "Qur lunch-counter is visited daily by 1 Hairy and 2 

Downy Woodpeckers, several Blue Jays, 2 White-breasted Nut- 
hatches, 1 Red=-breasted Nuthatch and 3 Chickadees*. the 
‘Hairy Woodpecker” not mentioned in Census Report has been 
ineluded in "otal Birds", 

(1922) 

Bransville: 
(1) SCrow, countless. At dusk, as Crows were seeking their 

roosting Wea they passed overhead in great flocks - 
counted in one and 117 in another, Flight was practic- 
ally continuous for nearly an hour, from northwest to 
southeast", 193 included in total. 

(1927) 

Reedsburg! 
(1) ime Report: “All day". One observer, Estimated time, 

ten hours,



Appendix ¢ EXHIBIT c* : 

N.B.: the introduction to the MASSACHUSETTS 
appendix will show the source 
of the references. = 1920 + 

Southampton ‘ 
"Nec. 20, American Crow, 3; Dec, 22, Starling, 25". 

Holyoke 
“Sparrow Hawk and Great Horned Owl observed Tec, 23, the latter at. South 
Deerfield". 

Williamstown 
4A seareity of birds has been noted here all the month". 

- 1921 & 

Cohasset 
"In addition to above list, with same ground covered on Dec. 25, during 
northeast storm, we observed ~- 1 Sparrow Hawk, 4 Purple Finches, 
100 Dovelkies", 

Leominster 
"\ flock of about 50 Byening Grosbeaks, and 6 to S Pine Grosbeake were at 
my home in Leominster for several days two weeks ago", 

: Sheffield 
"7 Pine Grosbenks, Deo, 26, F.G.", 

- 1922 - 

Leominster and vicinity 
"Small birds, especially the ‘affectionate’ ones -- Chickadees, Tree 
Sparrows, Nuthatches, and Grosbeaks «- very scarce in this section this 
Season", 

Sudbury 
"In November a flock of 75 Red-winged Blackbirds was seen either in a 
cornfield or in the marshes nearby, Dec, 3 we found 15", : 

ood 1923 - 

Framinghas 
i "Downy Woodpecker soon Dec, 22 and 23", 

Holyoke 

%G Evening Grosbeaks observed at Greenfield, Dec, 24", 

Orleans 
*Other birds seen in thie vicinity within a few days of Dec, 27 -- Ruffed 
Grouse, Red-tailed Hawk, Kingfisher, Nowy Woodpecker, and Brown Creeper’. 

Southampton 
*Golden-crowned Kinglets have been seen this month",
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HIGHEST ANNUAL TEMPERATURE 
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. 1903: 114 100° ‘98° 100° 109 ‘98 102° 108 104° 116° 107" 
1904" rio" 97 98° 100° 105 99 103° 103 99 112 110° 
1905 109° 96° 98 102° 110° 991 105° 107 100° 110 115° 
1906 115° 102 BU 98 110° 102 101: 109 101: 103! lis" 
1907" 113 106" 99! 96" 110 (got 102. 104 ‘98° 109" 115 
1908" 116° 100° 101° 106 110° 101 102 104° 104 108° 110 
1909 116 100° ‘98 100° 110 102 100 109° ‘97 114 107° 
1910 114 99° ‘98: 99 109 99° 399 lla 100° 116° 109° 
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1912 113° 101 100 100° 106 100 104 124 101 110 107° 
1913 113 102° 100 100 109 101 106° 106" 105 V2 109 
1914 122 99 97" oo 106 103 106° 109 106° 113° 110 
1915 llz 96° 95. 98° 110 96 103° 104 Bi 108' 109 
1916 113 104 98 100° my 103 102 105° 104 112 11 
1917 111 100 102° 104 110° 102° 1oL 114 103° Lis 114 
1918 114 102 104 108 116 106° 104 102° 110° 113 111 
1919 113 102: 102° 103° 110° 105° roL: 108° 106! 110° ls 
1920 113: 102) 92, 98 106 98" 102 108° (98° 110" 110° 
1921 ILS: 101) 103;  100f lior =: 103 104° Or. 1OSk 0 S 1Ok Ss 1O5L 
1922 116 94: 96 sss 10r «100l-.100k «61GB 

(1) Includes Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont 

(2) Includes Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut 

* Explanation on page 8.
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“EXHIBIT G" SAMPLE OF FUR-RETURN AND SMALI-GAME BAG TABLES
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: s 
¢, WIScowsin roRacco REPORTE (Migerton, Roek County) 

fey i 

! (con.) 

On Monday $270 was paid out at Madison for bounties. 

May a 1882 ; 
Local Matters) 

ewok very heavy frost on Monday night did considerable damage to the frait on 
lowlands. 

June 9, 1862 
(Leeal Matters) 
o~eeA grand shooting tournament will be held in thie place on Tuesday and Wednese 

day, June 13 and 14, open to all, $200 will be shot for each day. 
All persons to be devided as follows: 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. One hund- 
red and forty dozen wild birds furnished by Whitney and Richardson at 12% 
cents each, 15 birds to be the number for the main match each day. All 
shooting to be from H and T plunge traps, Stoughton rules to govern. 

A. %, Bentley-= 

dune 30, 1682 
(Neighboring Notes) 
weet wildest has lately been seen prowling around the vicinity of Gregon. 

dune 30, 1662 
(Local. Matters) 
awed grand inter-state shodting tournament will be held at the Driving Park, 

Milwaukee, duly 34, and 4th, 5th and 6th, prizes to the amount of $6000 
veing offered. Bight thousand birds are now on hand. 

Parties contemplating etiending this tournament may rest assured that the 
: management will spare neither time nor money, to make this meeting an 

entire guecess more especially «s 1% is the firet of its kind that has 
ever been held in thie part of the country. 

July 21, 1882 
(Local Matters) 

PISlw——D, A, Rarle received of fish commissioner Valentine of Janesville, four hund- 
CONS, red speckled trout Monday worning, of which he put in the creek near Fulton. 

(Same paper « Dunkirk Dew Drops) 
wmmA ditch on section 33 of Dunkirk and section 4 of Porter for the purpose of 

@raining marsh and swamp lands have be n laid out dy supervisors of said 
towne. Mr. Joseph Riley seoms to be the only agrleved party. 

We understand he intends to make an appeal. Publie sentiment seems to be 
ageinst him. 4 

Auguet 4, 1882 
(Utica) 
o--ALE. Watson, lost two sheep by wolves the other dy, making six that have 

been taken from his flock this summer, The wolves are paying him back 
for atelping eight of them a short time ago. 

August 18, 1882 
(Local Matters) 
~--0n Tuesday last the law protecting prairie chickens, quail, grouse, etc. 

end all kinds of wild duck expired, and now theymay bo shot or shot at, 
just the way the sportamenggels, 

} 
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WARBLERS, Yellow Denver Regio rte’ EXHIBIT FM ices 
dug. 15 to Oct. 5, 1917: Yellow Warblers were noted. 

June 15 to Aug: 15, 1920: Yellow Warblers had their young 

out of the nest by June 27. 

Aug. 15 to Oct. 15, 1920: Yellow Warblers were last seen 

here on Aug. 29, which is as late as has ever been recorde¢ 

Apr. 15 to June 15, 1921: This region has been swarming ~ 

with Yellow Warblers. Came within one day of their previous 

earliest appearance, viz., May 5. Were first seen in a 

park about three miles south of the writer's home on May 5, 

and not seen at the latter. place until May 8. Cannot 

account for its slow travel. 

N.B.: The introdtction will show the source.



Aug. 15 to Oct. 15, 1921: . The Yellow Werbler must travel 
on a very rigid schedule; for many years its latest date 
in Denver has been Aug. 29. This year it was Aug. 31. 

Apr. 15 to June 15, 1922: Our summer resident Yellow Warb- 
ler arrived here May 7. (about its average). As usual, it 
came at once in numbers and has remained common since its 

first appearance. 

June 15 to Apr. 15, 1923: Yellow Warblers have been decid- 

edly scarce this season. 

Aug. 15 to Oct. 15, 1924: Yellow Warblers have not been 

seen since Aug. 20. Miss Copeland reperts from Grand dct. 

that they have been particularly numerous in her region.
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? oe YH STUDY: Retimated Coat, by Item, of Unfinished and Proposed Additional 
. Operations (based on progress status and financial condition of the 

ae Project as of August 5, 1938) 
A i Ame Lo. wre 

598 Sheet Computation: Species Av. per Wz 267.32 
iy, per State 

722 Sheet Cheeking above operstion 2088 63.54 

» 653 Sheet Computation: Species Av. per 0705 460.36 

5472 Census sgpentiin "@" and Index Compila- 2037 202.46 
t 

52 State Arrangement and Transcription of 2.443 127.04 
Index Data 

52 State Checking above operation 1.22 63.44 

5472 Censue Appendix "8" transcription 2029 158.69 

5472 Census Appendix "CG" transcription 2029 158.69 

3233 Census Appendix "D" transcription 2029 93.18 

14157 Census Checking Appendix material O15 212,36 

350 Sheet Duplication of Appendix and 42 147.00 
‘ Indéx material ; : 

350 Sheet Sheeking above operation 0125 43.75 

/ 293192 Entry Transfer data to Species Master 20026 762.30 
Sheets E ; 

V/ 363000 Entry. Checking above operation 20007 254.10 4 

4o Table Tabulating fur returns and 3.18 127.20 
small game kills 

4o Table Checking above operation 2847 33.88 

\ 519,200 untry Duplication of Species Master -0005 259.60 
a Sheets i f 

XK 519, 200 Mtry Gheeking above operation 200024 124.61 
\ ® / 

7942 Entry Duplication of Species Master 20048 38.12 
Sheets 

° Mery Checking above operation 20034 28.12 

| 

| 

|
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fos STUDY (continued) 

UNIT 

Quant, et SY. UNIT DESCRIPT Ion oP OPERAT ‘LON 3] co Ost AMO! OUNT 

534 Table Climatological Tables 2,06 1,200.04 

534 Table Cheelsing above operation 0654 338.56 

39, 753 Volume § Bibliographic research (Food, 2037 1,470.86 
Habite, migration, ete.) 

P les Carde (condensed, cat@ 655 817 
— " alan ona ton Shoe Need 

Betimated Total Cost To 352.65 
Gash Balance (August 5, 1938) 
New Appropriation necessary 

} 
\ | 

| 
| 

\ |



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
, MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL eeohomion yoy University Farm Place 

December &, 1938 

Mr. John Saks 
Works Progress Administration 
426 Lorch Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Saks: 

Submitted herewith are five (5) copies of CC101 for the period Novem- 

ber 18 to December 2, 1938. Future reports on CC 101 will follow at inter- 

vals of one month instead of, as specified on the back of the form, "the 

last day of the first pay-period in each month," 

My impression that there were no CC 101's for Project APN 6064 was in 

error and the notation under "Comments" has teen revised accordingly. 

Aside from the obvious lack of neatness, I would appreciate any crit- 

icism you may care to make in regard to the reports submitted. 

Very truly yours, 

A jonko 
M. G. Jenks, Foreman 
Wildlife Cycle Study 
Div, of Game Management
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Mr. Philip Flanner ; 
Administrator, Works Progress Administration, i 
149 E, Wilson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Att: Mr. R. H, Riley, Coordinator i 
Statistical and Research Projects 

Dear Mr. Flanner: i 

a The question, raised by Mr. Milton C. Forster in his letter of Sep- 
Dy tember 20 addressed to you, as to whether satisfactory work has been accom- 

‘ | plished on the two preceding projects sponsored by the Div. of Game Manage- 
/ ment may be answered affirmatively. The workers have been of great value in 

/ materially forwarding the whldlife research program of the University. When ; 
the cycle study was first undertaken in 1934, we were unable to reduce mass 
data to usable form. Analysis and organization of mass data was untouched 
by us or by anyone else in wildlife research because no investigator had suf- 
ficient time to devote to this himself and lacked funds for hiring the neces- 

sary help. 

A yeer and a half ago, a WPA crew became available to us to do the i 

preliminary work of tabulating and arranging these data in usable form. The 
biggest item which was undertaken by the workers was the organizatiom of the 
bird censuses taken every Christmas week throughout the country and printed 
in Bird-Lore magazine. These represent the only yearly censuees of the wild- 
life populations of the country and the organization of these date was neces- 
sary in order that they could be used in the cyclic analysis of populatio 

we fluctuations. | Because neither we nor anyone else had attempted a task of 
this nature, our expectations of the ease with which the work could be done 

y were much too great. We must confess that we badly underestimated the mag- 
nitude of the operations we were facing. Now that the work is nearing comple- 
tion, we are in a position to estimate quite accurately the time it will take 
to complete the work. We can state very definitely that the allotment re- 

4 quested in our project proposal dated August 25, 1938 will complete the work 
and that, under no circumstances, will any further allotment for this work 

ar be requested. 

For the first time, we are obtaining actual usable figures indicat- 
ing avian population trends and distribution, not in just one area or one 
state, but throughout the country. An inspection of the master sheets will 
indicate the magnitude and importance of these data in cycle and distribution é 
studies. (Research workers at other institutions have evinced an interest in 
the work under way, thiehcmay' lead to cooperation in further investigations.) ‘ 

Considerable time, incexcess of the original estimate, was required ! 

/ for rechecking sugkxsperatikum certain opérations when it became apparent dur- 
\/ ing the second project that there were a sufficient number of errors and omis- 

sions in tabulating and computing to warrant such an expenditure of time. 

Mr. Forster raises the question of reports. The analysis of data has 
not started and cannot be undertaken until the tabulation of the basie mater- 

ial has been completed. Any reports of the progress or completion of any phase 

of this work will be submitted as required.
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In -the- matter of duplication-of-master shests, we discussed this-with e E 
‘the State Offics-before-submitting the request for it. We-explainedithat there = = —~ 
“would be a detailed study by the sponsor's investigators involving considerable ” 
handling of the master sheets in the course of mapping, graphing, and statistical 
studies. The material will thus be used extensively, and at times, in different 5 

SPRL » laboratories, thereby being subject to wear and tear as well as loss or misplace=.~ 
* "of parts. It seemed obvious to us that a permanent set not in constant use was a 
loc") tle necessity. This work was approved in the previous project. In the documentation 

a ¥ accompanying the project proposal, it was stated: 

"It is proposed that the master sheets be duplicated so that one 
copy may be deposited in the library of the University of Wisconsin. 
The purpose is to insure preservation of the basic data against fire 
and other hazards to which any working copy is subjected." : 

E In the amplification of the descriptions of the procedures for new work 
that follows, reference is made to the exhibits and documentation attached to 
our recent project proposal. Operations undertaken in OP 465-53-3-138 (WP 7383) 
will continue, to completion, as previously approved. The small size-of-the : 
crew makes it~possible to give close»supervision and-direetion. The workers 
will be indi@idually instructed in all features of the proposed new operations as 
described in the documentation accompanying the project proposal and as further 
described in the following paragraphs: ; 

, 1. INDEX PROCEDURE: In this procedure, a worker will first arrange 
the names of the census stations alphabetically by states. They will then be 
typed in this order in the stations column of the index sheets (left hand column 
of EXHIBIT A"), After the names have been entered on the index sheets, the 
worker will examine the census reports and determine the number of censuses re- 
ported for each state by years, starting with the first year's reports and pro- 
gressing systematically by years. The number of censuses for thhe stations for 
each year will be entered in the respective yesr column of the index sheets. 

<For example, should the worker find that four censuses were reported from Mil- 

waukee in 1913, he will enter this figure in the 1913 column for Milwaukee. Should ~ 

only one or any other number appear, this number will be entered. In case no 
censuees were reported for that station during that year, the space opposite 

Q ¥ the name of the station will be left blank for that year. 

[OA . os “ When the index sheets are completed, it will be possible to determine 
yt the years when Milwaukee censuses were reported and how many Censuses‘ were-re== 

OYfreEr _ ported from the vicinity of Milwaukee (if any) for each successive year from 
if fleece 1900, without examining the master-sheets page by page. The vertical summations 
MG / wf. W411 de the total number of stations reporting for each year and also the total 

Ov of “es pumber of censuses for each year. The horizontal summations will show the tot- 
al number of censuses reported by each station during the period covered. The 
index sheets will factlitate locating any desired series of reports without 
searching through the master sheets page by pagee 7 

2 (a) APPENDIX B PROCEDURE. A typist will examine the original census 3 
for descriptions of the territory, weather, and similar notations concerning 

: the taking of the census. These will be transcribed on the appendix sheets 
(EXHIBIT BY), The worker will start with the first census report and transcribe ’ 

fhe information by states and years. Explanations of any approximations or ; 

interpretations of any census figure in the body of the mastersheets have been ; 

designated as foot notes by the workers making the master sheets. The typist 
assigned to the appendix operation will fmkkmwxtkexmm then transcribe the foot 

note(s) for the respective censuses. All direct quotations from the census re- 
ports will be denoted by the use of quotation marks. 

Al
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All of the census reports follow the same form and the following 
example (hypothetical ) of a 1933 census report shows the appendix procedure? 

MADISON, WISCONSIN (Along the shore of Lake Mendota to Picnic Point, 

then across the fields and woods to Middleton, return by automobile)-—Decem- 
ber 26; temperature 16 degrees at start, 26 degrees at return, cloudy, light 
southwest wind; six inches of snow on the ground; time, dawn to dark, observers 
together: for four hours, separate rest of time; 14 miles afoot. Old Squaw, 31; 

Golden-éye, 6; Marsh Hawk, is Cooper's Hawk, 1; Goshawk, lt; Ruffed Grouse, 73 
Quail, 19; Herring Gull, 25; Hairy Woodpecker,4; Downy Woodpecker, 9; Flicker, 8; 
Horned Lark,8; White-breasted Nuthatch, 5; Chickadee, 16; Crow, 10; Slate-col- 
ored Junco, 61; Tree Sparrow, 48; Song Sparrow, 1; Snow Bunting, 65; Total 
Species 19; total individuals 333. A Screech Owl was seen while returning to 
Madison. A flock of Robins was seen 4n a Tamarack Swamp on the 25th and an 
Osprey was observed on the lake on the 24th. -- John Schofield and Martin 
Schmidt. ' 

; The explanatory material to be entered in the appendix is underlined 
in the above example for the purpose of illustration. This entry would be made 
in the 1933 part of the Wisconsin section of Appendix B, A foot note has been 
made to indicate thatn an approximation has been made for the statement "dawn 

knxthevivkuiskrsrxvivirivimateriniyxthextabatatayxtivevxexrekvyiiarxthe 
to dark" and has been used in computing birds-per-hour. The two observers have 
observed as a single perty for part of the time and as separate parties part of 
the time. A correction has been made to bring the time to that of a single- 

party observation. On the appendix sheet, these notations will appear under the 
1933 Wisconsin section as follows: : 

Madison’: 1/ Time reported as: “dawn to dark, observers together for four 
hours, separate rest of time"; dawn to dark estimated as 10 hours, 6 hours 
added for time observers were in two parties making a total of 16 hours for 
single-observer time. 

2 

The original intention to simply add the foot notes on the master sheets 
including the explanations and descriptions as foot notes) was found impractical 
since it would overtax the mastersheets. It is therefore felt that Appendix B is 
a logical solution. Inclusion of this material is for the purpose of permitting 
the user to turn immediately to the appendix and learn the exact route traveled 
and the weather donditions on each census. Without the appendix, the user would 
have to consult the volumes of Bird-Lore magazine in the library each time he 
wished this information. The figures used in all computations and averages in 
the master sheets are as given in the original census reports unless a correction 

or numerical approximation or adjustment has been necessary. Where such changes 
occur, the fact is indicated by a reference symbol and the appendix is intended 
to be the source for the reference symbols. This makes it possible for the user 
to kmow if any figures have been approximated from the original and what the . 3 

original entry was aswell as the method of ppproximation. This supplies the é 

user with immediate information on any corrections or éther changes from the or- = 

iginal. Ej 

(b) APPENDIX C PROCEDURE. In the sample census report included above, 
the material at the end, i. e. "A Screech Owl wes seen while returning to Mad- i 

ison. A flock of Robins was seen in a Pamarack swamp on the 25th and an Osprey E 
was observed on the lake on the 24th" constitute off-census records. They are $ 
records of the presence of birds not seen on the census day. They form a val- 
uable supplement to the census report itself in that they record the presence of é 

two additional species and are valuable to a species distribution study. A ‘ 
study of the winter range of the species is based upon its occurrence and not 
by numbers of individuals or abundance. The off-censes records supplement the
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census reports and can be used in mapping the winter ranges. The purpose in 
placing them in an appendix (Appendix C, EXHIBIT C") is to have them in an or- 
genized and usable form for supplementing the master sheets in showing winter 
distribution. : 

The off-census records are always placed at the end of the census proper, 
following the species and individual totals as illustrated in the above example 
of a census Beport. The worker will ltok for these records in each census report 
beginning with the first census year and covering each year in order. They will 
be entered in Appendix C in the same manner as described above for making entries 
in Appendix B, 

; 3. APPENDIX AND INDEX DUPLICATION. It is proposed to duplicate the app- 
endices and indices in order that each set of master sheets will be complete. 
(See paragraph above discussing duplication of master sheets as provided in doc- 
umentation attached to proposal for OP 465-53-3-138 (WP 7383). The figures and 
summations on the original index sheets will have been entered by hand and the 
duplication of this part will be done by one clerk reading off to a second who 
enters the figure on the duplicate sheet. : 

4, CLIMATOLOGICAL TABLES. ‘he Weather Bureau data as it exists in 
available publications, is grouped by calendar years. In studying the relation of 
weather to wildlife distribution, abundance and migration, it is necessary to 
first regroup data according to the periods involved in these wildlife phenomena. 
In the case of the effect of winter weather, it is necessary to have data cover- 
ing the annual winter months only, (@ctober through the following March). The 
present yearly averages include parts of two winters and a summer. It is pro- 
posed that the WPA workers group and average the annual winter data according to 
the mohths given. These will then be available for mapping, graphing and cor- 
relation studies for the winter months. 

Similar correlations of the weather during breéding seasons and migration 
seasons will require averaging monthly weather’ data.i The water in the marshed 

is important to ducks. This depends upon the precipitation during the preceding 
year as well as in the breeding season itself. The proper correlation of water- 
fowl and weather requires that the data be based upon the"duck" year rather thhn 
the calendar year. It is propwsed to begin the year for averaging weather data 
with the end of the breeding season and the time when the young have had their 
growth and are departing for the winter grounds. It has been decided that October 
should be the month to begin a yearly precipbtation average for duck correlations. 

An example of the use to which these data will be put is the case of the 
Quail. It is thought that this species pushes northward following a series of 
mild winters. A sever winter following upon such an extension of the range is ‘ 
Fhought to result in wholesale reduction in the quail population and a retreat : 
of the northern frontier. It is thought that as much as 90% of the population 

. may be wiped out and that the range may shrink a hundred to two hundred miles. 4 
We plan to map the quail distributions and populations by years from the master 
sheets. But in order to determine whether a severe winter precedes a reduction 
in population and range, it is necessary to have weather records arranged and 
averaged by the critical winter months. 

- 
The proposed operations for the compilation of the climatic tables will 

consist of a worker taking the published figures and arranging them as indicated 
above and as further listed below. The data are published as monthly averages 

and the worker will construct tahles of a like nature but arranged and averaged 
for the months desired. This will be done in rough dreft and transcribed into 
permanent form by a typist who will make two carbon copies.
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List of tables to be constructed and averaged : 

Winter-month basis (October through March): 
1) Mean Temperature 

: 2) Departure from normal 
3) Highest monthly temperature “ 
4) Lowest monthly temperature 
5) Average Precipitation 
6) Precipitation Departure 

Migration season basis Fi 
Spring: ( February through May): : 

1) Mean Temperature 7) Greatest precipitation 
2) Departure from normal 8) Snowfall 
3) Precipitaion 9) Number of days without precipitation 
. Departure from normal 10) Number of clear days 

i 5) Number of clear days 11) Number of cloudy days ; 
&) Number of éloudy days 12) Number of partly cloudy days 

Fall (September through November): 
Same items as for spring 

Breeding-season basis (M,y through July): 

1) Mean Temperature 
E 2) Average Precipitation 

* $3) Temperature Departure from normal 
; 4) Precipitation Departure from normal 

5) Number of clear days 
6) Number of cloudy days 
7) Highest monthly temperature 
8) Lowest monthly temperature 
9) Greatest precipitation 

10) Number of partly cloudy days 3 
11) Number of days without precipitation 

Duck-water-year basis(October through the following September); 
1) Average precipitation ; 
: Departure from normal 
3) Temperature j 

z 4) Departure from normal 

L %, BIBELOGRAPHIG-NOMATIONS, The operation resulting in bibliographic no- 
tations, a sample of which was submitted as Exhibit E", consists of a clerk scan- 
ning the files of the pioneer Wisconsin newspapers for notations respecting wild- 

( . life and hunting. The clerk will be given a county list of the pioneer news-~ 
‘ ~, papers showing the volumes for each paper in the library. He will examine these 

Me y) volumes in the stacks of the library, county by county, according to the list 
Gh > given to him. He will check off the volumes as examined. 

* fin ‘ 

oo The clerk will transcribe the notations as he finds them in rough draft. He 
will turn them over to a typist who will type into permanent form on 8% X 11 

sheets. These will later be bound into a permanent form. Accarbon copy will be 
made at the time of typing. This material will be used in University studies of 
the early conditions of Wisconsin wildlife.) ~ ie ie 5
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I rather read between the lines of Mr. Forster's letter that he may : , 

be skeptical about our intention to make full use of these data once they 

become available. Leonard Wing, who started the project while he was a 

graduate student here, received his degree and left the University in June, 

1937. Since that time he has been striving constantly to secure employment q 

in a university position where he could devote a long period of years to ; 

analyzing these data and others like them. He found that one obstacle which 

prevented his securing such a position was his lack of training in forestry. 

The agricultural colleges which offer the kind of position he wants usually 

require forestry training. Accordingly he resigned his job with the T.V.A. ‘ 

end is now at the Yale Forestry School for the express purpose of completing 

his qualifications. I think it is proper to mention this as evidence of the 

effort he is making to prepare for the analysis of these data.
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References of this nature have been of great value in giving information 
yabout the early Wisconsin wildlife. One recent discovery based upon notations ; 

fr jee’ from the pioneer newspapers concerned a nesting colony of the extinct Passenger 
> y Pigeon in Central Wisconsin in 1871, covering 750 square miles and far larger 

eo Donan then any nesting previously known. ‘nformation on such species as Elk, Buffalo, 
Yun > = Moose, Cougar, Wolves, Prairie Chicken, Wild Turkey and many other species is 

ve expected to result from the proposed ieee ns 

6. GAME BAG TABULATIONS. The procedures that will be followed in the tab- 
ulation of game-bag and fur=-return records has been used previously. It was 
approved as described in the documentation accompanying the first project proposal 
which project operated as OP 165-53-6999 (APN 6064). In the documentation accom- 
panying the project proposal (pages 10-11), the procedure was described as follows: 

“The determination of the periodicity of the population cycle for : 
some species will proceed along parallel colum analysis lines, using per- 

i dodicity of the determined cycles of species in the same bird families as : 
empiric measures to attempt todefine cycles of those under investigation. 
This parallel coluwm method is well illustrated in Abbot: Smithsonian Misc. 
Coll. 94, "Solar Radiation and Weather Studies", and Gillette: "The Cycles 
that Caused the Present Drought". 

“The procedure which is bawed on the data for the period, say from 
1899-1935 is as follows: 

"The data is first plotted and a curve draw. If from s study of the 
a nine year cycle is indicated, the data for each of the years 1899-1935 is 
entered separately on a colwnmed sheet, the data for years 1909-1917 are 
entered in the corresponding columns below the 1899-1908 entries.: Those for 
1918-1926 below the 1909-1917, etc. When the four sets of data are plotted, 
eagh having the same ordinate, visual inspection will indicate whether the 
curves are similar and hence whether a nine year cycle is the representative 
cycle. - 

"If, however, the pattern is not approximated fairly closely after 
‘ eorrecting for such occurrences as drought ete., in each nine year curve, : 

the cycle is not representative, and the data are re-arranged in parallel 
columms using perhaps a five-year or six-year, etc. periodicity to get a more 

typical curve." : 

The data to be included in such tables (EXHIBIT G") consist chiefly 
of records from eleven European game estates. These are the yearly game-bag 
totals for seven different species of animals occurring on these estates and they 
cover the yea rs 1720-1934. f 

FSAI 
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: TO; Mr. John Saks, Technical Consultant 

Social Research Project ‘ 

RE: Wisconsin Project #20476, Sub-unit #12 : 

University Social Research Wild Life Survey 

The contents of Mr. Forster's letter of September 20 with re 

gard to this latest application for funds to continue the Wild Life Game 

Cycle Study merité some serious discussion. At the outset may I indicate 

that any misapprehension on the part of Mr. Forster, as to the quality 

and content of the work, which has been prosecuted under the preceding - a 
te) > $2, thousir Ve ul thie LOONEY OO Live 1idl cetk eve e 

a Sen Sh nee ar ee Eee coy anno pies =e research .. . 
reels Malloy an Keach cule / fe Wl faa Keon dni, Lower CF dhclan tu foc the 

Lergef CU. Qi hjanid le lock: fb er Clon at hov'ta Bt . Lay WANS Ertact tet tC, | 

Y of, work. invoived,;~ané the-output—and aeeuracy-of- WPa-assignees. This re= 
ath wr CCOW, We y Baraa % Bear eye W} ite or Littl % Jee letbenicet fone eho die 

pale as search project, as stated in the original application $-481,A.P.165-53-6064, 
ef Ua 6M te 3 bee € : Mate Peihig C Perce yt ee ot Lirigktorap Ife tin of Ui 

is one Py “ been pursued by the University Agricultural Experiment / 

Bruner of Sttoch Vhel masthacl A Fe hove. 
‘Station for sme time, and it was never contemplated that the WPA activity 

: in connection with it would complete the, werk which may ‘Sxebend for some 

years, intothe:future. fhe, realization of the inability to prosecute some 

1 ag ove: é oe went ~~ £6 Oibeles ’ 
of the analyses , setup=in the first application was contained on page 1 

_ of the documentation accompanying the second request for funds wate ‘ Q 
pe deen ut ASE hated 

we ’ Sse PN SD Puedes ¥ 60-1077, 0.P. 465-5%-3-138, améebions: (0% {9 2% [Pot 8 te 
vd \ \y 4 “) 

) mn hy : eart » tart de! - 

AX tnasmeh as there are various phméés to be considered in the subsequent © 
ytikerithn Radel rt 

. treatment of the data, Dr. Wind nos been attempting to gather basic 
he ne Ofhbneantt, to he mp tolect WK LE) 

materials @ which-apparently.donot-.strike.an-outsider sa.beingepurt tient.
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_S@ebhe immediate objectivej of the study. Some Gfmblie reasong for this 

have been dmemto the unexpected delay in the processing of certain phases 4 

which necessitated ‘witat would otherwise have been idle workers, to allied “ 
(ee Yu CAD Prkeaakl ne opel Pave Ate elnvell Bernanke e Keo. Bi cpakcoud aka ltetaths Gh, 

ee a a a ee oe cece one 
ade iii cea Vy Dee — be emg to some pecific fore Z 

whieh wid have a-definite-set- of operations, and which, when completed, — 

VEG ale doke Eaves ad Semis.) ta Mad eeubuedon, therefore, I 

feel that our present purpose should be to round out the work now in’ ’ 

progress to a stage where it will be available as basic data for future 

‘ analysis. j ae é Pir 

1iSeamadube. quite»ine-order, therefore,atuthisetime in order to 

secure some favorable consideration in completing the work now in progress, ») | 

to lop off all features of work fedlataae ‘Saou #12, which didnot 8 0 6 

Si hey tS ihe central purpose of dacavies master sheets of the game 

censuses, as organized by states and species, with the one modification, 

that bibliographic research,which is completely independent of this other ; 

: work ,be continued . This would involve the elimination of operations 8, 

9,10,11,12,-13,.14 and in part, 16 and 17, as outlined under item 22 of 

a Lig Foye BAL.) Puttlag it ih pabther wey) #4 Hauld Like tol complore the 
) ereoareniee a the State Censuse and the Stake itneter Sheets . De hae 

with the necessary index to the State Census Master Sheets, and part of 

, the bibliographic esearch, primarily that concerned with the newspapers. 

muh aplication of the master sheets was explained under 

pp. 3-4 of the documentation accompanying 6D-1077,0.P. 465-53~3-138. This 

was one, and ia pubs ltsd ae the above 0.P.., mde seems a little 

ie emunauine Poe the work to be suspended. at this point. s Had this feature 

been disapproved at the time af the superseding project, Ora not
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| ayurovll ae eal uy the work avert Gf a fatally corny Att! 6 aH k, 

involve any loss to the Works Progress oe ‘the State 

Census Master Sheets ieee copied completely, and a ie 

quires to be done is to check the entries on these duplicate sheets 

against the originals for accuracy. The originals of the State Species 

} Master Sheets are app ah omer. ry the duplication ae not started. 

(Se pp.3-4 of the Documentation accompanying, Sub-Uhnit #12). Tt would be 

highly desirable to complete tne, Species Meater miseve, also, since it 

is undoubtedly true shah Gbeuue research and analysis on these paste 

records will be prosecuted e the fy Lactate Experiment Cou oe i. % 

BA Ge Fakiay ofa & ca lets det hot Cocte. lla Bt. oh Daf: cal puavts fhe Sit 

y», constant handling, and_studies of spéetalparts of the’ State Species: 
S herd Thaser  fgita A 

~'  tlaster Sheets would—be-necessary-for-purposes_ofconvenienee,—takinge- 

part_the complete-set-for_extended_periodsof--tiueyumbiel would not be 

possible with aut eae set on deposit a6 the University Library. The work 

in connection with the completion and duplication of the Master Sheets is 

estimated wt cost df Oe eas 1,2,3,4, and 5, Item 22. This 

should definitely ont eer Ta, which are ves for 

any subsequent studies in this original field of inquiry. 

Turning to the index feature of the State Census Master Sheets, 

the procedures dor 2. ont 

: /\whichwhewesbecn requested by Mr. Forster te-bé as follows: the WPA worker 

_ goes to the set of Census Master Sheets, takes off/for the year, the 

stations reporting for the particular state, When these have all been 

listed, the stations are alphabetically arranged, the censuses are entered 

. under the years for the corresponding stations, and subsequently the 

s latitude and longitude, as located on atlases are entered. For example, 

' should the worker find that four censuses were reported from Milwaukee in 

in 1913, he will enter this gail in bus 1913 colum for Milwaukee): he 

pvr be Bhort Ws Ua Sf att ALS Ae ond a 
/ :
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In case no censuses were reported for that station during that year, the fl hie ath 

space opposite the name of the stations will be left blank, forthatayear. 

When the index sheets are completed, it will bepossible to determine the 

years when Milwakee censuses were reported, and how many censuses were 

s reported from the winlatty. of Milwaukee(if any) for each successive year 

fron 1900, within $ aenatag the master-sheet s page by page. The vertical 

summations will be the total number of stations reporting for each year 

: and also the total number of censuses for each year. The horizontal 

i summations will show the total number of censuses Teported by each oe 

we during the period pelo. The ane eke will tanitktate locate Te 

: een ae of reports without searching through the master sheets page f 

by page. I hope this will clarify the work in connection with the index, 

oe to the State Census Master Sheets, which will be prepared in duplicate 

at a total cost of $282.00(Operations 6 & 7, Item 22). 

Bibliographic notations are described at the bottom of page 4, 

: and at the top of page 5 of the Sub-Unit #12 documentation. t “a. akon 

_ ate further, as follows:The operation veluibinn in bibliographic notations, 

a sample of, which was submitted as rece E, Sernare of a clerk scanning 

dp the files ‘of, the: pioneer Wisconsin, newspapers doe uubasinny respecting 
wlth, ayglht Ce Coane Te aw 

wild-life and hunting. The clerk-wrlt-be-given a county-ltst<ofathe 

ptoneer newspapers-showing-the..volumes-for each paper in-the library. He 

will examine these volumes in the stacks of the library, county=by=county, 

- peaEag 3S bteengemetely,— Houttkhiabientmed? the volutes gf examined. 

The clerk will transcribe the notations 2 he chee eee tin rough arate, He 

will turn them over to a typist, who ake type, tmbe- permenant form 0” 8} X11



s f iy Alek ; 

sheets. These will later:be bound , Shes sponeenn eae A earbon=copy—will 

.. be-made-et-the-time-of=typing. This material will be used in University 

(Mar Usdin rcemulation f Gasic antlénel clatter Cycle Llihy) 
} studies of the early conditions of Wisconsin wildlife. References of this 

nature have been of great value in giving information about the early © 

Wisconsin wildlife. One recent discovery based upon notations from the 

pioneer newspapers concerned a nesting colony of the extinct Passenger 

pigeon in Central Wisconsin in 1871, covering 750 square miles and far larg- 

er than any nesting previously knom. Information on such species as Elk, 

i Buffalo, Moose, Cougar, Wolves, Prairie Chicken, Wild Turkey and many other 

species is expected to result from the proposed operations. 

This work has been'highly successful in the past, due to the 

qQuelity of the individual who has been digesting and euranilag pertinent / 

items from the newspapers. It is not intended to use more than two Sr. 

Clerks, who have adequate qualifications, and who can be entrusted with 

the responsibility of doing a conscientous piece of work in the University 

Library stacks. The newspapers, which are usually of a rural’ type, 

published dances siaciy, “and ‘eweally running between four and eight pages 

in length, lend themselves to such treatment as is described above. Since 

the other features of work on this arpa Cention Hil be eoknvotad within 

: six months, I think it advisable to limit the amount of bibliographic not- 

"ations to those which can be completed within that time, though ‘ho“eponsor x 

mist understand that there will remain a considerable amount ae. ih el wal 

a - untouched. hho at ai (We be. Olesen, aud eo : ie 

forathis=eperation. In other words, approximately $1500 of labor wuld ‘ 

: suffice in place of the $6,280 shown under operations 15, 16, and 17 under 

Item 22, Thus the total cost of all operations on which we hope to secure 

' approval would be just less nan isboer £ G0, i ‘
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In the matter of reports, the only item which is in the process 

of reaching a publication stage is "Drought Intensity Measurements and the 

Effect of the 1936 Drought on Game Food and Cover," y Douglas E. Wade, of 

the University of Wisconsin Game Management Staff, which will appear in 

“Transactions of the Third North American Wildlife Conference, February, 

1938, Baltimore, Maryland shortly to be released. This in part is based 

Obrought 
on the work conducted on the travel index study as described on page 8 of ; 

He dud hon cltel Jor eypot GLY LF fp 5 
the documentation, Which acéompanied 0.P. 465-53-3-138. All necessary 

{ \4. fon BF 
1 JOU fr) 5 u/} 

WPA reports, as required bythe OC icating Roses W=I4, and the monthly 

physical progress reports, CC-101, will be forthcoming as required. I 

personally assure you that this will be the final requests for funds./ 

This-will wind-up this.longdrawn-out-activity,, er frnenres 
v bette pint, “yY Ol So Ppt “ cA 7 ek 
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Ars University Sociel Research 
426 Lorch Street 

Madison, Wisconsin 
Janmery 2, 1940 

MEMORANDUM 

0: Mr, F, H, Hiestend, District Director #6 

ATTENTION: Mr. Peul Collins 

RE: Subeunit 12, Wildlife Populetion Study, University Social Research 

Enclosed herewith are 3 copies of WPA Form 130 summery 
report on Professor Leopold's Wildlife Populetion Study which 
closed November 2, 1939. 

\ By 

JOHN SAKS, Stete Supervisor 
IStme University Social Research 

Enc.



WPA Form 180 (See Operating Procedure W -11 for Instructions) 

' WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Harry L. Hopkins, Administrator 

SUMMARY REPORT, RESEARCH, STATISTICAL, AND SURVEY PROJECTS 

INDEX OF RESEARCH PROJECTS 

Schedule Wo: sh, ADAVIBION 2c eee a ee ae Classification ‘icc si Mine eee 

1) State Wisdohein == Coty. City or town Madison (1) State ‘ounty City or own, 165=5526999) "ART 6004 

(2), Projecenuniber: CWAt fs". Ul aio er Rie oF Menara ON WA Ge ee 
: , OP Lo5-53-3-152, 

(8) Title W1GLife Population Study OP 665-535-3253 (Sub 12) 

(4) Sponsorship: (Check) Federal (]; State (4; local (1. 

a (a) Name (official sponsor) University of Wisconsin College of Agriculture 

Acdrass Mame Gig WMA ee eee ee 

(b) Name (cooperating Sponsor) er 

PACAP Teese edict Sr Nick bs Ai YALE al eae NC RI SA aN ea Rese 

(5) Supervisor: pect 

Name Professor Alde Leopold & Associates = 

Address College of Agriculture, Madison, Wisconsin... 

(6) Description: 

(a) Purposels Compilation of avian population statistics in two volumes,—leach— 
to be duplicated). namely: State Svecies Master Sheets & State Census Master Sheets. — 
2+ Compilation of references to food habits, populations, winter range & misrations 62 
birds+ &%. Compilation of meteorological data to be used in a Drought Index Study. Re- 
sults from first two operations to be used in fubure analyses and interpretations. 

1s ea reeenberer 1) Brey “bird census figures from annual censuses 
' ~ (b) Method and scope lished in Bird lore) to work sheet. (b) Comoute: average 
‘birds per hrs pr. station and av. birds pr. hr. pr. state for each species; average birds 

Leh Senna ah. Mes he Makhan wee Sdn Meni SRS oe <i” 
ete. (ce) Transfer computations & totals to Master Sheets. 2. (a) Period: c. 1865-1890, 

Wisconsin newsnaparas (b) 1917-1937, "The Season" Birdelore. Paferences abstracted by 

clerks from sources menticned and then typed. -3- Period 1934-1937 Procedure: Precipita- 

tion(rain & snowfall) temserature, etc. data abstracted fromreports furnished by local 
weather —_ also from "Climatological Data published by U. S. Dep't of Agric. 

(c) Area covered 

1. United States, Cuba, Porto Rico, and Canadae 2- Wisconsin--pioncer newspapers in 

Historical Library: United States--"The Season" Bird-Lore- 3. Wisconsin. 9 

(7) Date begun _APF42 2, 1937 «ate ended _ October 7, 19m 
DUPLICATE.—To be transmitted to Washington. 367391



(8) Data available: 1, ; ‘ * () er 

(a) Schedules, tables, or crude data (describe) Zabulation or work sheets with nemewsary_ 

Comnutetions? original and duplicate State Census Master Sheets; typewritten copier of — 

Location. a of Game. Management, College of agriculture, Universi ity of. 
: : . sconsin - . Se ae 

Ey Tanai ., One set of volumes of State Species and State Census 
Mester ShoeberePeenstapkse Meike. 15 aepeutted with the College of Agetoutture 
Livrary for reference purposes. ‘The duplicate set will be returned as a working copy 
In the Dept. of Gane Wenagenent College of Agric. Univ. or Wisconsin, Medison. Set 
of the Wisconsin bibliographic references, hes in sddition, been furnished the State — 
Conservation Commission, Madison, “is,” Chist of reference sourced attach Wg a ay 

(c) Published report (give exact citation) Drought. Index Study=-Resnlts published ia 

transactions of the Third North American Wildlife Conference, Baltimore,.1938, 

(9) Summary and comments ® _” a F a : “5 553-3 : Re e LO.P, 665-53. 

® the prépe: on of  : L 21 Cc f i was Go SF with the 

1 SPEreb ab bona tue HGS preps f thes ter s 8 ‘ i 
Sie “T50h=1¢ Oc) = ;4 01 1 i > 2 L rd u ing n of 

(10) Date of this POpOT Tammany “RAPMMNC OOMN! ies He De ale Tee ee 

(11): Prepared by Pe RE ae 

(12) ApproveaBy State Coordinator aeM is. hems oe ae eee



WILDLIFE POPULATION STUDY (Supp. to WPA Form 130) 

(WP. No.'s.: 6064, 7383, 7718 and 9h22) 

The following is a list of the pioneer newspapers from which references to 
food habits, populations, winter ranges snd migrations of Wiseonsin birds have 
been abstracted. Also included is the name of the Sounty in which each paper 
is published and the period of publication from which material hes been taken. 

To Fait Baro ____. 
Dodgevilie onicle owe, 1878 = 1889 
Towa County Democrat * 1877 - 1889 
Miners Free Press * 1838 ~ 1840 
Mineral Point Tribune ® 1854 - 18 
Shullsburg County Herald La Fayette 1855 - inet 
Southern Local . 1859 ~ 1888 
Darlington Democrat ® 1885 - 1886 
Pick and Gad 5 1853 - 1889 
Darlington Journal # 1887 + 1889 
La Fayette County Democrat # 1867 + 1889 
Republican ' 1871 + 1988 
Darlington Republican " cam = 1890 
Reformer Green 1 = 1880 
Monroe Sun : 1882 - 1882 (9 mo.) 
Monroe Sun Independent . 1883 - 1888 
Monroe Sentinel " 1853 = 1883 
Monroe Gazette 8 1882 ~ 1882 (9 mo.) 
Brodhead Weekly Reporter " 1699 = 1861 
Brodhead Independent # 1862 - 1868 
Latest News * lee ~ 1882 

. Bagerton Indppendent Rock 1 ~ bt 
Wisconsin Tobacco Reporter , a7 ~ 188) 
Evansville Citizen e 1866 ~ 1867 
Evansville Review * 1870 ~ 1880 
Janesville Free Press * = - 1857 
Janesville Gagette . 1847 - 1857 
Janesville Daily Gazette - 1854 - 1871 
Jenesville Recorder r be 4 - 1982 
Rock County Republicen . 1860 - 1861 
Democratic Standard * 1851 - 1858 
Janesville City Times * 1873 + 1886 
Jenesville Weekly Sun ° 1871 ~ 1888 
Beloit Journal . 1871 (4 dssues) 
Beloit Free Press , 1888 ~ — 
Beloit Journel (later 3B, J, & Courter) * i = 1865 
Hagerton Union . 1866 + (3 havyen) 
Rock County Recorder ¥ 1870 = 1870 (8 mo. 
Beloit Outlook . “ 1880 - 1884 
Weekly Argus . é 1885 - 1886 
Milton Express ° 1880 + 1882 
Weekly Telephone * , 1882 - 1889 
Clinton Standard : 1875 - 1880 
Clinton Herela . 1880 - 1890 
Walworth County Reporter Walworth 1853 = 1856 
Whitewater Gazette " 1855 - 1857 
Whitewater Register " be - 1890 
Delavan Wisconsin Messenger ” 1856 = 1857 
Delaven Northern . 1859 - (1 iseue) 
Delavan Republican " 1868 ~ 1890 
Delavan Enterprise * 1878 - 1889



WILDLIFE POPULATION STUDY (Supp. to WPA Form 130) Continued 

N. “ G P. 
Delevan Express Walworth 1855 + 1856 
Wisconsin Stenderd * 1849 - (1 issue) 
Geneva Lake Herald . 1874 + 1889 
Elkhorn Independent . 1859 ~ 1889 i 
Waterford Post Recine 1877 - 1890 
Racine Argus : 1838 ~ 1838 (7 mo.)



‘WPA Form 130 (See Operating Procedure W -11 for Instructions) 

WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

‘ ' Harry L. Hopkins, Administrator ; 

SUMMARY REPORT, RESEARCH, STATISTICAL, AND SURVEY PROJECTS 

INDEX OF RESEARCH PROJECTS 

Senedule Ne) Wy ving a Olassification sso) SCe a oe 

(1) State Wisconsin ss County... City or town Madison 
Work Projects 6064; 7383 

(2)c Progect mummers CWA oo Re a RA ee 

(8) Title, MiadiirelPopul ation (Dhudy ious te lenis i aa ie 

(4) Sponsorship: (Check) Federal (); State (3; local (J. 

(a) Name (official sponsor) University of Wisconsin College of Asriculture 

WeWolshascihe C1eRE ToS toy. E sero). (| 1 Epes irae aie US SE ia Scat elo Niue eee MONEE ARs 

(db). Nae (eeoperating easier) sees a eres 

TNC CaN te) gh tpi ZS ec a Nn We ala, tala Ni oO MR IPOS.) lee dak Naneaba Sea OL EN a SE 

(5) Supervisor: 

Name Uprpfassor Alan tecoald & Aseocteeea a 205 toner aoe Gime eee 

Address College of Agriculture, Madison, Wisconsin 

(6) Description: 

(a) Purpose 1+ Compilation of avian population statistics in to volumes,—leach— 
to be duplicated), namely: State Species Master Sheets & State Census Master Sheets. 

2._Compilation of references to food habits, populations, winter range & migrations of — 

birds. 3- Compilation of meteorological, data to be used in a Drought Index Study. Re- 
sults from first two operations to be used in future analyses and interpretations. 

1. Period 1900-1937 Procedure: (a) Transfer bird census figures from annual censuses 
(b) Method and scope (published in Bird lore) to_work sheet. (b) Compute: average 

birds per hr. pr- station and av- birds pr- hr. pre state for each species; average birds 

( all_species)pr._hr.pr« station and state; determine frequency and number of occurrences ’ 

ete. (c) Transfer computations & totals to Master Sheets. 2+ (a) Period: c- 1865-1890, 

Wisconsin -newspapers.(d)..1917-1937,"The Season! Bird-lore. References abstracted by 

clerks from sources mentioned and then typed. 3. Period 1934-1937 Procedure: Precipita= 

t Lon—(rein-&-~snowfall)-temperature,-ete-—data-abstracted from reports furnished by local. 

weather bureau and also from "Climatological Data" published by U. S. Dep't of Agric. 

(ce) \Areacovered i 

1. United States, Cuba, Porto Rico, and Canada. 2- Wisconsin--pioneer newspapers in 

Historical Library; United Statese-"The Season" Bird-Lore- 3+ Wisconsin: 8 

(7) Date begun April 2,.1937. ss Date ended ED AGEROD OPN 5 give 20.2 Nga 
ORIGINAL.—To be transmitted to Washington. 7 q 16-—720}.



(8) Data available: 

(a) Schedules, tables, or crude data (describe) Tabulation or work sheets with negeusary 

ob ioakg Chuil aekslnus bak ‘hast beigta, Wi gie Ghana Ma kas Sueeba:! Vroseri tied eeoiba St 

werteranoes §6-£000 ignite, O60 5 OF eam te a 

Location Department..of Game Management, College.of Agriculture, University of. 
Wisconsin ~ ¢ ig eh er : 

Ce) "Unpublished ranontsGdeserive) jie e re ee ane Set as SoS Setcaae 

Location ee ee ee age 

(c) Published report (give exact citation) Drought Index Study--Results published in 

transactions of the Third North smerican Wildlife Conference, Baltimore, 1938, 

ip Peon -Oo Osa AS Me MAGE eco 3S CUT Meee 2 ca ae iy let TR ek te Se 

(9) Sanity and comments Wits Gnd 34 aaBl ig behnih Senbe sih dg: Gini vebaticg: off Miviebinasia oc) 

Social Ressarch Projects O. Ps 465-535-3152 and Oa! Pa G65s5See253 under York Projects. 

7718 and 9422, the first of which started November 18,1939. It is hoped to complete 

the prepabation of the duplicate sets of Species and Census Master. Sheets by June20,— . 

(10) Date of this report Uane eae ei BRAM Die OO. oben adn) AO aa aT, 

(11): Prepared by A ee ae i ee 

(12) Approved by State Coordinator ilteapih Gh bettas ioringd oT cadaver Mies Coe eS eG 

U.S: GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 167201
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MPAFoem 01 (REVISED PROPOSAL) Sia ice mime 

WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATICN 

PROJECT PROPOSAL 
Amount requested, $._..--.--.-------------- WEA Wotk Project No, (2.2 oie oe se 

Amount approved, $_.....-...---.--..2-.. Serial No.6D.13—1385 Date 

(Sponsor not to write above line) 

Sponsor’s proposal No. -...--..-.-------------- Date of proposals) css a 

Lashoperstedes... WPA Protect No OePe 465-53-5-158 (WP 7385) 
(CWA, ERA, WPA) (if WPA, give O. P. No.) 

TO: Works PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION OF ---.-2---2-ec¢eceeeseeeeeeeeeee entree Wiseonsin 0. 
(Local) (District) (State) 

1. Request is hereby made that the following proposal be reviewed and that a formal application be made for an allotment of 
funds for this project under the rules and regulations of the Works Progress Administration. 

From: University of Wisconsin 0 Madieen oh) Dame 
(Sponsoring agency) (Official address—city, town, village) (County) 

2: Location of project: Madison, Wisconsin 8 ee) ane 
(City, town, village) (County) 

Detailed location: Division of Wildlife Management, Univ...of Wis..,.Madison, Wis. 
A conservation biology. project to compile basic data deal- 

3. Description of project: ing..wi th wildlife populations,.food habits, migrations, 
etc. from existing records for purposes of future analysis. These cover 
the.-period from.1800.+o.1937 and have especial reference.to American bird 
and mammal populations. This project will continue 6D-1077 of 
0.-P.-465-53-3-138--and-propeses te-extend—its operations to-—inelude—addi- 
tional data dealing with populations distribution, and ecology, and to 
construct-indices-to-census-master-sheet-voluness——

—————— 

4. Summary of estimated costs: 

Federal funds Sponsor’s funds Total z 

Item of cost @) (3) (C2) 

a ilar) % Galles) % ‘dattars) % 
a. Labor: 

MND TREE DEN NS ck See SRS AL ee a ee A A AS ase ae Ie 2 Ale Pe are ble A See 

Qi intermediate MS ie BOON ROR ie Ne OO Bel ed 
SMEG Leoni UNL ea Loic RMR UM eee ee cir Te ol a en eRe ae) 
At PRGISSRIONAL ANG TUChMCN lute lesa ohn ee eos | ike alaveges ce ea cae acto cea nda seabed cause ue leases 

Boscawen (yess UNC A RM el ee eel ee ee 

6. Superintendence_____..---_---.-.-----_.----- eS ee a ee 49 

Averove (ey oh Wi TR I ic ee ee eS 

c. Material, equipment, and other costs: 

De Nsterial and supplies ssw oe ih eh eel peeve ae OOS eG Ae SO ROe 

2. Mninmentwentalers: cise) ss a ee ieee a ee ieee wae Ane. elects eel NAIR Buc ee 

So iOther iairert, Costa: 24 sobs eas ear sac eee eal Sale i enact bale i asaaleneeae nyt wel er baa 

Meunoran (o\ronly. We ue WN Car esa ee eels Lane Re OUR. ee eo uy 

Torax cost or prosuct...............|..... 41.57 | 100 |_| 100 | ABO | 100 

TOTAL COST APPORTIONED.......------ ie OO Bh le % Pees egies os % 100% x 

.



WEA Page 2 of 5 pages 

5. Estimated man-months of work: 

(a) Certified workers paid from Federal funds, man-months Pima eS be 

(b) Total workers paid from Federal funds, man-months ......5 000000 eee 

(c) Total workers paid by Sponsor, man-months....._....--.-----------------e-nne-= semen eee 

(d) "Total man-months, all workers 000000 iu VO ey Cee a 

6. Estimated Federal expenditure per man-year of labor: 

Total Federal cost of project (item 4, col. 2, total) eee 

Man-months labor (item 5 by) : x12=8206.98 

7a. Preliminary plans and preparations will be complete ..........COmplete 
* 7b. Final plans and specifications will be complete se A 

(Date) 

8. (For statistical, survey, and research projects only). Complete specifications, copies of forms, schedules, instructions, tab- 
Unton pee ie, he (AER eli ae i : t 

9; Project can be started in cae eM days after notice to proceed, and it is estimated that eB working days 

will be required for completion. 

10. For the sponsor, project will be superintended by Aldo Leopold, Profes sor of Game Management 
ame) 

Ads ele and operation or publication of results of he project will be provided as follows: 
Basic data will be analysed by the staff of the Division of Wildlife 
aon netn kak War Stike ee ae ened te Sonne c 
Jjeurnais and bulletins ‘by them ook toes a 

12. Project proposed has been approved by the following public planning or other agencies concerned: --........-.------------------- 

_U._of Wis. Graduate School Research Committee 

13. Sponsor will G&MAt)** assume responsibility for results and will (wilk Hot}** assume responsibility for completion in the 

event that funds allotted to project are inadequate. 

14, Property on which project will be conducted is owned by -State.of.Wisconsin 

Sponsor has (h¥s%6)** jurisdiction to conduct project on this property. 

No ogiateprojmrty dedenod to th pulls we'by easement’ If poet ls be Conduct on odral propery tere shoud be sated a hs em the nas of 
the Bureau or Department having jurisdiction over the property. 

15. The utility of this project WII (will not)** depend upon the completion of other public or private work. Explanation -....._. 

16. (For road construction projects only.) Project is (is not) on Federal Aid Highway: 

Bastimated Pederal cost per miles Bice Rak ace Re ae el 
(Subgrade and drainage) (Surfacing) (Landscaping) 

17. Justification (A short, concise statement giving reason or necessity for the proposed project, including any comments or 

further statements about the nature of the work. Use additional sheet if necessary) A_neW. project isa 

essential to.complete the basic. phases..of work undertaken-in-6D-1077,... 
0, P. -465-53-3=138..(WP..7383,).,..In_addition.to the workof..compilation—of 
indi Co _wiLb Snpanos +oe-gene rel Uselu neas of ee age sri) yy Boe see 
additional bibliographic work and construction of climatic tables will. 
be of. inestimable assistance. in the wildlife research activities of the 
University....(Further details will be found in the attached documentation, ) 

sine stetsuiacts above fa whieh positive and negative alternatives are provided must be adjusted by the sponsor so that one or the other only will apply. ei 
9



aA or ore Page 3 of 5 pages 

18. Labor Analysis: All labor should be listed under appropriate classifications. Wage rates should agree with those determined 
Py the State Works Progress Administrator as applicable for locality. Consult WPA District Director for schedule, 

‘se separate lines for entries to differentiate sex, source, and Federal or Sponsor’s funds. For columns 2, 4, and 6, use 
subtotal lines for Federal labor only. Indicate female employees in column (1) thus: (F). 

. E Dollars 
Ocoupational classification | Number of E | Manteo Moor |Man‘months| “pee -————————_——————-_— 

& ona one Federal ° Sponsor Total ' 

qd) (2) a | (4) (6) (6) mM (8) (9) (10) 

“Sypiet (Ps el eee | a0 a ebeo a0 ae 
OLRR Ora Ol oe eieO IO) 18. BO.OO ORO Nac a ORO. ! 
OL ee ea Pacitate i Oi. aOR ee COG A cin ae B00) 

OLk..8r. ON a BRO ae) a eee eee eee 

Skilled subtotal. [| 4 |xx|_ S240 |xx| 24 | xx |_1967 | —*(|19687 

Pematgnemi isch, eee Oe 
Labor subtotal.............|__@ ____| x x |__6240 _| x x |_49 XR! ie ee 8 

WP Form, Srj1|w | g16.figel 6 (215. | a90 | eso 

__.. fechnidalSupefvipiontoYe—providedasneeded.| | 

fee i oe ee BR ys | | el ee ee 
omar see aCe | ieee || OR el x see eee ee I es eo 

* Denote thus; C, certified; N, non-certified; 8, sponsor, | 16—5539



WPA Form. 301—Continued. \Risvised Sopt. 1996) Page 4 of 5 pages 

19.* Equipment analysis: 

Rental Does Amount (dollars) 
Kind of equipment a EGR ease Sp ea eae eta aa 

sot inde co Number of z i a or. uml ol 

Sehich will be includ: | Capacity units "| Rate per | Per hour,| Period of rental erator’s 
ed under item 21 unit day, or | (hours, days, wages? | Federal funds Sponsor’s funds Total 

“Other direct costs’’) (dollars) | week weeks) Gaal or 
‘n0) 

qd) (2) (3) (&) (5) (8) @) (8) (9) (10) 

Dora fo ee ee xx RA Oh ee x RK X Beso loco cae els ene ee ee 

20.* Materials and supplies analysis: 

Amount (dollars) 

Description of materials Grade Quentity Unit - Unit price ia RET ERR era 
Federal funds Sponsor’s funds, Total 

a (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) @ (8) 

pencils, office || ne nn nf nec 
Bomwl ibe, ime ye eS cre eee ae 

pi poy J Srae ee celled een ae ARO EE Ge. 6 Xxx x xxx ROK cles eae es Mee Da a ot UE eee Su ree 

21.* Other direct costs, including safety measures, transportation of workers, tools and sundry equipment (not included in 

items 18, 19, and 20). 
AIO SE Te ge Ree ga gg pee US a Se A I i 

Amount (dollars) 

Description 
Federal funds Sponsor’s funds ‘Total 

(a) (2) (3) (4) 

aie hase g Ns TN UR SNS Nt Naa i ia Leak RI NR te ee as 

" TOTAL 2 enn ce ce cee cee ect [eee ence eet eeteee een pene ment eemnben erento ppeeemen coe tememecans 

* Use separate lines to show items furnished by sponsor and those requested from Federal funds, items 19, 20, and 21, 16—5539



WPA Ti ovised Sept 1030) sd 

22. Estimate of cost by items of work: 

Quantity Unit Description of operation or feptare ctarork (etye breakdowns by classes, according | Unit price Amount (dollars) 

ye! (2) (3) (4) (3) 

willow 653..\sheet| Oomputation.of snecies, per br. avb .7515) °° 491 
.... 294,192. lentry| Transferring data to state species! Ol tipy oe 
ali sol panovon sina W) hnds allt tiie frig od yiabiiion favol ti who imeem ighee be: sti 20028) - SLRs. 
~ 60,000 | lentry| Checking above opematton (200220) | epi iom 
+2519, 200) lentry| Duplication of state species master oo) 
DL SPUGENG RCT OST POE RUE DOT Sees Dearne ate STN SCG UE ere een ee area. |i Menge (7 2 Rem he 
= S19, 200...\entry| Checking. ahove operation. .| | BAO 
pabiner-ot- bho et COR Oe ie POMC AN eS NOOR. eee ee 
initio Provinge Checking above) i bese olindiil dy OSB bids. to BOs 
safchonrlicee te dr ONEIDA Te tec Fe ete Hate h a A Eel ach eae ae ea 
Seutoocle cdl 2ooos| DR COutun -BLDLLographie..research.. «coil od bili ORBEA ot: OBB) cs 
Eafe Ol aera OW MAO Co NT eS ee re alee IA eel aa 
rivtreteottentines t st| DEOs|- Bi bliographic..research.. cs eal OLOF).. 4240 
seeawet (8) hon (S) etaniloe sl lelaOt, weiner stom net vothée rwie@es ni nbisies “honologue Jaco LaloT 
eit SU UT Se es a eC reg 0 |) eran Ae et BTS eye 

TOTAL COST OF PROJECT nt BOB: 2'109 

23, FISCAL CERTIFICATE: : 
This is to certify that the funds specified in this proposal, to be furnished by the sponsor (or equivalent values in correspond- 

ing amounts), will be available for the prosecution of this project as needed. 

Fiscal-oficer AaiMa ROE CTSOM i oti cle dete oe tase bine, <OMDE TOLLE TR ..9/ 8/98 i a 
(Type or print name) (Signature) (Title) (Date) 

Address .:...University..of. Wisconsin,.Madison,...Wisconsin osc ot eee eh 

24, SPONSORING CERTIFICATE: 

The statements contained in this proposal have been checked by the undersigned and are true to the best of his knowledge 
and belief. It is agreed that the Works Progress Administration is under no obligation to complete the project proposed, if 

approved and selected for operation (this sentence shall be deleted for Federal projects). This project will not cover work for 
which funds at the disposition of the sponsor are currently appropriated, or work included in the normal governmental operations 

of sponsoring agency; it will not result in the displacement of regular employees of this agency. The sponsoring agency is a public 
body with legally vested authority to prosecute the type of work proposed. The work proposed will be done in full conformance 
with all legal requirements. It is understood that Federal funds will be expended by the United States Treasury only upon pay 
rolls and vouchers certified by the Works Progress Administration; and agreed that all operations will be in accordance with regu- 
lations prescribed under the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1936 and orders and regulations issued thereunder. This 
project is intended for the use or benefit of the public. 

Chrmn. U.. of Wis. 
Sponsor’s agenff,..-1.. =; Reynolds aaa Faculty. Soum.. for..WPA 2Y 2/38 

Address. University of Wisconsin, Mddison, Wisconsin 

INSTRUCTIONS TO SPONSOR FOR PREPARING THE PROJECT PROPOSAL 

The preparation of the project proposal and the furnishing of supplementary explanatory data are responsibilities of the spon- 
sor. Sponsors are advised to confer with local and district offices of the Works Progress Administration to obtain information 
with respect to‘occupational classifications, wage rates, working hours, and other matters of local application. 

For construction type projects, the project proposal should be accompanied by plans or drawings and general specifications 
or descriptions prepared in such a way as to permit intelligent review. Other supplementary data, to accompany the project 
proposal, include a working procedure or discussion of the methods proposed for conducting the work and cost estimates, 
suitably broken down by classes of work. 

(OVER) 16—5589
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Proposals for nonconstruction type projects shall explain exactly what work is contemplated, why such work is needed, 
how such work is to be prosecuted, and whom the sponsor will use to furnish the necessary supervision, either technical or 

administrative. The various forms to be used shall be submitted with the project proposal for statistical, survey, and research 

projects; the forms to be furnished shall include copies of schedules, tabulation plans, instructions, and any other special data 
and statements which may be required. Where standard working procedures have been issued by the Works Progress 
Administration, covering the type of work proposed, reference should be made to them by code number on the project proposal. 

Most of the items in the project proposal are self-explanatory. A few comments are given below with respect to some items 

which may require explanation. . 

Item No. 1.—The sponsoring agency must be a public body with legal authority to carry out the kind of work covered in the 

project proposal. : 

Item No. 2.—On the line immediately following ‘‘Location of project’’ there should be indicated whether the location is town- 
wide, city-wide, township-wide, county-wide, district-wide, or State-wide. The detailed location may be given by streets and 
boundaries, township, section and range, or definite relation by distances to well-established landmarks, such as Federal Aid or 

State Highways. Care should be taken to prevent confusion with projects for which proposals may have been submitted previ- 

ously, whether approved or‘disapproved. For projects involving a number of locations, the following phrase should be added: 
“Exclusive of other projects specifically approved.” 

Item No. 3.—A general description of the type of work should be given first, using standard descriptions when applicable. 
Immediately following, there should be given a more amplified description, enumerating the nature and sizes of the elements of 

the project. 3 ‘ 

Item No. 4.—This item shows a summary of the costs made up from the separate entries appearing on pages 3 and 4. 

“Total cost apportioned” entries in columns (2) and (3) are determined by dividing the totals in columns (2) and (3), respec- 
tively, by the total in column (4). i 

Item No. 6.—The Federal cost per man-year of employment obtained by the solution of the fraction, derived as indicated, 
gives a relative index of project desirability. Limiting man-year costs vary according to locality and type of work. Man-year 

cost should not be lowered by the inclusion in the estimates of excessive amounts of labor beyond reasonable requirements for 
performance of the work. It is permissible and entirely legitimate.to lower the man-year cost from Federal funds by the spon- 
sor’s furnishing material, equipment, and supervision instead of having these items secured through Federal expenditure. 

Item No. 7b.—If definite dates cannot be given (since it is not known whether or not the project will be approved and selected 
for operation), it is necessary that sponsor indicate that detailed final plans and specifications will be furnished when needed 
in the prosecution of the work. A statement to this effect should be made. 

Item No. 12.—This item should indicate whether approval has been obtained from local, State, and Federal agencies, other 
than the sponsor, for projects over which such agencies may have partial jurisdiction. The approval of nonpublic agencies such 

as chambers of commerce, boards of trade, etc., should not be stated under item 14, but may be indieated-under item 17. 

, Item No. 16.—It is not desired to conduct a project when its usefulness will be contingent upon the completion of other work, 
particularly where, in the latter case, completion is uncertain. A project to construct a building for which equipment is neces- 

sary but not provided would not be as desirable as one which provides useful facilities immediately upon completion. 

Item No. 19.—Under column 1 it should be indicated whether the sponsor owns or proposes to rent the equipment which 

is not to be secured from Federal funds. Columns (8) and (9) are derived as products of vorresponding entries in columns (3), 

(4), and (6). 

Item No. 20.—Maierials and supplies should be described in sufficient detail for accurate identification and the preparation 
of requisitions, An additional sheet may be used when necessary. Prices should include delivery at the site of the project unless 

actual delivery will be made by the use of equipment charged to the project and included in the project estimates. The use of 
proprietary or noncompetitive materials is not restricted if such materials be furnished by the sponsor. If they be requested 
from Federal funds, ample justification for their use will be necessary. 

Iiem No. 21.—Besides tools and equipment, this item should include travel, rental of space required to conduct the project, 

special architectural consulting or legal expense, met by the sponsor, and similar charges to the project which do not apply under 
items 18, 19, and 20. -The cost of land on which the project will be conducted must not be included as an element of the cost of 

the work. ‘ ‘ a 

All projects should contemplate the use of safeguards and provide ample facilities for the safety and health of employees 

and the general public. Scaffolding, machinery guards, etc., if needed, should be included in the cost estimates. Other facilities 
and supplies required, such as first aid kits, goggles, boots, and drinking-water containers, should also be included. 

Item No. 22.—The tabulated data to be shown under this item provide a summary of the complete detailed estimates of total 

costs of the project in which each distinct feature of the work is shown separately. Unit prices given are for materials in place, 
including cost of labor of placing, material required, and equipment used for the purpose. Estimates should include sponsor’s 

as well as Federalfunds. They should be comparable with current practice in public contract work or private enterprise, subject 
only to such allowances as may be warranted by virtue of efficiency of available labor. The various features should be listed as 

far as possible in the sequence in which the work will be performed. Dissimilar kinds of work should not be grouped into one item. 
Separate entries may be made for certain types of operations which cover all features of the project as for example, supervision, 

timekeeping, transportation of workers, and safety measures, when it is impracticable to combine such operations in the features 
of work separately. If additional space is required, an extra sheet may be used for an extension. 

The total cost of the project under this item should agree with the total cost appearing under item 4, column 4. 
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 16—5539



WWPA Form GO—3101 WISCONSIN WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION COUNTY Dane 

Reviseo 9/26/38 
. ; 

WOMEN'S & PROFESSIONAL DIVISION LOCATION Medison, Wisconsin 

SERIAL NUMBER _GD=13=1385 0 
OPERATIONS SCHEDULE : SPONSOR University of Wisconsin—— 

DESCRIPTION Wildlife Management ———__ 
: 

5 EA oa ha oe a 

Ee ee al Lg 
OPERATION NO. OF CLASSIFICATION PRODUCT= |° MAN HOURS HOURLY | UNIT LABOR} TOTAL LABOR COST TOTAL UNIT NONe | @TOTAL | TOTAL 

(IN SEQUENCE) UNIT UNITS OF WORKER PER MAN TNVOLVED RATE cosT 3x 8 oR NON*LA BOR | LABOR COST jUNIT COS GOST 

OF PERFORMANCE OR WORKERS HOUR 365 T= 5: GX cost 10 - 3 B+ it 3.x 42 

per hour averag ee to aie Pt Lele | ppg hae | 

le Computation_of Species shee 653 § o80 810 | toned 50 490 0015 re 49 $ 

a Noel oe eh ceed cecal. faeeah acstaeipeanecde-ais ee 

oe GR? ccany Tae ganas | (acl eben} antl tk ed oe 
e plication of state entrs 519,200 ks 960 540 605 0006 32 : 000 000 30 \ 

6. arfaaas prepies | a | -seo*"| 150 | s.agig|  aa0 | | .oae1 {5.58761 \ 
° ranging inde Provinces 52 k 6 60 50 504615 80 5 O96 5576 85 

egal inet] Lies ccNARI cll meecchiedeneitened 1.1538! 
7. Checking boy Pebgiae al k 0 0 50 538 60 58 60 

TOTALS ~~ XXX | XXX XXX XXX XX XXX XXX ‘ XXX XX 

CERTIFICATION: THIS 1S A TRUE STATEMENT OF THE METHODS AND PROCEDURES. 10 BE FOLLOWED IN THE PROJECTe NO CHANGES OR DEVIATION FROM THES’ SCHEDULE WILL BE PEAMITTED UNLESS 

PRIOR APPROVAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY THE PROJECT INSPECTOR OF THIS PROJECTe ‘ 

: 3 

: 
SPONSOR



‘ ; Qe MATERIALS & SUPPLIES ANALystse : 

: CALCULATIONS OF MAN MONTHS OF WORK ; DESCRIPTION UNIT 
ape a OF MATERIALS QUANTITY | UNIT price | AMOUNT (noLLans) 

CLASSIFICATION OF WORKERS (1) (2) (3) uw) Le 3) Fes SPONSORS FUNDS 
i, F f ; ! 6 

HOURS BY foie | ee ies ——— 
OPERATIONS a i | Fearon aie NEN ig) oe ae i 

of Se a ee Se 
ee sleet td ee 

N ay + . ” : aud - ‘ r 

TOTAL Same P . - * & + B x . 

Se NAN MONTH = ea |-| Es AMOUNT (voLLans) ce 
MAN . el : a SN ESEATPTION : ) FEDERAL FUNDS [SPONSOR'S FUNDS ; 

| WoNTHS: es . {tr} ati 108.282 awed (Ap! MMgineghipi aL 
‘ « ‘ r ° s . ‘ss . A : i * »S " ‘ otto ai ‘ * i 

199 Equipment RENTAL . . : ; . ; : 

KINO OF | NUMBER RENTAL AMOUNT .(ooLLars) - - : : 

EQUIPMENT ot Bee pen PERIOD OF | FEDERAL spoons |- ) . 

UNIT | MO. RENTAL FUNDS FUNDS . 

ha i er 
| 

SS. I ee 
ce | 

TOTAL ro xxx XXX | XXX XXX |



DOCUMENTATION ACCOMPANYING PROPOSED UNIVERSITY-SPONSORED WPA PRO-— 
JECT FOR WILDLIFE POPULATION STUDY. 

6D-1077, OP 465-53-3-138 (WP 7383) commenced January 6, 1938, 
with an authorization of $6,580, of which $6,103.99 was used as of 
September 1, 1938, to continue and extend the operations of 5-481, 
OP 165-53-6999 (APN 6064) which began April 2, 1937 with an eautho- 
rization of $4,380, and which had encumbered ha 368.87 at the time : 
it was succeeded by OP 465-53-3-138 (WP 7383), to compile basic 
date dealing with fluctuations in the abundance of wildlife popu- 

lations from existing records. Certain phases of the work are in- 

complete and additional funds are needed to round out the work in 

such e manner as to make them available and in usable form for 

further analysis. The need for this and reasons for unfinished 

work are described in some detail further on. 

In addition to completion of the current underteking, the 
gathering of additional bibliographic notations on wild animal 
populations, migretions, food habits, etc., is contemplated. 

PROJECT SUPERINTENDENT: 

The project will be supervised by Aldo Leopold, Professor of 
Game Management and associates. The supervision will be the same 

as on project 6D-1077, OP 465-53-3-138 we 7383). 

WORK COMPLETED TO DATE ON OPERATIONS PROPOSED UNDER THE PRES 
CEDING PROJECT OP 465-53-3-138; 

1. Transfer of data to tabulation sheets. 

2. Checking above operation. : 

3. Organizing date on state-census master sheets from tabula- 
tion sheets. 

4, Checking state-census master sheets. 
5. Checking species with check-list. 
6. Typing species names on master sheets. 
7, Bibliographic research on food habits. ° 

8. Bibliographic research on wildlife populations. 
9. Duplicating state-census master sheets. 

10, Checking above operations. 
11. Drought Index Study. 

WORK INCOMPLETED ON PROJECT OP 465-53-3-138: 

1. Duplication of master sheets. 
2. Transfer of entriés to statesspecies master sheets. 
3. Checking data on stete-species master sheets. 
4, Computation of species average per hour. 

' REASON F@R INCOMPLETENESS: 

Errors due to underestimating the quantities of work and also 

the rate of output resulted in consumption of project authorization 
pefore all the anticipated results were produced.



«20 

The item entitled "Check entries on tabulation sheets" of the 
preceding project was estimated on the original draft as 24,000 
entries with a unit cost of .018 totalling $432.00. A typographi- 
cal error changed this to 12,000 entries. This was corrected to 
$216.00 on the final draft, thereby reducing the allotment request 
below the estimated amount needed. 

The sudden expansion of the WPA rolls last spring resulted 
in an excess of workers being assigned to the project beyond its 
immediate needs. This caused a slowing down of progress in terms 

of efficient use of project funds, eating up the available autho- 
rization at too rapid a rate for the results estimated to be 
achieved under the authorization. 

NEW WORK PROPOSED: 

1. As has been pointed out before, two sets of master sheets 
are in process of completion. The first organizes the census data 

by states shewing total counts, the second by states showing in- 

dividual counts clessified by species. For purposes of descrip- 

tion, these are called state-census and state-species master sheets 
respectively (Exhibit A' and Exhibit B' of OP 465-53-3-138). It 
is proposed to construct in duplicate an index to the master sheets 

by states showing, by years, the stations reporting. This will 

provide a ready means for locating desired data, reduce the wear 

and tear on the mastér sheets, and materially facilitate use of 

the organized data. 

2. The work thus far accomplished in gathering bibliographic 
references on wildlife food habits, migration, abundance, etc., 
has been of inestimable value in determining the distribution, 
history, and changes in wildlife abundance and habits. It is pro- 

posed to extend this work to include untouched periodicals, pio- 
neer newspapers, and other selected bibliographic sources. 

i CLD WORK TO BE FINISHED: 

1. The species average per hour on 653 tabulation ste ets (Ex- 
hibit J of the original project APN 6064) remains to be computed. 
It is now 67% complete. It is proposed to finish this operation, 

2. 293,192 entries on the tabulation sheets remain to be 

transferred to the state-species master sheets. The transfer is 
40 per cent completed and it is proposed to cmmplete this opera- 
tion. 

3. 363,000 entries in the state-species master sheets have 
not been checked. About 30 per cent of this checking is complete 
and it is proposed to finish this checking. j 

4, The previous project provided for making a duplicate set 

of both state-species and state-census master sheets. The state- 

census master sheets have been duplicated but the duplication of 

the state-species master sheets is only 20 per cent complete since 

the first set of master sheets is still incomplete (see items 1, 
2, and 3 above.) It is proposed that the duplication operation be 
completed and checked,
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PROCEDURES FOR NEW WORK: 

1. The index will consist of all census stations alphebeti- 
cally listed by states on sheets (Exhibit A") of the same size as 
the master sheets (@$ x 11). The names of the stations will ap- 
pear in the left-hand column of the index sheet. Entries will be 
inserted in the latitude and longitude column as found in existing 
atlases. The workers will enter the number of censuses reported 
from the respective stations in the appropriste columns. Hori- 
zontal summation will be made on each sheet and a vertical summe— 
tion on the final sheet when more than one sheet per state is re- 
quired. 

2. The duplication of the indices will be performed by one 
clerk reading off to another who enters the figures. Typewritten 
parts will be duplicated by making a carbon copy during the ori- 
ginal operation described in the preceding paragraphs. 

3. The bibliographic notations will follow the same proce- 
dures as before. , The workers note all references to game and other 
wildlife in the newspaper files assigned by the supervisor. These 
newspaper files are of pioneer newspapers of the state of Wiscon- 
sin now preserved in the University library. This information 
will be abstracted and typed on 84 x 11 sheets (Exhibit E") and a 
carbon copy will be made at the time. It is planned to assemble 
these pages of information later and make them into bound volumes. 
Information from other assigned sources will be entered on 3 x 5 
cards (Exhibit F"), 

PROCEDURES FOR OLD WORK: ‘ 

1. Computation of the species average per hour will proceed 
as before. 

2. The data from the tabulation sheets will be entered on the 
state-species master sheets as before. 

3. The data will be checked as before. 

4, Duplication of the master sheets Will be carried out as 
before. 

COPIES OF FORMS AND SCHEDULES: 

EXHIBIT A"—--—-----SAMPLE INDEX SHEET 
EXHIBIT E"-----~--—SAMPLE OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC TRANSCRIPTION SHEET 
EXSIBIT FP"-------~SAMPLE OF 3 x 5 BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTATION CARD 
EXHIBIT X"-~-------SAMPLE OF KEY TO SYMBOLS USED IN STATE- 

SPECIES MASTER SHEETS 
EXHIBIT ¥"—~-------SAMPLE OF KEY TO SYMBOLS USED IN STATE- 

SPECIES MASTER SHEETS 

SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES TO BE SERVED BY PROJECT: 

: Same as for Official Project 465-53-3-138 :



» 
Ea de hells i es » 

USE TO BE MADE OF RESULTS: 

Same as for Official Project 465-53-3-138 

SOURCE OF DATA: 

Data not covered by operations completing previous work are 
in bulletins, reprints, volumes, and journals in the library of 
the University of Wisconsin, or in the files of the Division of 
Wildlife Management of the University. 

.
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WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION > 

Amount requested, $_.....-..-------------- WPA Work Project No. 2225.2 ee 

Amount approved, $-....------.--------.--- SURI NO 3 esse a eee ee eee 

ny (Sponsor not to write above line) Septemb er l 

Sponsor’s proposal No. Geme-2- Date of proposal h REP sOMPen 21937 

Last operated as SUS <0. mt eal nee Project No. AG525340099. ee 
(CWA, ERA, WPA) (If WPA, give O. P. No.) 

Wisconsin 
"TPO: “WoRKS PRochiss “ADMINISTRATION, OF 22.224... Jo se ee ee 

(Local) (District) (State) 
1. Request is hereby made that the following proposal be reviewed and that a formal application be made for an allotment of 

funds for this project under the rules and pre of the Works Progress Administration. 
ern isconsin Agricultural Experiment Station Madison Dane 

v mmmmmmnn""(Bponsoring agency) =—=~=*S*~*~<“~*~*“‘*‘“*”*”:*S*COiicind @dress—ceity, town, village) ~~ = = ~~ ~(County) 

2. Location of projeeeene* Mamie oe ae ee 2 eee RR ESSE aries 
2 (City, town, village) (County) 

Detailed location 2¥28i10n Of Wildlife Management, 1552 University Ave gaa 

3. Description of project: Wildlife Population Fluctuation Study, A conservation-biology 

research project to tabulater and analyse records of cyclic fluctuations, 

records of food habits and other influences upon the abundance of wild 

animals. ; 

4, Summary of estimated costs: 

Federal funds Sponsor’s funds Total 

Item of cost (2) (3) @ 
So Sao ie ee ee 

@ dollars) % aoe % aaa % 

a. Labor: 

: BI cca cascade ot ea Mi cue tec Rec. teal Rt = oe 
De: Trbermediates 06 se ua eS os eats icacu Seems ees aes ase ses Le ee 209 

3. Siitleden ee eg i eNO te a ai he ean 
4. Professional and technical. =. \s2255- 5552 ae oe | a cece oon -- wan Binns ie fame va | nce eoe en ae ees ee eee 

Mapmoran (a) eee oe POO |e ak. ea ae.) ees 207 

%, (Baperintendente:.... 80 ee eto (ead 2 ee ee 99+5 a en na te a eee eae 47.8 

SuBrorAL (a) plus (b)qnnn---n-ennnce---fen----n------D3SE-.---| 100 |.-_--...---- B00... 99.5 ------- 01 8... 199.08 

c. Material, equipment, and other costs: 

1 Maternal and eupplles: 028 | a ee eee 
2. Beniiomiont vortale-5 sre as a scene | nceenet [acme ans -osan see stash eee Beene eres | 

B Opler direct, costes aoa ae ee Ale oe fess (cnn de | me» eee a ee 

Semivomen (6) Oth yer te. a Ase a Mee ee cess es cheei aces MMM eRe ae Uc hcg, ee 

ToTaL COST OF PROJECT...-.--.------- ee ae 100 a 100 ica cse NO ois 100 

TOTAL COST APPORTIONED-..--..------ Pe DRT. % ee % 100% xx 

16—5539 

FOR 

OFFICE 

AT \ 

\ 

\



shape to throw additional light upon the causes, lengths, distribution and 
amplitudes of the cycles and to what species they may be causing disturbance. 

This study is one attempt to bring some scientific order into the various 
programs of conservation which are now being pushed with great vigor and at 

great expense.
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5. Estimated man-months of work: : 

(a) Certified workers paid from Federal funds, man-months Age E 

(b) Total workers paid from Federal funds, man-months -----.------------------ uae nla 

(ce) Total workers paid by Sponsor, man-months.._.........------------------------- Ve MMe 2 Am 

(d) Total mman-monvhs all workers. eh ee Loken 

6. Estimated Federal expenditure per man-year of labor: 

Total Federal cost of project (item 4, col. 2, total) is 80.36 | 
Man-months labor (item 5 (6)) ae 

7a. Preliminary plans and preparations will be complete pis Wie MO MOMMA OMe Cee tie cao al ue ie eae 

*7b, Final plans and specifications will be complete oe ae ete 
a 

8. (For statistical, survey, and research projects only). Complete specifications, copies of forms, schedules, instructions, tab- 
ulation plans, ete., are (Geeta pt* submitted herewith. 2 86 F 

9. Project can be started in ORG il days after notice to proceed, and it is estimated that -.—7~.--.---. working days 

will be required for completion. 

10. For the sponsor, project afl be superintended by Aldo Leopold Professor of Game Management 

11, Maintenance and operation or publication of results of Scat leted eebyeot will be provided as follows: eo 

“~““Results will be published by membérs of the department 

12. Project proposed has been approved by the following public planning or other agencies concerned: ---...----.--------------------- 

wescnsesnetnacancancaanannn-no-n--- HS ge onsin-State-Planning -Board.---------------------------coccorcccn enero cnoncnss 

13. Sponsor will (xiii) ** assume responsibility for results and will (will not)** assume pepo for completion in the 

event that funds allotted to project are inadequate, SPOBS er will continue work as funds are available. 

14, Property on which project will be conducted is owned by ..URiversity of Wisconsin 200 

Sponsor has (Hasmi6y** jurisdiction to conduct project on this property. 

NotE.—Projects may be conducted on public property of State, county, or local governments; on Federal property, with permission of proper Federal authority; or 
on private property dedicated to the public use by easement. If project is to be conducted on Federal property, there should be stated in this item the name of 
the Bureau or Department having jurisdiction over the property. 

15. The utility of this project3viIX (will not) ** depend upon the completion of other public or private work. Explanation --..-. 

Stl naa te lical vee ee eli OAM AURAL RS tues yap tee One a  ak e 

16. (For road construction projects only.) Project is (is not) on Federal Aid Highway. 

Betimated Wederal cost per mile: $.c.ccsc ee | See ee Be 
(Subgrade and drainage) (Surfacing) (Landscaping) 

17; Justification (A short, concise statement giving reason or necessity for the proposed Project, nadine any comments or 

further statements about the nature of the work. Use. additional L sheet, Hf Depeeeaty The U.S. Government _ 

and other agencies are spending millions of dollafs for wildlife conservation 
through several emergency and permanent organizations. actual lmowledge upon 
_Which base a conservation program is scant due to recent mushroom growth of 
public conservation consciouness outrunning the devising of prpper management _ 
_practices based upon scientific research. The staff of the wildlife department 
hasbeen instruenental in establishing the existence of cycles in game, fish _ 
.-and.other wildlufe abundance. The staff has traced the effects in many species 
and needs.additional assistance in analyzing records.and placing-them-in-------.---. 

* See instructions on page 5. 
** The statements above in which positive and negative alternatives are provided must be adjusted by the sponsor so that one or the other only will epply. is
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18. Labor Analysis: All labor should be listed under appropriate classifications. Wage rates should agree with those determined 
ie the State Works Progress Administrator as applicable for locality. Consult WPA District Director for schedule. 

se separate lines for entries to differentiate sex, source, and Federal or Sponsor’s funds. For columns 2, 4, and 6, use 
subtotal lines for Federal labor only. Indicate female employees in column (1) thus: (F). 

5 Pe Dollars 
* vat 

Occupational classification Narabe of g ‘Man-hours oe Man-months per ae ery nes eee eee Ty ene ee 

é month month Federal Sponsor Total - 

(4) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1) (8) (9) (10) 

wenneeeen-- oe ---e--------------]------------------|-----B]----------------+---|--------]--------+-----|----------|------------------|-----------2------ | ------ 2-2-3 

UD eae a el Ses fe ek a EA a a aa ea | eS 

Mypiatad me. NG | 600r T20, ae et IT POO Bl 500 

ADGA IN es eee. oa a ee ocala eee ale ee Os eee Le 

ee ee ee | == T= ore tf Ee ae | eee eee aes oan aaa aa aaa eens 

Tntermediate subtotal. = ie | | ex ee Das x x era eee ae ena 

__ St. Clerks eh i) oe eee ae ee 
"Sr. Stenographer 171" ¢ | 1632 | 136 P| Be ae 

Skilled quptgra ed Sp ae xx ease x Pel xs [2 a OOBHC | k's We 1 [OOO Fal 

lave ek Pl be ee ee 
leben etter be Ol x x | & x Lee ee 

PR ie ee ee 
cece tafe | oo a ea SOO 7 

Superintend. subtotal._.|......-3--..-....] x X DSHS P| ca LO x | 4800 | 4800 

Pomaie oo oe Al ie NOgSO | xx ate x x et a | F800 ; LOLs 

* Denote thus; C, certified; N, non-certified; 8, sponsor, 16—5539
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19.* Equipment analysis: 

Rental Does Amount (dollars) 
Kind of equipment (do Fe IE Bi 1A See TES art age: | IE | Sm eeeeme mens eee OPT FR ee 
naa eae eer ee sie oF ee 

ment, clude 0) 
which will Be incind: | Capacity units” | Rate per | Per hour,| Period of rental | ‘erator's 
ed under item 21 unit day, or (hours, days, ‘wages? Federal funds Sponsor’s funds Total 
“Other direct costs’’) (dollars) | week weeks) Ce or 

NO, 

(a) <2) (3) (4) (5) (6) @ (8) (9) (40) 

"“Sypenriter|# 19MGlggw 12, now inluse on project (OP # L65-53-p9I9), Burqnased 
June 8, 19%/, purchdse order # 113784 no ; 

“Monrose catpulator™ 331; also -in-us -on-projdes,-parchased August 3, OSI ge 

WOUAT 3 =! KKXXX xxx xxx xxx xXxXxXxX Se ai er fea eeenemenee 

20.* Materials and supplies analysis: 

S Amount (dollars) 

Description of materials Grade Quantity Unit Unit price 
Federal funds Sponsor’s funds| Total 

@ (2) (3) @® (5) (6) (7) (8) 

i ee ee ee, 
cards ete, 25 ai 25- So) Se 

AT OWA Ls -—tloe  eeeee ||| | XEXX XXX Re Samed oe eee |e ee (ee Se 

21.* Other direct costs, including safety measures, transportation of workers, tools and sundry equipment (not included in 

items 18, 19, and 20). 

Amount (dollars) 

Description 
Federal funds Sponsor’s funds Total 

(a) (2) (3) (4) 

ODA aaa a ewe a ee es rere ereeereeereS 

* Use separate lines to show items furnished by sponsor and those requested from Federal funds, items 19, 20, and 21, 16—5539
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22. Estimate of cost by items of work: 

Quantity Unit Description of operation or feature ot aoe ear by classes, according | __ynit price Saxount dolls) 

@ (2) @) ‘ g her { (4) () 

5 pie. 50 census Gransfer of census to tabulation work sheet 21324] 21.00 _ 
ge SOOO heneua a Tk ee eee) oi als ae 
AD ota £6. | year: Ehecking tebulation work sheets da. fits 20140) 368.50. 

‘ _ss-23400__| each [Checking species with check-list = s|__ 0026] 60.50 
-iue SHU | sheet OTabuletion sheet computation( (is femillol Po) »3702) 423.50“) 

ab _u-,..,--124800.| datum Statering from tabulation sheet to state psig Tk tl cae Ses Baer Fe 
to RE ee eS | Sensis Mester ahests (210s Ae Hy 0085] “es 7s50) 

-s-+----------1200._] sheet |€Typing species names upon master sheets |. .0250|_300,.00 
22....... 519200 | datum |7 Entering data from tabulation sheets to || 
wi ee ea Btate-spaclosameabuen sheets) |" +0023): 1.200,00 . 
-20-2-000..| sheeti! Commutation on state species master sheets .5u2| 327.50 
nic, See O0:* |cshest ;,@omputaing masterasheet grand totals. Sos ce@OS [io to) Bde, Os: 2: 
rin A200- | sheet.|“Dunlicating master ‘Sheefa | A BB5Ol. 306,00 
a 1000..| wolumes Food habits. bibliographic research... |_....5837|...5a4.00 
cent. 014 ae tomar fee “Wildlife population bibliographic resear h..22919]... 584.00 
eo uatuit/. 0365... hour. |. Drought: index study O50) BBRSRO. 
cei mem til Sumeryd.63 on TOON OOOO 

Tora cost OF PROJECT 10209,007 

23. FISCAL CERTIFICATE: 

This is to certify that the funds specified in this proposal, to be furnished by the sponsor (or equivalent values in correspond- 
ing amounts), will be available for the prosecution of this project as needed. 

A.J. Haas Treasurer Sept 30,1937 

Meee. ofioen B= (lyre ophutnaie, ima eG eee Cite) (Date ae or print name) nature) 3 al tle) ate) 
Wisconsin “Aeris ‘hxper Station “Wadi son, Wisconsin 

RO GT eRG abe ck ates an Penh ee, Sheahan nS pie Atal see Rey aes eediee Le cll ob: ain og eerie ee 

24. SPONSORING CERTIFICATE: 

The statements contained in this proposal have been checked by the undersigned and are true to the best of his knowledge 
and belief. It is agreed that the Works Progress Administration is under no obligation to complete the project proposed, if 
approved and selected for operation (this sentence shall be deleted for Federal projects). This project will not cover work for 

which funds at the disposition of the sponsor are currently appropriated, or work included in the normal governmental operations 
of sponsoring agency; it will not result in the displacement of regular employees of this agency. The sponsoring agency is a public 

body with legally vested authority to prosecute the type of work proposed. The work proposed will be done in full conformance 
with all legal requirements. It is understood that Federal funds will be expended by the United States Treasury only upon pay 

rolls and vouchers certified by the Works Progress Administration; and agreed that all operations will be in accordance with regu- 
lations prescribed under the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1936 and orders and regulations issued thereunder. This 
project is intended for the use or benefit of the public. 

Chris L. Christensen Director Sept 30, 1937 
SPONEOI'S Ateneo ssc ks cee a ss Eee eo ee ee ae 

(Type or print name) (Signature) (Title) (Date) 

Address) = ee Aesioes tare sean Reus eine fest ce be abe eth eee teal. Mel toa catty fie ec Oe 

INSTRUCTIONS TO SPONSOR FOR PREPARING THE PROJECT PROPOSAL 

The preparation of the project proposal and the furnishing of supplementary explanatory data are responsibilities of the spon- 

sor. Sponsors are advised to confer with local and district offices'of the Works Progress Administration to obtain information 
with respect to occupational classifications, wage rates, working hours, and other matters of local application. : 

For construction type projects, the project proposal should be accompanied by plans or drawings and general specifications 

or deseriptions prepared in such a way as to permit intelligent review. Other supplementary data, to accompany the project 
proposal, include a working procedure or discussion of the methods proposed for conducting the work and cost estimates, 
suitably broken down by classes of work. 

(over) 16—5539
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Proposals for nonconstruction type projects shall explain exactly what work is contemplated, why such work is needed, 

how such work is to be prosecuted, and whom the sponsor will use to furnish the necessary supervision, either technical or 
administrative. The various forms to be used shall be submitted with the project proposal for statistical, survey, and research 

projects; the forms to be furnished shall include copies of schedules, tabulation plans, instructions, and any other special data 

and statements which may be required. Where standard working procedures have been issued by the Works Progress 
Administration, covering the type of work proposed, reference should be made to them by, code number on the project proposal. 

. Most of the items.in the project proposal are self-explanatory. A few comments are given below with respect to some items 
which may require explanation. ~ 

» Item No. 1.—The-sponsoring agency must be a public body with legal authority to carry out the kind of work covered in the 

project proposal. ; \ 

-Item No. 2.—On the line immediately following ‘Location of project”’ there should be indicated whether the location is town- 
wide, city-wide, township-wide, county-wide, district-wide, or State-wide. The detailed location may be given by streets and 

boundaries, township, section and range, or definite relation by distances to well-established landmarks, such as Federal Aid or 

State Highways. Care should be taken to prevent confusion with projects for which proposals may have been submitted previ- 
ously, whether approved or disapproved. For projects involving a number of locations, the following phrase should be added: 

“Exclusive of other projects spegifically approved.” 

“Item No. 3—@ iponcral description of the type of work should be given first, using standard descriptions when applicable. 

Immediately following, there should be given a more amplified description, enumerating the nature and sizes of the elements of 
the project. ' = 

*Item No. 4.—This item shows a summary of the costs made up from the separate entries appearing on pages 3 and 4. 
“Total cost apportioned” entries in columns (2) and (3) are determined by dividing the totals in columns (2) and (3), respec- 

tively, by the total in,column (4). g 

-Item No. 6.—The Federal cost per man-year of employment obtained by the solution of the fraction, derived as indicated, 
gives a relative index of project desirability. Limiting man-year costs vary according to locality and type of work. Man-year 

cost should not be lowered by the inclusion in the estimates of excessive amounts of labor beyond reasonable requirements for 

performance of the work. It is permissible and entirely legitimate to lower the man-year cost from Federal funds by the spon- 

sor’s furnishing material, equipment, and supervision instead of having these items secured through Federal expenditure. 

Tiem No. 7b.—If definite dates cannot be given (since it is not known whether or not the project will be approved and selected 

for operation), it is necessary that sponsor indicate that detailed final plans and specifications will be furnished when needed 

in the prosecution of the work. A statement to this effect should be made. 

Item No. 12.—This item should indicate whether approval has been obtained from local, State, and Federal agencies, other 

than the sponsor, for projects over which such agencies may have partial jurisdiction, The approval of nonpublic agencies such 

as chambers of commerce, boards of trade, etc., should not be stated under item 14, but may be indicated under item 17. 

Tiem No. 15.—It is not desired to conduct a project when its usefulness will be contingent upon the completion of other work, 

particularly where, in the latter case, completion is uncertain. A project to construct a building for which equipment is neces- 

sary but not provided would not be as desirable as one which provides useful facilities immediately upon completion. 

Item No. 19.—Under column 1 it should be indicated whether the sponsor owns or proposes to rent the equipment which 

is not to be secured from Federal funds. Columns (8) and (9) are derived as products of corresponding entries in columns (3), 

(4), and (6). 

Item No. 20.—Materials and supplies should be described in sufficient detail for accurate identification and the preparation 

of requisitions. An additional sheet may be used when necessary. Prices should include delivery at the site of the project unless 

| actual delivery will be made by the use of equipment charged to the project and included in the project estimates. The use of 

proprietary or noncompetitive materials is not restricted if such materials be furnished by the sponsor. If they be requested 

from Federal funds, ample justification for their use will be necessary. 

Item No. 21.—Besides tools gnd.equipment, this item should include travel, rental of space required to conduct the project, 

special architectural consulting of legal expense, met by the sponsor, and similar charges to the project which do not apply under 

items 18, 19, and 20. The cost of land on which the project will be conducted must not be included as an element of the cost of 

the work. 

All projects should contemplate the use of safeguards and provide ample facilities for the safety and health of employees 

and the general public. Scaffolding, machinery guards, etc., if needed, should be included in the cost estimates. Other facilities 

and supplies required, such as first aid kits, goggles, boots, and drinking-water containers, should also be included. 

Item No. 22.—The tabulated data to be shown under this item provide a summary of the complete detailed estimates of total 

costs of the project in which each distinct feature of the work is shown separately. Unit prices given are for materials in place, 

including cost of labor of placing, material required, and equipment used for the purpose. Estimates should include sponsor’s 

as well as Federal funds. They should be comparable with current practice in publie contract work or private enterprise, subject 

only to such allowances as may be warranted by virtue of efficiency of available labor. The various features should be listed as 

far as possible in the sequence in which the work will be performed. Dissimilar kinds of work should not be grouped into one item. 

Separate entries may be made for certain types of operations which cover all features of the project as for example, supervision, 

timekeeping, transportation of workers, and safety measures, when it is impracticable to combine such operations in-the features 

of work separately. If additional space is required, an extra sheet may be used for an extension. F 

The total cost of the project under this item should agree with the total cost appearing under item 4, column 4. 

; U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 16—5539 
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W.P. A. Form 301 Page 1 of 5 pages 

_ WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION Met ovata 

PROJECT PROPOSAL Alroubaitel wt, 
Qu / 4 3 - 

Amount requested, $ aay We PsA> Work Project: Nos oo. ee 

Amount approved, $ ----------cccee------- Serial No. .... 60=250 ‘Date Bf aa/36... 
(Sponsor is not to write above line) 

Sponsor’s proposal No. i MBS 2 Date of proposal -....AUGe--21, 1935. 

To: Works Procress ADMINISTRATION oF ....... Vane County si ea ee Ey Ae - Wisconsin... 
(Local) (District) (State) 

1. Request is hereby made that the following proposal be reviewed and that a formal application be made for an allotment of funds 

for this project under the rules and regulations of the Works Progress Administration. 

From: ..."48- Agr. Expt. Station __Medison ss Dane. seonsin 
(Sponsor) (City, tawimensillaga) (County) (State) 

2. Location of project: Wi» Agr. Expt. Sta. Medison... Dena... _Hiseonein... 
(City, tapmensillagees (County) (State) 

3. Description of project and character of work: 

Wildlife Cycle Study: a research project to investigate 

cyclic fluctuations in the abundance of game birds, game 
memmals, fur=-bearers, song birds and fish. ‘The proposed 
work is of a technical nature and will involve search of 
original bibliographic sources, filing data, arranging a 
bibliogravhie digest and index, mathematical analysis 
of date and preparing graphs of the data, 

4. Summary of estimated costs: 
ES 

Federal funds Sponsor's contributions ‘Total 

tte @ @) 4) 

o ee oe eee ee 
a. Labor: 

DTrace a a ne | meee eer nearer ee ee eae garam ooo 

2, Intermediates.) ee eS eee ae 
@, Ghiled tee ee ee a 
4. Professional and technical_________________.--|_-.--- ene ae BS nanan nnn] anneal OS | BO 

Suprorat (q).......---------------|----- $858 —-|--79-|----4.,900-—--|-34|-36,,056 ——---|--B9- 

Ws Siaperintendenee. 3 -wie oxk a eS a-non| == hue |- =.=. Meg BOO......|_- 4B 5 472... 2B. 

Susroran (a) plus (6)__-----.-----|---- --:---|—-90-|-----5,, 400------|--62|-15, 628 --.---|_-3g8- 

c. Material, equipment, and other costs: ee 

1.. Material and supplies. ee eee ee 

2. Equipment rentals_______________________|_______ 89g _—-__|-_-§ res a | 

3. Other-direct castes e205 a a ssoslaZ |B DOG | BB. 

scans Bosman @) oly res tie aa 
Toran cost oF prosgct_.__-|.--12,272-..|_ 100 a 100 |.28,972-.....|_ 100 

aE 

LOCAL 
OFFICE
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5. Estimated man-months of work: 

(a) Relief workers paid from Federal funds, man-months viileeas Us 

(b) Total workers paid from Federal funds, man-months -_-....---132----.--.. ---.-------------------- : 

(c) Total workers paid by Sponsor, man-months......-----------------G@4 2 cscs 

@ ‘Potal mancmontha,alloworwers ee RBG ea 

6. Estimated Federal expenditure per man-year of labor: 
Total Federal cost of project (item 4, col. 2, total) 12=$.-1025000.. 

Man-months labor (item 5(b)) 

7. Has this matter been referred to a public planning agency? _....L@S8.......... What is its recommendation? --Approved..__.--. 

Wabie of auenoy?*.- anata Piemninp needa ee ee ee 

8. Recommendations of other agencies having partial cr technical jurisdiction over project -----__----------------------------------------- 

Approved by the I.VW.Department_.ofBotany..andHydrevlic “ngineering------------- 
9. How and when would Sponsor proceed with this work under ordinary conditions and how would it be financed? -__...-___----. 

Work could proceed only if financed by new legislative appropriations. 
10) 1s the proposed work om public property? 2 Vem 

: Does this project involve acquisition of (a) Land? -.....-No.....-., (8) Easements? Ho... (©) Rights-of-way ?_.Ilo__._.. 

plas Cite bean Gort: = 5 oe Vee CA VR OU Go ee 

11. Was this project operated under a previous program? No 

MOU GCE WiAe ea eis cee AP rOsOOt NGI 2 Joka oe eee oe Perea) eoniplete 2.26 

SE A ea ae i ee PO fOib NGL: 2 oe ae eee ie eet Pereent Gorploue ea 20 oe 

(Otter (epponity) ar ee 

12. Status of operating plans: at 

(a) Are surveys completed? _Not _necesgaxg, @ive- completion date ioe. oe eee eon er ee 

(0) Are preliminary plans completed? ._................. If not, give completion date --_-_-_-.-------------------------e-n---n-aenneeeene 

(©) Are final plans and specifications completed? ...........--.---- If not, give completion date -..-__.....-.-------------------------- 

@ By whom were the plans and specifications prepared? —_______---------- nnn nnn anne 
(Name) (Title) 

18. Upon approval, how long before work at site can start? -___At+_-ONC.@__-_----_----------n-- nnn anna nnn nnn ee 

14. By whom will the work be superintended? Leone #4-l,-Wine, Research teste; lair, of tisy——— 

15. Estimated elapsed time from beginning of proposed work to its completion, eel Fd ete ee 2 EHS! 

16. Will the amount requested on this proposal complete the work described in this project? _.Yoes_...... If not, will the spon- 

soring agency assume responsibility for its completion? __________Yes 

17. Will operation or maintenance be required after project is completed? ...-Mo...... If so, what provision has been made? 

18. Will the utility of this project be dependent upon the completion of any other public or private work? oe 60, 

explain. “Use additional sheet Jf neqocea ty: ia occ as ae nee Ne OE a 

19.*Does this project involve: (a) Travel? -.....-Yeg.---------- (6) Rental of space? eh eens 

20.*If proposal is for a statistical survey or research project, are complete specifications, copics of schedules, etc., submitted 

EG IesyR elee  ataect  eeer rne wa ee e eS aees  aa e 
21.*If project involves compilation and tabulation of data, what provision has been made for its publication? -._--_-_.-__......---..---- 

a I ar aS Sh sean a hs ae DD A Dg ee 
22. Justification: (A short, concise statement giving reason or necessity for the proposed project, including any comments or further 

statements about the nature of the work. Use additional sheet if necessary.) 

The staff of the Chair of Game Management has been instrumental in establishing the 
existence of periodically recurring cycels in the abundance of game, fish, and 
other wildlife. Ihe staff has now traces its effects to many new species end has 
shown’ the’ cycle to be composed of several superimposed periodicities, but in no case 
has had sufficient assistance towrk out the causes, lengths, distribution and 
amplitude of the cycle. Only recently has biologic seience been called upon the solve 
these problems in conservation. Sciente has resolved the problems into two funda- 
mental groups:'1. Wheat is going on’ 2. What can we recommend as a management 
practice? The present wildlife cycle ‘study presented here’ for support is one of the 

Game Management staff's attacks upon the problem. Dpon discovery: of what is’ going on 
the staff will be able to devise reanagement { owen) : - : 

*Nore.—Questions 19, 20, and 21 apply only to projects of a professional or service type. 16—4032
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W. P. A. Form 301—Continued. Page 3 of 5 pages 

23. Labor analysis: 

All labor needed should be listed under appropriate classifications. Monthly earning rates—except superintendence and 
labor furnished by sponsor—must agree with Executive Order dated May 20, 1935. 

* Man-months Amount (dollars) 

Occupational classifications cf i eno ee 
aap 5 Male Female Total baa) Federal funds | $Ponsor's contri- Total 

(a) @) (3) (4) (6) (8) @ (8) (9) 

Unskilled: BE ee) 96 oe ek | oe ae a ee |) Re oe eee eee oe 

Intermediate: ase KEXEX | KXEK |] KXKEXKX ee ee ee S| oe Se ee 

Sp Si ies se ee NO Se AAO OQ. ee e400: 
RET (36H CMM y Loy oc 1 lle emma | at hte eb oat Mens) Stel Orn Speer el Manta nena (se ne 
See Pe a ee ee 

Skilled: Boe ee | oe oe ae | ee eo oe oe oe ee Oe Ce ees 

erm pen xr ee OD ee O00 2 2200400. 

Professional and technical: 2k x | XK | MERE KR EX ee xz =x oS ee, x eee 

Dyattgmens OR ee ee ee Be ae A802 2008 A ee 

Sbatisvicten (IB SB a A es Be) Seb OO | Se 0s 600 

i Sustoran|| 2 | 60 | 132 | xxx |_aa5G.00 | 1200.00. | 10,056.00 

Superintendence: SB ee pe a ae eee ee cae ae oe SS ae 

Supervision__..(2 |. 32 | | ae | gpo || agg s60 | 4200.00 
Gail y Supe oo ON RB 27400 || ee ere 

hadi eae eee es Min cee NN Ree | eae ais do |e ae eke ate ea Le eee 

Suprora.|._|__ 24 = xxx | 2elee00 | F200 000 PETE eU0 

MOdGRAD oseawe calle OM as a a eee, 404128000) Nase aie aes 0s. 128 200 

—o) cade SEE ree Se ee 

Torars___|.|___-9g--__|._69------|-----156—| xxx 110,128.00! 5400000 |__15,528200 

*Nors.—Indicate by whom furnished, thus: F (Federal) S (Sponsor), 16—4032



W. P. A. Form 301—Continued : Page 4 of 5 pages 

24. Equipment analysis: 

Kind of equipment (do not Ae Re wee ra AmmogRE (ores) 

diy equipment, which wall Capacity ERE Per hour, | Period of include j 
ps unit ate per er hour, operator’s 7 

topcase, cil | Rae [eum deralcgaeit|| Federman | Pa Total 
() (2) (3) @ ©) © mm (8) (9) (10) 

Typewriters |__| _4.|29000|_ Mo | 12 | No | 962000 | 0 | 96 000 
Calouletorg | 22. | 20600) Mo 2.) No) 680600 oe 880900. 

_ Toran....|xxxxx|xxx|xxxxlxxxlxxx i xx [56000 | | BT 00 
25. Materials and supplies analysis: 

Amount (dollars) 

Description of materials Grade | Quantity Unit | Unit price Federal fanas | SPo=s0"'s contribu: [ota 

(a) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) %) (8) 

Dre Piing:beblep eco ee) pee | $8500). 68 600 ee | OREO S| 
Stationary. & draPbine supe 2 ee oe) BD 600 | 0 8 
Piling cabinets. 58 Red Grower | | 100900 2 || 00400 
Card ied ee wer ie BO e002 Oa 
SEU OT GIy ge ge) a a el eae a 00 900 1 LO0G00 

Tora. xxx |xxxx| xxx xxxx|568000| 100000 | 668.00. 
26. Other direct costs, including tools and sundry equipment (not included in items 23, 24, and 25) 

Amount (dollars) 

dicciln Beas tanas | SPOREER ODEO] gay 
(a) (2) (83) (4) 

aa a oe Ne ge | a | 
Te | 00 Le 

OPAL —_ | oF ----0200.¢00...- 
16—4032



W. P. A. Form 301—Continued Page 5 of 5 pages 

27. Condensed work schedule and number of man-months each month! (Total man-months should equal column 5, item 23.) 

Average number of workers each month 

‘Type of workers required aaen manths 
1 2 3 4 5 6 f 8 9 10 uw 12 

Winsiitied sot ae ae SN IS I Ne | | ne 

Intermediate oA ee ee 

Pil ieee net Ae det A De eee 
Professionaland technical @) | 6.) 6 2\- 8!) 6 | 6B 6g 6 6 ee 

Superintendance 022 A MN aN Be ah a A 

POPALS 3) | 18 18 | 1S | 18 | 15 | 28 de Bo ee 8 | 13 | AS Oe an 

28. Estimate of cost by items of work: 

Quantity Unit Description of operation or feature of work Unit price Amount (dollars) 

(a) (2) (3) 4 6) 

_2000._|_wole | Litereture analysis oo | B98 | BG 200 
_..1000.... record | Yowpilation of published date -|_0598.__ | 595.000 

On: | anal ,-| Parallel solimm analysis io. Se e502 898400 8 

400 ____|_sectidniree=ring srowth measurements ._.----.----------haQ80_ | 420000 
._1500.._.|_abstraek Making digest & abstracts of technical arts | 9800. | 1200000 

--10000.-—-|-card_-|_ Typing bibliographic cards .._-_-_______-----| 0429 __|___ 4294.00. 
.10000......|_card_.|_ Typing abstracts and digests | 00 61__|__610..00____ 
1000" \renord.| Tabulating climatic date 2 | ed eb 600 
-800..__.. record. ee ee pepe: 2 Te eG =. 

1000... |date | Caleulating machine operation. | 9406 | 406000 

560... lsaries.| Calculating machine operation | APG | 298056 

1900. |.“ | Caleuletine machine operation 0 | ARO | BRO O0 

.800__._.|_#£ | Galeulating machine operation | 29 | Bh 20 

.3100.___|gfaph | Graphing date obtained | BTL ATT 0 
_120._....| hour | Training period for intermediate workers ._.|_2429 | __ 5e48 

60... |_| Training period for skilled workers... | B38 | S08 
20... |__| Training period for technical workers... |_9595 |. dd 86 
22... | month|| Federal paid supervision 22 2 0B e000 | Le7e2500 - 

-12__._|_{__| Sponsor paid supervision and travel ____|475.a000._|__ 51700 .00____. 
_12.____.|___"__|_Sponsor paid secretarial work ..______.|100.0000 | 1200.00 

~The fdilowing items are chargeable o the whole project and en adequate 
_eppereting eeumot be predsevede 7 ee ee ee 
Ea) 26 DE | egeatemens menage a | ae eee 
acs (ober la Sen ina ee Diag desea tat ertere rs kus ct cs gee) ak ae nl ee ee ee 

sessed olesl sells WORN Gel enace-and print ap tt Bete ee eo eae. 

Toran Cost or Prosucr (total of column 4, item 4, page 1)-.----------------2--2----n-nanennnnnnn bg 272000 _. 

29. Fiscay’ Certricare: 

ace is to certify that the contributions specified in this proposal will be available for the prosecution of this project as 

WNnoal officer = AgoeHaes 20.0 eS  ireasuren eee eee 
(ype or print name) (Signature) (Tite) (Date) 

30. Sronsorine CErtTiFicaTE: 
The statements contained in this proposal have been checked by the undersigned and are true to the best of his knowledge 

and belief. It is agreed that the Works Progress Administration is under no obligation to complete any project. le pegeet will 
not cover work for which local funds are currently appropriated, or work generally included in the normal government: peareutons 

of sponsoring agency, nor will it result in the displacement of regular employees of this agency. The work proposed will be done 

in full conformance with all legal requirements. It is understood that Federal funds will be expended by the United States 

Treasury only upon pay rolls and vouchers certified by the Works Progress Administration; and that all operations will be in 

; accordance with regulations prescribed under the Emergency Relief Act of 1935 and administrative orders and instructions issued 
by the Works Progress Administration. 

bpemota agent SOYEs ly Comiatompemn 3 Cg a  eeecr 
(Type or print name) (Signature) (Title) (Date) 

U.S, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFicE 15—4082



- WPA Form GO=9101 WISCONSIN WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION COUNTY 

| Revtseo 9/26/38 
WOMEN'S & PROFESSIONAL DIVISION LOCATION 

SERIAL NUMBER ie al eles ea ae 
eC eee ye 

- . OPERATIONS SCHEDULE SPONSOR 

DESCRIPTION specail aden nt tisha incom ; ‘ ; d es. 

OPERATION NO, OF CLASSIFICATION PRODUCT= MAN HOURS SOURLY UNIT LABOR} TOTAL LABOR COST TOTAL UNIT NON~ TOTAL TOTAL 

(aN SEQUENCE) 5 UNIT “UNITS OF WORKER PER. MAN INVOLVED RATE ‘COST © 3x Bor NON#LA BOR LABOR COST UNIT COS COST 

OF PERFORMANCE OR WORKERS HOUR 3 - 6 725 Cay cost 10 = 3 8+ it 3x 12 

tae dot | 653 | Mik |e \t10 | bo | oo | ve I | snes 
Ncosfuct orn g POLLO Baringo Sot 653. 7h *S0. - 18/0 608 £/50 490 : / -@ OS "751s g 

Ze fal ° eS 
. 

J : 

So tata. ete tzeol hoo | al Le oe el | 
paftcetg (ig | enkey \51g20 | ~-" fy | ga | hte Vie Nc tee aks. YO Tonastr [kab on 5/G 200 P bo pe 0% 60 0b 22 3 £000 0007 | 320 

5 Mashing ale ghonihor.| grbry | why lstyze0| 2 B- |Yuo | ete Lo | oooy | ode | | a |_| 2% 
6 LeareSfeng Srclex pee | eal kt Yee ae ta) ste |e) a Is. 

2 v ie fc 

hahah old o | fel 2o Lee) me el. || 
o , o WS Ebley af laze fae ahd inaso| Ladd | ze | seo | boxl ml geo | 2 | coo | snl one 

TOTALS XXX XXX XXX XXX XX 0973 XXX XXX 338 “¢s XXX XX 3636 

CERTIFICATION: THIS 1S A TRUE STATEMENT OF THE METHODS AND PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED IN THE PROJECTe No CHANGES OR DEVEATION FROM THIS SCHEOULE WILL BE PERMITTED UNLESS 

PRIOR APPROVAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY THE PROJECT INSPECTOR OF THIS PROJECT 

me % 
a 

rennet 

ee, SPONSOR



Form CO=101 PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL DATE SURMUSTemm  ai re 
SURVE ‘ Y AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS pe 11S 6 eae pay 

Who? 4 f 3 5 2 aces 
1. OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER ts) Les $3 3-/¥2 TA SERIAL NUMBER (S) bein 3. 1B wORK PROJECT (S) / ple /2- 2B COUNTY DA Nis : 

3. DESCRIPTION. TITLE Wid. Le CYC Lé Gy Udy : ee 
“~~ P E@bibe OM sf 53-6599 u 36h ~ 

4. (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) “P7383 op %5e3~-/33 5 (B) MAN MONTHS : (c) MAN HOURS : > 

peo a es (Zee 
tone nsnnammetinommclceh ee io, ee ° 

CURRENT PERIOD Zp 9 CMULATIVE PERIOD 7 
5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM 10 hie: FROM fn i eee 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) : ACTUAL Alle UNL TS PERCENT OF | ACTUAL MANS UNITS PERCENT OF 

a era al ; MAN HOURS | UNITS HOURS USED COMPLETED WORK COMPLETED HOURS USED COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 
tinea aan OR THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE JO. DATE. TO DATE 

oe t 2 3 4 5 6 7 | 8 9 

Uz a ee 
5 2 ; fp pinrnnn Se ornieelal rte 

2 a r f 2 s Wiser sheve Shertirn eee a 
FY Lp 

(Diether ay mi Mot | Meese ee | | | 

o)_Atehiny ehe Pertn stsee. ag Berg Deis 
( 4 ; Y ei ee ok Sh Bee 

Le Veatgeug Amoler 398 £2 
- oe EOS Mend AW He : 

Le erhn, Abhere fir vw vatsguice beeen Ag Dich seule 

bin Be tvsrobhae’ Leaesntter. 8 |) Seay Beppaghies sense yn tn (3. e9 «me fe oom 

| AV Te ey ai V7 F oes 

re os tt yom | Ye 
ae eee TS 2Ora 

2 ; ' qo ¥ 32 é 

Daryl Darter ffatl, (102%, AWBooe ; 
¢ OF 5



i 

NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT 

Ge SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS 

: : : SUPERVISOR 

6A INSPECTOR 'S COMMENTS ; eG repincdicel tu at morts ie eescy eae mie ee 1 ee 

Te COORDINATOR'S COMMENTS i ; INSPECTOR be NSN 1 a 

: : GOOMTINATON Ge i 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE : : 

Form CC=101 1S DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF EACH WPA STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECT, 

FIVE COPIES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, ONE COPY FOR THE DISTRECT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FOR THE 

STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WELL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO THE REGEONAL RESEARCH SUPERVISOR AND ONE COPY TO THE DIVISION OF 

SOCIAL RESEARCH IN WASHINGTONe  . : 

UNDER ITEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE. CotumNs (2) ano (3) sHoULO BE TAKEN FROM WWPA Foam GOm110I6 

conumns (4) ano (5) ano covumns (7) ano (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MANeHOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD 

BE MAINTAINED ON ALL STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTS* Cotumns (6) ano (9) ARE TO BE CALCULATED. CoLUMN (6) SHALL BE CAL= 

| CULATED BY oIVLOING COLUMN (5) BY coLUMY (3). GonumN (9) sHoULD BE CALCULATED BY DIVIDING COLUMN (8) sy corumn (3). THE TOTAL PERCENTS 

OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO OATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WETGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MAN=HOURS IN COLUMN 2 AS 

THE WEIGHTING DEVICE® 

Form CCmt01 SHOULD GE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERFOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PERIOD TN EACH MONTHe



pees 
: 

Form CO-10t PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL oaTe sunmitrey love 102 1989 

é SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 2h Siaie Wisconsin 

‘de OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER(S) ___665~55-5-253 1A SERIAL NuMBER (s) _SD<15-1385 18 WORK PROJECT (S) ot J |, | a de EOE, 

Se DESCRIPTION TITLE Wildlife Cyele Study 
Op. 16553-6999. 4368.87 52 ; ' : 6,627 

4e (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONL eo 465-53-3-158 «6569200 (B) MAN MONTHS Seb BO ee ee eee ee (c) MAN HOURS 10,866 

3 665=53—3e053 4157.00 55 7,056 
15084287 DO nua 24,549 

a
 cr eee 

1 aed é age CURRENT PERIOD : i CUMULATIVE PERIOD 

5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM Octe Sy 1959 10 Nip AE eevee | From Ap S7o Now. 2, 1959 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) A ! : ‘ 

| MAN HOURS | UNITS ACTUAL MAN UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MANe UNITS PERCENT OF 
‘ HOURS USED | COMPLETED WORK COMPLETED | HOURS USED COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 

THIS. MONTH THIS. MONTH THIS. MONTH JO DATE TO DATE TO DATE 

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 

1. Miscellaneous operations on APN 6064 16,627 Pest Tree nis 6H ; 6,627 a 100.0 ; 

271 er date end ompute on tabulation sheets | 2,565 1,144 ee 1,144 100.0 

jake up pte cen master shee in duplicate i 006 80 2,006 380 ~ _100¢~¢0 eee 

5 he ck species with check stand enter om 600 600 0020 ce 

eis cs: ie ee | 
7 Computation & checking of species avepre wee 1,735 get ee eee | 1,835 ES 10000 a 

i Whi lise aiseh aperaion ie MA ee | a lee ae 
a ee dL. 1 a



+ 7 eis Mh NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT ‘ } 
5 ora eee * Se ‘ sore y + “e 

Ge “SUPERVISOR *S- COMMENTS... “ 
i 

i 1 2 * 

<s noone : : SUPERVIS OF pe i 

J ] ; ; : ; ena 

6A INSPECTOR*S COMMENTS ; pores : “SPONSOR | : Tee eet ' 

. * ns 7 ~ Peat gecrns ° > ore - a | 
j j 1 : : “oe “+ - : 

es = . = i rs . % ms . 
j i : , bi P ’ 

Te  COORDINATOR*S COMMENTS : cote {IB PFO a le ; re 

. a s ; bs 3 

* = cy v 
ip & 1 t 

. ; 3 277 = ae 2 ‘ COVDINATOR - ‘ 7 ‘ cseiiee 5 

; € os : - . : - 4 y 2 esky - foe : ‘ 4 : ; f ‘ 

; 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

r 

' { / : ‘ treet 

ForM CC=103 1S DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF EACH WIS STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TIME PROJECTe ; 
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‘ ; PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL OATE SUBMITTED wig be 
Fort Clrgog SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS OA Stives WeBCOUSS i ea) Sole ee 

ty OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER(S) —665-55-5-253 yA SERIAL NUMBER (5 D-13=1385 B WORK PROJECT (s) 2422-12 ing county Dame 

BE USOA PONS th Ee Ss eee Cyelae Oreo ene cya eee en Rem eee Meet eee Se SPO ae eae A See RO ht St ea oe ee 

4. (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) -__“"“See pape J (8) MAN MONTHS cas (C) MAN HOURS ___ 

aaa eee ee 

| | CURRENT PERIOD CUMULATIVE PERIOD 
Se PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES | TOTAL ESTIMATED From June 3, 1959 qo July 2, 1939 from Apre 2, 1957 79 July 2, 1939 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) : t 
MAN HOURS UNITS ACTUAL MAN@ UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MANe UNITS PERCENT OF 

| HOURS USED COMPLE TED WORK GOMPLETED |HOURS USED COMPLETED {WORK COMPLETED 
Q THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE 

¥ a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

eee se linsppoeloe eggs | teers | am 2.12 | oye 
| es 12,_Arrange index 398 52 7 13.46 1g 26 0.00 ; 

13. Check shove operation 132 52 ee 9.62 2 2k 46.1 : 

oe a a, ese | sen | axes _| 56,059 | 20.5 
a i ae ee 2 | 3353 | wen | 966 | ses | 75.45 

ToT 24,549 4.45 | 23,008 | ox |



3 - 7 ? + 

NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT 
Ge SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS She @etimate? number of hours for the completion of the 

sompatetion (Gp, No, 7) hag been exceeded this winth ani rill prebebiy re- 
pire ca pee arg sok ftan-hours. Operation No. 11 was finished shortiy SUPERVISOR WAS. j 

after the onf of pertot (lane 3 = Jaly 2), Sperations 12 and 23 
way reqaire end 70 hours for completion (umased time for these 

6h Inspectors coments OP@MMtORS Ot present timer 275 hours). SPONSOR se 

; 4 : ; ‘ ; 7 1 4 

Te GOORDINATOR*S COMMENTS =| ‘ SABA OE Te Ba lk Rca ia 
ee . 3 . 2 » , 

i SOORD INA TOR en ee ed 

. , ‘ ; y ve ) ’ 
z INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

For OCe02 §S DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF EACH WPS STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TIME PROJECTe 

FIVE COPSES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, ONE COPY FOR THE DISTRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FOR THE 

STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WILL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO THE REGIONAL RESEARCH SUPERV!SOR AND ONE COPY TO THE DIVISION OF 

SOCIAL RESEARCH IN WASHENGTON® 

q Unvea ITEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS BN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE CoLUM!S (2 ano (3) sHoutn BE TrKEN Faom WT’, Foam GOmt10te*® * . a 

cotumus (4) ano (5) ano covunws (7) avo (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN@HOUAS AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD 

: $ BE MABNTAINED ON ALL STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTS» COLUMNS (6) aNO (9) ARE TO BE CALCULATED. coLumn (6) SHALL DE CaL= 

CULATED By ofv¥oiNe covumn (5) sy Conumn (3)¢ cotumn (9) sHouLD BE CALCULATED BY ofYEDING coLumy (8) ay coLuMN (3)» THE TOTAL PERCENTS 

OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULD B£ CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTELIZENG THE MAN@HOURS IN COLUMN 2 AS 

: | THE WEIGHTING DEVI CEe 2 

FORM COe10# SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERNOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY*PERIOO IN EACH MONTHe 

| 

ua |



For! CO=10t “PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL DATE Semi 7Ten__June 6, 1959 
SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 2k STATE Wisconsin 

te OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER (S) GG5=53-3=253 As SERIAL NUMBER (S) 6D-15-1385 Sst WORK PROJECT (s)_ 9422-12 Ss 2p county Dame 

3° DESCALPTION TITLE’ Wilddi fem@ycVe Steely onsite Be Auch ed NonATA sos die bediod ilitwe WLI Ane Tibi DV Os ine Eta Ciiaror wen ty exe ome 
OP 165-53-6999 (APN 6064) 4368.87 : 52 6,627 

4e (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) OP 465-53=3-138)' 6 5GGG9Qun mows Gc) HOURS. 5 Sa OPC Hae en eee a 
OP 665-53-3-253 - 4157.00 55 ft 7,056 

£ 15094. 87° E 193 iE 24, 549 

J : : ; CURRENT PERIOD CUMULATIVE PERIOD 
Se PHYSICAL PROGRESS EY OPERATING STAGES TOTAL. ESTIMATED FROM. Mp 939 10 June. 2, 1939 | FROM TO June 2, 1939 

(OPERATIONS 1N SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL MANe UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MANe© UNITS PERCENT OF 

‘ 5 MAN HOURS UNITS HOURS USED COOMPLE TED WORK COMPLETED HOURS USED COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 
‘ ’ i THIS. MONTH THIS, MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE 

Ro rnin, gale cn fir xechicee Atos len wi Ane inate oh cues Aue aie ahias oi 1 Q 3 

1.Miscellaneo operations on APN 6064 6,627 0 0 0.0 6,627 100.90 ; 

from tabulation sheets ae 

3. Make up state census master sheets in duplicate/ 2,006 380 £0: oO 0.0 2,006 100.0 

4, Compute and check totals on census master sheets 158 _ 580 ae te ee et sR MADN he FEB, = DOOEO.G.) 5oh: 
Master Sheets (Species) ene 

5, Check species with check-list and enter a 251 600 o 0 0.0 2 600 00.0 

7.Comoutation & hecking o species ave vp oe 9 ae 134 14.06 aon 66 

9. Checking above operation : —— 611. 519,200 Og _____b6, 458 moar B06 ee OOO 

10. Duplication of State Species Master Shee 636__| 519,200 Se 78,688 15.16 a ee 64, 36 
TOTAL moe oA RN XXX ae



NARRATIVE REPORT UPON FROJECT 

: Ge SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS ; ; ¥ ; 

‘ 7 - , » , ‘ 

SUPERVISOR 

: ; 4 5 ’ ’ * 

6A INSPECTOR S COMMENTS é SPONSOR 
. v G+ oe * - + a -—sslemsesia einer yieereceehotiveb ireemesssiesissiaieeineninanifeeihninecnecgaesiacnneie Sean heainatsenteiynteae ne en ease an tens See enon 

* » . ¥ 

\ 

‘ Te COORDINATOR 'S COMMENTS = Re : Oe INSPECTOR ? : 

: 4 fu» COORDINATOR ‘ Beate tte ae 

3 i esi 3 INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE”: $ - . 

FORM CC=i0t 18 DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT CN THE OPERATION OF EACH WFA-STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY THEME PROJECTe 

FIVE COPIES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVESOR'S FILE, CNE COPY FOR THE DISTRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPLES FOR THE 

STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WILL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO. THE REGIONAL RESEARCH SUPERVISOR AND ONE COPY TO THE DIVISION OF 

SOCEAL RESEARCH IN WASHINGTON, i fi 

RAN er 5k eainas “UNDER ETEM 5 SHALL DE PLACED THE “OPERATIONS IN-SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCES —coLUMNS (2) ano. (3), SHOULD BE TAKEN FROM WHPA FORM GO=1ICLe : 

‘ ae ) — CoLumus (4) ano (5) aNo coLumns (7) ano (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN=HOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD _ 

BE MAPNTAENED-ON- ALL’ STATISTI CAky RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTS»: GoLUMNS (6) ano (9) ARE TO BE CALCULATEDs Coburn (8) SHALL BE CAL= 

CULATED BY DIVIoING coLumn (5) By coLumN’(3)s CoLumn (9) sHouLo BE CALCULATED BY oLVEDING coLumN (8) ey coLuMN (3)~ THE TOTAL PERCENTS . : 

aaah eae Penne a | OF MORK. KCTUALLY. COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MANHHOURS IN COLUMN 2 AS 

THE WEIGHTING DEVECEe i 

° FORM CO-10t SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERLOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PERICO IN EACH MONTHe , 

; eat ; :



Form CO=101 PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL DATE SUBMITTED dune 6,.1959 | 

SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS : i 
2A STATE _ Wisconsin 

1. OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER (S) 665—=53-3-253 IA SERIAL NUMBER (S)__ 6D=-13-1385 18 WORK PROJECT (S)___ 9422=12 28 COUNTY _ Dane 

3. DESCRIPTION TITLE Wildlife Cycle Study 

4e (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) See page 1 (B) MAN MONTHS (Cc) MAN HOURS : ; 

CURRENT PERIOD CUMULATIVE PERIOD 
5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES ; TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM May 3, 1939 10 dune 2, 1939 FROM Apr. 2, 1937 10 June 2, 1939 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENGE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL Mille UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MAN= UNITS PERCENT OF 
; MAN HOURS | UNITS HOURS USED COMPLE TED WORK COMPLETED HOURS USED COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 

THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE 

: : t. : 2 3 4 § 6 7 8 9 

alec n — c2 32 i 
14, Bibliographic research, abstracting date ca 69,735 aS 52,817 | 75.74 

se. sonserashia sie Lng shee a See eer suysio | 15462 

TOTAL | 24,549 | Ph wae oe a ie ae



{ 

>.$ f NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT < ae oie 

6_ SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS 
Progress satisfactory. With the tentative date for completion : 

of the statistical work set at June 30, the possibilities of = photo- af a) ) : 

finish with the actual date seem, at this time, to be satisfactory. SUPERVISOR 771. 17 i f 

6A INSPECTOR 'S COMMENTS 
SPONSOR waetdicee ect 

Te COORDINATORS COMMENTS { i : INSPECTOR 

« * i: < t: ob < * + ; t + . * é < . . 

‘ GOPRDTATOR aa eo voce oleoait 

F INSTRUCTIONS. FOR -USE s 7 ja ‘ 

> : \ € + 

Form CO-s01 1s DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF EACH WPA STATRSTICALy RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECT, i. ; 

FIVE COPRES ARE REQUERED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, ONE COPY FOR THE DISTRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPLES FOR THE 

STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WELL RETALN ONE COPY AND: FORWARD ONE COPY TO THE AEGIONAL RESEARCH SUPERVISOR AND ONE. COPY TO THE DIVISION OF, * ot t 

SOCIAL RESEARCH IN WASHINGTONe 

UNDER ITEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCEs CoLumnis (2) ano (3) shouto BE TAKEN FROM WWPA Foam GO-It0Te 

corumns (4) ano (5) ano cotumns (7) ano (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MANHOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD 

BE MAINTAINED ON ALL STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SUAVEY TYPE PROJECTS» COLUMNS (6) ano (9) ARE TO BE CALCULATED. COLUMN (6) SHALL BE CAL= 

CULATED BY DIVEOING coLumN (5) sy coLuMN (3) CGoLumn (9) SHOULD BE CALCULATED BY O1VIDING COLUMN (8) sy corumn (3). THE TOTAL PERCENTS 

- OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO. DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MAN-HOURS IN COLUMN 2 As 

THE WEIGHTING DEVICE® 

Form COt0} SHOULD SE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PEAIOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PERLOD IN EACH MONTHe : 

. ‘ *



Foam CO=20t PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL oaTe supmi Tren May @, 2989 0 
SURVEY ANDO RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 2h STATE Wisconsin 

te OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER (S) G@GmBSeS0255 A SERIAL NUMBER (S) G@DwESe%SG5 - 1B WORK PROJECT (S) _____ 9422032 2B COUNTY Timm 

3, DESCRIPTION TITLE a ee eee Se 
; OP 165-565-6999 (APH 6064)  4368,07 & 6,627 

4e (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) OF £68-0S~$188___6869409) RAN MNO a Se fe) Man HOURS ene SN ee 

=i SSS ——— a : SOS - i a ae ae ee CURRENT PERIOD am "CUMULATIVE PERIOD : 
Se PHYSIGAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES ,. TOTAL ESTIMATED. | FROM gee) & G50 TOme one _ | FROM gig 2 ogy 10 Mag 2. 2959 e 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) AGTUAL MANe UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MANe | UNITS PERCENT OF 

a * | MAN HOURS UNITS HOURS USED COOMPLE TED WORK COMPLETED | HOURS USED COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 
ds THIS, MONTH THIS. MONTH THIS MONTH To DATE TO DATE TO DATE 

) bt F i‘ cs ; 

meget Ue BGR os a ea | “i bons. ove 3 ce sar tone un isons fey giv eb 7. oe ae POPs ee 

LEE, Barcreyy Pere. 20m u Pe - Out ide f J Q uv ee 65.5 S 

eee ie ee oe: < xr) bs S sensi + thee ts a oth oun ti 0 SEO oe: r 3 es nO SRO LO 

4e Compute end check totals on ce: Sus MAS YO: Cees ios Le been ead ae ay Si oe | eee 

: Mester Sheets (Species 
Se Check stecies with checklist end enter o 25] 300 Q O C BEY 00 00,0 

Se Drove. incex CY A ee He v gf v ge ee 00) 

g POS ST UAt to State So si BUS I ee 86.40 

/ 
patel sn 

Se Cheoking above operation = Ce 9,200 | 75 he O 8e12 421,590 81.20 

10. Duplication of State Species Master 1s G6 1619200 108 108,664 20095 a ee 49020 
TOTAL XXX XXX XXX



NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT 

Ge SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS : 

: SUPERVISOR ae, 

i ‘ { ‘ { j : ; 

6A INSPECTOR *S COMMENTS i SPONSOR f : 
TO a, ee A ee 

; Te COORDINATOR 'S COMMENTS © INSPECTOR j : iy 

’ ie COORDINATOR ‘ : 

; y wae _ = INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE ae : : . : er ~ 

Ce “FORM COet0t $8 DESIGNED FOR A PHYSECAL PROGRESS REPORT CN THE OPERATION OF EACH WPA STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TIME PROSECTe : 
FIVE COPIES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, €NE COPY FOR THE DISTRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FOR THE 

STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WILL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO, THE REGHONAL RESEARCH SUPERVISOR AND ONE COPY TO THE DIVISION OF 
SOGEAL RESEARCH IN WASHINGTONs . 

ae ‘ eit : CUNDER ITEMS SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCES cotuMNs (2) AND (3) SHOULD. BE TAKEN FROM WWPA FORM! GO=}1te 
; _-,. Gotumns (4) ano (5) ann cotumns (7) ano (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN@HOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD 

: RE MAENTAENED: ON ALL:STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTSs. -CoLUMNS (6) AND. (9) ARE.TO BE CALCULATED» CoLuMn (6) SHALL BE CAL= : ; 

: ts CULATED BY DIVtoING coLuMN (5) BY cotumi (3). Gorumn (9) sHoULD BE CALCULATED BY OLVfOING, coLuMN (8) BY coLUMN (3) THE TOTAL PERCENTS 

i OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MAN=HCURS IN COLUMN 2 AS 
: : THE WEIGHTING DEVE CE® : 

Z ee } pe Fort GO=10t SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERLOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PERICO IN EACH MONTHe 

ori



Form CC=101 PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL O8TE SHOT TTE Dae Ge 
j SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS : 2h. STATE_ 3 eeeneds \ 

te OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER (S) GGBefigete253 _JA SERIAL NUMBER (S) Ged Sel 385. —__18 WORK PROJECT (S)'  papeege cou Dane 73 

3, DESCRIPTION TITLE Wildlife Cycle Study ‘ 2 : ; 

4a (x) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONtY): Seems oe SOP AS TSS te) AN MONTHS (c) an HOURS? Se ES eee 
ve “ 

i 
agi i CURRENT PERIOD i CUMULATIVE PERIOD 

5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM poed S$) 1939. Mua een ~ | FROM : cae 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL MANe UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL Mane UNETS | PERCENT OF 

26 Kooueee | MAN HOURS UNETS HOURS USED COOMPLE TED WORK COMPLETED HOURS USED | COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 

aa THIS, MONTH . THIS MONTH _ THIS MONTH TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE 
a > ‘ 

! ovis Comp ot wagseevr ae 3 4 5 oe a ae 9 2 

a ests ee 
Bib orravhic research hstrac ng dat 3,360 ate are © S58 oa 35 5 enc 70.68 aes 

TOTAL oh eee | XXX 769 XXX 4,38 21,881 SOK 85,46



- pei NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT ‘ 
id : ' { : 

6e SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS : . ; ° The lag whith instill regietered in operation No. 7 wilt 
__ de greatly reduee? during May ani should be approximately 70% complete. 

Préerés? to Other Misses satisfactory. : 
SUPERVISOR a 

6A INSPECTOR §S COMMENTS SPONSOR } 

: Te COORDINATOR 'S COMMENTS = one we : TRSPED TORT ee eee 
. seen ‘ , . ‘ o ‘ Daseany * » woh 

‘ ¥ COORD INA TOR I , : : o oe. 

; we ; papas ie INSTRUCTIONS” FOR USE , FAG ea bine apne ie 

4 : Sa Form COmt0t te bESTGNED FOR PHYSICAL PROGRESS “REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF EXCH WPA STATESTECALy RESEARCH OR SURVEY TIME PROJECTe oe 

FIVE COPIES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, CNE COPY FOR THE DISTRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FOR THE 

STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WILL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO.THE REGIONAL RESEARCH SUPERVISOR AND CNE COPY TO THE DIVISION OF ; 

SOGPAL RESEARCH IN WASHINGTONe 2 f nn : i 

Ne fEVCE Gk + ia . , \ a b y 

Se gah aK OC ¢ ify UNDER ITEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE-OPERATEONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE®” COLUMNS (2) ano. (3) SHOULD BE TAKEN FROM WWPA FORM GOmfICLs ‘ \ 

Corumus (4) ano (5) ann cotumns (7) ano (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN@HOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD , 

ee tee RE MAPNTAENED- ON-ALL STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTS». COLUMNS (6) avo (8) Amer BE CALCULATED. Conumn (6) SHALL SE CAL~ ~ 

CULATED BY DIVioING coLumN (5) By conumn (3). Gorumn (9) sHouLo BE CALCULATED BY otvrotNs coLumN (8) ey coLUMN (3)e THE TOTAL PERCENTS 

a ; ie | OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULD BE CALGULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MAN@HCURS EN COLUMN 2 48 

ernie THE WERGHTING DEVE CEe® : Q , 

Es CORSET OW. 3 i Fort COs10t SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERVOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PERICD TN EACH MONTH ~ 

- z



Fort COm101 PHYSIGAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL oaTe suet! Tren April 6, 1959 
SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 2, stste___Wisconsin 

1. OFFICIAL PROJEGT NUMBER (S) 465=53=S—152 tA setat numoer (S) _GDel3=1585 18 WORK PROJECT (S) __7718=12 ______ 28 COUNTY Dame 

3, vescrtpTion title Wildlife Cycle Stu - ; i 

OP 165=53-6999 (APN )6064) 4368.87 52 6,627 

4e (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) OP 465e55—e5~0158 6569000. (5). mn vonmis BG) AN HuRS_10866 i 
; OP 465-535=3elL52 ‘ 4157090 55 r i : ‘. 7056 

cit¥ity oa viat $15,094087, > 198 si 784,549 

oy - ; : CURRENT PERIOD at Perrine “-QUMULA TIVE PERIOD 
-Be PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES | TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM Merch 3, 1939 10 Apri 939 “| FROM ee 2. 1920 

(OPERATIONS 1N SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) : ACTUAL MAN= UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL Mane 7} UNE TS PERCENT OF 

‘ . | MAN HOURS UNITS HOURS USED GOOMPLE TED WORK COMPLE TED HOURS USED COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 

} fi ce va THIS. MONTH . THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE | TO DATE TO DATE 

aa Ge ae Mea pas anes gs ye at ‘aed c ani 8 9 z 
* 1G “f va ; . * < . 2 

| i . 

from tabulation sheets ee 

Se Make up state census master sheets in duplicate 006 ___380 6 eeincay ice —->0- 25906 80 002.0 i 

4. Compute and check totals on census mast¢r sheets — 758 380 9 a Lie eee Lie Seed a 380 10000 

Master Sheets (Species) s 
Se Check species with check-list and enter jon 251 600 0 0 0 25 600 00.0 

nea : ane 6 _ oe . De Be as Te Sroeushs-tndexr-esuds vo 953 s 96 MY 3 o hia 

Qe Checking above operation _ ee 519,200 — oe | 20 4 Ge 

ee ee ee Me ee peg ee Ea a es



NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT 

ror 6e. SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS” , 70 ; 86 =A VeAr ’ soe ’ i x 

; ’ 

. = i eR ; : i see ‘ 5 

, re " SUPERVISOR 

* o@ 10 U0 te OSs SL ; SEH zy » * ’ - * . “ee + . * 

6A INSPECTORS COMMENTS == : : é '' SPONSOR L i 
v- prusteacpugeraneies i ; r ee vs i : ; } i . 

€ Of 2 ‘ ° . whe : | 

. . “ Es pi eras ° ; *F $ aun ] > 3 t~ * 7 

e* ~ “Te COORDINATOR 'S> COMMENTS P Pou ion" / wy OO 6 INSPECTOR i erg . meetin 

* ‘ : oo . til i uae : 

cope sg Sai. divere 2 : : SEG aaa "COORDINATOR lahhen 

¥ ‘ 3 > a eo , eget ‘ % : Ty y oi a ie oe npn 

rw ’ _ Ror vy chee INSTRUCTIONS FOR: USE j po er _ ‘ aoe 

, ws ~~~ FORM COmtOrTs DESIGHED: FORA PHYSECAL PROGRESS “REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF EACH WPA STATISTIGALy RESEARCH OR SURVEY TIME PROJECTe 

FIVE COPIES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILEy ONE COPY FOR THE DISTRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FOR THE : ‘ 

STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WILL RETABN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO THE REGEONAL RESEARCH SUPERVUSOR AND ONE COPY TO THE DIVISION OF 

SOCIAL RESEARCH 9N WASHINGTONe - : ’ a Bid 3 oe 

° eee calyees : oc, UNDER ETEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE-OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE @y conumus (2) ano (3) SHOULD BE “TAKEN FROM WWPA FORM GOm11014 : 2 ee 

ye ee Gorumns (4) ano (5) ano cotumns (7) avd (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A-SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN-HOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHYCH SHOULD * Tir 

: ‘< BE MAENTALNEO. ON ALL STATISTI CALy RESEARCH. OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTS» Conus (6) Ano (9) ARE TO BE CALCULATEDs CoLumn (6) ‘SHALL 8& cat= 10 | : 

CULATED BY DIVEDING coLumn-(8) By-«conuMn (3)s CoLumn (9) sHoULO BE CALCULATED BY-otvEOING coLUMN (8) eY COLUMN (3)@ THE TOTAL PERCENTS — eee 
> . vane apie goes 2. ee i 
Re, ‘ : : | OF-WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MANSHOURS IN COLUMN 2 AS ~ 

, THE WEEGHTING DEVICES “Bee anette eras ee 
BE ik s+ sof si, NE OM BQO B OE 009 *o. ie oF -pabdie 

4 j J ©. Form COsf0t SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERIOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PERIOD IN EACH MONTHe ~~ = 

wake 5 : wien dace Nowe : S : 

1 " * , , 2 ¢



FoR CC=40t PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL : DATE susmiTreD © _Apral 6, 1939 
SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 2k STATE __Wisconsin 

1a CFFIGIAL PROJEGT NuMBER (3) 46B=65—5-152 ra se tat number (s) GDeLSe2585 _____—_it8 Wonk pRouecT (s) _7748—~22_ 28 coy __ Dane 

3. pescAlpTion Title Wildlife Cycle Stu ceo iiLie dee ele a rrr 9 

4 (A) FunDS (FEDERAL only), See page do 8). MAN MONTHS 2e(C) MAN HOURS 

: a CURRENT PERIOD is CUMULATIVE PERIOD 
5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM March 3, 1939 10 April 2, 1939 FROM e 2, 1937 10 Mpril 2, 1939 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL MAN= UNITS PEAGENT OF ACTUAL MiN= UNI TS PERGENT OF 
: ' MAN HOURS | UNITS HOURS USED COMPLETED |WORK. COMPLETED HOURS USED | COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 

: c | THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE 

' 2 3 4 5 6 \ rr 8 3 

lle Checking above operation 525 519,200 130__| 135,096 sons 130__1135,096 .| 26 

ee Pe ee ag i ee ee ee 
14- Bibliographic research, abstracting data 3,360 69,735 175 3.387 2,157 | 43,617 | 62.55 

15. Bibliographic research, typing above as 236 69735 ae 489 869 61.9 

TOTAL 24,549 | xx" 8 sng



NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT - ‘ cn ut sais ‘ “Reisen 
if ON EWe 7 4 me 5 

6. SUPERVISORS COMMENTS. Definite gains will be registered in the rate of output, es ; aE i tae 
“during the month of Awil, for those operations which are at 

: present lagging. Progress for the past month has been satis- SUPERVISOR A . ” — : 
: factory. ‘ : 

6A. INSPECTOR 'S COMMENTS : . " SPONSOR é 4 

Te GOORDINATOR'S COMMENTS sae ee*ine 1 pr Taree oS ee ee 

TE" SIPTIOCL VTS ‘et rt 1 3 be SPTUC Gere F 56° 6a % 150 Y 5 : ~- *ye\ @ z FA “e : 

ope he poet te ts oR a } om ; “i cobra tiRToR se . ; pte Si easdna inte bos taidia Races tones 
TS crpecr vpone one pToy 723 es = eS 

Tg? qonente-yugex-— / aE : Hr : yf = i i , 

TT* creeprnt -cpone ery Omer : 838 eya* sco 1 at vc . ' 

4 INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

Form CO-101 1S DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT 9N TIE OPERAT?ON- OF EACH WPA STATIST! cat, RESEARCH OR SuRVEY TYPE PROJECT L-OOnb EEE % CONT ELE 
FIVE COPIES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, ONE COPY FOR THE DISTRIC™ INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FORTHE ¢ . a Cu EY) 

% STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WILL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY" TO-THE REGIOHAL“RESEARCH SUPEAYISOR“ANO ONE COPY TO THES DIMI SEON OF ees ee ; Won y Se pane 
By SOCIAL RESEARCH IN WASHINGTON. ; _— oe ii ad ee, : 

Unogr fTem 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE oF PERFORMANCES COLUMNS (2) AND (3) SHOULD BE TAKEN FROM WWPA ForM GOmI10t6 
CoLumns (4) ano (5) ano coLumns (7) ano (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM & SUPPLENCNARY RCOCORD OF MAN—HOURS USFO AND UNTTS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD : : : 

‘e 2) BE. MAINTAINED ON ALL STATISTICAL. RESEARCH OR-SURVEY TYPE“PROTCOTSS | 9Coyunige(G)o ann (9) ARE TO CE salcHvaless CovUmn (8) SHALL BE CaLe 
CULATED BY ofviotne coLuMN (5) ay coLumn (3)> Goiuma (Y) sHouco bE CALCULATED BY Divia!uG cotunM (3) py coiumn (3)¢ THE TOTAL PERCENTS 

“bo OF WORK. ACTUALLY conPuaTES THES MOWTH. AND-TO-DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS-A WETCHTED PERCENTAGE STILTZING THE MAnOMOUS IN COLUMN 2 AS ae EES Deen ree oJ 
THE WEIGHTING DEVICEe mee <SyZyVe Weer SST BP gee. eTQ ao SeaReOZ Rages tT ones 

ie 2 RR sf >. yi : $ in a eee atti cena isa wa, Be wn - de leave inane a wee ames Lye os ae ag ee aR RRR ORS A ee Fe MIO SRE IE vs 
Fort CO=101 SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PEALOD ENDING W!TH THE LAST OAY ORMMGGRDUGTOPAUGIREIGIIIN EE CHEER E eS Of lie aE egy Ra ; 

i dona x OHI % ‘ 1 Ei7 Bt ae To) t



ey Page 2 of 2 ; ; 

For CC=101 PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL DATE SUBMITTED March 6, 1959 
SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 2A STATE we ‘ 

te OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER (S) __465ebSe3e152 4A SERIAL NUMBER (S)__— 6D 15-1585 ssrB WORK PROJECT (S) .__—Ss§ SCS B HLS 28 COUNTY Dane 

Be: TRSCRIPHLON auttes, Mea mem. CviplS Bigis fogs Oasis cram iiar air berie sat vida Megan oun he 

4e (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONiy) Seepage 2. (8) aN MONTHS (C)- MAN HOURS 

Wee CURRENT PERIOD a CUMULATIVE PERIOD 
5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES ~ TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM _Feb, 2, 1939 1 March Nee FROM 1937; March 939 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL MAN= UNLTS PEACENT OF AGTUAL MAN= UNITS PERENT OF 
s : rc i MAN HOURS UNITS HOURS USED COMPLE TED WORK COMPLETED HOURS USED | COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 

| THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH | TO DATE TO DATE TO OATE 

i : 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Bi -Ghaclelingpine_aiparatg gt 525 {519,200 Cif eet het Oe 00 m9 0 0,0 

14, Bibliographic research, abstracting data 3,360 69,735 | 227 1,982 40,230 57.69 

15. Bibliographic research, typing above* 1,236 | 69,735 29 3,118 =3 sever ine 

TOTAL 24,549 XXX 691 XXX 3.19 19, 730 RAK 76,64 
*Represents a sub-division of item "14". The initial listing of two operations under “Bibliographic Research" 

appears on this report and will be duplicated on subsequent reports.



; > f NARRATIVE” REPORT UPON PROJECT : Leh Ne ce Ls 
. - a 

6. SUPERVISOR'S. COMMENTS. - Rate of progress in "Computing & Checking", since the 
addition to the personnel of a new Monree Calculator operator, has A . 

dropped to about one-tenth of the former rate; progress otherwise SUPERVISOR " . ‘i 5 Sent 
satisfactory. : : 

6A INSPECTOR 'S COMMENTS Z SPONSOR tee SOREN AE is a i Bek eat 

_Te® COORD LNA TOR'S--CONMENTS..-—~, eee a sere ; [SPECTOR Sangeet ome ky 

3 i ; % - “s : ; Pe i ; ; » [ i 4 é . ? . ° 

a ij os Se eaaraas pee * COORDINATOR ec piadicecigh nina hic bos oR OR ce tae ae 

Te t Be 6 or ; 2 4 5 4 j nee 

pee : : : INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE : 

: : » Form CC-101 18 DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORY ON THE OPERAT?ON OF EACH WPA STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECT. x } ; ‘ 
FIVE COPIES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FORTHE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, ONE COPY FOR THE DISTRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FOR, THE ; tp 

( “STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WILL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO THE REGIONAL. RESEARCH SUPEAVSSOROAND. ONE COPY. TO.THE DIVISION. OF reer yee ts eee ¥ aR 
: e °°" soctAL RESEARCH’ IN WASHINGTON. ae d oe 

eG ‘gags Under ITEM 5-SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE ~ CoLumns (2) ano- (3) SHOULD BE TAKEN FROM WWPA ForM GOmt101, ee 
CoLumns (4) avo (5) ano corumns (7) ano (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM & SUPPLEMENsAaY RECORD OF MAN-HOURS USFO AND ENTTS CCMPLETED WH! cH SHOULD 

BS BE/MAINTAINED-ON ALL STATESTACAL,-RESEARCH-OR SURVEY TYPE PROZECTSe Corus (6) ave~(9) KRE Yo Ce CAL CILaveds ConuMN (0) SHALL BE CAL é 
. CULATED BY DIVIDING coLuMN (5) BY COLUMN (3). CoLuma (9) sHouro BE CALCULATED BY DivtoING cotunN (9) PY coLUMN (2)¢ THE TOTAL PERCENTS 

b OF WORK ACTUALLYCOMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO-DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTIL'ZING THE MANOHOURS IN COLUMN 2 AS : . 
THE WEIGHTING DEVI CEe ; } 

Form CCmi0i sHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERIOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PERIOD IN EACH MCNTHe % 

‘ 3



teats Page 1 of 2 z 

Form CO=10t PHYSIGAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL DATE SUBMITTED __Mereh 6, 1939 
SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 2A STATE Wisconsin 5 

Te OFFIGIAL PROJECT NUMBER (s) noMpiabsaperge. JA SERIAL NUMBER (S)____ ss 6De1 521 B85 st B WORK PROJECT (S) .—s—S 7718812 SB CCOUNTY Dane 

$y. DESCRIPTION, TLILE , . WRUG Saas Cryo Vie Stay a cer ek yenne digs wp yep ten We beds vae ey One ile Uvanucnas “te enrol & vg 2 
OP 165=53-6999 (APN 6064) $4368.87 J 52 6,627 

4. (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) Y 6569200 (8) MAN MONTHS 86 (C) MAN HOURS 10,866 5 
OP 46553-38152 4157200 55 7,056 

; : ‘ $15,094.87 193 24,549 : 

: CURRENT PERIOD CUMULATIVE PERIOD =~ 
5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM Feb 1939 10 March 2, 1939 FROM Apres 2, 193770 March 2, 1939 

: & 2 me s. eee Se eo cities 

(OPERATIONS IN°SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL MAN= UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MAN= UNITS | PERGENT OF 
| MAN HOURS UNI TS HOURS USED COMPLE TED WORK COMPLE TED HOURS USED | COMPLETED WORK COMPLETED 

< | THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE | TO DATE TO OATE 

' =} 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

’ Le Miscellaneous Operations on APN 6064 i 6,627 0 E 0 8 65627 10000 

2- Transfer date and compute on tabulation sheets as late 9 0 0 | oss | 1,144 10000 
from tabulation sheets ey v 

3. Make up state census master sheets in duplicate, 2,006 380 2,006 10060 

4. Compute and check totals on census master} sheets 758 380 | 0 eee 380 100.0 

aster Sheets (Spepies 

7+Computation & checking of species ave cee asi 38 ee 26 Se 

8 Transfer data to State Species Master Sheets | aysu_fr9,200 isl 16,139 mye 

9. Checking above operation | ear bre,200 - 122 280,878 54.10 239 302,278 4.92 

TOTAL XXX XXX | XXX



NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT 

Be SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS i e y 3 * 
ne " ‘ 2 ; 

o SUPERVISOR j ; 
° , Se ee 

‘ ; : y . > m > * 

° 5 j t £@ ‘ OE me ? 
6A. INSPECTOR *S COMMENTS i : SPONSOR s f 

aa reenter 

? ® xy ee > muh din * 

Te COORD INA TOR'S COMMENTS — ~ ie : TRSPEO OR ee ee ake eee eel 

¥ DAES t 5 ya e g | OY ‘ i 0 6 wi eno o 

‘ : zB COORDINATOR ; oc : * Z 6G aie v2 ¥ 3 ’ tL 

. pe 5 f fe - a “ . or ae > Veo, ® 

. ong QoeLues Fe j 9 f ! . TOO? 

f ‘ + INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 3 i 

Form CC-101 1S DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORY ON THE OPERAT'ON-OF EACH WPA STATIST! CAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTs i 
FIVE COPLES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPEQV/SOR'S FILE, ONE COPY FOR THE DiSTAIG™ INSPECTOR AND THREE COPICS FOR THE : . 
STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WILL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FGAWARD ONE COPY TO THE REGIONAL RESEARCH SUPERVISOR AND -ONE COPY TO THE PIV S}ON-OF ie cor oe ay 

rhe SOCIAL: RESEARCH IN WASHINGTON : 4 . ne ae ; uifiealiviagl ; pig : 

UNDER 1TEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE’ OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE® COLUMNS (2) ano (3), suounn BE TAKEN FROM WWPA Form GO=2101. sap 3 
RoE A “Corumns (4) avo (5) ano coulis’ (7) Ano (8) ‘SHALE BE" YakiaFROM | SUPPLENCU.ady’ decoRD OF MANCHOUAS USeO AND UNTTS COMPLETED wil cH SHOULD 3 ; y 

‘ BE MAINTAINED ON ALL STATASTLCALy RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PHgscOTSs Couurs (S) ano (9) ARE To Ce OALCYLAIEO, CovUHN (6) sWaLL BE CAL» ; 
: CULATED BY OIVIDING coLUMN.(5)..8Y. COLUMN (3) 9 ..Geiurid (J). shoud 2 CALCULATED BY Divo!NG cot (A). nY coLUMN.(A)c. THE TOTAL. PERCENTS Ios) 

; ; OF WORK ACTUALLY. COMPLETED THIS: MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MANOHOUAS IN COLUMN 2 AS 
THE WEIGHTING DEVI CE® : ei ae pica GAS ; ‘ 

9 i" so AEE + polities CLTORTS a 

Form C0101 sHouLD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERLOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PERIOD IN EACH MCNTHe 

- ?



Page 1 of 2 

es Febrt 6, 1939 
For CO=101 PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR-STATISTIGAL, pate suamivteD  _Hebruary 6, i0e9 —__ 

SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 2k STATE Wisconsin 

te OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER (s)_465-55-3-152 ga SEAIAL NuMBER (s) GD=153=1585 =n 8 Work PROJECT (S) _7716=22 28 COUNTY te ee 

de DESMIPTION TITLE Wildlife Cycle Study _ 
NIM ae Tg5 BE 8059 CAE 6064) $4368.87 52 6,627 

OP 465+53-3<138 ~~ 6569.00 © 86 io 
4~ (A). FUNDS. (FEDERAL ONLY) ue (8) MAN MONTHS c) MAN HOURS 2866 
ps ad OP 465255-s-152.. AS T000 ia) enraged ) inser areata 

$15,094.87 193 7h laa 

I na eg ree nh lee 

CURRENT PERIOD 
5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES eal ae 

CUMULATIVE PERIOD 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) be FROMJanme 5, 1959 10 Hebs 239 FROMAD 937 __10 Feb 259 
a ae ACTUAL MAN© UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MAN= UNITS PERCENT OF 

gage Se : is MAN HOURS UNITS HOURS USED COMPLETED WORK COMPLETED HOURS USED | COMPLETED. WORK COMPLETED _ 

THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE TO DATE © JO DATE 3° 

ee 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Be Make up state census master sheets in duplicate 2,006 2,006 00 «20 

Master Sheets (Species): acey i } 

5e Check species with check-list and enter’ oy 252 GOO tie? @ 20 HOM 0.9 sk |2EIRQORG 30 ving] & BBL se2e. Hiv a0}GQOned 10.00 

" : ¥ BO gnant 229 90s aver 

7. Computation & checkine of species cave! be a] 139735 eG 2.00 

8 Transfe jate to State Species Mas er Sh pagel Py aq ene a \F 2 BOS! 2 dtc . PH 373] 224: 5590"" 08, 092) Jue 959 4 

ate ' Pinar 3H) Sea Te yuoe TAR S + cade AO OF OMA -Weeow 2een agrasomobes: tale 

9» Chek ing above operation es to 611 __|519,200 9 12, 400 239 0 eo 4,12 

10. Duplication of State Species Ma hee | iti aaa 6 ie ee 93 iS 

ToL ee ee ee



; ; 

: NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT . ! ; 

6. SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS ti 

"SUPERVISOR : a RE) nls : 

~ ~ o —s f a . APs “ . ae { 

6A INSPECTOR 'S COMMENTS ‘ 2 SPONSOR & Ree velecm . ae *e . 

epoca Re: - reed Spe - - - a i " 

eel talker t soot acne mst © © ~ ideessteh ! ogy ‘ ee 

Te COORDINATOR'S COMMENTS siete | DROME x | P10 INSPECTOR! | 

ct Wie i COOADINATOR Mi tacctclnntnionteecienss 
= F 2. & - _ 4-— s - 

- a : - _ ~t- -— « - - - - & & + - _— ~-=: # 

~ ~ 2. =. - i & 4 i i & Ss s 

s R00 k SPOR j INSTRUCTIONS FOR USED ; ; . 

Je 00 £ Form CO=101 1s DESIGNED FOR A PHYSRCAL PROGRESS REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF EACH WPA STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECT, an 

FIVE COPLES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, ONE COPY FOR THE DISTRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FOR THE ; 

_Jg CSTATE COORDINATOR, WHO WELL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO THE REGHONAL RESEARCH SUPERVISOR AND ONE COPY TO THE DEVISSON OF 

SOCEAL RESEARCH 1N WASHINGTON» 4 Bort . . . ; — —— 2 

7 x UNDER ITEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE® COLUMNS (2) AND (3) shouto Be TAKEN FROM WWPA FO.AM C0e 208» fe | i 

Cotumis (4) ano (5) ano cotumns (7) ano (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN@HOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD i 

: . BE MAINTAINED PN ALL STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTS» CoLunns (6) awd (9) ARE TO BE CALCULATED. COLUMN (6) SHALL BE CARH 

CULATED BY DIVIDING COLUMN (5) ay cotumn (3). CoLumn (9) SHOULD BE CALCULATED BY DEVIDENG conunn (8) BY CoLUMN (3)~¢ THE TOTAL PERCENTS e : - 

’ OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED. THES MONTH AND TO OATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WEEGHTED PERCENTAGE UTELEZING THE MAN@HOURS SH COLUMN 2 AS 

OTHE WETGHTENG DEVICES nan : 4 . x € : 

|. FORM COet09, SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PEALOD ENORNG WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FEAST PAY=PERLOD BN EACH MONTHS { ; 
=e + - “ - . °



: 
Page 2 of 2 

; February 6,939 

Form COm103 PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL - DATE SUBMITTED 2 
SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 24 PRUNE | Whpeonein oo ae 

te OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER (S)_4G5—53—3-152 ga SERIAL NUMBER (S) _GD=15-1585 sn WORK PROJECT (8) __771 8-12 2p.couny “Davie? SPI ae 

3e DESCRIPTION TITLE Wildlife Cycle Study 2 

4e (A) FuNDs (FEDERAL onty)___See Page 2 (8) MAN MONTHS ' (c) MAN HOURS 

iced ae 
CURRENT PERIOD 

5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES TOTAL ESTIMATED ; ikcao luk: ae ; 
FROM Jane 3, 1939 10 Feb 95 FROM Apre 2, 1937 10 Febe 2 959 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL MANe UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MAN= UNITS PERCENT..OF 

Se ee OMIM: gi es MAN HOURS. UNITS HOURS USED COMPLETED WORK COMPLETED HOURS USED COMPLETED WORK COMPLETED 

a , THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE JO DATE} TODATE 3” 

i 2 3 4 5 ~ 6 T 8 9 

14. Bibliographic research» abstracting data Oe i ee 8 

eB ise ee 

“a igs sms see oust tor wartopauc « wes tro is (2) oe fo) eas oe) om) 

TOTAL bead Le ee ee 1,601 __19,039 | _¥*& ub 
*Represents a sub-division of item "14". The initial listing of two operations under "Bibliographic Research" appears 

on this report and will be duplicated on subsequent reports.



i ; : 

ek NARRATIVE REPORT UPON.PADJECT.. si a et 

suP ; ) _ Ss SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS The project is in neéd~of a person of better than average. - =... % >: Ee ee a ee ; Zs 

literacy who can be trained to do bibliographic research work at the sueERVISOR VY G oy 29. 
library (Senior Clerk classification). Tyis will make it possible | : a an 2 os ; To. “ar 5 
to transfer one of the Senior Clerks, at present working in the li- ea a) 8 
brary, to the operation.of computing. Progress for the past month £9 ee 
has been satisfactory. er ; , er i . 

6A INSPECTORS COMMENTS SPONSOR 

} € &. ‘ H & e ' 8 cs 4 en * ae : : : = < ) 

Te COORDENATOR'S COMMENTS : INSPECTOR 

COORDINATOR nr eee nN EE REITRNIENTT ee 

ms. - - - « y - “ . Simes® 

. at : - . { + INSTRUCTIONS. FOR USED . ‘ Peo L : tok. Z RRR 

bat Form. CG»f01 1S DESIGNED FOR.A PHYSSCAL PROGRESS REPORT.ON THE OPERATION OF EACH WPA STATISTICAL, RESEAROH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECT, es Aco a 
FIVE COPIES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, ONE COPY FOR THE D9STRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FOR THE | 
STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WILL. RETAIN ONE COPY AND. FORWARD ONE COPY TO THE, REGIONAL RESEARCH SUPERVESOR AND ONE COPY TO THE DIVISSON OF _ ite 
SOCEAR RESEARCH IN WASHINGTONS : : 

UNDER STEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS 4N SEQUENCE OF-PERFORMANCE™s Cotumns (2) amo (3) shout BE TAKEN FROM WWPA FORM GOm910Be ae 

Cotumus (4) awo (5) ano copumus (7) ano (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN@HOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD Y 

BE MAINTADNED ON ALL STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTSe . COLUMNS (6)_.ano (9) ARE TO BE CALCULATED] Cokumn (6) SHALL BE CAt= 7 ie 

CULATED BY DSVIDENG coLumn (5) sy-conumn (3). CoLumn (9) sHouLo BE CALCULATED BY ONVEDENG corumn (8) By coLimn (3)— THE TOTAL PERCENTS : 
OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THES MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WERGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MAN@HOURS IN COLUMN 2 AS 
THE WETGHTENG DEVICES , = : ewe 

Form CG=$0% SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERBOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FERST PAY=PEREOD. §N EACH MONTHS



Form CO=101 PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL DATE SUBMITIEN = Ayagety-qoggs 
SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS omen : 5 

1, OFFICIAL PROJECT NuMBER (s) 465-535-152 _1A SERIAL NUMBER (S)_@De7Seiza5 —Ss——s*d'B WORK PROJECT (S)_771B—gQ Ss 2B COUNTY Dane 7 

3e DESCRIPTION TITLE Wildlife Gyole Study. oii ce ee 
i “QP '165=53-6999 (A : 

4. (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) OP_465=53=3=] ca 6064) bevel (8) MAN MONTHS 52 (c) MAN HOURS 6627 
OP 465=53=3-152 4157600 - g Se 5 

ae cinta asi cic iad aul ANAC ae gmp al a al gE6 

oe GURRENT PERIOD CUMULATIVE PERIOD 
5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM Dec sie ciaKO ae 9.39 FROM Ap g37!0 _Jan 039 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL MANe "UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MAN@ UNITS PERCENT OF 

MAN HOURS | UNITS HOURS USED COMPLETED WORK GOMPLETED HOURS USED COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 

et ; ; eae THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH | TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 BD : 

aa pee i oe ) CU : ‘ransfer ‘and 66 on Tabuletion Sheets _ a | 1,144 0 pg 0 6 1,144 00.0 

from Tabulation Sheets 006 80 Q 0 006 gO 100.9 

4o Compute and -check totals on Census Master Sheets ee a ee 00.0 

5. Master Sheets (Species) paras 5 6.00 : eo 0 5 600 00.0 

eo eel el ay | eee ene 

8 Transfer data to State Species Master Sheets’ 25344. 519,200 6 ba sarge eh loc veh gen Camu rate Fe tact 54.21 

Qe Checking above operation — 611 [519,200 a i 1. 

seine | 8,898 Ixxxxxx P96 | open | 16,640. “ica 

*Combines actual ho ‘ A urs spent on preceding projects with estimated hours on new Sub=unit 12.



NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT ; 

Ge SUPERVISORS COMMENTS 

SUPERVISOR eee ee 
a . ah > 

« i V5 } ie 
1D ‘ =—h- |p 

6A —INSPECTOR'S COMMENTS «os 9 Guide 2 ee ee 

: ‘ * ee . 

pip e . Peat me - i 4 = z 

7 
A A ' « im . . 

Te COORDINATOR*S COMMENTS ¥NSPECTOR . 

‘ 2. - ‘ j 

+. a cr ra enieaee 

¥ « GOORDINATOR ; ; 
e e ell oe Lal yf 

& & 

* F * ‘ Stes. * 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 7 ‘ : 3 
* v as : Pbdie 

Form CO=f01 1S DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF EACH WPA STATESTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECT, : 

° FIVE COPIES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, ONE COPY FOR THE DISTRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FOR THE — 2 ad 
STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WELL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO THE REGIONAL RESEARCH SUPERVISOR ANDO ONE COPY TO THE DIVISION OF Shae 

. SOCEAL RESEARCH IN WASHINGTONe 5 i ; : . 

a. ahbeaanales « _ 

UNDER ITEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE. Cotums (2) ano (3) SHOULD BE TAKEN FROM WWPA Form GO=$10Ie iC 

coLumys (4) ano (5) ano ‘cocumns {7) avo (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN@HOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SMOULD 

BE MAINTAINED ON ALL STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTS» CoLUMNs (6) ano (9) ARE TO BE CALCULATEDs ConvMn (6) SHALL BE CAL : } 

: CULATED BY .OIVIDING coLuMN (5) BY coLuMH (3)e Corumn (9) sHouLo BE CALCULATED BY DIVIDENG COLUMN (8) sy corumn (3). THE TOTAL PERCENTS ‘ 

OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE WTILEZING THE MAN=HOURS IN COLUMN 2 AS i 
. THE WEIGHTING DEVECE® — ; * 

- t 

Form COmtO! SHOULD SE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERIOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PERLOD IN EACH MONTHe : 

+e 
' j 

« 
ie si 5



Page #2 

Form C0101 PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL DATE SUBMITTED __ Jeans -3>5--3989 
SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 

: : 2h STATE Mig ce. 

1. OFFICIAL PROJECT NUMBER (S)_ 465-53=S=152 1A SERIAL NUMBER (S)__ 6D=13=1385 1B WORK PROJECT (S)___7718=12 28 COUNTY Hang 3% 

3. DESCRIPTION TITLE Wildlife Cycle Stuay : 

4~ (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) See page 1 x (B) MAN MONTHS (Cc) MAN HOURS 

y ae Be CURRENT PERIOD - CUMULATIVE PERIOD 
5e PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM ‘Dac ea 10 Sen #100 FROM _Ap 937 TO Jan 939 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL MANe UNLTS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MAN= UNITS PERCENT OF 
- MAN HOURS | UNITS HOURS USED COMPLETED WORK COMPLETED HOURS USED COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 

THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE TO DATE JO DATE 

i t i i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

13. Check above operation ie kn ay 0.9 

Silda : fm ss se ama fap stoma | eat te fee fan ae # farts 

Wm 24,549 xox | bas | me | id | 18,35 | x00000 | g



Save 
NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT -.>. 

UPERVISOR S$. COMMENTS oy : 6» SUPE ot ( Two employees were released from the project during the first part of the ay 
period (December 3, 1938 ~ Jamary 2, 1939) leaving a total of five individuals who 

i el at a. carrying on the various operations of the project. This number will be  gjocoyisoq-- ATCT op ASvi 
RVI SO} : 

nereased to seven as soon as it is possible to procure the services of an individual 

properly qualified to operate a Monroe Calculator and another who can satisfactorily ~ * : 

: Cie a on ae or Cafds (using a typewriter). : 
one of the present employees can be trained in the us cate a ABA ON Hr 

‘ 6A INSPEGTOR 'S COMMENTS Wseiof the Monreen gg oe 

‘ pee Weeks ; fi , « 7 Rehr 

Te COORDINATOR*S COMMENTS ; F pdaatee | | ; INSPECTOR i ‘ 

“Sa 5 . 
) - 

4 : rey «GORD INA TOR : ; 

. > . ; tikiatogo 9 } 
. 

wl 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR: USE oss B, ; : ; 

Form CO=f01 1S DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT ON THE OPERATION-OF EACH«WPA STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECT, i i a: i ae 

. FIVE COPLES ARE RE QUE REDS ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT -SUPEAVESOR 'S FELE, ONE COPY FOR THE DISTRICT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FOR THE oe 2 

STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WELL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD Sne copy TO THE REGIONAL RESEARCH SURERVESOR AND OnE SOrY TO THE DEVISSON OF oN z ce 

SOCIAL RESEARCH IN WASHINGTONe . : of = BARES, atzoLs ‘ 

UNDER ITEM 5 SHALL’ BE-PLACED THE OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE® Cotumns (2) AND (3) SHOULD-BE TAKEN. FROM WWPA Form GO=t10be eS 

a cotumus (4) ano (5) ano cotumns (7) avo (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN@HOURS USED AND UNISTS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD 

BE MAENTAIHED ON ALL STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTS» CoLuMNs (6) ano (9) ARE. TO.BE CALCULATEDe COLUMN (6) SHALL BE CALe 

CULATED BY otVIOENG coLuMN (5) BY coLUMN (3)* Cotumn (9) SHOULD BE CALCULATED BY DIVIDING COLUMN (8) oy cotunn’ (3). THE TOTAL PERCENTS 

OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MAN=HOURS IN COLUMN 2 AS F 

THE WEIGHTING DEVICE® ue Paae - 

Form CCmf0} SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERIOD ENOING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PEREOO TN EACH MONTHe - x 

; ‘ 
” e . e 

fe 

2G



Part 1 of 2 

Form CO=101 PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL DATE SUBMITTEO _ December 7, 1938 
SURVEY AND RESEARCH TYPE PROJECTS 

ak STATE « WAR gangty 8 

1. OFFICIAL PROJECT NuMBER (s)_465-53-3-152 _1A SERIAL NUMBER (S)__ 6D=13-1385 1B WORK PROJECT (S)_ 7718-12 28 COUNTY _Dane 

3. DESCRIPTION TITLe Wildlife Cycle Study 

OP 165-53-6999 (APN 6064) $4368.87 52 6,627 
4. (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) QP YO5—5 3-3-1 38 6569.00 (8) MAN MONTHS &6 (c) MAN HOURS 10,266 

OP 465-53-3-152 Seek 55 1 grb 
2 : ee : 15,094.87 193 24, 549* 

CURRENT PERIOD CUMULATIVE PERIOD 
5. PHYSICAL PROGRESS BY OPERATING STAGES TOTAL ESTIMATED FROM Nov g. 107% T0 De o28 FROM Amy os 10 De. ozs 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL MANe UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MAN@ UNITS PERCENT OF 
MAN HOURS | UNITS HOURS USED COMPLE TED WORK COMPLETED HOURS USED COMPLETED | WORK COMPLETED 

; Reo. i THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE 

athe: a 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 og 

|. Miscellaneous Operations on ABN 606) 1 6,627 0 6,627 ee 100.0 

?._ Transfer data and compute on Tabulation Sheets 2,565 1,244 0 29565 100.0 
. Make up State Census Master Sheets in duplicate ae | 
eS om Tabulation Sheets 80 0 0 2,006 100.0 

“ Gompute and check totals on Census Master Sheets 758 | 380 ke ea 758 100.0 

« Check species with Check-list and.enter on = - raaheity.3 ; b 
~ | Master Sheets (Species) : Y 251 |.» 600 0 100.0 

\_prought Tater Staty w365 | ——| | of of ses | | 100.0 
“Computation & checking of species average per Ere. pce of wb gfe» mong 3.86)“: 936 26.97 

'.Qransfer data to State Species Master Sheets: | 2,344 519,20/ ake | 21, 043 1,036 |. 247,052 47.58 

iad 18,898 | ooo) 303 | XRKIOR er 
* Comb ines actual hours spent on preceding projects with estigated hours on new Sub-unit 12. i



: NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT 

6 SUPERVISOR ’S COMMENTS o 

: SUPERVISOR sens nnn Onn SS 

; if 

e . ii * » 
* 

‘ 
’ b - 

6A INSPECTOR 'S COMMENTS ; : t SPONSOR baa 
. t i. Ps 

i : : . 

r . ¥ * et . ¢ cu. 

Te COORDINATOR'S COMMENTS INSPECTOR 

A .2 : 

oS endenimaton OD EA co prottarec® oyceeet tonne 

. . i ; 

e e 

’ 4 , 
s 

. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE i ‘ 

Fort CO=101 1s DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF EACH WPA STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECT, 

> FIVE COPIES ARE REQUIRED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, ONE COPY FOR THE DISTRECT INSPECTOR AND THREE COPIES FORTHE ; - 

STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WELL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO THE REGIONAL RESEARCH SUPERVISOR AND ONE COPY TO THE DIVISION OF . 

i 4 SOCLAL RESEARCH 1N WASHINGTONe ; : e 

UNDER ITEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS JN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE. COLUMNS (2) ano (3) SHOULD BE TAKEN FROM WWPA Form GO0=110f¢ 

* coLumus (4) avo (5) ano cotumns -(7) avo (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN=HOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD ‘ 

BE MAINTAINED ON ALL STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTS» Cotunns (6) ano (9) ARE TO BE CALCULATED. COLUMN (6) SHALL BE CAL@ 

. CULATED BY DIVIDSNG COLUMN (5) sy cotumn (3)¢ Cotumn (9) SHOULD BE CALCULATED BY OIVIDENG COLUMN (8) py corumn (3). THE TOTAL PERCENTS 

OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULS BE CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MAN=HOURS IN COLUMN 2 AS 

THE WEIGHTING DEVICE® 

€ 
e 

Form CCmt0f SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERIOD ENDING WITH THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PERLOD 1N EACH MONTHe i 

e + ® ‘



4 
Part 2 of 2 

Form CO=101 PHYSIGAL PROGRESS REPORT FOR STATISTICAL DATE SUBMITTED December 7, 1938 
SURVEY AND RESEARGH TYPE PROJECTS 

2k STATE Wisconsin : 

1, OFFICIAL PROJECT NuMBER (s) 465-53-3-152 TA SERIAL NUMBER (S)_6D-1 53-1385 1B WORK PROJECT (S)__ 7718-12 28 COUNTY _ Dane 

3. DESCRIPTION TITLE Wildlife Cycle Study j 

4. (A) FUNDS (FEDERAL ONLY) See Page 1 (B) MAN MONTHS ; (Cc) MAN HOURS 

: CURRENT PERIOD CUMULATIVE PERIOD 
5e PHYSICAL jncape BY OPERATING STAGES. : TOTAL ESTIM TED FROM Nov S. 1938 10 Dec O22 FROM Am 027 10 Dec. 2. 1938 

(OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE) ACTUAL MANe UNITS PERCENT OF ACTUAL MAN= UNITS PERCENT OF : 
MAN HOURS | UNITS HOURS USED COMPLETED WORK COMPLETED HOURS USED COMPLETED «| WORK COMPLETED 

THIS MONTH THIS MONTH THIS MONTH TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Brott Forward : 18,894 0 _ 15,544 ae 

(Checking above operation oe 19,200 0 0 ia 0.0 

7 Check above operation be socneg hires fa es w0 nyse ant oo voor grpoons sang fit emma 1 sao mor 9.0 

/. Bibliographic Research . 4,596 69,735 82 1.58" 2,121, | 31,585 45.29 

a i 2,549 xocoox| aes | xexxxmmcx | 96 | 7,665 | xxxaxxx 0.21



i \ *: Ps 

: NARRATIVE REPORT UPON PROJECT 

Ge , SUPERVISOR S_ COMMENTS » aja i. 
Operations on first work project, APN 6064, were included under- 

the general classifications appearing on Form €C 101 and in view of the fact that ~ Lo / 

there was no itemization other than that on the femm, the total hours used on this SUPERVISOR ae 
project oa item No. 1 on the current rerort as “iliscellaneous ~~ - 
operations on APH and will be shown on future reports as such, : te a » 
he do ty ea rosect-has not as yet acquired the services of a Sr. Clerk with ability 

6A USPec OPS EE, Npomoe Caleulator operator, both of which are needed to satisfact- SrONsoR ——————-—- - een oal .: (VINE 1463034) 20m fA) 
: integrate the various operst ions of the project. : 

* e * - p , : e 2 2 : . ’ 3 j ecttiiets ¥ . 

Te COORDINATOR 'S “COMMENTS : Weer ee 
XQ 

j ’ Se 

i 4 COORDINATOR is : 
= = e 1 t 

. . -* INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

: ForM COs10!-1S DESIGNED FOR A PHYSICAL PROGRESS REPORT OM THE OPERATION OF EACH WPA STATISTICAL, RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECT, i 

FIVE COPIES ARE REQUERED, ONE COPY FOR THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR'S FILE, ONE COPY. FOR THE DISTRECT INSPECTOR-AND THREE..COPLES. FOR THE. 

. STATE COORDINATOR, WHO WELL RETAIN ONE COPY AND FORWARD ONE COPY TO THE AEGHONAL RESEARCH SUPERVISOR AND ONE COPY TO THE DIVISSON OF : P 

SOCTAL RESEARCH ¥N WASHINGTONe : Sh : Sil c posh, . ‘ 

UNDER ITEM 5 SHALL BE PLACED THE OPERATIONS IN SEQUENCE OF PERFORMANCE. CotumNs (2) ano (3) SHOULD BE TAKEN FROM WWPA Form GO-110%e 

: cotumns (4) avo (5) ano cotumns (7) ano (8) SHALL BE TAKEN FROM A SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF MAN@HOURS USED AND UNITS COMPLETED WHICH SHOULD : 

BE MAINTAINED ON ALL STATISTICALs RESEARCH OR SURVEY TYPE PROJECTSe COLUMNS (6) anv (9) ARE TO BE CALCULATED. CoLuMN (6) SHALL BE CALe 

CULATED BY DIVIDENG coLumN (5) sy coLUMN (3)~¢ CoLumN (9) SHOULD BE CALCULATED BY DIVIDSNG COLUMN (8) sy-conumn (3) THE TOTAL. PERCENTS ‘ 

OF WORK ACTUALLY COMPLETED THIS MONTH AND TO DATE SHOULD BE CALCULATED AS A WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE UTILIZING THE MAN-HOURS IN COLUMN 2 aS ii 

THE WEIGHTING DEVECE® j 

Form COmt0f SHOULD BE PREPARED MONTHLY FOR THE PERIOD ENDING WITH THE. LAST DAY OF THE FIRST PAY=PEREOO #N EACH MONTHe 

, . 
€ 

»
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WORK SCHEDULE 

July 1 thru July 11, 1938 : 

cS SM Ore Re ot oe BS ae. aorer 
s 2 3S 4 5 6 x 8 O. WOr. SEe Hours 

SR. DRAFTSMEN 6 ee 64 30 

SR. TECH. 6 a. 2. Y eo 37 

GLAZIER 6 4 € ie 2 33 

JR. TECH. " 6 me ee ae ey 40 
LAB, AID 

JR. CLERK : : 
JR. STENO, 8 a (a oe 44 

: TYPIST ; 
STATIS. 

SR. CLERK 8 # s@* @ @°* 5 49 . 
SR. STENO. ; 

LABORERS #l  =7 3 ie SU oe 31 2 : : 

; LABORERS #2 ap alge Oe Se 3 ae: 

\
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PLEASE REFER 
e TO FILE NO. 

° ° ( Oa 

A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 
General Manager: 

T, C, MAIN, M.E.I.C. 201 Bank of Commerce Chambers, . 

Asst. General Manager: Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
E. 8. RUSSENHOLT June 12, 1944. ew 

Chief Engineer: 

G. R. FANSET, B.Sc.,C.E. (Js \ 

Chief Naturalist: 
: 

B. W. CARTWRIGHT jp . 

Professor Aldo Leopold, in ew em 

24 University Farm Place, a 
University of Wisconsin, @ 

Madison 5, Wisconsin. Sve 

Dear Aldo: 

I just got back from a field trip in Alberta and found your letter 

of May 18 awaiting me. In the Brooks area of Alberta where pheas- 

ants are very numerous I noted a heavy preponderance of females. 

I did not have time to make any detailed record but my impression 

was that the sex ratio was not less than 4:1. In discussing sex 

ratio with some of the local sportsmen they expressed the opinion 

that sex ratio was nearer 7:1. 

I look forward to seeing the paper by Starker. There must be some 

compensation for differential mortality apart from shooting. 

I am writing to Archie Blackie of Kamloops asking him to give all 

the particulars he has on the observed sex ratios when the pheasants 

invaded Manitoba from North Dakota. He was very interested in this 

subject at the time and is a very careful and reliable observer. I 

will let you know later what I get from him. 

If, after the middle of the first winter a preponderance of cocks 

accumulates and this distortion is wholly confined to adults, it is 

to be expected that cock birds would be forced to the periphery of 

the range and they would be the vanguard of the extension of range. 

This suggests the explanation for the observed sex composition of 

the invasion into Manitoba and also suggests that a preponderance of 

cocks is necessary to initiate range extension. It might be good , 

management practice to set out new plantings with an excess of males 

even in polygamous species. 

I do not think that overwhelming the food supply has anything to do 

with grouse cycles. I merely pointed out that the introduction of 

exotic species into Laysan and Midway had actually resulted in over= 

whelming the food supply. 

A copy of my paper has been mailed to Prof. R.E. Trippensee and I 

return his letter of May 18 to you. 

With kind regards. 
Yours oo 

ie 
BUCH ZR. B.W. Cartwright, Chief Naturalist. 

ease and Perpetuaie the Supply of Ducks



Po. Geter? 

(wor Coco alZe’ - Ho. eTb ) 

5 

May 18, 1944 

Mr. B. W. Cartwright 
201 Bank of Commerce Chambers 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Dear Bert: 5 

You evidently have something new that I cannot quite catch 
from your letter. I of course know about inherent cycles, 
but what I fail to catch is how you connect this up with grouse. 
This is too heavy a job to do by mail, but if you ever write it 
up, please let me see a copy. 

A preponderance of females occurs in almost all shot pheasant 
country. The p mderance on the Arboretum is much less, but 
still clearly ther I had thought of this ae normal in 
pheasants, and cau by the clearly heavier mortality in cocks. 

j I notice that Bach and Steen are skipping about from pheasants 
to grouse, and grouse to quail, in their thoughts on fluctuation. 
It seems to me these different species may present quite different 
problems. ' 

I can give you one new point on quail, which will be published in 
! @ paper by my son Starker in the near future. The sex ratio remains 

even until the middle of the first winter, after which a preponderance 
of cocks accumlates, presumably by differential mortality. The 
distortion 1s wholly confined to adults. 

I am intensely interested in the fact that your invasion of pheasants 
at first included males only. This should be published. It's very 
important. 

Do you really think that "over-whelming the food supply" has anything 
to do with the crash in grouse? - 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



( PLEASE REFER 
D K TO FILE NO. 

U > e ° ( ) Sak... 

A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 

201 Bank of Commerce Chambers, 

Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
May 13, 1944. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Dept. of Wildlife Management, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: ~ 

I acknowledge With thanks receipt of S. Charles Kendy's 
paper "Abundance and Conservation of the Bobwhite in Ohio. It 
is thoughtful of you to send this to me as we do not see the Ohio 
Journal of Science. May I take this opportunity of thanking you 
for your kind remarks after I had given my paper. Because of 
the time limitation, I omitted the summaries of the meteorological 
reports and acknowledgements. These, however, have been added to 
the copy which is to appear in print together with a couple of 
paragraphs which Tom Main thought ‘should go in showing that the 
application of the principle to waterfowl presented a different 
probleme 

I was sorry that we did not manage to get together for a 

discussion but perhaps it was just as well as the matter I wished 
to draw to your attention was in connection with a calculation 
which indicated that cycles are inherent and would take place no 

matter what extraneous causes might appear. In fact, the indi- 
cations are that disease, weather or failure of food supplies 
are as likely as not to introduce aberrations. Roy N. Bach and 

: M.0O. Stein visited with me for a few minutes and I showed them the 
calculation which revealed the automatic decline and I found that 
Bach had anticipated me and already incorporated his findings in 

ir: ” See ag Gee a a a paper which is to appear in North Dakota Outdoors next month. 

edgier You may be interested in the line of reasoning which 
Gite? Wnaineer: caused me to make the calculation. In the first place it was 

G. R. FANSET, B.Sc., CE. really inspired by Bach who suggested in the letter to Gurton 
Chief Naturalist: that a method of showing the effect of the failure of the hatch 

B. W. CARTWRIGHT would be to calculate the increment from a pair of birds from two 
Sasinihewan stanaxer: to six thousand and then apply the effect of hatch failure over 

W. L, BUNTING, B.Sc.,C.EKWO Successive seasons. Plotted as a graph, the reduction in 
numbers is revealed in all its severity. 

Alberta Manager: 

R. M. HARLEY 

OFFICES: 

201 Bank of Commerce 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 

42 Canada Life Bldg. 

Regina, Saskatchewan 

Qu’Appelle Bldg. To Increase and Perpetuate the Supply of Ducks 
Edmonton, Alberta



Prof. Leopold —2< 

I spent five hours one Sunday on a series of calculations 

in which I progressively introduced more or less well established 
findings on upland game bird populations such as juvenile morta- 
lity 80%, sex ratio 60:40 malés to females; 80% females success- 
ful in rearing broods in any one season, which takes care of 
staggered predation; and a differential die-off of one year be- 

tween the sexes - the males going out first. An inherent cycle 
is thus revealed but it occurs in the 15th year and the species 
exterminates itself in the 18th year. I believe the reason the 
decline doesn't show up in the llth year is because of an error 

in the sex ratio of the residual population each year. The 
differential die-off makes a slight change in the residual sex 

ratio every year but it requires a better mathematician than I 
am to make the proper allowance for it. Its effect, however, can 
be easily seen. If you start off with a 60:40 male to female sex 
ratio and males die off a year earlier than the females it is 
obvious that in a few years the sexes will come to parity and 

will then swing over to a 60:40 female to male ratio. Unknown 

factors also are evident as the calculation gives no indication 
of how a species avoids extinction,after the decline has set in. 
The calculation is of great interest in so far as it clearly 
points to the importance of the sex ratio in the success or fail- 
ure of a species. » 

In your paper you gave the sex ratio of your present popu- 
lation 60:49 females to males which struck me as very curious “not 
having previously known that females were ever in excess. Also 
it was the opposite of the observed waterfowl sex ratio. (Pheasants 
spread into southern Manitoba several years ago from North ota. 
It was an advancing army of cock birds with very few females ob- 
served at all. Some observers told me that the sex ratio was 
about 50 to 1 males to females. However, the sex ratio speedily oytnasted 
was reduced aud last year Archie Blackie ~ a very reliable obser- /,,, 
ver, stated that the sexes appeared to be close to parity whereas phteaantt 
the previous year he considered males in excess of females, 3:1. ‘ate 
This is rather good evidence of a spiralling sex ratio and the 80 Bes 
calculation shows this is to be expected. I think you will find ~'™'™ " 
your 60:40 female to male ratio will remain constant only so 
long as the population is holding its own but any change in popu- 
lation levels in relation to the carrying eapacity of the land 
will probably reveal a change in the sex nation) 

A I attributed the crash decline in the grouse to weather 
: but further thought convinced me that it was unreasonable to sup= 

pose that weather (or disease) should recur with such fidelity 
every 11 years and account for the regularity of the cycle. This 
belief was strengthened by an examination of Elton's figures on 
the mice, Vole and lemming cycles and the cycles of the fur bear- 
ing animls. In fact, in the light of your findings on the 

(over)
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juvenile composition of a population and its life span, an 

entirely new approach to an understanding of Elton's great 
: collection of cyclic phenomena is possible. - i 

It begins to look as if the pulsations we call cycles, 
are Nature's way of doing business - her method of halting 
extreme over population. A variety of causes operate in concert 
to keep the rhythm going. When these causes are absent you get 

geometrical progression and extinction through the over-whelming 
of food supply. This occurred with the rabbits introduced on 
Midway and Laysan islands and would be the logical end result 
in Australia if allowed to go unchecked. 4 

I am leaving for Alberta tomorrow and just wanted to 
thank you again for your help and encouragement. 

With kina personal regards. 

Yours ,truly, . 

hs NAR 
; — 

i B.W. Cartwright, 

‘ Chief Naturalist. 
BWC/ZP ‘i
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Delta Duck Station 
Delts,Manitoba ; 
May 16,1944 

Mr. Aldo “eopold : 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

<> 4, 
fp aT Dear A.le3 

YN Regarding Mr. Cartwright's work on the crash decline, I 
know that he hae been working on his studies for more than two 
years and during this period has gathered a mess of material on 

A populations of upland game birds on the prairies that is probably 
& s the best coverage that has ever been made immediatly prior to 

‘i and during the cresh. Se has shown me his figures and discussed 
N his theories with me a dozen timee or more since 1941. . . 2 

é He told me that your recent paper on the population 
a turnover on the pheasant wae the bud from which his theories 

en expressed in his recent cresh paper flowered; and,inde-d,I 
a Ny recall his excitement over the paper when it came out. 

( A It is clear, too, that Mr. Bach's discussion with Mr. Gurton 
‘ X further stimulated his thinking. It is hmposeible for me to believe, 

& however, that he would knowingly do anything that wasn't right on 
= top of the table. Cartwright is one of the most careful and 
x a aoe! reliable naturalists I have ever met, here or anyplace 

else. 

. 5 It seems that he should have corresponded with Mr. Bach, and 
} I can't see why he didn't. However, Mr. Bach's letter to Mr.Gurton 

: A presented openly to the Manitoba Game and Fish association andx I 
; I suppose that Cartwright, acknowledging it in his peper, made wh the 
: sy unwitting error of referring to it the same as he would to a paper. 

t e You propably have run into many cares of this kind. I know 
HA in our own case when we uncovered the new sex and age criteria for 

Stns ducks, the same idea sprouted out all over the place. I dont give 
fs - a darn, historically speaking, as long as the material is applied 

‘ aX - as it should be. Goodness only knows, if tke profession is to become 
74. intent on its history, some future historian surely will credit 

. Errington for thmm the fact that a Bob-white has feathers, 

\ I am sorry that Mr. Bach feels bae)y about his relation with 
Cartwright, and I am quite sure that if Yartwright new of this, he 

: ‘. would stop at nothing to make what amends Mr. Bach felt desirable;. 
ya they should become acquainted. 

‘ \ : Canadiane are just now reaching the point in game manazment 
t t thinking that we in the U.S. were at ten or twelve years ago. This 

\ means that there will develop closer ties between workers on both 
¥ - sides of the line. As this pene on,it is importamt for us to 

p rewember that, however much Yanadiane may seem to be like us,
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they are still Canadians and as such are a different sub—species 
of the race, with different backgrounds and decidedly different 
behavior traits. Thus, in this case,something that has cut Mr. Bach 
deeply, was, I am sure, measured out with nothing but honost intent. 

I hope that Mr. Bach and Mr. Cartwright will have the chanee 
to become acquainted. 

Yours sincerely, 

Bt bist 
Albert Hochbaum 

a | 
- Ca 

Ae 
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May 10, 1944 
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Mr. Roy N. Bach 
Game and Fish Department 
Bismarck, N. D. : 

Dear Mr. Bach: 

T have repeatedly seen the same idea sprout in several minds at 
about the same time. Thus you and Steen no doubt were reaching 
toward the turnover idea befofe my paper was published, and before 
my paper was published at least six ornithologists had been reaching 
toward it in various songbirds. I only discovered their figures 
after my paper was ready. 

I hope, therefore, that your own relation to Cartwright will be 
appraised as the same kind of simltaneous sprouting. Besides, 
the Cartwright theory contains at least one element lacking, as 
far as I can see, in all others: the interpretation of predation 
on early hests as a benefit, or "insurance policy" against weather 
losses. 

Cartwright no doubt failed to tell you the total area of 
waterfowl nesting in Canada because no living man knows it, and it 
varies from year to year. 

You are doing valuable and original work, and I hope you'll not 
worry too much about who invented what theory. 

Yours sincerely, ' 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

YY
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; May 4, 1944 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Mgmt. 
424 University Farm Pl. 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Great strides have been made in the field of upland game 
management during the past few years, and since others, as 
well as myself, regard you as being the father of modern 
small game management, the thought came to me that you might 
be interested in some correspondence that took place recently 
between certain Canadian officials and myself. Firstly, 
these letters, copies of which I enclose, may at least be of 
interest historically. Secondly, I have felt somewhat obli- 
gated to send you copies of them because of the fact that 
the ideas contained in my letter of February 5, 1944, to Mr. | 
Gurton are not wholly mine. They rather represent the com- 
bined ideas of M. 0. Steen, Regional Inspector of the Federal | 
Aid Division of Minneapolis, and myself. 

If you will pardon a personal reference, I might say that I 
have been in charge of the research work under the Federal 
Aid program here in North Dakota for the past four or five 
years. During this time Mr. Steen has been in charge of | 
supervising all Pittman-Robertson activities in this region, | 
Prior to 1939 I worked as biologist under Mr. Steen for 
several years in another division of the Fish and Wildlife 
Service. During all of these years Mr. Steen has acted in 
the capacity of supervisor, father confessor, morale builder, 
etec., and through it all has always managed to leave with 
whomever he contacted a seemingly inexhaustible supply of 
theories, original ideas and suggestions for needed research 
work. Mr. Steen has never been hampered by precedence. At 
times, the fertility of his mind has been, to me, amazing. 
Most amazing of all is the fact-that he has always been liberal 
with these ideas.
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It would not be surprising then to learn that much of the work 
done in North Dakota the past few years has been done at the 
suggestion of Mr. Steen. In other words, Mr. Steen has fur- 
nished the road maps of the general fields to be covered; he 
has instilled and developed the ideas of the importance of 
these fields; he has created much of the enthusiasm for working 
in these fields; he has outlined the general conceptions of 
what might come from such work. I have been engaged testing 
out some of these items and have gathered what data we have 
here in North Dakota. My only regret is that we could not 
have started sooner since, as far as being a laboratory for 
upland game study is concerned, North Dakota has no peer in the 
United States. 

I wish to point out that I have received no written acknowledge- 
ment from Mr. Cartwright regarding receipt of my February 5th 
letter from Mr. Gurton. I received no inquiry from Mr. Cart- 
wright in the first place. I did not write to him. Further, 
I have received no data from him regarding the activities of 
Dueks Unlimited in Canada (I refer here to my request for such 

data in my letter of February 5.) If my memory serves me 
correctly, I believe the only reference to my letter made in 
Mr. Cartwright's recent paper on crash declines was a quotation 
regarding possible effects of spring weather upon our nesting 
pheasants. This quotation might create the impression that 
Mr. Cartwright had written me asking questions on the subject, 

If I were to guess as to the truth of the matter I would say 

that Mr. Cartwright's paper was based almost wholly upon the 

contents of my February 5th letter, and further that all of 

his "research" work was done during the past two months or so. 

I hasten to point out however (and you will note the same) that 

my letter was treated with honesty, with respect and in a very 

gentlemanly manner by all of the regular Canadian officials 

who read it. 

Of interest here, and especially from an historical point of 

view, is another letter I received a day or so ago from Mr. 

Bertrand, Prov. President of the Saskatchewan Fish & Game 
League. I enclose a copy of this letter. Care has been exer- 

cised to make the copy exactly like the original. 

I again wish to thank you for the time you so graciously spent 

with me at the Chicago conference. I am preparing an enlarged 

version of the paper I showed you and will try to have it pub- 

lished in the JOURNAL in the near future. I may impose upon 

you by sending you the rough draft for editing. May I? 

Very truly yours, 
STATE GAME & FISH DEPARTMENT 

RNB/ew Th mn (Sack. 
Enel. Roy N. , Acting Coordinator ;
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PLEASE REFER 
TO FILE NO. 

Unlimited ANAD 
A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 

General Manager: 

ae a 201 Bank of Commerce Chambers, 
Fe eeseanaere Winnipeg, Manitoba, 

Chief Engineer: May 3, 1944, 
G. R. FANSET, B.Sc.,C.E. 

Chief Naturalist: at 4 

B. W. CARTWRIGHT 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Director of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
MADISON 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your memo by hand dated March 24 referring to an apparent error 
in the Duckological regarding the situation in Wisconsin. Frankly, I 
have not gone into this myself yet; but I know you understand how such 
errors are bound to occur. 

Bert spent a whole day in the office yesterday and left last night for 
the West. He was quite thrilled with the reception of his paper at the 

: Conference and with the friendly attitude of all concerned towards Ducks 
Unlimited and himself. I think we are gradully living down th bad start 
given us by some of the personnel in the Foundation, Incidentally, we have 
you to thank for a fair amount of this change in attitude - particularly 
by the technical group. The confidence you have displayed in our good 
intentions and honest endeavours has been a source of great satisfaction 
to me. 

Sorry I did not attend the Conference. Will certainly do so next year 

and hope to see more of you in the future than I have in the past. 

Rosie and I spent, two days with Al Hochbaum at the Delta last week and 

enjoyed it very much. Today, he is in Winnipeg and is doing a little 

work in our office. I think his book is very fine, indeed. It is 

certainly going to be very useful to us in our work, 

Kindest regards to Mrs, Leopold and yourself and, of course, the family. 

\ 

T. C. Main, 
TOM/IK General Manager. 

To Increase and Perpetuaie the Supply of Ducks
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April 5, 1944 

Mr. Roy N. Bach 
State Game and Fish Dept. 
Capitol Bldg. 
Bismarck, N. D. 

Dear Mr. Bach: 

I now fully grasp your method, and to me it seems entirely 

legitimate. 

I fully agree that analysis of composition or make-up is 

more important then absolute consus, and may be a sound 

basis fof management without any census. 

My former student Hochbaum, in his new "Canvasback in 

Manitoba" has earried this idea to considerable length ia 

ducks, where no census is possible, and of course my own 

paper used the census only fer computing untrapped residue, 

and thus for correcting the composition data. 

Hoping to see you at Chicago--Be sure and send me your other — 

two papers. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Mensgement 
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59 Elm Park Road, 
St. Vital, Man. oe 

RECEIVED March 5-1944 «Do 
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Prof. Aldo Leopold, MAR 1 0 1944 Corti obt 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. : 

Dear Aldo, 

I see in the March 6 issue of Time (Page 23) under title "The Great 

Smelt Mystery" thath “crash" decline of smelts has taken place in Lakes 
Huron and Michigan. It is significant that no evidence of disease has been 
found. It bears all the earmarks of two successive failures of the hatch of a 
short-lived species which casts its eggs uniformly at only one season of the year. 

Let us speculate for a moment and assume that the reason for the 
hatch failures is due to high water conditions; that above normal run-off from 
deforested or burntover lands carried an excess of leached chemicals which were 

fatal to the young smelts. This is suggested by the fact that the die-off has 
not extended to the lakes of larger size - Erie, Ontario and Superior, where 
greater dilution would occur. 

It is conceivable that if a substantial proportion of the smelts cast 
theireggs at different times - staggered over a longer season - the crash may 
not have taken place. I cannot visualize how predation could bring this about 
as it does in the case of renesting birds so what is the alternative? 

I see that smelts were introduced from Maine freshwater lakes to 
Michigan's Crystal lake in 1912. I would'nt mind betting that if the 
ichthyologists go back to the Maine lakes from whence the original transplants 
were made ‘theywould find that the smelts do have a staggered egg casting habit 

and that the source of their trouble is that the transplants were made from 

a section of the smelt population which had a uniform egg casting period. 

Nature does not put all her eggs into one basket but in this case the icthyologists 

did. 

The smelt case emphasises a point mentioned in my previous letter. - 

that mere bers is no guarantee of survival. In fact, I think a rapid build-up 

to a teemi population at the dizzy rate evident in the introduced smelts- is 

a clear ‘nalbeltr that something wrong. It's like blowing up a rubber balloon. 

You make greaiprogress for a while but as the tension increases the resistance 

is greater and finally the whole thing bursts in your face. 

This leads to another thought. I was discussing various aspects of 

the "crash" type of "cycle" with Dr. Leonard Butler of the Hudson's Bay Co., and 

we had got to a consideration of Green's "shock disease" theory. Butler mentioned 

thet Green had found that a rapid reduction of blood suger was evident when 

the “crash" iq snowshoe rabbits was in progress. This reminded me of Witchi's paper | 

in the Wilson Bulletin some years ago. I cannot refer to it at the moment as : 

my bulletins are athe office but I recall that he found that in the case of ; 

paired birds (a passerine species of ground nesting habit), the female repulsed 

the male's advances over a ees of several days and then accasey: him. Witch? 
found that during the period the female was repulsing the male that a rapid increase 

in the blood sugar was taking place in her and that when she accepted him the 

blood sugar was about 50 percent greater than it was when he first began to 
pester her. Thigis highly suggestive. Go back to the analogy of the balloon.
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A population builds up to peak numbers, tension increases, tempers get shorter 

‘ and shorter as a thousand and one irritants(population pressures) manifest themselves, 

ald finally, the psychological stress brings on physiological re-actions - 

reduction of blood sugar (shock disease) which may suspend the reproductive 

functions. As Buiter picturesquely put it "they get so sick of seeing so many 

of each other that they ommit mass suicide.” Snowy owl and brown lemming mass ; 

mgrations may be other types of reaction to psychological stress due to over 

population. 

Excuse this typewriter - its spacing mechanism is misbehaving. 

I do not know Dr. Van Oosten of the Fish and Wildlife Service but 
; I do think the papersof the "Suxnmxax “Population Turnover on a Wisconsin Pheasant 

Refuge" should be brought to his attention. The principle you and your 

co-workers have broughtito light is of wide application and I feel sure it will 

help him to understand the “smelt" crash. It would carry more weight if you 

brought the matter to Hs attention and perhaps you may decide that the suggestion 
of staggered e&g casting habits in the original Maine lakes ‘is also worthy of 

his notice. 

In my last letter I asked whether you could spare three reprints 

of your paper but as you did not mention same in your reply I fancy you overlooked 

the request. 

Wih kind personal regards, Ian, 

: Yours sincerely,
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A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 
201 Bank of Commerce Chambers, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
February 28, 1944. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Director of Wildlife Management, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your prompt reply to my letter of recent date. I shall be 

pleased to write up the role of the predator idea and offer it for 

publication in the Journal of Wildlife Management. JI will send the 

MS for your criticism and suggestions before submitting it. 

Roy Ne Bach has published an important paper on the pheasant population 

of North Dakota in t= "North Dakota Outdoors" January 1944. Applying 

your findings to ke elucidation of accumulated data on the North Dakota 

pheasant population,he shows that "the rate of the natural die off is 

proportional to the size of the population." He also shows that in a 

thriving population the rate of increase will be 14 times from one 

breeding population to the next. This means that a slow re@overy from 

the low point in the so-called cycle would take place over a period of 

about seven years and then the population would pyramid by geometrical 

progression until peak carrying capacity was reached. 
General Manager: 

Bee Eo. The above suggests some interesting lines of thought. For instance, 
nae Poon there are obviously two types of "cyclic" phenomena; the “crash" type 
eae ie such as we have just experienced with the upland game birds and the slow 

G. R. FANSET, s.so.,c.z. decline. The crash type is satisfactorily accounted for by a general 

Chief Naturalist: failure of the hatch which would result in one season, in a decline of 
B, W. CARTWRIGHT from 70 to 80% of the population. 

Saskatchewan Manager: 

W. L. BUNTING, B.sc.,c-EWV@ can use the muskrat to illustrate the second type. Suppose you have 
a controlled water area newly created with hundreds of acres of dense 

a nae stands of phragmites and bulrush, such as we had at the Big Grass Marsh 
in Manitoba. The mskrat house count in January 1941 was 37; January 
1942 - 569; January 1943 - 1640; and January 1944 - 4209. 

OFFICES: 

Maa cone If the mskrats were permitted to go on at this rate they would reach a 
ie eougane oa Blag. peak which would be determined by the available food supply. We can 
Regina, Saskatchewan assume that they would eat themselves out of house and home; and would 

Qu’Appelle Bldg. decline through the incidence of all the factors which over-population 

ene cree brings into play. There would be emigration, strife, slum conditions 
and disease - to mention a few - which bring about a decline which 
would follow a more or less smooth curve. The stage is set for the 

To Increase and Perpetuate the Supply of Ducks
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‘survival of the fittest. With the mskrat population knocked down in 

this way the vegetation would stage a recovery and the muskrat population 

would also start a slow recovery; and so on ad infinitum. 

The Hudson's Bay Company have had a 1400-acre muskrat ranch at Steep 

Rock, Man., on which they have perfect water control. They have taken 

an average crop of about 2,000 pelts for about eight years, until 1943 

without any cycles showing up. In 1943 they decided to give it a rest - 

apparently on general principles - and no pelts were harvested. They 

observed last summer that emigration was taking place, indicating over 

population; and their census this winter shows that they will have to 

take off a crop of about 5,000 animals to bring them under control. I ; 

was discussing this with Don Denmark of the H.B. Co. the other day and 

while he was not prepared to state that they had eliminated the "cycle" 

they had certainly smoothed it out. 

To return to the Sharp-tailed grouse. While we have never had previously 

as mich coordinated data from Western Canada, my recollection of two 

previous declines is that they too were of the "terash" type. It is 

curious that these crashes coincide with sunspot maxima. The linke'ge 

seems to be as follows:- Sunspot minima - dry years,grouse and grass- 

hoppers thrive. Sunspot maxima - wet years grouse and grasshoppers do 

not thrive. 

This does not mean, however, that a crash could not come in what would 

be regarded as a dry year. The vulnerable period for upland game birds 

is in the first two weeks of June. Indeed, the greatest damage from 

weather may occur within a space of one week. If one of those great 

movements of polar air sweeps over the country at this critical time 

bringing with it subnormal temperatures and cold rains, the damage is 

done even if drought conditions prevail the rest of the yeare In wet 

. years which coincide with sunspot maxima, there is a greater tendency 

for second nesting attempts to be caught too. In Manitoba and south- 

eastern Saskatchewan, we had two cold wet Junes in succession, 1942 and 

43; but other parts of Saskatchewan and Alberta (within Palisser's line) 

only had one and relatively small areas escaped both. In the latter, 

both grouse and partridge register increases. Incidentally, the 

domestic turkey crop was generally a failure. 

é From the above you will gather that my own opinion is that the cycle 

is not separate from bad nesting seasons. 

The disappearance of the passenger pigeon will find, I believe, a more 

rational explanation by applying the principles you have brought to 

light, than any other. Particularly, it reveals that mere numbers is 

no guarantee of survival. Even though the birds could be in "millions 

that darken the sky", a succession of bad nesting seasons, or persistent 

destruction of young of successive nestings as was wide spread by 

settlers in the case of the passenger pigeon, a very few years would 

suffice to wipe them out. 

au (over)
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This next is just a stray thought induced by your discovery that the 
population composition of a short-lived species is from 70 to 80% 
juveniles. The miraculous action of the sulfa drugs and penicillin 
is due ge their ability to prevent certain species of strepttocci and 
staphlycocei from reproducing. They do not kill the adults. 

The trend of wildlife ‘management practices is going to be profoundly 
influenced by the facts you and your co-workers have brought to light 
and repercussions will be important in every branch of science dealing 
with living creatures from germs to Ian. . 

° With kind personal regards. 

Yours. truly, > 

Mi ieBeWs fatang le 
; Chief Naturalist. 

’ 

+A
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February 25, 1944 

Mr. B. W. Cartwright 
Ducks Unlimited 
201 Bank of Commerce Chambers 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Dear Bert: 

Your point about the role of predation in staggering nests 
strikes me as a real contribution to ecological management. I 
had not thought of it, although it is perfectly obvious once 
one gets it in mind. As far as I know, neither Errington nor 
Hamerstrom, who got the date on the facts of renesting, did not 
get the point which you bring out. If they did, they have never 
given it adequate expression. {I wish you would do so, ani if 
I can help any in respect of bibliography and supporting data, 
please call on me. 

What puzzles me is the relation between the bad nesting season 
and the cycle. This sudden decrease in Canadian game birds is 
in all probability the cycle, but is the cycle separate from 
bad nesting seasons? The last dde-off in 1934 and 1935 coincided 
with the drouth in the first year and a good season in the second year. 

I have found one new thing: the reduction in population which we 
call the die-off is actually a reduction in summer gains. Whether 
this consists of juveniles or old birds, or both, I don't yet know, 
bat it does consist of a progressive reduction in the percentage 
gain between April and November. I have data for this in quail, 
and there are data in ruffed grouse and snowshoe which point in 
the same direction. 

Sometime when we can visit, I'd like to discuss this with you. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence 
to avoid delay 

P.S. Please let me know whether you intend to write up your idea. 
If so» I will not have to keep track of it because it will reach 
me in printed form. I want to incorporate this, of course quoting 
you, in my forthcoming “conservation ecology" book.
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A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation ¢ ¥ oe 

201 Bank of Commerce Chambers, 

Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
February 22, 1944. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Director of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
MADISON 6, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

Dear Aldo: 

It took a major disaster to our upland game birds to cause the 

significance of the findings of you and your co-workers in your 

studies on the turn-over in the pheasant population to penetrate 

my thick skull. As you have probably heard, our upland game 
bird population collapsed like a pricked balloon in 1943; and 

our sportsmen are in a turmoil as to causes and remedies. The 

following tables will give you the picture in the three Prairie 

Provinces as it appears from 677 reports received in November: 

SHARP-TAILED GROUSE 

Province Increase Decrease No Change 
Manitoba 5 128 12 

Saskatchewan 52 140 85 

General Manager: Alberta _50 ig _68 

T. C. MAIN, M.E.I.C. Totals 107 Ba7 165 
Asst. General Manager: 

E. S. RUSSENHOLT HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

Chief Engineer: nae ” 

G. R. FANSET, B.Sc., C.E. 

Chief Naturalist: Manitoba 10 114 18 
B. W. CARTWRIGHT Saskatchewan 80 113 80 

Saskatchewan Manager: Alberta a8 7 ps 

“W. L. BUNTING, B.Se., CB. Totals 138 544 161 

Oe aera There was a beautiful incubation period during May and a cold wet 
ieee June which caught and destroyed the hatch. The condition was general 

except for an area of about 10,000 square miles in southern Alberta 

OFFICES: and south-western Sasimtchewane Our mps show the mjority of 

Breau: eee increases or no changes in this drought areas Incidentally, we lost 
a eee most of the duck hatch in this same area as the waters dried up before 

Regina, Saskatchewan the young could fly. The precipitous decline in the upland game 

Qu’Appelle Bldg. birds is from 70% to 80% as your researches convincingly show would 
POOR aE set eres be the ease. I believe your paper will prove to be one of the most 

outstanding contributions to an understanding of populations that 
has yet been produced, 

To Increase and Perpetuate the Supply of Ducks
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The spectacular nature of the present decline shows that with a 
short-lived species, the bigger (more numerous) they are, the 
harder they fall. It also reveals the importance of predators 

in the scheme of things. I dontt know whether this angle has 

occurred to you - it probably has = but even if predation on eggs 

is as high as 60% on the first clutches and of the same order in 

the second elutches, it becomes a major survival factor by staggering 

the nesting attempts. I have ready somewhere, I just can't recall 
where although it my be in your own "Game Management", that even 

if a female pheasant loses her first two clutches she will still , 

pring off a brood of young before the season is through. As I 
recall the statement, it was to the effect that 80% of the breeding 
birds would produce young in spite of the losses of their first 

two clutches. On the other hand, if there is general success in 
hatching the first elutches and then a general disaster overtakes 

\ the young, the birds will not renest. That satisfactorily explains 

e x the observed decline in our upland game. 
vw ‘ 

; ) The role of the predator, therefore, becomes a major safety factor 

| in staggering the nesting season and thus causing an important 
percentage of the birds to escape a general disaster to the young 

| . in the early part of the season. 

Your paper is invaluable in throwing a dazzling light on such questions 
as these and I shall be pleased to hear what you think about this 

predator angle. 

, Quer i\ By the way, could you spare three reprints of your paper? 
fy WY 

w I have had no word as to when and where the Wildlife Conference is 
to be held but I am looking forward to meeting you again on that 

occasione 

With kind personal regards. 

Yours truly, L 

B. W. Cartwright, 

BwC/IK Chief Naturalist.
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\ April 30, 1925. 

Mre Jeo We Nelson, - 

C/o Forest Service, 
San Francisco, Calif. } 

Dear Mr. Nelson: ; 

Thank you very much for your interesting and com- 
~ 

plete reply to my inquiry. The energetic handling of the i 

deer situation on the Stanislaus is certainly a creditable 

piece of work. You may be assured that theiinformation you 

have sent me will be treated as confidential. : 

Very sincerely yours, : 

ALDO LEOPODD, 

‘ Je ? 
i 4 

aH es ge



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

: CALIFORNIA DISTRICT 

is ADDRESS REPLY TO Soectint) FERRY BUILDING 

DISTRICT FORESTER 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

AND REFER TO t 

GZ 
Leopold, Aldo April 21, 1925, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Ave., . 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

Your letter of April 16 is received. 

Under separate cover, I am sending you copies of 

the Fish and Game Bulletin of October, 1924, and January, 1925, 

published by the California Fish and Game Commission, which 

contains articles regarding the loss of mule deer in liodoc 

County, California. This is the best information we have re- 

garding this loss and I trust is sufficient to answer your 

purposes 

In regard to your quéstion.as to whether deer are 

susceptible to the foot and mouth disease, I can assure you 

that there is now no doubt about this matter. You probably 

have heard that the deer on the Stanislaus National Forest 

u are affected with this disease. This is true as the disease 

appeared among cattle in this Forest early last spring on range 

where there were a large number of deer. While the cattle 

were immediately rounded up and destroyed, it was impossible 

to prevent the deer from coming in contact with the cattle 

and also in contact with the disease around salt grounds and 

watering places. This resulted in our finding about the 

middle of the summer that the deer, although they had migrated 

to the higher range, were infected with the diseasee Steps 

were immediately taken to control the disease among the deer, 
put we first had to experiment to find out the most effective 

way of destroying the deer, Poison salt proved the most 
effective and this plan was put into effect immédiately. 
As the fall advanced and vegetation dried up, the poisoning 
system became less effective, necessitating the adoption of 
the shooting system, This has been carried on all winter 
and is still in progress, At one time, there were over 200 
hunters employed. The percentage of infected deer taken 

, varied with localities and period taken, in some instances 
reaching slightly above 10%. This percentage has greatly 

\
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reduced as the work progressed and the number of deer decreased 

until the last report showed only 14/100 of 1% infected. 
There have been taken between 16,000 and 17,000 deer to date, 

of which, about 2,000 were infected. 

The work has been carried on under the Biological 

Survey with such assistance as the Bureau of Animal Industry 

end Forest Service could render, The results so far have 

been very gratifying and in fact, better than the most opti- 

mistic person could have hoped for. It will be necessary 

to continue the work for some time to come until the disease 

has been entirely stamped out, as it would be nothing short of 

a calamity should it become indemi¢e in this country. 

The results here show beyond a question of a doubt 

that deer are susceptible to this disease, but probably not 

to the extent of swine, cattle, sheep or goats. From our 
experience, I would say that the susceptibility of domestic 
stock to this disease would range in the order as given above. 

We all feel very optimistic regarding the present 

conditions as it would appear that the disease is well in 

hand and will be stamped out in a short time. The loss of 

such a large number of deer was unfortunate, but since the 
area affected is only a very small part of the State and the 

number of deer taken a small percentage of our present numbers, 
it is of no great general importance if the disease is brought 
under controle 

I an sure you appreciate my writing you in consider- 
able detail, but I must ask you to consider the information as 
confidential for the present, at least, as it is not desired 

to give the matter any publicity. 

Very sincerely yours, 

LL yash | ey . Y 
as ht District Fokester. 

aOe-0 

oe nimi main ania vd



a” 2222 Van Hise Ave, 
: Madison, Wis. 

April 16, 1925, 

as 
Mre Je We Nelson, ; i q 

C/o Forest Service, \ 
Ferry Bldg., i x 

San Franciseo, Celif. ‘, 

Dear Mr. Nelson: : . 

I notice in the April issue of "Perks and Recreation" 

the following paragraph: | 

"Several investigations were made as to the cause’. | q 
of death of many mule deer in Modoe County, Cal., which | 
at first was thought to be the foot and mouth disease. . 
The investigators all agree that poor water supply, fi 
because of drought, was at the bottom of the strange | , 

} maledy. Many deer were examined, which hed their 
stomachs filled with filthy mud. In one instance, the 
dead and dying deer were all found within a short radius 
of a dried up spring, which contained nothing but mud as 
the only source of moisture for the parched animals. 
Watering ae erected and filled by the Klamath Sports- 
men's Association proved of no avail as practically all 
the deer frequenting the spring had previously died. 

In connection with a book I am writing on Southwestern 

game, I have been very much interested to gather all possible 

information on the water requirements of deer. This psragraph 

would seem to indicate that muddy water is, at least in some 

eases, dangerous. Are there any additional details whieh you _ 

could conveniently send me? 

_-—-.« Ewowla also be interested in any confidential in- 

formation you can give me (confidential if necessary) as to ' 

whether a definite conclusion has been reached as to the suscep-— 

tibility of deer to the foot and mouth disease. : 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD. 

| Me *
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hole in any flock. This incident goes to attempt being made to establish an ante- 

prove that the game supply, constantly lope reservation in Western Oregon, the 

menaced by a thousand destructive forces, National Association of Audubon Societies 

needs every possible constructive effort to taking a leading part in the endeavor. Lit- 

maintain it in quantity—American Game tle progress has been made, however, ow- 

Protective Association Bulletin. ing to protests from sheep herders of the 
— vicinity. Little difficulty was experienced 

The forest area of the world is approxi- in obtaining favorable action by the ma- 
mately 6,000,000,000 acres. In Asia and jority of range men, but with commercial 
South America there are 2,000,000,000 enterprises taking an active stand against 

acres; in Africa 797,000,000 acres; in the plan, victory may be far in the fu- 
Europe 774,000,000 acres; in Australia ture. Success is now to be expected only 

and Oceanica 283,000,000 acres; in North after a long and arduous educational en- 
America 1,444,000,000 acres. Each year deavor.—California Fish and Game. 
about 56,000,000,000 cubic feet of timber oo 

are cut from the world forests. Nearly In checking statistical observations of 
one-half of the timber used each year in the English sparrow in eastern Massachu- 

the world comes from United States for- setts from November, 1914, to June, 1922, 

ests, 95 per cent of it being used in this Warren F. Eaton, of Weston, Mass., esti- 

country. Our forests are being depleted mates the decrease of this bird during 

at the rate of 25,000,000,000 cubic feet an- these years at over 50 per cent. This 

nually, while the growth of our forests is change he is inclined to lay at the door of 

only 6,000,000,000 cubic feet annually—. disease from overcrowding augmented in 

Protective Association Bulletin. See measure by a decrease of ready 
Tica “food supply because of fewer horses in the 

Motion pictures shown throughout the | city. The disease theory is greatly 

continent indicate that the trumpeter swan | strengthened through observation on a 

still frequents two lakes in British Colum- poultry farm, where feeding conditions 

bia the location of which is kept secret. were favorable, but nevertheless showed a 

The province also boasts of English sky- similar decrease in the number of this 

larks which have become well established species. 
in the vicinity of Victoria. This species is — 

the only one of several British song birds A moving picture of a giant tortoise, 

which has become acclimatized—Califor- jymbering over a slope, was shown by Dr. 

nia Fish and Game. 2 William Beebe on his return from the Gala- 
Saha ~  {\ pagos. This tortoise was the only animal 

Do crippled ducks recover? In 1923, B.\\ of its kind seen by him on this group of 

R. Britton selected 24 cripples, which\\ islands. The Galapagos were discovered 

seemed without body wounds, and tried to a little over two centuries ago and the 

tame same for decoys. They were well tortoises were abundantly distributed over 

fed and had plenty of room but only six them. Extremely long-lived and hardy if 

survived. What then becomes of the left to themselves the blame for their ex- 

thousands of birds needlessly inflicted with tinction on these islands may justly be laid 

body, wounds by long-distance shooters? at the door of greed for the almighty dol- 

—The Pine Cone. lar. — 

\ a BEEN 

Of the probable millions of antelope Several investigations were made as to 

which formerly roamed the western plains the cause of death of many mule deer in \ oS 

but 22,000 are left scattered through six- Modoc County, Cal., which at first was 

teen states. The average bands now range thought to be the foot and mouth disease. 

from three to a dozen animals and these The investigators all agree that poor water 

small herds are not receiving the protec- supply, because of drought, was at the 

tion they should. A recent move for bet- bottom of the strange malady. Many deer 

ter protection by the government is an were examined, which had their stomachs
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filled with filthy mud. In one instance, the no one knows. At present the matter is : 

dead and dying deer were all found within again held up due to protests by a few 

a short radius of a dried up spring, which farmers who will be affected. Hearings 

contained nothing but mud as the only must be held and reasonable adjustments 

source of moisture for the parched ani- will doubtless have to be made. At any 

mals. Watering troughs erected and _ rate, the situation looks good to those in- 
filled by the Klamath Sportsmen’s Associa- terested in birds.—California Fish and { 

tion proved of no avail as practically all Game. 

the deer frequenting the spring had pre- —_— { 

viously died. A barrage of gas, combined with the use ) 

Pay Tae ce of poison, has eradicated the rabbits on { 

Almost 8,000 little fish were devoured by Smith island, in the Straits of Juan de \ 
a female dolphin at one meal, according to Fuca, the entrance to Puget Sound. The } 

Dr. J. Schmidt, one of the best known yapbbits had become such a pest on the } 

ichthyologists of Denmark. Dr. Schmidt sland that they were undermining the { 

had this dolphin caught off the Spanish foundations of the government lighthouse / 

coast in the Mediterranean and then ex- and the naval radio compass station there. } 

amined its stomach.. He found in it 15,191 Finally an appeal was made to the United 

ear bones of which every fish has two. Dr. gtates Biological Survey and Leo K. \ 

Schmidt established the fact that bones be- Couch, in charge of the work in this state, , 

longed to five varieties of fish that made planned warfare against the rabbits. / 

‘up the dolphin’s meal. Thousands of them were killed in a week / 

—_——— by calcium cyanide gas introduced into 1 

According to the Pennsylvania Game their burrows and by poison put on apples. ( 

Commission, thousands upon thousands of The gassing was done in the day time. Mr. } 

dollars have been spent and large numbers Couch has prepared data for the informa- 

of eggs from wild game birds collected and tion of Australian officials. He believes | 

sacrificed in an effort to produce native the experiment may result in the eradica- | 

game birds, but the results up to this time tion of the burrowing rabbits that are a | 

have been unsatisfactory. Certain game pest in Australia. ; \ 

animals have been reared in captivity with eee / 

a fair degree of success for many years “Changes in the open season for mourn- | 

past but invariably the stock produced is ing doves in the states of Louisiana and / 
not nearly as desirable as the animals Mississippi were approved by President 

reared on free, unrestricted range. After Coolidge on April 11, 1924. The action was 

giving long and careful study to all phases taken at the request of sportsmen, game 

of the question, the idea of game farms officials, and others, and on recommenda- / 

upon which to rear game in confinement tion of the Secretary of Agriculture, who { 
was abandoned and the Commission sought nder authority of the Migratory Bird 

a plan by which our native and useful wild Treaty Act, submitted the proposed amend- 

life could be multiplied without assistance ont to the federal regulations. The | 

from man, other than the systematic ex- amendment changes the open season for 
termination of vermin, feeding in winter, mourning doves in Louisiana from fe 

protection from forest fires, and the pre- tember 16—December 31 to the period No- \ 

vention of overshooting and poaching. vember 1—January 31, and in Miss/ssippi \ 

elas from September 16—December 31/to the 

All of those who have become interested period October 16—January 31/ These 

in the plan to restore the Klamath Lake changes were recommended by thé Depart- 

Bird Reservation by reflooding Lower Kla- ment of Agriculture, after careful consider- 

math Lake, will be glad to hear that offi- ation and upon the advice of the advisory 

cial word has gone out from the Depart- board under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 

ment of Agriculture at Washington that It is believed by the state game commis- 

‘ water will be turned back in the lake. Ex- sions and sportsmen concerned that the new 

acily how soon this will be accomplished, open seasons will be more satisfactory than
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‘The present policy towards the Adi-)dry season with the consequent poor 
ron ee socunely, poomed UP} food and water supply was responsible. 
eee dale “ie neped ae era uae Not only were deer found dead about 
is preservation not utilization.” Stagnant water with high organic con- 

= The situati in Californt dN tent, but other vertebrate animals, such 
pO ORS: 1 ee PE Rayan. NOW | seicoyotes and badgers, had succumbed. 

York are similar in that promoters of Further evidence that water supply was 
power projects continually emphasize the largely responsible was found in the 
economic development, but they are unlike a 
: sf z A .. |fact that there were losses in a herd of 
in that, fortunately, here in California iB paren atte bacmne eolaee Amt 
the people of the state are having a chance ea ae © eed sal eed nee Te eae 
to decide the matter at the polls, due to us 5 . ae ee eat a, find ey 
the initiative instituted. ee 

contagious disease was not concerned. 
MINNECOTA (HAS TEIEH sea Furthermore, the number of deer con- 

RE -|cerned was exaggerated and the terri- 
Lest anyone think that the plan to|tory involved was limited. 

make Klamath River a fish refuge is 
a brand new idea attributable to Cali/| RECREATION USE OF NATIONAL 
fornia only, let it be pointed out tha’ FORESTS RESTRICTED. 
Minnesota has nine fish refuges eithe; In July, owing to the serious fire sri . ; , 
closed to fishing at all times or during } menace confronting the state, Federal 

es asc 2 7 District Forester Paul G. Redington 
: t ee ee ee ee peers issued a statement pointing out the 
oe = “a aS ce = dai € BOOKS {A necessity in the public interest to close | 
Size limit law of seven inches. large areas of national forest lands, | 

where the fire hazard was great, to all | 
THE WHITE-TAILED JACKRABBI forms of public use. This action, taken | 

A reading of the interesting article|wnder authority of the Secretary of | 
by Walter Fry on the white-tailed Agriculture, is embodied in National | 

jackrabbit reminds us that here is a| Forest Regulation T-1, which reads: 
beautiful animal, which adds a touch of | Reg. T-1: The following acts are pro- 
beauty to the high Sierra, which as yet| hibited on lands of the United States | 
has escaped any legal protection. The i Nee | 
black-tailed jackrabbit is branded a} Section I. Going or being upon those | | 
predatory animal in the game laws. Earns EMH the Mice tee | Cottontail and brush rabbits ES CCT os ae wares pt aiiee| cuagere|, execnt 

sidered game and are given an open sea-| with permit issued by local forest officer, 
son, but the white-tailed jackrabbit and| put no permit shall be required of any 
the snowshoe rabbit, both of which live| actual settler going to or from his home. 
in high altitudes in the mountains and| ‘This closure of national forest lands 
turn white in winter, are given no legal|to the public automatically prevented 

pe Fortunately their habitat is|the use of these federal forest areas for 
airly well protected against encroach-|any form of recreational use such as 
ment by hunters during the late fall} camping, hiking, fishing and hunting. 
open season on other game. However,| Before the fire season was over most of 
just. as a matter of consistency it would] the forests had been closed. The gener- 
seem reasonable to give protection to}ous response of disappointed deer 
such rare animals as these lest through| hunters in meeting the emergency is 
a ce foresight their numbers be| deserving of much praise. 
depleted. 

FISH AND GAME COMMISSION 

DEER DIE IN MODOC COUNTY. COOPERATES IN FIRE 
In late August it was reported that| || Be ep es 

many deer were dying in the lava beds The following letter was sent to all ) 

in western Modoc County. There was|(eputy game wardens by President | 
much speculation as to the cause: some|Frank M. Newbert of the California | 
fearing foot-and-mouth disease and|Fish and Game Commission : | 
others attributing the trouble to an-| In view of the very grave fire condi- LA 
thrax. The Fish and Game Commission tne gare one oes | i 5 i i _|this year the Fish and Game Co - 
a Mey peep ison, 0 oF California {Sion desires to do all that it possibly | 
malogist in the University of California) can to assist local state and fedéral 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, to the|oficers in controlling the situation. As 
scene to investigate. Apparently the|a preliminary step, the State Forester is
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ATROL FORCE AUGMENTED. continued enjoyment of all the rights and 

“ Means has been found for increasing privileges guaranteed them by our con- 
the patrol force. Popular demand for a stitution. A i 

larger force has been growing of late and A set of resolutions advocating the 

the decision to increase the number of | PASs28¢ of the \Eublic Shooting Ground- 

wardens comes at an auspicious time. A Game Refuge bill failed to pass. 

dozen additional wardens have been ap- 
pointed, the larger proportion of whom Der erh EER PEE y POCO OaEs: 

have been assigned to the Los Angeles That some deer are killed by trains on 

district office to help care for the needs|the American River route across the 

of the section of the state which has|™mountains has been known for some 
jnereased so rapidly in population. time. The animals fail to leave the beam 

of light made by the headlight and are 

STATE VERSUS FEDERAL CONTROL |caught by the engine. Engineers often- 

OF GAME. times do everything in their power to 

One of the outstanding points of dis-| Prevent such an accident, even to prac- 

cussion at the annual. meeting of~the| tically. stopping the train. In spite of 
Western Association of State Game|their care and efforts a toll is taken. A 

Commissioners, which was held at Port-| recent talk with one of these engineers 
land, Oregon, August 22-28, 1924, is the revealed what is apparently the real cause 

growing tendency on the part: of the|for deer collecting on the right of way. 

federal government to assume responsi-| According to this engineer, the salt water 

bilities which definitely, belong to the| which drips from iced fruit cars makes 

state. Mr. D. H. Madsen, Game Com-|a salt lick attractive to deer. If this be 

missioner of Utah, attacked the Game|true, perhaps the solution of the problem 
Refuge-Publie Shooting Grounds bill and|lies in the creation of a number of salt 

made a plea for championing state rights, |licks more attractive to the deer than 

¥ rom his viewpoint, no federal bureau can | the chance salt licks on the right of way. 

make an improvement on the conservation 

methods now being used by the various YOSEMITE FURNISHES SECOND 

states. EH. M.. Bagley, an accredited LARGE TROUT. 

delegate to the National Conference on} Whether because of the drought or 

Outdoor Recreation, advocated fighting | other conditions, Yosemite has produced 
any attempt to “turn over to the national |two of the largest fish in many years. 

government jurisdiction over any of those | During the summer a Loch Leven trout, 

matters which properly fall within the | weighing within an ounce of 10 pounds, 
jurisdiction of ithe several states and| was secured, and on September 28th, Mr. 

which are now being so well and effi-| Albert Skelton caught, in the Merced 
ciently administered and safeguarded by| River, below the Pohono bridge, a 294- 

the fish and game departments in most of |inch German brown trout, which weighed 
the states.” His impressions of the con- 9 pounds and 3 ounces. Both of these 

ference were to the effect that those Who |jarge fish are to be placed on exhibition 

favor federal domination are slowly pre-|in the new Yosemite museum. 
paring more and richer soil so that the 

sovereign states may gradually lose ae DEER DISEASE. 

strength to extricate themselves and their 4 

power to control and own fish and game; The disease which ear 2 large toll of 
may wane, shrivel and die. mule deer in Modoe uunty, reported in 

$ saat the last issue of CALIFORNIA FISH AND 

ae a en Gans ay Gamr, still remains somewhat of a 

oe ae Bp Faas. (2 peas end mystery. At least four separate investi- 

with the following DaAS LED) ae tae gations were made by various persons. 
portant that we use every practical means The Fish a & CG re 

ee . 7 e Fish and Game Commission sent a 
by providing refuge and breeding grounds| a tivat The State Veteri- 

for migratory birds; it is equally impor- BRE Cena eaeors ccm ae ee 
4 ited the area, as did also Dr. 

tant that all game which the states hold nema ast Na 

in trust for the benefit of their citizens |C: M. Tinsman and various sportsmen 
shall be used for the benefit of all their | from Oregon. All agree that the poor 

citizens and not for a favored few; but| Water supply, owing to the drouth, was 

in our opinion it is far more important concerned. Many dead deer that were 

that the federal government concentrate examined contained a stomach full of 

its utmost power and all its available |mud. Both sick and dead deer were 

resources to the administration of those found with serious head infections. ‘These 

national and world affairs. which shall|infections often seemed to involve the 
assure to the citizens of our Republic| tongue, throat and upper teeth. In some
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instances the infection could be traced [[DISEASE MAKES SERIOUS INROADS 
from an upper molar to the optic nerve. ON NUMBER OF MULE DEER. ; 
The reports that the sick deer became{/ During the latter part of the summer 
blind were thus authenticated. and early fall, various reports reached 

Apparently, the number of deer which | Klamath Falls relative to deer dying in 
met death was overestimated owing to the| the Modoc National Forest south of the 
fact that the same dead deer were often | Oregon-California line about forty miles. 
counted by various parties. It is probable} A number of examinations had been 
that no more died from disease than| made of dead deer by veterinarians in 
would have been killed had the forest | the belief it was some contagious disease 
been open to hunters. The disease seems| such as foot and mouth or perhaps 
to have been limited to a relatively small | anthrax. A number of conflicting reports 
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Fig. 12. Mule deer with locked horns. Found 9 miles north- : } east of Adin, Modoc County, by Deputy Fred French after 

° following tracks found November 23, 1923. Photograph by 
Deputy Fred French. 

5 area, for deer in sections away from the |as to just what the trouble was were 
dried-up springs continued in a healthy | received and, it appearing that no steps 
condition. A late report from Deputy | were being taken to remedy the situation, 
French, who made four different investi- |it was decided to investigate and if pos- 
gations, is to the effect that no dead deer | sible determine the cause of the pestilence. 
were found after the first rain. It would |'To accomplish this purpose Dr. George T. 
appear that the disease is caused by some Casper, federal veterinarian stationed at 
bacterial organism, but just what one is|Klamath Falls, Marion Barnes, Klamath 
still to be determined. It does seem cer- | County Game Warden, and C. A. Hender- 
tain that neither anthrax nor foot and |son, Klamath County Agricultural Agent, 
mouth disease is responsible. made the trip.



¢ File: Deer ‘ 
Diseases // 

} N. L. Nelson tells me that deer in northeast Minnesota died in considerable 
{ mumbers during 1928 from a disease locally called "grub in the head." ‘This is 

caused by a parasitic fly which lays its eggs in the nose and the larvae burrow 
into the head. After the deer dies occurs in the ground and when the 
adult fly emerges it presumably attacks another deer. While the mortality was 
heaviest during 1926 there was some of it during 1927. Death seemed to be 
confined to the month of June and early July.
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MARQUETTE,MICHIGAN 

Parasites 
Liver flukes(Fascioloides magna} were taken from deer livers Mr 
from the following placea in the U.P. of Michigan; 
Watton Houghton @ounty three livers\ 1 three in it 

2 one 
3 six 

Newberyy Luce County two livers out of five infected 
Ives lake in Marquette County saif to Fiukes but have not seen livers. 
Munising Alger County One liver infested 
Nehama Delta County One liver examined, had two flukes. 
Deerton Alger County four livers (two infected) 

These fl&kes are very large 11/2 inches by 3/4 of inch on the 
average. Some are broader than others. 

The infective stage comeSfrom snails and the larvae or cysts 
are found on the grasses or vegetation surrounding lakes and 
streams. 

These parasites are detrimetal , am not sure that they actually 
kill the enimals. Have been told that the reason why they 
rf up sheep raising at Ives Lake was because of the liver disease 
flukes) The sheep fluke was probably the smaller(Fasciola hepatica) Have tried to get deer livers from here but failed so far to get 

anyo 

These notes may interest you. 

Very truly yours 
=
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PARASIT
ISM 

IN DEER * 

By H. Van RopkeL 

) (With six photogra
phs 

by the author) 

According to past records concerning
 

deer mortalities
 

in California,
 

it is evident that parasitic infestation
 

is of some significance
. 

Numerous 
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Fic. 97. Deer head cut through the median plane, demonstr
ating 

larvae of 
Cephyno

myia 
sp. in the nasal passage. 

case reports from certain localities, namely the northern counties, 

reveal that many deer are lost each year. The losses are generally 

reported to occur from December to April. Inadequate
 

and poor food 

* Contribut
ion 

No. 6 from the Game Laboratory
, 

George Williams Hooper Foun- 
dation for Medical Research

, 
San Francisco

, 
Californi

a.
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supply accompanied by severe winters are often said to be partly respon- 
sible. The estimated mortalities are at variance in many cases. 

Clarke! in 1912 made an investigation of deer parasites and found 
that all deer examined were parasitized. Some were more heavily 

infested than others. Some were infested with a number of species of : 
parasites. The symptoms described were emaciation, diarrhea, general 
weakness and exhaustion followed by death. Young deer were found to 
be affected more often than older deer. The trouble was found largely 
in open country where the deer were feeding. Poor feed and adverse 
weather conditions were said to be predisposing factors. 

During the past year reports similar to those received in former 
years were sent to this laboratory. From a few localities dead deer 
were submitted to the laboratory for examination. Our findings revealed 
that parasitism, poor food and unfavorable weather conditions were 
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Fig. 98. A subsiding ulcerative keratitis in deer, with a 
corneal scab and opacity of the cornea. 

responsible for the mortalities reported. No thorough investigation was 
carried out, and the parasites reported in this paper were found in 
the few deer examined at the laboratory. 

Dipterous larvae, Cephenomyia sp. were present in all deer examined. 
The larvae were found attached to the mucous membranes of the 
sinuses, nasal passages, pharynx, pharyngeal pouches and larynx. In 
heavy infestation there was considerable irritation manifested by the 
hyperemic and congested mucous membranes. : 

One locality reported five deer to have an eye infection which termi- 
nated in blindness. Two heads were sent to the laboratory for exami- 
nation. The specimens were infested with Cephenomyjia sp. No extensive 
gross lesions were observed except a subsiding ophthalmia, which had 

“a Glarke, F. C. Parasites of the blacktail deer. ‘Thesis. University of California 
Library. May, 1912,
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or would terminate in complete opacity of the cornea. Ulcerative kerati- 

tis was seen in one case which appeared to be in a more acute inflamma- 

tory stage. Bacteriological examination of the cornea, aqueous and 

vitreous humors were negative. Three months later, a similar infection 

was reported in a herd of sheep in the same locality. One specimen 

was sent to the laboratory for examination with lesions confined to the 

sinuses, turbinate bones, olfactory portion of brain and the eyes. The 
maxillary sinus was partially filled with serous fluid and the mucous 

lining thickened and infiltrated. The frontal sinus and nasal passages 

contained Oestrus larvae. The ethmoid turbinates and olfactory stalks 
were congested and hemorrhagic. Both eyes had opacity of the cornea. 
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Fic. 99. Deer lung infested with lung worms, Dictyolcaulis hadweni. Bronchioles 

are filled with worms. ‘(Natural size.) 

The history of the specimens examined reveals that the trouble was 

not infectious in nature. Although no direct conclusive lesions suggest 

that blindness was the result of nasal larvae infestation, it appears that 

the infestation may be partly responsible for the total blindness in the 

animals thus affected. Further investigation will be necessary to con- 

firm this observation. Walker’ in 1929, reports that sixty deer died at 

Gunnison, Colorado, during late winter from being infested with 

Cephenomyia sp. : 

Lung worm infestation is also very common in deer. This parasite, 

Dictyocaulus hadweni, was present in all cases examined. In heavy 

infestations it may produce a bronchitis and pneumonia. The bronchioles 

1Walker, C. R. Cephenomyia sp. killing deer. Science, Vol. LXIX, No. 1799, 
June 21, 1929. p. 646.
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are often occluded with worms, eggs and sanguinous muco-catarrhal 

exudate. The mechanical obstruction and inflammatory changes which 
are present may produce signs of atelectasis. 

Oesophagostomiasis was also observed in specimens examined. 

Ocsophagostomum venulosum may be found in the terminal portion 

of the small intestine, caecum and colon. This parasite has been reported 

to infest sheep and goats in Europe. The adult parasite was free in 
the intestinal tract. 

The peritoneal round worm, Setaria labiato-papillosa was observed 

in two cases. It is found lying free in the peritoneal cavity on’ the 

intestines, stomach and liver. Little or no visible changes are produced 
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Fra. 102. Encysted cysticerci of bladder worm in the peritoneum of deer, 
Natural size. 

in the abdominal cavity by this parasite. It is not considered very 

harmful. 
Cysticercosis of the liver and peritoneum is often found in deer. 

The disease is better known to the layman as ‘‘bladder-worm’’ disease. 

Tt is a larval stage of a tape-worm, and may be found encysted in a 

connective tissue capsule filled with fluid. These cysts may be found 

in the peritoneum and on the liver. In 1911, a large number of deer 

in Franklin County were reported to have died from this disease. 
There are other parasites such as lice, ticks and fleas which may be 

detrimental and injurious to the general health of deer. 
Parasitic infestation in deer no doubt plays a role in the preserva- 

tion of deer and is of significance from the standpoint of parasitic
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eradication in domestic live stock. A thorough systematic investigation 
among deer losses in this state should be conducted to determine defi- 
nitely how seriously parasitism affects the deer population and what 
relation deer parasites have to domestic live stock. 

The parasites mentioned in this paper were identified by the zoologi- 
cal division of the United States Department of Agriculture, to whom 
we feel greatly indebted for their courtesies and services. 

AN EXPERIMENT IN RESTOCKING A BASS LAKE WITH 
TROUT 

By A. MUBHLEISEN 

There is considerable controversy as to the practicality or economy 
of caging and raising fingerling trout for a period of time before 
liberation into the large lakes and streams of our state. It is the 
opinion of the writer that this system is both sensible and economical, 
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Fig. 103. A floating tank used as a nursery for trout in Otay Lake, San Diego 
County. Photograph by A. Muehleisen. 

and the statement is based upon definite successful experiments con- 
ducted in San Diego County waters. The following facts may be of 
interest to both sportsmen and game officials of the state. Lower Otay 
Lake, one unit of the impounding system of the city of San Diego, 
covers an area of about 1300 acres, and has at the present time a 
capacity of approximately nineteen billion gallons of water. Lower 
Otay Dam was completed in September, 1919, but the first water 
impounded by February, 1919, true to custom in San Diego County, 
was immediately invaded with sunfish. 

The sportsmen of San Diego County were, however, anxious to make 
a trout lake of Otay, so beginning in October of 1919, steelhead and 
rainbow trout were introduced annually up to and including 1925. By 
this time a total of 588,000 trout had been planted in the lake. 

In October, 1921, Upper Otay, then a flourishing bass lake, over- 
flowed its capacity, carrying down a generous supply of bass into Lower 
Otay. Following this occurrence, only an occasional trout was caught, 
and in the spring and summer of 1925 not a single trout was taken out
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a bomb which nearly always proved fatal.| Carnegie Institution of Washington ; 

In these more recent operations only four| Henry Fairfield Osborn, president of 

or five California gray whales were taken. | American Museum of Natural History ; 

On the other hand, 781 humpbacked| and many others equally prominent and 

whales were secured inside of three years. | influential. 

After less than ten years of operation, Plans for the creation of an interna- 

the Moss Landing whaling station has| tional advisory board to carry on the 

been dismantled and operations aban-| campaign in all countries concerned are 

doned because of a lack of whales. ‘The| being worked out and encouraging re- 

whale is a slow breeding mammal, and if| sponse is being received from other 

certain species are not already extinct | countries. The American Game Protec- 

and therefore impossible to reestablish | tive Association has accepted appointment 

themselves it will take any species many | of its president as the association’s repre- 

years of total protection to recuperate. | sentative on the advisory council. 

It is perhaps a fortunate thing that de- 

mand is not sufficient to endanger stil] NEW DANGER THREATENS 

more greatly the breeding stock. No WESTERN DEER AND ELK 

laws have yet been enacted in this state} 4 number of reports have come to the 

which curtail the catch or give other pro-| American Game Protective Association 

tector opel . of the death of mule deer in the West 
In spite of depletion everywhere whales which has been attributed to head mag- 

ave pen killed a the ae of eee ral gots. Inquiry of the U. 8S. Bureau of 
year. In many places the world aroun 2 sae ee * 

certain species are already on the verge Hae acy oe mt ann Sel oie 
of extinction and the scarcity of others is ane the a ieee Fae s 4 alk Sy tht 
becoming alarming, all because the annual spastic Ae ee, Meine eh hese : 

kill is greater than the natural increase. etl 7 a eas a but 7 eauinably tte 

ee are: born ‘only ‘every other young are deposited as minute active 

Mion Necro nen ele cove larvae in the nostrils of the deer. These 
slow s ‘ 

ete : zw ORR (a larvae immediately work up the nasal 
B Tnternational ee ae required iy passages and attach in the nose, throat 
secure the measures of protection that are and sinuses of the head, where they com- 

necessary, which include absolute pro- igeebiiais deyelo ment. tn about el yee 

tection of certain species, protection a atop out se ae me 1 y' 

of all species on their breeding grounds, abste eaeieis BE cA Teen ie ieee: 

protection of nursing females, com-|ippoge in turn transform on the senna 

pulsory utilization of the entire car- to flies which, after mating immediately 

Oasves (much BON being wasted), prohi- begin to attack the hosts. The precence 

bition of whaling in tropical areas,| of ‘these larvae in the heads of the ani- . 

prohibition of the use of airplanes in| mais causes irritation and sometimes pus 

whale hunting and an international sys-) formation is induced. These larvae would 

tem of supervision of pelagic whaling. | naturally tend to lower the resistance and 

The American Society of Mammologists | condition of animals affected so that they 
has instituted a movement to secure inter- might die from other causes. 

national action by the creation of a What can be done to bring these in- 
council for the conservation of whales} sects under control is a question which 
and other marine mammals with head-|¢an not be answered until they have 

quarters at Johns Hopkins Medical] peen more carefully studied. Post mor- 
School, Baltimore, Maryland. On this} tem examinations of deer which died in 
council are representatives of all the con-| the Gunnison forest last winter showed 
servation organizations of this country] that head maggots were possibly a con- 

concerned in preservation of wild life,|tributing factor in these losses. Animals 
besides individuals who have a special| so affected lose their appetites, become 
interest in this particular movement.| emaciated and fall easy prey to any ad- 

The advisory board of the council includes | yerse factors such as severe weather and 
the names of Glover M. Allen, president} feed shortage. 

of the American Society of Mammologists ; It is said by those who haye made in- 
Madison Grant, president of the New| vestigation that the species of fly which 
York Zoological Society ; Gilbert C. Gros-| infests the deer is not the same that at- 
venor, president of the National Geo-| tacks domestic sheep. So far as known 
graphic Society; David Starr Jordan,| the species found in deer does not attack 
president emeritus of Stanford University;| sheep but it has been identified as the 
Vernon L. Kellogg, National Research | same species that attacks the reindeer of 
Council; John C. Merriam, president of | Alaska.
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DISEASES OBSERVED IN GAME BIRD RAISING* 

By H. VAN RopkeL 

(With seven photographs by the author) 

Game bird raising is becoming more extensive through the increased 
interests of those who realize and feel that game birds have a com- 
mercial and aesthetic value. The operation and management of a game 
farm is by no means free from discouraging difficulties. Such phases 

. * Contribution No. 5 from the Game Laboratory, George Williams Hooper Founda- 
tion for Medical Research, University of California, San Francisco. 
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as feeding, selection and mating of breeders, hatching, brooding and 
rearing of chicks, all require a thorough understanding of what is 
necessary for game birds. In many respects, poultry management may 
be applied to game bird raising. However, there are certain funda- 
mental important differences that one should not overlook. Experi- 
enced game bird breeders should be consulted on these phases. 

In establishing a game farm, one often neglects to consider the sani- 
tary aspects which may later cause disease outbreaks. It is less difficult 
to prevent diseases than to control or eradicate them. One should 
attempt to provide for ample space, practice a rotation system of pens, { 
and install equipment which can be readily cleaned and disinfected. { 

Probably one of the greatest sources of disease is brought in through { 
the employment of domestic hens for hatching and brooding. These 
birds are often selected at random and they may be infested with 
parasites or other diseases that are transmissible to game birds. Arti- 
ficial incubation and brooding will do away with this danger to a 
large extent. Several breeders have found artificial incubation and 
brooding quite successful, and they feel that it will become the practical 
method for raising game birds. It will increase the production at less 
cost. However, one should guard against sacrificing sanitary and 
hygienic measures for the sake of a large production. For instance, 
overcrowding should be avoided and the rotation of pens should be 
practiced. 

During the past year, several diseases were observed in game birds 
raised in captivity. More trouble was experienced among the young 
birds than the mature birds. 3 

COCCIDIOSIS 

Coccidiosis is an infectious disease caused by a micro-organism which 
is found in the digestive tract. Investigators have reported this para- 
site to be present in chickens, geese, ducks, pheasants, grouse, turkeys, 
quail and other game birds. Different strains of coccidia have been 
identified among the organisms isolated. 

An outbreak among young pheasants was observed at one of the game 
farms. The disease was first diagnosed in pheasants two and a half 
weeks old. A mortality of approximately 25 per cent was experienced 
within eight days. The infected chicks revealed a droopiness, slight 
diarrhea, loss of appetite and general weakness. These symptoms were 
observed only a short time prior to death. Autopsy revealed a slight 
congestion of intestines, contents fluid, and cecal contents dark in color 
and of dry consistency. Smears from any portion of the itestinal tract 
would contain coceidia. From the history obtained it was learned that 
a 35 per cent mortality had occurred in six to eight weeks’ old pheasants 
which had previously occupied the same pens. Later coccidiosis broke 
out in several pens of fifteen-day-old pheasants. An examination of 
the birds in general revealed that the infection had disseminated 
through the entire premises. Since domestic birds were employed for 
hatching and brooding, it is likely that the infection gained entrance 
through that source. The hens had been purchased from small poultry 
flocks in which one often finds disease. Due to lack of space and i 
facilities, isolation methods could not be carried out. After the rearing
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season when the pens were vacated, the ground was rested, thoroughly 
cleaned, plowed and seeded with grain and kale. The pens were rested 
approximately six months. During the 1929 season the disease has not DP ’ pay Be : : : 
been observed on this farm. Artificial incubation and brooding will 
be an aid in combating this disease in game-bird raising. 

One duck club reported a heavy loss among young mallard ducks. 
Laboratory examination revealed a heavy infection with coecidia. An 
acute inflammation of the eyes existed, together with marked secretion. 
An accumulation of thin pus was observed in eases where eyelids were 
glued together. 

In one adult quail, coccidiosis was responsible for death. The bird 
manifested a droopiness, ruffled feathers, drowsiness and general weak- 
ness. Death occurred four days after the first symptoms were observed. 
Post-mortem examination revealed the small intestine and ceca to be 
distended with gas and food. The liver was slightly congested. Intes- 
tinal smear revealed large numbers of coceidia. 

: BLACKHEAD 

This disease was observed in wild turkey poults and one adult quail. 
It is caused by a parasitie micro-organism which may be found in the 
liver and intestines. According to certain investigators the cecal worm 
and cecal worm eggs play a role in the transmission of the causative 
organism. Birds may pick up the infection from the soil, feed and 
water which has been contaminated by droppings of infected birds. 
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Young birds (four weeks to six months old) are most susceptible. The 
greatest mortality occurs during this age. A mortality of approxi- 
mately 10 per cent was experienced in the turkeys. The birds were 
raised with domestic hens. When eight to ten weeks old, the hen was 
removed from the pen. No open range or rotation system was practiced 
to control the disease. The lesions were limited to the intestinal tract 
and liver. Cireumsecribed yellowish-gray depressed areas were found 
on the liver. The walls of the ceca or blind pouches were thickened 
with lining often necrotic and foul smelling. As yet no successful 
treatment has been established in the control of blackhead. Artificial 
hatching and brooding, followed by rearing on clean ground with fre- 
quent rotations may prove successful. 
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Fic. 91. Internal organs of pintail duck affected with Aspergillosis. (1) Lung. 
(2) Kidney. (3) Heart. (4) Mold colonies on peritoneum of abdonimal 
organs. 

ASPERGILLOSIS * 
This disease was observed in wild pintail ducks held in captivity. 

In this case, it was caused by Aspergillus fumigatus, commonly known 
as mold infection. This variety of mold is common in nature, but not 
all strains are pathogenic. It may be picked up with the feed, water, 
soil and even from the air. The mortality in this ease was rather heavy. 
In certain birds, death was due to secondary infection with bacteria. 

* The species of Aspergillus fumigatus was identified by Charles Thom, mycologist, | 
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils of the United States Department of Agriculture, to | 
whom we feel greatly indebted.
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The spores of the mold enter the respiratory tract and may pass to the 
air sacs. In heavy infection, the pathological changes are extensive 
involving the lungs, liver, intestines, kidney, peritoneum and sometimes 
the heart. In most specimens, the lungs were greatly affected. Grayish- 
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Fig 92. Crop of California valley quail infested with Capillaria contortum. 
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white mold colonies were found on the air-sae walls, in the bronchi, 
bronchioles and lung tissue. The symptoms manifested were drowsi- 
ness, a tendency to sit down, retraction of head and neck, loss of 
appetite, difficult respiration and general weakness. Death occurred 
two to three days after first symptoms were observed. 

The disease was controlled in a short time after the birds had been 
moved to a clean pen with uncontaminated feed and water. 

Aspergillosis was observed in two pintail ducks in nature while inves- 
tigating duck sickness last fall. Both specimens were generalized cases. 
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Fig. 93. Capillaria contortwm removed from the crop lining of California valley 
quail. Slightly enlarged. 

NEMATODE INFESTATION* 
A small threadlike worm, Capillaria contortum, found interwoven in 

the lining of the crop may be responsible for mortality in quail. Birds 
infested with this parasite manifest a general physical disturbance, 
loss of weight, and general weakness. This parasite when present in 
large numbers causes great destruction to the mucous lining and under- 
lying structures. A thick, white, rough membrane forms on the crop 
lining which interferes with the function of the organ. The structure 

__ * ‘This worm was identified by the Zoological Division, Bureau of Animal Industry, United States Department of Agriculture, to whom we wish to extend our thanks.
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of the mucous lining proper is greatly altered. The worms ean be 

extracted from the lining with a pair of forceps. In heavily infested 

cases the mucous membrane is almost solidly interwoven with the small, 

threadlike worms. Large numbers of double operculated eggs may be 

found in the intestinal contents. Little is known about the life history 

of this parasite. Other capillarids have been reported to be of patho- 

logical significance in chickens, turkeys and grouse. 

Tntestinal round worms and cecal worms are quite common in game 

birds and may lower their resistance and general health. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Tuberculosis has been observed in wild turkeys but other birds appear 

to.be less susceptible. One silver pheasant was found infested with 

air-sae mites. Symptoms were reported as sluggishness, loss of weight 

and general weakness. No gross lesions were observed and it is doubt- 

ful whether the mites were the direct cause of death. | 
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Fic. 96. Air-sac mite (Cytoleichus nudus) found in abdominal 

‘air-sac of silver pheasant. Ventral view. Enlarged 105 x. 

Quail are frequently infested with head lice. Large numbers of 

eges may be found attached to head feathers. They may not be the 

primary cause of disease but may be a predisposing factor. 

The prevention, control and treatment of diseases in game birds is 

similar to that of poultry. In case disease troubles arise specimens 

should be sent to the laboratory for diagnosis and treatment given 

according to diagnosis. ?
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ing instructions for preventing hunting |again. Field mice had grown a pest in 
accidents, which is printed on the back | the vicinity of the American Falls reser- 
of his license: voir on the Snake River, southern Idaho. 

“Never carry loaded guns in automo-|A. B. MecClymonds, superintendent of the 
biles or other vehicles. agricultural experiment station at Aber- 

“When afield hunting birds, keep | deen, states that the gulls in increasing 
abreast of and know the exact location|numbers have moved in and are con- 
of your companion. trolling th ice 

“In loading never point a gun in the 
direction of your companion. EW DANGER THREATEN 

“In climbing over stone walls and \ WESTERN DEER 
fences, first break or unload your gun. 

r “A bird quartering to the right in the ger Girne ein ce Wee 

peat ro peice coro penion Sucia ington during the last two years may be 
A identified as the activities of the head 

exe lee and Be ee ery maggot, according to information received 
fate oe a eine. 3 caine aaa rT e United States Bureau of Ento- 

Z A mology. The American Game Protective 
were x noe bey set atit. 4 Association, in a recent bulletin, has the 

eos ep pour eu pnt wey [flowing fo say the subject 
talk, td Inquiry of the U. S. Bureau of Ento- 

“In handing a gun to a person for in- mology elicits the information that there 
spection be sure it is unloaded. are two or more distinct species of nose 

“Never shoot in the direction of your |flies that affect deer and elk in this 
companions because you consider your-|Country. The life history of these is not 
self a good marksman. You are taking |Wéll understood but presumably the young 
a dangerous chance. are deposited as minute active larvae in 

“Carry a gun pointed down to the left, |the nostrils of the deer. These larvae 

If you shoot left handed, walk at the |immediately work up the nasal passages 
extreme right of the party. and attach in the nose, throat and sinuses 

“At all times be careful.” of the head, where they complete their 
development in about a year and drop out 

SEA GULLS AID FARMER as full grown spiny larvae about two- 

Nature has provided birds with a truly eine oe PRK ce Ree Ra ey pee aaa 
‘i i , 
Huet ee oe after mating, immediately begin to attack 

= - : the hosts. The presence of these larvae 
pectin Real ee ey t in ‘such | in the heads of the animals causes irri- 
ite eape ite ae yet a hada tation and sometimes pus formation is 

i oe e zi induced. These larvae would naturally 
cious La eRe ae tend to lower the resistance and condi- 

ules tions of animals affected so that they 
flocking in from all quarters. i ie fi 

Sea gulls, much maligned as destroyers TEBE Mie picomy Onnee oe ss 
of duck eggs are, nevertheless, ever| What can be done to bring these in- 
present friends of the farmer. They may sects under control is a question which 

be seen in many newly plowed fields fol- |C@0 not be answered until they have 
lowing the plowman and devouring the ree eee nas 
upturned bugs and worms. They thus | 'e™ exam} bai 
have a value as insect destroyers and save He Se caer a OT aoe 
the farmer many dollars. b meee0 reas 

They also suppress plagues. A classical | ttibuting factor in these losses. Animals 
instance occurred during the Mormon |8° affected lose their appetites, become 
occupation of Utah. Grasshoppers one emaciated and fall easy prey to any ad- 
season were devastating the grain crops | VeTS¢ factors such as severe weather and 

and the Mormons were facing starvation. feed shortage. 
The Mormon church prayed in a body It is said by those who have made 

for deliverance from the pests. As the | investigation that the soe of fly which 

story goes, uncounted numbers of sea |infests the deer is not the same that 

gulls appeared and checked the plague. | attacks domestic sheep. So far as known 

In Temple Square, Salt Lake City, a|the species found in deer doesn’t attack 

striking monument to the sea gull com-|sheep but it has been identified as the 

memorates this deliverance. same species that attacks the reindeer 

From Salt Lake City comes the report |of Alaska.—Western Out-of-Doors, Sep- 

that sea gulls have rescued the farmer ' tember, 1929. a
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September 25, 19350. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin. ‘ 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Attached hereto is an article which I had 

photostated from the Field, a sporting publication 

read quite widely in England. 

I thought it would be interesting to you 

as it gives a new viewpoint on the possible source 

of infection of game birds. 

Yours very truly, 

Vice President 

J.M.Olin:W
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GAME BIRDS AND DISEASE | 
A Fs é oe 

5 = Ne Ree = Sees 
e _-_A New Discovery 

a By ERIC PARKER 
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‘ NE OF Gunny FORTUNATE consequences owners through the Field asking them to send to Mr. 
of a dry spring and summer is the absence Frank Buckland —bearer of an honoured name— 

. Pyercenitea “partridge and pheasant chicks of ™aterial for examination in the shape of dead rooks, 
one of the diseases ites gamekeeper hates en) En ee dass birds, the point at Seong 
Brea cores 8 Cee cer eros PS Trve) come (Oy CSU TTY MMA a UAL cece el : Woe A 3 pee = _ infected with and could carry gape worms. drought dry up t ee of we yee HE 2 ee Mr. Buckland has now made his examination, and 

the infection, babe wet conditions favour its has been good enough to send me the results. tae 
development. So-a wet spring Pomme) followed, Walter Harvey & Son sent him rooks and Ro ont) 
both in the open and in the rearing field, by an from Oxfordshire, Col, A. H. Mackenzie of Ord Evert d 

- outbreak of gapes which is difficult enough to him from Sutherland, the late Mr. James Ismay from 
handle in the case Ss pheasants, and cannot Dorset, and Capt. Hood from Wiltshire. And this, 
even be attacked in the case of young partridges. psa pce MS CC 

. re ss A rs i Hs 
Gapes is a disease which is still surrounded by sae In 

'mystery. The actual cause of the trouble is plain ee eee Ts Wr Cr 
to sve ; it ls &nematede worm, Syngamus trachealis, Rook..... Oxon ...00. eee eee ee ire 
which fastens itself to the membrane lining the sore ae teas ee: Sey Gate Se : 
trachea, or windpipe, of the young bird, producing Seen ae Ue eee 
small abscesses which prevent the bird from Last year’s 
breathing properly and may eventually suffocate young... “Oxon ..7.s, 8.3.99 .. 21... 142. 85 

it. Gamekeepers Pics nematode the * forked ae wie gre es 4 ee 3 
Noe because of the’shape, but the “‘worm” is Fledglings. Sutherland. 1215.29..—.. 71. 9 
in reality the male joined to the female. ‘This Starling .. Oxon ...... March .. 79... 26 .. 105 
connection takes place in the trachea, and con- S54 = eae ee 1.3.20 e rH = H a i COVA ARUIOLDU MR AUCCOm OL Lac OROnET ede LLL or possibly See tort eee vee ere eee eee 
die. The eggs from the female in this way are a ees eet: 1 feet eo tess 
ejected, and fall on damp ground or round the ” a Padetl aoe ee OED ws eae Os aeee ss 
drinking vessels of the pheasant coops. There VEMay as eee ra oa es i x % rr 

LO ems CLOt MeL CU A KeRmOy ae Te NaC LY cote 2) i Freee)...” eoteies | a A ear) emer eet 
and swallowed by the young bird as it feeds or Pigeon ... Sutherland... 27.3.29.. 6..—.. 6 ones Pcie 1s eae eT Seer Ve, aes 

This is the first mystery, for no one knows how the Now, what is noticeable in these figures? First, the _ 
egg or embryo finds its way, after being swallowed, percentage of infection, which it will be seen is sometimes : 
into the lungs and so into the windpipe. That they as high as 20 and 30 per cent. Next, that these birds 
do so however is evident, and it is only after they appear are carrying infection through the winter. That means 
in the trachea that the young pheasant can be treated that wherever rooks, starlings and jackdaws feed on a 
ROU a CRC Om CR Cn MEL MCRL UN MOL CMR CBAC Lamothe ct hae id 
by dislodging it with a feather, but this takes a long fouling the ground for game and poultry in the nesting 
soe Meco Le ec) CSL SL et Tae SCR Coase 
usual course is to fumigate the young birds by shutting PUN Se mole edamame C meg ty 
them up in a coop or box and blowing in powder for wild birds. It will need fresh and thorough investiga- 
them to inhale. Gape powders are sold by game food tion. As regards rooks, it is one more argument—and 
manufacturers as proprietary medicines, but some it could hardly be more cogent—for what the Field has 
gamekeepers make their own, using as a basis lime and for so many years urged should be undertaken by the 
carbolic acid, or powdered chalk and camphor mixed. Ministry of Agriculture, a census of rookeries. 
(OPO Nuee BT CMI) status MUM ome nnteE Mr. Buckland, in any case, is to be congratulated. 
to be useful as a preventive. SCPC mC Cama Tuco nwt cd hg 

Fumigation is of course only possible with hand- been guessed at, and as a private individual he has 
reared birds. With wild pheasants and partridgos it is Succeeded in a labour Re oes Coen Lao been 
of course an impossibility. And here we come to the Undertaken by a Government Department. It is a 
experiences of the present season. Up to a point, matter of satisfaction to ourselves that we should have 
things could not have gone better. May and June been able to assist him in the columns of the Field. 
were in most places dry and warm. The thunderstorm eee : 
of Ascot week was local, and did a great deal of damage ae v7 
CR CEC eCI Bhan censor nO mnt Cin MYSTERIES OF OWLS “ 
en So es ee ALE ae oe Cen en ee ee tho best. partridge.country,.at tho ond of the secon - “i i ‘ Pa - 

aos in July—when the critical time is generally Dads Ae ules Sell RAE uc 4 
Reet Cer Ae ero CCmrT RO titra ar acin \oo ce aan meen the mystery has mtg kd ay ae 
ORR oc Le nce CIC h mR anys nate me Ebi h ton er! De EE cede | 
PUR CCR RCM Mme COTM TT Ries aac hate Trt Mm CLCe SCOLIOSIS Poco ol 

rain and cold—a wet period that continued to the end -and the occasional glimpse of a big something 
of the month. Coveys began to dwindle, fifteens to flying swiftly in the half-light make it certain. 
thirteens, elevens to nines, On the rearing field bos ANUS O NCR iotiT =o Toe Me Nececaa som TR toys a rete] 
came when the keeper had hoped trouble was behind discovered, though it is a OIC ak ekg 

Le Osim o S Bled oad bake ed e band ae ake offers suitable premises. It is over 40ft. high, 
there was one kind that was unmistakable, and it was, naires Seta EN Rare ern 
Pam ETRE MA WhO Maas CMR LaT CG MB Sabu Cec eee scc Tc aes eR b 

That brings us to a question which hitherto has  Comjecture. ; ee , 3 
POUT nice wel ee CcoT ie Coleg VCO Mot com sn T Ss iTS me DR MLE planter LL Urohg i 
been no complete answer. How isit that gapessuddenly well as willing, to give hospitality to a bird like the ; 
appears as a disease in fields believed to be clean and barn owl, which has been, and probably is, much me 
uninfected ? How is it that in 1929, for example, this persecuted in some districts. It is certainly rarer ~~ E 
Oe aC Rum acl OMe OCMC CMON ON as mei NAO Re SMO mm hr Tito y 5 5 
gapes, and yet in 1930 the gape worm has suddenly op", century ago. Apart from all questions of E 

sao bated ice Se ee OR eo ae game preservation, the great increase in man’s own E 

The answer to that question has been supplied by reat Bsa CONTE Dg Por ULE SL am Counts O : 
an individual explorer in a new region. It may be to interfere with a creature which used to regard ‘ 
remembered that last year a request was made to land- the dark hours as its own. Fr 
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THE SURVEY October, 1930 

RADIO TALKS,~-~The following Biological Survey talks have been scheduled for pA 

in the Department's radio program: 

"Care of Pets!" (Primer for Town Farmers). November 18. roan 

“Winter Feeding of Upland Game Birds" (Uncle Sam's naturalist series), November af 

(‘nei eT am udy Diseases of Wild Life.--An interdepartmental committee has been 

forméd for the purpose of developing more effective measures for the control of diseases of 

wild life. At present the committee is composed of the following members: Dr. M. C. Hall, 

of the Zoological Division of the Bureau of Animal Industry, chairman; Dr. J. E. Shillinger, 

of the Division of Fur Resources, Bureau of Biological Survey, secretary; C. E. Rachford, 

in charge of the Branch of Grazing of the Forest Service; and Dr. H. C. Bryant, assistant 

director of the National Park Service of the Department of the Interior. Invitations’ have 

peen sent also to the Chief of the Bureau of Entomology and to the Commissioner of the 

Bureau of Fisheries of the Department of Commerce to nominate members from their respective 

organizations to be represented. It is a well-known fact that many diseases and parasites 

are intertransmissible between domestic livestock and wild life. It is also. recognized 

that certain diseases are passed from animal to animal through the agency of insect vectors, 

and that various forms of aquatic life serve as intermediate hosts to some very destructive 

species of parasites. From the available information at hand a general. survey will be made 

of diseases in wild life to determine in what species and in what places problems exist, 

\ and make plans for control. , ‘



f Diseases ‘ 

Cross-Reference ; 

' Article - "Committee Studies Diseases of Wild Animals," by 
: C. EB. Rachford, U.S.F.S., Forest Worker, November, 

1930, p. 15



‘a 5 An Outbreak of Parrot Fever ccording to the Associated Press, was iy rted <from# 

members of his family, who a confined to a hospital in Brooklyn. The disease is believed | 

to have been contracted from parrakeets sent to the family from Habana, six of which birds | 
\ arrived on December 31. A second death traced to the sam hipment of birds oc red on 

February 16 eases iy 4 OQ. pf ‘ | 
av p [Ahora ae 3 é ' 

( i 
|
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Disease 

/ ; f - 

CROSS REVERENCE ne, 

Article, "Sarcocystis, a Parasite that dines on duck flesh," 

\ by William A. Riley, in March, 1931, "Fins, Feathers, and Fur," 

filed under ducks



Docter Shillinger to Head Wild-Life Disease Work.-~Investigations of the diseases of 

wild life have been consolidated in a single project of the Survey, under recent authoriza- 

eX tion of the Secretary of Agriculture, Dr. J. E, Shillinger, senior veterinarian, will be in 

eh \ oe charge of the work. The object is to ccordinate the study of wild-life diseases, chiefly 

As . .phose affecting mammals and birds, and to determine the causes of outbreaks and methods of 

ee control, Laboratories will be established in Washington, D. C., and in ths field, where 

V observations and investigations will be undertaken of disease—producing agents ard of disease 

conditions among animals and birds, both in the wild and under controlled conditions, as on 

fur and game farms. The wild-life disease investigations hetherto undertaken by the Bureau 

have been directed by the several divisions concerned, either independently or in cooperation 

with Federal, State, or other responsible institutions. Such cooperation, of course, will 

be continued in accordance with the desires expressed by officials of veterinary colleges 

and other research institutions and individuals doing work in this field of wild-life in- 

vestigation. In the past the various disease investigations have included the so-called 

"duck sickness" in alkaline and other areas in Utah and elsewhere; outbreaks of diseases on 

fur farms, and maladies of blue foxes in Alaska, including a cooperative research project 

with the University of Minnesota of epizootic diseases of fur animals and one with the Uni- 

versity of Southern California on research in diseases of domestic rabbits; parasitic and 

other diseases of reindeer in Alaska, and related diseases in Scandinavian countries; and 

~ mortality among elk in Wyoming and among deer in other parts of the country. Other studies 

Re in cooperation with State departments and institutions and other Federal bureaus have been 

Peed, concerned with maladies of upland game birds, quail and waterfowl parasites, "kewks" of 

us swans in the Currituck Sound region, protozoan parasites of ducks in Louisiana and elsewhere, ‘ 

Q phosphorus poisoning among ducks in the vicinity of artillery proving grounds, lead poison— 

3 ing in waterfowl from eating the shot deposited in the mud on favorite shooting grounds, and 

= suspected poisoning of valuable wild-life forms in connection with insect control by spraying 

> and dusting and with weed eradication by chemical means. 

g Doctor Shillinger, leader of the new project, has been engaged on fur—animal disease 

3 investigations in the Division of Fur Resources for the past four years, prior to which he 

was an associate veterinarian and veterinary inspector of the Bureau of Animal Industry for 

gt 13 years, except for a period of war-time service in the Army Veterinary Corps.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Room 404 University Ave. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have received your letter of May 17th from 
Adrian, Michigan, which pertains to the interest of 
Dr. E. C. O'Roke of the University of Michigan in lead 
shot. 

All lead shot, both soft and chilled, is 
produced using a small amount of arsenic which gives 
the molten lead fluidity and forms a spherical pellet. 
It is the arsenic content of the shot which causes 
poisoning in birds which swallow the shot. 

I am sending a copy of your letter to General 
Dill as I believe the National Lead Company may be 
familiar with the old processes of manufacturing shot 
and can give an expert opinion concerning any modiffica- 
tions which may have been made recently and which might 
tend toward greater toxicity of present day shot as 
compared with previous practice. You might write Dr. 

O'tRoke and tell him this matter is being investigated 

so as to determine the past history. 

Yours truly, 

J.M.Olin:W Vice President 

Copy, 
General E. C. Dill:
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN “p 1 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION Ry, 
ANN ARBOR 

May 25, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Western Cartridge Company, 
East Alton, Illinois. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was greatly interested in the letter of Mr. Olin which 
you so kindly sent me. We have made a copy of this letter for our 
files and I am returning it to you. I shall be interested in any 
further information that you get along this line. 

Very truly yours, 

La.t C OY ErAe. 

Earl C. 0'Roke 
Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE iy 
x 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ‘ pe, 

527 Custom House, yor IN REPLY REFER TO 

Denver, Colorado, ye 
July 6, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 
ol. University Ave. National Bank Bldge, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

I am enclosing herewith the separate you requested on the sub= 
ject of duck sickness. Your letter was forwarded to me at Denver 
while enroute to the scene of the summer's worke 

Whereas we feel that we have ascertained the true cause of duck 
sickness, there remain certain points of evidence that must be obtained 
before we can claim absolute bacteriological proof. The principal miss= 
ing link in our chain of evidence is the location of points or spots 
where toxin is produced in the fielde I feel confident, however, that 
this season's work will fill in that gap. 

There remain, however, many remifications of this problem that 
will take years to work out. Among these are the matter of variations 
in susceptibility between different species, the effect jf any, of vari- 
ous concentrations of alkaline salts on toxin production, the distribu- 
tion of the disease and factors connected with its spread, and possibly 
more improved methods for reclaiming afflicted birds. 

Sincerely yours, 

ERK:HJ Senior Biologist.



July 9, 1931 i 

Dr. BE. R. Kalmbach 
U. S. Biological Survey 
527 Custom House 
Denver, Colorado 

Dear Dr. Kalmbach: 

Thanks for sending me your reprint. I Imew that the 
bacteriological proof of your discovery was not absolutely 
complete, but I have every confidence that you will unravel 
it. 

I am glad that you are going to follow up a lot of the 
detail, such as differential distribution among species and 
reclamation methods. I think that this will stand out as one 
of the highlights of game research in recent years. 

Is there any sex differential in the incidence or mortal- 
ity of this disease? 

7 Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



~, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ae 
BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. QR Re 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

“CHIEF OF BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY" 

AND REFER TO 

251.52 ‘ 

‘ duly 9, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Aveme, Nat'l Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Referring to your letter of July 1 relative to the Zoological 

distribution of foot and mouth disease, you are advised that the Bureau 

has issued no literature which contains information on this subject, other 

than to record the disease in deer in the outbreak of foot and mouth ; 

disease in Galifomia in 1924. Department Circul #400 dealing with this 

outbresk is enclosed. 
; 

It is generally considered that all the cloven footed game animals 

are susceptible to foot and mouth disease but to a lesser degree than the 

domestic animals. 

Very truly yours, . 

ai 

(Incl. 95845) John S. Buckley, 
Ghief, Pathological Division. 

Cenc 400 an
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BP Wi nimals rotecting Health of 
ONTANA’S game is sus- Need for Providing Extensive liver flukes in many wild 

M ceptible to most of the G iat ruminants (a ruminant is an 

diseases of domesti- EINE KE animal that chews its cud). 
cated animals of the same By Dr. J. W. BUTLER These liver flukes that we 

classification and species. In Slate Weterisenian Staterof, Montana find in elk and deer are the 

fact, disease shows no dis- same as the ones we find in 
tinction beetween animals of the same species, cattle and sheep. Occasionally we find scabies 

be they wild or domesticated. (caused by an external parasite) in elk and in 

Most wild game are pretty hardy. They mountain sheep, just the same as we find these 
have to be to withstand the vicissitudes of na- parasites on cattle and on domesticated sheep. 

ture, long drawn-out winters and a shortage of In beaver and other water animals we find 
feed. In most cases it is a case of the survival stomach worms of the same species as those we 

of the fittest. The weaklings die early in life. find in domesticated sheep and foxes. 

Naturally this being the case the survivors are We have never personally observed tuber- 

generally of a strong, hardy constitution, and culosis in elk or deer or any of our mountainous 
transmit to their offspring a strong, vigorous, wild animals, but we have observed tuberculosis 

and hardy constitution. in antelope. In fact, antelope held in captivity 

Death from disease, in wild game, is gen- are very susceptible to and succumb quite rap- 

erally kept at a minimum by reason of a strong idly to tuberculosis. 

constitution, but more particularly by reason of In most microbial diseases animals that are 
lessened contact with sick animals, and there- subjected to slight infection from time to time 

fore a lessened contact with infection. Wild develop a natural resistance or perhaps it 

animals generally spread over a large area of would be better to say a partial resistance to 

country. When a wild animal gets sick it the disease. This resistance in many cases is 

crawls off by itself or is driven out of the band hereditary and is transmitted down to the off- 

by its more vigorous mates. In this way the spring. 

band is probably saved from destruction. We can control, to a great extent, many of 

In microbial diseases, that is, diseases the infectious diseases of livestock when they 
caused by bacteria, it is the degree or mass of make their appearance in any of our domestic 

infection that most often determines sickness herds or bands by segregation and in some 

and probably death of an animal. Where an eases by vaccination. We cannot, however, 

animal simply gets a very mild or minimum apply such control measures in the case of wild 

dose of infection it will in most cases overcome animals. 

that infection and may not even show any dis- In the case of wild animals, that is, animals 

ease condition. However, if that infection is a that, are not under any restraint or control 

mass infection invariably the animal will show whatever, we must depend upon aiding or keep- - 

evidence of disease and may die. ing such animals away from infection. This 

The same conditions hold true for parasitic simply means that such animals should have a 

diseases, that is, diseases caused by internal wide scope of territory in which to live. If we 

parasites or worms as well as external para- cut down that territory and herd them into rela- 

sites. If an animal grazing over a territory picks tively small areas where they are constantly 

up only one or two worm eggs nothing serious coming in contact with each other and contin- 

is liable to happen to that animal. If the same uously grazing over their bed grounds, natu- 

animal happens to pick up and ingest several rally they are in more or less constant danger 
hundred parasite eggs then the condition may of being subjected to mass infection should any 

be different and very serious changes in the snimal in that area be suffering from an infec- 

system of that animal may occur. tious disease or parasitic infestation. 

In wild animal life we find from time to The survival of wild animal life depends 
time dangerous and oftimes fatal diseases. If upon their having ample area in which to graze 

these animals were confined in a small lot to- and live and propagate. It is inhumane to per- 

gether with other animals of the same species mit too many of our wild animals to graze over 
undoubtedly most, if not all, of the animals in a limited area. In order that wild animals shall 

the band would become diseased. We find (Continued on page 47) 
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Lo LEAD POISONING IN WILD DUCKS 

T. B. Magath, M. D., Section on Clinical Pathology: Ever since the 
first permanent settlements of this country, records indicate that from 
time to time devasting epidemics have occurred among our wild game. Some 
of these epidemics have been specifically studied and their nature discerned. 
There is some evidence that these epidemics are cyclic, and are dependent 
on such ungovernable conditions as are caused by floods, high or low tem- 
perature, high and low atmospheric pressures, and other physical agents. 
In addition to these losses, the wild life of America sustains a terrific 
onslaught due to trapping and hunting. 

Another disease which has been very little studied and which annually 
must take an enormous toll is lead poisoning both in upland birds and in 

\ water fowl. Although the disease has been known since 1901, when Dr. 
\ Grinnell gave an account of ducks, geese and swans on Currituck Sound 

\ dying from the condition, it was not until 1919 that the first and only 
\ scientific report of the condition was published. This observation was made 
\ by Alexander Wetmore in a study of the condition in ducks dying in the 

\ marshes formed by the Bear River Delta at the northern end of Great Salt 
\ Lake, Utah. Between 1901 and 1919, sportsmen reported water fowl dying 

) on account of lead poisoning in many places in the United States, and in 
1915 the Biological Survey of Back Bay, Virginia, showed that whistling 
swans suffered from lead poisoning as a result of eating shot. In the inves- 
tigation of the Great Salt Lake district, enormous numbers of birds, especial- 
ly mallards and pintails, were found to be suffering from lead poisoning 
after having swallowed numerous shot. Wetmore stated that these birds are 
accustomed to feed in duck holes, which range in size from 1 to 15 feet 
in diameter, at the bottom of lakes. The ducks dig into the mud. from
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6 to 18 inches, in search of succulent roots and tubers. They obtain the 

pellets of lead in this manner, for over the shooting grounds one can 

easily assume that countless numbers of shot may be found. By sifting the 

mud from certain areas in the Great Salt Lake marsh, Wetmore obtained 

from one to twelve shot in each quart of silt. The water fowl are not alone 

affected by the disease, for a report in a London sporting journal of 1876 

records the death of pheasants in which a few pellets of lead were found 

in the gizzards. 
; In order to understand the action of metallic lead when ingested by a 

bird one must remember that these animals are equipped with a gizzard, / 
the opening of which lies at the top. Solid material, such as pebbles or 

solid food, must remain in the gizzard until it is completely ground up and 
then can overflow from the top. Hence, when a bird ingests a shot it 
must remain until completely ground up; thus the birds have an ample 
opportunity to assimilate a large quantity of lead whereas in any other 
vertebrates the entire mass of lead would probably be passed by the bowel. 

About three weeks ago my attention was called by members of the 
Izaak Walton League to the fact that a large number of ducks were dying 
on Bear Lake, southwest of Albert Lea, Minnesota. This lake was one 
of the deep lakes of that region prior to about thirty years ago, and although 
it was a good fishing lake practically no ducks visited it. During the wave 

of enthusiasm over farm land that swept this state, the lake was drained 
but the state Fish and Game Commission ordered a dam to be built to 
restore the lake. The lake, which originally covered about 8,000 acres, now 

covers in the neighborhood of 4,000 acres and is shallow, heavily planted 

with wild celery and rushes, and has been an excellent duck-shooting lake 
for about twenty to twenty-five years. This year there was a goodly number 

of local ducks at the opening of the season, but a minimal amount of 
shooting was done during the rest of the season. The lake reached its low 
level this year, and in most places was not more than 2 to 3 feet deep. After 

the hunting season ducks came in enormous numbers, so that the sky was 
blackened with their flights. After they had fed on the lake for a week 
or ten days they began to die in large numbers. It is variously estimated 
that from 300 to 1,000 ducks died on the lake. 

In visiting the lake we found several dead ducks along the margin, and 
from the local game warden, Mr. A. O. Larson, we obtained other dead 
ducks and five live but very sick birds. These were taken to the laboratory 
for observation and study. On examination of the dead animals it was | 
found that aside from the fact that they were emaciated and evidently | 
anemic, no gross lesions presented themselves, but the gizzard of each | 
duck contained from ten to seventy shot, many of which showed evidence | 

of having been ground in the gizzard (fig. 1 and 2). The live ducks ex- { 
hibited rather characteristic symptoms, which corresponded to those \ 
described by Wetmore. The ducks were unable to fly, and walked with 
the greatest of difficulty giving the appearance of being wounded. There 
was evidence of what corresponds to “wrist drop” in the mammal, for the 
crown feathers dragged on the floor, and the birds were unable to bring 
up the carpal joints of their wings. The gait was a stumbling type of 
locomotion, and the birds fell every few steps. There was also present a
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watery greenish diarrhea, and as the birds approached death numerous 
convulsions were evident. The mallards seemed most affected and contained 
the most shot. Blue-winged teal, green-winged teal and canvas-backs were 
least affected. Their gizzards contained only four to six shot, and these 
birds lived longest after being captured, surviving five days. On examina- 
tion of the birds that died, a high degree of anemia was noted and micro- 
scopic examination of the liver disclosed enormous deposits of iron in the 
cells, accompanied by cloudy swelling and necrosis. The kidneys, how- 
ever, seemed to have received the brunt of the attack which had resulted 
in necrosis of large regions of the organ. Analyses for lead, conducted by 
Dr. A. E. Osterberg, revealed the presence of lead in 1 to 10,000 parts in 
the bones and in 1 to 2,500 parts in the liver. It, therefore, became evident 
that these birds died of lead poisoning as a result of ingested shot which 
was present in the mud of the lake. A conservative estimate would indi- 
cate that in the neighborhood of 100 tons of lead is now present in Bear 
Lake. Sifting a gallon of mud collected along the edge of the lake, where 
one would not expect to find many shot, revealed the presence of three 
number 7 pellets. 

§ 

*% NK 

Fig. 1. Roentgenogram of wild drake mallard with ingested shot in the gizzard. The bird 
died three days after capture. 

Wetmore’s experiments indicate that a bird does not have to obtain 
many shot to produce death; they invariably die when as many as six 
number 6 shot are fed them, and one ingested shot may actually kill a 
bird; it may live from four to fifteen days after ingesting shot. Since 
arsenic is a common impurity in commercial lead, Wetmore gave chemi-
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cally pure lead to some birds-and found that they died even more quickly 
than when fed commercial shot, probably because it was softer than chilled 
shot. 

The importance of lead poisoning in water fowl becomes more apparent 
when one recalls the experiments of Cole, of Wisconsin, who demonstrated 
that lead produces a profound effect on the sexual cycle of birds, produc- 
ing a condition of sterility in the male. It is likely therefore that in wild 
ducks not only may the ingestion be fatal, but it may also profoundly 
affect the fertility of this much desired wild bird, even if it does not kill 
in certain cases. 

From numerous reports one may safely conclude that lead poisoning of 
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Fig. 2. Shot in gizzard of wild hen mallard which died of lead poisoning. 

wild birds is common throughout the United States and that it presents a 
serious problem. The custom of baiting certain places for shooting probably 
is the most disastrous from the standpoint of lead. poisoning, since enor- 
mous quantities of shot fall into these places and then the ducks obtain 
them while feeding there. Up to the present time no very practical sugges- 
tion has presented itself for handling the situation, and at least for the 
present, the fact must be faced that annually, especially during times of 
low water, large numbers of wild fowl will die from lead poisoning due to 
the ingestion of shot. Moreover, as pheasant shooting becomes more pop- 
ular, our fields will become leaded as well as our lakes, resulting in some 
deaths among upland birds. 
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GAS WELL BORINGS KILL DEER Cu Dern (Le 

On a report from Acting District Game Frotector Strong the first 
week in November that many deer were being found dead in the Leetonia section 
of Tioga County, Supervisor John D. Berrier, with Mr. Strong and Deputy Pinker- 

a ton, made thorough examination on the grounds and found that these deer had 
ss apparently died from licking the borings from a gas well in that locality, 

= an A large percentage of calgium chloride is often used in the cenent 
~ poured for casing in a gas well, to make the casing set more rapidly. It is 

MP aie well known in the western gas and oil coyntry that the borings from this cement 
> ¥ have a great fascination for ruminants; and sheep and other animals, uuless 
Q a they are fenced off from them, are invariably killed. 

Supervisor Berrier brought in samples of these borings, and they are 
2 now in the hands of the State Chemist for analysis. Mr. Stone ordered a fenge 

Ss built at once to keep other deer from reaching the area. 

Thirteen dead deer were found, all of them lying in or near the 
water, and all heads, throats and lungs were full of froth, (Dr. Thomas E, 
Winecoff, In Charge of Research)
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A six-legged buck deer was shot by James Libby, of Laurelton State Chaff Village. The buck had an extra pair of hind legs growing directly back of the ter, ordinary legs and all six were used in runnine and jumping. The four rear legs were exactly alike in size and development. 
harg,. 
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: File Game Disease 

See article "Disease in the 'Wild'" by W. G. Adam on back of article 

"Sizes of Game Birds" filed with article on quail weights. Clipped 

from Game and Gun, Jan. 1932.
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Placed in the Gladwin State Game Refuge in Glad vin County, the Muskegon River marsh in Roscom 

mon County, the Molasses River marshes in Glad- vin County, on the Pigeon River State Fores a i 

Game Refuge in Otsego and Cheboygan Counties an i 

ey peu paetenes pend. ames ii Mec Ingham, Washtenaw and Jackson Counties. tues alll of il 

and it {s hoped that they will breed and rear brood: 
The experiments are also designed to determin 

whether the young ducks will return to the are: 

WEI thes werelraisad Sand twharherariace the 

ducks are taken Michigan or out-state hunte: 

The Game Division is continuing investigations of 

he blood parasite of ducks (Leucocytozoan an: is) | 

started last year in cooperatiot ith the School of | 

Forestry and Conservation, at Ann Arbor. Thi 

Parasite, which is carried from one duck to another 

sponsible for a heavy loss of young ducks. All of 
the ducks released have leg bands containing ys 

Roce ree eucunon bers OF the 0.) 8. Biological survey. These bands will serve to positively identify 

he ducks and to check the flight habits of the birds 
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File Diseases 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See "Lead Poisoning in Wild Ducks," by T. B. Magath," also (same 

clipping) "The Occurrence of Lead Poisoning and Western Duck Siclmess 

in Minnesota," by Millard F. Gunderson, in Waterfowl folder. 

From Fins, Feathers and Fur, February, 1932. :



j ‘ é File: Horned Owl 

Diseases\/ 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See "Great Horned Owls Dying in the Wild from Diseases," by Paul L. 

Errington, under General Notes, p. 180, in the Wilson Bulletin, 

September, 1932. Vol. XLIV, No. 3.



mes it Gulls Die at Spirit Lake ge 
Numerous gulls, killed by some unknown disease, or sickness, were 2 

picked up by the writer, Milt Hardman, Ray Butler, and H. E. Hart, all i 
connected with the State Fish & Game Commission in various capacities, 
recently, on a trip Over the lake territory. These gulls, according : 
to Mr. Hart, who examined them, died from some sort of disentery. It ee 

oy was first supposed that they had died from coccidosis, but a more 
os careful analysis of the birds showed that this was not the case. "They & 
“sy may have been affected by a change of diet, as they are now feeding ww 

\s in the fields instead of on the lakes," says Mr. Hart. "It could be ¥ 
) caused, too, from eating some noxious weed seeds and it looks as though 

it wae (Quis seedd) as this was the seed found in their crops. I do 
not know 1 ese seeds are poisonous to bird life." No one of the 
birds carried any signs of shot. 14 were examined.
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e e How Disease Affects the Conservation 
of Our Wi nimals and Birds ild Animals and Bird 

By R. FENSTERMACHER 

Veterinary Division, University Farm 
St. Paul, Minn. 

Ce of our wild life is an important parasite of the mink can infest cats, dogs, and hogs. 

problem confronting the Conservation De- In other words some of our fur-bearing animals may 

partment of the different states and the Bureau act as a storehouse of parasites to infest domestic 
of Biological Survey. Minnesota is widely advertised animals. 

with its Ten Thousand Lakes and its different kinds RABBITS 

of wild life. The casual observer who is fortunate It was during the years 1925 to 1927 that our 

in seeing some of the more timid wild animals would  ghowshoe rabbits and the cottontail became nearly 
not suspect that they are subject to disease caused extinct. We have reasons to think that they died as 
by germs and internal and external parasites. result of disease. It was during this period according 

FUR BEARING ANIMALS to Dr. Green that human infections with tularemia 

All of our fur-bearing animals are subject to Were first. recognized in Minnesota, the chief source 

parasitic and other diseases in their wild state. Some being the snowshoe rabbit. This disease may have 
of the parasites, such as round worms of foxes are been the cause of the rabbit plague. The infection 
spread directly from animal to animal, increase in of man usually occurs at the time the carcass is being 

number when foxes are placed in captivity. Dr, Skinned and prepared for table use. por. 
R. G. Green of the University of Minnesota and Dr. Puchas pean daemons raved by, Montana ecientiats 
J. E. Schillinger of the Bureau of Biological Survey that the rabbit tick is an important carrier of tularemia, 

have conducted research work dealing with some of euch i. by parasite is found on both rabbits and 
the diseases of fur-bearing animals in captivity. The Bare buds: 
describe one disease that affects fox a ae fen UPLAND BIRDS 
adults. Pups affected with this disease did not have Ticks are serious parasites particularly when they 
any discharge from the eyes and nose, but at death attach themselves to young birds. Tapeworms or 
the eyes are sunken and the lining of the intestinal flat worms of various kinds are not uncommon in the 

tract was inflamed. The spleen of “milt” was usually Sharp tail and Ruffed Grouse. Round worms of 
enlarged and dark. The second disease attacks Grouse are the same species that is found in domestic 

both young and adults. Unlike the first disease, a fowls and which has perhaps spread to wild birds 
fatal termination is likely to result very early in the from the barnyard. 
course of the disease. It is usually reported by the Green and Wade of the University of Minnesota 

owner that the fox appeared healthy some hours Teport that the Ruffed Grouse succumbs to an ex- 
before death occurred. In uncomplicated cases no perimental infection with the germ that produces 
discharge is seen from the eyes and nose, and, at tularemia or rabbit fever with the same regularity 

death the eyes'are not sunken. A series of convulsions 98 the guinea pig and rabbit. Rabbits and guinea 
is the most common symptom coordinated with pigs usually show changes of the internal organs 
nervousness. that can be seen with the unaided eye while the grouse 

The common dog tapeworms or flat worms are that died as result of the infection did not show such 

found in the wild cousins of the dog. The same kind changes. The germ that produces tularemia may be 
of round worms are found in the dog as in the Fox. carried by a tick that infests both the rabbit and the 

Foxes held in captivity are commonly infested with grouse. If tularemia does occur as a natural disease 
lungworms and hookworms. ‘This latter worm has of grouse it might easily be overlooked because of the 

hooklets at the head-end and attaches itself to the absence of gross changes of the internal organs as 
lining of the intestines. seen in experimentally infected cases. 

The fish tapeworm, one of the largest and most According to the results of the experiments 
serious of human parasites—and not an uncommon reported by Dr. Green and his co-workers it would 
affliction in Minnesota—has been found in the dog, ®ppear that the ring-necked pheasant would be 
fox, and bear; animals which undoubtedly play a immune to tularemia under conditions of natural 

role in perpetuating the parasite. infection. 
Minks in the wild state are more likely to, be DUCKS 

infested with a parasite that they obtain in their These birds are found infested with a variety 
natural food such as fish, crayfish, and so forth, than of parasites, tapeworms or flat worms and a round 
those held in captivity. This parasite is called a worm with a thorn-like head. Nothing is known 
fluke and it is a flat, small leaf-like worm. This (Continued on Page 23)
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HOW DESEASE AFFECTS THE CON- No paralysis was observed. All moose observed and 

SERVATION OF OUR WILD not destroyed had large areas bare of hair. No doubt 

ANIMALS AND BIRDS these were infected with ticks and the hair had been 
i rubbed off due to irritation by the ticks. The moose 

(Continued from Page 5) that were destroyed for autopsy purposes were all 

regarding their importance. Several mallards have heavily infested with ticks and hairless in spots. 
been examined in our laboratory that had a parasite The moose ticks are blood sucking parasites. The 
located extensively in the breast muscle. This para- female tick may be as large as a thumb nail on a 
site appears to the eye as small rice kernels. Heavy man’s hand. No doubt many individual moose are 
losses of ducks occur in several of the western states infested with several thousand ticks during the tick 
during dry seasons when ducks are forced to feed in Season. One can find the engorged female ticks in 

lakes containing alkali water. We do not have this the beds where moose have lain and when snow is 

condition in Minnesota. on the ground they are seen along the travelled trails. 

Last fall, quite a large number of ducks were The ticks get on the moose during the late fall and 

found paralyzed and others dead on the shores of arly winter. They must withdraw large amounts 
several lakes near Albert Lea and Mankato. Chemical of blood from their host. It remains to be definitely 
analysis made of the internal organs demonstrated determined whether these ticks are carriers of disease. 

the presence of lead. Lead pellets used in shotgun It is known that cattle ticks and others in various 

shells were found in the crops and gizzards. The parts of the United States are transmitters of a specific 

birds no doubt consumed the shot in their natural diseas? such as Southern cattle tick fever or Rocky 

method of feeding. Experimental feeding of lead Mountain spotted fever. We do not at this time 

shot to wild ducks indicates that it takes very few know the importance of the ticks found on moose. 

shot to produce symptoms and death due to lead __ 

Poisons: CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS | 
DEER : F - 

¢ : Advertisements will be accepted from responsible 
Prior to the last big game hunting season we firms and persons for insertion under this heading at 

requested the veterinarians to send us the liver, if | Se Te le centliop Wee tues S100 Cash With | 
diseased, of any deer that was shot. We suspected order. 

that some of the deer were infested with a flat worm, 
leaf-like in shape, known as liver fluke. Several NORTHWEST’S _LEADING TAXIDERMISTS— 

livers were received that contained this parasite. Meee ene faoole We oe 
It has just recently been determined that this same  }’orthmiller and Scherer, 42 E. Hennepin Ave., Minne- 
parasite also infests some of the native-bred cattle, apolis, Minn. 

raised in the extreme northern portion of Minnesota. FOR SALE “Live call decoy ducks! Hens, 75c— 

This parasite does a great deal of damage to a liver, drakes, 50c. Water Spaniel dogs, nine months old- 
but fortunately that organ in domestic animals, at Melrose Fox Farm, Melrose, Minn. 

least, seems to have immense powers of replacing 
injured tissue. The deer are also infested with external See 

arasites, such as moose ticks, biting lice, and sucking 
ee. Three deer were destroyed for scientific purposes, SUBSCRIPTION COMBINATION 

during the spring of the past two years and all were American Game Protective Association, 

found to have “throat bots’ located in the pharynx 2273 Woolworth Building, 

and nasal passages. These are quite large yellow, New York City, N. Y. 
grub-like worms. They pass out through the nostrils _ Herewith find remittance of $1.50 for membership 

in the Association including subscription __to 
and fall on id, there go through several “AMERICAN GAME” and “FINS, FEATHERS 
changes and emerge as fly. This fly deposits its AND UBS 

eggs on the nose of the deer‘and then dies. Its life Combination 

is of sort duration. < Membership in Am. Game Pro. Assn. ) o. 
Moose sueeron eeeaemican CANE, { $1.50 

During the spring of 1931 and 1932 we made ie ea ae ae 

investigations of the disease conditions affecting FEATHERS "AND FUR” and Santo fore Nee 

moose. The State Game and Fish Department, Eee eee on on sous ccupsenpsion 
the State Live Stock Sanitary Board and the University ona; ee 

of Minnesota cooperate in this work. John Linklater, Dee ‘or Canadian postage; 1. ‘or 

a warden, was detailed as guide and it was through 
his knowledge of the habits of the moose that we Name......0. 06ers 

were able to observe this animal at exceedingly close 
range. In observing the moose there seems to be ie eer rien mn signee Sc 

two conditions affecting them, one type being ex- 
treme emaciation and weakness; and, the second De ease gees 

form causing the animal to walk or run in circles. a
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a cut-off channel eliminating two and one-half miles of the navigable consistently by anything bigger than a rowboat. 
river, immediately above Lynxville, Wisconsin, at a cost Unless it can be demonstrated that the demands of com- 
of approximately $1,000,000. They now propose to cover merce call for additional facilities by way of water trans- 
this improvement with several feet of water by one of the portation on the Mississippi, there can be no justification 
proposed dams in the new project, and one need not be an for this lavish waste of public funds. These are times of 
engineer to reach the conclusion that the cost of this so- retrenchment, and it may be suggested with propriety that 
called improvement goes down river. Space does not per- in view of present conditions, which bid fare to continue 
mit of a review of the wasted millions on the Mississippi for some time in the future, these expenditures be most 
and of the vast projects which, upon completion, must be carefully scrutinized. Would it not be well to curtail them 
reconstructed or abandoned. The Hastings Dam mentioned now and use some of these funds for conservation projects 
above is but one such illustration. Even before completion which are of unquestioned benefit to the public whose 
it is suggested that a million and a half be added for another money is being spent? 
lock. The Twin City Locks is another illustration. Why not devote some portion of these funds to a 

The history of governmental attempts to improve trans- program of curtailment of erosion in the Upper Mississippi 

portation on the Valley? Why not 
Mississippi River = = a spend some for 
18 ce 7 ith ta Renae aS. +. 2 a Pe restoring the vast 
COs eS Dac ————— ee ee ee ee <a | areas in the discovered after (1 - — —_—| Northwest hich 
completion by the | 9 4 r—“‘i‘“CSOOCWCOCdCCSC¥dsidCC ; a 

i ee C—ires—s~s~—“‘CSsSsSsSeSSSSsSsSSCS*ésésSéC#CSL:COCO€rT'le’:=sunwisscely same army engi- ee = llllertrs—<—s—sisi‘CrsOrCNSCWiCsCO@”S eee 
ho pro | eee ——s————_C| é“tained and neers who p 2 ee poe oe Ee 

jected them Se ee a = ~=6 |_:«OWwhich have be- 
se situations = a = h 7 —— Spots, snstead of 

may be inherent ee ee == eS oF ea = 
in the engineer- = = . ie 4 . a a BALES reser- 

ing profession: | Sel CeO 
and are not used a _- owe a ae 1 ie 2a tC There are some 
to condemn the | = fj  ——iaqetiy ee  —“<its—S_FCVitally important 
army engineers og — & C= — 7 questions affect- 
but simply to | # gs [8 ing the conserva- 
demonstrate that co YY LU tion aspects of 
there is nothing | - -..—r——C“F—XY this project which 
more sacrosanct [ = : — ~=— | will be dealt with 
about them than fo a. | ina 

z ee - SS lrt~—r———..——SOC in Gue COUTTS €. there is about amy =f UT ce There is the ques- 
governmentalem- | | , rr the river to a 
a e Pig ‘le fe y SL oe series of still 

same army engi- In pioneer days the Indian found the Father of Waters a stretch of unpolluted, free- pools and the in- 
neers are now flowing waters. Why disrupt its natural flow today? cidental effect 
still building upon the fish life 
costly locks and draws in bridges on non-navigable rivers for and flora and fauna of the region. There is the ques- 
the purpose of passing phantom argosies of the future. tion of silting which, despite Mr. Morse’s statement, is a 
There is one apt illustration on the Wisconsin River at Prai- serious one in Keokuk Lake, and will be on these proposed 
rie du Sac, Wisconsin, where a quarter of a million dollars lakes. There is the question of pollution, far more dan- 
was expended for a lock in 1912, and within two and one- gerous in still water than it is in a flowing river. All 
half miles of this expensive lock are further costly ear in these will receive attention in eencoe AMERICA in near 

Tidges, all on a stream which has never, in fact, been uture. , aon 
fa A a i eens. folder /R Denioren & Werbrfou! be, 

/ Michigar Studies Juvenile Diseases of Wild Ducks — 
The author of this excellent article teaches Forest Zoology at the University of Michigan, is 
a staff member of the Bureau of Forest Research in the School of Forestry and Conservation 

By EARL C. O’ROKE 

ANY an outdoorsman can recall The wild duck malady that is best known much rarer than among young birds. 
M those yesterdays when the spring is a type of botulism commonly referred For some years prior to 1930, reports 

and fall migratory flights of wild to.in the older literature as Western Duck had been current in Michigan, especially 
ducks were more conspicuous than they Sickness or Alkali Disease. Another well- in the northern part of the lower penin- 
are today. If he has studied the ways known and often fatal disease is lead ula, that ducks did not do well. Little 
and haunts of waterfowl, he will recall poisoning caused by ducks eating lead shot ducklings, it seemed, would start out all 
also that he has seen agriculture, good in places where heavy shooting has long right, then at two or three weeks of age 
roads, new shooting methods, and indus- been practiced. The malady to be discussed would fall victims to some mysterious 
trial and recreational developments cut in this paper is still another one, the seri- malady. Clues were scarce, but fur- 
deeper and deeper into the sum total of ous nature of which was demonstrated only ished valuable leads. After several 
things good for ducks In his despair over recently at the University of Michigan. months had been spent in preliminary 
conditions, he blames the situation upon For want of a better name, this malady study, the hypothesis was advanced that 
one thing or another, depending upon his may be called Leucocytozoon disease, after Leucocytozoon anatis, which had been 
state of mind at the time he talks or writes the name of the protozoon blood parasite reported in Michigan, was responsible 
about it. which causes it, namely Leucocytozoon and that it would be found to be insect 

In this brief paper attention is called to anatis Wickware. Unlike either western transmitted. 
a new and relatively little known disease duck sickness or lead poisoning, this When it was decided to test this hypo- 
which may take a much larger toll of wild disease primarily attacks young ducks. thesis experimentally, Director George R. 
ducks than is commonly believed or even Adult birds may, and do, carry the germs, LaRue of the University of Michigan 
suspected. but fatalities among them are apparently (Continued on page 25) 

‘ip
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Michigan Studies Juvenile Diseases of Wild Ducks 

(Continued from page 7) 

Biological Station placed the facilities of flocks being entirely free from it, while course of the investigations indicates that 

the Station at the writer’s disposal, and others were 100 per cent infected. Still it is not. On farms where mixed flocks of 

the School of Forestry and Conservation others showed varying degrees of infec- both ducks and geese were examined the 

made his services available. The neces- tion. ducks were found to be parasitized, whe 

sary expenses were met by faculty re- Comparing the heavier losses of experi- as the geese were not. Also, where young 

search grants from the University, Eggs mental birds in 1931 with those of 1930, ducks had diedfrom the disease on farms, 

of wild mallards were furnished by the it is possible that the difference may be due goslings remained healthy. 

State Department of Conservation through to the amount of the initial infection. ‘ 

the State Game Farm at Mason. The source of this initial infection the first WE are often asked whether this para- 

A complete account of the experiments year was in the wild ducks adjacent to the site makes a duck unfit for human 

and the ways in which the various facts Station, whereas in the second year it was food. There is no evidence that it does. 

in the life history, transmission, and patho- the carrier ducks which had recovered In fact, it is possible and even probable 

genicity of the disease-causing organism after having been used in the first year’s that of the numerous ducks shot which 

were ascertained cannot be given in this experimenis. In this connection, it may have been raised in black fly areas, many 

brief paper. By the end of the first sum- be said that after a duck recovers it carries are birds which have recovered from 

mer (1930), it had been demonstrated that the parasites in the blood until fall. They Leucocytozoon disease. 

a fatal disease of ducklings was common then disappear from the circulating blood As information has been accumulated 

to both wild and domestic ducks in Michi- and remain latent in the bird throughout and the technical findings analyzed, more 

gan, and it had been proved that the the winter, only to reappear in the spring. and more attention has been given to con- 

causal organism was a protozoon blood trol. For ducks raised under domestic or 

parasite, namely Leucocytozoon anatis. It Wet are the symptoms of the dis- semi-domestic conditions, management of- 

had also been proved that a species of ease?” is a question often asked. fers considerable promise. It is possible to 

black fly or buffalo gnat, Simulium venu- The most characteristic thing about it is have the ducklings hatch at times other 

stum, transmitted the parasite from duck the suddenness with which it strikes. than during the worst of the black fly 
to duck by biting. Further experimenta- Until eight or nine days after exposure a S¢ason in July. It is also possible, though 

tion proved transmission to be biological, duckling is perfectly normal in its actions. ¢xPensive and difficult, to screen the ducks 
the parasite undergoing part of its de- It then begins to refuse food. On the ‘S° that black flies cannot attack them. 
velopment in the fly. In this respect, it is tenth day it shows signs of weakness, sits Ordinary screen is not suitable for this 
comparable to the mosquito-transmitted a good deal of the time, and eats but little, Purpose. It must be screen with a very 
organism which causes human malaria. if any. It is thirsty and will drink often fine mesh. Raising ducklings in cool dark 

if it can get to water. It may show sheds, which the flies will not ordinarily 

Wes respect to the number of ducks labored breathing, and then die quietly, or enter, 1s also good practice. But best of 

harboring the parasite, black ducks it may roll about wildly, or attempt to run all, of course, is to select areas or en- 

in the vicinity of the Biological Station and fall down. Since this latter manifes- vironments free from these noxious in- 

were found to be 100 per cent infected. tation has been described for ducklings sects. ; = 

Mallards and black ducks across the after having drunk cold water when they As far as ducks in the wild are con- 

Straits at Munuskong Bay were found to are overheated, it is possible that this is cerned, it is doubtful whether human 

be 27 per cent infected. A significant not altogether a Leucocytozoon symptom. activities can assist much in preventing 
observation made near the Biological Sta- The blood of diseased ducklings is thin, their being attacked by black flies. Since 
tion was that broods of young ducks, pale, and watery and contains the telltale the larvae of the insects live in swift run- 
seemingly from five to seven weeks old in spindle-shaped parasites which are consid- "img streams, however, it is conceivable 
early July, consisted of only two to five erably longer than a red blood cell. The that fish management or other manipula- | 
young. Since blood samples from ducks most constant lesion after death is the en- ton of the aquatic environment may some- 

from each of these broods showed the larged and blackened spleen. The normal time come to the aid of the ducks by keep- 
presence of the parasites, it is believed that size of the spleen of a twelve-day duckling "8 down these larvae. In the meantime, 
the birds were the survivors of larger will be about half the diameter of a dime. setting aside, protecting and maintaining 

broods that had been killed by the disease. That of one which has died from this dis- suitable nesting and feeding grounds will 
The losses due to the parasite in the ex- ease will be as large as a quarter. If a help to produce healthy, well-fed ducks. 

perimental ducklings the first summer duckling lives two days after the first ap- _ Readers of Ourpoor AMERICA can as- 

were 35 per cent. These losses, it seemed, pearance of symptoms, it has a fifty-fifty sist in the solution of this urgent problem 

were so great that it looked as if the work chance for recovery. If it survives for by reporting their experiences with this 

should be repeated for verification. It five days its chances for living are excel- duck disease. Information may be sent 
did not appear to be reasonable that a lent. Some of the recovered birds, how- either to the writer at the School of For- 
malady capable of causing such serious ever, may be so stunted that they fail to estry and Conservation of the University 
losses in ducks could have long escaped develop normally and are unable to make of Michigan at Ann Arbor, _Michigan, or 

general observation. the migratory flight. to the Chief of the U. S. Biological Sur- 
Accordingly, with the background of the How widely this disease may be dis- Yey,at Washington, D. C. The complete 

first year’s experience, the work was re- tributed in North America is not known. findings are being prepared for publica- 
peated at the Biological Station in the During the summer just closed (1932), tion at the University of Michigan as 
summer of 1931. Domestic ducklings the field survey has been greatly extended, rapidly as the data can be interpreted and 
alone were used in the experiments this as voluntary collaborators whose coopera- the illustrative material prepared. 
second year. Lot after lot was exposed to tion was obtained through the U. S. Ba Se ae a 

intected black er ein ee fed on the Biological Survey, have eee and sent 
adult carrier ducks. e susceptibility in for examination hundreds of blood a, 

_ was found to be 100 per cent, the same as slides from wild ducks. In Michigan the Black Bass Market or Creel 
had been determined the previous. year. §1932 losses were not nearly as severe as (Continued from page 9) 

| But the startling disclosure in 1931 was those sustained in 1931. While the data 
that the fatalities were 85 per cent! As have not been studied sufficiently as yet, individuals, as well as through the press, 
was the case in the preceding summer, the it is apparent that conditions were more and make personal contact with their leg- 
control ducklings which had been kept free favorable for ducks and less so for black islators to explain the importance of con- 
from black flies, did not develop a single flies this last summer. serving their natural resources by sup- 
instance of the disease. Where did the disease come from? How porting this measure, the Hawes bill will 

Field observations were extended to long has it been present in our ducks? become 100% effective. America will 
various parts of the state this second sum- These questions are unsolved as yet. A have taken another step forward in con- 

mer, and the disease was found in many similar parasite, Leucocytozoon anseris, serving her resources, and the fighting 
places in both wild and domestic ducks. has been described from geese in Germany. black bass will again have an equal chance 
People rearing domestic ducks, or wild In the present investigations, the parasites to live and propagate his species. 
ones under domestic conditions, reported have been found only once in a Canada 
losses of from 70 to 100 per cent. Ob- goose. This bird was picked up dead on 
servations made on ducklings in the wild the Saint Clair flats near Detroit. 
also indicated that the 1931 losses were Whether the species of parasite found in A membership in the peaque lie to 
exceptionally severe, The distribution of it was identical with the one in ducks is reestablish America’s upland game fields. 
the disease was found to be spotted,’some not known. Evidence obtained during the 
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File: Disease.~ 
Deer 

Cross Reference 

See “Deer as Carriers of a Cattle Disease" by W. H. Boynton, University 

of California, Calif. Fish & Geme, Vol. 20, No. 1, Jamary, 1934, pp. 80-81.



f File: Buffalo / 
Disease a 

Extract from Annual Game Report, Yellowstone National Park, June 21, 1934, p. 2. 

"During the roundup, $8 buffalo were blood tested for Bang's disease, 
Sixty-five per cent of the $4 cows reacted positively and ali of the bulls, 
These animals will be retested again next year to follow the spread of the disease." 

(Report filed in National Pari box.)
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GROSS FUFERENCE : 

: "Relationships Between Diet ami Extent of Parasitism in Bob-white Quail” 

by We.0, Nagel, Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XIVI, No. 3, September 1934, pp. 147-149. 
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. File: Ruffed Grouse 
Disease ,~ ; 

From Seience, Vol. 80, No. 2071, Sept. 7, 1934, p. 228. 

CAUSE OF MORTALITY OF YOUNG GROUSE 

Field studies in Alonquin Park, Ontario, during the present summer 
have shown the disappearance of young grouse (Bonasa umbellus togata) to be 

associated with a very high occurrence of a Leukocytozoon, of which the 

species has not yet been determined. Grouse in this area appear to be 

decreasing in mmbers after having reached a peak of abundance last year. A — 

mortality of at least 60 per cent emong chicks had taken place to mid-July 
in the area under inmediate observation, and in practically all specimens 
examined, adult and young, the Leukocytozoon was found to be present. In 
view of the fact thet similar parasites are know to be lethal to ducks and 
turkeys, a connection between its occurrence in grouse and the high mortality Z 

observed is suspected, Field studies are still in progress. 

Cc, H, D. Clarke 
University of Toronto.
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October 3, 1934. 

D 
Parasites 

Dr. Fo Je We SOhmidt, 
New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear br. Sehmidt: 

Your Letter of September 26 is received. 

On the two octasions when I passed through your city ani stopped 
briefly last month I was so unfortunate as to have these dates coincide 
with your field trips. Therefore, I feel it is my loss that I did not 
have the opportunity for discussing some biological problems which ate 
of intimate concern to me in my work. 

In our studies of the veriodic decrease in game populations as 
may be concerned with disease, a problem of the relationship between cer- 

y tain game species such as rabbits and grouse to the mall rodents indigenous 
i to the regions where the rabbits and grouse aboufid has come up for consider- 

ation. In our studies we have found certain infectious diseases involved 
with more or less extensive losses in game. Since these diseases are 
usually tranemitted by biting insects it is evident that they must have ac- 
quired the infectious agent from some infected animal before introducing it 
inte the rabbits and grouse, In the north central states region our studies 
show that two~host ticks are the most common external parasite occurring on 
rabbits and grouse. Since these ticks frequently spend the first stage of 
their lives on chipmunks, gophers, ground squirrels, prairie dogs and per+ 
haps other species living in a similer environment, it has occurred to me 
that the ticks may become infected in their early life from these species of 
mammals. I would, therefore, appreciate any information which you may be 
able to furnish either from your notes or from your observations as recorded 
in your memory on the abundance of these small rodents at about the time 
there ig a peak and decline of rabbits and grouse. 

The situation may be summarized somewhat as follows. If some infec- 
tious disease such as tularemia is responsible for these losses, four con+ 
ditions must be simultaneously presents; (1) a large rabbit and grouse 
population; (2) a virulent infectious organism; (3) the means for conveying 
this organism (insects); (4) an abundant available source of infectious 

material to be taken up by the vectors such as suall rodents.
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I recognize the fact that this may be a somewhat complicated pic- 
ture but in our efforts to procure all of the reliable information possible 
that may in som measure account for our wildlife waste, such matters as 
this must be taken into consideration. 

Thenking you in advance for any information which you may be able 
to add to our plan of research, I am 

Very truly yours, 

J. Be Shillinger, 
In Charge, Disease Control, 

Division of Wildlife Research. 
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See “Onchocerciasis, a New Disease in the White-tailed Deer of Montana," by 

W, M, Rush, General Notes, Journal of Mammalogy, Vol, 16, No. 1, February 1935, 

PP. 70-71.
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INFECTIOUS DISEASES AS A CAUSE OF LOSS IN WILDLIFE 

By J. E. Shillinger, Senior Veterinarian, In Charge, Disease Control 

Division of Wildlife Research 

During the last few years the growing interest in our wildlife resources 

and the increasing recognition of the value of game as a source of recreation 

in this country have led to demands upon conservation officials for better pro- 

tection of the various species. These demands have pertained not only to modi- 

fications in hunting regulations but also to studies of wildlife ailments and 

the institution of measures for their control where feasible. When activities 

in the study of wildlife diseases were begun by the Bureau of Biological Survey, 

it was found that this relatively new field of research had had the attention of 

very few responsible investigators, none of whom had made it a matter of primary 

interest. In the past such studies had been made almost invariably because of 

\ some recognized connection between the diseases of wild forms and the welfare of 

, human beings or of domestic livestock, and not for the sake of the wildlife it- 

j self, The literature in this field is therefore meager and widely scattered. 
, 

Certain forms of game are known to pass through cycles of abundance and 

scarcity, irrespective of hunting activities, food supply, or weather conditions. 

Biologists have considered the various destructive agencies that may be involved 

with these cyclic, or periodic, decreases of game, but thus far no one factor 

appears to fit so adequately into the picture as does disease. The game species 

usually mentioned in references to disease are rabbits and grouse. Certain car— 

nivorous fur animals also exhibit periodicity in abundance, but increase and de- 

crease in these groups seem to parallel those of their natural food supply, 

which is composed largely of the game species mentioned. 

A study of the population records during a complete cycle shows a gradual 

rise in numbers, with an acceleration near the peak. After one or more years of 

great abundance some obscure condition enters the picture and causes a precipi- 

tous decline. The losses have never been adequately studied. In fact the mor-— 

tality is seldom recognized until after the peak of losses has passed. Because 

of the tendency of sick wild subjects to secrete themselves in secluded hiding 

places and because of the rapidity with which small mammal and bird carcasses 

become disintegrated by natural elements or are removed by scavengers, such 

losses are seldom noted by the casual observer. 

In the last few years, during which studies have been conducted by the 

Biological Survey and cooperating organizations, those forms of wildlife subject



to cyclic disappearance have in general been on the increase. For purposes of 

making the information as comprehensive as possible, the cooperating agencies Ps 

| have taken monthly samplings of cottontail rabbits and snowshoe hares of a { 

typical game region on an area of 6 square miles in central Minnesota. During : 

the fall in several successive years grouse samples also were collected at i 

large in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan. The specimens were first examined 

physically and the external parasites collected. Gross examinations were then 

made of the organs, and the internal parasites were studied. Suspicious organs 

were cultured, and the liver, spleen, and muscle tissue of all suitable speci- 

mens were injected into test animals. Ticks and fleas collected were used for 

injection after grinding and filtering, and free ticks were collected from 

vegetation and injected into test animals (1, 2,). 

Since these investigations have been in progress, the cottontail rabbits 

have reached their peak of density, and a pronounced decline has taken place on 

the study area now under daily observation. Careful search by specially trained 

men assisted by dogs revealed many cottontail rabbits sick and dead. Gross ap- 

pearances, agglutination tests, and cultures derived from both tissues and ex— 

ternal parasites when passed through test animals revealed the presence of 

tularemia as a constant infection in these animals and demonstrated that this 

disease was undoubtedly the cause of the widespread loss in that region. Paral- 

leling the observations in Minnesota, a similar wiping out of cottontail rab-. 

bits by tularemia in more or less circumscribed areas has also been observed in 

other parts of the country. 

From these results it was assumed that there was in sight the solution 

of the problem of cyclic disappearance of both snowshoe hares and grouse, since » 

the two live in the same environment, are parasitized by the same species of 4 

ticks, and are in every way closely associated. This view has, however, not as i 

yet been substantiated. Several thousand snowshoe hares have been live-trapped " 

and identified with metal ear tags. During the past 2 years there has been 

noted a very high tick population on the detailed-study area. While the snow- 

shoe hares and grouse have actually increased in numbers, the average number of 

ticks per animal has also multiplied. For several consecutive months during the 

warm weather the average tick population per snowshoe hare was over 2,000. On 

large numbers of specimens it was not unusual to find as many as 5,000 ticks per 

animal, and in some instances actual count has revealed as many as 10,000, In 

the same areas from which the cottontail rabbits disappeared, hares and grouse 

have maintained their numbers or even increased. Both have been found suscep- 

tible to tularemia infection through the previously mentioned processes of tis- 

sue and parasite inoculations and agglutination tests. It is apparent that they 

may be carriers of the infection without its causing serious inroads on their 

numbers. Human infections have occurred from handling apparently healthy grouse. 

The incidence of tularemia infection, however, in ticks taken from grouse and 

snowshoe hares and in ticks found free on the local vegetation has decreased 

since the cyclic disappearance of cottontail rabbits in the area, despite the 

abundance of hares and grouse. Comparison of the strains of Pasteurella 

tularense taken from game species shows that the organisms vary in their viru- 

lence and infectivity and that some strains require a much longer incubation 

period than others. 

ips



Evidence of jthe susceptibility of a wide variety of wild forms to 

* tularemia has been established by the examination of sick and dead specimens 

} and of human infections from contact with these forms, and also by laboratory 

» tests.. In the light of observations thus far made, it appears possible that 

; not only cottontail rabbits but also muskrats and gray foxes may be killed 

off by tularemia. The coincident infection of domestic livestock with this 

disease, acquired from close association with wildlife undergoing decimation 

from it, was demonstrated in 1934 by local authorities in Montana through 

agglutination tests and recovery of the organism, Several hundred sheep died 

from the infection a few weeks after being placed on a range where the mor- 

tality among jack rabbits had been heavy. Ticks of identical species were 

found in great numbers on both the sheep and the jack rabbits. 

Based on information at hand, it must be concluded that although tula—- 

remia is responsible for the disappearance of cottontail rabbits, and possibly 

other species, it cannot be stated at this time that this disease accounts 

for the periodicity of populations of snowshoe hares and grouse in the North 

Central States (3). It is evident, therefore, that some more virulent strain 

of Pasteurella tularense, or some other disease or diseases, must be the 
cause of the wiping out of these species. j 

The processes described by which examinations are being made of great 

numbers of wild specimens are expected to reveal any infectious disease that 

makes its appearance in epizootic form. Up to the present, tularemia, pseudo- 

tuberculosis, and ulcerative enteritis are the diseases recognized as holding 
the greatest potential responsibility for the periodic disappearance of small 

game. Pseudotuberculosis as yet has been observed only in comparatively few 

N subjects. 

B, During the fall of 1933, ulcerative enteritis, a commonly encountered 

disease of quail, was observed in grouse (4) in Minnesota, and studies are now 

in progress to learn to what extent this infection may account for the decima— 

tion of these birds. While the specific etiology of this disease (5, 6) is 

not definitely known, its identity as a nonfiltrable organism living in the 

enteric canal has been demonstrated. Its destructiveness among quail and 

grouse is well established. Further studies are required to learn to what ex— 

tent it is the cause of deaths in other species over the areas where periodio 

losses are pronounced. 

Blackhead likewise has frequently been found to be highly infectious in 

quail and wild turkeys, and in these species the mortality, when infection oc— 
curs, is high. Like aspergillosis, this disease appears to cause the greatest 

losses in restricted preserves with dense population, but until more compre— 

hensive studies are made, it will not be known just how frequently this dis— 

ease may account for the widespread losses on uncontrolled premises. 

It has not been the purpose of these studies in periodicity to learn how 

many different diseases may attack the various wild species. The most active 

investigations are devoted to learning to what extent the periodic decimation 

of game is chargeable to infectious disease and, if the present appearances 

\ 
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prove to be correct, what diseases are responsible and what means of control 

or prevention can be employed, These findings, therefore, should be considered r 

only as a summation of the preliminary work in a study of a long-time problem, 

one that calls for a great mass of information, which can be procured only i 

over a period of consecutive years and through at least one complete cycle. 
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Sagdbunblice D2itteilungen 
iy 2 viatilis) in Getracht. Die Cercarien twerden von den Fifden teils 

Uber ein Waffenfterben von Seefdwalben pafjiv mit dem Atemtvafjer aufgenommen, zum Teil wandern fie aber _ 

(Sterna hirundo und Sterna paradisea) aud attiv burch) die Haut in den neuen Wirt ein, twobei ihnen der 
= beftachelte Vorbderfdrper jowie geivijje Bobhrdriifen wertvolle Diente 

und feine Urfache ne a Pinan wntitee Gabeljdhiwang abgeiworfen. ; 

s ” ent im KLorper des gweiten Biwijchenwirtes tritt num eine abermalige 

Boe anon e Te oteacingetessoss  Tewmamkane en “Be Same md gc zeal (AB. 4,8) 
5 G1 Pty 5) einem Gebilbe, bas gewilfermafen die Ropfpartie bes tiinitigen 

nde Suli und Anfang Wuguft 1935 fonnte auf der Kurifden 
Nehrung ein Majfenfterber von Geefdwalben beobadhtet 

werden, tiber defjen Urjadhe im folgenden berichtet werden foll. 

Das Material wurde uns in danfenswerter Weije gum Teil von 

der Vogelwarte Roffitten itberlajjen, gum Teil bradhten uns Rojjittener 

Kinder tote und noch fhwad) lebende Seefchiwalben. Ym gangen 

fonnten gtvangig eingegangene Flup- und Miijtenjeejdwalben unter- 

fucht werden, und in allen Gallen wurde fejtgeftellt, dab die iere " 

einem ftarten Wurmbefall gum Opfer gefallen tvaren. Q eae 

Der Gubere Cindruce der noc) lebenden Geejdhwalben tvar ee 

folgender: Die Tiere waren fehr matt, fonnten faum noch fliegen und grrr q ajith an 

gingen in furger Beit gugrunde. Die meiften der eingelieferten er: ee Reta mio fae ~ 

Gremplave trugen noch das Sugendfleid. Der Mirper war in allen cnet ee Ae ae ie = 

Fallen fehx abgemagert, die Febdern in der Nahe der Mloate durd) i pense “ 

Rotrefte bejdhmugt und verflebt. Beim Offnen der Leibeshdhle fonnte ‘ 5, 

in allen Fallen feftgeftellt werden, dah der Darm ftaré entgiindet und SPE x 

betrachtlich aufgetrieben war. Bei einigen Seefd)tvalben war der Darm 

durch die Tatigheit ber Parafiten ftellenweife jogar durchlodert und rip Ubb.1, Junge Seefdwalbe, furz vor dem Eingehen (Phot. Heinemann) 

trog forgfamfter Behandlung beim Braparieren mefrjad) ab. 
Cine Borftellung iiber die Starke be3 Wurmbefalls gibt Wh- Wurmes barftellt und die Ausbilbung ber Gejdledtsorgane sundchft 

bilbung 3, die sei Darme von Seefdhwalben darftellt, welde fiir vermifjen lapt. Wird nun der giveite Bwijdentwirt, der Stint, aul- 

Sammlungsgwede im gangen aufbetvahrt wurden. Die Verdidung barf) oder Barjch, von dem ,Endiwirt, in diefem Falle von einer See- 

bei M zeigt den leeren Magen, daran anjdjliebend folgt bis etwa gur fchwalbe, gefreljen, fo entiwidelt fid) im Darm des Endiwirtes der 

Mitte des Bildes der Darm in feiner normalen Ausdehnung, wahrend  ausgebildete Wurm (Abb. 4, 6), der bereits nach twenigen Tagen 

die untere Haljte bes Bilbes die verheerende Wirkung der Parafiten gejdlechtsreif ijt, Gier ergeugt und fo fiir die Erhaltung feiner Wet 

zeigt. Ubbildung 2 geigt ein Sti des gedffneten Darme3, dad mit jorgt. Damit ijt der Cntwidlungstreis geldlojfen. 

zahlreidhen Wiirmern befegt ift. Leider lies e3 fich nit vermetden, Der Korper des gefdlechtsreifen Wurmes ijt in gwei ungleide 

Daf beim Praparieren und Firieren des Darmftiides ein Teil der Ubjdjnitte geteilt, von denen der vordere eine bedherformige Geftalt 

Parajiten abfiel, fo dab der Befall in feiner gangen Stérte nicht befitt, Qn diefer becherformigen Cinjtiilpung befinden fic) aufer den 

richtig gum Wusdrud fommt. Bei bem Verfuch, die Witrmer gu gablen,  beiben Gaugnapfen noc bejondere Organe gum Fefthalten, mit deren 

famen tir bei einer eingigen Geefchwalbe auf 1254 Stiid, obgleid Hilfe ber Wurm jich an der Darmivand feftfaugt. Die eingelnen Darm- ~ 

dicies Tier, bem dufjeren Cindruc de3 Darmes nach gu urteilen, nicht gotten twerten dabei von dem Becher umjdlojfjen, gerjtdrt und durch UWus- 

einmal am {tditften infiziert war. Beim Offnen de3 Darmes tourde ein _jehetdung von Fermenten durch das Hajtorgan allmabplid) verdaut. Sm 

Dinnfliffiger Snbalt fejtgeftellt, berin den meijten Fallen hellgelb gefarbt Becher bes Parajiten werden die geldjtenStojfe durch den Mundjaugnapt 

und gutveilen mit Blut durchjebt war. Die mifrojtopifde Unterjuchung aujgenommen. Die verheerende Wirking diefes Darmparafiten bet 

' exgab, daf der Kot grofe Mengenvon Wurmeiern der verfdiedenen Grd- _feinem Mtajfenauftreten bejteht aljo einmal in der Berjtdrung bes Darm- 

fien enthielt, dte von den im Darm fchmarogenden Wiirmern ftammten. — epithels, ferner aber auch in dem grofen Plutverluft bes Wirtstieres. 

Fragt man nun nach der Urjache dieje3 feudenhaften Sterbens, Bir haben 
fo muf man fich mit der Sebensiveife der Parafiten bejdhaftigen. Die aljo in Cotylu- 
hier in Betracht tommenden Schmaroger gehiren mit geringen Wus- rus variegatus 

nahmen der grofen Gruppe der Saugiwiirmer (Trematoda) an, die einen Parafiten M : 

ich durch eine mer oder weniger fompligierte Entwidlung auszeidnen. ftennengelernt, der : 7 

Wenn diefe auch fiir die eingelnen WArten verfdieden ijt, fo foll fie fiir jorwohl unter den 
den Gaugrwurm Cotylurus variegatus, ber nad) unjeren Bejunden  Siifrajferfijden 
aiveifello3: die Haupttodesurjache darjtellt, befchrieben und an Hand — als auch unter den ; 
der beigefiigten Stigzge (Abb. 4) erldutert werden. Waffervddgeln er- é ’ ‘ 

Mit dem Mot der infigierten Vogel gelangen die Gier (bb. 4,1) Heblidjen Schaden . 

der Parafiten in bas Wafer, und hier entwictelt fich, je nach ber Waffer- angurichten , ver- 3 

temperatur, frither oder fpdter eine fleine, betvimperte Larve, das mag. utich ver- E : : 
Miracidium (Wb. 4, 2), dad gundehft frei im Wafer umberfehivimmt. —Halten fich einige 
Dicle arve jucht fic) nun ihren fogenannten exjten Bwifcemwirt, eine  vertwandte Wrter : ; 

bejtimmte Sdneden- oder Mujdelart, in deren Mittelbarmbdriije fie (Hemiftomiden, ’ 3 c 
fich nach Verluft 583 Wimpertleides gu einem jehlauchfirmigen Gebilde, 3. %. Hemisto- . 

der Sporochfte (Abb. 4, 3) entividelt. Dieje Sporochfte vermehrt fic) mum spatha- 7 

in der Mitteldarmdriife zu ganlreicjen neuen ,Sporochften gweiter ceum), die tir ; 

Ordmung“, und aus diejen entitehen wiederum Heine Larven, die ebenfalls recht : 

Gabelfehwangcercarien (bb. 4, 4), die ihren Namen dem gegabelten —gableeic) in See- 
Shwang verdanten. Dieje Gabelfehwangcercarien verlafjen nun in ehwalben und ee 

der twarmen Jah-  Wowwen angetrof- = 

+ reszeitifren Wirt, fen haben. 
fhwarmen — aus Fijditerben i i 

g sls und dringen nach durch Saugtniir- A 
P Nee furgerZeitineinen — mer(Trematoden) 4 

j - ee ea aiveiten Bwifden- find fdyon dfters 4 : ; 
ee ; wirtein. 18 fol gemeldet worden. 

; a cer fommt fiir Go beridtet 3. B. q 
a 3 Cotylurus varie- Otterftrom von 

4% i gatus in erjter fi- einem grofen . : 
~2 F ie ber Stint (Os-  Raulbarjchiterben 

_maruseperlanus), im  Gsrom-Gee : i 
» ferner der Maul- (DQanemarf) im 2: 

i : barf (Acerina Sabre 1913. Wei- Abb. 3. Darme von eingegangenen Geefdwalben 

Abb. 2. Ein Sti aus dem Enddarm der Gee= cernua) und der terhin find jahrlic) Man beadte den ftaré angefdhwollenen €Enddarm 
fowalbe, befegt mit Cotylurus variegatus Barjeh (Percaflu- _ mebr oder weniger (Bhot, Heinemann, KSnigéberg) 
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umfangreidhe Sifdjterben, vornehmlich. von Kaulbariden, am Ru- und gleichmapfig entroicelte Ribe in der Tracht hatte (jiehe untenftehen- 
rijchen Haff beobachtet und, von Sgzidat 1927 bejehrieben worden. des Bild). Nach der Zalhnabjehleifung Handelt e3 fic) um eine gehn- 
Wahrend die Fijejjterben durch ein bejtimmtes Larvenjtadium _ jahrige Mice. Nach der trajtigen Entwidlung der Rive gu urteilen, waren 
der Saugiviirmer, die Cercarien, hervorgerujen werden, find fiir die . dicje alle durchaus lebensfahiq. Auijallend ift, Daf in diefem Revier 

~ GSterben von Wajjervigeln die gejchlechtsreifen Wiirmer ver- (Rheinland), dag einen fleinen fiir fich gefonderten Rehftand enthalt, 
antwortlich, die burc) den Genuf injizierter Fifthe, Schnecen und _ der feinen Blutwechfel mit anderen Rehftinden hat, fehr haufig Ricken 
dergleichen in ben Vogelfdrper gelangen. Go ijt es gum Weijpiel eine mit drei Kiben beobachtet werden, und gtvar handelt es fich auch dann 
vjt beobachtete Tatjache, dab in 300- ftets um auperordentlich ftarte Ribe, 
logifehen Garten oft ganze Bejtande aay die fpdter als ertwachjene Rehe fehr 
von Geevigeln eingehen, tenn fie SR hohe Getwichte erreichen. Die The- 
in Ermangelung von Geefifchen mit ise oN. orie, bag ein eingelne3 Rib ein bel- 
GSiiprwafferfijfchen gefiittert werden. Ge 6. SH) feve3, fraftigeres Stitt ergidbe, als 
Bejonders Pinguine fcheinen in ‘ twenn gtvei oder drei gujammen.auf- 
diejer Hinjicht dugerft empjindlich su twachjen, fcheint bemnach eben doch 
fein. Ferner berichtet Baylis itber Wes nur eine Theorie gu jein, und nach 
ein Sterben von Tordalfen im Sep- Peon meinen Griahrungen bin ich iiber- 
tember 1934 in Middlejex (England), ns geugt davon, dah auch die vier Ribe 
das ebenfalls durch Gaugiwiirmer & LO\ der itberfahrenen Micke fehr fraf- 
Hervorgerujen wurde, wobei die Co- ; Max bi, fiscal tigeS Wild geworden waren. Die 
tylurus-Yrten wiederum die Haupt- PEIN : beep PY: Fee Koc f, | Ricfe twwog ohne Aufbruch und ofne 
iibeltéter twaren. Re\ Ag Si ee ae STF Rive, vollftindig ausgejchweift, noch 

Daf aufer den genannten \e yy s Nea) : 36 Bund. Das Gewicht der Boece 
Stint, Kaulbarjch und Barjch noch | s\ s/ SI ea Ske in diefem Revier ijt auferordentlich 
andere Tiere, wahrjdheinlich auch We ge Ga EZ 5 T5ch hoc) und tam mit dem Gewicht 
Seefifme, als Zwifchentirte fiir “Gey —_ Mee 4 ruffijen oder Karpathentwildes 
andere Gaugtviirmer in Geefehral- _CGeeaE Ss —— Wii UW / 2] verglichen werden. Der Durch- 
ben in $rage fommen, hat das died SS w & ieee ae ; fehnitt3bod wiegt dort aufgebrochen 
jahrige Seejdhwalbenjterben mwahr- RS . 4 um 50 fund, Gewwicdte iiber 
jcheinlich gemacht. €3 wurde nam- . is - a hip 50 Pfund find nicht felten. Yur ver- 
lich eine gréfere Ungahl bisher un- yy gangenen Yahre erlegte ich noch 
befannter Trematodenarten gefun- EY einen bereits ftarf abgebrunjteten 
den, deren Entwidlung zur Beit eben- ‘ ‘ Gy Bod, der bahnfertig, alfo ohne 
falls noch unbetannt ijt. Da fich A Yo 3 Gerdujd und Gejdetde und ohne 
aber unter ben eingegangenen Gee- Zid a; Z Gebhdrn, 54 Pjund wog. Die Unter- 
jehwalben auch drei beringte Exem= CZ. I fiefer biefes Wildes tweifen eine 
plare von Gmaland, Oland und LI, ange von 17% em auf, was un- 
Sinnland befanden, fo ijt anguneh- LG gefahr 2 cm mehr bebdeutet als bei 
men,dap a iere ere. um ae ea ge Rehidhlagen. Es 
Beit herrichenden Wejtiturm na : handelt ich um einheimijdes, boden- 
Hier verfchlagen wurden. Untertwegs ‘i Entwidlungstreistauf ee ee une Sgn eus ftanbdiges Wild, bei dem feinerlet Hatten. fie nun Gelegenteits anit Gi, 2 Miracidsum, 3 Sporoenfte, 4 Gabelfowanscercarte, 5 Tetracatole, 6 se treme Blutzujuhe flattgefunden 
der Nahrung, die wohl Hauptfdch-  {ledtEretfer Wurm. 1. efter Bwifsemosrt, Il. Bweiter Zwifsenmirt, ll. EndwKrt Hat. Die Farbe ber Dede dicles 
lich aus Geefifden bejtand, audh ~ ; Wildes ijt tm Sommer tief dunfele ~ 
die Larbenftadien der obenertwahnten Saugtiirmer aufgunehmen,  branbdrot, im Winter fpielt das Grau geradezu ins Schwarslicde 
denn dermutlich ift dev ftarfe Wurmbefall erjt in lester Beit einge- und paft jich dem dort vorhandenen anmoorigen Boden in der 
treten. (Die Vogelwarte Rojfitien bemerft allerdings hiergu, dak  Téinung vollfommen an. 
Seejdhwalben offenfundig fehr frith abwandern, und dag das Wuf- Wenn eine Side mit zehn Gahren die auferorbdentliche Re- 
treten fchiwedijd-finnijder Sungieeidwalben an der deutjdhen Oftjee- produftionsjahigteit hat, vier fraftige Kike gu bringen, fo darf man 
fiijte fchon Anfang Wuguft normal fein diirfte.) darqus wohl mit Recht feliefen, dak der Bo dann auch mit gehn 

Auger den Seejchwalben wurden uns noch einige Sturm- und Sahren noch nicht den Hihepuntt jeines Lebens iiveriehritten Hat, 
Lachmowen eingeliefert, die ebenfalls einer Gaugwurminjettion was vielfach deshalb behauptet wird, tveil man auf den Ausitellungen 
gum Opfer gefallen waren. Es handelte fich bei diejen Parajiten um — febr viele. Capitalbiete fieht, die nach bem Bagn erit bdreijahrig waren. 
Cotylurus platycephalus, ¢inen najen Berwandten de3 oben- “ 
erivdhnten Cotylurus variegatus, der in groper Bahl ben Gnd- y - 
barm, vor allem die Bursa fabrizii befallt und die Vogel (haupt- gg. “ : 
jachlich Lachmbtwen) derartig fchwadht, dab fie daran eingehen. . ae ace Saas 4 3h 

Daf die Parajiten zahlenmafig jo {tart auftreten fonnten, ijt s : : : 
gtveifellos auf den warmen Gommer 1934 guriidgufiifren, da alle * Z i oe ‘ 
Stadien diejer Sdhmaroger fich bei der grofen Warme recht gabhlreich : : i # iene: 
entwideln fonnten. Mit Riicfidt auf die diesjahrige ftarte Wurm- : ~ Be api 
infeftion der Geejdhwalben, die als Wurmtrager nun ihrerfeits wieder > : fF z 
die Gewajfer mit ungabligen Giern verjeucht haben, ijt damit 3u eee eat. a S ae 
rechnen, dak twir im. Qahre 1936 Fifdjterben groferen Wusmafes ees oe. oii 4 ie 
— voriviegend von Stint, Barjeh und Kaulbarjch — im Kurijchen Half aes ee , : 
ertvarten miijfen, vorausgelebt, dak die Witterung giinjtig und der a Be — " 
Grad der Verjeuchung nicht jo grof ift, dah bereits die erften Brvifden- : i " 
wirte, bie Schneden, der Snjeftion gum Opfer fallen. Z $ : 

Bum Schlup diirjten nod die Nahrungsunterjudungen inter- — in i = 
ejfieren, die wir an den Geefchwalben vorgenommen haben. Die  ~ af A —_ a : 
Magen waren in fat allen Fallen leer, d. h. e8 founten nur Fifdh- = a ; 
{huppen, Wirbel, Floffenftrahlen, Gebhiriteincen (Otholiten) und ™ _ : ~ s 
Sechlundtnocen gefunden werden. Gorweit dieje fiir die Nahrungs- Fe 5 _ <— “ 
unterjuchungen herangegogen werden fonnten, liefen fic) in erjter rn ee z 
Linie Stichling, Barfeh und Kaulbarjdh als Nahrungstiere ber See- : — Se 
jchwalben ermitteln. Qn gwet Fallen fonnten an Hand der auj- : 3 
gefundenen Schlundinodhen Pldpen ficher bejtimmt werden. Yn z 2 i 2 s 
einem §alle fonnte jogar ein halbverdauter lbp im Magen einer 
Seejdhwalbe gefunden werden. Yedoc) ift bet allen unterjuchten See-  Gegen dieje Theorie ift aber immer twieder zu jagen, Daf man eben 
jchiwalben gu beriidfichtigen, daf fie {dhwer erfranft und jomit in der durchaus nicht wiffen fann, twas aus pdiejen breijahrigen Biden 
Nahrungsaufnahme und -auswabhl jicer ftart behindert waren. ~ noch getworden wire, wenn fie eben nicht jcyon in ihrer Qugend 

Hatten fterben miiffen. Qn dem oben genannten Revier lapt fich 
Gine Ride mit vier Kigen. Wm 3. Marz 1936 wurde in meinem jedenjalls bei neun- und gehnjadhrigen Boden noch feinerlet Mitd- 

hiejigen Bachtrevier T. nachts eine Ride von einem Auto iiberfahren gang weder im Gebhirn, noc) an ihrer fonitigen augeren Gr- 
und getitet. Beim Aufbrecjen ergab fic, dab diefe Micke vier gut  jcheiming fejt{tellen. Lothar Graf Hoensbroech.



Passenger Pigeon 
Disease ~~ ‘ 

Extract from review of "The Passenger Pigeon in Ontario", Canadian Field- 

Naturalist, April, 1936, p. 69. By P. A. Taverner, 

"Te subject, however, brings to mind a suggestion incidentally thrown out 

years ago, I believe by Dr. Vaughn of the University of Michig.n Medical College. 
He called attention to the fact that 'fever and ague} almost universal 

in the early days of settlement of the middle west, disappeared almost : 

coincidently with the passing of the vast pigeon flocks. No definite connection 

was postulated but the more we learn of the transmission of parasitic disease 

by carfiers, the more significant the coincidence becomes."



* Disease - Deer 

4/36 ; 

Deer in 1927 in Douglas Co. (near Sawyer) died of disease showing 

swollen tongue, black spots on belly. Horns had shed, Died quietly. 

January. Not thin. 

Irven Buss 
Redwood Falls, Minn,
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INFECTIOUS
 

MYXOMATOSIS
 
OF DOMESTIC RABBITS 

(it osquito Disease; Big-head Disease) 

By F. D. McKenney, Associate Veterinari
an, 

and J. E. Shillinger
, 

Senior 

Veterinari
an, 

Section of Disease Control, Division of Wildlife Research 

Qceurrence
 

and Common Names 

Infectious myxomatosis
 

is a specific, rapidly fatal, contagious dis- 

ease caused by the. filtrable virus (an ultramicro
sopic 

agent) Myxomato sum. 

It was first discovered in Mexico in domestic rabbits maintained
 

for labora- 

tory purposes, and in recent years it has beam found also along the west 

coast of California.
 

It is called "mosquito disease" by some rabbit breeders 

because it is found more frequently
 

in low marshy areas where mosquitoes
 

are 

numerous around the rabbitries
. 

Although it has not been definitely
 

proved, 

there is evidence that it is transmitted
 

by some species of mosquitoes and 

perhaps other insects. Because of the edema around the ears, eyes, lips, and 

nose in the first stages of the disease, resulting in an abnormal swelling of 
these parts, it is frequently referred to as "big-head disease". 

Transmissi
on 

The disease is highly infectious
 

among rabbits, but it does not appear 

to be transmissi
ble 

to other animals or to man. <A minute quantity of blood 

or of the exudate from the eye of an affected animal is capable of reproducin
g 

the disease in a susceptible
 

animal if introduced into a scratch in the skin, 

rubbed into a scarified area, or placed in the eye, Animals artificia
lly 

in- 

fected with the virus show symptoms of the disease in about 10 days and die 

within 4 or 5 days after the appearance of the first symptoms. 

Symptoms and Mortality i 

Animals affected with infectious
 

myxomatosi
s 

show lack of appetite, 

lusterless
 

eyes with a purulent discharge,
 

and a rough coat. ‘The eyelids, 

nose, lips, ears, and vent become congested and swollen. The edema of the 

ears causes these parts to become heavy and pendulous,
 

a character
istic 

symp- 

tom. As the swelling around the body openings increases with the progress of 

the disease, there is a purulent discharge from the nose as well as-from the 

eyes, breathing is labored, and the animal becomes comatose. The disease is



uniformly fatal, and when it is introduced into a rabbitry thé mortality 
may be 20 to 90 percent of the adult animals. The young are less frequently 
affected. In the few cases that are not fatal, the swelling gradually sub- 
sides, leaving in its place firm protruding nodules around the ears, nose, 
and feet. ; 

ve Post-mortem 

Animals that die as a result of infectious myxomatosis show no charac-— 
teristic internal changes by which the disease can be definitely diagnosed. 
Positive diagnosis can be made only by laboratory procedures. If the edema- 

tous parts are incised, the cut surface is white, gelatinous, and glistening, 

and will bulge slightly. When pressed, the surface f7ill exude a clear serous 
fluid. Internally there is often a congestion or partial solidification of 
the lungs, probably sufficient to pro@uce death. The spleen is enlarged, dark, 

and pulpy. 

Prevention and Control 

Although it is possible to immunize rabbits against infectious myxo- 

matosis, the process at present is too costly and complicated except in un- 
usual instances. The best method of control consists of early recognition of 
the disease and immediate destruction of all animals showing symptoms. Dead 

animals and all the bedding, litter, and unused feed in pens in which affected 
or exposed animals have been kept should be burned or buried several.feet under 
ground as soon as possible. Exposed animals--those that have been in contact 
with or associated with affected stock--should be removed from the rabbitry 

and kept in isolated quarters for 2 weeks, and all equipment should be thorough- 
ly scrubbed with a good disinfectant solution. 

In selecting a site for a rabbitry it is well to remember the possibility 
of insect transmission of this and other diseases and to choose a place as free 

from insects as possible. When insects are present in large numbers, it is 

often difficult to protect the animals against their attacks. 

we
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Life, December 6, 1937 

SCIENCE & INDUSTRY oe 

U.S. CARES FOR SICK DUCKS AT HOSPITAL 

Wess duck sickness brings painful death each year to millions of 
waterfowl in the alkaline wastes of western States. To reduce these 

losses the U. S. Biological Survey opened a refuge and hospital for mi- 
gratory birds on the shore of Utah’s Great Salt Lake. Here last year 
6,000 sick wild fowl were treated, restored to health, set free. With the 

shooting season now at its peak (see page 13) hunters may thank the Na- 
tion’s only duck hospital for its drive on bird ills. Says Superintendent 
V. T. Wilson: ‘We can lick this sickness in a few years if we keep at it.” 
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in warm alkaline waters migratory birds fall victims to botulinus bacteria, cause 
of western duck sickness. A similar organism in man causes ptomaine poisoning. 
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Sick duck, its throat muscles paralyzed by the deadly bacteria, erooks its neck, = 

droops its wings and collapses. Unless treated promptly it faces a lingering death. 
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Duck ambulance of Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge makes daily round of marsh 
channels. CCC workers have little trouble catching ducks: sick ones cannot fly. 
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At duck hospital the sick birds are assigned to wards according to species. In the 

teal ward (above) attendants dose inmates with medicine through rubber tubing.
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Pelican takes his medicine which, as in case of smaller birds, consists simply of 
Epsom salts and distilled water. Most birds respond to this treatment, recover. 
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Duck Doctors E. R. Quartrup (Jeft) and D. R. Coburn head the experimental de- 

partment at the hospital. Under them CCC workers are trained to treat sick birds. 
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In hospital laboratory soil and water samples are studied. Here experts discovered 
that deep water and low temperatures reduce the deadliness of botulinus bacteria. 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Duck Hospital (continued) 
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In the solarium of the duck hospital, convalescent birds take light exercise. Weak- 
ened by fever that sometimes climbs to 108 degrees, they pad about in clean sand, 

take brief swims in clear running water, until their wings are strong enough to fly. 
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Discharged patient leaves the duck hospital after treatment. On its leg it bears an 

aluminum band inscribed with the name of the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge. 

Bands placed on ducks here have been returned from remote parts of South America.
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S tic Mange In a Wild Red Foxer! arcoptic M I ld Red F 
‘wibraty 0 9 eet 

By E. K. LeDUNE, Albany, New York, a 

Eildo Leopold Wild Life Pathologist, New York State Conservation Department 

MONG the resources of the nation, from these breaks in the skin. The ears 
A the game animals demand and de- were twice or thrice normal size and thick- 

serve our attention. With the con- ness; practically all the hairs had fallen 
tinual encroachment of agriculture and out. Eyelids, mouth, front legs and paws 
farming upon the last refuge of our game, presented a similar appearance. In short, 

it becomes the office of the individual states the fox was a sight, once encountered, one 

to give protection to them, in order to re- could never forget. 
tain a certain equilibrium in nature. Game A few skin scrapings were made with a 
management, therefore, plays a definite curette over different portions of the body, 
rdle in maintaining a hunting preserve. and examined microscopically, revealed 

It is true that the red fox is not of eco- thousands of small turtle-shaped parasites 
nomical importance in the same sense as (mange mites). They were identified as 
the red deer. As a matter of fact, the fox Sarcoptes scabiei, var. canis, the common- 

is known as a predatory animal; neverthe- mange of the dog. This mite has been 

less, he has a certain place in the scheme found also on silver foxes, wolves, coyotes, 
of nature. Since the fox is particularly martens, mink, and ferrets. So far as 
fond of mice, rats and other rodents, and known mange mites are transmissible by di- 
since he consumes also great quantities of rect contact and by indirect contact if the 
grasshoppers and other injurious insects, parasite has been off the host for not to 
his value to agriculture cannot be denied. exceed eight days. These small mites bur- 
Moreover, his pelt is a lucrative source of row under the skin where they excavate 
revenue to the trapper. The red fox is a galleries, in which they mate and the eggs 
close relative of the silver fox; zoologically are laid. The eggs hatch in four to six 
he is a member of the dog family. Ob- days. The young reach maturity and the 
viously, diseases that attack the wild fox females begin to lay eggs in 10 to 14 days. 
must naturally be of interest to the veter- Reproduction is rapid and the mites soon 
inary profession. spread to practically all portions of the 

An interesting fox specimen was sent to body. 
the laboratory of the New York State Con- The disease is always associated with in- 
servation Department by Mr. E. T. Town- tense pruritus. The skin becomes reddened 
send, state game protector. He stated that and inflamed, and as it progresses, the skin 
several foxes had been found in this con- takes on. the appearance of an elephant’s 
dition in his territory within the last few hide. The animal becomes weak and worn 
years. This particular specimen was an out from constant scratching and digging 
adult, male, red fox, weighing approxi- at the unseen foe. Where the hairs are 
mately six pounds. The animal was in falling out, a yellowish bloody serum oozes 
poor flesh; its hair-coat was dry, glossless, from the denuded area. Various types of 
and possessed a certain deadness to the microorganisms often enter the abraded 
touch. The hairs over various portions of skin as secondary invaders, complicating 
the body were .natted into rolls, some as the disesae picture and hastening the fatal 
long as the length of an arm. The hairs on end. 
the tail were coated with scales of epider- Generally, upon autopsy, large quantities 
mis. A peculiar, characteristically moldy of hair are found in the digestive tract; 
odor emanated from the body of the ani- this held true in the case under observa- 
mal. The skin on the ventral surface of tion. The hairs are swallowed during the 
the body was rough and cracked; in some act of gnawing and biting the itching parts. 
places a bloody exudate was seen oozing Sarcoptic mange is always fatal, unless 

*Reprinted from VETERINARY MEDICINE, Vol. XXXII, No. 12, December, 1937
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medical treatment is applied which, of — stances of the skin, and on drying up paste 
_ * “course, is impossible in the wild fox. them together in such a manner that the 

“? Presumably this fox acquired the mites excess production of epidermis can not be 
“from a dog or from other foxes. Possibly cast off in the form of scales, as in the 

a dog with mange may have chased it and case of the normal skin. Due to the move- 
when the fox “holed up” the dog attempted ment of the skin, especially during rubbing ‘ 
to dig it out, and in so doing scraped some and scratching, cracks appear, involving i 
of the mange mites off its body. When the the epidermal stratum beneath, causing i; 
fox eventually came out of the hole the erosion and secondary complications. 
opportunity for indirect contact in the nar- According to these latter authors, the 
row opening occurred. Undoubtedly, the spread of mange is facilitated greatly dur- 
fox had a chance to pass the parasites by ing the rutting season when foxes congre- 
direct or indirect contact to many other gate in bands and come in intimate contact 
foxes and fox dens in the vicinity. with each other. They recommend the ex- 

Olt-Stroese (Die Wildkrankheiten und termination of the mangy foxes for hu- 
ihre Bekampfung) state that the hyper- mane reasons, and as a matter of sports- 
keratosis of the skin and the scab formation manship. The fox dens are to be made un- 
are caused by the toxic action of the mite’s inhabitable for the critical period of pos- 
saliva. This toxic saliva produces an in- sible transmission by pouring strong smell- 
flammation which stimulates the growth ing disinfectants, such as crude cresol into 
of the epidermis. The fluid products of — them, in order to prevent infection of foxes 
the inflammation penetrate the horny sub- immigrating from other sections. 

{



Hawks & Owls 
Diseases ~~ 

Excerpt from Bird-Lore, May-June, 1938, Vol. Xb, Wo. 3, pp. 233-234: ; 

RED-SHOULDERED HAWKS DEAFENED BY MAGGOTS 

: On June 20, 1934, a female Red-shouldered Hawk, and later her 

two young in the natal down and about three weeks old, together 

with the nest, were collected in Swanzey, N.H., and a habitat group 

made by Iluman R. Nelson when turned over to him for his museum in 

Winchester. 

When skinning the Hawks, twenty Protocalliphora maggots were 

teken from the ears of both nestlings. These maggots are uncommon 

in open nests but very common in such nests as those of the Bluebird 

Chickadee, and Tree Swallow, and have been found in Phoebe nests. 

The maggots infesting the Hawk nests had attacked the ears of the 

: young enough to destroy the pled. without doubt totally deafening 

the birds and, while the parasites are blood-suckers, had eaten not 

only around the outside of the ears but disfigured the outer ear ; 

cavity to ais an extent that the result of their ravaging is easily 2 

: seen in the mounted specimens. 

There has since been another such case discovered in 1934, and 

these immature birds have also been preserved.--Lewis 0. Shelley, 

; Hast Westmoreland, N.H.
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Looks Ane O iving in Panaai GORA dine ten ECELULNG in (andAaites, |oo 

-Srmpemeneer aes aero ts aS aaa aa Z Bot . 
ee ; 7 ByS. C. Whitlock and Carl Gower 

eo guess : oe of the Game Division 

3 = SSeS ao : (Bditor’s note—The following paragraphs were 

a en prepared by the authors for the benefit of hunters, 

SN. eG Pd \ : as an illustrated discussion of certain parasites 

——— ye ag ~ eS which may be evil in appearance but which may 

= ——— = BF F have no harmful effects, either on the health of 
~. =. a ‘ Bs. aa msn) Pe the afflicted animal or the edibility of its meat. 

—— SS eg ed A Bs The discussion will be continued with additional 

me = a ee ge Ss a illustrations in the October issue of this mag- 

Sag ee eee es a) Lip a ae ee azine). 

ae ae ee ie ae A Pig eS 

ae 5 Be re — : “Mi Pcie “WIRE” OR ROUND WORMS  (ASCARIDEA 

ie a ales GL’ " a ne a LINEATA) IN RUFFED GROUSE 

2 i ~~ aa picnic, age fal ic} 4 / a The successful grouse hunter is sometimes 

oS DOO eee y | AEs Yd , pre nae amazed and disgusted to find many round, 

rr OZ is i ee i ee hite worms in the body cavity of his birds 
Pes ee. ae ay Pa ae Mey ae Ww =e ve y 

se OG ees Gl ‘hie y eS i ae ys when he dresses them. He may actually find 

ee ae td LEB Ns wee ; i 3 po the parasites emerging to the outside through 

a fe ee 2 shot _wounds in the body. They may some- 
ee eee fe? (ihr I ea . 4 pay times appear to be embedded in the muscles. 

Fe a) Bee 8 ane a ee ee oe ay _ These worms are ordinarily from two to 

Pre tater THT nnn Hit THilil THT four inches in length and about the thickness 

(ee bel 2 eet igh LE tas On alae a te Moe ae set of a steel knitting needle, although smaller 

Giana yea : Mldns arvassciock eRe Le ee ones may be found. The group of parasites 

fy eo é nate ee to which they belong occurs in many animals 

Warts are fairly common in rabbits. and De and pe ciate saatee to ee ee 
mon white, round worms of. dogs and pigs. 

RABBIT “WARTS”, “HORNS”, OR PAPILLOMAS that they are infectious and may be trans- abe peu puedes a ie sone - 

Warty, horn ths rotuberances mitted from one rabbit to another. Under oe ie beceislinpeseteas chickens, ruitet 

eihiaces Sea onalle Ga a ee natural conditions, biting arthropods such as grouse, or prairie chickens. Domestic poul- 

bits of Michigan. They have been reported ticks, fleas, or lice probably spread the dis- try are doubtless responsible for passing 

by hunters with increasing frequency the ease. It has been demonstrated that ticks the parasites on to grouse which live close to 

last two years. These tumors (since they > auewedmto buejene of the growths on a farm land. i i 
really aré similar in character to the tumors  T@bbit and then placed on another rabbit ‘These worms are Hot iufeee ye ani ans 
of humiine) Ava found. most often on’ the will cause the growths to appear at the point in no way spoil the bird for human con- 

rer d=em—teese nithoughteyamaysoceuneaian Where it bites the second rabbit. _Hecause sumption. They seem to do the birds little 

most. any place on the rabbit’s body. After of this unique characteristic these tumors harm unless they are present in excessive 

reaching @ certain size they beein to sivinia te eum uen suum ny Seu ee HOHE: t i i 

and finally disappear. They are not harm- ing on cancer in man at the Rockefeller The worms live normally in the in- 

fal {6 the animals anless, they growion;n, “Oude ueuitowsMenienl) De scurch: testines. Their appearance in the muscles 
vital spot such as the eye. e The presence of the warts on a rabbit does or body cavity is explained by the fact that 

> quien aioe ee heat not make it unsafe for human food. There Se 3 x 

ne mE stlese y CLoWwLAsa16 is no record of the warts being transferred Lege Pp 

to humans by handling or eating infected Ae yy 

Sarcocystis in breast of black duck. rabbits. Since the growths merely involve 4 

ee Nee teal ie the skin they can be easily removed in the rhs 

“Naas + Be process of skinning. Z \\ 

ee : 7 ee / \ 

 . as “ SARCOCYSTIS IN DUCKS | } 
2 wee cae os ; ; 
a op pit eae eS URING the past two hunting seasons i 

ae en : hunters have reported ducks with al oe 

gue ee . “grubs” in the muscles. Five ducks, i i 

eS gee ns each having been sent from a different lo- i i 

Be eee . cality in the Lower Peninsula, were exam- as es 

iy a ined during the 1937 season. Figure at left \ 13 

“ oe shows the appearance of the duck after re- SX fect ee Ee, 

ye ee . moval of the skin. White bodies, very much W yi 

1 2g psy 3 like grains of rice, are found scattered ~ rie le ene 4 

fs tt i throughout the breast and body muscles. Se % ep 

4 i $ Via 3 While these bodies are usually concentrated a Fe 

4 a i j oe : 3 oe ee ay may occur in any of the Roundworms from ruffed grouse. 

4 y a gs a In each instance, “hunters have referred to the ‘ rd § 
4 re “4 AP, * : y begin to crawl about after the bird is 

. VT Maids such ducks as “grubby”. However, the shot and sometimes find their way out 

: : | white bodies are not grubs, each of them through holes made by shot. Their pres- 

hase being a sort of sac containing hundreds of ence elsewhere than in the intestines, is acci- 
hd tiny organisms, called spores. These bodies dental. 

Vf 4 are incapable of movement. Reports ac- yikes serge Shee 

iA companying the ducks examined indicate the 

= q j disease has little or no effect on the normal TULAREMIA 

a flight and activity of the ducks, and all those Tularemia is a disease affecting many 

2 J examined were plump, fat birds. species of animals including man. It is 
> rT , 5 s S ii a 

While no one would care to eat a duck caused by a micro-organism related to that 

2 known to be infected with the disease, there producing the dreaded plague or “black 

oe is no danger of a human becoming infected death” of the Old World. Ordinarily it is 

oe ay if meat is properly cooked. There is no a disease of rodents such as rabbits, hares, 

pegs danger of human infection from handling ground squirrels, ete., but is often trans- 

ae infected birds. As a matter of principle mitted accidentally to other animals or birds. 

as S other animals probably should not be allowed In Michigan the disease is known to exist 

ciel to eat the infected birds. in cottontails, snowshoe hares, and ruffed
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grouse. A considerable number of the cases 1 
have been traced to rabbits shipped in from 5 
western states for market purposes. Rabbits sD Zs 
appear to be the most frequent source of the i ‘<4 
disease. Judging from the number of human Ae Mae. aw 
cases reported by the State Department of i vs sia = wile Or , E 
Health for the last few years, it is not a eee a cia ee as 
serious menace. In man it causes relatively . al ee 
few deaths, there being only about one death my ss 
out of every twenty-five cases. However, it Ss 
is a disabling condition and may last for * Ps 
months. There is no specific treatment known = we ; 
for the disease. il > 

There is no easy method of determining a ai » 
whether or not a rabbit has tularemia. Lab- - Oe al RAN 4 i . ace \ oratory methods which may require some 4 SX gc 
time to complete are necessary. Visual ex- 4 es e 
aminations of a dead animal are not ac- eS ya 
curate. Other conditions produce similar i : pF - 
changes. A safe rule for the hunter to fol- geet : : . 
low is to avoid contact with rabbits which a » 
appear to be thin and out of condition. Rab- 
bits which seem slow in running or appear re - 
unusually tame when being hunted should E24 
be viewed with suspicion. The presence of oe Z 
many small white spots on the liver is also aaa : 
a characteristic to be looked for, although Wi, 
more times than not these spots are harm- A eT eae a ee » 
less tapeworm cysts. Cuts or wounds on the 

hands are dangerous to persons dressing rab- Ticks on ear of varying hare. A moderate infestation. 
bits since the bacteria frequently enter at 
such points. With the observance of a little ‘i ‘ cs 
precaution, hunters need not particularly TA ES ee pout cate HOW MUCH IS WILDLIFE WORTH? 
fear contracting the disease from Michigan in certain | yeurs cies ‘are “much “more (Continued from page 5) 
game animals or birds. numerous than in others. What the real is productive, the scenery inviting and the 

——_*—_—_. effect of them may be on the game animals orderliness of nature prevailing? 
TICKS and birds is uncertain. Some scientists have Certainly, Michigan gets more for its 

connected them with the cyclic changes in potato crop, in cash money, than for its 
Snowshoe hares, ruffed grouse, sharp- the populations of grouse and snowshoe game crop. Equally true is the fact that 

tailed grouse, and prairie chickens are fre- hares. Ordinarily a few ticks probably do any hunter would be “money ahead” if he 
quently attacked by small, insect-like ani- little harm, but when several hundred sre went to the butcher shop and paid 50 cents 
mals commonly called ticks. Ticks vary found on an animal they do serious damage. a pound for steak, instead of going hunting— 
considerably in size according to their age. The blood loss to the animal must be con- if meat were all he wanted. 
The young ones are about the size of black siderable. Grouse have been found with so Economie yalues are very well in their 
pepper..particles, while the old_ones may at- many ticks on the eyelids that they pre- proper place but “satisfaction” values may 
tain the size of a large pea. They are blood- vented the bird from seeing. be just as real and a great deal more im- 
sucking animals and may be found attached In recent years ticks have been found to be portant even though they do not fit neatly 
by means of their beak-like mouths to the guilty of spreading many diseases among behind the dollar signs and decimals. 
skin of rabbit or grouse. The ears of rabbits animals as well as among humans. They are In order to determine what we are get- 
are a favorite point of attack. When fully known to be implicated in the spread of _ ting for the money we spend in conserva- 
engorged with blood they are particularly tularemia. In the West they have been tion, we have to go beyond the dollar sign, 
noticeable, and occasionally have been mis- proved to be responsible for the spread of and we have to consider the fact that we 
taken for growths on the animals rather than Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, a disease want to keep Michigan a good place to live 
recognized as living animals. Hunters fre- highly fatal to man. in and have fun in as well as an all right 

place to work in—don’t we? 

MANGE IN SQUIRRELS ay oR Pp amee Q g ot Re. a 
In certain areas of the state, particularly squirrels, like most other wild animals, are Pig CS ag ie i where squirrel populations are high, there dependent upon their fur for protection i ae 

have been seen’ numbers of what appear to against bad weather conditions, it is evident ae i PO 
be hairless squirrels. These animals are the that they are considerably handicapped in OS i i ON al 
victims of a skin parasite almost identical their struggle for existence when in this ss [| s. 4 
with one producing mange in dogs. The hairless condition. Besides the loss of hair, MA eg aye 
parasite, a tiny insect-like animal, burrows the irritation and actual damage to the skin cm oe eo ll; A. os 
into the external layers of the squirrel’s by the parasites tunneling and burrowing eee N ores ene oy te Via te 
skin, setting up a severe irritation. Con- through it is also a damaging factor. Gore Neg et ane | aay her 
stant scratching by the squirrel wears away The parasites are readily transferred from = =f Ng 
the hair and naked areas on the animal one animal to another by contact. Conse- Ba NG oe ae Oe 
result. Infection brought about by the scratch- quently, in areas where squirrels are plenti- - Sl Ate Ja oo 
ing may complicate the situation. Since ful the opportunity for the spread of this dis- | II PES Vi in Oe 

ease is much greater than where the squirrel ee ede SOKA Ks Re a 
population is of moderate density. Whether or ey PO ora ola / (oe 
not the parasite can be transmitted to other of aS es 2 ee ies ; animals is doubtful, although it is possible. | Biase Se ig 

: a ‘The present legal situation of squirrels LS ney per B ee ee 
; with no open hunting season is conducive hoe RN ats eso a - 

to building up of large populations so that : Sed aay, ite a 
, epidemics of mange are much more apt to aoe ested fees: Be ae 

occur. Control of large squirrel populations Cae PONE SES & te Poo 
— 4 which can be brought about by hunting does SSS aed Co a ie | 

: . , much to prevent the occurrence of epidemics == ae ee ‘ake 
4 a : and to control them once they have occurred. eae. SSS oe a | 

4 Fe tte. It is also desirable to greatly reduce popu- ke a eg 
Pee ee ae lations in disease affected areas. From the ea, Peay fa a ea 
ane Oa se humane standpoint it seems that death by ee ie te. le 

i Te shooting would be desirable to the slow, 
lingering death resulting from the depreda- Mange mite, Sarcoptes scabei, magnified 215 

Mange-ridden squirrel. tions of such parasites. diameters.
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Thursday Noon 

Dear Prof. Leopold; 

I met Irv Buss on my way to class this morning md he 
mentioned something about Protocalliphora flies which you were 
interested in obtaining. 

In going over my records of the Iowa Wildlife Disease 
laboratory,we encountered Protocalliphora azurea (Fallen) on 
two occasions from purple finch and Bscen towhee. These were adult 
flies. 

Going through a little literature Protocalliphora azures 
is a European species distributed in various parts of North America. 
The larvae occur in bird's nests and suck blood from the nestlings. 
They can occur in large enough numbers to kill almost full fledged 
birds as well as the younger birds. It has been taken from the nests 
of sparrows, purple finches, goldfinches, linnet, and towhee, this 
is the larvee or maggot form. I have also found this parasite (Maggot 
Form) in Oregon from the sparrow's nest. 

Unfortunately, I did not bring any of the specimens of 
Protocalliphora azgurea with me, as all were deposited in the Iowa 
State Parasitolopical Museum. f 

Thought I would relay what little information I have on 
this fly which is very closely related to the blow fly, green bottle 
fly, and screw worm fly. 

If I can be of further help, let me know, as I am pretty 
enthusiastic about parasites of wildlife. 

Sincerely,
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Diseases 

' CROSS REFERENCE 

See section on Diseases of partridge, p. 113 of book "Perdix 
the Partridge" by Leslie Sprake. 

4 . 

e



File Diseases 

Cross Reference : 

"The Morphology, Transmission, and Life-History of Haemoproteus 

Lophortyx O'Roke, a Blood Parasite of the California Valley Quail," by 

Earl C. O'Roke. Filed in Quail Box :
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Western Duck Sickness pete eee ey ee ne 
foregoing article may mark a turning-point of 

By E. R. Kalmbach importance to every western duck hunter. The 

scent Cop aay eee of the Bureau of Biological Survey ing Rtiman beings, were found by the Federal 
ae . ureau of Anima! Excerpts from an article in Science Magazine Lee ganar erllatawinuGe cok eee ae ue 

OR the past two decades mortality muds from sickness and non-sickness areas POSS 748,95 1¢° eight. The same bacteria were 
among waterfowl in western states likewise failed to shed any light on the killed while affected by that sickness. We liave 
has attracted the serious attention of subject and until the middle of the present been requested to ask readers of Outdoor Life 

conservationists. During certain of these summer the whole problem seemed to be noge EC RU Rina Rice tale Gee, 
years losses among ducks and shore birds in more of a maze than ever. giving as full details as possible concerning the 
have been so fone oe cone as to oe ae eae however, a clew, rf, ailment.—Editor. 
make the annual toll taken by hunters ap- vealed by the fortuitous circumstances that 
pear insignificant. In 1910 untold thousands I was inadequately prepared to preserve Y 

about Great Salt Lake, Utah, and the years sick birds that were bemg fed'to euis im S2iDab Committee Reports , 5 5 
immediately following saw a recurrence of an attempt to transmit the disease, led to & JUNE we called attention to the con- 
the sickness but, fortunately, in reduced a series of experiments giving results ~, templated study to be made of condi- 
severity. Yet even under these improved wholly unexpected in the light of earlier tions on the Kaibab National Forest and 
conditions it was necessary to bury the investigations of duck sickness. Without Game Preserve by representatives of yari- 
bodies of nearly 50,000 ducks at the mouth going into detail at this time, the principal US national organizations, six years hay- 
of ee Se ee in the period from nates may be stated in the following ia elapsed since the last study by a sim- 
September 7 to 26, 1913. language : ular group. ‘ 

In 1914 the Bureau of Biological Survey (1) Duck sickness symptoms, including This survey was made June 8 to 15 in- 
undertook a study of the malady, assigning the paralysis or weakness of the wing, leg Clusive, and the report was rendered im- 
Dr. Alexander Wetmore to the task. The and neck muscles, the paralysis of the nic. mediately instead of delaying many weeks, 
summer and fall seasons of 1914, 1915 and titating membrane, discharges from the @"4 sometimes months, as is so often the 
1916 were devoted to the work and the re- eyes and nostrils, difficulty in breathing, a Cas¢ with such investigative groups. The 
sults published in two papers, a preliminary lowered body temperature, and green diar- ‘ePort, and the recommendations of the 
report in 1915 and a final bulletin in 1918. rhea, all have been accurately and repeat- Committee are splendid. This committee 
The conclusion reached at that time indi- edly reproduced by the feeding of the in- @V0ided the controversial pitfall of its 
cated that the duck sickness in Utah was cubated body tissues of birds that have Predecessor; namely, the number of deer 
caused by the toxic action of certain sol- died of duck sickness after this material ©" the Kaibab. It very studiously kept 
uble salts found in alkali and pointed to the has been kept at a temperature of 85° @Way from that question, and decided upon 
chlorides of magnesium and calcium as two Fahrenheit for five or more days. matters that could be determined without 
of the causative agents. (2) Allowing for variations due to the Wasting time to take a census of the fleet- 

Since 1918 records of the occurrence of factor of individual susceptibility, the footed animals which have attracted so 
duck sickness have shown it to be a wide- rapidity and severity of the onslaught of much attention nationally, = 
spread yet localized malady. Roughly, the symptoms appears to be directly propor- Because casual visitors to the Kaibab 
range of the disease in the United States tional to the quantity of material fed. often see large herds of deer on top of the 
conforms to the region of alkaline waters, With mallards and pintails, single doses of plateau, as well as an apparent abundance 
yet its prevalence by no means coincides from 4) to 1 gram have permitted Of forage at the north end, such visitors 
with the degree of concentration of alkali. the birds to recover within four to six et the erroneous idea that there is still 
Certain lakes of rather high alkalinity have days in some of the cases, while doses as much forage for deer over the entire re- 
been found to harbor waterfowl in num- great as 4% gram to 1 gram usually have $100. One must go back into the forest 
bers year after year with no ill effects on proved fatal within twelve to twenty-four @md down onto the winter range to get a 
the birds, while other waters and marshes hours. . . . real appreciation of the general lack of 
of nearly fresh water have experienced (5) Although most of the results were f0Fage," says the committee. “It is the 
outbreaks of great severity precipitated obtained from incubated liver, later experi. CClusion of the committee, after care- 
apparently by such factors as low-water ments indicate that material other than the Jullyateniewing the general condition of 
level and high temperatures. Under such fiver may serve as a source of toxic ma- i aibab range, and also observing the 
conditions the attendant phenomenon of terial. Incubated blood taken from the ‘¢8ree of recovery within the fenced ex- 
profuse decay of vegetable and animal mat- carotid artery gave positive results in a PeTimental plots, that the Kaibab area is 
ter often has been reported. _ recent experiment, and decomposed kid- Oe ae DEpcucit more than 10 per cent 
; 2 we errors, with the idea of lear neys likewise have produced duck sickness oe er = a ae forage that 
ing whether factors other than al mij symptoms, i 2 
enter into the problem, particularly at me) As a check against these experi- fs The somites states that the Kaibab 
points away from the influence of the ments the non-toxic character of decayed aa ah So ie Pa er ESEV EL sn ane’ 
highly saline conditions at Great Salt Lake, iver of healthy ducks as well as of certain Ne ee bi oA Ts a ee livestock, 
that the Biological Survey resumed its of the lots prepared from sick birds has '7¢? ni y ae and that, notwithstand- 
study of this malady. The area chosen feen shown by experiment. . . . ere uc! ee trapping and hunting in 
wasn the kee 6 of Dense ead power es (8) The faithfulness and consistency ahi eetees Saeed ee _ Seok 
ae Sera regon, an ule €, all- with which duck sickness symptoms are still: sospumerous as 40 es = REN are 
1927 wh Me €_€. Sp oe ae in produced by this method has never been eEropecicn oe ce eae at 

oe we a FE aa epey wate ore even remotely approached in any experi- nee Pontda be abe 1 fe ae 
ue a een ae Nock a ees mental work that the writer has done oth sexes es Hr ANCMGIg 

August and September. No work was done through the feeding of natural or synthetic 3 
in ee bus for the Bast Ne secon the ~ aitcalies HE avid 
writer has been engaged in this work. SO MES mee . *) + committee states that the preser- 

Experiments were conducted along the In the foregoing the writer, an ornithol- it. of wild life as a tourist attrac- e . ogist, whom circumstances have thrust into 4; : * usual lines of approach. There was feeding . : . tion on the Kaibab is of first importance, 
of natural and synthetic alkali, both by the he midst of a. most baffling pathological whereas on many other national forests 
capsule method and through the medium of Problem, has aimed to present only such grazing of domestic live stock and other 
deuisne water. There SEs attempts to face ast taye ee fens bi en economic uses must be given greater con- 

transmit the disease by the feeding of body this time beyond what has actually been SoeaoU Dee : 
tissues of sick birds, and by inoculation in The committee holds that the Kaibab 
various manners commonly employed in demonstrated, even though the results at- study and demonstrations should mark the 
conveying bacterial diseases. The condi- et are hibhiy s sUEegesGKe saud ae €n beginning of a new era in big-game man- 
tions of vegetable and animal decay preva- ial pes hela in “airestiae ae ay. agement in the western states; that the 
lent in duck sickness areas suggested other * Kaibab situation emphasizes the close re- 
experiments and attempts also were made vise oe been sccomplished ae to be lationship of game management and for- 
to demonstrate the possibility of certain /USt 2 Deginning with much wor! SEEitO eat management; and that range destruc- : : 2 be done by specialists. Material has been ;: ; anaerobic bacteria as a basis of the ail- . tion means game destruction. 
ment. All these failed to give anything peueee for pe ese and The need for more coordination and co- 
tangible or consistent in results. Birds 22° Bed aaek a ies which, as they are operation between various agencies is 
were killed in the course of some of the Bae ile " Steetate, om Ss a stressed, and that research work be extend- 
experiments and now and then an isolated ® ae oe Ores Soe CUS Pine ene ed’ to cope with the problems at hand. A 
or fleeting symptom of duck sickness ap- "CY MISuIng subject. concluding recommendation is of special 
peared, but nothing approaching the typical Notes-Often ane aot step a the oo significance: “All forms of natural wild 
malady was produced or transmitted. Sub- Chuee and abilite a Se ricoithes ince life, other than deer, should be left undis- 
sequent chemical analyses of waters and experimentally in healthy animals, or birds. turbed; that suspension of federal and state
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New Wiggle Fish Mouth Quem 
SRT, How a Strange Statement, Believed to [dst 

(em ee nF g an 
" en Se Be Superstition, Is Borne Out by Fact 

Weight % oz. Cook Chih By “HERBERT, FINLEY 

No. 2400 . Catch More 
Length of body 34% in. Price $1.25 ish 

ft tan ee ee ce HAVE often been asked—during a length and about the diameter of the 

ore | ile ati Cpese CAUD trey eet exact lifetime spent in the wilds of end of a medium-sized person’s little 
ee W toveinent. theres He aimea ie Northern California—what trait of finger. I thought it rather strange as 
made today that has the natural, fast-swim- | wild animal life and habit I thought they seemed to be lodged there and 
ming, minnow-like action that is built into = 2 . * 
this New Wiggle Fish! It's the greatest com- | the most peculiar or unique. Incident- about to enter the chrysalis stage. 

bination (otab ora leg a ane deny ilesanet ally, I have been asked often, is it About three weeks later I killed an- 
a Grae ene een 7 ees really true that the male deer sheds his other buck, and having my previous dis- 

Get one of these wiggling fools for your first | antlers each year? or, Do bears actually covery in mind I examined his larynx 
fishing trip so you, too, will Catch More Fish! | sjeep all winter?; or some such ques- and found one insect in the chrysalis 

Baby Wiggle Fish tion regarding the peculiar traits of the form with wings folded and seemingly 
Welbut %4 oz. Lensth of body 2% in: wild creatures of the woods. about ready to emerge. fi 

No. 2500—Price $1.15 What I am about to attempt to de- Since then I have examined the 

Ae actin Dai in kOe ea wipcane scribe is a, strange way of insect and throats of many deer and, although not 
Ped with one treble hook. The size of lure animal life, a peculiarity that is some- always present, in the majority of cases a K x r unnecessary ! And iE DOES Cateh "Em. will | thing that does not seem to be gener- have found from one to five when in 

pe ae with single or double hook when | ally known, although easy enough to the pupal stage, and one to three in 

prove. the chrysalis period. 
For Flyrod Anglers Many years ago my parents had quite I came on to a yearling doe on one 

Fl d F . a collection of old books on various occasion in the early part of December 
yro roggie subjects, dating from 1700 to 1850. that had just been killed by coyotes, 

F-0 Given Meadow Fog They were destroyed by fire some time and upon examining her throat I found 
F-81 Brown Meadow Frew about 1890. Among those old volumes fifteen or twenty larvae apparently of 

Flyrod Anglers, Take sae was one which impressed me greatly, the same species, so judge that all but 
cons eee: ze wee ea ee being a story of the strange beliefs and a small number deposited are expelled 

and actually kicks and swims like a frog! | queer superstitions of a still earlier during that period. I believe that the fans u : 
cee = ey chmace a fcod wtertul com; | age, among which was related a tale of eggs are deposited on the leaves of the 
anglers like so well! how at certain seasons, butterflies shrubs upon which the deer browse and 

NEW HUSKY PIKIE emerged from the mouths of deer. The are taken into the throat that way— 

_ | article was illustrated by crude draw- only a small portion surviving. The 

Os % es ae mn _ | ings copied from the old volume quoted, fully developed insect leaves the deer’s 
S aes ) | and ridiculed such a strange statement throat about the latter part of June. 

z = 3 ) as the superstition of a very primitive 
Weight 1% 07. y J No. 2300 age. I HAVE often heard the natives ask 
Length of body Gin. Price $1.35 Strange to say, and quite by accident, why deer hardly ever accumulate any 
i Another Pikie! “Nutt Sed 1 ae the | I discovered that the old tale is true. fat until after June, and I really believe 

Aone ou, Parone wren oa bp atic I was running a “pack train” at one that the presence of these parasites is 

the BIG FISH! time during my younger days, some- the explanation, as every hunter knows 

eis ° time about ’87, and in those old days that a small number of deer are occa- 

The Famous Pikie Minnow when we needed meat we simply went sionally found to be very fat during 

— 000 he eee eRe a A out and got it; no game laws then— the winter and spring months, while 
part of the country. in fact they were not necessary until the majority are in poor condition, 

FINTAIL SHINER later when the hide hunters began op- whether the feed is good or bad. 
erations. I was attending to an irrigation ditch 

So I went out from camp one evening in an out-of-the-way part of my place 

re ba in early June—how I used to love those on the North Fork of Salmon River on 
RO seh y CCAR No i ‘i & 
SE ee } evening rambles—and soon saw a nice one occasion about June 20th. Early 

y gE” 4 MP” vc. 2100 buck standing probably one hundred in the evening, hearing a slight noise, 

S HF ae a yards away. I was a fair shot in those I looked up and saw a large doe coming 

i sf Rs. Ses Weight 9 days and taking careful aim with my almost directly toward me and seem- 
» swis , flat sides, i e i a as cere anette Aas, Deuces tee Sertene inating Winchester 40-60, I broke his neck. ingly in distress; trying to expel some- 

movement fool even the big, old, wise fish. It’s thing from her throat, she held her 
36 ee ec’ Minnow i apenas eet je I was leaving camp one of the head down nearly to the ground and 
4 Perens real Hae eens rea youp boys asked me to bring in the came within ten or twelve feet of where 
ealer is! i - ‘ 2 

teed to be satisfactory to you in every respect tongue of the animal in case I got a Iwas standing. She passed by me and 
ey eee, Dealers sell our Paits | deer, After I had bled the animal and was choking so that she walked right 

a removed the entrails I split the larnyx against a wire fence. That startled 

Creek Chub Bait Company preparatory to cutting out the tongue, her and she leaped over it and made 
174 So. Randolph St. Garrett, Ind. | 2nd found inside of that organ, at the one or two bounds across the adjoining 

upper end of the windpipe, two insects field. She then seemed relieved and 

Ss | i the pupal stage, probably an inch in taking a normal pose and natural gait 

232 In writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.



she walked away. I fully believe that Bh CE oN LT NN ES 

she expelled one of those insects at 

that time. 

No doubt our primitive ancestors 

were not as dainty as their successors, 

and as they usually utilized the whole 

animal for food they had better chances 

for observation than their daintier de- 

scendants, who were mistaken in this 

instance, at least, as to their ancestors’ 

knowledge of the strange ways of na- 

ture. vid J 
Cee 

ae Paley 
Crow Hunting fe SaaS. ¢ 

DEAR Forest AND STREAM: FATA : NY 

B EING one of the readers of your a : 
magazine, I enjoy stories from x £3 . 

others and especially that part of the | es HK MD , 
magazine where hunters tell of their UR Sy 

experiences. I have some of the great- C4 DA, s 

est fun that any hunter could desire Gage CCTs 
just shooting crows. I have killed hun- prac ec 
dreds and feel that I should speak up ia in 
and explain my methods., A couple of : eee 
years ago I caught several small crows Bea 
and made them call to watch the effect 
on the old ones. I took note of the 
sounds of the young bird’s call and 

especially the note that caused the old 

crows the most worry, so I learned to 

imitate it with my voice. Robbing a 

few nests and calling the old birds 

gave the best results. Now my voice 

will not stand the fine pitched strains 

so I have a crow call. : 

By getting well under cover in the 

woods close to a nest I can attract many ava 

crows at one time into gun shot. What h 1 f Ae 

do I see in the results to benefit hunt- eae a whale OF a aiiterence 

ers? Crows live on nestlings of other a a k 
birds, especially as our game birds, just ce (y's cents make 

young rabbits, squirrels, poultry eggs, 

young chickens, young corn, green oats, 
ripe corn and clover seed. Have I got- 

ten too much charged against them? 

Well I know he is guilty. A 
RSL ee 

Now, maybe some new reader will 

wonder why hunters should worry 

about the farmer’s crops, chickens, | | stoots short, tong and long rife 2 =e — s 
ete. Is not the friendliness we have Sorte deren | Heigs Orahere: LEE (adel 
for the farmer or his wife in the spring << aC) eo 

that welcomes us back in the hunting Zag 

season. Am I not right, old hunters? zea a OL Lha 
I have dates set now for crow hunts = 4 : 

Hero sume imayamoretharmleanynped| 170 iil say it shoots! Not even a Marlin Model 38 or 39 can humble 
py pel ies Melee: Urovens.aemEny the lower priced Marlin 37. Most gun for the money in a .22 repeater. 
lors! any si jay = nile ae For fifty years Marlin boring has led the world. 
fea eet ae ee, Get yourself that wonder gun—buy a Marlin. Ask your dealer. 

next spring. I would love to see many Write for Latest Pocket Catalog 
other hunters go out and try their THE MARLIN FIREARMS COMPANY 45 Willow St., New Haven, Conn. 

luck and find out for themselves the “ 
real sport of it. I have hunted some;|———_________ whnilie=) — oe ee 
have shot grouse, ring-necks, fox and| @e= =>, Ey, The New Bab: 

gray squirrels, ground-hog, ducks, ee GUN BLUER p78 F. bet - Game Fisher 
prairie chickens, hawks and crows and| \jimmmecmmeeemgd _ Makes old guns like new | dealer's diggs Sauregeter, Weisonebalfgurce 
today I would rather fool an old crow Tl eee ne eee y JAMES HEDDON'SSONS 

An avi a ity I) Restore the finish on five guns D Dowagine, Mich. 
than anything. acl Bw [) in ten minutes for $1.00. Write H dd Fishing 

D. D. Haraway, eee) New Method Gun Bluing Co. AF jor ned GON eke 
Danville, Pa. aE DEPT. F-3, BRADFORD, pa. | Comblete Catalog Weadon Mode Well Made® 

In writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you. 233
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This clipping . Freeman, Kingston, New York. oot 

6 quw . 4 
MONEY VALUE OF WILD LIFE yee 

"The conservation of wild life in America, particularly of 

birds, has been largely urged from a basis of sentiment, with only 

dneidental reference to the claims of sportsmen and to the useful 

destruction of insects found harmful by farmers. More general in- 

terest would be aroused, greater support gained, oy stressing the 

economic more than the aesthetic gain. Amazing figures have been 

published in regard to the annual profits of Louisiana, this state 

having the most ideal conditions for the increase and the largest 

production of fur-bearing animals of any section of North America. 

Now we read that in less favored New Hampshire it has veen computed 

that wild life represents to the state an annual value of six and a 

half million dollars - from game flesh, fur and feathers, insect 

destruction, and tourist attraction. 

Multiply these figures by the number of our 48 states, making 

due allowance for the greater productiveness of such favored regions 

as Louisiana, and the value of game, birds and fur-bearing animals 

in the United States will amount to an almost incredibly great sum. 

And the deduction for cost of proper protection would be relatively 

very small. The aesthetic claims of conservation are worthy of con- 

sideration and should be ineluded, but the economic value is so 

vast as to compel conservation to be regarded as one of the nation's a 
great and profitable enterprises." ‘ 

ESTABLISHED 1602 ®



|, Economic Value folder : ‘ ee 

From 
Management Plan for the ‘ ; . 
Administration of the Wild Life Resources 
Pisgeh National Forest 

By Clinton G. Smith ; 

Private Hunting Clubs. ; ‘ 

At present the deer are straying more. and more beyond the 

Forest boundary where they are taken to the extent of approximately 
‘ 700 per annum by the members of 42 or more hunting clubs on private Hs 

lands, which are within or adjacent to the Preserve. The Preserve 
thus functions as a game refuge which stocks the adjoining lands where ; 
deer may be legally taken under the state law. The average club bene- 

fits to the extent of nearly 20 deer per annum. It is estimated that 
there are about ten active hunters in the average club, so that each : 

may secure two deer. It is safe to say that the deer cost members at ‘ 
least $25.00 each. The increment in value to property of some of the 

clubs is startling. The Big Creek Lodge Property of 80 acres for in- 

: stance could have been acquired a few years ago for $3800. A member : 

recently informed the writer that the club had refused $35,000 cash for eae 
shi its holdings. This probably represents the maximum.price incremeht in 

this locality for hunting club lands. All club property and adjoining . 

** lands on which hunting rights are leased has benefited by reason of the . 

surplus deer from the Pisgah National Game Preserve. ‘ 

; : Sie



Vhét Is Gome Worth: Docter Waltor Ps Tuylor of the U. S, Biological Sur- Penn 

vey in the above mentioned issue of Arizone. Wild Life cstirrtes the big A) pda 

gnome of the Netionc.1 Forests of “rizone to be worth (1,477,395, This es— 

timete is-based on the 1925 Forest Service, geme census, By specics it is. 

as follews: . he Ry ee ee Rene ! ; BA 
Antelope 1,809° += 'S:$200: $180,900.00 Caer: 
Block Bear .° 1,233): oe 6i ; mone ie 
Grizzly Bear (4 aeeo yee t 2 Nk ihe’ oh 51560400 oe 

« Kaibab Deer ‘30,000 sarepnr ait he 750,000.00 " i 
+ ,0tiier Deer, 9 19,638 6 eo” "484,200.00: Se 

Blk p 797 HG 27,895.00 BE ne 
Mountain Sheep 95 © 91930 U2, BBO ,0G° Le A 

81,4772895.00 ay 
This estimate does not include vredetory avimals and the sr ller narmals 

or birds and fish. se 
~18—
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HUNTERS* LICENSES ISSUED BY STATES, WITH 
TOTAL MONEY RETURNS, FOR THE SEASON 192627 

The following figures received from United States Dept, of Agriculture are | 

to correct those already shown in Bulletin #2, page 7. 

NON-RESIDENT 
STATE RESIDENT AND ALIEN MONEY RETURNS 1/ 

ABBBER Bf stand ycse ocae 182 $ 12,860.00 
AVSROME 0.64 siscd oe suse e+e 54,635 131 83,484.24 
Arizona 5/ Ceesevoecoseoos ‘ali: ‘ 

Arkansas sesesessssoess 4/ 90,000 arts 90,000.00 
California eccseccecdocoy 250,891 2,641 279,701.00 

i i ! 

Colorado eccccsccesessecs 3/ 90,999 365 205 9237045 
Connecticut secoescsoecee 37,521 599 111,070.50 
Delaware sescccceseoccess Sf 24115 356 6,064.50 
Florida secovcsersecceses 59,679 709 163,105.00 
Georgia ccccescsscoevcsos 645755 226 79,155.00 

Idaho soossccececcscesess 3f/ 70,500 568 143,357.75 
TLIIN01S eecescessesages 286,908 1,691 231,196,302 
Indiana cocccesacrecosese 3/ 251,226 449 232,930.20 
Towa seccccogescocccesyes 3f 161,008 290 163 908.00 ; 
Kansas ocecescccceseosece 113,526 129 115,461.00 

—) Kentucky seqeecsocveccses 90,954 62 78,850.00 
Louisiana soccesescecoeee 106,210 262 126,097.00 
Maine aooscesscccssccacss 3f 375241 54 62,913,35 
Maryland cooseocsgsessses 62,869 2,117 117,420.55 
Massachusettsecoodcoodecce 108,746 2,621 234,556.00 

Michigan coccessccececsos 293,084 2,385 379,003.20 
Minnesota '5/ geocedesesor : Ke i 

Mississippi 5/escecercers ZB PEO PO | 
MissOUri pececccceseserss 3/ 255,426 3,998 313,265.48 
Montana csscececccosseoss 3/ 87,078 3/ 3,578 145, 104.30 

Nebraska coceocececsssecs 3/ 146,246 3/ 474 150,995.25 
Nevada oscccceocssoverees 5,506 60 85259200 
New Hampshire eooceceseos 3/ 529647 3/ 2,305 105, 648.45 
New Jersey cocceceocoeses 3f 167,415 3/ 1,787 232,093.25 
New Mexico seegsseooececs 16,399 723 49 , 388.45 

New York cdl sl aheulus 615,344 5,070 822,415.00 
North Carolinaccsoocessee 137,099 876 203,000.00 
North Dakotassecseessesece 34,238 160 51,943.70 
OHiOd eveccecceeresececces 363,000 ts, 453,750.00 
Oklahoma veocoeceensecess 3/ 80,169 . 154 82,416.50 

@ ‘ 
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NONeRES ZDENT 

f STATE RES IDENT AND_ALIEN MONEY RETURNS 1/ 

Oregon crcoecovesocvervee 53,353 715 $ 199,916,50 

Pennsylvania covccoceesvo 820,574 3,505 649,549.10 

Rhode Island secvosecaves 13,213 274 16,313.00 

South Carolina scosvosec0e 68,048 1,085 116,466.05 

South Dakota soesoverovec 91,924 1,464 133,136.00 

Tennessee §/ ovvcscvcneee gh pr abs 
TexXaS svoecoocescanexo¢es 83,707 397 163,540.95 

THER Uscousseinpaneuceacec Bf  Seynee BY 129 817,734047 
Vermont coocsesccoccvcese 3f 375049 3/ 1,128 53454015 
Virginia oocconocecscvase 95,054 22194 154,242.60 

Washington scecesascscces 3/ 196,213 3/) 929 358,656.00 

West Virginia ccocccccescs 3/ 127,305 235 130,830.00 
Wiscongin seoococcesoeccee 165,843 231 146,046.10 

WYOMING owedeccceseovioess 3/ £3,885 Sf \ bee 63,000.00 

Total scceos 6,691,825 47,680 $ 7,807,535.06 

Y Incivdes amounts received from combined hunting and fishing licenses, 

but not from licenses to fish only. 

2/ No resident license required. 

3/ Combined hunting and fishing license. 

4/ Estimated, 

5/ Figures not available. 

Iric OR’ 

“WHEN THE SPORTSMEN BEGIN TO APPEAL to their various 

state legislatures for direct appropriations for the proe 

tection of song and game birds it will be weil to get the 

co-operation of the sentimentalists and the agriculturists 

in backing the measures. 

Often times we will hear critics saying that the sports» 

men are merely endeavoring to perpetuate wild life thet they 

may kill. Very true, but what ere the other lovers of Nature 

doing to protec.non=game species? Nothing’ 

Another phase of direct legislative appropriations for 

wild life restoration and protection is from the business build- 

ing and community building value. 

Let us now lay plans for a concerted effort to supplement 

our license revenue with appropriations to help in at least some 

measure in perpetuating our wild life heritage? 

€ 
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For comparative purposes only, why not consider wild life in terms of cash? 

The wild life resource in America is worth millions of dollars. 

Increase it and you add to the nation’s wealth 

ONSERVATION of wild life in Amer- 12) \ja lal OrtTERSON wild life in the entire United States, 

Cc ica, particularly of birds, has been making due allowance for the greater 

urged largely on grounds of sentiment, with only productiveness of certain favored regions, the total 

incidental reference to the claims of sportsmen and would reach an incredible sum and would place this asset 

farmers. Perhaps mote general interest would be aroused on a plane with other natural resources, such as forests, 

in this movement and greater support would be gained mineral deposits, oil, gas and the like. 

for it by emphasizing the economic value of game. Moreover, in making the computation, it should be 

Louisiana produces more fur-bearing animals than any noted that with the exception of New Hampshire no 

other section of North America. Pelts valued at nearly allowance would be made of the tourist attraction value 

$6,500,000 were taken during a representative season. of game and fish. Nevertheless, such value does exist and 

The state of New Hampshire has announced that its it is of tremendous importance. 
wild life resource represents an annual value of $6,500,000, Game birds and animals belong in the picture of the 

which includes revenue from sportsmen and tourists. outdoors; they are of interest to young and old, rich and 

Kansas computes this resource at a figure of $10,000,000, poor, at all seasons of the year. A fruitful source of 

with only a small allowance made for destruction of revenue to any state is a plentiful supply of wild life, 

noxious weeds and harmful insects by insectivorous birds. and it benefits all classes of citizens. Literally “‘the 

Virginia conducted a survey two years ago to appraise butcher, the baker and the candlestick maker’’ share 

its game bag. The Old Dominion has always been regarded in this wealth. Transportation companies, public utili- 

as a good state for hunters, but would you believe that ties corporations, the automotive industries, merchants, 

more than $1,256,000 worth of game was taken within farmers, hotel and camp associations, the building trades 

its boundaries in one season? Yet that is the fact. —in fact, almost all branches of business—are benefited 

North Carolina has an annual quail crop, figured at by the wild life resource and the public interest therein. 

thirty cents a bird, of about $200,000. Considering other Is it not time we began to consider wild life as a 

game taken, the total value reaches $1,000,000, and it is wealth-producing asset, to be conserved and managed as 

increasing slightly from year to year. industry looks after its own affairs? Restrictive legislation 

The annual game crop of Pennsylvania amounts to an is only a small part of game management. Research is 

amazing total, representing a very large game bag; in already showing how our existing stock can be increased. 

~> fact, for 1927 it was over 11,414,000 pounds and con- Most game species thrive and multiply when provided 

tained among other items more than three million with a suitable environment, and the cost of producing 

rabbits, one million squirrels, five thousand wild turkeys game is of course lower than in other branches of industry. 

and fifteen thousand deer. Although no official estimate Wild life, considered from an xsthetic viewpoint, is 

of the value of Pennsylvania’s game bag has been made, well worth saving. But its economic value is so great 

undoubtedly the total would exceed $10,000,000. that conservation work deserves the full support of all 

If one dared to compute from these figures the value of _ as one of the nation’s greatest business enterprises. 

6
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COST OF STATE GOVERNMENT 
Per Inhabitant for the Year 1927 

In the following table the current payments for operation and mainten- 

ance of the general Departments of state governments are given. North 

Carolina is shown to rank 45th in order of expenditures, only three showing 

cheaper per capita cost. Figures are based on Financial Statistics of State 

Governments, U. S. Department of Commerce. ‘The table is being reproduced 

from the University of North Carolina News Letter. 

PER PER 
RANK STATE INHAB. | RANK STATE INHAB. 

COST Cost 
‘ ly Nevada 222 on a Serato eo: ouisiana’. 225 Ue STO, 

2° Wyoming 22-2 es 22.53.4)26 tdaton i -— 2 OO: 

So Deleware 2 220s 12S ee 19 he 27 Massachusetts) 2-- 2 js* ue | 9:60 

Wala oe ee a es la eee eee 050 
5) Washingtons 200) 220 0 ee WA Gas BO) Viveininy 5 eres os es O98 

Maine) 2222s 1408) 30 Rhode Island{)22= = st Ber 

foWermont: accenee a. 0 as 19083130" Pennevivania oS Bg 

8) California + 22-2. -- ==. = 13 8) | S2 WMontatian 2222 a Bak 

GO Mintesotay:) 2-252. ee 375: | SB iMeaN Ane eek Se was Souk ae 

WO OreROn ieee PS 504 Ba Nebradkar jos eon Se OO, 

Vi South Dakota: 802. (ose S16 Abs 45 Kansas oon cle Nay gD 
12; North: Dakota: =. S14) 86) West Virginia 282 70) 

1B o Ariza re ao tee 852s en S02 Oy WOMAN OM An oon sees Soo) see ara) 

14 New Hamshire --—_~._---_---_-_ 13:01 | 38 deentucky is 2525 0 

AS NEW OTK ae NS ee a Seo South Caroling: oo tide. 2 s.O8 

TOUNew Mexico 2. -- ea 6 | AQ Arkansas 22 cust S225 2 ale ow 

Igy Connecticntt, asteen 10a eee Oa) MEISSISSI DL pie cca Se A EG 88. 

TS iNew: Jersey aces aod 2 MissOUnT | coe ee Se Be 

LOU ichipan je see ne ee ee es Sea, | #3, Pennessee: 2208 oS ese 640) 

20 Maryland: ios soe eo oe, soya a Alabama 2222 6a, 

23 Wisconsin p02 8 ae eee 0:7 a 45 North Carolina? ire. Je eid 

Q2PBlorida coe oes os Become O Ga tAGe OhIO tu cu eos eteh a eee naO2D 
2op Texas pal Coan ees Sa eee Doon a GeOnmaye esa ae oot an 0120) 

24 Colorado 6. tec oe ee aaal AB Ellingis)) a oe ee ee 07



THE SURVEY May, 1928 

@ Fiscal Fiscal 

Appropriation items Year Increase | Year 

1923) 0. 1929 
‘ ae 

General administration: ee. re... ee. 1867 020 $1,480 $68 , 500 

Game and bird reservations (the $45,000 in- 
‘ crease including an item of $18,000 for : 

construction of fencing on-Wind Cave ; 

Game Preserve, S. Dak., which is not 
continued for 1929; thus making an appar4. 

ent increase of only $27,000) .... . | 72,000 45,000 99,000 

Food habits of birds and other animals (funds 
1 for Divisions: of Economic Investigations,| . 

\ Food Habits Research, Fur Resources, and 

Biological Investigations, the increase 

_ inéluding $12,000 -reappropriated ‘from : 
Uae ure ML A. mh NRL Cones NSPE yt PERE 568,000 94,000 662,000 

v . ‘ 

Biological investigations .°..::.°; .--.4°. "1 40,000 5,000 45,000 

Protection of migratory birds (funds for Divi- 
‘ sions of Migratory Bird Treaty and Lacey 

Acts Administration, Biological Investi- |. ; 

@ © schions, and Pood Habios Recearch). <1 198:000 |. s,000 |: 288 )oep 

Reindeer and Alaska game and fur animals . . | 100,000 eke 100,000 

Upper Mississippi River Wild Life Refuge - i 30,000 | 10,000 ° 40,000 

: . eR ei coe cat aaa Se NT el OG i 

@vand totals © 2 1,035,020 | 160,480 |1,177,500
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Hunters’ Licenses Issued By States, With Total Money j 
Returns, For the Season 1927-28 i 

Non-resident Money 
State Resident or Alien Returnst | 

MISES (Sao a gee ae 268 $18,870.00 
Alabama: $e cy ae BIOS 86,843 201 99,858.00 
iAvieonia as cal 38,134 631 52,449.35 
AGATE eae ein So's 100,000 1,500 117,500.00 : 
Californie ell ba. eatin 226,109 2,587 464,145.00 

oloradoert. _toalw 107,305 420 227,612.50 
Connecticut —__-__- 37,212 712 103,402.00 
Iblawaren sens kee Goer *1,970 344 5,410.00 
Plorida: 22nitous digs 59/440 581 223,154.25 : 
Geormia = (eer lo 79,592 211 108,781.84 
TOABO gee eves es "75,730 352 150,567.85 
Tiiriofe wale eee w tate kIT 303,567 1,500 319,317.00 
Ingham oes da pe *310,204 4517 287,058.80 i 
Me Wales cures rare seis "164,647 363 168,277.00 } 
Rauses foie con es 115,165 92 116}545.00 i 
Renticky 7. cs stuns Mar 108,202 79 109,031.50 i 
Poupinngh uae ok 102}411, 242 1087536.00 ! 
Maines $0 servi #39979 3,544 71,578.55 
Maryland’ 22 p42 5 ket <1 69,085 1,841 132,834.55 
Massachusetts ~--.--_____ 107,615 2,881 231,427.00 

Wiciigan ‘22s eee et Te 362,808 2,465 530,196.48 i 
Mininesotai@e fete 16d.07 118,001 234 127,497.40 
Mississippi z —----_----___ ee ae et sl fe i 

i Missous oo ue ae *231,101 *789 275,908.12 | Montana Ga= aoe *75,063 261 155,736.00 i 
| Nebraska tes oe 163,447 #133 166,772.00 i 

Nevads mien or tee 5}327 151 9,410.50 : 
| New Hampshire _—~——~ 55,401 *2,319 109,576.35 i 

Be New, Jersey, pss tous does *183,280 *1)941 266,427.10 
New Mexico ___-_-_-_-- *15,971 "1444 79,660.25 i 
New. Mork 2. Yee ee "670,441 *5,389 699,873.52 i 
North Carolina ________ 144,274 994 207,900.00 
North Dakota —-—----— 35,108 163 56,737.00 i 
Ohios sek wer inom shims 368,377 108 369,997.00 
‘Oblahomag ie. ace 153,001 331 157,918.00 
Oregonpae treme nies "57,407 *779 210,711.75 
Pennsylvania ____________ 515,948 1,781 1,006,159.70 t Rhode Island __-_______ 10,342 243 21,527.00 t 
South Carolina ________ 111,070 1,294 167/590.00 i South Dakota ___-______ *101,508 2/680 174,934.00 : 
Mennesséeir Wu Ya Fu ss 63,026 280 78,527.32 | Werte setae se Ne 7 104,703 488 221,606.00 | | Wtah eon lol sentaa hy one 40,792 "140 93,663.00 ; Vermont: fire un sctaas #37, 208 "1,058 54,711.30 i ~ Vive intassieys aolue bouecr eet 116,133 2}565 199,637.40 ie 
Washington _-_______.____ *201,372 "703 371,356.00 ! West Virginia *141,706 445 148/381.00 | | Wisconsin ______________ 172,667 462 189,892.00 F We oftities 210 -o Lana #24/323 #645 69,507.50 | | 

MiGtai yen eee 6,413,454 49,102 $9,338,173.88 | 
j—Includes amounts received from combined hunting and fishing li- 1? | censes, but not from licenses to fish only. 5 i x—No resident license required. | | *—Includes combined hunting and fishing licenses. : z—Figures not available. | 

! Compiled by U. S. Biological Survey i 
z 

! 
| 
| 
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. CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY 15 
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2@ 
sery pond construction has received its fisheries officials that only about one out 

greatest impetus this year, more than half of one hundred acres of bottoms capable of 

having be re \ 

time. | the 
Final 4 COMPARATIVE TABLE OF FORESTRY BUDGETS ls ag 

FISCAL YEARS 1930 AND 1931 
Gis ee SA RR aS I Nm ie eae 3 4- 
complied, | iat offi- 

ber will k 4 1930 Budget Increase jd of 
. Author- | Appro- ecom- | over 

game fisk | ization | priation | menda- | 1930 
PE 16 ese een ini ce a, eo) 8, BE emia ct IE OURCO Oy o> 
one and ty NATIONAL FORESTS bof 

he hateh General administration.............|...........| $362,230 | $362,230 |......... 
the hatch: Administration of National Forests ./...........| 5,323,550 | 5,393,500 | $69,950 Japt, 
the State Protection of National Forests 

‘ Prevention and suppression of fire.|...........| 2,041,500 | 2,237,000 | 195,500 ner, 
size. Control of insects and diseases....|......... 114,000 164,000 | 50,000 os” 

rode Protection Improvements........|...........| 360,000 | 2,191,000 | 1,831,000? 
Aside f: Forest Planting....................|...........| . 210,000 | “225,000 | ” 15,000 of 

mean tie, Miscellaneous*...0 0222222 cof... .l i... ..| 3,445,500 | 4,025,500 | 580,000? 

; Ciera ite cooperacion, $2,500,000 | 1,400,000 | 1,700,000 | 300,000 | - i t ‘orest fire cooperation............. 500, 400, »700,! i \ 
Jee Pree Cooperative distribution of forest ster 
that all fr planting stock.............. ‘ 100,000 83,000 93,000 10,000 

1 = | WOODRUFF-McNARY LAW 
as jong @ Acquisition of additional forest lands| 3,000,000 | 2,000,000 | 2,000,000 |......... ken 

During © McNARY-McSWEENEY LAW f 
Forest experiment stations..........| 1,000,000 | 413,000 | 473,000 | 60,000 _—prs, 

at most o Range investigations............... 275,000 67,000 85,000 18,000 [ 
Forest products laboratory..........| 1,000,000 | 585,000 | 635,000 | 50,000 = Fee- 

ed. To « Forest survey.......................| "2503000 40,000 | 125,000 | 85,0005 
pools, an: Forest economic studies.......... 250,000 25,000 50,000 | 25,000 i 

quired fo TOTALS i codis tea conccu auc | seveseess+| 16,469,780 | 19,759,230 | 3,289,450 Inet 
e- 

heavy dre ee rau 
j Additional Appropriations Administered by Other Department of 

Assista 2 Agriculture Bureaus qual 
the food ee | 

additional © CLARKE-McNARY LAW 
held wires Forest extension....................| $100,000 $65,000 $70,000 | $5,000 

eld virtt =McNARY-McSWEENEY LAW 7 
year whe Forest diseases......................| 250,000 132,000 142,000 10,000 

Forest insects....... 00.0. .0.........] 350,000 204,000 | 214,000 10,000 On 
held to th Forest wild life ...0...0.002608. 0200 150,000 56,800 68,000 11,200} 
aethegh Forest fire weather... 1.000000... 50,000 30,240 35,240 5,000 

to $1,000 ‘TOTAL FOR FORESTRY AND RE- nited 
? LATED ACTIVITIES. ...........)...........| 16,957,820 | 20,288,470 | 3,330,650 tea 

Teh NRE Geen ae See CE ee eC ee! 
INSPEC * This includes the 25 per cent and 10 per cent road, trail, and school funds and all | 

TO § sums spent cooperatively by the Forest Service. : | the 

GR | 
ane project OL we organizavivm ceAsists 

Practical methods of encouraging “oyster of the beautification of the Jefferson 
a . gardening” on suitable bottoms in North Davis Highway which enters North Carolina 

Carolina will be studied by a group of @§ State Highway No. 75 from Virginia and 
officials of the Department of Conserva- leaves the State as No. 50 into South Caro- 

tion and Development, a successful oyster- lina. 
man, and scientists on a trip up the sounds An appropriation of $1,600 has been made 
beginning December 13. for the purpose of developing the highway 

The party will inspect areas on. which through the State into one of the most 
oysters have been successfully planted, and beautiful in the country. It is the plan of 
other places where there are apparent op- the organization, though its Jefferson Davis 
portunities for the establishment of oyster Highway Committee headed by Mrs. John 
beds. H. Anderson, of Chapel Hill, as chairman, 

Studies of fisheries officials have shown to plant red and white crepe myrtle along 
that there are great possiblities in extend- the roadside and to encourage property 
ing the oyster production of the State by owners to leave borders of trees along the 
planting new bottoms. .It is estimated by right-of-way. 

: a
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WHEN GAME LAWS WERE UNKNOWN 

e e e 2 

Is it Fad or Big Business: | 
Value of Arizona’s Wild Life 

By 

‘ WALTER P. TAYLOR 

Is wild life conservation a fad or is it a big 1,809 Antelope at $100.00 $189,900.00 
business? 1,262 Bear at 25.09 31,550.00 

Some figures from recent reports will help 30,000 Kaibab Deer at 25.00 730,000.00 
answer this question. According to the United 19,638 Deer on other g 
States Forest Service there were present on the forests at 25.00 484,200.00 
national forests of Arizona, December 31, 1925, the 797 Elk at 35.00 27,895.00 
following big game species: 95 Mountain i 

Antelope...) 2e oa ee 809 Sheep at 30.00 2850.00 Black Rear oa 1988 meee see eae 
Grizz ly ieB ear eee Ee 29 a re eee Kaibab Deer ........................30,000 Grand Total $1,477,395.00 
Other Deer —............-.....19,638 This makes a substantial total. Remember 
Elk soccer S97 that no big game not ranging on the national forests pe Moluntain sheep s ee a5 : is included. Nor do the totals include any mountain 

oer lions or other predatory animals (which are coming 
5 ata ee eee ee OS CON to be increasingly popular as object of sport), pec- Figured at $100.00 value per antelope (all values caries, (javelinas) rabbits, fur-bearing animals, given are believed to be conservative for stock for fishes, nor game birds (numerous ducks, quails and breeding purposes) $25.00 each for bear and deer, turkeys). It is not improbable that the totals rep- $35.00 for elk, and $30.00 for mountain sheep, the resenting the true present value of game in Arizona big game listed may be valued as followed: would reach several million dollars. 

J
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6 ARIZONA WILD LIFE 
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Some Values of the Recreation Business men and business leaders in Arizona and other 
Maine is a popular summer resort state. In States are behind the “More-Game” movement. 

1902 it was estimated that 133,000 persons travelled There is no question that the game resources of 
to Maine from the outside to hunt, fish, or take Arizona and most of the other States can be sub- 
their vacations. These people spent from $6,000,- stantially augmented to the advantage of all 

000,00 to $12,000,000.00 in the State, or 30 per cent concerned. 
as much as all the farm crops amounted to at about _ Scientific Research Needed orks 
the same time. (Maine Commissioners of Inland ‘ Scientific research and scientific application 
Fisheries and Game, Annual Report, 1902, p. 22), o results are as much needed in this field as in 

In 1909 the Maine Bureau of Industrial and that of the General Electric Company, the Bell 
Labor Statistics (23rd Annual Report), estimated Telephone, Eastman Kodak, mining, forestry, agri- 
the number of vacationers at 400,000. The amount culture, or any other large industry. This principle 

spent by each, for all expenses, was estimated at 1S eloquently stated by Aldo Leopold in a recent 
$50.00. “This means that $20,000,000.00 was put in issue of Fins, Feathers and Fur: | 

circulation in Maine, a sum above the combined : There is no more hope of raising game crops 
value of the entire grain and potato crops and more without science than of raising farm crops or forests 
than the output of all pulp and paper mills and all without science. Let me state with all the emphasis , 

lumber mills in that forested State. oomy acme aoa get see ae Se 
“Tt is the business life, the stock in trade, !8 2 Job of continental proportions. it imvolves 

Ages eee our towns, in short, it is our greatest every acre of rural and forest land in the country. 

industry,” says the Maine Bureau of Industrial and This job is not going to be done, or even scratched, 
Tether Statistics. in the spare time of a few enthusiasts, or by a drib- 

3 = bling appropriation here and there. Agriculture 
Maine and Arizona and forestry began to apply science to their crops 

Maine is a summer resort State. Arizona a decades ago. Game management must do so now, 
winter resort State. In Maine 12 per cent of the or fail.” : 
area of the State is improved. In Arizona 1 per Recognition of the Economic 

cent or less of the State is improved. Few or no. Value of Wild Life Does Not 

States in the Union can offer grander scenery, bet- Detract from Its Esthetic Value 

ter conditions for vacationing, finer fall and winter The greatest values in wild life, its conserva- 
climate, or greater opportunities for developing tion and increase, can not be registered in dollars 
their game resources than the State of Arizona. and cents. They are among those intangibles which 
One of our biggest potential industries is being are the most valuable possessions of mankind. 
overlooked. What can compare with the sight of a timid 

In Wisconsin the annual value of the tourist deer in the mountain meadows in the early morning 
business is. estimated at $7,500,000.00 annually or the glimpse of a bear eating berries or leaves on 
(Avery, Address before the Tri-State Development the border of a clearing? : 
Congress, 1922); in Minnesota, $15,000,000.00; in j To many persons the wild creatures of the 

Michigan, $40,C09,000.00. Part of the money spent national parks exceed even the magnificient scenery 
by vacationers, hunters, fishermen, and nature- in appeal. They move, live, breathe. 
lovers goes to hotels, railroads, garages, stage- _ How immeasurable one’s delight, on wander- 
lines, and guides. A very large sum goes for wages ng. through the yellow pine woods, to encounter a 

of the many persons who are employed caring ior fine flock of wild turkeys, proceeding sedately, or 

tourists in resorts and in numerous mercantile otherwise, about their business? 
establishments. How fascinating are the great open spaces 

It is obvious that the business of recreation of our Arizona plains, when a herd of pronghorned 

makes up a not insignificant total in the economic antelope, found nowhere else in the world than in 
development of these States. Even a college gradu- western America, may be seen, standing at atten- ' 
ate can see that for the best development of this tion, or flashing their “heliographs” from a distance? 
business it is necessary to preserve and increase - The call of the quail, on our Southwestern 
our forest, vegetation cover and wild game life. pele oo eo thrill in the nerves 

Estimated Value of Wild Life in the United States ©* (1 OUEOh cots lover ; 
2 : ee = The sight of a mountain sheep on an arid, 
The annual value of wild life in eight States barren : and “precipitous desert edaiein range 

(Idaho, Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Oregon, speaks paradoxically but unmistakably of life and 
Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Wisconsin) has been  productiveness in areas which one might at first 
estimated at $25,740,916.00. (Nelson, Scientific regard as hells of desolation. - 

Monthly, 1923, pp. 367-373). This is the annual The ““More-Game” movement is founded not 
dividend at 6 per cent on approximately $430,000, only on sound business principles, but on the basic 
000.00. If one-third of the wild game in the United needs of humanity for beauty and harmony of ac- 
oe one in on o pei ee - tion, line, and color, for out-doors life, for contact 
grand total representing the capital value of the with na ias ilearly < cai : eta 
wild life of the United States exceeds $1,000,000,- jn santo Bele ee Poe ene 
000.00. Properly and scientifically approached, it is 

Business Leaders Behind entirely feasible to work out the problems of “More 
the ‘““More-Game” Movement Game” in Arizona to the satisfaction of all reason- 

Small wonder, under these conditions, that able sportsmen, nature-lovers, stockmen, business 
not sportsmen only, but some of the foremost states- men, and citizens of the State. 

Same SER 3) aia ts i ae
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Sports Survey 

February 1929 

Questionnaires mailed --- 9,855 
Returns w-= 3,400 oF 34.5% 

Mumber answering this question --- 3,249 

65% play cards 
16% bowl 
21% play billiards 
40% dance 

48% swim wee, 1,577 
21% play golf ee 681 
28% play baseball --- 929 
60% hunt --- 1,961 
59% fish =--- 1,940 
76% hunt or fish --- 2,500 
24% tour with camp equipment --- 783 
21% boating ee 697 
22% horseshoe pitching --- 709 
19, camping --- 656 
115 play tennis --- 868 
165, tramping eatin 523 

20% trap or target shooting cer) G68 
19% Winter Sports -—= 623
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Collection of Federal Taxes by States 

In order of taxes paid to the Federal Government in taxes for the calendar year, 

1928, North Carolina ranked second, being exceeded only by the populous state of 

New York with some three times the population. A tabulation of tax payments was 

recently made public by the U. S. Treasury Department. Following are the amounts 

in Federal taxes paid by the various states, according to press reports: 

Alabama ye tsk Dos Cea rey Nat Eee ad oY eS RCT tes SERED TY B63 LUA), 
AYizonia)( 35205 i tice © ih tee aa Be OP AN Wii gh Ka ce Hue, 1,847,196.23 
Arkansas (pic 2k sha ch eRe ae Rela nee aee ee Napa Seas a rhea 4,108,678.64 
California s-seb A007 0,800.04 

5 Colorado Sse oe 105684;567.79 
COM ete yt eS Oe een eR gee Re eC BOAR OAS OL 
Delaware steer Aa Tass ee Seb a aes SR ard, TH. ZB S tS 14: 
Brat wes Sect ae ee eal ain lene EY Pe ae nS es a SO OBR ead 19 
NGC BRIA se ee ee ee 4 81002058 
PUG WAIN cs ee ee 5,911,345.70 
LO) ets ee Oe ra ee ee ee en es 1,088,064.15 
Tifinit iste im te ial is ata Patch wine PI Sugeaey het clog a LCase tains Ad) 2OA BERS BIOS 
UNM anais ets eden td Mee ake epee Tey al A OE Ag Et 2) 290,025 300.85 

LE eh are ERE IER a I eS OE a ey eal 
CATR ose ee a ee ee ee el LP AOEOD 1.64: 
er Uc yp ee FN oe EE TE ONE SON ECT 8 AG Gon OO) 
cea ts nepr se SSS Ns A FI A ee uae eee 14519104420 
IMdinte rere eStats oRL ay SNS tes Sn ee a eae! Re AC OR AIR BD) 
Maryland ine, Dist. ‘of Col <222 5 804 pe a a! 24 1S 14.78, 
Massachusetts 2c ok con See oe ee eM eases 
UL cbrrere ry SPs heme eM Oana SL AE, eA) NOE STO A OGG 
Wiissiseipis 2220s Ne 2s Ee a Ue ee ed 2,827,752.69 
MGSOUF ooo ts ee eee ete ee ae OS BOOS ania 
EVE rateaa ops ee) A I Eg EEG eae Ll 4,392,109.96 
INGUYASia put sit SS edie 0 A Ne alge ee EAL Se 5,786,083.73 

SIN ee ee 868,443.05 
New -Hampchive See be ee ee ee ee 4,051,563.64 
IN6W Jerseys foo oe pe Re ee ee. Ae OO Eee 

IN OWar WECHICO is eee. set tae an wane ed rel ae LUO SN Lk. 833,892.24 
ING Wis WOER Yeo 5 Se ee ce eee Ua set ae) SO ee SDS, 
North \Warolina 29. 2 NaN Soy eee tee A ELE Se te 86 Gan Denn ae 
INOFtn Dakotas Soe ese ee a Sete ee unee enue 756,207.33 
Yn kia a eG ae 17,971,218.18 
Oregon Ge ee ee SU ee ee ee 5,930,977.88 
Pennsylvania wee lhe ne a eae een ene ne Se eee Ob 
Ricdessland wee uscus cence Waren DUN oe eu ny Le OW aca, 
he CAHN te eng aa ee eee re ee ee Se 4,106,465.66 
SOULE EL Va Otek ee a Se ed i a 759,597.05 
*Pennessee: oe eee eee leone 
PGK as 1 selene De Oly 28 Boks ee GRC yee eae eed ed) eee eG. 
isan fe lee a eae eg) PGRN Pa egg 
eri nit) (oor avy RAR tyes eee 80 eh tas tts AeA GO oon Dl 
Washington ine. Alaska [27 5 5 a a ee ss O29 cae 
West Virginia 22c 220 Se ee AAO 2170 
WSC ISIE fash hss Me Sa Se ee NAO OBO Omiet 2, 
Wypigahec tt hs ORO eels Gr eal SCR DOL a iG 2p 5 he a RIE 1,207,093.40 
Phillipine slstands) stato eck reas Ce chee Les ee 397,783.81 

OOO ee ee Oe aa mie snes TOMO OILS.
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Information has been received from Wyoming, showing the value of ; 

game killed in that State from the Game Census of 1928. @ 

Average Wt. Meat Value 

Species Number Dressed Total Wt. per pound Total Value 

Deer 1077 250 269, 250 45¢ $121,162.50 

Elk 1279 400 511,600 45¢ 230,220.00 

Bear 87 100 8,700 45¢ 3,915.00 

Mt. Sheep 33 125 4,125 45¢ 1,856.25 @ 

Prairie 
Chicken 80, 267 2 160,534 30¢ 48,150.20 

Ducks 154,439 23 386 , 097 30¢ 115 7829.10 

Grouse 7,879 2 19,697. 30¢ 5,909.10 

Trout 1,712,380 + 856,190 40¢ 342,476.00 

Total valuation $869,618.15 

This data shows merely the actual food value of game killed in the State 

of Wyoming which values its wild life at $5,000,000. If this is considered as 

a permanent investment for that State, the meat value alone shows a return of 

almost 18% on investment which would indicate a going business and one worth 

\ protecting in every way possible.
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. §. Forest Service aeo”s og” 
No. 29-106 Southwestern District May 16, 1929 he ~ A\ 

Gedar Chest Output Increases; A special canvass made by the Departmen ty QI” 

commerce shows that during the calendar year 1978 manufacturers of ceda 
chests reported an output of 770,160, valued at %9,277,101. The average 
price per chest was (12.05. 

Some Findings Of The Southwestern Forest Pxperiment Station: 7. Species 
differ in their heat and moisture requirements; and their natural occurrence 
coincides very closely with the areas meeting these requirements, The con- 
formity may be disturbed by external agencies such as fire, disease and 

insects, but only temporarily. Relative abundance of various species on 
a given site is likely to be determined by competition, but competition 
rerely results in complete elimination of a species, It is not considered 
practical, by planting or otherwise, without radically altering natural 
conditions to extend the permnnent range of a species spprecinbly beyond 

the range within which the individuals of that species occur or have oc 

curred in the past. Ge duer Pe 

Value Of Game: What is the value of the wild life on your National Forest 
Or on your Ranger District? Here are some figures that may give you some 
light on the subject: 

Value Of Game Reported Taken Last Season By North Carolina Hunters 
Cu Came NG Sila eer Tach Toval Value 

Rabbits “B81, 641 55 «174,497,380 
Squirrels 513,018 50 153,905.40 

Decor VW B10,, 1426.00 45,250.00 
Coons 19,724 6.00 118,452.00 
Oppo ssums 143,730 ofS 107,797.50 
Mink-Shunk 7,514 6.50 48,841.00 

Wildcats 516 2eeo +15261.00 
Muskrats Li, OF 1.00 11,077.00 

Quail 433,199 250 216,599.50 
Turkeys 3,025 4.00 12,100.00 
Grou se—Phersants 2,500 28 3,125.00 
Snipe 11,507 40 4,602.80 
Rails—Coots Leceo A) $06.25 

Woodcock 6,909 075 S,l8l.75 
Doves 74,287 030 VegeeeedO, |. 
Geese 4,842 2.00 9,684.00 
Ducks 37,861 1.50 56,791«90 

Grend Total $991,653.10 

These totals are from reports from 50,812 of the 139,170 licensed hunters 

of the State during the first season under the new North Cerolina Game Law. 

Estimates of values made by U. S. Biologicnl Survey, (f#storn District 
Digest) 

Field: Pooler, Calkins, Kerr (Datil); Morris (Tusayen); Mullen (Senta Fe) 
Ancona, Shoemnker (Coronado); Rendles(D-5); 

Detail:  Jones(" shington ) Leave: Wales (Michigan, 
Visitors: Loveridge ("ashington) Datil; Rachford (shington)Coronado 
Acting: Lang
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SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL 
y 

j ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 
RESEARCH IN AGRICULTURE 

MEMBERS 

me eee a 
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION 

Joun D. Brack, Harvard University AMERICAN SocroLocicaL Socrery May 3, 1929 Rosenr P. Crane, University of Michigan, AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION 
Josern S. Davis, Food Research Institute, AMERICAN PsyCHOLOGICAL AssocIATION 
C. J. Garpin, Bureau of Agricultural Economics AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 
L. C. Gray, Bureau of Agricultural Economics AMERICAN HisroricaL ASSOCIATION 
E. G. Nourse, Institute of Economics, 

H. R. Tottey, Bureau of Agricultural Economics 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 

Assistant Director, Forest Products Laboratory, 
; Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

The Advisory Committee on Agricultural Economics of the Social 
Science Research Council has been working for several years on problems 
of methodology in that field. During the current year we have appointed 
a special committee to prepare a report on land utilization, one of the 
‘new and growing fields. Dre John D. Black, of Harvard, is Chairman and 
I am serving as Secretary. It is planned to ask different specialists 
in various parts of the United States to prepare critical discussions of 
particular types of projects as contributions to a publication on 
methodology in land utilization. .I am writing to enlist your assistance 
in this regard. 

. I am enclosing a mimeographed statement comprising a tentative 
definition and outline of the field and a list of characteristic 
projectse It will be helpful to have your comments with regard to the 
statement. We are also asking if you will undertaketo discuss 
critically the methodology of the type of project listed as Noe 19 = 
Methods of estimating the economic and social value of utilizing land 
for fish and gane refuges) and recreation uses. 

— 

I am enclosing another mimeqraphed statement outlining the 
general procedure to be followed in order to promote uniformity in 
treatment. 

It will be very helpful if we may have your cooperation in this 
regards In case you are unable to undertake the task, perhaps one of 
your associates could be drafted for the purposee We should like very 
much to receive these various statements by the first of next July. . 

Sincerely yours, 

‘Le Ce Gray, . 

Principal Kconomist \in Charge, 
Enclosure Division of Land Ehohomics.
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F Instructions for Reports on Projects, 

I Outline — While the Committee does not wish to cramp the style 

or circumscribe the interests of those working on the separate 

projects, nevertheless a certain degree of uniformity in plan 

of attack is highly necessary, The following is offered as a 

general outline to be followed: 

1. <A very careful and specific statement of the rese2rch 
objective of the project. 

8. Brief statement of the qualitative analysis involved, 

3. Sources of data and information, 

4, Organization of the project. Collaboration between 
workers in different fields. Possible collaboration 
with other agencies, 

5, Methods of assembling or collecting the data and 
information, 

6, Tests as to authenticity of the data or evidence, 

7, Sampling procedure and methods of testing it (if sampling 

is involved), Validity of these tests for the data in 
; question, 

8. Definition of special units and coefficients to be 
used (not of the standard units and coefficients). 

9, Schedule for use in the field or forms for recording 
data (if special in any particular). 

10, Instructions for field men (if needed). 

11. Preliminary testing of data before general field work 
is started. Samples of such testing if possible, 

12, Methods of analyses in considerable detail. Sample 
analyses if possible. (It will be desirable if the 
various steps or parts of the analyses could be tested 
out simply and briefly with some illustrative data and 
results included in the report). The analysis should 

: start with simpler methods and use involved methods 

only to get the final results into as precise form as 
possible,



ees 

13, Statement of the statistical inferences likely to be 

valid and reasons for same. 

14, Statement of the inductive inferences likely to be 

valid and reasons for same, 

15. Suggestions as to methods of economizing effort in 

tabulation and analysis of the data. 

18. The size of the project - how small and how large can 
it be made, with what limitations and advantages 
respectively, 

17, Estimate of cost of project and range in same, Itemized 

as far as possible, 

18, Brief statement as to research work already done with 
similar or closely related objectives. Critique and 

evaluation of same, 

19, Anything unique or particular about presentation of 

results, 

20. Significance of such a project, 

II Relation to handbook on "Research Methods and Procedure in 

Agricultural Economics", - The special reports on scope and 

method in the various fields of agricultural economics, of one 

of which your project is a part, is a continuation of the 

general handbook on "Research Methods and Procedure", They 

should therefore be built upon the handbook, repeating nothing 

which is in the handbook, but amplifying it and elaborating it 

as to details wherever necessary. If discussion given in the 

handbook is needed as a part of your report, make specific page 

reference to it. } 

III Collaboration, - Many of the projects will be joint between 

economists and natural scientists. Where feasible, these will 

be assigned to two persons to work on them jointly. In other 

cases, they will be assigned to the workers in the natural
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sciences and the Committee will act as the collaborating party. 

Iv The methodology outlined should not be confined to formal 

statistical method, but should include the analogical case, 

informal statistical and experimental methods as well. (Read 

discussion of these methods in "Research Method and Procedure"). 

V Responsibility and credit.— All project reports will be signed 

with the name or names of those preparing it. The Committee, 

however, reserves the right to edit, shorten, supplement or 

otherwise altdr the report as seems needed in the interests 

of securing proper balance and proportion and consistency of 

treatment. No material changes in essential features or 

principles will be made without consulting the persons submitting 

the report. 

VI When due, —- Within two months of the date of the assignment.
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RUG. CK IN AGRICULIULL LAND UPILISATION 

1s Devinition of tue Pieid 

Land utilization is that vrauch of land econowics which comprises 

the stuay oy the lend resources of a nation or other geographicnl unit 

with a view to determinim,; vor what and now they may be most economically 

employed. 

Although lanc utilization is primarily an applied science, sone 
progress hus ween made in developing, general principles, and through the 
application oi inductive unulysis to the phenomena or the subject more 

may be accomplished. <As‘illustrations of the kinds of principles which 
have been formuleted more or less by 4 priori methods or as u result of 
Te Observation wnd reasoning, we may mention the order oi utilization 

predi¢ted in the “icardian theory ov rent, Yon Thunen's theory of 

locution, certain principles with reg. rd to the utilization of lend for 

forests and other exhaustible use-bearers, /Jever's theory of locution of 
industry, und the law oi comparative advantage es applied to geogrephic 
locations. 

The areal scope oy a unit of reseurch worx in land utilization « 
my be as large «os = nation or is small as a minor geographic division, 
such as & township, or even smaller, The unit oi study is not necesserily o 
one of politicu1 boundaries, although at tines questions of public policy 

or convenience in research wil] dictate the selection of a politic-1 
unit. On the other Band, the unit of study will freuentlr be a 

particular type of land. 

land utilization studies usually involve an sttempt to decide 
between various ulternutive uses, Alternative uses iy be culssified 
@s major uses or as minor uses, Major uses comprise, ior instance, 

forestry, forming, grazing as a specizlized industry, recre@ Mion, cities, .~ 

or mines (mining does uot always conflict seriously with surface in- 

dustries), ilinor alternative uses are constituent parts of a major 
use. Thus in farming there is the problem or choosing between use of the 

land for crops, pasture or woodlots, or as between different crops. 

Ii urban uses are involved, the question will take the rorm of what types 
of urbdan use will best suit particulur locations within the urban area. 
If a particulur arec is to be utilized for forests, the question will be 
waat type ot rorestry is bust adupted to the area, 

A project in lana utilization vill usualiy have as e primary 
objective, the determination of vhich of the various major uses are i 

most desiravle for particular sereus and their interrelationship with 
one another and to the general economic pattern of the area. In doing 

this, however, it is usually essential to consider minor or constituent 
uses. or instunc, if it is « Wuestion as between usin; the land vor
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farming or vor forestry, it will be essential to determine what kind of 
farmin,, would be best adupted to the conditions of the urea, consider: ing 

not only the distribution 0; the areu within the farm unit as between 

various crops, types or pusture und woodlots, but elso questions of furm 
organization bast adapted to the conditions. It will be necessary to 

consider the concrete type of forestry thut would best be practiced in 
determining whether the land should be employed for forests rather than 
for farming or for some other major use. 

It is doubtful if » project devoted solely to determining, merely 
the proper constituent uses of 4 major use taken for granted as the most 

desirable major use for the area, ond involving no problem oi choice 
between major uses or of their interrelationship, should be assigned to 

the field of land utilization. However, projects in the selection of 
farm enterprises in which the  uestion of employing some of the land within 
farm boundaries tor timver or for crops or pasture will be at least on 
the border line between farm management end land utilization, involving in 

considerable measure the methods of voth fields. .jnere the center of 

interest is in the minor, or constitutent uses, it may be proper to speek of 
agricultural lend utilization, forest lund utilization, urvan lend utiliza- 

“ tion, etc., as sub-divisions of the seneral field of lend utilization. 

The subject of land utilization partukes of the character of voth 
private or enterpreneurial oconomics and oi public or social economics. 
Sometimes the project will lean more in one direction and sometimes more 
in another, 

Some 0: the public, or collective, considerations or objectives 
involved in studies in rural land utilization are us s‘ollows: 

1. Provisions yor tuture tinber supply of & nation or area, 

&. Vrotection of water shed, and prevention of destructive 
floods or serious erosion, } 

J. Provision of parks, geme preserves, and other recreational 
ureas. 

4e Preventing unwise ugricultural settlement. 

5. Facilitating the removal of un agricultural populetion 
from a seriously unfavorable enviroment io one 
likely to permit 4 hijher income und a petter standard 
of living. 

6. Determining what puolic action is culled for in dealing with 
seriously prevalent tux delinquency. 

7. Grouping or resrouping population with u view to economizing 
public expenditures vor roads, schools, police protection, 
churches, and other sociul institutions.
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8. Coordinating, interdependent industries, as, ror instance 
providing @ permanent supply of tinber ror local pogaruiak 
industries, providing winter work for farm population in 

forests or seasonal employment in nearby cities, and 

creating or enlarging # local market for farm, factory, 

or forest products. 

9, Preventin;; the serious wastage oi natural resources. 

10.Avoiding the development of # long-time production which is 

excessive in relation to demind, 

Relationship to Other *ields of Jjork 

ivery new epplied science tends to cut ecross existing scientific 
boundaries and to aim at a regrouping of the methodology and results of 

long; established scientific approaches, thus giving rise to 4 host of 

new interrelutions between itself and other scientific disciplines. 

It is not necessury in this connection to consider all of the 
interrelationships developed us 4 result of the lend utilization upproach, 

but the examinetion of certain of them uppours desirable, 

Relationship to the Natura] Sciences. ~land utilizatioa studies 
are peculiarly dependent on the natural sciences ror basic data, They 

call into use aveiluble deta and understanding us to the physice1 

propertics of land - climate, ruiniall, insolation, wevther, soils, 
drainage, topopraphy, location, etc., and available data and understanding 

us to the reyuirenents of different crops wnd livestock und the relation 
between these physical characteristics and yields, 

While a soil or topozraphic survey is clearly not « land 
utilization study, it is not always possivle to separute shurply the 
natural science sprere of research from that ov lend utilization. Tinre 
is an interpenetration which the wise research worker or edministretor 

will reconize us a twilight zone. FPrequently, in a land utilization 
project it will be necessary to make provision for supplying same .+p in 
the available natural science infomation, as for instance, making e 

natural vegetition map. dSometines, it may be necessary to map natural 

science data, tor purposes. of analysis and correlation, Some of the 

relationships estublished vy such a process of anelysis and correlation 

mey partaxe os «a nature] science churacter with evonomic implications or 

conseyuences, wiile in otner cuses, the relutionships are more essentislly 

economic. 

Thus, 4 correlation of soils with rorest cover would be uw study 

in physiographic ecolozy, thou h teving gront si,nificance in au lund 

utilization project. A correlation 0: elimute with rorest cover would lie 

essentially in the sield o7 ;00;;ruphic ecolo.y. Similarly, « study
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ot the paysical conditions deteminin, yielas is prinsrily «n agronomic 
problem, On the olhor handy cron the project takes the rorm of the 

economic advisavility o: employing «a particular crop on « certain ¢cl:ss 

of soils, the provlem t.kes on a distinctly econowic orientation, in- 
volving, the considerution of a large number of factors, physic.1l and 

economic, necessary to inuiciute the probable balance vetween value of 

input and value of output. In makin, such « synthesis the economist will 
strive to obtain vrom the mj ronomist yield data in reletion to inputs and 

to soils ani other oasic land cheracteristics. hen such aata ure not 
aveilwvle as 4 result of caresully controlled eapariments the land utilization 
economist may lve to pet ulom; with such data us he my be sable to ussemble, 

and Caroiully «ppruise their siunivicance in their bearin;, on the ,eneral 

answer he is seexing,. In addition to the (uustion oj yeilds the economist 

will need to consider such other matters os the probuble net returns rrom 

competing crops, the relation oi the crop under consideration to complementary 

or supplementary crops, the general reletionship or the crop to the rotetion 
system, to the maintenunce ov soil rertility, to power und mechinery 

requirerncats, to the distrioution o. farm li bor durin;, the vear, to market 

trond and outlook, etc. 

Relationship to turm m-nascuent. - he illustrstion just given 
suggests & basis vor pointing out tie relationship ov the field of land 
utilization to that of arm mansyement. In that vhese of land utilization 

which involves an analysis of the possivility ov utilizing a cortein type 

of lund for furning, une particularly in determining, (as must be done) 

the type os rarming best adapted to the area, there is considerxble 

interpenétrution of the two fields of work, In fuct, it aoes not appear 

W6ll to attompt to draw a narrow line of Gemerkation. In the e,riculturel 
phase of lana utilization gone ol the metnous oF varm manazement analysis 

will frequently bo userul, just as yuestions and methods oy studying 

forest manicnwat will oe involved in unulysis of the possivilities of Jorest 
utilization, In form mnayencnt analysis the attention is focused mainly 
on the optinum net return to the individuel entrepreneur, under tine 

ussumption that the land is to u devoted to feirmiug. Im sections of the 

country where this «ssumption my be sede of a lerge areu as whole, ror 

instunce, in central Iowa, where there is no need to consicer competing or 
alternative industries, there may uc a gre-ter need :or a purely farm 

munagement study. Sut whon the other alternative types of industry mst 

also be considered, the farm management analysis will become a constituent 
part of the broader project. 

In farm manugement analysis the point of view is generally the 

optimum net return to the individual entrepreneur and his vamily 

over a relatively short period. In agricultural lund utilization, the point 
of view is usually the national or social udvanteges or disadvantases over 
a relatively long period, as well as the individual return, It is 

proper, therefore, to say oy land utilization that is point of view is 
more social or collective then that of j‘arm manascment.
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In practice, lund utilization studies ure mostly confined to «reas 

j in which the major use of the land is tho principal problem, perticularly 

to areus on or neur the so-culled extensive marzin; and farm management 

analysis to areas where farms ure alrexdy going concerns. ‘There is, 

however, a vast area of lund in the United St.tes where at present any 

agricultural use at all is «n pertinent e question as the question of 

what particulsr agricultural use is best. 

In a farm management project the essential problem is, whit modifi- 
cation in practices and orgunization will onable the individual operators 
to make more satisfactory returmms. ‘he land utilization project will 

usually ve desisned to answer the guestion of whethor an existing system 

of farming, should be abandoned in favor of some other mujor use or whether 

a certain class of land not generally employed for farming would be more 
advantageously omployed vor farimin,, than for sme other major use. The 
economic phase of an ugricultural land utilization study is likely to 
resomble a farm nunagement project most closely in an area already largely 
devoted to farmin,.which has becoue so senerally unprofiteble that the 
question of general sub-murginality oi the laad is raised. Mvon in this 

case there will be a considerable contrast us compared with ferm management 
projects. in the lutter the problem is usually one of studyin;, tho 

: practices and organization of « considerble number of farms with a viéw to 
distinguishing the good fran the bed, the assumption veing that sane 

/ individuals rey be found whose methods or systems 0. sarmim; »re show by 

experience and by the test of income to tw superior und suiteole yor 
recommendation. On the other hand, iv an entire area is in generel 
characterized oy an insolvent agriculture accompanied by widespread tax 
delinquency, foreclosure and furm abandonment, the continuance of farming 

in the area cun not be taken vor grented. The provlom isto answer the 
question not merely ox how feruing can be made more profitable but o7 
whethor it should continue at all. Izy the pathological conditions are 
widely prevalent, there is necessarily less emphasis on trying to discover 

exist ing practice aod methods of organization than vor formulating 

certain hypothetical adjustments, generally of a far-reaching charscter, 

as, for instance, a widespread reorganization of varm boundaries or 

extensive Liquidation or recepitulization, The difference may be one of 
degree, but it is sufficient to justify a distinction, particularly 
considering the nature of the answer sought. 

The contrast will be even greater when it is necessary to consider 

the possibility of engaging in furming rather than some other major form 

of utilization in an area not utilized at ull vor farming or occupied by 

only a few scattering furmers carrying, on a parasitical type of iorming. 
In this caso we stuart without the advantage of extensive individuel 

experience. It will be necessary to formmlute and critically consider 
the possibilitics of various hypthetical systems of varming, Such a 

problem, ror instance, muy present itself in considering the feasibility 

of a new reclamation project or of settlin: a cut-over area,
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Relationship to econouw.ics_of pyoductions + Lind utilization is a 

se,mcnt of the field ov land economics, which in turn is « part of the 

field of econowics o: production, Tae question naturally arises why sin, le 
out for consideration the use of land instead ov studyinj, proauction «s 

a whole, givin; attention to the economical use and combinsiion of all the 

factors of production. It is not correct to sey that in the land utiliza~- 
tion study the economic] utilization os other factors anu their efficient 

combination are ignored, for this should not be the case. In adauition 

to the yenerul necessity for speci..lizatioa, there are sany definite 
reasons for mukia, land u central unit of study, Thu aiffercatiation of 

land utilization rests on the special econoriic peculiaritics of land as a 
‘ factor of production. Ferhaps no one of these peculiaritics would be 

sufficient oy itseli, but taxen in the ay_regate they justify this differ- 

entiation. Land hes a special juristic position as a form oi property, 

and likewise, as u form of property the psychological attitude toward it 

is distinctive. Lund tenure and utilization play a most signific.nt role 

in economic evolution. The conserwation of land is peculiarly vital 

to nutional gre..tness and coutinuity;it is, therervore, the busis of 
distinctive und casrecteristic public policies, ‘The valuation of lund is 
Characterized by certain peculiarities, which may ve less catrene than the 

Classical “conomist velieved but more distinctive than the extrema critics 
of the Classicxl School would admit, and at uny rate occupies a special 
position in the development 0: econowic doctrines; and finally lund nas 

Certain peculiariticvs as un economic jood, such as inmobility, spatie«l 

limitation, indestructivility, «mu existence in guantity greater than 

present demand recuires, which ch«racteristics are relatively, if not 

absolutely, distinctive in vomparison with other clusscs oi economic goods. 

Furthermore, the economics of production, #s thus f.r developed, 

has oeen cither devoted to a narrow ontreprencuriul analysis or brodened 
into # national or cosmopolitan point o: view. It has ra-ely taken the 
form of attempting to sormulate a devinite ccononic pattern adapted to the 

conditions and requircments of a perticular area of linited scape. ‘economic 
Leogruphy has provided description and more rerely explanztion, but to 

for.ulaute en econonie progrem is ucyond tne scope of its field. If the 
economic pattern of un ares os & Whole is under critical consideration, 

the project belongs essentially to the economics o: production. On the 

other hand, if attention is cente:ed on the use ov the land wad its 

incidental relatiouship to the generul economic pattern, the project may be 

ussiuned to the narrower field oi land utilization. 

It is unnecessary to point out that @ lané utilization project 
Will huve a close relation to such other branches of land econonics us 

valuation, tenure and settlement and also to suudivisions of ayricultural 

economics such us taxation, credit, and marketing. Thus, the utilization 

of lend in the raunye districts of the ‘vest is notably influenced by the 

presence of large interspersed areas of the puvlic domain end by the 

lack of u policy for the systomstic appropriation und utilization of these ~ 
areus. In the South the prevailing systens of ney.ro tenency definitely 
limit the methods of land utilization. In sase areas it is necessury to 
determine whether sub-mar, inability of the land or over-capitalization
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is responsible for agriculture] distresss liethods of settlaient snd 

market opportunitics and conditions obviously have mucn to do with 
detern.ining the feasibility of utilizing lands newr the economic margin 

for agriculture. 

Relation to consexrvation.- In the United Stutes the Conservation ; 

liovement his awakened intcrest in the vcaring or cortain espects lend 

utilization on public welfere., Lind utilization, however, is broader in 
interest than conservation and includes conserv..tion, for land utilization 

is concerned with most effective use, the avoidsnce of waste veing one 

or the critieria of efrectiveness. : 

Technice] Truinings, Reguired, 

It is too much to expect th-t men can be found to head up land 
utilization projects who huve at the same time thorouzh treinin, in 

economic and stutisticiul methodology und also in the methodology o7 the 

verious physicul sciences which must be drawn upon in the process of 

synthesis necessiry to achieve the objectives of such a project. To 

a large extent cooperation can be relied upon to make up for some of the 
deficiencies in the inuividual's invorsation. Nevertheless, it almost 

Sppears that the ides] c..lls Yor a type ov specialist ramiliar with the 
methodology end sources of invorsution in the fields of agricultural 

economics and statistics, and havin;, 4 suificient working acqusintance 
with the sources, terminology, and methocolopy of the physicsl sciences 
to enable him to assemble, appraise und interpret the requisite data 
or to plan Yor supplementary. investig.tions necessury to supply the wups. 

Re.uisite meterials, steps und operations. 

Since the primarr objective os land utilizetion research is 

to determine what ure the best uses for which lund resources may be 

employed, the field oi reseurch cxnnot reedily be broken up into 

logical subdiVisions. It is desiravle, however, to outline the 

requisite materials, steps, and operations involved in the task of land 

utilization. 

The actual work oy seemoling sme of the materials included in 

the list or of carrying on some of the opesations listed may comprise 

seguents oF « lund utilizution project, veing a part of the task of 
bringing together the data re uisite vor ovtuining the essential odjectives 

oi such projects. In many casts, however, the operations involve 

metnodolo;y belanging primarily to one or more of the physical sciences 

or tO sane of the physical or socio-economic applied scieneas ovner than 
land utilization. Finally, it should oe noted that not «11 oi these 
materizls, steps or operations will be recuired for any oae project, the 
actual selection depending on the chiuracter and objectives of the project.
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These various materials, steps, and operations or their results 

and conclusions will be brought together in various combinations in 

land utilization projects according to the type of the project. ‘The 

more typical kinds of project set-ups will be listed and discussed later, 

A. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ARDA i 

1. _Physical Description of Area 

1. Topography and relief 
2. Geologic character 

S¢ Soil 
(a) Classification 
(b) Present condition 
(c) Changes occurring through use, crosion, «tc. 

4. Climatic conditions 

(a) Moisture 
( Avoruge and scasonal distribution of rainfall, 

hail, and snow; evaporation; humidity 

(b) Temperature 
Average and distribution 

(c) Insolation 

5. Original natural vegetation 

6. Existing forest and forago cover 

%@. Natural drainage 
8. Watcr supply - surface and sub-surface 

9. Watcr power end navigablo strcams 
10, Fish and game 
11. Natural scenic attraction 
12. Significant heslth characteristics from the standpoint of 

economic plants, livestock, and human beings- 

Discasas, insoct posts, etc. 

B. INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONS 

II. Interrolationships of Physidal Characteristics 

1. Relation of topography and soil character 

&. Relation of geologic charactor to topography and soil 

3. Relation of climatic conditions to soil 

4. Relation of evaporation to rainfall 
5. Relation of humidity to temperature 
6. Relation of natural vegotation and cxisting forest and 

forage cover to..tha various other physical charactorist
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III. Subdivision of Arca of Study into Typicxl Associations of Physic.1 
Characteristics _ 

Ce UENOG PHIG akD INSPIQUGIM. L ENVIACMINL 

IV. Sipnifvicant Arbiricial Modivications of Naturul Conditions — 

le Dreinaye facilities 

#. Irrigation facilities 
5S. Roads, reilways, conals, harbors, end other facilitias 

of communication 
4. Urboon centers 

Ve Population 

Present stutus and trends with respect to totul geogrsphic 
distribution, densi ty, composition, sources, occupa- 
tional distribution, 

VI. Land Tenure : Present Status and Trends with Respect to 

I. Ownership oi’ the land in relution to land character 
types- , 

Concentration of ownership, cheracter, residence, and 

economic functions oi landlords. 
«, Classification of rorm operators py tenure and 

; U60;,raphic distribution or various classes 
5. ilortyupe indebtedness. 

4. Tax delinquency 
5. Perm avundonment 
6 Public land nd public land policy in the area 

VII. Land V.lues 

l. Present stutus and trends. 
*.« Relation ov land valuos to physical type wureis, market 

and transportation facilities, irrigation und 

drainae facilities, roads and transport facilities, 

-population centers, type or faruing, farm incomes 

and rontals. 

5. Relation of land values and land income to tex ourden, 

particularly in case oi forest areas 

&. Relation of land vilues to turnover, rvoreclosures, 
tax delinquency, and mortyac;e indebtedness 

VIII. Land Policies und liethods o7 settlement Thut have affected 
[ the Settlement of the Arex und Iniluenced the Ownership 

und Utilization o7 Laad.
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De) PROM RO a OF Ub EaA? TO Pn Yoo is OF 

OCG IRIE ION OR UPILIGAC IO. 

Il.. Present Utilizution und Recent Vrends _ 

ilay involve merely description or the much more dirficult 
tasx 0; explanation, hich more nearly resembles the ; 

operutions under X, and iI below : 

1. Forests 

by location, charactor und conditions of timber, 

volume of production. 
&» Distribution or crops .nd volume oi production 
S$. Distribution ox livestock ond volune of 

production. 

4. Location ov same preserves, perks, etc. 
5. Wishing industries 

Hote: Utilization muy be shown st.tistically or geo_raphically, or by 
« comoination os both rethods. Statistics ordinurily 
available permit eoprephic loc lization only by counties. 
favulavion oy townships permits a more sijnivicant loc:lization. 
“hén a still more precise loc: lization is desired some form of the 
survey method nust ve employed. 

Xx. Types ov Breveiling Organization for Lund Utilization 

1. Systems os sarin; described in relation to physical -nda 
economic environment. 

Such aspects as size of unit 0. operation, ferm 
lisprovesents and ecuipneat, total ceupital, field systems, 
livestock, crop, pesture, and livestock practices, 
Production, receipts, expenses, end act incor considered 
in their association Jith naturel conditions, location 
with respect to murket and market Opportunity. 

&. Livestock or ranch mmnacenent 

Siniler aspects as in cvso of saraing proper considcred 
in relation to besic natural and cconoriic conditions. 

Se Forest management 

$ Size of unit 0; operation, methods ov planting, 
selection 0; species, ee end method or harvesting, 
methods of marketing, reccipts, expenses wend net 

' incone described in their association with particular 
naturel ang economic conditions.
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E, DOTERMINING THD MOST EFFICIENT AND DRSIRABLE USES FOR THE FUTURE 

Al. Deturmination of Comparative Advintagcs of Possibl. Constituent Uses 

on & Particular Site or Land Churectcr Unit 

1. Constituent farm uses 
(a) Crops 

Involves assvmbling and considuring such data as 

costs or clesring land, yiclds under vuwrious 

kinds and quantitics of inputs, prices of the 

various units of input, and trond of future 

prices, sale prices, complementary and supplc- 

mentary rolationships in the farming systcm 

(b) Pasture 

Carrying capacity under different types of pasture 

management, costs of clearing, fencing, filth- 

cutting, herding, supplementary feed requirements, 

gain in weight attributable to pasture, unit prices 

and future trend of prices of livestock products, 

complementary und supplementary relationships to 

other farm enterprises. 

(c¢) Woodlots 

Varicticos, costs of planting, rates of growth, time 

and cost of harvesting, supplementary usc for 

pasturc, yicld for farm uses and for salablea 

products, mthods and costs of marketing, long- 

time outlook for priccs of woodlot products. 

2. Constitucnt forcst uscs 

Materials and methods of analysis largely similar to that 

for woodlots 

XII. Determining the Feasibility of Reclamation in a Given Aroa 

Involves the methods of operation involved in the above analysis 

of constituent uses and types of organization but also fuller 

consideration of the latter not so much on the basis of what 

they are as of what they should be. Also involves consideration 

of the economic intorrelations of the various major uses that 

should be cncouraged in different parts of the goncral area and 

of the collcctive advantagos and disadvantages of the various 

possible cconomic patterns, some of which consideration were 

outlined in the introduction above, 

F, FORMULATION Or LAND UTILIZATION POLICIES 

Such formulation will be based on the consideration of the various 
basic matcrials included in the above outline. It will also bo desirable 

to study the policies und results of policios employed clsewhere.
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: G. DEV ILOPLINIT O# PHINCIPLUS O8 LAND UPILIZEATIO“ 

Tnese will be derived oy induction .nd deduction s‘rom the concrete 
studies included in the preceding portions of the outlines. Certain 

hypotheses with reu-rd to land utilization alruady cist in economic theory 

dnd shsuld be tested by «uantitautive mathods. 

Projects in lund Utilization 

Projects in land utilization listed here comprise the more usual 
combinations o: tho various muteriels, steps and operutions included in ! 

the asove list oi miteriel .ad operations. A few of the .vove operutions con- 
stitute projects in themselves. ‘Sone of the projects listed have not been 
actually curried on but appowr to be logical units vor project set-ups. The pr 

jects listed are not mutually exclusive. Some of the more inclusive «ould 

involve the operations oi om, or more of the less inclusive projects. 

1. Go make un inventory o/ the natural conditions of an 
area, expecially so as to present them in their «ssocia- 

tions, unc their si;nivicance vor utilization. 

“hen «11 or purt of tha data are not eviilable, é 
reconnuissance survey may be necessary. Such a project 

presents cert: in devinite problems 0. technique in field 

work, and in mipping, particularly in presenting the 

various clusses oi data in their charicteristic ussocic- 

tions, ‘The iichi «un lund economic survey is the nearost 
illust:ation of this type oi project. ‘The departments oj geo- 
Lraphy at the University of Chicauyo, ‘isconsin, Clark 

University, etc. have also developed special kinds o; technique 
yor this class of project. In addition to the synthetic pre- 

_ sentation of the native conditions and churacteristics of 
an ares, & numoer of more specialized projects may bs included 

undor this head, as follows: 

(a) Relation of climate to the utilization oi lend 
(1) Extensive studies , 
(2) Intensive local studies 

(b) Relation of soils to lwmd utilization-intensive 
local studies. 

{c) Relation of land relief to uses o7 lend 
(a) Natural vegetation ss indicators of land utilization 

(6) Estimate vor a large area such us a nation or large 
subdivision thereof oi the approximate amount of 
land having various chersctoristics significent 

from the point oi view of utilization.
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we To describe and explain the economic and culturel pattern 
of an aren in its relations to natursl conditions. 

In projects of this yeneral type thore are greet variations 
in do,rce ov intensity «and in scoe. Such projects may tend 
to bu mainly descriptive or they may involve mowor less 
explunztion. ho description wey be wholly st: tisticsl, as vor 
instince, the making o7 dot maps based on census data, or it my 

involve zlso reconnaissance surveys oi cultural ¢loments 2s vell 
as Oi physical conditions. ‘The oxplanztion muy be larfely 
inferontizc] based on the observence of the occurrence of certsin 
associztions or it wy be much more intensive, involvin:, anelysis 
os the Compzrative adventaes of various uscse 

&. To describe end explein the changes that heve taxcn plece in 
the utilization os lund in un area, and the incidental changus 

in the economic and culture] pattern. 

Will involve ussemblinay, o: data reyuired under Numoer é@ 

and also such historical data, statistical or othcrwise as will 
serve to indicete and oxpluin historical trends ia relation to 
the present, and possivly the future, situation. Statistical 
datu will need to ve collected and «analyzed to briny, out trends 

in such items us land vslues, size of iurms, types or land 
utilization in relation to various lend character segucnts of the 
arex, Price trends changes in iroight rates, and in other 

economic conditions will ueed to be determined as in importent 
basis of explaining the shifts. Such 4 project cwy also texe — 
the form oF considering resdjustments in the land utilization or 
an areé made necessary or to become necessary by reason of drastic 

changes in prices, frei:ht rates, etc. 

fe fo appraise the influence of the lund teaure of en vrei. on the 

churector of utilization therein, 

Ordinarily will bo morely a-semnent of « project such as 

5 or 4, out ocemsisnully, us in the grazing areas of the ‘est, 
land tenure end policy, perticulerly on puvlic Isnds, may becone 
& major dcterminin;; vactor. 

De To determing the influcnce o1 emthods o:’ land settlement on the 
charucter of land utilization. 

6. To determine the future lend requirements of ia area, particulerly 
&@ hatione 

Involves estinutes o* population growth, sepeuretion of 
domestic from voreign trade requireancats, ullow:aces jor 

Chan je in methods of consumption ond oi production, etc.
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7. «ws To determine the relatiovisniv of the tex burden and of methods 

ov taxetion to the possibility ov utilising purticular types 
of land sor forcsats. ‘ 

be. Seme sor influence of texation on utilization of lend for farming 

8. fo deteriaine tne genor#l sdvantsyes and disadvantages of 
utilizin,, &© particular type of lend for vormsts. 

Runs pxrallel to 7a at many points, out differs in 
cortain resurds. , 

9. Wo determine whether a videly unprosperous fsrming arva is sub- 
marginal vor farming oy consideriag (@) whet is wrong with 

tho existing system, (b) is theré somo other system oi furminy, 

that could survive in the area, 

10. ‘fo determine whether Serminy would be feasible on « type of land 

not at present employed jor that purpose. 

ll. To study the comparative advuntspes of dirferent competing 

Yorest uses or methods oi forest management for a perticular 

type or lund, 

1g. To dotersine the economic possivilities o: utilizing a type of 

cut-over land vor extensive greging. 

lo. To dtermine the most advantageous distribution of the land uses 

of on ire. as between extensive crezing and furming. (Adxpted 

to somi-«rid regions. ) 

14. To déterming the most adventuyeous distribution of the Lind uses 

of an aros as between carmin,, ferminy with indidental woodlots, 

forestry, extensive greszias, und forestry combined sith greaing. 

Adapted to humid resioas. 

15. Mconomic Peusivility of reclumation of & wrticular area. 

Drtinuge, irrijationu, soil vertilization. 

16. Relation of lend utilization to erosion and the economic desirabilit: 
ond Feasibility ov preventin.; erosion in a particular urea, 

17. liethods oi ostimatang quantatively the collective, as dis~ 

‘ tinguished irom the entrepreneuri~l, adventoges o reforestetion 

in a particular arca, 

18. Lethods of estinatin;, quantitetively collective advantages of 

reclaiming, o particular area. 

19. iiethods of ostinating quantitatively the economic and sociel 
value of utilizing land for (a) Fish and «ume refuges, recreation. 

us@s, 6tc.
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20. To devine the geo.rapnic extent of crous of dcesdent verninges 

ele To determine a rejionel propram sor «n ares in relationship 

to desirable wodificutions in land utilisation. 

liuch wore inclusive than 16 and 17 and leys greuter 

‘ ompazsis on the interrelations ov the various mejor uses 
and ov the relutionsnip of these uses to the jeneral economic 

and social pattern of the area, includin, such items as 

location of schools «nd roads, units oi local governient, 

dependent ind.ctries, etc/ Sonetines the nucleus o: study 

is a city with inediately tributary areas, as for instance, 

the Chicago regionul planning survey. In such cuses the 

essential objective is urb.n policy. On the other hxnd the 
unit may be essentially open country, «and the objective 

essentially & rural pattern or progran.



Fire . : 
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. May 20, 1929 

Dr. lL. 0. Gray : 
Committee on Agricultural Bronomics 
Social Science Research Council 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Gray: ; 

T am very much interested to receive your request of May 3 
asking for an outline of methods of estimating land values for game 
and recreation, 

In sending you the attached tentative reply I have placed a 
literal construction on your use of the word "refuge." In the techs 
nical parlance of game management insofar as it exists the word refuge 
meang a special area closed to hunting, so selected and managed that 
it serves as a nucleus to a game range and as a reservoir of breading 
stock, Its over-flow reestocks the surrounding renge. j 

Under this meaning a refuge could hardly be said to have a 
“social value." It is mechanism to make a game refuge productive, just i 

ae 8 spring is a mechanism to make a watch run. A watch may have a 
"social value," but hardly its spring. 

I realize that you hay have intedned to ask a broader question 
relating to game lands in general, rather than merely refuges. If 0, v 
I would like an opportunity to reviee my reply. \ 

Your inquiry also mentions fish refuges. In the narrow sense 
these hardly as yet exist. If you intended a broader sense I am afraid 
ie du ee ee ee ee S. B. Locke, U. S. Forest Service, Ogden, 

Utah, ‘help you with regard to fish. : 

T am not trying to cover your inquiry about recreational uses 
in general, pending a clarification of the question. 

Bven when we get the question clesred up and I have done my 
‘ best to cover it, you may find the result unsatisfactory, for the-reagon 

that no adequate framework of the game problem yet exists, in the sense 
of being described in a competent text. I am preparing such a text as 
the objective of the game survey in which I am now engaged and hope that 
it will be published within the next year or 80. Until then there can 
hardly be said to be a common language for the @iscussion of game manage. 
ment questions.
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Gray 

I am very anxious to be of service to your committee, not only 
because of my interest in the broad subject which you are covering, but 
alge because I have heard a good deal about your personal efforts through 
my friend Ward Shepard of Washington. If, therefore, this reply is unsat~ 
isfactory, kindly do not regard it as final, but tell me in a little more 
detail what is wanted and give me another chance, 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LsoPonD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

Dictated by Mr. Leopold, but signed 
in his absence to avoid delay. : ; . 

Vee.
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METHODS OF ESTIMATING QUANTITATIVELY THE ECONOMIC AND 
SOCIAL VALUE OF UTILIZING IAND FOR FISH AND GAME REFUGES, 

Aldo Leopold 

The economic value of a refuge is determined by how big a range it 

will serve, how well, and at what cost. 

There is as yet no unit for measuring refuge values quantitatively, 

and none in sight. Game management has barely reached the stage where: 

(1) the value of one refuge may be compared with another, in ref- 

erence to a given species of game. 

(2) the feasibility of a given refuge may be roughly determined 

of various species of game and kinds of land. 

(3) the comparative adaptability of several species to refuge 

technique may be compared and rated. 

All these operations hinge upon the conseption of "cruising radius." 

Each species has a characteristic cruising radius, or radius of mobility, 

which determines its capacity to spread from @ refuge-centre. Environment 

affects this somewhat, but for the most part it is a specific character, It 

is determined by banding experiments. 

Cruising radius, plus purely empirical observation, fixes for each 

species the maximum distance apart for a refuge system. The greater the dis- 

tanee, the better the species is adapted to refuge technique, because ordin- 

arily the problem is to reduce the number of refuge units to a number admin- 

istratively practicable. 

The following table rates four common species. This is operation . 

no. 3 above noted. 

fi '



nae Mme ee gens 
Pheasant 0.5 3-0 $25=50 10 2 

( swaps) 
Cottontail 0.5(?) ? eS ; 3 

Quail 0.2 1.0 $25 3 4 

Whitetail Deer 2.0 15.0 $5 20 1 

Operation no. 2 is roughly illustrated by the following table, in 

which 

Col. 1 is determined by census work. 

Col. 2 is determined by kill records. 

Col. 3 is aesvmed from local law and custom. 

Col. 4 is Col. 3 Col. 2 

Col. 5 is Gol. 4 x local land values, 

Col. 6 measures the cost of artificial propagation as a possible 

supplement to refuges as a source of breeding stock. It is a "market value." 

Col. 7 measures the combined risk of fluctuations in crop due to 

disease, winter-killing, etc. It is based on census records plus observational 

Judgment. 

ZEASIBLUIZY OF BLFUGES 

Species = Max.Pop. Max.Kill Ber Hunter ’ Propagation Cost 

Pheasant 1,0 ®.7 cocks 5 7 $350 ee 

Cottontail 4.0 3.0 10 3 $75 ? 

Quail 1.0 0.5 10 2. $500 $6.00 

Whitetail 
Deer ? 0.005 Bucks 1/3 * 66 $330 ? 

: *Reduced for success ratio of 3 hunters per buck killed,



(Continuation of preceding table) 

sem, pe 
Cottontail + 50% (?) 

Quail + 30% : 

Whitetail Deer +10% 

Operation no. 1 is obviously a matter of applying the method 

used in table 2 to carefully determined figures for the two refuges to be 

compared. :
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Mf be! 
\’ \ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

f u BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
” WASHINGTON, D, C. 

Jmel, 1929 
4 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Deer Professor Leopold: 

Your letter of May 20 and the enclosed mterial are appreciated. 

I am afraid that I was not aware of the peculiar technical meaning 

of the word "refuge." I can very well see that the economic value of 
&@ refuge as a source of supply for restocking @ wider erea might be 
considerably greater than the general economic value involved in miin- 

taining game on @ particular area. The thing that we have in mind is the 

method of estimeting both values. It appears to me that it is desirable 
to determine the method of valuation as applied to the source area, or 
refuge, as compared with the value derived from game on areas not serving 
as refuges in the technical sense. Of course, land does not have to be 
exclusively employed for game, but may also maintain a forest cover 
or even @ pasture cover. The important thing is to have 4 critical 
discussion of the methods of estimating the annual value of 
using lands for game, whatever other use may be made of theme 
Apparently the mere food value of game is very much lower in many cases 

than the recreational value. iIn Other words, men pay Very much more 
for the privilege of hunting in a private or public reserve than would be 
derived from the mere sale of the meat. It is probable, therefore, that 
it is desirable to indicate sources of information and methods of 
estimate both of food value and of recreation value. The latter, 

of course, is & somewhat more intangible concept than the former. 

I trust that this explanation will be helpful, but I shall be i 
very glad to make myself clearer in case it appears necessary. 

I note that you have not given attention to the fish side of 
the question. I had in mind, particularly in the latter case, method 
of estimating the economic value of fish refuges or special breeding 
grounds. I appreciate the suggestion of Mr. Locke's name in this 

connections 

Sincerely gpurs, 

= | ' t , 
Le GC Gray, 

| Principal Economist in Charge, 
Division of Land Economics.



; June 18, 1929 

Dr. L. C. Gray 
U. &. Dept. of Agriculture 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
Washington, D C. 

Dear Dr. Gray: 

Your letter of June 1 clears up the 
matter of definition on which I was confused, 
I will do my best to give you something, but 
I will be unable to " around to it until 
about July 1, since I have been in the fiddd 
for an extended absence, " é 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IMOPOLD, 
b In Charge, Game Survey, : 

»y



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

June 21, 1929 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

; Dear Mr. Leopold: i 

Your letter of June 18 is received. 

On account of various delays we have set August 1 for 

the time to complete the various projects for those collaborating 

with us in the preparation of the Handbook on Methods in Land 

Utilization. 

Very truly yours, 

mL. 
; 

L. C. GRAY 

r ) 330 Me 

ba
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| Opy ant b Shafoarel 

421 Chemlatry Building 

July 13, 1929 

De Le C. Gray 
U. & Dept. of Agricuiture 
Bureau of Agricultural Iconomics 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Dr. Gray: 

; In further reply to your letters of June 1 and June 21, 

I am inclosing a paper entitled "Methods of Batimating 
Quantitatively the Economic and Social Value of Game Lands," 

Without the advantage of a personal conference this is 
as close as I can get to meeting what 1 take to be your needs, 

T heve omitted fish entirely, as I am poorly posted in 
that fidbd, y : 

I have been unable to make the paper donform to the stan+ 
dard set up in your mimeographed specifications because the captions 
in your specifications did not seem to fit the case. If, however, 
you want me to change the form or to insert explanations of anything 
that I have left vague, please call on me. 

Should you need quicker action than could be obtained by ~ 
corresponding with me I am inclined to think my friend Ward Shepard, 
of the U. S. Forest Service, would understand the drift of my thoughts - 
end be able to modify the form of my paper. Any changes made by him 
will be acceptable to me, 

} é I have entirely omitted the rather fine-spun discussion on i 
refuges because there would seem to be mo more reason for covering 
them than for covering game farme or any of the other devices used 
in game management and occupying land, eae 

Yours sincerely, : 

‘ ALDO LEOPOLD, 
‘ In Charge, Game Survey,



Methods of Estimating Quantitatively the Economic and Social 
‘ Value of Game Lands. 

Aldo Leopold 

Revised duly 15, 1929 

(A) Economie Value. 

(1) General. 

The best criterion of the economic value of a game crop is 3 

: what people will pay for the privilege of harvesting it. However, 

the pioneer American tradition of "free hunting" has thus far pre- 

vented the barter and sale of hunting privileges on private lands 

to such an extent that there are only a few instances where a recog~ 

nigable "market value" has been set up. 

Most of these instances pertain to migratory game (waterfowl). 

Kere the owner is often drawing on @ general public game supply by 

reason of a strategic location, rather than on the "earned" incre- 

ment of his own stock of game, The reader is urged to bé on his 

guard in interpreting either the rental or sale figures for such 

waterfowl lands, é ' 

In a few instances there is a valid genuine market price per 

acre per year for game crops produced by rudimentary game management. 

(2) Comparative Utility of Rental, Sale, per acre, and ver head figures. 

' Market values on shooting and shooting lands take the follow 

ing forms: 

Glass Specification 

(a) Per acre per year shooting rental. 
(») Per man per day shooting rental. 
(e) Per head of game shooting rental. ; 
(4) Per acre sale price of game lands.



Class (a) figures are obviously best for the purpose of 

appraising the annual economic value of land for game. They include both 

the value of the hunting and of the meat, thus avoiding the perplexing 

problem of differentiating these two. 

Class (b) figures mean nothing until multiplied by the possible 

man-days per acre which the game crop will stand. The latter is hard to get 

at. 

: Class (c) figures are open to the same objection. é 

Class (d) figures contain indeterminate "real estate" or agri- 

cultural values which cannot be segregated, 

(3) Sample Figures. The determination of market values in any given case 

is of course a matter of local search for local practices by the investigator. 

The following sample cases, however, may aid him in visualizing what to search 

for, and whet complications he will encounter. 

(a) Southern Quail. By far the clearest sample case is the well estab- 

lished market value of 10-15¢ per acre per year for shooting privi- 

leges on southern quail lands. This holds for large blocks of 1,000 

acres and up, and increases with the stock of quail and the proxim- 

f ity to centres of population, especially ease of access from New Yowk. 

Whether it varies with the length of the lease is not known. The 

lands usually consist of mixed farms and cutover pine lands. 

The population of quail = of lends bringing this price 

is one bird per 2-4 acres, of which a half or a third may be safely 

killed yearly. This gives each killable bird a value of 60¢-$1.00, 

which is roughly comparable to the going price of 50¢ paid for trap- 

~Qo



ped live birds for planting purposes on the farm where trapped. 

These southern quail rentals are Class (a) (see previous 

caption), i.e. a direct measure of the annual value for game crops. The 

prevalent crops can be redoubled by improved methods of management recently 

worked out. 

(>) Pheasant Rentals. In a few localities it has become customary for 

farmers to sell pheasant shooting per man-day. In only one case (around 

Fort Dodge in northern Iowa) is the practice sufficiently widespread to be 

: accapted as a market value, There the standard price is $2.50. This is a 

Class (b) figure, impossible of accurate conversion to a per acre per year 

pasis for lack of population and yield figures. It is improbable that the 

pheasant population, even on the best farms, reaches a bird per acre, or that 

as mach as half are iilled, The legal bag is 12 per day, but the actual ay- 

erage is probably nearer 3. Under these assumptions the optimum game rental 

would be about 40¢ per acre per year. 

(c) Duck Rentals. In the Illinois River bottoms it is customary to pay 

$10-15 per day for the privilege of shooting a legal limit of 15 ducks. ‘This 

- fg a class (c) case, and impossible of conversion to a per acre basis. 

(4) Sale of Duck Lands. In the Illinois River Bottoms undrained duck 

lands are selling for $200 in farm-size blocks, while adjacent similar drained 

lands, after allowing for drainage liens and other incumbrances, move for 

around $50.' These two values reflect, the agricultural and game prices res- 

pectively, but the game conditions are entirely abnormal due to the concen- 

trations of ducks induced by"baiting," baiting with grain. The $200 sale price 

may be arbitrarily reduced to annual rental by arbitrarily applying a percentage, 

but the resultant figure will measure the value of a strategic location, not



the legitimate game productivity of the land, 

(B) Social Value. 

I know of no convincing way to quantitatively measure social 

value of game lands. The man-day values calculated for other recreations 

might be arbitrarily transferred to the game field, and then the following 

rough acreage table used to find the optimum per acre social value, 

, Assumed Approx. acreage 
Daily Kill to yield 1 

Max. Population Allowable Per day's kill 

Species RerAcre.. Kili Perdege fore, = for 1. map 

: Pheasant 1 0.5 2 4 

Cottontail 4 2.0 5 2 

Quail 1 0.5 10 20 f 

Whitetail Deer ? 0.005 205 10 
bucks 

* A success ratio of 3 hunters per buck killed is usual and acceptable 
to hunters, but this is usually for a week's trip, 1/3 x 1/7 1/21 .05 

Investigators should bear in mind that this table represents 

the capacity of the best lands under good management and are based on rough 

game census work. Larger acreages will usually be required to furnish one 

man with a day's hunting of a given species. On the other hand, in actual 

practice several species are often grow on the same acre and the bags allowed 

are those sometimes, but not always,obtained by the average hunter. The table 

makes no allowance for these gains, 

Per acre populations and yields of game vary greatly with the 

size of the block of land. The smaller the block, the higher the yield, This 

ote



is because large blocks always contain "blanks" or unproductive areas. The 

foregoing table is based on farm-size blocks except in the figure for deer. 

This is the yield of the Pennsylvania state forests as a whole. , 

Broadly speaking it appears to take the annual game crop of 

5 acres to furnish one man-day of hunting. 

Gavtion 

The art of game management is in such a rudimentary stage that 

all of the figures in this paper should be regarded as illustrating a method 

rather than establishing a reliable fact. 

-5-



\ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE \ 

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS (ly 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

July 23, 1929 reid o 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, , 

In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I appreciate your sending me the material enclosed in your 

letter of July 13. This material will serve to open up the subject, 

and that is probably all that we could hope for in a field which is so 

undeveloped as yet in methods of estimating utility values. 

Thanking you,for your collaboration, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

L.10, orey, /S 
Principal Economisf in Charge, 
Division of onomics. 

‘ Dictated but not read.
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EDITORIAL AND BUSINESS OFFICES PUBLISHED QUARTERLY BY THE INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH IN RICHARD T. ELY 

WIEBOLDT HALL LAND ECONOMICS AND PUBLIC UTILITIES EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

Taare eae Are October 30, 1929 EDWARD W. MOREHOUSE 
CHICAGO, ILL. MANAGING EDITOR 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ; : 
Geme Survey, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Deer Mr. Leopold:- 

Just about a year ago you exposed yourself to this 

letter inquiring about the possibility of a manuscript on game manage- 

ment as a source of revenue. At thet time you ssid the subject should 

be ripe in about a yesr, and this is to jog your memory end express the 

hope that your forecast at that time was correct. 

With best regerds to Mrs. Leopoéld es well as yourself. 

Sincerely yours, 

li Morehouse F 

EWM: CG
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a HUNTERS' LICENSES ISSUED BY STATES, WITH ae : \ 

’ TOTAL MONEY RETURNS, FOR THE SEASON 1928-29 C& wf +- ; ee or 
@ The following figures received from United States Department of 

Agriculture. & 

, NON-RESIDENT 

STATE RESIDENT OR ALIEN MONEY RETURNS 1* 

WIRE ee, ew shiva 5 Ai ae eel, $ 16,490.00 

ALapaMa ei es Noe aes 81,515 OT 124,594.00 

ATIZONGN Sk uit eae lhe 26,697 4* 821. 4* 85,318.50 

REKANGS is 6 seins cots o 90,000 1,500 112,500.00 

Cali Formi a S* oie claie 238,569 ; 2,878 488,114.52 

ColorddorStinncese sys 110,084 4* 397 236,401.50 

Connecticut 3*........ 35,936 601 99,959.75 e 
Delaware S* ........4.. 2,054 4* 360 4* 5,685.00 

ALO HACE se alse le etere ololecs |e 43,606 568 180,529.00 

GeOre ta aiiate ws cietere ls G5io ’ 202 91,583.23 

Y CORN OWN Rites nloles 83,243 4* 439 4* 165,213.90 

MLA MOM Sis Oe ie aera ae 300,413 Arece: 335,799.50 

PNGVANE 2 i Uisiavereleul sade 309,191 4* 468 4* 298,644.00 

, OWE Al sis 5 dames les. «och 175,116" 4% ROOD ss 175,116.60 ‘ 

Kansaie jil..3./stuetcrets eulela's 127,926 109 128,931.00 

e Kentucky she velopmmenenstot arenas 104,213 286 107,216.00 

Louisiana sleiaMereiansis beats) 99,632 435 110,382.00 

MO eo ce siy's's Ge tomes we 34,748 4* 3,864 52,350.70 

Mary Wend Fires decent 66,766 1,800 130,101.55 

Massachusetts 3*...... SIIB) 014 34% 3,462 4* 255,014.00 

MiGHIGAR 04.5 cede esae 317,622 2,434 400,510.99 

MInneSOUva, i. (sme «ele 110,536 .-- 364 107,674.84 

MiSSOUTI a. 5 wil sistem 254,740 4* 842 4* 303,511.18 

MONCANGiG sees ccieteeen  unlOheeiala® 274 156,115.20 4 

Nebraska S” .....0sesn 170,895 4* 178) A* 174,250.00 

Nevada Li aiuniee cites 7,448 151 11,398.50 © 
New Hampshire 3* ..... 56,241 4* 2,590, a* 114,775.35 

New JOrsey OS™)... we 195, L217 4* 2,139 4* 314,071.50 

New Mexico 3* ........ 17,586 4* 1,581) :4* 92,000.00 

| NOW VOTES iy Mewes eeees 6il, 728 WAX ‘ 5,409) | 703, 047.87 

| North Caroling), ...).)...\.% ELT, COW Meee). 188,819.50 

\ Non ih Dakota (55:66 es 34,108 163 55,237.00 

\ WPEO O8UG. een cs i hou 381,817 ‘ Zo 382,252.00 

y URIANOMR a. hos eww ewes 158, 822 383 164,451.50 | 

We Orteon S® 5.6. . ec caas 60,818 4* 593 222,785.50 @ | 
ag Pennsylvania .i...4 04%. 516,603 27190 998,834.70 

oe Rhode Island 3* ...... 9,426 299 22,900.00 
South Carolina ....... 89,396 1,384 142,026.00 | 
mourn Dakotas cicesios cu 113,229 4* 2,838 192,891.00 | 

4a * ‘ ‘ 

ie
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~ NON-RESIDENT 
STATE RESIDENT OR ALIEN MONEY RETURNS 1* 

VOMDOESOS Ws oe tees 63,741 293 $ 80,152.00 

@& MERAS etnies wes reice 113,833 517 221,965.05 
CAR OW aries baie 15,841 4* 255 4* 33,507.60 

NOTMON el oes ek cas 40,678 4* 1,312 4* 60,349.80 

WAVES ode ea vec ks 140,607 4* 2,687 4* 239,560.30 

Washington: oie. 6's. 204, 696 647 371,981.00 

West Virginia 3* ..... 135,664 4* 489 176,916.00 

WigCONSiNn 22 ieee sess 158, 840 229 148,881.00 

Way OMEN EO ercisne cis te ie 28,045 4* 676 4* 110,603.00 

Totaleevewee ac 6,376,699 52,062 $9,391,412.33 

& 1* Includes amounts received from combined hunting and fishing 

licenses, but not from licenses to fish only. 

2* No resident license required. 

3* Seasonal figures for the year 1929. 

4* Includes combined hunting and fishing licenses.
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CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY ““™ htt 14.30 

interest in forest conservation depends en- may be made more effective than competi- 

terely upon whether or not the people fully tion between all the units. Needless com- 

appreciate what the forests mean to them petition is a waste of time and effort and 

in their every day life. Wood fibre—the The New England Council has attracted 

product of the forests—is a raw material attention of the remainder of the country 

essential to the continued operation of our by its success along this line. 

forest and wood-using industries. Wood— Col. J. W. Harrelson, director of the De- 

whether it be in the form of lumber, ties, partment of Conservation and Development, 

posts, poles, pilling, pulpwood, or other pro- has endorsed the idea and expressed a hope 

duct—is just as much a basic resource as that States of the Southeast may be 

coal, iron, or oil. If my listeners will but brought together in an organization that 

think for a monent. I am sure they will all will serve effectively the best economic in- 

appreciate that wood in some form plays terest of the whole. 

an important part in every day life.” Such an organization as the one that has 

In closing, Miss White recommended ways been suggested could serve particularly 
in which every person can aid in the essen- well at this time with the attention of the 
tial work of forest conservation. Here is nation being drawn to it because of the ap- 
her creed: parent trend of manufacturing away from 

“Be careful with lighted matches, cig- the congested centers to the less thickly 
arettes, and camp fires when in the woods.” populated areas close to the supply of raw 

“Fight all small fires when found. materials and where prices of commodities 
“Report large fires which cannot be are more reasonable. This movement calls 

easily controlled to the nearest warden. for a great amo f research that could 

“Piay your part in the creation of an phe appli 0 a region as well a: single 
anti-fire sentiment in order that the num- _ ]o¢; y- 

ber of careless and malicious fire setters 

may be reduced to a very small number, 

and in order that those responsible for) GAME BRINGS RETURNS 

fires may account for their violation of th TO CHATHAM FARMERS 
fire laws before the bar of justice.” eT 

SS A striking example of one angle of eco- 
SENTIMENT FOR COUNCIL nomic value of game to a community is 

SOUTHEASTERN STATES given in a tabulation prepared by for: 

: GAINING IN POPULARITY State Senator W. P. Horton, of Chatham 

oe County. 

Sentiment appears to be crystalizing in The figures show that game brings a 
states of the Southeast in favor of the crea- steady income, amounting to approximately 

) tion of an organization representing the $51,405 annually, to the county. Twelve 
district in the same manner as the New hunting clubs and preserves pay taxes ag- 
England Council. gregating $14,740; and in addition, the ex- 

Important conferences with such a pur- pense of hunter's amounts to $36,665 a year, 

: pose in view have recently been held, and the figures show. 
many leaders in the section have been Besides these direct expenditures by hunt- 

found to be in favor of such an organiza- rs and club owners in Chatham County, 
tion. about $1,500 is paid to the State in non- 

The motivating spirit behind such an or- esident hunting licenses each year. It is es- 
ganization is the fostering of the economic timated in the tabulation that approximate- 
development of a district as a whole rather !¥ 1,500 farmers of Chatham County share 
than competetively. Recently the U. §, i the money spent there each year by 
Department of Commerce has been active "-Tesident sportsmen. 
in making known the most important ef WER Sa SaiGSS a 
points regarding the New England Coun- Father—Are there half fares for chil- 
cil for the benefit of other regions. dren? 

There are many channels through which Conductor—Yes, under 12. 
cooperative effort on the part of a region Father—That’s all right. I’ve only five.
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average birth rate during that period has losses in ation in urban and_ rur: 

been 30.4 per thousand of population, while areas and in the State as a whole: 

the average death rate was 11.8 per thou- 
sand, giving a net birth rate of 18.6 and a Gaths and Losses in Population in Rural 
net gain in population of 532,834 from and Urban Areas and State 
births alone during this period. It appears, 1920-1930 
therefore, that the net gain from immigra Rural Urban \ 
tion was the difference between the tot: Areas Areas State 

gain in population and the total increase Average Population, 
birth, 78,310 during the decad 1920-1930 _______.-2,214,591 650,108 2,864,699 

PE OF tes BRIS) Uae Pecaue. Exess birth rate over 
The net gain in rural population from | oe crere ates Ren aan pane 

‘. nerease in. population 

births alone should have’ been 411,913, g.om pirths 411,914 120,920 532,834 
whereas it was only 291,676. It appears, Actual increase 
therefore, that during the last decade 120,- in population -_---. 291,676 319,477 611,153 
237 more persons left rural communities Gain from migrations. 120,288* 198,557 78,319 

ae Gains from Intra- for cities and towns than went to these ru- State Migrations __ 120,238* 120,288 | None 

ral areas. Probably most of this loss was Gain from Extra- 
from the ranks of the young people who State Migrations __. None 78,319 78,319 
have chosen business or the professions for Total gains per year eet aad es on 

+ from Migrations -_..  12,024* 19, 5 
ere rather than agricultural pur- Gatsiapanaoneh 

= from Migrations -_-~ 1,002* 1,655 652.6 

On the other hand, the net gain of the G#ins Per day fons) cas 88.4% boil Mmnedeg, 
urban areas of the State from an excess of sat ae Late 
births over deaths would have been 120,920, *From this table it appears that 33.4 peo- 

assuming a uniform birth rate all over the ple left rural for urban areas in North 

State. The net gain in the urban population, Carolina every day during the 1920-1930 

however, was 319,477. It appears, there- decade; that 21.7 people came into the State 

fore, that the urban communities in North from outside sources to take up their resi- 

Carolina not only absorbed the 120,238 per- dences; and that a total of 55.1 persons 

sons who left North Carolina rural areas, came into the cities and towns of North 

but also the 78,310 persons who came to Carolina each day during the decade from 

this State from outside her borders. The outside the State and from the rural areas. 

following table presents the gains and -—Bryan W. Sipe. 

1 EES TATE MNT ERE Sct NOt EL PERRO So SRE pops rc HEE Ne Ae en aR Cate Ne cS al 

UNITED STATES 
cst SS Mp RMR AE REA 1 es aa a ance a ONS aN LINAS OO AE IS 

URBAN RURAL 
G7 Uae eo re VAL = ctv atic crak Ate We Sea UoeL aan Sanaa epee eet Pama eee eee 

yearn Total %o of Total Gain % Total % of |Total Gain| % 
Population | Total Urban Gain Population | Total Rural Gain 

QOD. debs snes | 30,380,438 | 40.0 poe -. | 45,614,142 | 60.0 ee oe 
1910 __-__-__-_ | 42,166,120 | 45.8 | 11,785,687 | 38.8 | 49,806,146 | 54.2 | 4,192,004 9.2 
1920 ----"""" | 54,304,603 | 51.4 | . 12,138,483 | 28.7 | 51,406,017 | 49.6 | 1,599,871 3.2 
19302 ee 68,955,521 | 56.2 | 14,650,918 | 26.9 | 53,819,525 | 43.8 | 2,413,508 4.7 

NORTH CAROLINA 

] 1 
1900S anes | 186,790 9.9 de ae | 1,707,020 | 90.1 a as 
TST eee akerce. 318,474 | 14.4 181,684 | 75.5 1,887,813 | 85.6 180,793 | 10.6 
A9AQ Lea E 490,370 | 19.2 171,896 | 50.9 2,068,753 | 80.8 180,940 9.6 
1980, 22 | 809,847 25.5 319,477 63.1 | 2,360,429 | TA5 291,676 14.1
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| The Marginal Farmer 
The Fifth Contribution to the Symposium, “Hard 

; Times for Farmers” 

HAIRMAN LEGGE of the Federal Farm be. Some farmers make good money when wheat 
( ‘Board in a recent address said: ‘‘As a_ is selling for $1 a bushel, while others would not 

business man, the farmer has not received make money if wheat were selling for $10 a bushel. 
a fair return on his investment.” And Secretary In 1919, the Department of Agriculture made a 
Hyde of the United States Department of Agricul- study of the cost of producing wheat in the great 
ture adds: “The one-family farm is a valuable so- wheat belt of the United States, including the six 
cial unit. Its independence must be maintained, but wheat-growing states of the Middle West—Kansas, 
in maintaining its independence we must remember Missouri, Nebraska, Minnesota and North and 
that we preserve a small producing unit in a society South Dakota. The study was made on 481 farms, 
where organization and combination are the rule. consisting of approximately 85,000 acres and pro- 
‘The farmer must have help, not only to reduce the ducing 1,000,000 bushels of wheat. The average 
competition of his fellows, but to see that social cost of producing winter wheat was $1.87 a bushel, 
and industrial adjustments do not bear too heavily but the actual cost on the individual farms ranged 
upon him.” 2 from $1 to $8.20 a bushel! In the spring-wheat 

Is it vital to American civilization that the Amer- area, the average cost of producing wheat was 
ican farm be maintained as a small-sized operative $2.65, but the range was from $1.10 to $14.40 a 
unit? Over 60 percent of the farms in the United _ bushel! 
States are less than one hundred acres in size, with The farm price for wheat that year was $2.15 a 
an average capital investment of $5,351. What bushel; 64 percent of the farmers who produced 
would be a fair return on such an investment? A winter wheat at a cost of less than this made money, 
10-percent return would bring in only $535.10 per while the 36 percent who produced winter wheat 
year, which is less than that received by an ordinary at a cost greater than this did not make money. 
Mexican section hand. And yet, over 4,000,000 One-fourth of the farmers who produced spring 
farmers of the country have an average investment wheat at a cost of less than $2.15 a bushel made 
in land and buildings of $5,351. How can their money, while the three-fourths who produced wheat 

——— farms be maintained as successful business enter- at a cost greater than this did not make money. 
prises? : "These are the facts in the Case. WHat iS the Solis” 

The politician also has much to say about the tion of the problem? What possible machinery, 
cost of production in agriculture, and insists that governmental or otherwise, could be established 
the farmer shall receive prices for his product which would permit all the farmers to obtain cost 
which will return to him the cost of production plus of production plus a reasonable profit? It cost 
a reasonable profit. What is the cost of produc. two farmers $14.40 a bushel to grow spring wheat 
tion? No one knows. It has not been standard. in this region. Shall the price of wheat be ad- 
ized. It cannot be standardized. Agriculture is not justed by legislative machinery so that these farmers 
a single industry but a group of industries. One may make money? Or, is the problem an indi- 
well established fact in agriculture is that the cost vidual one as it is in other lines of human endeavor? 
of producing a given farm commodity varies widely. ~The high cost of production on these wheat 
How, then, can any possible price be established farms was due mainly to the low yields obtained. 
which will guarantee to all producers the cost of On four farms in the winter-wheat belt, or one 
production plus a reasonable profit? percent of the farms studied, the yield of wheat 

: was less than five bushels per acre, and the cost 
How much does it cost to produce a bushel of of the production was $5.14 a bushel; while on six 

wheat? A very simple and apparently perfectly farms, or 2 percent, the yield was over twenty-five 
innocent question. It offers no serious difficulty to bushels per acre, and the cost of production was 
the layman. Yet there is no more difficult and only $1.47 a bushel. It is quite clear from the 
important question in the whole field of agricultural evidence that the solution of the individual wheat 
economics. To answer it is practically impossible, grower’s problem is the development of methods 
since the conditions under which wheat is produced whereby the yield can be increased, for as the yield 
vary so widely. It is then perfectly absurd to state. increases the cost of production decreases. Ap- 
that the farmer is not receiving the cost of produc- parently much marginal land is being farmed which 
tion plus a reasonable profit when he sells at the is unsuited to crop production, or else is badly 

: prevailing price of wheat, no matter what it may in need of methods of soil improvement. It is
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true that the farmer has many inherent handicaps __riculture today, and will contribute more to the so- 
to contend with, such as the weather, insect pests lution of the farm problem than any other single 
and plant diseases. It is only begging the question, possible factor. 
however, to say that when the farmer plants fifty The marginal farm must be improved by a defi- 
acres of wheat he does not know whether his yield nite system of soil improvement, as Frank I. Mann 
will be five hundred bushels or one thousand has improved his farm, or else be eliminated as 
bushels because of these handicaps. farmland. The marginal farmers must be grouped 

Frank I. Mann, in Illinois, who has followed a together in sufficiently large numbers so that they ~ 
definite system of soil improvement on his farm, can receive the benefit of competent management, 
has increased the yield of wheat from nineteen or else they will be eliminated as a factor in the 
bushels per acre to sixty-three bushels, and the problem. The only alternative is a definite, clear- 
cost of the increased yield was only seven and one- cut governmental subsidy. There is no other way 
half cents per bushel. in which they may remain in the game. 

If the farmer on marginal land and the marginal 
The University of Illinois recently made a three- farmer on good land must give way in the relent- 

year study of 175 farms in east-central Illinois less competition with the efficient producer on good 
which further illustrates this point. The soil type, crop land, they add to the number moving from the 
climate conditions, crops produced, markets and country to the city. As competition becomes keener, 
capital invested were very similar. The only im- more and more farmers of this type will be forced 
portant differences in these farms were in their out of the business, and fewer farmers will produce 
personnel. The most profitable farms made 5 more and more farm products. This process is 

percent on the investment of $60,000 and also $1,- actually rapidly taking place, as is indicated by the 
: 268 to pay the operator for his labor and man- fact that the farm population is fewer by 3,000,- 

agement. The least profitable farms made only 000 now than in 1920. Much of our marginal 
2.4 percent on the investment and left nothing to farm land—approximately 13,000,000 acres—has 
pay the operator for his labor and management. reverted to pasture and sod, where it should al- é 
The handicaps of weather, pests and disease were ways remain. This tendency is a healthy one for z 
the same in all cases; but the wide-awake, fully agriculture and perhaps should be encouraged by 
informed farmer took precautions to protect him- every possible means, with as little real distress as 
self from these influences. Thus, the success of 1s possible to those most vitally concerned. 
the better managed farms was due to the close at- If, however, it is vital to the welfare of the 
tention given to the factors which make for greater country that the good farmer on marginal land, 
profits—such as securing good crop yields, the use and the marginal farmer on good land, be main- 
of high-profit crop rotations, the production of tained as such, there is no other way of doing it 
livestock, efficiency in feeding and handling live- under prevailing economic conditions than by a e 

stock, larger volume of business. wise use of <~-'! definite governmental cue A ourer-Uuier= — 

~~“able “man labor, fitting power to farm needs, di- evice is merely beating about the bush. 
versity of production and production in accordance : Robert STEWART. 

3 with market demands. There are apparently many 
men trying to farm who are not equipped for this In the sixth and last contribution to this sym- 
type of labor. The old concept that anyone who posium, Messrs. Mordecai Ezekiel and Sherman 
is a failure in other lines of work can become a suc- Johnson will describe some present-day ventures in 
cessful farmer can no longer be maintained. What ¢0rporation farming and will consider whether they 
can be done to help the marginal farmer? offer a possible solution of the agricultural prob- 

Since managerial ability is the rarest and most /¢m.—T ue Epirors. : 
difficult form of labor to secure in industry, and 
since agriculture is rapidly becoming commercial- For an Artist 
ized and profits are now an important considera- : 
tion, the question of management in agriculture Though you tremble at a leaf’s stroke, 

. becomes of fundamental importance. It would be Though a blown. twig has felled ON 
unreasonable to expect that the 6,500,000 farmers You will walk unharmed through falling forests of oak. 

of the United States are in possession of this rare A moth’s blundering at your windowpane 
ability. Hard, unremitting human labor on the ‘Will startle you in the night, you will lie awake, 
part of the marginal farmer cannot be substituted But you will sleep through thunder and thundering rain, 
successfully for management in agriculture. This : : 

- fact has been learned by bitter experience in the i En them, you will not see their gifts 
industrial world, and it must be learned by the When lovers bring you honey and song and stars, 
farmer before the solution of the agricultural prob- But your heart will follow the way one shadow drifts, 

. lem can be achieved. Nothing will happen to you as it should, 
The development of proper management in You are the faun at sea, and the pirate in the wood. 

farming is one of the most important trends in ag- Mane pe L. Wetcu.
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beneficial. in sorry plight. frequently irresponsible-hunters, whereby it 
(8) It is claimed that in poisoning oper- It is clear that the Biological Survey has appears that the very existence of all 

ations the baits are placed with great pre-. underestimated the degree of disapproval carnivorous mammals, including those val- 
caution and those not taken. are later re- which natural scientists have had for its uable species which constitute the chief 
trieved. And yet hunters have run a single. predatory animal work. In order that check upon injurieus rodents and are a 
poison line 700 iniles-long, the baits indis- there maybe. no further misconstruction: vital element of our fauna, is imminently 

_ criminately- scattered <along-the highways, of this score I present the protest printed threatened over large areas. We there- 
and they were praised for their initiative. * below, which is being given wide publicity, fore earnestly petition that this extensive 

4 , as will further disclosures which we shall- program of poisoning operations be im-~ 
9 PERHAPS ‘our chief indictment has make-later. “A large number of signatures’ mediately abandoned, and that no extensive 

to do with the claim of ‘the Survey was not sought, but only representatives of and general destruction of any form of wild 
that a negligible number of other fur bear- a few of our larger museums and similar life, by trapping or other means, be per- 
ers are destroyed incident to coyote poison- institutions, the members of whose staffs mitted in the name of expediency, without 
ing. We now have the evidence, which will are fully cognizant of conditions. Every this course having first been abundantly 

shortly be given publicity, to show that this individual to whom I talked or wrote was proved as justifiable from an economic 
claim is totally without foundation. We have eager to sign. If you desire I can as easily viewpoint by having made a thorough in- 
found that because of present practices, secure the protest of at least 95 per cent of vestigation of the food habits of the species 
whereby hunters under low pay are praised America’s natural scientists in addition, I concerned, prosecuted by disinterested and 
for killing coyotes and censored for killing am informed, to a large number of officials properly qualified parties. 
other mammals, many of these men— of the game commissions of our western Signed by: The director and other mem- 
probably the majority—simply fail to make states.’ Such a token of disapprobation ~ bers of the staff of the California Academy 

a report of other mammals destroyed. practically all who are conversant with the of Sciences (five names); the curator of 

Every experienced field mammalogist question can hardly be ignored. zoology and other members of the staff 
knows that in at least four out of five west- of the Field Museum of Natural History, 
ern localities it is simply impossible, espe- A Protest Chicago (nine names) ; the president, direc- 
cially by poison, to kill more coyotes than 2 fs tor, assistant director, curators, and other 
other fur bearers, except where the latter _The following statement 1s an expres- members of the staff of the American Mu- 
have already been killed off by a previous sion of opinion by those natural Scten- seum of Natural History, New York City 
poisoning campaign. tists who are connected with some of (sixteen names) ; director of the Museum 

(10) We have found that in many areas our largest museums and research in- of Vertebrate Zoology, curators, and other 
the visit of a predatory mammal hunter, stitutions relative to the present dan- members of the staff, and of the faculty 

with his poison line, has spelled the virtual gerous program of wholesale destruc- of the University of California (twelve 
extermination of fur bearers. For this the tion of several important species of our names) ; president of the New York Zo- 
private fur trapper has no redress. The mammals by Federal agency. This is ological Society, representing the directors, 
probabilities are that during the destruction controlled and determined solely by and other members of its staff (three 
by Federal means of approximately 100,000 Federal authority in a manner strongly names) ; president of the University of 

coyotes per year, an equal number of other opposed by almost all of the American Michigan, members of its faculty and of its 
carnivores is destroyed, and this threatens experts on the subject, and without biological staff (twenty-six names) ; direc- 
the extermination over wide areas of consultation with such experts. The tor, curators, and members of the staff of 
badgers, skunks, kit foxes, and raccoons. original signatures appended herewith the San Diego Natural History Society 
These are economically our most valuable are in the possession of A. Brazier (five names) ; president and member Bos- 
species of mammals and are indispensable Howell, Department of Anatomy, ton Society of Natural History (two 
for keeping our injurious rodents in check. Johns Hopkins Medical School, Bal- names); of the faculty and biological staff 

(11) Concerted programs of rodent timore, Md. of the California Institute of Technology, 
control are necessary, for rodents damage rs Pasadena (five names) ; of the staff of the 
the farmer to the extent of several hundred WE THE undersigned, having taken Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia 
million dollars a year. For this work every cognizance of the fact that conditions (three names) ; of the Indiana Academy of 
possible ally is needed. Wholesale elimina- OPerating for the destruction of American Sciences (fifty-one names); of Purdue 
tion of meat-eating mammals is in direct wild life are becoming increasingly intoler- University (four names); of Luther Col- 
contravention to this economic need. It is @ble, view with the gravest concern the lege, Iowa (one name) ; director and mem- 
precisely the same as warring on insects Present wholesale and largely indiscrimi- bers of the faculty, Johns Hopkins Medi- 
and at the same time killing all insectivor- "ate use of poiso aid and cal School (six names). 

ous birds. It is economically unsound and ee Et 
a practice which no agency can expect to a ~~ 

Be pies, Seen an he Present Status of Game Preservation in \_ ,). 
‘or any length of time. oe? 

(12) Wholesale and largely inert Germany ya vw 
inate predatory mammal control as_ no = . = 

practiced is discriminative in that it is fa- By Derivat Qua! toa 20 
vorable to a small minority—chiefly the 
sheep grower—and directly at the expense HEN, about 100 years ago, public contain. Territories with red deer and boar 
of the vast majority—the farmer and most shooting was introduced by law are mighty expensive, while places with 
cattlemen—who have to pay for it through into Germany, wild game life was only birds and small game (hares, rabbits) 
the nose, in crops reduced by a larger nearly exterminated in a very short time. are very much cheaper. There are hunt- 
rodent population. When the situation is Wise and broad-minded men foresaw the ing leases which actually do not cost a 
properly appreciated by a larger number entire abolition of wild game in Germany, penny on account of the heavy damage 
of people, these practices will not be toler- and succeeded in putting through a new done to the crops by big game (elk, boar). 
ated, especially by a Government bureau, law, which ended at once all public shoot- But after all damages are paid by the 
which theoretically is always impartial. ing. owner of the lease, the price of the lease 

The statement has been mai that “in- The new law provided in short the fol- will go into the thousands of marks and 
formation indicates that we (the Biological lowing: All public shooting is strictly pro- will often surpass a high annual payment 
Survey) have the confidence of naturalists hibited under heavy penalty. Landowners made on a contract which does not provide 
generally.” This was abundantly true in the as communities (cities, villages, farms, for damage done by wild game. (Wild- 
past. For a great many years the Survey etc.) or private estates have the right to schaden.) 
built up a priceless asset of confidence lease their respective territories to one or When a hunter wishes to purchase a 
through painstaking effort and honestly several persons against yearly payments for lease, he has to prove, first, that he is 
fair dealing with wild life, scientifically ac- a period of from six to ten years, accord- worthy to use a gun and that he is willing 
complished, and it was an institution of ing to the special hunting rules provided to abide by the written and unwritten laws 
which everyone was proud. This is the by the law of the single states (Bavaria, of a real sportsman. Everybody who goes 
“good will” which can not be bought and Prussia, etc.). If the private owner, for out hunting as an owner of a lease or pri- 
which many large corporations value be- instance, does not want to lease his terri- vate preserves, or as a guest, has to secure 
yond money. The attitude of the Survey tory, he has the right to hunt on his own a hunting license of the respective state for 
toward the duck bag limit question seriously grounds and sell the venison at his will. a year or a certain period of days. The 
threatened the confidence which ornitholo- The person who obtains a lease has the price ranges from $15 up to $20. Bavaria, 
gists had in it, and the confidence which exclusive right to sell game, killed on his for instance, issues its own license, which 
mammalogists have felt is now at a point grounds, to the market. does not entitle one to hunt in Prussia and 
where only radical reforms in predatory Those leases range from 300 acres up to vice versa. But a new law will come soon 
mammal policy will save it. Any scientific several thousands of acres, and the prices which will abolish the old way by issuing 
Government bureau bereft of the confidence paid for them range from 1 to 5 marks an one license for the whole country. On the 
of the scientists in its field would find itself acre, according to the stock of game they back of the license the hunter will find the
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eoeceeseel am in receipt of a digest of House Resolution No, 15586 intro- 

duced by Mr. Dickinson of Iowa entitled "Making Appropriations for the 
Department of Agriculture for the Fiscal Year ending June 50, 1950, and 
for other purposes”. 4 

This Bill carries in appropriations, o145,148,047 being $565,246 
less then appropriations for the current year and $535,648 less then 
budget estimate. 

I will not enumerate the brealtdow of this Bill as the only item, 
which is of particular interest covered in this letter, is the appropriation 
for the Biological Survey amounting to $1,424,166, and this is of interest 
only in that it would a to be very small for the amount of good to 
be accomplished. ‘This Bill passed the House on December 19, 1928 and was 
referred to the Sub-Committee on appropriation the following day. P 

The thought occurred to me that I would like to use some of the 

data which we have published in our Promotion News Bulletins from time to 
time to draw some comparisons with this Bill, but I realize that such 
would not be advisable coming from such a commercial concern as DuPont, 
My thought along this line was the possibility of comparing, in a short 
article or editorial, the total appropriations with the economic value 
of game as an asset to the various States in the Union, and I have culled 
the following data from the back copies of our Bulletin in which we quoted 
the items from the most responsible source we could get: 

North Carolina 

The reported kill in North Carolina as cmtained in news items 
gotten out by the Conservation authorities of the state is: 

Species Number Estimated Worth Total 

Rabbit 1,555,270 $ 425 $388,817.50 
Squirrels 1,263,560 025 515, 840.00 

Deer 4,510 30.00 135,300.00 
Raccoon 28,620 2200 37,240.00 
Opossum 324,210 025 81,052.50 
Quail 981,980 040 592, 792,00 
Turkey 6,110 4,00 24,440.00 
Grouse or Pheasant 3,529 1.00 | 3,529.00 
= 17,540. «40 7,016.00 
Rails and Coots 1,220 75 915.00 
Woodcock 12,740 «35 9,555,00 
Doves 170,270 250 51,081.00 
Geese 5,280 1,50 7,920.00 
Ducks 103,690 1.00 3,690 

Total $1,557,988, 

This estimate includes only the value of the actual game killed 
and does not take into consideration any value received by the State of 

North Carolina from expenditures of hunters for lodging, food, outdoor 
equipment, hire of guides, dogs, railway expenses or from any other source 
of income which might readily be credited to game.
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New Hempshire. | 

The Department of Agriculture in a press release quotes W, C. Henderson, 

Associate Chief of the Biological Survey in a speech in the State of New 

Hempshire estimated the return to the state annually of at least 96,500,000 

due to game and birds, These figures were arrived at by taking value of the 

game, the insect destroying services of the birds, recreational funds in 
connection with general tourist business and general expenditures of hunters. 

South Dakota. : 

A report from South Dakota estimates that the game killed last year 
equals from a standpoint of quantity, the meat from 10,000 steers; this on 
the authority of C, H. Johnson, State Game and Fish Commissioner and includes 
4,000,000 pounds of pheasant, 52 aka of venison, 750,000 pounds of quail 

.and duck or a total of nearly 4,900, pounds of dressed game. If we took 
this 4,900,000 pounds of dressed game as worth 30¢ per pound, and this estimate 
is just as conservative as the estimated value of the game allot ted to the 
species in the North Carolina report, we find that the total value in dollars 
for South Dakota is $1,470,000. 

Georgia. 

fhe Commissioner, Peter S. Twitty, in reporting shows the value of » 
Georgia game killed as follows: 

Species Number Taken Valuation Per Head Total 

Quail | 4,900,000 «40 $1,960,000 
Doves 4,100,000 250 1,230,000 
Rabbits 5,000,000 or more +25 1) s00f000 
Squirrels 1,200,000 «25 300,000 

Ducks 225,000 1400 225,000 
Snipe 100,000 40 40,000 
Wild Geese 21,000 1.50 30,500 
Woodcock 25,000 75 17,250 
Turkey 9,000 4,00 36,000 
= Hen 100,000 oi‘as as 

er 
Totals Wyereree ' Jo, 230,250 

Without going into any more detail as to individual states and 
using these states as a guide, we find the following: 

North Carolina $1,372,142 
New Hampshire 6,500,000 
South Dakota 1,470,000 

Tes 2,378,301 fot ai $14,578, 

or an average of $3,644,597. Assuming this average to be correct for all 
of the states, 48 states would give us a value of $164,960,692.to which might 
be added the actual cash return from licenses issued, which is reported for 
1926-1927 to be $7,870,535 or a total of $172,768,227,
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of the four states enumerated, three take into consideration 
the actual value of game alone, whereas one, New Hampshire also gives 

consideration to recreational value. Therefore, the estimated value for 

the United States as a whole would take into consideration the actual value 

of game in all states plus one quarter of the estimated recreational value, 

: The amount app: dated for the BMological Survey then would 
appear to be aqpeaxtuxtaly 8/10 of 1% of the total value of game and 
I have no doubt whatever if the recreational value were taken into 

consideration that the Federal appropriation to this end would be less 
and probably a good deal less than 1/4 of 1%, 

I do not believe that the Biological Survey stands very much 

show of getting increased riggers srg until the sportsmen and law 

makers of the United States realize how very little money is really 
a with which to accomplish such enormous results. These 

gures can, of course, be juggled around almost any way and do not take 

into consideration the amount of expenditures made for geme by cach 

individual state, The Federal Government is nevertheless vitally interested 
in that part of the such as upland game, which might be considered 
the exclusive pveeall ogee the state, although migratory birds undoubtedly 
form a large part of the total game in this country. 

This is just a megane that a little publicity might be 
gotten along this line to assist the Survey in getting more funds in 
the future, and I believe that a careful research of reports which might 
be issued by the various states, as well as the Biological Survey data 
might produce sufficient statistics on which to base a rather long article, 

3 Me : f |
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Mir. John Me Olin 
“eetern Cortridce Co. 
Bast Alton, TLlincis 

Dear Mr. Clint 

: In my Lotter of duno 20 I expressed the opinion thet ve 
must rely on farmers rather than sportenen to take the initiative to- 
ward demonstrating case management on private lenige 

Tho famert mast of course be developed trash stg nem ts mtion A ey 
economic, {t has occurred to we that ow progrem fs possibly lop-sided 
&f {t does not include some exploration of farm game economies. 

ave want be camnnteens, aqmentate Bo he ee 
Se Se ee tke gome, of Imow how to find then out, 

the group of biological research workers we are helping to develop 
does not know and doos not Imow how t find out. 

t have no ilusion that or taxed eaone 

poe Pe oy ston ry hor any nay 
al | who ag fu toach with came matters, 

Samah lat, Re as cn, ony LOS ys oe vr mee x ' 
for well-stocked quail Janés. That price mask bears owrtain rio to 
the value of the lant, the value of ae Sn Se Sete, ee 

seems diate tama tt aos cs We oom oy e a as 
Saban Lenktty G Gap cnt and sameqneanh, that is, « plage where the 
ee ae cies cate’ Patter td shee dda teh ta 

toward other conte. Pinting that might help tel? 
ue where te concentrate cur biological investigations an! where to start 
Aexsonetrationse 

y castor in in rome or ak, Yeoman of es vestag bat 
not able to aay whether it ic cross or net, beeause of the 
portion of spare-ties labor involved, o6 4istinguishet from cash pro-' 
duction cost. Taio cane @iffieulty of Cifferentiating money from tind
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rane through the whole field of agricultural economies. ‘there mist be 
- people acoustomel to dealing with it, who old tell us how to conform 

or staticties to standarl practice. 

eT, Sr vane sdten er ta rhemn of call ar eatte mak 
of long radius or in places of exall form unites oust 

be initiated by neighborhood groups of farmers rather than iniividuala. 
pe ends on goon cgay dawn Repent Degg Teen Tf ato oft 
many aerienl + sma May + sg amaempteae gould certainly learn 
maething by congulting with them 

Group leases of game lands soem to be very coomon in 
Geranny. 

Sane Revemea. ven when we are able to eo market value to the came 
ee orcas ta cath bo sorted ems unmaetone ubetear tet 

value is large enough to be a realdyintacenent to action People whe 

Saeeiaas Ss Setean eae eects, Glades coe dace tae chats ot t= eran 
fing financial incentive. 

There iy come published information on Baropean came revemes, 
but ite interpretation in the light of our aoniitions requires familiarity 

do not have bat whieh some tural economists denbtless do haves 

Zamtelio£. We are begimming to hear ceneralised disqussion of game revemes 
09 a means of “farm relief”, wut the thing which needs to be *relieved* umat 
Soe See Sn eines SS rate Ta one place it may be low or unstable 

ip petate SOA, ence anak hang Sitere Se cuvtaay Ses of cae 
outlet. for spare taxon, gub-marcinal lent quality, ete. (all of 

regions gases best Legre give came a push 
lay a solid proposition before him. 

Yor ono thing, I augcest thet Grange atqainted in the 
Berea vf igricn tact Sommutos sat wont for praising wim i tan an 
interest only inour projet, but the game work of the U.5.3.3. in general. 

I also mggest that Grange ani I look over the econoniets 
in the fellowship colleges for men who might unferstant the game problem. 

To these ents I on semling a copy of this to Retington. 

ai 7. tare. a ae ae ee 
Septenber. 1 am send oo, ae ease he thinks 

tae aw thastitate of Rane Adfotee’ Solumbia touches this matter. 
: :



THE SURVEY (acne 1930 

Hunting Licenses_in 1928-29 Decrease Slightly.—-More than 6,425,000 hunting licenses 

for taking wild game were issued to sportsmen throughout the United States, including Alaska, 

in the season 1928-29. The revenue to the States amounted to more than $9,390,000. This 

sum includes receipts from combined hunting and fishing licenses but not from licenses 

issued for fishing only. Detailed figures for the season just compiled show a slight de- 

crease in the number of licenses issued and a small increase in the money receipts as com— 

pared with the preceding three years. In the 1925-26 season, 5,332,375 hunters paid for 

their licenses a total of $7,130,102, while in the 1926-27 season 5,989,795 hunting licenses 

were issued, bringing a revenue of $8,187,223 to the States. In 1927-28, 6,462,555 licenses ! 

were issued, and the fees paid were $9,338,173. New York State, with 677,137 licenses and | 

$703,047 in money returns, and Pennsylvania, with 517,793 licenses and a revenue of $998,834, 

head the 1928-29 list. Only 17 States licensed more than 1,000 nonresidents or aliens, 

New York leading with 5,409, Maine being second with 3,864, and Massachusetts third with 

3,462.
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 Aeetint 2000 cllen pesiaiinndl. Bor cabkt \ 

| Mendocino County 50 deer at 1200 miles: 
| Riverside County 101 deer at 200 miles; 

ra ‘ 6 deer at 150 miles, and Orang nty 16 dee ) miles, and | 
os Angeles County 656 deer at 100 miles 

' ; : Tiuvillite moted dha che aulleale deere: 

These figures do not represent the numbers 
f Los Angeles hunters who actually 

ee oeded sl topindmiebione! aden ead’ 
{ | Alam County represents one hun’ i 

although there may ha 9een several or 

How many miles is your car getting| territory but did not meet with success. ; 
\ per deer? This nay sound like a ridicu | It can be seen at a glance that a large 

3 VV lous quest but have you ever stopped |sum of money is expended each season 
Vy\ * to consider the important part that hunt-|not only for oil, gas, tires and other 

: ; wf ing plays in the industri ther tha | accessories but also for food and shelter ‘ 

~ q” "leds a difficult task to arrive at any | figures perhaps the above data will be 
" WJ reasonable figure on problem becaus ith means of opening a new field for 

vo at of the excessive aut nobile travel in this | int resting calculations. Perhaps as it t 

GY t Towev it the main offi f the stands it may stimulate the imagination 
Qa state. He r, at th Z peerae ee Pale 
4 California Division of Fish and Gam ae: the reader and bring realization that 
x ° aicaonte zi method has been devi: there is more to this hunting and fishing 

whereby a fai 1y ‘aceurate account can be| and disappearing into the mountains. 

iven of the fellow who got the deer. The 

e ae th ere 21,222 d legally 
cilled last year in Califo ria Figur es, 

x show that of this number 10,185 buck : 

were bagged by local residents it their 

crs. bagged 2199 animals thus leaving i 

oe cae enone 
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CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE wn 

VALUED AT BILLION ANNUALLY & nul eg 

' "WILD LIFE conservation is worth $1,000,000,000 a year to this 

\ country, according to an oral statement of Sept. 50 by W. L. McAtee, 

of the Bureau of Biological Survey, Department of Agriculture. 

Mr. McAtee, who is in charge of the Bureau's division of food 

habits research, made this estimate on the basis of the following 

items: 

Meat and fur production, about $150,000,000; destruction of 

harmful insects by birds, $350,000,000; production of fish, 

$15,000,000; hunters' expenditures, $160,000,000; hunters' license 

fees, more than $9,000,000; and a share of general tourist expen-— 

ditures credited to the drawing power of wild life, $252,000,000. 

"At least $1,000,000 was spent by visitors to the national 

forests and national parks in one typical year," said Mr. McAtee, 

“and probably one-seventh of all such expenditures may be attrib- 

uted to the drawing power of the wild life in those areas. All 

this contributes to the material welfare of the people in sections 

where the parks and forests are located. 

"It all goes to show that it is a wise policy to increase 

wild life, and so augment our wealth in natural resources. Wild 

life should be given not only living room but the best available 

methods of care. Besides helping toward the general aims of the 

Federal and State wildlife reservations, the layman can assist by 

protecting birds and their nestings and the small animal life, 

helping them in Winter feeding and in supplying home sites, and in 

many other constructive ways. 

"The forest area of this country is estimated at 470,000,000 

acres. If that can be kept producing wild life, it would easily 

mean an increase of what may be calculated at about $21,000,000 an—- 

nually. As typical local instances of revenue from small wild life, 

hunters produce a large revenue in Maine and other States; and in 

the Kankakee region of Indiana the total annual return from the 

hunting of ducks, geese and shore birds formerly amounted to about 

$1,500,000." — Courtesy of Public Relations Dept., Atlantic Coast 

Line R.R. - Extracts from U. S. Daily, Washington, D. C. 
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December 16th, 1930 

EXECUTIVE REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEE ON RESTORATION 
OF COMPANY MEMBERS AND PROTECTION OF GAME 

Messrs. C.1I.B. Henning Messrs.C. R. Babson 
Cc. L. Horn Be Owe DERE 
J. 2. Skelly M. Hartley Dodge 
Ss. J. Gilles W. D. Higgins 
L. P. Smith C. W. Hymer 
W. F. Parker T, Haze Keller 
Geo. G. King J. M. Olin 
Saunders Norvell L.W.T. Waller, Jr. 
W. L. Wright 
Evans McCarty : Our File: 
F. W. Olin Game 
W. A. Tobler 

Gentlemen: 

at the suggestion of Mr. J. M. Olin, we 
quote clipping from the Chicago Tribune. 

It presents an angle of game work which is 
slightly different and therefore may be interesting. 

Yours very truly, 
ay i 

CO Hhpaitl Crag 
CSC :HB Secretary 

"Becker Shows Outdoor Sport Is Big Business. Hunting, Fishing 
Return $1,000,000 Annually. 

By Bob Becker. 
Any investment that returns about $1,000,000,000 a year to those 
interested in it can safely be called a pretty good project to 
keep going. Such is the case with the great American business 
and sport known as "Outdoors, Unincorporated" (hunting, fishing, 
fur production, camping, and general recreation related to wild 
life, forests and conservation). 

In checking over this business one authority has figured that it 
makes an annual return which puts it in the class of big business, 
one the American people can well afford to conserve. It is es- 
timated that the farmers and all agriculturists cut in on this 
return to the sum of approximately $350,000,000, because bird 
life does that much work for ggricultural crops ,through their 
constant war against insect pests. , 

elias



Executive Representatives, and = 2 - Dec. 16, 1930 
Game Committee Members : 

"Meat, Pelts in Big Money. - The meat of wild game and the pelts 
from wild animals is estimated annually at a value of $125,000,000 
to 93150,000,000. This figure is approached by putting a fair 
price on the poundage of ducks, pheasants, geese, quail, sild 
deer, elk, etc., shot. each year and eaten in American homes. The 
duck and geese crop "harvested" each fall here in Illinois cm 
be said to run into hundreds of thousands of dollars. Muskrat, 
mink, skunk, and weasel pelts mean real money to thousands of 
trappers. 

The hunters spend more than 39,000,000 each year just for licenses 
which permit them to go afield and take wild game. By the time 
they have bought shells, hunting clothing, duck decoys, and all 
the thousand and one gadgets which the outdoorsmen buy these 
days, the hunting army has left $160,000,000 in the cash regis- 
ter, which is a tidy sum for one year. Count in the gasoline 
used to reach the hunting fields and the figure will run much 
higher. 

License Fees Huge.- Going back to that $39,000,000 for licenses, 
we have a good example of what a progressive state has to han- 
dle in the way of license fees if we just look at Michigan. 
Ovér there the fund available for game protection amounts to 
$1,300,000 a year. Fifty-two per cent comes from hunters' li- 
cense fees. 

Totaling something like 315,000,000 to fish production and fig- 
uring 3250,000,000 to $275,000,000 as a share of the general 
tourist expenditures which result from the drawing power of 
wild life in America's open spaces, and you arrive at more 
startling figures. 

The annual budget spent by fishermen is another staggering sum. 
America's wild life resources can command attention if for no 
other reason than the investment they return, to say nothing 
of the recreational value to millions of people."



HUNTERS TOTAL 
& BASEBALL FOOTBALL GOLF TENNIS FOOTBALL-GOLF 

STATES FISHERMEN FANS FANS PLAYERS PLAYERS TENNIS-BASEBALL 

Ala. 298,259 169,933 84,966 63,725 25,490 344,114 ‘ 

Ark. 260,250 128,200 64,100 48,075 19,250 259,605 

Fla. 173,023 94,200 47,100 34,075 13,630 189,005 

Ga. 343,842 211,400 105,700 79,275 31,710 428,085 

Ky. 319,702 169,200 84,600 63,450 25,380 342,630 

La. 263,577 128,933 64,466 48,350 19,340 261,089 

Miss. *275 ,000 119,374 59,687 44,765 17,906 241,732 

*Estimated no game and fish Dept. Yu we 
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WILD-LIFE CONSERVATION 

z January —, 1931.—Ordered to be printed 

Mr. Watcort, from the Special Committee on Conservation of 

Wild-life Resources, submits the following 

4 REPORT 

[Pursuant to 8. Res. 246] 

The Special Committee on Conservation of Wild-life--Resources, 
appointed under Senate Resolution 246, presents the following: 

To the Senate of the United States: 
Your special committee on wild-life resources was directed— ~ 

1. To investigate all matters pertaining to the replacement and conservation 
of wild life (including aquatic and bird life) with the view to determining the 
most appropriate methods for carrying out such purposes; and 

2. To report to the Senate, as soon as pon but not later than the begin- 
ning of the first regular session of the Seventy-second Congress, the results of 
its investigations, together with its reeommendations for necessary legislation. 

The term “wild life” now has an accepted meaning, embracing 
fishes, birds, mammals, and the related association of fields, forests, 

, and waters. 

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION 

i The immensity of the subject to be covered by the committee may 
be visualized when it is understood that, in addition to the immediate , 
subjects under investigation, it is connected with the matters of flood 

. control, irrigation, reclamation, Government lands, military and naval 
reservations, public parks, and reforestation. ‘To these may be added 
international treaties and regulations thereunder; regulations of the 
Customs Service; prosecutions by the Department of Justice; and 
actions of other Federal agencies. : 

Your committee has had before it for advice and suggestions repre- 
sentatives of each department of the Government who have adminis- 
tration either of direct or related activities. é 

It has benefited by the active cooperation and assistance of many 
patriotic organizations and individuals interested in conservation, and, 

83980—31—1



2 WILD-LIFE CONSERVATION 

in addition, suggestions and recommendations from the State com- 
missions. 

Your committee has held extensive hearings, received suggestions, 
and personally visited wide sections of the Central and extreme West, 
and on the Canadian border, holding hearings and taking testimony. 
Lack of time has prevented similar visits to but a small portion of our 
Nation, neglecting for the time other important and interesting sec- 
tions which will require special study and consideration. 

As the work of the committee has proceeded the magnitude of the 
subject has developed. The information so far obtained is but a 
small part of that necessary to complete its directed undertaking. 

It will require at least two years, probably longer, to complete its 
investigations and recommendations, but its inquiry so far has 4 
established the vital part in health, national revenue, industrial invest- 
ment, and recreational value that the preservation and restoration of 
American wild life holds for the Nation. 

The present report, of general character, is intended to form the basis - 
of future discussion and investigation, to be followed by specific 
recommendations and changes in legislation. 

It is proposed to submit special reports in relation to the preserva- 
tion of groups of the larger mammals—elk, bear, buffalo, antelope, 
deer, and other species. 

EVIDENCES OF DECREASE IN WILD LIFE 

Your committee finds convincing evidence of a rapid disappearance 
of wild life. The evidence supporting this conclusion comes from 
every source. It is not disputed. 

Both National and State sources of information agree, and sub- 
stantiation comes from conservation and sportsmen’s organizations, 
from manufacturers and dealers, from research bureaus and statis- 
ticians. 

The alarm of the conservationist, sportsman, fisherman, recrea- 
tionist, and hunter has never been greater than at the present period. 
The rapid disappearance of wild life is proclaimed by the great news- 
papers of the Nation and by the smallest local publication. This 
alarm is supported by. all of the Government experts who have 
appeared before your committee and from reports received from the 
conservation commissions of the 48 States. 4 

There is unity of opinion on this subject. It is a matter which is 
not disputed, nor is the complaint and alarm sectional in character; ' 
it comes from every part of our country. 

Happily for America, but contributing materially to this dis- 
appearance of wild life, we find that the instinct or call for hunting 
and fishing has not decreased but is constantly increasing. It is an ~* 
hereditary instinct transmitted from pioneer ancestors. 

We find that while there is a steady decrease of game and game 
fish, there is a corresponding increase in the number of hunters and 

fishermen. 
Outdoor recreation and camping have everywhere increased as 

the result of the introduction of the motor vehicle, providing oppor- 
tunities for wholesome recreation to millions of our citizens heretofore 
denied these blessings.
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CAUSES OF DECREASE 

The principal influences which have been effective in reducing and 
destroying our wild life, your committee finds, are drainage, deforesta- 
tion, fire, disease, water pollution, increasing numbers of hunters and 
fishermen equipped with means for rapid cheap transportation, and 
finally, the extended occupation of land by agriculture and industry. 
It must be expected that to a considerable degree, the original stocks 
of birds, mammals, and fishes must give way for the predominant needs 
of our advancing civilization. From the investigations already con- 
ducted your committee has reached the positive conclusion that the 
destructive effects to wild life everywhere, apparently, might have 
been greatly modified and in many cases actually avoided, had a 
national policy of conservation been earlier adopted by State and 
Federal Governments. And your committee is also of the opinion 
that it is not yet too late to formulate and apply such policies with 
every hope for success, and that the timely inauguration of a sound 
program will yet insure, not merely a maintenance of existing supplies 
of birds, animals, and fishes, but should produce an increase in these 
resources so that future generations of Americans may profit by this 
wholesome recreation even beyond our own present opportunities. 

PUBLIC INTEREST IN OUTDOOR RECREATION 

Reports all agree that instead of the interest in outdoor recreation, 
hunting and fishing decreasing, there is arapid and continuousincrease. 

For illustration: A representative of the Southern Newspaper 
Publishers’ Association, seeking to determine, for the purposes of 
publicity, the relative news value of hunting and fishing as compared 
with baseball, football, golf, and tennis, assembled the figures avail- 
able for 14 of the South and Southwestern States. He reports the 
following results: 
jae SIAL Pn So oI YE Stes Set apa aes OF a 

Total foot- 
Hunters i Baseball Football | Golf play-| ball, golf, stat and iser-| Baek | Biel) Galgplons| tise | ba eal, 

| baseball 

RDU MSE ald Siena eee hp Sh | Sos LES Rn ates es ee 
hip 298, 259 169, 933 84, 966 63, 725 25, 490 344, 114 
EGR BOSON ele Se cre be oee 260, 250 128, 200 64, 100 48, 075. 19, 230, 259, 605 
SUID aya tek an ie ne anal 173, 023, 94, 200 47, 100 34, 075 13, 630 189, 005 

AGT ile eee eis eR ane | 343, 842 211, 400 | 105, 700 79, 275 31,710 428, 085. 
BONG Y:__ 2-45. i253 U enka 319, 702 169, 200 | 84, 600 63, 450 25, 380 342, 630 
Bouisian aes £2.50. 5. ool ene 263, 577 128, 933 64, 466 48, 350 19, 340, 261, 089 

ee ae 1275, 000 119, 374 | 59, 687 44, 765 17, 906. 241, 732 
Missouri. ._..--.- Sear shah 331, 101 234, 000 117,000 87, 750 35, 100 473, 850 
North Carolina... ......---.-- 385, 690 193, 133 | 96, 566 72, 425 28,970 391, 094 
Oblanonia s000. ene | 352, 751 159, 800 79, 900 59, 925 23, 970 323, 595 

South aroliniamsecaezeusn-2ee} 264, 820 123, 000 | 66, 500. 46, 125 18, 450 254, 075 
Penniedsee. oka utc ones 2 270, 109 165, 666 82, 833 62, 125 24, 850 325, 474 
GRAS lt 2 ease els) 554, 453 | 359, 800 | 179, 900 134, 925 53, 970 728, 595 
MIRED 55 ison upon nec 323, 299 | 169, 733 | 84, 866 63, 650, 25, 460 343, 709 

Potal.—-2.2--42-----+2-| 4, 420, 876 | 2,426,372 1, 218, 184 908, 640 | 363, 456 | 4,916, 652 
| 

1 Estimated; no game and fish department. 

These figures clearly demonstrate the interest of the Nation in the 
great out-of-doors. It is conservatively estimated that there is a 400 
per cent increase during the last decade in the number of people who 
enjoyed the pastimes of hunting and fishing.
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But, there has been a decided and alarming decrease in the wild- 
life resources of the country. It is the purpose of this committee to 
study how these resources can be increased to satisfy the Nation’s 
demand for them and to develop a program by which in the future 
the wild life will increase in a direct ratio to demand. To do this is 
important for economic reasons because of the enormous State and. 
private investments. 

During the past year, according to estimates based on figures col- 
lected by the Bureau of Fisheries, approximately 5,300,000 fishing 
licenses were issued, which included the combination licenses which 
number 4,500,000. Estimates based on figures collected by the 
Bureau of Biological Survey indicate that approximately 7,000,000 
ersons took out hunting licenses, including the 4,500,000 combination 4 
Ecce: during 1929. The numbers of fishing and shooting licenses. 
given here are a minimum and are not representative of the true 
number of men, women, and children in the United States who derive 
plese from these recreations, for many States do not require 
icenses, and in others children under 15 years of age do not have to 
purchase them. Many States do not require licenses from individuals. 
to shoot or fish on their own premises and in some States war veterans 
are given the privilege of fishing without a license. A conservative 
estimate, therefore, of the number of people in the United States who 
have actually either fished or hunted during the year 1929 would be 
13,000,000. 

To summarize, a fair estimate of the number of people in the United 
States who have either fished or hunted may be made up as follows: 

Fishing licenses actually issued_..-_2--..-..--4-.2+4.4-4--------° 1, 600,000 
Combination fishing and hunting licenses-_.--.---._.-....--.-.-. 4, 500, 000° 
Hunting divenses@ lof bs eee. 0a Sa eg eT Oe ae O00 

Licenses issued according to the best available figures from the 
Bureau of Fisheries and the Biological Survey___-_---_-.-.---_ 8, 500, 000: 

Add to this figure— 

Estimate of hunters not known to hold licenses who are exempt 
from license requirements for one reason or another______-._ 2, 000, 000: 

Estimate of fishermen not known to hold licenses who are 
exempt from license requirements for on reason or another__ 2, 500, 000) 

ata ee ee Eh ee ee ae Se I O00 Oke t 

PRESERVATION AN ECONOMIC PROBLEM . 

Tn arriving at these conclusions your committee has been impressed 
with the fact that the wild-life problem of America has its economic 
value; we have a national resource in many respects answerable to the 
ordinary rules of investment. Disregarding, for the time, the vital but 
incalculable benefits to health, of wholesome amusement and recreation 
to Americans the committee desires at this point to present evi- 
dences dealing with cash values and the great financial importance of 
the investment under consideration. 

The recent census figures show that the value of sporting firearms 
sold to the public during the year 1929 amounted to $21,970,367; 
the value of ammunition was $43,779,020; the value of fishing tackle, 
as estimated by the Institute of Fishing Tackle Manufacturers, was. 
$25,000,000.
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It has been estimated that sportsmen spent in 1929 an average of 
$50 apiece in equipment for shooting and fishing including their pur- 
chases of ammunition, firearms, and fishing tackle, as well as clothing, 
tents, canoes, and motor boats. When we take into consideration 
the large number of articles which enter into a day’s sport, the esti- 
mate of $50 per annum seems reasonable as an average annual figure 
Even at this low figure, the amount sportsmen invest each year in 
this way at $50 apiece for 13,000,000 people equals $650,000,000. If 
we include the cost of transportation, wear and tear on automobiles 
going to and from shooting grounds, the total expenditure of the 

| citizens of the United States in their quest for outdoor recreation in 
shooting and fishing alone during 1929 would doubtless amount to 

f fully three-quarters of a billion dollars. 
; These estimates concern only those values realized in the pursuit 

of wild birds, animals, and fishes for food and sport. By far the 
greater proportion of Americans who annually go afield to enjoy 
our wild-life resources and the associations of out-of-doors, do not 
either shoot game or catch fish for sport. But all of them, never- 
theless, are interested in wild life. Their numbers are annually in- 
creasing. For example, in 1929, 2,680,597 persons visited the 
national park areas alone and in 1930, 2,774,561 visited these same 
areas. The National Association of State Parks indicates that one 
park area in the State of New York was visited by 13,000,000 people 
in 1930. Park areas in Michigan were visited during the same period 
by 8,900,000; in Connecticut by 1,428,514; and in Indiana by 950,000. 
‘The same authority estimates that State park areas, exclusively, 
throughout the country were visited in 1930 by between forty and 
forty-five million people seeking outdoor recreation in forest, field, 
and stream. There are, of course, additional millions of Americans 
who go afield each year who do not visit established parks, therefore 
are not registered and their numbers can not be accurately computed. 
It is impossible to estimate, even approximately, the tremendous sums 
annually inyested and spent by this vast group of recreationists who 
are attracted by the ennobling and inspirational qualities associated 
with all varieties of wild creatures and their environment, but when 
figures are compiled they will dwarf any totals so far presented in 
connection with the activities of fishermen and hunters. 

} It is estimated that the Federal Government has in national parks 
an investment of $54,634,935; in fish hatcheries $3,500,000; in game 
sanctuaries between $2,000,000 and $4,000,000. The States own 
approximately forty-four and a half million acres of various types of 
land and water which have been set aside as bird and game sanctu- 
aries or reserves. It is believed that the value of these lands would 
average about $7 per acre. An estimated value of at least $300,- 
000,000 in the aggregate for all State reservations and sanctuaries 
would not be excessive. 

The value, therefore, of investments which the Federal and various 
State governments have made for the purpose of preserving or in- 
creasing wild life comes to a total of $507,134,935. If to this figure 
we add the value of private sanctuaries and shooting preserves, the 
grand total would undoubtedly be at least a billion dollars. 

In the direct production of food and clothing items consumed or 
used by Americans, estimates of the Biological Survey credit the 
country’s wild life with supplying meat and fur each year to the value
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of $150,000,000. The extent of protection by insect-destroying birds 
to food and other farm crops is estimated by the Department of Agri- 
culture to be annually $350,000,000. 

In considering the place of fish in the national food supply, it is 
surprising to discover that it ranks third in total quantity amongst 
meat products in the United States, as shown by the following table 
of the Bureau of Fisheries: 

Pounds 
Ror es Rake oes etc alee Oe ery area teat. IR AST OOO OO 
Rec mee re hanson ean eh ike ee gr eee ee 7 eee OOK COU 
Bist etd 2 OS eee es Sen ae et O00 TON OU 
Wealosijoicotn jen pgs! 030 Wh 8 i irae es Tis Joi) 960,-0001000 
Mutton-and lambes ares cp lace EOL i vet tas Bee 843 000-000 

This table does not include what might be termed ‘‘game fishes”’. a 
The annual yield of our commercial fisheries exceeds 3,000,000,000 } 

pounds, valued at $116,000,000 to the fishermen. 
There are many other products of the fisheries put to varied uses 

in the arts and industries. The total value of these by-products of 
the fisheries is not less than $25,000,000. 

The investigation of the wild-life resources of America, therefore, 
becomes not only a problem of health and recreation, but a problem 
of large and growing economic importance. 

Your committee finds that the total annual subscription in cash 
by Federal and State Governments specifically to administer this 
resource, to insure its maintenance, and to secure a continuation of 
profits from their resources probably does not exceed $12,000,000. 
The value of the annual dividend to Americans, considering only the 
tangible assets, is many times this amount. Your committee there- 
fore is compelled to report that it believes the primary cause for the 
gradual and serious decrease in our supply of wild life to be due to 
the failure of Federal and State legislative bodies to be guided by 
the ordinary rules of sound business practice which require that the 
sums used for research, protection, administration, development, and 
upkeep must be in due proportion to the income derived from its 
resources. 

The enterprise of wild-life conservation and increase viewed solely 
as a business matter, has been grievously underfinanced and small 
acknowledgment or recognition has been had of its value in dollars 
to the people of our Commonwealths. { 

If there is no game for the hunter, no fish for the fisherman, no 
wild life in the recreational playgrounds for tourists, these occupa- ) 
tions and recreations will perish. 

While the private individual may assist in (and, when organized 
into clubs and associations, very largely supplement) the work of the 
State and Nation, the very character of game and fish preservation 
depends upon State and National legislation and administration. 

The matter of hunting and fishing and outdoor recreation is 
naturally related to that of the preservation of insectivorous birds 
and birds of song and plumage, and for reforestation and all other 
natural resources similar in character. 

NATIONAL AGENCIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The larger part of a successful conservation program in the preser- 
vation and replacement of wild life belongs to the various States but, 
without active participation and the leadership of the Federal Gov- 
ernment, the work will fail.
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National participation has been effective, but has not been either 
fully defined, coordinated, or supported. 

; Our study has not advanced to a point which justifies our positive 
expression of opinion at this time in the matters of consolidation under 
anew Federal department of conservation or a consolidation of depart- 
— under one department with a permanent undersecretary in 
charge. 

‘Your committee has not had the opportunity to advance its investi- 
gation of these suggestions, and is leaving the subject open for further 
consideration. 

In asking for an orderly and effective program, your committee 
has given first consideration to Federal activities in wild-life preserva- 

» tion and finds that in the case of forage and farm crops experience has 
j developed two principles now applicable to wild life: 

(a) The Federal Government’s part in connection with game crops 
grown on State land is to assist the States to work out better game- 
cropping methods. The Federal function is research and demon- 
stration. 

(6) On Federal lands the Federal Government should conduct its 
own game-cropping operations. 

In seeking means to apply approved principles in Federal projects 
to develop wild life your committee has endeavored to define, in part, 
the responsibility of the National Government and to allocate this 
responsibility to the various departments and bureaus. The com- 
mittee recommends concentration on the allotted subjects by these 
departments in order to promote a more effective coordination among 
the Federal agencies. 

The committee recognizes the fact that, in many instances, the 
existing appropriations are not sufficient to enable departments to 
perform their functions efficiently or even to discharge obligations 
already placed upon them by law, and that the failure of Congress to 
make reasonable sums available for such purposes has resulted in 
some unjust criticism being directed against departments and bureaus. 

Congress has created two major Federal bureaus especially to admin- 
ister the resources of birds, mammals, and fishes and designed to be the 
scientific fact-finding organization for all Federal agencies and opera- 
tions having to do with the development, protection, and utilization 

j of wild life. They are the Bureau of Fisheries in the Department of 
Commerce and the Bureau of Biological Survey in the Department of 

: Agriculture. The functions of these two bureaus in the Federal 
program are of a vital and peculiar nature. From these bureaus must 
come the information, both scientific and practical, to enable admin- 
istration executive agencies to use methods for increasing the pro- 
duction of wild life which are economical and practical. 

The Park Service, in the Department of Interior, and the Forest 
Service, in the Department of Agriculture, are two major Federal 
bureaus also principally responsible for the preservation and replace- 
ment of wild life by reason of the control which they exercise over 
great areas of public domain; the opportunities thus provided for 
increasing the supply on such lands and also because of the demon- 
stration value of such operations to the State commissions and to 
other organizations and individuals engaged in similar undertakings. 

We find that conservation is directly or partly administered by 
all members of the President’s Cabinet: The Secretary of State;
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Secretary of Agriculture; Secretary of Commerce; Secretary of the 
Interior; Secretary of the Treasury; Secretary of War; Secretary of the 
Navy; the Attorney General, directing the Department of Justice; 
the Postmaster General; and the Secretary of Labor. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Biological Survey—Congress has clearly indicated its intention that 
in this bureau should be centered all scientific research work in relation 
to wild-life studies and administration, excepting fish, for the informa- 
tion and guidance of (1) other Federal agencies having any part in the 
administration of such resources; (2) State game and conservation 
commissions; and (3) local associations, farmers, and individuals : 
engaged in wild-life protection and propagation. 

The Biological Survey should be the central clearing house for this 
type of information. Other Federal agencies should be required to 
consult and cooperate with this central agency in the discharge of 
functions having to do with wild life. State conservation authorities 
and other groups upon which no requirement can be laid should be 
encouraged to secure the cooperation of this Federal agency in con- 
ducting local investigations and to make free use of information 
assembled. 

The survey should be able to assign trained investigators and 
experts to work with and direct important wild-life restoration proj- 
ects to a far greater extent than is now possible. 

The dissemination of information through State, agricultural col- 
leges and by direct cooperation with such institutions should be 
amply provided for. 

The survey should have means to maintain necessary experimental 
farms and areas similar im some respects to the hatcheries and rear- 
ing stations maintained by the Bureau of Fisheries, in order to develop 
and demonstrate successful methods for the propagation of game 
species. 

The Biological Survey is also charged with certain regulatory func- 
tions, the administration of the migratory bird treaty act, the Lacey 
Act and the enforcement of Federal regulations thereunder. It has 
been given also the administration of all Federal refuges and preserves 
established primarily for the protection of wild life. This bureau is 
also charged with the important task of controlling predatory animals 
for the benefit of agriculture and of valuable forms of wild life. 

Funds for carrying out these regulatory functions are inadequate. 
The field force of United States game protectors consists of 25 men, 
or an average of but little more than 1 warden to 2 States. Prac- 
tically every State in the Union has more officers for game protection 
work than the United States Government in this entire field. The 
United States game protectors have the primary responsibility for 
protecting the migratory birds and the force should now number at 
least 75 officers and inspectors. 

Forest Service-—This division of the Department of Agriculture has 

obligations to the Federal program of wild-life conservation that are 

both direct and indirect in character. 
In the care and administration of Federal forests, in the aid it 

furnishes to State forestry programs and in the encouragement and - 

assistance extended to farmers and other individuals engaged in 
forestry by research and demonstration, this service is of great im-
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portance in developing throughout the country environmental areas 
vitally necessary to almost all species of American wild life. 

Also, in the administration of the national forests, this service in 
cooperation with the States has direct obligations in the management 
of game, including the use of range and forage crops and the distribu- 
tion of surplus stocks of big game animals for restocking other areas. 

The actual administration of game on Federal forests, subject to 
State laws, is generally concerned with resident species, and State 
cooperation is particularly to be invited and encouraged, and we are 
informed that this has been furnished to a considerable degree. The 

; committee is of the opinion that the Forest Service should be equipped 
and prepared to carry out successful administration within its own 

, resources if local aid is lacking. To avoid duplication of effort, this 
a service should request the iad of the Bureau of Fisheries and the 

Biological Survey in wild-life problems which require research and 
scientific investigation. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

The Bureau of Fisheries.—This is the predominating agency for the 
collection and dissemination of scientific and practical information 
concerning this resource. The cooperation of other Federal agencies 
whose projects or operations are such as to affect fish life or to require 
administration of it by the agencies concerned should be obligatory. 
Federal agencies in charge of drainage projects or other projects 
influencing water levels, erosion, or water pollution, should be 
required to advise and consult with the Bureau of Fisheries to prevent 
unnecessary damage to fish life and to emphasize such beneficial 
results as may occur under proper management from such operations. 

The Bureau of Fisheries maintains experimental stations and 
hatcheries. In cooperation with other Government, State, and local 
agencies, the bureau assists in the distribution of fish, the control 
of inimical or undesirable forms, in research work and educational 
activities. This bureau has responsibility toward the maintenance 
of valuable fish life in waters in the public domain and should be 
enabled to assign biologists and skilled fish culturists to the national 
forest areas, to conduct and supervise stream and lake surveys and 
develop a rational policy, in cooperation with States, of stocking such 
waters, to give instruction to rangers and others having the direct 

| responsibility of planting fish and in general to further the execution 
; of an orderly national program of replacement. 

The Bureau of Lighthouses—This agency should be responsible for 
the establishment of refuges for the protection of wild life on areas 
within the control of the bureau when such refuges will be of benefit 
to desirable species. It should cooperate with and assist the Biological 
Survey in the enforcement of regulations for the protection of migra- 
tory birds and in making requested observations as to flight and 
abundance. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

National Park Service—The responsibilities of this important 
service are similar to those already described for the Forest Service, 
and its cooperative obligations with the Biological Survey and the 
Bureau of Fisheries are the same. 

33980—31——_2
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Indian Service.—This service has the guardianship and instruction 
of our wards, the Indians. For their own lasting benefit no less than 
for the development of a national policy of conservation the tribal 
Indians should receive instruction in the protection and proper utili- 
zation of wild life resources; and the service should secure the advice 
and cooperation of the Biological Survey and Bureau of Fisheries. 

Bureau of Education.—This bureau should assist all Federal wild- 
life conservation agencies in the dissemination of information and to 
promote public interest in wild-life conservation by preparing pam- 
phlets and advocating instruction in such subjects. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

This department may greatly assist Federal conservation agencies 
by directing prosecutions for violations of Federal laws and regula- 
tions for the protection of birds, mammals, and fishes. It could help- 
fully direct attention of district attorneys and United States marshals 
to the economic and recreational elements of the wild-life species 
under Federal protection, inasmuch as the breaking down of Federal 
administration of these regulatory functions in one district has a 
general and disastrous effect in all districts. 

THE STATE DEPARTMENT 

The State Department may assist other Federal agencies in wild- 
life conservation efforts by promulgating treaties and securing re- 
ports and data from foreign nations and by undertaking, as facilities 
permit, a European game survey. In spite of the fact that game 
management has been practiced in most European countries for 
centuries, it is a fact that only a small part of the accumulated 
European experience is available for the use of Americans. 
Much of the literature on European game management is in foreign 

languages. Most of the Europeans who have written about game in 
America are gamekeepers or estate owners without biological train- 
ing; hence their opinions on what will work in this country can not 
always be safely accepted. 

: Unless some provision is made to give American game adminis- 
trators and scientists ready access to the results of European experi- 
ence, translated into English, it is inevitable that much time and 
money will be wasted. : 

THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

This department through its Customs Service, supervises importa- 
tions and prevents undesirable species from entering our country. 
The importance of this function can not be overemphasized. Incal- 
culable damage has been done to wild life, industry, and health by 
the introduction in the past of the carp, the starling, the brown rat, 
and the sparrow. Our country can never hope to be entirely free 
from the disastrous consequences of these ill-advised introductions. 

To prevent repetition of such deplorable incidents, the Treasury 
Department should cooperate with the Biological Survey and the 
Bureau of Fisheries, so that no foreign species of wild life likely to be 
injurious may find harbor here.
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UNITED STATES POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

The Post Office Department may profitably cooperate with other 
Federal agencies by seeing that packages entering the mails do not 
contain contraband game and are marked in accordance with its 
regulations; and to furnish to proper authorities information obtained 
regarding suspected illegal shipments of game. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

This department, through its patrol service, may assist other 
Federal agencies by forwarding reports of violations of Federal 
regulations for the protection of birds, mammals, and fishes. 

THE RECLAMATION BUREAU AND THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

The Reclamation Bureau, by the construction of dams and the 
creation of large lakes for the impounding of water, has an indirect 
effect upon water fowl of that district, and a more direct effect upon 
the fish life within that area. 

This is also true in the exercise of discretion by the Federal Power 
Commission. 

It is not proposed or suggested that the needs of an advancing 
civilization should be retarded, interfered with, or lose their place of 
first importance; but, in conjunction with these great public improve- 
ments, thought and consideration should be given to the matter of 
wild-life preservation, and the Government should discontinue, as 
rapidly as possible, participation in the drainage of marshy areas or 
the drainage of water areas adjacent to arid lands, without investigat- 
ing its effect upon wild life. A bill to require this necessary coopera- 
tion has now been prepared for introduction to the Congress. 

GAME CLASSIFICATION 

Conservationists, sportsmen, and wild-life protectionists, cooperat- 
ing with State and national officials, have agreed upon a game and 
land classification that is so illuminating hel instructive, your com- 
mittee feels justified in its presentation. 

KINDS OF LAND AND CLASSES OF GAME 

Game land is of two kinds: 
(A) That which is cheap enough for the public to buy and manage; and 
(B) That which is too expensive for the public to buy in quantity, and which 

therefore must be managed by the present owners or not at all. 
Game is of four classes: 
I. Farm game, which inhabits class B land. It thrives best on farms with 

suitable cover. 
II. Forest and range game, which inhabits class A lands. It thrives best on 

land partially farmed. 
iL. Wilderness game, which inhabits very cheap class A land. It is excluded 

by farming, or other economic uses. 
IV. Migratory game, which inhabits both classes of land. It thrives on farms 

if marshlands are left undrained.
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CLASSES OF GAME AND LAND IN RELATION TO MANAGEMENT 

Classification of species—American game is of four classes. Each class differs 
from the others in its characteristics, and hence in its requirements. These differ- 
ences are fixed and largely delimit any possible program of action. 

Crass I. Farm game—Nonmigratory species which can be grown on farms, 
and therefore suitable for production as a by-product of farming. 

Cuass II. Forest and range game—Nonmigratory species compatible with 
forestry or livestock growing, and therefore suitable for production as a by- 
product of ee forests and ranges. 

Cuass III. Wilderness game.—Species harmful to or harmed by economic land 
uses, and therefore suitable for preservation only in special public game or forest 
reservations, or in wilderness areas in national parks and forests. 

Cuass IV. Migratory game.—Miagratory species which, in the course of their 
seasonal movements, always leave the land_on which they were raised. By 
virtue of this fact, private incentive and even State incentive for the conservation 
of migratory game is weak or lacking. Migratory game can be raised on private 
lands, but requires special public regulation for its conservation and welfare. 

The accompanying table further defines these classes of game, the species 
composing each, and the characteristics of each species on which the classifica- 
tion is based. 

Classification of lands—Land values and game yields—The value of the land 
te see other than game is greatest in Class I, less in Class II, and still less in 

ass IIT. 
The potential per acre yield of game seems to follow the same order. 
The ratio of the value of the potential game crop to the value of the other 

crops, however, ebebly follows the reverse order; i. e., it is greatest in Class 
III and least in Class I. 

This is why Class I and II game must usually be a by-product, rather than the 
primary crop of the land on which it grows. Class III may be a primary 
crop. 

Class IV occupies land of such widely divergent values that no general state- 
ment can be made. The potential per acre yield is very high. 

FOREST AND RANGE GAME 

There is an essential difference between forest game and farm game in the 
means available for getting management measures into practice. Forest and 
range lands are often sufficiently low in price to permit of public ownership. 
Public ownership often is necessary in any event to conserve timber, watershed, 
and recreational values. It already exists to some extent. 

Another difference is that most forest and range lands are still used destruc- 
tively, i.e., the primary “crop” is not yet a crop at all, but results from destructive 
exploitation of the remnants of a virgin resource. Cropping the game may help 
to bring about cropping the wood and grass. 

A major obstacle to the cropping (as distinguished from the exploitation) of 
forests is the lack of current revenue to pay taxes and fire protection during the 
initial stages of forestry. Game responds to management much more quickly 
than forests. The game revenue, therefore, can help carry forestry enterprises, 
especially where quail, deer, turkey, or other noncyclic species produce a depend- 
able annual crop. 

Management of forest and range game boils down to getting— 
(a) Public acquisition of the greatest possible area of forest, watershed, and 

fame lands, and the practice of game management and public shooting on all of 
them. 

(b) Facts on how to modify silviculture and range management to produce a 
game crop, and how to make it help carry the primary crop. 

MIGRATORY GAME 

The problem of inducing conservative management of migratory birds differs 
from that of all other game in two fundamental (and counterbalancing) respects, 
both arising from a single outstanding biological characteristic: 

(a) The extreme mobility of migratory species diffuses the penalties of local 
abuse, and the rewards of local care, over the whole continent. 

(b) Their extreme mobility (combined with their tolerance of concentration) 
enables them, more than any other game, to benefit from refuges for breeding 
or resting. 

It is obvious strategy to overcome the great weakness (a) by the most vigorous 
possible action on (6).
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(A) A CONTINENTAL SYSTEM OF REFUGES 

The whole history of migratory game birds in this and other countries shows 
a surplus of effort to attract and hold more than the local share of the common 
crop, and a deficit of effort to enlarge that crop. The same motives of self-interest 
which make for local conservation of other game, make for local exploitation of 
migratory game. 

The Federal migratory bird law and international treaty were, of course, pre- 
mised on this fact. Legislative enactments, however, do not repeal the laws of 
human nature, as is evidenced by the niggardly cooperation of most States in 
enforcing and extending those enactments. 

(B) BETTER STATE COOPERATION IN MIGRATORY BIRD MANAGEMENT 

By cooperation is meant that the States should: (1) Assume their full share of 
law enforcement; (2) supplement Federal refuges by a much larger system of 

3 State, county, and municipal refuges; (3) assume the entire burden of establishing 
public-shooting grounds around refuges and elsewhere; (4) license and regulate 
private clubs and commercial preserves to reduce abusive practices and induce 
(or if necessary, compel) them, where conditions allow, to install refuges, rest 
hours, and other progressive practices; (5) reclaim or create marshlands on a 
large scale; (6) help with fact-finding work; (7) compile and publish an annual 
record of the total kill by species, and of the total kill on each preserve or club. 

: The recent evidence that wheat farming is invading the best remaining breeding 
grounds on the Canadian prairies suggests the third salient point, namely: 

* (©) MORE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN MIGRATORY BIRD MANAGEMENT 

The Canadian treaty recognizes, and to a certain extent fills this need with 
respect to restrictive legislation. There is an even greater need, as yet unfilled, 
for international action in preserving and restoring and improving habitats. 
Land purchases to prevent drainage of Canadian breeding grounds, and control 
of nesting mortality on them, are international betterments deserving of inter- 
national financing and support. 

GENERAL RECREATIONAL VALUES OF WILD LIFE 

The invigorating and recreational value of wild life are difficult to 
estimate in dollars and consequently are seldom accorded a place com- 
mensurate with their true importance in the formation of protective 
measures. 

The flow of expenditures from hunters and tourists is felt in every 
corner of the land, and, in some remote districts, it is the most im- 
portant of all sources of income. In at least three States of the 
Union, the tourist trade, part of which is based on the attracting 
powers of wild life, is now recognized as the leading industry. 

Modern conditions give to the pursuit and capture of game a rec- 
reational value equally as important as the food value. 

Figures have Altona been presented to show that there is an in- 
crease in the number of visitors to our parks. Practically all of 
these come in contact with plant and animal life. Their interest 
is stimulated, and, in this way, by natural educational contact, they 
are carrying the story of conservation back home and are leading in 
the various conservation organizations. 

THE STATE IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRESERVATION OF WILD LIFE 

Conservation requires united effort on the part of the National and 
State Governments, and individual conservationists, supported by an 
aroused public sentiment. 

While this report relates to national activities, it must of necessity 
recognize the relationship between national and State activities. 
‘The National Government should lead the way with both game
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farms and fish hatcheries. These can not supply the requirements of 
States, but they can furnish States with some breeding stock of both 
game and fish and, more important still, give to the State commis- 
sions the result of experimentation and, upon occasion, furnish demon- 
strators and teachers who may assist in the installment of game farms 
and fish hatcheries. 

Experience, economy, and effective central administration have 
caused the majority of the States to adopt one commission to control 
both its game and fish administration. While this may vary accord- 
ing to the preponderance or the importance of one or the other, it 
may be accepted that this will be the final form of administration 
adopted by most of the States. 

No single State can successfully furnish general advise to the other 
47 States. Its experimentation and investigation is helpful. The 
function, however, of this interchange belongs to the National Gov- 
ernment, not in directing or controlling State departments, but in 
furnishing facts and information upon which these State departments 
can act. 

State boundaries were created arbitrarily in some eases, by historical 
development in others, and had no relation to wild life or conservation 
originally. 

It might be possible to set out certain regions with the same climatic, 
geographic, and altitudinal characteristics, but it can not be expected 
that any one State will try to educate or inform its 47 sister States. 
This is a function of the National Government. and belongs to it 
primarily, and is justified by national interest as displayed by 
sportsmen and fishermen, and the national investment in outdoor 
recreation. 

The States discovered that they were unable to succeed in con- 
gerne migratory water fowl without Federal aid and international 

elp. 
The volume of conservation legislation by States is growing. At 

each session of State legislatures it is becoming an item of immediate 
interest. The attention of conservationists and sportsmen’s organ- 
izations is directed to unification of State effort. 

Geographical conditions render this difficult, but there are certain 
fundamental things, such as the nonpaid commissions, removal from 
political influence, overlapping terms, and discretionary regulatory 
power, that are gradually gaining ascendency. 

This commission form, with overlapping terms which will not per- 
mit a complete loss of experienced officials upon the election of a 
new governor, and, where possible, the removal of the commission 
from partisan politics, is generally approved by conservationists and 
sportsmen. 

The State Game Farm is recommended, first, because its experi- 
mentation is state-wide, each citizen of the State has an interest in 
it and it becomes more or less authoritative; it brings a closer cooper- 
ation with State colleges and State institutions than could be pro- 
cured by private enterprise. Conducted under State authority, 
assured perpetuity is given, its records will probably be more accu- 
rately kept and more widely diversified than that of a private institu- 
tion. It is not intended to discourage the private institution or 
experimentation, but to emphasize the importance of the State 
Game Farm, with ultimate branches in different portions of each
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State, from which can be distributed not only information, but (in 
selected areas for experimental purposes), breeding stock. 

The committee believes that Federal and State conservation 
agencies alike should give first consideration to the development, 
protection, and propagation of our fine native game species reserving 
the general introduction of foreign game to such regions as are no 
longer wholly suitable to the uses of native game and fish. 

The abolishment of the sale of game by the States was the first 
constructive movement in aid of conservation. 

As long as there is a commercial price on game, the last member of 
the species will be relentlessly pursued and captured, even if this must 

| be done contrary to law. 
| State game and fish commissions are usually supported by the sale 

of hunting and fishing licenses. Sometimes this money is diverted 
for other purposes. In some States, however, all the money so 
derived is placed in the general treasury and must be reapportioned 
by the legislature. This latter method reduces the conservation and 
wild-life money by diverting the license fees to other purposes. 

A notable change, however, is taking place. The sportsman’s and 
conservationist’s money is now usually applied to the purpose for 
which it was intended. 

It is the opinion of the committee that the funds subscribed through 
license fees by hunters and fishermen are generally insufficient and 
that these should be increased by the appropriation of additional 
funds raised by general taxation. This procedure is eminently just 
and altogether necessary, as only about 40 per cent of all species of 
wild life constitute game and the remaining 60 per cent, comprising 
song and insectivorous birds and other species of interest and value 
to the whole public, are now afforded inadequate protection under 
appropriations mainly derived from the hunting and fishing interests. 

A report by States of the number of licenses issued and game 
taken by each hunter would be helpful in National and State admin- 
istration. 

There should be a State prohibition of the sale of game and game 
fish where not artificially propagated, and even then the sale should 
be closely guarded. 

t THE FARMER 

The raising of game, especially game birds, can be made a desirable 
by-product of the farm with slight expense to the farmer and land- 
owner, and at the same time furnish recreation and entertainment 
for the sportsman, who now realizes that unless there is cooperation 
with the farmer, to the pecuniary advantage of the farmer, game 
will disappear, and as this understanding is borne to the sportsman 
he realizes the necessity of cooperation, and that he should bear his 
part of the expense of the protection and reproduction of game. 

Recent discussions all indicate a better understanding of the rela- 
tion of the farmer to the ownership of game. It is upon his land 
that many of the wild fowl nest and rear their young, and it is over 
his land that the sportsmen with his consent must travel in their 
efforts to shoot or capture these birds. This is true to a smaller 
degree of 4-footed animals and fur bearers. 

Game farming, both State and private, has rapidly increased dur- 
ing the last 20 years. Conservationists are giving careful thought 
to this problem and how best to solve it.
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Then there is the additional problem of fishing from or along 
banks of streams running through private property. There is no 
opportunity for Federal assistance in this respect excepting along the 
lines of education. The States must cope with this problem of the 
thought that game belongs to the land and the land belongs to the 
farmer and therefore is subject to the control of the owner of the 
soil, subject, however, to the laws of the State. 

FOR THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE 

Your committee finds that facilities have not been provided to 
insure the prompt publication and distribution of pamphlets, bulle- 
tins, and other informational matter related to wild life and its 
administration that have been developed and prepared by scientists, 
research workers, and other experts in the fact-finding divisions of 
the departments having such research work in charge. 

We find that there is now an accumulation of important material 
prepared for printing but that appropriations are not available to 
print, and that this condition results in a considerable waste of money 
and of effort and prevents the use of scientific and practical evidence 
of great value to wild-life administration. 

The necessity for coordination and cooperation between State 
enforcement and national enforcement is self-evident. 

Industrial developments and the rapid expansion of the American 
population in its manifold activities and occupations has made 
‘serious inroads upon the forests and other natural environments of 
wild life. The marsh and other areas so necessary to the maintenance 
of wild fowl suffered especially by this development. Tremendous 
acreages were drained, and in many cases the soil exposed by the 
‘drainage operations proved to be worthless for agriculture. 

Improved roads and the widespread use of automobiles and motor 
boats have brought the sportsman more quickly to his game. Even 
the effect of the building of railroads in the Middle West, and the 
introduction of cold storage, has hastened an unfortunate situation. 

There has been a tendency upon the part of the States to leave all 
regulation of migratory birds to Federal enforcement. 

Fortunately 45 States have now recognized in their statutes the 
principles of the migratory bird act; but we must not fail to note 
that agricultural development in Canada is reducing the area of breed- 
ing and feeding grounds, all of which necessitate a continuous national 
policy coordinated for the replacement and preservation of birds, 
mammals, and fishes. 

There must be closer coordination of the activities of the Federal 
Government in administering wild life, reforestation, parks, and 
reclamation projects. 

We must further utilize our national forests, parks, and reservations 
for game replacement, and provision should be made for game sanc- 
tuaries close at hand, not across the continent, but at least one in 
each State. 

We require a larger enforcement personnel. 
Codification of Federal laws is imperative. Special changes 

should be made from time to time until this coordination can be 
effected.
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A national policy, having for its purpose the preservation of the 
wild life of our Nation, should reasonably insure to future generations. 
the enjoyment of this wild life. _ : 

We can not ignore the international aspect of this subject, but it is 
more or less remote except where we contact with our northern and 
southern neighbors, Canada and Mexico. 

While the study of foreign arava of game and fish management 
is essential, and should be undertaken by the Department of State, 
conditions of land ownership, entailed estates, and limited areas. 
abroad do not encourage us to believe that the European system, 
permitting the sale of game not artificially propagated under license, 

| can be introduced successfully in America. This would require a 
complete reversal of policy and introduce the bootlegging of game 
with all the destructive effects which would follow. 

FEDERAL ACTIVITIES 

Pending specific recommendations for changes in existing laws, or a 
coordination of activities, your committee recommends concentra- 
tion on the following subjects by the proper departments. : 

FARM GAME 

; 1. Lend trained men to State commissions for aid in investigations. 
2. Lend aid to the States to organize demonstration areas. 

FOREST AND GAME RANGE 

3. In cooperation with the States, place more of the national 
forests under game management. Work out cooperative plans for 
limiting and allocating the annual kill. 

4, Game management on the public domain. 

WILDERNESS GAME 

3 5. More wilderness areas—Congressional recognition of areas for 
wilderness recreation. 4 

| 6. Fact finding on wilderness game species. 

GAME IN GENERAL 

7. Game surveys: Loan game experts to States wishing to reor- 
ganize their game program. 

8. Game extension: Furnish game experts to agricultural colleges 
presenting satisfactory programs for game fact finding and extension 
work, 

STANDARDIZATION OF REPORTS 

9. To assist in perfecting an annual game census and to secure 
standardized reports from license holders of the annual kill of all 
varieties of game animals for the benefit of more efficient adminis- 
tration of both State and Federal covservation agencies.
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NATIONAL FOREST GAME MANAGEMENT 

It is clearly the function of the Federal Government to practice 
game management on the national forests, subject to the laws of the 
State, because they are already under Federal administration. Prog; 
ress has been hampered by the fact that attention to game on the part 
of forest officers involved a distraction of attention from other ac- 
tivities. Congress should furnish one game manager for each national 
forest. The Federal Government should set an example on its own 
forests to show that the control of the kill, as well as the control of 
environment, is necessary for proper game management. 

MIGRATORY GAME 

The existing Federal activities under the various migratory bird 
acts need no comment, except to urge their more adequate support, 
and to point out that even with such support they constitute but a 
fraction of what should be done. More State and local cooperation 
is the outstanding need. 

WILDERNESS GAME 

There should be administrative recognition of the fact that a number 
of areas in the national forests and national parks are more valuable 
for wilderness recreation than for other purposes. Life history 
research work on wilderness game is thus far entirely inadequate. 

GAME SURVEYS 

States are looking for game experts to appraise their respective 
situations and to formulate State game programs. Many of them 
wish to train selected men to remain in their employ, and assist in 
executing their programs. One of the most effective Ways for the 
Federal Government to stimulate State activity would be to finance 
the development of a corps of game experts to be loaned to States to 
make game surveys, and to train State employees to undertake their 
execution. 

GAME EXTENSION 

It is the custom of the Department of Agriculture to station at 
appropriate agricultural colleges experts in various biological subjects 
relating to domesticated plant and animal crops. 
Many agricultural colleges now desire to assume their natural 

function as technical advisers to State game departments and to 
landowners. The Department of Agriculture should cooperate with 
such colleges by furnishing men to assist them, both in game research 
and game extension activities. 

The National Government, through its Departments of Agriculture 
and Commerce, and through its bulletins, should advocate— 

1. A complete understanding between the farmer, the landowner, 
and the sportsman, in relation to game and fish. 

2. An increase in the number of State experimental farms. 
3. An increase in the number of State fish hatcheries. 
4. The systematic practice of game management on all publicly 

owned lands.
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5. They should conduct a scientific research and investigation into 
the causes of disappearance of wild life, the regional control of pred- 
ators, the causes and prevention of stream pollution, bird, fish, and 
animal diseases and noxious parasites, and the subject of proper food 

and lack of cover. 
6. A national game survey by States. 
7. Cultivate a close cooperation between National and State efforts 

in the exchange of information and statistics. 
g. A report from the Bureau of Biological Survey on the best 

methods of breeding our native game birds. : 
5 9. A report from the Bureau of Fisheries on the best methods of 

breeding our fresh-water game fishes. 

\ Freperic C. Watcorr, 
Chairman. 

Harry B. Hawss, 
Vice Chairman. 

Kay Pirrman. 
; Cuartes L. McNary. 

Peter NorBeck. 
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"Wild life conservation is worth $1,000,000,000 a year to 

this country," according to W. L. McAtee, of the Bureau of Biolog- 

ical Survey, Department of Agriculture, in a report reaching Seth 

i Gordon, President of the American Game Protective Association. 

Mr. McAtee, who is in charge of the Bureau's division of 

food habits research, made this estimate on the basis of the fol- 

lowing items: 

Meat and fur production, about $150,000,000; destruction of 

harmful insects by birds, $350,000,000; production of fish, 
$15,000,000; hunters' expenditures, $160,000,000; hunters' license 

fees, more than $9,000,000; and a share of the general tourist ex- 

penditures credited to the drawing power of wild life $252,000,000. 

"At least $1,000,000 was spent by visitors to the national 

forests and national parks in one typical year," said Mr. McAtee, 

and probably one-seventh of all such expenditures may be attributed 

to the drawing power of the wild life in those areas. All this 

contributes to the material welfare of the people in sections where 

the parks and forests are located. 

"Hunters produce a large revenue in Maine and other states," 

he said. "If all the areas logically available for wild life could 
be kept producing game, it would easily mean an increase of what 

may be calculated at about $21,000,000 annually." 

j Wild Life should be given not only living room but the best 
available care, he declared. He urged that the layman assist in | 

protecting wild life by winter feeding and in supplying home sites 
wherever possible." -— American Game Protective Association, New York.
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HUNTERS SPEND $12,000,000 ANNUALLY IN MICHIGAN © cow 

"Michigan's 400,000 small game and deer hunters spend about 

twelve million dollars while in the field during the hunting sea- 

son. They have approximately ten million dollars invested in guns 

and other more or less durable hunting equipment. This equipment 
has an annual depreciation volume of about one million dollars and 

an interest charge of a half million if it is considered as in- 

i vested capital. An additional five million dollars is spent each 

* year for sundries, if the computation of the Department of Conser- 

vation is accurate. 
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"Wild animal life of Canada has a capital valuation of 

$1,000,000,000 and means a yearly business turnover to the Dominion 
of about $45,000,000. This valuation includes the fur harvest, 

game fish and the manufacture of firearms and fishing tackle." - 

Calgary Herald. 
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THE VALUE OF WILD LIFE 

“Wild life conservation is worth $1,000,000,000 
a year to this country,” according to W. L. McAtee, 
of the Bureau of Biological Survey, Department 
of Agriculture. 

oy Mr. McAtee, who is in charge of the Bureau’s 
n¢ division of food habits research, made this estimate 
“y . S$ on the basis of the following items: 

p Meat and fur production, about $150,000,000; 
J n hestruction of harmful insects by birds, $350,000,000; 

»> production of fish, $15,000,000; hunters’ expenditures, 
dg $160,000,000; hunters’ license fees, more than 
Sy $9,000,000; and a share of the general tourist 

’ expenditures credited to the drawing power of wild 
« life $252,000,000. 

“At least $1,000,000 was spent by visitors to 
the national forests‘and national parks in one typical 
year,’ said Mr. McAtee, “and probably one-seventh 
of all such expenditures may be attributed to the 
drawing power of the wild life in these areas. All 
this contributes to the material welfare of the people 

* in sections where the parks and forests are located. 
“Hunters produce a large revenue in Maine 

and other states,” he said. “If all the areas logi- 
cally available for wild life could be kept producing 
game, it would easily mean an increase of what may 

: > be calculated at about $21,000,000 annually.” 

: Wild life should be given not only living room 
Pah but the best available care, he declared. He urged - 

: that the layman assist in protecting wild life by 
ya winter feeding and in supplying home sites wherever 

: possible.
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TOURISTS SPEND $46,000,000 we Qh 
IN INDIANA DURING YEAR cp NY g,0 A) ' 

Vor 

That the Out-of-doors is a huge business from the tourist, hunter and 

fisherman viewpoint, amounting to millions of dollars annually, is shown by a 

Survey made of Indiana by A. E. Andrews, Asst. Editor, writing in THE INDIANA é 

FARMER'S GUIDE. The same conditions, varying in degree, obtain in all states. 

Mr. Andrews says in part: 

"TOURISTS - what are they worth to Indiana? No one knows the 

: answer, because few data are available, and no one ever can know 

exactly. My own estimate is $46,000,000 a year, much of this money 
going into the pockets of farmers. It is a conservative figure. 

If at present the income is $46,000,000 a year, it will be 

more in the future. The millions that come are not lured by any 

campaign of advertising; they come because tourists are discerning 

enough to know that Indiana holds much of the best in scenery, his- 
toric interest and recreation, Indiana has not organized to invite 

e visitors nor to exploit the potential wealth of its recreations. 

Yet some agencies have begun to advertise the state. The © 

conservation department has done as much as any, but it is hampered 

by lack of information, and how could it be otherwise? It lists 
lakes, but only a percentage of them. We need more definite and 

detailed information of our resources. We must know ourselves be- 
fore we can tell others; and until we can tell others, we will fail 

to make the most complete income from our resources. 

What these resources are we can begin to understand. Last 

Col summer I heard of a man near Webster Lake who had a gross income 
from fishing worms of $1,200. It seemed unreasonable to me, but 

it proved true. When I mentioned the fact to a man from another 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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part of Kosciusko county, he said: "That's nothing; I know of a 

farm that was paid for with fishing worms." Bait, however, is 

only an item, The resorters and tourists need vegetables, butter, 

milk, buttermilk, fruits and eggs, and they buy these from farmers. @ 

Signs appear along the highways advising the tourist how far 

it is to the next camp. Some of these camps are elaborate estab- 
lishments; others are merely groves where one may bivouac for the 

night. Some of them have little cabins where the traveler may have 

a comfortable bed and be safe from mosquitoes. A gasoline station 
t and a little store usually are operated in connection with such 

businesses and there is a fireplace where the tourist may prepare 

the food bought from the store. For those who wish to drive their 

own cars, sleep out of the sound of city noises and be at no great 

expense, these camps hold great promise. For those who wish to be 

near the water, there are thousands of comfortable cottages at the & 

various lakes and a few along the streams that can be rented by the ; 

day or week. Roadside stands in the United States last year did a 

business of $500,000,000, and Indiana got its share. Good roads 

have lured the city resident to the country, and a very large per- 

centage of what the tourist spends goes to the farmer. 

All of these sources of revenue were considered in making the . 

estimate of an annual tourist income of $46,000,000 to Indiana. It 

. was impossible to get complete figures from any source. There were 

- certain figures that did throw much light on the problem. For ex- 
ample, the income to the division of fish and game from hunting and 

fishing licenses was $334,015 last year. The state parks received 
$127,945, most of it in admission fees. The total of this is 

$461,960 of income to the state from tourists. The gasoline tax 

was not considered, because a large part of it is paid for commer-— 

cial trucks and automobiles used for business. Yet the income from 

the tourist crop, paid through automobile service stations, is tre- 

mendous. 

I found that the average tourist spends nearly $1.00 with 

private enterprises to every cent spent with the state. For exam- 
ple, I know a man who counts on $100 a year for his vacation, which 

is a tour to a lake, two weeks being spent in a cottage. He spends & 

only $1.00 directly with the state, that amount being paid for his 

fishing license. This man is the average for two-week. lake resorters, 

considering the subject from every angle. He has the privilege of 

using the same license for other fishing trips and for his fall 

hunting when he may again be a tourist. 

So you can feel sure that the state, from its parks and its 
fishing and hunting licenses, gets not. more than 1 per cent of the 

tourist crop. Some tourists do not spend a cent with the state 

through these two channels. It is simple mathematics to get the 

result, counting $461,000 as 1 per cent of the crop. @
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The figure is conservative - very conservative. W. C. Cribbs, 

an extension agent of Michigan State College, said recently in an 

address: "Tourist business is worth about $200,000,000 annually to 

& the state of Michigan. We find that the fruit crop is worth 
$20,000,000 annually, the potato crop more than $25,000,000, the 

dairy industry, $80,000,000, and the poultry industry, $60,000,000. 

The total of these four is practically equal to the total money 

spent each year in this state by tourists." 

Indiana is beginning to learn. For example, I wrote toa 

friend who operates cottages, boat livery, store and gasoline sta- 

tion at a lake. He answered: "We have about 20 cottages and all 

lake improvements would make a rough total of $15,000 to $20,000, 

which are taxable at $2.82, which indirectly comes back to rural 

improvements, schools, roads, etc. Columbia City, Indiana, figures 

ee an income from tourist's trade of $50,000 a year." 

Columbia City is on the border line of the lake region. But 
if it gets $50,000 a year (and the figure probably is too low), it 

can afford to protect the features that attract tourists. Yet only 

one county in all the lake region has been sufficiently interested 

to make an actual, detailed count of the lakes - Steuben county, in 

the northeastern corner. 

Read the following sentance by Scrutator in the Chicago 

Tribune: "The vacation habit furnishes the basis for business ser— 

vices that amount to $3,000,000,000 a year in the United States."
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range of Lespedeza clover in particular is far enough north to per— 

mit maturity before killing frosts. Of great importance, too, is 

the fact that Lespedeza will grow in practically any type soil -—- 

in open woodlands, on the poorest of upland hills, along roadsides, @ 

and in other waste places. If the experiment proves successful it 

will mean not only a large production of natural food for quail, 

but possibly a valuable diet for the ring-necked pheasant." -— 

Pennsylvania Game News. 

Ch wales 
\ 

An interesting report on the game and fish census as taken by the Whatcom 

County Game Commission (Washington) shows rather a remarkable food value when 

the big game, birds and fish are figured into pounds of dressed and valued as 

beef and fowl prices. The 1930 census of the game and fish taken in the county ® 

by the sportsmen is as follows: 

99 deer -- dressed weight average 80# total 7,920# @ 20¢ - 1,584.00 

30 bear —— u exe 200# " 6,000#4 @ 20¢ - 120.00 

14,561 -- Upland birds average 13# " 21,841# @ 20¢ - 4,368.20 

10,664 -— Waterfowl average 13# "  15,996# @ 20¢ - 3,199.20 

136,554 -- Fish, average of " 409,662# @ 18¢ - 73,739.16 

Total economic value $83,010.56
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® "Wild animal life of Canada has a capital valuation of 
$1,000,000,000 and means a yearly business turnover to the Dominion 
of about $45,000,000. This valuation includes the fur harvest, 

game fish and the manufacture of firearms and fishing tackle." -— 
Calgary Herald. 
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MILLIONS SPENT FOR HUNTING Chapp fra! Ges of han 

To give a general idea of the amount of money spent by hunters for 
ammunition, the statistician in the Game Commission compiled a statement on the 
basis of the shotgun shells that took effect, figuring the minimum of one shell 
for each small game creature killed. The total number of small game birds and 
animals taken was 4,469,036, or a like number of shells. This figure represents 
the use of 178,760 boxes of shells, which, at a nominal price of 90¢ a box, 
cost the sportsmen over $160,000. If we were to include the number of misses 

at the conservative average of five, the cost of the ammunition used by the 
‘ somewhat over 500,000 sportsmen who took out licenses would amount to over 

c ~ $800,000. This, together with the money spent by deer hunters for rifle shells, 
<9 «« would place the expenditure around a million dollars. Honorable Ross L, Leffler 

a al & President of the Board of Game Commissioners once stated that he conservatively 
4 z estimated that the hunters of Pennsylvania spent about $10,000,000 annually 

a during the hunting season. Over 500,000 licenses at $2.00 each adds another 
; ve “~ million to the ammunition, and figuring a conservative average of $2.00 per 
oe - a a man for automobile or train travel during a season, adds still another million. 

z ~Y & Food stuffs, hunting equipment, and miscellaneous supplies will certainly 
w P “average several million, also.
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ip I The graphs are not reproduced but they show the annual average of field 
0 ey / trials and stakes in five periods: Oe 
eS WY 

INS 1874 - 1890 - 6 trials - 15 stakes 

Qe 1890 -190- 18 " - 48 " ( 300% increase) e@ 
Ys 1000 a ey 8 Ch Sey a) 

1910 -1920- 36 Be 91 RB ( 133% 4 ) 

1920 - 1930 - 144 HOS me GER ‘g ( 400% " ) 

Another graph showing increase in number of starters, gives the follow- 
ing annual average: 

1874 —- 1890 - 120 dogs 
1890 - 1900 - 432 " 
1900 - 1910 - veo. 9 

1910 -1920- 1274 " & 
1920 - 1930 - 5535 " 

The third graph shows that Field Dog Stud Book Registrations increased 
in exactly the same way, the annual average from 1920-1930 being 12,985 reg— 
istered. 

All of this goes to show that the interest in the outdoors is increas— 
ing from every angle from which it is viewed.
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"Having successfully reared this one brood evidently did sot 

satisfy her, for right now she is raising still another brood. This 

time there are no turkeys, but Mr. Bademan says that th pheasants 

& from the first brood have joined her present family. 

"We have been told and always believed that e cock pheasant 

was a great scrapper, and we wonder how the h turkey got by with 

a this stuff. Surely there must have been a ck pheasant somewhere 

near these nests to give battle in case“of trouble from enemies. 

Perhaps the hen pheasant was glad tg“accept the services of the 

turkey in raising her family, but“ordinarily in wild life, there 

would be a scrap when one bir ttempts to steal the nest of an- 

other." — Argus Leader, Siou alls, S. Dakota. 

Farmers Bulletin #1684 entitled "Game Laws for the Season 1931-32" has 
just been issued by“the Department of Agriculture. It is described as "A sum- 

mary of the proviSions of Federal, State and Provincial Statutes" and contains 

information which should be in the hands of all sportsmen. 

Q i, in + Uae 

Nu leuk Neuve CASH VALUE OF WILD LIFE 9 yw” 9 
10.93, Nev. 2, /93/ ee 

"MR, HARRISON F. LEWIS, chief migratory bird officer, from 

Ontario and Quebec compiled in 1930 some arresting figures of the 

value of wild life in Canada. In forming his estimate, after ex- 

tended investigation and enquiry, Mr. Lewis used only the most obvi- 

ous and tangible of the annual items which could be translated in 
terms of dollars and cents. Such for example as fur, game fish, 

game mammals, and game birds which run to over 22 million dollars. 

Other items, such as fire arms, fishing tackle, sports clothing, 

tents, etc., for sporting use, sporting magazines, another four 

million dollars; the annual income received from sportsmen and 

@ nature lovers by Canadian railway and steamship lines, hotels and 

boarding houses is estimated at nearly 13 millions; wild life made 

available for support of Indians and Eskimos over five million 

dollars. 

Mr. Lewis also includes another eight million as a reasonable 

percentage on production and importation of automobiles, gasoline, 

pleasure craft, etc. In all a grand total annual turnover for 

Canada's wild life business and dependent expenditure of $53,764,283. 

This is just less than the production of Canadian commercial fish- 

eries, more than Canadian fruits and vegetables and more than pro— 

duction of boots and shoes. This figure represents a 5 per cent 

@ capital sum of $1,075,285,660. 
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"Apart from the value to Canada of the wild life creatures 

themselves, Mr. Lewis estimates the tremendous cash investment en- 

tirely dependent on the successful maintenance of wild life for 

sporting purposes as representing some $110,500,000 made up from 

fire arms and hunting equipment, hunting dogs, fishing tackle and & 

private club properties. 

"Another major consideration for the need of safeguarding our 

wild life is the recreational value to Canadian citizens and the 

value of insectivorous birds, mammals, and other forms as destroyers 

of injurious insects, Each of which Mr. Lewis places at not less 

than 100 million dollars annually. 
"Mr. Lewis emphasizes the need of the intelligent interest of 

the Canadian stockholders in this wild life trade. He points out 

that conservation officials, as the Administrative heads of this 

business, must be intrusted with sufficient funds of a size justi- 

fied by the needs and values involved. on 
"In most provinces the hunter may go and come without ever 

seeing or hearing of the game warden. He may be fifty or a hundred 

miles away for such is the extent of his patrol. But in this regard 

it is of interest to note that in August last Hon. L. P. D. Tilley, 

Minister of Lands and Mines for New Brunswick, announced a complete 

reorganization of their Game Protective System. The permanent 

force is to be appointed after November lst and steps will be taken 

to adequately conserve the province's most important asset. Here 
decidedly is a step in the right direction. The new service will 

co-operate closely with the Forest Rangers, Registered Guides and 
some 2,000 honorary Game Wardens." — Forest and Outdoors. 

"Don't waste a bird. Get the cripples and if possible use a retriever 

while duck hunting this fall. That is the way to diminish annual waterfowl 

loss each fall, due to the fact that some hunters are careless about going 

after crippled birds which ought to be secured and included in the daily game 

bag. The use of a retrieving dog is a conservation measure which is especi- 

ally valuable at this time, Take your pick of the faithful Chesapeake Bay, 

the merry cocker and springer spaniels, reliable English Labradors and hard— . 

working Irish water spaniels which swim in icy water and crash through sloughs 

to pick up "down" birds for their masters. Thousands of waterfowl are lost & 

each fall because a certain percentable of the shooters make little or no at— 

tempt to get slightly wounded birds. The true sportsman never lets a winged 

bird get away if he can help it, and this fall with none too many flocks of 

ducks coming down from the north all waterfowl hunters are asked to observe 

the "don't waste a bird" slogan." — Boston Evening Transcript. 

L. W. T. WALLER, JR. 

eee 
)~. CoE: O02 Qo, 

Director of Conservation. ee
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: WILD GAME OF GREAT FOOD VALUE to cw 

~ 9S, ees, / 193/ 

"The food value of game birds and animals taken by hunters 
over the country this year as a supplementary fare for their tables 

will amount to many millions of dollars, in addition to the worth 

of the recreation obtained in hunting them, observes a bulletin of 

the American Game Association. ae 

"The Fish and Game Commission of New Jersey alone has esti- 

mated the food value of the game which will be procured during the 

present season at $1,000,000. According to the commission, the 

hunting season 'will furnish an increased food supply for tens of 
; thousands of families.' 

"The Bureau of Biological Survey at Washington has credited 

the country's wild life with supplying meat and fur each year to 

the value of $150,000,000. 
"Several state game departments are advising deer hunters to 

remember that, while no part of a game creature may be sold, a deer 

hide, properly tanned, makes a good coat, and the antlers a good 

place to hang it." -— American Game Association —- Washington, D.C.
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ANOTHER ENEMY OF WILD DUCKS IS DISCOVERED 

& "Another enemy of wild ducks has been discovered. It is a 

one-celled organism known as Leucocytozoon anatis Wickware, and is 

the cause of a widely prevalent disease from which large numbers of 

young ducks die, Dr. Earl C. O'Roke, scientist of the school of 

forestry and conservation of the University of Michigan, has in- 

formed officials of the American Game Association after studying the 

disease for two years. 

"Dr. O'Roke reported finding the disease among wild mallards, 

black ducks, pintails, widgeons and other species. It is trans— 

mitted by the bites of black flies or buffalo gnats. Adult ducks 

are apparently little affected, but ducklings succumb in large num- 

bers, with their blood 'almost literally turned to water.' . 

& "The scientist warned that while conservationists and sports— 

men are preparing to increase the duck supply by restoring depleted 

: nesting grounds, waters and marshes, they must not ignore the menace 

of diseases, which in addition to the one under investigation, have 

been greatly increased by water pollution." — American Game Associ- 

ation, Washington, D. C. 

tee ee Coon ) 4 [ux Pout Ture oe 
Adees, IS /93/ 

WHAT TO DO WITH ABANDONED FARMS 

WD. een igre ee eT 
, 

"According to the 1930 census there were then 172,000 aban- 

doned farms in Pennsylvania. The census of 1930 indicated 200,000, | ; 

an increase of 28,000, in ten years. This amazing increase has re— 

sulted in a serious economic problem, and the question is, to what b 

use can this enormous and ever-increasing acreage of idle land, use— 

less for farming, be put? 
"The problem of finding some way of utilizing them is being 

studied by State College authorities, as well as committee made up 

of representatives of various departments of the State Government 

and the State Grange. The production of farm crops seems to be out 

& of the question. Dairying is one possible solution; reforestation 

by planting another. Both have their drawbacks because of expense 

and other economic reasons. A practical solution for some of them 

is to use them as game lands. Many are ideal for the purpose of F 

creating game refuges and public hunting grounds. 

"Practically all abandoned farms become a natural home for all 

small game. The State Game Commission might acquire under certain 

conditions, quite a number of old farms in various parts of the 

State for sportsmen's use and from the sportsmen's funds. This the 

Commission is willing to do when funds are available, and providing 

they can be acquired at reasonable prices. In other words, at prices 

& the Commission considers the farms worth for game purposes. What 

the owner considers a reasonable price is in many instances out of 

all proportion to the value for game purposes, and frequently is 
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even higher than the maximum of $10.00 per acre which may be paid 

under existing law. Price, therefore, is a governing factor. An-— 

other is that not less than 500 acres in a contiguous area will be 
accepted, As so large an area of abandoned farms is seldom in one 

ownership, it usually means purchasing several adjoining farms or a 

combined farms and woodlands. 

"What is a fair value for abandoned farms? Many are assessed 

for taxation purposes above what would be offered for them at public 

sale, although actually non-productive except for wild life. The 

owners do not know what to do with them. They are unable to sell 

and realize a price which they have every reason to believe is fair, 

even though that price is far below what they brought in past years. 

Many are periodically sold for non-payment of taxes, although in 
most instances the owners continue to pay the taxes regardless of 

the resultant heavy financial burden. Most owners are, figuratively 

speaking, between the devil and the deep sea. They can not afford € 

to pay the taxes, and it certainly is not economically sound busi- 

ness to continue paying on an unproductive area; nor, in their opin- 
ion, can they afford to sell at what they consider a ridiculously 

low price which the farm would bring at public sale. They base 

their opinion on values set twenty or more years ago, disregarding 
the changed conditions since that time. The so-called farms now 

really have little or no money value. Instead, they are a decided 

liability to their owners, who helplessly hold on, continuing the 

losing battle against an economic condition over which they have no 
control. 

; "In the final analysis, unproductive farms are worth only what 

they will bring in the open market. The Game Commission rightfully 

contends that most of them are worth for game lands but a few dol- 

lars per acre. Buildings, if any exist, are almost invariably ab- 
solutely worthless to the Commission and are better off the lands 

than on them. It is evident, however, that lands of any kind, 

ity whether forested or cleared, near the more thickly populated portions 
of the state are worth more to the Commission and to the sportsmen 

than those in more remote sections, and it is possible the maximum 
price of $10.00 per acre might be paid in such cases." (By W. Gard. 

Conklin, Chief of the Bureau of Refuges and Lands) - Pennsylvania 
Game News. 

"LIGHT TACKLE IN FAVOR WITH SEA FISHERMAN" 

"Fishing finesse, rather than brute strength, is being carried 
into the deep sea fishing game, with increased thrills, satisfaction 
and enthusiasm for the fisherman as the result. 

"Not long since, no one thought of going after sailfish, mar— 
lin, barracuda, tarpon and similar species unless outfitted with 
heavy tackle. Heavy rods, heavy line, heavy reel were the univers— Ye 
ally — accepted —- and demanded —- equipment. 

a
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The E ics of Game P tion 
By |. By DROUGHT 

ONSIDERING the widespread financial strin- of £8,000,000, therefore, taxation is levied, and it is 
Cres it is not surprising that in sporting, as in unnecessary to labour what this represents to the State 

other circles, wherever two or three are gathered in Income, Supertax and Death Duties, and to local 
together, conversations should turn on the need to authorities in Rating revenue. And in addition a sum 
economize. How best to cut down expenses without of approximately £350,000 a year accrues to the Ex- 
too much interference with the even tenure of our lives chequer in game, gun and dealer’s licences. 
is, of course, no new problem ; it is one that has taxed There are comparatively few industries which do not 
the ingenuity of most individuals at one time or another, derive some proportion of their revenue from the 
but probably never before has it pressed with so much production of the manifold necessities of game preserva- 
insistence on every class alike. So far as sport is tion and shooting. The annual consumption of cart- 
concerned, cutting our coats according to the cloth, we ridges has been authoritatively put at not less than a 
have always accepted and extended much the same 120 millions a year, representing roughly a million 
degree of hospitality. We have shot A’s grouse and he sterling, and the gunsmith depends for most of his 
has shot our pheasants, and results have normally trade on the sale of sporting guns. The game farms 
varied only with the seasonal variations. But when A sell many thousand pounds worth of birds and eggs 
tells us he is giving up his moor, and B announces that yearly, and gun dog breeding and training establish- 
he is reducing his staff by one and his output of pheas- ments, foodstuffs, ete., represent as much again in 
ants by five hundred, we begin to realize more fully terms of money and employment. The host. of items, 
what has possibly not occurred to us very forcibly kennels, coops, incubators and foster mothers, miles of 
hitherto—the cumulative effect of the National finances wire netting, coal and fuel and various other rearing 
of individual expenditure on shooting. accessories, call for an immense output from various 

We may conveniently study the economic aspect of trades, as do the more personal necessities of clothing, 
game preservation from three distinct angles ; first as boots, game bags and boxes, keepers’ guns and outfits, 
regards its contribution to the National Exchequer in and minor shooting essentials. These are obviously 
direct taxation ; secondly in reference to the money it impossible to estimate in terms of hard cash, but they 
circulates in trade circles, and lastly in connection with represent a very large outlay. 
the amount of employment it provides. Next we come to the question of employment. 

In considering the values of sporting rights we may Unfortunately at the present time one can hardly 
begin with grouse moors. For several years after the avoid noticing the large increase in the applications 
war, due largely to an abnormal demand chiefly from from keepers in the “ Situations Wanted ” columns of 
Americans, rentals of moors rose to an exceptional and the Press. Normally, however, including keepers and. 
in some cases rather a “‘fancy” level. With the assistants, stalkers, foresters and the like, there are 
world depression the pendulum began to swing the probably 12,000 individuals in permanent employment | 
other way, and last year many owners had to come down in conneétion with shooting. We may take £250 per 
considerably in their demands in order to let their annum as the maximum wage of a head keeper on a 
properties at all. At the same time we still hear of big shoot, and from 30s. to £2 a week as that of a keeper 
first-class moors commanding as much as £6,000 and in charge of a beat of 1,000-1,200 acres. On this basis 

£7,000, and the general standard of rents is even now we may reckon some £1,200,000 annually as being 
considerably higher than that of pre-war days. There- disbursed in fixed wages, and a fairly considerable sum 
fore it is probably no exaggeration to assume that the in addition in respect of woodmen, ete., who may work 
assessments of the annual values of all the moors in at piece rates. And then there are the wages of ghillies, 
Great Britain have doubled in the last twenty years. beaters, boys and casual labour inseparable from every 
And those annual values were estimated by. the. Grouse shoot of any size. ‘ 
Commission, which sat twenty-four years ago, at There is another point which does not perhaps apply 
£2,000,000._ Apart from moorlands, there are in to so great an extent in England, where so many shoots 
England, Scotland and Wales, some thirty-five million are syndicates, the members of which merely come down 
acres of arable pasture and wood, over which sporting for the day’s shooting, as it does to the grouse shooting 
rights are exercised. To strike an average valuation season. Every shoot which is tenanted means an 
is not easy, for while in certain parts of the country increase in local trade and employment. Apart entirely 
as much as 6s. an acre may be paid for good woodland, from his outlay on sport, the shooting tenant spends a 
there is a great deal of waste land which will not good deal of money and so do his guests. Motor cars 
command anything like that figure. But often within require petrol and attention locally ; grouse shootings 

4 recent years I have inspected land with no outstanding require ponies, which must be fed and looked after. 
virtue to recommend it as game holding ground, for The gardens and grounds of shooting lodges must be 
which as much as 4s. per acre was demanded and tended, and there is the cost of delapidations, for all 
obtained. So that taking the good with the bad and the of which local labour is requisitioned. Substantial 
country as a whole, to presume a datum level of 2s. benefit accrues to the railways from the transport of 
per acre, which works out at £3,500,000 per annum shooting tenants, their guests and servants, and stores 
does not seem to overstate the case. On a round figure (Continued on page 236)
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THE ECONOMICS OF GAME PRESERVATION remember that at a very conservative estimate, shooting 
(Continued from page 226) and game preservation are responsible for the distribu- 

of all kinds, and to the local tradesmen from the supply Bos of some £12,000,000 annually png widely 
of various commodities. Local farm hands obtain a eee channels. And Se “ eee amor uinee 
useful addition to their ordinary wages when they act — all those channels are British ; the mu eine 
as beaters, and the amount disbursed in the form of “ shganns men ate onevand a ee yee a aE 
“largesse? is also considerable. Only last year a Sean eee penny expended on them goes bac 

prominent Scottish landowner estimated the value to to British pockets: 
his own countrymen of this item alone, during the Tae Gao 
shooting and stalking season, at not less than £500,000 SECRETARY BIRD versus SNAKE 

a year. Lastly, there is the benefit to trade from (Continued from page 217) 

ais an matted Borie | WALT ey eae wows round with a thud. Giving it no time to recover, the 
Bee aC ea ie one oa ae hind swooped down ‘on it almost as soon as it touched 

The cumulative effect of this expenditure is obviously the ground. Picking it up as before, the bird quickly 

of considerable moment to the country, but, there are rose, this time to a height of about fifteen feet, and drop- 
certain factors, mainly arising from the general depress- ped the partly dazed snake before it realized what was 
ion, which seem to have an important bearing on the happening. ( 
future. More especially in the last ten years, migration This performance was repeated several times, the bird 
from the land has led to ever-increasing encroachment dropping its captive from a higher altitudentacach 

by the towns on the countryside. And the sale and break- flight until the snake ceased to resist. Then, to completely 
ing up of countless large properties have resulted in the destroy the reptile, the bird dropped it from a height 
establishment of building sites and garden cities all over of about a hundred feet. It landed on a large boulder 
the country, Asa consequence considerable areas of game with a sickening plop 
holding ground have been destroyed, while the decline of qe Wattle WE over 
agriculture, and the immense turnover of arable to grass T now walked up #6 within a few yards of the dead 

land, has increased the difficulties (more especially perhaps snake to see the result of the secretary bird’s handiwork. 
on partridge manors) of maintaining adequate stocks. The mamba was squashed to a pulp. Every bone in its 

What the future has in store is, therefore, by no body must have been broken. i 

means an easy problem to solve, but there seems to be While gazing at the remains of the great serpent, the 

no reason to adopt a pessimistic outlook. With a bird, which had alighted some little distance away, now 

gradually decreasing acreage, the demand for game- stalked up and, oblivious of my presence, struck the 
holding land is likely to further exceed the supply, and snake a terrific blow on the back of the neck with its 
this should have the effect of maintaining rentals at as razor-edged talons which shore clean through the 

high a level as is consistent with the resources of poten- vertebral column, cutting the reptile’s head off as if 
tial tenants. Indications (in my own part of the done with an axe. 

country, at least) are that there will be a considerable With claws, and scissors-like beak, it now sheared off 
drop this year in the numbers of hand-reared pheasants. portions of the decapitated snake and swallowed them— 

But even so the logical outcome of any such curtailment its capacity for snake meat was amazing. That bird 
in preservation is that we shall shoot on fewer occasions must have got away with about four pounds of this 

and not too closely. For whether it be grouse, part- delicacy before it waddled away—it was too gorged to 
ridges or pheasants, always provided we maintain fly. 
adequate breeding stocks, we shall not have to start “Since then I have witnessed battles between secretary 
and build anew when a return to normal conditions birds and other varieties of snakes, including the deadly 
follows a revival of individual and agricultural prosperity. puff adder and spitting cobra, but none were so thrilling 
In the meantime we may assume that wherever possible as this. zi 

expenses will be shared ; the one-man shoots will tend ——_—_——————————— 
to develop into partnerships and big syndicates will 
gradually take over most of the larger properties. How to Preserve both Game 

Considering the whole question from a practical One 
viewpoint it seems to come to this: everyone, from and Foxes— Competition Essay 
ee landowner who has Oey his birds by the oud A: Consolation Peizevot One Guillen was awarded cs 
o the humble individual who has rented a few fields Me. Walter Bail Headuk) D ti Hall 

of roots and a copse or two, will have to make some Ee pty Gier ek Sh Pee ownten Ta 
cuts. And sport will necessarily rank before many ON) DELO Ue LEe: 
other things on the list of sacrifice. But that does not SS ae 
mean that we need put away our guns until more pros- O show both foxes and pheasants on the same 
perous days return. Maybe five hundred pheasants l ground is not an easy matter. The man who has 
must fill the coverts in which a thousand were wont to to rear pheasants and provide the local Hunt with 
congregate ; the cartridge bill must be reduced by fifty a litter or two of cubs, has certainly to use his brains, 
per cent, a couple of kennels must perforce stand empty. and put in some hard work to achieve his object. Of 
These and similar economies will be inevitable in indi- course, the size of the estate makes a lot of difference. 
vidual cases throughout the shooting world, but if On a large estate a portion, not of the best from the 
everyone does his bit so far as his circumstances allow, shooting point of view, can be left more or less for foxes. 
every little helps to maintain game stocks and to give But the keeper on the small shoot has the most anxious 
employment to those who badly need it. For let us time, naturally.
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The ‘Price of “Privil 
HE value of the privilege to participate in the fishing, including his purchases of firearms, ammunition, 

traditional American system of free hunting can- fishing tackle, clothing, tents, canoes, and motor boats. 

not be estimated in dollars and cents. The bene- Under the figures from France, it is estimated that a 

fits derived from the recreation offered by field sports sportsman in that country spends an average of $32.50 | 

cannot be discussed in monetary terms. But it is safe annually for equipment. 

to state that, in the payment of his hunting license fees, So the American sportsman spends 35 per cent more 

the American sportsman receives far more in return in the pursuit of game and taking of game than does 

for his money than do many of his ‘brothers who reside the Frenchman. Yet the Frenchman spends 6% times 

in the older countries across the seas. as much for the privilege of hunting! 

An Associated Press dispatch from Paris, France, is In the season 1929-30, 6,848,219 American sportsmen 

as follows: paid into the various State game and fish departments 
; 3 : 2 5 $10,013,925.72 for hunting licenses. This money was ex- 
“Despite complaints that game is scarce in < aa . 3 

2 pended in game and fish law administration and in the 
France, 1,600,000 persons have taken out gun li- — 

: 3 various activities necessary for the perpetuation of the 
censes, the fees totaling $15,000,000. Concerns Bs 

“ 2 Ze 3 a sport of hunting and fishing. In France, 1,600,000 
supplying hunters estimate their business at $58,- ~ i 2 

sportsmen paid approximately $5,000,000 more than the 
000,000 annually. i Z § " 

5 vast army of American gunners. It is possible that this 

Comparison of these figures with those issued by the is one reason why the French people can continue to 
various State game and fish departments of our own enjoy hunting, even though they were taking an annual 

country provides interesting food for thought. French game toll centuries before American hardihood pro- 
gunners paid an average of $9.38 each last year for the moted our own wild life resources from the economic to 

privilege of going into the fields in pursuit of game. the recreational phase. It is the desire of American 
The American sportsman paid an average of $1.43 for sportsmen to enjoy, as long as possible, the present sys- 
the same right. It is impossible to secure the exact cost tem of free hunting. Yet we are confronted with the 

of American hunting rights, for, of the approximately undeniable fact that we must spend more for game 

7,000,000 licenses issued, more than 4,500,000 were for increase—whether it be for waterfowl breeding and 

the combined privilege of hunting and fishing. And so resting areas, improvement of natural upland condi- 
it is safe to assume that the right to hunt costs the tions, more rigid enforcement of the game laws, or 

average American gunner slightly less than $1.43 direct propagation—if satisfactory free shooting is to 
annually. be maintained. : 

*~ Of course, the United States, with its area of 3,617,- If the average American gunner would spend as 

673 square miles, has vastly more possibilities as a much, in interested effort, toward improving his own 

“game country than has the thickly populated France hunting areas as his French neighbor does, in dollars, 

with its area of only 212,659 square miles. It is not for the sole privilege of hunting, the disagreeable 
surprising that game is scarce in France, for the popu- haggling over special taxes and license fees could be 
lation of that country totals more than one-third of eliminated and American game fields would be brought 
that of the United States. Yet the comparatively small to a point of production equal to the demands of a 
number of French sportsmen are contributing heavily progressive civilization. 

toward the maintenance of their gunning pleasures. Spend a little more thought, time, energy, and money 

It is estimated that the American gunner spends an- in the improvement of hunting conditions in your own 

nually an average of $50 in equipment for shooting and home covers! 

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, INC. Homer S. Titton, Secretary 
Harry L. Titton, President Watter A. Guiip, Production Manager 
Wiutam H. Foster, Vice President Oscar J. Anverson, New York Manager 
Louis O, Tritton, Treasurer Rayrorp A. Mann, Western Manager
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LEAD IN FUR VAL | 

Indications that legal fur trapping in Wisconsin is nearly a | 

half million dollar business even in a year of depression, is re- | 

vealed by the tabulation of Wisconsin licensed trappers' reports for 

the year ending June 1, 1932, according to Paul D. Kelleter,



Blood, Roy He "Is Califor:ia's Game a Reveme Producing Resource" 

Cal Fish and Game Vol I8,Not,pp332-333 (Oct 1932) Deer by 
antler points checked out of the Sierra National Forest in 1931. : 

é »
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THE FISH AND GAME DOLLAR 

Where it Came from 
For the year ending June 30, 1933, the income of the Fish and Game 

Department as based on the percentage of a dollar was as follows: 
Sale of resident hunting and fishing licenses---- 83.6 % 
Sale of non-resident fishing licenses------~----- 1.4 
Sale of non-resident hunting licenses---~-~------- 4 
Sale of clanming licenses—-----—---~--~~-~--------~- <i. 
Sale of resident trapping licenses--------------- 2.8 
Sale of net and seine licenses—------~-~------------ mi 
Sale of game breeder's licenses-—----~------------- 1.1 
Sale of wholesale fish market licenses~----~------ ae 
Sale of fur dealer's licenses-----~~-------—-------~ .8 
Deputy warden fees------~--------~-~-------------- a? 
Sale of rough fish------------~-~--------~-------- 3,1 
Community aid on lake projects—-~-------~--------- 3.8 
Miscellaneous-----~---~---—--~~--~-----~-----~------ -8 

100.” % or $1.00 

. The following is how the Fish and Game dollar was spent over the 
same period: 

Extensions (property bought, made lakes, improve- 
ment of lands and waters )~----------- 22. % 

Game managemont-—---—-~----+-+-+---------~--~--------— 6. 
Fish and game law enforcement--------~----------- 31. 
VE Cr i te ai oe i een haere ncn a nantes: EY 

Educational and informations] -~~----~.----------~ 1.7 
General administrative-----—----+—..--.~.--.----.. 5.3 
Executive--——-~---—~-~--~~~—--~~-~~~+-~+------4-- 3. 
Research, investigations and plans-----~---------- 5. f 
Public lands and waters maintenance-------------- 3. 

100. % or #1.00
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE FOREST TAX PROBLEM ty i pd 

Me a Oe ENCE ee RTM a Gm Nha \ , 4 

By Fred Rogers Fairchild a 

Professor of Political Economy in Yale University and 
Director of the Forest Taxation Inquiry, U.S. Forest Service 

* 

{ (The following, with a few minor amendments, is the text of an 
address delivered before the Thirty-third Annual Meeting of the Society 

‘ of American Foresters on December 28, 1933, at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and 

later published in the Journal of Forestry for February, 1934. The sug- 
gestions for the solution of the forest tax problem herein contained con- 

stitute the author's attempt to summarize the recommendations of the Forest 

Taxation Inquiry, which in their entirety have not as yet received the for- 

mal approval of the Forest Service. The present wide intcrest in forest 

taxation makes it appear desirable thus to place before the public a brief 

summary of the general conclusions and recommendations of the Inquiry. The 
reproduction of the address in this form also offers the opportunity to 

make public a condensed description of the deferred timber tax plan, which 
was not included among the plans described in the Inquiry's Progress Report 

No. 18.) 

"The intelligent intcrest which the forestry profession of 

America has constantly displayed in the elusive problems of forest 

taxation makes it highly fitting that I should be privileged to 
make my first public presentation of a comprehensive program of 

forest tax reform based upon the studics of the United States For- 

est Taxation Inquiry before this annual gathering of the Society 

of American Foresters. 

"The labors of the Inquiry devoted to its comprehensive 
investigation of the subject of forest taxation have been drawn 

out far beyond the period anticipated when it took up its task. 
4 There have been unforeseen obstacles, and the magnitude of the 

task far exceeded our cxpectations. The end of this part of the 

Inquiry's work is however now in sight. The first draft manu- 
* seript of the report, except for one chapter, was completed last 

summer. Since then we have been occupied with the processes of 

review and criticism and revision. The manuscript is now almost 

ready for the printer. Certain of our conclusions have already 
been made public, in particular the discussion of special plans 
of forest tayation as comteinod in our Progress Report Number 

18. Nowhere, however, has tho Inquiry published its comprehen- 
sive program of forest tax reform. This morning I am in posi- 
tion to discuss the forest tax problem with you in the light of 
the comprehensive investigation of the Forest Taxation Inquiry. 
While it would of course be idle, in the time at our disposal, 
to attempt anything approaching a complete review of the 

Inquiry's report, I shall do my best to lay before you the 
essence of our conclusions in their true proportions as a uni- 

fied whole. 
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"Preliminary to the solution of a problem is its precise 

statement. Were there tine, I should like to lay before you a 
carefully reasoned statement of the real problem of forest tax- 
ation as I visualize it as part of the broader problem of Ameri- 

can forestry. But, although I turn my back on that important 
part of my subject with no little reluctance, I can do so with 
less misgiving in view of the broad knowlcdge of the subject which 

I feel confident this audience possesses. 

"I do wish however to pave the way for my discussion of for- + 

est tax reform by sounding a note of warning against certain exag- 
gerated notions of the place of taxation in the forest problem-- 

notions which have an insidious way of creeping into current dis- ’ 
cussions of this matter. 

"First let me express my conviction--publicly expressed on 

frequent occasions heretofore--that taxation is not now and never 

has been in any broad way the chief factor in determining the time 
and rate of cutting mture timber or a major cause of the destruc 

tion of Amcrican forests. This matter has received long and care- 

ful investigation by the Inquiry, and its conclusion--resting on 
fact and theory and the testimony of the owners themselves-—-admits, 
I believe, of no reasonable question. 

"Equally an cxaggeration is the notion that taxation is all 
that wevents the wide spread investment of private capital in for- 
est growing in the United States. There can be no doubt that the 

majority of timber owners and of investors generally have not been 
interested in investing capital in forest growing on cut-over and 

second-growth lands. The hazards of such investment are regarded 

by most men as too great. Among these hazards taxation is one. 
But here again it is not generally the chief factor. Risks of fire 
and windfall and insect depredations and--perhaps most important of 

all--uncertainty as to future prices of forest products all stare 

the investor in the face, The mere time element is enough to 

deter most investors, Even though taxation were made perfectly 

equitable, these other hazards would still be controlling to the a 

majority of owners of cut-over land and young growth, in their 
present state of mind, 

¥ 
"Taxation has the least effect where conditions permit sus-~ Ba 

tained yield forestry with realization of income annually or at 
short intervals. 

"Putting taxation in its true place in the picture, both of © 

the old-growth forests and of the immature forests and cut-over ° 

forest lands, should serve to dispel false and exaggerated hopes 
of the magic results to be expected from forest tax reform. But if 
tax reform is not capable of ushering in the millenium in American 

" forestry, it does not follow that there is no problem of forest 
taxation. As regards the mture forests, though taxation may not 
have been the controlling factor in past operations, it is one 
among the considerations that determine cutting policy, Again, al- 

though many forest owners may have little or no interest in invest- 
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ment of capital in timber growing, there is a small group that is 

interested, and this group appears to be growing. A sound tax 

system would be of tremendous encouragement to all such. Moreover, 

among those who are not now interested, there are certainly some-- 

perhaps many-~-who are deterred by the hazards of taxation. It can 

be shown that, @ven though all other conditions might be favorable, 

the present property tax involves such discriminations and such 

f ruinous possibilities as to present generally a serious obstacle 
to investment in forest srowing om cut-over lands. Whatever may 

be the other difficultics, it is certain that goneral interest in 
. forest growing in the cut-over and second-growth regions cannot 

be expected so long as the unmodified property tax prevails. And 
even though reform of the tax system will not alone bring roaliza- 
tion of the forestry ideal, it will at least remove one obstacle. 

Thereafter all those wio see a future in forest investment under 

conditions as they otherwise exist will not be held back by an 

unsound tax system. 

"Tf the forest tax problem is ever really to be solved, it 

must yield to attack from throe directions: (1) reduction or check 

of the heavy and growing cost of state and local government, (2) 
improvement in the assessment and collection of the property tax, . 

and (3) such modification of the property tax as will adapt it to 
the peculiaritics of fdéregt investment. I am firmly convinced that 

the relative importance of these three attacks is indicated by the 

order in which I have named them. 

"The American people are today staggering under a heavy load 
of taxation-~and a load which has been constantly increasing for a 
generation and more. ‘The total tax bill--for all grades of govern- 

ment, federal, state, and local--increased from #875,000,000 in 
1890 to $10,266,000,000 in 1930, an increase of more than tenfold. 
The per capital figures are $14 and $83 respectively. Making full 
allowance for growth of population and wealth and changes in the 

4 purchasing power of the dollar, we find that in 1990 the people con- 

tributed 7.2 per cent of their total income to government in the form 

4 of taxes, while in 1930 the share had exactly doubied, being 14.4 per 

, cent. Federal taxes are only slightly invelved in the tax burden on 
the forests. But state and local taxes alone expanded from 501,000,000 

in 1690 to $6,798,000,000 in 1930, an imerease even greater relatively 
than for all taxes together. Complete corresponding figures for the 
years since 1930 are not available, but, with the disastrous decline 

of national income and the tontinucd ineronse of suverrmental costs 
the weight of the tax load is today further enormously increased. Is 

it any wonder that the complaints of the forest owners are loud and 

bitter? 

"But let us not overlook the fact that equally insistant com- 
plaint is coming from virtually every other taxpaying group which is 

sufficiently organized ‘to make itself heard. And if the disease is 
thus general, is it not a reasonable inference that the cause is 
likewise general and not to be found in some peculiar condition 
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affecting the forests only? Indeed there is no need to rely on 
inference; the cause stands out clearly #nough. 

"The burden of taxation upon any group or any person is the 

resultant of just two factors: (1): the total amount that must ba 

raised by taxation, and (2) the methods by which this amount is 

distributed among the several taxpayers. The first is fixed when 

the appropriate legislative body, of the state or county or town, 

determines the functions to be performed by the government and the 

; cost thereof. The second is a matter of equitable distribution, 

involving methods of taxation and the effectiveness of tax adminis- 

tration. If the taxes borne by forest property are excessive--or , 

believed to be excessive--the cause must be either tham the total 

tax levies are heavy or that forest property is discriminated 

against in the structure or the administration of the taxing ’ 

machinery. Giving full recognition to such unfair discrimination 

against forest property as does exist under the property tax (to 

which I shall come later), no intelligent and well informed person 

can fail to realize that the big predominant cause of heavy timber 

taxation today is the heavy cost of state and local government. 

"If this is the chief cause, the remedy is clearly indicated, 

although the limits of my time permit only the briefest summary, 

The territory of the United States is subdivided into thousands of 

minute local frovernmental units--counties, townships, villages 

boroughs, school] districts, road districts, drainage districts, etc., 

set up to meet the needs of a bygone horse-and-buggy age. Abolition 

and consolidation of the great bulk of these little gevernments would 

permit an orranization in harmony with modern conditions, would make 

possitle a higher standard of political service, and would tremen- 

. dously reduce the cost--and the consequent tax burden. 

"There are certain wilderness regions where there is no excuse 

for any local governments at all. We should not permit ourselves to ; 

be put under obligation to build a long highway to reach a single 

settler far in the backwoods or to furnish education for his children, 

Vildornese regions, not already settled, should be closed to settle- 

went, and, where sporadic settlement has already occurred, there 

would frequently be economy in remaving the few settlers and giving d 

thum better farms in truly agricultural regions. The truth of this 

bas teen fully demonstrated by the State of Maine, where an area , 

gual to nearly half the state is in an "unorganized territory." F % 
Ta this territory practically all local services are provided by the 

state; the people are as well cared for as in tho neighboring organ- iF 

ized towns and at a very much lower cost. 

"Poth what tha people demand of government today and the fa- ‘ 
oikities for meeting the demand arc vastly different from what 

existed 5 hundred years ago; yet our political organization has 

failed to keep step with this progress. There is room for great 

saving in cost of government through a re-allocation of the re- 

spective functions of state and local governments. Many services, 

naturally performed by small units in the horse-and-buggy age may 

now be handled with greater efficiency and economy by larger units. j 
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Highways hav: already gone a long way in this direction. Schools 
are going ths same way. There is here possibility of substantial 
reduction in taxation, particularly in those rural regions where 
the forests are. 

"TI cannot stop further to elaborate upon other means of 
saving, such as up-to-date financial organization, better politi- 
cal organization, greater popular control of officials through 
the short ballot and the imposition of greater responsibility 

i upon elected and appointed officials, a greater degree of state 
control over local finances. 

; "We must, however, not overlook yet another ground for re 
duction of governmental cost. There may be communities where, even 
if efficiency and economy were fully attained, the present scale of 
government services would impose a cost that could not be supported 

without imposing a burden of taxation greater than can be borne. 

There are many local communities that ore thus living beyond their 
means. Until such time as a reorganization or a redistribution of 
functions may bring relief, such communities must reduce their 
governmental activities or else accept philosophically the "exces- 
sive" taxes of which their taxpayers now complain. 

"Tt is time that those who are seeking tax rclicf for the for- 
ests faced the facts and realized that here is the big opportunity. 
I am becoming more and more impressed with the utter futility of 
arguing about “yield taxes" and "adjusted property taxes" and all the 
other devices for changing the method of forest taxation while shut- 
ting our eyes to the obtrusive fact that, so long as local govern- 
mental costs and the conditions that occasion them are allowed to 
remain, a heavy burden of forest taxation is bound to remain and may 
even increase in weight. 

"Moreover let us note especially that, in approaching our 
objective along this route, we may enlist the support of all other 

3 taxpaying groups. If we seek merely, by some special device, to 
throw off the burden of forest taxes upon other shoulders, we en- 
counter the natural opposition of all other groups. It is forest 

; tax reform against the field. But all taxpayers are sufferers 
7 from these basic causes which make forest taxes heavy. And, when 

all taxpayers see this ond work for the clearly indicated remedies, 
results will surely come, Here is an opportunity for the advocates 
of forest tax relief to serve their own onds while helping others 
and to enlist in o movoment that has premise of grent accomplish- 
ment. 

"The second line of attach upon the forest tax problem directs 
its attention to the organization and administration of the property 
tax, as being the tax chiefly responsible for the burden on the for- 
ests, The theory of the property tax is beautifully simple--distri- 
bution of the cost of government in proportion to the value of taxable 
property possessed by each. In its operation the American property 
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tax has become so ineffective as to have called down the reproaches 

of virtually all tax students, at home and abroad. Assessment is 
the heart of the property tax, and it is the breakdown of assess- 

ment that has made the property tax in so many places a farce. Go 
into almost any rural district, and you can find parcels of property 
assessed at two or three times their true value, while others get 
off at a quarter or less--not to mention those that escape entirely 
the assessor's notice. Obviously, just to the extent that assess- 

ment fails, the property tax becomes a travesty of justice. These 
facts are so well known as to be mere commonplaces. The supine 

acceptance by the American people of this situation is discouraging 

and humiliating. 

"Everybody stands either to gain or to lose through the chance i 
or the favoritism of the property tax. On the whole, it appears that 

forest property stands generally to lose. This common impression is 

confirmed by the investigations of the Forest Taxation Inquiry. For- 
est owners and advocates of forest tax relief have therefore every 

reason to demand reform in the assessment of the property tax. 

"T am aware that there are those interested in forestry who 
feel that the property tax is hopeless and who would therefore have 
their own particular interest desert the ship and launch out on an 

entirely distinct form of taxation, such as the yield tax. Although 

confessing to considerable sympathy with this feeling, I am convinced 
that this is not the way ovt of our difficulty. The property tax is 
so firmly embedded in the political and financial structure of 
American local government that it is not going to be dislodged in 
the near future. And, while certain classes of property have been 
taken out from the property tax in certain states--as, for example, 1 
the railroads--there are many reasons for believing that no such 

: adjustment is likely in the case of the forests, the chief reason 
being that real estate is the backbone of the property tax base and 

has survived everywhere, no matter what other forms of property 
have been excluded. 

"I think we may as well accept the property tax as with us 
for a long time to come and devote our thought and energy to its “ 

improvement. This is by no means an impossible task. Assessment 

need not necessarily be the farce that it so commonly is. There 
are principles and methods of sound assessment which are well ? 
established. There are expert assessors who know how to do the 

job and are daily demonstrating the possibility of good assessment 

and giving to the people of many an American city the advantages 
of an honest and just distribution of the property tax. ‘The task 

is different and perhaps in some ways more difficult in the rural 

districts. But the thing can certainly be done. It requires 
expert personnel, holding office by non-partisan appointment (not 
election), working full time, adequately paid. I+t requires the 
use of maps--airplane maps are effective and economical--records of 

sales, orderly recording and indexing of data. Obviously this de- 
scribes a staff and an equipment which are beyond the means of the 

ordinary little town or county. Quite so. Assessment should no 
longer be left in the hands of the little local government of the 
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horse-and-buggy age. Only the large city can today afford good 
assessment. Rural assessment must be centralized in larger districts. 

My own conviction is that assessment should ultimately cease to be a 
local function and be undertaken by the state for all local jurisdic- 
tions except possibly the large cities. 

"Centralized assessment could be accomplished without any 
infringement of the right of local units to govern themselves. Tax- 

ation is prescribed by state law, which leaves no discretion to the 
local governments as to the standard of assessment. Local home rule 

requires only the right to determine the amount of tax revenue to be 
raised, which is a matter of the tax rate and has nothing to do with 

’ the process of assessment, 

"As I have reminded you, if the forests are excessively taxed, 
it is either because the cost of government is excessive or because 

: forest property is paying more than its fair share. The latter cause 

will in part--frequently in large part--be removed by perfecting the 

assessment of the property tax. Here is something worth fighting 
for in the interest of forest tax reform. Here again those who thus 

seek to serve the interests of the forest owners and the public will 

find themselves, not opposed to other taxpaying interests generally, 
but working shoulder to shoulder with all those who want an honest 
distribution of the costs of government--which group I am sure in- 

cludes the great majority of the people. 

"T have spoken thus far of two of the three points from which 

I think the forest tax problem should be attacked. Success along 
these lines would go a very long way toward solution of the problem. 
But not quite the whole way. For it is still to be noted that forest 
property suffers, not only from faulty tax administration, but also 
from the inherent nature of the property tax itself. ‘This is a tech- 
nical matter, with which I believe this audienee may be presumed to 

be familiar. I have myself discussed it on various occasions hereto- 
fore. I believe therefore that the briefest summary of the theoreti- 
cal analysis will be sufficient for our present purpose. 

"Theoretically the property tax takes a larger portion of the 
capitalized future net income from an investment whose income is 

$ deferred than from a capital instrument yielding a regular annual in- 
come equal to the interest on the capital. Thus a deférred yield 
forest is overburdened under the property tax as compared with prop- 
erty yielding such regular annual income. The excess burden is 
greater the longer the periad of deferment, This applies in partic- 
ular to second-growth forests not yielding a current income and to old- 
growth forests held for future disposition. Periodic sustained yiela 
forests, in which the income cycle (period between receipt of princi- 
pal incomes) is longer than one year, are overburdened, but the 
amount of excess burden is not serious if the income cycle is rel&- 
tively short, say up to four or five years, 

"On the other hand, the property tax takes a smaller portion of 
the capitalized future net income from a capital instrument whose net 

u income after taxes is greater than the interest--so that the cap ital 
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is being exhausted--than from an investment yielding a regular annual 
net income after taxcs equal to the interest on the capital. ‘Thus 

i an old-growth forest which is either being converted to sustained 
yield, necessitating a reduction in timber valuc, or which is being 
destructively oxploited, receives favorable treatment.from the prop- 

erty tax. 

"If taxes are wholly capitalized at the time of making the 
investment, all of the above-mentioned inequalities are taken into 
account in the initial value of the capital for cach type of invest- 

ment. Thus, under this assumption, no injustice between the several 

owners could be charged. Nevertheless, the tax burden in the case 
of a deferred yield investment is far more uncertain. The higher C 
governmental equity in the deferred yicld property means a greater 

effect on the equity romaining in private ownership through unfore- 
seen changes in the tax rate. Also the value of land for the de- ‘ 
ferred yicld use becomes lower by reason of the higher tax burden. 
Therefore. land which would otherwise be used in forest growing for 

future income might be more profitably employed at some other use. 

Forestry might have been the more profitable use had there been no 

property tax. In other words the property tax tends to increase 

the area ofland that cannot be cconomically used, under private 

ownership, for srowing forests. 

"The emphasis which I have here placed upon deferment of 

forest income is not intended to obscure the importance in the 

forestry movement of progress toward organizing forests so as to 

produce o regular annual income. Obviously when such condition has 

been attained, forestry suffers no peculiar disability under the 
property tax, and the matter of a special method of taxing forest 

property becomes negligible. Of course even the annual sustained 
yicld forests would still suffer, along with all other classes of 
taxable property, all the adverse effects of taxation as resulting 

from hoavy costs of government and faulty administration. 

"Unlike the two lines of reform which have so far been con- 

sidered, escape from the inherent discrimination of the property 

tax against deferred yicld investments must be sought in tax mea- 
sures relating especially to the forests. A variety of plans to 

accomplish this end has been suggested, and some of these have i 
been put into practice (albcit in a h#if-hearted and ineffective 
way) in the tax legislation of « number of our states. I propose ’ 
now to discuss some of the more promising or more popular of these 

plans and then to present for your considerations certain suggcs- 
: tions which the Forest Taxation Inquiry will recommend, 

"First, by way of clearing the path, will you permit me to 
state--dogmatically and without explanation or argument, for which 
there is not now the timc--certain general propositions which I 
consider fundamental. (1) The problem is not to be solved by uni- 
form fixed assessments of forest property or by specific forest 
taxes. On the contrary such devices are likely to bring about 
untoward results which may well be worse than the discase which 
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they seek to cure, (2) Laws which rest for their application upon classi- 

fication according to the intention of the owner to practise forestry or 

otherwise to conduct himself are not to be recommended. The intentions of 

the owner can never furnish an equitatle or practicable basis of taxation. 

(3) I have no interest in optional tax laws. Compulsion is of the very 

essence of taxation, and forest tax laws, like all other tax laws, should 

be compulsory and of general application within the class to which they re- 

late. (4) Contracts between the state and the taxpayer are no sound part 

of a tax system. Many such cof@tracts are not bona fide contracts at all. 

Probably they are all unconstitutional. Their purpose--namely, to deprive 

® future legislatures of the power to amend a tax law--is illigitimate and 

would be unnecessary under a sound forest tax system. 

Of the various plans for relieving the forests from the adverse 

effects of the property tax, the most popular is of course the yield tax. 

I am not entirely happy in finding myself compelled to come before you 

with an adverse opinion on the yield tax. For one thing, it is always 

agreeable to be aligned with the admirers of the popular favorite. In the 

second place, I eunhnot forget that, in some small measure at least, I am 

myself responsible for the popylarity of the yield tax. In extenuation I 

may urge that the yield tax whten TI BAve advocated in the past bore only 

moderate resemblance to those that have been enacted and recently advo- 

cated; I have, for example, never suggested the yield tax for mature timber; 

anc my proposed yield tax for immature timber was hedged about with finan- 

cial safeguards which have generally been disregarded. At any rate I am 

here to confess that careful study has now fully convincedé me of the un- 

soundness of the yield tax. 

The chief trouble with the yield tax is that it seems impossible to 

fit it into any existing American system of state and local taxation. At 

the very outset, a major compromise has been generally conceded, whereby 

the plan is not the pure yield tax, but a yield tax only in lieu of the 

property tax on timber, the land remaining under the property tax. A good 

deal of the theoretical attractiveness of the yield tax is thus sacrificed 
at the start. 

Difficulty next arises as to the rate of the yield tax. Obviously the 

s rate should be such that forests would bear a burden at least fairly equiva- 

lent to the bureen of the property tax on other classes of property. As 4 

matter of theory there appears to be no formula for fixing the desired rate 
4 except in the roughest sort of way. Actually the rates in the yield tax 

laws that have been enacted have generally been pulled out of the air with 
little or no attempt at theoretical justification. 

k Puzzling questions arise as to whether the rate should be uniform 
throughout the state, as in the laws that nave been enacted, or should be 

separately fixed for each county or town. Either alternative has advan-~ 

tages ana also presents serious difficulties. The uniform state rate offers 

administrative simplicity, bus it would set the forest owner apart, without 
interest in the finances of the locality in which his property was located. 

On the other hand, the individual local rate would bring back many of the 

uncertainties which make the property tax objectionable, and there is more- 

over no way to make such a rate really fit into the local tax system. 
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The disposition of the. revenue from the yiela tax presents em- 

barrassing problems, to which no clear cut solution is indicated. These 

difficulties are closely associated with the dislocation of local rev- 

enue that would inevitably result from substituting the yield tax for the 

property tax on timber. ; 

It should be noted also that a yield tax adequate to replace the 

revenue which was furnished by the property tax on timber would generally 

require a very aigh rate. Existing statutes contain rates varying from 

5 to 124 ver cent; only three states have rates in excess of 10 per cent. 

In current yield tax discussions rates above 124 per cent are seldom con- 

sidered. Yet the studies of the Forest Taxation Inquiry indicate that if r 

the yield tax is not to cause a serious shortage of revenue on a state- 

wide basis, owners must be prepared to surrender as much as a fifth of the 

yield. 

Furthermore the separation of timber from the local property tax 

base would involve a grave danger from the viewpoint of the timber owners 

themselves. This danger would result from loss of that protection against 

unequal tax treatment as compared with other taxable property in the same 

tax district which is now enjoyed under the general property tax. A 

future legislature, hard pressed for funds and dominated by other than 

x timber interests, might raise the yield tax rate to a point that would 

~ make this tax more burdensome than the property tax. Justifiable appre- 

: hension that the yield tax would place the tixber interests in a. dangerous 

position was forcibly expressed by one of the lumbermen representatives at 

the recent conference on Article X of the Lumber Code. It is pertinent to 

note thet it is this consideration which impels the national banks to cling 

so tenaciously to that provision of the federal statutes which ties up 

their taxation with the taxes which the states may apply to other classes 

of property and income. 

The practical experience with yield tax legislation in the United 

States offcrs nothing to offret the foree of these considerations. Although 

there has been « fairly long legislative history, with 15 yield tax laws 

today in effect in 14 states, there has been virtually no experience of real k 

yield taxation. The laws, with only two very recent exceptions, have been 

optional with the owners. The amount of forest property that has come under , 

these laws is relatively insignificant. Under the recent Oregon (non- 

optional) law, about 5 per cont of the privately owned forest area has been 

enrolled, No other state has more than 2.1 per cent of its private forest ’ 
Jands subject to the yield tax law, and in 7 of the 14 states the area @n- 

rolled is less than 1 per cent of the private forest area. " 

The actual effect of the existing laws, so far as experience in take 

ation of yield is concerned, is even less than these trifling per cents 

would indicate. Practically all the forests enrolled under the laws are 

ecut-over lands or those containing young growth. Practically nothing in 

the way of yield tax has ever been paid in any state. Under the optional 

laws, owners have not enrolled lands from which they expected to cut timber 

in the near future; the non-optional laws apply only to cut-over lands. 

There has. been no yield tax revenue to dispose of. Since the forests sub- 

, ject to the laws have contained practically no timber of taxable value, 

the laws have had no effect upon the property tax revenues. 
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It is thus--by limiting the laws so that they have been of prac- 

tically no effect, as yield tax laws--that American so-called yield tax 

legislation has thus far avoided the difficulties inherent in a real yield 

tax of general application. In particular the ready acceptance of the 

yield tax principle in certain states has without doubt been impelled by 

the belief that no substantial yield tax would have to be paid on second- 

growth stands for a long time to come. If ever the adoption of a yield tax 

plan of broad application--compulsory like other tax laws, and relating to 

both growing and mature timber--is seriously considered, it is certain that 

its adverse effects upon certain forest owners, its lack of any definitely 

‘ indicated uniform rate, its disturbance of local revenues, and its adminis- 

trative Gifficulties and costs will demand careful attention. In view of 

the availability of other plans which in large measure avoid these diffi- 

f culties, the yield tax cannot be recommended. 

Another device for relieving forests from the disability they suffer 

under the property tax involves the complete exemption of all immature tim- 

ber from assessment, while leaving the land value subject to the ordinary 

property tax. This plan was advocated, as a somewhat rough and ready solu- 

tion of the problom of immature forest taxation, by a committee of the 

National Tax Association in 1922 (of which I was chairman). The principle 

has been adopted by the State of California in a constitutional amendment. 

Analysis of this plan discloses that, while it has some advantages, it goes 

_ altogether too far in giving an unwarranted special favor to the owners of 

immature forests. I shall not stop further over this plan. 

I come now to three separate suggestions for the special taxatiow of 

forests which the Forest Yaxation Inquiry, after oareful consideration, has 
concluded will adequately meet the situation and are worthy of recommenda- 
tion. As we all know, the inherent characteristic of forest investment to 

which the ordinary property tax is inappropriate is the necessary deferment 

of income. The appropriateness of the yield tax to this situation is what 

gives it its chief claim to favor. Each of the plans which I shall now pro~ 

pose is a modification of the property tax, designed to give to forest prop- 

erties, so far as practicable, the benefits of a net yield tax. 

To the first of these plans we have given the names of "adjusted 
* property tax." Theoretically the play aims to relieve the forest owners 

from taxation upon the increase in value which comes with the payment of 

taxes and the accumulation of intcra4 in advance of receipt of income 

' from the forest. In practice it would adjust the current tax base by 

deducting from the current assessed value of the forees the amount of in- 

terest and taxes accumulated to the end of the preceding year. As income 

is realized, this deduction would be gradually eliminated. Accordingly 

the deduction in any given year would be equal to: (1) the "pure" interest 

(approximately the rate paid on long-term, tax-free government bonds) on 
the assessed value at the beginning of the previous year, (2) plus taxes 

paid during the previous year, (3) minus income (from stumpage, etc.) res 
ceived during the previous year, (4) plus the accumulated deduction made 

in computing the previous year's tax. When the income exceeds the sum of 

the other three items no deduction is required. The tax on this reduced 

tax base is to be paid at the same rate as that applied to other real _ 

estate in the taxing district. ss 

The above described plan would give every forest property the income 

from which is deferred for more than one year a tax that would be less than 

eit ihes



the usual property tax. The amount of the reduction would be proportional 

to the deferment of income. Forests yielding substantial annual net income 

(equal to or greater than the intergst and taxes on their current values) 

would be taxed exactly as under the unmodified property tax. 

A conerete illustration of this plan follows: 

Assessed value, Jan. 1, 1935-------$1,000.00 
Deduction: 

(1) Interest on assessed value of 1934($800)---$24.00 

(2) Taxes in 193l------------------------------ 13.00 ' 

Total ----------------~--------------------$37.00 Fi 
(3) Minus gross income in 193h----------------- 60.00 

TO tal nee nn nn nr nnn ee nn = = = +2300 

(4) Adjusted value increment accumulated 
to Jan. 1, 193). ------------------~--------150.00 

Total: Adjusted value increment accumulated to 

Jan. 1, 1935 -nen nnn ne nee ne nee ee een ee 127.00 

Adjusted tax base of 1935------------------------------- 873.00 
Property tax 1935 at 2 per cente-------+---------------- 17.46 

Another proposal, which we call the "deferred timber tax plan," 
would proceed guite cifferently toward the same goal, by relieving the for- 

est owner fron taxes on timber in years when he had no income frem his for- 

est; in the years when there was a net yield, the owner would be required 

to pay to the State the deferred property taxes on the timber, accumulated 

without interest; provided that the amount so paid should not be more than 
a cefinite portion, fixed by law, of the stumpage value of the timber when 

cut ani of other gross income from utilization or sale of forest products. 

This limiting rate should be high enough to cover the accumulated property 

taxes under the most unfavorable conditions of forest management that could » 

reasonably be anticipated. Forty per cent is regarded as a maximum rate on 

the basis of calculations involving both second-growth and old-growth timber. 

4 
The loss in current property tax revenues would be made good through 

annual payments from a state timber tax fund set up for that purpose. This 

fund would receive all taxes paid on timber and would be further supplemen- 

Ai ted to the extent necessary by state-wide taxation. In this way the carry- 

ing charges on timber taxes which heretofore had been levied prior to the 

receipt of income from timber would be lifted from forest property and 

spread over all property in the state. 

‘ The property tax on land value would be due and payable annually to 

the local tax collector, in the same manner as any other property tax. Any 

value due to the expectation of income from sources other than forest pro- 

ducts would be automatically taxe@ by retaining the property tax on the 
land value. 

nips



A third plan, which may be considered worthy of attention, makes 

no pretense to the rather close adjustment which would be accomplished by ee 

either the adjusted property tax or the deferred timber tax, but has the © 

advantage of extreme simplicity and the minimum of administrative machinery. 

We have called this plan the "differential timber tax."* Leaving the land 

subject to the regular property tax, it would offer to second-growth forests 

a differential tax on timber. The assessed value of timber determined in 

the ordinary way, would be reduced by a specified rate known as the "reduc- 

tion factor" This factor would usually be uniform throughout the state and 

( would be so calculated as to give forest properties subject to a standard or 

] typical degree of income deferment a tax burden equivalent to that of a net 

yield tax. The reduction factor would be prescribed by law, 50 per cent 

{ being regarded as the maximum. Forests subject to a deferment of income 

greater than normal would be obliged to bear a somewhat heavier tax burden 

than that of a net yield tax, but less than that of the property tax. On 

the other hand, forests which were so regulated as to receive substantial 

income at shorter intervals than indicated by the standard income cycle 

would enjoy a lighter tax burden than that of a net yield tax. 

This plan would also grant old-growth forests the benefit of a reduc- 

tion factor applicable to timber value, at a graduated rate of 5 per cent 

for each year from the effective date, with a maximum equal to the second- 

growth recuction factor. This provision would at the outset apply only to 

forests which were completely withheld from comercial operation. After a 
transition period of at least 20 years, all old-growth forests would be given 

the same exemption as second-growth forests. In states where old~growth 

forests were of little importance as an element in the tax base, they would 

tbe treated in the same way as second-growth from the beginning. 

I have suggested that the solution of the forest tax problem will be 

reached only when we succeéd in (1) reducing or at least limiting the cost 

of state and local government, (2) perfecting the assessment of the property 

tax, and (3) providing some modification of the property tax which will 

adjust it to the peculiar nature of the deferred yield forest. Hither of 

the first two reforms would accomplish its full effect whether the third 

were accomplished or not. The third reform, on the contrary, while doubt- 

less worth securing by itself, would be of limited usefulness and might 

even fail entirely of beneficial results in case nothing were accomplished 

in the way of reducing governmental costs or enforcing the strict observance 
4 of sound assessing methods. It should be always remombered that neither 

the adjusted property tax nor either’ of ‘the other special forest tax plans 

which I hove recommended is to be regarded as the selusion of the forest 
‘ tax problem. Such plan’is simply one--and probably the least important 

ine one=*of the three parts which’ make up the whole program of forest tax : 
‘ reform. ' 

* In the Inquiry's Progress Report No. 18 this plan was called "partial 

timber exemption." The name has been changed, since the plan does not 

involve tax exemption in the ordinary sense of that term.



Game Economics ; 

; : 

: See mimeographed leaflet, "Fur an Important Natural Resource," filed in 

For Farming Box. Excerpt from henctnes berare the Soepial Committee on Conservation 

of Wildlife, House of Representatives, May 8, 1934, a report prepared by Frank G. 

Ashbrook, in charge, Fur Resources, Bureau of Biological Survey, U. S. Department of 

Agriculture,
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Balance on hand, June 1, 1932? 150,020.91 Totel amount spent during bieantal period $ 623,679.72 & o 
Receinte during bienntel period 539,313.85, Balence on hend, June 30, 1934 ins. 980.95 mn 
Total funds evatleble $ 089,359.77 Totel fade accomted for $ 630,359.77
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WHAT ARE FISH AND WILDLIFE WORTH TO THE NATION? te 

A Press Release received from the U. S. Bureau of Fisher- 

ies and according to Frank T.Bell, the Commissioner of that Bureau, 

#115,295,370.00 was spent by fishermen of the United States during 

1933, and this amount by persons who fish for sport only. Commis- 

sioner Bell states that this enormous sum amounts to an average ex- 

penditure of 312.14 for each person who at some time during the year 

engages in sport fishing, and is paid out for such items as licenses, 

tackle, transportation, guide services, boat hire, live bait, oil and 

gas, hotel accommodations, etc. Each. fisherman spends about $.81 for 

rods and reels and such accessories used in the actual taking of the 

fish. About $6,775,370.00 is contributed by some 4,858,178 anglers 

for licenses alone. These sums do not take into consideration salt- 

water fishermen, women, children, land-owners, war veterans and many 

others not required to have licenses, which the Commissioner believes 

represents fully one-half those that actually fish. 

: Mir. Bell further says that forty per cent of the sales vol- 

ume of the fishing tackle industry is paid out in wages and the pay- 

rolls of these industries amount to over $46,000,000.00 annually. 

1934 will show an increase over 1935 expenditure by fish- 

ermen and so this is one business that is growing regardless of the 

many back-sets which we as a nation have been experiencing of late. 

As time goes on and more hours outside the factory and shops increase, 

s0 will, also increase the hours spent on lake and stream by what may 

be termed. a nation of anglers. : fi



National Waltonian Economic Value of Game 
October, 1935 

( Wildlife ( rops Return Yash we 

: cord the actual units killed. However, such | 
‘stimates are bound to fall short here 

licenses and report their kills. | 

faclah paab of eve poe or ap 
ressed and ready for the pot, rabbits top- 

ped the list, numbering 50,381 valued at a 

$2.00 each ai mmercial game farms, 26,- | 
513 wild birds taken in the field and ap- | 

$29,821. Next in order are wild ducks val 
ued at $13,734.45 and ruffed grouse, $5,- | 

, In 1933, 494,000 licensees took game worth 

$2,268,000 not including those hunters who 
did not report their kill and farmers who | 
hunt on thei wn. propert vithout secur- | 

Ohio estimates that the cash value of 

5,672,308 units of game, half of this total 
being a <e of 2,338,360 rabbits. Other |
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SOME FACTS ABOUT SPORTSMEN 

The tables printed below, which Our readers are urged to give these 
were compiled by members of the tables careful consideration. Such 
Audubon staff from the most recent significant facts as the situation in 
available information, show three New Jersey, largely an urban and 
things: (1) The states in which suburban state, where there are 13.2 
license moneys, and receipts from sportsmen to every square mile, and 
fines, go to the conservation com- the extent to which sportsmen are 
missions, and those states in which outnumbered by  non-sportsmen 

the conservation commissions have everywhere, will be immediately 
been given, by the Legislature,some apparent. A study of the tables 
degree of discretionary power with will, we believe, throw considerable 
regard to seasons, bag limits, etc.; light on many problems involved in 
(2) the proportion of sportsmen to the sportsman-wild-life relationship 
population; and (3) the relation of and the sportsman-non-sportsman 
sportsmen to area. relationship. 

Chief sources of income for the work of state conservation departments, and records 
as to which states have given discretionary powers to such departments 

Se cae SRS de WU Tel | eS a eh Sa oe |e PES 
eld ala 

we|s roala 
State 29 | 8 | a2 | ee State Bg | 03 | 22) ee 

Es /28 | 82] oe gs lis | sf) 5 
Be a.e | 8 Ble 6 Bee ee eles ona 
D4 )/H#4 | ee | aw mo) ha | ee | aa 

Alabatiia . .”.~.'|' Yes’ | Yes:,|> Yes=| No Nebraska . . . .| Yes | Yes | No | Yes 
AnzOoe 6. | o |i kes| Yes | Yes) |: Yes Nevada... ..| Yes | No | No | Yes 
Arkansdseeo) alee Ves luo ves ne esml antes New Hampshire .| Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes 
California... . .| Yes | Yes | Yes || No New Jersey . . .| Yes | Yes | Yes | No 
Colorado: ts oo. Nes Yes! | Yes) ves New Mexico . .| Yes | Yes | No | Yes 
Connecticut 74)" Yess ves. |) Yes! |= Yes New York . . Yes coal comics 
Delaware . aly es | ees) ai) Ves |e ves North Carolina .| Yes | Yes | No Yes 
Florida. § 2.24...) Yes lweYesi| No Yes North Dakota. .| Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes 
Georgia. . ay) Neste) ses | Yesi|ip ves ORIG Ss con rakes | kes ual ies | over 
Idaho. |) Yes | Ses! | Yes | Yes Oklahoma...) “Yes || Yes |~ Yes | Yes 
Dinos 0 i.e Lesia| Les li Yes | No reponse ere Ves eas Nes sim Nes niiekes 
Indiana . Pees lies naesval anes Pennsylvania . .| Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes 
UOwa convinces slaves | vest) |p ukesi le ves Rhode Island . .| Yes | Yes | No | Yes 
RagsAS 97 tra), | = esa |e Yes.9 || No 7 Yes South Carolina .| Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes 
Kentucky... .| Yes | Yes | Yes) | No South Dakota . .| Yes | Yes | No Yes 
Moutsiana #2...) Yes iyes. | Now| Yes Tennessee. . . .| Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes 
UNiaiie oe ons ales limes] aves: || (Yes Texas eases. cles Ves |) Yes) Yesm|\eINo: 
Matyland.... .| Yes |*Yes-| Yes | Yes Utah oe eo | es) Ves: ||) Yes al Ves 
Massachusetts . .| Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes Wertiont 9.10904" 5es..| Yes sie No! No 
Michigan. . . Yes | Yes | No Yes NMirgtniage. Go 2a) Yes] <Xessi|c No: Yes 
Minnesota... .| Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes Washington. . .| Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes 
Mississippi . . .| Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes West Virginia . .| Yes | Yes | No | Yes 
Missouri ia/ =. | Yes _|--Yes' | No |) No Wisconsin. ©, “Yes: |/-Yes. | Yes! )|/-Yes 
Montana sncni.| Yess es. | Yes jay kes Wyoming... “| ese || WVesailisVesneee Ves: 

In most states in addition to the funds derived from peg and fishing licenses and 
fines, there usually is additional income from one or more of the following sources: Special 
licenses for taxidermists, scientific collectors, trappers, fur-dealers, anglers, commercial 
fishermen, fishing-boats, game- and fish-breeders, use of oyster-beds, shipping game, guides’ 
licenses, also sale of confiscated game, etc. 
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SOME FACTS ABOUT SPORTSMEN 

Relation of Sportsmen to Population 

‘ ‘Number of ‘ {Number of 
Licensed | Total Licensed | Total 

oe ‘Sportsmen|Population| So Be oa a Sportsmen|Population' ace He Dee 

Pennsylvania . | 529,303 | 9,631,350) 18.2 Kentucky . . .| 71,249 | 2,614,589 36.8 
New York . .| 523,402 |12,588,066 24.0 South Dakota . 69,938 692,849 9.9 
Michigan . . . | 399,090 | 4,842,325 12.3 North Carolina 66,622 | 2,170,276 48.0 
Ohio. . . . .| 379,797 | 6,646,697 17.9 Idaho... | 64,325, 445,032 6.9 
Indiana. . . .| 340,540 | 3,238,503 9:5: Maryland. . . 63,155 | 1,631,526 26.0 
Illinois . . . . | 281,233 | 7,630,654 23.5 Louisiana. . . 59,367 | 2,101,593 35.6 
Minnesota . .| 253,297 | 2,563,953 10.1 South Carolina 59,100 | 1,738,765 29.4 
Towa. . . . .| 225,086 | 2,470,939 10.9 Alabama . . 54,169 | 2,646,248 48.8 
Wisconsin . . | 184,315 | 2,939,006 1519) New Hampshire| 53,132 465,293 8.7 
Missouri . . . | 160,629 | 3,629,367 22.6 Oregon 43.7. 50,820 953,786 18.7 
California . .| 154,003 | 5,677,251 36.9 Tennessee. . . 48,002 | 2,616,556 54.5 
West Virginia . | 145,079 | 1,729,205 11.9 Vermont .. . 45,565 359,611 7.8 
Nebraska . . . | 139,379 | 1,377,963 99 Arkansas . . .| 42,237 | 1,854,482 54.5 
Washington . . | 127,596 | 1,563,396 12.3 Georgia .. .| 39,227 | 2,908,506 74.1 
Virginia. . .| 126,112 | 2,421,851 19:2) Blotida ss): 38,723 | 1,468,211 37-9) 
New Jersey . . | 108,573 | 4,041,334 37.4 North Dakota . 37,392 680,845, 18.2 
Maine . . . .| 103,080 797,423 a7. Wine ete eter 33,585, 507,847 15.1 
Oklahoma . . 92,293 | 2,396,040 26.0 Connecticut . . 28,216 | 1,606,903 56.9 
exas eta 85,272 | 5,824,715 68.5 Arizona... 20,325 435,573 21.4 
Montana... 82,862 537,606 6.4 Wyoming. . . 17,288 225,565 13.0 
Mississippi . . 80,305 | 2,009,821 25.1 New Mexico . 15,697 423,317 27.0 
Kansas . . . .| 78,220 | 1,880,999| 21.5 Rhode Island .| 9,196 | 687,497| 74.7 
Massachusetts .| 74,227 | 4,249,614 57.4 Nevada... . 5,280 91,058 U7.2 
Colorado . . .| 71,378 | 1,035,791 14.5 Delaware. . . 1,199 238,380 19.9 

Relation of Sportsmen to Area 

aan Licensed | Total [Number of wee Licensed | Total [Number of 
Sportsmen] Area Be) il Sportsmen} Area Pp il 

per sq. mile per sq. mile 

New Jersey . . . | 108,573 8,224 13.2 Mississippi. . .| 80,305 | 46,865 U7. 
Pennsylvania . . | 529,303 | 45,126 UG! Oklahoma . . .| 92,293 | 70,057 13: 
New York . . . | 523,402 | 49,204 10.6 North Carolina .| 66,622 | 52,426 1.2 
Indiana . . . .| 340,541 | 36,354 9.3 Louisiana . . .| 59,367 | 48,506 1.2 
Ohio... . .| 379,797 | 41,040 9.2 Tennessee . . .| 48,002 | 42,022 1.1 
Massachusetts. 74,227 8,266 8.9 Alabama... . 54,169 | 51,998 1.0 
Rhode Island . . 9,196 1,248 713) California . . .| 154,003 | 158,297 2 
Michigan . . .| 399,090 | 57,980 6.9 Kansas) i022 41> 78:20 |:'82,158) wo 
West Virginia .| 145,079 | 24,170 6.0 South Dakota .| 69,938 | 77,615 & 
Connecticut . . 28,216 4,965 5.6 Wd ano\err eon 64,325 | 83,888 a 
New Hampshire 53,132 9,341 5.6 Arkansas. ... || 42,237 | (53,335 7 
Maryland’ <5 ||) 63;155"| 12,327: 5.1 Georgia . . . .| 39,227 | 59,265 6 
Illinois . . . .| 281,233 | 56,665 4.9 Colorado . . .| 71,378 | 103,948 6 
Vermont. . . .| 45,565 9,564 4.7 Florida .. . «| 38,723 | 58,666 6 
Towa .... .| 225,096 | 56,147 4.0 Montana... . 82,862 | 146,997 aD 
Wisconsin . . 184,315 | 56,066 3.2 Qrepon = so... 50,820 | 96,699 5 
Maine... . .| 103,080 | 33,040 BA. North Dakota . 37,392 | 70,837 3 
Minnesota . . .| 253,297 | 84,862 2.9 Delaware ... 1,199 2,370. 5 
Virginia . . . .| 126,112 | 42,627 29 sLexasp:: esis 85,272 | 265,896 3 
Missouri. . . . | 160,629 | 69,420 eks} Nea Se iret ta 33,585 | 84,990 be) 
South Carolina . 59,100 | 30,989 1.9 Agizona os c 20,325 | 113,956 aly, 
Washington . 127,596 | 69,127 1.8 Wyoming ... 17,288 | 97,914 ety 
Nebraska . . . | 139,379 | 77,520 Le New Mexico . . 15,697 | 122,634 13 
Kentucky .. .| 71,249 | 40,598 ea Nevada.<9....; 5,280 | 110,690 04 
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Econ. Value 

For Minnesota Game and Fish expenditures for the year 1935, see 

Minnesota box.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 6 vo we 
Bureau of Biological Survey A? i ss 
Leia) pai cee a ea Seeley e 

HUNTERS' LICENSES ISSUED BY STATES, WITH MONEY RETURNS, FOR THE YEAR 1934 

States Resident Nonresident Total Money Return 
or alien 

Alabama......se0 66,775 305 67,080 $$ 89,801.00 

Alaska..cccccvees (a) 100 100 5,720.00 

Arizona.....seee- 20,514 b 182 b 20,696 55,075.00 

Arkansas.....e+e. 46,238 640 46,878 54,458.60 

California....... 173,402 500 173,902 334,429.00 

Colorado...sseeee 70,271 b 326 70,597 164,465.00 

Connecticut...... 26,496 b 395 b 26,891 98,347.00 

Delaware...sceeoe 1,582 b 64 1,646 2,549.00 

Florida....sesces 40,896 304 41,200 97,888.50 

Georgia...cecceee 43,851 216 44,067 62,338.00 

TOSHO’. 6.53.02. eee 67 ,575 3,879 b 71,454 140,555.35 

TILINOIB, 26 0 s6 00s 269,308 841 270,149 145 ,016.00 

Indiana........-. 324,383 b 199 b 324 ,582 294,985.00 : 

TOWRA. ccccccccccce 78,565 b 51 78,616 163,171.50 

ReneAGs sci. sc esices 78,069 126 78,195 78,951.00 
Kentucky.......+. 85,321 138 85 ,459 73,902.85 

Louisiana........ 57,035 472 57,507 60,310.00 

Maine... ...ccees 92,747 b 3,628 96,375 99,689.50 

Maryland........ 82,540 L762 84,299 138 , 428.20 

Massachusetts.... 74,698 bec 366 75 ,064 155,847.75 

Michigan......eee 430,000 3,780 433,780 556 ,500.00 

Minnesota........ 259,616. 204 259 ,820 294,003.80 

Mississippi...... 81,705 sol 82,006 115,291.00 

Missouri......... 154,061 b 590 b 154,651 230,539.00 

Montana.....cceee 89,481 b 106 b 89,587 153,901.00 

Nebraska....eees- 134,612 b 460 135 ,072 139,177.00 

Nevada....csceeee 5,190 89 5,279 13,895.00 

New Hampshire.... 50,204 b 1,704 b 51,908 118,450.00 

New Jersey....... 116,061 b 940 b 117,001 273,489.00 

New Mexico....... 15,998 b 1,107 b 17,105 80,688.25 

New York......e0. 585,440 b 3,929 b 529,369 995 ,670.94 

North Carolina... 125,622 b 890 b 126,512 123,798.50 a 

North Dakota..... 23,606 6 23,612 35,805.69 

ORIG sc o cislwnis cisie:eie 422 ,222 72 422 ,294 423,302.00 

Oklahoma......++. 80,790 406 81,196 85 ,324.00 

OFEsONs sens cess. 55,633 b 376 56,009 202,319.00 
Pennsylvania..... 568 ,666 6,024 574,690 1,227,692.00 a 

Rhode Island..... 8,044 141 8,185 17,438.00 

South Carolina... 71,836 1,571 73,407 124,453.00 

South Dakota..... 62,115 490 62,605 86,426.00 

Tennessee...+ss+ 55,185 b 146 55,331 95,678.21 

TOXAS...occecvces 82,227 246 82,473 157 ,532.72 

UGG. cc cviccncccs 45,227 b 644 45 ,871 101,568.90 

Vermont....sscree 45,336 b 1,125 41,461 62,625.10 

Virginia. .o.cseoe 125 ,027 b 1,089 126,116 203,992.50 

Washington....... 153,273 b 61 b 153,340 355,678.00 

West Virginia.... 158,166 b 223 b 158 , 389 187 ,969.00 

Wis@onsin.....+.. 213,269 239 213,508 199,742.10 

Wyollitig.. 3c.000.0 27,2055 506 b 07 7E 90,103.00 

Total....+- 5,876,083 41,962 5,918,045 $9,068,880.96 

a - None required. 

bd - Includes combined hunting and fishing or hunting and trapping. 

c - Includes 5858 free licenses to residents 70 years of age or over 

d - Returns incomplete.



SANCTUARY FUND GOES OVER TOP 

Veeder, Anna M. Verner, Mrs. H. F. Vickery, George | Harris Whittemore, Mrs. Mary C. Whittlesey, Mrs. 
F. Volkmann, John M. Wadhams, Mrs. W. Austin Frank G. Wild, Mrs. Henry L. Wilkinson, Miss M. A. 
Wadsworth, Anton E. Walbridge, Charles C. Walker, Willcox, Mrs. Arthur Williams, Mrs. George R. 
Mrs. Lindsay H. Wallace, Felix M. Warburg, J. B. Williams, W. B. Willicutt, E. S. Willing, Mrs. A. 
Warriner, Mrs. Thomas J. Watson, James B. Webber, _Willstatter, H. C. Wilson, Mrs. George Wood, Mrs. 
Mrs. F. A, Wellman, H. K. W. Welsh, Mrs. A. L. Ernest L. Woodward, Frank S. Wright, Mrs. W. T. 

Wheeler, Mrs. Alex M. White, Miss H. H. White, Yale, Mrs. Charlton Yarnall, Emily W. Young, 
Windsor T. White, Mrs. John K. Whiting, Mrs. Jessie Ziegler, Aug. Ziesing, Harold A. Zimmerman. 

Cruickshank Speaks to 4-H Clubs 

On June 18 and 19 Mr. Allan D. Cruick- part of their regular programs. He brought 
shank, representing the National Associa- to their attention the variety of helpful 
tion of Audubon Societies, spoke at the leaflets, colored pictures and other educa- 
annual National Camp convention of the tional materials that the Audubon Associa- 
4-H Clubs, in Washington, D. C. Approxi- tion offers for their use. Through leading 
mately 1,000,000 farm boys and girls field trips, projection of colored slides and 
representing all states of the Union are his delightful imitations of bird song, Mr. 
members of the 4-H Clubs. Cruickshank dramatized for the young peo- 

Hé outlined wild-life conservation projects ple the fascination and never-ending interest 
that 4-H Club members might well make _ to be found in the outdoors and its denizens. 

Plaque Erected at Sheldon Refuge 

A bronze plaque, commemorating the part salutary effect on the prong-horns is the 
played by the National Association of convincing demonstration, by the simple 
Audubon Societies and the Boone and _ erection of a fence about the Refuge, that a 
Crockett Club in establishing the Charles cessation of grazing by domestic livestock 
Sheldon Antelope Refuge, has recently been will bring back the plants on which dur big 
erected at the Refuge, which is now ad- game feeds. In an astonishingly short yme, 
ministered by tHe U. S. Biological Survey. within the fence, a rich cover has keés b- 

_ Probably Mf,€qual importance with its lished itself. 

SOME FACTS ABOUT SPORTSMEN 

he two tables printed on the next page will be studied by Brrp-Lorz readers. Once NON 

_Pring up to date the statistics on the same again New Jersey heads the sportsman-area As 
_ subject published in the November-Decem- column, with 14.2 sportsmen per square 

ber issue of Brrp-Lore last year. The figures mile; this concentration is more significant 
on numbers of sportsmen, given in the two when one recollects that New Jersey is 
tables printed herewith, are taken from the largely urban and suburban, and that over 
most recent information released on this considerable portions of the state hunting is 
subject by the U. S. Biological Survey. Data impossible. We trust that many sportsmen 
on areas and population were taken from the will consult these tables. Those who have 
World Almanac. been prone to blame the scarcity of game on 

In our opinion, the sportsman-population such factors as predation should learn much 

and sportsman-area relationship should be from these figures. As has been pointed out 
familiar to every person interested in con- in Audubon press releases, and items in this 
servation, especially since in many parts of magazine, purchasers of Duck Stamps—the 

the United States wild-life administrators are only sportsmen legally entitled to hunt 
almost—if not entirely—dominated by Ducks—represent a minute minority of the 
sportsmen. population of the United States; in 1935 they 

There is not sufficient space fora complete comprised only about one-quarter of one 
analysis of these figures, but we hope they per cent. 

Over [301 ] 
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(Continued from page 301) 

Relation of Sportsmen to Population 
EERE) cS A SE eS eee De) EE ee 

; Total [Number of . Total |Number of 
State ane ce) people per State bei (est.) [people per 

population) sportsman population) sportsman 

Pennsylvania . | 574,690 | 9,826,000 a7 Kentucky . . .| 85,459 | 2,657,000 31.1 

New York. . . | 529,369 |13,059,000| 24.7 South Dakota .| 62,605 705,000 13. 

Michigan . . . | 433,780 | 5,093,000 11.8 North Carolina | 127,783 | 3,301,000 25.9 

Ohio . . . . . | 422,294 | 6,836,000 16.2 Idaho 46. | °:71,454 448,000 6.3 

Indiana . . . . | 324,582 | 3,304,000 10.1 Maryland . . .| 84,299 | 1,671,000 19.8 
Illinois . . . . | 270,149 | 7,876,000 29.2 Louisiana . . .| 57,507 | 2,166,000 St 
Minnesota. . . | 259,820 | 2,602,000 10.0 South Carolina. | 73,407 | 1,750,000 23.8 
Iowa... . .| 78,616 | 2,485,000 31.6 Alabama .. .| 67,080 | 2,710,000 40.4 
Wisconsin. . . | 213,508 | 3,005,000 18.8 New Hampshire | 51,908 470,000 9.1 
Missouri . . . | 154,651 | 3,678,000 23.7 Oregon... .| 56,009 990,000, LL. 
California . . . | 173,902 | 6,158,000 35.4 Tennessee. . . 55,331 | 2,676,000 48.4 
West Virginia . | 158,389 | 1,786,000 13; Vermont ...| 41,461 361,000 8.7 
Nebraska . . . | 135,072 | 1,395,000 10.3 Arkansas 20): 46,878 | 1,876,000 40.0 
Washington . . | 153,340 | 1,608,000] 10.5  ||Georgia. . . .| 44,067 | 2,911,000] 66.1 
Virginia. . . . | 126,116 | 2,446,000 19.4 Florida . . . .| 41,200 | 1,575,000 38.2 
New Jersey . . | 117,001 | 4,231,000 36.2 North Dakota .| 23,612 688,000 29.1 
Maine .. - - | 96,375 804,000 8.3 Utah a le 45871 520,000 11.3 
Oklahoma. . .| 81,196 | 2,475,000 30.5 Connecticut . . | 26,891 | 1,655,000 61.5 
Texas. ... .| 82,473 | 6,073,000 73.6 Arizona. . . .| 20,696 457,000 22; 
Montana. . . 89,587 573,606 6.4 Wyoming . . 17,711 232,000 13.1 
Mississippi . . 82,006 | 2,057,000 25,1 New Mexico. . 17,105 437,000 26.7 
Kansas . . . .| 78,195 | 1,905,000} 24.4 Rhode Island . 8,185 705,000 86.1 
Massachusetts . | 75,064 | 4,335,000 57.6 Nevada... . 5,279 94,000 17.8 
Colorado . . .| 70,597 1,056,000 15.0 Delaware . . .| 1,646 242,000! 147.0 

Relation of Sportsmen to Area 

. Number of : Number of 
State ee ton! sportsmen | State Tcented ioe) sportsmen 

= per sq. mile SpORsMeN| PER lpersq. mile 

New Jersey . . | 117,001 8,224 14.2 Mississippi. . 82,006 46,865 1.8 
Pennsylvania . | 574,690 | 45,126 12.7, Oklahoma. . . 81,196 70,057 abo) 
New York . 529,369 49,204 10.8 North Carolina 127,783 52,426 2.4 

Indiana . . . .| 324,582 | 36,354 8.9 Louisiana . . .| 57,507 | 48,506 2) 
Ohio...) | | 422,294: 41,040 10.3 Tennessee . . . 55,331 42,022 133 
Massachusetts . 75,064 8,266 9.1 Alabama .. . 67,080 51,998 13 
Rhode Island. 8,185 1,248 6.6 California . . . | 173,902 | 158,297 11 
Michigan . . .| 433,780 57,980 75: Kansas a 78,195 82,158 95 
West Virginia .| 158,389 24,170 6.6 South Dakota . 62,605 77,615 -83 
Connecticut . . 26,891 4,965 aS Tdahon sn s5 6 71,454 83,888 -85 
New Hampshire 51,908 9,341 5.6 Arkansas i 46,878 53,335 -88 
Maryland. . .| 84,299 | 12,327 68 ||Georgia. .. .| 44,067 | 59,265 ‘74 
Illinois . . . . | 270,149 56,665 4.8 Colorado .. . 70,597 | 103,948 68 
Vermont ... 41,461 9,564 4.3 Florida . . : 41,200 58,666 ot 
TOwatias cca 78,616 56,147 1.4 Montana .. . 89,587 | 146,997 6 
Wisconsin . . . | 213,508 56,066 3.8 Oreron ini 56,009 96,699 58 
Maine. ....| 96,375 33,040 2.9 North Dakota . 23,612 70,837 133) 
Minnesota. . . | 259,820 84,862 eal Delaware .. . 1,646 2,370 69 
Virginia. . . . | 126,116 42,627 3.0 PLORARE au hn oe 82,473 | 265,896 col 
Missouri . . . | 154,651 69,420 22 Ugabet ea: 45,871 84,990 54 
South Carolina . 73,407 30,989, 2.4 Atizona 0. |. 20,696 | 113,956 18 
Washington . . | 153,340 69,127 2) Wyoming .. . 17,711 97,914 18 
Nebraska . . . | 135,072 77,520 1.7 New Mexico. . 17,105 | 122,634 14 
Kentucky, 4. 85,459 40,598 Qi Nevada... 5,279 | 110,690 05 
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Increase 3 : 
Hunting and fishing has inereased 15 Y)U+ 

per cent in popularity in one year, ac- = | Ata 

cording to figures recently compiled by ~ 
The American Wildlife Institute from 

official government data. The upswing 

took place in 1936, the last year for 

which accurate figures are available at 

the present. 
In 1935 there were only 5,988,064 

hunters’ licenses and 5,832,448 permits 

to fish issued. This made a grand total 

of 11,820,512 licensed to enjoy both 

sports. 
In 1936 hunters’ licenses jumped to 

6,658,158, or an inerease of 670,094. 

Fishing licenses the same year went up 

to 6,901,587, representing an increase of 

1,069,139. The total for 1936 was 13,- 

559,745, or an inerease of 1,739,233, 

which is 15 per cent higher than the 
1935 figure. 

These figures indicate that more than 

10 per cent of the entire population of 
the United States, which the United 

States Census Bureau estimates at 129,- 

818,000, has been licensed to either fish 

or hunt. 
In addition to those licensed to enjoy 

the outdoor sports, many more may fish 

and hunt without obtaining permits as 

women are not required to obtain fishing 

licenses in some states and many states 

allow those under a certain age to par- 
ticipate without being licensed. In most 

states it is not necessary to buy licenses 

to hunt on your own property.
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Digest of » we J gest o ov yee 

The Controlled Hunting Areas and the Pheasant Refuge Management 
System in Northwestern Qhio, by Lawrence H. Hicks 

(Release No. 23, 1937, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State 

University, Columbus, Ohio 

Record of Liberty Township, Wood Co., Ohio, 1936 (500 acre refuge, 9-day 

open season) 

Hunters: 300 non-resident @ $3 $900.00 
72 non-landowner @ 50¢ 36.00 

117 landowners @ 25¢ 29.00 
11 honorary permits 965.00 revenue for 

140 farmers hunted on own lands township assoc. 
210 hunters on lands outside this assoc. 
850 hunters in township (24 per sq.mi.) 

Removals: 2,366 pheasant cocks killed by huntors (66 per sq.mi,, 
216 Hungarian partridge 3 per hunter) 
840 rabbits 

1,800 pheasants live-trapped for restocking 
y,166 pheasants (1 per six acres removed from townshin) 

1,056 other game 

Residual 
Stock: 800 pheasants left on refuge as broedors 

1,800 live-trapped from refuge 

2,600 pheasants on refuge before trapping; density, 5 per acre 

Costs (if all refuge expense is charged against the trapped pheasants): 

2¢ per trapped pheasant for refuge maintonance 
wg " " " " trapping ($4 per day, 50 days, 

plus $100 for distribution) 
38¢ por pheasant (as against Ohio costs of over $2.00 

for adult game farm phoasants, $1.31-$1.57 for 
8-12 woeck birds) 

Stocking Value: (Survival as computed by Hicks from banding and 

shooting roturns; dotails of computation not known) 

1 wild-trapped pheasant has survival value of 1.5-2.09 game farm 
adults 

BUN " tt " " " "348 game farm 8-12 

wook birds



National Association of Audubon Societies 

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals 

1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

December 20, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

. The eee nteeetak “te tee 
gives you a convenient summary of « ures 
of sundry units presumably involved in any 
Federal reorganization which would set up a 
separate Department of Conservation. I thought 
you might like to file this with a copy of our 
tentative Reorganization bill, 

Sincerely, : 

Gre Wade, 

John H, Baker 
Executive Director 

Lo SG ea. 
ce re 3 

Vc bY. 
Nc Se 

j E 

i 
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THE EDITORS LOG ad 

hs pit WHAT I® the Federal Governsent spending for the conservation of 

naturel resources? 

When one uncertakes to log the anewer with any degree of 

exuctitude, he wuet necessarily eit cown with concentrated pa~ 

tlence and pick the conservation straws one by one from the 

governuental haysteck. A much quicker although less accurate 
anewer ie possible from a compilation prepared by the Brookings 

iPiS the Pnonpuafectton of the foceral goverment: “eareghtinr tion 
from the Institution's summary only those bureaus or agencies 

whose work in whole or in major part haw to co with the conser- 
vation Of natural resources, one arrives ot the following answer ~ 

for the year 1936: — 

Direct Guergency 
Appropriations Allocation Total 

Bureau of Biological Survey %$ 1,813,454 §% 2,380,234 § 4,135,686 
Burenu of ee © oe 5,340,041 10,945,519 16,285,560 

Forest service : 13,169,887 15,414,831 28,684,718 
Boil Conservation #ervice 4,048, 273 17,129,855 21,173,188 
General Land Office 3,383, 203 9, 265 3,373,938 

ee —— 2,156,880 1,138, 00 3, 295,180 
Dt on of ae 177,437 aevoumes 177,437 
Wational Park ce 10,589, 240 12,996,333 23,585,573 
Suyees of Reclamation 15,241,279 34,607,841 49,849,120 
Bufeau of Fisheries 1,486,979 152,460 1,639,439 
Civilian Conservation Corps ones 486,381,194 436 28h 194 
National Resources Vomalttee weeeeeee 788, 469 788 , 269 
Tennessee Valley Authority | 21,016,756 237,814,668 48,821,424 

_searttennmneestenececcset nt ee EEA HERERO SSA OTERO 
i 

Grand Totele.........+..-.878,385,629 $609,580,239 $687,905,668 — 

The total just misses $700,000,000. This ie an under rather 
than an over figure in that the listing does not include the flood 
Ceniees, Seek 66 he Sang anutneeeee the management of Indien forests 

by the Indian service, work of the Bureau of Mines, the Extension 

Service, the Resettlement Administration, the Bureaus of Plant Path- 

ology, Agricultural Keonomics, Chesistry and Soils, or any of the vast 
sums spent by the old AAA, it the pure conservation itene «re 
picked from the activities of these commen, the total would come 

close to ome billion dollars. 

Sane capeetioenes weno Ste See yee eae Thie year's spending 
for conservation will vary, of course, depending on what Congrees gave 

in direct appropriations, what the buresus dre able to gerner from 

Eelief funds and what the President Belds back fox budgevopalancing. 
There will be decreases here and increases there, CC, for example, 

hase been cut wore than $100,000,000. The Department of Agriculture, 
on the other hand, hae ,000,000 for benefit pagmente to farmers, 

which under the law suet go for conservation of the soil, fo and 

foreste, If therefore, seems eafe to predict that 1937 expenlivenee 
Wii] again approach one billion dollars,



oo ew 

The magnitude of our conservation budget will doubtless come 
Oe Ee omnes at fo others it will raise the question, 
o~ tha the country getting in return? One might af well ask, 
how old ie Ann? Over ninety per cent of the expenditures were 
emergency or ie one on for the triple purpose of relief 
economic pump and conservation works. To evaluate the 

ae UF cakes skabe andere dente eames unk Gar dae? 
ef calculations where experte don't agree and laymen don't 

understand. 

But considering all tangible and in ble values inherent 
bn saat cedeeeh vardicens tal kauasaan: too Glaaiek aoe ae 

> billioa os a tow Baw eS ae Ce not = 
excessive aegeure people preservation 
Ges th beiel UUkGs eoee waden Wake Betene depends, 

4i/ 

Written Ovid Butler, Fditor 
ieestaue Feruste, Socstben, 2287.
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REPORTED SALES OF MIGRATORY BIRD HUNTING STAMPS D k 
m 

7 ‘Aug. 14, 1934 July 1,1935 July 1, 1936 July 1, 1937 = Sta P 

__ States Jane soidasio Jone 30,1936 June 30,1987 Jane 90,1938 Tone Sales Up 

Alabama 2,533 1,408 1,914 2,889 8,739 A aie 
Alaska 2,000 2,380 1,708 1,640 7,728 Sales of “duck stamps” in the fourth 
Arizona 2 2,502 1,760 1,736 2,363 8,191 year of the annual series—July 1, 1937, 
Arkansas _......__ 11,973 9,134 10,368 11,799 43,174 to June 30, 1938—surpassed those for 
California _.._39,525 33,297 44,570 52,577 169,969 1934-35, the next highest year, by almost 
Colorado _....__ 10,482 6,695 11,917 10,517 39,611 150,000. The stamps, costing $1 each, are 
Connectieut —_ 4,372 2,116 2,381 3,249 12,118 required of hunters of migratory water- 

Delaware —_..... 3,600 1,259 1,115 2,001 7,975 fowl. However, persons who never go 

Dist. of Col... 1,204 958 Ol, 1,105 4,284 hunting but are interested in conserva- 

WMlorida 2 6,704 4,431 5,774 TLS 24,084 tion and stamp collectors bought many. 

Georgia). tes 1,540 730 816 938 4,024 For the year ended June 30, 1938, sales 

See ee 137 oT 96 155 485 eee a Ee oe of os = Boe 
dane t = see ts aN 9,840 6,610 10,526 10,138 37,114 0 per cent of the proceeds together wit! 

[ilinois: =... «42,687 36,337 5a,2o1 51,333 183,608 other available funds are used 2 the 

Indiana. 8,250 5,379 7,648 12,311 33,588 Bureau of Biological Survey, U. S. De- 
Towa 2s 16,129 18,910 27,294 25,427 87,760 partment of Agriculture, to acquire and 
Kansas Sl 34 17,353 16,118 18,868 69,673 maintain refuges for migratory birds and 

Kentucky 2,314 1,291 1,136 2,676 7,417 other wildlife. 
Louisiana 20,081 10,242 13,721 19,366 63,410 Minnesota was clearly ahead of the 
Moines 6,539 3,214 4,527 5,546 19,826 other States for the year with sales of 

Maryland __. 6,575 2,831 3,358 4,360 17,124 97,609 stamps. Wisconsin, Michigan, 
Massachusetts .. 14,124 6,033 7,380 12,161 39,698 California, Illinois, Texas, and Washing- 

Michigan 25,348 14,796 31,482 56,888 128,514 ton followed in that order. The four 
Minnesota 51,536 44,062 72,460 97,609 265,667 leading States and Washington all 
Mississippi. 4,703 3,154 3,168 4,855 15,880 showed appreciable gains over previous 
Missouri = 3see5 23/00 14,080 17,149 16,469 70,699 years, as did other States, notably In- 

Montana _...._ 14,120 10,474 14,903 15,884 55,381 diana, North Dakota, and South Dakota. 
Nebraska ..__ 21,336 17,818 20,280 22,939 82,373 Total sales for the four years amount to 
Nevada, =.= 2,513 2,272 3,398 3,921 12,104 2,469,867. 

= _New Hampshire_ 1,641 829 1,166 4,688 5,324 Stamps for the fifth year, the eurrent 
New Jersey 12,739 6,040 6,517 9,921 35,217 1938-39 season, are now available at post 
New Mexico 2,671 1,681 2,164 2,173 8,689 offices in all county seat towns, in cities 
New York. 21,502 11,917 15,470 23,286 72,175 Gio Wienaruision and’ over Galen 
North Carolina 4,964 1,995 2,865 5,097 14,921 some specially designated post offices. 

North Dakota. 5,947 6,581 6,069 9,513 28,110 Until June 30, 1939, this year’s stamps, 

Ohio _______ 10,407 7,001 10,493 14,662 42,563 showing pintails coming in to a landing, 
Oklahoma... 27,862 8,824 5,067 21,005 63,658 Tay (Dee Houeht ingly) Gd. blodkes ortan 
Oregon a aa 13,199 9,709 13,772 19,540 56,220 complete sheets of 28 stamps. Unsold 
Pennsylvania —_ 8,751 5,088 5,458 5,613 24,910 issues for past years are destroyed as 

Rhode Island rae 1,794 1,074 1177 L4v7 5,522 required by law and can be obtained only 
South Carolina 1,800 1,944 1,680 1,600 7,024 from -atap a eollesiors! dewere = and 
South Dakota. 12,594 9,461 8,025 17,639 47,719 priereaeni ne arenene ge tren 
Tennessee __ 6,918 5,024 4,754 5,366 22,062 Sales of the Federal hunting stamps 

Texas 42494 8,150 S348] 5ST MOAI gS SS Guay wears are elven De 
Utah ees 7,133 3,672 8,123 9,185 28,113 States in the table oj sae 7 
Vermont 1,754 1,116 1,256 1,810 5,936 Ree ee ee 
Witenes 4,628 1,792 2,251 3,052 11,723 

Washington 29,033 18,980 28,396 41,060 117,469 Taae =n een 
West Virginia 566 396 419 446 1,827 

Wisconsin 40,769 35,154 48,999 61,783 186,705 Fifty-three of 64 hunters apprehended 

Wyoming —.. 3,073 2,660 4,010 4,607 14,350 in South Carolina during September by 
i os —— =. ener ee State game wardens and U. S. deputy 

Motels a= 625 00K 448.204 603,623 783.039 2.469.867 game wardens for violation of mourning 
Sep ste =e Tee a Pa 4 ee ee Tee re aT.) Cove Hun tiueselawem hive = been assessed 

> fines totaling $1,220 by State courts, ac- 
Acres and Acres definitely tied up with this program. cording to a report received by the U. S. 

A total of approximately 6,018,650 For imstance, the extension program Biological Survey. The 11 other hunters 
acres are in research and demonstration based on findings at the research unit in are awaiting trial. 

areas of the cooperative wildlife re- the State of Texas alone has put nine Most of the arrests were made in Spar- 
search, demonstration and management million acres into farm-game manage- tanburg County, where 48 hunters were 

program of The American Wildlife In- ment areas. This is more land than caught shooting doves over baited areas. 

stitute, Bureau of Biological Survey, there is in the entire state of Maryland, ight hunters in Union County and 4 

land-grant colleges and state conserva- an area almost twice as large as the in Greenville County were also appre- 

tion commissions. state of New Jersey and more than the hended for the same offense. Four per- 
There are also millions of acres in combined areas of New Hampshire and sons were fined for shooting the birds in 

farm-game management areas which are Connecticut. Richland County in close season.
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CASH IN THE RANCHER'’S POCKET 

By Homer G. Towns‘ 

OTH by legislative declaration and by existing privilege of hunting that there are satisfactory farmer- 
B public sentiment, wildlife belongs to the people sportsman relationships in this section of the country. 
of the State. Although wildlife is produced on private The ranchers receive sufficient returns to justify defi- 
lands, legally there are attached to it no private rights. nite efforts toward game restoration, and the sports 
Nevertheless, in some sections of Texas the traditional men are happy to pay the price because they know 
system of free hunting has given place to one by which that game is to be had on these ranches. 
the landowner may be remunerated for the game raised A third point concerns the fact that the landowners 
on his property. Though without rights of ownership, have learned through experience that deer and turkey 
in the game itself, the landowner who protects wild- populations cannot be maintained on heavily over- 
life, and controls ingress to the land occupied by it, is grazed ranges. W.O. Harwell, manager of the Kerr- 
now conceded to have the right to charge the hunter ville Chamber of Commerce, writes that “wise grazing 
for the privilege of shooting over his holdings. practices ensure a more bountiful supply of game. We 
The new system has been in operation long enough know of many instances where hunters have gone out 

(8 to 15 years) and on a scale large enough, and has met to look over land offered for lease and then refused 

with sufficient success, to be worthy of consideration even to bother with making a detailed examination of 

by all interested in the restoration of upland game. the ranch when they saw how closely the grass was 
Some ideas of the acreage and cash involved, in at least grazed.” 
one part of Texas, may be gained from the following The fourth point for consideration concerns rigid 
list of 1938 hunting leases courteously supplied by the control of hunting. The owners have learned that 
Kerrville Chamber of Commerce: such control is necessary to maintain deer and turkey 

1. Dan Auld; 3,300 acres; 20 deer and 30 turkeys populations. This principle is demonstrated by the 
allowed for $1,000 cash. records of the Texas Game Fish and Oyster Commis- 

2. Albert Kramer; 2,332 acres; leased to 8 hunters sion which show that those ranchers who designate 

for $500 per annum. the number of deer and turkey to be taken each season 

3. Pat Rogers; 700 acres; leased to 3 hunters for are those whose leases are most in demand and those 

$150 per annum. upon whose lands the most deer and turkey are being 

4. Gay Sieker; 1,000 acres; leased to 5 hunters for killed. According to the commission’s report for 1936- 
$150 per annum. 37, there have been shooting preserves in west Texas 

5. Johnson Ranch; 3,000 acres; leased for $1,000 per for the past 12 years; and in five of the counties, land- 

annum. owners, as shooting preserve managers, have main- 
6. Live Oak Ranch; 5,000 acres; 20 deer and 30 tained rigid protection of their game and these counties 

turkeys allowed per annum; leased for 5 years for have produced one-half the kill. This is the record to- 
$10,000 cash in advance. day with over 6,700,000 acres in shooting preserves in 

7. Mrs. A. T. Whitstone; 3,000 acres; leased to 10 about 70 counties. The ratio was the same 7 years 

hunters for $325 per annum. ago when there were 2} million acres in preserves 
8. Ruth Griffin; 960 acres; leased to 2 hunters for in 34 counties. The ratio has remained constant 

$200 per annum. through the intervening years. 
In discussing these shooting preserves several points These banner counties now have an annual harvest 

should be considered. In the first place, the land- of over 4,000 bucks on about 1,000,000 acres. If other 

owners have learned that sportsmen are willing to pay counties get down to business in the same way, the 
for the privilege of hunting on lands where some effort total harvest eventually should be 25,000 bucks from 
is being made to maintain wildlife populations. Sec- the shooting preserves instead of 7,683 which was the 

ond, apparently it is only where sportsmen pay for the total for the past season. 
1 Regional biologist, Soil Conservation Service, Fort Worth, Tex. (Continued on p. 232) 

ea hae sa eam cee ek SA a es 
DOES WILDLIFE, MANAGEMENT PAY ? 

226 Soil Conservation, Vol. IV, No. 9, March, 1939, pp. 226, 232.



| culatus, coralberry; Viburnum spp., Viburnums; There remain, however, some good deer and turkey- 
Vitis spp., wild grapes. shooting areas on farms in Texas. A few ranchers, 
Herbaceous Plants.—Andropogon furcatus, big blue- under the direction of the game commission, have set 

stem; Andropogon scoparius, little bluestem; Andro- up preserves and charged enough for the privilege of 
pogon virginicus, broomsedge; Chamaecrista spp., hunting on them to make it profitable to maintain 
partridge peas; Helianthus spp., wild sunflowers; game populations. It is claimed that such commercial- 
Lespedeza, lespedeza; Sorghastrum nutans, Indian ization of hunting deprives certain classes of people of 

grass. the hunting privilege. But considering the steadily 
Uses of Marsh and Audaeie species diminishing supply of game under the free hunting 

anaiessaiecaiseesteasiercsgaearan aed en aa (ae system, and the mounting costs involved in finding 
Ll a8 eB and bagging it, the validity of such a claim may be 

g/ 8/2/28! 8 seriously questioned. The sportsman who cannot 
#|2 3 2e| 2 pay the price does not get even the “free” game; and 
Sleiele |e each season the price reaches a new high because the 

ma poate lero game population drops to a new low. 
Acorus calamus (sweethig) 2.2.0. ca[eue.| X |enss|o--s| i i i 
Bacopa rotundifolia 1 (waterhyssop)....|....|....] x |-..-|.... Actually, free hunting Passed with free land. It A 
Carex app; (sedges). caaeeseiiecsce| Ko) x [eescloave]o.c. now a delusion for which we pay a terrific toll in wild- 

Cephalanthus occidentalis? (buttonbush).] x |....|....] x | x life of all sorts. The State may own the game, but he 
Ceratophyllum demersum ® (coontail)...|....}....| x |----|.... i i: 
Chara spp. (muskgrasses)............|....|.-..[e..-] x [ose who owns the land determines whether or not it shall 

Oyperus spp. (Cyperus).......-......{eeeefevesfeeesece] x live or die. The landowner may not kill out of season 
Cornus spp:* (dogwoods)i.c.s-c.es6-c) X Woccsleesofooesl ee 
Dianthera americana (waterwillow)....|....|....]....] x |... or exceed the bag limit, under penalty of the law. But 
Echinochloa crus-galli! (duck millet)....} x | x }....]-..-| x he may, by destruction of habitat wipe out at one 
Eleocharis spp. (spikerush)...............| % | X |....| ¥ |... ; Gree a ; 
Hibiscus spp.? (swamp mallows).......| x |....J....Je.--] x stroke the entire wildlife population of his lands, and 

Jussiaea diffusa (water primrose).........../....] X Josefeoes the State cannot lift a finger. Of course, no landowner 
Leersia oryzoides } (rice cutgrass).......] x | x |....[....] x 5 y 
Myriophyllum spp2 (watermilfoil).....|....|....| x |c.cle.ee would deliberately do such a thing, but thousands are 

Potamogeton spp. (pondweeds)........]...-J....| x | X |.... doing it, little by little, either because they do not 
Polygonum spp.! (smartweeds).........] x |....|....[-.--] x ae : 
Radicula nasturtium-aquaticum (water- understand the needs of wildlife or because economic 

CLOSE a tern Rotter te were dren cert iaia'e1- 88) Sieieth| Selo araiaca| ca aeaeay i h i SEE oink Goes ne aes pressure drives them to wring some return from every 

Sambucus canadensis * (elderberry).....] x |....]....J.-. x acre. 
Saururus cernuus (lizard’stail).........J....]....]....] J... Wildlife management is a practical art. General 
Scirpus americanus (three-square)......}....] x |....Je..-Jeeee oe i eee 4 
Scirpus fluviatilis (river bulrush).......] x |....]....|----].... application of its principles would ensure the mainte- 
ae occidentalis (soft-stemmed bul- nance of reasonable wildlife population in perpetuity. 
Sparganium spp. (butreeds),..........] x | x |ecccloce, ret But the most important management measure—the 

ee miliacea (southern wild provision of adequate habitat—must be carried out on 
2 the land, and this involves trouble and oftentimes 

ane expense. If we can set in operation a system that will 

Seen So where bor ite canted in ib poods: make it worth while for the landowner to practice 

Pe ee wildlife management we can without question reverse 
CASH IN THE RANCHER’S POCKET “the present downward trend in farm and ranch game. 

(Continued from page 226) Is Texas pointing the way? 

A fifth point is that these ranches, where protection 
is given the range and where rigid control of hunting 
is practiced, are said to be the only lands within the 
State in which deer and turkey populations are not Sails 

declining, although they are by no means the only es 
territories adapted to these species. Several of the : x =<“ pea : , : aig, — Ee i 
preserves where little or no management is practiced ¥ «Ge s 

still have a good many deer, but the population is “algae me 
gradually being reduced. On many areas which could 
be made into good deer country, but are now open to 

free hunting, the deer and turkey populations have, 
for all practical purposes, disappeared. 
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PROFITS FOR THE FARMER 
By Charles A. Dambach',s Ernest E.Good ? 

Rea the farm wildlife crop is widely utilized by areas may be made highly productive. Almost any 
sportsmen and multitudes of other recreation patch of cattails will produce muskrats if there is per- 

seekers from urban centers has been realized for some manent water and if the homes of the animals are not 

time, but it is only recently that the management and disturbed. According to Enders, an acre of such 

utilization of this crop has been given due consideration ground, if properly managed, may be made to produce 
from the farmer’s viewpoint. The interest of the from 10 to 25 muskrats a year. In Ohio muskrat skins 

sportsman and nature enthusiast is assured, since these bring from 75c to $1.40 each. 

persons benefit from the farmer's efforts at little or no At Howell, Mich., where there is much “idle” 

expense to themselves. The farmer’s interest in main- marshland, one farmer’s son has earned about $200 a 

taining this resource, which only he is in a position to year trapping muskrats from a hundred acres of marsh 

control, depends, however, upon his conviction that with no management. A farmer in the Salt Creek 

wildlife management is a profitable practice on his land. watershed in Ohio has taken nearly a hundred dollars’ 
The returns to the farmer from wildlife management worth of furs per year froma marsh of less than 20 acres 

are by no means all economic, and the objectives may which was created in an abandoned coal-strip area. 

vary widely from one place to another. Management A survey in Muskingum County, Ohio, during the 

may be designed to maintain a population of desirable 1934-35 trapping season, revealed a total fur crop sold 
wildlife, to keep crop pests in check, or to provide to local buyers of 29,379 pelts with a cash value to the 

permanent erosion-control cover for critical areas on trapper of $26,300.70. The value of furs shipped to 
the farm. The farmers may wish to produce fur or mail-order houses was estimated at 15 percent of the 

game animals to be marketed, either directly or through total sold to local buyers. This brought the total esti- 
the sale of hunting, fishing, or trapping rights. To mated income from raw furs in the county for this 

others the assurance of outdoor recreation for the im- period up to $30,245. On an acreage basis this repre- 

mediate family and friends may be the chief considera- sents approximately a dollar's worth of fur for each 12 
tion. acres of farm land in the county, or an average of about 

Under average farm conditions, wildlife management $8 per farm. With proper management, at little ex- 
cannot be expected to return large dividends on a per- pense this income could be increased several fold. 

farm basis, yet the income per unit of area may be sur- The harvesting of wildlife for food has been profit- 
prisingly large when land not suitable for other crops able mainly to a few individuals who have taken ad- 

is wisely managed for wildlife production. Moreover, vantage of their neighbors’ generosity or indifference. 

wildlife is a crop to which all the land of the farm can For example, one farmer and his two sons in western 

be made to contribute, over and above its primary Tennessee trapped or shot 400 rabbits, during the open 
function. season in 1937, on their own and neighboring farms. 

On the average farm, intensive management is neither The rabbits were sold for 15¢ each, a total of $60. 
necessary nor desirable. Permanent wildlife improve- Hunters harvest by far the biggest share of the annual 

ments are brought about by adjusting land to proper game crop. This presents a perplexing problem to the 

agricultural use, avoiding acts detrimental to wildlife, farmer who is interested in improving conditions for 
encouraging the development of vegetation favorable wildlife but is hesitant to do so because of frequent 

to wildlife whenever consistent with good land use, abuses by the hunters. 
and using good judgment in harvesting the wildlife Damage to fences and livestock is a constant threat, 

crop. and attempts personally to control trespass often result 

Managed production of fur bearers may yield a in unpleasantness that is most distasteful to the average 

worthwhile though small income on the average farm, farmer; he feels that a point-blank refusal to permit 

and more substantial returns on land more favorable for hunting on his place would be inhospitable. Asa re- 
fur management. With proper care surprisingly small sult, all too generally a multitude of friends, relatives, 

WR eaesne eplorat slopes Sal Commer tiod Service Dayton ala acquaintances, and others, impose upon his good na- 
2 Project biologist, Soil Conservation Service, Mount Vernon, Ohio. ture until, in desperation, he posts his farm against 

DOES WiLDLIFE, MAMAGEMENT BPAY ? 
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hunting. Most farmers find it easier to tack up “no The Wood County system originated in Plain 

hunting” signs and hope they will be heeded, than to Township, Wood County, Ohio, in 1930. Different 
make a face-to-face refusal to each person requesting associations sell season permits to sportsmen at prices 

permission tohunt. This is well indicated by Lithgow ranging from $2 #0 53.50, making the purchaser a 

Osborne’s report at the Twenty-first American Game member of the essociz Hien and entitling him ve hunt OP, 

Conference, in 1935, in which he stated that two mem- Ee of the lands within its boundaries during the 
Teoh INTE EV Ect Cand Ene hunting season. The landowner or his children may 
ers O: partment, trav , : 

< a ney hunt over the whole territory for 25¢. Other resi- 

eling as ordinary sportsmen, were refused Posen dents of the area who do not own land are charged 50¢ 
to hunt at only 1 out of over 40 posted farms at which each. The money is used to pay for printing signs and 

they stopped. posting the land, employing special deputies to patrol 
In many instances farmers who are otherwise in- the territory, winter feeding, and various other game- 

terested in wildlife have hesitated to improve or main- management measures. A part of the annual income 

tain conditions favorable for game because of the cer- may be given to the community church or school, and 
tainty of the resultant increase in hunting pressure and the remainder is prorated to the farmers on an acreage 
its abuses. Some few, however, have worked out basis. 

various plans by which the number and desirability of Variations of this system are being tried in many parts 

hunters can be controlled. Some of these plans have of Ohio. In the Indian Creek Game Protective Asso- 
resulted in substantial remuneration from the sale of ciation, organized by Butler County farmers in 1936, 

hunting rights. each farmer receives a permit for each 15 acres on his 
Practically all of the systems in use in the Ohio farm. He pays the association 25¢ for each permit, and 

Valley region are based upon the procurement, by sells it to the hunter for 50¢. The permit is good for 1 
persons desiring to hunt, of a written or printed permit day’s hunting on the farm of the man who sells it. 
from the farmer. Of these, the Williamston plan and If he sells no permits he pays 1%¢ per acre for protec- 
the Wood County system have received most notice. tion against trespass. Most of the funds of the organi- 

Under the Williamston plan, which originated in zation are used to employ deputies to patrol the terri- 

Williamston Township, Ingham County, Mich., anyone tory during the hunting season. 
wishing tohunt must first obtaina ticket from It should be borne in mind that the organization of a 
a farmer belonging to the group. On the managed hunting area is purely a local problem and any 
tickets are the name of the organization and such plan must be made to meet local conditions. The 
the instructions to the hunter to park his car Wood County system, wherein the association member 

in the farmer’s yard, to be careful with guns may hunt over all of the farms in the area, is satisfactory 
\ and fire, to close gates, and to climb fences at in northwestern Ohio where similar hunting conditions 
so posts. He is reminded to obey the game laws, exist on practically every farm. It is not satisfactory, 

(e | ‘\ to be courteous, and is requested to come however, in southwestern Ohio or in other territories 

( S ji | again. The ticket is issued without charge, where the topography tends to vary the agricultural 
\ & i J and is returned by the hunter when he leaves practices so that some farms provide much better hunt- 
SZ the farm. The number of tickets per farm is ing than others. But these problems are readily solved 

| A decided each year on the basis of a majority if given concerted thought and effort under capable 
| opinion concerning the abundance of game. leadership by farmers and sportsmen with a real interest 
We | Usually not more than four tickets are issued in perpetuating game. 

] to any one farm; this prevents too many hunt- Control of hunting, however, is only part of wildlife 
| oe ers being on the land at one time. One of the management, though it is becoming increasingly neces- 

y tickets is often reserved for the landowner or sary, especially near large urban population centers. 
his family. A direct cash return from the sale of furs and of hunt- 

The organization is generally built around ing or fishing rights is important as an incentive to 
some community enterprise such as a church the farmer to make positive provision for the welfare 
orschool. A president, secretary, and a board of his wildlife. The greatest value of sound wildlife 

\ of five directors from representative parts of management on the farm, however, is biologic, for 

] the area are elected each year. The area the natural flora and fauna profoundly affect every 

\ is posted with signs provided by the State farmer in his economic and social relationships with 
ee : . department of conservation. the land. 
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20 SOUTH DAKOTA CONSERVATION DIGEST Wc? | %3% 

ONE MILLION WILL HUNT money is used to enforce the 
DUCKS THIS YEAR, STAMP law and to pay for the printing 
SALE RECORDS INDICATE and distribution of stamps. 

er ae ; Duck stamp sales show that 
At least one million Ameri- each year since 1935 there has 

} cans will hunt migratory water- been a large increase in the 
fowl this year, Bureau of Bio- number of sportsmen who at- 
logical survey officials predict. tempt to bag the migratory 

The forecast was based on waterfowl as the birds fly from 
trends noted in the number of the breeding grounds in Canada 
“duck” stamps, or migratory to their wintering homes in the 
bird hunting stamps, sold in the gouth. 
past five years. The total sales Total annual sales through- 
of “duck” stamps is considered out the country since the first 
to be a fairly accurate index of “duck” stamp was issued in 
the number of hunters that en- 1934 are as follows: 605,000 
gage in the sport, Survey offi- (1934); 448,200 (1935); 603,- 
cials said. 500 (1936); 783,000 (1937) ; 

According to a tabulation of and 1,002,700 (1938). The ac- 

stamp sales covering the five tual number of stamps sold in 
year period, sales last year to- the 5-year period is 3,472,582. 
taled 1,002,700, with every The increased number of 
state except Oklahoma and hunters as indicated by stamp 
Massachusetts showing an in gales agrees with general in- 

crease over 1937. During the formation received from Bio- 
last five seasons, hunters pur- logical Survey field workers, of- 
chased almost three and one- ficials said. It was pointed out 
half million of the “duck” that the drastic hunting restric- 
stamps. The first stamp was tions imposed in 1934, because 
sold on August 14, 1934. of the low migratory-water- 

At least 90 percent of the fowl population, discouraged 
proceeds from the sale of mig- many hunters from taking to 
ratory bird hunting stamps, the fields and marshes. Since 
which must be in the possession 1935, as waterfowl populations 
of all migratory-waterfowl increased, hunting restrictions 
hunters more than 16 years have been slightly liberalized 
old, are used for the purchase and a greater number of hunt- 
and maintenance of migratory ers have resumed active partici- 
waterfowl refuges administered pation in the sport. 
by the Bureau of Biological The tabulated report by 
Survey. Ten percent of the states is as folows: 

REPORTED SALES OF MIGRATORY BIRD HUNTING STAMPS 
STATES 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 TOTAL 
Alabama .... 2,533 1,403 1,914 2,889 4,940 13,679 
Arizona .... 2,382 1,760 1,736 2,363 2,919 11,110 
Arkansas ... 11,973 9,184 10,8368 11,799 15,342 58,516
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STATES 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 TOTAL 

California... 39,525 33,297 44,570 52,577 63,394 233,363 

Colorado ... 10,482 6,695 11,917 10,517 18,666 58,277 

Connecticut . 4,372 2,116 2,381 3,249 4,318 16,436 

Delaware .... 3,600 1,259 1,115 2,001 2,576 10,551 

Mlorida y<.. <.0:« 6,704 4,431 5,774 7,175 10,424 34,508 

Georgia ..... 1,540 730 816 938 1,387 5,411 

TdAhG —66%.. se 9,840 6,610 10,526 10,138 15,608 52,722 

Iilinois ..... 42,687 36,337 53,251 51,333 57,538 241,146 

Tnd@iana. ms ie 8,250 5,379 7,648 12,311 14,724 48,312 

FOWS a, (castro e's) ob bC, 129 18,910 27,294 25,427 36,267 124,027 

Kansas ..... 17,334 17,353 16,118 18,868 20,495 90,168 

Kentucky ... 2,314 1,291 1,136 2,676 3,465 10,882 

Louisiana ... 20,081 10,242 13,721 19,366 31,190 94,600 

MAING sees nse ats 6,539 3,214 4,527 5,546 7,812 27,638 

Maryland ... 6,575 2,831 3,358 4,360 6,861 23,985 

Massachusetts 14,124 6,033 7,380 12,161 12,087 51,785 

Michigan .... 25,348 14,796 31,482 56,888 80,458 208,972 

Minnesota ... 51,536 44,062 72,460 97,609 116,461 382,128 

Mississippi .. 4,703 3,154 3,168 4,855 6,306 22,186 

Missouri .... 23,001 14,080 17,149 16,469 20,034 90,733 

Montana .... 14,120 10,474 14,903 15,884 19,978 75,359 

Nebraska ... 21,336 17,818 20,280 22,939 30,847 113,220 

N. Hampshire 1,641 829 1,166 1,688 1,864 7,188 

New Jersey.. 12,739 6,040 6,517 9,921 14,486 49,703 

New Mexico.. 2,671 1,681 2,164 2,173 3,524 12,213 

New York ... 21,502 P1907 15,470 23,286 29,825 102,000 

No. Carolina. 4,964 1,995 2,865 5,097 6,362 21,283 

North Dakota 5,947 6,581 6,069 9,513 13,167 41,277 

OHIO 8 ae LOOT 7,001 10,493 14,662 19,076 61,639 

Oklahoma ... 27,862 8,824 5,967 21,005 19,675 83,333 

Oregon. 25... 13,199 9,709 13,772 19,540 22,435 78,655 

Pennsylvania. 8,751 5,088 5,458 5,613 13,353 38,263 

Rhode Island. 1,794 1,074 aia 1,477 1,824 7,346 

So. Carolina. 1,800 1,944 1,680 1,600 3,653 10,677 

South Dakota 12,594 9,461 8,025 17,639 22,334 70,053 

Tennessee ... 6,918 5,024 4,754 5,366 7,813 29,875 

ROXAS wos es.) Aaya ae 28,150 33,481 45,357 58,704 208,116 

Utatn eons 7,133 3,672 8,123 9,185 12,685 40,798 

Vernon’ 5 2%... 1,754 1,116 1,256 1,810 2,263 8,199 

Wire ina oc. «+s 4,628 1,792 2,251 3,052 4,538 16,261 

Washington . 29,033 18,980 28,396 41,060 46,151 163,620 

West Virginia 566 396 419 446 789 2,616 

Wisconsin ... 40,769 35,154 48,999 61,783 79,688 266,393 

Wyoming ... 3,073 2,660 4,010 4,607 5,731 20,081 

TOTAL ... 605,001 448,204 603,623 783,039 1,002,715 3,472,582
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) IS WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT WORTHWHILE TO THE FARMER?* yw 

By ‘ 9 

Frank C. Edminster 
Chief, Regional Biology Division 

, Soil Conservation Service 

There is a considerable divergence of views as to just what 

constitute economic wildlife values, However, these differences in view- 

point are not confined to wildlife management but are typical throughout 

the field of conservation. The ccovomist's approach to this question 

is well summarized by Professor Gcorge S, Wehrwein in "The Economist's 

Approach to Ecology": ” : 

:. “The economist is equipped or should be equipped to . 
set up a balance sheet of costs and income connected with 

_, the utilization or conservation of a given resources to guide 

the owner or the state in making decisions. Presumably he 
., ean tell whether a given technique "will pay" or not, but 

the economist immediately runs into the difficulty of 
deciding what “making it pay" means. Given a farm in full 
private ownership, does it pay to devastate the land and 
the environment, spending as little as possible and taking 
out as much as possible and letting the farm go down the 

river in twenty years? Yet that seems to have been the test 
on many a farm in America. On the other hand, does it pay 
the owner who believes it his duty to pass the farm to the 
next generation in as good if not bettcr condition than he 
received it from his father?" 

It scems to me that if wildlife management is to have a sound 

economic basis, it is necessary to accept the broader and long-time view 

expressed above and not the short-term depletion type of land management. 

If this is the case, what are the various economic values derived from 

wildlife resources and what is their value from farmer's standpoint? 

First, there are those values that pertain directly to the farmer. 

These include direct cash values and dirsct values that are tangible 

but may not be oxpressed as a cash crop. Then beyond these are indirect 

*Published in the June 1940 Issue of the "Ponnsylvenia Game News".
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values, some tangible and some intangible. In the first category, 

those values that may result in a cash return to the farmer include 

fur pelts, game fish, and hunting rights. Of the values that are 

direct but are not in themselves a cash crop game animals and sport 

fish are included. These provide food in the form of meat and fish. 

Among the indirect tangible values, there are insect control 

and rodent control. ‘The average farmer, even though he possesses these 

values on his farm to a considerable degree, is not readily appreciative 

of their presence. 

There are several intangible values resulting from wildlife man- 

agement. The first of these is sport. Farmers may or may not con- 

sider this a value, depending upon their personal point of view. Among 

the other intangibles is the fullness of living that may be derived 

from having wild creatures about. Finally, there is the part played by 

animals in balancing nature's budget. The velue of these animals in 

providing checks and balances among cach other and with other forms of 

plant end bnimal life is of inestimable importance although scarcely 

recognized by the average individual, much less appreciated. 

Peeenent of Wide es, 

Now, let us go over these verious values again and see what types 

' of economic returns we can attribute to each. Naturally, wherever 

possible these should be reduced to monetery terms, since this is the 

usual accepted basis of all values. However, I must reiterate that 

we cannot confine our vslues to those meusureble in terms of dollars if 

we are to successfully promote the ceuse of wildlife management from 

the economic standpoint. In considering these values, let us sum them 

up from the standpoint of the nation as a whole and of Pennsylvania in 

“particular. . Cee
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Although the value of wildlife can never be accurately figured 

in terms of dollars and cents, there are some figures that apply. For 

instance, the value of wild furs in the United States ranges from 

approximately twenty to seventy million dollars annually. It ranges 

from one to two million dollars annuelly in Pennsylvania. These furs, 

of. which the muskrat and the skunk are a considerable part, are taken 

to a considerable extent by farmers and farm boys. The importance of 

this cash return to the farmer will vary greatly from one farm to 

another. Some farmers who possess 9 good quality muskrat marsh may 

derive as high sn income per acre from this land as ‘Bie an average 

fertile field, but these cases are the exception rather than the rule. 

Ordinarily the return per farm from wild furs is exceedingly low and 

where this is the case, the income is usually taken by the farm boy. 

To him, however, this income may seem considerable even though amount- 

ing to only five or ten dollars a year. Generally speaking, the return 

from wild furs is not such as to encourage the farmer to put forth much 

effort for the improvement of this crop. 

Cash returns from hunting rights also vary in various parts of 

the country. There are indications that this economic value is of con- 

siderable importance to some communities in parts of the country. 

However, there is little indication to date that cash returns from the 

sale of hunting rights will prove of great importance to Pennsylvania 

farmers. This return for hunting rights sometimes takes the form of 

state subsidies where the state wildlife agency uses funds provided 

by the sportsmen to pay for open hunting grounds, but in no instance 

- to date has the smount invested in these payments been large enough to 

“ be of great importance to the farmers of any state as a whole.
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A further tangible value of wildlife is the meat value. For the 

United States as a whole, the estimated meat value of game and fish is 

about 190 million dollars annually. In Pennsylvania, the value of the 

10 to 15 thousand tons of game is worth around 6 to 8 million dollars. 

The food value of game fish in Pennsylvania cannot be readily estimated 

since figures are not available as to the quantities taken. 

An indirect but very tangible end very important value resulting 

from wildlife is its value for insect control. The U. S. Biological 

Survey has estimated that the cesh value of insectivorous birds in 

insect control amounts to about 2240 per acre for the humid regions 

of the country. This would mean an annual value of 6$ million dollars 

to Pennsylvonia alone. Indeed, it is highly probable that without the 

birds, control of insects on farmland would be impossible and, hence, 

+ farming would be impossible. If this be true, then it is apparent that 

any monetery value attributed to birds is not « complete appraisal. 

The place of wildlife in the control of rodents is essentially 

the same as in the control of insects. There is no estimated per acre 

value available but in many parts of the country the part played by 

predatory specios in the control of rodents is vital to the continuance 

of farming. 

It is estimated that in the United States 400 million dollars is 

expended annually by hunters ond a similar amount by fishermen in the 

pursuit of their sport. This huge expenditure clearly places wildlife 

management in the category of "big business". Very little of this 

trade is of direct and immediate benefit to the farmer. However, a 

considerable proportion of this money is expended in rural communities 

and, as such, pleys a significant part in the cconomy of these communities. 

Thus, indirectly, these business values are of considerable importance 

to farmers.
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Many millions of dollars are spent annually by state wildlife 

agencies from funds derived from hunting, fishing, and trapping licenses. 

In the State of Pennsylvania the game fund alone smounts to nearly 1g 

4 million dollars annually. 

There are at present approximately 7 million licensed hunters in 

the United States of which nearly eae are in Pennsylvania and 

about 6 naiakee licensed #1 sharnen of which about 4 hundred thousand are 

in Pennsylvania. These two groups are not aanehoneae separate, but 

at a minimum, the sports of hunting and fishing furnish recreation for 

somewhere between 7 and 13 million people. Many of this number are not 

required to take out licenses, so it is probable that the total figure 

is nearer 13 million than 7 million. Since this group is largely confin- 

ed to the adult population, predominantly men, it is probably true that 

about half of the able-bodied men in the country are participants in 

these sports. To this huge number must be added those people who, 

ect the mediums of hiking, camping, picnicking, ete., derive a con- 

siderable portion of their HEU kwon ton in the enjoyment of 

wildlife. How much this is worth is snybody's guess. 

On the basis of the various economic values connected with wild- 

life, it is clear, that wildlife management is seldom justified for 

the dadtyhaied farmcr on the basis of direct cash values. Even if 

other tangible values are included such as food obtained from game and 

business velues, it is still dovbtful if the average farmer can become 

very enthusiastic about expending time and inoney for wildlife benefits. 

It is thus clear that if wildlife management is confined to game manage- 

ment, the farmer will not ordinarily go very far out of his way to 

install de comuancee practices. However, if the farmer is encouraged
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to carry out wildlife management neeeunes in order that he may reap 

the great variety of henertts which result from wildlife, his sincere : 

e attention can be attracted. 

Insect and rodent control certainly warrant much consideration 

on the part of the former . If his problems of artificial control can 

be lessened by biological controls, this means a saving to him of both 

time and money. It is also sssential for every farmer bs appreciate 

the conservation benefits that come with proper tens neanagement for 

wildlife. In addition to this, it is highly desirable that he participate 

in the social ana business values although this may not be essential to 

attaining his interest. : 

: The question of whether or not a farmer cen afford to manage 

wildlife might better be stated this way: Cen the farmer afford not to 

manage his farm in such a way os to benefit wildlife? Here is the real 

key to the problem of farm wildlife management. The practices that 

: are of behefit to wildlife must be important, first, to the welfare 

of the farmer end his farm. Their wildlife values are of secondary 

priority in Hieelanns If any given practice is going to improve 

it a man's farm, oaher from the standpoint of increasing his income or 

of preserving his capital assets such as the soil, then it is obvious 

that the farmer is going to be interested. Fortunately, most of the 

vital wildlife management measures con fit into such a scheme. 

Wildlife as a part of good land use noeds to be emphasized in 

farm management « Conservation of the natural resources of each farm 

is necessary to support the present and future generations. Good land 

usé includes a more! obligetion to preserve, not destroy. In the long 

run it is good business to conserve the basic capital resources of the 

farm. :
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To do this, each acre should be devoted to its proper use. Land 

i should not be used with an intensity greater than it cen stand end still 

continue to be productive. If each part of the farm is devoted to a 

: use to which it is physically adapted, a good balance between land 

cover types will usually result. 

The question of what the fermer can afford to do is usually tied 

in closely with the utility of any farm practice. However, instead of 

merely asking himself whether he can afford to do something, each 

farmer ought to ask himself whether he can afford not todo it. If 

he asks himself the question this wey, he often finds out that he can 

afford to do it. ( 

nh Can o farmer afford to have woods on his farm? In most ceases 

; the enswer is clearly yes. He can afford it because he obtains usable 

products from the woodland snd even may obtein o cash income from it. 

! . It is only one step farther for him to appreciate the necessity of 

handling his woodland in such a way that these values are permanently 

maintained. Here, then, is a wildlife management concept of the first 

importance--proper cere of woodlands. It follows quickly that any 

NEA fence necessary to prevent grazing of the woodland by livestock would, 

of course, be worthwhile. 

Can a farmer offord to have ponds, hedges, windbreaks, and similar 

types of somi-economic areas? If these areas are only good for wild- 

life, the answer is almost certain to be, "No". Fortunately, however, 

these areas can be made to serve many other values that sre of great 

importance to the permanency end well being of the farm. Hedges, when 

planted on the contour and properly maintsined, are o valuable soil 

conservation measure and are of benefit to the farmer in many ways in
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addition to being good for wildlife. Similarly, ponds may be made to 

serve as sources of livestock water withbut in any way decrensing their 

‘ wildlife value. 

In conclusion, I would like to venture a brief description of 

what oa well-managed farm can.look like and how it can benefit wildlife. 

The livestock are confined to pasture; #11 woodlands, swemps, and ponds 

are protected from livestock. Fields snd woods are not burned. Streams 

flow clear and cool and the bonks sre covered with vegetation--no 

straightening of meendering curves and no conerete bottoms. Woodlands 

are a natural, healthy community with trees of all sizes and native 

varicties--mostly straight-boled but with some snags and the margins 

‘surrounded with shrub borders. The fields are fitted to the land with 

il luxuriant crops. Little erosion occurs in the winding contour crop 

. bands thet fit the topography like a custom-made garment. There is a 

network of well-kept hedges on many of the contour field borders. All 

odd corners such as rock outcrops, former gullies, streambanks, and 

similar areas are in thickets of shrubs or other protective cover. There 

is an equilibrium of plant and animal life. Woods and waters frame 

the crop fields in a steble soil. There are song birds for the insects, 

hawks for the mice, and foxes for the rabbits; a patch of violets here 

and a clump of orchids there; muskrats from the pond and a few skunks 

: from the corner thickets to enrich the young boy's spending money. In 

‘ the Viburnum hedge there is a covey of quail and the partridge drums 

in the woodland. 

i When a farmer brags about the 122 snecies of birds that visit his 

farm yearly; when he is proud that the reins no longer add color to his 

clear stream--then thers will be conservation, health for the land, and 

happiness for the people.
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IS WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT PRACTICAL NEAR 
POPULATION CENTERS? 

Merri C. GILFILLAN. 

Ohio Division of Conservation and Natural Resources 

Ohio is divided into seven wildlife districts. The various districts 
of the State offer problems peculiar to each section. One of the most 
difficult problems presented was that of producing a wildlife crop in 
the heavily populated district of northeastern Ohio. This section of 
the State is industrial and includes in a small radius such cities as 
Cleveland, Akron, Youngstown and Canton. The hunting pressure is 
heavy ; hunting territory is limited and the game crop is insufficient to 

meet the demand. 
The rural population is extremely dense and the farms are small. 

High land values, high taxes and high operating expenses on small 
farms result in an attempt to utilize every acre. This paper attempts 
to show that changes in land-use, favorable to wildlife, are practical 
under such conditions. 

The material for this paper was secured on the 1,576-acre Stewart 
Lake Game Management Area in Portage County in northeastern 
Ohio. This area, located between Cleveland and Akron, was established 
in June, 1937, as a demonstration area in wildlife management with 
twenty-three landowners cooperating. It is located in the glaciated 
Appalachian plateau and is dotted with morainie swamps and potlioles. 
Farms average 68 acres in size and the soils are silty clay loam and 
sandy loam derived from glacial sandstone and shale. Some muck land 
is present. 

Farming practices are greatly influenced by the soils and climate in 
this region. Soils are very acid and tequire heavy applications of 
lime to grow legumes.. A growing season of less than 150 days limits 
the profitable production of some crops important to wildlife, particu- 
larly corn grown for grain. Thus corn and legumes which are asso- 

ciated with large wildlife populations in other sections of the State, 
oceur in limited quantities in northeastern Ohio. Other crops grown : 
are wheat, oats, soy beans, buckwheat and native grasses for hay. As 
dairying is the predominant type ‘of agriculture, all crops are har- 
vested cleanly and all land not cultivated is heavily grazed. 
Summary of Wildlife Management Practices — General wildlife 

management practices were followed. Those mentioned herein were 
found to be most successful and produced the greatest returns for a 
given amount of effort. 
Management efforts were concentrated on the numerous swamps and 

potholes which, when undisturbed, are invaluable as winter, nesting 

REPRINTED FROM TRANSACTIONS OF THE FIFTH NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE, 1940. AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE, 
INVESTMENT BUILDING. WASHINGTON, D. C.
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and roosting cover. Cover development consisted primarily of restric- 
tion of grazing in swamps. Small earthen dams were constructed to 
maintain the water level of these swamps. The improved growth of 
swamp vegetation which resulted provided nesting cover for large 
numbers of ducks and muskrats. It provided ideal winter cover where 
ringneck pheasants, rabbits and other wildlife sought shelter. 

To provide a constant supply of food for critical periods numerous 
food patches were planted throughout the area. Food patches adjacent 
to swamps were most productive and supported large populations of 
wildlife species, including pheasants, quail, ducks, rabbits, fox squir- 
rels, raccoons, muskrats, woodchucks and numerous small rodents and 
song birds. Corn was the preferred food and after the first year was 
the only grain planted. Several thousand trees and shrubs of value 
as food and cover to wildlife were planted along fence rows and in 
waste areas. 

Five wildlife safety zones were established to provide an area of 
escape from hunters. Swamps were usually utilized as safety zones 
because of the cover and the natural boundary which lessened the pos- 
sibility of violation by hunters. : 

To encourage natural propagation farmer vigilance in locating and 
saving game bird nests from destructive farming operations was urged. 
In 1938 this vigilance was rewarded with the saving of thirteen pheas- 
ant nests and of these ten were successfully hatched. A brood census 
taken in August, 1938, resulted in the:observation of 30 broods with a 
total of 198 pheasant chicks (6.6 chicks per brood). As pheasants had 
never been well established in this section of the State 143 artificially 
propagated birds were stocked to provide initial brood stock. 

Landowners in northeastern Ohio are greatly harassed by trespass- 
ing and suffer considerable property damage from careless and reck- 
less hunters. The farmers of this area were quite willing to follow 
wildlife management practices in return for the protection which this 
plan afforded them. Once the plan was in effeet many other advan- 
tages were recognized which helped to convince them further of the 
value of such a program. 

Method of Harvesting—The Ohio plan of operating controlled hunt- 
. ing was reported at the Conference by Benjamin in 1939. This area 

was divided into five districts of. approximately 300 acres each by 
means of easily recognized boundaries. This method facilitates plac- 
ing and checking of hunters and makes possible securing accurate 
records of the harvest in each district. A record of all wildlife killed, 
erippled and observed was obtained by means of a questionnaire on the 
hunting permit tag. <A record of all fur bearers trapped was secured 
from the landowners or persons who had trapping permits. 

Some regulations which influence the wildlife harvest should be men-
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tioned. The quail is a song bird in Ohio. Squirrel and ruffed grouse 
were protected on this area and night hunting for raccoon, skunk and 
opossum was prohibited. Woodchucks were protected until 1939 to 
increase the number of burrows for other wildlife and are not included 
in the kill: A season limit of one cock pheasant per hunter was en- 
forced on this area. The wildlife harvest represents only the harvest- 
able surplus at best and in some cases (fur bearers) the surplus was 

not taken. 
Harvest Results—In 1938, 988 pieces of fur and game were har- 

vested from this area. No hunting had been permitted the previous 
year and this year was exceptionally wet. In 1939, a total of 614 pieces 
of fur and game was harvested. This was an unusually dry year and 
many of the smaller swamps dried up, particularly where no effort had 
been made to conserve the water. Consequently the take of muskrats 

and waterfowl was greatly reduced. 
Recreation — As stated before, the privilege of hunting is highly 

prized in this section of the State near population centers, especially 
by the hunter in the low income bracket who can not afford a trip to 
the better game country. Consequently this area was very popular 
despite a lack of publicity and many hunters were turned away. A 
limit of one man per 40 acres per day was adhered to throughout the 
season. In 1938, 336 hunter days were permitted, 147 for waterfowl 
and 189 during the 9-day season on upland game. In 1939, 250 hunter 
days were permitted, 60 during the waterfowl season and 190 during 
the 10-day season on upland game (6 days for pheasants). The aver- 
age hunting day lasted three hours in 1938 and 4.3 hours in 1939. The 
average daily bag per hunter was 1.65 pieces of game in 1938 and 1.6 
in 1939, 

Economics of Wildlife Harvest—A common criticism of many con- 
servation practices is the cost involved. Figures from the Stewart Lake 
Area indicate that wildlife management practices on this area are self- 
sustaining if not actually profitable and meet the criteria of economic 

: feasibility. 
In 1938, managed swamps yielded 444 pelts with a value of more 

than $350.00. In 1939, 242 pelts were taken with a value of $275.00. 
The trapping program was not as extensive as it could have been. No 
effort was made to trap the upland fur bearers (skunk and opossum) 
due to the relative ease with which muskrats could be taken and be- 
cause of the low price. A few small and isolated swamps were not 
trapped. 

Seventy acres of swamp land yielded $350.00 worth of fur or $5.00 
per acre in 1938. In 1939 the same area yielded $275.00 from fur or 
$4.00 per acre. Fees from hunting permits at fifty cents per day 
totaled $125.00 in 1938 and $100.00 in 1939. This income averaged
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$5.50 per farm in 1938 and $4.35 in 1939. 

Landowners on the area expressed the opinion that the hunting fee 

repaid them for their investment in wildlife management and that the 

income from the fur crop which was produced concurrently with the 

game crop represented a profit from the submarginal land on their 

farms. The average annual gross cash income is $868.00 per farm in 

Portage County or approximately $12.50 per acre. Hence the fur in- 

come from the submarginal land compared favorably with the net 

income from cultivated land. 

SumMary 

The data from this area represent only two years and do not justify 
conclusions. They are summarized to indicate possibilities and trends 

in northeastern Ohio. 
1. Wildlife management as practiced on this area is compatible with 

good farming and is acceptable to farmers. 

2. The optimum of wildlife management was achieved on this area 

by managing swamps, planting food patches adjacent to swamps and 

saving game bird nests. A more intensive program might evoke the 

law of diminishing returns. 
3. These practices produced a harvestable surplus of wildlife great 

enough to satisfy farmer and sportsman. The yield per square mile 

was 406 pieces of fur and game harvested in 1938 and 249 pieces in 

1939. 
4. The proximity of population centers created a demand for this 

surplus and provided a ready market which repaid farmers for their 

efforts. 
5. The income from the fur crop represented profit to the farmers. 
6. This income was great enough to justify the necessary changes 

in land-use. 
7. The net income per acre from submarginal land compared favor- 

ably with that of farmed land. 

TABLE 1. HARVEST STATISTICS FOR STHWART LAKE GAME MANAGEMENT 
ARWA FOR 1938 AND 1939 
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ui-he Fen 89,195 waterfowl stamps sold in Wisconsin for 1941 season. Qe 

78,458 waterfowl stamps incomplete estimate for 1942=13 
Season. Can expect at least 2,000 more to come in. 

(On authority of Walter Scott via telephone 
conversation with Fish and Wildlife Service)
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For Release to PMs of WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25, 1943. 

Hunters who harvested the wild game crop during the 1942-43 hunting 
season took 255,404,000 vounds of usable meat, according to a report made 

to Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes, by the U.S. Fish and Wild— 
' life Service. 

Based on data taken from State Game Denartments and other sources, 
the tabulation reveals that deer alone yielded more than 59,000,000 pounds, 

with elk 9,000,000, and antelone, moose, bear, mountain sheep and goats 

totaling 1,650,000 pounds, 

Among upland game, wild rabbits amounted to 68,735,000 pounds, 

squirrels more than 22,000,000, while raccoon, onossum and woodchuck totaled 

14,222,000 pounds, 

Ducks accounted for 32,500,000 pounds and geese, 3,000,000. 

Upland game birds, including quail, vheasants, grouse, partridges, and 

wild turkeys, totaled 42,243,000 pounds, with pheasants (15,000,000 of them) 

accounting for 30,377,000 of the total. 

Doves, bandtail vigeons, and woodcock added 2,405,000 nounds. 

"With the present severe shortage of domestic meats due to the necessity 
for shipping such large quantities to our armod forces and to our allies, 

these wild svecies nrovide a food resource that is becoming increasincly 

important," said Albert MK. Day, assistant director of the Fish and Wildlife 
Service, "A deer or an elk or a pheasant or a crécl cf fresh water fishes 
taken by a svortsman and used in the home or given to his friends releases 

an equivalent amount of beef, pork, lamb or poultry “nat can be consumed 

by the public or made available for military necds." 
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NEARLY $11,000,000 RECEIVED 
PROM ANGLER FEES Il 1941-42 

More than $10,731,000 in fees were naid by anglers for 8,423,218 fish 

ing licenses during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1942, the Fish and Wild- 

life Service reported today to Secretary of the Interior Harold lL. Ickes. 

Of the total licenses 7,501,688 were for residents and 921,530 for 

nonresidents, including aliens. 

Although 419,184 more licenses wore issued in the 1941-42 season than 

- + dn the previous year, thoro was a decrease in revenue reported of $886,801. : 

This is accounted for by the fact that the 1940-41 figures included the 

total revenue from combination liconses which permit hunting and trapping 

as well as fishing, whereas the amount avplying to hunting and trapping is 

not included in this year's report. 

Michigan topped the list with 843,953 licenses issued to anglers. Ohio 

ranked second with 672,817, followed by Minnesota with 581,449; Indiana, 

519,604; California, 458,177; Illinois, 446,920; Now York, 441,123; Wiscon= 

sin, 411,762; Pennsylvania, 403,143; and Missouri, 350,151. 

California, however, exceeded all other States in the fees paid for 

licenses with the receipt of $932,317. Last year California was in 8th 

place with New York leading the list, This year New York ranks 6th. 

Minnesota was second in 1941-42 with $921,366. Other high-ranking 

States included Michigan with $870,378; Wisconsin, $733,155; Pennsylvania, 

$657,366; Now York, $651,064; Ohio, $415,875; Indiana, $379,831; Illinois, 

$357,585; and Oregon, $330,247. 

Reports from all the States wore as follows: Alabama received $51,295 

for 46,091 licenses; Arizona $61,583 for 32,488; Arkansas $90,804 for 45,511; 
California $932,317 for 458,177; Colorado $174,561 for 167,789. 

Connecticut $150,214 for 51,573; Dolaware $6,093 for 2,935; Florida 

$114,209 for 80,308; Georgia $43,876 for 34,681; Idaho $150,358 for 122,575; 
Illinois $357,585 for 446,920; Indiana $379,831 for 519,604, 

Bs Towa $210,215 for 233,135; Kansas $134,285 for 133,205; Kentucky $69,129



for 65,601; Louisiana $111,155 for 52,695; Maine $210,857 for 124,702;. Maryland - 

$36,965 for 25,319; Massachusetts $249,058 for 145,741; Michigan $870,378 for 
843,953; Minnesota $921,366 for 581,449; Mississippi $36,694 for 22,9363 
Missouri $301,617 for 350,151; Montana $124,714 for 107,361; Nebraska $93,734 
for 99,023; Nevada $23,738 for 14,745; New Hampshire $161,699 for 85,612. 

New Jersey $172,131 for 83,990; New Mexico $88,473 for 39,761; New 

York $651,064 for 441,123; North Carolina $97,874 for 69,967; North Dakota 
$10,624 for 21,247; Ohio $415,875 for 672,817. 

Oklahoma $195,518 for 152,985; Oregon $330,247 for 126,272; Pennsyl- 
vania $657,366 for 403,143; Rhode Island $16,107 for 13,495; South Caro— 

lina $18,056 for 14,732; South Dakota $61,513 for 54,839; Tennessee $159,896 
for 151,593; Texas $90,427 for 91,108; Utah $87,024 for 58,845; Vermont 

$103,563 for 70,989. 

Virginia $157,507 for 148,019; Washington $303,254 for 237,669; West 
Virginia $204,746 for 192,615; Wisconsin $733,155 for 411,762; and Wyoming 
with $107,890 for 71,967, atk 
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; 1 DinGan, HUNTERS SPEND $14,000,000 FOR rr 
‘ is ; gi MILLION LICENSES IN 1941-42 ; 

, Sportsmen spent $13,921,974 for 8,532,354 hunting licenses during the 

1941-42 season, according to a compilation submitted today to Secretary of 

the Interior Harold L, Ickes by the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Compared with the previous year, this represents an increase in the 

number of licenses issued of 607,532, but a decrease in revenue of $542,504. 
The decrease in revenue, Service officials point out, is due to the fact 

that the previous year's figures included the total revenue from the com— 

bination licenses which permit fishing as well as hunting, whereas in this 

year's report the amount applying to fishing is not included. 

Michigan again headed the "big ten" in the list of States with the 
issuance of 846,869 licenses. Pennsylvania was second with 687,153, fol- 
lowed by Ohio, 614,106; New York, 612,911; Indiana, 400,896; Illinois, 

342,832; California, 329,643; Wisconsin, 327,740; Minnesota, 295,665; and 

Washington, 233,764. 

In the amount of fees paid by hunters, Pennsylvania led all other 
States with a total of $1,515,664, followed by Michigan, $1,212,617; New 

York, $839,168; California, $818,815; Ohio, $773,681; Illinois, $531,933; 
Wisconsin, $473,984; Washington, $384,064; Colorado, $375,645; and Oregon, 
$368 ,095. i 

Federal migratory—bird hunting stamps, commonly called "duck stamps", 
were issued to 1,437,220 sportsmen for use during the 1941-42 season. 

This figure is 176,410 higher than the amount sold during the preceding 

year, The Federal stamps, at $1 each, are required of all waterfowl 

hunters over 16 years of age, in addition to State licenses. 

The total paid for State licenses and Federal duck stamps ‘amidurited 

to $15,360,000. nia vat 

More than 2,500,000 persons were g uuved licenses authorizing the 

trapping of fur-bearers, However, many of these were combination licenses 
which the holders obtained for the privilege of hunting and fishing and in 

those instances the privilege of trapping was not exercised. 

The appended tabulations summarize by States the number of liconses 

issued and the.revenue collected. | ‘ ,



HUNTING-LICENSE AND FEDERAL DUCK-STAMP RETURNS, 

July 1, 1941 to June 30, 1942 sms = 

State Resident | Non-Res. Total Fees Paid By Federal 

\ i Licenses | Hunters Duck Stamps 

1 ALT Le 708 117,887 $189,441.00 6,969 

Pyteonee) Sesc sali’) Obs ans 426 35,729 90,879.00 4,348 
ATPK@ANBES. see ees 64,580 2,252 66,832 | 131,450.00 18,526 

California.....| 327,758 1,905 329,643 818,815.00 111,389 

Coloradc.e.. | 174,942 2,130 177,072 | 375,645.00 27 , 384 

Connecticut. el 40.774 459 41,233 115,528.00 8,434 

Delawaresesssee 16,596 165 16,761 22,213.00 3,752 
Ploride. ssc a] 65,542 863 66,405 160,564.00 14,268 

Georglaseecreee, 79,733 940 80,673 150,758.00 3,737 
Tdaho.secessosal 108 ,863 1,068 109,951 120,852.00 23,104 

Tllinois..csses! 341,522 EESLO 342,832 531,933.00 84,997 

Indiana....es..! 400,255 | 641 400,896 308,684.00 22,071 

Tae eS AURA giesaeE 201 232 ,027 | 208,665.00 51,208 

HEMeBRs ce se cent 02s 761 321 103,072 | 104, ¥98 ,00 57,276 

Kentucky.....esf 87,130 440 97,570 | 152,295.00 4,553 

Louisiana......| 150,298 2,209 152,597 | 160,794.00 | 45,102 
Noite: .ecess veel 99,446 6,095 105,541 | 200,525.60 10,350 

Maryland..s.seek 78,458 BBR | 80,647 | 200,734.00 11,184 

mek in ee 99,367) 547 | 99,914 | 177,025.00 22,250 

Michigan.......| 840,961 5,908 846,869 | 1,212,617.00 | 103,798 
Minnesotas.s....| 295,168 497 295,665 | 307,597.00 | 121,032 
Wiseiasippi...+«| 137,631 951 133,582 | 235,266.00 ‘9,707 
Missouri.. seeee! 214,690 103 215,593 | 309,552.00 36,828 

a a 98,630 702 99 Sci 161,911.90 | 30,778 

Nebraska....se-| 133,717 | 1,159 134,876 144,078.00 | 30,134 
Nevadalatisie see of) DAROST alah ayes4 14,265 52,463.00 | 6.656 
New Hampshire... 58,426 | 3,062 61,488 | 97,938.00 3,545 
Hew Jersey.....| 137,061 1,645 | 488,404 | 2716995300)! 0255588 
New Mexico..... BA Tea OU) 4 25,654 108 , 860.00 4,732 
New York.s..++-| 608,597 | 4,514 | 612,911 838,168.00 "50,822 i 
North Carolina.| 157,482 SBT ouiwcl 160,361 286,586.00 | i11,086 
North Dakota... 51,3546 e719 51,625 | 83,994.00 28,087 

ORLO Ree erie ell O13 724 392 614,106 773,681.00 25,855 
Oklahoma.cesese 111,627 442 112,069 | 144,014.00 28,769 

Oregons coveeeee 111,984 1,267 113,22) 368,095.00 | $9,204 

Pennsylvania... 676,549 10,804 ' 687,153 1,515.664.00 | 30,317 

Rhode Island... 10,373 135 | 10,508 123,978.00 | 3,997 

South Carolina. 86,064 | 3,264 89,328 170, 580,00 | 4,180 
South Dakota... 97,637 | 11,136 | 108,773 353,915.00 | 28,977 
Tennesseé.+eees| 131,665 Beutel 132,202 | 157,373.00:| , 12,526 
TOXASsiccnberivenl LOG,oLL 562) i 157,073 | 287,072.09 85,090 

Tbe rai aeaneiiion, aiets 76,280 | 4,200 80,480 294,907 00 13,886 
Vermotitss.ssers 46,046 2,155 48,201 78,936.00 3,395 

Vireiniagi<sece| | LOL, 729 2,110 158,829 203,803 .00 10,965 

Washington.....| 235,658 106 233,764 384,064.00 70,185 
yest Virginia..| 184,062 391 184,253 |. 188,271.00 1,769 
Wisconsin, ..+..|) 326,807 933 327,740 473 5984.00 89,195 

WOMINE. ves rece 35,716 1,529 35,245 160,598.00 8,510 
RIS BICR IM Syieceialeis 11,121 401 11,522 24,218.00 3,911 
Dis AO ShumeeeLP hace, cibtutreneieacalilh wie tangillle seen al sld araiundarlans ahietahadelh ic lovalleoalin sslorprended 1,348 
FOWGLL accceuceh ode 00:086Ge sae s 60 0 V0de 0-0 9ulatiene ke oh eeareinelun dite es 23 

_ Totelsscecces 8,441,560 | 90,794 | | 8,552,354 $$13,921,974.00 | 1,4377220 

3052
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( The fur catch in the United States and Alaska last year was worth 

Ae approximately $100,000,000 to trapners, Dr. Ira VY, Gatz.elson, Director of 

at \ the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the ‘uterior, announced , 

mS GS today after a survey of State and Territorial statistics, 

bse At least 194 million animals were taken by tranvers during the year and 
this figure may be considerably below the actual take since ae number of states 

do not keew accurate records of the catch, Dr. Gabzielson declared, 

Louisiana, in the number of pelts taken, far out-vanked all other states, 

with a total of 4,470,498. This was due to the tremeni:vs muskrat population 
found along the many miles of creeks, rivers, and bayous in the state. Out ‘ 

of Louisiana's total take of pelts, 4,076,785 were muskrat. vs 

Minnesota was in seeond place with a take of 1,667,794 fur animals, 

followed by Wisconsin with 1,559,207, North Dakota with 1,403,233, Michigan 

with 895,540, Naryland 800,000 and Pennsylvania 779,681, z 

Although nearly half the furs sold in this country before the war were 

imvorted and these imvorts, excent for karakul, rabbit, and a few other 

species have been much reduced, the U. S. fur trade is still brisk. The 
Bureau of Internal Revenue collected $54,925,218 in taxes on sales of fur 

and fur-trimued aoparel sold at retail during 1943, This sum, representing 
a 10 »ercent tax, indicates that retail sales of fur apparel for the year 

amounted to nearly $550,000,000, ‘ 

The tax collection renort shows that New York led the country in fur- 

apnarel sales, followed in order by Illinois, California, Pennsylvania, 
Massachusetts, Ohio, Michigan, Maryland, New Jersey, Minnesota, Connecticut, 
Wisconsin, and Indiana, Such sales were up in most states and in some, where 

new war industries had been located, sales nearly doubled, : 

Regulations governing the trapping of fur animals are made by the in- 
dividual states, and not by the Federal government, In some states either no 

information as to the number and kinds of animals trapped is required by the 

State government or such information is meager, For this reason estimates as 

to the annual take of fur animals for the country as a whole are necessarily 

inexact, | 

A detailed resume of the fur catch in eech of the reporting states is 
now available as Wildlife Leaflet 253 from the Fish and Wildlife Service, 

Department of the Interior, Chicago 54, Illinois, 

7246 ‘
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We are glad to reprint here the first issue of the "Game Bag" a new weekly 

column edited by A. C. Heyward in the State of South Carolina. We view this with 
pleasure, as such interest and activity is bound to make game restoration an - © 

actuality. More power to the Sportsmen of South Carolina. i “or 

THE GAME BAG : we 

"God has lent us the earth for our life; it is a great An ee er 

entail; it belongs as much to those who come after us as to ¢ " fe" 
us, and we have no right by anything we do or neglect to in- Ye ain, 
volve them in any unnecessary penalties or to deprive them ‘S sf x, 

of the benefit which was in our power to bequeath." - Ruskin. gO ce " \ 

qi» Sy". Saar pt 
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"It will be the endeavor of this weekly column to bring to the atten- 
tion of the sportsmen and the public of South Carclina interesting items on 
the subject of conservation and restoration of our wild life, in the hore 
that it will, in its small way, create interest among our sportsmen and 

rerhaps inspire them to "go thou and do likewise." 

"Co-operation is the keynote of conservation and restoration, co- 

operation among the sportsmen, the farmer and the game and fish department. 

Our sportsmen as a whole are as dependent on the farmer for their "crop" of 

quail as they are dependent on him for the necessities of life. Fortunately 

for us we can, when our local crop of necessities is a failure, obtain them 

from outside sources at practically the same market cost. We are not so 

fortunate in regard to our quail "crop." When it fails we are simply "out 

of luck," and it takes years and years to bring it back again. 

The next few months will, to a large extent, determine the harvest we 
have on quail next fall. Co-operate with your farmer friends now during 
the breeding season of the quail, work together for a buaper "crop" next 

fall and when the "crop" of quail is in let us all remember to so harvest 

it that we will be able to carry over a sufficient supply of "seed" for a 
yet more abundant crop year after year. Take an interest this spring and 
summer in the birds you will shoot next fall. You buy a hunting license 
for a period of 12 months, therefore let your interest in what you hunt 
continue for the full 12 months and not just for the period of tne actual 
hunting season. Our game department is working 12 months in the year so 

{ let us, who reap the harvest, do likewise. 

Peter S. Twitty, commissioner Georgia state board of game and fish, 
in a recent speech before the Rotarians of Atlanta, stated: "Last year the 
tobacco crop brought to Georgia growers $11,500,000. The market value of 
dairy products in Georgia was $15,000,000; hay, $11,000,000; peanuts, ° 
$8,500,000; sweet potatoes, $8,000,000; oats, $7,000,000; peaches, 

$8,000,000; watermelons, $3,000,000. 

"These are among the outstanding crops for which our state is noted 
far and wide. Do you know that the actual food value of Georgia's game 
birds, animals and fish is greater by far than the value of the dairy prod- 
ucts crop, which heads the list; that it is worth more than twice as much 
as the value of every hog on every farm in the state; that it surpasses 
even the annual market value of Georgia's entire production of mineral re- 
sources, including marble, brick and tile? 

"The annual actual food value of Georgia's wild life is conservatively r 
estimated, on a careful actual survey, as in excess of $20,000,000. 

"An efficient and reliable census by the fish and game department of 
your state shows the actual food value of game birds and animals alone for 
the last year - and these reports were not figured by guessing in any in- 
stances - approximately $5,500,000. 

"It should be interesting to learn that five and a half million Bob 
White quail were killed in Georgia during the last hunting season, the food 

a 
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value of these, at 40 cents per bird, approximated $2,000,000. The actual 

restocking value of these quail, according to the average cost of produc- 

tion, exceeds $11,000,000." 

"All of the above is equally true of South Carolina, and as 

A. A. Richardson, chief game warden, said in his annual report, "Each year 

at least two million of dollars worth of game is eaten by our citizens. 

This means two millions of dollars not going out of the state to packing 

houses of the West.” 

Co-operation in conservation and restoration will accomplish much, 

but as differences of opinion increase game will decrease.”
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Wild Life Industry Worth $23,000,000 
By I. T. QUINN 

Commissioner, Department of Game and Fisheries 

( y] LABAMA’S present invest- dustry close consideration must be 
PANY ment in hunting and fishing given to preservation, propagation, 
RA] amou nts to $23,000,000. game management, restocking and 
by Measured in dollars and _ other development features of a well- 
h ‘ cents as meats and domestic rounded conservation program. 

o=I fowls are valued on the mar- Such a program for the future em- : 
ket, the value of birds and animals braces an expansion in fish culture, 
taken annually in Alabama is $3,630,- acquisition and development of game 
000. Fish taken from public waters yefuge areas and closer co-operation 
of the State during the course of the with the landowner in the develop- 

year bear a value of $2,500,000. ment of hunting and fishing on his 
A total of $12,000,000 is invested holdings to the end that the land- 

in hunting and fishing equipment, owner may derive greater pecuniary 
such as guns, dogs, kennels, trailers, benefits. 
clothing, fishing tackle, boats, camps What industry, or industries, have 
and outboard motors. Replacement such an investment in Alabama and 
of hunting and fishing equipment make such annual returns on the in- 
amounts to 20 per cent of this sum  vestment to their beneficiaries? 
each year, or $2,400,000, while the When the annual food supply 
annual cost of ammunition will come taken from the fields, woods and wa- 
to $2,500,000. ters of the State is added to the 

This reaches the grand total of health and_ recreational features 
$23,030,000 and represents an aver- which benefit so greatly the hundreds 
age investment, from which returns of thousands of persons affected, the 
are derived, of $348,731.00 in each of value of the State’s wild life resources 
the 67 counties of the State. The can scarcely be measured. 
expenditure of this huge sum of No individual during this genera- 
money affects such businesses as ho- tion has given so much recognition 
tels, restaurants, camps, lodges, the to values accruing from the abund- 
automobile industry, garages, filling ance of wild life than President 
stations, sporting goods stores, Roosevelt. Next to agriculture, the 
clothing stores, hardware companies, President has given primary thought 
guide hire, boat rentals and brings no to the conservation, restoration and 
inconsiderable return to each. development of the Nation’s natural 

The figure is even more astounding resources, including birds, game and 
when it is found that this huge sum fish. 
is spent by an average of 600,000 A new day in State-wide and Na- 
men, women and children who hunt tion-wide conservation has arrived, 
and fish for food and recreation with- and it behooves Alabama to keep 
in the borders of this State each pace with her sister States and co- 
vear. operate with the Federal agencies 

The question of conservation is which have been set up in Washing- 
fundamentally important to the whole ton in order to supply her citizens 
of Alabama because it deals with a with the same facilities for healthful 
vast wild life industry in which are recreation and food that will be de- 
involved necessities, economics, rec- veloped in every section of the coun- 
reation, social welfare, health and try during the next decade. 
character. In fact, with such a priceless out- 

The recreation, health and sporting door heritage, there is no reason why 
phases of the industry probably lure this State not only should keep pace 
a majority of the 600,000 hunters with the rest of the Nation but it 
and fishermen in Alabama into the might easily set the pace for the re- 
open and to maintain this vast in- mainder of the country.



r Digest of “Partridges & Partridge Manors" By sip seus 
>. i 7/2/28. 
fae Aymer Maxwell 

c (Adam & Chas. Black - London - 1911) 

Pp. 17 areches: Amun er is the indigenous partridge. Sa. 
red-legged partridge, introduced from 5. W. Europe in time o 
Charles II, Called "Frenchmen". Latter not found in Scotland. 
Former extends eastward of a line from Bruss¢ls to Venice, north to 
Artic Circle, and east to Altar Mts. 

ko Habits monogmnons Male helps rear young. Vly at 1 week. Dust at 
feed, bush up, feed again, and then roost in circles on open 

Yising ground. Pairing begins in January. First egg laid at noon 
and subsequent eggs a little later each day. liggs kept covered, 
Desert if disturbed first 2 days of incubation, which takes 3 weeks. 
Hen said to suppress scent during this time, Cock does not incubate, 
but hoods chicks as hatched one by one. 

hg ae Inflammation of lungs during wet spells, gapes after dry 
spells, ophathmia (eyes). Poisoning alleged by arsenical wheat 
dressings, chemical manures and sheep dips. On heavy lands killed 
by clay balls on feet. 

53 Age - undesirable as breeding stock after 2 years old, 3 

66 Bags. One gun killed 300,000 head in 25 yrs. (12,000 per year) (7). 

A 80 Ideal Estate. %,000 acres. Soil mixed but light and sandy soils 
predominating. Some wash places but no permanent pasture. Wo railway 
or wires. No ditches. Divided into squares 200 acres by belts of 
hardwoods 10 - 20 trees deep, 1 head keeper at 70 - % pounds plus 
30 ~ 50 pounds tips, house, garden, cow. §% assistants with beats of 
70O - 1500 acres each. 

i 89 Sapa Keenjne-4 sada dan. - March.: Killing off old cock pheasants 
¢ €s; reduc hares and rabbits; maintenance of coverts. 

Vermin control. April; mapping nests. Visiting nests daily. 
Salvaging and trading eggs. Oct. $10 days driving. ov. - 5 days. 
Yield 6000 birds or 1 per 1-1/3 acres, leaving a pair to every 

5 4 = 5 acres as breeding stock. 

108 Seeaen Goal invented by Pearson Gregory. Objects: (1) to protect 
eggs (2) to shorten incubation from 3 weeks tol. After 4 eges laid 
all are taken and replaced by artificial eggs. Eggs hatched to 
chipping stage in incubator or under hens, then put back under 
partridge hen who has sat a week. As many as 30 chipped egzs are 
put under 1 partridge hen. A Lincolnshire beat hatched 1,200 eggs 
on 1,500 acres by this system. 

1l2 whe - lf birds per acre produced by F. B. Fryer on small estate at 
lewmarket. He provides drinking fountains as a precaution against 

gapes. M



PR. 113 Aneta Bantam Hens, 15-20 eggs each. Fed ants eggs or partridge 
y mixed with custard and greens, Fed 5 times per day lst week, 4 

times for next 2 weeks, 3 times thereafter. Leave foster mother at 6 
weeks (half grown). 

116 Maxwell says hand rearing deteriorates the stock. Should be practiced 
only where foxes, heavy soil, or other conditions make natural methods 
impossible. Birds have homing instinct if hand reared, 

118 Peqeeh ALANA, Put in a central pen in October. As pairs form led 
‘family pens where nests are made. Coveys moved to 

fields and turned down 6 days after hatching. 50 pairs should yield 
500 young birds under good management. 

129 woe fet 10% of area of grasslands must be ploughed for food crops 
to used for partridges. These food patches should not cost over 

1 pound per acre. Buckwheat with strips of millet for cover is good 
food crop. 

Analyses of Zatates 

Pregep. Dee. 7,000 acres light soil. French system used, 
b per 5 acres; stock left 1 per 10 acres, ‘Yield increased 

from 450 to 600 brace since French System adopted, 

rs pe 4,000 acres heavy soil, 1,000 corn, 1,000 
6 turnips, 2, pasture. Double hedges and wired banks used for 

nesting. Bag 1,200 birds. : 

Sharer Tell. Rereiskanare, 6,000 acres loam, 2/3 cropped. Artificial 
nesting made with wire or thorn brush; were not used first years 

but successful second. Owls and Kestrels preserved; do no hama, 
Average bag first 25 years 610 birds. Last 6 yrs. lariving) 860 birds. 
Max. bag on best beat’1 bird per 3 acres, on whole ground 1 per 4 acres. 

Baieuden, ab ke eibes. 5,000 acres clay. 3/5 cultivated. Many 
es t but partridges prefer roadsides, Ascribe this to 

need of dust and grit, so building dustings in hedges. Pheasant eggs 
are lifted out of partridge nests to avoid disturbance, Hayseed used 
to feed birds during snow. Max. bag 1,600 birds - thinks all ground 
will carry. d / 

jangn Toy) of-Gallemy: | 15,000 acres, mostly light. Half cropped. 
ts ® any harm - cites game chickens inbred for 

40 years without deterioration. Max. breeding stock Jan. 1 pair per 
3 acres. 

‘ork 12,000 acres, heavy and light, not all shot. : 
ses on & estate, - fenced nesting grounds of 4 - 11 acres. 

No more nests inside than out. Ideal breeding stock to leave is 1 pair 
per acre, actual left 1 per 3 or 4 acres. Best beat on year yielded - 

: ; 1669 birds on 1,200 acres. ‘ 4



/ 

[ Eatshull, Straffordanise, 4,000 acres, 1,000 in grass and plantations. 
Birds nest in hedgerows and young plantations - no artificial covers 
rece Poultry on stubbles very harmful. Good stocking 1 pair. per 

acres. Best yield 1,600 birds. 

ebay eke Birds steadily decreasing. Claims arsenic found 
» chemical manures), 

Eickenhoms Hortelk. 5,000 acres, roo ng Bren Belts of broom are 
planted for ter and nesting. Finds of the nests. Moles destroy 
up to 20% of the nests by burrowing under them, Nests deserted if bird 
flushed within 3 days after incubation starts. Average clutch 16, average 
hatch 14 eges. Mot over 200 wild pheasant hends allowed on 5,000 acres. 
Ideal breeding stock 1 pair per 4 - 5 acres. In bad years when driving 

" 4s withheld but goes out and kills off the old birds by walking up the 
covies. In 1905 killed 4123 birds off 5,000 acres, and 1350 off the 
vest pard (300 acres). 

fiseinchas Hell, Norrish, 4,000 acres, bight. Belts of birch, hazel, 
furze and broom planted for partridge but these must be kept low and 

i thin or they are not used. Many young killed by nef mower, Leaves last . 
acre and cuts by hand next day. In best year (1905) killed 2400 birds 
on 3200 acres. 

[ sotbeHes 8,000 acres, light. Mo hedges. Owls 
‘penefic 1X rats. Bag during 10 yrs. 240 to 1900 per yr. 

gupta, Selon Gorbrh ice 3,000 acres. Light. 1,000 in fens. Fields 
arge. tehes to drown chicks. Leaves 1 pair per 4 acres. Best 
years bag 2,700 birds. 

Sear. feminine, 5.500 acres, 2,500 light, rest heavy and 
no for game. are stamped with rubber stamp on nest to prevent 
poaching. Ideal stock 1 pair per 5 acres. Best years bag 2,600 birds 
of which 2,120 cane off the light land. i 

ihe Har, Hephlardahize- 4,500 scres loam. Small inclosures of wire 
netting square are put out. Ideal stocking 1 pair per 10 acres. 
Bags best yr. 1 bird per 2) acres, average 1 per 44, worst 1 per 12 acres. 

Quwell Parc, Ipswich, Suffolk. Beg dest year 6,000 birds from 18,000 
acres. 

5,000 acres. 12,000 rats killed 1911. Yield best 
yrs. ht per 4 acres, worst 1 per 4-3/4, 

( P.186 gat heads the list. 1 doe rat could theoretically leave 35,000 descendants 
l year. 52 6-weeks pheasants killed by one rat in 1 night. Brown rat 

indigenous to mongolia. Crossed the Volga in the 17th century. Unglish 
bdlackrat now nearly extinct. F



| Bine Marten and Polecat nearly extinct. 
4 

Btoat. Easily trapped but very prolific and harmfub. 

Weasel. Disputed. Bad for game but good for rodent control. 

Bedcehae. Disputed, Waturalists say only certain individuals bag on game, 
impossible to differentiate in control work. 

Sat = bad. 

Sarrion Crow & Jackdaw both bad. 

Book getting worse, Damage believed confined to individuals, 

Hooded Croy. Only there in winter. 

Maple must be kept within limits. 

gay. Bad individuals can be trapped. 

Pereguire. Rare. Now protected. : 

Spanoy Hawk, Disputed, Probably bad. : 

Kestrel. Very useful. Mo longer killed by keepers, 
9 

Merlini Wests on moors; therefore no harm to partridges. 

Shart-eared Oul. Only there in winter. Pratt 

Dogs. Very injurious. 

Eoultry on Stubbleg. Very injurious. 

all gc parcels of partridge ground of 500 acres sometimes obtainable 
per acre. This might yield 200 birds worth 10 pounds on the : 

market. 

ake An te Greater im grouse than in partridge. Effects 
‘ormer case sometimes "truly marvellous” by reason of removal of old cocks 

and barren hens “as destructive as the worst vermin" which old birds are 
"never even seen shooting over doge". While this happens with partridge 
also "it is not certain to what extent this influence affects the stock." 

Yearly partridge bag at Holkham increased from 3,000 to 8,000 within 
a few years after driving was adopted but this does not prove the case. f 

‘ 24 Maxwell accepts for grouse but not for partridge the theory that change of 
blood due to driving is beneficial. Says partridge much more localized and 
covies always return after driving, whereas grouse do not.
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wo fount aber 
This clipping taken from the Gazette, Niagara Falls, New York. (w Ch 2 Cp Aes 

bw ze) 
SLAUGHTER OF GAME BIRDS IN EUROPE IS LAMENTED IN REPORT (put 

” "A statement recently coming from the office of the National Ilys] 

Association of Audubon Societies says the commercialization of wild 19 FD 
game birds continues without abatement in Europe, according to the , 

American Game Protective association news service. 

Dr. T. Gilbert Pearson, who has just returned from presiding at 

the fourth conference of the International Committee for Bird Preser— 

vation, which was held in Amsterdam, Holland stated: 

"I again stressed the importance of stopping the sale of game 

birds not actually reared on estates or game farms, as such commercial- 

ization tends to overkilling with a resultant depletion of the total 

supply. 

& "However, my appeal failed to strike a single responsive chord. 

Among the official representatives from our national sections in 16 

countries, including many of Europe's leading exponents of wild-life 

protection, I did not succeed in getting one supporting voice. On 

other occasions in the past, my pleadings have likewise fallen on deaf 

ears. From these and other experiences, it is quite evident that 

Europe is a long way from accepting the idea of the non-commerciali- 

zation of wild game which is one of the first principles of wild-life 

conservation in the United States and Canada." 

Continuing, Dr. Pearson said: 

"Golden plovers are netted in great numbers in some of the west- 

ern European countries. I was told that 30,000 were taken in a single 

season in one section of Holland. Migratory quail are also netted as 

they cross the Mediterranean, northward in spring and southward in 

autumn. On May 2, 1930, the ship Umbria, arrived in Genoa, Italy, 

from Egypt, with 30,000 live quail aboard, and I was informed that all 

ships coming from Egypt at this season of the year bring enormous con— 

signments of these live birds which are used for food, and to a consid- 

erable extent are shot from traps. 

"Ducks are caught in great numbers in the carefully planned 

"decoys'. Between 100 and 200 such decoy ponds aprear to be in orera- 

tion in Holland; other in Germany, France and in some other countries, 

& "Many species of song birds still continue to be taken in nets, 

the necks wrung and the bodies sold for food. 

"However," concluded Dr. Pearson, "Some progress is being made. 

Prussia recently had adopted a very forward looking law for wild-life 

protection. Among other things, it prohibits the use of pole-traps 

for catching predatory birds. Belgium has restricted the number of 

species of small birds that can be caught in nets, snares, or shot 

for food; and lastly, the Fascist government of Italy has forbidden 

the blinding of song birds by red-hot needles, to be used as decoys; 

‘a practice which has been in vogue since the days of ancient Rome." 

ESTABLISHED 1802
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Derivat. (Outdoor Life, June, 1930), 

& (wate additional ealeulations by eopokd 6/20/30) 

enteertoge Lesteveins 00 lente sbottte do f:08 te 
7 established by the several states. hes tice stent te oot 
the game from the property. . 

Jeena, Freee Fe See 08 sores wey Rates run 1-5 marks per acre 
 § per acre). Ground containing red decr and boar is most expensive. | 

Villeges often lease their lani as a comunity and divide the proceeds among 
the citizens. 

Leagee usually pays damage done by game. Hence some leases for elk 
ee Gr ee ae ee 

Leasees, guests, an’ all who go hunting must pay a state License 
— = cotta Yeorly Licenses coat rah Be nae licenses 
are now proposed. Total leases or yearly Dally Licenses 
100,000. (Portilation of Germany 40,000,000). 

SaG A rat by the states, mak ave. very slashie ta negt the gureenh genlt- 
of the gme. Printed on License. 

; Jamaty - rabbi dunks, beac, pheasant. ; 
6 iene eae oes eae, 

March + woodcoal. 
April + black codk, 
Moy = boar and young fox. 
June - roe decor. 
duly ~ roe deor, geese. 

) August = alc (red too), partrttes, — 
: Sept.-Oct, + rod deer, deor, roe, rabbit, pheasant, 

partridze. ‘ : 
Nov.-Deo. + drives on all species. 

Stetistion. Avea of Gemany 475,000 aq. ictlos Ge 590,008 oa 
8.3. 9,000,000 aq. Kiles (or 3, 000 gq. mie) 

ined tama cs re * 80, a 

Amma) Kill. 2,000,000 roe deer, 100,000 elk (red decor). 

mending, Some individuals get to hunt without paying a lease because 
services are needed to teke part in “drives.” Thinks 90% of people who 

like to mnt get to do so. (7) 

Hee (in Germany or in some stato? see diverepancy with > 
enmaial, . 

Red deer i ee se 
Yellon deer 000 

a Boar 11,800 
a: 183,000 (Sqm. of range _-____) 

—i2 (K411 per sq. mile) 
Total big game. . . 215,100 (iinp killed, 25, in 1926)
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Rabbits ao poe 
Hares 000 

‘cm game? 
@uall black 
Weodoodk 34900 « 
(black grouse?) 
Grouse & Partridge 

i 
paadh 21. 
Pheasants =~. 200. 

Total, Upland Game « . . 4,819,350 (eine of ity nea 

Bend oer eater 
Aeres heat, 

. (utnp ody zy000"tn 1905 
in 198 or 1 por 15 asres!.. 

Geese 4400 ei) i 

Woodcock, becasse 500 

Total Migratory Game «+ 450,900 at ates 
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; American Consular Service 

AMERICAN CONSUIATER ; 

Edinturgh, Seotland, July 1, 1930 

Mr. P. Fe. Bowman ‘ 
Cedarwood Yam, R. D. 2 a 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Sir i. 

the receipt is acknowledged of your letter dated June 16, 
1930, respecting the eonditions of grouse shooting in Scotland. You : 
understand that when grouse lands are leased it is usual for the lessee : 

: to undertake: to. shoot a minimum mamber of birds which prevents the too 
: rapid miltiplicatton of grouse end thereby Leasens the chances of "grouse 

disease." . If this fact is true you believe that it is important in con— 
: nection with the problem of game preservation in the United States. a 

A commission wi got up some years ago in Seotland to study 
grouse disease and while the commission found may itens of interest Soe 

- pegarding grouse the cause of the disease was never discovered. It was 
learned that the disease occurs more often in. flocks of large size bt on 
the other hand it has occurred in small coveys and thus it cannot be said " 
that. the size of the flock causes the disease. 

Grouse shooting in Scotland 1s of two kinds: (a) by grouse . 
ay driving, and (b) “over the gun." ‘The former method lessens the. chances es 

: of the disease occurring because by flushing many ecoveys the birds inter- 
mingle and inbreeding is prevented. Inbreeding, which is thought to be ~ % 
a contributing factor to grouse disease, of course weakens the birds and 5 
makes them more susceptible to the disease. Experienced grouse Imnters : 

; aim to shoot off the old birds, particularly the ¢ocke, and when this is 
not done by a lessee through ignorance, the omer gererally instructs the ‘ 

.  Samekeepers. to shoot off the cocks in order to “round out" the coveys. 

“In addition to the above it has been foun! that grouse disease | 
is less apt to occur when the heather on the moor is; in a sense, rotated. ; 

: That is to say, the omer burns off the heather in small patches every 
. year. -Tms in a mall area there will be a heather growth of several ; 

: * qifferent years. é 4 eo 

: The Consulate has been advised that a lessee never undertakes — 4 
to shoot’a minimum number of birds but a maximm figure is umally fixed. : 
However, in a spirit of fair play and for the preservation of game the st 
lessee will not shoot the maximum mumber 1f the land is not as well stocked: = ._- 

, as Calculated. “ : ea, oy G 

Se “Very respectfully yours, rt eae 

: a Gi ate _ Harold D. Vinley sm ee -
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MEMORANDUM of conversation with Dr. J. M. Rasek, Game Expert and Entomologist 
in the Moravian Research Institute for Plant Pathology, Brno, 
Cerna Pole 201, Czechoslovakia. 

Dr. Rasek .was introduced to me by Mr. C. L. Horn of the Federal 

Cartridge Company, Minneapolis. Dr. Rasek during the past year has held a 

research fellowship in entomology at the University of Minnesota, and is 

now lecturing at Minnesota, Ames, Ohio, and Cornell. ‘The following notes 

are taken from memory of his descriptions of game conditions in Czecho- 

Slovakia. 

Game Populations. Gray partridge attains maximum densities of 8-10 birds 

per hectare C2 1/2 acres), or 4 per acre. Pheasants attain maximum 4 

: densities of 2-3 per hecktare, or 1 per acre, and this may occur on the 

same ground as supports as partridge population. In addition, 1 hare per 

hecktare may occur. 

Up to 80% per year of the partridge crop is safely killed, but 

pheasants do not stand quite so heavy a kill. 

Artificial propagation is not practiced, except to a minor extent on 

pheasants. 

The annual mobility of a partridge is estimated to lie within 5 

hecKtares or 12 acres. The pheasant is regarded as less mobile than this. 

~The fluctuation between years is usually under 15% for partridge, : 

except following exceptional winters or brooding seasons, when a greater 

fluctuation may dobas. Pheasants and hares show the same small fluctuation, 

Wud tt Lan 
and there is no consciousness,of heavy periodical fluctuation or cycle even 

in the hare. : 

The foregoing characteristics of populations are not defined in these : 

terms in Czechoslovakia. There game management is so old and so habitual
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that everybody knows the character of game populations without the necessity 

of having generalized scientific names for those characters. 

In Czechoslovakia no attention is paid to inbreeding. Partridges eggs 

are not traded as in England, and it is not considered necessary to constantly 

neg 4 aot Ino pute, 
introduce new blood. jeredators pare regarded as having a beneficial selective 

effect in carrying off diseased individuals. 

Environmental Controls. The very heavy game crops above described are 

attained not by artificial propagation but by environmental controls. Winter 

snowfalls run up to two feet on the ground at one time, so that the problem 

of environment is very similar to that of tis nortiers states. Agriculture 

is extremely intensive, but heavy populations of game are nevertheless attain- 

ed by the artificial modification of the environment. Almost all crops, for 

instance, are not only taken into the barn in fall, but the ground is plowed 

"go there is not winter cover except in the fencerows and on waste land. On 

these waste places are planted artificial coverts, or remises. The size and 

composition of each remise is carefully adapted to the needs of each parti- 

cular tract. Thus there are remises for combined service to insectivorous 

birds and partridge, remises for combined service to partridge, pheasant, and 

hare, and still other remises for big game animals. 

& partridge alias is usually under 1/4 acre, and consists of an 

exterior hedge of rose within which are planted spruce, beech, crabapple, and 

seed-bearing grasses in various combinations. All the trees are treated to 

enhance their service to game. Thus the spruce are topped to make them 

; spread close to the ground, and the crabapples are topped to produce forks 

suitable for song bird nests. Bird boxes are freely used in all remises to 

‘ give song birds service. The thick cover afforded by a remise makes it un- 

necessary to closely control hawks and owls, and the more beneficial species
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of hawks and owls are now being deliberately placed on the protected 

list. The remise likewise forms a convenient place for the trapping of 

injurious mammals. All species, including partridge, resort to aomiferous 

remises during severe weather, and pheasants habitually roost off the 

ground in the limbs of the coniferous trees. 

Winter feeding is systematically practiced and is the rule in pheasants. 

Partridges do not ‘spd it except during severe snows. Feeding stations for 

song birds are also widely used, and a particular method of feeding is used. 

for each species. ; 

Discussion. The most astonishing part of the foregoing description is the 

dense populations and the absence of cycles, even in rabbits. Even if 

partridges per acre is somewhat high, the indications are that the satura- 

tion point of approximately 1 bird per acre, which holds in England and 

in the United States, is considerably exceeded in Czechoslovakia. At the 

same time there is an indication that both partridges and pheasants are 

less mobile and more resistant to heavy killing and hard winters. I cannot 

: avoid the conjecture that there is some inter-relation between these facts. 

It should be remembered that England is probably an acquired range 

for the gray partridge, as it certainly is for the pheasant. If we may 

: 3 judge by analogy with the prairie chicken and other American species, we 

would look for Keriater tendency toward cyclic fluctiation on the acquired 

range, but a lesser inclination to adhere to a saturation point. Asa 

matter of fact, we find the tendency toward cycles, but not the other ten- 

dency. I am assuming, of course, that Czechoslovakia is approximately in 

the geographic centre or optimum of the indigenous partridge range, and at 

» least closer to the home of the pheasant than either England or America. 

The density of gallinaceous populations is especially surprising in con-
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junction with the notable lack of fluctuation. It would be easy to see 

how management could build up a very dense population, but to have that 

population so free of disease is surprising. 

It is also interesting that the natural methods of Czechoslovakia 

should produce denser populations than the semi-artificial methods in 

England, although of course it is not surprising that they would be denser 

thal, 4m the-abawnee dt-nny-steel-aingnedSabhe+ieve€dasidens 

No true grouse are found in Czechslovakia except the auerhahan, 

which is a rare species found only on one royal forest. Dr. Rasek did 

not know its characteristics. 

Dr. Rasek is an expert on the filtrable virus diseases of insects, 

and states that population cycles are a distinct characteristic associated 

with virus diseases. This leads to the thought that our cycle studies 

should be brought into contact not only with parasitologists and bacteriol- 

ogists, but also with the specialists in virus diseases, of which there 

are omy two or three in this country, according to Dr. Rasek. He mentioned 

: Glazer of Princeton and Rivers of the Rockefeller Foundation. 

Cairo & Obes ; Gee gh, ris 4, Os eA
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Nothing is more bewildering than making a series of bird which seems to be peculiarly difficult. Most of us 

misses without having a notion as to what one is doing have our favourite birds and our abominations. It is 

wrong. But although rifle shooting is a great help there satisfying, perhaps, to have a round at our favourite 

can be no doubt that the best help of all is to be found at birds at a shooting school ; but it is far more useful to 

a shooting school. Practice at a shooting school, go on practising at our abominations. A good coach can 

especially before the season opens, is quite invaluable. tell one what one is doing wrong besides telling one 

Not only can one have one’s pet faults checked, but it is where one’s shot is going. This last is admittedly 

possible to practice again and again at some particular important, but the why and wherefore is more so. 
ARGUS. 

ee - 
t de Gin ope (rn I Ana 

reper By “SNAFFLE” 
GF Pon 

Cal a 
Qn ) 

. USE the above description because really “ big In this connection I should remark that all these 

| game ” cannot be said to exist in a country whose dates are variable ; and are changed every year, accord- 

largest animal is the red deer—and not a very big ing to the reports received by the Forest Department as 

one of its kind. My actual reference is to game such as to the head of game in the country. This I consider an 

should be—but is very often not—shot with the rifle. excellent idea. 

In Belgium such game is limited to red and roe deer, There is a point with regard to roe worthy of con- 

and wild boar. I am doubtful whether I should add sideration. Eastern Belgium is largely a forest country, 

fallow deer. Not long ago these were fairly numerous, but the tendency everywhere is to replace the old wood- 
but the late King had the notion they were destructive ; land by coniferous trees, and generally by the epicea. 

and they were ‘practically all killed off. The law now Nevertheless, I never seem to hear in Belgium of com- 
protects them entirely throughout the year, but all I have plaints of damage done to the woods and plantations 

ever seen of them was a cast horn picked up by a beater by roe, whereas in Scotland there is always an outcry 

in the Royal forest at Villers-sur-Lesse ; and that was if the head of these deer rises to a figure which would be 

some years old. Nor have I met anyone who has seen laughably small across the Channel. The Germans are 
one for years. notoriously fine foresters, yet the Belgian officers were 

Red deer are extraordinarily numerous in some astounded by the head of roe they found in the wood- 
preserves, where one may see a score or more from the lands of the Occupied Territory. The inference is 

high road. Indeed, the newspapers not infrequently obvious that—and this I said in my book also—the 
report the killing of a stag, actually on the road, by a damage done by roe in woodlands is negligible, having 

motor-car. regard to the good sport and ‘wholesome food they 
Nevertheless, on the smaller—not in acreage—shoots, provide. 

towards the French frontier, the killing of a red deer is The wild boar is an outlaw in Belgium. You may kill 

an event, and one which does not often occur twice in a him in any way you can, on any day of the year, with 

season. the sole exception that between certain dates hounds 

The red deer of the Ardennes—as far as I know they must be muzzled, lest they damage protected game. 

are not found in Flanders, nor, indeed, any other large This is the theory, but in practice boar are rarely shot 

game—are rather small, though bigger than those of after the general shooting season, except by peasants 
Corsica and Algeria (which, however, represent a sub- sitting up over their crops. 

species), and the horns are relatively small,* though The exceptions are drives got up towards the end of 

bearing, very often, a large number of points. In other the winter where numerous boar have been located, 
words, they are strictly woodland deer. Stags may generally by their tracks in snow. Although it is against 
lawfully be shot from the 4th of October to the end of the law to protect boar in any way, it is the custom on 

wie ear, and es os ge _ the Be most shoots to deprecate the killing ot striped pig, #.c., 

Ob CaNUBEY: eeer BOT Bua ORE GE ELAR EON those under six or eight months, after which their colour 
bears more than two points it is illegal to kill him. becomes uniform, red first and then blackish grey. 

With the exception of in the Flemish Prowmnope, 20° Belgian boar are, I think, as big as any I have come 

are very numerous in Belgium, esp ecially in the Ardennes. across. Sometimes’one hears of monsters, but personally 

Following the rule Jaid down in my book, The Roedeer, TI cannot speak to anything over about three hundred 
the horns are inferior to those of Germany, as these, in pounds, or a little more. 

turn, yield the palm to those farther east. This, by the It is not rare to see stories of ‘‘ wolf” in the Belgian 

way, is true ae red deer a well. 1 ae ae Press, but on investigation the animal invariably proves 

ee cae uae te Seana, Oates He of ar mythical. Still in these great Continental woodlands 
Suse cere arte a Asia ihe rs pete one is always a possibility. Nevertheless, it is many, 

SE Ehe a many years since a wolf was shot in Belgium. 

3 y eee Sica What is not mythical, though rarely shot with the 

: * T have, however, seen stags up to twenty stone. rifle, is the fox. Those of the Ardennes are particularly
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fine ; and what is more they vary much more in colour carried. I am now speaking of shoots where buckshot 
than do our English ones. A number of them is what is is permissible ; some are strictly limited to the use of 
here called charbonnier (Charcoal burner), and in these the bullet. 
the colouring deepens to black along the outsides of the Personally, in Belgium, I sweat by a Westley Richards’ 
limbs, back and brush. 20-bore “ Fauneta ” shot-and-ball gun. It is true the 

I have seen one, and one only, which had a great deal L.T. bullet is rather inclined to smash up a roebuck, 
of blue about the under parts. It was a vixen. but on the other hand there are often stands where the 
’ Otters, though these are hardly game, are common safety of others makes the use of a bullet objectionable ; 
throughout the country, and constitute the only large and I may add, for such indifferent shots as myself, 
animal of Flanders, where water is so prominent a part there are those where the room is too limited for him to’ 
of the earth’s surface. I have, however, been surprised be likely to hit. In both these cases it is a relief to slip 
to find so few badgers in these wild woodlands. The in a buck-shot cartridge; and this the ‘“ Fauneta ” 
true wild cat occurs, but is not common. Feral cats enables one to do. Nevertheless, it is not without a 

are numerous, even in remote woods. |! feeling of reluctance that I do so, for I have always held 
The woodlands of Belgium may be divided into three that all deer should be shot with a bullet. 

classes. Firstly, there are those in the hands of their The description of the actual sport would be dull 
owners, who shoot them, or, in some cases, hunt them reading, though I find it interesting enough. The beats 

with hounds. Secondly, there are those let to syndi- are very long, sometimes an hour and a half or even two 
cates by their owners, amongst which are those of the hours ; and it is not always easy to remain quite still, 
King, who is not interested in sport. Thirdly, there are especially when the autumn midge torments one, or it 
the communal woods, which are let, almost always to is freezing hard. 
syndicates. Very high rents, for Belgium, have been One tip is worth having. The gun you generally use 
paid for these in recent years, during which Belgium will be too long in the stock, because of the amount of 
experienced an era of great prosperity. Now she is, clothing you must wear. Personally, I wear leather 
like the rest of us, falling upon bad times it is probable doublet and drawers in addition to a warm shooting suit, 
that rents will fall considerably in the future. The an overcoat and a cape, over all which, except the last, 
usual term of letting is for nine years ; and the common the gun must “come up.” I should recommend a gun 
procedure is for one or two sportsmen, who know the with an inch or so of rubber, detachable, on the butt. 
shoot and its possibilities, to bid successfully for it at the This could be screwed on for ordinary shooting and 
usual auction, and then to take in a number of friends omitted for these long, cold drives. 

at a fixed rate, which includes liability to game damage The numbers for the day are determined by lot, pre- 
and all other outgoings. Each share so allotted is for cedence being given to different ones, also by lot, in each 
two guns, the associate’s and that of one guest invited beat. So that the getting of a shot is a pure matter of 
by him. Associate and guest are both obliged’ to hold, luck. “‘I have been coming here for three years,” I 
and produce, an insurance policy covering third party heard a man say, “and I have never had a chance to 
risks, generally up to 150,000 francs (£800), as well, of shoot yet.” Some men certainly seem to be very lucky, 
course, as a game licence. but I think in the main the great secret is to stand or sit, 

The rules laid down to protect the personal safety of absolutely still. In my own case, of three shoots in 
others are very strict. It is forbidden to load one’s which I have a share, I generally get a shot, or at all 
weapon till one has been duly posted; to leave one’s events see game, on one, whereas on the others a day 
stand till the signal is given, and then only with an often passes without my having seen game at all, at least 
unloaded gun, to fire into the covert being beaten; and, alive. A beat is, nevertheless, rarely quite blank ; and 
naturally, towards the guns on each side. The con- the crash of a stag going best pace through coppice 
sequence of all this is that I have only once seen a beater wood, or the sounds of the “‘ bay ” of a big boar, or even 
wounded by a shot (once by a boar, and once by a stag). the tripping footsteps of several roe, make up for much 
Fines are levied for all breaches of these rules, and even, waiting—to me, at any rate. 
on one shoot I know, for smoking. It is, however, a Some of my readers may ask how one can participate 
moot point whether the smell of tobacco is more offensive in such sport as I describe. For a mere visit there is a 
to wild game than that of man himself. I know of an special game licence costing, I believe, about £1, but it is 
Indian sportsman, who shot as many tigers as most only good for a fortnight.” 
people, and who invariably smoked whilst waiting for To obtain the regular yearly £3 licence it is necessary 
them. In this case, however, he was probably always to have a permis de séjour, which is only granted to those 
some way above ground level. The sense of smell is less who have permission to reside in Belgium indefinitely. 
developed, too, in the carnivorae than in the deer tribe. This permission costs, if I remember rightly, about £1, 

Beating is done either by beaters, or by dogs, or by a but it involves some troublesome formalities, as, indeed, 
mixture of both. This last is probably the best plan, does one’s first game licence. Once one has this, and the 
as deer, especially in bad weather, will not move for a permis de séjour, which costs a few pence, renewal is 
man who passes within a yard or two. Hounds are easy. 
better dispensed with, as they follow their game and —- meee ikie RAI 
disturb other beats. Good terriers and mongrels are | 
the most satisfactory dogs. It may be remarked that S E O RT | N G A N D | 
where beaters alone are used the shooting is easier, as 
deer do not pass one at the pace they do when pursued rT R AV E ie B O O KS | 
bees. , ; LIST oN APPLICATION | 

s a rule the weapon used is a 12-bore hammerless pea oR eee. | 
shotgun. In addition a rifle (always a repeater) is often | Rowland atc Liar) G/aabicced ya veneOn gg ee]
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A comparison with game management in this country 

4 
By W. L. McATEE 

NE hears rather frequently that present century, it is said that “The day of 
Europe, even after its centuries WV BENEVER sportsmen are the great manor has passed, and the 
of occupation by human beings, gathered together and the farmhouse now rules the countryside.” 
has much more game than the future of shooting in America is The local abundance of game in 

United States. The inference is then made under discussion, there is always European countries depended almost en- 
that there must be a European system of some one present to say, “We tirely on the system of landlordism. 
handling game far superior to our own. must adopt the European system Where this system has been swept away, 
The assumption and implications mention- if our game is to be perpetuated.” game has largely vanished. In the United 
ed are so tinged with fallacy, however, that The article on this page should States we never have had any great de- 
more light should be thrown upon them. prove interesting to all such men velopment of landlordism, but we have 
Europe in general is by no means so as well as to those who believe kept our game to a fair extent and have at 

well off for big game as the United in the American plan of game the same time had public shooting—some- 
States and has not been for many years, control. thing that has not been achieved in Europe. 
although proprietors of the deer forests The reasons are not at all obscure. 
of Scotland have developed good practice Europe in general has not had adequate 
in maintenance of their herds. The Re- Lowe of the British Museum, the problem game laws. While under landlordism 
port of the Departmental Committee ap- “has got to be faced both in a national game was kept up by propagation, guard- 
pointed in November, 1919, to inquire and and an international spirit of accord. If ing and limiting shooting to a very small 
report with regard to lands in Scotland jt is not faced,” he says, “our European percentage of the population, With the 
used as deer forests, noted that the nor- ducks and waders are doomed.” decline in landlordism and in the lack 
mal annual kill of deer was 6,900 stags If the comment on European game Of safeguards in the form of well devel- 
and 5,500 hinds, a total of 12,400. This is superiority is not true of big game nor Oped protective laws and a system of 
one of the few definite figures on record of wildfowl, which is undeniable, then of aime refuges, game, traditionally a per- 
about the game harvest in European what, if anything, is it true? There re- uisite of the aristocratic classes, was 
countries, and enables us to make com- mains for consideration only small upland Persecuted and the stock rapidly reduced. 
parisons by no means to the discredit of game, including principally hares, rabbits, In the United States hunters operate 
game conditions in the United States. pheasants, grouse and partridges, We need under a system of game laws that has 

Scotland has an area of about 30,000 neither examples nor precept as to hares been in the process of perfecting for two 
square miles and an average density of and rabbits; it is only too easy to let hundred years, and the general  observ- 
population of 164 persons to the square them become over-abundant. In the United ance of protective legislation is good. 
mile. The average deer harvest as noted States thus far, over most of our area This is a public shooting nation where 
is 6,900 stags plus 5,500 hinds. New York the problem has been one of holding down, the demand is ever for more public shoot- 

State has an area of nearly 50,000 square rather than building up, the numbers of ing, and in all probability we shall in 
miles and a population density of 217, such animals. time find means of satisfying it. Game 
and bags more than 7,000 bucks alone. sanctuaries, propagation, short open sea- 
Pennsylvania, with an area of somewhat HEN we come to upland game sons, bag limits and no-sale provisions 
more than 45,000 square miles and a pop- V V birds, we find the only point ingame are our tools, and they are doing the 
ulation density of 194 to the square mile, management in which Europe has hereto- work. Under the American theory, it is 
reaps an annual deer harvest of 12,000 fore excelled us. Great Britain has set the held more desirable for 10,000 men to 
to 15,000 bucks, Pennsylvania, therefore, pace with intensive production of red and have an opportunity to bag a single deer : 
with a greater population density than black grouse, partridges and pheasants. In each than to let 100 men kill 100 each. 
Scotland, bags from a 50 per cent greater the other countries much less has been Sitilarly, while we may permit the sale 
area a greater total number of deer and done, and only with the last two classes of of really propagated game as freely as 
more than a 100 per cent larger number birds. We have both of these now in the Proves practicable, we are determined 
of bucks than are produced by the famed United States, but probably will have to prevent commercialization of wild 
deer forests of Scotland. to forego the grouse of Scotland, as the game. 

Bearing in mind that this comparison life of these birds is so closely bound up The efficacy of our methods is illus- 
is with the most productive deer range with heather, of which we have no ex- trated by the increase of pheasants to the 
in Europe, it will be seen that the results tensive tracts. point where there is complaint in various 
obtained in our more densely populated The abundance of upland game birds on states of the birds doing damage on 
Eastern States are nothing short of amaz- estates or leased lands was achieved by farms. Principally on this account, the 
ing. They are a great tribute to the effec- close guarding, vermin control, propaga- open season and the bag limit have been 
tiveness of the buck law and of the refuge - tion, augmentation of food supply and increased almost annually in South Da- 
system, and to public observance of game regulated shooting. The latter is one of kota since the birds first became common, 
laws. It is evident that we do not need the most important details, as it insures and in the last hunting season a bag of 
to go to Europe for lessons in big-game the survival of plenty of breeding stock from 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 pheasants was 
management. for the next season. Shooting under this obtained. In the case of game birds, there- 

So far as birds are concerned, there is system is in the hands of comparatively fore, as well as in that of deer already 
no European superiority as regards water- few individuals; in fact, one may cor- pointed out, it does not seem that condi- 
fowl. There is neither wildfowl preserving rectly say that there is no public shooting. tions in the United States suffer by com- 
nor propagation in Europe on so large a The public, however, has the opportunity parison with those in Europe. 
scale as we have already attained in the of buying game at moderate prices, as 
United States, and we are just beginning. grouse, partridges and pheasants come Hee sum up, we have done fairly well 
Laws protecting ducks, geese and the like from the estates to the market in hun- with our natural supply of game; we 
have never been developed in Europe to dreds of thousands, possibly millions. are awake to the necessity of taking all 
anything like the extent they have in our In brief, this is the European (really necessary steps to preserve it; we are con- 
country. The shortest season on these British) system of game management. It vinced of the value of game bird intro- 
birds in any principal European country can only be perpetuated where there is duction and propagation, and we already 
is as long as the longest (3%4 months) private ownership or control of large have farms propagating game birds on a 
anywhere in the United States or to the areas of land. It is based on the strictest larger scale than anywhere else in the 
northward, and the longer ones extend to sort of property rights in game and in world. We find it necessary, and we also 
as much as 9 and 9%4 months. shooting, and on subordination of all earnestly desire, to work out an Ameri- 

There has been little or no cooperation, other activities on the land to shooting. can system of game preservation that shall 
moreover, by the numerous relatively The system is criticized even in Great be in fullest coordination with the desires 
small countries in the way of correlating Britain as being anti-social and particu- of our people, with their social organization, 
laws affecting migratory birds. The situa- larly as against the best interests of and with our type of government. Weare 
tion in Europe as to the preservation of Agriculture (Rural Report of the Liberal well on our way, and probably have already 
wildfowl is one that makes for pessimism Land Committee 1923-1925). In Europe passed the point where following Euro- 
among leading students of the subject. as a whole this system is certainly on the pean example is of much importance to 
According to one of them, Dr. P. R. decline. Because of agrarian reforms of the our continued success. 
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Notes on German Game Management, acreages, and the delegation of responsi- 
Chiefly in Bavaria and Baden. By bility for details, subject to state inspec- 

Ward Shepard. Senate Committee on tion, on large ones. Our present “farm 
Wild Life Resources, 1934. cooperatives” and “shooting preserve 

laws” seem to be taking us in this gen- 

Of the several documents so far ap- eral direction. 
pearing under the aegis of the Senate In the biology of game cropping, how- 

Committee, this is the briefest and most ©V° the Germans offer pals 2 og point: 
. . er, the most striking of which is their ex- 

valuable. It is a digest of field observa- J i Seat 
‘ 4 perience with sex ratios in deer. Under a 
pons ee oe pie tere ey buck-doe ratio of 1:6, the roe deer in the 
el Smyey Sone Cm Sra Aas Black Forest deteriorated in both weight 
Mot Tugel is Be ene oo Seay and antlers, but under a revised ratio of 
foe aulbbialy oe tonest 1:1.5, supplemented by deliberate culling 

game, but cree) atleast in ty mind, a of inferior individuals, weights have in- 

Pree eo en : aay a creased 20 per cent and antlers have im- 
analysis of farm game. With such a com- proved. Most American deer herds are 

aoe stydy_batore meee a as efene toward low buck ratios. We 
Spe EL ce ane unis vile “cull” the best, rather than the worst. 
game management, which is done all over WHEE Ap ake lig A cao Weeeitiian ie 

Samay, Poa uouae oe ee measure the result? Yet no state, except 
ica, as a matter of ancestral habit. eave Michieaiiiandoueeen Oe one 

On state forests the hunting is done by  everal attempts to “study” deer, only one 
forest officers, hence the economic return 9+ two have even attempted to formulate 

from game crops comes only from the normal sex and age composition for 
sale of meat, and is less than one per deer herds. 

cent of all forest revenues. On com- The deer food situation, in relation to 
munal and private lands, however, both population density and forest damage, 
the hunting and the meat are sold. Small throws a flood of light on our current 

holdings, in order to hunt, must pool problems. The pure-conifer silviculture 
their game and entrust its management to prevailing in Germany for a century has 
the commune. It is only on large private made artificial winter-feeding a universal 
estates that the owner shoots and manages necessity. Hardwood plantings, whether 

his own game, subject to state seasons for timber or for deer-browse, must be 
but not kill limits. fenced to survive, even under moderate 

In its net trend this system contravenes deer densities. Likewise clover meadows 
the usual assumption that “game in Ger- planted for deer must be fenced and can 
many is private property.” It seems to be opened only at intervals. Stripping of 

be very much public property, but is sprucebark by deer is a widespread 
managed for public revenue rather than trouble ascribed to unbalanced nutrition. 
for public recreation. On small holdings, Felled conifers of all species are prompt- 
at least, the public asserts its ownership ly stripped by deer. On the Kaibab or in 
almost to the exclusion of the private Jackson’s Hole we would call these symp- 
landowner. I see little for us to copy in toms of radical overstocking, but the 
German game economics except the com- moderate densities of the German herds 
pulsory pooling of management on small indicate that they are merely symptoms
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of unecologic forestry,—of single-track good for nothing else should, but will 
silviculture. The present strong trend to- not, ponder this lesson.) The private and 

ward mixed stands will eventually relieve communal districts of Bavaria yield one 
this situation, but has not yet done so, mammal per 36 acres and one bird per 

We have here simply one more instance 62 acres per year, whereas the Bavarian 
of the crying need for naturalism in con- state forests yield only one mammal per 
servation,—one more proof that the for- 100 acres, and one bird per 400 acres. 
ester with a single eye for sawlogs, or the The highest aggregate kill, as compared 
game manager with a single eye for fur with our forest states, arises not from 

or feathers, is an anachronism. In the high. density, but from the absence of 
-long run we shall learn that there is no blank areas, and from the high kill-ratio 
such thing as forestry, no such thing as per unit of population. That is to say, 
game management. The only reality is Bavaria gets a game crop because all 
an intelligent respect for, and adjustment the land is working and all the breeding 
to, the inherent tendency of land to pro- stock is productive. 
duce life. Of great import to us is the evident 

; German predator policy, as described fact that German game biology is em- 
by Shepard, is refreshingly naturalistic. pirical, not scientific. Game managers 
Martens, otters, and eagles, long since ex- Teceive only routine training as foresters. 
tinct in all but our “backwoods” states, An effective and vital system of conserva- 

are not only suffered to exist, but are tion has been built, not upon a found- 
managed like the deer. Foxes, despite ation of research, but upon a foundation 
their depredations, are cropped in proper of experience. That system is of neces- 
density for fur. A vigilant bird-lover sity encrusted with the political and eco- 
group insists on the rational protection nomic barnacles of feudalism, but it de- 
of raptors, and the sportsmen, either out livers results, despite the handicap of a 
of intelligence or necessity, acquiesce. The man:land ratio vastly less favorable than 
culling function of predators seems to be ours. Is it a rosy dream to envisage the 
universally recognized as a biotic neces- ultimate emergence of an American sys- 
sity. Will this happy day come to Amer- tem, founded upon ecological science, un- 
ica before, or after, our magnificent pred- encumbered by too much history, utiliz- 
ators are gone? ing to the utmost our basic advantage of 

German game yields, as sketched by élbow-room, and so integrated with our 
Shepard, are higher in private and com- sociology and economics as to perpetuate 
munal districts than in state forests. This indefinitely the opportunity for contact 
reflects the fact, so hard for American with natural beauty? It seems to me not 

conservationists to learn, that high al- a dream, but a challenge. 
titudes and poor soils yield light crops, 
whether of corn, deer, or sawlogs. (Those Apo Lropotp, 
who habitually relegate wild life to land University of Wisconsin.
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73p Coneruss \ SENATE 
2d Session 

NOTES ON GERMAN GAME MANAGEMENT, CHIEFLY IN 

BAVARIA AND BADEN 

— Ordered to be printed 

Mr. Waxcort, from the Special Committee on Conservation of Wild 
Life Resources, submitted the following 

; REPORT 

[Pursuant to S.Res. 246, 71st Cong.] 

The Special Committee on Conservation of Wild Life Resources, 
appointed under Senate Resolution No. 246, presents the following 
report on German game management with chief reference to the 
States of Bavaria and Baden. 

| The subject of game management is of increasing importance to 
| the Federal Government and to the States. The committee feels 

that this contribution by Mr. Ward Shepard brings this theme to us 
at a time when it is being given more consideration than ever before 
in the history of conservation in the United States. 

The experience of continental European countries in Consens 
their game resources over several centuries is worthy of thoughtfu 
study by Americans where the priceless heritage in wild life has been 
shamefully wasted through misguided and frequently unintelligent 
efforts. It has been ae recently that serious thought has been given 
to restoring our fish and game, our birds, trees, and waters. 

It is hoped that the treatment of game management, as presented by 
Mr. Shepard, who formerly was a collaborator in the United States 
Department of Agriculture, and who ae is a specialist in land 
policy in the Department of Interior, will be helpful to a large number 
of conservationists, official and otherwise, who are now studying this 
subject. 

67611—34—_1



2 NOTES ON GERMAN GAME MANAGEMENT 

NOTES ON GERMAN GAME MANAGEMENT CHIEFLY IN 
BAVARIA AND BADEN 

By Ward Shepard, Former Collaborator, United States Department of Agriculture; 
Specialist in Land Policy, Department of Interior 

The following notes on German game management are based on 
work done in Germany during a short period in the summer of 1932 
for the Biological Survey of the United States Department of Agri- 
culture, preliminary to an extensive survey of forest policies in central 
Europe which I undertook under the auspices of the Carl Schurz 
Memorial Foundation. They were gathered principally from field 
trips with Bavarian and Baden state foresters and from interviews 
with specialists. The limited time available made it impossible to 
carry on anything approaching a thorough survey or to submit a 
finished and final report. At best, the work can serve only as an 
orientation; the rich and complex subject of German game manage- 
ment deserves not less than a year’s investigation in order to get the 
most out of it for American use. 
My special thanks are due to the following persons for generous 

and valuable aid in carrying out this inquiry: Oberregierungsrat 
Greis, Oberforstmeister Julius Eck, Oberforstmeister Albert, and 
Forstmeister Jager, of the Bavarian Forest Service; President- 
Geheimrat Loder, of the Landesverband der Bayerische Jagdschutz 
und Jager-Vereine; Geheim.-Regierungsrat Dr. A. Strése, director 
of the Institiit fiir Jagdkunde in Berlin; Oberforstmeister Walli, of 
the Baden Forest Service; and Dr. Reinhard Trendelenburg, of the 
Forstliches Institut of the University of Freiburg in Breisgau. 

Section I. Game MaNnaGEMENT IN THE StaTE Forests 

Game management and hunting privileges vary considerably on 
the three categories of land recognized by most or all of the separate 
state game laws. These three categories are the state forests and 
other state lands, the larger private holdings, and the communal and 
small private holdings. In Bavaria, as in other states, the small 
rivate holdings are lumped together with the communal lands to 

Fore one or more hunting districts that are leased and managed by 
the communal government. In the larger private holdings (in 
Bavaria at least 81.77 hectares of contiguous land in flat country and 
136.29 hectares in the mountains ', the owner may exercise the hunting 
rights himself or lease them; but in either case he is subject to the 
state restrictions as to open seasons, licenses, etc. In the state lands, 
the state has practically unlimited power over the game, though in 
general it observes the closed seasons fixed by law, exceptions being 
made only for special reasons passed on by the higher administrative 
authorities. 5 

Bavaria may be taken as a typical example of game management 
in the state forests. It must be remembered that there are no federal 
forests in Germany; but the forests of the various states correspond, 
in importance and in thoroughness of management, to the national 

forests of the United States rather than to our various American 
State forests. In Bavaria, the state is by all odds the greatest single 

land owner. The total area of the state forests (inclusive of certain 

“TA hectare is about 214 acres.
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other state lands administered by the forest service) is 955,500 hectares 
(about 2,400,000 acres), or about one-eighth of the total land area of 
Bavaria. 

In this area timber production stands first in importance among the 
objects of management; but it is a principle of the Bavarian forest 
service that game production must be as great as the supply of game 
feed and the prevention of undue injury to forests and farms will 
permit. In this policy, the state is influenced both by the general 
social and recreational value of game and by its contribution to 
State revenues. Game of all kinds in Germany is as much a recognized 
market commodity as reindeer-meat is in the western United States. 
The danger of serious abuses in the way of “‘market-hunting”’, either 
on public or private land, is avoided by the careful control of the per- 
sons who are licensed to hunt and of the lands on which hunting is 
done, as well as by the almost savage warfare against poachers. 

In order to assure the highest game production in the state forests 
of Bavaria, game management in all its phases (from feeding to killing) 
is undertaken directly by the forest service. The leasing of hunting- 
rights in the state forests is the exception, determined by topographic 
or other conditions that are unfavorable to state management or by 
the need of improving forest and game protection through the exten- 
sion of the hunting privilege to outsiders. In general, however, the 
hunting is done by forest officers and certain other public officials and 
by the guests that forest officers may invite. This special privilege 
probably goes back to the time when foresters were almost wholly 
occupied with game. It seems quite extraordinary from the Ameri- 
can point of view that such a highly-prized privilege as hunting (which 
in Germany has usually been the right of the privileged class) should 
be exercised as a more or less routine duty by public servants. This 
is all the more striking when one considers the minor economic 
importance of game, which constitutes less than one-half of 1 percent 
of the total receipts from the Bavarian state forests and whose chief 
value is therefore recreational. The system of official hunting has 
certain obyious advantages, in that it gives the forest service absolute 
control of game management. In this respect it might be compared 

with the systematically organized and controlled hunting of predatory 
animals by the hunters of the Biological Survey in the United States. 
The hunting privileges are carefully apportioned among the forest 
officers and also among forestry students and apprentices. 

Suction II. Prorection anp Carz or Game in State Forests 

Certain fundamental factors must be taken into account in explain- 

ing the thoroughness and directness of German game management in 
the State forests. First, there is no doubt as to who owns the game 
and consequently no jurisdictional disputes. Secondly, since the 
State has complete control over the numbers of persons who hunt 
(in fact, does most of the hunting through its own officials), there is 
no need for our elaborate, indirect American method of trying to 

i reduce the ever-increasing kill of game by game refuges, reduced bag- 
limits, shortened seasons, and the like. The fundamental fact of 

‘game management in German State forests is sinyple, direct, absolute 
quantitative and qualitative regulation of kill. The State determines, 
on its own lands, the number of animals to be killed each year and the
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sex, age, and quality of those animals. These controls are exercised by’ 
means of the game-management plan and the rifle, as silvicultural. 
control is exercised by the silvicultural management plan and the axe. 
The same principles of management are, in general, applied to the large 
private estates. 

THE GAME-MANAGEMENT PLAN 

The management plan is based on careful and accurate estimates of 
the amount of game on hand. For example, in the high mountain 
country at Garmisch, southern Bavaria, the big game is counted on a 
given day at all the feeding stands where the animals customarily 
come to be fed in winter. Roe deer are counted in October when they 
congregate in the openings, and chamois are counted in the breeding 
season. Because of the small size of the ranger districts (e.g., a ranger 
district I visited in the Schwarzwald contained 1,500 acres), the rangers: 
personally know practically every deer, its haunts and habits; and the 
rangers get together to check up the movements of deer so as to avoid 
duplicating the count. 

The essential parts of the game-management plan are: 
1. Census of wild game—For each species (Rotwild or red deer, 

Damwild or fallow deer, Rehwild or roe deer, chamois, wild boars,, 
hares, and principal birds), this tabulation gives the number of head 
of each species on April 1, as well as the different classes of animals, 
such as stags, does, yearlings, etc. Later, after the young are born,, 
the natural increase is entered in the appropriate columns. 

2. Forecast of kill and income.—Shows separately the estimate of 
allowable kill for the year and estimated income and costs, both 
with provision for continuous correction and revision. The estimate 
of annual kill gives: First, the proposed kill for each species; and 
later, after the hunting season is closed, the actual kill. For each 
species of big game, the animals are divided into several classes; for 
example, in red deer, the classes are good stags, poor stags, calves, 
and barren does. 

Under income and expenses are given: First, the estimates; and at 
the end of the year the actual receipts. Expenses are divided into 
such items as game feeding, damage by game, beaters’ wages, etc. 

3. Detailed explanation of reckoning of kill—This shows in detail. 
the changes in numbers of each species and class that have occurred 
since the April 1 estimate, such as losses by migration of animals to 
neighboring districts, natural increase, etc.; net number in each 
category, such as good stags, poor stags, old and small deer, etc., and 
the proposed number to be killed in each category. 

This game-management plan permits both quantitative and, among 
the larger animals, qualitative regulation of the kill. Among red 
deer, fallow deer, and roe deer, it is the policy to cull out with the 
rifle the unfit animals, such as weak fawns, undersized animals, 
stags, and bucks that are poor as meat animals, those with poor 
antlers, and a certain proportion of females. Special attention is 
given to the raising of large stags with fine antlers, which are much 
prized by German hunters. The forstmeister (forest supervisor) 
decides the ways and means as well as the time of hunting, selecting 
in general the time when animals are in best possible physical condi-
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‘tion so that the proper selection of animals to be shot can be made. 
Permits to hunt may be revoked for violation of laws or regulations, 
unsportsmanlike eonduct, dangerous handling of weapons, etc. 

A striking example of the good results of qualitative regulation of 
the kill is afforded by Supervisor (Forstrat) Walli’s management of 
the roe herd in the forest revier of Schluchsee in the Black Forest, 
which I had the privilege of visiting. Herr Walli is not only an enthu- 
‘slasti¢ sportsman but a skillful forester and game manager. He took 
charge of this revier in 1920. The herd of roe deer (about 450 to 
00 head) was badly run down physically, as shown by low weight 
‘and poor antlers. This deterioration of the herd was, in Herr Walk os 
opinion, principally due to the maintenance of an unsatisfactory ratio 
between the sexes. Formerly, there was only 1 buck to 6 or 8 does. 
‘Supervisor Walli has brought the ratio up to 1: 1.5-1.8, the ratio 
fluctuating a little from year to year. 

In addition to strengthening the buck-doe ratio, the following 
principles have been observed: 

(a) No shooting of strong deer in first few years. 
(6) Low-grade deer (including small deer and those with poor or 

deformed antlers) are shot before the breeding season to prevent 
them from breeding. 

(c) With the marked improvement of the herd, a very few strong 
deer are now permitted to be shot after the breeding season. 

(d) In the late autumn, females too weak to live over winter are 
shot. 

(e) All strong females are kept. 
(f) Any female known to be barren three successive seasons is shot. 
At the beginning of this program to regenerate the herd, the aver- 

age dressed weight of roe deer was 30 pounds. Now it is 36 pounds, 
and for the strong deer (which are still very little shot) up to 45 
pounds. Equally striking is the improvement in antlers, of which I 
saw a large series. Those from the unimproved herd are small, 
poorly shaped, and often badly deformed, with few or none of the 
“pearls” or small protuberances that give to the fully developed 
antlers of the roe buck the characteristic roughness round the base. 
In the latter years the antlers are greatly improved as to size, shape, 
symmetry, completeness of points, and abundance of “pearls.” 
Incidentally, deformity in antlers is apparently hereditary in some 
cases. 

In general, throughout Germany, much attention is given to main- 
taining the proper ratio between bucks and does. Counting the 
better grade of breeding animals and excluding low-grade animals that 
will be weeded out before the breeding season, there is considerable 
support among German authorities for a ratio as high as 1:1. In 
practice, however, in the Bavarian state forests the ratio is lower. 
In the fenced forest park at Egelharting, for example, a ratio of 1 
stag to 2 or 2% does is the aim of management—somewhat lower, it 
will be observed, in this level country than in the mountainous 
country of the Black Forest. German iireatatd lay great strees on a 
high buck-doe ratio as a means of maintaining the vitality of the 
herd and of producing high-grade animals, of large size and with 
good antlers.
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THE FEEDING OF GAME 

The handling of big game in the German state forests is, in some 
respects, more comparable to the handling of cattle in our western 
national forests than to the handling of our own big game. There is 
a certain amount of grazing of domestic stock (cattle and sheep) in 
some of the Bavarian forests as a result of traditional rights or 
“servitudes” coming down from past ages; but this grazing is con- 
fined to limited, specified areas and all animals, both cattle and 
sheep, are carefully herded by communal herders approved by the 
Oberforstmeister. The main food supply of the forests is reserved 
for game, and this natural food supply is considerably supplemented 
by artificial feeding. . 

The problem of having sufficient natural food for the deer arises, 
therefore, not primarily from competition of livestock, as is the case 
here and there in our western big-game ranges; but rather from the 
artificial character of extensive portions of the German forests. As a 
rule, German foresters have long been partial to the cultivation of 
pure, even-aged spruce forests, usually reproduced by clear-cutting 
and planting. These forests are extraordinarily dense and dark, so 
that at an early age (about 15 to 20 years) all undergrowth of every 
kind—both shrubs and herbaceous plants—is pretty well killed out 
by the shade. 

There is now a strong reaction against the pure spruce forest in favor 
of mixed forests of spruce, fir, larch, beech, oak, aspen, maple, moun- 
tain ash, etc., to be reproduced naturally. This reaction has arisen 
chiefly because of the injurious effects of pure spruce stands on the 
soil, shown by the decline in wood production, and because of the 
ravages of the nun moth and other forest enemies in the unbroken 
stretches of spruce forest. It has also been strongly influenced by 
the difficulty of feeding an abundant supply of game where there is 
little natural browse or grass. 

Although a similar danger is not apparent in many of our natural 
American forests, where fire and over cutting often combine to pro- 
duce too much rather than too little grass and brush, the lesson of 
German experience is probably applicable to the aggregate enormous 
area of artificial coniferous woods now in process of creation in America 
under the extensive planting programs undertaken or encouraged by 
the State and Federal Governments. Most coniferous stands tend to 
shade out the under-vegetation. Fisher has shown at the Harvard 
Forest, Petersham, Mass., the serious soil deterioration caused by 
pure white-pine stands. It is probable that in many regions in 
America pure coniferous plantations should be discouraged in favor 
of both maximum timber production and maximum game produc- 
tion. I suggest this question as a line of inquiry of special interest 
for game management in the eastern United States. 

The conversion of pure spruce to mixed forest is naturally a slow 
process. In the State forest at Grunwald near Munich, small plots of 
beech, oak, ash, maple, elm, locust, mountain-ash, and other broad- 
leayed species are planted after the first light cutting of spruce under 
the shelterwood system that is replacing clear-cutting and planting. 
These plots have to be fenced against the hungry deer, which explains 
why extensive planting of hardwoods throughout the cutting area is 
impossible. These mixed forests will in course of time provide game-
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food in the way of browse, underbrush, grass, herbaceous plants, and 
the mast of oak, beech, and horsechestnut, though they will doubtless 
also bring their own problems in the way of game injury to repro- 
duction. 

The absence of natural food, combined with the strong demand for 
abundant game, is partly responsible for the extensive feeding of game 
in Germany, hough the desire to keep the animals in good condition 
through the winter and in the calving season is the most important 
factor. Not only is feed scarcer in winter, but it is difficult for the 
animals to travel in deep snow to reach it. Even if natural food were 
much more abundant, winter losses would be heavy without artificial 
feeding. 

WINTER FEEDING 

A good example is in the fenced forest at Egelharting in Bavaria. 
In this forest of several thousand acres there are 10 regular feeding 
stands, a typical one consisting of a hayrack and boxes for concen- 
trated foods such as horsechestnuts and a barn for storing feed. Feed- 
ing begins in autumn with a light ration of hay and horsechestnuts. 
For winter feeding, this ration is supplemented by sugar beets, tur- 
nips, and carrots (which, however, cannot be fed at high elevations 
because of freezing). The heaviest ration is fed in the spring when 
the antlers are being shed and regrown. 

In general, the deer are not fed every day without exception, as 
they would become too lazy to do any rustling for themselves. The 
total cost of feeding an animal per season in the state forest at Gar- 
misch is estimated at 10 reichsmarks (about $2.50), but German 
costs are much lower than American. At Schluchsee, in the Black 
Forest, the deer are fed hay and a mixture of two-thirds bran and 
one-third rolled oats. Ouileake is fed in some places. Calcium is 
sometimes given to aid antler growth. 

Deer are salted both at the regular feeding places and in artificially 
constructed saltlicks, where the salt is mixed with the soil. In both 
cases natural rock salt is used. 

In connection with feeding and salting, it is interesting to note 
that the deer do a good deal of forest damage by stripping the bark 
off the spruce with their teeth. Some authorities believe this habit» 
is due to an unknown deficiency in diet, and the Institiit fir Jagd- 
kunde in Berlin is working on this theory. Mr. Arthur Ringland 
reports that certain Dutch foresters believe this habit to be due to 
lack of salt, though German foresters I consulted on this point were 
emphatic in stating that the deer are abundantly salted. 

PLANTING OF GAME-FOOD PLANTS 

Fenced pastures. To supplement the natural food supply, small 
fenced pastures are established and artificially planted. The forest 
of Egelharting has good examples of this type of culture. About a 
dozen such enclosures, of about 10 acres each, have been established. 
Fences must be high enough to prevent deer from jumping them and 
strong enough to prevent wild boars from breaking through. Pre- 
paratory culture to improve the soil consists of the following plant- 
ings: First year, oats; second year, potatoes; third year, oats; fourth 
year, final planting of grass and clover. Within each pasture is a
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smaller enclosure called the ‘‘game-acre’’, usually planted with 
Helianthus, or wild sunflower, strongly fertilized with calcium and 
phosphorus fertilizers—elements required for the development of 
strong antlers. The gates of these pastures are opened at suitable 
intervals during the growing season to permit the animals to graze. 

In the forest of Grunwald, near Munich, unfenced plots of clover 
have been planted ‘‘to keep the deer at home”’,i.e., to prevent them 
from invading adjoining faim lands, in which case the state must pay 
damages. 

The broad, well-grassed compartment lines so characteristic of 
German forests are also important sources of game food. 

Planting of game foods in forest—Oberforstmeister Julius Eck has 
done some extremely interesting and suggestive work of this kind in 
Grunwald. His basic principle is to combine forest and game culture 
with the minimum of conflict and the maximum of mutual benefit. 
He has worked out some combinations that surprisingly forward 
these purposes. Two examples are here given. 

In a plantation of Pinus sylvestris on heather land he interplanted 
with perennial lupine (Lupinus perennis), which has acted both as a 
nuise-crop to the young trees and as an abundant source of food for 
the deer. The interactions of the pine, the heather, the lupine, and 
the deer are interesting. The lupine prevents the regrowth of the 
heather, which would adversely affect (probably kill) the pine, and 
it greatly enriches the soil by forming humus instead of peat. It 
discourages the deer from eating the pine by giving them a better 
food. The underlying principle illustrated here is perhaps applicable 
in many forest regions where grazing or browsing animals injure young 
forest trees and is commended to the consideration of those who wish 
to combine forest and game or livestock culture. 

An extensive burn in a young spruce forest was followed by a dense 
growth of coarse bunch grass which in spring and autumn, when the 
grass is dry, is a serious fire danger. Fire lanes about 15 feet in width 
have been ploughed at intervals and planted with succulent, fire- 
resistant plants that are also good deer feed. 

The planting of such trees and shrubs as mountain ash (Juniperus 
communis) (for the berries), elderberry, wild rose, and hazelnut is 
being carried on at Griinwald in order to increase the food supply for 
the game animals and the insectivorous birds. 

In midwinter, in the Griinwald, deformed or diseased pines (P. 
sylvestris) are felled so that deer may feed on the needles and twigs, 
but the wood is removed from the forest before spring to prevent the 
breeding of beetles. This method is especially useful in drawing deer 
away from young pine reproduction or plantations when other feed 
is scarce. Aspen and birch are also felled for the same purpose. 
The German mistletoe (Viscum album) is much relished by deer, and 
in the Griinwald the woodcutters are instructed to lop it off the 
branches (which are used for-firewood) and leave it for the deer. In 
the Schluchsee revier in the Black Forest, silver firs are felled for the 
roe deer in winter. They not only feed on the twigs and buds, but 
on the druid moss and lichens that grow on the trees.
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DOES IT PAY TO FEED? 

It must be remembered that the purpose of artificial feeding is not 
primarily to make a given area of land support more game than the 
natural food supply would permit (which would be regarded as poor 
forest and game management), but to prevent winter losses and to 
keep the animals in good condition for the fawning season. Forstrat 
Walli, of the forest district of Schluchsee in the Black Forest of 
Baden, gave me a striking example of the profitableness of good 
winter feeding of the roe deer. Up to 1926 the deer in this forest 
were fed only hay. In the very severe winter of 1923-24, when deep 

) snow and bitter cold prevailed, the losses of the deer were so heavy 
that in the following hunting season the kill had to be reduced to 
30 head compared with the normal annual kill of 90 head, and it 
required 3 full years to bring the herd back to the normal kill. 

The winter of 1930-31 was just as severe, but because of the 
heavier feeding (including oats and bran in addition to hay), the losses 
were less than half those of the previous example, the kill in 1931 had 
to be cut only to 62, and already during the present season (1932), 
the kill will be back to normal. Comparing the yield of the three 
hunting seasons of 1924-26 with that of the three seasons 1931-33, 
the latter 3 years. will yield 70 head more than the former 3. The 
sale value at 30 marks a head is 2,100 marks (about $300), giving a 
clear profit of 900 marks ($225) on heavy feeding. 

DENSITY OF STOCKING 

In the Schluchsee revier in the Schwarzwald, the aim is to have 10 
roe deer to each 100 hectares, or 1 to each 25 acres. This is considered. 
the optimum stocking. For the whole revier of 3,000 hectares, the 
minimum allowable herd is figured at 250, the maximum at 478. 
In the fenced forest at Egelharting (lowland spruce forest), an allow- 
ance of 40 acres per head of large deer (Rotwild) is made. 

For the entire state forest area of Bavaria (955,000 hectares), it is 
roughly estimated that for each 1,000 hectares (2,500 acres), the 
total amount of game, if evenly distributed, would average as follows 

: (big game only included): au 

) Rotwild, (rediGeen) 1c.) stan ee are Meany aay eta a 
CHAMOIS SNe ee oe cen Oe eee ee ea ene se ee eee Th 
Pose Geen. Hace SMe tS NN eee ee ee use Wee OB 2, 

NMG ell 2 ss 32 aig 1 NSE ans Salil Sue sea oe ge sas ee one call eS SAL a LL 

This is at the rate of about 27 acres per head, and it is authorita- 
tively held that this amount can be increased little if any, though 
possibly this statement is a little conservative for the mixed forests 
of thefuture. In any event, the figure gives a rough idea of how much 
game can be produced in conjunction with intensive forest manage- 
ment without undue injury to the forest. 

The annual rate of increase of the surviving progeny of roe deer in 
the Schluchsee revier is figured at 70 percent of the mature females, 
a figure closely proved by actual count over a number of years. This 
percentage applies to mountain forest with heavy winter losses of 
young and is much too low for roe deer in the lowland forests.
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PREDATORY ANIMALS 

The predatory mammals are the wolf (rare), wild-cat, fox, badger, 

marten, and otter; the principal predatory birds are eagle, various 

kinds of hawks, and owls. So far as I have been able to determine, 
there is no species of predatory animal or bird on which a war of ex- 
termination has been declared. For one thing, the ‘‘nature protec- 
tion” movement is so thoroughly organized throughout Germany 
that any war of extermination would be vigorously combated. 
Among the foresters, gamekeepers, and the more intelligent sports- 

men there is a keen recognition of the importance of maintaining the 
biological balance, not only to hold in check such animals as field- 
mice and water rats, but to safeguard the healthy law of natural selec- 
tion among game animals; for it is recognized that in general the 
predatory animals perform the useful function of weeding out the 
unfit—the old, the weak, and the sick—among their natural prey. 
For every noxious varmint which, like man, prefers red meat to a 
vegetarian diet, the German forester throws up, on the credit side, 
the inroads he makes against such pests as mice. Moreover, many 
of the predatory animals, such as the fox, the marten, and the otter, 
have a high economic value as fur bearers. 

The general principle followed in German game management is to 
hold the predatory animals in reasonable check and to afford the game 
animals special protection against them. Two examples of such 
special protection are cited. For such small animals as hares and 
game birds, brush coverts are planted or artificial shelters created 
where natural cover is lacking, so that the animals may hide when 
pursued or may rest in safety. In the Black Forest the large moun- 
tain foxes prey on the roe deer in winter in the deep snow, which aver- 
ages about 6 feet deep. They hunt in skillfully organized packs with 
the object of driving the deer into deep snow. To avoid this danger, 
the rangers break ski trails connecting the various feeding stands one 
with another, so that the deer are able to escape from the foxes along 
these trails. These trails are also necessary to permit the deer to 
move about and avoid freezing to death. Another precaution against 
foxes is found in the construction of feeding shelters, which must be 
provided with roofs to prevent the hay from getting wet, but these 
roofs are so built as to allow the deer to look out in all directions in 
order to see the approach of foxes. 

The annual loss of deer from foxes in the Schluchsee revier is about 
30 head, but as these are mostly poor or weak animals, the loss is dis- ; 
counted. Even if there were no losses from foxes and if all these 30 
deer survived (which they would not), the financial balance is still in 
favor of maintaining the foxes: 

Marks 

Toss olideer atgO.marks cach: <- we a iu 2 soe es eee 0D 
Gain; 22\fox skins per year at 65 marks 224.0520 So eo te 

Netigaini alesse sce es Serle ee ee ere 2 SLO 

An interesting example of maintaining both the biological and the 
fiscal balance. 

In the hunting of predatory animals in the state forests of Bavaria 
and Baden, an annual kill limit is fixed. In the Schluchsee revier, 

2 $77.50.
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20 to 25 foxes are taken each winter. Predatory animals are shot 
or taken in traps. The use of poison is, as a rule, not resorted to, and 
is regarded as unethical. At Schluchsee the foxes are taken in 
swan-neck traps, which are set in springs where the foxes go to drink. 
This trap kills instantly in 90 percent of the catch. If not used in 
America, it is recommended for experiment by the Biological Survey 
to meet the humanitarian objections to the ordinary steel trap. It 
has been adopted in Germany in response to public opinion. It can 
be obtained from the firm of Grell, at Haymstadt, Silesia, Germany 
(German name of trap Schwanhalsfalle). 

The fox furs from Schluchsee bring from 50 to 60 marks ($12.50 to 
$15) each. They are sold at the fur market which is held 1 day each 
year in February successively in the cities of Stuttgart, Donau- 
eschingen, Karlsruhe, and Darmstadt. 

Eight or ten martens are taken each year in this same district. 
They are enemies of the auerwild, a large game bird somewhat 
comparable to our wild turkey. As squirrels are the preferred food 
of the marten, they are protected as an indirect protection to the 
auerwild. 

Suction III. Genrrat Game Statistics ror THE Bavarian STATE 
Forests 

The number of game animals in the state forests is smaller in 
proportion to area than in private or communal lands. One impor- 
tant reason (already pointed out) is the lack of sufficient game food 
in the extensive even-aged spruce forests. Another reason is that a 
large proportion of these forests is in high mountain country, en- 
tailing heavy losses from snow and cold. 

ANNUAL KILL 

Statistics of annual kill in the state forests have been kept for 40 
years. Two years are selected as typical. 

Number kiltea | Number killed 
Species SRE RE ee Species ceomarecy ans ot 

1908 | 1925 | 1908, 1925 

Red deer: Roe deer: 
PAM Soe ees ease 668, 234 TAUONS 2 oO oLs lan b estas «| 3,041 2, 099 
OVA coe epson cae, 967 316 ca SRT A EB Se RE 998 304 

Fallow deer: BaP eR ss a eas Sata ot 11,817 7,977 
Oba gs 2s eno coco cea 26 67 Pheasants. Sicoe ses 5, 221 1, 304 
Othersscnc =: 22a ee 37 671) Agerwild_ 2.5, 522.¢223524.2. 230 lik 

WHO OON Ss soba ac sakeSore 979 390 || Feldhuhner..-—-...--..------ 6, 387 1, 594 
Chamois: Berar scenes seintusueess s224 3, 432 1, 662 

NERA sate toss i 458 £0 | RY oe 263, 76 
Ges se aupeu Acs blue eee 149 70 

Nes 2h AUS 5 RSE EE I Sc ge etme ES EN Na hae eS 

Other less important animals not listed here. 

The marked decline in annual kill is partly due to the development 
of intensive agriculture in the adjoining regions. More important 
as a cause was the large amount of poaching during and after the 
World War, combined with heavy losses during the severe winters of 
1916-17 and 1923-24. The 1925 kill therefore probably does not 
give a true average picture of present-day conditions. Following
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this same severe winter of 1923-24, as already noted, the kill at 
Schluchsee was reduced by two-thirds, but the herd was back to 
normal in 3 years. 

The kill on private and communal hunting grounds is relatively 
higher not only because these lands are more fully stocked but be- 
cause large numbers of game animals that drift from the state forests 
into lower country are bagged in the private and communal districts. 

Average kill per 10,000 hectares (25,000 acres) 

Mammals: Head | Birds: Head 
Communal and private lands. 700 | Communal and private_...-. 400 
Bavarian state forests__..... 260 Bavarian state forests....... 65 
Prussian state forests_....... 420 Prussian state forests__...... 65 

Value of game killed, 1925 Y 

Marks Communal and private Marks 
Bavarian state forests_._._-__ 337, 938 | dands/2t-sh £3500; 075: 

Of the total value of game killed in the state forests, the roe deer 
constitutes somewhat over one-third. 

Relative value of kill of different game animals, 1925 

State forests: Percent | Communal and private lands: —- Percent 
Ree deere 2s -31 er eee Se aby YAP D et seer a Be Be 
Rares be Oe on Hoe deer eras 5S PES) 27 
ed eer: — 2 el soneeo aes ha Game birds. Woon 2b VG 
Vermines 2. so 5 Soc Se pease) 719) Wermuin 2: fet oe ea ae 
Wald boars_.3 ieee eg PROCNOGOT 2 Sieh ae er 
Chamois a. os ce eee 1D Wildspoats = ek ene tee os 
Gamecbirds) 2) ice Eee a 5 

Norn: Above percentages, read from a graph, are approximate. 

GAME REVENUE FROM STATE LANDS, 1925 

State-administered forest hunting districts, 205,614 reichmarks or 
34 pfennigs (about 8 cents) per hectare. Leased forest hunting 
districts, 197,069 reichmarks or 57 pfennigs (about 14 cents) per 
hectare. The outlay for the state-administered districts, 146,589 
reichmarks. 

Of the total forest receipts, the income from game is forty-four 
hundredths of 1 percent, a fact that strikingly demonstrates the 
relatively unimportant economic value of game as compared with 
its scientific and recreational value. 

Of the total forest expenses, the expense on account of game is 
twenty-seven hundredths of 1 percent. 

The income from hunting on communal and private lands in 1925 
was markedly higher than that shown in the above table for the 
state forests. The total was 6,112,209 reichmarks or 0.93 mark 
(about 23 cents) per hectare—roughly 10 cents per acre. This figure 
represents almost clear profit, since these lands are mostly leased 
and the lessee pays the cost of feeding, etc. 

The value of game killed on the communal and private lands in 
1925 was 3,500,000 marks. 

Nore: Statistics in this section obtained chiefly from article ‘‘Die bayerischen 
Staatsjagden,” by Nusslein, in Mitt. Verein Forstbeamt. Bay., June 15, 1930
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Section IV. Privarp anp CommunaL Game ManaGEMENT 

The limited time available permitted only a very cursory inquiry 
into this phase of the subject. In Bavaria and in most or all of the 
other German states, the hunting rights on small estates are ad- 
ministered by the commune through the leasing system; whereas the 
large estates are administered or leased by the owner. 

In private and communal hunting districts, the state fixes the closed 
and open seasons, and may, if ood be, establish long closed seasons. 
But it does not control the number of animals to be killed in these 
hunting grounds, as it does in the state forests. The maintenance of 
the eee tae stock of game is a contractual obligation, the lessee bind- 
ing himself to preserve the stock in as good condition as when he took 
the lease, to feed the game when necessary, to abstain from illegal or 
unethical hunting methods (such as with artificial lights at night), 
and to cooperate with the owner in such matters as feeding, location 
of shooting stands, ete. Overshooting or other violation of the lease 
gives the owner the right to terminate it. 

The principal responsiblity for the care of game on the larger estates 
therefore falls upon the owner or upon the lessee, if the hunting rights 
are leased. Private initiative, coupled with the high traditions of 
German sportsmanship and the beneficial activities of the game asso- 
ciations, is responsible for the high productivity of private game lands 
in Germany. 

The larger estates usually have one or more gamekeepers (Jiiger) 
and many of them have technically trained foresters, both of these 
classes of personnel having substantially the same training as the 
corresponding state personnel. 

As previously noted, the private and communal hunting grounds 
in Bavaria are better stocked and more productive than the state 
forests, but this superiority is probably chiefly due to better climatic 
and food conditions. (For comparative statistics of production, see 
sec. III.) 

To promote better game management in private and communal 
lands, such agencies as the Gesellschaft fiir Jagdkunde in Berlin and 
the numerous game-protective associations throughout Germany 
are, many of therm, carrying on effective educational work. 

The German leasing system is the antithesis of the American sys- 
tem of (theoretically) unlimited free hunting. Nevertheless, America 
can learn much from the advantages of ‘the clearly defined and spe- 
cifically fixed responsibility for keeping up the game supply as worked 
out in Germany—a responsibility that is doubly reinforced by the 
owner’s wish to keep his revenue unimpaired and the sportsman’s 
wish to have good hunting. 

Section V. Trarninc or Game PERSONNEL 

In the state forests and on large private estates, game manage-. 
ment is conducted by technical foresters and by rangers (Jager). 
The ranger (as the German name gamekeeper indicates) originated 
as a hunter rather than a forester, and gamekeeping is still perhaps; 
his favorite and most characteristic activity. 

In Bavaria, the technical foresters have 8 semesters (4 years) of 
university or forest academy training, supplemented with 3 years:
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apprenticeship in the forest service before receiving a permanent 
appointment. The rangers receive practical training in the lower 
forest schools and through apprenticeship. Even in the higher forest 

schools, instruction both in game management and in hunting is a 
part of the regular course. 

There is a high tradition of sportsmanship among German foresters, 

and a great deal of the lore of hunting and of game management is 

handed down through the system of apprenticeship prevailing in 

German forest education. In the state forests of Bavaria, foresters 
who show special aptitude and interest in game management and 
hunting are assigned to specially difficult game forests or to the higher 
administration; but neither in Bavaria, nor elsewhere, so far as I 

have been able to learn, are there specially trained biologists assigned 
to game management, nor even foresters with special and intensive 

training in game management, though I was informed that some of 

the state forest departments are beginning to feel the need of attaching 
game specialists to their stafls. At present, however, German game 
management seems to be largely an empirical art based more on long 
tradition and on practical observation and personnel training rather 
than on intensive research and the work of game specialists. 

Secrion VI. Game Resnarcu 

In the field of practical game research, one of the principal agencies 
is the Institut fiir Jagdkunde in Berlin, whose director, Dr. A. Stroese, 
J interviewed. It is supported by the Association for Game Research 

(Gesellschaft fiir Jagdkunde), whose membership is made up of in- 
dividuals and of game associations (more than 100 in number). It 
receives no governmental support. Its quarters, together with an 
experimental forest area, were presented by Neumann-Neudamm, 
publisher of the Deutsche Jigerzeitung (German Hunter’s Journal) 
and one of the principal German publishers of books on forestry and 
game. The Institut apparently operates on a rather limited budget. 

The Institut works by means of laboratory analyses, zoological 
research, and field experimentation on practical management prob- 
lems. It maintains an information and advisory service, For ex- 
ample, it furnishes laboratory analyses and diagnoses of game diseases, 
gives advice to landowners and associations on game breeding, re- 
freshment of blood, etc., and gives expert evidence in the prosecution 
of poachers, as for example the microscopic identification of animal 
hairs on clothing, in knapsacks, etc. 
Among its game management research projects may be cited the 

following, as typical: 
The protection of agricultural and forest crops from game injury 

by the use of chemicals whose odor is repellent to game; 
The study of food deficiencies (including soil constituents) to de- 

termine if possible, the cause of the widely prevalent bark-stripping 
of the spruce by deer; 

Determination of age of roe deer from teeth (highly important, 
since the age of animals killed must be determined if game-manage- 
ment plans are to be accurately carried out); 

Salt needs of game animals; 
Statistical research on numerical distribution of game animals in 

Germany ;
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Stomach-worm epidemic among hares; 
Abnormalities and diseases of antlers, on which it has published an 

interesting booklet. 
The publications of the Institut include bulletins, a scientific de- 

partment in the periodical Deutsche Jagerzeitung, a game-research 

year book, and a series of popular leaflets designed to interest hunters 
and landowners in scientific game management. Among these 
leaflets, or “‘Merkblatter”, which usually contain four printed pages, 

may be cited the following as an indication of the range of subjects 

treated: Planting of game (birds, hares, deer); care of young hunt- 

ing dogs; game propagation; winter needs of game; epidemics 
among game animals; wood snipe; ethics of hunting; predatory 

birds; game feeding; antler development; antler diseases; salt licks. 

In addition to printed material, the Gesellschaft fiir Jagdkunde 

provides the hunter’s associations with illustrated lectures (“canned 

lectures”) on such subjects as “Problems of Scientific and Practical 

Game Research”, “Salting of Game Animals”, ‘‘Biology of the 

Martens”, to choose at random. It also organizes field excursions on 

game management for sportsmen and landowners under the guidance 

of experts, somewhat like our agricultural and forestry field days 

organized by the Extension Service. 

Nors.—The complete list of the publications of the Institut fiir Jagdkunde 

and of its parent association, the Gesellschaft, can be obtained from the Verlag 

yon J, Neumann, Neudamm, Berlin. Of special importance are the successive 
“Yearbooks of Game Research”, beginning in 1912. 

Section VII. Game Prorecrive AssociaTIONS 

In Prussia alone there are about 1,000 game protective associations, 

not including gun and dog clubs. Naturally, since the game asso- 

ciations are made up mostly of people who either own or lease hunting 

rights, the associations have a peculiarly direct interest in game pro- 

duction. 
The game protective associations of Bavaria are affiliated together 

to form the Landesverband der bayerischen Jagdschutz and Jager 

Vereine or National Association of Bavarian Game Protective and 

Hunters’ Associations. The main objects of this central association 

are to represent the local associations in all national matters, to pro- 

tect the interests of sportsmen, to promote game production, to foster 

law observance and good sportsmanship, to assist the State authorities 

in combating poachers. It promotes artificial game propagation and 

transplanting of game, the feeding of game and the planting of 

“game acres”, the creation of shelters and cover. It is specially 

interested in the accurate application of the principle of limitation 

of kill. 
ConcLUsIONS 

This report outlines some of the major principles and practices of 

German game management with the hope of stimulating more com- 

plete investigation of certain phases of the subject. Superficially, 

the basic theory of German game management and of the distribu- 

tion of hunting privileges are so different from those prevailing in 

America that one might jump to the conclusion that we can learn, 

nothing of value from German experience. This would be a mistake.
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Certain basic principles and practices are, with due modifications, 

applicable to game management anywhere, and are worthy of detailed 
study. I shall here list what seem to me the chief of these. 

1. Quantitative regulation of kill—The basic idea lere has been 

spasmodically used in America—in the Kaibab, the Black Range of 
New Mexico, and perhaps elsewhere. It is certainly more widely 

applicable, especially in the national forests and on large private 
estates and hunting clubs. Is the time not ripe to begin its gradual 

extension where conditions permit? 
2. Qualitative regulation of kill—I£ German experience on the buck- 

doe ratio is right, our buck laws are all wrong. A more thorough in- 
vestigation of this whole subject, beginning with the German back- 
ground, seems in order. Is there any evidence in America of physical 
deterioration of deer by excessive shooting of bucks? Could weed- 
ing out of inferior animals be promoted by the use of differential 

license fees—a high fee for a large buck, medium fee for small or 
poor buck, low fee for doe? 

3. Feeding—Is not feeding to save winter losses, more widely 

applicable in America? If so, a further study of German methods 

and costs is worth while. Expecially important is German experience 
in planting natural foods and coverts. The use of natural foods to 

prevent forest and agricultural injury is suggestive. The relation of 

pure coniferous plantations to the future supply of game feed has 

already been mentioned, especially in reference to the forest-planting 
program. 

4. Communal leasing.—The uniting of communal and small private 

holdings to form hunting districts is suggestive of the possibility of 

creating cooperative hunting districts among farm owners in America, 

for leasing to clubs or individuals. The German methods of adminis- 

tering these community hunting districts is worthy of further study. 

5. Private initiative and cooperation——Since so much of German 

- game management depends on the land owner, the lessee, and the 

cooperative efforts of the game protective associations, this field is 
recommended for intensive investigation. 

6. Research.—In addition to following the results of German game: 

research, which is doubtless already being done in the Biological 

Survey, a study of the methods used by the Institut fir Jagdkunde 

and other research agencies is recommended. 

oO
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Darn geht e3 hinaus. Wf den Berg fteuern wir gu, der al8 mag, ijt jebt gewiffermaken gleidgiiltig. Die Hauptfpannung hat 
einfame Qnfel inmitten der gefehorenen Wiejen emporiteigt. Grofe  fich gelegt. — Schon flingt das Mittagsgeldut aus den Dirfern 
Beute ift auf ihm nicht gu erwarten. Yebdes giweite Gah nur wird  rundum herein in die griinen Hallen. Da fagt der Qagdherr: ,- Meine 
ex gettieben, aber immer wieder fehren wir gern gu ihm guriicl. Herven, der ndchfte Trieb im Najfen Grund bringt wabridjeintich 
Bu prachtooll ijt der VBlic von feinem Gipfel in die Lande hinaus. eine Mberrafdung. Sch fage nur fo viel — fchiefen Sie mir mein 
/ Wer von den Herren legt Wert auf landjchaftlice Reige beim Gretel nicht tot!” Und richtig, faum ftehen wir um die Dichng 
Jagen?”, pflegte der vorleste Forjtmeijter gu fragen. ,,gch — ich”  Herum, da gieht cin Rel auf und gu und ftellt fich neben den Forft- 
fchallte e8 guriich. ,,Darm werbde ich Sie nicht auf den Gipfel ftellen”  meijter. Den gangen Trieb macht e3 mit. Das ijt das Gretel vom 
war die UAntiwort. ,,Sie lajfen fonft alles Wild durch vor Lauter Forfihof. Noch im Vorjahr lebte e3 im Gatter, dann jehnte c8 fic) 
Shauen!" ... ‘ nach Sreiheit. Hier im ftillen Reviertetl wurde eB ausgefebt, aber fo 

Wohlgemut ftehen wir am Waldrandb um den Gagdherrn oft einer im griinen Roc vorbeitommt, weelfelt es freudig auf thn gu 
herum, der ein paar Worte der Mahnung gu gerechtem Sagen gu und lapt fich fraulen. Die mittlerweile bon thm gejebten Mike 
und fpricht. Das ijt feine Pflicht, wir verjtehen 3 alle. Hitbfdh ift prefchen wild durch die Schitben. Die Mutter ift iynen ein Raifel. 
bas Bild. Die iwetterfeften Geftalten der Holgarbeiter und der Nach dem Friihftiice am Lodernden Feuer geht eS weiter. Mit 

: Manner im grimen Rod. Zivei von ihnen hangt das Plejfer Yagd- einem Male ift der Nebel da. Ym hohen Hols dunfelt’s betnah. Dag 
horn fiber der Sehulter. Wieder einer fiihrt cine Koppel deutfcher ijt ein gang eigenartig reigvolles Stehen. Links und rechts al halb 
Wachtel bei Fuh, und im Hinterqrnd grollt wie ferner Dorner verzerrte Brocengelpenfter die Nachbarn, vor mix gwifden den 
da3 Nnurren de3 Rauhhaarigen, der de3 WAmtmanns Brauntiger  Stammen der fchwere Hauch, quiinblau itber dem Boden, fajt wie 
gar gu gern abbeuteln modte. die Micke der Fwrfter. Hiher hinauf unter den Kronen wird ev 

Hell sieht das erfte Signal durch das Holz, dann wieder Stille. hellgrau, die Wipfel felbft aber ftehen wie mit Silberftaub tiber- 
Ki Hack fallt 8 aus dem Cichenfchopf herunter, majfenhaft Mat  Haucht in der Stille. Cine Buche ragt dicht bor mix empor. 13 
diefes Jahr! Gang hinten im Holz larmt ein Haher. Schon tinen mein Blick an ihrem machtigen Stamm hinaujfaleitet, farn ec fich 
die TreiberHappern die Lelne heran, da fist auf einmal vor mix doch noch an etwas Farbigem laben. Sparjam fcjon, fojtbar ver- 
in den Stangen ein Hafe und dugt mich unvetiwandt an. MRiihr’  eingelt, haften dottergelbe Blatter tm jilbernen Wfttwerf. Manchmal 
ich mich jebt, Wwitfeht ex fort und fommt meinem Nachbar. Gagd- fink im Langjamen Wirbel eines auf den Granitblocd gu meinen 
neidijd) foll man nicht fein, aber beffer. if’S doch, ich hab’, ftatt ich  Fiihen und bleibt wie ein Dufatenftiie liegen. Von allen den vielen 
hatte. Go bleibe ich ftocjteif ftehen, und erjt als der Krumme  GCindriicien des Tages bleibt mir diefer als fchinfter. Leid beinahe 
halb mifiranifeh guriicfgeht, fare ich hoc) ... G3 ijt ettwas Cigenes tft eS mir, dah} jebt DAS Horn von der nebelumivallten Larche her 
um folehen erjten Hafen im Waldtreiben. Cin hoher Herr, der viele  CSehluh fiindet. — Geqne euch Gott, ihr Hiker. Mogen Wine 
Hirfeffercrlegt, Hat mir das einmal beftatigt. Was noc) fommen ter und Sturm gnadig mit euch verfahren! ” 

/ Bom VBorfommen und der Lebensweife ve3 Hafelwildes im Wefterwald 
Bom Jager vom Wefterwald 

mimet und immer tvieder fucht man nach ben Urjachen de3 auf Taunus und Hunsrite begiehen. Gerade die Lohwaldungen mit 
MRiieeganges des tleinjten Vertreters unjerer Waldhiihner, und ihrem vieljeitigen Unterholz und ihren unfrautbewadhjenen Blifen 
alle miglichen Griinde werden ins Feld gefiihrt. Nach meinen  bildeten wie fiir alles Wild jo anc) flix bas Hajelpuhn einen Lieblings- 

Veobachtungen tragen in erjter Linie bie intenfive Belwirt}chaftung  aujenthalt. Wenn man daher hier im Wejten heute noch Hafelwild 
aller Forften und damit die planmafige und jriihe Durdforjtung antvifft, jo verdanten wir das der Tatjache, dab noch grofe Teile 
der meijten Waldflachen jowie die Umwandlung der unrentabel der rheinifehen Forjten der Umwandlung aus Schilwald in reinen 
gewwordenen Cichen|dalwalder in reine Laub- oder Nadelholgbeftinde  Hochwalb harren. Wie wird e3 aber fein, wenn die Lohrwaldungen 
die Schuld am Mitcgang des Hajelhuhns. Yeh modjte jedoch aus- verjchwunden und gu Stangenhilzern getworden find, die durch. 
driidlid) darauf Hinwweijen, dafs fic) meine Beobachtungen nur auf forjtet werden? Gerade in den Hangen am Rhein und im Bor- 
das Rheinland und hier befonder3 auf den Wejterwald, aber auch geldnde des Wefterwaldes trifft man Hafelwild heute noch zabhlreich 

an, in ben reinen, Hochwaldartigen 
a pa TRS: 5 Veftinden des Hiheren Wejterwaldes 

5 ay se Se eae oad < jebod) mur ganz vereingelt. Warum? 
< |: A eee : . Nach dem MRheine gu befinden fich in 
coe — ee oe sa es bauerlichem Befis viele fleinere Wal 

ee eee ; a der, bie eine geregelte Forftivirt\chaft 
3 pee ee ae nicht betreiben. Ferner find dort auf 

‘ ie a den feljigen Hangen grope Flachen noc 
Ba i nicht umgerwandelt, und die Art braudyt 
fee = Z& dort wenig benugt gu tverden, denn 

= ie he 7 dieje alten Lohwalbungen bringen nur 
i ea . 4 4 geringe Oolgertrdge. Mit dem Wuj- 
es aaah. 5 ie een bet Nee Sire as 

I aoe a Yn pay Niederwald- und Lohheckenfehlage, zur 
ese Vad om, cae ~ a Bos) 7) 5 C ae meift mit Fidten, wurden bem Hajel- 

fy ‘ —_— aS by Tr aN , Hubhn die Lebensbedingungen ftarf ge- 
. \ Bs | eee ee) ¥ ¥ Tlirzt. Qn den gejchlofjenen Nadel- 

Peay i bas ca a Holgbeftinden wachfen eben  feine 
& ce a Bree De Veeren und Weichhilger mehr, und 
ria 4 4 toy er i 2] . a = fo wanbderte da8 Hafelwild aus und 
Se ey Ae Pex Tt: ging baburcdh immer mehr guriid. 

a ed ’ es ae as thi Hierin ijt aber nicht die alleinige 
B | . { | ee a * "Se = Urjadje de8 Miidganges 3u juchen, 

Nias) & 3 Opie iim a 7 i bebe Sih. noch manch anderer Grund trug dazu 
4 by ee ee een, TN bei. Go hat auch die ftarke Vermeh- 

. Pe ae 4 eRe scar rung bes Raubswildes in. den Mriegs- 
Bins OF 8 : ci ig Po ee phe jahren ihr geriittelt Mak Schulb an der 

nas Ae oe ag ae dt se See Des Hajelwildes. Cin jtarter 
Ripe aemee eh Ale Fe AN eae me ee aubiwildbefas vertrdgt fich nicht mit 

CR Nata S L _ Se eee =a er Piss ber Crhaltung de3 fleinften Tetraonen. 

Krihftidspaufe (Bhot. ©. Eberth, Raffel)
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Bejonders fchnecreiche Winter tragen viel ur Vernichtung des Wey gare, oO Ne ; ee 
Hajelhugns durch Raubwild, namentlich den Fuchs, bei. Das DP cts , H i \ 
in mancher Hinjicht nicht gerade Huge Hajelwild itbernachtigt # Ta) 3 \ : zs (| 
dann meift am Boden und oft in Steinjpalten und Sehnee- dig cai o alt 
lichern, aus denen e3 jeder Marder und Fuchs niiihelos ae ie \ .) bi big 
Herausholt. Ofter fonnte id) das bei Sehnee feftitellen und Brat fe ; nit . ee ty ae 
habe mich dann ftets getundert, dah iiberhauyt nod) ein ge- ENE “7 7 Pi BE a / ig 
wiffer Beja den Winter tiberlebte. — Weiter wird als Grund ; AD oes SPR Seen eee,” 
Des Riidganges die Wanderluft des Hajelhuhns bezeichnet. f See ner 
Nach meinen langidhrigen Crfahrungen Halte ich e3 aber fiir Don W. Neumener 
gang ausgefdlofjen, daz jic) das bei uns erbeutete Hajeliwild 
tm Herbjt fammelt, wm dann in jtarferen Fliigen abguwandern. lodte ich Haujig den balzenden Hahn mit dem Wujperl, dem Loc- 
Das Hajelwild ijt durchaus fein Strich- oder gar Bugvogel und  injtrument. Oft ftand der Eleine, liebestolle Kerl jchon nach wenigem $ 
unternimmt auch feine weiten Wanderungen. Wohl aber glaube ih, Reigzen gu. Meeijt fommt er angetrippelt, um dann in der Nahe 
dah e3 bei einjchnetbenden Verdinderungen bes Waldbildes, wie fie lange gu verhofjen, emfjiq umberjpahend nach dem vermeintlichen 
Hier im Wejten mit ber Aufgabe bes Schalwaldbhetriebes vor fich gehen,  Nebenbubler. Cin fdjtliches Bild bietet dann ber fleine Kobold. 
jeinen Standort in bie nahere oder weitere Umgebung verlegt, wenn  Trovig blaht ex fich auf, ductt fich nieder, ftrdubt den jamtnen Kehljact, 
thm diefe nach Geldndeausformung und Mjungsgelegenheiten beffer fehrwirrt mit den Schwingen, jpringt auf und ab, fachert sterlich den 
aujagt. Wahrideinlich fpielt aber auch bie Cinehe der Hafelhiihner  Stoh gu einem jdhinen bunten Rad und lat ab und 3u dabet fein 
bet vorfommendem Abwandern eine getwijje Rolle. Da das Hafel-  liebliches ,,tji—tji—tfitjeri_tji” erténen. Wie ein fleiner Mitter Gugt . 
wild nicht in Familien lebt, — tweshalb, diirfte fehwer gu ergriinden er gornjprithend und herausjordernd umber. Go manches Mal Htelt 
jein — miiffen eingelne Baare die Heimatjdolle verlajjen, meijt mich das reizende Rerlchen durch feine tollen Spriinge, denen man 
werden e8 die Qungen jein. Dieje twandern dann aus, aber nur die Ciferjucht und die Rampfesluft anjieht, jo gefejjelt, dak id) das 
foweit, bid fie einen gufagenden Standort gejunden haben. So  Schiefen vergah. 2 
tvird e3 auc) 3u erfliren jein, da} in manchen Revieren eingelne Anfang Mat errichtet dann die Henne unter itberhangenden 
Baare auftauchen, in denen feit Menfehengedenten feine Hajelhiihner  Brweigen im Gebitjch ihr aus wenig Genift beftehendes funjtlojes 
jeftgeftellt rourben. Nejt, das meijt 6 bis 10 rotbraune, dimfelpunttierte Gier enthalt. 

Auch der Wbfchuss anf Treibjagden, der mit wenigen Ausnahmen Wenn auch vielfach Beobachter bis zu 15 Ciern angeben, halte ich 
den eingigen WAbfchup bildete, trug gur Verringerung des Hatelwild- dies doc) fiir eine grofe Seltenheit. Gerabde gur Brutzett find die 
bejabes bet. Denn da wahllos Hahn und Henne abgelchoffen twourden, AUbgtinge an Hajelivild jehr grok, mag das Neft auch noch fo veritect 
muften fic) die Folgen diejes Tuns gerade bei dem in Cinehe lebenden angelegt jein. Ginmal werden Fuchs, Wiejel oder auch der Habicht, 
Hajelwild bejonders ftarf bemerfbar machen. Dak dies der Fall der ja gerne niedrig tiber den Boden Hinitretcht, doch die briitende 
getwejen ijt, wird Heute wohl niemand mehr beftreiten wollen. Henne entdecen, und Febderrefte weifen dann den Jager auf die 

Hier michte ich turg gufammenfajjen, was man zur Hebung  Tragddie des Waldes Hin. Wufgefallen ijt es mix, dak man in Gafelwild- 
oder doch wenigitens zur Erhaltung des jebigen Hafelwildbejabes  revieven tro de3 vielleicht nur geringen Bejakes haufig auf iberrefte 
tun fan. Dagu gehiren: Raubseugturghaltung, Rubhighalten des von gejehlagenen und gerijfenen Hajelhiihnern trifft, viel mehr als 
Reviers, Erhaltung von Heinen Waldhlifen, von nafjen, jandigen auf folche von Tauben und Fajanen. Cs hat fajt den Anjchein, als 
und fiejelreichen Stellen (denn gleich bem YAuer- und Birkwild ijt habe fich das Maubwild eine gang befondere Bertrautheit mit den 
auch da3 Hajelwild auf Miesaufnahme dringend angetviefen), Wn Cigenjchajten de§ Haielwildes angecignet. — Am meiften habe ich 
pflangung ober Grhaltung von beerentragenden, Baumen und Haljeltwild in ber Mittagszeit, wahrend der fogenannten Farlpiirfch, 
Straiuchern, Erhaltung von Gebiifeh und Geftriipp! gu Gelicht befommen. Wuf vergrajften, alten Holzabfuhrwegen und 

Das gange Leben des Hajelhuhns fpielt fic) in aller Stille- ausgefahrenen Walbdiwegen traf ich e3 an, wenn e8 der Mahrungs- 
mehr auf der Erde und im Gebiifeh als auf ben Bauinen ab. So fuche oblag oder fich in den fandigen Wagengeleijen huderte. Oft- 
fommt der Hafelhahn auf den Ruf oft laujend oder im Fluge an, mals habe tch fo gu meiner grdpten Freude Bolter beobachten tonnen, 
um dann auf einem Stein oder Crdhiigel, jeltener auc) auf einem die twie die Hiihner gegen das Ungesiefer Sandbader~ nahmen. 
Ait gu fufen. Ojter traf ich im Gunt ausgelaujene Belfer in den Mehr als einmal tonnte ich dem vertrarten Bolfchen gufchauen, 
bichten geftriippverwachjenen Lohhecen an, und immer fuchten jie wie e3 emfjig Laujfifer aujpidte, Fliegen hajdjte oder andere Snjetten 
dann in alten Reijighaujen oder dichtem Gebiifch Schus. Spater vom Boden auiflas. Gerade Snfeften und Beeren bilben den Sommer 
allerding3 beobadhtete ich Hin und wieder, daf fie, die alte Henne voran, iter die Hauptnahrung. Bor allem die Heidelbeere, die bas Hajelhuhn 
auch wohl aufbaumten. Das gange Leben fpielt fic) aber mehram — itber alles liebt, fonnte ich ftets in ber Lojung vorfinden. Die Beeren 
Boden ab. Gang im Gegenjag gu jeinen nachiten Verwandten, bemArier- der beiden Holunderarten und bejonders des Zahnwurzes (iibrigens 
und Virtwild, lebt bas Hajelwild in allerdings oft etwas treulojer auch cine Lieblingsnahrung der Ringeltaube), dex ja in unfecen Buchen- 
Ginehe. Schon im Herbjt finden fich die eingelnen Paare gujammen. waldern Haujig auftritt, werden ebenjowenig verfdmabht wie 
Om Winter Habe ish noch nie mehr als gwei HajelHiihner (eben ein Baar)  Himbeere und Brombeere. Auch die Gamen bes Heidetrautes dienen 
beijammen beobachten tinnen. Ym Februar beginnen eingelne Hague  gur Mjung. Bet Hohem ~ Schnee fonnte ich in den’ Mittags- 
oft {chon mit fehwachen Balgverjuchen. Der Hdhepuntt det VBalggeit jtunden Hjters beobachten, wie Hajelhiihner die wenig fichtbaren 
fallt allerdings in die Zeit Ende Marz /Anfang April. Qm Friihjahe Stauden freijeharrten und bedjten. Leider zeigt bas Hafelwild in
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Gefahe oftmals eine Kopflofigteit, die man bei Rebhiihnern und Kr. Hachenmburg . . Bejab 6—10 10 Abjehup nicht geftattet 

Fajanen niemals finden wird. Summer wieder fucht es fich gu briicen, » Wefterburg. . . x 10—15 «15 3 Fe - 

und gerade aus diejem Grunbde wird e8 dem Raubswild oft moglich fein, ,, Dillfreis . . . . ii 40—60 50 Abfehug 1934 — 

diefes Federwild gu erbeuten. » Simburg. ~~. ii 30—40 40 7 19384 1 

Hier im Wefterwald find es nur einige Reviere, in denen a3 ,, Oberlahn. . « ee gemeldet (jhagungsweije nur einige 

Hafelhuhn noch Heimijeh it. Mberall find jedoch blot ein bis awet i, Biedenfopf. . . foenige Paare) 

, Baare vertreten. Bei_den Herbitlichen Treibjagden tonnte ich Hin Dieje Bablen geigen, dak der Befas an Hajelwild noch vecht 

und wieder eingelne Stiide, 1926 das legte Bolt von acht Sti erjreulicy ijt und bei treuer Hegearbeit unjer fleinjtes Walbhubn noch 

beobadhten. Tro de3 gingliden Schubes ift Hier eine Zunahme recht lange dem Wefterivald erhalten bleiben wird, zumal. durch die 

bes Vejages nicht feftsujtellen, id) glaube eher, dak das Hafelhuhn Umftellung der Forftwirtjdhait dem Hajelhuhn in abjehbarer Beit 

nod) weiter abgenommen hat. Hoffen wir trobem, bap bas ee giin{tigere Lebensbedingungen geboten werden. Auffallend ijt die 

Hue und Ginjamteit jo fee liebende Eleinjte Waldhun unjeren Hohe bes Pejakes in den Kreijen Neuwied und Wtentirdyen Nord. 

rheinifcjen Fagden noch lange erhalten bleibt. Mige noch in mandem Das entipricht der Tatjace, dap gerade diejes Gebiet noch zahlreide 

FriiHling des fehwarstehligen Hahnes jones ied dure die erioacende  Banernwaldungen und Lohwaldungen aujguwveijen Hat, wahrend m 

Natur ingen! 3 é den Sreijen des eigentliden Wefterwaldes mit feinen gablreichen 

_ UL8 bejonderer Freund unferes Heinjten Waldhuhnes habe id)  reinen Fiehtenbeftinden und Didungen unjer Heinites Waldhubn. nicht 

mid) ftets mit dejjen Bortommen und feiner Lebensieie bejchijtigt. die ihm gujagenden Vjungs- und fonjtigen ebensbedingungen findet. 

Jmmet wieder Habe ich verjucht, moglichft Genanes iiher das Bor Crfreulicdh ijt die Tatjache, dab, wie obige Statiftit geigt, iberall 

fommen des Gajelwildes im Welterwwald gu erjahren. Bei befannten der Abjehub diefes prichtigen Wildes ganglich unterblieb oder doch er- 

Sager des Wefterwaldes habe ich Nachforidungen angeftellt, tonnte — heblich eingeldranft rurde. Wie aus den Zufdriften der Herren 

jo aber nie ein wirtlices Gefamtbild erlangen. Sm Lauje dieles reisfagermeifter erfictlid it, haben dieje von ihrer Wbjchub- 

Jahres habe ich mich nun an die Herren Kreisjagermeijter des Welter- genemigung nur febr felten Gebraud) gemacht und meift jeglichen 

twalbde getwandt und gebeten, mir an Hand der Ubjfehubplane miglicht  Abjehub verboten, um nach Méglicfeit eine Hebung des Befages 

genaue Angaben iiber die Bahl des m ihren Begirten vorhandenen  Herbeigufiihren. So 4. B. in den Rreijen Hachenburg, Limburg und 

Hajeltwildes gu geben, um einmal genaue Zablen itber ben Gejamt- Altenfirchen Sid. Wllgemein ijt in den legten Yabren eine Abnahme, 

bejab gu erhalten. Saft alle Herren haben mix liebenswiirdigerveife aber auch eine bemertbave Zunahme nirgends feitguitellen gewejen. 

dieje Ungaben gemacht, fo dak ber Lejer unjerer yDdeutiden Jagd“ Wie bereits gejagt, diirfte mit einer Junahme bes Hajelwildes exjt 

fic) einmal ein Bild von Verbreitungsgebieten des Hafelwildes inner- — in einiger Beit, wenn die Unijtellung unjerer Forjtwirtidaft auj Mifeh- 

Halb des Wefterwaldes machen tan. Gm eingelnen rourde folgender wal mebr in, Grjdeinung tritt, gu recnen jein. Wus jajt allen Bur 

Bejab und im Yahre 1934 erjolgter Abjdus gemelbet: j@riften der Herren Kreisjigermeifter, fir die ic) an bdiejer Stelle 

Gr. Neuwied. . . . Befak 250—260 260 Abfehug 1934 23 nodmals aufrictigit banten modte, geht die Anficht hervor, dak die 

» Altentirden Sid a 20—30 20 piaedOse ea intenfive Waldbewirt{dhajtung und vor allem die Erziehung reiner 

» AUltenkirchen Nord S 200—250 200 “ 1934 10 Hochwaldbeftinde  forwie bas Verfdjrwinden der Loh- und Bauern- 

» Kobleng Land .« 30—40 40 (Richts gemelbdet, da- waldungen dem Hafelwild die Lebensnotwendigteiten genommen haben. 

her von mir gefdagt)  Diefe Meinungen beftdtigen nur die aud) von mir al8 Gaupturjache 

» Montabaur . . 7 40 40 Abjdhub nicht geftattet des Riidgangs in ben legten 20 bi3 30 Gahren vertretene WAnjicht. 

Knopfbodabjahug. Oft und eingehend ift diefes Rapitel {don in habe id jedes Stiicf aufs genauefte mit meinem jehr jdharjen Glas 

ben jagdlicen Beitidhriften behandelt orden, doc) gehen die Meinungs-  angefprocjen. uch befprach ich mit einigen erfahrenen Jagern diefen 

perfdiebenfeiten bis heute nod fehr weit augeinander. Borweg Fall, und fie beftitigen mir, dab RKnopjbide vorher Hier nidt vor- 

midte ic) bemerfen, dap alle Waidgenofjen auf meiner Seite ftehen, Hanbden tvaren. Sedoch ber Zujammenbruc) war unvermeidbar. Jahr 

die meinen, dak Knopfodde — aud) die einjarigen, alfo jene, die bas um Qabr wurden Qutunftsbide abgefdoijen — aud) id habe mich 

atveite Mal fdieben — ein Produkt regelwidrigen Abjdhufjes find. damals gum Feil leider darin betdtigt —, ja hoffnungsvolle Spieb- 

Soh fann da8 auf Grund langjahriger Exrjahrung und forgjamfter Beob- und Gabelbddchen wurden nicht gefcont von jenen, denen bas Gehirn 

achtung in einem Revier mit guter, ja gum Teil tapitaler Gehirn- nichts galt, fondern die nur Hreude am Schiefen Hatten. Die Folge 

bildung mit rubigem Gerwijfen fagen. ME ich vor 14 Jahren meinen Hiervon tar, dai jiingere, bejonders gut veranlagte Bide tiberhaupt 

exjten Bod {chop, tar man her Anjicdt, baf ein guter Waidmann nicht gum Befehlag tamen, weil fie reftlos vor der Plattgzeit abge- 

nur Gedjer erlegen diirfe. Bch weif mich verfdjtedener Fille gu — fdhoffen rourden. Die Fortpjlangung blied den an Wildbret und Gehorn 

etinnern, dah Sager, bie dltere Bide mit miflicer Gehdrnbildung jammerlichen Paden iiberlajjen, die gu erlegen feine ,Chre“ war. 

‘ f@ofien, mit fceelen Augen angejehen wurden, tweil fie foldje  Schlieflich traten eine, ja fogar gieijdgrige und nod ltere Bice 

» Bodden" erlegten. Dieje TMberzeugung und der falfce Wbicdhug mit Kndpfen auf_bdie Bildflache, und Stimmen twurden laut, diefe 

haben fic) hier vielerorts jogar bis gum Qnfrafttreten des neuen Gagd- doch vorldujig su jconen, da ihre Mipbilbung auf ftrenge Nachivinter, 

gefebes gehalten, und e8 fteht felt, bab viele Sager auch Heute noc fo feblechte MNjung, Seudjen oder dergleiden guriictgefit}rt wurde. Mit 

unverftandlich Handeln twitrden, wenn dem jest nicht von Gejebes nichts aber fann ich beffer den Gegenbewets antreten als durch die 

tegen ein Riegel vorgejdjoben ware. 8 ijt nur gut, dab an jich  SFeftitellung, da nad) dem febr ftrengen Winter 1928/29 in einent 

ftarte und gefunde Rehjtinbde fic) trob des wahllofen und faljden M%b- 3000 Morgen grofen Revier auch nicht ein eingiger RKnopfbod gu 

fchujjes gu erhalten ruften, fonft riirden gute Gehirne fdon langit finden war. Woh! hatten Fahrlinge und givcijahrige Bice infolge 

verfejrounden fein. Hier in meiner naferen Umgebung gab es bis det enormen Riilte ihre laujcerhohen SpteBe oder Sechjerftangen 

vor etiva vier bis fiinf Jahren feinen Knopfbod, oder er tar eine grope —_,,1windjdhief“ oder brandig geichoben, fie bewiejen aber wenigitens, 

Seltenheit, tropbem nicht gerade ein forgjamer Abjehub vorgenommen dab fie bas Beug noch in fieh Hatten, ficjtbar aufzufesen. Heute find 

rurbde und auch fivenge Winter vortamen. Jeb Habe mich oft geroundert, Rnopf- oder » giveigentimeterbice” in diejem Dijtritt leider mur gu 

wie immer wieder und Jahr fiir Jahr gute und brave Gehdrntriiger gut vertreten, dod) nicht wegen ungiinftiger Natureinfliiffe, fonder 

erlegt werden fornten trog jahrgehntelanger ginglicher Schonung de3 wegen jahrelangen Febhlens der guten Bererber. 

weibliden Wildes. Sch ftehe mun auf dem Standpuntt, dap folde Jammerlinge, 

Ginmal (auft jedoch die Beit ab, wo die Natur piejes dulbdet, und gang gleich, ob ein jtrenger Nachwinter oder najjer Borfrithling 

dann beginnt fie fich gu vachen vb des uniiberlegten Cingreifens des  vorausgegangen ijt, teftlos befeitigt werden miiffen, wenn neben — 

Menjehen. Aft e3 dann bereits fo tweit gefommen, dafs auch der lepte ifnen gleidalte Bode mit befriedigender und guter Gehirnbildung 

gute Bererber auf ber Dede liegt, jo ift es jchwer, ungemein fever, im MRevier vertreten find. Sonft greift dieje Mipbildung noc) weiter 

wieder einen einigermafen guten Stand Herangubegen. Nur durch um fich! Yeh Habe in diefem Jahre noch einem jungen Sager den 

zahe Beharrlichteit und angftliche Schonung des Bodes, der auch nur Rat mitgegeben, nachdem ich feftgeftellt hatte, dab in jeinem Revier 

einigermafen verjpricht, noc) etwas gu werden — fojern noch ein auj einer Flache von etiva 300 Morgen drei gute Bie ftehen, die 

folcher vorhanden ijt —, fann e3 gelingen, den Stand allmaplic »rndpfer” mit Stumpf und Stiel auszurotten. Sit es nicht verwunder- 

qualitativ wieder gu Heben. Und das wird naturgemap ejneller vor lich, das in diejem Sahre fait alle Knopfbice itber und itber mit 

fich gehen, wo es einem jolcjen Mittelboc gelingt, fic) mit einer Ricte Rachenbremjen behaftet find? Bei einem gabhlte ich 42 Stic, er og 

von guter Erbmaffe gu verbinden. — Bor etiva vier Jahren traten hier — anfgebrocen 15 Pfund, WUlter givei- bis dreijahrig. Durd) ihr ftetes 

die erjten Merfmale der ‘Gehdrnverfiimmerung auf. Sb bemerte  Huften und die graue Decte machen fie einem die Erlegung leichter. 

nodmals, das ein Qretum ausgeldlofjen ijt, denn jahrelang jhon Sch habe in dicjem Jahre fo recht wieder den Cindrud befommen,
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